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NOTES FOR REVIE*,RRJi: ;

The Current Technical Specifications (CTS) Chapter 1 is marked in
detail due to the specific nature of the information provided in
that Chapter. However, other Chapters and Sections are not marked ,

in such detail. In general, only changes that impact the i

information and requirements of the Specification will be ;
identified and discussed. Items that are not marked in detail, but ;

are changed to reflect the NUREG 1434 markup include. j

BASES - The Bases for all CTS sections will be completely replaced .

by revised Bases which reflect the format and applicable content
of the improved TS. Justifications for changes to the Bases
content are the same as the justifications for the corresponding
changes to the specifications. ,

;

FORMAT - The format for the specifications is revised per the NUREG
to improve the presentation of the material.

!
RENUMBERING - While this will be marked in most cases, items in

lists which are revised from 1,2,3,... to a,b,c,... may not be !

identified.
!

ACRONYMS - Acronyms, initialisms and abbreviations may not be !
marked as spelled out terms or vice versa.

TERMS: The use of some terms will be revised en masse and may not
be marked at each use. Some examples of these include:

- Replacement of Special Test Exception (or STE) with Special
Operations;

- The use of MODES rather than OPERATIONAL CONDITION;
- Identification of MODES by number rather than by name,

e.g., MODE 2 rather than STARTUP or MODE S rather than
REFUELING; and

- The use of symbols (e.g., <,s, etc) in place of words.

In addition, general rewording of current information may take
place without identification of change if the NUREG wording clearly
provides the same requirement.

Each of these items are changes in the presentation of the material
only and do not affect the technical requirement. The changes are
made to improve clarity and consistency in the TS. The new wording
and format is provided in each markup of the NUREG (PSTS) package.
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|
CATEGORIES |

!
1

Attachment 1 |
MARKUP OF CURRENT TECH SPECS |

\

A - ADMINISTRATIVE !
i

R - RELOCATED !

f
M - MORE RESTRICTIVE !

L - LESS RESTRICTIVE :

i

LA - REMOVAL OF DETAILS TO PROCEDURES

LB - INSTRUMENTATION AOT/STI EXTENSION

LC - ELIMINATION OF INFORMATION ONLY
INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Attachment 2
MARKUP OF NUREG (ITS) TO PSTS

B - BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC

P - NON-BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC

C - GENERIC CHANGE
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES l
("Ax" Labeled Comments / Discussions) |

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
|Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the |

significant hazards consideration standards:'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously I

evaluated?

| The proposed change involves reformatting, renumbering and
,

rewording of the existing Technical Specifications. The
reformatting, renumbering and rewording process involves no
technical changes to existing Technical Specifications. As
such, this change is administrative in nature and does not i

impact initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of
| accident or transient events. Therefore, this change does not
| involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in methods governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate
any new or different requirements. Thus, this change does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because
it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This
change is administrative in nature. As such, no question of
safety is involved, and the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

i

!

i CLINTON A-1 10/1/93
.

| |

|
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
("Rx" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances
for structures, systems, components or variables which did not
meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical Specifications as
identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the CPS
Technical Specifications. The affected structures, systems,
components or variables are not assumed to be initiators of
analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate accident or
transient events. The requirements and surveillances for these
affected structures, systems, components or variables will be
relocated from the Technical Specifications to an appropriate
administrative 1y controlled document which will continue to be
maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, the affected
structures, systems, components or variables are addressed in
existing surveillance procedures which are also controlled by '

10 CFR 50.59 and subject to the change control provisions in
the Administrative Controls Section of the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in methods governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate
any requirements and adequate control of existing requirements
will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

CLINTON A-2 10/1/93

____ _-_ _ _ .
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS -

("Rx" Labeled Comments / Discussions)
(continued)

-

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? !

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because
it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In
addition, the relocated requirements and surveillances for the

,

|
affected structure, system, component or variable remain the

'

same as the existing Technical Specifications. Since any
future changes to these requirements or the surveillance
procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR
50.59, no reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin
of safety will be allowed.

The existing requirement for NRC rev.4ew and approval of
revisions, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.92, to these details
proposed f or relocation, does not have a specific margin of
safety upon which to evaluate. However, since the proposed
change is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, approved by the NRC Staff, revising
the Technical Specifications to reflect the approved level of
detail ensures no significant reduction in the margin of
safety.

p

CLINTON A-3 10/1/93
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

|
'

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
("Mx" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

1

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ,

'probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

,

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for
operation of the facility. These more stringent requirements i

do not result in operation that will increase the probability
of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter assumptionsi

I relative to mitigation of an accident or transient event. The
more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process |
variables, structures, systems and components are maintained |
consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident previously

,

evaluated.
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
|

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of i

the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be '

installed) or changes in the methods governing normal plant !

operation. The proposed change does impose different
requirements. However, these changes are consistent with
assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. ;
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ]evaluated. |

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
| safety?

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no
impact on or increases the margin of plant safety. As provided
in the discussion of the change, each change in this category
is by definition providing additional restrictions to enhance
plant safety. The change maintains requirements within safety
analyses and licensing bases. Therefore, this change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1

CLINTON A-4 10/1/93
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,

! " GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE:
j RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, USAR OR

PROCEDURES'

i

(" lax" Labeled Comments / Discussions)<

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no,

4 significant ha::ards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the,

probability or consequences of an accident previously,

; evaluated?
4

The proposed change relocates certain details from the
Technical Specifications to the Bases, USAR or procedures. The
Bases, USAR and procedures containing the relocated information
will be maintained in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and are
subject to the change control provisions in the Administrative
Controls section of Technical Specifications. Since any
changes to the Bases, USAR or procedures will be evaluated per
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no increase (significant or
insignificant) in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Theref ore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the :probability or consequences of an accident previously,

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?'

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in methods governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate
any requirements and adequate control of the information will
be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

l
!
<

J

1

!
i

1

CLINTON A-5 10/1/93
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS >

FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
;

" GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGr-
RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, USAR OR '

PROCEDURES !

(" lax" Labeled Comments / Discussions)
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of i

safety?
1

1

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because j
it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In ;

addition, the requirements to be transposed from the Technical
Specifications to the Bases, USAR or procedures are the same as
the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future
changes to these requirements in the Bases, USAR or procedures
will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no

.

reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety !
will be allowed. '

The existing requirement for NRC review and approval of I

revisions, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.92, to these details -

proposed for relocation, does not have a specific margin of
safety upon which to evaluate. However, since the proposed
change is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, approved by the NRC Staff, revising
the Technical Specifications to reflect the approved level of j
detail ensures no significant reduction in the margin of |
safety.

,

t

i

I

CLINTON A-6 10/1/93
|

|
_ _ _ _ _ _.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;.

FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
d ;

3 t

" GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE:
'EXTENDING INSTRUMENTATION STIs AND AOTs

("LBx" Labeled Comments / Discussions) !

!
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
|

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the T

|
significant hazards consideration standards:

i .

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

,

The proposed changes increase the Surveillance Test Intervals
(STIs) and Allowed Out-of-service Times (AOTs) for
instrumentation supporting a number of TS functions. There are
no actual related modifications to any of the affected systems. !

However, the changes are expected to reduce the test related t

plant scrams and test induced wear on the equipment.
Therefore, there is no significant increase in the probability
of occurrence of a previously evaluated accident. General ;

Electric topical reports GENE-770-06-1 and GENE-770-06-2 showed '

that the effects of these extensions of STIs and AOTs, which
! produced negligible impact, are bounded by previous analyses. !Further, the NRC has reviewed these reports and approved the !conclusions on a generic basis. Therefore, the change does not >

significantly increase the consequences of a previously ;

evaluated accident.
.

; 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different {kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? '

The design and functional operation of the affected equipment
are not changed by the proposed revisions. The proposed
changes affect only the STIs and AOTs and will not impact the
function of monitoring system variables over the anticipated
ranges for normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, or accident conditions. Further, the proposed

-

'

changes do not introduce any new modes of plant operation, make
any physical modifications, or alter any operational setpoints.
Therefore, the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated is not created.

4

CLINTON A-7 10/1/93
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

" GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE:
EXTENDING INSTRUMENTATION STIs AhT AOTs
("LBx" Labeled Comments / Discussions)
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed changes do not alter the manner in which safety
limits, limiting safety system settings, or limiting conditions
for operation are determined. The impact of reduced testing,
other than as addressed above, is to allow a longer time
interval over which instrument uncertainties (e.g. , drif t) may
act. The current affected instrumentation setpoints already
account for the effects of drift and include a sufficient
allowance to tolerate extensions of the STIs. Implementation
of the proposed changes is expected to result in an overall
improvement in safety due to:

i. Reduced testing which results in fewer inadvertent reactor
trips, less frequent actuation of ESF components, and
greater equipment availability.

ii. Improvements in the effectiveness of the operating staff
in monitoring and controlling plant operation resulting
from less frequent distraction to attend to testing.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not significantly reduce the
margin of safety.

j CLINTON A-8 10/1/93

1
i
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS :

i

" GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE:
| RELOCATION OF INSTRUMENTATION ONLY REQUIREMENTS i

| ("LCx" Labeled Comments / Discussions) ;

I Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

I
The proposed change relocates instrumentation only requirements !
(which provide no post-accident function) from the Technical
Specifications to the Bases, USAR or procedures. These ,

requirements are part of the routine operational monitoring and ,

are not considered in the safety analysis. The Bases, USAR and
procedures containing the relocated information will be
maintained in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and are subject to
the change control provisions in the Administrative Controls j
section of Technical Specifications. Since any changes to the ;

Bases, USAR or procedures will be evaluated per the !
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no increase (significant or .

insignificant) in the probability or consequences of an I

accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously |

evaluated. t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of
the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in methods governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate
any requirements and adequate control of the information will
be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

CLINTON A-9 10/1/93
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

" GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGE:
RELOCATION OF INSTRUMENTATION ONLY REQUIREMENTS
("LCx" Labeled Comments /Discussioral

(continued)
:

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety'

|
|

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because
it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In
addition, the requirements to be transposed from the Technical
Specifications to the Bases, USAR or procedures are the same as
the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future
changes to these requirements in the Bases, USAR or procedures ;

will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no '

reduction (significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety
will be allowed.

;

The existing requirement for NRC review and approval of
revisions, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.92, to these details
proposed for relocation, does'not have a specific margin of
safety upon which to evaluate. However, since the proposed
change is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical |
Specification, NUREG-1434, approved by the NRC Staf f, revising i

the Technical Specifications to reflect the approved level of
detail ensures no significant reduction in the margin of
safety.

;

i

i

l

h
I

i |
i

'

!

l

CLINTON A-10 10/1/93
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ATTACHMENT 1 A:
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i
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CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT
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,
MARKUP OF CTS
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OEFINITIONS ,

. \2 ' ~~ N& ~ ~ ~~ ~/ |'

j -We--i u. .e w~ e ny te rn we vi we w
The-definedtermsfap,vta;vu

a , , c.a c u . . . . , , n, m ne
pear in capitalized tvoe ,M :p i'iret k ,3 ,;.:., L Jo m.e d.

and be applicable throughout these Technical Specification
[ i

ACTION $
-

equiRed ActoMSTO ! I

hyp.

g h kCTIONS) hall be that part of a Specification . prescri ---e p be #W'Q 4

?-M r:: .. M a under designated ndition eg g,e d

6"' P ' |l

Io AVERAGEPLANAREXPOSURE[
AV nGE PLANAR POSURE shall e applicaol o a speci ic planar height | |

an se al to the s of the exp re of all fuel rod thejplicified i

ndle at the specif ed height ided by th umber of f el rods in the fuel i

jGundle.

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE CAPLH6d |
'

The ""EEZ: unhAR LIZAR MAT CENE",TICN ;^il APLHG hall be applicable,
to a specific planar height and is equal to the sum of the ''""" ""'' "'''"""" LH625 f |h ! !Ad4Ed.r for all the fuel rods in the specified bundle at cified height

divided by the number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle t eeynT) | t

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 7y ;

f

; output such that it responds 'hhe necessary range and accuracy to known @gp ] f |!
'

I 4 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall the djustment, as necessary, of the channel
-

values of the parameter wt4h th. channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION [
|! o trie ;shall encompass the entire chant' Oncluding thefsensor w@ alarm an '

f. | |Ab functions, and shall include %M MNNEL FUNCTIONAL TESf. 4The C EL ALIBRA-
'

|nelTION may be performed by (any ser*es of sequential, overlap>ing or tota ,

|k steps hat,theentire)channeliscalibrated.
% ,,'

CHANNEL CHE K ,

Y i

hl.5 ACHANNELCHECKshallbetJhe'ualitativeassessmentofchannelbehaviorduring operatio y observatiors This determination shall include, where pos- !

f
sible, compariso f~the channel indication an or status other indications

q[p r. status derived from independent instrument hannels m a uring the same |

oramete

Nh i

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST AcroAL
ACHANNELFUNCTIONALTESTshallbeb W."

1. 6

s _ % Y_iDthe injection of a simulated signal into the saSEel M |,

ciose ic ue sensor as pracura3TDto verify OPERABILITY, inclu ing alarm 4
,

G M g r p functionsg nd channel failure trips. - - ~ s~pm
- - ; w ;= -,m

dithyg _e,s m . - .

.w/ - ' ~ ~4+ &h - .mc w a. m7 m, .a+ -.mr
.

.

..
ny series of sequential,The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed
entire channel is tested. )

overl ing or total channel steps tumb that th
$ 6 45M 3
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INSERT 1A I
,

,

Calibration of instrument channels with resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist of an
inplace qualitative assessment of sensor behavior and normal
calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in the
channel. ;

|
t
,

I

I

I

i
!

i
i

|

!

|'

'.
|

i

I

,

4

4

J
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[8[6$r$$~ @ { , a;h o n N8C c' Ybt$ DEFm operd
,

DEFINITIONS CN -- h O
/

.

' I

( f
20 m mMuu nav T/:T;.- ZL ISOLATIONI CC "0L SYSTEM RESPONSE TIK

4

k3 The EETA POT- A:C ":rTC7 .E55E,/ ISOLATION ."O
:CN!GL SYSTEM (C?"::S} -

I

j RESPONSE TIME shall be that timejinterval from when the monitored parameter
exceeds its isolation /Ktm anrsetpoint at the channel sensor until the '

,

isolation valves travel to their required positions. Times shall include
i diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays;where applicable. The |; response time may be measured byA

steps q +he entire respon%any series of sequential, overlapping)or total i
,

ime i measure .
j COREALTERATI0if gf c y,,p h'" *" ^^ N

l b CORE ALTERATION shall be the Etia - ."'nde-Smovementofrh
./

1 mm i .1 fuel, sources, or reactivity contro vessel with; % the vessel head removed and fuel in'Q,within the reactor r =-
the vessel. MovementMncludinaundervess! f

not conside{reia CORE ALTERATION. ASuspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not pre k og 7
replacement (of F -iRMs, IRMs. LPRHs. TIPS, or specia f movable detectorslis_ 4

'
i i

clude completion of@ movement of a component to Qsafe -r osition.
} CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT h ,_ L4#g gg

TheMETh.AT:
,

5^ LIMIT: "E"" " 35 h T * W specific document thatprovidas W 'mmlimits for the current &% reload cycle. ThesecycledpecificQ9 MQmg shall
*

G5iWD limits is addressed in'M be_ determined for each reload cyclein accordance with Specification- _ Plant operation within theseA

individual Specifications. dc , ,
* ' * C-

!
(CRITICALPOWERRATId\ hCN V" '? N " ""W

'

'

C __ _
_ _ _ _ _

; g 1.10 The CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR) shall bi the ratio of that power in '.he
4 assembly which is calculated by application of an approved General Electric ;*

Critical Power correlation to cause some point in the assembly to experience !
} boilino transition., divided by the actual assembly operating powerft '

; DOSE EQUIVALENT I-

h DDSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-13bhcrocuries
L

per gra k ^ ra one would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity andAC , isotopic mixture of I-131,1-132, I-133, I-134, and I-135 actually present.
The thyroid dose conversion factors used for this calculation shall be those

A

listed in Table III of 11D-14844,b" Calculation of Distance Factors for Power
.

i and Test Reactor Sites."
A DRNELL INTEGRITY

! 1.12 DR ''LL INTEGRITY shall exist when:
a. All dryw penetrations required to be c sed during accident conditions

'

are either:
1. Can:' vie of b ' closed b > OPERABLE drywell automatic isolation

j system or

| 2. Closed by at 1 one . ual valve, blind flange, or deactivated
) automati ave secured in closed position, +:eeept c g c.idcd A,cer M-4 - N w 3.5 A-1 of Spccificatic., ' e ". g w. (s6

b. Tb srywell equipment hatch is closed a
; (c . The drvwell airlock is OPERABLE pursuant to Specification 3.6.2.3.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-2 Amendment,No. 32, Sa
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INSERT 2A
1

In addition, control rod movement with other than the normal2

control rod drive is not considered a CORE ALTERATION provided
there are no fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

,

t

!

,

:|

4

't

3 6

i

'
,

@

i
!:

I

1

4

h
,

i

i

r

1-

l !
i '

.

4

,

,

INSERT
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,

DEFINITIONS '

i

DRWELL INTEGRITY (Continued) |
1

d%c' leakace rates are within th '

of Specification 3.6.2.2.

~

[g e. The suppression pool it LE p o Specification 3.6.3.1.*
-

~

f. The s , mechanism associated with each drywell pene e.g., i#

s, bellows or 0-rings, is OPERABLE. -

!_

|

ihodE - AVERAGE DISINTEGRATION ENERGY 6T Msopld
.1 E shall be the average weighted in proportion to the concentration o I

each radionuclide in the reactor coolant at the time of sam lin f the sum ;

of the average beta and gamma energies per disintegrationf in Me for isotopes,
with half lives .9see 15: .25 minutes, making up at leas 95% o the total

.

ine activity in the cogi nt. !
no

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEH (ECCS) RESPONSE TIF.E gm"Dod I

h The "ro T'Cv caer 000'.2:0 57CTE" [E C5kSPONSE TIMEall be that time I !
interval from when the monitored parameter exceeds its EC m i m isetpoint
at the channel sensor until the ECCS equipment is capable of performing itshi charge pressures (reach their required 'v'alues, etc.), Times shall include dieselsafety functich i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, pump dis-,

'

generator starting and sequence loading delays $where applicable.The response
time may be measured b any series of sequenti 1, overlapping 3or total steps .

,

that the entire res onse time is measured ,

1 J ENDf0FftYCLE.RECIRCULATIOR POMP TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
I

I) @ h.15
-- u EoC- RPT I

f a.:7 !"I' SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME sha113 eIhe E." CT CYCLE RECIRCUtR ien
7 Uiat time intervalfto complete suppression of the electric arQtween th.Le]_

Qutav enan conucts of the recirculation pump circuit breaker)from initial
llRNement of the associatedo-a-

f(o g /urbine stop valv @
g [urbine control va -n32

The response time may be measured by[QgegLo5ny serJes of sequential, overlapping or
total steps y that the entire response time is measured.- y

-

So
|.,,e ene.e,even, o.. - -- . -,

_ ,,

.

l

I

!
!

|
'

~

.

CLINTON - UNIT I l-3 Amendment No. 28

|
,
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. Page 9 of 71~

RE00ENCY NOTATM N -

/specified4or the perform /I Al 1.17 FREQUENCY N ance of s 11ance'
1 resents shall respond to the' intervals defined in Ta 1.3.

!. M -~0ELEIEL
-{.DJ6E274A)

/f6EiiMdE8XAGE 4 g[ _

.

BD(TIEI%LEAMGE all bei) 'b"
I a'. Leakag/into 311ectM -,4xD such as pump sealser valve packing,

OM~
~

d Wethat is captured and conducted to a sump or collecting tanklor
2 )'. L baaka ( into the drywell atmosphere from sources that are both

specifically located and known either not to interfere with the rationC of-4Fe-leakage detection systems or not to be, PRES $UREF6MJ L GE;

iTIAITING CORTRoi~R00 PAiiuutTQreve % LE A Y AG E de4 .1 b y
/

O. ormal hy raulic finit,1.y./s pattern which yssults ,in thel
A--/f.G ,1.20 A IMITING C OL RO PATTER Fshall be

[ core ing on ~a , oper ping on p' limiting valde I

(forJPLHER,LH , or MCP . 5~ 'I'

L55 EAR HEAT GENERATION RAT [(t sp']-- Q'

pe. ~%
d.,, IM flNEA" " RAT :D6 ERA WM " ATE]LHGR)Fshall be the heat generation per unit

length of fuel rod. It ts the integral of the heat flux over the heat --

transfer area associated with the unit length.

L,1GIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST h
'D"- (e'T22 A LOGIC SYSTEM FLNCTIONAL TEST shall be a test of all'o'"'r"'",*==***"''""'*'''***'''''"*-

1
components;y_.

'

to v)erify CPERABILITY.of a logic circuit from (56t== r? including 3the actuated devtc.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be rformed by

any series of sequential, overlapping 3cr total system steps that theentire logic system is tested. -
_

.-

,5s clcse 5 Y.~0e una r "h
,

~1v23 z[ DELETED}-Q- |g g g p, , not .-- %,

(MEMBERfs) 0F THE PUBLICg
/hj1.14MEMB ) 0F TH PUBLICsIllbean ndividual in a contro119[erV UNRESTRIETED AREA. Aiowever, individ 1 is not a 4 DtBER OF THE PUBLICpuring4ny periodjin which e indivi 1 receivey'an occupatipdal dose.

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-4 Amendment No. 69
'
'

'

,
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INSERT 4A

; LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Identified LEAKAGE

1. LEAKAGE into the drywell such
as that from pump seals or ;

valve packing, that is captured
and conducted to a sump or '

collecting tank; or

2. LEAKAGE into the drywell
atmosphere from sources that

; are both specifically located
and known either not to
interfere with the operation of
leakage detection systems or
not to be pressure boundary
LEAKAGE;

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All LEAKAGE into the drywell that is
not identified LEAKAGE;

c. Total LEAKAGE !

Sum of the identified and junidentified LEAKAGE;
,

1d. Pressure Boundarv LEAKAGE '

LEAKAGE through a nonisolable fault
in a Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
component body, pipe wall, or vessel
wall.

.

|

|

|
,

4

INSERT
CLINTON 1-4 10/1/93
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MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (mc PR1 h;,,3 per p-b o}
@ The iMIMUM--CRITICAL 70kEk isi-ift-tMCPR[shall be tsmallest %PR)(a3
exists in the core

-

g pgg g
r
0FFSITE DOSE CALCUE4 TION 14ANUAL (ODCH(

| 1.26 0FFSITE DOS ALCULATION NUAL (0DCM) shall corftain the met dology
:

i and rameters use in the calc ation of fsitedose/resultingf m,

(h( ra cactise gase s and liqui effluents in the cal 61ation of seous and
ljduid effl,uen monitoring arm / Trip points, ar in the co uct of the

'(nvironment Radiologica Monitorin regram. T ODCM sha also contai
i (1) the R oactive Eff ent Contro and Radio gical Env onmental
! Monitor' Program's r utred by S tion 6.8.4 d (2) de riptions of t
! info t' ion that sh d be incl ed in the A ual Radi ogical Enviro . ental ,

'

Oper t'ing and Radi ctive Effl nt Release Reports reouired by Spec' ications J
J. il.6 and 6.9.1.7.j g_

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY f ~ -hdm A*, L

E39 A system, subsystem,FN , component or device shall be PERABLE or
have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its specifie function (s)

h cooling %gli necessary attendant instrumentation, controls,> electrical power,
and when

seal water, lubrication, edMher auxiliary equipmelityhat are
required for the system, subsystem, , component or device to' perform its-3

function (s) are also capable of performing their related support function (s).
$k$

(S}2Q
[o rnm o e ev e r:,w:u

OPERATIOVAL CONDITION -/ CONDITION b , 5: a

( l.28 an OPERATIONAL ONDITION, i ., CONDITIph, shall be ar/y one inclusive
switchpositonandaver/gereactorco[anttemperatp/eascc::.b nation of mod

qpe ified in Tabl 1.2. -p

I _
,

#1.29 P (SICS TESTS hall be thos tests perfor.ed to measure the .undamental. q --,

" nucl r character ~ stics of the esctor core d related instrume tation as 1)
des ribed in Ch ter 14 of the FSAR, 2) as uthorized under th provisions off
1 CFR 50.59, or 3) as otherwise approved y the Commission.g2

(PRESSURE BOUNDAR,Y LEAKAGE T
~

~

h @a PiEE55URE BGUNDAR'D LEAKAGE N50 through a nonisolable fault in'
, ,

I a feactor (colant system, component body, pipe walls or vessel wall.
~

Gip f o - r w u w m'

,

'

| DHER T SC,--

| CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-5 AMENDMENT NO. 76

1
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INSERT SA

for each class of fuel. The CPR is that power in the assembly
that is calculated by application of the appropriate
correlation (s) to cause some point in the assembly to
experience boiling transition, divided by the actual assembly
operating power.

INSEh? SB

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one
inclusive combinatica of mode switch
position, average reactor coolant
temperature, and reactor vessel head
closure bolt tensioning specified in,

l Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor
vessel.

INSERT SC

PRESSURE AND The PTLR is the unit specific document
TEMPERATURE that provides the reactor vessel pressure

| LIMITS REPORT and temperature limits, including heatup
(PTLR) and cooldown rates, for the current

reactor vessel fluence period. These
pressure and temperature limits shall be

! determined for each fluence period in'

accordance with Specification 5.8.1.7.
Plant operation within these operating
limits is addressed in LCO 3.4.11, "RCS
Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits."

INSERT
CLINTON 1-5 10/1/93
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OEFINITIONS| ]1 ~_
RRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY \

1. 3
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY s all exist when:'

a. A Ah nment penetrations requ red to be closed during acc' dent condi-|tio are either:
I

'

1. C able of being closed by an 0sy +em or RABLE containment automatic ' solation
t

2. Close by at least one manual valve,
| automat'c valve secured in its closed lind flange, or deactivate

' (T2 W .5.*-1 Of> Specification 3.6.4osition, except as provide
;

l
;aar

b. All,co e ment quipment hatches are closed an sealed.
{.

c. Each ent a r lock is in compliance with th; Speci fication 3.6.1. . requirements of
|k r

The ent leakag rates are within the limits of ecification |

.

3.6.1.2.
i

{e.
The suppression pool is i compliance with the requireme'nts fecification 3.6.3.1.

[" f. The sealing mchanism associat
tion, e.g. , '< elds, bellows or 0 with each primary containment p

'

etra- (
. . .

*

% gs, is OPERABL Qn 1
'

I
PR0d55 CONTROL

OGRAM DCP)_
1.32 T ROCE55 CONTROL PROG shall contalanalyses, sts, and determina 'ons to be made the current formulag samplingi

and packagin of solid radioact) e wastes based
demonstrated proce sing of f

o ensure that the processing 't
' '

actual or simu ted wet solid was s will be accom ished in such a wa as toassure complianc with 10 CFR Part 0, 10 CFR Part 6 10 CFR Part 71 a
'

| Federal and State gulations, buria ground requireme s and other rents covern1no the 1sposal of the r ,

P lorctive waste. ,,
PURGE \ PURGING

1.33 PURG or PURGING *s the controlledf ocess of dischar ing air or g frWgg a confineme to mainta temperature, pr sure, humidity, ancentration rk
other operati conditio in such a manner hat replacement 'r or gas isrequired to pur

y the con 'nement. [~

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTFQ
'

,

!

1. 34 a EL :. E R. .n u T ^' O
t e reactor coolant of 2894 MWt.be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to

)

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-6
Amendment No. 40%B

-. . .
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DEFINITIONS
'

f .

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMEk. ---#

T ''"' '@' : C c_ " Y -

'Th d 'Q.3 - -

c'TE RESPONSE TJHEAe' @un"*"ild?einergizationofthescrampilotvalvesoleno' ids.''' "'''"'''' **''*"''''X'''" s hal l be de time int e rva l f rom
* '"' " "''

;
t '''" '"' '' '"' o"'""*' ''"' '

may be measured byAany series of sequential, overlapping or total steps suen
The response time

that the entire res onse time is measured. y .

O [ REPORTABLE EVEN 1 m e%n s a't So
_

i

,

'

l.36 A ~ RTABLE shall any o ose con ons spe ed i
,

(Sect' n 50.'3 to 10 C Part 50. ,
_

IRQD 0ENSITY W . *

A11 2 37 - *$rsttv s
2' be the #=6er or h tra' rod #1 es i"serte

*

fracti +he tot number o entrol ro tches. Al rods fully ~ serted
es aI

are e uivalent to 100 ROD DENSI - '
f

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 'INTEG D -

1.38 ECONDARY CONTAINMENT NTEGRITY shall exist when:
h\ ~,a. Al secondary containment

acc dent conditions are e' penetrations required to be e sed duringther:
{t 1. apable of being close!

,. i olation system or y an OPERABLE secondary contal ent automatic
-

'

,

,

*

2. Cl
ed by at least one manua( valve, blind flange, or deact'vated '

f.atic valve or damper as applicable secured in its close
aut
tion posi-except as provided infeLie 2.5.5.2-1 ;') Specification

'

6.6.2.
b. All secondar

containment equipment hat hes are closed and sealed.

'The standby g 5 treatment system is in co
> c.

of Specificati n 3.6.6.3. liance with the requirements i,

!

d. At least one do
in each access to the secon - ry containment is closed, iexcept for norma entry and exit. ;

The sealine.
tion, e.g.g mechan m associated with each seconda containment penetra-, welds, llows or 0 rings, is OPERABLE.

f. The pressure within t j

value required by Speci fication 4.6.6.1.a. secondary containment is less t an or equal to the
N '

j
SELF TEST SYSTE. N

__[
gg / 1.3. The SELF TEST TEM (STS) shall e that automatic st system design toconti. ' ally monitor th solid state nuc ar system protec n system,(NSPS)functio

(verifyin;1 circuitry by 'njecting short- ation pulses int ircuits andreper circuit pense to variou input combinatio The SELF TEST

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-7
Amendment No. 40[ .

_ - _ - _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ . - - . _ - _ .
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1 ~

.

; ) OEFINITIONS .
'

.__

-

SELF TESTNSYSTEM (Continued)
.

,

'

SYSTEM is des' ned to maintain surve'llance over all NSPS cessential to th
Q Reactor Protection Sy tem, Emergency Core Coinet circuitry;

Pj Reactor Core Iso ing Systems,System on a contint, tion Cooling System, d the Nuclear Steam Su - ly Shutoff;
s cycife basis.,

-

Th SELF TEST SYSTEM ma be used to perform v tous surveillance teing
~

t

func ons to satisfy tech cal specifications quirements for those
.1

it is signed to monitor. he STS may be used emponents
methods o perform CHANNEL CH augment conventiona testing
TIONS, RE. ONSE TIME TESTS AND KS, CHANNEL FUNCTIO L TESTS, CHANNEL CAL RA-

j
(OPERABILITY f the STS has firstGIC SYSTEM FUNCTION TESTS provided that G

en verified. 7 f eJ gi g
SHUT 00WN MARGIN $Di

3DM' g.*phetre#'
p h SLUT.,0WN U.q (

suocritical or would be subcritical assuminZD'. shall be the amount of reactivity by which the reactor is; ;

except for the single control rod of highest [ reactivity worth, which is assumedIl control rods are fully insertedaM
to be fully withdrawn ;-"^

~----+--i'4- " - " " * " - - - " ' ' '
. ES*", m. -..'.d. '" '-

k [~) fSITEBOUNDARY flMCET } |?|].i,

O8A
--.~,

p- 1,41 Th,

E BOUNDARY shall be that line beyond which the land is neither ~ ~
i

j
' owned or

ed, nor otherwise controlled by the licensee._- oj 4 G . . . . n.u ,{
' - -

E
'

_, , , . . . _ _ { |..~ww_ '

i iSTAGGERED TEST BASIS SWI 66 | A 2h
h! r x

!
/ 1.44 A STAGGERED 'ST BASIS shall nsist of:

.

i
{}

, a. A test onedule for n stems, subsystems rains or other desi ated
'

\ 7

com nents cbtaine y dividing the s ified test interval * o n equal4

intervals.
.

The testir of one system, s' ystem, train or oth designated mponent

..

t the , ginning of each su interval.
1

THERMAL POWER
. .-

,

.
i

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer rate to thereactor coolant.
j
'

TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE T!HE; y 9 -
-- I

Core osv?&.i g
46 The TURBItp BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME consists of two ;g m t:'

J : -P r a)3 time from initial movement of the main turbine stop valve orj
tiec

8

control valve until 80% of turbine bypass capacity is established; and b)jChe
, ,

j { time from initial move ent of the main turbine stop valve or control valve'

q f
] CLINTON - UNIT 1 1- 8 Amendment No. 40

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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.

INSERT SA

i With control rods not capable of being fully inserted, the lreactivity worth of these control rods must be accounted for
in the determination of SDM.

|

INSERT 8B

STAGGERED TEST BASIS A E2AGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist
of the testing of one of the
systems, subsystems, channels, or
other designated components during
the interval specified by the i

Surveillance Frequency, so that all
systems, subsystems, channels, or
other designated components are

,

tested during n Surveillance |
Frequency intervals, where n is the j

total number of systems, subsystems, !

channels, or other designated
components in the associated

; function.

I

h
I

i

d

F

INSERT
CLINTON 1-8 10/1/93
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]

TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME (Continued)
s e -7 Ye

until initialk@vement or the turbine bypass valve.
.be measured bytany series of sequential, overlapping,@or total stepsresponse time mays

thatithe entire response time is measured. so ~

fudIDEKTIFIEELEAKAGE ;4[[Q,{}&l}
. f e

.

lE!EEglii9ENHEHB LEAKAGE1-be-a1ETenkaneAlch7isnotJbOfTIFIEJ/_'=ap -

Q'yove to LEAth6 E d+Dv %~)
-- |" *A 4

1.48 An ESTRICT shall M any area,ficcess tofdhichisndther)limit nor'contro ed by the }icensee.j -

-h494ELETE" f
VENTING \ Iy
1.50 VENTIN the contr ed proce of discha [g air or from a getf- 3nN7

I

finement 1aaintain t orature, essure, h d' ty, conce ation or etheru operati ' condition n such a ner that lacemeht at oc gas 1s n,ot pro- l

,

vide r required ing YENUNS. Vent, used in system,n'ames, dott'not implyj !

g ING proces . g ,
!

I

1

i

1

.

9

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-9 Amendment No. 69
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-

Section 1 Page 18 of 71

! ')
Ns TABLE 1.1s

SURVElb(ANCE FREQUENCY NOTA N
,

NO ATION
, . FREQUENC

.

5 - At st once per 12 ho s..

.

D At least' e per 24 hours.

W At least once 7 days.

M At least once per 3 ays. ;
i

Q At least once per 92 day ,

i

SA least once per 184 days. '

A At lea once per 366 days.

R At least on per 18 months (550 days).
,

P Prior to each re ase. ;
+

i
S/U Prior to each reactor artup.

NA Not applicable. .

4

L

I

:
!

-.

+

,

4

4

0

i

*

1
_

] i

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-10
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; -

~

| ,a@%
TABLE M - '

0? PATIO!:" C T:0?'!05: - MC%$.

reencro2- , ,kopt. I / t. c H0DE SWITCH -
.

AVERAGE REACTOR
70:: : tlc:. POSITION C00UsNT TEMPERATURE I*b

r i

1 6 P,0yE_R, OPERATION tv - re tu.. et.. e- d M6 )^
-

6 C- L.c
2gt STARTUP, }M t Standby ^ -" ^ - -- - " m M ,44

| 3 r HDI SHUT 00WN | Shutdown '*** > 200

4[CD SHUTDOWN Shutdown ' #'***
1 200

S/ KEFUELI Shutdown or Refuel **# ; P0" --

,

@ aa-

h b. v
t@%
f cp # The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby

position to test the switch interlock functions, provided that the control
1l ' rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a second licensed operator or*

A28 ether technically qualified member of the unit technicai starf.
,

11 !

(##ThereactormodeswitchmaybepiacedintheRefuelpositionwhileasinglec c)
contro1 rod drive is being removed from the reactor pressure vessei per

3 10' 4
y Specification 3.9.10.1.~ Q , r Q o Q y , s o d ro a ).of .- - - - <n

(CC67Fr:1 fr th: r::jt:r essei :th th: vessel tiead closure bolts less than|

fully tensioned pr ujth the Md - 3- = d. |,

t e A-
| ;M S: Sp;;iel Te;t [ti .10.1 ;. .d 3.10. ? _

.

! #4 -

b(
@ * The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single|

control rod is being moved provided that the one-rod-out interlock is
3. ID;3 OPERABLE. ,

s -

3.ioA
y, ~ . -

- -

hd | ALL RcerctoR. vcsse L hen d cLsvee b'E N N"#'*
_-

. _
. , -

P
All Add Facr 12 A' QMq iks p A$e 'h

CLINTON - UNIT 1 1-11
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1.3,Connectors,"
llLIBI__.12A " Logical shown in the1.2, " asSections " Frequency,

l Specifications, NUREG-1434.new and 1.4,Insert" Completion Times,"
markup of the Improved Technica

1

10/1/93j
INSERT

1-12
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 1 Page 20 of 71,

INSERT .12A
t

Insert new Sections 1.2, " Logical Connectors," 1.3,
" Completion Times," and 1.4, " Frequency," as shown in the

j markup of the Improved Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434,

i

i

?

\ ?

l

i

|

|

1 -INSERT
CLINTON 1-12 10/1/93
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Eaclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 1 Page 22 of 71 ;

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

|CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

|

|
ADMINISTRATIVE |

A.1 Reformatting and renumbering requirements is in accordance with |

| the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. As a i

l result, the Technical Specifications should be more readily
readable, and therefore understandable, by plant operators as
well as other users. During this reformatting and renumbering
process, no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) to the Technical Specifications were made
unless they were identified and justified. In the specific
case of the Definitions Section, no individual numbering of
each definition is made.

;

A.2 The sentence is deleted. It serves only as background or basis
,

material and is not incorporated in the BWR Standard Technical 1

Specification, NUREG-1434. |
|

A.3 The format of the ACTIONS in the BWR Standard Technical |
Specification, NUREG-1434, contains specific fields which are
more accurately presented in this revised wording of the
definition.

!

A.4 As a requirement for OPERABILITY of a Technical Specification |
channel, not all channels will have a required sensor or alarm
function. Conversely, some channels may have a required
display function. This is the intent of the existing wording,
and therefore the revised wording is proposed to more
accurately reflect this intent; consistent with the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Since the list
of equipment functions is intended to provide examples of
attributes which must potentially be OPERABLE, dependent on
whether it is " required" or not, the list can be applied to

| both analog and bistable channels, and the separate listings
can be combined.

A.5 Usage of the terms "and/or" has been changed to "and" or "or",
as appropriate. The BWR Standard Technical Specification,
NUREG-1434, Writer's Guide recommends the use of "and/or" be
avoided. The intent of the definitions is not changed.

A.6 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development
certain wording preferences or English language conventions
were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i
Section 1 Page 23 of 71 |

f

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS |

<

|

! ADMINISTRATIVE
! (continued) I

ii

i A.7 The words " addition, removal, relocation" have been deleted .
'

since " movement" encompasses these words, and " reactivity I

| controls" are now described as " reactivity control components." ;
I No change in intent or interpretation is made with this '

; proposal. The change is consistent - with the BWR Standard i

; Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. |

A.8 When CORE ALTERATIONS are required to be suspended, it is
acknowledged that a specific movement may have to be comple.ted. j

; Completing the movement that was in progress at the time of the ;

requirement to suspend is required to establish a " safe"'

configuration (e.g., no fuel bundle suspended from the fuel
mast). The requirement to establish a " safe" position is

'

,

deemed proper and sufficient, in accordance with the BWR,

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Eliminating the ,

existing requirement to also be a " conservative" position !
avoids potential confusion and perhaps overly restrictive {
interpretation. Since there is no reference on which to base !

'

; the conservative evaluation (i.e. , conservative with respect to ;
what?), it is assumed that " conservative" is intended to ,

; reflect the same context as " safe." That is, if it is " safe" |
4 it is also " conservative." Given this understanding, the

wording change is editorial. This is acceptable since " safe" i
i

adequately controls the allowance to complete the move. |
1

*

A.9 The definition of CRITICAL POWER RATIO has been incorporated |

into the definition of MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO. |,

.

i
l A.10 This comment number is not used for this station. I
i
! A.11 The definitions of DRYWELL INTEGRITY, PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
i INTEGRITY and SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY have been deleted

from the proposed Technical Specifications. This was done
because of the confusion associated with these definitions
compared to their use in their respective LCOs. The change is

i editorial in that all the requirements are specifically
addressed in the LCOs for the Drywell, Primary Containment and

; Secondary Containment, along with the remainder of the LCOs in
the Containment Systems chapter. Therefore the change is ani

I administrative presentation preference adopted by the BWR
1 Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

A.12 This comment number is not used for this station.3

A.13 The definition of FREQUENCY NOTATION has been deleted since the
d

abbreviations in the existing Table 1.1 are no longer used.
All Surveillance Requirement Frequencies in the proposed
Technical Specifications are directly specified.

|
;

)

CLINTON 2 10/1/93 ;
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

i

ADMINISTRATIVE ,

(continued) i

A.14 The definitions for IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE, PRESSURE BOUNDARY |
LEAKAGE and UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE have been combined into one '

tern; LEAKAGE. The definitions of each of the categories of I

leakage are consistent with the existing definitions.
!

The definition of Total LEAKAGE has been added for clarity and ;

completeness. The existing use of the undefined term " total |
i

| leakage" is consistent with this proposed definition. i

!
A.15 As currently specified in the second portion of this !

| definition, the intended leakage is that into the drywell
' space. The " collection systems" are intended to be those for i

collection of leakages into the drywell space. This proposed >

change is a clarification of the term, and therefore the
revised wording is proposed to accurately reflect this intent;
consistent with the BWR Standard Technical Specification,

,

NUREG-1434. i

A.16 The definition of LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT) has been }
modified to not include the actuated device. The actuated i

| device is to be tested as part of the system functional test. !
| Deleting the actuated device from the definition of LSFT

,'

eliminates the confusion as to whether a previously performed i

LSFT is rendered invalid if the final actuated device is ;

discovered to be inoperable as a consequence of another |
Surveillance (e.g., valve cycling). In instances where the !

| existing Technical Specifications do not contain a ;

i corresponding " system functional test" which would test the i
I actuated device, one is being proposed for addition. !
'

Therefore, this change is seen as presenting the same technical !

requirements; however, part of the existing requirements will' [
be moved to other Specifications. |

A.17 These definitions are deleted since the proposed revision to
the specific Specifications referring to them no longer contain
their use. Discussion of the technical aspects of this change
are addressed in each Specification where the phrase is
removed. The removal of a definition is considered
administrative, with no impact of its own.

A.18 The definitions of OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL and PROCESS
CONTROL PROGRAM have been incorporated into the Administrative
Controls Section. Editorial wording changes are consistent
with the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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{ Enclosure 2 to U-60215
i Section I Page 25 of1
i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) |

|*

'A.19 OPERATIONAL CONDITION has been deleted and a definition of MODE
is added to be consistent with terminology used in the BWR '

q

{ Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Since their use |

is interchangeable, this change is considered to be editorial.
|An additional clarifying statement is added to indicate that i

defined MODES in proposed Table 1.1-1 apply only when fuel is
in the reactor vessel. This intent was previously conveyed by j

4 the existing footnote "*" to Table 1.2 (refer also to comment !

j A.25).
A.20 These additions provide clarification of the existing '

requirement without any modification of intent. '

) A.21 The definition of PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR) ,

j has been added consistent with the Improved BWR Standard ;

j Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. Discussion of the 1

technical aspects of this change are addressed in the3

Specification where limits are replaced with a reference to the i
PTLR. The inclusion of a definition is considered |

I administrative, with no impact of its own. |

g A.22 The definition of SHUTDOWN MARGIN has been modified to address
a stuck control rods. This is consistent with the existing i

requirement found in Surveillance 4.1.1.c to account for the !

worth of a stuck control rod. The relocation of this |,

.

requirement is considered to be editorial. |
1

| A.23 The definition of STAGGERED TEST BASIS has been modified to be
4 consistent with its usage throughout the proposed Clinton !

| Technical Specifications. The intent of the frequency of
'

testing components on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is not changed. :
, The revised definition allows the minimum Surveillance interval i

3 to be specified in the Surveillance Requirements' Frequency I
'

column of the applicable LCOs independent of the number of
subsystems. This represents a human factored improvement to3

: the current approach, which requires a determination of the
j Surveillance sub-interval from the test schedule based on the
| number of subsystems.

A.24 These footnotes are addressed by the exceptions allowed to LCO
requirements in the proposed Special Operations Section'

j (currently titled "Special Test Exceptions"). Refer to
] proposed LCO 3.10.2, LCO 3.10.3 and LCO 3.10.4.

| A.25 The intent of applying the MODE definition only when fuel is in
] the vessel is relocated to the definition of MODE (refer also
i to comment A.19) . Since the vessel head can only be removed if
] the head closure bolts are less than fully tensioned, there is

no purpose in including "or with the head removed." These
| changes are considered editorial.
.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.26 The footnote referencing Special Test Exceptions 3.10.1 and
3.10.3 has been deleted. This footnote only serves as a cross
reference and is not needed - consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

A.27 The following sections are being added to the Technical
Specifications. These additions aid in the understanding and
use of the new standard Technical Specification format and
style of presentation. Some conventions in applying the
Technical Specifications to unique situations have previously
been the subject of debate and interpretation by the licensee
and the NRC Staff. Because the guidance in these proposed
sections is presented in the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, as approved by the NRC Staff, and
the guidance is not a specific deviation from anything in the
existing Technical Specifications, these additions are
considered to be administrative. The added sections are as
follows:

SECTION 1.2 - LOGIC CONNECTORS

Proposed Section 1.2 provides specific examples of the
logical connectors "AND" and "OR" and the numbering
sequence associated with their use. This revision is
being proposed consistent with the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434.

SECTION 1.3 - COMPLETION TIMES

Proposed Section 1.3 provides proper use and
interpretation of Completion Times. The proposed section
also provides specific examples that aid the user in
understanding Completion Times. The proposed Completion
Times Section is consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

SECTION 1.4 - FREQUENCY

Proposed Section 1.4 provides proper use and
interpretation of the Surveillance Frequency. The
proposed section also provides specific examples that aid
the user in understanding Surveillance Frequency. The
proposed Frequency Section is consistent with the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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1

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES )
; CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS i

ADMINISTRATIVE
i

(continued)

A.28 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to ,

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any
technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location.

A.29 Specific CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirements for RTDs or
,

thermocouples has been added. The intent of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION is to adjust the channel output so that the channel
responds with known range and accuracy. Most instrument
channels contain an adjustable transmitter (sensor) which is
also subject to drift. Thus, for most channels, a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION includes adjustments to the transmitter (sensor) to

) re-establish proper input / output relationships. Certain types
of sensing elements, by their design, construction and
application have an inherent resistance to drift. They are
designed such that they have a fixed input / output response
which cannot be adjusted or changed once installed. When a
credible mechanism which can cause change or drift in this
fixed response does not exist, it is unnecessary to test them
in the same manner as the other remaining devices in the
channel to demonstrate proper operation. RTDs and
thermocouples are sensing elements that fall into such a
category. Thus, for these types of sensors, the appropriate
calibration at the Frequencies specified in the Technical
Specifications would consist of a verification of OPERABILITY
of the sensing element and a calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. Calibration of the
adjustable devices in the channel is performed by applying the
sensing elements' (RTDs or thermocouples) fixed input / output
relationships to the remainder of the channels and making the
necessary adjustments to ensure range and accuracy.

This proposed " verification of OPERABILITY" of the sensing
element (RTDs or thermocouples) is considered to be
documentation of the currently accepted method for calibration
of these instruments. As such, this change is considered to be

|

,

administrative. <

|

]
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The primary purpose of the Self Test System is to enhance the
availability of the Nuclear Systems Protection System - by
optimizing the time to detect and determine the location of a
failure in the functional system. The Self Test System is used
for post-maintenance testing and to augment conventional
testing methods to perform various- surveillance testing

.'

functions. Additionally, the Self Test System is not used to
monitor a process variable that is an initial condition of a
DBA or transient, and it is not part of a success path in the
mitigation of a DBA or transient. Therefore, the definition of
SELF TEST SYSTEM and the requirements specified in current TS
3/4.3.10 did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement
technical specification screening criteria as documented in the ;

Application of Selection Criteria to the this station TS and *

have been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.59.

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE I

f| M.1 The intent of these changes is to provide clarity and
I completeness, and as such could be considered administrative. :
! However, technically, the changes eliminate the potential to !I interpret certain plant conditions such that no MODE, or a less

restrictive MODE, would exist. Therefore, in proposing this
change (consistent with the BWR Standard Technical i

Specification, NUREG-1434) , it will be discussed and justified !

as a "more restrictive" change. ;

|
- STARTUP MODE will now include the mode switch position of

;'

" Refuel" when the head bolts are fully tensioned (footnote ,

"(a)"). This is currently a plant condition which.has no '

corresponding MODE and could therefore- be incorrectly i
,

! interpreted as not requiring the application of the majority of
Technical Specifications. By defining this plant condition as |
STARTUP MODE, sufficiently conservative restrictions will be '

applied by the applicable LCOs.

- Clarifying the shutdown MODES with a new footnote stating
"all reactor vessel head bolts fully tensioned" eliminates the
existing overlap in defined MODES when the mode-switch is in
" Shutdown" position: with the vessel head detensioned, both
the definition of REFUEL as well as COLD SHUTDOWN could apply.
It is not the intent of the Technical Specification to allow an
option of whether to apply REFUEL applicable LCOs or to apply
COLD SHUTDOWN applicable LCOs. This proposed change precludes
an unacceptable interpretation.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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j DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
j CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS j
, i

j TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE I
' (continued) )

- The existing definition of REFUEL would cease to be
; applicable when average coolant temperature exceeded 140 F. i
q With the mode switch in " Refuel" a plant condition which has no |

]|
corresponding MODE exists. This could therefore be incorrectly |

interpreted as not requiring the application of the majority of |

) Technical Specifications. By defining the REFUEL MODE as 1

j including plant conditions with no specific coolant temperature |
. range, sufficiently conservative restrictions will be applied :

by the applicable LCOs during all fueled conditions with the
.ivessel head bolts detensioned.d

|

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic" i

None in this section.

" Specific"

L.1 The phrase "or actual," in reference to the injected signal,
has been added to the definition of CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. ;

; Some CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS are performed by insertion of the !
I actual signal into the logic (e.g. , rod block interlocks) . For :

others, there is no reason why an actual signal would preclude
satisfactory performance of the test. Use of an actual signal ;

instead of the existing requirement which limits use to a
simulated signal, will not affect the performance of the l

'

channel. OPERABILITY can be adequately demonstrated in either i
'

case since the channel itself can not discriminate between '

" actual" or " simulated."
d

L.2 As provided for with analog channels, the signal used to test
bistable channels is proposed to be allowed to be injected "as
close to the sensor as practicable." Injecting a signal at the
sensor would in some cases involve significantly increased
probabilities of initiating undesired circuits during the test
since several logic channels are often associated with a'
particular sensor. Performing the test by injection of a
signal at the sensor requires jumpering of the other logic
channels to prevent their initiation during the test, or
increases the scope of the test to include multiple tests of
the other logic channels. Either method significantly
increases the difficulty of performing the surveillance.
Allowing initiation of the signal close to the sensor provides

i

a complete test of the logic channel while significantly' i
reducing this probability of undesired initiation. 1

*
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| Section 1 Page 30 of 71
t :

j DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !

CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS
;

1 TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESiRICTIVE !
| (continued) |

!
L.3 This comment number is not used for this station. |

'

L.4 A change is proposed to allow the physical removal of a control
rod to not be considered a CORE ALTERATION. In this activity ;

the control cell must first have all the fuel bundles removed !

! prior to this control rod movement. In this configuration, the |
negative reactivity inserted by removing the adjacent four fuel j

'

assemblies is significantly more than any minimal positived

,

reactivity inserted during the removal of the control rod. |

Appropriate Technical Specification controls are applied during i

the fuel movements preceding the control rod removal to protect |
reactivity excursion event. After such ;from or mitigate a

time, sufficient margin and design features (the design of a i

control rod precludes its removal without all fuel assemblies !
in the cell removed) are in place to allow removing the j

| Technical Specification controls during the control rod i

removal. This proposed change is consistent with the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

.

.

!

!
'

i

!

!
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Section 1 Page 32 of 71 !
:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been t

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. -!
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the |
significant hazards consideration standards: j

|
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously !
evaluated' i

i

The phrase "or actual," in reference to the injected signal, |
has been added to the definition of CHANNEL' FUNCTIONAL TEST. |
This does not impose a requirement to create an " actual" i

signal, nor does it eliminate any restriction on producing an
" actual" signal. While creating an " actual" signal could
increase the probability-of an event, existing procedures and
10 CFR 50.59 control of revisions to them, dictate the '

,

acceptability of generating this signal. The proposed change !|
i does not affect the procedures governing plant operations and !

| the acceptability of creating these signals; it simply would
j allow such a signal to be utilized in evaluating the acceptance ;

criteria for OPERABILITY of an instrument channel. Therefore, !i

the change does not involve a significant increase in the i
probability of an accident previously evaluated. |

| Since the function of the channel remains unaffected, and no
| changes result to any setpoints, the change does not involve a !
| significant increase in the consequences of an accident :'

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

|

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

;

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal will not affect the
performance of the channel. OPERABILITY is adequately
demonstrated in either case since the channel itself can not
discriminate between " actual" or " simulated." Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ;

Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards: i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of- an accident previously j

| evaluated? i

Testing of bistable instrument channels such that the test |
signal does not include the " sensor" will significantly reduce |
the complications associated with performance of a surveillance !
on a sensor that provides input to multiple logic channels.
This change will not affect the failure probability of the !
equipment. But this potential extension of the surveillance
interval of the sensors will slightly increase the probability ;

of the sensors being failed upon demand to operate. However, !

this slight increase is offset by the reduction in complication
which will reduce the probability of personnel error during the
surveillance. Therefore, this change will not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? l

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any i

accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a change to the limits or limiting
conditions of operation, but only to the method for performing
a surveillance. This change will not affect the failure
probability of the equipment. But this potential extension of
the surveillance interval of the sensors will slightly increase
the probability of the sensors being failed upon demand to
operate. However, this slight increase is offset by the
reduction in complication which will reduce the probability of
personnel error during the surveillance. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
| CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

,

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the :
significant hazards consideration standards: |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the j,

probability or consequences of an accident previously
'

evaluated?

The proposed change,, to allow the physical removal (i.e.,
,

i movement other than with the normal control rod drive) of a |
'

control rod to not be considered a CORE ALTERATION, involves
'

first removing all the fuel bundles in a cell prior to this
control rod movement. In this configuration, the negative
reactivity inserted by removing the adjacent four fuel
assemblies is significantly more than any minimal positive
reactivity inserted during any movement of the control rod.
Therefore the probability of an unexpected positive reactivity
insertion event is not significantly increased.

Since no reactivity insertion event is expected as a result of
the control rod movement, and since there would be no
concurrent CORE ALTERATIONS at this time (if there were, then
the requirements for CORE ALTERATIONS would be independently
applied), no analyzed event unique to CORE ALTERATIONS is
assumed (note: other requirements, such as those for handling
loads over irradiated fuel, will remain applicable).
Therefore, this proposed change will not involve a significant
increase in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

f
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 1 - DEFINITIONS

,

"L4" CHANGE
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

I i

| The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
I the plant. Movement of a control rod with other than with the

normal control rod drive involves unlatching and
withdrawal / insertion from over-vessel handling equipment.
These activities necessitate, by design, the removal of the
adjacent four fuel assemblies. With this configuration (no >

fuel in the cell; handling the associated control rod), the :

proposed change will allow movement of a " reactivity control
component" while not imposing requirements unique to CORE i

ALTERATIONS (note: other requirements, such as those for j

handling loads over irradiated fuel, will remain applicable).
Since the reactivity affects of this control rod movement are
more than compensated for by the initial removal of the fuel

'

assemblies, this new activity does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Since the negative reactivity inserted by removing the adjacent
four fuel assemblies is significantly more than any minimal
positive reactivity inserted during any movement of the control

| rod, not considering the proposed activity (movement of a
control rod, other than with the normal control rod drive) to
be a CORE ALTERATION does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

|
|

I

1

!
|
|
;

|
|

|
|

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION l

!

1.1 Definitions '

________________________________-----NOTE-------------------------------------
| The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are j
j applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases. >

.

| Iem Definition
1 '

| ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that i

prescribes Required Actions to be taken under :
I

designated Conditions within specified Completion i
Times. ;

tRAGE BUNDLt t v. '' The AVERAGE BUNDLE EX RE-eha1Tequal to the {
y averaced exposure ~of the fuelsum ~ ;- i1

: 2

g/ - rods in the specified buna te ui. .ud M~ N mmber *

/ _ of fuel rods in the fuel bundle. 7- !

AVERAGE wtr - The AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE shall b opp M e to |
~ " '

\# o an is equal to the suma a . - an "

| fM 't~ osure a
3

rods in the
specified bundle at the spec 1 le ia.

_ . _

_ by the number of fuel rods in the fue bundle. ?
AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR The APLHGR shall be applicable to a specific
HEAT GENERATION RATE planar height and is equal to the sum of the
(APLHGR) p--{LHGRsf% yr"m r;t; p:r urit ';gth- ofA-

8| - T r:difor all the fuel rods in the specified'
-

bundle at the specified height divided by the :

number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle Jat the !
height M 7

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment. as
necessary of the channel output such that it ,

res>onds within the necessary range and accuracy '

to (nown values of the parameter that the channel
monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass
the entire channel. including the required sensor. ;
alarm, display. and trip functions, and shall i
include the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration !

of instrument channels with resistance temperature l
detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors P 4 " M '

Sing T44~Ei3)placeEme motion 2consist of an in %
and normal calloration of the-

N u n i.1- d a n ecsor m :Ddww.J (continued)i
1_

|

|fYO {' ..-/
o s $}

,

y?1 1. r-1= /C = Rev. o . -09/ ~" P

, _-
|
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Section 1 Page 39 of 71 j

1.1 Definitions |
l

CHANNEL CALIBRATION remaining adjustable devices in the channel.
_ I

(continued) ("Whe ver a se ing lement i repl ed, the next !- re aired i ace ss ca ' rati cons Kts of 1

C7 @ rec
-

mpar the er sen ng nt> 4 tith the ;
y in alled Censing element. fThe CHANNEL

i;/ CAllBRATiON may be performed by means of any j
series of sequential, overlapping, or total !

channel steps so that the entire channel is
calibrated. .

;
CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative

assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel '

,

indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter. '

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be

7 "'-- + : d he injection of a simulatedI

or actual signal into the channel as close to
,

the sensor as practicable to verify >

OPERABILITY, including required alam,
interlock, display, and tri
channel failure trips.% p functions, and

'

!-

C8 c - -
b. Bist e channe,ls (e.g., pre ure spitch s and

f sw' h nta s)-t re inj ion r a s' ulat'edgnal 'n)to tact al chan as lose'to

pI the ns as p ctic e to erif / |

/ b nctions. j
.

OP BIL TY, ' cludi requ' red al m ahd trip'4
__

'

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be perfomed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel steps so that the entire channel is
tested.

CORE ALTERATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel,
sourcis,1 reactivity control components @eeesp = n _ .- ^. -- rr tMG withinThe reactor-

/ 7 vessel with the vessel heao removed and fuel in
the vessel. Movement of source range monitors,
local power range monitors, intermediate range

(continued)

ClidTord
S;P/0 ST 1.1-2 Rev. O,00/22/?2 i

.
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1.1 Definitions
,

CORE ALTERATION monitors, traversin
(continued) movable detectors (g incore probes, or special |

including undervessel !
replacement) is not considered a CORE ALTERATION.
In addition, control rod movement with other than !

the normal control rod drive is not considered a !
CORE ALTERATION provided there are no fuel
assemblies in the associated core cell.

/
Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe ;

./ position.
i

CORE OPERATING LIMITS The COLR is the unit specific document that i
REPORT (COLR) provides cycle specific parameter limits for the

current reload cycle. These cycle specific limits i

shall be determined for each reload cycle in i

accordance with Specification E132 P1 ant

operation within these limits is) addressed in[P2)individual Specifications. g g, ;, g. :

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration
of I-131 (microcuries/ gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, !and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose '

conversion factors used for this calculation shall
bethoselistedinyiTableIIIofTID-14844,
AEC, 1962, "CalcuTation of Distance Factors for '

,

Power and Test Reactor Sites" er erre He+-d "

h id' ? '7 "
MDC, 1o77} _ ":;_ ht m C.-:de 1. 00, "-" , ,

1

'

. . -

E-AVERAGE E shall be the average (weighted in proportion
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY to the concentration of each radionuclide in the

reactor coolant at the time of sampling) of the
sum of the avera Ldisintegration (ge beta and gamma energies perin MeV) for isotopes, other thanR _

VI iodines, with half lives >f{15] Minutes, making up-

at least 95% of the total noniodine activity in
the coolant. I-

l_

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING The ECCS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
SYSTEM (ECCS) RESPONSE from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ECCS
TIME initiation setpoint at the channel sensor until'

the ECCS equipment is capable of performing its !safety function (i.e., the valves travel to their

(continued)

Cl u1Tord .
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1.1 Definitions

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING required positions, pump discharge pressures reach
i

SYSTEM (ECCS) RESPONSE their required values, etc.). Times shall include ,

TIME diesel generator starting and sequence loading i
(continued) delays, where applicable. The response time may

be measured by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire i

response time is measured.

END OF CYCLE The EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be that ;

RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP time interval from initial 41A; fe e n; 2
(EOC-RPT) SYSTEM RESPONSE Jthe associated turbine stop valve ciri' :m = or
TIME / s_ ---9 turbine control valveJydrM i!Ti:T'

$ $(cr;tr6!
,

I m: p re g g u rs_-dprmwhn4nw t he m ;.z_;;n e
im++%tpn4ntyto complete suppression of the,

| electric arc between the fully open contacts of
! the recirculation pump circuit breaker. The
| response time may be measured by means of any
| series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps ;

I so that the entire response time is measured, :

, p %w ui
g Eept "_Mr wie ui eam asy suppie>>wu . M. ,

is m meesttred-bttr i> va naatea to conrorms
,

g
t.o the-mantifactureMes-M epheV

| ISOLA 110N SYSTEM The ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be that
RESPONSE TIME time interval from when the monitored parameter

exceeds _its isolation 4setpoint at the channel
sensor until the isolation valves travel to their, ,

( [If2it icopor; )
required positions. Times shall include diesel I, ,

i generator starting and sequence loading delays, !

{{ C. ,. / where applicable. The response time may be 1i

l measured by means of any series of sequential, '

,

overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
1

| response time is measured.
1

LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be:

|
a. Identified LEAKAGE

1

| 1. LEAKAGE into the drywell such as that from
! pump seals or valve packing, that is

captured and conducted to a sump or
collecting tank; or

(continued)

C L /A)To td
~tWH/ c M r 1.1-4 Rev. 0,-09/28/9 W
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| 1.1 Definitions

LEAKAGE 2. LEAKAGE into the drywell atmosphere from-

(continued) sources that are both specifically located
and known either not to interfere with the
operation of leakage detection systems or
not to be pressure boundary LEAKAGE;

. b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All LEAKAGE into the drywell that is not
identified LEAKAGE;

,

! c. Total LEAKAGE

Sum of the identified and unidentified
LEAKAGE;

d. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE through a nonisolable fault in a
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) component body,
pipe wall, or vessel wall.

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION The LHGR shall be the heat generation rate per L
.. RATE (LHGR) unit length of fuel rod. It is the integral of s

the heat flux over the heat transfer area'/ -

i di associated with the unit length.'

_ _

hLOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL A LOGIC YSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST sha be a test
TEST of allt ogic components (i.e., all relays and

contacts, trip units, solid state logic elements,
etc.) of a logic circuit, from as close to the

,7 sensor as practicable up to, but not including,

ODC ep sf"3 the actuatehe, to verify OPERABILITY. The
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be perfonned by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total system steps so that the entire logic system
is tested.

-

g ThbP LPD shall4 the largest value oidhe\ MAXIMUM FRA ON

OF W HITING fracti of limitin wer densi in the core. j ;

POWER NSITY (MFLP The fract of limiting wer densi shall be / ,

e LHGR exis * at a given cation di ed by I
*

the ecified LH . imit for tha undle ty
- -- m-

|

CL INTop (continued)
.

(_. 9F"/6 STS 1.1-5 Rev. O, 09/29/92
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! 11.1 Definitions (continued) '

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power
RATIO (MCPR) ratio (CPR) that exists in the coret{for each

class of fuelR The CPR is that power in the
assembly that is calculated by application of the6j appropriate correlation (s) to cause some point in
the assembly to experience boiling transition,

t

divided by the actual assembly operating power. 1

^

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
:

combination of mode switch position, average
reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
head closure bolt tensioning specified in

.

i

Table 1.1-1 with el in_the reactor vessel
C3 &f pwR ABIOTfy y~'OPERABLE-OPERABILITY A system, subsyst # e4p, comp _onent, or device i

shall be OPERABLE when it is capable of performinql
its specified safety function (s) and when all
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, gg,

normal or emergency electrical power, cooling and
seal water, lubrication, and other auxiliary
equipment that are reau_i_ red for the system. '

subsystem, 4 94Ji, component, or device to perform
its specified safety function (s) are also capable
of performing their related support function (s).

PHYSICS T UTS span be those tests performed to NPAYSINTS
measure thepndamental nuclear characteristics of \s

^
the reactor core and related instrumentation. }These tysis are: f .

/
i/ a. escribed in Chapter 114, Initial Test

pl ' Program] of the .FSAR;'
j's

b. Authorized under the provisions of,

! ,

/ 10CFR50/9;or !

OtherwiseapprovedbytheNucleNRegulatory )c.
Commission.

_ /

PRESSURE AND The PTLR is the unit specific document that
TEMPERATURE LIMITS provides the reactor vessel pressure and
REPORT (PTLR) temperature limits, including heatup and cooldown

rates, for the current reactor vessel fluence
period. These pressure and temperature limits

(continued) j

CLirJTo r)
%m 1.1-s Rev. O, -C /za/n !
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1.1 Definitions4

|
PRESSURE AND shall be determined for each fluence period in
TEMPERATURE LIMITS accordance with Specification J 1 D Plant
REPORT (PTLR) operation within these operating limits is

(continued) addressed in LCO 3.4.11 "RCS Pressure and
Temperature (P/T) Limits."

RATED THERMAL POWER RTP shall be a total reactor core, heat transfer
(RTP) rate to the reactor coolant of 833 MWt.

REACTOR PROTECTION The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS
TIME trip setpoint at the channel sensor until

de-energization of the scram pilot valve;

solenoids. The response time may be measured by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total steps so that the entire response time is
measured.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) SDM shall be the amount of reactivity by which the
reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical
assuming that:

a. The reactor is xenon free;

b. The moderator temperature is 68'F; and

c. All control rods are fully inserted except for
the single control rod of highest reactivity
worth, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.

Al
With control rods not capable of being fully

@ inserted, the reactivity worth of these control
rods must be accounted for in the determination of .

STAGGERED TEST BASIS A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the
testing of one of the systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components during
the interval specified by the Surveillance
Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components are
tested during n Surveillance Frequency intervals,
where n is the total number of systems,
subsystems, channels, or other designated
components ir the associated function.

. (continued)Cbu ma
DWR/0 ST 1.1-7 Rev. O, fa,';Se'32 -
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1.1 Definitions (continued)

_

THERMAL POWER THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
; transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM The TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME' consists
~~

(
j RESPONSE TIME of two components-

a. The time Minitial movement of the main
turbine stop valve or control valve until 80% !

of the turbine b pass capacity is established; JL, '
g' nom -,

' V b. The time ;&rr initial movement of the main !turbine stop valve or control valve until i

initial movement of the turbine bypass valve.

The response time may be measured by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps
so that the entire response time is measured.

__
mm f

i

i

1

,

|

|

,

C L nTo rJ
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Table 1.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
MODES

REACTOR MODE AVERAGE REACTOR
MODE TITLE SWITCH POSITION COOLANT TEMPERATURE

(*F)

1 Power Operation Run NA '

2 Startup Refuel (a) or Startup/ Hot NA
Standby

3 Hot Shutdown (a) Shutdown > 00,

M4 Cold Shutdown (a) p gy
hI 5h200Shutdownt

5 Refueling (b) Shutdown or Refuel NA

(a) All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.

(b) One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

ClerHo rJ
0'J./5 ST - 1.1-9 Rev. O, ^^/Zo/K --
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' Logical Connectors

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

; Section 1 Page 47 of 71
i

} 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION
,

: 1.2 Logical Connectors
| r

I [=

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of,

Ilogical connectors.
1
i

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS)'
*

to discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete4 Conditions, Re
Surveillances, quired Actions, Completion Times,

,

!
and Frequencies. The only logical connectorsi i

that appear in TS are AND and OR. The physical arrangement'

of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with
i

,

; specific meanings.
| '

! ,!
; BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required1

Actions.
i These levels are identified by the placement (or i

nesting) of the logical connectors and by the number'

assigned to each Required Action. The first level of logic'

is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to a i

Required Action and the placement of the logical connector
I in the first level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the .

'

number of the Required Action). The successive levels of
logic are identified by additional digits of the Required
Action number and by successive indentions of the logical
connectors.

,

g4 When logical co ctors are used state a Co n, only
.

the first el of logic is , and the log' cal connector
's lef ustified with the ondition statementf1

When logical connectors are used to state a b pletion! '

Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first level of logic is /
,

'

Q used, and the logical connector is left justified with the /
statement of the Completion Time, Surveillance, or

.

;
Frequency. Q,&$iorl7,

>
1.

!

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical
connectors.

I

(continued)

C i. or To tJ

r[oF.! ,'0 571 1. -10 - ~
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1.2 Logical Connectors

a

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.2-1
(continued)

ACTIONS
.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LCO not met. A.1 Veri fy . . .

AND

A.2 Restore . . .

In this example, the logical connector AND is used to
indicate that, when in Condition A, both Required
Actions A.1 and A.2 must be completed.

i

l
l

I
l
!

I
.

(continued)

, L (J 7"o tJs
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Logical Connectors
' Section 1 Page 49 of 71 1.2

|
1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE l.2-2
(continued)

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

1

A. LCO not met. A.1 Trip . . .

_OR

| A.2.1 Veri fy . . . i

:

j AND ,

!

A.2.2.1 Reduce . . .

OR i

A.2.2.2 Perfom . . . !

E
A.3 Align . . . I,

I

l !
! \

This example represents a more complicated use of logical
connectors. Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are
alternative choices, only one of which must be perfomed as (indicated by the use of the logical connector OR and the :left justified placement. Any one of these three Actions

!may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both A.2.1 and A.2.2
|

| must be perfomed as indicated by the logical connector BLD. '
'

Required Action A.2.2 is met by perfoming A.2.2.1
!or A.2.2.2. The indented position of the logical connector l

E indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are alternative i
choices, only one of which must be performed.

i

C L rmre
_ S .^,/G 5i3 - 1.2-12 Rev. O,f0/:^/;Z
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] Section 1 Page 50 of 71 13
$ i
4

4 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION
;

}!<

i 1.3 Completion Times
!

| I

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion,

Time convention and to provide guidance for its use.
,

~My -

/ y ;

{('M)specify minimum requirements for ensuring safe
CondifionS kn Ope m-i:igW '

BACKGROUND LCOs
,

/ operation of the unit. The ACTIONS associated with an LCO ($ ' state Conditions that typically describe the ways in which !

: the requirements of'the LCO can fail to be met. Specified
with each sta^ed Condition are Required Action (s) and

.

Completion Time (s). ';

:

: !

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for
t completing a Required Action. It is referenced to the timej of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or

,

variable not within limits) that requires entering an j
4
'

ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the
iunit is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the -

Applicability of the LCO. Required Actions must be
4

completed prior to the expiration of the specified !
| Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and |

the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer
exists or the unit is not within the LCO Applicability.

1 If situations are discovered that require entry into more
i;

than one Condition at a time within a single LCO (multiple
Conditions), the Required Actions for each Condition must be
performed within the associated Completion Time. When in

! multiple Conditions, separate Completion . Times are tracked
for each Condition starting from the time of discovery of
the situation that required entry into the_ Condition.

Cs Once a Condition has been entered, subsequent 4+e4,,s M "
i subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the
;

Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits,
will not result in separate entry into the Condition unless

; specifically stated. The Required Actions of the Condition
continue to apply to each additional failure, with'

Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.
1

l

(continued)
.

CLINTDtd o, ,
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1.3 Completion Times h
fHowever, when a subsecuent e m % m oDESCRIPTION a, subsystem, component, or

(continued) variable expressed in the Condition is discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits, the Completion Time (s) may
be extended. To apply this Completion Time extension, two i

,

criteria must first be met. The subsequent inoperability:
;

Must exist concurrent with the first inoperability;a.
and

m

b. Must remain inoperable or not within limits after the {first inoperability is resolved.
,

The total Completion Time allowed for completing a Required f
Action to address the subsequent inoperability shall be '

limited to the more restrictive of either:
a. The stated Completion Time, as measured from the

initial entry into the Condition, plus an additional
24 hours; or

b. The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery
)of the subsequent inoperabilityj i

TheaboveCompletionTimeextension/ ot apply to those 'CF j
Specifications that have exceptions th allow completel !

separate re-entry into the Condition (for each * dmsm,J !
,

subsystem, component, or variable expressed in the
Condition) and separate tracking of Completion Times based
on this re-entry. These exceptions are stated in individual
Specifications.

<

1

|

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a
Completion Time with a modified " time zero." This modified i

" time zero" may be expr~essed as a repetitive time (i.e.,
"once per 8 hours," where the Completion Time is referenced
from a previous completion of the Required Action versus the (time of Condition entry) or as a time modified by the phrase| '

! "from discovery . . ." Example 1.3-3 illustrates one use of
! this type of Completion Time. The 10 day Completion Time

specified for Conditions A and B in Example 1.3-3 may not be !

; extended.

!

g (continued)

- E "'M m _ 1.3-14 Rev. O, C/Ze/s2 -
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)
;

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion
i

Times with different types of Conditions and changing
Conditions.

i

|EXAMPLE 1.3-1
'!

ACTIONS

:
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

|
t

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Action and

!associated AND '

Completion !
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours '.met.

:

;

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action
has its own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time i

,

is referenced to the time that Condition B is entered.
.

The Required Actions of Condition B are to be in MODE 3
within 12 hours AND in MODE 4 within 36 hours. A total of
12 hours is allowed for reaching MODE 3 and a total of
36 hours (not 48 hours) is allowed for reaching MODE 4 from

.

ithe time that Condition B was entered. If MODE 3 is reached '

within 6 hours, the time allowed for reaching MODE 4 is the
next 30 hours because the total time allowed for reaching
MODE 4 is 36 hours.

<

If Condition B is entered while in MODE 3, the time allowed !,

'

for reaching MODE 4 is the next 36 hours.
}

i

1

(continued)
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j 1.3 Completion Times
||
i

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-2 i
(continued) I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

,

A. One pump A.1 Restore pump to 7 days ;

inoperable. OPERABLE status.
,

'

! B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours'

Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
met.

l i
| !

also C4
When a pump is declared istoperable, Con ition A is entered. I

;If the pump is not res ed to OPERABLE status within i7 days, Condition B is ntered and the Completion Time ;

clocks for Required Actions B.1 and B.2 start. If the
Cone 600 inoperable pump is restored to OPERABLE status after
g gg g Condition B,is entered the Required Actions of Condition B

may be terminated.
e d icd 0.Nd /3

NNgb W hen a second pump is declared inoperable while the first
pump is still inoperable, Condition A is not re-entered for

,\ the second pump. LCO 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do !Lj' not include a Condition for more than one inoperable pump. |The Completion Time clock for Condition A does not stop
after LCO 3.0.3 is entered, but continues to be tracked from
the time Condition A was initially entered.

i

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is
restered to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for
Condition A has not expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and
operation continued in accordance with Condition A.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-2 (continued)

While in L'C0 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is
restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for

|Condition A has expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and '

operation continued in accordance with Condition B. The
Completion Time for Condition B is tracked from the time the
Condition A Completion Time expired.

On restoring one of the pumps to OPERABLE status, the )Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues from
the time the first pump was declared inoperable. This
Completion Time may be extended if the pump restored to

.

|OPERABLE status was the first inoperable pump. A 24 hour |
extension to the stated 7 days is allowed, provided this
does nnt result in the second pump being inoperable for ;

,

7 days.>
j
!

!
:

|

|
| (continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-3
(continued) 3

ACTIONS
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One A.1 Restore 7 days <

Function X Function X
subsystem subsystem to ANQinoperable. OPERABLE status.

10 days from
;

discovery of i
,

i failure to meet i

the LCO !

!B. One B.1 Restore 72 hours
Function Y Function Y t

subsystem subsystem to AND ;

inoperable. OPERABLE status. |

10 days from
discovery of *

failure to meet
the LCO

tC. One C.1 Restore 72 hours *

Function X function X
subsystem subsystem to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND QR

| l
One C.2 Restore 72 hours I
Function Y Function Y
subsystem subsystem to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

(continued) |
!
|
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1.3 Completion Times
g
IN

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-3 (continued) gp bsySTem

When one Function X M and one unction Y ha+7
-

n irre ;

inoperable,ConditionAandCond'ionBareconcupr'entlyapplicable. The Completion for Condition j and
Condition B are tracked ately for each t++4, starting
from the time each ' was declared inoperable and the
Condition was entered. A separate Completion Time is
established for Condition C and tracked from the time the
second was declared inoperable (i.e., the time the
situ on described in Condition C was discovered).

If Required Action C.2 is completed within the specified
Completion Time, Conditions B and C are exited. If the
Completion Time for Required Action A.1 has not expired,'
operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. TheQ / remaining Completion Time in Condition A is measured from

/ the time the affected qA was declared inoperable (i.e.,
initial entry into Condnion A). ,

StA N, be
i- /

The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a
logical connector, eith a separate 10 day Completion Time
measured from the time it was discovered the LC0 was not ,

met. In this example, without the separate Completion Time, '

it would be possible to alternate between Conditions A, B,
and C in such a manner that operation could continue
indefinitely without ever restoring systems to meet the LCO.

,The separate Completion Time modified by the phrase "from I
discovery of failure to meet the LC0" is designed to prevent

|

.

indefinite continued operation while not meeting the LCO.
iThis Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal

" time zero" for beginning the Completion Time " clock". In
this instance, the Completion Time " time zero" is specified
as commencing at the time the LCO was initially not' met,
instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.

!

(continued)
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|1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-4
(continued) -

ACTIONS
,

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve (s) 4 hours
valves to OPERABLE
incperable. status.

c

.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3, 12 hours
| Action and
| associated AND ;
i Completion ;

Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours ;
met.

!

!

A single Completion Time is used for any number of valves
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time associated i

with Condition A is based on the initial entry into
j Condition A and is not tracked on a per valve basis.
| Declaring subsequent valves inoperable, while Condition A is
I still in effect, does not trigger tne tracking of separate

Completion Times.

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERABLE status,
the Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues
from the time the first valve was declared inoperable. The

! Completion Time may be extended if the valve restored to
l

OPERABLE status was the first inoperable valve. The
Condition A Completion Time may be extended for up to
4 hours provided this does not result in any subsequen i

,

valve being inoperable for > 4 hours. f --"-
c4

IftheCompletionTimeof4 hours (y? din:plus6 f.
.nf -47 extensions)

expires while one or more valves are still inoperable,
Condition B is entered.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1,3-5
(continued)

ACTIONS

----------------------------NOTE-------...---.-..-----_-----
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable
valve.
......__ ......._____....................___...___ .........

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME- j

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve to 4 hours
valves OPERABLE status. |

'

- inoperable.

|
1

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
met.

!

[ C4
'

The Note above the ACTIONS table is a method of modifying i
how the Completion Time is tracked. If.this method of !

k Nogg modifying how the Completion Time is tracked was applicable '

onlytoConditionf,'theNot appear in de Conditiono
$ tN N[g(O)S4',[T [ The Note allows Condition A to be entered separately for.

each inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per
( O S

'h, o rg(\e. valve basis. When a valve is declared inoperable,
.,

i

l - ~ ggoSj '" Condition A is entered and its Completion Time starts. Ifg

- y subsequent valves are declared inoperable, Condition A is
entered for each valve and separate Completion Times start
and are tracked for each valve.

.(continued)
,

1
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j !
-

j EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-5 (continued) {

,

i '

f If the Completion Time associated with a valve in !
} Condition A expires, Condition B is entered for that valve.

|j If the Completion Times associated with subsequent valves in
Condition A expire, Condition B is entered separately for !'i

! each valve and separate Completion Times start and are j
I tracked for each valve. If a valve that caused entry into |Condition B is restored to OPERABLE status, Condition B is *
,

1 exited for that valve. ;

i >
!

Since the Note in this example allows multiple Condition
} entry and tracking of separate Completion Times, Completion !'Time extensions do not apply. j

: I

EXAMPLE 1.3-6 Ia

*
!

ACTIONS |,

;
i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME {;

|2

1 i

I A. One et annel A.1 Perform Once per !
inoparable. SR 3.x.x.x. 8 hours !

I
,

i OR
: '

)

A.2 ' Reduce THERMAL 8 hours
3 POWER to ,

s 50% RTP. :

:
,

i
! B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3.- 12 hours
; Action and
] associated I

! Completion
{4 Time not
;

j met. i
;

1 |
:

.

.

(continued)
4

5
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EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-6 (continued)

Entry into Condition A offers a choice between Required |Action A.1 or A.2. Required Action A.1 has a "once per"
Completion Time, which qualifies for the 25% extension, per

iSR 3.0.2, to each perfomance after the initial perfonnance. .

If Required Action A.1 is followed and the Required Action
C4 is not met within the Completion Time (nc:;c mc the W. A as '

extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered. If ;

Required Action A.2 is followed and the Completion Time of :
8 hours is not met, Condition B is entered. .

iIf afte'r entry into Condition B, Required Action A.1 or A.2 ;

is met, Condition B is exited and operation may then :

continue in Condition A.
,

{
!
6

.'.

|
;*

!

!

I

i
'

,

;

i

(continued)
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EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-7
(continued)

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One A.1 Verify affected I hour
subsystem subsystem
inoperable. isolated. AND

Once per
8 hours
thereafter ,

AND

A.2 Restore subsystem 72 hours
to OPERABLE
status.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Action and
associated MD
Completion
Time not P.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
met.

I

l
Required Action A.1 has two Completion Times. The I hour |

Completion Time begins at the time the Condition is entered
and each "Once per 8 hours thereafter" interval begins upon
perfomance of Required Action A.I.

If after Condition A is entered, Required Action A.1 is no
met within either the initial I hour or any subsequent ,

f 8 hour interval from the previous
1 @ extension allowed by SR 3.0.2)perfomance (E""3t ,-0 e

, Condition B is entered.
The Completion Time clock for Condition A does not stop
after Condition B is entered, but continues from the time
Condition A was initially entered. If Required Action A.1

(continued)
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EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-7 (continued)

is met after Condition B is entered, Condition B is exited
.

and operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. I

provided the Completion Time for Required Action A.2 has not '

expired. (_5ince the se compte n Time of R utreo
(" Action A. as a m ied "ti ero" (i .e. ter t

'
,

' '
- initi I hour t from of Condit* entry he

*

(, a wance fo a Completi n Time extens on does not apply.

;

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the '

COMPLETION TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a ;controlled manner. i

|
:

t

i

i

=
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.

Section 1 Page 63 of 711.4 Frequency

PURPOSE i

The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and
;application of Frequency requirements.

!.
DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified frequency !

in which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the
associated @ An understanding of the correct application |

,

of the s ecified gcy is ne essary for compliance withl
_

C4 \

'
the SR.

/imhn&nclifion bQ O era |ynftff
The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this '

'

section and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, '

Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability. The "specified
Frequency" consists.of the requirements of the frequency
column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the ;

Surveillance column that modify perfomance requirements. |

Sometimes special situations dictate when the requirements
of a Surveillance are to be met. They are "otherwise ;

stated" conditions allowed by SR 3.0.1. They may be stated !

as clarifying Notes in the Surveillance, as part of the
iSurveillance, or both. Example 1.4-4 discusses these
!special situations.

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its
|Frequency could expire), but where it is not possible or not

desired that it be perfomed until sometime after the
associated LCO is within its Applicability, represent

i

,
,

potential SR 3.0.4 conflicts. To avoid these conflicts, the
<

SR (i.e., the Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such
that it is only " required" when it can be and should be
perfomed. With an SR satisfied, SR 3.0.4 imposes no
restriction.

The use ofh"or" performed" n these instances conveys
specified meanings. A urveillance is " met" only when the
acceptance criteria'are satisfied. Known failure of the
requirements of a Surveillance, even without a Surveillance
specifically being " performed," constitutes a Surveillance

! not " met." " Performance" refers only to the requirement to'

specifically determine the ability to meet the acceptance

(continued)
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DESCRIPTION criteria. SR 3.0.4 restrictions would not apply if both the
(continued) following conditions are satisfied:

)
The Surveillance is not required to be performed; anda.

b. The Surveillance is not required to be met or, even if !required to be met, is not known to be failed.

!

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that l

Frequencies are specified. In these exam :
Applicability of the LCO (LCO not shown) ples, theis MODES 1, 2, '

and 3.

EXAMPLE 1.4-1
i

|

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered
in the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency
specifies an interval (12 hours) during which the associated

OC4 Surveillance must be performed at least one time.
*

Perfomance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequentinterval.
' nife rva' Although the Frequency is stated as 12 hours, an. 1

extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the C rggeiSc/ a Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational
N 4'6 flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at

all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per
SR 3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a
variable is outside specified limits, or the unit is outside
the Applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by
SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is in a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, and the
perfomance of the Surveillance is not otherwise modified

(continued)
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! EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-1 (continued) -

(refer to Examples 1.4-3 and 1.4-4), then SR 3.0.3 becomes
applicable. '

i

If the interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while
the unit is not in a MODE or other specified condition in '

the Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR
|is required, the Surveillance must be performed within the i

Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the ;

MODE or other specified condition. Failure to do so would. i

result in a violation of SR 3.0.4.
.

!
1

EXAMPLE 1.4-2
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,

| Verify flow is within limits. Once within fi 12 hours after
t 25% RTP !

AND

24 hours I
thereafter

|

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
perfonnance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown|

in Example 1.4-1. The logical connector "AND" indicates
that both Frequency requirements must be met. Each time
reactor power is increased from a power level < 25% RTP to
a 25% RTP, the Surveillance must be performed within
12 hours.

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will
satisfy the specified frequency (assuming no other
Frequencies are connected by "AND"). This type of Frequencydoes not qualify for the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2.

'

!

(continued) |
!
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EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-2 (continued) )
"Thereafter" indicates future performances must be
established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a specified
condition is first met (i.e., the "once" perfomance in this
example). If reactor power decreases to < 25% RTP, the
measurement of both intervals stops. New intervals start
upon reactor power reaching 25% RTP.

EXAMPLE 1.4-3 !
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i
--------------..--NOTE------------------ i

Not required to be performed until
12 hours after a 25% RTP. j
......_.................................

iPerform channel adjustment. 7 days '

,

!The interval continues whether or not the unit operation is '

< 25% RTP between perfomances.
>

,

As the Note modifies the required performance of the i

Surveillance, it is construed to be part of the "specified
Frequency." Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while |

operation is < 25% RTP, this Note allows 12 hours after
power reaches t 25% RTP to perfom the Surveillance. The

|

,

Surveillance is still considered to be within the "specifiedi

!

Frequency." Therefore, if the Surveillance were not
(A perfomed within the 7 day Mus ZZ w 5" 3.0.2)Ninterval,

but operation was < 25% RTP, it would not constitute a|

failure of the SR or failure to meet the LCO. Also, no
violation of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing MODES, even with
the 7 day Frequency not met, provided operation does not
exceed 12 hours with power a 25% RTP.

_
_ __

?(pIas he ex+eweu
gllowed by SR 3 0.2

-

(continued)
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|

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-3 (continued)

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP, 12 hours would be allowed for
completing the Surveillance. If the Surveillance were not
performed within this 12 hour interval, there would then be
a failure to perfonn a Surveillance within the specified
Frequencyf MODE dmnyc2 uncu ;; = z = ric- c in M

C|| girc~rce U +h " ' 3.4f a tne provisions of SR 3.0.3
would apply.

1

! EXAMPLE 1.4-4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
!

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

| ------------------NOTE------------------
Only required to be met in MODE 1.
........................................ r

Verify leakage rates are within limits. 24 hours

;

Example 1.4-4 specifies that the requirements of this
Surveillance do not have to be met until the unit is in
MODE 1. The interval measurement for the frequency of this
Surveillance continues at all times, as described in

.Example 1.4-1. However, the Note constitutes an "otherwise
C stated" exception to the Applicability of this Surveillance.,

Therefore, if the Surveillance were not perfonned within the

E)# 24 hourgc:uding the GP/' extension allowed by SR 3.0.2) 1

interval, but the unit was not in MODE 1, there would be no
failure of the SR nor failure to meet the LCO. Therefore, i

no violation of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing MODES, even
with the 24 hour Frequency exceeded, provided the MODE '

change was not made~into MODE 1. Prior to entering MODE 1
(assuming again that the 24 hour Frequency were not met),
SR 3.0.4 would require. satisfying the SR.

L
i
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Eaclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 1 Page 69 of 71 ;

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
| CHAPTER 1 - USE and APPLICATION !

i

i i
BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE |

'

|

| B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording revised to reflect *

appropriate plant specific requirements.

,

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The defined term PHYSICS TESTS was used only in Specifications |
which were not adopted for this station (LCO 3.10.9, j

: " Recirculation' Loops Testing") and the definition is not |
-

required. '

|
'

P.2 Consistent with the plant specific safety analyses, the !
*

appropriate initiation signals assumed are reflected in the j
definition of EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME. !

i

P.3 References to other Technical Specifications are revised in |
accordance with plant specific proposed renumbering. '

i
?

| CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !

!
J C.1 For consistency with other Response Time definitions and the ['

BASES, the clarification " initiation" is added. *

i

l C.2 For consistency with other definitions, e.g. CHANNEL j
] CALIBRATIONS and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the clarification i
I " required" is added. This is consistent with the OPERABILITY

requirement intent for necessary functions.
. ,

C.3 The phrase "or have OPERABILITY" is added to this NUREG STS
definition to provide a specific relationship between this term -

and the definition. The preferred wording remains consistent,

j with the existing Technical Specification (TS) definition.

C.4 These changes are proposed primarily for consistency and to
improve the understanding of the explanations. These
improvements are also being considered generically by the
appropriate vendor Technical Specification Owners Groups.

C.5 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the,

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
i however, " division" is used in several places.
||

|I
C.6 These changes are editorial corrections of typographical or

grammatical errors.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
j CHAPTER 1 - USE and APPLICATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS,

| (continued) j

i

| C.7 The phrase " cross calibration of the sensing elements" implies ;

activities which are not possible on RTDs or thermocouples.
Calibrations typically require adjustments of devices to cause

j them to conform to a desired output. In this sense, RTDs and
thermocouples can not be " calibrated." The appropriate i

I

activity to require for an RTD or thermocouple is a comparison ;

of RTD or thermocouple output indications from sensors
measuring the same temperature. This activity is precisely j
that activity described by CHANNEL CHECK for an individual ,

sensor. Therefore, this proposed change is intended to provide |,

| a more appropriate presentation of the intended requirement.
! The sentence beginning "Whenever a sensing element is

replaced. . ." also describes an activity that is included in the ,

revised discussion and is, therefore, repetitive and can be !
deleted. Also, "shall" is replaced with "may" to allow other [
appropriate mechanisms for " calibration" of these devices, if

|
they are developed.

,

C.8 Including the terms " interlock" and " display" in the list of !

attributes to verify OPERABILITY for an analog channel
|introduces confusion for bistable channels which have an '

interlock function. -Since the list is intended to provide +

examples of attributes which must potentially be OPERABLE, [
dependent on whether it is " required" or not, the list can be i
applied to both analog and bistable channels. This revision i
will remove any perception of an intended difference.

{
| C.9 "Other components affecting reactivity" could easily be :
I misinterpreted to include the manipulation of components which ;

cause parameter changes that affect reactivity. For example, ;

any activity that causes a moderator temperature change would i

then be considered a CORE ALTERATION. The current BWR/6
licenses do not include "other components affecting

,

reactivity." The presumed intent is to incorporate other than j
the normal reactivity control components, such as control rods. |
However, such additional control components are not addressed i
in any procedures and their introduction would involve '

procedure revisions in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
Therefore, this phrase represents an unnecessary, and
potentially confusing, addition to the currently sufficient
definition of CORE ALTERATIONS, and is deleted.

c.10 The term " equipment" is used in place of " device" for
consistency with the terminology from IEEE-308.

CLINTON 2 -10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 1 Page 71 of 71

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 1 - USE and APPLICATION

'

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued) '

C.11 In the example being discussed, the unit is in MODE 1, (e.g.,
2 25% RTP) and no MODE changes would be necessary which could
be made or restricted. Therefore, potential confusion is
eliminated by deleting this phrase and there is no loss of
understanding.

P

k

I
i

!
1

.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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SAFETY LIMITS
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Section 2 Page 2 of 33 :
!

ATTACHMENT 1 .

:

!

CTS - PSTS
,

i

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

;

!

:

i

1A: MARKUP OF CTS

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
'

CONSIDERATIONS
1

,

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 2 Page 3 of 33

ATTACHMENT 1 A :

,

|
i

| CTS - PSTS
| .

t

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

MARKUP OF CTS '

,

i

|

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(1

Section 2 Page 4 of 33 |i

2. 0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
i , '.

i
, (

2.1 SAFETY LIMITS *
'-

}

|
- THERMAL POWER, Low Pressure or low Flow

' 'pb .\1f .1.1
i

/2 THERMAL POWER shall not exceed 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER with the
i . reactor vessel steam dome pressure less than 785 psig or core flow less than
i [ 10% of rated flow. .

(APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL' CONDITIONS 1 a.
,

cACTION:

, With THERMAL POWER exceeding 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER and the reactor vessel
i steam dome wouure less than 785 psio or core flow less than 10% of rated flow, '

g.hfe' in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 2 hourtand comply with the requirements of
; ~

'

. Specification 6.1.1.
,

'

THERMAL POWER, High Pressure and High Flow

, f3'1.1
l

2.1.2 The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) shall not be less than 1.07
: with two recirculation loop operation and shall not be less than 1.08 with

single recirculation loop operation with the reactor vessel steam dome pressure
(greater thali)785 psig and core flow greater tha310% of rated flow.,

(APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONALCONDITIONS1andj
~

_

9,S ' ACTION: -f |
3

'

With MCPR less than 1.07 with two ecirculation loop operation or lessLthan 1.08
9 with single loop operation and the reactor vessel steam dome pressureCoreater U6

4 ' ,,
. @ 785 psio and core flow fareater than)10% of rated flow,Lbe in ati least HOT'*)
,,,[ SHUTDOWN withi~n 2 hours)and comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7.f.
F (

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSUREi

h'Q
a

l

2.1.3 The reactor coolant system pressure, as measured in the reactor vessel
g steam dome, shall not exceed 1325 psig.

}/d [A[PLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3 -

ACTION: y,7,2 7 g 7.1, '2,1 >
#

With the reactor coolant system pressure s measured in the tor vessel ;
steam dome, above 1325 psig,(be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN 7hith reactor coolant 7

(sys_ tem pressure less than or equa a T.o uzb psig wi and comply with
Ehe requirements of Specification o.7.1.,

iREACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL

2.p3 2.1.4 The reactor vessel water level shall be above the top of the active
irradiated fuel.

l4

|

CLINTON p,\ 2-1 Amendment No.18
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Secti n 2 Page 5 cf 33
SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

| SAFETY LIMITS (Continued)
i

Idl hPPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 3, 4, and 5 |
|

g L ACTION:

With the reactor vessel water level at o'r below the ton of the active irradiatert l

k. g'1h( manually initiate the f.cc5 to restore the water laval afteraanressurizing] |

the reactor vessel, if requiredfTomply with th.e requirements of Specification -
'

6.7.1.
__

-

) ,

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

|REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS.
-

;

2.2.1 The reactor protection system instrumentation setpoints shall be set ,

consistent with the Trip Setpoint . values shown in Table 2.2.1-1.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.1-1. #

ACTION: /.b d IN
- s i

With a reactor protection system instrumentation setpoint less conservative [
than the value shown in the Allowable Value column of Table 2.2.1-1, declare !
the channel inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION statement requirement !

} of Specification 3.3.1 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with !
its setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. . . |

f ( LCO 3 3,l L

.

.

|

|

.

1 . .

F. !

i )

CLI!GON - UNIT 1 2-2 ,

~
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS eda ge 6 om
|

,

V ~

-

I'~ TECHNICAL REVIEW (C -- ' >

_
-

.-

When required by 10 CFR 50.59, a safety evaluaticc.
or not an unreviewed safety question is invol- ,

, , che !
j procedure or the procedure change review.

.6 an
T unreviewed safety question is not invn' k6(

,

.aluation !to support that decision will be p-
j review. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50 r - T one FRG for i

v' involving unre- !~

f viewed safety questions shal' .oe Manager-Clinton j

s

Power Station approval f- \
,

d. Written records o' Q cordance with Item 6.5.3.1.a. !
| above, includt .pproval, or disapproval, shall be .. |'

prepared a-
t

6.6 REPr* W .

l
, .

6 ;

i

sns shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS: ,

.. shall be notified and a report submitted pursuant to the
| . s of Section 50.73 to 10 CFR Part 50, and-

!

! b .a REPORTABLE EVENT shall be reviewed by the FRG, and submitted to,

| che NRAG and the Vice President. .

.) 6.7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATION ''

1 6.7.1 The following actions shall be taken in the event a safety Limit is| 1
| violated:

7,tip: In accordance with 10 CFR 50.72, the NRC Operations Center shall be noti-
fied by telephone as soon as possibla =nd

/l. 7'3 theviolationhasbeendetermined.fTheJE.in all cases within_1 hour aftericePreside6handtheNRA shallbe notified within 24 hours.
: b.

. . . .
@ Pl e -t h q g Y

. J.eD

2' _ A Licens_e_ Event Repor_t_shall be prepared in accordance with 10,CFR.50.73. ~ Li
'

_
__ _ _ _

) ''~)!c. Adafetyv Limit Violation Rennrtlshall be pre)ared. $he--repcit shaII biih' ph feit'.d W tht- FRC.] This rep shall des ~fe (1) applic le circumstancf.f
LS3 ([preyding t violation effects # he violation on unit compo ts, [s(stem r structur , and (3) co ective action en. to preve_nt_ _ ecurrence.\

\"d 'Th'e% atetv__ Limit Violation Reporh shall be submitted to the Commission i
*

h' within 30 days and to the NRAG, and the LVice President Eithin 30 days 3g, 'l.

5$ kt h%uh hI~

7 g,6 e. Critical operation of the unit shall not be resumed until autborized, by
the Commission. ..

;

j |

CLINTON - UNIT 1 - C - IP Amendment No. 26
I N S EA T Z -2.
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REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEH INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

n FUNCTIONAL _ UNIT 1 RIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE VALUE '

g"
t

1. Intermediate Range Honitor

@ a. Neutron Flux-liigh 1 120/125 divisions i 122/125 divisions y S-"

, of full scale of full scale {j
@ b. Inoperative NA NA yU|,

H *

| ] 2. Average Power Range Monitor: Omy c:
; a. Neutron Flux-High, Setdown < 15% of RATED < 20% of RATED Ebk
{ THERHAL POWER THERHAL POWER $%i b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power-liigh
,' 1) During two recirculation loop operation:
s

,

i a. Flow Blased 1 0.66 (W)+64%,I") 10.66 (W)+67%,(a)
i; with a maximum of with a maximum of
,- b. liigh Flow Clamped i 111.0% of RATED 1 113.0% of RATED

'

{ TilERHAL POWER TilERHAL POWERc

2) During single recirculation loopy w

| operation:
,

f a. Flow Blased 1 0.66(W-AW)+48%(a) 1 0.66(W-AW)+51% "}I
e

a

b. High Flow Clamped Not Required Not Required#

OPERABLE ' OPERABLE
c. Neutron Flux-High .1 118% of' RATED < 120% of RATED.

{ TilERHAL POWER THERHAL POWER g,' y d. Inoperative NA NA Q
,

i g, 3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High 1 1065 psig i 1080 psig m
*

'
u
g 4. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 > 8.9 inches above > 8.3 inches h:! n instrument zero* above instrument zero
f 5. Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 1 52.0 inches above < 52.6 inches above *,

j instrument zero* instrument zero V*
2 6. Main Steam Line Isolation Valve - Closure 1 8% closed i 12% closed

7. Main Steam Line Radiation - High 1 3.0 x full power 1 3.6 x full power tw'

background ** background **(
g 8. Drywell Pressure - High 1 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig

~

.
< .

.

'| ,, s
.

, y '
,

. _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - .
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TABLE 2.2.1-1 (Continued)
[ REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

y FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE VALUE

79. Scram Discharge Volume Water Level - High p,

g a. Level Transmitter [&
Z 1C11-N601A 1 30 in.t 1 40 1/4 in. 5'!

IC11-N601B 1 30 in.t 1 40 1/4 in. h$
*

,

1C11-N601C 1 30 in.tt 1 39 3/16 in. 1$
1C11-N6010 1 30 in.tt 1 39 3/16 in. bh

'

"
b. Float Switch

1C11-N013A 1 762 ft. 1.375 in. ms1 1 763 ft. 3 1/4 in, ms1 I

1C11-N0138 1 762 ft. 1.125 in. ms1 1 763 ft. 3 1/4 in. ms1
1C11-N013C $ 762 ft. 0.75 in. ms1 5 763 ft. I 11/16 in. ms1
1C11-N0130 1 762 ft 1.125 in. ms1 1 763 ft. 1 11/16 in, ms1,

1 10. Turbine Stop Valve - Closure 1 5% closed i 7% closed
11. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Valve > 530 psig > 465 psig ]Trip System 011 Pressure - Low HA RA

b12. Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position NA HA

13. Manual Scram NA HA.

D:
(a)The Average Power Range Monitor Scram Function varies as a function of recirculation loop drive flow (W). woW is the difference in indicated drive flow (in percent of drive flow which produces the same core flow) -

,

between two loop and single loop operation at the same core flow. AW = 0 for two loop operation. AW = 8% d
g for single loop operation. ',

i *See Bases Figure B 3/4 3-1. -o

8. tInstrument zero is 759 ft. 11 in, ms1 Q
# ftInstrument zero is 759 ft. 10.5 in..ms1
5 **Within 24 hours prior to the planned start of the hydrogen injection test, with reactor power at greater (than 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the normal full power background radiation level and associated trip=

setpoints may be' changed based on a calculated value of the radiation level expected during the test.1 .

The background radiation level and associated trip setpoints may be adjusted during the test based on f_,

either calculations or measurements of actual radiation levels resulting from hydrogen injection. The'

background radiation level shall be verified and the associated trip setpoints shall be returned to their
normal value within 24 hours of re-establishing norma.1 radiation lev'els' after completion of the hydrogen .

injection test at greater than 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER or within 12, hours of establishing reactor power
s levels below 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER. C )'

~
___ _ _. -_ _ __. _ _ _ _ . - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . - _ _ _ _ - -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 j
'

Section 2 Page 10 of 33 |
|

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

CTS: 2 - SAFETY LIMITS '

i

ADMINISTRATIVE |
|

A.1 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in i
the proposed Technical Specifications are replaced with generic !

titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill j
. these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as ;

! detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details ;

relating to the plant specific management position titles are I

identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) . ]
The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant ;

Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the ;
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive ;

use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant :

nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The |
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic ,

positions will continue to be defined, established, documented J

and updated in a plant controlled document with specific
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the Bases, j
USAR or QA Manual. This approach is consistent with the intent i

of Generic Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item |

improvement, relocation of the corporate and unit organization |

charts to licensee controlled documents. The intent of the |
Generic Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the |
unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these '

personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative. i

The use of generic titles will decrease the administrative
burden on both the utility and the NRC associated with
Technical Specification changes due to reorganizations and
title changes which do not affect the functions of these

; positions. Specific titles are provided in the Bases.

A.2 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

A.3 The reporting requirements for a special report are replaced
with the specific requirements from the regulations which have
been promulgated to address the reporting to the NRC of this
type of situation. Since-the regulations now address this
report, the conflicting details of the specification can be
revised and/or deleted.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196-

Section 2 Page 11 of 33

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 2 - SAFETY LIMITS

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

J

None in this section. !
|
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |
:

M.1 The Applicability of each of the SLs is extended to all MODES ,

of operation. Although it is physically impossible to violate |
some SLs in some MODES, any SL violation should receive i
the same attention and response. !

i
M.2 An additional reporting requirement of notification of the '

highest level management specifically responsible for the (
operation of the plant is added.

r

!
M.3 Limits on steam dome pressure and core flow are to be specified !

as 2 The current SLs do not address a pressure or flow which !
is equal to the limit. This proposed change will resolve an ;

incontinuity between current SL 2.1.1 and SL 2.1.2.

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i

!
" Generic"

|
LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.2 The Required Action has been made less specific to allow I

operator flexibility in determining the best method to restore |
the water level. Directions for the methods to be used for icompliance are included in the appropriate response procedures. !!

' The time frame.for completion of the action is made consistent !

with the allowed time to restore other Safety Limit violations.

LA.3 Details of the content of the required report are relocated to
the Bases and procedures. The general. requirements are

,

dictated by 10 CFR 50.73 for content of an LER. Additionally, i,
changes to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of i
the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the ~

Technical Specifications.

LA.4 Details of the time frame for providing this report to utility
management are relocated to the Bases and procedures. Changes '

to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the
proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical
Specifications.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Section 2 Page 12 of 33
.

-'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 2 - SAFETY LIMITS

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LA.5 Details regarding these reviews have been relocated to plant
procedures. Additionally, these reviews are related to nuclear
safety, consequently FRG is required to advise the Plant
Manager on all of these matters. The ITS retains this generic '

requirement.

" Specific"

None in this section. !

|

i

i

!

|

|
|

|

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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5ection 2 Page 14 of 33 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
CTS: 2 - SAFETY LIMITS

]

|
THERE WERE NO PLANT SPECIFIC LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES FOR THIS i

STATION IN THIS SECTION. |

:
;

!

l

;

|
,

|
1

|
>

|

|
r

:

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Section 2 Pege 17 of 33

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

2.1 SLs
-

2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

2.1.1. With the reactor steam dome pressure < 785 psig or core
flow < 10% rated core flow:

THERMAL POWER shall be s 25% RTP.

2.1.1.2 With the reactor steam dome pressure a 785 psig and core
flow a 10% rated core flow:

h} recirculation /hMCPR shall be 1.07 r two loo
operation or a 1.08h for single oc recirculation qoperation. \JL

2.1.1.3 Reactor vessel water level shall be greater than the top
of active irradiated fuel.

2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System Pressure SL
e o-

Reactor steam dome pressure shall be(iiihir.te;uciT]s 1325 psig.

2.2 SL Violations

With any SL violation, the following actions shall be compleced:

2.2.1 Within 1 hour, notify the NRC Operations Center, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.72.

2.2.2 Within 2 hours:

2.2.2.1 Restore compliance with all SLs; and

2.2.2.2 Insert all insertable control rods.
M, ''

2.2.3 Within 24 hours, notify the Ox;.7,fManagerm Plant
p flicz z^rnid=m R = 2 c_ m._.7,and theMeffsite re'f h:r r A

O%} f snMkd i- Speci'keliin 5.5.2, '"[0TT it;], Review and Audit 7
[ike corpord e wetaDe re.spensb.e f)ulee h g (,g
for ovetcM @ cat nuc\ eat rake 4g g(g

Swn/E STS 2.0-1 Rev. O,-00/20/02

C L wTo s]
l All PWS

_
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Section 2 Page 18 of 33

1

2.0 SLs 1
:

2.2 SL Violations (continued) \p...g
'

;

2.2.4 Within 30 days, a Licensee Event Report (LER) shall be prepared
pursu, ant to 10 CFR 50.73. The LER shall be submitted to the NRC,

iu ao-c 1 1 tu i ou 2 . s . c o. .:. .; the.
- . . .

the_3 ..2. : 7:c rr :: -u icu
- 45:=rO;Managerc ::r @gnd 6 r =-- i - r ==- M r "

,

-- - --~-%%e corpornte execu&e espn5Me for r
)

, dt1/pht nuclear afc+H .\

2.2.5 Operation of the unit shall not be resumed until authorized by the
NRC.

;

.

i
,

P

:

I

|
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Eaclosure 2 to U-602196 Reactor Core SLs
*

Section 2 Page 19 of 33 B 2.1.1

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires, and SLs ensure, that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during steady
state operation, nomal operational transients, and
anticipated operational occurrences 00s) g ggQ; cot
The fuel cladding integrity SL is set [such that no fuel
damage is calculated to occur if the Timit is not violated.
Because fuel damage is not directly observable, stepback
approach is used to establish an SL, such that the MCPR is
not less than the limit specified_.11LSpecification 2.1.1.2,'

o@*--6enerabE4ec-t+i<-(4E) Camn"ti na and Adenc @96 ~
hicar Futt-fANF-)-4orporat4cn-fue@ive margin relative toMCPR greater than the
specifieo limit represents a conservat
the conditions required to maintain fuel cladding integrity.

The fuel cladding is one of the physical barriers that
separate the radioactive materials from the environs. The
integrity of this cladding barrier is related to its
relative freedom from perforations or cracking. Although
some corrosion or use related cracking may occur during the
life of the cladding, fission product migrr. tion from this
source is incrementally cumulative and continuously
measurable. Fuel cladding perforations, hovaver, can result
from thermal stresses, which occur from rear. tor operation
significantly above design conditions.

While fission product migration from cladding perforation
just as measurable as that from use related cracking, the.is
thermally caused cladding perforations signal a threshold
beyond which still greater themal stresses may cause gross,
rather than incremental, cladding deterioration. Therefore,
the fuel cladding SL is defined with a margin to the
conditions that would produce onset of transition boiling
(i .e. , MCPR = 1.00) . These conditions represent a
significant departure from the condition intended by design
for planned operation. The MCPR fuel cladding integrity SL
ensures that during nomal operation and during A00s, at
least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core do not experience
transition boiling.

|

(continued)1

-- % ; in B 2.0-1 Rev. 0,-09/26/ w ~
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219G Reactor Core SLs f
*

' Section 2 Page 20 of 33 8 2.1 1;

j.

!
,

BASES

BACKGROUND Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
(continued) could result in excessive cladding temperature because of

the onset of transition boiling and the resultant sharp
;reduction in heat transfer coefficient. Inside the steam ifilm, high cladding tem :

i

water (zirconium water)peratures are reached, and a claddingI

reaction may take place. This
chemical reaction results in oxidation of the fuel cladding !to a structurally weaker form. This weaker form may lose
its integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of ,

activity to the reactor coolant. :

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are

,

<

established to preclude violation of the fuel design
OC9 criterion that an MCPR is to be established, such that at

least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core would not be
.

expected to experience the onset of transition boiling. '

SL
The Reactor Protect on System setpoints (LCO 3.3.1.1,
" Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation"), in
combination with all the LCOs, are designed to prevent any
anticipated combination of transient conditions for Reactor
Coolant System water level, pressure, and THERMAL POWERh leve hat would result in reaching the MCP

2.1.1.1 Fuel Claddino Intecrity (G:n r:1 Elett-i E
' Cc ::r:tien ME! F;:11 g-

GE critical power correlations are applicable for all
critical power calculations at pressures a 785 psig or core,

flows a 10% of rated flow. For operation at low
and low flows, another basis is used, as follows: pressures

Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is ;
essentially all elevation head, the core pressure 4

drop at low power and flows will always be
,> 4.5 psi. Analyses (Ref. 2) show that with a !

! bundle flow of 28 x 10' lb/hr, bundle pressure |
drop is nearly independent of bundle power and !has a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bundle flow ;with a 4.5 psi driving head will be

!> 28 x 10' lb/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data
taken at pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia

(continued)
|
l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Reactor Core SLs
,

Section 2 Page 21 of 33 8 2.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 2.1.1.1 Fuel Claddino intecrity-(Oeneral Electric 1
SAFETY ANALYSES / Cor;;ratica (GE) F; 1)f(continued)

indicate that the fuel assembly critical power at
this flow is approximately 3.35 My,t. With the C lO

i

design peaking factors, this corresponds to a
THERMAL POWER > 50% RTP. Thus, a THERMAL POWER
limit of 25% RTP for reactor pressure < 785 psig
is conservative.

i

2.1.1.Ib Fuel Claddino Intecrity (Advanced Nuclear Fuel
Corcoration (ANF) Fuel)

The use f the XN-3 correlation is valid for itical powercalculati s at pressures > 580 psig and bu e mass fluxes> 0.25 x 10 lb/hr-ft3 (Ref. 3). For oper ion at low
pressures or w flows, the fuel claddin integrity SL is
established by limiting condition on re THERMAL POWER,with the followl basis:

Provided that t water leve n the vessel,

downcomer is main ined abo the top of the* active fuel, natur cire ation is sufficient to
ensure a minimum bun e ow for all fuel
assemblies that have latively high power and
potentially can appr c a critical heat flux ,

'

;condition. For th ANF 9 fuel design, the iminimum bundle f w is > 3 10 lb/hr. For the !
3

ANF 8x8 fuel d ign, the mini Ja bundle flow is
!3> 28 x 10 lb r. For all desi s, the coolant

minimum bun e flow and maximum ow area are
such that he mass flux is always

y > 0.25 10' lb/hr-ftz. Full scale itical powery tests ken at pressures down to 14.7 uia
indi te that the fuel assembly critical ower at
O. x 10' lb/hr-ft is a 3.35 Mwt. At 25 RTP, a3

i ndle power of 3.35 Mwt corresponds to a b die
adial peaking factor of > 3.0, which is

significantly higher than the expected peaking
factor. Thus, a THERMAL POWER limit of 25% RTP
for reactor pressures < 785 psig is conservative.

m

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Reaetor Core SLs.

Section 2 Page 22 of 33 0 2*1'1

BASES !

APPLICABLE 2.1 2 MCPR M E N d 0,

SAFETY ANALYSES y
(continued) The fuel cladding integrity SL is sety such that no j

significant fuel damage is calculated to occur if the limit
,

is not violated. Since the parameters that result in fuel 1

;
damage are not directly obserynble during reactor operation,
the thermal and hydraulic conditions that result in the ;
onset of transition boiling have been used to mark the

ibeginning of the region in which fuel damage could occur. '

Although it is recognized that the onset of transition '

boiling would not result in damage to BWR fuel rods, the !critical power at which boiling transition is calculated to
occur has been adopted as a convenient limit. However, the
uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state and in

-

the procedures used to calculate the critical power result ;

in an uncertainty in the value of the critical power.
Therefore, the fuel cladding integrity SL is defined as the ,

critical power ratio in the limiting fuel assembly for which
more than 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to :
avoid boiling transition, considering the power distribution
within the core and all uncertainties.

.

The MCPR SL is detemined using a statistical model that
combines all the uncertainties in operating parameters and
the procedures used to calculate critical power. The
probability of the occurrence of boiling transitjon is

~ d termined using the approved General Electric gritical ;
ower correlations. Details of the fuel cladding integrity
L calculation are given in Reference 2. Reference 2 also

includes a tabulation of the uncertainties used in the
;

determination of the MCPR SL and of the nominal values of
'

the parameters used in the MCPR SL statistical analysis.
-

.'
'

2.1.1.2b MCPR (ANF Fuel) ~

k' The L ensures sufficient co tism in the operating
iMCPR limit in the eve an A00 from the limitingcondition of oper east 99.9% of the fuel rods in

the core would b pec avoid boiling transition. The
margin het calculated boi i nsition (i.e.,

iMCPR = 1 and the MCPR SL is base tailed !stati cal procedure that considers the unce nties in !mon' oring the core operating state. One specific
!uncertainty included in the SL is the uncertainty inherent

, (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs i.

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 8 2.1.I fSection 2 Page 23 of 33
1

BASES i
,

;

1

APPLICABLE
' E 120 m.PR (ANF Fuel) (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES

;
in t XN-3 critical power correlation. Re rence 3

!descri the methodology used in deterni ng the MCPR SL.

The XN-3 cr' ical power correlation ~ based on a
!significant b of practical test ta, providing a highdegree of assur ce that the cri al power, as evaluated by
.

,

the correlation, within a percentage of the actual |critical power bein stimate . As long as the core
ipressure and flow are thi he range of validity of the% XN-3 correlation, the as d reactor conditions used in
!

/ defining the SL introduc servatism into the limit'

because bounding high r ial r factors and bounding flatlocal peaking distrib ons a sed to estimate the numberof rods in boiling t nsition. 11 further conservatism ;
i is induced by the dency of the -3' correlation to'

overpredict the n er of rods in be ng transition. These !

i

conservatisms a the inherent accurac f the XN-3 :correlation p ide a reasonable degree o assurance that
!there would b no transition boiling in the ore during '

sustained o ration at the MCPR SL. If boili transition twere to oc r, there is reason to believe that integrity !of the f would not be compromised. Significan est data !accumul ed by the NRC and private organizations' in te
-that t use of a boiling transition limitation to pro tagain cladding failure is a very conservative approach.

;

|

Muc of the data indicate that BWR fuel can survive for an !
nded period of time in an environment of boiling j

ex
nsition. 7 |

; .i
j 2.1.1.3 Reactor Vessel Water Level

During MODES I and 2, the reactor vessel water level is
required to be above the top of the active fuel to provide
core cooling capability. With fuel in the reactor vessel
during periods when the reactor is shut down, consideration
must be given to water level requirements due to the effect
of decay heat. If the water level should drop below the top
of the active irradiated fuel during this period, the
ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in
cooling capability could lead to elevated cladding
temperatures and clad wrforation in the event that the a

!- p water level becomes < of the core height. The reactor !

vessel water level SL has been established at the top of the

(continued)
~
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Reactor Core SLso Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 2.1.1
,

'

Section 2 Page 24 of 33 ,

BASES

APPLICABLE 2.1.1.3 Reactor Vessel Water' Level (continued) !SAFETY ANALYSES
j active irradiated fuel to provide a point that can be-

monitored and to also provide adequate margin for effective j
.

action. '

|

SAFETY LIMITS The reactor core SLs are established.to protect the
!integrity of the fuel clad barrier to the release of

radioactive materials to the environs. SL 2.1.1.1 and >

SL 2.1.1.2 ensure that the core operates within the fuel ;
design criteria. SL 2.1.1.3- ensures that the reactor vessel '

water level is greater than the top of the active irradiated
fuel, thus maintaining a coolable geometry. I

e

SLs2.1.1.1,2.1.1.2,h !APPLICABILITY and 2.1.1.3 are applicable in all
!MODES. Jii6 r, in r.s J. 4 p at-5, with th or s '

Tdown " is un ' y thaft.Juer cladding grity SL uld ) - )- L . iolate g
j

I
i

tSAFETY LIMIT 2M !VIOLATIONS
'

|

l If any SL is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be l

notifi d within 1 hour, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72

b b
,

2.rL.2 g -

Exceeding an SL may cause fuel d e and create a potential
for radioactive releases in ex e of 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria," limits (Ref. Therefore, it is required.

to insert all insertable con rol rods and restore compliance
with the SL within 2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time
ensures that the operators take prompt remedial action and
also ensures that the probability of an accident occurringduring this period is minimal.

- |
!
!

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs ''

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -B 2.1.1.

Section 2 Page 25 of 33

BASES

[Aluelcar ib;ew and AuSh Crreup 6k C @SAFETY LIMIT 2,2.3
VIOLATIONS deckt, 1 !

;

(continued) If any SL is vio a e , thcTapproprict; :Orf er Mae ::: t 00L.l
(the-mucle:r ::: t nd the ui.iiii.ifshall be notified within
24 hours. The 24 hour period provides time for plant
operators and staff to take the appropriate immediate action ,

'

and assess the condition of the unit before reporting to the
senior management.

flagss- Cl %Pe.aerShthevt, ad $c \ lice 9ceddIA- kkleah }g ua
If any SL is violated, a Licensee Event Report shall be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NRCf,i e seric Nth

_managemenrgi 'ae fucieer -leat. :: ;e utiiiti Vic'[a-
.tident Sec!eer#0cer:ti :. 9t @ in !~

. . ..__.-

accordance with 10!CFR 50.73 (RefAE)J { m(69 2
ako be srb @%ed Vocuel JRA r, f iA

2.2.5 g
If any SL is violated, restart of the unit shall not '

commence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
i

ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews, analyses, and !

actions are completed before the unit begins its restart to
normal operation.

t

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10. I

-2. NEDE-24011-P A, (latest approved revision).

An-nru,w , -. Qi;; l', "$ ;O;;- 1002. #s.
. g

3% 10 CFR 50.72. oggg c &M,
b k, % 10 CFR 100. AppUceA b 4n ken *

F"_*l > W*#$r,% 10 CrR 50.73.y
,

i*f'/5 STS B 2.0-7 ' Rev. O, 00/2S/92
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RCS Pressure SL

Enclosure 2 to U-602196, .

B 2.1.2; Section 2 Page 26 of 33
;

I B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) I

I
B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL I

' .;
-

: i

: BASES 1

| ?

i
1

| BACKGROUND The SL on reactor steam dome pressure protects t RCS
i ) against overpressurization. In the event of fuel cladding li failure, fission products are released into the reactor

!i coolant. The RCS then serves as the primary barrier in
|

t

preventing the release of fission products into the
4 .

atmosphere. Establishing an upper limit on reactor steam
!! done pressure ensures continued RCS integrity. According to

!
,

10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 14. " Reactor Coolant Pressure
i

Boundary," and GDC 15. " Reactor Coolant System Design" :

(Ref.1), the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) shall |j be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that the design ii conditions are not exceeded during nomal operation and j
anticipated ocer.aRenal occurrences JA00s)./ pu ing 1 ii C3 and 2 he re or vesse ter lev dt e J

| ab the of the ive fuel t /e W s req,

provid core cling
j abil'_y y

'

i

|
During nomal operation and A00s, RCS pressure is limited
from exceeding the design pressure by more than 10%, in

;
accordance with Section III of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To! ensure system integrity, all RCS components are

! hydrostatically tested at 125% of design pressure, in'

accordance with ASME Code requirements, prior to initial
operation when there is no fuel in the core. Any further

'
. C6 hydrostatic testing with fuel in the core @ cone unoer

('""'Sp D' LC0 3.10.1,_" Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing
s

j@f Operation "* Following inception of unit operation, RCS
A

g
/ C1 components shall be pressure teste in acco ance with the

-

requirements of ASME Code, Section (Ref. .
,

| Overpressurization of the RCS could result n a breach of
i the RCPB. If this occurred in conjunction with a fuel
j cladding failure, fission products could enter the

containment atmosphere =!== ts limits
;

|i 6,Mim; :::::=:! 81
Site Criteria" (Ref.J)1specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor

j
i .\

g reduQ be pder ok foieche briers E nedI

to preved rodiocdve. releauf $r ys tyeeedg hec

.

1

5

(continued) 44
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RCS Pressure SL 1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 2.1.2 i.

Section 2 Page 27 of 33

BASES (continued) i

.i

) APPLICABLE The RCS safety / relief valves and the Reactor Protection
SAFETY ANALYSES System Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High Function !

i4

i have settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL
!will not be exceeded..

|'
'

i
The RCS pressure SL has been selected such that it is at a,

,

!
pressure below which it can be shown that the integrity of
the system is not endan!1ered. The reactor pressure vessel

! is designed to ASME, Bo'lerand Pressure Vessel Code,

[T.ection IIIM1971 EditionP, including Addenda through the(Ref. 9, which nemits a maximum pressure g
iS PJo !

BI
-

;..= ef m2:
!

2

g)ffNg of dg transient of
110%, 1375 psig, of design pressure 1250 psig-

he SL of 1325 psig, as measured @y the reactor steam a
G rassure % ea m is equivalent to 1375 psig at the lo gi.

4

elevation of the RCS. The RCS is desioned to ASME Code
. i

| % :

A~ Section III,1974 Edition 4(Ref.(6), for the reacto h j2

43ded recirculation piping, which permits a maximum pressure
iC transient of 110% of design pressures of 1250 psig forM e (tMGb W dsuctionpiping3dliiP 1650 psig for discharge piping The RCS !

i ghig6
,

N h pressure SL is selected to be the lowest transienti.

"

7 gCII overpressure allowed by the applicable codes.- '

'#
,

[tebeen Gaput kdisekaree v&c. Ad isTo ps i>evMelist6ge wdve (,8e
'

\

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure;

vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design-r

pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the

|h| _ RCS piping, valves, and fittings is 110% of design pressures;

1 of 1250 psig for suction piping;CLpsig for dischargeVt
piping * The most limiting of these 4iiir ~ allowances is the' 40110% of design pressure; therefore, the SL on maximum /( |allowable RC ressure is established at psig '

de suf,en p& s32 5 (S)
; APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in all M00ESji h=:r, 4= "E 5 becerseN

_J.the-reac,tornresseiseaa-ciosure-bolt:Or: r.et fully-1

.e a. ~ ,.mel,.. m _. m ,,,es, m ee.i

*SAFETY LIMIT L.2.d * # ""
VIOLATIONS ~

If any SL is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be
. notified within I hour, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72

(Ref. ).

@9
'

.(continued)
|
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RCS Pressure SL.-

*

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 2.1.2
Section 2 Page 28 of 33

,

BASES '

SAFETY LIMIT 2,2,2 '

| VIOLATIONS
| (continued) Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause fusediate RCS

failure and create a potential for radioactive releases in i

Qo excess of 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria," limits
5 M. Therefore, it is required to insert all

insertable control rods and restore compliance with the SL
within 2 hours. The 2 hour Completion- 1 % _i,

op M eg en=nt ramad

lw rC) # h )
en6ures W0 |, ''4he, pro

'

u| CF Gn accs ent 0 s MS Peded
rninirral.

_ -

A)ylear Eeview ad Adth Orb 4 (NL h-
If any SL is vi a epriete : r'ar == E n t et M-
tt: =Elear ?!!nt and the :,:ti'ityJshall De not1Tien wiunn
24 hours. ThT24 :.em yeriod pf5vides . time for plant
operators and staff to take the appropriate iniiediate action
and assess the condition of the unit before reporting to the
seni r-management - ~t

gt r~- & eI?es_ . ~ 3i
-

/o -h
i If any SL is violated, a Licensee Even Report shall be
! f prepared and submitted within 30 days /to the NRCAtha 2 ::ID
|

/{ management ei i.ne gcieer pier.t,2r p a utoity "f
d

~sident % ct:ar . :r;ti = :. Oir ud wf:Tn
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 @ef. @). A 5 #-Mc

(e[Ml Do be submi hu AG) 4 .

m
If any SL is violated, restart of the unit shall not
commence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews, analyses, and
actions are completed before the unit begins its restart to
nonaal operation.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 28.

} 2. ASNE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
P4 -] frticle ;;;;-ia999 g- A

; [3. usML, se n K.4.t.s. }m -

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL *-
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!* Enclosure 2 to U-602196
**

pfp
xd n 2 Page 29 of 33 .

'

| BASES
t

! REFERENCES ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, {i (continued) Article ! -5000,, '

j Q 10 CFR 100. !
--

|
gf ASME,BoilerandPressureVjsselCode 1971 Edition

Addenda ri;;;c ;' ;^^
--

mE/2 c/:/9[ .

i'7g, h
f and_ Pres ssel Cod 1974 Edition

CFR 50.72. _ _

!

O'10 CFR 50.73. '
-

i
,

i

:,

I :
:i

'
- ,

4 -!

!

! !
>

4

i

|

!
*

1

i

:

.

:
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* Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 2 Page 31 of 33

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 2 - SAFETY LIMITS

|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICES |

1

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording revised to reflect |
appropriate plant specific requirements. J

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 As indicated in USAR Table 5.4-1 and the current Technical
Specifications, the recirculation system discharge piping
design pressure is 1650 psig from the recirculation pump to the
discharge valve and 1550 psig beyond the discharge valve.
Additionally, the piping with the most limiting design
pressure, the suction piping, is identified.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 The correct addenda for the piping design are provided. The
currently approved Technical Specifications reference this same
addenda so no change is being requested in this amendment.

P.4 Nonapplicable references are deleted. . In addition, the
sections and references were appropriately renumbered to
accommodate removal of the non-applicable information and
reference (s).

P.5 The fuel vendor used at the plant is only important to choose
the appropriate discussions. Once this is- complete,
unnecessary references to the vendor can be deleted to reduce
administrative burden associated with vendor corporate name
changes.

P.6 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in
the proposed Technical Specifications are replaced with generic
titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as
detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are
identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) .
The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for_overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic
positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
and updated in a plant controlled document with specific
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the Bases,
USAR or QA Manual. This approach is consistent with the intent
of Generic Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item
improvement, relocation of the corporate and unit organization

CLINTON 1 10/1/93-
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Section 2 Page 32 of 33 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 i

CHAPTER 2 - SAFETY LIMITS !

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ,

(continued) !

I
charts to licensee controlled documents. The intent of the |
Generic Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the i

unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to !

process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these

,

personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a :
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative. |
The use of generic titles will decrease the administrative
burden on both the utility and the NRC associated with j
Technical Specification changes due to reorganizations and ;

title changes which do not affect the functions of these i

positions. Specific titles are provided in the Bases. !

|

P.7 Titles are included for fuel vendor specific references.

P.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

P.9 The reference is made more generic to include other applicable i

articles of ASME Section III.
1

P.10 Plant specific references are incorporated. The remaining
1

'

references are renumbered as required.

i

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
i

C.1 A typographical correction is identified. The parentheses or
comma is not needed in the context of the sentence, or
capitalization is made consistent with other uses.

C.2 The Bases paragraph is reworded to show that only the submittal
i to the NRC is required by 10 CFR 50.73 and identify the

| specific plant and utility management.
|
! C.3 The misplaced Bases statement on water level requirement

applicability (a reactor core SL) is removed from the RCS
,

Pressure SL discussion. Deleting the statement has no impact
since the statement is appropriately included in Bases 2.1.1.3.

C.4 The Bases discussion of the Safety Limit is revised to match I
the SL and clarified. '

C.5 The verb is revised to reflect that the use of the LCO is
optional. !

C.6 The terminology is revised to be' consistent with the
terminology used in TS Section 3.4 and in plant documents.

|
CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Section 2 Page 33 of 33 '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 |

CHAPTER 2 - SAFETY LIMITS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

!

C.7 An editorial correction is made to provide for presentation :

that is consistent with the other requirements. !

C.8 The phrasing on Pages B 2.0-1 and B 2.0-4 are editorially
revised for consistency, and correct grammar.

.!

C.9 The cor ect reference in this context is to the " limit."

C.10 "Mwt" is revised to "MWt" per the use in the Definitions
Section for RATED THERMAL POWER. I

t

C.11 The use of the reduced size font is unreadable. The symbol and
number are editorially revised to use full size text.

C.12 Applicability Bases content is not appropriate for discussion
of probabilities of a limit violation.

C.13 Preferred wording is incorporated. The proposed text is more
descriptive of the bases for the " concerns" regarding potential
" radioactive releases."

C.14 Enhancement for consistency with 2.2.2 Bases on Page B 2.0-6
(same Bases for same Specification section).

,

C.15 A correction is provided for the identified reference.

'

C.16 The pressure indicator is not the only method of determining
the reactor steam dome pressure and is secondary to the actual
pressure. The Bases are revised to reflect that the pressure
is the important parameter and prevent any potential confusion
that may occur if the pressure indicator were not available.

i
,

1
|

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Section 3.0 Page 4 of 52
. . m

. (.-
.

3/4. 0 APPLICABILITY
.

,

'
-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

3.0.1 Com liance with Jhe Limiting Conditions for Opera'tfon contained in't'
succeedi Specificat ons is requir during the OPEP IONAL CONDITIONS .

~

- other ditions sp ified therei , except that upa failure to meet t .

ifor Operati ,theassociatedsCTIONrequirements/hallbej
~

(IN'fRT (. Limi*me [ g Conditier '> i

lA ,

3.0.2/Ecr)compliancewith/aSpecificationfthall exist when the requirements of
'

1 the.Limi ing Condition for Operation an Fassociated ACTION yequireme.nts are
- not me within the sp fled time int vals. If the Limi ing Conditio for -

lt>5EEf Oper ion is restore prior to expir . ion of the specif time inter als,
'

,com etion of the tien requireme .s is not required y .

3.0.3 When a LimitJng Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided .'
n m e associated CTION requirements, within one hour action shall be initiated '

to place the uni in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION in ich the Specification does 1

not apply by p cing it, as plicable, in
'

3 a. At le t STARTUP wi the next' 6 hour . .

b. At ast HOT SHUTD0 within the foil ing 6. hours, and
<

c. A east COLD SHLPDOWN within the st sequent 24_ hours. ,
,

O

]|C When corrective ma sures are comple' that permit operation nder the ACTION / -

re;(uirements, the nCTION may be tar n in accordance with th specifiedtime],imits
-

''

as measured fro the time of fai.1 e to meet the Limiting C ndition for Ope.r'ation.
Exceptions to .ese requirements are stated in the individ6a1 Specificatfns.

I This Specification is not arolicable in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 or 5. pt

3.0.4 E try nto an OPERATIONALeCONDITION or other specified condition shr
- .

_.

fnetbemad nless the conditions for the LimitingMondition for Operatto .

<are

met withou reliance on prov ions contained in e ACTION requirements This
, , , .

{wSEET
provisie shall not preven passage through or o OPERATIONAL CONDITI S as ;

1D requir o to comply with ION requirements. ceptions to these r uirements *(
.-

.are , ted in the indiv ual Specifications.

t ,

Li ( ADD LCo3.o.Q-
'

/~ INSERT ,
-

.

-

IE-{ADD' LCo 3.o.6
,

.

As ADp LCo 3.M) -

[:

.

,.
.

b.

''

CLINTON L'P!T ; 3/4 0-1
.

AlL P 4 ")
'
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Section 3.0 Page 5 of 52 -

>

INSERT 1A

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability, except
as provided in LCO 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7.

!

INSERT IB r

i

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the
Required Actions of the associated Conditions
shall be met, except as provided in LCO 3.0.5 and ;
LCO 3.0.6.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable i

prior to expiration of the specified Completion
Time (s), completion of the Required Action (s) is
not required, unless otherwise stated.

,

INSERT IC

LCO 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS
are not met, an associated ACTION is not
provided, or if directed by the associated
ACTIONS, the unit shall be placed in a MODE or
other specified condition in which the LCO is not
applicable. Action shall be initiated within1 hour to place the unit, as applicable, in:

,

a. MODE 2 within 7 hours;

b. MODE 3 within 13 hours; and

c. MODE 4 within 37 hours.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in
the individual Specifications.

Where corrective measures are completed that
permit operation in accordance with the LCO or
ACTIONS, completion of the actions required by
LCO 3.0.3 is not required.

i

LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, and I
3.

4

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 0-1 (1) 10/1/93

|
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Enslosum 2 to U-602196 i
Section 3.0 Page 6 of 52 |

6

INSERT 1D i

{
!LCO 3.0.4 When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or

other specified condition in the Applicability I

shall not be made except when the associated ;

ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation !
in the MODE or other specified condition in the

|
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. '

This Specification shall not prevent changes in ,

MODES or other specified conditions -in the |

Applicability that are required to comply with !
ACTIONS, or that are part of a shutdown of the '

unit. i

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in
the individual Specifications. These exceptions
allow entry into MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability when the i

associated ACTIONS to be entered allow unit !
'operation in the MODE or other specified

condition in the Applicability only.for a limited ;
period of time. !

!

!

!

;

;

!

!

|

|

|
.

-INSERT
| CLINTON 3/4 0-1 (2) 10/1/93;
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INSERT 1E
i

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared
inoperable to comply with ACTIONS may be returned j

;to service under administrative control solely to I
perform testing required to demonstrate its j
OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other -

equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for j
the system returned to service under Iadministrative control to perform the testing
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

|

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due
to a support system LCO not being met, the iConditions and Required Actions associated with '

this supported system are not required to be
entered. Only the support system LCO ACTIONS are

,

required to be entered. This is an exception to :
LCO 3.0.2 for the supported system. . .In this 1event, additional evaluations and limitations may '

be required' in accordance with ;
Specification 5.7.16, " Safety- Function ;
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of .

safety function is determined to exist by this I

program, the appropriate Conditions and Required i

Actions of the LCO in which the ' loss of safety |
function exists are required to be entered. i

When a support system's Required Action directs a
supported system to be declared inoperable or ;
directs entry into Conditions and' Required :Actions for a supported system, the applicable !Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered
in accordance with LCO 3.0.2. ,

L

r

LCO 3.0.7 Special Operations LCOs in Section 3.10 allow,

'

specified Technical Specifications (TS) i

requirements to be changed to permit performance
of special tests and operations. Unless
otherwise specified, all other TS requirements
remain unchanged. Compliance with Special
Operations LCOs is optional. When a special ' .;'
Operations LCO is desired to.be met but is not

|met, the ACTIONS of the Special Operations LCO '

shall be met. When a Special Operations LCO is
not desired to be met, entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability shall
only be made in accordance with the other 1

applicable Specifications.
l

I

1INSERT '

,- CLINTON 3/4 0-1 (3) 10/1/93 '
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Enclostne 2 to U-602196 |
APPLICABILITY Secti n 3.0 Page 8 of 52 ;

__ __

^

AboblfQ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS / . * w?f Ib$.o.l]} (L n-;112Xe FmSRS 'L COS,
_ f-

4,Gr-1 M ., hall be me ing heCRATIOML CON 01aCQ
/

or other c<tirsgspecified for individual mi itingjCenditi:ns for CFNtknunless otherwise stated in " - =~ " m -

=~ ~" $NSERTf#

#"' $ "a""ts m i& #s bi N n"T3'4" 2 E " $ A9'M56N thn g ec ficd e ~nillance interen1
-

e -

al 1 P fo
iLimiting ion for Operation. Exceotions tn m en rempr-ante nte statn
|I _I-

in the individun1 Specificatidurveillance ren*nt-omonts do not nave c.o M
.J,#56RTK ,

e

g;momeo on inoperable eouipment.7
4-

-

/ 4230W wG:4 Entry in an RATIONAL C(NDITION other spec ied applicab'lei c n iti , ehall e ma less t K urveil Requi t(s) associatedg vi 1 a Lim" ing C ndition fo Operation have been rformed v in the |p applicable wrveillance interval or as othervise specifiedf -

I

[p# g E 4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME
-

ij Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components shall-be applicabic as follows:
7

'

Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components and inservice|
. a.

testing of ASME . Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves shall be performed
8 in accordance with Section XI of the. ASME Boiler anii Pressure Vessel Code

and applicable Addenda ~ as required by 10 CFR'50, Section 50.55a(g), except
where specific written relief has been granted by the Commission pursuant
to 10 CFR 50, Section 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel' Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice inspection
and testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable. Addenda shall be applicable as follows in these
Technical Specifications:

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required frequencies
Code and applicable Addenda for perfoming inserviceterminology for inservice inspection and testing_ inspection and testing activities activities

Weekly At least once per 7 daysMonthly At least once per 31 daysQuarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 daysSemiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days
Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

NCUll\|
blo~

' 7% - . 7.10 u d 5 7. ||J

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 0-2 Amendment No. 53
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!

i
INSERT 2A

!
T

the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether such failure
.

is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or ;

between performances of the Surveillance, shall be failure to ;

meet the LCO. Failure to perform a Surveillance.within the !specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except as !
provided in SR 3. 0. 3. Surveillances do not have to be j
performed on inoperable equipment or variables outside !

specified limits. j
!

!
INSERT 2B

j|
SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the

Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the <

interval specified in the Frequency, as measured !
OAll from the previous performance or as measured from j

the time a specified condition of the Frequency
,

is met.
{

For Frequencies specified as "once," the above
'

interval extension does not apply.
If a Completion Time requires periodic |
performance on a "once per basis, the |

"
. . .

above Frequency extension applies to each !

performance after the initial performance. ;

i

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in {I the individual Specifications. '

;

INSERT 2C
i

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not
performed within its specified Frequency, then ,

,

compliance with the. requirement to declare the .;
LCO not met may be delayed, from the time of '

discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of
the specified Frequency, whichever is less. This.

.

i

delay period is permitted to allow performance of i

the Surveillance.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the |
delay period, the LCO must.'immediately be ;
declared not met, and the applicable. condition (s) ;

must be entered. When the surveillance is
performed within the ' delay period and the
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately

j be de.clared not met, and the applicable
Condition (s) must be entered.'

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 0-2 (1) 10/1/93
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INSERT 2D

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in i

the Applicability of an LCO shall not be made
unless the LCO's Surveillances have been met
within their specified Frequency. This provision
shall not prevent entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that
are required to comply with ACTIONS or that are
part of a shutdown of the unit.

|

1

|

|

i
4

:

!

|

|
1
!

!

I

|1
-

|

|

|
|
,

i 1
i

i
'

l

i
l

I
;

!

1
-

1

INSERT |

CLINTON 3/4 0-2 (2) 10/1/93
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-

. . .

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) _ - - - - - - -

-

31 4.0.5 (Continued)
; ;~

..

The provisions of Specification 410.2 are applicable to the i.bove requiredc.
frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing nctivities.

. .. ;~. .-

d. Performance of the above inservice inspection and testing activities'shall
-

be in addition to 'other specified Surveillance Requirements.
, . , ;-

,

e. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed to
<

,

supersede the requirements of any Technical Specification.
J,

f. The Inservice Inspection Program for piping identified in NRC Generic
Letter 88-01 shall be performed in accordance with the NRC Staff positions ;

,

on schedule, methods and personnel, and sample expansion included in the !} generic letter. '

Mom > 6 To T5s 5 7,10 d67./l..
,

[lO
,

|

I
'

.

'

s

.

. ,

|

|
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
' CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

|

)
i

] ADMINISTRATIVE
i

A.1 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard-
,

Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development
! certain wording preferences or English language conventions

,

j
4 were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either I

actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications.

- The lead-in phrase " Compliance with the. . .is required" was
replaced with "LCOs shall be met during".

!OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS was changed to MODES to be-

.. consistent with the BWR Standard Technical Specification,

] NUREG-1434, terminology.

" ...that upon f ailure - to meet the Limiting i
'

- The phrase
Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION ;

requirements shall be met" was changed to ". . .as provided i
in LCO 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7." LCO 3.0.2 addresses the !

i requirement of meeting the associated ACTIONS when_not
.

meeting a Limiting Condition for Operation. LCO 3.0.7 |
addresses another situation when an LCO requirement is r
allowed not to be met. The requirements remain, albeit in

{' a combination of proposed LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2. . (The
addition of the exception to LCO 3.0.7, is discussed below

! in comment A.6.)
,

!

A.2 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard !4

] Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development f

] certain wording preferences or English language conventions #
'

were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either ;
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications. i

-

'The lead-in sentence (" Noncompliance with a Specification* -

shall exist when. . . ") is replaced with "Upon discovery of ,

a failure to meet ' an LCO. . . " This elimination of the i
definition of " noncompliance" is administrative in that ,

the Technical Specifications make no use of it. The !proposed new first sentence is conceptually relocated from- iexisting LCO 3.0.1 (see comment A.1 above) . The addition !
of the exceptions to LCO 3.0.5 and LCO 3.0.6 are due to |

.

their proposed inclusion. Refer to the associated i

discussion below in comment L.1'and A.5 respectively.
,

h
The phrase " restored" is changed to " met or no longer j

-

applicable," "specified time intervals" is changed to '

" Completion Times," " ACTION requirements" is changed to
" Required Action (s)."

i

lCLINTON 1 10/1/93

|
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Section 3.0 Page 14 of 52

j

'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

|

The phrase "unless otherwise stated" is added consistent-

with existing exceptions found in a few LCOs. This {
clarity avoids potential mis-application of those !
requirements. 1

A.3 Editorial .ewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development

,

certain wording preferences or English language conventions i

were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either !
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications.

{
i

- The phrase "except as provided in the associated ACTION
requirements" is replaced with "and the associated ACTIONS
are not met, an associated ACTION is not provided, or if
directed by the associated ACTIONS."

- The ACTION to be taken is changed to "the unit shall be
placed in MODE or other specified condition in which the
LCO is not applicable" for clarification. The previous
wording (" place the unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION in
which the Specification does not apply by placing it")
left some confusion as to what to do when the
Applicability is an "other specified condition."

- The terms STARTUP, HOT SHUTDOWN and COLD SHUTDOWN were
replaced with their respective MODE designations in
accordance with the MODES Table (proposed Table 1.1-1).

- The times to reach each MODE are proposed to include the
1 hour currently allowed by the existing LCO 3.0.3 for
initiating the shutdown. Additionally, the time
represents the total time allowed from the entry into LCO '

3.0.3, replacing the existing presentation where each time
is referenced as "the next," or "the following," or "the .

subsequent." I

The phrase "under the ACTION requirements, the ACTION may-

be taken in accordance with the specified time limits as
measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting

| Condition for Operation" is changed to "in accordance with
'

the LCO or ACTIONS, completion of the ACTIONS required by
LCO 3.0.3 is not required."

The sentence "This Specification is not applicable in-

OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5" is changed to "LCO 3.0.3 is
only applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3." This
administrative change is made in conjunction with
relocating all existing exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 for
Specifications whose Applicability is other than MODES 1,
2, or 3, to be encompassed by the proposed LCO 3.0.3.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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|

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.5 LCO 3.0.6 is addad to provide guidance regarding the
appropriate ACTIONS to be taken when a single inoperability
(e.g., a support system) also results in the inoperability of
one or more related systems (e.g., supported system (s)). In
the existing Technical Specifications, along with their intent
and interpretation provided by the NRC over the years, there is
nqt an unambiguous approach to the combined support / supported
inoperability.-

- Guidance provided in the June 13, 1979 NRC memorandum from
Brian K. Grimes (Assistant Director for Engineering and >

Projects) to Samuel E. Bryan (Assistant Director for Field
Coordination) would indicate an intent / interpretation
consistent with the proposed LCO 3.0.6 - without the
necessity of also requiring the additional ACTIONS of a
Safety Function Determination Program. That is, only the
inoperable support system ACTIONS need be taken.

- Guidance provided by the NRC in their April 10, 1980
letter to all Licensees, regarding the definition of
OPERABILITY and its impact as a support system on the
remainder of the Technical Specifications, would indicate
a similar philosophy of not taking ACTIONS for the
inoperable supported equipment. However, in this case,
additional actions similar to the proposed Safety Function
Determination Program actions, were addressed and
required.

- Generic Letter 91-18 and a plain-English reading of the
existing STS provide an interpretation that failure to
perform a required function, even as a result of a
Technical Specification support system inoperability,
requires all associated ACTIONS to be taken.

- Certain existing Specifications contain ACTIONS such as
" Declare <the supported system > inoperable and take the
ACTIONS of <its Specification >." In many cases the
supported system would likely already be considered
inoperable. The implication of this presentation is that
the ACTIONS of the inoperable supported system would not
have been taken without the specific direction to do so.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Section 3.0 Page 16 of 52 j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

Considering the history of disagreement and misunderstandings |

in this area, the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-
1434, was developed with the Industry input and approval of the
NRC to include LCO 3.0.6. Since its function is to clarify
existing ambiguities and to maintain actions within the realm
of previous interpretations, this new provision is deemed to be
administrative in nature.

I A.6 LCO 3.0.7 is added to provide guidance regarding the meeting of
'

Special Operations LCOs in proposed Section 3.10. These
Special Operations LCOs allow specified Technical Specification
requirements to be changed (made applicable in part or whole,
or suspended) to permit the performance of special tests or
operations which otherwise could not be performed. If the
Special Operations LCOs did not exist, man:r of the special
tests and operations necessary to demonstrate select plant
performance characteristics, special maintenance activities and
special evolutions could not be performed. This Specification
eliminates the confusion which would otherwise exist as to I
which LCOs apply during the performance of a special test or i

operation. This is consistent with the intent of existing
Special Test Exceptions, however, without this specific
allowance to change the requirements of another LCO, a conflict

| of requirements could be incorrectly interpreted to exist.
Therefore, this change provides only administrativa clarity.

A.7 Reformatting and % numbering requirements is in accordance with ;

the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. As a
result, the Technical Specifications should be readily I

readable, and therefore more understandable, by plant operators
as well as other users. During this reformatting and
renumbering process, no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) to the Technical Specifications were made
unless they were identified and justified.

A.8 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development
certain wording preferences or English language conventions
were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications.
For Clinton, this includes the additional generic language I

which allows MODE changes that are required to comply with
required ACTIONS (from Generic Letter 87-09) or that are part
of a shutdown of the unit (from proposed ITS changes). Since
this is considered to be a clarification and documentation of
common practice, this change is also considered to be
administrative.

I

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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;

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY {

ADMINISTRATIVE
'(continued)

A.9 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development
certain wording preferences or - English language conventions I

were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications.

The first sentence of the insert (" Failure to meet a I-

Surveillance, whether such failure is experienced during *

the performance of the Surveillance or between
!performances of the Surveillance, shall be failure to meet

the LCo.") is proposed to clarify an existing intent that
is not explicitly stated.

The concept (editorially rewritten) found in the first-

sentence of existing Specification 4.0.3, has been moved i
to the second sentence of the insert (" Failure to perform !
a Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be [
failure to meet the LCO, except as provided in LCO

3

3.0.3.") ;

- The sentence " Surveillance Requirements do not have to be I

performed on inoperable equipment" is moved from the last ,

sentence of Specification 4.0.3, to proposed SR 3.0.1 |
(last sentence of the insert) . Since all LCOs do not deal '

exclusively with equipment OPERABILITY, a clarifying
phrase is also added "...or variables outside limits." I

,

i

This presentation of proposed SR 3.0.1 combines the basis
issues relating Surveillances to-the associated LCO. i

A.10 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications.- Any
technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location.

A.11 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the
basic application of the 25% extension to routine
surveillances. Also, the sentence " Exceptions to this
Specification are stated in the individual Specifications" is
added to acknowledge the explicit use of exceptions in various |
surveillances. These changes provide consistency of r cding
and clarity for understanding. No technical changes (either
actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications are

,intended by these changes. |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196i

| Section 3.0 Page 18 of 52
i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

i

|RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS '

|
None in this section.

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE j
;

M.1 The sentence "For Frequencies specified as "once," the above
interval extension does not apply" is proposed to be added.
This is because the interval extension concep* is based on i

scheduling flexibility for repetitive performances, and these '

Surveillances are not repetitive in nature and essentially have I

no interval as measured from the previous performance. This |

precludes the ability to extend these performances, and is ,

therefore an additional restriction. The existing i

Specification can be seen to allow the extension to apply to I

all Surveillances.
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

None in this section.

" Specific"

L.1 LCO 3.0.5 is added to provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for
instances where restoration - of inoperable equipment to an

| OPERABLE status could not be performed while continuing to
comply with Required Actions. Many Technical Specification
ACTIONS require an inoperable component to be removed from
service, such as: maintaining an isolation valve closed,
disarming a control rod, or tripping an inoperable-instrument
channel. To allow the performance of Surveillance Requirements
to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned
to service, or to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of other
equipment which otherwise could not be performed without-
returning the equipment to service, an exception to these
Required Actions is necessary.

|

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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*

Section 3.0 Page 19 of 5. '
i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
.

CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY !

i i

i TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
l (continued) I

LCO 3.0.5 is necessary to establish an allowance that, although
informally utilized in restoration of inoperable equipment, is j,

not formally recognized in the present Technical ;

i Specifications. Without this allowance certain components |
could not be restored to OPERABLE status and a plant shutdown !

! would ensue. Clearly, it is not the intent or desire that the !
Technical Specifications preclude the return to service of a |

; suspected OPERABLE component to confirm its OPERABILITY. This ]
4 allowance is deemed to represent a more stable, safe operation '

than requiring a plant shutdown to complete the restoration and
confirmatory testing.

i
L.2 The sentence "If a Completion Time requires periodic

performance on a "once per..." basis, the above Frequency |
extension applies to each performance after the initial |
performance" is proposed to be added. This provides the i

consistency in scheduling flexibility for all performances of !
. periodic requirements, whether they are Surveillances or
! Required Actions. The intent remains to perform the activity,
l

on the average, once during each specified interval.
|

j L.3 The sentences in the existing Specification 4.0.3 which are
j

] replaced by the Insert eliminate the requirement to declare the a

: equipment inoperable upon discovery of a Surveillance that has
| not been performed on time. It is proposed to permit the
'

declaration of the LCO-not-met, to be delayed for up to 24
I hours. As discussed in NRC Generic Letter 87-09, it is overly

conservative to assume that systems or components are
inoperable when a surveillance has not been performed. The
opposite is in fact the case, the vast majority of
surveillances demonstrate that systems or components in fact
are OPERABLE. When a Surveillance is missed, it is primarily
a question of OPERABILITY that has not been verified by the

; performance of the required surveillance. Based on I
consideration of plant conditions, adequate planning, {
availability of personnel, the time required to perform the
Surveillance and the safety significance of the delay in
completing the Surveillance, the NRC has concluded that 24,

hours is an acceptable time' limit for completing a missed
Surveillance.

In addition, clarifying statements are added. The sentences
"If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay
period. . . ", and "When the Surveillance is performed within the

'.

delay period..." are included from the Generic Letter 87-09,
LCO 4.0.3 Bases. This clarification will help avoid confusion
as to when the Completion Time (s) of the Required Action (s)
begin in various situations.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.0 Page 20 of 52

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.4 The phrase ". . .unless the conditions for the Limiting Condition
for Operation are met without reliance on provisions contained
in the ACTION requirements. . . " was changed to ". . . except when
the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation
in the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability
for an unlimited period of time." This change removes an
unduly restrictive requirement. For an LCO which has ACTIONS
permitting continued operation for an unlimited period of time, l
entry into a MODE or other specified condition should be |
permitted in accordance with these ACTIONS. The restriction on
a change in MODE or other specified condition should apply only
where the ACTIONS establish a specified time interval in which
the LCO must be met or a shutdown is required. This phrase was

,

changed to be consistent vith Generic Letter 87-09 except that '

the Generic Letter 87-09 version of the Specification 3.0.4
phrase ...and the associated ACTION requires a shutdown if"

they are not met within a specified time interval." was changed
... permit continued operation in the MODE or otherto "

specified condition in the Applicability for. an unlimited
period of time." This statement is consistent-with Generic- 4

Letter 87-09, Specification 3.0.4 guidance regarding the i

changing of MODES while relying upon.the ACTION requirements
when they permit continued operation for an unlimited period of
time. This change also provides consistency for use of
proposed LCO 3.0.4, since it is the permitting of continued
operation for an unlimited period of time, not the requirement
to shutdown, that determines the applicability of proposed
LCO 3.0.4.

|

1

!

l !

!
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I ATTACHMENT 1C

1

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 3.0 Page 22 of E

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY ;

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the I

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The addition of Specification LCO 3.0.5 allows restoration of
equipment to service under administrative controls when it has
been removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with
ACTIONS. Temporarily returning inoperable equipment to service
may in some cases increase the probability of a previously
evaluated accident. However, the potential impact of
temporarily returning the equipment to service is considered to !

be insignificant since the equipment will have been restored to
conditions which are expected to provide the required safety,

function. As indicated in Generic Letter 87-09, the vast
majority of surveillances do in fact demonstrate that systems
or components are OPERABLE. Also, returning the equipment to
service will promote timely restoration of the OPERABILITY of
the equipment and reduce the probability of any events that may
have been prevented by such OPERABLE equipment. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability of an accident previously evaluated.

Since the equipment to be restored is already out of service,
the availability of the equipment has been previously
considered in the evaluation of consequences of an accident.
Temporarily returning the equipment to service in a state which
is expected to function as required to mitigate the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident will promote
timely restoration of the OPERABILITY of the equipment and
restore the capabilities of the equipment to mitigate the
consequences of any events as previously analyzed. Therefore,
the change does not involve a significant increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.0 Page 23 of 52

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS *

CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY-

"L1" CHANGE,

(continued) ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

, The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
j and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Operation with the inoperable equipment temporarily restored to
service is not considered a new mode of operation since

i existing procedures and administrative controls prevent the
restoration of equipment to service until it is considered
capable of providing the required safety functions.

Performance of the surveillance is c3nsidered to be a
confirmatory check of that capability which demonstrates that 4

i
the equipment is indeed OPERABLE in the majority of the cases.
Short restoration in a condition which is not ultimately
confirmed is comparable to such equipment being determined to

"

be inoperable during operation and operation continued in such
a condition during an allowed time to complete Required +

Actions. Since this condition has been previously evaluated in .i
the development of the current technical specifications, the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created. !

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

:| i

Temporarily returning inoperable equipment to service for the !
purpose of confirming OPERABILITY places the plant in a |

condition which has been previously evaluated and determined to '

be acceptable for short periods. Additionally, the equipment,

has been determined to be in a condition which provides the
previously determined margin of safety. The performance of the

< surveillance simply confirms the expected result and capability
I

of the equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.,

J

i

!

|
.

i
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l NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

:

1 "L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
| significant hazards consideration. This determination has been >

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

5
significant hazards consideration standards:

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
1

probability or consequences of an accident previously
'

evaluated?

The application of the 25% extension to Required Action
Completion Times which have a specified frequency on a periodic ,

"once per" basis has been determined to not significantly
degrade the reliability that results from performing the '

surveillance at a specified frequency. As indicated in Generic
Letter 87-09, "the vast majority of surveillances do in fact |
demonstrate that systems or components are OPERABLE." '

, Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant ;

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

; ,

a

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
] kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
'

accident previously evaluated is not created because the '

proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and ;
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The application of the 25% extension to Required . Action
Completion Times which have a specified frequency on a periodic
"once per" basis has been determined to not significantly-
degrade the reliability that results from performing the
surveillance at a specified frequency. As indicated in Generic
Letter 87-09, "the vast majority of surveillances do in fact
demonstrate that systems or components are OPERABLE.".,

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

,

|

|

,
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards-

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probabil-
ity or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The assumption of inoperability of equipment upon the
identification that a surveillance has been missed has been
determined to be overly conservative because the vast majority
of surveillances do in fact demonstrate that systems or

,

components are OPERABLE. Twenty-four hours has been '

determined as an acceptable time limit for completing a missed !

surveillance. This time limit prevents unnecessary shutdowns !
'and other changes in plant conditions which may in themselves

increase the probability of an operational event. Therefore,
this proposed change will not involve a significant increase in
the probability of an accident previously evaluated. '

l

The delay in declaring equipment inoperable upon the
identification that a surveillance has been missed does not
change the system design or operation and therefore does not
directly affect the capability of the equipment to mitigate the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident. Therefore,
this proposed change will not involve a significant increase in ;
the consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant or a change in the mode of operation. Therefore, the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

;

accident previously evaluated is not created.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? i

The allowance of a 24 hour time limit to conduct missed
surveillances is provided to avoid unnecessary shutdowns and
other changes to plant conditions. Since the majority of
surveillances confirm the OPERABILITY of the equipment, the
delay does not reduce the reliability of the equipment, and
therefore, the proposed change will not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Section 3.0 Page 26 of 52

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for these three categories of 1

the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The change to Specification 3.0.4 will allow MODE or other
specified condition changes while the plant is in ACTIONS which
permit continued operation for an unlimited time in the MODE or
other specified condition in the Applicability to be entered.
Since it has been previously determined that continued
operation is acceptable for these affected LCOs, making a MODE
or other specified condition change to enter or move through ;

the Applicability does not significantly increase the 1

probability or the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. In addition, exception to Specification 3.0.4 has :

j already been taken in many of the individual existing ACTION |

| statements. Incorporating the proposed change into LCO 3.0.4
will ensure that exceptions will be consistently applied when
justified. Deletion of the individual exceptions will have no
impact upon the requirements in the Specifications since the

'

allowances provided by the exception to existing Specification
3.0.4 will now be contained within preposed LCO 3.0.4.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration
of the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be
installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 .

? Section 3.0 Page 27 of 52 !
! !
: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

i CTS: 3/4.0 - APPLICABILITY {
:

'

i !i "L4" CHANGE :

j (continued) f
;

; 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of f
i safety? i

! }
i The change to Specification 3.0.4 will allow MODE or other i

specified condition changes while the plant is in ACTIONS which i
permit continued operation for an unlimited period of time in ,

the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability to i

be entered. Since it has been previously determined that ig
continued operation - is acceptable for these affected LCOs, :

I
;

making a MODE or other specified condition change to enter or i

move through the Applicability does not significantly reduce i
a

i; the margin of safety. In addition, exceptions to Specification ;

3.0.4 are already contained within many of the applicable i
j existing ACTION statements. Incorporating the allowances j
| provided by the current exceptions within proposed LCO 3.0.4

will ensure their consistent application.
i
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LCO Applicability*

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.0
Section 3.0 Page 30 of 52

i

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

\LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
!conditions in the Applicability, except as provided in ;

LCO 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7.,

1

!
.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as

i rovided in LCO 3.0.6.
Lto 3 0 T i'

~Tf the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to|

| expiration of the specified Completion Time (s), completion'

of the Required Action (s) is not required, unless otherwise
stated.

, Q 1f c6nected LY %e a ssocated 4crggLCO 3.0.3 /
When an LCD is not met and the associated CTIONS are notd met 4 Fin associated ACTION is not provid the unit shall |3

be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which ib the LCO is not applicable. Action shall be initiated within
1 hour to place the unit, as applicable, in: i

r

a. MODE 2 within 7 hours; -

b. MODE 3 within 13 hours; and I

. c. MODE 4 within 37 hours. I

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
!individual Specifications.
.

Where corrective measures are completed that pennit
.

t

operation in accordance with the LCO or ACTIONS, completion
of the actions required by LCO 3.0.3 is not required. :

LCO 3.0.3 is4a ble in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

I
rLC 3.0.4 When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified '

condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when :p g the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued '

operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This

.

iSpecification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other '

I
.

(continued) ;

i
.
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LCO Applicability
'

3.0
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.0 Page 31 of 52
3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LCO' .0.4 specified conditions in the_ Applicability that are recuire
(continued) to comply with ACTION 5" Ac p a.t r o F a MTd, o

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in t e
individual Specifications. These exceptions allow entry
into MODES or other specified conditions in the

;
Applicability when the associated ACTIONS to be entered

!allow unit operation in the MODE or other specified
|condition in the Applicability only for a limited period of itime.

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under ,

i

administrative control solely to perform testing required to
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other
equi pment..- This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under administrative control to perform
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY..

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a '

support system LCO not being met, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are
not required to be entered. Only the support system LCO
ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to
LCO 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,
additional evaluations and limitations may be required inM. ace 57 dance with 5pect fication ($i@, " Safety Function
Detemination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is detemined to exist by this program, the appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss
of safety function exists are required to be entered. '

i

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into ;

Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered
in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.

.

(continued)
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !

*

! Section 3.0 Page 32 of 52
j

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued) '

| i

j LCO 3.0.7 Special Operations LCOs in Section 3.10 allow specified ;
i

1

Technical Specifications (TS) requirements to be changed to i: permit performance of special tests and operations. Unless !otherwise specified, all other TS requirements remain h'

CL ?.0 ' unchanged. Compliance with Special Operations LCOs is !; optional. hhen a Special Operations LCO is desired to be i
3

met but is not met, the ACTIONS of the Special Operations -t

LCO shall be met. When a Special Operations LCO is not
!

,

] desired to be met, entry into a MODE or other specified4 '

1 condition in the Applicability shall'only be made in ,

accordance with the other applicable Specifications. i
1

1 _

I

4 i
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3.0

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY
SR 3.0.1 =

conditions in the Applicability for individual LCOsSRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
otherwise stated in the SR. , unless

of the Surveillance or between perfomances of thewhether such failure is experienced during the perfomaFailure to meet a Surveillance,nce
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO

be failure to meet the LCO except as provided in SR 3 0 3 perform a Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall
Failure to.

Surveillances do not have to be perfomed on inoperabl
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

...
e

_

SR 3.0.2
The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the

_

Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the interval
specified in the frequency, as measured from the previous
performance or as measured from the time a specifiedcondition of the Frequency is met.

extension does not apply.For Frequencies specified as "once," the above interval
If a Comple
"once per . tion Time requires periodic performance on a

* basis, the above Frequency extension
..

applies to each perfomance after the initial performance
-

individual Specifications. Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
.

-

.

SR 3.0.3
If it is discovered that a Surv

_

within its specified frequency,eillance was not performed
the time of discoveryrequirement to declare the LCO not met may be delayedthen compliance with theu , from
the specified frequenc,y,p to 24 hours or up to the limit of

whichever is less.Surveillance. period is permitted to allow perfomance of theThis delay

period, the LCO must immediately be declared not metIf the Surveillance is not perfomed within the delay
the applicable Condition (s) must be entered , and

-expwaticr. si the-deley period.-umesM the Reqdred-Actions-tegin4amediately-spen-4he-Gomp1 =+ ier
C. 3.

.

(continued)
C/; 2TS -
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3.0 SR APPLICABILITY
!
<

SR 3.0.3 ,

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay peri d -
1

(continued)
and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately beo

declared not met, and the applicable Condition (s) must be
-

1

entered. Jhe CO pktier Tier of tne 9:qdrCrtiant i

-i.x.;diately-eper frit"re te Met the %~ei11 nce: heg.L
L

SR 3.0.4
Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO'sSurveillanc
Frequency. es have been met within their specifieden4nt

>cr t> MODES or other specifiedThis provision shall not prevent -pasuge through -inhbN '

o ' ons in -c-' -
"- 'r;d ".: tic = .

_

GCTloN6 -fte Appi,cobai+y +6a+D)cr with=

- _ f4 mrtd40 N MY'/ ~
- ~

-- -

--

,

&

skabnAk pt.j
,
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B 3.0Section 3.0 Page 35 of 52

> B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY
!

|

BASES 1

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 through LCO 3.0.7 establish the general
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at
all times, unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within
each individual Specification as the requirement for when
the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the
MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability
statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable from the point in time that an-
ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within

J specified Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO
are not met. This Specification establishes that:

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the
specified Completion Times constitutes compliance with
a Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required
when an LCO is met within the specified Completion

.

Time, unless otherwise s~pecified.

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action specifies a time limit in which the
LCO must be met. This time limit is the Completion Time to

. restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status
or to restore variables to within specified limits. If this
type of Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to ~
place the unit in a MODE or condition in which the
Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as a
Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition
is an action that may always be considered upon entering

(continued) ;

cLu)Tod
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i

LCO 3.0.2 ACTIONS.) The second type of Required Action specifies the(continued) remedial measures that permit continued operation of the
unit that is not further restricted by the Completion Time.
In this case, compliance with the Required Actions provides
an acceptable level of safety for continued cperation.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO
is met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated
in the individual Specifications.

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions
necessitates that, once the Condition is entered, the
Required Actions must be completed even though the{Q associated ConditionQ no longer exist! The individual LCO's
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where_this is the case.

|
_ An example of this is in LC0 ff C.1, "AC : re;;-h ne.")

bM.u,"RCS \
The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also' Pere d ) applicable when a system or component is removed from
service intentionally. The reasons for intentionallyi

fe M"^* 9 h relying on the ACTIONS include but are not limited to,gp/r) L;4s."} performance of Surveillances, p,reventive maintenance,

)-
-

-

,

corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational '_!
'

pmblems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done kCN|

I in a manner that does not compromise safety. Intentional _
I entry into ACTIONS should not be made for operational g,yg,@ ,'

| convenience. Alternatives that would not result in
redundant equipment being inoperable should be used instead.h Doing so limits the time both subsystems o a safety ;function are inoperable and limits tne time o er conditions !exist which result in LCO 3.0.3 being entered. Individual
Specifications may specify a time limit for perfoming an SR i

when equipment is removed from service or bypassed fortesting. In this case, the Completion Times of the Required
Actions are applicable when this time limit expires, if the
equipment remains removed from service or bypassed.

When a change in MODE or other specified condition is
required to comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter
a MODE or other specified condition in which another
Specification becomes applicable. In this case, the
Completion Times of the associated Required Actions would
apply from the point in time that the new Specification
becomes applicable and the ACTIONS Condition (s) are entered..

) (continued)
-BWR/6-STS- B 3.0-2 Rev. O, 09/E6/43
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secti n 3.0 Page 37 002 j
! '

i

LCO 3.0.3
when an LCO is not met and:LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented _;

!
i

An associated Required Action and Completion Time is
.a.
!not met and no other Condition applies; or

b.
addressed by the associated ACTIONS.The condition of the unit is not specifically

.

|
;

This means'that !be made that exactly corresponds to the actualno combination of Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can!

condition of the unit. Sometimes possible i

LC0 3.0.3 is warranted; in such casescombinations of Conditions are suc,h that enteringi

the ACTIONS
combinations and also that LCO 3.0.3 be enteredspecifically state a Condition corresp,onding to such

.

'

immediately. !
.

the unit in a safe MODE or other specified condition whenThis Specification delineates the time limits for placing
| ,

i
(

operation cannot be maintained within the limits for safe ;!

operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. - It is not
*

intended to be used as an operational convenience that
permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or

.

!

ccuponents from service in lieu of other alternt ;

would not result in redundant systems or compone.tives thatjinoperable. nts being> '

!

orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unitUpon entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for anoperation.

This includes time to permit the operator to !,

coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with theload dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. . The time limits specified to reach
lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a
controlled and orderly manner that is well within the
of the unit, assuming that only the minimum requiredspecified maximum cooldown rate and within the capabilities
equipment is OPERABLE.

This reduces thermal stresses oncomponents of the Reactor Coolant System and the potential
for a plant upset that could challenge safety s,

conditions to which this Specification applies.ystems under

LCO 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of Section I 3 interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of
The use and

Completion Times.
.,

(continued)
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!

LCO 3.0.3 i

A unit shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 may be(continued)
terminated and LCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the following

i

occurs * ;
i

a. The LCO is now met. t

I

b.
A Condition exists for which the Required Actions havenow been performed. :

i

ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completionc.
Times. These Completion Times are applicable from the
point in time that the Condition is initially entered
and not from the time LCO 3.0.3 is exited. |

!The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
the unit to be in MODE 4 when a shutdown is required duringMODE 1 operation.

If the unit is in a lower MODE of toperation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for
reaching the next lower MODE applies. If a lower MODE isreached in less time than allowed, however, the total ,

allowable time to reach MODE 4, or other applicable MGOE, is 1

not reduced. !
For example, if MODE 2 is reached in 2 hours, !

-

then the time allowed for reaching MODE 3 is the next '

11 hours, because the total time for reaching MODE 3 is not
reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if
remedial measures are completed that would permit a return
to MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a
lower MODE of operation in less than the total time allowed. ;

!

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, LCO 3.0.3 provides actions for !-

Conditions not covered in other Specifications. 1

The
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 4 and 5
because the unit is already in the most restrictive
Condition required by LCO 3.0.3. The requirements of LCO
3.0.3 do not apply in other specified conditions of the
Applicability (unless in MODE 1, 2, or 3) because the
ACTIONS of individual Specifications sufficiently define the
remedial measures to be taken. .

1

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a unit shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3, '

would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the unit. An example of this is in
LCO 3.7.7, " Fuel Pool Water Level." LCO 3.7.7 has an-

Applicability of 'During movement of irradiated fuel

(continued)

-0;m/5 STS- B 3.0-4 Rev. O,-09/20/02
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CL LCO*3.0.3
assemblies in the associated fuel storage pool." Therefore,

'

(continued) this LCO can be applicable in any or all MODES. If the LCOand the Required Actions of LCO 3.7.7 are not met while in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, there is no safety benefit to be gained byplacing the unit in a shutdown condition. The Required
Action of LCO 3.7.7 of " Suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the associated fuel storage pool (s)" is the
appropriate Required Action to complete in lieu of the
actions of LCO 3.0.3.
individual Specifications.These exceptions are addressed in the

_

LCO 3.0.4_ !LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or(C+g,J 94kg Lco.2
other specified cor.ditions in the Applicability (differP

!

!

when an LCOis not met. It precludes placing the unit in a| @hel*, ,*... ,s le B $
"w

(
'

MODE or other specified conditiongwhen the following ex@ist:
{ fo be edered)plicabil;4 des; red]a

3 --

@ requirements of an LC0pir. the F.'OC e @
.

'

-

gec1 * t e:' ::r.diti:S to be entered :IPlad ccmdibs are waikTCe Aet m-rw AppMbath erstr@ L arc r.et. s.;%; and |~

Wuk h3 4ke
s b. Continued noncompliance with these LCO requirements !

would result in the unit being required tofE ;;ecw)
- = -~

;if kt Arr b M Uj
'

p n r w s. v. OU.cr s;;;cm::: c:a m an _t ha tha/dg 24 epplyfto comply with the-Required
_

?,

QQ Ae- ApplicM1A1

'
3'

'

'dence1 % be edered Compliance with Required Actions that pennit continued
_

operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a )
MODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable

t

- C,10
level of safety for continued operation. This is without
regard to the status of the unit before or, after the MODEchange. Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or i

other specified condition in the Applicability may be made
'

in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.
The provisions of this Specification should not be
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE
status before unit startup.

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the

. provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES

(continued)
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i
'

C 2 LCD +3.0.4 or other specified__ conditions in the A plicability that I
'

(continued) result from g,,y y,, , p -

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual
Specifications. Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Required Action of a Specification.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated |
iinoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified

limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing
MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS
Condition, either in compliance with LC0 3.0.4, or where an
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of .i

SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not |
have to be perfor1eed due to the associated inoperable j

equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY
'

prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or !
variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the ;

affected LCO. |
.

!
|

LCO 3.0.5 LC0 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment t

to service under administrative controls when it has been i

removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with ,

ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to
.

provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with
| the applicable Required Action (s)) to allow the performance !

of SRs to demonstrate: |

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to
service; or

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment. !

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perfom the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time to perform any other preventive or corrective
maintenance. j

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
being returned to service is reopening a containment -

(continued)
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- =#
\LCO 3.0.5 isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required(continued) Actions, and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

An xamgle of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of !
e$q 'pment is taking an inoperable channel or tripo

ut of the tripped condition to prevent the trips ste.

function from occurring during the perfomance of an SR on
another channel in the other trip system. A similar example

L(. { ' of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is,

taking an inoperable channel or trip system out of the
tripped condition to pemit the logic to function and
indicate the appropriate response during the perfomance of
an SR on another channel in the same trip system.

LCO 3.0.6 LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LCD specified in the Technical
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because
LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Requiredh Actions of the associated inoperable supported systes LCO be
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support
system. This exception is justified because the actions
that are required to ensure the plant is maintained in a
safe condition are specified in the support system LCO's

Cb Required Actions. These Required Actions may incl
entering the supported system's Conditions and Required
Actions or may specify other Required Actions.

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO
specified for it in the TS, the supported system (s) are
required to be declared inoperable if detemined to be
inoperable as a result of the support system inoperability.
However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported
systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to |

do so by the support system's Required Actions. The
potential confusion and inconsistency of requirementsf related to the entry into mulciple support and supported

C2. "sters' 'cwcoaditioas aad nea# ired ^cticas are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary
to ensure the plant is maintained in a safe condition in the
support system's Required Actions.

However, there are instances where a support system's
Required Action may either direct a supported system to be

(continued)
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|

b LCO 3.0.6 declared inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and
(continued) Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur;

iimmediately or after some specified delay to perfom some
other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is
ilmnediate or after some delay, when a support system's,: Required Action directs a supported system to be declared
inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required,

iActions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions !
and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with i

LCD 3.0.2. g g_
__

Specification ; , " Safety Function Determination Program"
(SFDP), ensures loss of safety function is detected and

1

appropriate actions are taken. Upon failure to meet two or '
i more LCOs concurrently, an evaluation shall be made to
1 detemine if loss of safety function exists. Additionally,
:

other limitations, remedial actions, or compensatory actions4

may be identified as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to entering {

.

supported system Conditions and Required Actions. The SFDP !

j implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6.

Cross division checks to identify a loss of safety function !
for those support systems that support safety systems are !required. The cross division check verifies that the :

supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support system !

are OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is retained. !

If this evaluation detemines that a loss of safety function |exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of I

the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are lrequired to be entered. !

!

LCO 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required to
be perfomed at various times over the life of the unit.
These special tests and operations are necessary to
demonstrate select unit perfomance characteristics, to
perform special maintenance activities, and to perfom
special evolutions. Special Operations LCOs in Section 3.10
allow specified- TS requirements to be changed to pemit
performances of these special tests and operation::, which-
otherwise could not be performed if required to comply with j
the requirements of these TS. Unless otherwise specified, '

all the other TS requirements remain unchanged. This will

(continued)
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, ;

Ct tCO*3.0.7 <

ensure aii appropriate requirements of the n00e or other(continued)3

to be changed to perform the special test or operation willspecified condition not directly associated with or required
i 1

:

remain in effect.;

;

The Applicability of a Special Operations LCO represents a
i

; condition not necessarily in compliance with the normal i

requirements of the TS. Compliance with Special OperationsLCOs is optional.
A special operation may be performed-;

either under the provisions of the appropriate Special
-

03 rations LCO or under the other applicable TSrecgif rements. If it is desired to perform the special
'

opera +1on under the provisions of the Special Operations
LCO, tr.' requirements of the Special Operations LCO shall be

.

'

followed. When a Special Operations LC0 requires another
LCO to be n.*t, only the requirements of the LCO statement

-

are required to be met regardless of that LCO's
Applicability (i.e., should the requirements of this other
LCO not be met, the ACTIONS of the Special Operations LCO

'

apply, not the ACTIONS of the other LCO).I Yet, thereare instances wh Operations 03ACTIOJNmay
^

direct the other C ACTION e met. The survenlances ofthe other LC0 a
in the Special Operations LCO. o be met, unless specified
that the Applicability of any other LCO is metIf conditions exist suchall the
other LCO's requirements (ACTIONS and SRs) are, required to
be met concurrent with the requirements of the SpecialOperations LCO.

,

*

\

.

!

- |

, , - , , --
-, o m

B 3.0-9 Rev. O, 03/20/02
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! B 3.0
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

BASES
.

SRs

applicable to all Specifications and app'y at all times,SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the !1eneral requirements _
unless otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1
SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply, ,

unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. ;

This :Specification is to ensure that-Surveillances are performed
to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, andthat variables are within specified limits.

Failure to meeta Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance :

with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet an LCO. +

'

4

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when thei

associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this
iSpecification, however, is to be construed 'as implying that

systems or components are OPERABLE when:-

although still meeting the SRs; orThe systems or components are known to be inoperable,
a.

'

b. i

The requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known to
be not met between required Surveillance performances.

;
Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is

,

in a MODE or other specified condition fpr which the
unless otherwise specified. requirements of the associated LC0 are not applicable,

The SRs associated with a
Special Operations LC0 are only applicable when the Special
Operations LC0 is used as an allowable exception to the- i

requirements of a Specification. !

,

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
'

Actions

because,the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
Surveillances have to be met and performed in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE-status.

,
,

1

(continued)
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SR 3.0.1 Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintena'nce
{ continued) testing is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This;

includes ensuring applicable surveillances are not failed
and their most recent performance is in accordance with
SR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible-in
the current MODE or other specified conditions in the
Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not
having been established. In these situations, the equipment
may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been
sa,tisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the
equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of ;

t

performing its function. This will allow operation to
proceed to a MODE or other specified condition where other

;

necessary post maintenance tests can be cospleten. Some ;
examples of this process are: y j

Control rod drive maintenance during refueling that |
a.

-| requires scrass testir.g atfE =r:21). However, _if;

other appropriate testing is satisfa rily completed- ,

f
- Ot -) and the scram time testing of SR 3.1 is satisfied,3

<

the controi rod can be considered ope tE. This'

__ .-q allows startup to proceed to reach OOO ;snto perfom !
~

G _her neressary testino.ot '

Meuw Cere 1s,ta% cal.%c &och @0 PDS
b. ish press::re :cre :;r#Ui?C., maintenance during

-
,

'
shutdown that requires system functional tests at a~

,

' specified pressure. Provided other appropriate,

~ CRCIC proceed with QED considere.d OPERABLE. This allows
testing is satisfactorily completed, startup can

operation to reach the specified pressure to complete
the necessary post maintenance testing.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the
specified Frequency for Surveillances and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
perfomance of the Required Action on a "once per..."
interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance
scheduling and considers plant operating conditions that may
not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance

(continued)

- WR/G STS B 3.0-11 Rev. O, 00/2S/92
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J BASES '

! |
;

; SR 3.0.2
'

(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
(continued) maintenanceactivities). ;.

:
?

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the ;

reliability that results from perfoming the Surveillance at |
;

; its specified Frequency. This is based on the recognition i; that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance ;
. being performed is the verification of conformance with the :
; SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for

i
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the,

Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in
. the individual Specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2 '

!

does not apply is a Surveillance with a-Frequency of "in
! accordance with 10 CFR 50,, Appendix J, as modified byi

approved exemptions." The requirements of regulations take
i precedence over the TS. The TS cannot in and of themselves

;
; extend a test interval specified in the regulations.
; Therefore, there is a Note in ths Frequency stating,

.

"SR 3.0.2 is not applicable." ,

e

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply:

to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that3
,

requires performance on a "once per..." basis. The 25%;

8 extension applies to each performance after the initial >

performance. The initial performance of the Required
i Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some

other remedial action, is considered a single action with a '

single Completion Time. One. reason for not allowing the 25%
extension to this Completion Time is that such an action. i; usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by i

i checking the status of redundant or diverse components or !
accomplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in an !

;

i
,

alternative manner. #

i .

j The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used ,

i repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals rp ic Completion Time intervals

! C1 beyond those specified. oMef tha [ %Se cd25s N f
n th ne/ue/~$ m Hawits ) ;

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable,

outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not.

. been completed within the specified Frequency. A delay

(continued)
.
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,
"

f
SR 3.0.3 period of up to 24 hoursvapplies from the point in time that(continued) it is discovered that the Surveillance has not been'

performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time
that the specified Frequency was not met. This delay period
provides adequate time to complete Surveillances that have
been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a
Surveillance before complying with Required Actions or other
remedial measures that might preclude completion of the
Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
unit conditions, adequate planning, availability of
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,
the safety significance of the delay in completing the
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being
performed is the verification of conformance with the
requirements. ,

'

When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time
intervals, but upon specified unit conditions or operational
situations, is discovered not to have been perforined when
specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full delay period of 24 hours
to perform the Surveillance.

SR 3.0.3 also provides a time limit for completion of
Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of
MODE changes imposed by Pequired Actions.

,

Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is
expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay
period established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not
intended to be used as an operational convenience to extend -

Surveillance intervals.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable then is considered outside the specified limits and
the Completion Times of the Required Actions for the
applicable LCO Conditions begin issnediately upon expirationof the delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the !delay period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the
variable is outside the specified limits and the Completion >i

Times of the Required Actions for the applicable LCO

i

(continued)

W /6 STS B 3.0-13 Rev. O, 49/28/07 _ I
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- 1
,

3: SR 3.0.3 Conditions be
| (continued) Surveillance. gin immediately upon the failure of the !
> !

!

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time

I
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.e

: ;
,

J ;

i

i SR 3.0.4 ,

SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs !
must be met before entry into a MODE or other specified !i condition in the Applicability.

i: :

! This Specification ensures that system and component

|
OPERABILITY requirements and variable limits are met before.
entry into MODES or other specified conditions in thei

Applicability for which these systems and components ensure
1 h3 :safe operation of the unit.J Thi Specificat on appl 4 s to !j h hanges in E5 orWer spec (fie ditions a the !j _I _

ui*rtuaW
~

a_s wet kas i
. ApplQability ssociate k ith un W shut

j [Ieea r . (Q) ;4 " 814 / I The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
t J MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability (

3, that are required to comply with ACTIONS.--[,yggg7 g,qs1
,

i
-

i >

The precise requirements for perfomance of SRs are
. specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not cg !

|
necessary. The specific time frames and conditions :3

necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the
| Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This allows :

,

'

)- perfomance of Surveillances when the prerequisite !;

condition (s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require
; entry into the MODE or other specified condition in the '2

Applicability of the associated LC0 prior to the perfomance I'

or completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could
not be perfomed until after entering the LCD Applicability

,

; would have its Frequency specified such that it is not "due"
;

until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately,2

the Surveillance may be stated in the fom of a Note as not
required (to'be met or perfomed) until a particular event,

.

<

condition, or time has been reached. Further discussion of
the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in
Section 1.4, Frequency.

u

,

|

I I
i

.
|

-3WR/6 5TS- B 3.0-14 Rev. O, 03/20/02 !
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t

INSERT B14A

However, in certain circumstances failing to meet an SR will
not result in SR 3.0.4 restricting a MODE change or other
specified condition change. When a system, subsystem,
division, component, device, or variable is inoperable or
outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are not i

required to be performed (per SR 3.0.1 "Surveillances do not
have to be performed on inoperable equipment"). When
equipment is inoperable, SR 3.0.4 does not apply to the
associated SR(s) since the requirement for the SR(s) to be
performed is removed. Therefore, failing to perform the

,

Surveillance (s) within the specified Frequency, on equipment '

that is inoperable, does not result in an SR 3.0.4 restriction
to changing . MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability. However, since the LCO is not met in this
instance, LCO 3.0.4 will govern any restrictions that may (or
may not) apply to MODE or other specified conditicn changes.

INSERT B14B

In addition, the provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent
changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability that result from any unit shutdown.

I
l

!

l

!

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.0-14 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 |
SECTION 3.0 - APPLICABILITY

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
I

None in this section. |
|

|
1

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 References to other Technical Specifications are revised in
accordance with plant specific proposed renumbering.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS |

C.1 LCO 3.0.5 also contains an exception to LCO 3.0.2. For
completeness it should also be referenced here.

C.2 A typographical correction is identified. Missing spaces are
added, words out of place (apparently inadvertently included
during word processing) are removed, and grammatical
corrections are made as necessary.

i

C.3 This change avoids the error introduced if the particular
Required Action has a stated alternate time of beginning.

fC.4 Editorial rewording to make consistent with the same
application found in LCO 3.0.4.

C.5 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants.

C.6 "Or if directed by the associated ACTIONS," is provided to
include this particular entry condition for LCO 3.0.3. The two
original entry conditions for the LCO are not the only times
when it is appropriate.

C.7 Since no other 3.0 Specification includes direction on MODE
applicability, this statement could be read to imply something
unique to LCO 3. 0.3. As worded, it could inappropriately imply
MODE 1, 2, and 3 applicability is unique to LCO 3.0.3. As
proposed to be modified (add "only"), the implication would be
that LCO 3.0.3 is unique in that other MODES are not included
- which is the appropriate interpretation.

1

!

l

.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93 ,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 f
SECTION 3.0 - APPLICABILITY !

-i

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.8 The NUREG STS Bases state, as fact, that LCO 3.0.4 does not
impose restrictions on normal or forced shutdowns. Generic
Letter 87-09 proposed Bases state that the LCO 3.0.4
restrictions are only to preclude entry into " higher" MODES of
operation. This understanding and intent is not clearly j
interpreted from the Specification wording. The proposed ,

change clarifies the intent, consistent with the Bases and with ;

past NRC guidance. Additionally, for consistency of
,

application this phrase is also incorporated in SR 3.0.4.
This will preclude any potential conflict in restricting MODE
changes during a plant shutdown.

C.9 The standard use of HPCS as an example is not applicable for a '

BWR/6 design. However, the RCIC System is appropriate for ;

discussion in the identified condition. i

C.10 Some ACTIONS would preclude " continued operation in the MODE"
but may not require completely exiting the applicability of the |
LCO (especially in instances where the LCO applicability
includes all MODES). It is the intent of LCO 3.0.4 to preclude
entry into the MODE when the ACTIONS will not allow continued
operation in that MODE.

r

C.11 The referenced pressure is not appropriate for all BWRs. The
appropriate normal operating pressure for BWR/6s is proposed. '

!

C.12 Consistent with the guidance of Generic Letter 89-14 which [deleted the 3.25 limit and Generic Letter 91-04, tF a Bases are -

clarified to indicate the intent for application u refueling
surveillances.

C.13 The relation between the SR 3.0.1 statement that "Surveillances
do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment," and the '

SR 3.0.4 restriction on MODE changes when SRs are not met, is '

,

clarified.

C.14 No exception to LCO 3.0.2 is found in LCO 3.8.1. An
appropriate reference is now presented.

| '

!

I

l

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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i

i
1

ATTACHMENT 1
;
I

i

t

CTS - PSTS
,

COMPARISON DOCUMENT
:

!

!

|
i

i 1

!

i

'
:

{
,

,

j 1A: MARKUP OF CTS
'l

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES1

;

1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
! CONSIDERATIONS
:

:
;

i

|

a
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3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 SHUTDOW MARGIN

LC 0 3. | l
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

_

3.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be equal to or greater than:

a. 0.3M delta k/k with the highest worth rod analytically determined, or

b. 0.2 5 delta k/k with the highest worth rod determined by test.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than specified:

CCWd- a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2, reestablish the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN

{oup 3 within 6 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within th xt 12 hours.

Cc/o c D b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 or 4. immediately[erifhallinsertablecontrol
~

-

t rods to beDefted and/fuspend all activities T.nat could reduce the 5@TV
G)0WN MARGINJIn _0PERAIIONAL CONDITION 4, gn.au QECONDARY CONTAINMENVt.-f

'7
j, -gINTEGRITYjyTUijn 8 hours. __ _

[ ggp E c In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5, s n a5irother activities]
-@at_r.ould reduce the 5HUInnww MAIMTR and _inserthll inserta le controj

*
--

(It'hTngpodsWttEin I hour. (EstaQfECONDARY CONTAINMENT INleMIT
~

.g
_k < g 8 hours) 1 /M 3

t

(

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

q' 8 .1.l.1 4.1.1- The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be equal to or greater than
specified at any time during the fuel cycle: M;

By measurement, fprior to onduring. the first startup| af ter each efuelinga.

h measurement,Sithin 500 MWD /T prior to the core average exposure at '
which the predicted SHUTDOWN MARGIN, including uncertainties and calcula

#tion biases is equal to the specified lim g f

b urs af ter detection of a withdrawn control rod that is immov-
able, as a result of excessive friction or mechanical interference, or is

gp 3,J,3 r untrippable, except that the above required SHUTDOWN MARGIN.shall be
verified acceptable with an increased allowance for the withdrawn worth

M, by S'2 of the immovable or untrippable control rod.'

&E.ffntTCll 65Ib

M) <(ADD FREeus W cp

CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 1-1
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS ;
f

3/4.1.2 REACTIVITY ANOMALIES ~

i

L C o 3. /. 2 !

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
- [

p .1.2 The reactivity equiv lence of the difference between the actual / '
3 "
PENSITp and the predicte 00 -~ NSI - shall not exceed 1% delta k/k. !

$f
;

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL Lunu1TIONS 1 a 2.

ACTION: i

With t activit equivalence difference exceeding 1% delta k/k: f .

\'
._ _ - _ -

- - - - - ~

hoursfe~rformananalysistodetermineandexplainthecauseof)(c g D 4 a. W hin
-- (the reacII.vity.dif ferenJe;peration may continue if the difference is [c

(explained and correcter. -
I

C.04D3
- b. Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours. |

I

ISURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS ;

eR 3.hc'_.1.2- The reactivity equivalence of the difference between the actua
pH !

OD ( ;" *

(.
! DENSITC and the predicte DT!NSI shall be verified to be less tha. or '

I equal to 1% delta k/k: g ~ /|2 y
_

(Ouri e t b first startu3 followi RE ALTFRATTON and !
~

a.
p5wer cays puring POWER OPERATION.b. At least once per #T ive

___ .s
',

!{3
-

i

!

.

|

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-2
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Y

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTIMS
,

3/4.1.3 CONTROL RODS (O 3, /, h *#*

CONTROL RCD OPERABILITY / gg g( N. j;,.,, ,,j7g,] )

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION !
~~

3.1.3.1 All control rods shall be OPERABLE. ;

LCold$ ;

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2. ig
0/D h 7CTION: [-_-

With Q centrM sn v4'TfIc.gl rod inoperable due to being_ immovable, as a result of
a. ,

gg[ tion or mechanical interference, or known to be untrippable: !_

~

|1. Within hour:
#

a) Verify that the inoperable control rod, is Y arated
g , -( 0 O h

-

| is

'from all other inoperable control rods by at least two control -

| cells in all directions. !
-

R_ -
. ~

gg b)/Disarmthe[associateddirecti ilher: e

h Electrically _er - \
'"

uMr.'aT1y by closing the drive water and exhaust wat - *g )( 1 solation valves. f r# - - -

_
- L3 ,

J [ 0rit F_ otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. '

2. Comply with Surveillance Requirement 4.1.1.c. 7 fh. A'T A3 g

[ Restore the inoperable control rod to OPERABLE status within 48 hou k
~

or_be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12_ hours.' f ,

b. With one or more control rods trippable but inoperable for causes other

gg { than addressed in ACTION a, above:

pIf the inoperable control rod (s) is withdrawn, within I hour: - 'fp.-
. e,-

e 1. e
'

} . _ _ _ -i

U- "Odb j a) Verify that the inoperable k.ithdr @ control rod (s) is separated-$ .

from all other inoperable control rods by at least two control ;
,

| / cells in all directions and
/

.
- - . _ - _ _ . .

~

[g ' Ib) Demonstrate the insertion capability of the inoperable withdrawn
4 l control rod (s) by inserting the control rod (s) at least one notch
(o g ( ( by drive water pressure within the normal operating range **.f ~~ .

I-

3.0.5 y. associated witn restoring the control rod to OPERABLE status.*May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testing,-

[**The inoperable control red may tnen b'e''w'iYhdriwn to i position nIf$r~t
. wigdrawn than its position when found to be inoperaole.g "'

-- .-

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-3
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RE ACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CCNTROL ROD GPERABILITY [ { g- Q Q T c: ctg [ Q g.|/.#2 /G(Q'/
~ ;

('Of37) E -
-

v ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

/
ACTION (Continued):3.1.3.1
([ltheavise, insert the inoperable withdrawn co3qdedh and disarm

_

f associatec cirecuonal controi
vaives ei we n

a) El e ' cally or

e b) raulically by closing the drive water and.axhau h _ater'."
'"

isolation va g

bf the A cerable control rod M i M ted. within I hour) disarmQtJD f 2.
the a sociated ditTetionaT7tintro s vaive7TTtneg-~~~~~~~

Ih' j a) Electr ly or _

b) H ulica11y by closing the drive water and exhaust water,
pla_tien valves.f

-
-

ty
CQE + Othemise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.,

6 The provisions of Specification 3.0.[areleiapp1} cabled' 'fb .

-.
~' ' ~

-_

.
With more than 8 control rods inoperable, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN

~
,

tco s.q_ . 4t*M2 ers- ._ <Ac w 5 nore > - @
-

:

f~~ d. Witit one scram discharge volume vent valve and/or one scram discharge volume~

drain valve ino etable and open, restore the inoperable valve (s) to OPERABLE
b_u A status within 4 hours}or n at les t HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.i

{
e

C ctQC " 7dM5 L6 ~
--

With any scram discharge vo use vent ave (s) and/or any scram discharge /ol-

_
ume drain valve (s) othemise inoperable, restore @j inoperable valves (s) to

e.

LC/ D A13 OPERABLE status within(BToiirs) or be in at least,' HOT 3HUTDOWN within the next
12 nours. ( t, ,g

j (gg _

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

C u w The scram discharge volume drain and vent valves shall be demon-
strated OPERABLE by:

693.1.51
|

p At least once per 31 days verifying each valve to be open"" and

/ At least once per 92 days cycling each valve through at least one complete
cycle of full travel.

Lk,(.f"Maybereartedintermittently,underadministrativecontrol,topermittesting associated with restoring the control rod to OPERABLE status. ,

3*' i

"These valves may be closed intermittently for testing under acministrative

y, g.3,,% \
/ controls.

,'
CLINTCN - UNIT 1 3/4 1-4
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

M' 3,7 .4.-l. 2.1. 2 When above lhe low pnwer set [oint of the RPCS. all withdrawn cgprLtrol ,

',,3 ro4L C equired to h_ ave their directional control valves disarmed eleE rich { !*

2
frhygr.au all Ee demonstrated OPERABIE .by geacn control roo a .>- ,

>least one notc.: .

M J' 9
-

l a) a. At least once per 7 days. and -
,'s

Cot D A 3 b. C east once per) 24 hours when any control rod is immovable as a result [V

k g /c.T 2/ of excessive friction or mechanical interference. |

- - _ _ 2._ !-

4.1. . 3 ill/ control rods shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance ofi' ,

jveillance.. Requirements 4.1.3.2, 4<1.3.3, 4.1.3.4 and 4.1.3.5. / r(
rJ/ 5 8 'i t. a .3

j
4.1. 3.1_4 The scram discharge volume shall be determined OPERABLE by i

r4 demonstrating the scram discharge volume drain and vent valves are OPERABLE !

at least once per 18 months, by verifying that the drain and vent valves:

Close within 30 seconds after receipt of ajsignal for control rodsa.
to scram and yg

_ ,

b. Open when the scram signal is reset. p'
. |f '

i

f
'

,

!

1

!

I
i

,

,

o

e

!
i

+

b

I

f

iCLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-5
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.

i
CCNTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

/ ^ ? I d !L [()u Js /r i
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO 3.i: D *

,

;

!3.1.3.2 The maximum scram insertion time of each control rod from the fully !f| withdrawn position, based on deenergization of the scram pilot valve solenoids !

as time zero, shall not exceed the following limits:

Maximum Insertion Times
! to Notch Position (Seconds) ,

Reactor Vessel Dome iPressure (psig)* 43 29 13 |950 0.31 0.81 1.44
1050 0.32 0.86 1.57 :

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2. i

ACTION:
r

With the maximum scram insertion time of one or more control rods exceedinga.

; the maximum scram insertion time limits of Specification 3.1.3.2 as deter-
mined by Surveillance Requirement 4.1.3.2.a or b, operation may continue j
provided that:

.

.- . . . . - - . . ,
i

f. For all " slow" control rods, i.e. , those which exceed the limits - I
l

of Specification 3.1.3.2, the individual scram insertion times do i|g not exceed the following limits: -

J
. Maximum Insertion Times j,'

/ /
f to Notch Position (Seconds) :

[ReactorVesselDome 43 [ ;
Pressure (psic)* / 29 13 ;

/ 950 / 0.38 1.09 2.09 i
1050 / 0.39 1.14 2.22 .

,j- |

*

- .. /
l,l 2. For " fast" control rods, i.e., those which satisfy the limits of i

,

7 Specification 3.1.3.2, the average scram insertion times do not exceed |,the following limits: - - ~ ~ ..~ - - -

7
f Maximum Average Insertion Times

to Notch Position (Seconds)
frg gj*. Reactor Vessel Dome

Pressure (psig)* 43 29 13
- *-

| 950 0.30 G 1.40
| 1050 0.31 0.84 1.53

7
3.\.A A

C' "For intermediate reactor vessel dome pressure, the scram time criteria are
|*''.A >7 determined by linear interpolation at each notch position.

i
*

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-6 Amendment No. 18
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t
) Section 3.1 Page 10 of 19 !

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
4 .

j CONTROL R00 MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES i

!,

4 .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)
'

!
4

!

[(g 3.1.3.2 ACTION (Continued):
~ '

<

, > Aa.
! ''

3. The sum of " fast" control rods with individual scram insertion times in
'

) excess of the limits of ACTION a.2 and of " slow" control rods coesgi
| { l.1 exceed 53 >y

>

4. No " slow" control rod, " fast" control rod with individual scramhO S $jb insertion time in excess of the limits of ACTION a.2, or otherwise<

inoperable control rod occupy adjacent locations in any direction,
including the diagonal, to another such control rod."

m e A Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHuTo0WN witnin 12 hours. U
With a " slow" control rod (s) not satisfying [ ACTION a.1] above:b.

;

95LC*$.\44a.

: g !1. Declare the " slow" control rod (s) inoperable and

N'
_

'

Surveillance RequiQnts of Spec cation 4.k2. cat2. rform
/ lea nce pe days when operation is continue 4th three orgN

;.
more " slow" contro rods declared inoperable. '

_ _ _ . , . .
-

~
~

[2. O Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours. ~ '

c. With the maximum scram insertion time of one or more control rods exceed- [

g f. '4 ing the maximum scram insertion time limits of Specification 3.1.3.2 as.,

4R g9,, determined by Specification 4.1.3.2.c, operation may continue provided that:

LA) ,b ' Slow" control rods, i.e. , those which exceed the limits of Specification 3.1.3.2, do not make up more than 20% of the IO: sample off L/control rods tested. - - - - -

__ _ _ _ - - - _ _ . . - r -

;

Nh' 2. Each of these " slow" control rods satisfies the limits of CTION a.1.
a:>a t. .. Q

L CO : l 4 3
The[eight adjacenthntrol rods surrounding each " slow" control rod are:3._

J-
.. . . -

O( strated through% easurement within 1 hhours to sati fy thea) :
maximu raminsertion, time 1im4tsof_Spectffcation3.1 2andjt

_, _
,

b) OPERABLE.

g4 The total number of " slow" control rods as determined by. 5pecifica-
|

tion 4.1.3.2.c when added to the sum of ACTION a.3 as determined '

by Specification 4.1.3.2.a and b, does not %
4

b Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.
_

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. -g
^ _M

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-7
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REACTIV1TY CONTROL SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.1 Page 11 of 197-

CONTROL R00 MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES
,

.<

,'<

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;1

i

4.1.3.2.1 The maximum scram insertion time of the control rods shall be demon- .

strated through measurement with reactor coolant pressure greater than or !gp equal to 950 psig and, during single control rod scram time tests, the control !
N:nE rod driv'e pumps isolated from the accumulators:

!a. For all control rods prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 40% of RATED
sa 3.t NJ THERMAL POWER following([dKL ALItRA110N9(y after a reactor shutdown that ;

is greater than 120 days. LQ @ g |
b. For at least ([0%_of the cnntrol rods, on a rotating basis) at least once | |

,E 3 l * *, per 120 days of POWER OPERATION. !-

( BA5r5 i,

4.1.3.2.2 The maximum scram insertion time for specifically affected individual ;

control rods following maintenance on or modification to the control rod or- '

!6R control rod drive system which could affect the scram insertion time of those
3.t.q,3 specific control rods shall be demonstrated through, measurement with reactor
3aa.q coolant pressure greater than or equal to 950 psig. Alternatively, those j

specific control rods may be determined OPERABLE with reactor coolant pressure i

less than 950 psig by demonstrating an acceptable scram insertion time to
notch position 13./'The scram time acceptance criteria tor tnis alternate test

LA Yshall be determined by linear interpolation between 0.95 seconds at a reactor ;

2 [ coolant pressure of_0 psig and 1.40 seconds at 950 psig /"lf this alternate ;

test is utilized, the individual scram time snail also be measured with !gg

^,Qq 40% of RATED THERMAL POWER. reactor coolant pressure greater than or equal to 950 psig prior to exceeding
),,

For each of the above single control rod scram '

sc time tests, the control rod drive pumps shall be isolated from the
rJcTI accumulators. I

i
,

,

P

4 :

!

i
.

;

,

'

59 3.t.4.3
'P' ce, 31.9 4

1

[ *The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into
3
~ OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 provided this surveillance requirement is completed

prior to entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-8 Amendment No. 81
-(Corrected)

..

' - " ' -

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - -
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Section 3.1 Page 12 of 197

/Lo 3.1.5REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS,

') CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS - &ENEfAb he-02fAmMhoh
_

g -QpD"AcTica.5 'n/Us}
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO3,CI.D

LLO'

7 f,5 - 3.1. 3. 3 All control rod scram accumulators shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, an'd # #
g

| ACTION:
M{ _

__

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2:a.
g 3 GCC J>5lh/7 gj_

Yge,aj.1. With one control rod scram accumulator inoperable, within 8 hours:

pO n=5te. 16 ,uvperovie au.w ht:r 1: OPEFACLE 5 toto
>

u r-

Lt b) Declare the control rod associated with the inoperable at::umu-N latorfinoperab1B
^"-

'- ,-oe in et seast nus .iiiiiiD0in witnin A ist 12 L u a . '-,

s

2.
Co@ B4 With [ snore thand control rod scram accumulator [inoperablM declare

l the associated control rods inoperable and:
--

cet b rr~n} , .'

-) NiTQ a) If the control rod associated with any inoperable scram accumu-
lator is 'withdrawl immediately verify that at least one control

_

-

g)p rod drive p_umo is operatingfby serting at least wit drawlnna
(control rod at least one notch r place T.he reactor mode switch-

CcrJD D ~~~ . _}) in the Shutcown position.
-

- b)_ _ sert the inoperable ennten1 rods and~ dis'iirMW ',associatedm
_.

~

/ ireTtT515' arc'6ntr6T valves either?g o '.l.3,
''

A5 ./ LAl 1) Electrically or
!

s 2) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves. --3

-.
-Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.'

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5*:

1. With one withdrawn control rod with its associated scram accumulator
inoperable, insert the affected control rod and disarm the associated}[ directional control valves within I hour, either: .

0 h a) Electrically or
~

g(,%.T ~ b) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water
isolation valves.

./
"At least the accumulator associated with each withdrawn control rod. Not

;

( applicable to control rods removed per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-9

- _ - - - _
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

.
Section 3.1 Page 13 of 197

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS '

l.

CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS . ')~

i
l
t

1
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

.

1. .

3.1. 3. 3 ACTION (Continued): '

Ibhf '

With more than one withdrawn control rod with the associated scram
Lcoh' 'I ,

2.
accumlator inoperable or with no control rod drive pump operating,.

( . immediately place the reactor ocde switch in the Shutdown position.
.

!
- - - -

_(
! I c The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not apolicable. AC) {k.

i
. .

-

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !
-

!

$k 3=l* 6* k !
*11'2 Each control rod scram accumulator shall be determined OPERABLE: '

!
|

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the_ indicated pressure is _ !
a.

greater _than or ennalito 1520 nsynless the control rod is insert.ed} I

( and disarmed or scramme g ;

b. At 5 east once per 18 months by: OM 'O' !
~

\ i
| s 1. Performance of a:

,
;.

,
-

r
a) CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the leak detectors and !

e

LC! b) CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the pressure-detectors and verification . |
-

of an alarm setpoint of greater than or equal to 1520 psig on / | f

decreasing pressure. / !
!

l i

i !

!

.
-

.

.

l

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-10 AMENDMENT NO. 24

(
|
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 14 of 197

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS.

[ ( O -3 , [ 3CONTROL ROD DRIVE CDUPLING

S/d :3 * / 3*5LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION !

g3.l.% Y - ,

0.1.:.4 All control rods shall be coupled to their drive mechanisms. / /

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2,* -

ACTION:
~ % i

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2 with one control rod not coupled to its \
{ associated drive mechanism, within 2 hours: )

-
1 ;.

1. gpermittedjy_.the.RPID insert the control rod drive mechanism to,

accompllsh recoupling and verify recoupling by withdrawing the control
f' rod, and:i

'

a)I l7 Observing any indicated response of the nuclear instrumentation
and-

| x

\)
Demonstrating that the control rod will not go to the overtravelb
position.

x ,

2. [If recoupling is not accomplished on the fir <t_=ttemp+t or if nat'
,

{
l permitted by the RPCSf then until nam 4++s hy the DDM declare + 3

trnl_rd incoeralsfinsert the control _rodiand disarrAthepri-
j yFdirectf5HuTToistrol vaGes**'either:

~

<

_

< f >

a) Electrically or i
b) Hydraulicallybyclosingthedrivewaterandexhaustwatej

,isplation valves. - -

-
u Corm E -- ;

#q - Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. j

/ --,' __ _ ;
-

In CPERATIONAL CONDITION 5" with a withdrawn control rod not coupled to
}

1

'
associated drive mechanism, within 2 hours either: [

'+

i1. Inser control rod to accomplish recoupling and verify recoupling
by withdrawi *5 control rod and demonstrating that the control ;

red will not go to .. vertravel position or
. |

2. If recoupling is not acconplis. insert the control rod and disarm t

the associated directional control v ' ** either:

[
|

'

|
|

-
,

| !
l

! \ "At least each withdrawn control rod. Not applicable to control rods rem: 0
| per Speci fication 3. 9.10.1 or 3. 9.10. 2.

**May ce rear.mes .-.Le rn tten:[y. uncer administrative control, to permit
testing associr.ted with restoring the control rod to OPERABLE status /

hb
.

.. - m .= .

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-11
s,b g .

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 15 of 197

bt

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

Ll 3.1.3. q CTION (Continued): .
%

'
a) Elec 1 or
b) Hydraulical y y closing the drive water and exhaust water

. isolation valve u
~

j
_

I The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.)

SURVElltANCE REQUIREMENTS

S2 8,lM'
- 4.1. 2.-c Each affected control rod shall be demonstrated to be emupled M s

rive mechanisapy coserving any indicated response of the nuclear instrumen ;
tation while withdrawing the control rod to the fully withdrawn position' and

h then verifying teat YNe control rod drive does not go to the overtravel
position:
p,=- ._ -_ ._

--

g' a. Prior to reactor criticality after completing CORE ALTERATIONS that could
~ (have affected the control rod drive coupling integrity, Nt

_

b. Anytime the control rod is withdrawn to the " Full out" position in sub- . ).

sequent operation, and

c. Following maintenance on or modification to the control red or control rod
drive system which could have affected the control red drive coupling
integrity.

._

.

|
;

!

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-12
i

k
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 3.1 Page 16 of 19-

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
* *

CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION

S2 3./. 3./ t

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ( L.C C ? .9. 'd )
c;;q - %

' 1. 3. E The control rod positicn indication systems shall be OPERABLg g,g .

'

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2,
-

fMWfd7CN
'

'

~% .'). 4 / !ACTION:

CON b . In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2 with one or more control rod positiona
- indicators inoperable, within I hour: . |

>

?

g n termine the nositTon of the control rodhy the alternate.j.

a i
. ontrol roa posit 1cn TncicIIDr'br -

(Al
r

2. Move the control rod to a position with an OPERABLE position ',

|indicato p
_ i

3. When THERMAL POWER is: f
f

a) Within the low power setpoint of t'he RPCS: !

/dl 1) Declare the control rod inoperable and'

|
{

2) Verify the position and bypassing of control rods with -
!

inoperable " Full in" and/or " Full out" position indicators !-
j hel1 by a second licensed operator or other technically [

s

| qualified members of the unit technical staff. !

| !

(SR M.2.6 O- )'| i
b Greater than the low power setpoint of the RPC5, declare the

Icontrol rod inoperable, insert the controh Agnd disarmathe -
6ETided diriclToU l control valves""~either: --

.,

./ 1) Electrically or ~N !'

(
! 2) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water-- j

( p lation val |
' b/O $ Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. f

am'f4 ,.u n c In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5" with no position indicators of a withdrawn -|@ '., 4 j control red OPERABLE, move the control rod to a position with an OPERABLE - ;
ii b.

|!

| 4 2. ( position indicator er insert the control rod. , 3.
s ;

!
_ _

*

.$ . _ J !

' *
'-

,. m

- . - . . . . . . . _ . - - ;

% _ea_st each withdrawn control rod. Not applicable to control rods removed
_

;

L(O uer Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2. y
_

]3.b' **May be rearmed intermittently, under adiisihhtTa'tTVe~ control, to permit testin9
- associated with restoring the control red to OPERABLE status.

_

-

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-13

|
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Section 3.1 Page 17 of 197

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL RCD POSITION'INDICATIch

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
_

$$ 3. l . ~p l' ' 2. 5-- The control rod position indication systems shall be determined~

. _ .

CPERABLE by verifying:

At least once per 24 hours that the position of each control rod isa.
indicated and

n es during the w ement of the )
indicate ntrol rod positi6

Surv ment 4 j(th . That 6

cent e

-

c
( .

.

.

--

|

|

.

| I

CLINTCN - UN11 1 3/4 1-14
%



Enclosure 2 ts U-602196
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I

MACTIVITYCONTROLSYSTEMS

CONThQL ROD DRIVE HOUSING SUPPORT
'

LIMITING C (DITIONFOROPERATICN

3.1.3.6 The co. rol rod drive housing support shall be in place.

APPLICABILITY: OPE 'TIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2. and 3.

ACTION:

Witii the control rod drive using support not in place, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

| 4.1.3.6 The control rod drive housing s ort shall be verified to be in place

by a visual inspection prior to startup an time it has been disassembled or
|

when maintenance has been performed in the c trol rod drive housing support
! area.

.

f
.

.

*
|

-

|

-.

.

|

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-15
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Enclosure 2 to N-602196
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.

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.4 CONTROL ROD PROGRAM CONTROLS

CONTROL ROD WITH0RAWAL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
^

3.1.4.1 Control rods shall not be withdrawn. . ~
!

,

$6'M APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2, when the main turbine bypass
"

;

valves are not fully closed and THERMAL POWER is greater than the icw power >

setpoint of the rod pattern control system (RPCS).
,

ACTION:

With any control rod withdrawal when the main turbine bypass valves are not
fully closed and THERMAL POWER is greater than the low power setpoint of the .;
RPCS, isrnediately return the control rod (s) to the position prior to control

; tod withdrawal. ,

i
|

| i
,

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTSt

! ~!

go'3' I 4.1.4.1 Control rod withdrawal shall be prevented, when the main turbine|
'

i033 bypass valves are not fully closed and THERMAL POWER is greater than the low ( ;

{

\ > {
power setpoint of the RPCS, by a second licensed operator or other technically

- )-|qualified member of the unit technical staff. !
-

f

|
'

_.

l

l

!,

5

i
*

,
.

:

|
i
-

.

|
:
i

i
!

!

!

!
t

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-16 !
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;
Section 3.1 Page 20 of'197 |

. ) I - %-s al rc - on 9 AwieT.ch
REACTIVITY CONTEDL SYSTEMS

ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM [ (O 3+ /* O *!*

6 r.t.:. 0
| LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

|

| | ? '_ . : . C The rod pattern control system (RPCS) shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and M
' '

S
oft 8 ACTION:

'TD
a. With the RPCS inoperable or with the requirements of ACTION b, below, not !Lg satisfied and with. '

3 3.'13|
1. THERMAL POWER less than or equal to the RPCS low power setpoint,

b control rod movement shall not be permitted, except by a scram.

THERMAL PCVER greater than the RPCS low power setpoint,@ control rv/-Q,,6,c.g
2.

withdrawal shall not be permitted. g:''

3
f&s , .a w s

-

SR IIl Tb'.'\p an ineceJ3bje control rod (s OPERABLE control rod movement may _ con -
(tinuebybypassinatheinoperabecontrolrod(s)intheRPCS*"[providedth@

-

g
- 1. With one control rod inoperable due to being immovable, as a result

I IA.,
-fun *excessivefrictionormechanicalinterference,orknowntobe, . .

{ (g A of
r beable. this inoperable control rod say be byn.a,s g ovided

,A 8 ' gC That the SHUTDOWN MARGIN has been determined to be equal to or greater
., ~

.

an recuired bv Specification 3.1.1.f --

2. With % tn *Ichd control rods inoperable for causes other than ,

-
_g

(~ orl D C ;E haddressed.inICTIONb.1,ab these inoperable control rods g 9~bej
- (bypasseg)drovided that:3 , L |6

.

1
, ~ - - f . ,

,

a) The_ control redito h[bvoass olis_jnserted and thejdirectionaf' 1/| j
| control valves arcl disarmed ett. r: ,

.

1) Electrically or 3 ;

2) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust wateri ;

isol.i}j en valves _.__
'

_-
_

Allinoperablecontrolrodsareseparatedfromallotherinoper-](Olb b b)
!ecoprol,rodsbyatleasttwocontrolcelsinalldirections.'*

V llc A2 g .,a c, , g e s.s.2.n 3 " M i
o-

/ -

FEntryintoOPERATIONALCONDITd2andwithdrawalofselectedcontrolrods
is permitted for the purpose of detemining the OPERABILITY of the RPC5 prior to '
it gurbef-4ontrol _ reds for t.bcAtyp of bringing the reytor to critica_lity.6g

~

,

,D .
;

ee_ Special Te'~sE Lxception 3.101 )
- '

Iypassing cord 6T""Hiff(iTin the RPf.. ---- -5 shall be performed under administrative *) |
- -c ntro1. / g

=,

KLp/ 7.x5.3.1.1.0---fQ
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-17 ;
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i
' -

i ( \
' '

a

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM '

. .

4

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.1.4.2 ACTION (Continued): ,

cMQare%t me thhee inPJetahle conM rodNany RPC)
-.

j
s group y

10 The position and bypassing of an inoperable control rod (s) areMWh
,

3.
verified by a second licensed operator or other technically qualified

g2,3**1,\.S3 members of the unit technical staff.
-

-

A1
- q99 t.co 3,i, c,) g -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The RPCS shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying the OPERABILITY4.1.4.2
of the:

,

Rod pattern controller when THERMAL POWER is less than the low power set-
Ip yJ '' h a. point by selecting and attempting to move an inhibited control rod:q j'

After withdrawal of the first in-sequence control rod or gang for ( -

( 1. )
6og: j each reactor startup. - - ;

j >

Prior to other control rod movement af ter the rod inhibit mode is3 'g . -
-

2.
automatically initiated at the RPCS low power setpoint during power

/' |

I reduction.

[[i
during startup or during power reduction below the RPCS low power

''
|t The first tir.e only that a banked position, N1, N2, or N3, is reached3.
,

!

setpoint.t
'

Red withdrawal limiter function when THERMAL POWER is greater than or equal'

, b.
'

to the low power setpoint by selecting and attempting to move a restricted
/00 y

control red in excess of the allowable distance:TO r

O3,37I As each power range above the RPCS low power setpoint is entered
' '

| 1.
during a power increase or decrease.

|At least once per 31 days while operation continues within a given i2.
power range above the RPCS low power setpoint. '*

,
,

.

'
(

!
I

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 l'10 '
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i

l

1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3,1.7
| 0," . L STANDBY LIOUID CONTROL SYSTEM ;

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

)
i

'

LCO |
3, f, W Two standby liquid control subsystems shall be OPERABLE

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, L/ |

IACTION:
i

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2: -

j

!
i

COND A 1. With one subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable subsystem to
j OPERABLE status within 7 days or be -in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within

COtJD C the next 12 hours.!

coac E 2. With both standby liquid control subsystems inoperable, restore at
least one subsystem to CPERABLE status within 8 hours or be in atcod) b least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. !

i& - - ~._.

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5": -\ }_ _ . , _ , , , _ _ .
.

! / 1. With one subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable subsystem to |
'

| {| OPERABLE status within 30 days or insert all insertable control rods /, ,
!

'

A within the next hour. .

4 i

2. With both standby liquid control subsystems otherwise inoperable, j ;

/ insert all insertable control rods within one hour, |
>

j

t

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS j
~

i

4.1.5 Both standby liquid control subsystems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE- *

I
a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying that

i cg 7,j,7' g | 1. The temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution in the tank is |

|
greater than or equal to 70*F, j#

3

1

j g ( 3,1,7, } ' 2. The available volume of sodium pentaborate solution is within the !

I limit of Figure 3.1.5-1, and |
|

3. The temperature of the pump suction piping is greater than or equal9 g,],7j to 70*F. ;''a ,

.

| b 'with any control rod witncrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed.

Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 1-19
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(
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

]
4 STANDBY LIOUID CONTRCL SYSTEM

i SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) ;

i
,

t

-+:t-5 (Continued) ;>

,

t

] b. At least once per 31 days by:

$(3.l.7 1. Verifying the continuity of the explosive charge. f
2. Detamininothat/beavailable htofsodiumcentaborateis'greateh I

i

Ehan er *enal to 4246 lbs an he concentration of sodium pentadorate! ggg'7'g*g in solution is witnin the limits of Figure 3.1.5-1 by chemicals
' analysis.*

'

3. Verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated or automatic) in the| N 3. |' .g flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise securec in position|
1 is in its correct position

"9
e2. cArJ b e c_l iaj n e d To '_
ine coonec7 po s J on~

c.? Demonstrating that when tested pursuant to 5FecTfication 4.0.5 the min-

'

g/ 3, j,p mum flow requirement of 41.2 gpa per pump at' a ressure ef greater than or
L equal to 1220 psig is set. p g

At least once per 18 months hring shutdown by; (d.
{ ,

,

a

1. Initiating one of the standby liquid control system loops, including .-*

,

'| an explosive valve, and verifying that a flow nath from the pumps to

GTiler into_ the reactor vessel.y ..,p pumping demineralized ythereactar_eressurevessel1_savailp_. a
7 f , I- 'E

_

, , G L, . . . w. , y .m w. -

) p6osw e vaive snail De Trom tne same manufactured batch as the one .s
fired or from another batch which has been certified by h_aving one of. ,

that batch successfully firedgAll injection loops shall be testedi

in 36 months.
i

' 2 ~' . E 'l 'c
2. Demonstrating that all niniM hatween the storace tank and the test| tankisunb1nekeerFypumpingfromthestoragetanktothetesttanD |1

| Mand then draining and flushino the einine with demineralized water.""j ,

+

3. Demonstrating that tne 51.orage tank heaters are OPERABLE ey verifying j
-

/ |the expected temperature rise of the sodium pentaborate solution in j-

the storage tank after the heaters are energiz
.

.

6 2. 1 | l h "This test shall also be performed anytime water or boron is added to the ; !
'*solution or when the solution temperature drops below 70*F.

GP, h,l.],h **This test shall also be performed anytime the temperature of the pipe con-
'

taining sodium pentacorate solution drops below 70*F. ,|
-

u
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 j
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~

!

CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN
{

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 In MODES 3 and 4 a single control rod may have been withdrawn
under the provisions of the Special Operations LCO 3.10.3 and
LCO 3.10.4, or some unanticipated event may have resulted in '

uninserted control rods. Therefore, rather than an action to
" verify... inserted," the proposed ACTION is more definitive;
" Initiate action to insert. . . . " This wording provides the same
intent in the event all insertable control rods are found to be
inserted, but also clarifies that any uninserted control rods
are to be inserted.

A.2 In MODES 3 and 4 the vessel head is bolted in-place and the
only activity that could significantly reduce SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM) is control rod withdrawal. Since an ACTION is provided
which ensures control rods remain inserted, any additional
action to suspend activities that could reduce the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN is redundant and unnecessary. Similarly, in MODE 5 the
only activities that could affect SHUTDOWN MARGIN are CORE
ALTERATIONS and control rod withdrawal. Since ACTIONS are;

i provided to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and ensure control rods
remain inserted, any additional action to suspend other
activities is redundant and unnecessary.

A.3 This change replaces the use of the defined term SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the essential elements of that
definition. The change is editorial in that all the,

I requirements are specifically addressed by the proposed
Required Acticns D.2, D.3, D.4 and D. 5 and E.3, E.4, E.5 and
E.6. Therefore, the change is purely a presentation preference
adopted by the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-
1434. Refer also to the comment in the Definitions Section
which addresses deletion of the various CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
definitions. Enhanced clarification related to secondary
containment bypass paths is part of the ITS Required Actions.
Specifically, the added Required Actions (D.5 and E.6) that
address the upper primary containment air lock, are an enhanced
presentation of the existing requirements. The intent of
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is not met without
consideration for the upper containment air lock.

A.4 The existing ACTION to " establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY within 8 hours" would appear to provide a period of
time (8 hours) in which integrity could be violated even if
capable of being maintained. Additionally, if the plant status
is such that integrity is not capable of being established I

within 8 hours, the existing ACTION result.1 in "non-compliance
wit.h the Technical Specifications" and a requirement for an
LER. The intent of the ACTION is believed to be more i
appropriately presented in the proposed Required Actions D.2,

'

D.3, D.4, and D.5 and E.3, E.4, E.5, and E.6. With the
proposed ACTIONS, a significantly more conservative requirement

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

to cctablish the secondary containment boundary and maintain it
is imposed. No longer would the provision to violate the - i

boundary for up to 8 hours appear to exist. With this ;

conservatism however, comes the understanding that if best i

|efforts to establish the boundary took longer than 8 hours, no
LER would be required. ;

i
'

This interpretation of the intent is supported by th'e BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As-an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change-is ,

deemed to be administrative. {
!

A.5 The existing ACTION to " insert. . .within 1 hour" (see. comment |
L.2 for a change to what is required to be inserted) is :

proposed to be revised to " initiate action to insert ...

Immediately." This change is similar to that discussed in A.4
above. The existing requirement would appear to: provide an
hour in which control rods could be left withdrawn, even if |
able to be inserted. Also, if the control rod is incapable of i

being inserted in 1 hour, the existing. ACTION would appear to |
result in the requirement for an LER. The intent of the ACTION |

is believed to be more appropriately presented in proposed !
Required Action E.2. With the proposed ACTION, a significantly j
more conservative requirement to insert the control rod (s)-and !
maintain them inserted is -imposed. No longer would the j
provision to withdraw or leave withdrawn one or more control

|
rods for up to 1 hour appear to exist. With this conservatism

,

however, comes the understanding that if best efforts to insert |
the control rod (s) took longer than 1 hour, no LER would be j
required.

!
t
,

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced ;

,

presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is !
deemed to be administrative.

i

| A.6 A specific performance time for'the SDM test is proposed to j
clarify when " prior to or during the first startup." Most SDM j
tests are performed as an in-sequence critical and therefore ;
four hours after reaching criticality is provided as a ;

reasonable time to perform the required calculations and have
appropriate verification completed. Interpretations both more |
and less conservative could be made .for the existing |
requirement, however this interpretation of the intent is; ;
supported by the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG- i

1434. As an enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the
proposed change is deemed to be administrative. i

' .

!

CLINTON 2 20/1/93
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! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

~

| CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN
l

|
.

'

! ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) t

A.7 More explicit wording is proposed to replace the activity ;

referred to as " refueling." The intent is to perform the SDM '

test after in-vessel activities which could have altered SDM.
These are more explicitly presented as " fuel movement within
the reactor pressure vessel or control rod replacement." As an
enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the proposed
change is deemed to be administrative.

A.B The definition of SDM has been modified to require additional
margin when a control rod is stuck (refer to Section 1.1). *

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 An additional Surveillance Frequency for SDM verification has
1

been added. This requirement has been added to clarify the '

requirements necessary for assuring SDM during the refueling
process. Because SDM is assumed in several refueling mode !

analyses in the USAR, some measures must be taken to ensure the i

intermediate fuel loading patterns during refueling have
adequate SDM. This change imposes a requirement where none is
explicitly provided in the existing Technical Specifications.
This new requirement does not, however, require introducing !

,

'

tests or modes of operation of a new or different nature than
currently exist.

!

As presented in the Bases corresponding to this requirement, j
this is best accomplished by analysis (rather than in-sequence |criticals) because of the many changes in the core loading |
during a typical refueling. Bounding analyses may be used to
demonstrate adequate SDM for the most reactive configurations
during refueling thereby showing acceptability of the entire

| fuel movement sequence.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE q

" Generic"

; None in this section.
|

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

|
TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE {

(continued) |
!

" Specific" i

IL.1 The existing requirement to suspend all CORE - ALTERATIONS
,

precludes off-loading fuel and inserting control rods. The i
proposed change is to modify the requirement to suspend CORE '

ALTERATIONS by inserting "except for control rod insertion and {
fuel assembly removal." This exception allows for the '

continuation of activities that have a potential to correct the ;

problem, and restore the margin of safety. This additional ,

operational flexibility does not require new or different I

actions, but allows corrective actions which would have !

otherwise been precluded (except under the provisions of 10 CFR !

50.54(x)). The corrective actions would only be pursued in !
accordance with approved procedures. :

>

L.2 The ACTION to insert all insertable control rods in MODE 5 has !

been modified to only require those control rods in core cells
,

containing one or more fuel assemblies to be fully inserted. |
If all fuel assemblies are removed from a core cell, inserti g jf
the associated control rod has a negligible impact on core j

reactivity. Furthermore, during MODE 5 operation, refueling !

procedures could have cells emptied and the control rod |
withdrawn, but " insertable." However, due to a variety of |
considerations (i.e., location of blade guides, ongoing ;

instrumentation maintenance, water chemistry, etc. ), it may not ;

be desirable to insert these control rods. Since there is ;

negligible impact on SDM-should the control rod be inserted |
with no fuel in the cell, it is acceptable to provide this e

flexibility. |
i

L.3 The SDM limits adequately account for uncertainties and biases,
and for fuel cycle changes. As long as the required margin is
met, as determined by the initial startup test and as
corroborated by the periodic reactivity anomaly surveillance
(current surveillance 4.1.2), there should be no need for
additional Surveillance Requirements. Furthermore, the
requirement to perform an additional demonstration just prior
to the predicted SDM equaling the limit, would require a
shutdown of the plant. This shutdown to perform the test would
be in addition to the shutdown that is required a short time -!
later when the SDM requirement is no longer met. The-

acceptability of the proposed surveillances, which do not
| include an additional test just prior to the SDM limit not. 1

1

being met, is further supported in the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434 presentation of these requirements.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
* "

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.4 The requirement to verify SHUTDOWN MARGIN with a control rod
stuck has been moved to LCO 3.1.3 as Required Action A.3 for
discovery of the stuck control rod. With a single control rod
stuck in a withdrawn position, the remaining OPERABLE control j

rods are capable of providing the required scram and shutdown |
reactivity. Failure to reach COLD SHUTDOWN is only likely if '

an additional control rod adjacent to the stuck control rod
also fails to insert during a required scram. Even with this :

postulated additional single failure, sufficient reactivity
control remains to reach and maintain HOT SHUTDOWN conditions. ,

Also, a notch test is required by LCO 3.1.3 for each remaining
withdrawn control rod to ensure that no additional control rods
are stuck. Given these considerations, the extended time
allowed to verify SHUTDOWN MARGIN provides a reasonable time to
perform the analysis or test.

,

i

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
"* *DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIt'S

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 A specific time for completing the reactivity anomaly
surveillance is proposed. This wi11 clarify when "during the ;
first startup" the test must be performed. This test is
performed by comparing the monitored rod density to the
predicted rod density as a function of cycle exposure while at
steady state reactor power conditions. Therefore, 24 hours
after reaching these conditions is provided as a reasonable
time to perform the required calculations and have appropriate
verification completed. Interpretations, both more and less j
conservative, could be made for the existing requirement;
however this interpretation of the intent is supported by the
BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an >

enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the proposed
change is deemed to be administrative. -

A.2 The term rod density has been removed from the Definitions
section (1.0) of these proposed Specifications. The term is
not used repeatedly in the proposed Specifications and the
definition of the term is no longer required. This is :
consistent wit',1 NUREG-1433 which is written for the BWR-4 >

| product line, and uses the rod density term, but does not
! require a definition. '

| A.3 This comment number is not used for this station. 1

l !

( RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
|
,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

'|
|

|
,

CLINTON 6 10/1/93 |
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
1

1
" Generic"

,

!

t

LA.1 This ACTION involves re-evaluating predicted core reactivity
conditions in an effort to explain and correct the difference ',

such that, based on the new evaluation, the reactivity
difference is returned to acceptable limits. It is proposed to I

have the specifics of this process be removed from the |
Technical Specifications in accordance with the BWR Standard i

Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Generally, the details of
how a specific action is performed are not located in the
Improved Technical Specifications. This change does allow
procedural revisions in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 in lieu of
a formal amendment request for any changes to this method of
restoring the reactivity difference to within limits.

" Specific"

L.1 The time allowed to restore the core reactivity difference to
within limits (i.e., to " perform an analysis to determine and
explain the cause of the reactivity difference") is proposed to

,

be increased from 12 hours to 72 hours. Typically, a ,

; reactivity anomaly would be indicative of incorrect analysis
inputs or assumptions of fuel reactivity used in the analysis. -

A determination and explanation of the cause of the anomaly
would normally involve an offsite fuel analysis department and
the fuel vendor. Contacting and obtaining the necessary input
may require a time period much longer than one shift ;

(particularly on weekends and holidays) . Since SHUTDOWN MARGIN
has typically been demonstrated by test prior to reaching the
conditions at which this surveillance is performed, the safety |impact of the extended time for evaluation is negligible. ;
Given these considerations, the BWR Standard Technical !
Specification, NUREG-1434 allows this time to be extended to

{72 hours.

L.2 " CORE ALTERATIONS" is proposed to be replaced with " fuel
movement within the reactor pressure vessel or control rod

i replacement." The intent of this surveillance is to verify the
core reactivity after in-vessel operations which could have

i

significantly altered the core reactivity. Certain CORE '

ALTERATIONS have a known affect which is reversible and, in
fact, are activities consistent with those assumed to occur
during routine operations. Normal control rod movement is such
an activity. Since this activity does not require !

,

re-verification of core reactivity during normal operations
with the vessel head on (i.e., not defined as a CORE

CLINTON 7 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
# " "E* 3 I#; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 1

4 CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES |
|

;
'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE I

{ continued) |
t

ALTERATION), it should also be allowed with the reactor vessel i

head removed (i.e., defined as a CORE ALTERATION) without a !

requirement to re-verify core reactivity. The proposed wording '

3 provides a specific list of those CORE ALTERATIONS which would
constitute a core reactivity change not expected to occur
during normal operatione, specifically excluding normal control j
rod movement. '

;

! L.3 The Frequency "once per 31 EFPD" is proposed to be replaced t

I with "1000 MWD /T." Both frequencies consider the relatively
'

slow change in core reactivity with exposure and operating
experience related to variations in core reactivity. The ;

proposed change is made consistent with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, i

I

.

9

I

i
#

1

i

i

,

i

-

!

!

(

:
,

|

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 [

Section 3.1 Page 34 of 197 -,
- DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY '

J !
:

1 ADMINISTRATIVE i

A.1 The organization of the Control Rod OPERABILITY Specification f
is proposed to include all conditions that can affect the i,

i ability of the control rods to provide the necessary reactivity !

insertion and also to be simplified as follows: j

1) a control rod is considered " inoperable" only when it is |
1

1 degraded to the point'that it cannot provide its scram ,

!| function and all inoperable control rods (except stuck
! rods) are required to be fully inserted and disarmed.

1" ;

2) "Untrippable" is no longer treated as a " stuck" control j
4 rod provided it can be fully inserted. If only the ;

l "trippable" capability is lost, the control rod is ;
'

considered inoperable (and must be fully inserted and !
disarmed) and is not considered " stuck." !

)

3) a control rod is considered " inoperable" and " stuck" if it !
is incapable of being inserted and requirements are |
retained to preserve SHUTDCWN MARGIN for this situation. j

j 4) a control rod is considered " slow" when it is capable of !
i providing the scram function but may not be able to meet !
; the assumed time limits. j

i
.

| 5) special considerations are provided for conformance to the |
3 banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) at less than '

20% of rated thermal power. j

i i

The scram reactivity used in the safety analysis-allows for a :
specified number of inoperable and slow scramming rods, _and the j

J control rod drop accident analysis provides additional
considerations of the BPWS at low power levels.

A.2 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed . . . ")
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of
the ACTIONS for Technical Specification compliance. In
conjunction with the proposed Specification-1.3 " Completion

'

Times,". this Note provides direction consistent with the intent
of the existing ACTIONS for inoperable control rods and scram

) discharge volume (SDV) vent and drain valves. In the first
case, each inoperable control rod is intended to be. allowed a
specified period of time to verify compliance with certain
limits and, when necessary, . fully insert and disarm the control !

i rod. Additionally, each SDV line is intended to be allowed a i

: specified period of time to confirm it is isolated or capable
of isolation, and to restore the complete function of the line.,

;

l
l

CLINTON 9 10/1/93.
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" *"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

|

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

(continued) {

l
A.3 " Immovable, as a result of excessive friction or mechanical !

interference, or known to be untrippable" has been replaced
with the term " stuck." The intent of the existing wording is
consistent with the proposed simplification. Details of
potential mechanisms, mechanical or- electrical, by which
control rods may be " stuck" are not necessary for inclusion
within the ACTION. ;

!

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. |
t

A.5 Due to the proposed changes to the requirements for inoperable ~ {control rods, there are no withdrawn OPERABLE control rods !
required to have directional control valves disarmed. !;

Inoperable control rods are not required to meet this i

Surveillance (per existing 4.0.3, and proposed SR 3.0.1), and !
OPERABLE control rods will not be required to have their |
directional control valves disarmed. Therefore, this proposed :
change reflects a deletion of a unusable allowance. !

A.6 These listed surveillances are required by other
l Specifications. Repeating a requirement to perform them is not
I necessary. Elimination of this " cross-reference" is therefore i

administrative. j

| A.7 The phrase " actual or simulated" is added to clarify that !
! either type of scram signal can fulfill the Surveillance '

| Requirement. This allows satisfactory automatic system
; initiations for other than surveillance purposes to be used-to
l fulfill the Surveillance Requirements. OPERABILITY is
i adequately demonstrated in either case since the RPS can not ',
| discriminate between an " actual" or " simulated" signal. |

s

A.B ACTION b.3 discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 '!
is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the !
new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since {Conditions A and C do not require leaving the applicable' MODES '

while in these ACTIONS, the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would' permit
MODE changes while in these Conditions. Therefore, the need <

for an exception from the applicability of Specification 3.0.4
is not required.

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station.
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Section 3.1 Page 36 of 197 |DISCUSSION OF CHANGES j

CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE i

M.1 The existing ACTIONS would appear to require LCO 3.0.3 entry if j
more than one control rod were stuck. The proposed Condition B |

Required Actions maintain the equivalent shutdown ACTION as ,

LCO 3.0.3, but also contain an additional requirement to disarm |

the stuck control rod. This additional requirement provides a
level of protection to the control rod drive should a scram ;

signal occur. If mechanically bound, the stuck control rod
could cause further damage if not disarmed. Disarming normally
could preclude control rod insertion on a scram signal,
however, since this control rod is stuck, this effect of
disarming is moot.

M.2 Condition D of the proposed LCO 3.1.3 applies to all inoperable
,

control rods whether inserted or withdrawn. i

M.3 The proposed changes to Actions for non-stuck inoperable
control rods eliminates the check of insertion capability;
replacing it with a requirement to fully insert and disarm all
inoperable control rods. The existing Action, requiring the
insertion capability to be verified and then allowing the
control rod to remain withdrawn, is currently applicable to I

conditions such as: 1) " slow" control rods; 2) one inoperable
CRD accumulator; 3) and loss of position indication while below
the low power setpoint. The first two of these conditions are
addressed later in comments for LCO 3.1.3.2 and LCO 3.1.3.3,

| respectively.
i

The latter condition would no longer allow the affected control i
'rod to remain withdrawn and not disarmed. This added

restriction on control rod (s) with loss of position indication
is conservative with respect to scram time and SDM. Actions j
for inoperable control rods not complying with BPWS (proposed
Condition D) assure that insertion of these control rods remain
appropriately controlled.

M.4 Proposed surveillances SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3 require
control rods to " insert" in lieu of the existing requirement
f or " moving. " The existing requirement could be met by control

I rod withdrawal. It is conceivable that a mechanism causing
I binding of the control rod that prevents insertion could exist

such that a withdrawal test would not detect the problem.
Since the purpose of the test is to assure scram insertion
capability, restricting the test to only allow control rod
insertion provides an increased likelihood of this test
detecting a problem that impacts this capability.

|

l
|

|

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Section 3.1 Page 37 of 19' I

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES i
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY ;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
t
i" Generic"
[
f

LA.1 Details of the methods of disarming control rod drive (s) (CRD) |,

; are relocated to the Bases and procedures. The resquirement to
disarm the CRDs remains in the Specification.

I
J !

i

" Specific" '

L.1 Proposed Condition D provides the requirements and actions for
,

j the local distribution of inoperable control rods. Three- |

) distinct changes are addressed: i

u

1) Condition D is modified by a Note excluding its- i
applicability above 20% power. The existing separation !
requirements for a stuck control rod, in part, accounted i

for allowing withdrawn inoperable control rods (refer to i
comment M.3 above) . . To preserve scram reactivity, a stuck ;

rod must be separated from other withdrawn inoperable
control rods which'may also not scram. In the proposed |

3 Technical Specifications, all inoperable control rods ;

! which would not scram or could not be verified to scram j
(e.g., loss of position indication) are required to be ,

i fully inserted and therefore can not impact scram i
i reactivity. The local distribution of withdrawn " slow" |

control rods is addressed in proposed LCO 3.1.4. |Therefore, scram reactivity remains preserved at all power j4

levels, and is unaffected by this proposed change. {

Separation requirements are required when below 20% power ji

because of Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA) concerns j
i related to control rod reactivity worth. Above 20% power,

control rod worth that is of concern for the CRDA is not,

possible. Further, the effects of inoperable control rods
in close proximity are adequately controlled by the i

j requirements for monitoring the fuel thermal limits, e.g. , ,

MCPR, APLHGR and LHGR, above 25% power. Between'20% and j
25% power, sufficient margin exists for adequate .

protection.
[;

,

Therefore, adequate limits to control core reactivity and '

power distribution above 20% power remain with this
proposed change.

1

i

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY |

l

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

2) Condition D also does not require ACTIONS for inoperable
control rods whose position is in conformance with BPWS
constraints, even if the inoperable control rods are
within two cells of each other. As discussed above in the
first item of this change, adequate limits to control core
reactivity and power distribution above 20% power remain
with this proposed change. Below 20% power the
appropriate core reactivity and power distribution limits
are controlled by maintaining control rod positions within !

the limits of BPWS and maintaining scram times within the,

limits of existing Specification 3.1.3.2 (as modified to
reflect proposed LCO 3.1.4). If the two inoperable
control rods were both " stuck," ACTIONS require an
immediate shutdown - regardless of their proximity.

Therefore, the limitation on the local distribution of
inoperable control rods that comply with BPWS, is either
overly restrictive, or adequately controlled by the
distribution restrictions for " slow" control rods.

3) Finally, the Required Actions for Condition D allow
4 hours to correct the situation prior to commencing a
required shutdown, while the existing ACTION a.1 allows
1 hour. This increase is proposed in recognition of the
actual operational steps involved on discovery of
inoperable control rod (s). Time is first required to
attempt identification and correction of the problem.
Additional time is then necessary to fully insert (some
operational considerations may be necessary to adjust
control rod patterns and/or power levels), and then disarm
the affected control rod (s). After these high priority *

steps are accomplished, then attention can be turned to
correcting localized distributions of inoperable control
rods that deviate from BPWS. Given the low probability of
a CRDA during this brief proposed time extension, and the
desire not to impose excessive time constraints on
operator actions that could lead to hasty corrective

.Iactions, the proposed extension to this ACTION is deemed,

acceptable.

L.2 Disarming a control rod involves personnel actions by other
than control room operating personnel, with the necessary
activity being within the Primary Containment. These processes
require coordination of personnel and preparation of equipment,
and potentially require anti-contamination " dress-out" and
access into the Primary Containment, in addition to the actual
procedure of disarming the control rod. Currently, all these
activities must be completed and the control room personnel
must confirm completion within one hour. This is proposed to

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY i

i

|
TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

(continued)

be extended to two hours (consistent with the BWR Standard .

Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) in recognition of the '

potential for excessive haste required to complete this task.
The proposed two hour time does not represent a significant
safety concern as the control rod is already in an acceptable
position (in accordance with other ACTIONS) , and the ACTION to
disarm is solely a mechanism for precluding the potential for
damage to the CRD mechanism.

L.3 The requirement to demonstrate SHUTDOWN MARGIN with a control
rod stuck is proposed as Required Action A.3. With a single L

control rod stuck in a withdrawn position, the remaining ;

OPERABLE control rods are capable of providing the required '

scram and shutdown reactivity. Failure to reach COLD SHUTDOWN
is only likely if an additional control rod adjacent to the
stuck control rod also fails to insert during a required scram.
Even with the postulated- additional single failure of an
adjacent control rod to insert, sufficient reactivity control
remains to reach and maintain HOT SHUTDOWN conditions.
Required Action A.2 of LCO 3.1.3 performs a notch test on each
remaining withdrawn control rod to ensure that no additional
control rods are stuck. Given these considerations, the time
allowed to demonstrate SHUTDOWN MARGIN has been extended from
12 hours to 72 hours to allow a reasonable time to perform the
analysis or test.

L.4 It is proposed to remove the uppar limit on restoration time
for one stuck control rod. By deleting existing ACTION a.3,
continued operation with a stuck control rod may be allowed.
With a single withdrawn control rod stuck, the remaining
OPERABLE control rods are capable of providing the required t

scram and shutdown reactivity. The assumptions utilized in I
establishing the proposed scram time limits account for a i

single stuck control rod in addition to an assumed single j

failure during a transient. SHUTDOWN MARGIN remains required j
to be met, accounting for the loss of negative reactivity due
to the stuck control rod (refer to the proposed definition of
SDM and proposed Required Action A.3 of LCO 3.1.3) . Given that
operation remains within the bounds of analyzed events, all
remaining limitations continue to be required, and prompt i

action is required to confirm no additional stuck control rods |

exist, continued operation is proposed to be allowed, as are
MODE changes in accordance with SR 3.0.4.

|

|

CLINTON 14 10/1/93 |
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i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE f
(continued) :

!
L.5 All inoperable non-stuck control rods are required to be fully ,

inserted and disarmed (refer to comment M.3 above). The time
allowed to complete the insertion is proposed to be extended to
three hours for all cases. In the existing ACTIONS for an
uncoupled control rod (LCO 3.1.3.4, ACTION a.2) two hours are ,

allowed before entering the LCO 3.1.3.1 ACTION b.1 which then 5

gives an additional hour to insert and disarm the control rod ;

(total of three hours to insert and disarm) . Uncoupled control
,

rod ACTIONS are proposed to be addressed by LCO- 3.1.3 |

Condition C, as are other non-stuck inoperable control rod i

ACTIONS. This existing three hour allowance, before requiring ;

an inoperable (uncoupled) control rod to be inserted, is the
;

time found in the proposed Required Action C.1 for control rod i

insertion. For consistency of presentation, this three hour |-

limitation is also proposed for all other instances of j
inoperable control rods. These other instances (loss of |
position indication, excessive scram time, certain combinations i
of conditions with a low pressure on a control rod scram |
accumulator) also warrant a minimal time to attempt restoration |
prior to inserting and disarming. It is for these other i
instances that the extended time to insert are proposed. Given [
that these instances do not represent loss of SDM, and are ~;
limited to a total of no more than 8 inoperable control rods
(refer to proposed Condition E), the extended time does not
represent a significant safety concern. ;

! Disarming a control rod involves personnel actions by other '

than control room operating personnel, with the necessary
|activity being within the Primary Containment. These processes

require coordination of personnel and preparation of equipment, j
and potentially require anti-contamination " dress-out" and

3

access into the Primary Containment, in addition to the actual
,

procedure of disarming the control rod. Currently, all these
activities must be completed and the control room personnel
must confirm completion within the same one hour allowed to

:

insert the control rod. The disarming is proposed to be
extended to four hours; one hour beyond that allowed to insert-
(consistent with the BWR Standard Technical Specification,
NUREG-1434) in recognition of the potential _ for excessive hastei

| required'to complete this task. The proposed four hour time
| does not represent a significant safety concern as the control

rod is already in its required position (in accordance with
other ACTIONS), and the ACTION to disarm is solely a mechanism
for precluding the potential for future mis-operation.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

l
TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE j

(continued) ]

L.6 The SDV vent and drain valve requirements are proposed to be |

moved to LCO 3.1.8. The SDV vent and drain valves primary
safety function is to isolate the SDV during a scram to contain
the reactor coolant discharge. The isolation function can
still be satisfied if at least one valve is OPERABLE in each

|
line or the line is isolated. Therefore, the ACTIONS are
proposed to be modified:

1) Allow 7 days to restore inoperable SDV vent or drain
valves provided at least one valve in each line is
OPERABLE or the line is isolated.

P

2) The 8 hour limit with both valves in a line inoperable, is
proposed to require isolation of that line in this time
concurrent with the 7 day limit to restore both valves to ,

OPERABLE status.

3) Recognizing that the SDV vent and drain valves are
normally open to prevent accumulation of water in the SDV |
from leakage, a Note has been added to the ACTIONS that

| require isolation of the line, to allow periodic opening |
of the affected line for draining and venting of the SDV. !

This will be necessary to avoid automatic reactor scrams *

on high level in the SDV.
!

These extended times, and the option to administratively
unisolate a SDV line isolated to comply with a Required Action,
are consistent with the BWR Standard Technical Specification,
NUREG-1434. These increased allowances are deemed not to
substantially increase the risk of a scram with an additional
failure that could allow the SDV to remain unisolated; nor to

'substantially increase the risk of the SDV failing to accept
the control rod drive water displaced during a scram.

|

1
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.7 The surveillance on control rods to verify them to be non-stuck
is proposed to be extended from 7 days to 31 days for control
rods that are not fully withdrawn, consistent with the BWR

'

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Partially
withdrawn control rods have a significantly greater affect on ,

core flux distribution than do fully withdrawn control rods. |
Historically, power reductions are required each week to
perform this test on these partially withdrawn control rods. !

This impact on plant capacity is deemed excessive given the
following considerations: '

1) At full power a large percentage of control rods
(typically 80 - 90%) are fully withdrawn and would
continue to be exercised each week. This represents a
significant sample size when looking for an unexpected
random event.

2) Operating experience has shown " stuck" control rods to be
an extremely rare event while operating. .

3) Should a stuck rod be discovered, 100% of the remaining
| control rods (even partially withdrawn) must be tested ;

within 24 hours (proposed Required Action A.2). ;
,

L.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

L.9 After discovery of a stuck rod, all withdrawn control rods are
required to be notch tested as per Required Action A.2. This
provides adequate assurance that the cause of the stuck rod is
not of generic concern. Continued testing of control rods per

,

| the normal Frequency is sufficient to ensure continued
| OPERABILITY of the remaining control rods and therefore the
| 24 hour Frequency is only required once,

i

1

|i

1 |

i.

,

!

|

|
|
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Section 3.1 Page 43 of 19-
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.3.2 - CONTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

i

A.1 The organization of the Scram Insertion Time Specification is |

proposed to be modified as follows:

1) Specific conditions with " slow" control rods, which allow
unrestricted operation, are relocated to the LCO
statement. This administrative 1y allows operation to
continue without the label of also having an "LCO not
met." No functional difference is created with this +

proposed change.

2) The category of " fast" control rods is eliminated, as is
any requirement on average scram times, thus simplifying f

the presentation. (In the proposed change, the LCO limit
becomes the existing " fast" average limit. This
additional restriction on the LCO scram time is offset by
a change in the allowed number of " slow" control rods, and '

| in elimination of any average scram time requirement.
These changes are specifically the subject of Less'

Restrictive Change "L.1")

3) The LCO scram time limits are presented in proposed Table
3.1.4-1.

A.2 Note 2 of the proposed Table 3.1.4-1 is equivalent to existing
ACTION b.1 (" Declare the " slow" control rod (s) inoperable").
However, the proposed Specification does not contain the ;

equivalent " default" ACTION ("Otherwise, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN") for failures of the existing b.1 ACTION. There are
no circumstances which would preclude the possibility of
compliance with an ACTION to " Declare the " slow" control rod (s)
inoperable." Omission of this " default" ACTION is therefore
inconsequential.

j

A.3 The "or" in the identified SR Frequency is revised to "AND" to
clarify that this not a " choice" but is required following
either condition. .

A.4 ACTION d discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is
being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new
wording of LCO 3.1.4 have negated the need for this statement.
Since the LCO ACTIONS permit continuous operation of the plant,

I the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit MODE changes while in
these Conditions. Therefore, the need for an exception from
the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is not required.

!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

CLINTON 18 10/1/93 i
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!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |

M.1 The Surveillance Requirement "for specifically affected" CRDs
is proposed to have the flexibility (provided by current
footnote **) to delay post maintenance testing until " prior to
entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1," deleted. This proposed
modification is to ensure adequate testing is performed prior
to declaring the control rod OPERABLE, and entering MODE 2. In
support of this proposed additional restriction, along with
deleting the existing flexibility, an additional surveillance
is proposed (SR 3.1.4.3). This new surveillance will require
a scram time test, which may be done at any reactor pressure,
prior to declaring the control rod OPERABLE (and thus, enabling
its withdrawal during a startup).

To allow testing at less than normal operating pressures,
additional scram time limits will be contained in plant
procedures. These limits are reasonable for application as a
test of OPERABILITY at these conditions. Since this test, and
therefore any limits, are not applied in the existing,

'

Specification, any value could be construed as being more
| restrictive. Furthermore, the existing scram time test

requirement (performed at normal operating reactor pressure) is
still required to be performed prior to exceeding 40% power.
It is noted that if the control rod remained inoperable (which
would require it to be inserted and disarmed) until normal
operating pressures, a single scram time test would satisfy ;
both Surveillance Requirements. i

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
|

LA.1 A " representative sample" of control rods is required to be
tested each 120 days of power operation (existing Surveillance
4.1.3.2.c). Additionally, a limit on the number of " slow"
control rods in this sampla is imposed (existing ACTION c.1).
The existing Surveillance asid A.; TION specifically delineate the
scope of this sample and the statistical limit for " slow"
control rods in the sample. The proposed change adopts the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, position that
these details be located within plant procedures and summarized
in the Bases for the surveillance.

, LA.2 The scram time of a control rod is not necessarily linear with
| reactor pressure. Therefore the limits provided by this CTS
j are less than desirable. Furthermore, this acceptance criteria
; is not found in other licensed BWRs. Its inclusion in the
I Clinton TS was based on the existing NUREG ITS Standard. The

ITS is now proposing to remove the details of these acceptance

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

criteria, allowing them to be established in plant procedures. f
As such they would be under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. |

i*

" Specific" !
i

IL.1 The Design Basis Accident (DBA)' and transient analyses
simplistically assume all of the control rods scram at a
specified insertion rate. The resulting negative scram

,

reactivity forms the basis for the determination of plant
thermal limits (e.g., the MCPR). Other distributions of scram
times (e.g., several control rods scramming slower than the |
average time, with several control rods scramming faster than !
the average time) can also provide sufficient scram reactivity' !

within the assumptions of the analyses.

To account for single failure and to allow a certain number of i

" slow" scramming control rods, the scram times proposed in |,

Table 3.1.4-1 are faster than those assumed in the design basis
'

analysis. The scram times have sufficient margin to those ;

assumed in the analyses to allow up to 7.5% of the control rods
'

(e.g., 145 x 7.5% = 10) to have scram times that exceed the ispecified limits (i.e., assumed Dqt to scram; however they are !

assumed to insert to provide long term decay heat removal - |.

these insertion times would be on the order of minutes or hours. i
'versus seconds). Scram times exceeding the LCO limit are

referred to as " slow" control rods. Furthermore, the proposed ;

limits have additional margin to account for a single stuck i
control rod allowed by LCO 3.1.3,. . Condition A, and an !
additional control rod failing to scram per the single failure i

criterion (total of two stuck control rods). .i
1 i

Changes to the existing' ACTIONS follow the above discussion. I.

specifically:

1) ACTION a.1 - maximum limits on " slow" control rods, is
'

relaxed to 7 seconds for notch position 13, with no
intermediate limits for other notch positions. This
proposed limit is found in Table 3.1.4-1 Note'2, and in
SR 3.1. 3. 4 of LCO 3.1. 3. As discussed above,' these " slow"
control rods are not assumed to scram. The 7 second limit
is chosen based on historical use of this value (from the
BWR/4 STS), which adequately bounds assumptions for long,

_ merm reactivity control.
,

2) ACTION a.2 average scram times are proposed to be-

; eliminated. The proposed LCO limit is consistent with the
existing '.' average" values. This~particular change'is more !
restrictive in that the existing average limit- is more

,

restrictive than the existing LCO limit. |

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) )

i

3) ACTIONS a.3 and c.4 - the number of control rods exceeding !
the LCO limit (which is the equivalent of the existing i
" fast" and " slow" control rods) is increased to 10 j
(from 5). The overall core scram' reactivity' remains j
consistent with that assumed in analyses. The allowed !
number of slow control rods is plant specific and is 7.5% )
of the total number of control rods. This value is. higher !

"

than currently allowed (4%) because withdrawn inoperable,

| control rods are no longer allowed (refer to item 5 below).
I
'4) ACTIONS b and c.2 - excessively " slow" control rods

(proposed to be control rods with scram times in excess of
7 seconds) are declared inoperable. The proposed actions ;

for inoperable control rods (refer to comment M.3 to |i

| existing LCO 3.1.3.1) require these excessive " slow" :

! control rods to be fully inserted and disarmed, while the '

| existing actions would allow these control. rods to remain ;
| withdrawn. While the criteria for excessively " slow" is '

relaxed (from values in existing ACTION a.1, to 7 seconds), j

the accident analysis assumptions are still met. )
i
!

L.2 The requirement for increasing scram time surveillance testing .

when more than three control. rods are " slow" is proposed to be !

; deleted. During normal power operating conditions, scram
f

| testing is a significant perturbation to steady state |
| operation; involving significant power .' reductions, abnormal

,'

control rod patterns and abnormal control rod drive hydraulic ;
system configurations. Requiring more frequent scram time ;
surveillance tests'is therefore not desirable. Because of the ;

frequent testing of control rod insertion . capability |(SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3). and' accumulator- OPERABILITY :
(SR 3.1.5.1), and the operating history demonstrating a high '

degree of reliability, the more frequent scram time testing is |
not deemed necessary to assure safe plant operation.

L.3 Scram insertion time data exists from previous testing for
control rods surrounding a " slow" control rod. No additional
testing should be required to determine if an adjacent " slow"
drive exists provided the results of the current statistical
sampling of scram times produces acceptable results (i.e.,
criteria of existing ACTION col met).. The limitations on
number and distribution of " slow" rods are deemed stringent
enough to assure that severe degradation of scram performance
does not exist. Because of the frequent- testing.of control rod
insertion capability (SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3) and
accumulator OPERABILITY (SR.3.1. 5.1) , and the cperating history
demonstrating a high degree of reliability, the more frequent
scram time testing is not deemed necessary to assure safe plant
operation.

CLINTON 21 10/1/93 ;
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TECi!NICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE l

(continued)

L.4 The Surveillance Frequency has been modified to require testing
after fuel movement within the reactor vessel. This is

'

equivalent to CORE ALTERATIONS excluding normal control rod
movement. Normal control rod movement with the vessel head
detensioned or removed however, is not any different than
normal control rod movement during power operations. This
activity would not be expected to result in any affect on scram

ispeed. Therefore, no increased frequency of scram time test
performance is necessary simply due to normal control rod
movement while the vessel head is detensioned.

,i

6

P

,

I
i

|

|

I
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |
"

| CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS- !

l

ADMINISTRATIVE |
!

A.1 In general, the outline for the format and editorial changes !
proposed in this Specification consist of rewriting the !
existing two ACTIONS for operating modes (a.1 and a.2) as three
Conditions (A, B and C):'

- Existing ACTION a.1 for one inoperable accumulator at any |
| reactor pressure, becomes Condition A for one inoperable !

accumulator at reactor pressures which will support '

l control rod insertion, and Condition C for reactor ;

pressures which will not support insertion. |
\

| - Existing ACTION a.2 for two or more inoperable i

| accumulators is split into Condition B and C; which are !
dependent on reactor pressure. |

!
A.2 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for |

each control rod scram accumulator") provides more explicit- ;

instructions for proper application of .the ACTIONS for |
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the 'l

| proposed Specification 1.3 " Completion Times," this Note '-

| provides direction consistent with the intent _of the existing '

| ACTIONS for inoperable control rod accumulators. Upon :
discovery of each inoperable accumulator, it is intended that !
each specified ACTION be applied regardless of_it.having-been
applied previously for other inoperable accumulators.

:

A.3 The revised presentation of ACTIONS (based on the BWR Standard !
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) is proposed to not _;
explicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status." !
This ACTION is always an option, and is implied in all {Conditions. Omitting this ACTION is purely-editorial. ;

I
'

A.4 The proposed Specification does not contain the equivalent
" default" ACTION ("Otherwise, be in at' least HOT SHUTDOWN")' for !
failures of the existing ACTION a.l. There are no
circumstances which would preclude the possibility - of

,

,

compliance with an ACTION to " Declare the control i

rod... inoperable." Omission of this " default" ACTION is ;

therefore inconsequential. '

A.5 The existing ACTION a.2 requires the affected control rod to be
declared inoperable. Once declared inoperable, the ACTIONS for
an inoperable control rod are applied, which contain the
requirement to insert and disarm, as well as .a shutdown
requirement if this ACTION is not performed._ The proposed
ACTIONS for inoperable accumulators do not repeat the ACTION to
insert and disarm, or the shutdown requirement for failure to
perform this ACTION.

A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 :
Section 3.1 Page 49 of 19;

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
4

CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS |

|

ADMINISTRATIVE

( (continued)
|

| A.7 Stating the conditions for an exception to performance of the
! accumulator surveillance which are equivalent to the actions

required if the accumulator is inoperable, is unnecessary. If ;

the accumulator is inoperable, existing Specification 4.0.3
(proposed SR 3. 0.1) states that surveillances are not required
to be performed.

A.8 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any

,

technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location. '

A.9 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is
j being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new

ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Conditions A, B, and C permit centinuous operation of the plant
while in these ACTIONS, the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit
MODE changes while in these conditions. Therefore, the need
for an exception from the applicability of Specification 3.0.4
is not required.

| A.10 The requirement to verify that a control rod drive pump is
| operating has been maintained, but the method of verifying this

has changed from inserting one control rod one notch to
verifying that charging water header pressure is at least 1520

,

psig. These methods both assure that sufficient control rod !

drive pressure exists to insert control rods. The proposed ;

method of determining charging water header pressure provides i

added assurance that the charging header pressure is sufficient i

to drive all rods, whereas the existing method only assures '

that one rod is still capable of insertion. Since the change is
merely exchanging one test method for another equivalent (or
better) test method, this change is considered administrative.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I
| Section 3.1 Page 50 of 197 '
| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS
! !

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE ;

-l
. M.1 The proposed ACTIONS for inoperable control rod accumulators |

provides an 8 hour allowance when a single accumulator is i

I inoperable, but only if the reactor pressure is sufficiently {
high to support control rod insertion. Existing Action a.1 '

would allow 8 hours for one accumulator at any reactor
pressure. At reduced reactor pressures, control rods may not
insert on a scram signal unless the associated accumulator is

,

OPERABLE. Given the allowances in the proposed LCOs 3.1.3 and !

3.1.4 for number and distribution of inoperable and " slow" |
control rods, an additional control rod failing to-scram (due
to inoperable accumulator and low reactor pressure) for up to ;

8 hours with out compensatory action is not justified.
I

Therefore, existing ACTION a.1 is reflected in proposed }

Condition A for one inoperable accumulator during sufficiently I

high reactor pressures, and existing ACTIONS a.1 and a.2 are
reflected in Condition C for lower reactor pressures for one or ,

more inoperable accumulators. ,1

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic" j

iLA.1 Details of the methods of disarming control rod drive (s) (CRD) !

are relocated to the Bases and procedures. The requirement to
disarm the CRDs remains in the Specification. '

i

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

LC.1 The scram accumulator leak detectors, pressure detectors, and
associated alarm do not necessarily relate directly to
accumulator OPERABILITY. In general the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, does not specify indication-only or
test equipment to be OPERABLE to . support OPERABILITY of a'
system or component. Control of the availability of, and-
necessary compensatory activities if not available, for
indications, monitoring instruments, alarms, and test equipment
are addressed by plant operational procedures and policies.
Therefore, the control rod accumulator leak detectors, pressure
detectors, and alarm surveillances are removed from the
Technical Specification.

CLINTON 25 10/1/93.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES "E #IN#

CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

" Specific"

L.1 An inoperable control rod accumulator affects the associated
control rod scram time. However, at sufficiently high reactor
pressure, the accumulators only provide a portion of the scram
force. With this reactor pressure, the control rod will scram
even without the associated accumulator, although probably not
within the required scram times. Therefore, the option to
declare a control rod with an inoperable accumulator " slow"
when reactor pressure is sufficient is proposed. Since the
existing ACTION to declare the control rod inoperable would
allow the control rod to remain withdrawn and not disarmed, the
proposed ACTION to declare the control rod " slow" is
essentially equivalent. The proposed limits and allowances for
numbers and distribution of inoperable and " slow" control rods

| (found in proposed LCOs 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, respectively) are
I appropriately applied to control rods with inoperable
'

accumulators whether declared inoperable or " slow. " The option
for declaring the control rod with an inoperable accumulator
" slow" is restricted (by a Note to Required Action A.1 and
B.2.1) to control rods that were not previously known to be
" slow." This restriction limits the flexibility to control
rods not otherwise known to have an impaired scram capability.

Additionally, the requirement for declaration of " slow" orI

inoperable (and the implied concurrent restoration allowed
time) is extended to 1 hour in proposed Required Actions B.2.1
and B.2.2. This provides a reasonable time to attempt
investigation and restoration of the inoperable accumulator.
Furthermore, the ACTIONS have been " human factored" to present
the more critical ACTION, i.e., with a shorter allowed
completion time, first. Proposed Required Action B.1 addresses
the situation where additional accumulators may be rapidly

; becoming inoperable due to loss of charging pressure. Once
verification of adequate charging pressure is made, and
considering that reactor pressure is adequate to assure the
scram function of the control rods with inoperable
accumulators, the proposed 1 hour extension is not significant.

L.2 Existing ACTION a.2.a) for inoperable scram accumulators
applies to all reactor pressure situations, whether normal
operating pressure or zero pressure. These two extremes
represent significant differences in whether a control rod with
an inoperable accumulator will scram or not. The proposed
ACTIONS acknowledge this difference and present ACTIONS more
appropriate to the actual plant conditions (in one instance,
proposing more restrictive ACTIONS refer to comment M.1-

above).
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219( :
Section 3.1 Pye 52 of 19,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS

1; ?HNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTI<ICTIVE

ontinued),

,

Existing ACTION a.2.a) is intended to identify the situation
l where additional scram accumulators (eventually all
l accumulators) would be expected to become inoperable. i

Identification of this sort of common cause is significant in
ensuring continued plant safety. In the event reactor pressure

! is too low, where the control rod with an inoperable
accumulator may not scram, it is imperative that immediate
action be taken if the charging pressure to all accumulators is

| lost. This ACTION is maintained essentially consistent with
! the existing ACTION in the proposed Required Action C.1.
I

! However, in the event reactor pressure is sufficiently high
(where the control rod will scram even without the associated

| accumulator), 20 minutes is proposed to ensure control rod
accumulator charging water pressure is adequate to support
maintaining the remaining accumulators OPERABLE. This
20 minutes allows an appropriate time to attempt restoration of
charging pressure if it should be lost. This ACTION is deemed '

more appropriate than the option to initiate an immediate
reactor scram. The most likely cause of the loss of charging
pressure is a trip of the operating CRD pump. Restart of this
pump or of the spare CRD pump would restore charging pressure
and avoid the plant transient caused by the immediate scram -
a scram initiated while withdrawn control rods with inoperable !

accumulators are known to exist, and the system necessary for
manual control rod insertion is not available. Since control
rod scram capability remains viable solely from the operating
reactor pressure, and the most likely result of the 20 minute
allowance is expected to be restoration of charging pressure
(upon which time inoperable control rods could be manually
inserted and disarmed, operation returned to normal, and a
scram transient avoided), the proposed change is deemed
acceptable.

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
l
1

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.4 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING )

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The requirement that control rods be coupled to their drive i

mechanism is presented in SR 3.1.3.5, making it a requirement j
for control rods to be considered OPERABLE. The ACTIONS for

juncoupled control rods remain effective (as commented on
below). Eliminating the separate LCO for control rod coupling, '

by moving the Surveillance and ACTIONS to another 6

Specification, does not eliminate any requirements, or impose '

a new or different treatment of the requirements (other than
those separately proposed) . Therefore, this proposed change is ,

considered administrative.
!

A.2 The time allowed for this particular portion of the ACTION j
(" insert the control rod, and disarm") is not clearly presented |
in the existing Specification. It follows an ACTION to i
" declare the control rod-inoperable" and has been interpreted ]
to give direction as to the proper option for inoperable
control rod ACTIONS (refer to existing LCO 3.1.3.1,. ACTION b.1 j

for two options) . Those ACTIONS for inoperable control rods in ;

LCO 3.1.3.1 allow one hour from the time the control rod is i
declared inoperable, until it is required to be inserted and !

disarmed. Therefore, the intent of the existing requirement is !
deemed to allow a total of three hours (two hours in !

LCO 3.1.3.4 ACTION a. , plus the one hour discussed here) . This
,three hours is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical i

Specification, NUREG-1434, and the proposed ACTIONS for |
inoperable control rods (and therefore uncoupled control rods) . j|

| As an enhanced presentation of -the existing intent, the
proposed change is deemed to be administrative.

i

A.3 Existing Surveillance 4.1.3.4.c addresses the requirement to
perform coupling checks after performing activities which could
have affected coupling integrity. This surveillance must be

I completed prior to allowing the control rod to be considered
OPERABLE (the consideration of OPERABILITY is more clearly
presented in the proposed editorial rewrite of 4.1.3.4.c into
the Frequency for proposed SR 3.1.3.5). Therefore, the
existing Surveillance 4.1.3.4.a is redundant. " CORE
ALTERATIONS that could have affected the control rod drive
coupling integrity" is a subset of the 4.1.3.4.c requirement
" maintenance. . .which could have affected the control rod drive
coupling integrity." . Performance of the integrity verification

| prior to control rod OPERABILITY (which is the understanding of
4.1.3.4 as presented in the proposed SR 3.1.3.5) bounds " prior
to reactor criticality." Elimination of 4.1.3.4.a is therefore -

| administrative, and represents no actual change -in :'

requirements.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
* ""

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.4 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.4 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is
being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new
ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Condition C of LCO 3.1.3 permits continuous operation of the
plant while in this ACTION, the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes while in this Condition. Therefore, the
need for an exception from the applicability of Specification
3.0.4 is not required.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 (Refer also to comment A.1 for this LCO.) Existing ACTION a.1
contains detailed methods of restoring coupling integrity to an
uncoupled control rod. The revised presentation of ACTIONS
(based on the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434)
is proposed to not explicitly detail options to " restore...to
OPERABLE status." This ACTION is always an' option, and is
implied in all Conditions. Omitting this ACTION is purely
editorial. The details contained within the existing actions
are located in plant procedures.

I
Furthermore, the specific detailed ACTION requiring the control

1

rod to be declared inoperable (existing ACTION a.2) is
addressed by the requirement of SR 3.0.1 on the proposed
SR 3.1.3.5. SR 3.0.1 requires that " failure to meet a
Surveillance ...shall be failure to meet the LCO." In the
proposed presentation, failure to meet the LCO ("LCO 3.1.3 1

Each control rod shall be OPERABLE") , results in the control |rod being considered inoperable. '

LA.2 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are
relocated to the Bases and procedures.

l

LA.3 Details of the methods of verifying control rod coupling are
relocated to plant procedures.

CLINTON 29 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.1 Page 55 of 197 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.1.3.4 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING
I
iTECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

(continued)
1" Specific" |

|
L.1 Coupling requirements during refueling are not necessary since

only one control rod can be withdrawn from core cells
containing fuel assemblies. The probability and consequences ,

of a single control rod dropping from its fully inserted '

position to the withdrawn position of the control rod drive are
negligible (i.e., reactor will remain subcritical) . However,
these requirements are retained for the proposed Special -

Operation of SHUTDOWN MARGIN testing in Mode 5
(Specification 3.10.8).

L.2 If an uncoupled control rod is not allowed by the applicable
rod pattern control system to be inserted to accomplish
recoupling, the current Technical Specifications require the
control rod to be inserted. This may also require bypassing of
the applicable rod pattern control system and operation with an
out-of-sequence control rod. Therefore, coupling attempts are
allowed regardless of the condition of the rod pattern control
system because of the short time allowed. If coupling is not
established in 3 hours, the control rod must be fully inserted
and then disarmed within the next hour (proposed Required
Actions C.1 and C.2). Also, because of the limited time
allowed to recouple, the number of attempts does not need to be
restricted. The number of attempts to recouple a control rod
may be restricted by plant procedures which consider the
potential for equipment damage during successive recoupling
attempts.

i

;

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
# "

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.5 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION

i

ADMINISTRATIVE
~

A.1 The intent of the LCO 3.1.3.5 requirement is understood to be
related to each control rod. The Applicability footnote "*",
each ACTION within "a.", ACTION "b.", and each Surveillance
Requirement all refer to individual control rods. Therefore,
the interpretation of this LCO is simply that each control rod
shall have "at least one control rod position indication."

( It should be noted that " system" OPERABILITY requirements are !
the subject of an Instrumentation LCO; existing LCO 3.3.6, and j
proposed LCO 3.3.2.1 for the RPCS and RWL. " System" |

OPERABILITY would necessarily require proper position |

indication input. ) [
!

The essence of the requirement that each control rod have at |
least one control rod position indication is presented in SR '

,

'

3.1. 3.1 of proposed LCO 3.1. 3 " Control Rod OPERABILITY. " The ;

effect of relocating the requirement for control rod position ,

to be indicated, is to make it a requirement for control rods {
to be considered OPERABLE. Eliminating the separate LCO for !

control rod position indication (by moving the Surveillance and i
ACTIONS to another Specification) does not eliminate any
requirements, or impose a new or different treatment of the i

requirements (other than those separately proposed).

Similarly, the existing ACTION (a.1) -addresses this intent.
The proposed SR 3.1.3.1 has combined the existing LCO intent !
with the ACTION a.1 intent to require the position of the |
control rod be determined. If the position can be determined, ,

the control rod may be considered OPERABLE,. and continued I

operation allowed. This outcome is identical, whether [
complying with existing ACTION a.1, or meeting. proposed
SR 3.1.3.1, and its use has been previously approved for Perry
Nuclear Power Plant. Therefore, this proposed change is

.considered administrative. |

! A.2 The requirements for control rod position indication during
|refueling have been moved to LCO 3.9.4. The details of the

changes to the existing requirements will be discussed in |i
'

comments for Chapter 3.9 " Refueling Operations."

A.3 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4.is ,

being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new !,

| ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Condition C of LCO 3.1.3 permits continuous operation of the
plant while in this ACTION the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes while in this' Condition. Therefore, the
need for an exception from the applicability of Specification
3.0.4 is not required.

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

"

|DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.5 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION i

i

|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS )
;

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The existing ACTION for inoperable control rods (refer to .

LCO 3.1.3.1 ACTION b.), provides the option to verify the j
insertion capability, and then allows the control rod to remain :
withdrawn. The proposed changes to ACTIONS for non-stuck !
inoperable control rods (refer to proposed LCO 3.1.3 !

Condition C) eliminates the check of insertion capability; I

replacing it with a requirement to fully insert and disarm all |3

inoperable control rods. These changes are discussed in the i

markup to existing LCO 3.1.3.1. The effect on the ACTIONS for !
control rods with position unknown, when below the low power i

setpoint of the RPCS, is to eliminate the option to leave the j
control rod withdrawn and continue to operate. The control rod ;

will be required to be inserted and disarmed, regardless of the !
power level (this is currently the action if power is greater !
than the low power setpoint). !

I
M.2 Verification of the position and bypassing of control rods, !

refers to an operation of the Rod Action Control System. The !

bypassing activity relates to the function of this system to- !

control rod movement and patterns via the Rod Withdrawal |

Limiter and the Rod Pattern Controller. These systems and the i

related control rod pattern control functions are addressed in
the proposed LCO 3.3.2.1. Specifically, proposed ' SR 3.3.2.1.9 {
contains the requirement of the existing ACTION a.3.a)2). '

However, this propoced surveillance requires the verification |

of position and bypassing be applied to any and-all control |
rods bypassed; not just those control rods with inoperable '

,

" Full-in" and/or " Full-out" position indicators. The increased
scope of this . existing ACTION serves to provide the additional
level of safety obtained from the verification "by a second :

licensed operator..." to all control rod bypassing operations. ]
The relocation of the requirement to the Specification for the

,

RPCS is administrative - allowing the requirements to be more |
closely associated with the affected system.
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"
i DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.1.3.5 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION [
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE I

!

" Generic"
,

!

LA.1 The ACTION to determine the position of the control rod'(now [
proposed to be a surveillance for control rod OPERABILITY - *

refer to comment A.1 above) can be met a number of ways. Two |
ways are presented here: "by the alternate control rod position ;

indicator," and " move the control rod to a position with an |
OPERABLE position indicator. " These details of the methods for !
determining the position of the control rod are proposed to be !
relocated to the Bases for the proposed surveillance

| (SR 3.1.3.1) and associated procedures. The safety significant !
requirement remains within the Technical Specification - the :

position of the control rod must be known. |

| LA.2 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are [

j relocated to the Bases and procedures. ;

I
, LA.3 To perform control rod movement tests (4.1.3.1.2) and coupling e

l verification ( 4 .1. 3 . 4 . b) , position indication must 'be !
~

available. If position indication is_not available, these j
tests can not be satisfied and appropriate actions will be ,

taken for inoperable control rods. Surveillance Requirement !
4.1.3.5.b, therefore, provides details found'within existing
procedures for the performance of the Surveillances. referenced
therein. If at any time the position of a control rod is
unknown, the control rod would be considered inoperable,.and
appropriate conservative ACTIONS taken. Therefore, relocating
the details of Surveillances 4.1.3.5.b does not'significantly
affect safety.

" Specific"
i

L.1 The time allowed for this particular portion of the ACTION- |
(" insert the control rod, and disarm") is not clearly presented j
in the existing Specification. It follows an ACTION to i
" declare the control rod inoperable" and has been interpreted

'

to give direction as to the proper option for inoperable
control rod actions (refer to existing LCO 3.1 3.1, ACTION b.1
for two options) . Those ACTIONS for inoperable control rods in
LCO 3.1.3.1 allow one hour from the time the control rod is
declared inoperable, until it is required to be inserted and
disarmed. Therefore, .the intent of the existing requirement is
deemed to allow a total of two hours (one hour in LCO 3.1.3.5
ACTION a, plus the one hour discussed here)'.

Control rods whose position is unknown - are proposed to be
addressed by LCO 3.1.3 Condition C, as are other non-stuck
inoperable control rods. The existing 2 hour allowance, before
requiring an inoperable (position unknown) rod to be inserted,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.3.5 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

| (continued)
,

! !

| is proposed to be extended to three hours (the time in the
proposed LCO 3.1.3 Required Action C.1) . For consistency of! !

presentation, this three hour limitation is also proposed (in
other comments) for all other instances of inoperable control
rods. These other instances (excessive scram speed, certain
combinations of conditions with a low pressure on a control rod
scram accumulator) also warrant a minimal time to attempt
restoration prior to inserting and disarming. Given that these .

instances, including unknown control rod position, do not L

represent loss of SDM, and are limited to a total of no more
than 8 inoperable control rods (refer to proposed LCO 3.1.3 t

Condition E), the extended time does not represent a
significant safety concern.

Disarming a control rod involves personnel actions by other
than control room operating personnel, with the necessary
activity being within the Primary Containment. These processes
require coordination of personnel, preparation of equipment,
the potential to requiring anti-contamination " dress-out," and
access into the Primary Containment, in addition to the actual
procedure of disarming the control rod. Currently, all these
activities must be completed and the control room personnel
must confirm completion within the same time allowed to insert
the control rod. The disarming is proposed to be extended to

| four hours; one hour beyond that allowed to insert (consistent
with the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) in

'

>

recognition of the potential for excessive haste required to
complete this task. The proposed four hour time does not
represent a significant safety concern as the control rod is
already in its required position (in accordance with other
ACTIONS), and the ACTION to disarm is solely a mechanism for
precluding the potential for future mis-operation.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.1 Page 60 0f l97 |
CTS: 3.1.3.6 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE HOUSING SUPPORT ]

i

ADMINISTRATIVE

!None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

|

R.1 The requirements for the control rod drive housing support to
be in place are included in the physical design requirements
for control rod OPERABILITY. Plant configuration management
provides adequate controls to assure the supports are.in place
through post-maintenance checks and surveillances. Relocation
of the controls to the plant configuration management program
is in accordance with the " Application of Selection Criteria to
Clinton TS" and the NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical |
Specification Improvements. Refer to the application document !

discussion of TS 3/4.1.3.6 for additional information. i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE .

None in this section.

i

|

|

l

|

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 .

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.4.1 - CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL

.

'

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to ;

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any .

'technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location. ,

,

1
' RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. *

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

None in this section. |
.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

None in this section. '

|

|

|

|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

,

!

,

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The existing Specification for Rod Pattern Control System
,

(RPCS) is being moved to the Instrumentation Section !

(LCO 3.3.2.1). Comments related to proposed changes to the
,

RPCS Specification are addressed within the markup to the
existing Instrumentation Section, LCO 3.3.6. However, the
existing Specification for the RPCS contains
requirements / ACTIONS that are not directly associated with the
function of the " system." These non-system issues
(e.g., determination of SDM with a stuck control rod - b.1;
positioning and disarming of inoperable control rods - b.2.a;
inoperable control rod separation requirements b.2.b;-

number of inoperable control rods allowed in a " group" - b.2.c;
control rod pattern out-of-sequence constraints / ACTIONS - b.3)
are proposed to be addressed within the appropriate Section 3.1
LCOs, and as such, comments on these details are addressed
below.

A.2 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any
technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location.

A.3 The current design of the RPCS provides for only 8 control rods
to be bypassed (bypassing done in the Rod Action Control System
(RACS)). It is simply a statement of the design to include
"8 control rods may be bypassed," and therefore, removing this
statement is of no consequence.

A.4 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore, the existing reference to the Special
Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and its removal
is purely an administrative difference in presentation.

1

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

!

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 >

"
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM I

;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

" Generic"
;

LA.1 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are I

relocated to the Bases and procedures.
,:

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. !

" Specific"

L.1 The RPCS is designed to control rod patterns and movement to
within the bound of analyzed conditions. If the system becomes
incapable of performing its function (i.e., " inoperable") then
the ACTIONS presented in ACTION "a" appropriately apply. These
actions actually will automatically occur by the fail-safe
nature of the RPCS in the majority of conceivable RPCS
inoperabilities. !

However, the requirements of ACTION "b" contain conditions that
may not be directly related to the RPCS function, and therefore
do not automatically warrant the same actions. When these
conditions result in operation beyond that allowed by the

,

design of the RPCS, the RPCS will either preclude their !

occurrence (by blocking control rod movement) or the system
would be considered inoperable and the appropriate conservative
ACTIONS applied (consistent with existing ACTION a.1 and a.2) .
When the condition does not result in a situation which the
RPCS is intended to preclude, other more appropriate Technical
Specification ACTIONS are proposed. These conditions not
controlled by the RPCS:

i

a. ACTION b.1 - determination of SDM with a stuck control )
rod; i

b. ACTION b.2.a - positioning and disarming of inoperable
control rods;

inoperable control rod separationc. ACTION b.2.b -

requirements; and ACTION b. 2.c - number of inoperable
control rods allowed in a " group"; and

|

d. ACTION b.3 - repositioning of control rod out-of-sequence
conditions;

are either concurrently addressed in other existing Chapter 3.1
LCOs/ ACTIONS, or are proposed to be addressed within i

Chapter 3.1 LCOs/ ACTIONS, as discussed below.

|

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

"
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

(L.la) Existing ACTION b.1 addresses operation with a stuck
control rod. This condition is also addressed in the
existing ACTIONS for LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1. 3.1. The RPCS
is not intended to support maintaining SDM when a control
rod is stuck, and should not require actions to suspend
control rod movement until SDM has been confirmed.
Appropriate ACTION is provided for this condition in other
Specifications. Separate ACTIONS are specified in the
proposed LCO 3.1.3 allowing 72 hours for re-determining
the SDM. The time is justified by the assumptions in
safety analyses which account for the effects of a single
stuck control rod. No significant impact on safety is
introduced by allowing the control rod to be bypassed
during this 72 hour period, for continued operation of the
plant while determination of the SDM is being made.

(L.lb) The existing restriction appears to be mis-worded. The i

provision allows bypassing and continued operations only
after an inoperable control rod is inserted. In actual
practice, to complete the insertion may require bypassing
the control rod. In either case, proposed LCO 3.1.3
provides the necessary ACTIONS for inserting and disarming
an inoperable control rod. The proposed change here
simply allows the bypassing of inoperable control rods, at
any time, and allows other Specifications to control the
insertion and disarming of that control rod. Since the
more safety significant action would be to address the
inoperable control rod, if bypassing it prior to insertion
would facilitate that action, it is not a significant
safety issue to allow that bypassing.

(L.lc) The requirement for inoperable control rods to be
separated is not necessary in all cases. The separation
requirement is adequately controlled by proposed LCO 3.1.3
Condition D. Inoperable control rods are required to be
inserted, and may be adjacent if their respective BPWS
groups are allowed to be inserted. If not in accordance
with BPWS, proposed LCO 3.1.3 Condition E would require a
shutdown. Existing LCO 3.1.4.2 ACTION a and ACTION b.2.b,
require a shutdown by scram (once below the Low Power
setpoint) in all cases of inoperable control rods not ,

separated. However, a scram initiates an unnecessary
challenge to the equipment which mitigates such a
transient. Four hours are allowed to attempt to return j
the control rod (s) to OPERABLE status. This time frame is
based on the requirement to fully insert the inoperable
rods per Condition C of proposed LCO 3.1.3. This is based ;

on the high probability of success and the low probability '

of a control rod drop accident during this time frame.
)
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!. Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

| Section 3.I Page 65 of 197 _ '

! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |
CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

fTECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) j

Again, a controlled shutdown prevents an unnecessary !
challenge to the equipment which mitigates a transient |
cause by a scram. j

;

(L.1d) A specific requirement for control rods to be- in ;

compliance with the BPWS during operation below the Low |

Power Setpoint is proposed as LCO 3.1.6. This LCO also |

contains an allowance (ACTIONS to LCO 3.1.6) for a limited i
number of out-of-sequence OPERABLE control rods, which is {
presented in the BWR Standard Technical Specification, {
NUREG-1434, and also proposed to be included in the !

revised Technical Specifications. The ACTIONS allow up to !
8 out-of-sequence OPERABLE control rods (separate from any !
inoperable out-of-sequence control rods) to be returned to {
their correct position within 8 hours. This allowance for !
correction is proposed in recognition of the occurrence of !

such events as " double-notch" rod withdrawals, and minor |uisalignment of rod pattern during CRD hydraulic !
transients (control rod drift due.to excessive cooling

j!water pressure) or during a plant shutdown. These events
| can introduce out-of-sequence control rod' patterns which !

| the RPCS was unable to preclude, even though-the RPCS was '

| functioning as designed. -

Since the time allowed for correction is small, with each {
step bringing the pattern closer to compliance with BPWS, j

and the probability of a Control Rod Drop Accident is
remote during this brief period, this allowance is deemed i
to not present a significant impact on safe operation, and i

would preclude the plant transient introduce by a required ;

reactor scram.
|
!

L.2 Generic analyses do not specifically restrict the number of
,

inoperable control rods in a BPWS group. Up to eight !inoperable rods can be allowed in a BPWS group if the required
separation is maintained. The separation requirements force
the inoperable control rods to be evenly distributed which
minimizes the consequences of the out-of-sequence rods.

1

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.1 Page 66 of 197DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

,

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 With the temperature below its limit the system is inoperable.
The required verification is not productive during the time the
temperature is low. The intent of this requirement (as
clarified in the ITS) is to confirm, after restoring the
temperature, that the low temperature condition did not result
in precipitation. Since the requirement has not changed, and
the Frequency is one interpretation of the current
requirements, this change is considered administrative.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The method of performing the surveillance test is relocated to
plant procedures.

LA.2 The requirement that this test be performed "during shutdown" |
is relocated to procedural, administrative controls in j
accordance with the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04. |

LA.3 Requirements on the replacement charges for explosive valves !

,

have been relocated to the Bases and plant administrative |controls. '

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"

L.1 The SLCS is not required during refueling since only a single
control rod can be withdrawn and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN
prevents criticality under these conditions.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CO'ni'nL SYSTEM

TECHNICAL CITANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

(continued) ;

IL.4 An additional allowance for a valve in the flow path to be
capable of being aligned to the correct position is provided. I

This allowance may be generically added for any system which is
manually initiated. Operator action will provide system
initiation consistent with the safety analysis.

!

L.5 Daily surveillance testing of the solution temperature provides
an adequate check on the capability of the storage tank heaters
to maintain solution temperature and therefore the 18 month
test of the tank heaters is deleted.

L.6 The requirement to determine the available weight of the sodium
pentaborate is beir.n deleted. Determining the sodium

,

pentaborate concentrat' ion within the limits assures that an
|

acceptable amount of sodium pentaborate is available. This is }
consistent with the Surveillance Requirements contained in [
NUREG-1434 for this system. ;

L.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.8 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

5

5

;

!

|

I

i
I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 68 of 197

- ATTACHMENT 1C
'

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

(
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

! NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? [

The proposed change would allow ACTICNS (insertion of control
rods and removal of fuel bundles) that are not considered as
initiators of any accidents previously evaluated involving a !

potential criticality of the core and therefore would not
affect their probability. Additionally the proposed ACTIONS
would provide negative reactivity to control the event and
reduce the consequences. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change does not involve new equipment, design or
operations, but provides for compensatory ACTIONS to reduce the
consequences of a previously analyzed event. Therefore, the ,

proposed change does not create the possibility of a new of
different kind of accident from any accident previously

,

i

evaluated.
,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would allow operations which would increase
the SHUTDOWN MARGIN when it is below the expected levels and
would result in a more expeditious return to the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN. Therefore, the proposed change does not allow
operations which would involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety,

i

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

"L2" CHANG _E
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordhnce with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for inserting
control rods in core cells with no fuel bundles, but normal
control rod movement is not considered as an initiator of a
previously evaluated accident. Therefore, this action or ,

inaction will not significantly increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated. Further, since the reactivity
effect of a control rod in a core cell with no fuel bundles is
negligible, the lack of this insertion requirement will not
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant. Movement of a control rod with fewer than one fuel
assembly in the core cell does not significantly affect the
reactivity and therefore does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously ;
evaluated.

3. Doen this change involve a significant reduction in a margin E
safety?

Considering the negative reactivity inserted by removing the
adjacent four fuel assemblies is significantly more than any
minimal positive reactivity inserted during any movement of the
control rod, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.
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Enclosme 2 to U-602196
; Section 3.1 Page 71 of 197'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.2

,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the4

significant hazards consideration standards: *

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? '

The proposed change deletes a surveillance requirement which
provides only confirmatory information. The change would not
affect equipment design or operation and involves only a
surveillance of a specified parameter which is not considered
as an accident initiator. Therefore, the deletion of this,

'

surveillance will not significantly increase the probability of
an accident previously evaluated. Further, since the
surveillance would provide only confirmation of the parameter
value for which sufficient uncertainties and biases have been
adequately considered in the limit development, the deletion of

,

the surveillance will not involve a significant increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

.

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant or a change in the operation. The surveillance
provides only confirmation of an adequately known value of a
parameter for which sufficient uncertainties and biases have
been adequately considered in the limit development.

;

Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new |
or different kind of accident from any accident previously |'

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The SDM limits account for uncertainties and biases, and for
,

fuel cycle changes. The required margin is determined by the |

initial startup test and as corroborated by the periodic '

reactivity anomaly surveillance (current Surveillance 4.1.2).
Therefore, the additional surveillance requirement provides no

,additional useful information and the proposed change does not !

involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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[ Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
! Section 3.1 Page 72 of 197

1'| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN i

'
i

| |

| "L4" CHANGE
i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated _this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination . has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. 1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards:

!

!
I1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously ,

evaluated? !

The proposed change provides an extended time to perform a -!
SHUTDOWN MARGIN surveillance after identifying a stuck rod. A ;

single control rod stuck in a withdrawn position does not ;
affect the capability of the remaining OPERABLE control rods to

3

provide the required scram and shutdown reactivity. Therefore, j
this extended time frame to perform the surveillance will not
significantly increase the probability of an accident !
previously evaluated. Further, since the remaining OPERABLE .i

i control rods provide the required scram and shutdown !
reactivity, this change will not involve a significant increase !in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated. !

!
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to !

the plant or a change in the operation. The occurrence of a 6

single stuck control rod was included in the development of the i

limit. As a result, sufficient margin to achieve cold shutdown |
is assured, without an additional failure, until adequate
margin to accommodate an additional failure is confirmed.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility;of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in-a margin of
safety?

A notch test is prorptly performed for each of the remaining
withdrawn control rods to ensure no additional control rods are
stuck. .The extension of the time allowed to' demonstrate
SHUTDOWN MARGIN provides a reasonable time to perform the

,

analysis or test to confirm an expected result due to prior- 'I

analysis which includes sufficient uncertainties and biases to
account for the stuck rod. Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in-a margin of safety.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219( |
Section 3.1 Page 73 of 19; i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,
,

'

CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES
,

!
i

|
1 "L1" CHANGE ;

!
'

,
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical [

1 Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
i significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ii performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of'the j
significant hazards consideration standards'

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an. accident previously !

evaluated? j
i The proposed change would increase the ACTION time allowed to

evaluate and determine the cause of any reactivity anomalies to<

72 hours. Such a reactivity anomaly ~is not considered as an
initiator of any accidents previously evaluated and therefore :

would not affect their probability. Additionally, substantial 3

margin exists in the analysis which predict core reactivity and i

; in those which analyze the accidents. Further, adequate i
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is demonstrated by test prior to determining !

<

the existence of a reactivity anomaly with regard to the '

i expected reactivity based on analysis. Based on experience, |
! any anomalies are expected to be small and slow developing, and

insignificant with regard to the consequences. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant -increase in. the :
probability or consequences of an accident previously -j
evaluated.

|
,

.6

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different j
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !

>
4 i
# The proposed change does not involve new equipment, design or .

operations, but provides for additional time to. complete the !
-

previously approved ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change i

does not create the possibility of a new of different. kind of- i
4

accident from any accident previously evaluated. |
1

|
*

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety? j

I

The proposed change would allow additional time to determine
j the cause of any reactivity anomalies. during which the core

parameters may not be as analyzed. However, these conditions
occur infrequently and any minor decrease in the margin during-
this additional time is offset by not hastily inducing corea

transients while in this condition. Therefore, the proposed
change does not allow operations which would . involve a

i significant reduction in the margin of safety.
i

!
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! Enebsure 2 to U-602196- |
Section 3.1 Page 74 of 197 |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES |q

a r

"L2" CHANGE i

,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
,

significant hazards consideration standards: *

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the.
!probability or consequences of an accident previously

i

evaluated?

The proposed change revises the-activities which initiate the
,

surveillance to only those which could have significantly !

altered the core reactivity and are not readily reversible.
1

Excluded are those activities which alter core reactivity on a ;
'

frequent basis as part of the normal operation,- such as control
,

rod movement. The performance of this surveillance does not |

involve the operation of, or change to, any equipment which is '

assumed as an initiator for any analyzed accidents. Since.the :

excluded operations are previously approved normal activities- |

with reversible effects, the change does not impact the
consequences of any analyzed accidents. Therefore, this change >

; will not significantly increase the probability of an accident
previously evaluated, nor will it involve a significant |
increase in the consequences of an accident 'previously ,

evaluated.
.I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different f
kind of accident from any accid ' previously evaluated? !,

;

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to !
the plant or a new mode of. operation and therefore does not ,

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident i

from any accident previously evaluated. ;

!
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of '

safety?

Allowing this surveillance to be omitted following outages
,which could not have significantly affected the core reactivity. !

does not impact the ability of the equipment to maintain ~the iplant within acceptable limits. Therefore, the proposed change !
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. |

.

1
:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES ;

+

!

"L3" CHANGE

!Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
|Specification change and has tietermined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: |

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change revises-the surveillance Frequency for the
verification of the limit of the reactivity difference between
the monitored and predicted rod density. The proposed change
continues to provide assurance that plant operation is j
maintained within the assumptions of the DBA and transient

i

analysis. The proposed change in Frequency does not invo.lve |
the operation of , or change to, any equipment which is assumed |
as an initiator for any analyzed accidents. Therefore, this :
change will not significantly increase the probability'of an !

| accident previously evaluated, nor will it involve a i
l significant increase in the consequences of an accident
j previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?.

|

|The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
_'the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not

! create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
| safety?

| Any extension in the surveillance test interval is
! insignificant given that the proposed Frequency considers the

relatively slow change in core reactivity with exposure and
| operating experience related to variations in core reactivity.
'

The proposed change, thus, does not impact the ability of the !

;

equipment to maintain the plant within acceptable . limits.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

!
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t
Section 3.1 Page 76 of 19'

| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
-

CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

l "L1" CHANGE
1

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed - Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the| -

significant hazards consideration standards:
;

i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

i

The proposed change would revise the Required Actions. for !

inoperable control rods below 20% of rated thermal power to be
| applicable only when the rods are in noncompliance with-the-

banked position withdrawal sequence and are not separated.
Inoperable rods are not in themselves considered as initiators j

for any accidents previously evaluated and.therefore cannot .

increase the probability of such . accidents. 'The current !
analyses account for the excluded conditions and will therefore
not contribute to an increase in the consequences of previously ;

| evaluated accidents. Additionally, the extended time for !
!

ACTION does not affect the ability of the systems to respond to
such accidents and also do not contribute to an increase in' the e

| consequences o&* an accident previously evaluated. I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

| The proposed change does not involve new equipment,' design or' j

i operations changes, but provides additional time to complete i

the previously approved ACTIONS and eliminates some Required
,

Actions for conditions which are accounted for in the current
| analysis. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the

,

possibility of a new of different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction'in a margin of-
| safety? -

The proposed change would allow additional time to correct
control rod patterns which may not be as analyzed. However,
these conditions occur. infrequently and any minor decrease in-

the margin during this additional time' is offset by not hastily .
inducing core transients while in this condition. Therefore,
the proposed change does . not allow operations which would
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

. ,

| CLINTON .8- 10/1/93 '
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219d
# *NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change revises the time allowed to disarm an
inoperable control rod. Inoperable rods are not in themselves
considered as initiators for any accidents previously evaluated
and therefore cannot increase the probability of such !
accidents. Additionally, the extended time for ACTION does not
affect the ability of the systems to respond to such accidents
since the control rod is in its required position and therefore
does not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an,

accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not involve a physical mcdification to
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would allow additional time to disarm
inoperable control rods. However, the control rod is in its
required safe position and disarming only deters future
mis-operation. Such mis-operation is of low probability during
the time immediately following the identification of such
inoperability and any minor decrease in the margin during this
additional time is offset by not hastily inducing core
transients while in this condition. Therefore, the proposed
change does not allow operations which would involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.1 Page 78 cf l97 |
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY |

!

"L3" CHANGE i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ,

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards: j

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously

'

evaluated?
i

The proposed change allows additional time to confirm the
~

! SHUTDOWN MARGIN with one stuck control rod. Inoperable rods
are not in themselves considered as initiators for any.

accidents previously evaluated and therefore cannot increase
the probability of such accidents. Additionally, the extended |

time for ACTION does not affect the ability of the systems to
respond to such accidents since the one control rod is assumed )

to be fully withdrawn in analyses and therefore does not '

contribute to an increase in the consequences of an accident j
previously evaluated.

;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
,

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
,

the plant or a change in the operation. The occurrence of a-

single stuck control rod was included in the development of the 'i

limit. As a result, sufficient margin to achieve cold shutdown,

; is assured, without an additional failure, until adequate
margin to accommodate an additional failure is confirmed.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The SDM limits account for uncertainties and biases, for-fuel )
cycle changes and for one stuck fully withdrawn control rod. !
The occurrence of a. single stuck control rod was included in i
the development of the limit. As a result, sufficient margin ]
to achieve cold shutdown is assured, without an additional |
failure, until adequate margin to accommodate an additional
failure is confirmed. Therefore, the proposed change does not
allow operations which would involve a significant reduction in-
the margin of safety.

CLINTON 10 '10/1/93 '|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

NO SIGNIFICM r HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

"L4" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow unlimited continued operation l
with one stuck control rod. Inoperable rods are not in '

themselves considered as initiators for any accidents
previously evaluated and therefore cannot increase the
probability of such accidents. Additionally, the current
analysis accounts for one inoperable fully withdrawn rod and
one additional single failure. Therefore, this change will not
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different,

| kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
;

| The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant. The change in the operation is consistent with'

current safety analysis assumptions and therefore the change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |
safety?

The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions of the
current safety analysis and since prompt and regular
surveillance confirms no additional inoperable rods, the |

proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a i

margin of safety. '

1
)

1

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

! NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

1

j "L5" CHANGE |
,

j
"

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no I

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;4

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. '

j The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i
significant hazards consideration standards:;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change revises the time allowed to fully insert an
/ inoperable control rod which is not stuck. Inoperable rods are

not in themselves considered as initiators for any accidents
previously evaluated and therefore cannot increase the
probability of such accidents. Additionally, the extended time
for ACTION does not affect the ability of the systems to
respond to such accidents since a single control rod is assumed
to be withdrawn in the accident analyses. Therefore, the
proposed change does not contribute to an increase in the |

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would allow additional time to insert
inoperable control rods. However, the control rod is assumed

,

to be fully withdrawn in the accident analysis and any minor
decrease in the margin during this additional time is offset by
not hastily inducing core transients while in this condition.
Therefore, the proposed change does not allow operations which
would involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

!
l

|

|

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

"_L6" CHANGE i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change modifies the Required Actions for
inoperable scram discharge volume (SDV) vent and drain
valve (s). These valves are not identified as initiators for
any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, the proposed
change will not significantly increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated. Further, the proposed change
continues to provide ACTIONS which assure the SDV will be
available to perform its safety function. Therefore, this
change will not involve a significant increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to !
the plant. A minor change in the operation will allow ACTIONS |
that return the SDV to a capability to perform its safety

j

function. Therefore, the change does not create the |

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Since the proposed ACTIONS will continue to provide a SDV that
can perform its safety function, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219e
Section 3.1 Page 82 of 19

NO 3IGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
! CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY
,

"L7" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. I
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: ;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously ;
evaluated? j;

The proposed change extends the surveillance frequency ' for
partially withdrawn control rods. The change would not affect ;

equipment design or operation and involves only a surveillance ;

of a specified parameter which is not considered as an accident !

initiator. The control rod drive system has demonstrated high-
reliability at each of the BWR6 power facilities and at other !

similar f acilities. Additionally, the control rod drive system I

is not identified as an initiator for any accidents previously
7

analyzed. Therefore, the change of this surveillance frequency F

will not significantly increase the probability of an accident !
previously evaluated. Further, extension of the surveillance ;

frequency would not impact the ability of the system to perform P

i its function following an accident and therefore the change '

will not involve a significant increase in the consequences.of .|,

an accident previously evaluated. ;

i
.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |,

|

The extension of the surveillance frequency does not involve |
physical modification to the plant or a change in the j
operation. Therefore, the change does not create the '

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
,

accident previously evaluated.
|
:

|
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of i

safety?
|

The change in the surveillance frequency does not remove any ;

requirement for control rod OPERABILITY and only- provides a i
minor reduction in the probability of finding an inoperable
control rod. Since most of the control rods will continue to
be tested on the current frequency and if one stuck rod is
identified, all rods must be checked promptly, the proposed
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

CLINTON 14 10/1/93-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 83 of 197 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.1 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY

"L9" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional i

performance of a surveillance which has been performed within
its normally required frequency. Not performing the
surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency,
there is no impact on the capability of the system to perform
its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any_ accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on
operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment
is available and capable of performing its intended function.
Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current
Specification 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is
OPERABLE prior to beginning the functions for which it is
required. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.1 Page 84 of 197 ,
CTS: 3.1.3.2 - CONTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

"L1" CHANG _E

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would revise the limits on scram insertion ;

times for control rods. Inoperable rods are not in themselves :
considered as initiators for any accidents previously evaluated !

and therefore cannot increase the probability of such |
accidents. Additionally, the current analysis provides !
sufficient margin to account for the proposed allowances of !

slow and inoperable control rods. Therefore, this change will' !

|not involve a significant increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

|
3

!

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different :

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant. The change in the operation is consistent with !

current safety analysis assumptions and therefore the change ,

does not create the possibility of a new or different kind.of I

accident from any accident previously evaluated.
,

!

. \
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of (j safety?

1 t

The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions of the |
current safety analysis and since regular surveillance confirms +

| conformance to the scram time assumptions, the proposed change '

does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. j

i
!

i

i
!
,

| CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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Eaclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 3.1 Page 85 of 197 [

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ;

CTS: 3.1.3.2 - CONTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously >

evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement for increased
frequency of control rod testing when more than three rods are
slow. Inoperable rods are not in themselves considered as
initiators for any accidents previously evaluated and therefore
cannot increase the probability of such accidents. i
Additionally, the current analysis provides sufficient margin
to account for the proposed allowances of slow and inoperable
control rods. Therefore, this change will not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different '

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant or a change in the operation. Therefore, the change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions of the
current safety analysis and therefore does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|

|

| CLINTON 17 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

'NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.2 - CONTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

"L3" CHANGE
t

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical '

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

.

evaluated? '

The proposed change deletes a surveillance requirement which
provides only confirmatory information. The change would not
affect equipment design or operation and involves only a
surveillance of a specified parameter which is not considered j

as an accident initiator. Therefore, the deletion of this
| surveillance will not significantly increase the probability of

,

; an accident previously evaluated. Further, since the :

( surveillance would provide only confirmation of information !
already available, the deletion of the surveillance will not ,

involve a significant increase in the consequences of an |
accident previously evaluated.

;

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to !
the plant or a change in the operation. The surveillance ;

provides only confirmation of known information. Therefore, !

the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Since the scram time for each rod is available from prior
testing and the insertion capability of each rod is determined
frequently, sufficient information exists without additional
testing to provide high probability of conformance to the

,

safety analysis. Therefore, the proposed change does not i

involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 18 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.2 - CONTROL ROD MAXIMUM SCRAM INSERTION TIMES

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change deletes a survei] lance requirement which
provides only confirmatory information. The change would not
affect equipment design or operation and involves only a
surveillance of a specified parameter which is not considered
as an accident initiator. Therefore, the deletion of this ;

surveillance will not significantly increase the probability of
an accident previously evaluated. Further, since the

|
surveillance would provide only confirmation of information
already available and not affected by the currently initiating
event, the deletion of the surveillance will not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

!
The proposed change does not involve physical modification to |
the plant or a change in the operation. The surveillance |
provides only confirmation of known information and is not |

1 affected by the currently initiating event. Therefore, the !
change does not create the possibility of a new or different I
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Since the scram time for each rod is available from prior !

testing, the insertion capability of each rod is determined
frequently, and these parameters are not affected by the i

currently initiating event of fuel movement, sufficient
information exists without additional testing to provide high
probability of conformance to the safety analysis. Therefore,,

'

the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.I

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.1 Page SS of 197 i
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS i

"L1" CHANGE
|
iIllinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards: 1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the t

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would revise the declared status of
control rods with an inoperable accumulator and extend the time
allowed to declare such status. Inoperable rods are not in
themselves considered as initiators for any accidents ,

'

previously evaluated and therefore cannot increase the
probability of such accidents. Additionally, the current
analysis provides sufficient margin to account for the proposed
allowances of slow and inoperable control rods. Therefore,
this change will not involve a significant increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

'
The proposed change does not involve physical modification to

| the plant. The change in the operation is consistent with
i current safety analysis assumptions and therefore the change
| does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
! accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety?!

The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions of the
current safety analysis and since the reactor pressure is
sufficient to provide the scram function of the control rods, |
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

!

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 3.1 Page 89 of 197 -

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.3.3 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: ;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow a short time frame to attempt
to return inoperable accumulators to service if reactor
pressure is sufficiently high to support control rod insertion
without support from the accumulator. The most likely cause of
this condition also has a high probability of prompt
correction. This change may include some marginal increase in
the probability of an event during this additional time, but
this probability increase would be more than offset by the-
decrease in probability of an event due to the removal of the |

requirement to initiate a reactor shutdown transient if the '

condition is corrected. Therefore, the change does not involve
a significant increase in the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. Additionally, the proposed ACTIONS are
the same as the current ACTIONS except for the time frame,,

therefore the ACTIONS have been previously considered and this|
| change will not involve a significant increase in the

,
! consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

]
The proposed change does not involve physical modification to
the plant or a change in the operation. Therefore, the change ;

| does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
| accident from any accident previously evaluated.

I
|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change is consistent with the assumptions of the
current safety analysis and provides for consistent ACTIONS,
but allows sufficient time to restore OPERABILITY and prevent
a transient. Therefore, the change does not involve a

j significant reduction in a margin of safety.
|
l

l

|

|
\
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.1 Page 90 of 197
| CTS: 3.1.3.4 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards: |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously i
evaluated? :

The proposed change would delete the requirements for control
rod coupling during the refueling mode. Since only one control
rod is allowed to be withdrawn from core cells containing fuel
assemblies during refueling, the coupling requirements provide
no additional controls. Therefore, the elimination of such
controls does not increase the probability of a previously
evaluated accident. Additionally, the remaining requirements
provide controls consistent with the assumptions of the current
analysis. Therefore, this change will not involve a i
significant increase in the consequences of an accident

'

previously evaluated.

!

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 't

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to I

the plant or change in the operations. Therefore, the change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change removes redundant controls and is
consistent with the assumptions of the current safety analysis.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

,

l
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Enclosure.2 to U-60219(:!
Section 3.1 Page 91 of 197 !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

CTS: 3.1.3.4 - CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING

"L2" CHANGE
1

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical l

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

,

The proposed change would increase the time allowed to
| accomplish recoupling, allow bypassing of the rod pattern
i control system to recouple, and remove the restriction for a
( single attempt to recouple. Inoperable rods are not in
j themselves considered as initiators for any accidents
| previously evaluated and therefore cannot increase the
l probability of such accidents. Additionally, the proposed
| ACTION does not affect the ability of the systems to respond to

such accidents since a number of inoperable control rods are
assumed in the accident analyses. Therefore, the change does
not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
,kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change does not involve physical modification to ,

the plant or change in the operations. Therefore, the change j
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change removes unnecessary restrictions which may
prevent an unnecessary shutdown and is consistent with the
assumptions of the current safety analysis. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;
Section 3.1 Page 92 of 197 I

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS :
CTS: 3.1.3.5 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION ;

)
4

+

i "L1" CHANGE *
'

t

i
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

j significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
' performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|
) The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:
,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated? |

The proposed change would require that control rods whose i

position is unknown be treated as inoperable control rods. ,

Inoperable rods are not in themselves considered as initiators
for any accidents previously evaluated and therefore cannot
increase the probability of such accidents. Additionally, the
proposed ACTION does not affect the ability of the systems to

'

respond to such accidents since a number of inoperable control !

rods are assumed in the accident analyses. Therefore, the
change does not contribute to an increase in the consequences ,

;
of an accident previously evaluated. ;

;

j 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different -

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i
'

!

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to !
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not

i create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident '

] from any accident previously evaluated. j
2

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |
safety?

!
,

|The proposed change would consider any control rod whose '
;
'

position is unknown as inoperable. Since some inoperable
control rods are assumed in the analysis, the proposed change,

does not allow operations which would involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.,

,

e
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

I

|a. The proposed change would require that SHUTDOWN MARGIN be j
determined when a control rod is determined to be stuck without

j regard for the status of the rod pattern control system.
'

Neither failure of the rod pattern control system nor
| inoperable rods are considered as initiators for any accidents i'

previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change cannot |
increase the probability of any previously evaluated accidents.
Additionally, the proposed ACTION does not affect the ability i
of the systems to respond to such accidents. Therefore, the i

j change does not contribute to an increase in the consequences
of an accident previously evaluated.'

, b. The proposed change would allow bypassing of an inoperable |
| control rod without regard for the status of the rod pattern
! control system. Neither failure of the rod pattern control {
| system nor inoperable rods are considered as initiators for any j

accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change '

cannot increase the probability of any previously evaluated
accidents. Additionally, the proposed ACTION does not affect
the ability of the systems to respond to such accidents.
Therefore, the change does not contribute to an increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

c. The proposed change would provide some time to attempt to
restore adjacent inoperable control rods to OPERABLE status,
and allow a manual controlled shutdown rather than requiring a |
scram. Inoperable rods are not in themselves considered as I

initiators for any accidents previously evaluated and therefore
cannot increase the probability of such accidents. The,

| proposed ACTION may affect the ability of the systems to
respond to some accidents since the configuration would not be
in accordance with the assumptions of the accident analyses.
However, the impact is expected to be insignificant due to the
margin inherent is the analysis methodology and the low
probability of an event during the allowed time. Further, such
impact would be offset by avoiding an unnecessary challenge to
the system through the initiation of a scram. Therefore, the
change does not contribute to an increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

CLINTON 25 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 :
"

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM z

'' L1 " CHANGE '

(continued) '

d. The preposed change would allow a limited time of operation !

with up to eight control rods out of sequence with the banked !
position withdrawal sequence. The position of control rods is !
not considered as an initiator of any previously evaluated
accident. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a-
significant increase in the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. Additionally, the out of sequence rods 1
are considered in the current evaluation of accidents and |

therefore the change does not contribute to-an increase in the |
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
;

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !
T

a. The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to f
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not i

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident i

from any accident previously evaluated. j

b. The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to i
the plant. The change in operation provides flexibility to !

facilitate rod insertion and is consistent with the. safety |analysis assumptions for inoperable control. rods. Therefore, i
the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or |
different kind of accident from any accident previously I

|\
evaluated.

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to !
c.

the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not ;
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident -|.

from any accident previously evaluated. j

d. The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to !
the plant and the change in operation is considered in the

r
current safety analysis. Therefore, the proposed change does i

not cre. ate the possibility of a new or different kind of i
accident from any accident previously evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

a. The proposed change would continue to provide the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN during operation of the plant. Therefore, the

; proposed change does not allow operations which'would involve :

| a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

ect n - age M of MNO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM ,

i
"L1" CHANGE

(continued)
i
t

i

b. The proposed change would continue to provide the required !

SHUTDOWN MARGIN during operation of the plant. Therefore,~the- ,

! proposed change does not allow operations which would-involve ~

a significant reduction in the margin of safety. |
;

I c. The proposed change would allow operation in modes which_may ;

| represent a minor reduction in the margin of safety. However, j
the impact is expected to be insignificant due to the numerous i
conservatisms inherent is the analysis methodology and the low j
probability of an event during _the identified . condition. j

l Further, such impact would be offset by avoiding an unnecessary j
challenge to the system through the initiation of a scram. |
Therefore, the proposed change does not~ allow operations which I

would involve a significant reduction in the margin _of safety.. [
t

d. This change may in; lve a minor reduction in the margin of f
safety by allowing operation with fewer restrictions on the out !

I of sequence rods. However, this reduction is offset by the *

high probability that the out of sequence' rods would be
returned to their correct position in a short period of time

1and a reactor shutdown transient would be avoided. Therefore, !
the proposed change does not allow operations which would' '

involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. I

!
i

i
'

t

!

[

,

1
|

|

*
;

'!
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
t |Section 3.1 Page 96 of 197

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS j
l CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM j

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in r.ccordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

! Control rod patterns that:

1) conform to the requirements of BPWS while below the
| low power setpoint, and

2) result in operation within the limitations of the
fuel thermal limits presented in Technical
Specification section 3.2, while greater than 25 %
power,

| are not assumed to be the initiator of any analyzed '

'

accident or transient. The existing restriction of "not
more than 3 inoperable control rods in any RPCS group" is
not an assumption of BPUh , or of any thermal limits
calculation. Therefore, eliminating this restriction will
not result in unanalyzed control rod patterns, and will
not significantly increase the probability of an accident
previously evaluated.

When below the low power setpoint, the control rod pattern
is of concern in only the CRDA. Above the low power
setpoint, control rod patterns are not specifically
limited. No accident or transient previously evaluated
limits the number of inoperable control rods in any one
group. Therefore, this proposed change does not involve
a significant increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

1
2
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| Enclosure 2 to U-60219(

f NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.1 Page 97 of 19

- CTS: 3.1.4.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM
l
;

"L2" CHANGE3

(continued) I
,

1

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
;

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
;

:

} The proposed change does not involve-a physical alteration of |
t the plant (no new or different type of equipment will be |

installed) or changes in methods governing normal plant i

operation. Operation will be allowed with more than 3 {inoperable control rods in an RPCS group, however separation !
requirements remain. The separation requirements force the j
inoperable control rods to be evenly distributed which ;) adequately minimizes.the consequences of the out-of-sequence i
rods. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a ;
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously {evaluated. i,

I.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of j

safety?
|
|

!The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because
' !it has no impact on any safety analysis assumptions. In

addition, the separation requirements and thermal limits
''

Specifications. Therefore, the proposed change . Technical
Isurveillances remain the same as the existing

will not
significantly reduce any margin of safety.

,
:

r
i

i
1

!
i

)

f

i
'l

i

l
i
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
*

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM ,

!

;

I "L1" CHANGE ,

!
711inois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

,

significant hazards consideration standards:'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

,

evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirements for standby liquid
control syetem (SLCS) OPERABILITY during refueling. The SLCS
is not asenned to initiate any previously evaluated events and i

therefore the proposed change will not affect the probability
of a previously analyzed accident. The SLCS is not assumed to
operate in the mitigation of any previously analyzed accidents
which are assumed to occur during refueling. Therefore, the
proposed change does not contribute to an increase in the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

!
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different;

i' kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would 1.emove a backup to the available
j systems for reactivity control. However, this backap is not-

considered in the margin of safety when determining the
; required reactivity for refueling events. Therefore, the
| proposed change does not allow operations which would involve
| a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

,

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow a valve in the SLCS to be in a
position other than its required position as long as it is
capable of being manually aligned. The SLCS is not assumed to i

initiate any previously evaluated events and therefore the
proposed change will not affect the probability of a previously
analyzed accident. The SLCS is not assumed to automatically
initiate in the mitigation of any previously analyzed accidents
and the proposed change provides an equivalent level of
assurance of manual initiation. Therefore, the proposed change
does not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
the plant or a new mode of operation since' the system is
manually initiated by design. Therefore, the proposed change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

i 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
aafety?

The proposed change would allow some system valves to be in
. positions other than the required safety position. However
i since they will remain capable of alignment in a manner

consistent with initiation of the system, the proposed change
j does not allow operations which would involve a significant
| reduction in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219d !
| Section 3.1 Page 100 of 19

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

I CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

!

| "L5" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been -

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

!

| The proposed change would delete a redundant portion of a
I specific surveillance. The remaining surveillance of the SLCS
'

provides sufficient assurance that the system will operate as
designed. The SLCS is not assumed to initiate any previously
evaluated events and therefore the proposed change will not
affect the probability of a previously analyzed accident. The :

. deletion of the surveillance does not affect the capability of
the system to operate in the mitigation of any previously ;

l analyzed accidents since another surveillance provides
! assurance of that capability. Therefore, the proposed change

does not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an ;

accident previously evaluated.
;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? '

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
the plant or a new node of operation and therefore does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated. 1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would remove a backup verification of an
alternate method to determine the availability of the system. |

,

However, this backup is not considered in the margin of safety {when determining the required reactivity for refueling events.
Therefore, the proposed change does not allow operations which
would involve a significant reduction .in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.1.5 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated 'this' proposed Technical :
Specification change and has determined that it involves 'no i
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. 1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of. the i
significant hazards consideration standards: -

1. Does the change involve a significant increase. in the :
probability or consequences of an accident previously [
evaluated' !

>

i

The proposed change would delete a redundant portion . of a
specific surveillance. Verifying the available weight of the i
sodium pentaborate is equivalent to determining that the codium j
pentaborate solution concentration is within the limits of-the )
figure. Thus, the remaining surveillance of the SLCS provides
sufficient assurance that the system will operate as designed. :
The SLCS is not assumed to initiate any previously evaluated i

events and therefore the proposed change will not affect the
probability of a previously analyzed accident. The deletion of
the part of the surveillance does not affect the capability of.

,

,

the system to operate in the mitigation of any _ previously ;

analyzed accidents since the remaining surveillance provides i

assurance of that capability. Therefore, the proposed change ,

does not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a'new or different |kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
;

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to |
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not' I

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident ;
from any accident previously evaluated. !

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of {j safety?

The proposed change would remove a redundant verification of a !

method to determine the availability of the system. However, '

this is not considered in the margin of safety when determining i
the required reactivity for refueling events.~ Therefore, the i
proposed ~ change does.not allow operations which would involve j
a significant reduction in the margin of safety. ;

i
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Section 3.1 Page 103 of 197
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SDM

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 *I*I

Section 3.1 Page 104 of 197
3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

( 3.1.1
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

,

LCO 3.1.1 SDM shall be: ;

O0/
1

EMO.38 % ak/k, with the highest worth control roda.
!

analytically determined; or
!

b. 0.2 ok/k, with the highest worth control rod
detennined by test.

.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTIONS
t

CONDITION !
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

A. SDM not within limits A.1 Restere SDM to within 6 hoursin MODE 1 or 2. limits.
!

(
B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion

Time of Condition A
not met.

fM() Lq i T/ A T M (jand,7}y _
-1 hEFX P )

C. SDM not within limits C.1

[insertablecontrol
ully insert all

in MODE 3.

rods.

[ - % s:+
Ti M & To ' L/C/ o. SDM not within 15mits o.1 -/uiiy insert ail -4-acur_- -

in MODE 4 / insertable control
rods.

1

AND

!

;
(continued)

1

|

,

w ,, ......,ur. m -
-

3.1-1 Rev. O,^0/2E/9:dh*f
CfJrJ7bd t"
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SDM

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.1
Section 3.1 Page 105 of 197

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) D.2 Initiate action to I hour,) restore [ secondary
containment M o
OPERABLE status.

_

AND _

D.3 Initiate action to I hour ,kg '

restore one standby-
;gas treatment (SGT)

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

-

AND _

i

D.4 Initiate action to I hour !

restore [one,noIat ~ j
'

' valve'and asso te - -..Q(q
ipstfumeptat on to!

' ..
.4 *

8"|^r''N !20PERABtE sestus in >

~eachifse'condary !

;eed <

!
, Mye containaentf -

j

penetration flow path C.
i

cfg not isolated. c'd N /6'' 'h &- i $|||$"f-
w. wE. SDM not within limits E.1 Suspend COREin MODE 5. Imediately

1 ALTERATIONS except
[ for control rod

insertion and fuel
assembly removal.

AND

(continued)
, .,~

'
.-

D N |n t || a YL e h cle:.LN YL bWth -h yp-en ,'~

f(ushatf inglah Atte+ air lot K,
i

GYCLf & !hf bV) *0 .

.w;+ udn a drain 11H&M f_

/Cn1Mi

JWR/E STS 3.1-2 Rev. O, 07/20/M-
i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3,1,1

Section 3.1 Page 106 of 197

ACTIONS

t CON 0! TION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. (continued) E.2 Initiate action to Immediately
fully insert all

insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

AND '

E.3 Initiat action to I hour

O?>l
restore secondary
containment}4to
OPERABLE status.

AND
-

E.4 Initiate action to I hour
.

V y restore one SGT
subsystem to OPERABLE 4s

-

status.
_

AND
_

k
E.5 Initiate action to I hour

_restorepne-actatan;. g9
eve end-1tssectated./

.

fg,,,.M"?atron go/ /g[m - in
<

eaC secondar \
~

conninmentF +yh o, red)

,

h' penetration flow path Os e . .. I . , r >/
,

not isolated. c

~
g ,, ,,n ,.yf TQ - --% Lg ycc : f

/ ~,
v% In; hhte achi h ofost

D,' , pay (
tw1 dOpr he & ap *

f)riatu _

|och, g wnhrbrauni se v f
.L+cqoE dAMina

y PA1hW OY0J//|t'W^lYJ^

( adovnir1i:he hat crnfiof.

TR/6% 3.1-3 Rev. 0,-09/-28492--
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SURVEILLANCE;

- REQUIREMENTS
s

Section 3.1 Page 107 Enclosure 2 to U-602196
3.1.1.1 SURVEILLANCE

..

SDM
,

SR 'I*Iof197

Of)
v ify SOM

,,,| ... .. . ,_
er

i

e MO.38J [s: FREQUENCY

-a.

${ control r% ok/k withor
od analytically dthe highest worPrior tob.

th in
vessel each0.28 etermined; mov

control rod detemiAk/k withfuelement
fuel

s quenceloadingduringned by test.the highest w
e
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Once

4 hourswithin
criticalityafter
following fuelmov

ement
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SDM
*I*IEnclosure 2 to U-602196

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
Section 3.1 Page 107 of 197

:. SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM is:
Prior to each

03)
in vessel fuel0.38 % ok/k with the highest wortha. t

control rod analytically detemined; movement during
fuel loadingor
sequence

${ b. 0.28 Ak/k with the highest worth AND
1

{L control rod detemined by test.
Once within
4 hours after
criticality
following fuel
movement.or
control rod'-
pAlacement
jwithin Trie' .

gy.. leactor \r

pressure vesselj

(

|

1

l

L'R/G STS-- 3.1-4 Rev. 0,-09/23/02--



Reactivity Anomalies
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.2

Section 3.1 Page 108 of 197

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

! 3.1.2 Reactivity Anomalies
i
'

(~ -

.,

@ cid?nsQ..LC0 3.1.2 The reactivity difference between the monitored 4 wa v-and the predicted :re L:
bf 4 y} shall be within * 1% Ak/k. ' ' '

f~od d m s q
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Core reactivity A.1 Restore core 72 hours$j M difference}#not
within limit. reactivity

p difference to
within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
t

( f associated Completion
t

Time not met.

# # 3.1-5; Rev. O, 09/26f92-

|



R: activity Anomalies
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.2 ;

Section 3.1 Page 109 of 197

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1

,

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.2.1 Verify core reactivit difference etween Once withinthe,Jmonitore m- k,g and the predicted 24 hours after
crc'en' is within 2 1% Ak/k. reaching

( !, o nu - v ',. ..
startup after'
fuel movement Cg,,i Y or control rod(l, tra Modc / ^ ,./
f1thinTh~e7 ')
regiacement

,

'

g eactorr

Q pressureyssel]
AND

1000 MWD /T
thereafter

i

i

|

l
i

| ~

1 ~
5 3.1-6 Rev. 0,'09/20/02 -|

|
!
|

!

|
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f Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod OPERABILITY

!
Section 3.1 Page 110 of 197 3.1.3 [

! ,

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS !
!

! I'

!3.1.3 Control Rod OPERABILITY
i

LCO 3.1.3
Each control rod shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

i
ACTIONS

,

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each control rod.-------------------------------------NOTE------------------------'------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;

CONDITIONl
REQUIRED ACTION-

COMPLETION TIME

A. One withdrawn control
rod stuck. ------------NOTE-------------

A stuck rod may be bypassed
in the Rod Action Control
System (RACS) in ac ordance

( with SR 3.3.2.1 f required _ g
'

to allow continued operation. i

.---------------------------- |

A.1 Disarm the associated 2 hours '

control rod drive
(CRD).

AND

(continued)

J
i

)

-3WR/6.47& 3.1-7 Rev. O,-09/28492-_. !
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.3

Section 3.1 Page til of 197
ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME-

A. (continued) A.2 -------NOTE---------
Not applicable when
less than or equal to
the low power
setpoint (LPSP) of
the Rod Pattern
Control System
(RPCS).
.....................

Perform SR 3.1.3.2 24 hours
and SR 3.1.3.3 for
each withdrawn
OPERABLE control rod.

AND

A.3 Perfonn SR 3.1.1.1. 72 hours
i

C~, B. Two or more withdrawn B.1
Disarm the associated J hourf

w
*

control rods stuck. CRD. ..

3 ^ ,

g
bM:

B.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

(continued)

|

I,

| |

| |
| \

I I

1

--BWRf6 4'+ 3.1-8 Rev. O, W /20/02 -

! .

|
;

i
i-
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Centrol Red OPERABILITY
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.3

Section 3.1 Page 112 of 197

ACTIONS (continued)
&

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

:C. One or more control C.1 .-------NOTE--------- irods inoperable for Inoperable controlreasons other than '

Condition A or B. rods may be bypassed
in RACS in accordant *
with SR 3.3.2.1. , if

- pq
required, to al ow
insertion of
inoperable control :

rod and continued
operation.

.....................

Fully insert 3 hoursinoperable control
rod.

_AND

C.2 Disars the associated 4 hours
CRD.

,

-

4 L

D. ---------NOTE--------- D.1 Restore compliance 4 hours !

f

Not applicable when
THERMAL POWER with BPWS.

!'

> tt4}h RTP. OR( _ vet.
/ 2 Ofh ,,...................

D.2 Restore control rod 4 hoursN r more inoperable
/tTntrolrodsnotin to OPERABLE status.

;
compliance with banked-

position withdrawal j5
sequence (BPWS) and '

not separated by two
or more OPERABLE
control rods.

|

(continued)
t

! 1

|

!

!

I
'

NR/G STs 3.1-9 ;
Rev. 0,-09/28/02- I

i

_

.

.
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Centrol Rod OPERABILITY |
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 **

Section 3.1 Pave 113 of 197
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION !

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

'

%

E N -------NOTE---------
.__

E.1 Restore the control 4 hoursNoDpMcabl
when THERMA %e rod to OPERABLEL
> [10]% RTP.

,E Q status.>

g ______________________
;
'

| One or more grou
with four dbl 6 I

,

re

_ rods.
_

_

I . Required Action and/ .1
I" - associated Completion Be in MODE 3. 12 hours !

?

Time of Condition A,
!C | p not met.
1

93 !

Nine or more control
rods inoperable. '

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
-

FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1
Determine the position of each control rod. 24 hours

(continued)

BWR/4-STS--
3.1-10 Rev. O, 09/28/9 6
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod OPERABILITV
Section 3.1 P'ge 114 of 197 3.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

,

SR 3.1.3.2 .------.-.---.-----NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 7 days
after the control rod is withdrawn and
THERMAL POWER is greater than the LPSP of
the RPCS.

_ _ _ _ _ . - . . . . _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . . . ,

Insert each fully withdrawn control rod at 7 daysleast one notch.

SR 3.1.3.3 ..-----------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days
after the control rod is withdrawn and
THERMAL POWER is greater than the LPSP of
the RPCS. ,

'.__.-............ ___.....___..... ........
;

Insert each partially withdrawn control rod 31 daysat least one notch. 1
'

! ;

SR 3.1.3.4 Verify each control rod scram time from ,

In accordance j
@l fully withdrawn to notch position 13] is with 's M econds.

(go SR 3.1.4.1,
7 SR 3.1.4.2,

SR 3.1.4.3, and
SR 3.1.4.4

(continued)-
1

I

3.1-11 !I*N'l AI5
Rev. O , w. ,. . , _ _ ;1 cos ,c

1



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod OPERABILITY
Section 3.1 Page 115 of 197 3.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.5 Verify each control rod does not go to the Each time thewithdrawn overtravel position.
control rod is
withdrawn to
" full out"
position

AND

Prior to
declaring
control rod
OPERABLE after
work on control
rod or CRD
System that
could affect
coupling

.

t

|

h

|

I.

|
|
,

!

!.

WE/0 SIS ~ 3.1-12 Rev. O, 09/23/92-
|

|
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Control Rod Scram TimesEnclosure 2 to U-602196
3.1.4Section 3.1 Page 116 of 197

3.I REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
.

3.1.4 Control Rod Scram Times ( e

IhA
,

:

h[PERABLEcontrolrodsshallbe" slow,"
|

LCO 3.1.4 a. No more tha
in accordanci sith Table 3.1.4-1; andj

Nob-thaH OPERABLE control rods that are " slow"
p b.
d

shall occupy adjacent locations.
;

i

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the A.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursLCO not met.

;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
r

During single control rod scram time Surveillances, the control rod drive(CRD) pumps shall be isolated from th
.....___...___________.._____...______eassociated scram accumulator.

___..,________. .......___________ ,____
1

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 1.1.4.1 Verify each control rod scram time is
within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with

Prior to
exceedingy" reactor steam dome pressure t 950} psig. 40% RTP afterp fuel movement
within.the
reactor
pressure vessel i

l

3.N_Q
'

(continued) ;

) I

iWR4 4IS ~ 3.1-13 Rev. 0 , O g |28 j9 2-- |
!

|
1

W
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Centrol Red Scraa Times
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.4

Section 3.1 Page 117 of 197

SURVEILLANCE REQUIAEMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
,

FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.4.1 (continued)
Prior to
exceeding
40% RTP after
each reactor
shutdown
t 120 days

SR 3.1.4.2 Verify, for a representative sample, each
tested control rod scram time is within the

123 days
cumulative

limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with reactor steamOEl domepressuretJ950}{psig.
operation in
MODE 1

SR 3.1.4.3 Verify each affected control rod scram time
is within the limits of Table 3. Prior to
any reactor steam dome pressure.1.4-1 with declaring

control rod
OPERABLE after

( work on control,

rod or CRD
System that
could affect
scram time

SR 3.1.4.4 verify each affected control rod scram time Prior to
is within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with exceedingEg reacter steam dome pressure a 950] psig. 40% RTP after

work on control
rod or CRD
System that
could affect
scram time

__

- BWR/6-STS
3.1-14 Rev. 0, 09723/92

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod Scram Times
1 Section 3.1 Page 118 of 197 * *'

Table 3.1.4-1
Control Rod Scram Times

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------1.

OPERABLE control rods with scram times not within the limits of this Tableare considered " slow."

2.G@E& m ec.Ve_ Q,% s c.4 2epir d &s ck Lco n3|(e., hcl bd CPEPW ITV|q4 r
i ^~ ~e

51 rods sith'scrEm Tire ~sM
A

gI

-----------.-----------------------SP;J-}Esecondsto notch positiong[13}c h , ,inoperable, in accordance with
-

;

3.1.3.4, and are not considere gQ ow."_."--.---)sl \<------------ m a m
(Q) (. 7he1e =codrc I rch - '

SCRAM TIMES (a f "

(sec nds) Cr
,

.

b' l REACTOR / \ REACTOR -

REACTOR

,

| STEAM,
I| STEAM D

.

[ PRESSURE PRESSURE _
g STEAM DOME'

NOTCH POSITION / f'psig / y950(psig / 1050] psig " _.
PRESSUREld

'

"

/
I

'

p43[ } A0.30W 0.31PM29h MO.78h {0.84F
e -

M13h
Cj[u'_,A[ ; y{1.40p J1.53fi l- , _

(a)
Maximum scram time from fully withdrawn position, based on

h ,de-enerpf-scram pilot valve solenoids as time zero.
Fo%rg cristi reac or steam dome pressures, the scram time criteria are, .Or} \ ~ 7e & dh,,

(, l

detemined by linear interpolation.t
j

- ~~
--

{r For re W iiii
'[ q .. time- mit y Me]Lprps#sj50]qsig, only nalch positio~nJ-13]

~ ~s'

'

( D Ectr m bb e r o s A k.wr F, s ck t ec.c f r s fecs cb.m pres s a rt niw L e., '

( c 95 0 p %~ o e v>ith 2 5hlolslud /Jr. ,4s I
e

,

fp- -

SWRMrSTS -
3.1-15 Rev. O, 69/25/92

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod Scram Accumulators
Section 3.1 Page 119 of 197 3.1.5

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.5 Control Rod Scram Accumulators

LCD 3.1.5
Each control rod scram accumulator shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each control rod scram accumulator.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One control rod scram A.1 --------NOTE--------accumulator inoperable
with reactor steam

Only applicable if
the associateddome pressure
control rod scram^^ l psig. time was within the

a

jj j- %i limits of. (jc)c) Table 3.1.4-1 during'

the last scram time
Surveillance.
--------------------

Declare the 8 hours
associated control
rod scram time
" slow."

0B

A.2 Declare the 8 hours
associated control
rod inoperable.

(continued)

.

-EWR/5 STS-- 3.1-16 Rev. O,-00/2S/02 -

______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Control Rod Scram Accusulators
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.5

Section 3.1 Page 120 of 197

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

B. Two or more control B.1 Restore charging 20 minutes fromrod scram accumulators
; inoperable with water header pressure discovery oftoaJ15201psig. Condition B| reactor steam dome y L concurrent withbi i pr

s re _e J100}Q
.psig Ip y charging water(

header pressure
AND < J1520} psig'

e/
-

i

B.2.1 --------NOTE---------
1 Only applicable if

the associated
control rod scram
tire was within the
limits of
Table 3.1.4-1 during
the last scram time
Surveillance.
.. ..___....___...__.

Declare the I hour
associated controlr

'- rod scram tire
" slow."

EE

B.2.2 Declare the 1 hour
associated control
rod inoperable.

C. One or more control C.1 Verify all control Imediately uponrod scram accumulators
inoperable with rods associated with discovery ofinoperable

OEl
reactor steam dome charging water

accumulators arepressure < MOFpsig. fully inserted. header pressure

6.<|O
15201 psig<

AND Q

(continued)

-BWR/5 575-
3.1-17 Rev. 0,-09/20# 2

- ____ _ _________ _
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.5

Section 3.1 Page 121 of 197
ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.2 Declare the I hour
associated control
rod inoperable.

D. Required Action and 0.1 --------NOTE---------associated Completion Not applicable if all
Time not met. inoperable control

rod scram
C4 - e( ugui 4d 4t

,

accumulators are4"'

( 2.s er C,1 associated with fully
'~--y inserted control

rods.
.....................

Place the reactor Icenediately
mode switch in the
shutdown position.

t
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.5.1
E3 Verify each control rod scram accumulator 7 dayspressure is a 1520} psig.

'WR70 ITS~- 3.1-18 Rev. O, 1 9/20/02

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Rod Pattern Con 2rol
Section 3.1 Page 122 of 197 3.1.5

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
i,

3.1.6 Rod Pattern Control

LCO 3.1.6bI OPERABLE control rods shall comply with the requirements ofthe
banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS)}--<_.

20
3| APPLICABILITY:

MODES I and 2 with THERMAL POWER 5 RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more OPERABLE A.1 --------NOTE------.--control rods not in
compliance with Affected control rods
BPWS may be bypassed in

Rod Action Control
System (RACS) in
accordance with '

SR3.3.2.1.f". # F3
^

.....................
;

Move associated 8 hours
*

control rod (s) to
correct position.

0.B.

A.2 Declare associated 8 hours
control rod (s)inoperable.

(continued)

-SWR /E STS
3.1-19

Rev. 0,-09R4/47-.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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.

I

Rod Pat 2ern Control
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.6

Section 3.1 Page 123 of 197
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

B.
Nine or more OPERABLE B.1 --------NOTE---------control rods not in

V$ compliance with Affected control rodsR
BPWSQ

may be bypassed in
RACS in accordance
with SR 3.3.2.1 7
insertion only. 9 P3
.................a.

Suspend withdrawal of Immediatelycontrol rods.
AND

B.2 Place the reactor I hour
mode switch in the
shutdown position.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

i

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.6.1
| Verify all OPERABLE control rods complywit BPWS Q 24 hours

-S R/5 575
3.1-20 Rev. 0,1/E6Fe2-

_ _ - _ _ _ - - - -
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)

Enclosure 2 to U-6o2196 SLC System
Section 3.1 Page 124 of 197 *I*2

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
'-

3.1.7 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System

LCO 3.1.7
Two SLC subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

_

COMPLETION TIME

% centration of A.1boroholution Restore concentration
not within limit N of boron in solu '

O but > [ ]. to withi ~

s. AN.D'

b g 6 T b' 10 days from
D 'stovery of

fai o meetp
the LCO

-

) One SLC subsystem
.1

inoperable {4or--e_. Restore SLC subsystem 7 days
.renca:; etheN to OPERABLE status. -

SCcr.diti:rA]. MD
\

OEl
10 day from
disc ry of
fa ' ure to

et the L

[) inoperable -EforeTwo SLC subsystems
Restore one SLC 8 hoursm -reasons--ather t h e r '- subsystem to OPERABLE

" N ditica A}. status.

Required Action and
associated Completion Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Time not met.

4WP/5 575 -
3.1-21

Rev. O, 49MB/S2 _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SLC System

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 **

Section 3.1 Pa;;e 125 of 197
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

t -
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.1 Verify available volume of sodium C- 24 hours
taborate solution __QL J o,nii

jlTNr) inc bk ik of Fqux %. ! 3 -I.T
-

- v --
. _ . . . -

SR 3.1.7.2 Verify temperature of sodium pentaborate -

24 hoursgi e.l. Qion is C, ,, tr.; : ::itr ^:f- A-e
-

tr w m c s.4., .r*- p g ep- ,

N.~p
-

-

SR 3.1.7.3 Veri temperature of pump suction i ing 24 hours
dp _

is * + " 'i- " " '=+~ -
~

*

L ' ' ' ' '~ N C'
!

_,

SR 3.1.7.4 Verify continuity of explosive charge. 31 days

SR 3.1.7.5 Verify the concentration of boron in
6 b\ solution iWwithin the limits of 31 days
'

Figure 3.1.7-13
6.!Q

Once within
24 hours after
water or boron
is added to
solution

AND

Once within
24 hours after
solution
temperature i_s

a N5*?['h.[[[rne g
LJ

'

E P"' N 4c2 $= 3sea. y ,

Q __ ~ ~ . '
(continued)

--twR/G STS
3.1-22 Rev. O, 09/25/92 -
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..
.

-

!

SLC System
3.1.7 i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 126 of 197

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
i

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.6 Verify each SLC subsystem manual, power 31 daysO, operated A{and automatic valvehin the flow
'

$
path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position is in the
correct position, or can be ligned to the
correct position.

@
>SR 3.1.7.7 Verify each pump develops a flow rate -

C41.2:Cgpm at a discharge pressure In accordance
Oy) ' % psig. with the=

f
Inservice A-

Testinggg Program

- -

--

SR 3.1.7.8 Verify flow through one SLC subsystem from k18 months onpump into reactor pressure vessel.
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

{
__

ySR 3.1.7.9 Verify all @5n irw uJpiping between 9 _c -

T18Tmonthsstorage tank and pump suction is unblocked.
AND

f Once within.

(>u *R WCh* 24 hours after*

p;p,ng sc htie -
~ temperature is,

restored~

, Irs :t'e' %,

1-feit: Of '

{Fi;a fon# ,'

3.1.7-i]- -

%

(continued)

--isWRfVsT5 -

3.1-23 Rev. O, 19/29/92- -
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - -
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i

i

SLC System
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.7 |

Section 3.1 Page 127 of 197

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
|

|
SURVEILLANCE

l FREQUENCY
_ _ _ _ ~

_ _ s

$\ 1 Sb3 1.7.1 Verify sodium taborate enric _
_ . - ;-

nt is ' r to !.0] atom percea
addi to

.

i

- SLC tank
-... _

-

i

!

1

5

1 \

| \
1

1

i

E''D/E STS 3.1-24 Rev. O, -09f28/9B-

|
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Section 3.1 Page 128 of 197
_ @Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f 26A SLC System

'

3.1.7
| ,.,.~~~ ' W
\ '

/

h [! // / | / / / / ,' / / / ,,' j/
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'
'
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|
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\ ? / //

r

,//
,

'/ W!/,|j '5'~
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/i.

?/ // /E\ / a /' 7 // /
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) 2 55\ / // // ,k b||'/ / \

/

/
-r. .

,

$/ / |||Yf !/
'Ij/ '

; / , ,/ .,I/ Q ,/
=.

If '",/ //
*

|- f \,

~| I * k !. ! /, // /j || || ,$ '
i % t,f, / /, |/ /j '/' /,f I!/

,
-/ a u m / / /n a :.

'

*
',/\ \ ,/ / / // ,/ /

x,

,

\ '

i / ,I .) / /- 8 |\
7' / // 'F ' /,,/.\ / ,t> / /|':

'
E '

~/
~

R/ /-
R. 8ij / / /L

'

m
y . ''

~i

?/ / ,/ y/ ! ,I / ||/'/, Y] ej! .. j - a'., |'

-j!/ /) 'Qs / j' 'j
, .

|| j'/-| |# // /
' / /-

|

'/||!/
,

$' //Qf'/ /,' // f (
,

7 '' *

hh!| //i /pgY L \,
, ,

| If /ff?' ,/ / ,/,!\/ / ,s *

/
,

! 8 e9 = ==e = = e /
TEMPER ATU R E (*F)

i

1 |
| Figure 3.1.71 (page 1 of 1) '
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SDV Vent and Drain ValvesEnclosure 2 to U-602196
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3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1.8

Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves

LCO 3.1.8
Each SDV vent and drain valve shall be OPERABLE.

4

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

,

Separate Condition entry is allowed.......___________________.___....... NOTE---------------------.----..--____...
.__________.....__......._____..__...for each SDV vent and drain line.

..__.._____ ..__............__.....______
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more SDV vent A.1 Restere valve to 7 daysor drain lines with
one valve inoperable. OPERABLE status.

,

;

i !
,

B. One or more SDV vent B.1 -----.--NOTE---------or drain lines with
both valves An isolated line may
inoperable. be unisolated under

administrative
control to allow
draining and venting
of the SDV.
__................___

Isolate the 8 hours
associated line.

;

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Ccmpletion
Time not met.

.

-9WR/6 575- 3.1-26 Rev. O, 09728/$2
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! SDV Vent and Drain valees
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.1.8

Section 3.1 Page 131 ofl97
j

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
\
.

'

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.8.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met on vent and drain
valves closed during performance of
SR 3.1.8.2.
-------------------------------------------
Verify each SDY vent and drain valve is 31 daysopen.

SR 3.1.8.2 Cycle each SDV vent and drain valve to the 92 daysfully closed and fully open position.

!

SR 3.1.8.3 Verify each SDV vent and drain valve: -{1Bfmonths
p _br

,

{30T'fe'conds after receipta. Closes in'
kbI of an actual or simulated scramsignal; and

,

b. Opens when the actual or simulated
scram signal is reset. ,

'

l

|
|

I

BWR/0 275- 3.1-27 Rev. 0,-09/20473--
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
5

B 3.1.1
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

.

!:

BASES ,

I

|

EACKGROUND SDM requirements are specified to ensure:
i

I
The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating

a.'

conditions and transients and Design Basis Events;
'

,

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptablelimits; and !

)
The reactor will be maintained sufficientlyc. Ij

; subtritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in theshutdown condition,
i

These requirements are satisfied by the control rods, as'

described in GDC 26 (Ref.1), which can compensate for the
reactivity effects of tne fuel and water temperature changes !

experienced during all operating conditions.
~

|
,

The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis (Refs. 2 !liPPLICABLE
fAFETY ANALYSES '

and 3) assumes the core is subcritical with the highest!

worth control rod withdrawn. Typically, the first control,

rod withdrawn has a very high reactivity worth and, should
the core be critical during the withdrawal of the first i'

co'itrol rod, the consequences of a CRDA could exceed the
fuel damage limits for a CRDA (see Bases for LCO 3.1.6, " Rod

,Pattern Control"). Also, SDM is assumed as an initial
!condition for the control rod removal error during a

'

refueling accident (Ref. 4). The analysis of this
reactivity insertion event assumes the refueling interlocks j

are OPERABLE when the reactor is in the refueling mode ofoperation. These interlocks prevent the withdrawal of more
than one control rod from the core during refueling.
(Special consideration and requirements for multiple control
rod withdrawal during refueling are covered in Special
Operations LCO 3.10.6, "Multiole Control Rod
Withdrawal-Refueling.") The analysis assumes this ,

condition is acceptable since the core will be shut down
'

with the highest worth control rad withdrawn, if adequate
SDM has been demonstrated.

(continued)
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Section 3.1 Page 133 of 197 B 3.1.1

BASES
i

APPLICABLE ;

SAFETY ANALYSES Prevention or mitigation of reactivity insertion events is
necessary to limit energy deposition in the fuel to prevent(continued)

1

significant fuel dAmajedich could result in un_due release !

of radioactivityfsee Be5es m Lc0 21.;, "Si.dy, iRJid)
!

!

. -GentFe+--f-5m 9:ste ")7
c-

Adeq6atHDM Jtasures inaavertent
criticalities and potential CRDAs involving high worth J
control rods (namely the first control rod withdrawn) will
not cause significant fuel damage.

-

pg xmm
{

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. &l
'

:

LCO The specified SDM limit acco
6e,+credre demonstration of SDM by test sig.ts for the uncertainty in the !Separate SDM limits are

provided for testing where the highest worth control rod isn g 3 ,,u h,

determined analytically or by measurement.! 3 This is due to
,

r

7. d, \ od 39" the reduced uncertainty in the SDM test when the highest9
~ ' worth control rod is determined by meas !

h' demonstrated by calculations not associated with a testurement. When SDM is
w additional margin diittst Le acc;c t- '

*to account for uncertainties in the calculation.: 2 mite = hmE ,e
e:,

3 iO'?j T6 ThTUrf.
adequate,5DM~BiIring me uc>iva proCHW, e,dengn m|argin is)

r

,

i include ~d to acco6nt for certainti~ s in'the designfep s- rfulations (Ref_ A
i

APPLICABILITY
i

In MODES I and 2, SDM must be provided because
subcriticality with the highest worth control rod withdrawn
is assumed in the CRDA analysis (Ref. 3).
SDM is required to ensure the reactor will be heldIn MODES 3 and 4,
subtritical with margin for a single withdrawn control rod.

*

SDM is required in MODE 5 to prevent an inadvertent
criticality during the withdrawal of a single control rod }

from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.
'

ACTIDNS M

With SDM not within the limits of the LCO in MODE 1 or 2,
SDM must be restored within 6 hours. Failure to meet the
specified SDM may be caused by a control rod that cannot beinserted. The 6 hour Completion time is acceptable,
considering that the reactor can still be shut down,

(continued)

~BWRffrtTS- B 3.1-2 Rev. O, 09/28/92 -
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83
i

; BASES,
)

.i

i

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) ,i
'

assuming no additional failures of control rods to insert,
|

and the low probability of an event occurring during this !interval.
'

B,d ,

'

If the SDM cannot be restored, the plant must be brought to
,

MODE 3 within 12 hours, to prevent the potential for further ;

reductions in available SDM (e.g., additional stuck control ;

rods). The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is i

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 1

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without ,

challenging lant syste p. ;

Ack.) mesT coakec cm7% all w.w:%/r adad
';

r a d's W fu//y
e _ _f i M cu fC W, - - -f,

_

-M

With SDM not within limits in MODE 3, the oprator mustd
i -
I ,

fully insert all insertable control rods,W ^ " ' - ;

This action results in the least reactive ciindition for thei (|
*

;

IIe allowed CompleYiB'n'Tiine~ot I holi"fs~acceptabl3e, '. t
core.'

n

failures of additional control rods to insef,-tonsidering the reactor can still be shut di wn, assuming no) I'
/ i

j:
'~

'

D.1. D.2. .3
, '

Qpfinsert all insertable control rods #6 With SDM not within limits in MODE 4, the operator must{|T U
ir ' = . (This action

results in the least reactive condition for the core.
.

1 (our Complo 1on Time provi hesufficient t to t3corrt 've acti is accepta ensiderin e reactorcan stil shut down suming no fai
(control reds to insertfActions must also be initiatedres of addition _awithin I hour to provide means for control of potentialradioactive releases.

containment M- 3 3. ~ 1, ~ 5 cede y C=h - -m =) isThis includes ensuring secondary
t

i

gli (LCO 3 er4.3, %:&y G_5 OPERABLE; at least one Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)
'

%etment:44GT)-5 .C l2
subsystem is OPERABLE; andgat least one ::::y. a m*7

u | ' Containment-*nhmn~fatives (SC1Ys7*7. an,d associated 5 - ,hy- @
d:ry

cr-t 9 n nt isolation valve \ M O M a l

|I instrumentation 4tEO-3-34r2.. *hd:ry C t 'e !
~ -

~

ser M v 3 cer W m d hck b : 4a W U4 b.c
..

3
d continued)

.
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y. [r kccyd.e. ch@r6Mvt cMrols
Ogcf . . g a s s ur e isoreA b capab % )

g 3,

BASES

f
t

fdn nd
ACTIONS d D.1. 0.2. D.3. and D.4x (continued)

f )64., .$nt s Ischtier 'n:tru :ntet h.."j are OPERABLE in each associateden%.wr
ana secm

, penetration flow path not isolated 4 This may be performedc.d cm w (nt / as an administrative check, by' eta' mining logs or other ,

h". P ^ 6 5 information, to determine if t..e components are out of
'

service for maintenance or other reasons. It is not i

i

necessary to perform the SRs needed to demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the components. :

If, however, any required
component is inoperable, then it must be restored to ,

OPERABLE status. In this case, SRs may need to be performed
to restore the component to OPERABLE status. -Actient muhM onthee unti' all, ranuired enmnnnente npEoABLE.n.

'

iNW3 6 4 ... P4 r

E .1.
E. 2. E. 3. E . . E-d E. 5_ a nd Eh @ h -< Q [

.

h
With SDM not within limits in MODE 5, the operator mustdd e assuwd

h'The-suspens4 ens-ere-ed insertion of fuel in the core or th
/

4y ,u w,d - immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS that could reduce SDMl.2-
<

'

wTthdrawal of control rods. Suspension of these activitiese ;4c M . ,

'6f " ( shall not preclude completion of movement of a component toecl ic c.c 4 ; A a safe condition.
from the core will reduce the total reactivity and areInserting control rods or removing fuel!

"

i M #5*
therefore excluded from the suspended actions.

t
i_-

Action must also be imediately initiated to fully insert
all insertable control rods in core cells containing one or
more fuel assemblies. Action must continue until all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies have been fully inserted. Control roos incore cells containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the
reactivity of the core and therefore do not have to beinserted.

pfud" B , Action must also be initiated within I hour to provide means i
-

for control of potential radioactive releases. !'

uv +o b o t Thisincludes ensuring secondary containment _nCO 3_' ; ') is, Wch
/|OPERABLE; at least one SGT subsystem firn ' ' ; i) is i

dwa4 (j -

t 00 M iBLE; andre

valve -ftcom4) and associated instrumentationat 1 east one -secondary-eent+tnment- isolation @
'

J
-

&ebt R C0 4 h r e are OPERABLE +in each associated) penetrationflow path not isolated This may be performed as anausf *AN administrative check, by examining logs or otherdaMArcLe infomation, to determine if the components are out of
f 'ceM 4 cm'e service for maintenance or other reasons. It is not.Mw c h.8

C
_ g } g$ & . Q [E ; $ 5 ? d i

Q'g.

' ~ '

oitinued)ss
-
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!INSERT B4A

In additf.on, at least one door in the upper primarycontainment air lock must be closed. The closed air lock door
;
a

completes the boundary for control of potential radioactivereleases. With the appropriate administrative controls {however, the closed door can be opened intermittently for '

entry and exit. This allowance is acceptable due to the needfor containment access and due to the slow progression ofevents which may result from inadequate SDM. Inadvertentreactor criticalities would not be expected to result in the
fimmediate release of appreciable fission products to the
icontainment atmosphere. Actions must continue until allrequirements of this Condition are satisfied. ~

;

,

1

|

| !

.

1

INSERTCLINTON B 3.1-4 10/1/93
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. BASES
!1

g GanctE.6
|

-,

ACTIONS
E.1. E.2. E.3. E.4. W E.5 (continued) |

Inecessary to perfom the SRs needed to demonstrate the '

OPERABILITY of the components. If, however, any required
component is inoperable, then it must be restored to

' OPERABLE status. In this case, SRs may need to be performed
i A5emT,- to restore the component to OPERABLE status,==:n n; OP:hust' cmdim ...P.' ;'a w . W
86h rf." L-E.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.11
. REQUIREMENTS

Adequate SDM must be demonstrated to ensure the reactor can
be made suberitical from any initial operating condition.

' first startup after fuel movement 4 Adequate SDM is demonstrated by testing before or during the
.

|

control rod replacement.~

[ or shuf fling within the reactor oressure ves_sel.cr] Control ^
rod replacement refers to the decoupling and removal of a
control rod from a core location, and subsequent replacement -

,

with a new control rod or a control rod from another corelocation. Since core reactivity will vary during the cycle
as a function of fuel depletion and poison burnup, the

,

| 4

beginning of cycle (BOC) test must also account for changes! 5

in core reactivity during the cycle. Therefore, to obtain
the SDM, the initial measured value must be increased by anadder, "R",

which is the difference between the calculated
value of maximum core reactivity during the operating cycle '

and the calculated BOC core reactivity. If the value of Ris negative i.e., BOC is the most reactive point in thecycle), no co(rrection to the BOC measured value is required,

(Ref.f). y,u g g y gg g 4,, p,,g, g 3,g g },,
The SDM may be demonstrated during an in sequence control
rod withdrawal, in which the highest worth control rod is .

Ianalytically detemined, or during local criticals, where
the highest worth cont'sl rod is detemined by testing.
Local critical tests require the withdrawal of out of
sequence control rods. This testing would therefore require
bypassing of the Rod Pattern Control System to allow the out
of sequence withdrawal, and therefore additional
requirements must be met (see LCO 3.10.7, " Control Rod
Tes ting-Ope rating") .

:

I

|

!

(continued)

; ERK 0T5
| B 3.1-5 Rev. O,-00/20/92
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INSERT BSA '

In addition, at least one door in the upper primarycontainment air lock must be closed. The closed air lock door
t

completes the boundary for control of potential radioactive
releases. With the appropriate administrative controls |!

o

however, the closed door can be opened intermittently forentry and exit. This allowance is acceptable due to the need
for containment access and due to the slow progression of
events which may result from inadequate SDM. Inadvertent

;

! reactor criticalities would not be expected to result in the 8

immediate release of appreciable fission products to thecontainment atmosphere. Actions must continue until allrequirements'of this Condition are satisfied.,

|

|

}

|

.
I

6

I
|

l

|
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i

. BASES i

1 |

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The frequency of 4 hours after reaching criticality is
.

^
N

c u $d '.% allowed to provide a reasonable amount of time to perfom {
'

cudus e.s iwchhg
thMdewe.\ we.

the required calculations a d appropriate verification. '

) During MODE 5, ad
'

u te DM s also required to ensure theL Yo 4r SBM h36 reactor does not reach criticality during control rod)cace M -fer 4e
withdrawals. An evaluation of each in vessel fuel movementcacticks/ ucerkdn. durin fuel loading (including shuffling fuel within theL _ core) m .m - a to ensure adequate SDM is..u

/ maintained during refueTing. This evaluation ensures the'
,

_ intemediate loading patterns are bounded by the safety
doc 4 { analyses for the final core loading pattern. For example, !

a
bounding analyses that demonstrate adequate SDM for the mostfuc E?* C C !reactive configurations during the refueling may beu scRT U 6; i

'

performed to demonstrate acceptability of the entire fuela
i

movement sequence.'1For the soM demonstrations that rely '

|)
ok At solely on calculation, additional margin (0.10% M/k) must'

L b d eerik be added to the SDM limit of 0.28% &/k to account for
uncertainties in the calculationif3piral offload or reloady r,\ red. ( sequences inherently satisfy the SR, provided the fueld 1
assemblies are reloaded in the same configuration analyzedu
for the new cycle.<

Removing fuel from the core will always1

result in an increase in SDM.
!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
;

Sectich15.4.9[2.

h 3. NEDO-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence . ."
Section 4.1, January 1977.

.Sectich15.4.1.1[4.

@ .g . rsu , s m . n.2.2.4. g.] E
!

5 DE- 4011-p-A "j LStandard Application for ReactorC ue ,F Secti:r. 3.2.' .1, 5:pt. 10S0. j,

^ !

(E3) f G[ST A R-1L " (Ic +es t c yproved reds &, .
-;

EE /5 STS B 3.1-6 Rev. 0,-00/20/02
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2 !

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
.

.

!

B 3.1.2 Reactivity Anomalies
2

BASES
i=

*
f

-

!BACKGROUND
In accordance with GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29 (Ref.1), |

reactivity shall be controllable such that subtriticality is
'

maintained under cold conditions and acceptable fuel design ;

limits are not exceeded during norma
anticipated operational occurrences.l operation and
used as a measure of the predicted versus measured coreReactivity anomaly is!

reactivity during power operation. The continual !

confirmation of core reactivity is necessary to ensure that -;

the Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient safety i
analyses remain valid.

A large reactivity anomaly could be
!
!

the result of unanticipated changes in fuel reactivity,
control rod worth, or operation at conditions not consistent

i

with those assumed in the predictions of core reactivity,
and could potentially result in a loss of SDM or violation ;

of acceptable fuel design limits. i
Comparing predicted

versus measured core reactivity validates the nuclear
methods used in the safety analysis and supports the SDMdemonstrations(
ensuring the rea(ctor can be brought safely to cold,LCO 3.1.1, ' SHUTDOWN MARGIN (50M)") in:

subcritical conditions. !

'

When the reactor core is critical or in normal power i

operation, a reactivity balance exists and the net ireactivity is zero. iA comparison of predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient under such a balance, since |

parameters are being maintained relatively stable under
steady state power conditions. The positive reactivity
inherent in the core design is balanced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback,
neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers, producing zero netreactivity.

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
'

the uranium enrichment in the new fuel leading and the fuel
loaded in the previous cycles provide excess positive
reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state
operation at the beginning of cycle (BOC).C3 is critical at RTP =ad operemg edere+ae When the reactor

,

|+ - ratum e the
iexcess positive reactivity is compensated by burnable
t

3

a i

(continued)
""
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j BASES i

-

I
|BM. GROUND absorbers

poisons (ma(inly xenon and samarium)if any), control rods, and whatever neutronj (continued)
,

g f, e present in th f4 uel5

The predicted core reactivity, as represented by6o~'r'JL /ad c9Qg@.
,

y i
!

%C M p.co2 8 'd
i

Qf; : iM';' is calculated by a 30 core simulator code as a
b , defeW "y Premfor projected operating states and conditions throughout the

''

!function of cycle exposure. This calculation is perfomed
!

dFydM8 cycle. M e r.it d k , i; ::!:r! W hy tha m
'

f fjf g

mnit# .; ;A for actual plant conditions and is then !

compared to the predicted value for the cycle exposure.i

APPLICABLE
Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicitSAFETY ANALYSES

/Tvery accwent evaluaor implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluationsM.
;

|
-

(Ref. 2) R therefore /]depenTe5't/C T d upon acfurate evaluati or core redtivity! In particular. -

SDM and reactivity transients, sucn as control rod
withdrawal accidents or rod drop accidents, are very
sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity. Theseaccident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that
have been qualified against available test data, operatingplant data, and analytical benchmarks. I( Monitoring 1reactivity anomaly provides additional assurance that the
nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of thecore reactivity.

|
The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the calculationalmodelLge to credict core reactivity.

PV { If the measured andredicted
for identical core conditions at BOC do not

'

I

reasonably agree, then the assumptions used in the reloady

i d6A C1\[/( evele_de ' n analysi: or the calculation ~models used topredic y not be accurate. If reasonable agreement9 7 between sured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC: then the prerfic+4cnJnay be normalized to the measured
value _.
measureY

reafter, any signITi' . t eviations in the
from the predicted that develop duringfuel depl ion may be an indication that the assumptions of

the DBA and transient analyses are no longer valid or that
an unexpected change in core conditions has occurre,d.

Reactivity anomalies satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC PolicyStatement.

1

(continued)
M =*/5 575 B 3.1-8 Rev. O, ^9/??!92
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B 3M

( BASES (continued)
!

LCO

The reactivity anomaly limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safetyanalyses.

Large differences between monitored and predicted
core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the DBA

f and transient analyses are no longer valid, or that the
uncertainties in the Nuclear Design Methodology are largerj had than g ted. A limit on the differ.ence between thedMipf 1 monitored q W ~ and tne predicted h re w of 1% ak/k
has been estabTIshed based on engineering judgment.

1

J A > 1%
| deviation in reactivity from that predicted is larger than

expected for normal operation and should therefore beevaluated.
|

APPLICABILITY
In MODE 1, most of the control rods are withdrawn and steady

4

state operation is typically achieved. Under these
conditions, the comparison netween predicted and monitored
core reactivity provides an effective measure of thereactivity anomaly..

being withdrawn during a startup.In MODE 2, control rods are typicallyIn MODES 3 and 4, all
control rods are fully inserted, and, therefore, the reactor i

is in the least reactive state, where monitoring core( reactivity is not necessary. In MODE 5
results in a continually changing core r. fuel loading ieactivity. SDM
requirements (LCO 3.1.1) ensure that fuel movements are
performed within the bounds of the safety analysis, and an
SDM demonstration is required during the first startup

,

! i

following operations that could have altered core reactivity
I

(e.g., fuel movement, control rod replacement, control rodshuffling).
The SDM test, required by LCO 3.1.1, provides a

!direct comparisen of the predicted and monitored core
reactivity at cold conditions; therefore i

;

'

is not required during these conditions., reactivity anomaly t

,

l

ACTIONS A.]1

!

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, the core reactivity difference must be
restored to within the limit to ensure continued operation !

is within the core design assumptions. Restoration to
within the limit could be perfomed by an evaluation of the
core design and safety analysis to detemine the reason forthe anomaly. iThis evaluation normally reviews the core

(continued)
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BASES
i.

'

ACTIONS A.1 (continued: '

conditions to detemine their consistency with input todesign calculations. !
Measured core and process parameters

are also nomally evaluated to determine that they are
within the bounds of the safety analysis, and safety
analysis calculational models may be reviewed to verify that
they are adequate for representation of the core conditions.
The required Completion Time of 72 hours is based on the low
probability of a DBA during this period, and allows
sufficient time to assess the physical condition of the
reactor and complete the evaluation of the core design andsafety analysis.,

B.I

If the core reactivity cannot be restored to within the
1% ok/k limit, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which :
the LCO does not apply.
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours.To achieve this status, the plant
allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on

The !

operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full powerg
plant systems. conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging

<

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1 %.

% g gg[' REQUIREMENTS g
L Verifying the reactivit

if erence between the monitored '

,

;

i and predicted 3ere L
s within the limits of the LCO; _

' provides further assu#
[| rance that plant operation is

maintained within the assumptions of the DBA and transient
( h dM[
n analyses.

The Core Monitoring System calculates the GB(
for the reactor conditions obtained from plant%? instrumentation. A arison of the monitorede predictec to

at the same cycle exposure is usedto calculate the reactivity difference. The comparison is
a significant amount. required when the core reactivity has potentially changed by

This may occur following a refueling
in which new fuel assemblies are loaded, fuel assemblies are
shuffled within the core, or control rods are replaced orshuffled.
and removal of a control rod from a core location, andControl rod replacement refers to the decoupling
subsequent replacement with a new control rod or a control

(continued)

w /o di3
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BASES |

t !

SURVEILLANCE 5R 3.1.2.1 (continued)
i

REQUIREMENTS |
;

rod from another core location. Also, core reactivity
ichanges during the cycle. The 24 hour interval after

reaching equilibrium conditions following a startup is based
,

'

;
on the need for equilibrium xenon concentrations in the
core, such that

9 Nd n accurate comparison between the monitoredn preascteo
'

I$ aiues can de made. For thegggg purposes of this SR, he reactor is assumed to be at
equilibrium conditions when steady state operations (no
control rod movement or core flow changes) at t 75% RTP have

;

:been obtained. The 1000 MWD /T Frequency was developed,
considering the relatively slow change in core reactivity
with exposure and operating experience related to variationsin core reactivity. - ;

'

,

I
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26, GDC 28 and GDC 29.usAE.f| $1 2. -F5 Aft, Chapter 15 % !

l. j
-

Crk,scmpar. re.ywes be core h le oper
.

ssen ng
ci pmer levels whick m;aimite Ae uncericiuHe5

|"

aA neasaremed errors, k erder +o chhin manih.O \

resdtc. Ylereicce, de towparisn4 is en|q en t ukotd

$4 / MOD E 1. - -

i
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|

g B 3.1
I

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Control Rod OPERA 8ILITY|

BASES

|
i

BACKGROUND
Control rods are components of the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
System, which is the primary reactivity control system forthe reactor. ;

| In conjunction with the Reactor Protection
System, the CRD System provides the means for the reliable
control of reactivity changes to ensure that under
conditions of normal oper
operational occurrences, ation, including anticipated
limits are not exceeded. specified acceptable fuel designIn addition, the control rods
provide the capability to hold the reactor core subtritical
under all conditions and to limit the potential amount and ,

rate of reactivity increase caused by a malfunction in theCRD System. The CRD System is designed to satisfy the
requirements of GDC 26, GDC 27, GDC 28, and GDC 29,(Ref. 1).

The CRD System consists of 49t locking piston control rod
drive mechanisms (CRDMs) and a hydraulic control unit for
each drive mechanism. The locking piston type CRDM is a(
double acting hydraulic piston, which uses condensate wateras the operating fluid. Accumulators provide additional
energy for scram. An index tube and piston, coupled to the

i
i

control rod, are locked at fixed increments by a collet
mechanism. The collet fingers engage notches in the index
tube to prevent unintentional withdrawal of the control rod,but without restricting insertion.

This Specification, along with LC0 3.1.4, " Control Rod Scram

| ensure that the performance of the control rods in the event
'{Times," and LCO 3.1.5, ' Control Rod Scram Accumulators,"

of a Design Bas.is Accident (DBA) or transient meets thei

-| 4, 5, g) 7. assumptions used in the safety analyses of References 2, 3,

. b)i

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in the
SAFETY ANALYSES evaluations involving contro rods are presented in

References 2, 3, 4, 5,(iln_dfT,1 The control rods provide thepq q'

primary means for rapid reactivity control (reactor scram), ;

for maintaining the reactor subcritical, and for limiting |
j

i

(continued)
:
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BASES
6

APPLICABLE
the potential effects of reactivity insertion _ eve _nts causedSAFETY ANALYSES !by malfunc ns in the CR0 System,

(continued) m . -- - re v utt sp sect. gyyg
he capabil ty of iKserting the c ol rods r: = : that

- the assumptions for scram reactivity in the DBA and
O transient analyses are not violated. Since the SDM ensures

mi the reactor will be suberitical with the $tre cu controlrod withdrawn

failure of a se(cond control rod to insert could invalidate
assumed single failure), the addit 1onal i

'

the demonstrated SDM and potentially limit the ability of
the CRD System to hold the reactor subcritical. If the
control rod is stuck at an inserted pos.ition and becomes i

decoupled from the CRD, a control rod drop accident (CRDA)car. possibly occur. Therefore, the requirement that ,11
control rods be OPERABLE ensures the CRD System can performits intended function.

The control rods also protect the fuel from damage that
could result in release of radioactivity. The limits
protected are the MCPR Safety Limit (SL) (see Bases for |

LCO 3.2.2, ' MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)"), the 1%
cladding pirstic strain fuel design limit (see Bases for '

LCO 3.2.1, ' AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
k (APLGHR)," and LCO 3.2.3, " LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE

(LHGR)"), and the fuel damage limit (see Bases for
LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control") during reactivity ;

insertion events. '

|

The negative reactivity insertion (scram) provided by the
CRD System provides the analytical basis for detemination
of plant themal limits and provides protection against fueldamage limits during a CROA., Bases for LCO 3.1.4,
LCO 3.1.5, and LCO 3.1.6 discuss in more detail how the SLs
are protected by the CRD Syster

Control rod OPERABILITY sa: Tfits ;riterion 3 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

LCO

OPERABILITY of an individual control rod is based on a
combination of factors, primarily the scram insertion times.
the control rod coupling integrity, and the ability to |

determine the control rod position. '

Accumulator OPERABILITYis addressed by LCO 3.1.5.
The associated scram accumulatorstatus for a control red only affects the scram insertion

(continued) :
i

|
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BASES
i

i

!.
,

LCO

insiediately require declaring a control rod inoperabletimes and therefore an inoperable accumulator does not
!

;

(continued)
!

satisfy the intended reactivity control requirements, strictAlthough not all control rods are required to be OPERABLE to
i_

.

i

control over the number and distribution of inoperable
DBA and transient analyses. control rods is required to satisfy the assumptions of the

|
i

)'

APPLICABILITY

during a DBA or transient and are therefore required to beIn MODES I and 2, the control rods are assumed to function
)

- 001 k }
OPERA 8LE in these MODES.

. I

jy d hD to be withdrawnIderIn MODES 3 and 4. control rods are
it

Isince &c rru4cr 1 ecial tratiopsLCO 3 .3, " ngle ~ntrol od * bdrawa Hot tdownnAc saikk is iw an CO 3. .4, " gle _tro od Wit rawal old /b d e* 04 0- ( }~ utdown

rod OrtRABILITY during these conditions.which provydej adequate requirements ',er control
,

,

::vAre\ e d e d is :

Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling." requirements in MODE 5 are located in LCO 3.9.5, " Control!Control rod,!

g M. pnp- !,y
%

( ACTIONS

The ACTIONS. table is modified by a Note indicating that a
separate Condition entry is allowed for each control rod.
This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for eachinoperable control rod.

may allow for continued operation, and subsequent inoperableComplying with the Required Actions,

control rods are governed by subsequent Condition entry and
;

application of associated Required Actions.
<

.

A.I. A.2. and A.3

A control rod is considered stuck if it w
;

either CRD drive water or scram pressure.ill not insert by,

as the control rod remains fully inserted. inserted control rod stuck, no actions are required as long
With a fully:

'

Actions are modf fied by a Note that allows a stuck controlThe Required,

rod to be bypassed in the Rod Action Con gti to allow continued operation. System .RAC
! {f SR 4. .C. provides 3.3, . .

RACS to ensure compliance with the CRDA analysis. additional requirements when control rods are bypassedTn~,

| withdrawn control rod stuck, the control rod must beWith one
disarmed within 2 hours.i

The allowed Completion Time of
i

.

(con'.inued)
; ~" ?" / :T;

B 3.1-14 :
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( BASES

ACTIONS
_

A.l. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

2 hours is acceptable, considering the reactor can still be
shut down, assuming no additional control rods fail to
insert, and provides a reasonable amount of time to perform

_the Required Action in an order,1y manner.,| Isolating the'''
c , ~

4 g gg
' controT rod f" rom scram prevents damage't'o the CRDH.I

J056RT 84 A ''l hydraulic control unit from scram and normal insert and' control rod can be isolated from scram by 1solating the
Thej

f

i withdraw pressure, yet still maintain cooling water to the
.
'

(CRD.f~~ (
-

,

Monitoring of the insertion capability for each withdrawn
control rod must also be performed within 24 hours.
SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3 perform periodic tests of the

'

control rod insertion capability of withdrawn control rods,
Testing each withdrawn control rod ensures that a genericC6, i

problem does not exist. iThe alic.ed Completion Time of_t
24 hours provides a reasonable time to test the control

'

rods, considering the potential for a need to reduce power iTHERNAL PoOCR to perform the tests.
Note that states the requirement is not applicable whenRequired Action A.2 is modified by a

;'' j * g " ",.

|

( epl do - elm the actual low power setpoint (LPSP) of the rod !
'

be compatible with the requirements of rod pattern controlpattern controller (RPC), since the notch insertions may not
'

(LCO 3.1.6) and the RPC (LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control Rod Block
Instrumentation").

To allow continued operation with a withdrawn control rod
stuck, an evaluation of adequate SDM is also required within72 hours.

Should a DBA or transient require a shutdown, to
preserve the single failure criterion an additional control i

rod would have to be assumed to have failed to insert when
'

required.
Therefore, the original SDM demonstration may notbe valid.
The SDM must therefore be evaluated (by

measurement or analysis) with the stuck control rod at its
stuck position and the highest worth OPERABLE control rodassumed to be fully withdrawn.

The allowed Completion Time of 72 hours to verify SDM is
adequate, considering that with a single control rod stuck
in a withdrawn position, the remaining OPERABLE control rods
are capable of providing the required scram and shutdownreactivity.

Failure to reach MODE 4 is only likely if an
additional control rod adjacent to the stuck control rod
also fails to insert during a required scram. Even with the

&

(continued)
SWE/C :T! ---
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( BASES !,

i

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3 (continued)
I

postulated additional single failure of an adjacent control
!

.

rod to insert, sufficient reactivity control remains to
reach and maintain MODE 3 conditions (Ref. ..g
B.1 and B.2 ]

-

!

:
With two or more withdrawn control rods stuck, the stuck
control rods should be isolated from scram pressure within

_

Q LesWand the plant brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours. The.~

~ ~ he low probabi'lify~o~f'a 'CRDA during this interval. , Theallowed Completion Time of(I h= dis acceptable, consideringt ~ i

occurrence of more than one control rod stuck at a withdrawn
!
i

position increases the probability that the reactor cannot
Insertion of all insertable

jbe shut down if required.
control rods eliminates the possibility of an additional

'

failure of a control rod to insert. The allowed Completion
Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(
'

!C.1 and C.2
,

'

With one or more control rods inoperable for reasons other
.

&

than bein !
continue,g stuck in the withdrawn position, operation may !provided the control rods are fully inserted
within 3 hours and disarmed (electrically or hydraulically)

'

within 4 hours. Inserting a control rod ensures the
-

shutdown and scram capabilities are not adversely affected. i

The control rod is disarmed to prevent inadvertent
'

withdrawal during subsequent operations. :
The control rodscan be hydraulically disamed b !

exhaust water isolation valves.y closing the drive water and !Electrically, the control
rods can be disarmed by disconnecting power from all four '

,

directional control valve solenoids. Required Action C.1 is
modified by a Note that allows control rods to be bypassed
in the RACS if required to allow insertion of the inoperable
control rods and continueo operation. SR 3.3.2.1. provides
additional requirements when the control rods are bypassed
to ensure compliance with the CRDA analysis, p
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, considering thej

small number of allowed inoperable control rods, and providt
.

! .
'

(continued)
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|

ACTIONS
C.1 and C.2 (continued)

__

time to insert and disarm the control rods in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

D.1 and D.2
g

Out of sequence control rods may increas the potentialh m et"vit worth of a dropped contro od during a CRDA..v RTP, the generic banke osition withdrawal
sequence (BPWS) analysis (Ref. v requires inserted control- yf
rods not in compliance with BPWS to be separated by at least
two OPERABLE control rods in all directions, including thepD diagonal.

Therefore, if@ or more inoperable control rods
,

are not in compitance with BPWS and not separated by at
c.
"

least two OPERABLE control rods, action must be taken to
OPERABLE status. restore compliance with BPWS or restore the control rods to

clarify that the Condition is not applicable when >ANotehasbeenaddedtotheConditionto<hd
p

O -

since the BPWS is not required to be followed under TP.

conditions, as described in the Bases for LCO 3.1.6.
'ese

( allowed Completion Time of 4 hours is acceptable, The

considering the low probability of a CRDA occurring.
!

;

In ad ion to the separation requirements linoperable !
.

control r
! fuel is that, an assumption in the CRDA ysis for ANF

allowed in any more than three inop le control rods areBPWS group. T efore, with one or more
!BPWS groups having r or ao

control rods must be re inoperable control rods, the '

Action E.1 is modifie to OPERABLE status. Required
a te indicating that theCondition is not icable whe ERMAL power is > IC% RTPsince the B not required to b 11 owed under the.t'conditio , as described in the Bases fo 0 3.1.6. Theall

Completion Time of 4 hours is accept
nsidering the low probability of a CRDA occurr ,

b
E.I w

93)
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of

| Condition A, C, D
are not met or nine or more

OH
3

(continued)
DU. . D ,/ C. e T. e.
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B 3.1.3
( BASES

i

I
*

ACTIONS (continued)

inoperable control rods exist, the plant must be brought to-
a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this ;

status, the plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours.
This ensures all insertable control rods are inserted and ;

places the reactor in a condition that does not require the
'

active function (i.e., scram) of the control rods. i
The .!gg number of control ds pemitted to be inoperable when '

operating abovT RTP i.e., no CRDA considerations couldbe more than the value sp(ecified, but the occurrence o)f aw~
,

1arge number of inoperable control rods could be indicative
i

of a generic problem, and . investigation and resolution of
the potential problem should be undertaken. The allowed
Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on ,

operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power !

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging ,

plant systems. ;
'

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
I g REQUIREMENTS

t

The position of each control rod must be detemined, to,

! ensure adequate information on control rod position is i
'

available to the operator for detemining CRD OPERABILITY !
'

and controlling rod patterns. Control rod position may be
determined by the use of OPERABLE position indicators, by
moving control rods to a position with an OPERABLE
indicator, or by the use of other appropriate methods. The
24 hour Frequency of this SR is based on operating
experience related to expected changes in control rod
position and the availability of control rod position
indications in the control room.

SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3|
|

Control rod insertion capability is demonstrated by
.inserting each partially or fully withdrawn control rod at

least one notch and observing that the control rod moves.
The control rod may then be returned to its originalposition.

This ensures the control rod is not stuck and isfree to insert on a scram signal. These Surveillances arenot required when
notch insertions m(ay not be compatible with the requirementsH Eir the actual LPSP of the RPC since the,

!

EPNAL PotdER Is less 4ke or ega:/..

; (cor.tinued) !
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( BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3 (continued)REQUIREMENTS
- - - ~ -

of M nettcrn sJ@ (LCO 3.1.6) and the RPC
'

(LCO3.3.2.1).
on operating experience related to the changes in CRDThe 7 day frequency of SR 3.1.3.2 is based

!

Q
'

performance and the ease of perfoming notch testing forfully withdrawn control rods. Partiall
rods are tested at a 31 day frequency, y withdrawn controlbased on the
potential power reduction required to allow the control rod
movement, and considering the large testing sample ofSR 3.1.3.2.

Furthermore, the 31 day frequency takes into 1

account operating experience related to changes in CRDI performance.
At any time, if a control rod is inunovable, a

determination of that control rod's trippability
(OPERABILITY) must be made and appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.3.4

Verifying the scram time for each control rod to notch
-

'} | position 13 is s47 }d
seconds provides reasonable assurance

that the control rod will insert when required during a DBA_i
or transient, thereby completing its shutdown function.( ..S* b'~ pM"4-
This SR is performed in conjunction with the control rode "

scram time testing of SR 3.1.4.1, SR 3.1.4.2, SR 3.1.4.3,g 5 % (RPSD3 and SR 3.1.4.4.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in

LCO 3.3.1.14and the functional testing of SDV vent and drain
.sL 5 b M.*>

' complete testing of the assumed safety function _ valves in LCO 3.1.84 overlap this Surveillance to provide
_ - W-

.

[3 ' 6 b;3c 6 c Ye L e
associated frequencies are acceptable, considering the more

The'

b
.

I f (nvh sle.A ad Dmb frequent testing performed to demonstrate other aspects of
control rod OPERABILITY and operating experience
shows scram times do not significantly change ove,r anMn 5, which,,

'

operating cycle.
|

i

SR 3.1.3.5

Coupling verification is perfomed to ensure the control rod
is connected to the CRDM
function when necessary. and will perform its intendedThe Surveillance requiresverifying that a control rod does not go to the withdrawnovertravel position when it is fully withdrawn. The
overtravel position feature provides a positive check on the
coupling integrity, since only an uncoupled CRD can reach

-

the overtravel position.
The verification is required to be

i
(continued)

-02/5 STE
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BASES

(
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

performed anytime a control rod is withdrawn to the " full
out" position (notch position 48) or prior to declaring the
control rod OPERABLE after work on the control rod or CR0
System that could affect coupling. This includes control
rods inserted one notch and then returned to the " full out"position during the performance of SR 3.1.3.2. This
Frequency is acceptable, considering the low probability
that a control rod will become uncoupled when it is not
being moved and operating experience related to uncoupling
events.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26, GDC 27, GDC 28, and
GDC 29.

l O8' USAR e
' 2. -FSAR, SectioD4.3.2,

. .

USAR
FSAR,Sectiok4.6.1.1.2.5.3h3.

4. , Sectio D 5.2.2[2,3 [ h;-
( osne -

5. -PSAR, SectionMI5.4.1[
_( /,. USAR, Sec4 hm lE4 2)-

il X7 SectioN15.4.9[
M. NEDO-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,",

,

Section 7.2, January 1977.

.

6m
B 3.1-20 Rev. O, 0;/2;j;;
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
. 1

\ B 3.1.4 Control Rod Scram Times

1
'

BASES '

5 !
BACKGROUND The scram function of the Control Rod Drive (CRD) System

controls reactivity changes during abnormal operational-
transients to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded (Ref. 1). The control rods are 1

:

scrassmed by positive means, using hydraulic pressure exerted
!on the CRD piston. 1,

When a scram signal is initiated, control air is vented from i
the scram valves, allowing them to open by spring action.,

j Opening the exhaust valves reduces the pressure above the
|

>

-

main drive piston to atmospheric pressure, and opening the - '

inlet valve applies the accumulator or reactor pressure to
.

the bottom of the piston. Since the notches in the index ,
'

tube are tapered on the lower edge, the collet fingers are ;
forced open by can action, allowing the index tube to move ;

upward without restriction because of the high differential '

pressure across the piston. As the drive moves upward and j
accumulator pressure drops below the reactor pressure, a

:ball check valve opens, letting the reactor pressure( complete the scram action. If the reactor pressure is low, j
t

;
such as during startup, the accumulator will fully insert-

i
'

the control rod within the required time without assistance
!from reactor pressure.
I

i,
-

'

3 ,6fawl7
|i

APPLICABLE The analytical met ods and assumptions used in evaluating !
SAFETY ANALYSES the control rod scram function are presented in References 2

-q 2, 3, 4, # 5! The Design Basis Accident.(DBA) andi

i

transient analyses assume that all of the control rods scram j
'

at a specified insertion rate. The resulting negative scram '

reactivity foms the basis for the detemination of plant
!thermal limits

scram times (e.g(e.g., the MCPR).Other distributions of !
., several control rods scrassiing slower

than the average time, with several control rods scransning4

faster than the average time) can also provide sufficient ;

iscram reactivity. Surveillance of each individual controli ;
rod's scram time ensures the scram reactivity assumed in the j; DBA and transient analyses can be met. ~

,

i

(continued)
i
'
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Control Rod Scran Times
i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.1.4
; Section 3.1 Page 155 of 197
i

BASES.

(
! APPLICABLE The scram function of the CRD System protects the MCPR'

SAFETY ANALYSES Safety Limit (SL) (see Bases for LCO 3.2.2, " MINIMUM
(continued) CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)"), and the 1% cladding plastic

strain fuel design limit (see Bases for LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE,

PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)," and LCO 3.2.3,
" LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)"), which ensure that no
fuel damage will occur if these limits are not exceeded.

) Above 950 psig, the scram function is designed to insert
; negative reactivity at a rate fast enough to prevent the

actual MCPR from becoming less than the MCPR SL during thej
analyzed limiting power transient. Below 950 psig, the
scram function is assumed to perform during the control rod
droo accident (Ref. 4) and, . therefore, also provides

.n.,;

*

protection against violating fuel damage limits during
reactivity insertion accidents (see Bases for LCO 3.1.6,
" Rod Pattern Control"). For the reactor vessel overpressure

ii
protection analysis, the scram function, along with the

isafety / relief valves, ensure that the peak vessel pressure ;is maintained within the applicable ASME Code limits.
i

Control rod scram times satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

1

I

i ( i

i LCO !

; The scram times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 (in the
iaccompanying LCO) are required to ensure that the scram '

: reactivity assumed in the DBA and t'12sient analysis is met,j To account for single failure and " slow" scramning control i

j rods, the scram times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 are faster !; '
than those assumed in the design basis analysis. The scram '

bc lP d45 - ti"'' "''' ' "'r'i" ' 'a" "a ta 7 5* af th* c "tr*' r d'

(e.@ified limi
x 7.5% to have scram times that exceed the

(i. ., " slow" control rods) assuming as
J

single stuck control rod (as allowed by LCO 3.1.3, " Controls

Rod OPERABILITY") and an additional control rod failing to
!

s ;n
; iUi scram per the single failure criterion. The scram times are j

specified as a function of reactor steam dome pressure to
.

account for the pressure dependence of the scram times. The.

. scram times are specified relative to measurements based on
! reed switch positions, which provide the control rod
1 position indication. The reed switch closes (" pickup") when2

1 the index tube passes a specific location and then opens
(" dropout") as the index tube travels upward. Verification
of the specified scram times in Table 3.1.4-1 is-
accomplished through measurement of the " dropout" times.

i
e

,

1 (continued)
:
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Endosure 2 to U-602196 Centrol Rod Scram
| Section 3.1 Page 156 of 197

'
. BASES
t

LCO To ensure that local scram reactivity rates are maintained
(centinued) within acceptable limits, no " t ; ef the aihJ-t

" slow" control rods may occupy adjacent locations.
l Table 3.1.4-1 is modified by two Notes, which state control

rods with scram times not within the limits of the Table are

Q >onsidered " slow" and that control rods with scram times
c '

'7)" seconds are considered inoperable as required by
5 3.1.3.4.

9 10sEe1 825 A b **
'

u

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, a scram is assumed to function during
transients and accidents analyzed for these plant
conditions. These events are assumed to occur during
startup and power operation; therefore, the scram function
of the control rods is required during these MODES. In
MODES 3 and 4, the control rods arecordv :1?:: 0 to be da[

'

withdrawn ynuer a cues vperei; ions <o a.19.s sin *
C1 - ' '7f)3f E T corgroi d Wi rawal- kft Shu'

Rod Wh)hdrawa -Cold Shwn," and0 3.1 ,

'jiingl cent -I own." chsSSE prov efadequate requirements for control rod scram
capability during these conditions. Scram requirements in
MODE 5 are contained in LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod( I

4

'

OPERABILITY-Refueling."

! ACTIONS A.1 C,9 - U MK

When the requirements of this LCO are not met the plant
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to MODE 3
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is

j reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
"

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE The four SRs of this LCO are modified by a Note stating that
REQUIREMENTS during a single control rod scram time surveillance, the CRD

pumps shall be isolated from the associated scram
accumulator. With the CRD pump isolated (i.e., charging
valve closed), the influence of the CRD pump head does not
affect the single control rod scram times. During a full

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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INSERT B23A

This LCO applies only to OPERABLE control rods sinceinoperable control rods will be inserted and disarmed(LCO 3.1.3). Slow scramming control rods may beconservatively declared inoperable and not accounted for as
" slow" control rods.

I

INSERT B23B

since the reactor mode switch is in Shutdown and a control rod
block is applied. This provides

INSERT B23C

the rate of negative reactivity insertion during a scram may
be within the assumptions of the safety analyses.not

Therefore,

|
i

,

I

.

|

'

i
!

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.1-23 10/1/93
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod Scram Times

Section 3.1 Page 158 of 197 0 3*1 4
4

BASES
I I.

i |
!2

SURVEILLANCE core scram, the CRD pump head would be seen by all control !1
REQUIREMENTS rods and would have a negligible effect on the scram ;

J (continued) insertion times.
i| ;

q >

:
3 SR 3.1.4.1

!'

The scram reactivity used in DBA and transient analyses is
based on assumed control rod scram time. Measurement of the
scram times with reactor steam dome pressure a 950 psig ;
demonstrates acceptable scram times for the transients

|
,

1

analyzed in References 3 and 4. t

!
,

Scram insertion times increase with increasing reactor
pressure because of the competing effects of reactor steam
done pressure and stored accumulator energy. Therefore,

;demonstration of adequate scram times at reactor steam done ;i pressure greater than 950 psig ensures that the scram times
will be within the specified limits at higher pressures.;

!

Limits are specified as a function of reactor pressure to,

account for the sensitivity of the scram insertion times :

with pressure and to allow a range of pressures over which
..

.

scram time testing can ta performed. To ensure scram time
t testing is performed within a reasonable time following a i

3 f

refueling or after a shutdown a 120 days, all control rods i

@7 sp5fE53illfr.are required to be tested before exceeding 40% RTP @!"mm|
This Frequency is acceptable, considering the ;

'

additional surveillances performed for control rod
| OPERABILITY, the frequent verification of adequate

accumulator pressure, and the required testing of control
j rods affected by work on control rods or the CRD System. 1

'

N ~

., ,}.,

SR 3.1.4.2 l' D .N
-_

* 'g '

'

Additional testing of a sample of control rods is requiredtes4rd soyk
,

to verify the continued performance of the scram functioncre.Achtsed during the cycle. A representative sample contains at least
*

-

%u 10% of the control rodsp_e_t_Jh no more than 20% of the
control rods in the%iliBD" slow." If more than 20% of the

,

sample is declared to be " slow" per the criteria in

207e eg@1.20% criterionf s satisfied, or _*& m =c9e= ^ _1 rt tO
_

' (e.S.2 Table 3.1.4-1, additional control rods are tested until this,

i
eetesedt5i20/ For planned testing, the control rods selected for,

1 j the sarple'should be different for each test. Data from
| 3 inadvertent _serans should be_ used whenever possible to avoid

udd be hM wn%er cf "slos cw4 red rt}s (}l,rouhod -{la cer&~
4rce c\\ swivedc#tes} creec/ h LZO Um{{ , (continued)

|
ewh/osis B 3.1-24 Rev. O, M /2fl92 -,

|

!
'

1

)

I
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C ntrol Red Scran TimesEnclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 159 of 197 B 3.1.4

BASES

\
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.2 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

data were previously tested in a sample. unnecessary testing at power, even if the control rods with;
The 120 day

Frequency is based on operating experience that has shown ,

control rod scram times ao not significantly change over an i

operating cycle. !

This Frequency is also reasonable, based
on the additional Surveillances done on the CRDs at morefrequent intervals in accordance with LCO 3.1.3 and
LC0 3.1.5, " Control Rod Scram Accumulators."

SR 3.1.4.3

When work that could affect the scram insertion time is
performed on a control rod or the CRD System, testing must
be done to demonstrate that each affected control rod
retains adequate scram performance over the range of |

applicable reactor pressures from zero to the maximum ;

pemissible pressure. ;
The scram testing must be perfomed

|once before declaring the control rod OPERABLE. The
a rJKk7 required scram time testing must demonstrate that the i

i

D.- affected control rod is still within te limits,dRg acie-3.1.c n = nms cc ,ciTtum
,

Specific examples of work that could affect the scram times
include (but are not limited to) the following: !

removal of I

any CRD for maintenance or modification; replacement of a
control rod; and maintenance or modification of a scram
solenoid pilot valve, scram valve, accumulator isolation
valve, or check valves in the piping required for scram.

The Frequency of once prior to declaring the affected
control rod OPERABLE is acceptable because of the capability
of testing the control rod over a range of operating
conditions and the more frequent surveillances on other
aspects of control rod OPEPABILITY.

SR 3.1.4.4

When work that could affect the scram insertion time is
performed on a control rod or CRD System, testing must be
done to demonstrate each affected control rod is still
within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with the reactor steamdome pressure e 950 psig. Where work has been performed at

(continued),

A io als
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INSERT B25A

The limits for reactor pressures < 950 psig are
established based on the expected relationship to meeting
the acceptance criteria at reactor pressures 2 950 psig. I

Limits for 2 950 psig are found in Table 3.1.4-1. If
testing demonstrates the affected control rod does not
meet these limits, but is within the 7 second limit of
Table 3.1.4-1 Note 2, the control rod can be declared
OPERABLE and " slow."

4

>

|

I

!

I
i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.1-25 10/1/93 ;
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Control Rod Scram TimesEnclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 161 of 197 8 3.1.4

BASES
(

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.4 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.4.4 will be satisfied with one test.high reactor pressure, the requirements of SR 3.1.4.3 and
rod affected by work perfomed while shut down, however, aFor a control
zero pressure and a high pressure test may be required.
This testing ensures that the control rod scram performance
is acceptable for operating reactor pressure conditions
prior to withdrawing the control rod for continuedoperation.

Alternatively, a test during hydrostatic
pressure testing could also satisfy both criteria.

The Frequency of once prior to exceeding 40% RTP is
acceptable because of the capability of testing the control
rod at the different conditions and the more frequent
surveillances on other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY,

t

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10.
/ M 2. Sectio [14.3.2

N 3.
Section34.6.1.1.2.5.3[ySAR.

PSAR,Sectioh5.2.2.2.2.3[4.
l USA $2 4| 5.

l FMR, Section115.4.1[g c

]f f [*. .Sectiok15.4.9k
itSA2, erfocm ISill

% ';
^

.

7-%i6 373
B 3.1-26
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod Scram AccumulatorsSection 3.1 Page 162 of 197 8 3.1.5
;

1
B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Rod Scram Accumulators
!

"

BASES

,

BACKGROUND The control rod scram accumulators are part of the Control
Rod Drive (CRD) System and are provided to ensure that the3

control rods scram under varying reactor conditions. The
control rod scram accumulators store sufficien, energy to
fully insert a control rod at any reactor vessel pressure.
The accumulator is a hydraulic cylinder with a free floatingpiston. The piston separates the water used to scram the

,

control rods from the nitrogen, which provides the required
,

i

energy. The scram accumulators are necessary to scram the
control rods within the required insertion times of
LCO 3.1.4, " Control Rod Scram Times."

|

i
;

.hAPPLICABLE
The analytical methods /and assumptions used in evaluatingi

SAFETY ANALYSES the control rod se ion are presented in
References 1, 2, 3 5. he Design Basis Accident (DBA)and transient analyse a that all of the control rods( scram at a specified insertion rate. OPERABILITY of each .

,

individual control rod scram accumulator, along with
LCO 3.1.3, " Control Rod OPERABILITY," and LCO 3.1.4, ensures
that the scram reactivity assumed in the DBA and transientanalyses can be met. The existence of an inoperable
accumulator may invalidate prior scram time measurements for
the associated control rod.

The scram function of the CRD System, and, therefore, the
,

!

OPERABILITY of the accumulators, protects the MCPR Safety
Limit (see Bases for LCO 3.2.2, " MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER
RATIO (MCPR)') and the 1% cladding plastic strain fuel

,

;

design limit (see Bases for LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE PLANAR
; LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)," and LCO 3.2.3,

" LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)'), which ensure that no
fuel damage will occur if these limits are not exceeded (see
Bases for LCO 3.1.4). Also, the scram function at low

|reactor vessel pressure (i.e., startup conditions) providesI
i

protection against violating fuel design limits during:

reactivity insertion accidents (see Bases for LCO 3.1.6, i

" Rod Pattern Control").

4

(continued).

#
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BASES

APPLICABLE

NRC Policy Statement. Control rod scram accumulators satisfy Criterion 3 of theSAFETY ANALYSIS
(continued)

LCO

The OPERABILITY of the control rod scram accumulators is
exists when needed over the entire range of reactorrequired to ensure that adequate scram insertion capabilitypressures.

The OPERABILITY of the scram accumulatorbased on maintaining adequate accumulator pressure. s is

APPLICABILITY
In MODES 1 and 2, the scram function is required for
mitigation of DBAs and transients and, therefore, the scrams.kce de redor accumulators must be OPERABLE to support
withdrawn gacer s, control rods are crm the scram function.In MODES 3 and 4MF d.c k '. .5 ''' : w F to beciai O ations w' 3.10f , "S i fe'. 77notSLQm asul a (Co trol ''d Wit rawal

p

t Shut wn," apd LCO .4,/ Dable '/ce d ed r d h\ccE I5 in Contr
Rod Wi drawal Cold Sh6t h n. hich) h

e

dejadequate requirements for control rod scram
or

, cqpled. N k prevIles
accumulator OPERABILITY under these conditions.( (
Requirements for scram accumulators in MODE 5 are contained

~ _

in LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling."OC 1 '| |

|
,

|ACTIONS

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that a
separate Condition entry is allowed for each control rod.
This is acceptable since the Required Actions for each i

@v45Te) control rod. Condition provide appropriate compensatory action for each!

Cp_.d(gcffy !

may allow for continued operation and subsequent q39Ep4ble) Complying with the Required Actions
control rods governed by subsequent Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

A.I and A.2 h
With one control rod scram accumu
be declared " slow," pressure e @lator inoperable and thereactor steam dome

psig, the control rod may
since the control rod will still scramat the reactor operating pressure but mah

,

'

required scram times in Table 3.1.4-I@y not satisfy the
Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note, which clarifies.. nm ED.

(continued)
-BWt&-S E

B 3.I-28
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -B 3.1.5Section 3.1 Page 164 of 197

BASES
'

,

1

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

that declaring the control rod " slow" is only applicable if !
the associated control scram time was within the limits of !

Table 3.1.4-1 during the last scram time test. Otherwise, I

the control rod would already be considered " slow" and the
further degradation of scram performance with an inoperable
accumulator could result in excessive scram times. In thic ;
event, the associated control rod is declared inoperable
(Required Action A.2) and LCO 3.1.3 entered. This would
result in requiring the affected control rod to be fully
inserted and disarmed, thereby satisfying its intended
function in accordance with ACTIONS of LCO 3.1.3.

i

The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is considered
reasonable, based on the large number of control rods

i
available to provide the scram function and the ability of
the affected control rod to scram only with reactor pressure |

iat high reactor pressures. '

i
!

8.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2 'g '

k With two or more control rod scram cumulators inoperable
and reactor steam done pressure a psig, adequate
pressure must be supplied to the arging water header.
With inadequate charging water pressure, all of the
accumulators could become inoperable, resulting in a
potentially severe degradation of the scram performance.
Therefore, within 20 minutes from discovery of charging
water header pressure < 1520 psig concurrent with

;

Condition B, adequate charging water header pressure must be
restored. The allowed Completion Time of 20 minutes is ,

considered a reasonable time to place a CRD pump into
service to restore the charging header pressure, if
required. This Completion Time also recognizes the ability
of the reactor pressure alone to fully insert all control
rods.

The control rod may be declared " slow," since the control
rod will still scram using only reactor pressure, but may
not satisfy the times in Table 3.1.4-1. Required
Action B.2.1 is modified by a Note indicating that declaring
the control rod " slow" is only applicable if the associated
control scram time was within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1during the last scram time test. Otherwise, the control rod

(continued)
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BASES
{

;
ACTIONS 8.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2 (continued) '

i

I
would already be considered " slow" and the further
degradation of scram performance with an inoperable {
accumulator could result in excessive scram times.In thisevent, the associated control rod is declared inoperable
(Required Action B.2.2) and LCO 3.1.3 entered. This would
inserted and disarmed, thereby satisfying its intendedresult in requiring the affected control rod to be fully
function in accordance with ACTIONS of LCO 3.1.3.
The allowed Completion Time of I hour is considered
reasonable, based on the ability of only the reactor

of a DBA or transient occurring while the affectedpressure to scram.the control rods and the low probability
accumulators are inoperable.

C.1 and C.2

a
With one or more control rod scram acc

pressure ~lators inoperableand the reactor steam do
1

psig, the pressure
supplied to the charging water header must be adequate tog

ensure that accumulators remain charged.s

steam dome pressure With the reactor
accumulators in prov@iding the scram force becomes much morepsig, the function of the

important since the scram function could become severely
degraded during a depressurization event or at low reactorpressures.

Therefore, immediately upon discovery of
i

p
charging water header pressure d{1520Msig, concurrent
with Condition C, all control rods associated with
inoperable accumulators must be verified to be fullyinserted. Withdrawn control rods with inoperable scram
accumulators may fail to scram under these low pressureconditions.
declared inoperable within 1 hour.The associated control rods must also be

The allowed Completion
Time of 1 hour is reasonable for Required Action C.2,
considering the low probability of a DBA or transient
occurring during the time the accumulator is inoperable.

i

N
eder1

The reactor mode switch must be immediately placed in the
OC4 shutdown position if g Required Action and associated--

Completion Time 4cannot be met.
This ensures that all

cu:socidel db be lo% ck b CRb
[ Re p red Ac4; M 8,1 u d C.th p - (continued)

,

w - ~ ~ -w
-Es/oM
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k BASES !
I

|
|

'

ACTIONS D.1 (continued) j

insertable control rods are inserted and that the reactor is
in a condition that does not require the active function
(i.e., scram) of the control rods. This Required Action is
modified by a Note stating that the Required Action is not ,

;applicable if all control rods associated with the
!

inoperable scram accumulators are fully inserted, since the
function of the control rods has been perfomed.

;

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.5.1 requires that the accumulator pressure be checked
every 7 days to ensure adequate accumulator pressure exists
to provide sufficient scram force. The primary indicator of
accumulator OPERABILITY is the accumulator pressure. A
minimum accumulator pressure is specified, below which the
capability of the accumulator to perfom its intended
function becomes degraded and the accumulator is considered
inoperable. The minimum accumulator pressure of 1520 psig

( is well below the expected pressure of 1750 psig e
[suu m o (Ref. 2). Declaring the accumulator inoperable
when the minimum pressure is not maintained ensures that
significant degradation in scram times does not occur. The

:
7 day Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience and takes into account @
indications available in the control room.,

REFERENCE 1. Sectio 4.3.2

2. Sectiok4.6.1.1.2.5.3
USAd

3. 45AR, Section 5.2.2.2.2.3 .
USA /L x _9

9 {4.
f5AR, Section [15.4.If.r

b lh A L, Sec4M I T. 4.Q '<

. . a

I

:

,

!
'
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B 3.1
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.6 Rod Pattern Control

BASES
=

BACKGROUND =

Control rod patterns during startup conditions are
controlled by the operator and the rod pattern controller
(RPC) (LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control Rod Block Instrumentation"
that only specified control rod sequences and relative ), soh/ -

up 6gc positions are allowed over the
Econtrol roos inserteet aca .ograting range of allho power % The sequences
effectively limit the potential amount of reactivity

6 PSP),) addition that could occur in the event of a control rod drop
el P

j accident (CRDA).

consistent g :-This Specification assures that the control rod patterns areReferences ., . the assumptions of the CRDA analyses of
j _.

A %d 2l
_ w

APPLICABLE

the CRDA are summarized in References 1. f ..GPThe analytical methods and assumptions,2 sed in evaluatingSAFETY ANALYSES
(

analyses assume that CRDA
withdrawal sequences.the reactor operator follows prescribed
initial conditions for the CRDA analysis.These sequences define the potential
(LCO 3.3.2.1) provides backup to operator control of theThe RPC

withdrawal sequences to ensure that the initial conditionsof the CRDA analysis are not violated.

Prevention or mitigation of positive reactivity insertion
events is necessary to limit the energy deposition in the
fuel, thereby preventing significant fuel damage, which
could result in undue release of radioactivity.failure consequences for UO Since the

have been shown to beinsignificant below fuel en,rgy depositions of 300 cal /gm
-

1 e

(Ref 3/), the fuel damage limit of 280 cal /gm provides a
margin of safety from significant core d'

result in release ge, which would
evaluations (Ref&of radioactivity (Refs andff). Generic=d ' f a design basis CFDA (i.e., aCRDA resulting in a peak

!
280 cal /gm) have shown that if the peak fuel enthalpy

i energy deposition of

remains below 280 cal /ge, then the maximum reactor pressure
will be less than the required ASME Code limits (Ref.7g) and
the calculated offsite doses will be well within therequired limits (Ref $).

58

(continued)
-BWR/6 5 5 -

B 3.1-32
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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1 B 3.1.6 |
r

.

1 BASES I

\

_ 4 I

l WoD8APPLICABLE - | Control rod patterns analyzed in Reference dollow the
3

{
SAFETY ANALYSES | banked postttbn withdrawal sequence (BPWS) escribed in i

.

j (continued)
{allcontr he BPWS is applicable roy he condition ofReferenc

;

ds fully inserted to T P (Ref. G). For
~;~

the BPWS, the control rods are required to be moved in, ar '

! [k groups, with all control rods assigned to a specific group
.required to be within specified banked positions- (e.g.,| i

between notches 08 and 12). The banked positions arei i

defined to minimize the maximum incremental control rod! hI worths without being overly restrictive during normal plant
i{ l operation. The generic BPWS analysis (RefSR) also

I evaluated the effect of fully inserted, inoperable control'

rods not in compliance with the sequence, to allow a limited ."

t

number (i.e., eight) and distribution of fully inserted, iinoperable control rods., i

A I

Rod pattern control satisfies the requirements of {-

Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
!,

>

i i

!
i LCO Compliance with the prescribed control rod sequences

!

,

| ( minimizes the potential consequences of a CRDA by limiting i
the initial conditions to those consistent with the BPWS. |

l This LCD only applies to OPERABLE control rods. For
i

j inoperable control rods required to be inserted, separate
' requirements are specified in LCO 3.1.3, ' Control Rod
.

OPERABILITY," consistent with the allowances for inoperable
control rods in the BPWS. - :

m O
N20'7o

"'

APPLICABILITY J'| In MODES 1 and 2, when'7IIE POWER is s RTP, the CRDA
! is a Design Basis Accident DBA) and, the ore, compliancewith the assumptions of t safety analysis is required.

|When THERMAL POWER is > RTP, there is no credible
control rod configuration that results in a control rod ;'

.

d
worth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel damage limiti i'

Q] during a CRDA (Ref.9X). In MODES 3, 4, and 5, since the
reactor is shut down and only a' single control rod can be, ,

i

withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel assemblies,1

] adequate SDM ensures that the consequences of a CRDA are
acceptable, since the reactor will remain suberitical with a4

single control rod withdrawn.
i

I
!

i

(continued)
ET/C :TS-- B 3.1-33- Rev. O, 00/20/02 -
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B 3.1.6

( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one or more OPERABLE control rods not in compliance
with the prescribed control rod sequence, action may be
taken to either correct the control rod pattern or declare
the associated control rods inoperable within 8 hours.
Noncompliance with the prescribed sequence may be the result
of " double notching," drifting from a control rod drive

!

,

g| .

O cooling water transient leaking scram valves, or a power
reduction to !

control rod p$at Tm.% RTP before establishing the correct
'

The number of OPERABLE control rods inot in compliance with the prescribed sequence is limited to
eight to prevent the operator from attempting to correct a i

!control rod pattern that significantly deviates from the
prescribed sequence. When the control rod pattern is not in

,

compliance with the prescribed sequence, all control rod
!

;

movement should be stopped except for maves needed to
correct the control rod pattern, or n am if warranted.

t

:
Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note, which allows
control rods to be bypassed in Rod Action Control System ;

'

(RACS) to allow the affected control rods to be returned to :their correct position. This ensures that the control rods( will be moved to the correct position. A control rod not in
!

'

compliance with the prescribed sequence is not considered
inoperable except as required by Required Action A.2. i

OPERABILITY of control rods is determined by compliance with i

LCO 3.1.3; LCO 3.1.4, " Control Rod Scram Times"; and '

LCO 3.1.5, " Control Rod Scram Accumulators." The allowed
Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, considering the
restrictions on the number of allowed out of sequence
control rods and t;ie low probability of a CRDA occurring
during the time the control rods are out of sequence.

B.1 and B.2

If nine or more OPERABLE control rods are out of sequence,
the control rod pattern significantly deviates from thei

prescribed sequence. Control rod withdrawal should be
suspended immediately to prevent the potential for further
deviation from the prescribed sequence. Control rod
insertion to correct control rods withdrawn beyond their
allowed position is allowed since, in general, insertion of
control rods has less impact on control rod worth than
withdrawals have. Required Action B.1 is modified by a Note .

i

!1

! (continued)
t

-BWR/C STS- B 3.1-34 Rev. O, 09/2"/92-
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BASES ,

t

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) gQ ;

that allows the affected control rods to be bypassed in RACS
in accordance with SR 3.3.2.1.A to allow insertion only.

.

With nine or more OPERABLE control rods not in compliance
with BPWS, the reactor mode switch must be placed in the
shutdown position within I hour. With the reactor mode
switch in shutdown, the reactor is shut down, and therefore
does not meet the applicability requirements of this LCO.
The allowed Completion Time of I hour is reasonable to allow
insertion of control rods to restore compliance, and is
appropriate relative to the low probability of a CRDA
occurring with the control rods out of sequence.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1l

REQUIREMENTS

The control rod pattern is verified to be in compliance with
the BPWS at a 24 hour Frequency, ensuring the assumptions of
the CRDA analyses are met. The 24 hour Frequency of this
Surveillance was developed considering that the primary
check of the control rod pattern compliance with the BPWS is( performed by the RPC (LCO 3.3.2.1). The RPC provides|

control rod blocks to enforce the required control rod
'

cA %g%0 se uence and is required to be OPERABLE when operating at| 19 5 RTP. .

.

REFERENCES 1 r" - t Cy f t 9 'ety " d .r ... -

OI j- *Moam, cattens to ine Requi. snts for Contre 4JoF
VSA 7 See% JC O. g

H

or W dut xitigating si m _,, BWa owners 4 m ph,

Vulv-494Z1 h - - .-ys/ D .-
Rehh Touc Fie |[. %! PSAR, Section 15.4.9. h DeseArt<waloC1

f 3' % NUREG-0979, "NRC Safety Evaluation Report . farm
GESSAR 11 BWR/6 Nuclear Island Design, DocketI No. 50-447," Section 4.2.1.3.2, April 1983.

k,
NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan," Section 15.4.9,y " Radiological Consequences of Control Rod Drop

l Accident (BWR)," Revision 2, July 1981.
.

(continued)
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, BASES

_

r

REFERENCES 5,%
(continued) 10 CFR 100.11. " Determination of Exclusion Area / ow -Population Zone and Population Center Distance."L

(, %
NEDO-21778-A, " Transient Pressure Rises Affected
Reactors," December 1978. Fracture Toughness Requirements for Boiling Water

'

{|
'

7. % ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

II g, %.
NEDO-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"

(h---[[ January 1977.
us4R , Sec h y,to.l. F 3-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.1 Page 172 of 197

j{; 8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

! B 3.1.7 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System

BASES |
'

3

BACKGROUND The SLC System is designed to provide the capability of
bringing the reactor, at any time in e fuel cycle, from full
power and minimum control rod inventory (which is at the
peak of the xenon transient) to a subcritical condition with
the reactor in the most reactive xenon free state without ;taking credit for control rod movement. The SLC S
satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62 (Ref.1hstem I

'

on
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)..

The SLC System consists of a boron solution storage tank,
two positive displacement pumps, two explosive valves, which
are provided in parallel for redundancy, and associated
piping and valves used to transfer borated water from the

; storage tank to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The
borated solution is discharned through the high pressure

r b 4 c. c re shr ci
_

!

) ( APPLICABLE The SLC System is manually initiated from the main control
SAFETY ANALYSES room, as directed by the emergency operating procedures, if

the operator believes the reactor cannot be shut down, or
kept shut down, with the control rods. The SLC System is
used in the event that not enough control rods can be
inserted to accomplish shutdown and cooldown in the nomal-
manner. The SLC System injects horated water into the
reactor core to compensate for all of the various reactivity
effects that could occur during plant operation. To meet-
this objective, it is necessary to inject a quantity of@ & sk boron that nroduces a concentration off660 ppa of natural |boron in the reactor core at 68'F. To allow for potential onleakage and imperfect mixing in the reactor system, an N
additional amount of boron equal to 25% of the amount cit
above is added (Ref. 2). The C ersus o e i

.: concentration limits in Figure 7 .1. M. i k :;t- ; ? e d f
'

EEW are calculated such that the required concentration is
-

; achieved accounting for dilution in the RPV with nomal
water level and including the water volume in the residual !

heat removal shutdown cooling piping and in the,

recirculation loop piping. This quantity of borated.

_ solution is the amount that is above the _ "-

sforge fSbevei kstra.mnt cero. ['de ins +ra$nt,

mo k bsed on ensudg n@cied net posi+Ne (continued)
'

i i su% bcd cud kchdes addWeu t scegin do predu2e.
E D/6 ETS oit evArcWmd B 3.1-37 & M pamp Rev. 0, 00/M/9L
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BASES

| t
'

pl (-
:

iAPPLICABLE

shutoff)efelyMrhe fbon so ofiongoraMnky1lo crbe))is taken f it iSAFETY ANALYS S
(continued) M'Vthe ponion of the tafik voMme that can I

! The SLC System satisfies the requirements of the NRC Policy i

; >

| Statement because operating experience and probabilistic
risk assessment have generally shown it to be important to ;

!public health and safety.
;

|

LCO
The OPERABILITY of the SLC System provides backup capability
for reactivity control, independent of normal reactivity
control provisions provided by the control rods. The
OPERABILITY of the SLC System is based on the conditions of
the borated solution in the storage tank and the
availability of a flow path to the RPV, including the

,

OPERABILITY of the pumps and valves. Two SLC subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE, each containing an OPERABLE pump,
an explosive valve and associated piping, valves, and
instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

In MODES 1 and 2, shutdown capability 4is required. hd tcWe)- !( APPLICABILITY
In

si.tce de reac4cr MODES 3 and 4, control rods are C e / :H: :j to be withdrawn
-- =

-

un C i Opuratio3s'LCO u.3,f5ing t.onTyo
rnedc wifck is ht hdra -Ho hut 4tfwn," d LCJV3.10.J y"Sudle ntroli

Skinhenanda ' Rod .hdra _ cant Sh down /" which afavidefadequate
controis to ensure the' reactor remains suberitical. In-

,

Mel rod Mu( 6 ) MODE 5, only a single control rod can be withdrawn from a '

;-

i core cell containing fuel assemblies. Demonstration of
,

! opticd, TL;s prevAs adequate SDM (LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)") ensures'

- J that the reactor will not become critical. Therefore, thef SLC System is not required to be OPERABLE during these
OCS conditions, when only a single control rod can be withdrawn.

I
!

ACTIONS A.1

r f'the 5ron solutMhI
' oncentr ion ~ less than theyrequired lin' (for ATW ation but reater n theI1 -- concentr' on required fo co shutdown (or - al licensing |basi , the 'boncentrat' must egestor o wi hi limits( 2 hours. ItNi t necessary u these condit1 E toj is

.

(continued)
,

i
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BASES

I.
ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

' W lare b d SLC subsystpms inoperable since they are
capable /f perfomin ffeir original esign basis functio /n.Becauyf of the low bability of ATWS event and thft theN-~ SLC4ystem capab y still exi_ f s for vessel injection
tp(der these conf ions, the aMowed Completion Tjafe of

42 hours is apteptable and a rovides adequate tjee to restory
concentrat ji n to within Mmits. The maximum 4ompletion Jm''e

t
of 10 days"is allowed Tor this LCO in the eient of multiple }Condi Nn entrjy

h
'

.I

.J If one SLC Systene/ subsystem is inoperable @nnuuthff r-
/ A=_4=== w, the inoperable subsystem must be restored

to OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this condition, the
remaining OPERABLE subsystem is adequate to perform the
shutdown function. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the remaining OPERABLE
subsystem could result in reduced SLC System shutdown
capability. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the
availability of an OPERABLE subsystem capable of performing

( the intended SLC System function and the low probability of
;

a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or severe transient occurring
iconcurrent with the failure of the Control Rod Drive System !to shut down the plant. (Tfie ime !~Vor Viis,WLCO,jn ee of mu..

1

i

If both SLC subsystems are inoperable 4orecm ether-thib:-
6e-ntm *, at least one subsystem must be restored to

OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The allowed Completion Time
of 8 hours is considered acceptable, given the low
probability of a DBA or transient occurring concurrent with
the failure of the control rods to shut down the reactor.

@G
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time is not
met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO

(continued),

d
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BASES
.

t |
1

h (continued)ACTIONS

:does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be '

brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion
Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1. SR 3.1.7.2. and SR 3.1.7.3 :

REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.7.1 through SR 3.1.7.3 are 24 hour Surveillances,S. verifying certain characteristics of the SLC System (e.g.,\Ly md !w/**#<
'

the volume and temperature of the borated solution in the'g & per storace tand, thereby ensuring the SLC System OPERABILITY
6"y' 8;Ig<o wTthout disturbing normal plant operation. These

!
- Surveillances ensure the proper borated solution and

temperature, including the temperature of the pump suction
piping, are maintained. Maintaining a minimum specified
borated solution temperature is important in ensuring that
the boron remains in solution and does not precipitate out
in the storage tank or in the pump suction piping. The

(
24 hour Frequency of these SRs is based on operating
experience that has shown there are relatively slow
variations in the measured parameters of volume and
temperature.

SR 3.1.7.4 and SR 3.1.7.6

SR 3.1.7.4 verifies the continuity of the explosive charges
in the injection valves to ensure proper _ operation will
occur if required. Other administrative controls, such as
those that limit the shelf life of the explosive charges,
must be followed. The 31 day Frequency is based on
operating experience that has demonstrated the reliability
of the explosive charge continuity.

|

SR 3.1.7.6 verifies each valve in the system is in its
correct position, but does not apply to the squib (i.e.,

jexplosive) valves. Verifying the correct alignment for imanual, power operated, and automatic valves in the SLC
;

System flow path ensures that the proper flow paths will
iexist for system operation. A valve is also allowed to be
i

in the nonaccident position, provided it can be aligned to

(continued)
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section 3.1 Page 176 of 197'

(
L,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.4 and SR 3.1.7.6 (continued) YREQUIREMENTS

J the accident position from the control room, G:
,

i
m:C 17 J!j cN" " N :;i @. This is acceptable the :SLC System is a manually initiated system. This

Surveillance does not apply to valves that are locked, ;.

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they were
i
i

verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,sealing, or securing. ;
This verification of valve alignment

does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently
!

misaligned, such as check valves.
any testing or valve manipulation This SR does not requirerather, it involves
verification that those valves cap;able of being
mispositioned are in the correct positions. The 31 day
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is consistent

,

with the procedural controls governing valve operation that
ensure correct valve positions.j

i

@ i

,

SR 3.1.7.5
q[qq -

This Surveillance requires an examination of the sodium
pentaborate solution by using chemical analysis to ensure
the proper concentration of boron exists in the storagel tank. SR 3.1.7.5 must be performed anytime boron or water

;

is added to the storage tank solution to establish that the ;
boron solution concentration is within the specified limits.J
This Surveillance must be performed anytime thertemperature99 -- 1 70'F ,

is restored to4fETfEtr.e :::its et Mcure 3.1.by, to i

;ensure no significant boron precipitation occurred. The !
31 day Frequency of this Surveillance is appropriate because
of the relatively slow variation of boron concentration ;
between surveillances. |

SR 3.1.7.7
/2

Demonstrating each SLC System pump develop a flow rate
t 41.2 gpa at a discharge pressure e HO&.

ig ensures that
pump performance has not degraded during the fuel cycle.
This mirtimum pump flow rate requirement ensures that, when
combined with the sodium pentaborate solution concentration
requirements, the rate of negative reactivity insertion from
the SLC System will adequately compensate for the positivea

reactivity effects encountered during power reduction.a

cooldown of the moderator, and xenon decay. This test

(continued)
~ . . . .
-u m
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I.
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1. 7. 7_ (continued)REQUIREMENTS

confirms one point on the pump design curve, and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
abnormal performance. performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating

The Frequency of this Surveillance isi
ordance with the Inservice Testing Programh,

..yy.

SR 3.1.7.8 and SR 3.1.7.9

These Surveillances ensure that there is a functioning flow
path from the baron solution storage tank to the RPV,
including the firing of an explosive valve.
charge for the explosive valve shall be from the sameThe replacement
manufactured batch as the one fired or from another batchthat has been certified by having one of that batchsuccessfully fired.

The pump and explosive valve tested
should be alternated such that both complete flow paths are
tested every 36 months, at alternating 18 month intervals.
The Surveillance may be perfonned in separate steps to
prevent injecting boron into the RPV. An acceptable method
for verifying flow from the pump to the RPV is to pump(
demineralized water from a test tank through one SLCsubsystem and into the RPV.
on the need to perform this Surveillance under theThe 18 month Frequency is based
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the

Surveillance test when performed at the 18 month Frequency;therefore, the frequency was concluded to.be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

Demonstrating that all 5 :: tr:ci pipin between the boron
solution storage tank and the suc@ tion in et to the injection
pumps is unblocked ensures that there is a functioning flow
path for injecting the sodium pentaborate solution. An
acceptable method for verifying that the suction piping is
unblocked is to pump from the storage tank to the test tank.
The 18 month Frequency is acceptable since there is a low
probability that the subject piping will be blocked due to
precipitation of the boron from solution in the Best tr4eed)t
piping.

This is especially true in light of the daily

(continued)
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BASES Section 3.1 Page 178 of 197

k
SURVEILLANCE SR

(continued) J'L'l''JREQUIREMENTS
3.1.7.8 and SR 3.1.7.9

..

'""3
temperature verification of this piping ;

SR 3.1.7.3. equired by

determined that the temperature of this piping has fallenHowever, if, in perfoming SR 3.1.7. , it is
below the specified minimum, this 2_. ei?'=ce must be

;

perfomed once within 24 hours after the piping temperature>

is restore W" ' i:" - i T;3 .. ~ .h

(SR 3.1. ^
s

Enriched sodium pentaborate s
-

granular, enriched sodi ion is made by mixing ] !
.

tests on the gran ntaborate with water. Isotopic !actual B-10 odium pentaborate to verify the
cnment must be perfomed prior to additionto th

entage is being used. ftank in order to ensure that the proper 8-10 atom
.

pe
i

_.

_

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.62.
---

-

05h 2-
p) 2. -FGAR, Section 9.3.5.37.2~

(
-

|

|

|

I

!

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SDV Vent and Drain ValvcsSection 3.1 Page 179 of 197 8 3.1.8
,

B 3.1
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

,

(, B 3.1.8
'

Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves

BASES .

BACKGROUND
:

The SDV vent and drain valves are nonnally open and
,

'

sufficient volume is available at all times to allow adischarge any accumulated water in the SDV to ensure that
I

complete scram.
valves close to contain reactor water.During a scram, the SDV vent and drain

.

!

header piping that connects to each hydraulic control unitThe SDV consists of
(HCU) and drains into an instrument volume. !

headers and two instrument volumes, each receivingThere are twoapproximatel
discharges. y one half of the control rod drive (CRD)

comon drain line with two valves in series.The two instrument volumes are connected to a
' ;

'

The header piping is sized to receive and coconnected to a conson vent line with two valves in series.Each header is
.

4

water discharged by the CRDs during a scram.ntain all the
'

:

functions of the SDV are described in Reference 1.The design and1
a

!
APPLICABLE

the control rods are capable of scramming.The Design Basis Accident and transient analyses assume all
!{ SAFETY ANALYSESs

function of the SDV is to limit th The primary- !
.

coolant discharged during a scram.e amount of reactor
for the SDV vent and drain valves are that they operateThe acceptance criteria{automatically to: '

Close during scram to limit the amount of reactor
a.

coolant discharged so that adequate core cooling is
maintained and offsite doses remain within the :imits

,

of 10 CFR 200 (Ref. 2); and
b.

Open on scram reset to maintain the SDV vent and drain
path open so there is sufficient volume to accept the
reactor coolant discharged during a scram.

Isolation
C2 -- -Mem; ;of the SDV can also be accomplished by manual

.

.=D elosure of the SDV valves.| the discharge of reactor coolant to the SDV can beAdditionally,
isolation valves. terminated by scram reset or closure of the HCU manual

'

doses are well within the limits of ID CFR 100 (Ref. 2) andFor a bounding leakage case, the offsite
adequate core cooling is maintained (Ref. 3). !

The SDV vent
.

'
(continued).
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 8 3.3.B

Section 3.1 Page 180 of 197
i

l
APPLICABLE

during normal plant operation to ensure the SDV hasand drain valves also allow continuous drainage of the SDVSAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) sufficient capacity to co
during a full core scram.ntain the reactor coolant discharge

To automatically ensure this
capacity, a reactor scram (LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Instrumentation") is initiated if the SDV waterlevel exceeds a specified setpoint.

insufficient volume to accept a full scram.such that all control rods are inserted before the SDV hasThe setpoint is chosen

Policy Statement.SDV vent and drain valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC

LCO
.

that, during a scramThe OPERABILITY of all SDV vent and drain valves ensures
the SDV vent and drain valves will

Since the vent and drain lines are provided with two valvesclose to contain reac, tor water discharged to the SDV piping.
in series, the single failure of one valve in the open
position will not impair the isolation function of thesystem.

ensure that a path is available for the SDV piping to drainAdditionally, the valves are required to be open tofreely at other times.
( _

In MODES 1 and 2, scram may be @ require @d, and therefore, the
APPLICABILITY 49

SDV vent and drain valves mustgi.geILcreufcr be OPERABLE. In MODES 3and 4, control rods are (an!" i
kJto be withdrawn. 4medr W deb'. .''^

- dr i Hot down," CO

eciai up
tions LC c .1u.a. ingie c trol R

n er'

"y0, of a * gle trolo drawa -Cold ,

own." wk orovi e adequate
controls to ensure that only a single control rod can beadrelrc/ Bed'.t withdrawn. Also
can be withdrawn,from a core cell containing fuelduring MODE 5, only a single control rodMib. I" ja '

assemblies.
Therefore, the SDV vent and drain valves are

not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES since the reactorOC3'
,

is suberitical and only one rod may be withdrawn and subject
'

to scram.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that a
separate Condition entry is allowed for each SDV vent anddrain line.

This is acceptable, since the Required Actions

(continued)
W/0 SIE
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SDV Vent and Drain Yalves
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BASES
Section 3.1 Page 181 of 197

l
ACTIONS for each Condition provide ap

for each inoperable SDV line.propriate compensatory actions(continued)
Complying with the Required

Actions may allow for continued operation, and subsequent
inoperable SDV lines are governed by subsequent Condition
entry and application of associated Required Actions.

A.1

When one SDV vent or drain valve is * operable in one or more
lines, the valves must be restored to OPERABLE status within7 days. The Completion Time is reasonable, given the level
of redundancy in the lines and the low robability of a

h- - G=e tu ' n:: scram occurring during the time the val e(s)are inoperable
n:t urutR. The SDV is still isolable since

.

the redundant valve in the affected line is OPERABLE.During these periods, the single failure criterion
be preserved, and a higher risk exists to allow not

water out of the primary system during a scram. reactor N

@-u
If both valves in a line are inoperable, the line must be
isolated to contain the reactor coolant during a scram.

,

t

When a line is isolated, the potential for an inadvertent
scram due to high SDV level is increased. Required
Action B.1 is modified by a Note that allows periodic
draining of the SDV when a line is isolated. During these
periods, the line may be unisolated under administrativead M M dra b e control. This allows any accumulated water in the line

TT. = 12:b;- n-1Lik C"D:) to be drained, to preclude,a
g og ,,sorg

O e ''c L e reactor scram on SDV high level.. This is acceptable, sincethe % l n - - WaM 5= "-aai.Tui',
closed quickly41f a scram occurs with the valve open.

- W ean be-
1

A a deAlca+ed The 8 hour Completion Time to isolate the line is based on
the low probability of a scram occurring while the line isCF g oc

2

not isolated and unlikelihood of significant CRD seal
.-

leakage.

L1

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time is not
met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO

(continued)

M/0SM-
B 3.1-46 Rev. 0,-99M*/ L
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.2.8 !
!Section 3.1 Page 182 of 197
j

l
ACTIONS C.1 (continued) t

does not apply. \.

brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours.To achieve this status, the plant must be
The allowed Completion i

Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an

i

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. ,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

During normal operation, the SDV vent and drain valves
should be in the open position (except when performin
SR 3.1.8.2) to allow for drainage of the SDV piping. g
Verifying that each valve is in the open position ensures
that the SDV vent and drain valves will perform their
intended function during normal operation. This SR does notrequire any testing or valve manipulation rather, it
involves verification that the valves are;in the correctposition.

judgment and is consistent with the pre:edural controlsThe 31 day frequency is based on engineering
governing valve operation, which ensure correct valve |positions.

affect the isolation function. Improper valve position (closed) would not
1

SR 3.1.8.2
|

During a scram, the SDY vent and drain valves should close
:

Cycling each valve threugh its complete range of motionto contain the reactor water discharged to the SDV piping.
,

(closed and open) ensures that the valve will functionproperly during a scram. The 92 day Frequency is based on
operating experience and takes into account the level of i
redundancy in the system design. i

,

SR 3.1.B.3

SR 3.1.8.3 is an integrated test of the SDV vent and drain
!valves to verify total system performance.

a simulated or actual scram signal, the closure of the SDVAfter receipt of
vent and drain valves is verified. The closure time of

' 9.-{30]# seconds after a receipt of a scram signal is based on
the bounding leakage case evaluated in the accident

!
|

(continued)

-BWD/S STS- :
B 3.1-47 1Rev. 0,79/25/92 - '
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 0 *I*O

Section 3.1 Page 183 of 197
!BASES
i' ~

l,i

}SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.3 (continued)REQUIREMENTS !
'analysis. Similarly, after receipt of a simulated or actual

scram reset signal, the opening of the SDV vent and drainvalves is verified.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in>y"J Rej LCO 3.3.1.1 and the scram time testing of control rods in

'

LCO 3.1.34 overlap this Surveillance to provide completej pf],gpggg g, testing of the assumed safety function. Ti,a 18 month
Frequency is based on the need to perfom this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and

-

5 the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency;
therefore, the frequency was concluded to be acceptable froma reliability standpoint.

i cpl cisA LREFERENCES u @1. -f4WtR, Sectio <n14.6.1.1.2.4.2.f..t

'
.

2. 10 CFR 100.

I 3.
NUREG-0803, " Generic Safety Evaluation Report
Regarding Integrity of BWR Scram System Piping,"August 1981.

t

i

i

|

-BWR/G STS ~ B 3.1-48 Rev. 0,-C;/20/02
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Section 3.1 Page 184 of 19'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

BRACKETED ADMINISTRAT'VE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 The plant specific terminology for certain potential release
paths is better presented with the addition of "and secondary
containment bypass."

P.3 The reference to NEDE-24011 is revised to allow use of the most
recently approved revisions withott also requiring additional
changes to the Technical Specification Bases. The change to
this reference is also made for consistency with other
references to this document.

P.4 The intent of the ITS ACTIONS is to establish a fission product
boundary. The Clinton specific design requires including the
upper primary containment airlock as well as secondary
containment to ensure an adequate boundary.

P.5 For the Clinton specific licensing basis, neither Reference 5
or other references reviewed confirmed this " design process"
bases.

!

|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The Required Actions and Completion Times for Conditions C and
D have been revised for consistency with other similar Actions
such as: E.2 in this Specification; I.1 of proposed
Specification 3.3.1.1; C.2 of proposed Specification 3.3.2.1;
and throughout Sections 3.9 and 3.10. The BASES are also
revised to reflect these consistency changes.

C.2 This editorial revision is made for consistency with other
references to this document, e.g., B 3.1.3 Ref. 7 and B 3.1.6
Ref. 8.

C.3 This editorial correction is made to appropriately identify the
reference.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93

|
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: Enclosure 2 to U-602196

: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.1 Page 186 of 197

TS 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN 1
,

;
,

|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG OTS J

(continued)
],

,

C.4 This editorial revision ic made to place the descriptive phrase
with the context of the discussion which it describes. The i

intent of the wording is to exclude fuel movement outside of j
the reactor pressure vessel. The phrase does not modify I

" control rod replacement" since this activity can only' occur j'
within the vessel. The Bases description is also revised to j
reflect this revision. 4

-

,

C.5 This reference' to the Bases for LCO 3.1.7 is omitted since the j

j reference Bases do not discuss the topic of "significant fuel
damage resulting in undue release of radioactivity."

i

C.6 These revisions clarify when the requirement for demonstration j
by calculation is acceptable, and that the additional margin |
being discussed has already been incorporated into the limits
and is not an activity that must be accomplished when in the |
identified condition.

C.7 The sentence is revised to clarify that the identified fsuspensions are examples and may not include all CORE -

ALTERATIONS that must be suspended.

C.8 This is an editorial revision for consistency within the Bases. '
,

"Shall be performed" is wording that is appropriate for a {requirement, but not as a description of'that requirement. |

C.9 Just as during power operations, some unisolated penetrations l
4

may be administrative 1y open with capability for closure. '

These isolation valves would not have instrumentation required !

to be OPERABLE. Other penetrations may utilize isolation
devices other than " valves." To accommodate these variations
more generic wording is editorially chosen. )

;

C.10 Not all secondary containment penetrations are assumed to be
isolated (or isolatable). Only those penetrations that are

j " required" to perform the assumed function are intended to be
'

addressed. This is an editorial clarification of this issue.
I

C.11 Inadvertent criticalities are inherently criticalities which
occur inspite of intended protection against them. Given this,
SDM can not " ensure" no damage from inadvertent criticalities;
SDM can " provide assurance" against significant damage.

i

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
4
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.1.1 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.12 The ACTIONS associated with these revised Bases invoke
OPERABILITY requirements because the LCOs for the systems being
required OPERABLE are not (or may not be) Applicable at this
time. Therefore, reference to the LCOs for those systems that
are being required OPERABLE by ACTIONS, is inappropriate. The
LCO itself still remains not Applicable. This is only an
editorial enhancement to avoid the potential for mis-
application of.those LCOs.

{
!

CLINTON 3 10/1/93

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.1 Page 188 of 197

TS 3.1.2 - REACTIVITY ANOMALIES

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
i
!

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as ]
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |

as the USAR. )
:

P.2 This editorial revision is to make the Bases wording consistent I
with the LCO for those plants using GE fuel. All plants using ;

GE fuel still perform the reactivity anomaly surveillance by ,

comparing monitored rod densities with predicted rod densities. !

The wording is consistent with NUREG-1433.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.4 This comment number is not used for this station. i

'
,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
!

C.1 The Surveillance is modified to reflect the inability to obtain {
useful results'for this comparison at very low power levels.

,

Without this modification, the frequency may require the ;

surveillance to be conducted while operating at very low power |levels, i.e. , MODE 2, during which the comparison would provide !

results with questionable validity and accuracy. The NUREG- !

1434 Bases'and the current Clinton Power Station Technical '

Specifications presently reflect the need to conduct ' the
surveillance in MODE 1 (during POWER OPERATION). ,

i

C.2 This editorial revision is made to place the descriptive phrase
with the context of the discussion which it describes. The
intent of the wording is to exclude fuel movement outside of
the reactor pressure vessel. The phrase does not modify r

" control rod. replacement" since this activity can only occur
within the vessel.

C.3 " ...at RTP" adequately encompasses operating temperature
without separate mention. Editorial change only.

C.4 "Every accident" is not necessarily dependent on core
reactivity (such as fuel handling accident). Excessive
verbiage eliminated. Sufficient detail remains. ,

CLINTON 4 10/1/93 '
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.1 Page 189 of 197 |

j TS 3.1.3 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY- ,

! I

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE i
i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to |
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. :

!
. ,

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
,

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as |
'

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to j
; as the USAR. +

#

)
P.2 The number of control rods is dependent on plant reactor vessel . ;

design. For Clinton the correct number of control rods is 145. i
'

1 P.3 ITS Condition E is not applicable to ' GE fuel design. and
analysis. The remaining Conditions are renumbered and the t

|, Bases are appropriately revised.
'

,

1 P.4 The plant specific references are provided and renumbered as
necessary.

P.5 The power level for the Low Power Setpoint in the LCO is in
,

brackets, but does not appear in brackets throughout this ;

section of the Bases. The power level is being changed in the j
Bases to make it consistent with the LCO.t

.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
:

C.1 The reference to this Surveillance is corrected. The original '

surveillance no longer exists.1

C.2 This terminology revised to be consistent with discussions of
.

the SDM provided in the Bases for LCO 3.1.1.
I

C.3 This discussion of APPLICABILITY revised for consistency with
general format of NUREG-1434 which discusses Special Operations

; exceptions only in Section 3.10.

C.4 The time allowed to disarm an inoperable CRD is specified as
2 hours in Required Action A.1. This time was found acceptable
based on the time required to make the containment entry and
complete the procedure without undo haste. Since " separate

:| Condition entry" is allowed (ACTION Note), the 1 hour
Completion Time of Required Action B.1 is also seen to conflict
with the 2 hour Completion Time of Required Action A.1. This
proposed change resolves this inconsistency.

, ,

!

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.1 Page 190 of 197 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 i

TS 3.1.3 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY I

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued) '

i
C.5 Since the Condition involves separation requirements, one I

inoperable control rod is inherently not at issue. The
preferred pre.sentation, therefore, is to address "two or more
inoperable control rods".

C.6 Correct values are provided consistent with the associated LCO
requirement.

C.7 Missing Bases discussion related to the LCO's consideration of
only OPERABLE control rods is provided.

|
!

C.8 A more detailed reference to the specific requirements is i

provided by this preferred wording. )

C.9 The title of the LCO is provided at its first use as a
reference in accordance with the accepted format.

|

C.10 Many f actors influence a statement such as " assumptions for
scram reactivity in the DBA and transient analysis are not I

violated." The capability of inserting control rods alone can ;

not ensure these assumption. Insertion capability can " provide
assurance."

:

l
i

|

i

!

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.1.4 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM TIMES

i

-|
BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
|

| P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as j
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to'

i

as the USAR.
.

I P.2 The plant specific references are provided and renumbered as
'

necessary.

P.3 The NUREG presentation allowing "No more than 2" adjacent slow
control rods can not be supported by the current plant specific l
licensing / design basis.

l

!

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

1C.1 The "immediate" steam pressure is corrected to " intermediate" |

to provide appropriate direction for use of the table.

t
C.2 This phrase is redundant to the first part of the sentence and

is potentially confusing.

C.3 This discussion of APPLICABILITY revised for consistency with
general format of NUREG-1434 which discusses Special Operations
exceptions only in Section 3.10.

i

| C.4 The appropriate editorial presentation for a requirement to
j " cascade" is provided with this change.

C.5 The "O psig" scram times are proposed to be relocated to plant
procedures -- note the Surveillance which requires the scram
time testing that utilizes these limits remains within the TS
(SR 3.1.4.3). The scram time limit does not vary linearly from
0 psig to 950 psig. The NUREG presentation format is therefore
inadequate for presenting the limit. Portions of the Bases
insert are consistent with the changes proposed to ITS Table

j 3.1.4-1. The insert also proposes additional clarification
regarding the implementation of Table 3.1.4-1 Note 2 in
relation to satisfying the SR requirement of " scram time is

| within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1."
;

C.6 Missing Bases discussion related to the LCO's consideration of
only OPERABLE control rods is provided.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
"* #8 'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS 3.1.4 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM TIMES

|
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

(continued)

C.7 The NUREG Bases lacked a basis for the requirement. The
appropriate basis is provided.

C.8 Clarification necessary to avoid mis-reading the statement as
requiring 20% of each sample to include previously determined
" slow" control rods.

|

I|
'

I

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219e ,
Section 3.1 Page 193 of 19'I

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.1.5 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM ACCUMULATORS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to ;

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. )

I

;

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE :

!
P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as [

| the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to ;
as the USAR. -!

i

i

P.2 The plant specific references are provided and renumbered as {necessary. t

! I

| P.3 As indicated in USAR Sections 4.6.1.1.2.5.3 and 4.6.2.3.2.3, i
| 600 psig reactor pressure is sufficient to ensure that the !
i control rods will insert without supporting accumulator |pressure. However, as indicated, the insertion times may be

slower and may not support the required scram times used in the ;

safety analysis. Since this is the identified basis for the '

bracketed pressure to be used in the proposed LCO 3.1.5, this j
i proposed pressure is in accordance with the approved safety i
; analysis. ?

:

P.4 This range of expected accumulator pressure is not provided in fthe referenced USAR section. i

!

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS |

I
. C.1 No "other" indications were previously discussed. Therefore, j'

this is only an editorial correction. !

I|

| C.2 The Specification is directed to inoperable accumulators, not !
! inoperable control rods. Therefore, "affected control rods"

,

provides a more appropriate designation of the equipment of !

concern. t

|

C.3 This discussion of APPLICABILITY revised for consistency with
general format of NUREG-1434 which discusses Special Operations
exceptions only in Section 3.10. ;

C.4 All Required Actions other than B.1 or C.1 involve the ACTION
" declare ... inoperable" or " declare ... slow." These ACTIONS
can never be "not met." Therefore, the proposed revision
provides an editorial clarification of the intent.

C.5 The Table number adequately reflects the location of the
referenced information.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.1 Page 194 of 197DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS 3.1.6 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
|
1

| B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
| reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The reference to a specific Current Cycle Safety Analysis is
i not applicable since this document has been incorporated into

1

the USAR. The other references have been appropriately
renumbered.

P.2 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.3 The plant specific references are provided.

P.4 The power level for the Low Power Setpoint in the LCO is in i

brackets, but does not appear in brackets throughout some parts !
of this section of the Bases. The power level is being changed '

in the Bases to make it consistent with the LCO.
i

P.5 Reference title corrected. .

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
t

i

None in this section.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 io U-602196 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.1 Page 195 cfl97 |

TS 3.1.7 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to ;

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !

l

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
.

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as {
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |
as the USAR. !

P.2 The sentence is made plant specific to describe actual design
of the system.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station. j

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station. !
|

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station. {
{P.6 The sentence is corrected to reflect that Clinton uses " volume" {

versus concentration (i.e. CTS Figure 3.1.5-1) instead of
" temperature" versus concentration as proposed in NUREG - 1434.

!
P.7 The discharge pressure in the SR is in brackets, but does not

;

appear in brackets throughout this section of the Bases. The ;

discharge pressure is being changed in the-Bases to make it !
consistent with the LCO. !

!

P.8 A pre-ATWS licensing basis was not available. ITS Condition A !
is deleted. The remaining Conditions were renumbered as j
necessary and the appropriate Bases changes were included. !

i

P.9 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the LCO. |,

| i

P.10 This comment number is not used for this station. I

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.2 The operator is to be positioned at the valve controls rather

than at the valve.

C.3 This discussion of APPLICABILITY revised for consistency with
general format of NUREG-1434 which discusses Special Operations
exceptions only in Section 3.10.

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t
S et n 3.1 Page 196 or i9;DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS 3.1.7 - STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.4 The Table number adequately reflects the location of the
referenced information.

C.5 This change provides an obvious editorial correction.

C.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

|

|
|

I

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.1 Page 197 of 197

TS 3.1.8 - SDV VENT and DRAIN VALVES

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 An obvious typographical error is corrected.

C.2 This unnecessary delineation of the type of device for manual
closure is deleted. Several acceptable types may be used and
it is not important to safety analysis.

j

C.3 This discussion of APPLICABILITY revised for consistency with
general format of NUREG-1434 which discusses Special Operations
exceptions only in Section 3.10.

C.4 An inoperable SDV valve may exist if the valve is closed, as
well as when it is open and won't close. The misleading Bases j
discussion is clarified.

C.5 The title of the LCO is provided at its first use as a
reference in accordance with the accepted format.

C.6 Water accumulation can be from a variety of sources. Seal {
leakage should not be an expected source, unless the scram
outlet valve is also leaking.

i

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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3/4.2 POWER OISTRIBUTION LIMITS {CO 3.7 i|
j ) .3/4.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE

,

,

,
i

! -

i

:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
'

1

All AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATES.fAPLHGRs) 8n g h p D
g t

ff
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.as a f unction of AVERAGE PLANAR EXP050Rtishall not exceed the limits - )g'

g _ g ,/ \

APDLICABILITY: LOPEPJTIO!"i CO ?0! TION 1, 3' THERMAL POWER is greaterj han ;; or equal to 25% of RAltD THERMAL POWER.

i ACTION: !
i

;'

000b T4 With an APLHGR exceeding the limits specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS.1 - REPORT,onitiato corrective action w u nin t

is mnutes)and restore APLHGR to withinj
the required limits within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of t

j
CofJbB RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hour |

i *

~

' LA /
:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS r''
'

:
*

Sf- |3.T*g*g i4.2.1 All APLHGRs shall be verified to be equal to or less than the required '

limits:'

) At least once per 24 hours,a.
gy - - j

i b. Within 12 hours after 6$ ' '' 'flTHERK L POWER NI
j, l'

ptTR:t 1Dof RATED THERMAL POWER, a,tJd)
.

O L Q. O A I andy
-

-

The r N o.uus or specii. cot.m..-A
0.0. 5 cn at ;p'j

4

!
f

!

f
i i
1

i
'

.; ,

..

:

l
:

i

i
)

i

)
i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 2-1 Amendment No. 28
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS * *

Y

.

t

3/4.2.3 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
I
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

c

3.2.3 The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) shall be equal to or greater
g ,'} .S than the limits specified in the CORE-OPERAT4NG t:IMI-TS REPORT.

|
|

r '' i b _. M THERMAL POWER is greater than orAj l APPLICABILITY:e t- '

equal to 25F of RATE 0 THERMAL POWER. Q
ACTION:

,

C.001 A a. With MCPR ess than the limits specified in the40RE OPERATING LIMITS
|

REPORT Gitiate correctiva actinn within is minuteMrestore MCPR to
within the required limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less

|

,

Cora E_ than 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours. )

i. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

6 ,\^I 4.2.3 MCPR shall be determined to be equal to or greater than the limits3 1' specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORTr

At least once per 24 hours, -f% a.
) .<

.

y g ej,
,-

Within 12 hours after N THERMAL POWERg
,

b.
[= n 1 @ of RATED THERMAL POWER,,

,
t t. O eA a

pq p m as e =el m - --+ ~ ~~ f

i

< ,

1

O
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 2-7 Amendment No. 28
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,

POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.4 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
.

3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.4 The LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) shall not exceed the limit
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.

APPLICABILITY: en THERMAL POWER is greater than or
equal to 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

ACTION:
CouD A
- With the LHGR of any fuel rod exceedinc the limit. 6nitiate corrective actioD

LAI _ {within 15 minutes and7Festore the LHGR to within the limit within 2 hours or
reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED THEP, MAL POWER within the next

CoNb3 4 hours.

6R SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

3.2.3.I
4.2.4 LHGRs shall be determined to be equal to or less than the limit:

a. At least once per 24 hours, h 26
4 -

; b. Within 12 hours af ter 6br":t': 1'3 THERMAL POWER 9:x: :' 't ! cat)
_

'

RATED THERMAL POWER, and

I G POL A 4 H
\

M [ -TN gi vw o ivos c,f Ocifixt.on- 4. 0. 4 m ; ni aggi ac 1 [
!

|
|

|

|

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 2-10 Amendment No. 28O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CTS: 3.2 - POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS Section 3.2 Page 15 of 46

.

.

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 With the THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP, the unit will always be in
MODE 1. Therefore, it is unnecessary to state in the
Applicability.

A.2 The provisions of the statement on SR 4.0.4 applicability are
incorporated into the new surveillance frequency and no longer
need to be explicitly stated.

F_ELOCATED SPECIFICATIOlS_

R.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The requirement to " initiate corrective action within
15 minutes" is relocated to the Bases in the form of a
discussion that " prompt action" should be taken to restore the
parameter to within the limits. Immediate action may not
always be the conservative method to assure safety. The 2 hour
completion time allows appropriate actions to be evaluated by
the operator and completed in a timely manner.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.4 The details relating to fuel design and purpose have been
|

*

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The fuel design is also - !,
'

described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled I

by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93

_ _ _ _
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.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
(continued) - '

" Specific" {
a

!
L.1 This change eliminates confusion as to how often the current

{j surveillance is required (e.g. , af ter every 15% power change or
4

at the end of any single power increase greater than 15%.)'

Verifying the parameter within 12 hours of reaching or
exceeding 25% RTP will generally require that the surveillance

|be performed sooner than "after completion of a 15% power i

increase," but would also reduce the number of times the I

surveillance must be conducted during a startup if it is |
currently conducted after every 15% power change. A single
verification is considered sufficient during initial startup4

i considering the large inherent margin to operating limits at
! low power levels. Following the initial verification, the i

) surveillance is performed every 24 hours to identify any trends
in these parameters that may lead to long term noncompliance. {

L.2 Since a limiting control rod pattern is currently defined'as,

operating on a power distribution limit such as APLHGR or MCPR,
the condition is extremely unlikely and the surveillance would,

i

almost never be required. Additionally, the initial |
,

i
surveillance is superfluous as it would not be evident that a '

'
limiting control rod pattern has been achieved until the
surveillance is performed.

1

;

.

|

1

d
4

|
|

t

;

I

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
, {2 om 2CTS: 3.2 - POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS p

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated?

The change to the surveillance Frequency will require the
,

verification of power distribution limits only once during low l

power operations with periodic reverification to identify
trends. The power distribution limits are used to verify the
unit is operating within the initial assumptions of the safety
analyses. Significant changes in these parameters are
indicative of unanticipated operation, but are not, in
themselves, identified as initiators of any previously analyzed ;

accident. Therefore, the change in Frequency of the
'

surveillance will not significantly increase the probability of
an accident previously identified. At low power, there are
large inherent margins to these operating limits and during
normal operation, change in the power distribution parameters
is slow. Therefore, the proposed frequencies are sufficient to )

1assure the parameters remain within limits and the change does,

not significantly increase the consequences of a previously
evaluated accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation,

nor does it require physical modification to the plant.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change has no impact on any safety analysis assumption
since the verification of operation within the parameter limit iis still required and is consistent with those assumptions. '

The proposed Surveillance Frequency has been determined through
|engineering judgement to be adequate for assuring the j

parameters do not exceed the limits. Therefore, the change '

does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Enclosure 2 to U-6021%CTS: 3.2 - POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS Section 3.2 Page 19 of 46 ,

.

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

| evaluated?
|

The deletion of the surveillance when operating with a LIMITING
| CONTROL ROD PATTERN will have minimal effect on the probability
| or consequences of an accident since operating at the parameter
| limit does not invalidate safety analysis assumptions.

Additionally, it would not be evident that a LIMITING CONTROL
;

, ROD PATTERN had been achieved until the 24 hour Frequency j
! surveillance was performed. As a result, the 24 hour Frequency |

surveillance serves to assure the parameter does not exceed the !
limits. This Frequency has been demonstrated through operating I
experience to be adequate. The change achieves consistency !
with the BWR Standard Technical Specifications. Therefore, no !
significant increase in the probability or consequences
previously evaluated is involved with this change.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?-

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
nor does it require physical modification to the plant.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change has no impact on any safety analysis assumption
since operating at the parameter limit is consistent with those
assumptions. The existing 24 hour surveillance Frequency is
maintained and has been demonstrated through operating
experience to be adequate for assuring the parameter does not
exceed limits. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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APLHGR

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.2.1
Section 3.2 Page 22 of 46 j

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS -

i

3.2.1
AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR).

LCO 3.2.1 All APLHGRs shall be less than or equal to the limits
specified in the COLR.

t

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER e 25% RTP. I

ACTIONS
|

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I

1 |

iA. Any APLHGR not within A.1 Restore APLHGR(s) to 2 hours |limits. within limits. I

i

|

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours !associated Completion to < 25% RTP.Time not met.
|

|
| |

1. . .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

___

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify all APLHGRs are less than or equal Once withinto the limits specified in the COLR. 12 hours after
s

a 25% RTP l

AND

; 24 hours !
thereafter i

,

CLiATotJ
a s/: :::- tcyAgeS 3.2-1 Rev. O, ws,w/;Z-



MCPR
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.2.2
Swtion 3.2 Page 23 of 46

-

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
,

3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)
'

LCO 3.2.2 All MCPRs shall be greater than or equal to the MCPR
operating limits specified in.the COLR.

|
,

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER a 25% RTP.
1

ACTIONS -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Any MCPR not within A.1 Restore MCPR(s) to 2 hours |

limits. within limits. ;

i

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours '

associated Completion to < 25% RTP.
Time not met.

,

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY .

-

1

SR 3.2.2.1 Verify all MCPRs are greater than or equal Once within4

j to the limits specified in the COLR. 12 hours after
a 25% RTP

-

AND
.

24 hours !
thereafter

|

-BWR/S STS 3.2-2 Rev. 0,-00/2S/92

1
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LHGR 4^; b al)EEnclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.2 Page 24 of 46 3.2.3

.

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) -{QtW h| 3.2.3

LCO 3.2.3 All LHGRs shall be less than or equal to the limits
specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER e 25% RTP.

.

- ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Any LHGR not within A.1 Restore LHGR(s) to 2 hours
limits. within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL F0WER 4 hours
associated Completion to < 25% RTP.
Time not met.

I

*

1
1

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE - . FREQUENCY-

SR 3.2.3.1 Verify all LHGRs are less than or equal to Once within
the limits specified in the COLR. 12 hours after _

t 25% RTP

AND

24 hours
thereafter

-

Wo/5 STE 3.2-3 Rev. O, 09/28/92-

|
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Section 3.2 Page 25af k
l

|APRM Gain End Setpoints (Opticnal)
3. 4

!

|3. POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
|

|
| 3.2. Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpoi s (Optional) |

!
i

LCO 3.2. a. NFLPD shall be less than or al to Fraction of RTP; or

b. Each required APRM setpoi specified in the COLR shall
be made applicable; or ,

i

c. Each required APRM in shall be adjusted such that the
APRM readings are 100% times MFLPD. |

)

APPLICABILITY: THE L POWER E % RTP.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

A. Requirements of e A. Satisfy the 6 hours
LCO not met. requirements of the

LCC.

| B. Require Action and B.1 Red e THERMAL POWER 4 hours
associ ed Completion to < % RTP.
Time et met.

i

!

! i

,

D ~

DELE 7ED Y %

- SWR /5 STS 3.2-4 Rev. O, 09/20/92

|
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APRM Gain and Setpo' (Optional)
3.2.4

,

-

t

SURVEILLANCINt[QUIREMENTS

[ FREQUENCY -URVEILLANCE

:
.'

SR 3.2.4.1 Verify MFLPD is ~ hin 1 s. Once within i

12 hours after
t 25% RTP

.

t

t
:

'
24 hours
thereafter-

\
:

I
'

P4

i
p

i
,

t.

t

i
i

.

|

|

l

i

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.2.I
Section 3.2 Page 27 of 46

8 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS ~

B 3.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)
.

BASES

BACKGROUND The APLHGR is a measure of the average LHGR of all the fuel
rods in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on
the APLHGR are specified to ensure that the fuel design
limits identified in Reference 1 are not exceeded during
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and that the peak
cladding temperature (PCT) during the postulated design
basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) does not exceed the
limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46.

A
UJSAR)

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used injevaluating -

SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel design limits are presented in the f32, '

Chapters 4, 6, and 15, and in References I and 2. The ifl analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs), anticipated operational transients,

g h $ '
and normal operations that determine APLHGR limits are
presented i T A anters 4 6, and 15, and in
References , 2, ami 3

Fuel design evaluations are performed to demonstrate that
1 ,. the 1% limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and other

fuel design limits described in Reference I are not exceeded
during A00s for operation with LHGR up to the operating

_

C4 a r i
-

-

A o1 me9yMPLHGR limits are developed as a function of
f exposure and the various operating core flow and power
i states to ensure adherence to fuel design limits during thep limiting A00s (Refs.~b % e3). Flow dependent APLHGR limits
37 are determined using the three dimensional BWR simulator

code (red 4) to analyze slow flow runout transients. Thee

flow dependent multiplier, MAPFACr, is dependent on the
_

maximum core flow runout capability. MAPFACr curves are
provided based on the maximum credible flow runout transient
forClonr "== ' --^ "^" Loop Manual operation. The result.

of a single failure or single operator error during Looph- Manual operation is the runout of only one loop because both
recirculation loops are under independent contro1 Mon poop

i panual oppratiopal mpdes allow pimultyneous runo flow.p6tof
i Lloops bec'ause A single controlTer re6ulates co

_

(continued)

BWPv'O OTL B 3.2-1 Rev. O, 0^/^0/''N
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 APLHGR
'

l

Section 3.2 Page 28 of 46 8 3 241
BASES

.

~

APPLICABLE
.

1

core flow increases) over a range of power and flowBased on analyses of limiting plant transients (other thSAFETY ANALYSES
(continued) an

conditions, power dependent multipliers, MAPFAC,, are alsogenerated.
Due to the sensitivity of the transient responseto initial core flow levels at power levels below th

which turbine stop valve closure and turbine control valveose at
fast closure scram signals are bypassed, both high and l
core flow MAPFAC, limits are provided for operation at power
levels between 25% RTP and the previously mentioned bypa

ow

power level.
The exposure dependent APLHGR limits aress

reduced by MAPFAC and MAPFACr at various operating
conditions to ensu,re that all fuel design criteria are metfor nomal operation and A00s. A complet
analysis code is provided in References ' eini rdiscussion of he

y
LOCA analyses are then perfomed to ensure that the a
determined APLHGR limits are adequate to meet the PCT a dove

maximum oxidation limits of 10 CFR 50.46.n
with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix Kperformed using calculational models that are consistent

The analysis is
i f6

discussion of the analysis code is provided in ReferA compte

average heat generation rate of all the rods of a fuelThe PCT following a postulated LOCA is a function of th
. i

ence .]
e

assembly at any axial location and is not strongly
influenced by the rod to rod power distribution withi

;

assembly.|

LHGR of the highest powered fuel rod assumed in the LOCAThe APLHGR limits specified are equivalent to the .
n anb C

analysis divided by its local peaking factor.-

-

conservative multiplier is applied to the LHGR assumed inAgg
the LOCA analysis to account for the uncertainty a*j.h g
with the measurement of the APLHGR. ssociatedh coLR,.
For single recirculation loop operation
multiplier is limited to a maximumW |;=, the MAPFAC

E d t is due to the conservative analysis assumption of|h f. Q f This Iearlier departure from nucleate boiling with onean

recirculation loop available, resulting in a more severe.

1

cladding heatup during a LOCA.

The APLHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC PolicyStatement.
_

LCO

The APLHGR limits specified in the COLR ar
fuel design, DBA, and transient analyses. e the result of

For two

(continued)
-Bwni6 575-

B 3.2-2
Rev. O, 09/23/92 ~
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Nnclosure 2 to U-602196
APLHGR

Section 3.2 Page 29 of 46 8 3,2,} )
BASES

.

t

. -

LCOi

recirculation loops operating, the limit is determined by _, (continued) i

multiplying the smaller of the MAPFAC, and MAPFAC, factors{! times the exposure dependent APLHGR limits.
recirculation loop in operation, in conformance with theWith only one
requirements of LCO 3.4.1, " Recirculation Loops Operating "the limit is determined by multiplying the exposure

;.

dependent APLHGR limit by the smallest of MAPFACe, MAPFAC
',

'r andet. = ,
f 4leL& vAe tcra Omhas been detemined by a specific ,, !

single recirculationfloop analysis (Ref. 2).
3

!?Ee e rbsbak loomsrek k he CDLk wlkQv-
- -

-

- .
,

APPLICABILITY

evaluations and LOCA and transient analyses that areThe APLHGR limits are primarily derived from fuel design
-

to occur at high power levels. umedDesign calculations
and operating experience have shown that as power is...,4

This trend continues down to the powerreduced, the margin to the required APLHGR limits increases
|
'

15% RTP when entry into MODE 2 occurs. range of 5% to
.

intermediate range monitor (IRM When in MODE 2, thei

prompt scram initiation during a)ny significant transientscram function providesi

thereby effectively removing any APLHGR limit complianc ,
; :

|
'

concern in MODE 2.
Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levelse

s 25% RTP, the reactor operates with substantial margin to
;

3
}

the APLHGR limits; thus, this LCO is not required '
e, -

.
e

ACTIONS iM
O,

If any APLHGR exceeds the required limit
analyses may not be met.regarding an initial condition of the DBA and transientan assumption

-

Q to restore the APLHGR(s) to within the required limit [s)suchTherefore, prompt action ~is taken
that the plant will be operating within analyzed conditions
and within the design limits of the fuel rods.

4

Completion Time is sufficient to restore the APLHGR(sThe 2 hourQ within its limit 9 and is acceptable based on the low ) to
-

with the APLHGR out of specification. probability of a? transient or DBA occurring simultaneously
4

1

M
,

If the APLHGR cannot be restored to within its required
-

Q limi
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must ;

(continued)
EWR/6 375-

B 3.2-3
Rev. O,-03/20/40-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 g
Section 3.2 Page 30 of 46

BASES .

ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

be brought to a MODE or other specified condition in whichthe LC0 does not apply.
POWER must be reduced to < 25% RTP within 4 hours.To achieve this status, THERMAL
allowed Com The lexperience,pletion Time is reasonable, based on operating

to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

,

I
;SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1 '

REQUIREMENTS

APLHGRs are required to be initially calculated within i

24 hours thereafter.12 hours after THERMAL POWER is e 25% RTP and then every|
;

They are compared to the specified
within the assumptions of the safety analysis. limits in the COLR to ensure that the reactor is operating!

!

Frequency is based on both engineering judgment andThe 24 hour
'

under normal conditions. recognition of the slowness of changes in power distribution
The 12 hour allowance after

large inherent margin to operating limits at low powerTHERMAL POWER a 25% RTP is achieved is acceptable given the15
|-

_ akCLgcnzic sinr1wD APPlk&cd At kne&E,

.._;M L:
REFERENCESO2 (hrMeat rG:c4#ic meran+GES7All4''f4EDE-74cl]~;P%)OdeAappn> & N

WUS%c rien.15 pei n 15.ocyc k c dity r.: S f]. t
P} h I ter 15, Appendix

f; h TSR, ghapter 15, Appendixh

C XN-NF- 0-19(P) A), "Exi n Nucl ar Methddology foI

iling ater R ctors, tron s Metho or De ign4 ,

an Analy s," Vo e 1,Ju 198 .
5 XN- - 0-19(A , " Exxon uclear hodolo for Boilingk tg R'b ctors, S Eva'l l ation Model," Volume 2,

, Rey 2s_ ion , June 1981 g

' 5. NED O -30130-}%4," STEADY s7n7Etheicia Mah2Apr.) 1985',
- G. Qurtlt/~, CAT /brI of. %e oNG b imen s: <w eL

% JKQusodeL fo/L BoiLwf knTeit ancronsjkucacC
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l Enclosure 2 to U-602196 MCPR
B .2.2Section 3.2 Page 31 of 46

; B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
._,

.

i B 3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)
,

g.g \I; BASES
1

!

BACKGROUND D @ MCPR is ratio of the fuel assembly power that would'
result in the onset of boiling transition to the actual fuel'

:

assembly power. The MCPR Safety Limit (SL) is set such that.
; 99.9% of the fuel rods avoid boiling transiti n if the limit
i is not violated (refer to the Bases for SL . . . The || operating limit MCPR is established to ensure that no fuel
: :

damag)e results during anticipated operational occurrencesi ((A00s . Although fuel damage does not necessarily occur if; :a fuel rod actually experi'ences boiling transition (Ref.1),'

the critical power at which boiling transition is calculated
to occur has been adopted as a fuel design criterion.

2

The onset of transition b~ oiling is a phenomenon that is ireadily detected during the testing of various fuel bundle j
designs. Based on these experimental data, correlations i

; have been developed to predict critical bundle power (i.e., i1 the bundle power level at the enset of transition boiling)
i fr.r a given set of plant parameters (e.g , reactor vessor i1

pressure, flow, and subcooling). Because plant operating-

i
conditions and bundle power levels are monitored and
determined relatively easily, monitoring the MCPR is a*
convenient way of ensuring that fuel failures due to

,

inadequate cooling do not occur. ;

1

l

,

'

The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating 95; AFPLICABLE
"

SAFETY ANALYSES the A00s to establish the operating ifait MCPR are ente: in theM Chapters 4, 6, and 15, and Reference ,64

fl ggg To ensure that the MCPR SL is not exceeded durin
,

;

any transient event that occurs with moderate frequency,g
>

i
limiting transients have been analyzed to determine the

_

largest reduction in critical power ratio (CPR). The typesj
of transients evaluated are loss of flow -increase inj

i pressure and power, positive reactivity insertion, and
coolant temperature decrease. The limiting transient yields

! the largest change in CPR (ACPR). When the largest ACPR is
1

added to the MCPR SL, the required operating limit MCPR is
| obtained.
.

.
-

4

e

|

^

i (continued) !

1 |
a

L 24/5 STS B 3.2-5 Rev. O, 69/Z5/92 -
i.
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Section 3.2 Page 32 of 46
BASES

'

APPLICABLE
The MCPR operating limits derived from the transient

.

SAFETY ANALYSES
analysis are dependent on the operating core flow and power(continued)
state (MCPRr and MCPR,, respectively) to ensure adherence to
fuel design limits during the worst transient that occurs
with moderate frequency (Refs. 3, 4, and 5). Flow dependent
MCPR limits are determined by steady state thennal hydraulic
methods using the three dia.ensional BWR simulator code7

h i {C;d MCPRr curves are provided based on the maximumRef.'lE) and the multichannel thermal hydraulic code'

[YedibTE flow runout transient for(Lo&Ronval. ni43 Loop
Manual operation. The result of a single failure or single7q - operator error during Loop Man ~ual~ operation is the runout of'
caiy-one loop because both recirculation loops are under.independent control. "On Lee. ".anuel ei,e .u vuoi ,edes
allum gjmui4=::: run:ut 3,f ::th h;;,: We're 2 :hgleceu6rus ser regulates coi e iiv.

Power dependent MCPR limits (MCPR,) are determined by the
three dimensional BWR simulator code and the one dimensionaltransient code (Ref. B). Due to the sensitivity of the
transient response to initial core flow levels at power
levels below those at which the turbine stop valve closure
and turbine control valve fast closure scram trips arebypassed, high and low flow e %r 4 operating limits are
provided for operating between 25% RTP and the previouslymentioned bypass power level. pgpg ,m g
The MCPR satisfies Criterion 2 of ttie NRC Policy Statement.

LCO
The MCPR operating limits specified in the COLR are the
result of the Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transientanalysis.
larger of the MCPRr and MCPR, limits.The MCPR operating limits are determined by the

APPLICABILITY
The MCPR operating limits are primarily derived from

.

transient analyses that are assumed to occur at high power
levels. Below 25% RTP

., J recirculation pump spee,d PUne fismnunithe reactor is operating at a slow
~ / ginjnimum_-posUtjort and the moderator void ratio is small.v e M w H O '-n

Surveillance of thermal limits below 25% RTP is unnecessary
due to the large inherent margin that ensures that the-

MCPR SL is not exceeded even if a limiting transient occurs.

(continued)

t'"/5 ETS
B 3.2-6 Rev. O, N
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Enclomre 2 to U-602196
BASES Section 3.2 Page 33 of 46

.

APPLICABILIT tist
analyses documente in Reference 9 indic e that(continued) . en al value of the init al MCPR expected at

litudies of the variation of limiting transient? 3.5 RTP is"

d flow conditions. behavior have been performed over the range of power andO

of key actual plant parameter values important to typicallyThese studies -(Ref 3 encompass the range
, I ll

!

limiting transients. The results of these studies
demonstrate that a margin is expected between performance
and the MCPR requirements, and that margins increase aspower is reduced to 25% RTP. This trend is expected to
continue to the 5% to 15% power range when entry into MODE 2occurs.

When in MODE 2, the internediate range monitor
(IRM) provides rapid scram initiation for any significantpower increase transient
MCPR compliance concern., which effectively eliminates any

Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levels

to the MCPR limits and this LCO is not required.< 25% RTP, the reactor is operating with substantial margin

ACTIONS M

h If any MCPR is outside the required limit
analyses may not be met.regarding an initial condition of the design basis transient

an assumption

Q Therefore, prompt action should be

such that the plant remains operating within analyzedtaken to restore the MCPR(s) to within the required limit's)|,

conditions.
The 2 hour Completion Time is nomallyh

sufficient to restore the MCPR(s) to within its limi
i

and |

DBA occurring simultaneously with the MCPR out ofis acceptable based on the low probability of a transient ort

{specification.
!

|
M .

h
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must beIf the MCPR cannot be restored to within the required limith

v \
'

brought to a MODE or other specified condition in which the -

LCO does not apply.
must be reduced to < 25% RTP within 4 hours.To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER

The allowed
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
-ewa/c n: B 3.2-7 Rev. O, C3/20/02
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.2.2'

Section 3.2 Page 34 of 46

BASES (continued) -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
.

REQUIREMENTS

The MCPR is required to be initially calculated within !

12 hours after THERMAL POWER is a 25% RTP and then every l
24 hours thereafter. It is compared to the specified limits I

in the COLR to ensure that the reactor is operating within
the assumptions of the safety analysis. The 24 hour
Frequency is based on both engineering judgment and irecognition of the slowness of changes in power distribution '

during normal operation. The 12 hour allowance after |THERMAL POWER reaches a 25% RTP is acceptable given the '

large inherent margin to operating limits at low power
levels.

(2 $5Wett Al EletTidc S7nddnad Nge6ea Mue7ee
:

(

{@ \ F4e L , 6E S%9R-1" WDE -24 0 /)- P- Ai )(ldeskagrmed itib)M).
_

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0562,4 June 1979. Fed K.4 F.wes is A& -
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6wded operMig bouin and
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|
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Section 3.2 Page 35 of 46

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
~

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)-fspthna4-)-G hB 3.2.3

i

BASES

BACKGROUND The LHGR is a measure of the heat generation rate of a fuel
rod in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on the !
LHGR are specified to ensure that fuel design limits are not
exceeded anywhere in the core during nonnal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences (A00s).
Exceeding the LHGR limit could
damage and subsequent release o,potentially result in fuelf radioactive materials.
Fuel design limits are specified to ensure that fuel system
damage, fuel rod failure or inability to cool the fuel does
not occur during the anticipated operating _c6 s
identified in meference n (t[iA q g +,}3 c, a r,

~- _

_ _( fle USA t; c. kap +crs 4, I,, a4 LT, awl M
APPLICABLE The analftical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel system design are presented in References 1 and 2.

The fuel assembly is designed to ensure (in conjunction with
the core nuclear and thermal hydraulic design, plant-
equipment, instrumentation, and protection system) that fuel
damage will not result in the releasenof radioactive
materials in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR, Parts 20,
50, and 100. The mechanisms that could cause fuel damage,
during operational transients and that are considered in
fuel evaluations are:

a. Rupture of the fuel rod cladding caused by strain from
the relative expansion of the U0, pellet; and

b. Severe overheating of the fuel rod cladifing caused by
inadequate cooling.

A value of 1% plastic strain of the l' = m cladding has
been defined as the limit below which fuel damage caused by

}. - T overstraining _of_ the fuel cladding is not expected to occur
V (Ref.h3) . fThe HCPR'53tety ptW ens s'that tyeetiamJge

fuel roddaddinf is])y,se[ere .ov'erheating of thca se
,

f '

of deV) |

Fuel design evaluations have been performed and demonstrate
that the 1% fuel cladding plastic strain design limit is not
exceeded during continuous operation with LHGRs up to the

(continued)

-CZ/5 STS- B 3.2-9 Rev. O,-09f28f92-
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Section 3.2 Page 36 of 46

BASES

\ .

|

: APPLICABLE operating limit specified in the COLR. The analysis also.; SAFETY ANALYSES includes allowances for short term transient operation abovei (continued) the operating limit to account for A00s, plus an allowance Ifor densification power spiking.

The LHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.
a

,

#

LCO The LHGR is a basic assumption in the fuel design analysis. |
The fuel has been designed to operate at rated core power

!

I
with sufficient design margin to the LHGR calculated to

!

-

cause a 1% fuel cladding plastic strain. The operating ij limit to accomplish this objective is specified in the COLR.
{
,

,

APPLICABILITY The LHGR limits are derived from fuel design analysis that i

is limiting at high power level conditions. At core thermal
power levels < 25% RTP, the reactor is operating with a
substantial margin to the LHGR limits and, therefore, the
Specification is only required when the reactor is operating i

a

at t 25% RTP. '

t
'

i

'and >JdinDp ACTIONS 6..1 |

g,g 3 g;mus ,p
M b d tods'

If any LHGR exceeds its required limit, an a>>umptior
regarding an initial condition of the fuel design analysis
is not met. Therefore, prompt action should be taken toh restore the LHGR(s) to within its required limit))such tha't)'

the plant is operating within analyzed conditionsf The ;

2 hour Completion Time is normally sufficient to restore the
LHGR(s) to within its limitf%nd is acceptable based on the;

i
!

low probability of a transient or Design Basis Accident
occurring simultaneously with the LHGR out of specification.

i .

4

B.1
;

h If the LHGR cannot be restored to within its required limit [
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE or other specified condition in which the
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER.

wust be reduced to < 25% RTP within 4 hours. The allowed

(continued)
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!
BASES

s

ACTIONS p_.l (continued) ~

_

Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

, SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1 f1

REQUIREMENTS ars ,

TheLHGRSO'equiredto e initial.ly calculated within j
i

3
'

CB ~ 12 hours atter THERMAL POWER is a 25% RTP and then every i
24 hours thereafter, compared with the specified
limits in the COLR to ensure that the reactor is operating
within the assumptions of the safety analysis. The 24 hour .!
Frequency is based on both engineering judgment and
recognition of the slowness of changes in power distribution ,

under nomal conditions. The 12 hour allowance after :

!
THERMAL POWER e 25% RTP is achieved is acceptable given the,

large inherent margin to operating limits at lower power
levels.

('
REFERENC

.
i. _ Iwan EE Fuci Analys1st: -

,

i

7' m
UfSAR,-%?:r-{QSeck 15.0. f!'$),h,)kjewPN,2..,-

b s|\
NUREG-0800,ISection4II. A.2(g), Revision 2, July 1981.Q 3.

(T%1
_

l

1, NELE-Moll-P-A, "Geas.l Elec4,;c skndach j
App ;ea%n Sor Reac 4cr Fael, GESTAR-H|i

'
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1
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Se 'on 3.2 Page 38 of 46
| APRM Gain an Setpoints

B 3.2.4

B 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
-

B 3.2. Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpo' ts

BASES
|

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the APRMs d their setpoints is an
initial condition of all saf ty analyses that assure rod|

insertion upon reactor scr . . Applicable GDCs are GDC 10,|

|
" Reactor Design"; GDC 13 " Instrumentation and Control";
GDC 20, " Protection Sys m Functions"; and GDC 29,| Protection against A icipated Operation Occurrences"

, ef. 1). This LCO provide.d to require the APRM gain or
AP flow biased se am setpoints to be adjusted when
ope ting under c ditions of excessive power peaking to
main

'n accep(S e margin- to the fuel cladding integrityta
Safet imit and the fuel cladding 1% plastic strain
limit.

|

The condit' of excessive power peaking is determined bythe ratio the actual power peaking to the limiting powerpeaking a R This ratio is equal to the ratio of the.

core lir ting FLPD to the Fraction of RTP (FRTP) where FRTPis the
eaking ex\ THERMAL POWER divided by the RTP.

easure Excessivel ts when:power

MFLPD ,7'

i'dicatingthatMFPLDN'FRTP
not decreasing proportionately toae overall power reduc

peaking is increasing. on, or conversely, that power
maintain margins similar to those

at RTP conditions, the exc sive power peaking is
compensated by gain adjustm t on the APRMs or adjustment ofthe APRM setpoints. Either o these adjustments has
effectively the same result as aintaining MFLPD less than
or equal to FRTP and thus mainta'ns RTP margins for APLHGR
and MCPR.

The normally selected APRM setpoints osition the scram
above the upper bound of the normal po er/ flow operating
region that has been considered in the sign of the fuelrods. The setpoints are flow biased with a slope that
approximates the upper flow control line, ch that anapproximately constant margin is maintained etween the flow
biased trip level and the upper operating bou ary for core
flows in excess of about 45% of rated core flo In the
range of infrequent operations below 45% of rate core flow,

(continued)/
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section 3.2 Pcge 39 of 46 APRM Gain and Setp nts
B .2.4

{

BASE
-

BACKGRO (0 the margin to scram or rod blocks is reduced be ause of the(conti ed) nonlinear core flow versus drive flow relatior hip. The |normally selected APRM setpoints are support - by the !analyses presented in References 1 and 2 th concentrate on !events initiated from rated conditions. sign experience
has shown that minimum deviations occur thin expected
margins to operating limits (APLHGR and CPR), at rated
conditions for normal power distribut' ns. However, at
other than rated conditions, control od patterns can be !
established that significantly red e the margin to thermal {limits. Therefore, the flow bias APRM scram setpoints may je reduced during openation whe the combination of THERMAL
P "ER and MFLPD indicates an e essive power peaking

i

;di tribution.
!

The RM neutron flux sig 1 is also adjusted to more
close follow the fuel adding heat flux during powertransi ts. The APRM utron flux signal is a measure of
the cor thennal powe during steady state operation.
During po er transie s, the APRM signal leads the actual
core them 1 power esponse because of the fuel themal time
constant. ' eref e, on power increase transients, the APRMsignal provi s conservatively high measure of core
thermal power. By passing the APRM signal through anelectronic fi r with a time constant less than, but
approximatel eq l to, that of the fuel thermal time
constant, APRM ransient response that more closelyfollows a ual fuel ladding heat flux is obtained, while a
conserva ive margin maintained. The delayed response ofthe fi ered APRM sign allows the flow biased APRM scram
level to be positioned loser tc the upper bound of the ,

ino power and flow ran without unnecessarily causing
re tor scrams.during short uration neutron flux spikes.
T ese spikes can be caused by 'nsignificant transients such
s perfomance of main steam li valve surveillances or

momentary flow increases of only veral percent.

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the APRM gai or setpointSAFETY AN YSES adjustments are that acceptable margins (t APLHGR and MCPR)
be maintained to the fuel cladding integrity L and the fuel
cladding 1% plastic strain limit.

FSAR safety analyses (Refs. 2 and 3) concentrate the
rated power condition for which the minimum expecte margin

(conti ued)

os/5 515 B 3.2-13 Rev. O, 09/-20/02~
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N Section 3.2 Itge 40 of 46

APRM Gain an Setpoints
B 3.2.4Og -BASE

APPLICABL
__

SAFETY ANAL SES to the operating limits (APLEBR and MCP occurs.
LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEA" GENERATION RATE(continued (APLHGR)," and LCO 3.2.2, " MINIMUM C

TICAL POWER RATIO(MCPR)," limit the initial margins o these operating limits
at rated conditions so that speci ied acceptable fuel designlimits are met during transient initiated from rated

nditions. At initial power eyels less than rated levels,th margin degradation of ei
ter the APLHGR or the MCPRduri a transient can be ater than at the rated

condi 'on event. This gr ter margin degradation during thetransie t is primarily o
to limit at the lower set -by the larger initial margin
power dist 'butions c tan rated power levels. However,
reduced mar 'ns to t' be hypothesized that would result in~

pretransient operating limit. Whencombined with the i :reased severity of certain transientsat other than
te conditions the SLs could be approached.At substantiall educed power, levels, highly peaked powerdistributions co
in)dbeobtainedthatcouldreducethermalmargins to the

um levels required for transient events.To prevent or
itiga e such situations, either the APRM gainis adjusted ward by he ratio of the core limiting MFLPDto the FRTP or the fl

to be red ed by the rat biased APRM scram level is required
of FRTP to the core limitingMFLPD.

ther of these a 'ustments effectively counters theincreas severity of some
ents at other than ratedcondit

ns by proportionally ' creasing the APRM gain orm.

ionally lowering the flpropo

depe dent on the increased peaki biased APRM scram setpointsthat may be encountered.

Ti} APRM gain and setpoints satisfy riteria 2 and 3 of the
/RC Policy Statement.

LCO
Meeting any one of the following condition ensures
acceptable operating margins for events des ribed above:

Limiting excess power peaking;
_a.

b.
Reducing the APRM flow biased neutron flux scale
scram setpoints by multiplying the APRM setp ithe ratio nts by
MFLPD; or of FRTP and the core limiting value f

(continued

~BWR/G STG
B 3.2-14 Rev. O,-09/20/02 -
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-

B 3.2.4
b5

-

.

LCO
~

(contin d) Increasing the APRM gains to cause th
-

c.
APRM to read

greater than 100(%) times MFLPD. Th's Condition is to |

account for the reduction in margin o the fuel
cladding integrity SL and the fuel ladding 1% plasticstrain limit.

FLPD is the ratio of the limiting L R to the LMGR limit
the specific bundle type. As po er is reduced, if the

de 'gn power distribution is mainta ned, MFLPD is reduced inprop ion to the reduction in pow r. However, if powerpeaki
increases above the desig value, the MFLPD is not

reduced in proportion to the red etion in power. 1

Under ithese co itions, the APRM gain is adjusted upward or the !APRM flow iased scram setpoi
When the re ter is operatin s are reduced accordingly.
design value, it is not nec with peaking less than the

sary to modify the APRM flow
biased scram s tpoints. A usting the APRM gain or i

setpoints is eq ivalent t maintaining MFLPD less than or
t

equal to FRTP, a stated in the LCO.

For compliance with LC
Item b (APRM setpoint adjustment)or Item c (APRM gain djustment), only APRMs required to beOPERABLE per LCO 3. .

1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)Instrumentation,". e quired to be adjusted. In addition,each APRM may be lowe to have its gain or setpoints
adjusted indepen ntly o other APRMs that are having theirgain or setpoin adjuste

APPLICABILITY The MFLPD mit, APRM gain ad tment, or APRM flow biased
scram and associated setdowns a i

the fue cladding integrity SL a provided to ensure that ithe fuel cladding 1%plasti strain limit are not viol ed during design basistran ants.
As discussed in the Ba es for LCO 3.2.1 andLC .2.2 sufficient mar

25 RTP and, therefore, gin to these limits exists below
these require nts are only

.

at
/ cessary when the plant is operating a 25% RTP.

j
;

ACTIONS A.1
'

If the APRM gain or setpoints are not within li its while
the MFLPD has exceeded FRTP, the margin to the f
integrity SL and the fuel cladding 1% plastic stra'n limit 1 cladding

(cont'ued)s

TAR /tMif5--
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8 3.2.4

ES

[
_

ACTI S A.1 (continued)
.

may be reduced. Therefore, prompt acti should be taken to
,

restore the MFLPD to within its requir d limit or make
t

acceptable APRM adjustments such tha
within the assumed margin of the sa the plant is operating

ty analyses.

The 6 hour Completion Time is no ally sufficient to restore
either the MFLPD to within limi s or the APRM gain or
etpoints to within limits and s acceptable based on the
w probability of a transien or Design Basis Accident

oc ' rring simultaneously wi the LCO not met.

R.1

If the AP gain or s
their requi ed limit points cannot be restored to within

within the associated Completion Time,the plant mu t be b ught to a MODE or other specifiedcondition in ic he LCO does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, THERMA
P WER must be reduced to < 25% RTP within4 hours. The a owed Completion Time is reasonable, basedon operating e e fence, to reduce THERMAL POWER to

< 25% RTP in
systems. n or erly manner and without challenging plant

a

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.N4.1
REQUIREMENTS /

The FLPD is required to b calculated every 24 hours and
red to FRTP or APRM gas or setpoints to ensure that

co
t

reactor is operating with i the assuniptions of thep fety analysis. This SR is r uired only to detennine the
/ CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Appropriate gain or setpoint ancis not intended to be a

M gain or flow biased
7 neutron flux scram circuitry (assum g MFLPD is greater than .-

FRTP). The 24 hour Frequency is chos to coincide with thedetennination of other thermal limits, ecifically those
for the APLHGR (LCO 3.2.1). The 24 hour requency is based
on both engineering judgment and recognitio of the slowness
of changes in power distribution during norm>

operation.
The 12 hour allowance after THERMAL POWER e 25RTP isachieved is acceptable given the large inherent argin tooperating limits at low power levels.

/
(contin

~B6/GM B 3.2-16 Rev. O, D9/25/iP2--
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FSAR Section [ ].;
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!
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 i

SECTION 3.2 - POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS M 2 m UMN
Section 3.2 Page 45 of 46 !

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
'

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
_

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. |

j

\PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
j

P.1 The safety analysis report for CPS is identified as the Updated
Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to as theUSAR. :

1
P.2 The plant specific current cycle safety analysis has been

incorporated into the USAR either directly or by reference.
P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.4 Deletion of the APRM Gain and Setpoints specification was

previously submitted by Clinton Power Station (CPS) based on ;
analysis for the maximum extended operating domain (MEOD) andapproved as Amendment 18 to the CPS Operating License. .

*

P.5
The refe.'rnces have been revised to account for the use of
General Electric fuel rather than the Exxon fuel discussed inthe improved technical specifications.

!P.6
This comment number is not used for this station.

P.7 Only the loop manual operational mode is used at Clinton.
rP.8 This information could not be substantiated and is proposed to
,be deleted. The reference will also be deleted since this isthe only use. |
'

P.9 i

The appropriate reference for identification of the anticipated
operating conditions as related to the safety analysis.

P.10 Appropriate safety analysis references are included consistent
with the similar Bases description for Specification 3.2.1. -

t

P.11 The reference is not specifically applicable in the context
|

t

presented. The Bases statement is sufficient, based onhistorical understanding and engineering judgement, without adetailed reference.
1

P.12 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
|
'

__
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.2 - POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS Enclosure 2 to U-60219

Section 3.2 Page 46 of 4

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
'

C.1 The addition completes and corrects the reference.

This comment number is not used for this station.C.2

C.3 The flow control valve is normally at the maximum position
while on slow recirculation pump speed. However, this is not
the important point of the discussion and the unnecessarydescription of position is proposed to be deleted. ,

'

C.4 This sentence provides only unnecessary repetition of the
definition of APLHGR and is proposed to be deleted.

C.5 The APLHGR multiplier is cycle dependent and proposed to be
!specified in the COLR in accordance with the guidance provided

in Generic Letter 88-16 for other such parameters.
C.6 APLHGR, MCPR (for a given fuel type) and LHGR each have only a >

single limit; therefore, the singular term is used to refer to
each limit. Other editorial corrections made for consistency

,|
in wording between each Bases.

C.7 An obvious typographical error is corrected. '

C.8 The Bases for SR 3.2.3.1 is revised to discuss the plural i

"LHGRs" to match the SR discussion of "all LHGRs."
C.9 The deleted sentence provides MCPR Safety Limit Bases and is

!already included in B 3.2.2. It is not appropriate for the
LHGR Bases discussion and is proposed to be deleted.

t

,

C.10 These Bases are discussing MCPRp. An obvious editorialoversight corrected. ;
'

C.11 Fuel cladding may be "Zircaloy" or "ZIRLO" as identified in 4.0 1

" Design Features." The more generic " fuel" is used here.

C.12 Since there are more than one fuel type, there is not a single
"the" MCPR; there is one MCPR for each fuel type. An editorial -correction is made for clarity.

|

|

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 (
Section 3.3 Page 4 of 687 ,

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

*!*3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION <

4
!

,1 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
$a' {

l 3.3.1 As a minimum, the reactor protection system instrumentatipn channels
| % sfn= in Table M1-1 chall be OPERABLE *>fith the REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 7b ESPONSE 11nt as shown in Table 3.3.1-2.

_

! ;

!
^

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.1-1. y
_

f|)VSEll1, /) C ' 'o ^l5 NO/E.
;

ACTION:
i F :

| a. For all functional units of Table 3.3.1-1 other than Reactor Mode Switch i
| Shutdown Position. j

.;
j Co g A 1. With one of the four channels required for any Trip Function j'

ino rabl , operation may continue provided the ino thlaced in the tripped condition within 48 hour @perable channel'
i

(_ provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are_not applicableh d/4 '

j$ 2. With two o the four channels required f5Fany' Trip Func lon ' QAIx - q.,6,;re n s cc ww
_

'

,

f inoperabl place one channel in the tripped condition within six !

g hours pr d no tripped channel for that Trio Function already , |
j exists. he provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

_

,
.

g With three of the four channels required for any Trip Functio3.
; inoperable, take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.1-1. g

b. For Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position take the ACTION as shown in .

Table 3.3.1-1.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS |

4.3.1.1 Each reactor protection system instrumentation channel shall be j
g demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL

,

g 1

FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations for the OPERATIONAL '

CONDITIONS and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.1.1-1.

! 6
.b '% 4.3.1.2 ,1QGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per 18'

months.J Reactor protection system divisional logic and portions of the
* channel coincident logic shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST,-
' SYSTEM during each refueling outage such that all trip functions are tested at

3.3.1 Id7 least once every four fuel cycles.
|;

;2 ' *A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for |g
required surveillance provided at least two OPERABLE channels are monitoring
that parameter.i

I
CLINTON 3/4 3-1 Amendment No. 71

b
. !

-

:

|

--- - - .- . - - . - - _-
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Section 3.3 Page 5 of 687
'

:

Lc o 2.2. L ) !
!

.

INSTRUMENTATION
-

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
i

SURVEittANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.3.1.3 The REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each reactor trip gal :
cp

functional unit shown in Table 3.3.1-2 shall be demonstrated to be within itss ''
I

g,Q,61imit at least once per 18 months. Each test shall includekt least two logicyrains such that allloalc~ trains are te1Ye'd ni least once per 36 months and / i

ie channel per trip function such that all channels are tested at least once
every N times 18 months where N is the total number of redundant channels in a
specific reactor trip funct pgj

5R 4314 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to the !

y'3.t.tM n. . .I termediate Range Monitor Surveillance Requirements for entry into;

Ng(OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2(oTI)from Operational Condition 1, provided the
;'

surveillances are performefwithin 12 hours after entering OPERATIONAL i

'

g P. CONDITION 2 Q

u.v.u ;-

|pc'I E > 3

|1.l3
A 7-rf 1,

3

e

r

*

!

|

|

-

CLINTON bT 3/4 3-2 Amendment No. 79

.

-- . - - . , . . . , . - _
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? "_5 ?,?,I t-(Continued)4

O REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
;

3
E APPLICABLE

I, OPERATIONAL APPLICABLE !

- CONDITIONS TABLE NOTES ACTION *

_-.
4Bp|

~

FUtlCTiutlAL UNIT _
_

1, 2 d ~1] d7*

(7., Main Steain Llne Radiation - liigh '
''

1, 2 h // -P
'7 / Orywell Pressure - |(Igh

g/. Scram Discharge Volume Water
level - liigh

N t"
'

-

Level Transmitter
1, 2 NA .

5 g I 4-a.
-

1, 2 A 9r
b. Float switch D fPw 5

b ~

1 h 6W, wj. )(C Turbine Stop Valve - Closure

/pp, Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure,Valve Trip System 011 Pressure -
1 h E S-

i Low

Q 1. 2 - NA H -$ _

//[. Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown U.4 MA 7 3 [NPosition HA y -e-.Q O-
1< 2_ NA H+ O,

ILg.ManualScram L 7- % 4 = m
p; '

pw
mE
' fa N. ".

;

?'N
*

4-

.
P, S

; .

yE-

, s
./~s 9 -

.
, ,

mm ____.m __ _ _-___2 -em_, ..__-w.--_.---.w..-w i , u. w wy- s. a % w . i . we .- t- v er-,,--wesw-r,y ~we~w.e,v-,---, ,,,-,--,-v,,.e..<=,,,ww-,wir,,sey.v-m--w--wwwww-,#m,..,.,w,~a,,a.,,,m_..... .a.- .. m4w :www.,m, ,,,_,w--
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Section 3.3 Page 8 of 687 {
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7e Ble ?.5 l< l - |
~!'' T 2 M (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE NOTATIONSg
Achannelisinoperableiftherearelessthantwoinputsperchannel.)a)

G @) Unless adequate shutdown margin has been demonstrated per Specifica-
tion 3.1.1 and the "one-rod-out" Refuel position interlock has been J

demonstrated OPERABLE per Specificatton 3.9.1, the shorting links shall
be removed.from the RPS circuitry prior to and during the time any-1,s em omm %

g
h) An APRM channel is inoperable if there are less than 2 LPRM inputs pe]r

LOO
- level or less than 16 LPRM inputs to an APRM channel. f

-

\
;

?. l O.8 r'

(d)LThisfunctionisnotrequiredtobeOPERABLEwhenthereactorpressure}
l

ML_ vessel head is removed oer Specification 3.10.1. ,
(e) This function shall be automatically bypassed when the reactor mode switch -

.

Ed1 L is not in the Run position. r

ThisfunctionisnotrequiredtobeOPERABLEwhenDRYWELLINTEGRITYis] -|

g [((f)
not required.;

d N-{19 With any control xod withdrawn. M pplicable to control rods removedf .p' eo ) (fer Soecification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2. f
-I "

| g _

j This function shall be automatically bypassed when turbine first stage
-

,

(h)'

pressure is less thanlthe value of turbine first stace cressure cor-
7,L, j e responding to 40% RATEFTHEiiMALT7ER.

~

2.2 1,1, ; LA9 -

"

% ri.M 1D Appl.
ACTION

Be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.ACTION 1 a-

L1 ACTIbN2 -/ Verify'all insertable co'ntrol rods to be fullf' Insert'ed and lock
'

th_e_ reactor 4. ode switch in the Shutdown p6sition within one hour-

uscend all operatbs involvino CDU ALTERATIONS) insert all
c.'.o@ "E ACTION 3 insertable control rodsa@ock the reactor mode switch ingA7

-

g the 5fiutifown posiTionFitnin one hour-
t

Be in at least STAR 7UP within 8 hours. p
CotJL G ACTION 4

-

<g 6 ry m povtg w e a nu d ankbeNtOtw b E /CTION 5 i ec-

at iess than#emFm'first--sT. age- p s n - . s a . uu ;-
LA within 8 hours.

s-
(.3 required f or control rods removed per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.}

__

CLINTON h;; Q 3/4 3-5

i

!
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TA8/[ So S*l*|~|
.

. ,

A;-L; . :.1-1 (Continued)_
_

i

i

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
|(Lt - !

ACTION (Continued)
|

With less than four channels OPERABLE be in at least HOT ;
,

AC
-

SHtJTDOWN within 12 hours.
-

f ACT' N 7 - With le than/ourcha els OPEldeLE veriff all inser[at lea,st once
_

ble /'

contro rods o be f insetedwithinjnehourand
per ur the eafter. -

J
/- 4-

, With less than four channels OPERABLE, Espend all coerations i

{ Involvino C.DEF AiTrnATimD verify that all insertable control 'CorJD1 ACTION 8 -
rods are fully inserted -iutDhe reactor moce swit.cn in taq |

'

fhutdown positionpu.ih[n ure nour.
>

LAS
-

~ ~~ - ~.
-

_

fh
19 |%q'

;

( i
. < i

!

: '

i
t

i

o.. |

' t

e

e

e

.

3/4 3-6
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L C O 3 . 3 , /. / |

SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

/ g#y
SAFETY LIMITS (Continued)

Pr APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 3, 4, and 5.
j

Qc9 I ACTION:

p.O With the reactor vessel water level at or below the top of the active irradiated
fuel, manually initiate the ECCS to restore the water level, after depressurizing
the reactor vessel, if required. Comply with the requirements of Specification
6. 7.1.,

52 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

2.2.1 The reactor protection system instrumentation setpoints shall be set
consistent with the 6 rip 5etpoin v lues in Table 2.2.1-1.

% s ::>w q.:ve
APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.1-1.

-

p7
ACTION: 4

2 'C With a reactor protection system instrumentation setpoint less conservative i

$ 1# than the value shown in the Allowable Value column of Table 2.2.1-1, declare
the channel inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION statement requirement
of Specification 3.3.1 until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with
its setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip 5etpoint value.

.

i

!

i

l

i

-
'

_..

~'
~

f//$ERT
CLINTON %

3/fs-h ,

t
I
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!
!
;

|

;

TABLE O'C'/</~/
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETP0lNTS

FUNCTIONAL UNITp RIP SETPOINf ALLOWABLE VALUE
g 1. Intermediate Range Monitor

,

@ a. Neutron Flux-High < 120/125 divisions < 122/125 divisions
of full scale of full scale

b. Inoperative NA NA
2. Average Power Range Monitor:

) a. Neutron Flux-High, Setdown < 15% of RATED i 20% of RATED
) THERMAL POWER THERMAL POWER

b. Flow Blased Simulated Thermal Power-liigh
.

1) During two recirculation loop operation:
a. Flow Blased 1 0.66 (W)+64%,I*I i 0.66 (W)+67%,(a)

with a maximum of with a maximum af
b. liigh Flow Clamped < 111.0% of RATED < 113.0% of RATED( f TilERMAL POWER TilERMAL POWERtyA 2) During single recirculation loopy (g operation:

hY'

a. Flow Blased 1 0.66(W-AW)+48%(a) 1 0.66(W-6W)+51%(a)A b. High Flow Clamped Not Required Not Required fOPERABLE OPERABLE 7 *

c. Neutron Flux-High < 118% of RATED < 120% of RATED
THERMAL POWER TifERMAL. POWER W

d. Inoperative NA NA
| g 3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High
I N

] i 1065 psig 5 1080 psig i N4.
! N

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 > 8.9 inches above > 8.3 ' inches
instrument zero* (5Eove instrument zero

[ 5. Reactor Vessel Water Level-liigh, level 8 5 52.0 inches above 552.6inchhabove
,

j instrument zero* dnstrument zero'

6. Main Steam Line Isolation Valve - Closure . < 8% closed _ _ 1 1 12% closed g.g} G d Hain Steam Line Radlaitioti- High 1 3.0 x full power / 1 3.6 x full power h$
~

.__ background ** / background ** 'y3y)il. Drywell Pressure - High 5 1.68 psig $ 1.88 psig $6
t

i

$@f
O'

.
.

)
-

_ _ - - _ _ _ _ - . - _ _ _ _ .
-_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ .-
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TABLE t 2.-1-1- (Continued)
@ REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

5 FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT' ALLOWABLE VALUE

(. Scram Discharge Volume Water level - High '
-

hh '

a. Level Transmitter

( 1C11-N601A 1 30 in.t i 40 1/4 in.
IC11-H6018 1 30 in.t 1 40 1/4 in.,

) 1C11-N601C i 30 in.ft i 39 3/16 in.
1C11-N6010 $ 30 in.it 1 39 3/16 in.

b. Float Switch
IC11-N013A $ 762 ft. 1.375 in. msl 5 763 ft. 3 1/4 in, msl
1C11-N013B $ 762 ft. 1.125 in. ms1 1 763 ft. 3 1/4 in. ms1

I IC11-N013C $ 762 ft. 0.75 in. ms1 $ 763 ft. 1 11/16 in. msl
h IC11-N0130 $ 762 ft 1.125 in. msl 5 763 ft. 1 11/16 in. msl

SD16.9TurbineStopValve-Closure < 5% closed < 7% closed
b N Klo Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Valve $530psig $465psig &

A9 Trip System Oil Pressure - Low HA HA &
" Jill Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position HA NA

Ff/Z Manual Scram (NA NA

,(a)The Average Power Range Monitor Scram Function varies as a function of recirculation loop drive flow (W). D
-_-

_ . _ _ _ . .

'

aWisthedifferenceinindicateddriveflow(inpercentofdriveflowwhichproducesthesamecope_Bcw)pbetween two loop _andJiingle loop operation at the_same_ core _ flow. AW =_0_for two 1000 coeratioJn. (6W =_8
>> (f_ar_sincle loop operatio O y 3,3,f,f.; r,. d. Z h , m +e Q

2 - ee Bases Figure B 3/4 3 d,- 2.

a finstrument zero is 759 ft. 11 in msl
2 tinstrument zero is 759 ft. 10.5 in a p
5 y*Within 24 hours prior to the planned start of the hydrogen injection test, with reactor power atgreater g.k

dia(20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the normal full power background radiation lenland associated. trip = Er=
setpoints may be changed based'on a calculated value of tif radiation level expecte during the test.
The back)rgund radiation level anDassociated trip setpoints .,at be adjusted during(tY test based on U|.

yw
either calculations or measurements oDectual radiation levels r63u ting from hydrogen ection. The 46

-"

pckground radiat on level shall be verif e(and the associated tri[pwtpoints shall be rerned to their GfL5 normal value within (hoursofre-establish 1hgsnormal radiation lev'elsT Qer completion of t hydrogen 2. S ,
} injection test at greatitsthan 20% of RATED THERMALf0WER or within 12 houNss.'f_ establishing rea orpowerj S ~o -

g s below 20% of RATED THER!iAL POWER.
' "" "

--
f

_ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -. _ .- - - - .__
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TABLECTr3rl-2} ~,. 3, L I - I
.,

8 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTE!1 RESPONSE TIMES
=
y ( SA 3. 3.1.1. \ 9 )

RESPONSE TIME

[.h FUNCTIONAL UN11 (Secondsl

1. Intermediate Range Monitors:
a. Neutron Flux - liigh NA

b. Inoperative NA

) 2. Average Power Range Monitor *:
a. Neutron Flux - High, Setdown
b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power - liigh 5 0.09**
c. Neutron Flux - High < 0.09

,

d. Inoperative I-

L)11 .

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High f 0.33
4. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, level 3 s 1.03,w

2 5. Reactor Vessel Water Level - High, level 8 $ 1.03
w 1 6 Main Steam _ Line Isolation Valve - Closure ( 3 0.04
4 '' C7./% Haln Steem LTn~E,Ridi~ifion -Aligh / / / / f "NAT e

7 fr. Drywell Pressure - High NA LF
g pf Scram Discharge Volume Water level - liigh

a. Level Transmitter NA
b. Float Switches NA

,

716. Turbine Stop Valve - Closure b f;r s 0.04
g)f. Turbine Control Valve Fart Clocwe, Valve Trip System

Ot; Pressure - Low $ 0.05,
Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position NAk j//yl. Sg|

7pK Manual Scram NA
*

y se 3.3. i. i.10 Alo 7 C1 - . _ _ _ ,

' ,*

b * Neutron detectors are exempt from res onse time testing,. ponse time shall be measured from the S.E
g detector outpet~6r'fr6m~the~iiipitT f he~ffrst elic Ironic component in the channel. E S-

p

]
**Not including a simulated thermal power time constant specified in the COLR. ;~2
# Measured from start of turbine control valve fast closure. 1: 6*

= _ - -
-

_-
gg- . . - , _ ,.

ie
a8
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IABlE I4.3. l rl-1) 3. 3. f. I- I ae

n REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS Id le' 33''I
-7C /5 7 R z . r,. I . I , >' -

E 2 3.I . i. f. x CliANNEL' M T. 3.I. l. Y OPERATIONAL

/TN CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL CilANNEL CONDITIONS IN WillCll
& FUNCTIONAL UNIT CilECK TEST CALIBRATION (*) SURVEILLANCE RE0VIRED

1. Intermediate Range Monitors: h. 1 , b,4 [
a. Neutron Flux - High h ',(b) W-V R '#3 2

S-i W-5' R ''3 3,4,5JW
b. Inoperative ( 3 2, NA W-V/5' HA 2,3,4,5

2. Average Power Range Mon, tor:I(" Ij y
a. Neutron Flux - liigh, is/U)S,(b) W" __SQ 2

Setdown { W -___ m !Lj 3,4,5S

?3 ,o f .i'lb. Flow-Blased Simulated g
y Thermal Power - High S'' S/U(*' Q' W "", SA, R ) Iid U

2-

c. Neutron Flux - liigh S'i /U(*), Q'1 W(d) S A ''t Iy ,

Ad. Inoperative NA Q NA 1,2,3,4,5

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure - High S'f Q

'3 ' R(') ,io 1, 2 )A 0

!4. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Q 'g ,3, R(8), #o ' 1, 2

,,

Low, level 3 S

|
-so li5. Reactor Vessel Water Level -

High, level 8 S', Q'l '3'R(') 1.

k*

6. Main Steam Line Isolation N'm
E cs Vahe - Closure NA Q' '3 ' R 1 ii !!.

_

./MainStIamLin Radiati rf - lE
g liigh [Q [ ,R 1, 2 ) {y0

,

'

7f. Drywell Pressure - High S'' Q' 'l R('' 1, 2") } [[
/ 2 tl '

..s el 8

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ - _.
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y u- 5. 3. \ I - I Q
-T^.P,LE d. 2.1;1-4 (Continued) n' N

|2 _ REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTST6 E=
@ Ta ble 3 ;i.1-I

C A,z
CHANNEL OPERATIONAL1

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CllANNEL CONDITIONS IN WilICil[ FUNCTIONAL UNIT CilECK TEST CALIBRATION (a)
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED |

[/ 78,ScramDischargeVolumeWater
Level - liigh

I9) 0)a. Level Transmitter S' Q' R 1, 2, 5
|

b. Float Switches NA Q'T 'O'R N)1,2,S

f J0". Turbine Stop Valve - Closure NA ,Q
'

.' R 1
-

f/0)f. Turbine Control Valve Fast -

Closure Valve Trip System 011
Pressure - Low NA 9-Q , , , ' , I h

#3

R // Reactor Mode Switch
[

J2.
, , ,

Shutdown Position NA R-'- NA 1,2,3,4,5
E

/2).3. Manual Scram NA Q NA 1,2,3,4,5
|

4

:

R
5 m n
2
P .E b

8&D~ 5! g~

;r u .

%6 m
-C .

D.

Es '

. _ - - . _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - . - .
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TABLE 4.3.1.1-1 (Continued)

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS
.

.

TABLE NOTATIONS ,g g \, , ,

l (a) Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.A R M I' M /

cp (b) T_he IRM and SRM channels shall be determined to overlap acr at taas_ 9 - . iM3,3. i. i. b 4R-decade >during each startup after entering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and
- - ~ thi TRM and APRM channels shall be determined to overlap foc-et-+ east D-

SE secade]during each controlled shutdown, if not performed within the
r.S.t.t.'? previous 7 days.
e il

_],,g,q (c) Within 7 days prior to startup. i

. (d) This calibration shall consist of the adjustment of the AP.RM channel to r

S r- conform to the power values calculated by a heat balance during
y,2. i l.'L OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 when THERMAL POWER 2 25% of RATED THERMAL

,

POWER . Adjust the APRM channel if the absolute difference is greater
than 2% of P.ATED THERMA *. POWER.

'g (e) This calibration shall consist of a setpoint verification of the flow ic
Biased Simulated Thermal Power-High trip function. The Flow Biased

3MO Simulated Thermal-High trip function is verified using a calibrated flow
signal.

f E. (ff The LPRMs shall be calibrated at least once per 1000(effective full power)
3.3.t.b8 [ hours (LmiJ)Rsing the TIP systemQ .

Et (g) Calibrate the analog trip module at least once per 92 days.
1.3 1.t . 4 0 ,

(h) Deleted.

G (i) This calibration shall consist of verifying that the simulated thermal
p .1 1.%) power time constant is within the limits specified in the COLR.

W, f(j)~ This function is not required to be OPERABLE when the reactor pressure ]c
vessel head is removed per Specification 3.10.1.

Mjd
.

'

c> (k) With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed
g per Spec 1fication 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.

1.2.1- I (1) This function is not required to be OPERABLE when DRYWELL INTEGRITY is j
not required to be OPERABLE per Special Test Exception 3.10.l. /

_

! The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include thD
((m)turbine first stage pressure instruments.{Lg !

s

.

g 1. *The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable, provided the-

5,%b '< surveillance is performed within 12 hours after exceeding 25% of RATED THERMAL
f t, POWER.j

CLINTON ' 3/4 3-10 Amendment No. 79

I
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&nMy / CO 3. 3. G. /.

INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.2 CONTAINMENT AND REACTOR VESSEL ISOLATION CONTROL SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2 The containment and reactor vessel isolation control system (CRVICS)
fchannels1shown in Table 3.3.2-1 s_ hall be OPERARI F* With their trip setpoints

I.g u set consistent with tha valtioS7hnwp in the T _ip._Sg1 point column of Tabl1
Q 26 nd with ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME as shown in Table 3.3.2 g_

'

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.2-1.
*

ACTION: M SERT AcTom f/2e~
(g a. With a CRVICS channel trip setpoint less conservative than the value

shown in the Allowable Value column of Table 3.3.2-2, declare the channel l

inoperable until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with its trip
setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.,s

~
_-

-

b.[For CRVICS Main Steam Line Isolation Trip Function @-

C 1. With ne f the four channels required for any Trip Function
inoperable, operation may continue provided the inoperable channel e M
isfaced in the tripped __ condition within 48 houry/The provisions]

(of Specification .s.0.4 are not applicable. -
_

rgy 2. With two of the four channers required for any Trip Function
inoperable, place one channel in the tripped condition within six g|hours provided no tripped channel for that Trip Function already_

s
'

, exists. Ghe orovisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable, y
CMb. With three

inoperable, ta e the ACTION required by T61e 3.3.2-1.chr thannels required for any Trip Function ]
3

g j
For other CRVICS Isolation Trip Functions: -c.,

#-

JQAk 1. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for one tripty u i,, -g p) system, place the inopetable channel (s) and/or that trip system in'

(Specification 3.0.4arenotapplicable.the_ tripped _conditionei%1 thin 24 hours.JThe provisionsQ'gI,|
---

'h
br CRVICS Main Steam Line Isolation Trip Function, a channel may be placed

SR 1 in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for required surveillance provided ( |J y% j at least two OPERABLE channels are monitoring that parameter.i

1 For other CRVICS Isolation Trip Function, a channel may be placed in an in-
(operable status for up to 6 hours for required surveillance provided the |requ_irem_ents of Table.3.3.2-1 are fulfilled._

/7** iCliF6~pe551e channel need not be placed in the tripped condition where this }4 would cause the Trip Function to occur. In these cases, the inoperable
channel shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or the ACTION [|( required by Table 3.3.2-1 for that Trip Function shall be takeny *

,

CLINTON 3/4 3-11 Amendment No. 71

e
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.3 Page 18 of 687
INSTRUMENTATION

'

;

-CONTAINMENT AND REACTOR VESSEL IsotATION CONTR0t SYSTEM !

|
1

LTHTTING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) i
!

3.3.2 ACTION (Continued): i
!

2. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
'

CorJD Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for both trip '

systems, place at least one trip system * in the tripped conditio Ig- within I hour and take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.2-1./n iw

,

SURVElltANCE REOUTREMENTS

gg 4.3.2.1 Each CRVICS channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance i
of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION |

d h ( Table 4.3.2.1-1.operations for the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and at the frequencies shown in

g?- 4 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per 18
9 *g.1 b .3.2.2

*

months. CRVICS main steam line isolation divisional logic and portions of the i.

bg channel coincident logic shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST9A SYSTEM during each refueling outage. Each of the two trip systems or !

divisions of the CRVICS trip system logic shall be alternately and manually ;
tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM during every other refueling i

outage. All manual testing shall be completed such that all trip functions !

are tested at least once ev:ry four fuel cycles.
| j

5g S The CRVICS RESPONSE TIME of each CRVICS trip function shown in Table4.3.2.3
g. 3.3.2-3 shall be demonstrated to be within its limit at. least once per 18 |

3.'b months. Each test shall include /at least one T5strtrifn tested at least once) 4

Qer 36 months, and]5i15~cIFa~niiel~;ier trip function such that alt channels are
tested at least once every N times 18 months, where N is the total number of Mj | ;

'

redundant channels in a specific CRVICS trip function. ,

;

!

!

.

:

t,1

;!

C#p *The trip system need not be placed in the tripped condition if this wouD.
'

cause the Trip Function to occur. When a trip system can be placed in the
3)F tripped condition without causing the Trip Function to occur, place the trip

system with the most inoperable channels in the tripped condition; if both i
systems have the same number of inoperable channels, place either tri ,

system in the tripped condition.7

CLINTON s 3/4 3-12 Amendment No. 71
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>

ufkE 3.3.4./-/
i 4ASLE 3.3.2-!-

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATIONn

[ ISOLAT10 hCHANNELS PER TRIP
HINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE

, OPERATIONAL:=

rg IBIP FUNCTION SIGNAL f0) SYSTEM CONDITION ACTION |
I

i;(b)(f) |j' 2 @
,st/NC d/ CogD2/'. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

t a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, 1, 2, 3 ffr K

f g >h r # (1r 1.- Q .;fW)lLevel 2
> C, 4. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low 0' f 2

Low, level 2 (ECCS Div. I and II) . M',j,9 y 1, 2, 3 E9-I/K lp

k 1, 2, 3 .& I/Ki 6, g' Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Low, B 2

Level 2 (HPCS-NSPS Div. 111 and IV) f

b /f. Drywell Pressure - High Lk II I 2 M 1, 2, 3 20- X
,

1, 2, 3 -M fM h* J '( pd #/ 4. Drywell Pressure - High L 2

(ECCS Div. I and II)w -

b 1, 2, 3 49-1 4f. Drywell Pressure - High (HPCS-NSPS L 2

L Div. 111 and IV)
' p,4 /,

I Z(b f) Q,g,

h g '
, , ,h, ,

"
g. Containment Building Fuel Transfer 2 W

Pool Ventilation Plenum g/
Radiation - High f

' jg
o 3 / ,j,.fr 7h. Containment Building Exhaust

| 1 a
Radiation - High ; 1

I )II 2' / 1, 2 49I/<[ II) Outboard (Div.1)ValveIsolation] H
,

b)'f) N '

( 2 ,3 / h'/2) Inboard (Div.II)ValveIsolation H ,

sR WA R + 'l -2 W)i e

f 1. Containment Building Continuous (b)(f) f 2(#I 1, 2, 3 [ -29 JA u,
'

Containment Purge (CCP) Exhaust # r~
, 15->> !! p,

y Radiation - High gAa ! [ g.,.g
$ j. Reactor Vessel Water level-Low I 2-
g Low Low, level 1 I sR *g; 1, 2, 3 f 2954 5|,

t%- n >/ ;p w

h #/2 1, 2, 3 / 29.7/r EhI
*

$k. Containment Pressure-High P l', % I w WM |6m

E$
u

_ ____ _ __________- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , _ . _ __ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ __ .. _
!
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i

T*SLE 3.3.2 1 'Continn d! - #--

!

CRVICS_ INSTRUMENTATION
'

,

' D MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE
ISOLATION 1 CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL W

TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL (a)/ S" STEM .ONDITION ACTION | 93
'

"--[M -17-2 - 3 7D [
~ '~

% . 54- St;-- Line "edidivu - HitJh C 2_ _

m. Fuel Building Exhaust -
~

~(b)(f)(j) ( 2(a) 1, 2, 3 25\
'ifI ~~

['.;o@.se/w
/

g R_adiation - High
t 4_ 25)

d e g. Manual Initiation R(b)(f) 1 1 2, 3 -26 5'/<

.
f ,- -

! APPLICABLE
'

/A9 ISOLATION APPLICABLE OPERATIONAL I

[J.' MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION t' SIGNAL TABLE NOTES CONDITIONS _ ACTION e

$ a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low f
Low Low. L IU NA , 2, 3% p --- evel 1a .. n.a . g - 3 ; g 'g | g , ;,

- 9;; 6-{ Ar [h, -

; ,

p. Main Steam Line Pressure - Low ~ H I HA 1 ,(d), -2& Ha

c #. Main Steam Line Flow - High D NA 1, 2 3' -23- Cr
/e' Condenser Vacuum - Low J NA 1, I,3 -n G
cf. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. '

,
'

,

- Hign E NA 1, 2, 3 43-G '

f ,g'. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp.
- High F .NA 1,.2, 3 -e3-G :

I gg. Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg. g '

Temp. - High G Cp 1, 2, 3
-216/X

:'

I h,t' Manual Initiation- R NA 1, 2, 3
,

-2e 7
E

if
.

N

i .
",

s E.$r
wa

P3 tc, C -

O
e,$ ,

5s
- - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . - _ . . . _ -. _._._ __ .. -__ _ ~____ _ - ____ - _ _ - _ _
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-IAOLE 3.3.c-1 iCod hd
CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

p LAL

$ HINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE

g , ISOLATION CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL

q TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL fa) SYSTEM CONDITION ACTION |
'F2 YJ'. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION p.

a. A Flow - High 1 1
- 5 A '7' g 1, 2, 3 -EP M X hd

I ! b. A Flow Timer X 1 1, 2, 3 4J L/t'
ff gr. Equipment Area Temp. - High

j C ,2''. Heat Exchanger Rooms))- East,
.

1/ room, 1, 2, 3 -ef--r/M
-g~#g ~ N i

'
? ' E J. Pump Rooms C- A, B,_C

' '

(Al
'

N, ,

Wsst N 1/ room 1, 2, 3 M I/R,

L

'f.r.
'

; '

f. Equipment Area A Temp. - High /) MJ. Pump Rooms @ ,TB, 2{ 1/ room 1, 2, 3 47-I /1'
{d y. HeaLExchanger Roomp- East,

,

1

1/roomk 1, 2, 3 M T//<i 2Sest
[g. Reactor vessel Water @

level - Low Low, level 2 B 2 - SR@Eh 2 3 -29 r/xw
2 -2Er At

g/. Main Steam Line Tunnel
I yII 1, 2, 3 47-I/Ew

- Ambient Temp. - High EL

lb'hg. Main Steam Line Tunnelm
47- 8'1, 2. L ' ."ATemp. - High F

l)(. SLCS Initiation % de (X 1 1, 2, Q*)
g Manual Initiation f \R 1 1 2 3 16-J/A'

.

ti

I c) pl4 45 M

9,4' BEACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION '

a. RCIC Steam line Flow - High 1 1, 2, 3 47- 1/Ka

! b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High N" Timer X 1 1, 2, 3 471/R K' m
, .

'

E ?E.

"gc. RCIC Steam Supply -''

hy
,,

Pressure - Low Vg 1 1, 2, 3 -27 I/R La*
'

?2.

l %o
{V 2 h 6R '4'7

e *

* d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust O 1, 2, 3 -22-kK y[ ,Diaphragm Pressure - High
,,

E _ .__..___ _ ..._ ____ . . _ _ __ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. - _ - . _ _
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|

|

|

T,^.0LE ? 3,2 ' fCO-t' = di (
CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

E MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE
2, ISOLATION CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL

(7 TRIP FUNCTION NAL fal SYSTEM CONDITION _ ACTION |
~ 0,4 '. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (Contin ?

CorJ b
y c. RCic Equipment Room Ambient

1,g
.

51' AJ07g2 1, 2, 3 MMTemp. - High V
,

,-

,
g p

f. RCIC Equipment Room 1 O
UA Temp. - High V| 1 1, 2, 3 -N I/R

| W
q. Main Steam Line Tunnel 1 v)'

Ambient Temp. - High E1 1 1, 2, 3 M-I/V- p
i i iL

h. Main Steam Line Tunnel f \ N 1, 2, 3 tr_I/MA Temp. - High 'F I

$ 1. Main Steam Line Tunnel g
1, 2, 3 M- 2[Ey Temperature Timer X 1

p; }. Drywell Pressure - High L(h) 1%5
-27- 1[K1, 2, 3

nE Manual Initiation R 1 1,2,3 29 f/K

f' k RHR/RCIC Steam Line
'Flow - High V 1 1, 2, 3 .R J/Kr cs

E 1SRr) ore 7 ( fe)
'f, ,. .

@ j f. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B T 1/roo / 1, 2, 3 ( 2G-I/l'f '

[ Ambient Temperature High / ~

kjf. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B S 1/roont 1, 2,. 3 -28~f/M R 7p A Temp. - High g2
2 C

O U!.

8,5cn
r CCD

H
58

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .__-_-_-_ __ _ __ ___ .- - - _ _ _ - _ . -
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b
O

,M OLE 3.3 1 ! !C;nt h cJ i #%

CRV LC_$__[NSTRUMENTATION P
- i--

y ~

MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE
o ISOLATION CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL

TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL fa) SYSTEM CONDITION ACTION |-

6 5. RilR. SYSTEM _ ISOLATION

9L a. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B
1/ room /pl <f # n r 2Ar.Mant Temperature - liigh i P

. 1, 2, 3

b. RHR lleat Exchanger A, B j '

ATemp. - High S 1/ room 1, 2, 3 p
#'

c.'d Reactor Vessel Water J-'

yg
Level - Low, level 3 A 1, 2, 3 M2

g 6. /. Reactor Vessel Water Level - r ga yoyc 7
Low Low Low, level 1 U 2 1, 2, 3 Q..*

$ f g. ReactorVesself I

g(PermissiveT)PgCut-in3 2gsefjorc2 -

1,2,3 /re - High X
,

3f: Drywell Pressure - High
' 'N

s

- Q ()
RUUTestLines L 2 SA Mo7E ;L 1, 2, 3 28.

), Fuel fool Cooling L 24 L 1, 2, 3 28

ht. nanuai rnitiati . I i, 2, 3 a aye

s
5 m.

am
-

w og
5km

= y~
%5
05
59 1
08 !

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ - _______ _ _ __ __ _ ____ ____ _ _ _ ._ _ _ - . - - . _ - - . . _ - - . - - - _ _ _ . .- ____
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%

d. M . A / / TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)
h- '"* /d >)
g

[ CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

/ TABLE NOTATIONS

b When handling irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary containment and )
)during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining thej;
greactor vessel. f gr} y

[#f When handling irradiated f uel in the primary containment (building)Tand during
CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor\

j

h g G i5 2ny centrol n t applicsble te centrel r:ds ;caaved per/vnd withdrwn o

/ LSpeu;iiution 3.3.10.1 e-- 3.0.10y.

k.7h
J~ .,;J ' When any turbine stop valve is greater than 95% open or the reactor mod*

Q witch is in the run position g

Main steam line isolation trip functions have 2-out-of-4 isolation logic X1

(except for the main steam line flow - high trip function which has 2-out-of-4)OM,' isolation logic for each main steam linef

6L k A ch'aIInel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for ire

rovfdedgge surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped condition ingthat]jg least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is mont
parameterd-

-

g

Alsoituates the stancDy gas treatment system]

- (c) Deleted ['

1--Aho-trips-and-isolates the-mechanical- vacuum-pumpsyO

h de) Isolates RWCU valves 1G33-F001 and 1G33-F004 onjy?
~

-[(f) Also actuates secondary containment ventilation isolation dampeM

g) Hanual Switch closes RWCU system inboard isolation valves F001, F028, F0533
4A _, L JD40 and outboard isolation valves F004, F039, F034 and F054.f*

_

_ - _ _ - - _

Vacuum breaker isolation valves require RCIC system steam supply pressure lowi

(4h)LIA coincident with drywell pressure high for isolation of vacuum b
Msolation valves - --v-

. Qi) A single manual isolation switch 1solates outboard steam supply line isolat
A valve (F064) and the RCIC pump suction from suppression pool valve (F031) only

. )following a _ manual or automatic (Reactor Vessel Water Level 2) RCIC system-
Qnitiation /

) Only actu es secondary containment ventilation isolatiM
-

k A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for. required l'

h ) ihat the redundant ". rip system is OPERABLt and monitoring that paramete drsurveillance withouJitdng_the trip system in the trip conditionjpfovided) *

//o
-

c- - - q~

~
, m m,. -

CLINTON -AINIT 1 / 3/4 3-18 Amendment No. 71
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. Enclosure 2 to U-60219c ,

*
TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE NOTATIONS l

Qlc DJ..th) Not required to be OPERABLE when valves f3l002A.B and IV0006AJ]are sealed
& d k ( closed (in accordance with Specification 3.6.4 Q

/(m) Four reactor vessel water level trip channels are logically combined in a one~
out-of-two-twice configuration. For the purposes of the associated ACTION,
each one-out-of-two logic is defined as a separate trip system.

- if 2 <

(n) Four drywell pressure trip channels are logically combined in a one-out-of-
two-twice configuration. For the purposes of the associated ACTION, each one-
out-of'-two logic is defined as a separate trip system.

!(o) One trip system is associated with the A and B monitors; the other trip system .;

! is associated with the C and D monitors.
,

!(p) Each channel consists of five temperature modules and their associated
sensors. A channel is OPERABLE if and only if five ttmperature modules and

q their associated sensors are OPERABLE.-

(q) Isolation signal descriptions for the symbols appearing in th~e Isolation
Signal column are provided below:

Symbol Description

A Reactor Vessel Water Level Low (Level 3)
B Reactor Vessel Water Level Low (Level 2)
C Main Steam Line Rad. - High and Inop

Q1 D Main -Steam Line High Flow
E Main Steam Tunnel Temp. High
F Main Steam Tunnel Differential Temp. High
G Main Steam in Turbine Building Temp. High
H Turbine Inlet Pressure Low
J Condenser Vacuum Low
L Drywell Pressure High
M Containment Exhaust Duct High Rad.
N RWCU High Temp. ,

P Containment Pressure-High 1

R CRVICS Manual Initiation Pushbuttons )
S RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B High Differential Temp
T RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B High Temp.-
U Reactor Water Level Low (Level 1)
V RCIC High Steam Line Space Temp.

,

| RCIC Low Steam Line Pressure
RCIC High Steam Flow
High Turbine Exhaust Pressure
RCIC Area High Temp.
RCIC Area High Differential Temp. ,

X Permissively Interlocked with Other Equipment )
Z High Rad. in Containment Refueling Pool Exhaust Ducti
1 RWCU Equipment High Differential Flow )
2 RWCU Vent High Differential Temp.

'

'

5 Containment Purge Duct High Radiation

CLINT0NE i 3/4 3-18a Amendment No. ED, 6B

,
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 LS-92- 02 |

fSection 3.3 Page 26 of 687 P8Ee 8

TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued) )
|

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION
'

|

| ACTION

Be in at least if0T SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUT 00WI

Co+D f ACTION 20
-

within the next 24 hours.
,

ACTION 21 - Deleted.
|

With one channel in either trip system inoperabic/ restore the
coac f ACTION 22 < manual in tiatinn frenetion in OPFRARf f *; tate,< within 48 ho_c

- or

y e in at least HOT SIRITDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD !

U"Is X c SHUIDOWN within the following 24 hours
I )

- d6n at-tenL5 IIP with the associated isolation valves
,,"cloFTtiittig/houhr be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within hcoNOG ACTION 23 ,

'

nd in COLD / SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.12 hou*

Be in at STARTUP within.6 hours.Go" H ACTION 24 -

1

CORE ALTERATIONS, operations with a potential for draining the
i

c o"D A/ ACTION 25 reactor vessel, and handling irradiated._ fuel in thesrima
- or

45
seconda'ry con _ tai _nment may coritinug/Frovided that SECONDAR,

.

(CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY i~s establishedrwith the standbyJas A //
~

(7Te WJ. Pg >(ttrateent system operatino witMn 1 hourJ>

/6 the' manual initiation functie_to_02EP4BLLstaconD r ACTION 26
g* dD Lvithin 8 hourgror De in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next

-

K !!12 hours and in C01D SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.cootg
Close the affected system isolation valves withjn_Lhwu g

N D J A ACTION 27 -
(declare the affected system inoperable. '

~

CONE 6 A
Lock the affected system isolation valves closed (kLtM ho

@,(dnd declare the affected system inoperableMgCeccr/v' ACTION 28
-

i

Cer0DKg
at the affected CRVICS isola- j

-

- Operations may continue provided (hour)and, as -appropriatecorvD I ACTION 29
tion valve (s) are closed withTel-lare the affected system or cuspc,aent inoperaD7infrid Tio low|

,

aqy ACTIONS appropriate to Spec _ification_s_gf_the affected
', '

|

| Ot}ierwTse, be in H01 SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours ;'

( @ cogg gg COLD SHUTDOWi! within the following 24 hours.-

'

1

gf For 'inopeaste r%;n steam t ne. Tunnet ATernp. - agh Tc:p mochons,
,9c %h +'.me. r.mk may be inc<ensed to 2.4 hoves prov; dea at lent No
(0 on hm uneTennet Temp. - m3h channets vermin OPER ABLE.

H P fGacNoos %d Eme limit nq ke
4 increa6ed % 24 hyrs pcm;aea the m;n;3mum OPERABLE Channels

Amb;ent T h
4 GNMon Gr %go.rement h ihte asccMect ogeA h met %een ego 3vce -ITrips nerrs reg g , ,g ,i

/t

CLINTON( 3/4 3-19
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| 7'ASt6 3, 3. C, / - /|

-TAaLE 5.5.2-2
n

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS I(3P
i 2

P SETPOINT L ALLOWABLE VALUE

/ h TRIP FUNCTION W
I PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION E.

> -47.7 in. $^7 Reactor Vessel Water Level - ,,-45.5 in.*a. >Low Low, Level 2' '
|;

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low > -47.7 in,g y.
Low, Level 2 (ECCS Div. I and II) 1 -45.5 in."

e ,c' Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low
Low, Level 2 (ECCS Div. III) 1 -45.5 in.*

> -47.7 in,
,

b f: Orywell Pressure - High 1 1.68 psig 5 1.88 psig
w
s

[ f g. Drywell Pressure - High
(ECCS Div. I and II) i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig

4
~.o

f. Drywell Pressure - High i 1.'68 psig i 1.88 psig
(ECCS Div.III)

Containment Building' Fuelg. *

Transfer Pool Ventilation Plenum .

i 500 mR/hrRadiation - High -f100mR/hr

h. Containment Building Exhaust
1 100 mR/hr 1 400 mR/hr'Radiatien - High' -

r 1. Containment Building Continuous
Containment Purge (CCP) Exhaust i

h
Radiation - High i 100 mR/hr 1 400 mR/hr5 :. 3

k(3

Reactor Vessel Water Level ' Low h "[
Low Low-Level 1 1-145.5 in.* >-147.7 in.j. .,

wa.

{ , .

o

eg
'

;
I

2,a

$E
_ _ _ _ _ _ - ___ _ _ - - - _ - _ - - _ __ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ ___ _- - -.____ ..__ .-. - . . . _ . . - - - - . ..
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ATA R E 3.3. M L u d w di

P CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS
LA2 \.;;;

ALLOWABLE VALUE OfTRIPSETPOINTg TRIP FUNCTION

I 9,lT PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION IfContinued) v;

Containment Pressure - High fs2.56psid s 3.00 psid | hJ

h [k.5
i t 6 x fu l l'~

f r-MairStenrtine-Radiation-High 5 3.0-x-ftt11 power-background'/
1

-tadground)4 jpewe s(
b^3"O I Fue' Building Exhaust Radiation - [

x

3. 3. 6. 7- H gh s10mR/hr s 17 mR/hr

Lju Nanual Inttiatton HA NA

d ,2f MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION

a. Reactor Vessel later level -
Low Low Low, Level 1 1 -145.5 in.* 1 -147.7 in.

'(ti.- Jah St;= Line Radia44= - High s 3.0 - fd" power-badhound' J-]-
f--

2 849 psig h 837 psigU I; _c'. Main Steam Line Pressure - Low '

c .d. Main Steam Line Flow - High 3 170 psid s 178 psid

O e'. Condenser Vacuun. - Low 1 8.5 in. lig vacuum 1 7.6 in. Hg vacuumf

df. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. - High 3 156*F $ 171*F |
{'g'. Main Steam Line Tunnel

A Temp. - High 3 54.5'F s 63*F

Ma'nSteam(ggeTurbineBldg.ig'h'. Temp. - H

g (1) W3;, - N559 A g] s 131.2*F j s 142*F I

43 . - N560 A f

i (fJ M illi 8 .

f-{|g (2) 1E31 - N563 A, B C, D / $ 139.5'F s 150'F

3 hf. Manual Initiation ! HA HA 0j

h $
n-

i9
5m

---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ . - - - _ _ _ _ _
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--TA0l L 3.3.0 0 ' 5 t! ~_m di t
p CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION _SETPOINTS

5 TRIP FUNCTION " TRIP SETPOINT~ ALLOWABLE VALUE $
#ff. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION'

a. A Flow - High s 59'gpm 5 66.1 gpm

b. A Flow Timer 2 45 sec. l s 47 sec. -

P
J cf Equipment Area Temp. - liigh .

! ' ~

d J. Pump Rooms Q , B, C D - $ 186.5'F $ 202*F

c f. eaLExchangerRooms)-East,k
I( es; > s 190*F $ 205'F

,d' Equipment Area A Temp. - High (LAZ
1

$ .I'. Pump Rooms (- A, B, C $ 54.5'F s 63*F
, f

) |d ,(. g ._Eltchas er Rooms - East,
-

, ,

di ig. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low, Level 2 2 -45.5 in.*

. 2 -47.7 in,'

team line Tunnel ig /. MainyentTemp.-High I s 156*F $ 171*F |Amb

bg MainSteamLineTunnelATemp.-High\s54.5'F $ 63*F |
J )(. SLCS Inttiation NA NA

k/. Manual Initiation (NA NA

14{ REACTOR CORE ISOLATION _ COOLING SYSTEM _ ISOLATION

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High 5 110 in. H 0 $158.5 inh 0f
$ b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High Timer 2 3 sec. s 13 sec.

c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure - Low 1 60 psig 2 52 psig EmE
:. =

x 8&P d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm 1

Pressure - High (s10psig 5 20 psig gEg,
" ;y w
.

'R 6$ NC

' ,

5 s.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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-TABLE 3.0.0 0 ft; d = d A
p

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

5 IRIP FUNCTION (TRIPSETPOINT All0WABLE VALUEE 8,4I
REACTOR _ CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (ContinuedD/ D

s'

e. RClc Equipment Room Ambient f
'

g, "emp. - High f s 192*F (A7 s 207'F |
i

gf. RCIC Equipment Room A Temp. - High s 34.5*F $ 43*F | Cu'
Main Stea iTemp.-HkgSeTunnelAmbient b

g.
$ 156*F s 171'F -

h. Main Steam Line Tunnel '

a Temp. - High s 54.5'F s 63'F |1. Ma' n Steam Line Tunnel
"emp. Timer 2 25 min. '

s 28 min.
rnf Drywell Pressure - High s 1.68 psig i 1.88 psigw

i h g. Manual Initiation NA NA"
A, 1. RHR/RCIC Steam Line Flow - High s 179.5 in. H 0 s 188 in. H,0

] ,n(. RHRHyentTemperature,-High
at Exchanger A 8

Amb s 144.5'F s 160*F |kjl. RHR Heat Exchancer A, B
a Temp. - Higfi s 71.9'F $ 79.6'F !

5. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RHR 1 at Exchanger Rooms A B
AmdentTemperature-High 1 144.5'F s 160*F !

b. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B{ A Temperature - High 5 71.9'F s 79.6*F {E.
R v,

a 5y.

? ! g-
U|'

E
?e
5h
i9
es

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ _ -- - - . - - . _ .- -
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J. J. 4k hun b h nut-ufiuLtn

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETP0lNTS

[. TRIP SETPOINT g ALLOWABLE VALUETRIP FUNCTION

5. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued)

O ;) c.),ReactorVesselWaterLevel-
Low, Level 3 1 8.9 in." ; 1 8.3 in. L

d g. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
fLow Low Low, Level 1 1 -145.5 in." 1 -147.7 in,

f e'. Reactor Vesself(RM_ Cut-inI
Qermss_1veTJPressure - High i 135 psig i 150 psig |

'

h6 ,f'. Drywell Pressure - High
# t

$ 1)1ontainmentSpra'f i 1.68 psig - 1 1.88 psig
) Fuel Pool Coo 11 1 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig

,

( g. Manual Initiation NA NA

3 k y
asee Bases Figure B 3/4 3-1. ) j

# Within 24 rs prior to the lanned start of the hydrogen in,Jection test /wlth reactor power at greater
TED THERMAL Po R, the normal fu11' power background radiatibn level and associated tripi than 20% of

setpoints ybechangedba(edonacal'culated'valueofthe'radiatfonJd'velexpectedddringthetest./he
backgro radiation levef and associated t l'p setpointsjiay be adjus ed during the/est based on e[ther

y calcu tions or mess nts of actual ra atton levals #esulting f hydrogen i ection. The b ckground
a rad tion level shal verifled and t associated tr'ip setpoln shall be re ned to their al

y e within 24 of re-establishi normal radletion levels fier complet n of the hydro ninjection
h

st at greater n 20% of RATED L POWER or within 12 hours of establ ing reactor power levels via
E below 20% of RA THERMAL POWER.

' j.{__

F _
;. I-

T,

:: o
2. b -,

8r
- _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .... - -_ _ _ _ - _ _ - . _ . _ _ .._ . . _ . . _ _ - - --
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/g"Q], ,/ Enclosure 2 to U4,02196'
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fme gas. bl- I
-TABLE ,b3c2-3d

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIME

RESPONSE TIME (Seconds) |
TRIP FUNCTION

Z I. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINNENT ISOLATION

'

.

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 NA |
; a. |

C,y. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2
|

'

NA(ECCS Div. I and II)
of. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, level 2 '

(ECCS Div. III)
~

~

NA
NA ,

b g. Drywell Pressure - High
NA - |

|
df. Drywell Pressure - High (ECCS Div. I and II)i

f. Drywell Pressure - High (ECCS Div. III) NA .

Containment Building Fuel Transfer Pool, g.i

Ventilation Plenum Radiation - High NA

! h. Containment Building Exhaust Radiation - High NA |i
,

1. Containment Building Continuous Containment ,

|
'

Purge (CCP) Exhaust Radiation - High NA
| Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 NA

|
j.

k. Containment Pressure - High NA
'

h ,CeMain-5 team-Liec " diati .. |Mgh nA -e
Fuel Building Exhaust Radiation - High . , NA . '|m.

,

fn'. Manual Initiation c ~ NA ,
,.s. i

f
.

. .

/,Z MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION - j . .-
1

|
a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low,

Level 1 < 1.0* J -- ;
<

x u.z. e.... ,s.n~>~>-- us a
!

b h h(ain StN b LiNN E Nssu-LN[ f< 1.0%"
c#. Main Steam Line Flow - High / ~ 0. S* 1

c)4 Condenser Vacuum - Low ^NA
.-

,

|

e f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. - High NA
,

f s'. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp. - High NA ~

Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg. Temp. - High NA j

g)X. NAy '. Manual Initiation

f f. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION
~

NAa. A Flow - High
NAb. 6 Flow Timer
NAc.f. Equipment Area Temp. - High _

NA

i; p.f Equipment Area a Temp. - HighReactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2NA
d.

ef. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient NATemp. - High"

Amendment No; 47 |
CLINTON 3/4 3-25:
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ygg 3. ?. 6.1-)
,

| TAT F 1 ' #~3-4C *-

6 \

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIME !

RESPONSE TIME (Seconds) |TRIP FUNCTION

p'. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued)
NA i

h 7. Main Steam Line Tunnel a Temp. - High |NAj Jt' SLCS Initiation
NA

Kf. Manual Initiation

3/. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High - NA

b. RCIC Steam Line Flow High - Timer HA

c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure - Low NA

d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure - High NA

RCIC Equipment Room Ambient Temp. - High NAe.
f. RCIC Equipment Room a Temp..- High NA

|

Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient Temp.' - High NAg.
h. Main Steam Line Tunnel a Temp. - High NA

i. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. Timer HA '

NADrywell Pressure - Highmy)(.h -Manual Initiation NA

1. RHR/RCIC Steam Line Flow - High NA

} jd. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, 8 Ambient NATemp. - High
(;r. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B a Temp.

-

~~

|
_

NAHigh ,. _ . ,

i

5. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B Ambient Temp.
NA- High

b. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B A Temp.
NA )- High

c.3 Reactor Vessel Water Level - Lcd, Level 3 NA

dpf Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low,
level 1 NA

9 p'. Reactor Vessel (RRR Cut-in Permissive)
Pressure - High NA

9 #. Drywell Pressure - High NA
NAhy. Manual Initiation ,

No diesel j
p[I[CRVICS instrumentation response time for MSIVs only. - !

q generator delays assumed. _

l

i

CLINTON.''tfiffD 3/4 3-26
c
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1

,f,,,. SEE M/u of %*

3
p 7A 6Lc 5. 3.a,-/
e CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS w
$ .s R ;3,3.h M w u,6.f.o. s r . ut. 3

is e s.s s.r. s u v. 3.r , n / fx
f CilANNEL j OPERATIONAL# I '"' ' '* 8

(;ey
| g CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL CilANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH

TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION | SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED pj| $,
! .

gJ. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION tM"

A [a. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low, Level 2 S-i Q 4 f R(b) 1, 2, 3, # ---

c )f. Reactor Vessel Water Level - -
"Low Low, level 2 (ECCS

Div. I and II) S-l Q2 C- R(b) y, p, 3
.

d p. Reactor Vessel Water Level - dLow Low, level 2 (ECCS
Div. III) S4 Q2 f- RID) -: 1,2,3,

6 d: Drywell Pressure - High S' Q2 f- RID) 1, 2, 3g
ke; Drywell Pressure - High (ECCS 5 .. ?*

Y Div. I and II) S -l Q - e' TRID) 1, 2, 3

3
f. Drywell Pressure - High"

(ECCS Div. III) 5"I Q# #~R(b) 1, 2, 3

g. Containment Building fuel
Transfer Pool Ventilation
Plenum Radiation - High S-l Q,2 TR ##

h. Containment Building Exhaust
Radiation - liigh S-I Q - 8- f- R 1,2,3,#

k 1. Containment Building Contin-

{ uous Containment Purge
"

(CCP) Exhaust Radiation -
a High 5 -l Q '8- 5-R 1,2,3,# h[.

F Ei
4 !E

q-

:f ae
$E

_ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . . -. - - - - . . . - - . - - . _- . - .. - - - . - _ _ _ _ _ - __ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ .
.
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i

SEG M/U o{
TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continued) EdlC 3 3 .(2 - /

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

M CilANNEL OPERATIONAL,

h CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WilICil'

'y TRIP FUNCTION CllECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED

kl. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (Continued) |
'' '

: j. Reactor Vessel Water Level-
Low Low Low, Level 1 S'I Q2 #~R(b) 1, 2, 3, # |

;

k. Containment Pressure - High S' Q2 R 1. '2, 3, # |
E

hpg. Met, steem Line nadiat4em - - - - - - -
~

ff,,,,9 ( -- - . -High- -S Q 1, 2, 3 - ) |
-

'D

.
-__ s_._. -

u.cJc 'J ''g#(ii.
Fuel Building Exhaust ~ ~~~~/< 4 A c

-

~ _ _ .
- , _

M diation - High S Q R ( 1, 2, 3, #) |

A r: Manual Initiation NA R .6 NA 1,2,3,#
f

R 3,f. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION
A !

b a. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
g, Low Low Low, Level 1 SI Q1 T'R(b) 1, 2, 3 |

{T)'d2Tiain-Steam-Lim Radiation -
~

|

*

l High -S O R 1, 2, 3

d
Q

2- 5'- R(b) 3 |
b g. Main Steam Line Pressure - i

1Low S

C E. Main Steam Line Flow - High S-l Q-2 f- R(b) : 1,2,3 |.

k [,e . Condenser Vacuum - Low S/ Q- S*R(b) 1, 2**, 3** |i
::

& ' c /. Main Steam Line Tunnel ,_ '

@ Temp. - High S-/ Q-2 "'R 1, 2, 3 | w
ae

{p'. Main Steam Line Tunnel | l' giyz
P A Temp. - High S-l Q4 ''R 1,2,3 g-

U!g g/f. Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg.
Temp. - High S-l Q't 8'R , 1, 2, 3 g"

- h/. Manual Initiation NA R* NA 1,2,3 $
2.S
$5

- - _ . _ _ . _ - - - . - - - . - _ .-.- ..--_-. - ..-- - .- -__-_-..- - -.- -. . - . ,
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%

a='.??1''C&~ 0 GEG /0/u O!
P To6/c L L F'- /

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSc
$
z
i; CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
'! CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH

CALIBRATIONfSURVEILLANCEREQUIRED$ TRIP FUNCTION CilECK TEST

'If REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION

i a. A Flow - High S Q2 6R 1,2,3

b. A Flow Timer NA Q# Y- Q 1,2,3
7

,cf Equipment Area Temp. - High ,

.

d g. Pump Rooms M s S'' Q'* 6' R 1,2,3

C 2' Heat Exchanger Rooms'- -
qast, Vesty -( S' ' Q '' "R 1, t , 3 f

f Equipment Area A Temp. - High
,

M,L Pump Rooms CB S'' Q^ '-R 1,2,3
'

C .
,

g f. Hetat_ Exchanger Roomsh'
s

CEast, West ) - - S -r Q^ fR 1,2,3
.

[

Y- R(b)' 94 [ ,e' Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low Low, Level 2 S' Qd 1, 2, 3, #*

3 /. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient
Temp. - High S '' Q" CR 1,2,3i

hjf. Main Steam Line Tunnel
a Temp. - High S '' Q'1 "R 1,2,3

p ,

SLCS Initiation NA Q" '' NA 1, 2, 5*g J f.

f K/. Manual Initiation NA R-6 h NA 1, 2,,3, # /
{p,d ,4' REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION ,$

R
1, 2, 3 | hf.CIC Steam Line Flow - High 5 -I Q2 I' RCD)'

a. y6 ,y
"

b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High
! Timer NA Q - 7- f- R E

ae
sa

_ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continued) fee f>r/g ,/n

M ?. P /k CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS x
g ~. ~7

[ CilANNEL ERATIONAL
' CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL CNANNEL CONDITIONS IN WilICil

s'
TRIP FUNCTION CilECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE 0

'3 A. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued)
'o

c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure -
Low S Q'# I R(b) 1, 2, 3

d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm d Q'# 5^- R(b)' SPressure - High S 1, 2, 3

e. RCIC Equipment Room Ambient
Temperature - liigh S~' Q~1 fR 1, 2, 3

R f. RCIC Equipment Room a Temp. - )
[ High S'' Q^ S' R f1,2,3

a g. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient
Temp. - High S" Q - 2- f' R 1,2/3

h. Main Steam Line Tunnel
A Temp. - High S- l Q -7 g'R 1,2,3.

1. Main Steam Line Tunnel
Temp. Timer NA Q2 PR 1,2,3

k rny 'I Drywell pressure - liigh S -l Q-F 5 RID)'5 Ij 1, 2, 3

n ,R Manual Initiation NA R6 NA } 1, 2, 3 ,

= 1. RHR/RCIC Steam Line Flow -
[ High S -l Q-d # R(b)-3 1,2,3

4 *

IP j f. RHR Heat Exchanger A, 8 g 4 5'' R 1,2,3g Ambient Temperature - High 5 Q m

$. !?
K 'r(. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B

a Temp. - High 5 "I Q C'R 1,2,3 3[4
Lg i'

Ue o
I

k$
e:
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continued) SE6 eM/U O
CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Tb b/C I' I'

a
2

1

(k CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITICiiS IN WHICHd TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREDL

5. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION
'

f
a. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B [Ambient Temp. - High S '' Q~1 T' R 1, 2, 3

7
b. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B l

A Temp. - High S 'I Q' T' R 1,2,3
c. d Reactor Vessel Water Level -

Low, level 3 Sl Q_2 f. R(b)' 3
3

1, 2, 3

C/ Reactor Vessel Water Level - 3Low Low Low, Level 1 S ~/ Qa f R(b7 1, 2, 3
,

<

R g. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-in
Permissive) Pressure - High SI Q. 2 6 R(b)-3

*
1, 2, 3,

J, q f. Drywell Pressure - High
' , pp '' 1) RHR Test Line S~' Q.2 r R((b)'32) Fuel Pool Coolina S -I Q 2, A-R b)-3

1, 2, 3'

1,2,3
hg. Manual Initiation NA R6 NA

.

1, 2t ,3g -

=
m
M
?.

'

.E
N N~

.

.

8 9-
!d E
wa
?M
N5

5e$
5

a
.. . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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$6C M[l/ Of CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

r te e.e.M |a
~

TABLE NOTATI___

hen handling irradiated fuel in either the secondary or the primary
containment and during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel.

,

'

## When handling irradiated fuel in the primary containment (building) and
,

during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel.

b
. * With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods remove

SJ4[er_ Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2. 4

g - ** When any turbine stop valve is greater than 95% opeDj the reac bE
W e" gode switch is in the run positm.

| ,-(a) Each train or logic channel shall be tested at least everyfther 92 days) | ,

(b) Calibrate the analog trip modules at least once per 92 days. fg g
.(SR33.G.I.3} I

1 :

-( 5 R 3. 3. G .1. G )
,

<

1 1
|
|

!

4

e-

CLINTON[_11 NIT 3/4 3-32 Amendment No.44 71
!
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" Lco 3.5 4 2.# M-
Enclosure 2 to U-60219

! INSTRUMENTATh
M o r6r

O3 /4.3. 2 CONTAINMENT #fD REACTOR VE-SSE ATION CONTROL SYSTEM,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2 .The containment and reactor vessel isolation control system (CRVICS)

(cEannelsishown in Table 3.3.2-1 shall_be OPERABLE *MEith their trip setpointsset consistent with the values _shown in the Trip Set toint column of Table~A9
3.3.2-2jgwith ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSF TIME as slown in laDie 3.4 Z-3 g

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.2-1.

h) E/W Ac Ho"" DOTEfACT10N:

a. With a CRVICS channel trip setpoint less conservative than the value
shown in the Allowable Value column of Table 3.3.2-2, declare the channel '

/ inoperable until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with its trip I

setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. --

_
f

__ ,

For CRVICS Main Steam Line Isolation Trip Functions:.

9 \ 1. With one of the four channels required for any Trip function
ACO inoperable, operation may continue provided the inoperable channel

o ,s,C is placed in the tripped condition within 48 hours. -The provisions \d
*

,

" p/u of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

2 / !
f.WithtwoofthefourchannersrequiredforanyTripFunctioninoperable, place one channel in the tripped condition within six | '

j hours provided no tripped channel for that Trip Function already,

d exists. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. |j
|

! 3. With three of the four channels required for any Trip Function .

'

( inoperable, take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.2-1. !

c. For other CRVICS Isolation Trip functions:
'

,p y { g 1. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the {
; . _ _ 5- Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for one trip
Mcwo 6/c) system, place the inoperable channel (s) and/or that trip system in'

<

Gpecification 3.0.4 are not applicable [porovisions of1 |the tripped condition *Cithjn_24 hours
~

T 1_'

f

,( f or CRVICS Main Steam Line Isolation Trip Function, a channel may be placedNF

$/, dt least_two OPERABLE channels are monitoring that parameter.. in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for required surveillance provided [
|

Cf , For other CRVICS Isolation Trip Function, a channel may be placed in an in-y

p +9 operable status for up to 6 hours for required surveillance provided the |requirements of Table 3.3.2-1 are fulfilled.

I**An inoperable channel need not be placed in the tripped condition where thil)
i would cause the Trip Function to occur. In these cases, the inoperable /

. ; channel shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 6 hours or the ACTION / |
| gequired by Table 3.3.2-1 for that Trip Function shall be taken. j
<

CLINTON[NI 3/44-11A Amendment No. 71
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
*

INSTRUMENTATION

]CONTAINMENT AND REACTOR VESSEL ISOLATION CONTROL SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.3.2 ACTION (Continued):

O Y2. With the number of OPEkABLE cIsannels less than required by the
--n Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for both trip

(s000A//9',> systems, pla'ce at least one trip system * in the tripped conditionyd *

~ ~ ~ - - N: ' Jthin 1 hour and take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.2-le
, _ --

SURVEILtANCE REOUTREMENTS

gg 4.3.2.1 Each CRVICS channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance
of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION,

/F' operations for the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and at the frequencies shown in
M Table 4.3.2.1-1.

4.3.2.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per 18
months. CRVICS main steam line isolation divistor,al logic and portions of thegft

A(, .7.5 channel coincident logic shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST
SYSTEM during each refueling outage. Each of the two trip systems orS
divisions of the CRVICS trip system logic shall be alternately and manually
tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM during every other refueling
outage. All manual testing shall be completed such that all trip functions
are tested at least once every four fuel cycles.

|
4.3.2.3 The CRVICS RESPONSE TIME of each CRVICS trip function shown in Table

f,j2 3.3.2-3 shall be demonstrated to be within its limit at least once per 18
3.3A ! months. Each test shall include at least one logic train tested at least onceper 36 months, and one channel per trip function such that all channels aie
#y tested at least once every N times 18 months, where N is the total number of |

redundant channels in a specific CRVICS trip function.
|

I
,

A7
|

Nhe trip system need not be placed in the tripped condition if this would
cause the Trip Function to occur. When a trip system can be placed in the
tripped condition without causing the Trip Function to occur, place the trip,
system with the most inoperable channels in the tripped condition; if both
systems have the same number of inoperable channels, place either trip

( system in the tripped _ condition.

I

CLINTON b N j 3/4 4-12 * Amendment flo. 71
3-324
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i

!
|

i

-f,,[h 2? . 3, (r r 'h! t

_m z .

Wn-|TABLEJ.34-lM Ig C>

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATIONn

#N APPLICABLE
~

( ISOLATION ) HINIMUM OPERABLEE CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL
(i TRIP FUNCTION

.
SIGNAL (a) SYSTEM (DNDITION ACTION |

@ ,1f (15 MAR _ SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION I 3 ._ (Ply
/ p. Re Vessel Water Level-Low Low, B(b)(f) 2@g# 3 2

j![h C Reactor Vessel Water level-Low
'

2 *) 1,~ 2, 3 29IB

g,3,til' Low, level 2 (ECCS Div. I and II)
/ '?/" Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Low, B 2(a)(m) 1, 2, 3 29c.

C Level 2 (HPCS-NSPS Div. 111 and IV) _ _

II [ Y"I# d [arcA
1, 2, 3 & C ("a 3#-@ ip .JK Drywell Pressure - High 2

e. Drywell Pressure - High L l 1, 273 2 97Su r

AC" 1 (ECCS Div. I and II)w

g j f. 'Drywell Pressure - High (HPCS-NSPS L 2(a)(n) g, p, 3 79; I
.,

: W iv. 111 and IV)
kf g {I'gg .g S '

C (} (gM'$ . 3 g. Containment Building fuel Transfer Z(b)(f) 3 g:
p F Pool Ventilation Plenum 'gRadiation - High

Yy. Containment Building Exhaust 4prit9-Radiation - High 4
E 7) Outboard (Div.1)ValveIsolatioD M(b)(f) 2NNI 'A MC, ("*9
{ r.SM W g,1,2,3 &M/t/r--

5 2) Inboard (Div. 11) Valve Isolation M(b)(f) 2Nb'I 1 -29 c @ "S '
Y GR /@1t> @, 2, 3S ' 45 A/BA

f [,V. Containment Building Continuous 5(b)(f) 25 , 2, 3 MC%') |

Radiation - High 4 i _

45 A/d/c p @Containment Purge (CCP) Exhaust # c-,
N e. ,

h / b' fj. f20)Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low U 1, 2, 3 29
g ,3 3,e.f Low Low, level 1 # 25 *3 !

'

h 'I'' k. Containment Pressure-High (P I INIIII 1, 2, 3 -29 **
m * 25 R, C !

,

_

O -

|

;L
~

'

"I8
_. __ _. . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _
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f fje ? . 3. G.2- l | @p |

p ABLE-har2-1 (Continued)
CRVICS_ INSTRUMENTATION -

N
0 4 . 4 2

MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE
ISOLATION . CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL

/< SIGNAL (a)SYSTEM CONDITION ACTION |__ TRIP FUNCTION

bhd._ iitittitunti ins _Rdiatioa - 4 C I. M D
(p,E Fuel Building Exhaust (b)(f)(j) M # ## 1 25 A/6/h

Radiation - High d 2, 3 (4/eM% 2&- A/o/c.t

7 p. Manual Initiation R(b)(f) 1 26 A/C "h

d APPLICABLE
- - - ISOLATION APPLICABLE OPERATIONAL

2. MAIN _ STEAM LINE ISOLATION t SIGNAL TABLE NOTES CONDITIONS- ACTION

$ a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-LowD Low Low, Level 1 U NA 1, 2, 3 20w
4* b. Main Steam Line Radiation - High C d 1, 2, 3 23 !b % c. Main Steam Line Pressure - Low H NA -1 23bhi d. Main Steam Line Flow - High D NA 1, 2, 3 23I '

p,[ e. Condenser Vacuum - Low J NA 1, 2**, 3** 23

4 */'' f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp.
'" - High E NA 1, 2, 3 23

'

.

g. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp.
- High F NA 1, 2, 3 : 23

[ h. Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg.
Temp. - High G p 1, 2, 3 23

,=

$ 1. Manual Initiation R NA 1, 2, 3 22
A

E. (
'

e _ _

= . !P ,
8; 8&

FE '

wa ,

5N
% is-

.

aa$
0
a- .

'. - *$a >

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - , . - _ _ . _ . . , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ ~ _ _ _ _ . _



N
BBLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued) g'

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION Aco O.10 ' I #''
7, C

._p
$ MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE/- ISOLATION CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONALg

f TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL fa) SYSTEM CONDITION _, ACTION |
_. 3. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION || 'I

3 O^

a. A Flow - High 1 1 1, 2, 3 27
I

b. A Flow Timer X 1 1, 2, 3 27 O
) c. Equipment Area Temp. - High

Ik)( ',
l. Pump Rooms - A, B, C N 1/ room le2,3 27 LA)

bJY 2. Heat Exchanger Rooms - East,
West N 1/ room (k) 1, 2, 3 27 .

d. Equipment Area A Temp. - High J pg
1. Pump Rooms - A, B, C 2 1/ room 1, 2, 3 27 (, -

2. Heat Exchanger Rooms - East, N
West 2 1/ room (k) 1, 2, 3 27

e. Reactor Vessel Water
(A w level - Low Low, level 2 8 2(k) 1, 2, 3 29

i 2 # 25
f. Main Steam Line TunnelW IkID h, Ambient Temp. - High E I 1, 2, 3 27

0
9' g. Main Steam line Tunnel bIATemp. - High F l 1, 2, 3 27

SLCS Initiation ')9)
I X 1 1, 2, 5* 27) h.

Manual InitiationI R 1 1, 2, 3 261.
# 25

4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING _ SYSTEM ISOLATI0Hg
g a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High V 1(k) 1, 2, 3 27

&
@ b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High

"_ Timer X 1(k) 1, 2, 3 27 m

& &m
c. RCIC Steam Supply 5' E.*

* Pressure - Low V(h) g(k) 1, 2, 3 27 h$
,

.

$ d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust |

O) '

1 c:Diaphragm Pressure - High V 2 1, 2, 3 J27 :s-- au
a8

_ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - _ _
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued
g,

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

P
E

MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE
@~ [RIPFUNCTION ISOLATION CilANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONALt T SIGNAL fo) SYSTEM (DNDITION_ ACTION |\

' 4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued)

\( e. RCic Equipment Room Ambient
k)Temp. - High V i 1, 2, 3 27 O/ )

.

y f. RCIC Equipment Room UJIk)\ o Temp. - High V I 1, 2, 3 27 t>J
.

g. Main Steam Line Tunnel
Ambient Temp. - High E I Ik) 1, 2, 3 27 N

h. Main Steam Line Tunnel
A Temp. - High F 1(k) 1, 2, 3 27th w f: 1 j 1. Main Steam Line Tunnel

Ww | Temperature Timer X 1(k) 1, 2, 3 27uL ;

'ba% ! j. Drywell Pressure - High L(h) g(k) 1, 2, 3 27

II)k. Manual Initiation R I 1, 2, 3 26

i 1. RHR/RCIC Steam line
| Flow - High V I Ih)

1, 2, 3 27F >

$ f m. RHR Heat Exchanger A, 8 T 1/ room (k) 1, 2, 3 28&
"

,
Ambient Temperature - High

i ,

8[ n. RHR Heat Exchanger A, 8 S 1/ room (k) 1, 2, 3 28 8 5"2y I o Temp. - High .

p g.j( wa
kN
bh8

.

h6
n

,

- - - , . ..,.--..-.,: , ,. , . , . _ . .
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5JE Lt 3.3.2-I (Continued) A co 3.3.6./ <>7 <

CRVLC1_[NSTRUMENTATION

P

$r MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE ,

ISOLATION CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL
o

* ( TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL (a) SYSTEM CONDITION ACIl03 |'0

\5. RilR SYSTEM ISOLATION

\ a. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B I
\

Amblent Temperature - liigh T 1/ room (k) - 1, 2, 3 28 Q!
b. RHR Heat Exchanger A, 8

ATemp. - High S 1/ room (kI 1, 2, 3 28
Wg,

c. Reactor Vessel Water hLevel - Low, Level 3 A 2(,) 1, 2, 3 28 -

Q 'w d. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low Low, level 1 0 2(k) I, 2, 3 28

i
-

4 \~b e. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cul.-In |

.

!

4 Pemissive) Pressure - High X 2(,) I, 2, 3 28

.

f. Drywell Pressure - High

2f1). RHR Test Lines L 1, 2, 3 282, 1, 2, 3 28 ! !1 2) Fuel Pool Cooling L
.

F f I

g ( g. Manual Initiation R I 1, 2, 3 26fg k-
a
&
- m

- . ?
a-a

ww
26
&j i

59
n8

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._ _ _ ._ ___ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - . . . . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ __. _ .._
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% i "],6,Q,/ Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.3 Page 47 of 687
y T' OLE 2.";.Z-1-(Continued)

-

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION
.

TABLE NOTATIONS -

/Jc4 WIWhen handling irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary containment anM#

during CORE ALTERATIONS andfoperations with a potential for draining the)
tjete (ahreactor vessel. f -- m .--

--Lpt' tern $%_ L+r ta ome aQ~
. deh '(EThenhandlingirradiatedfuelintheprimarycontatnment(butidinofandduringf

| CORE ALTERATIONS an operations 51th a potential for draining the reactor')
T)of sei. us,,z.-l5 REQ {Q.-rg y g g q

;

k g, /* With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed per
|jgo Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.
j

6 When any turbine stop valve is greater than 95% open or the reactor mode )**

"f switch is in the run position. !
'

.

t Main steam line isolation trip functions have 2-out-of-4 isolation logic |l except for the main steam line flow - high trip function which has 2-out-of-4 '

' N1ation logic for each main steam line.
i

''(a) A channel may be placed iiIW1h' pwable status for up to 6 hours for required [o,

surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped condition provided j
t

$ at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring that >

parameter.
_ ._

--- :
_

h Also actuates the standby gas treatment systef>
.

c>[TE)~D'eTeted f
4 (d) Also trips and isolates the mechanical vacuum pumps.

[(e) Isolates RWCU valves 1G33-F001 and IG33-F004 only

g) Also actuates _ secondary containment ventilation isolation damperf. ;

ye [(g) Manual Switch closes RWCU system inboard isolation valves F001, F028, F053,
_

F040 and outboard isolation valves F004, F039, F034 and F054.

c3d (h) Vacuum breaker isolation valves require RCIC system steam supply pressure low |j ef coincident with drywell pressure high for isolation of vacuum breaker :
; isolation valves. ,

1 ,
,

; j(i) A single manual isolation switch isolates outboard steam supply line isolation |
valve (F064) and the RCIC pump suction from suppression pool valve (F031) onlyj

'
;

( initiation. -following a manual or automatic (Reactor Vessel Water Level 2) RCIC systemj
j

i i

gj) Only actuates secondary containment ventilation isolation dampe
~

F k) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for required I
h(\t_hattheredundanttripsystemisOPERABLEandmonitoringthatparameter.

'

i surveillance without placing the' trip system in the trip condition provided
t G h

,

#CLINTON Amendment No. 713/4-3-183-3'2b

,

T
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Section 3.3 Pege 48 of 687" _ __

TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)
CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE NOTATIONS

. _

-

fec (1) Not required to be OPERABLE when valves IVR002A,8 and IVQ006A,8 are sealed
gg closed in accordance with Specification 3.6.4.

I (m) Four reactor vessel water level trip channels are logically combined in a one-
Sh)g out-of-two-twice configuration. For the purposes of the associated ACTION,

feach one-out-of-two logic is defined as a separate trip system.

-(n) Four drywell pressure trip channels are logically combined in a one-out-of-
two-twice configuration. For the' purposes of the associated ACTION, each oneytqf' two looic is defined as a separate trinastem. i-

I

d o) One trip system is associated with th'eTaidTmonitors; the other trip systeh
is a:tsociated with the C and D monitors. ;

((p) Each cliannel consists of five temperature modules and their associated T
. sensors. A channel is OPERABLE if and only if five temperature modules and

their associated sensors are OPERABLE.
;

(q) Isolation signal descriptions for the symbols appearing in the Isolation
iSignal column are provided below: ;

Symbol Description

A Reactor Vessel Water Level Low (Level 3)
B Reactor Vessel Water Level Low (Level 2)
C Main Steam Line Rad. - High and Inop
D Main Steam Line High Flow
E Main Steam Tunnel Temp. High
F Main Steam Tunnel Differential Temp. High[ '

G Main Steam in Turbine Building Temp. High I

H Turbine Inlet Pressure Lowi

J Condenser Vacuum Low
,

;
L Drywell Pressure High

iM Containment Exhaust Duct High Rad.
H RWCU High Temp.
P Containment Pressure-High
R CRVICS Manual Initiation Pushbuttons
S RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B High Differential Tem;
T RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B High Temp.

;U Reactor Water Level Low (Level 1) !V RCIC High Steam Line Space Temp.
!

RCIC Low Steam Line Pressure
RCIC High Steam Flow
High Turbine Exhaust Pressure
RCIC Area High Temp.
RCIC Area High Differential Temp.

X Permissively Interlocked with Other Equipment
Z High Rad. in Containment Refueling Pool Exhaust Ductk
1 RWCU Equipment High Differential Flow
2 RWCU Vent High Differential Temp.
5 Containment Purge Duct High Radiation

CLINTON[ 3/4 3 102-2 Amendment No. ED, 68

2-w
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Pa e f8 f[[/e C . 3,6,f- /'

^ TAgt r t L2-1 (Continued) ,

/ 1

CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION'

ACTION

ACTION 20 - Be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN |
I

Cora C (withinsthenext24 hours.
!
'

IACTION 21 Delete !-

ACTION 22 - With one channel in either trip system inoperable restore theD ![cp
manual initiation function to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or

'

i kgj be in at least HOT SHlfTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD :
'

/7Y" SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

Be in at least STAR with the associated isolation valves !ACTION 23 -

closed thin 6 hou r be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within i

!
12 hou in COW SHtfTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

Be in at least STARTUP within.6 hoursACTI0tL24 -

;

CORE ALTERATIONS, operations with a potential for draining the iACTION 25 -

reactor vessel, and handling irradiatedfuel in the_pri
- !b^'D G secondary containment may costinue provided that SE orh _

rt0NTAINN#IlfitGRITYTs~estidii1ishdrith the standbyjtap
~

" w
treatment system 6perating within-1 hour.f * '//'

- f Restore the'manaial tiittiati6ndiinct190 to 0YJMSLE3tiitusp~h-

," ACTION 26
' CotrD C Luf thin 8_hourstar be in at least mi SHUsuudN within the ,

'
-

_.Qhours_and _in C0tB SHUTDOWN within the followi_ 2

TCTION27 - Close the affected system isolation valves within 1 ho |c
''g g | declare the affected system inoperable.g ,

[ ACTION 28 Lock the affected system isolation valves closed within 1 ho ||-

bnd declare the affected system inoperable.f

@perctions may continue provided that the affected CRVICS isola-ACTION 29 - ,

coa /D C tion valve (s) are closed with'in Phour and, as appropriate,
declare the affected system or component inoperable and follow-

g 7 any ACTIONS aponeriate to Specificatinne of the affec'*d
-

f c, usystem. (Otherwise, be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hoDu '.1 Lg,g 4 u.g
tid in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours /^

'~~

, For .inoperab\e A. n Steam tane Tonnet aTemp. - a;3h Tc:p Funchong
%*rs t'.me. P.m> may be. irefe4: sed 1014 hosts prouMed at leAW boi

en Steam taneTennet Temp. - H;3h thannels venv6n OPER ABLE.
_ _

' nopmabie. Temp. -Wah Tr. P Gnch'ons wa Sme );ma may be. -* * Fw i

inuea6ed % 24 hors pcm:aea the_ w n'. mon, OPcRAME Channels |3

fc p Greson %c %go. cement & 9ht
T6p S aem re

Amb:ent rempesceure._itd.ht e ashudect oge h met 4 s ms,

3/43]lCLINTON s
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TABLE 3.3.2-2

3 CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

(( m
( TRIP FUNCTION i TRIP SETPOINT g ALLOWABLE VALUE O

|m / [P#iP^"Y, SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VJ-'

[ p' Reactor Vessel Water Level -
-

t

Low Low, Level 2 1 -45.5 in.* > -47.7 in. W ,

- [F
b. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low '.

Low, Level 2 (ECCS Div. I and II) .1 -45.5 in." >-47.7in) N
i

'

Reactor vessel Water Level - Low
(c. Low, Level 2 (ECCS Div. III) ,1 -45.5 in.* > -47.7 in,

_

2 /. Drywell Pressure - High i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig
g
s

(c 2 f e. Drywell Pressure - High '

4 (ECCS Div. I and II) i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig

fo ~
'

'

,

N f. Drywell Pressure - High .

h (ECCS Div.III) i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig j

w_
--- -J

O g. Containment Building Fuelp
Transfer Pool Ventilation Plenum ,

,

Radiation - High i 100 mR/hr 1 500 mR/hr
*

h . Containment Building Exhaust
1 100 mR/hr i 400 mR/hrRadiation - High' -

-c
c "''a" "$r S/ c ataia='a' 8""d'aa

;Containment Purge (CCP) Exhaust ,
,e

E Radiation - High 1 100 mR/hr 1 400 mR/hr ,

f. Reactor Vessel Water Level Low le hE
,

'
~

J
1 >-147.7 in. N "[

; 4-145.5in.*g______- g&
x Low Low-Level 1 .,

e _

0, i' -

?b;u
OR

. - .

. . _ _ _ .-_ _ _ _ . . _ .__m _ _. ___...___ _-______._ _-_______ _ __.__.____ _ ____ ______ _ __ - _ __--n -~~---=vrw~-e--= -eru- - - --___A e-wv v -e w--,rrc-- . - * _ _ _ _ _ . _a-__m__ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
- -
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TABLE 3.3.2-2 (Continued) - - -

-
--

et lfB MS* / AkdCRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS
@

h
TRIP SETPolNT ALLOWABLE VALUETRIP FUNCTION

(ERIMA;iT Aid $ySECONDARY CONTAINMENT IS0LAT10N (Continued)( /. .
_ _

$s) k. Containmenbressure-High 3 2.56 psid 3 3.00 psid N/ | u) II

Eackground]1 power \
-r

.L 1. Main Steam Line Radiation - High $ 3.0 x full power background' < 3 6 x fu -

j ['

Op ( g Fue' guilding Exhaust Radiation - s10mR[hr M 2. s 17 mR/hr
< -

Hg

7/ Manual Initiation s NA NA
'

f2. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION
'

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low Low, level :l 2; -145.5 in.* 1 -147.7 in.

,

b. Main Steam Line Radiation - High .s 3.0 x full power background' Background]1powe< 3 6 x fu

Q* ?y I

,

O c. Main Steam Line Pressure - Low 1 849 psig 1 837 psig

N d. Main Steam Line Flow - High $ 170 psid $ 178 psid

e. Condenser Vacuum - Low 1 8.5 in. Hg vacuum 1 7.6 in. Hg vacuum

f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. - High 5 156*F s 171*F |
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel

A Temp. - High $ 54.5'F $ 63*F

MannSteamfgigeTurbineBldg.h.
emp -

k (1) -g s 131.2*F s 142*F Ig
' '

,g
It :
/ sp$

- .

k (2) 1E31 - N563 A,'B, C, D- s 139.5'F s 150*F F g. |y
- U!h 1 Manual Initiation 'NA NA .

;PL. . _ . _ . _ _ - - __

'
-

.-
. oh

u \
aR

.

_..___.._____________.____._m...____.___..-___-m_m__..._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______.____._o_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ m_ . _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___
-
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TABLE 3.3.2-2 (Continued)
|2 CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

.

5 TRIP FUNCTION TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE V

3. REACTOR WATER _ CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION \'
a. A Flow - High s 59'gpm s 66.1 gpm D

,L b. A Flow Timer 1 45 sec. 5 47 sec. W
> c. Equipment Area Temp. - High VJ '

l. Pump Rooms - A, B, C s 186.5'F s2,02*/ ! ?
2. Heat Exchanger Rooms - East, N<West s 190*F 5 205'F !

d. Equipment Area A Temp. - High I

!1. Pump Rooms - A, B, C s 54.5'F s 63*F,

1 ( 2. Heat Exchanger Rooms - East, ILQ . West s 54.5'F s 63*F I
'

(c b } e. Reactor Vessel Water level -
bg Low Low, Level 2 2 -45.5 in.* 1 -47.7 in.
S f. Main Steam Line Tunnel

Ambient Temp. - High $ 156*F s 171*F |
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp. - High $ 54.5'F s 63*F

|
,/ h. SLCS Initiation NA NA
' l. Manual Initiation NA NA

4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High s 110 in. H 0 s158.5 inh,0y

[ \ b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High Timer 1 3 sec, s 13 sec.
E c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure - Low 1 60 psig 1 52 psig [ gs
.E d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm $$Pressure - High s 10 psig s 20 psig ag,

p
' s ?w

_

m
* %o

'

wy
H ,

aR.
.

_ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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TABLE 3.3.2-2 (Continued) '

A Co 3'.3. 6./ Pf/W
p

CRVICS INSTRUNENTATION SETPOINTS
$ IRIP FUNCTION _
E TRIP SETPOINT

ALLOWABLE VALUE-4.
REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (Contirived)
e. RCjC Equi'onent Room Ambient

'

= esp. Hlgh s 192*F i C-s 207'F | O,
i F. RCIC Equipment Room A Temp. - High 3 34.5'F $ 43*F | D> g. Hain Steam Li e Tunnel Ambient c

Temp.-HigS
s 156*F

s.171*F Wh. Hain Steam Line Tunnel
A Temp. - High s 54.5'F N

i. Na'nSteamLineTunnel
s 63*F | p ;

_ Temp. Timer
2 25 min. '

N,
~

s 28 min.J. Drywell Pressure - High s 1.68 psig s 1.88 psig
i,

k. Manual' Initiation
'

g NA '
HAW/ 1. RNR/RCIC Steam Line Flow - High s 179.5 in. H,0 s 188 in. H,0

,

U[)( RHR ient Exchanger A,.Bm.
Am>1ent Temperature - High s 144.5'F

.

s 160*F |n. RNRLleatExchancerA,B-
a temp. - Hign s 71.9'F. s 79.6*F * |S. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION

Am t Nure Hkgh
*

1 144.5'F s 160*F !b.
RHRperatreat Exchanger Rooms A, 8j s7...y i

a i9h s 71.9 r

-
? .-

Lw
8d' \

-

ir
-

, wa
.- yM.
.m tE jgg.

a.a
$5'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - . . - . _ . - . . . - - - . - . _ . . - . _ . . . - . . --.- -.-.-. . . - - . . . . . . . _ - . - _ . - - - . . -
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p [ TABLE 3.3.2-2 (Continued) ACC 7> '3 G </ N[u
-

,

g CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS
a:

TRIP FUNCTION TRIP SETPOINT
E5 ALLOWABLE VALUE -

[ S. RilR SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued) P
Q

c. Reactor Vessel Water Level - D
/ Low, level 3 1 8.9 in." 1 8.3 1n. V\f

d. Reactor Yessel Water Level - N-

Low Low Low, Level 1 1 -145.5 In." 1 -147.7 in. p
e. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-In 'NPemissive) Pressure - lilgh 1 135 psig i 150 pstg

|
f. Drywell Pressure - High

$ 1) Containment Spray 1 1.68 psig i 1.88 pstgC,0 , 2) Fuel Pool cooling i 1.68 psig s .1.88 psigc

g. Manual Inftfation NA NA
0

*See Bases Figure 8 3/4 3-1.

# Within 24 hours prior to the planned start of the hydrogen injection test, with reactor power at greater Il
'

than 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the normal full power background radiation level and associated trip
setpoints may be changed based on a cal'culated value of the radiation level expected during the test. The
background radiation level and associated trip setpoints may be adjusted during the test based on either

?j calculations or measurements of actual radiation levals resulting from hydrogen injection. The background
radiation level shall be verf fled and the associated trip setpoints shall be returned to their nomala

y value within 24 hours of re-establishing normal radiation levels after completion of the hydrogen injection I

)
test at greater than 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER or within 12 hours of establishing reactor power levels j

a m
E 8mbelow 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
& E'i

5$.

ma

- n~

e, a
S $$

_ v

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. , . - - - -- .._ _ __ .___. _ ___ _ _ _____________
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TABLE 3.3.2- gp 7,7,ff g gg
CRVICSINSTRUMENTATIONRESPONSETIMb ]

i
TRIP FUNCTION RESPONSE TIME (Seconds)

1. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

Reactor Vessel' Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 NA |a.
b. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 |

g (ECCS Div. I and II) NA !

\ c. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2
(ECCS Div. III)

~

NA
d. Drywell Pressure - High NA ;

Drywell Pressure - High (ECCS Div. f and II) NA -

{e.
f. Drywell Pressure - High (ECCS Div. III) KA
g. Containment Building Fuel Transfer Pool

. !

i

Ventilation Plenum Radiation - High NA
h. Containment Building Exhaust Radiation - High NA |
1. Containment Building Continuous Containment

Purge (CCP) Exhaust Radiation - High NA
j. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 NA
k. Containment Pressure - High NA
1. Main Steam Line Radiation - High NA

Fuel Building Exhaust Radiation _- High .. NA. :m.
.

n. Manual Initiation c. ' NA 6 t. . . .
. .

;

ie 2. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION- . f . .-
, ,

| a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low,
,Level 1 < 1.0* '

b. Main Steam Line Radiation - High RA'- |
c. Main Steam Line Pressure - Low -< 1.0* i_

'd. Main Steam Line Flow - High < 0.S*
; e. Condenser Vacuum - Low NA

f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. - High NA
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp. - High NA ~
h. Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg. Temp. - High NA
i. Manual Initiation NA

3. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. A Flow - High NA
b. A Flow Timer NA
c. Equipment Area Temp. - High NA \
d. Equipment Area A Temp. - High NA

| e. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 NA
f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient

Temp. - High NA
{

--__ _..__-

. CLINTON ( 3/4 3-25 C Amendment No.' 47

3-32f
|
|
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See -f TABLE 3.3.2-3 (Continued) go <3.*3.(p,/ jar
CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIME

f
TRIP FUNCTION RESPONSE TIME (Seconds)

3. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued) |
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp. - High NA

h. SLCS Initiation NA
i. Manual Initiation NA

4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION j

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High - NA
,

b. RCIC Steam Line Flow High - Timer NA 6
r
'c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure - Low NA . ;

d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure - High NA ;
e. RCIC Equipment Room Ambient Temp. - High NA :

f. RCIC Equipment Room a Temp.. High. NA |
i g. Main Steam.Line Tunnel Ambient' Temp."- High NA :

h. Main Steam Line Tunnel A Temp. - High NAi

4 1. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temp. Timer NA
,

j. Drywell Pressure - High NA
k. Manual Initiation NA :

'1. RHR/RCIC Steam Line Flow - High -

HA
m. RHR Heat' Exchanger Rooms A, B Ambient e L 4

-- Temp. - High NA
,

n. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, 8 A -Temp. . v . .' 2. ~ " 2-

High NA.. y. .,

!
3

5. RHR SYSTEH ISOLATION

a. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, 8 Ambient Temp.
- High .HA j

i b. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, B a Temp. >

,

- High NA |
c. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Lod, Level 3 -NA j
d. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, |

Level 1 NA |
e. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-in Permissive) j

Pressure - High NA i
'

f. Drywell Pressure - High NA |
g. Manual Initiation NA

,
- 1

1
1

*CRVICS instrumentation response time for MSIVs only. No diesel
generator delays assumed.

-

_ _ _
-

CLINTON Ijn 3/4 M
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1

fa/c 3. 3. G.2-/
. _ .

/3 eeg Mu4ABLE a.3.2.F 1M

h CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS t ~g' / ,"' y' 7_ /~ sas.w. z
.m s 1. s. 2. s/@ SA 3,7, r,,: . I re: 3 36.2. r -- -
3 g 3.y 4.2,e

rh ICHANNEL

[/ OPERATIONALi L CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH Oy TRIP FUNCTION . CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREDQ/
j E p IMARY-A % SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 9

4
]. a . Reactor Vessel Water level - h~

Low Low, level 2 5 '' Q2 'N R(b) 1, 2, 3, #

,

-

4. N5y Reactor Vessel Water Level
, LLow Low, level 2 (ECCS -

ID) 1, 2)9,g$,I Div. I and II) S Q R
^ -

t '' /" Reactor Vessel Water Level -c.
'

Low Low, Level 2 (ECCS
Ib)iv. III) S Q R 1,_2, 3

g Rg Drywell Pressure - High S-l Q-2 4-R(by3
i 1, 2, 3

*
3:c Urywell Pressure - High (ECCS1 '

lf { S4 g (e. Div. I and II) S Q Rg)
! 1, 2, 3
,

{ % g/u Lf. Drywell Pressure - High
3 T(ECCS Div. III) S Q R(b) 1,2,3

g ,g; Containment Building Fuel
Transfer Pool Ventilation
Plenum Radiation - High Sl Q-9 Y' R ##

t/Jr containment Building Exhaust
Radiation - High 5-l Q -P- Y'R 1,2,3,#

k f,i'. Containment Building Contin-
E uous Containment Purge y,
2 (CCP) Exhaust Radiation - Bm5 High S '# Q~1 b

R 1,2,3,# 5'h
? CN

-

*

;y u
Q 'R 6
- y

Se
38

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _. . . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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,

T,/fC[d 3.~3: M -

? '< ' TAGLE t.2.2.1-1 (Continued)
&ffe 3.32-| }

E CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS L d
-

* '

CilANNEL (OPERATIONAL,

3/ CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CilANNEL l CONDITIONS IN WHICH p
2. TRIP FUNCTION CNECK TEST CALIBRATION { SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED n

- U g
. ,K cP^1"AR" A D SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (Continued)
I

-

W
/ j.__ Reactor Vessel Water Level- - - - - - - - -

R(b) 1,2,3,h | -
b- =g g Low Low Low, Level 1 S Q

. k. Containment Pressure - High S Q R 1,'2, 3, #
|

'

d/ Main Steam Line Radiation -
ligh S Q R 1, 2, _3 [

DX Fuel Building Exhaust
Radiation - liigh S 'I QA bR 1,2,3,#

|
74. flanual Initiation NA RI NA 1,2,3,# '

{]MAINSTEAMLINEISOLATION
g

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level -te m Cb)'4 ,$ e C Low Low Low, Level 1 S Q R 1, 2, 3 |
b /sCD( b. Main Steam Line Radiation -

h <3.3 e' High S Q R 1, 2, 3 |
f

!
/' c. Main Steam Line Pressure - i

Low S Q R(b) (
|y

d. Main Steam Line Flow - High S Q R(D) 1, 2, 3 1 |

e. Condenser Vacuum - Low S Q R(b) 1, 2**, 3**
I

& j f. Main Steam Line Tunnel
g f Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3 | ,

= g. Main Steam Line Tunnel j $0
P A Temp. - High S Q R ! 1, 2, 3 ) | 8 E-
y h. Main Steam Line Turbine Bldg. 5a

/ {yTemp. - High S Q R ' 1, 2, 3
i

_ _ _ 1gl gyQ Manual Initiation NA R NA i

^

??

-- - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - . ____ .- -_ _ _ - - _ _ _ - .-_ _ _ _- - - _ _ _ - - -
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continu
__

U CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS } 'fco s.3.6.1 m/u
o
z

CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH2

Z TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED P
| rd

3. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM ISOLATION D

Q. ,a. A Flow - High S Q R 1,2,3 $
b. A Flow Timer NA Q Q 1,2,3 g
c. Equipment Area Temp. - High o

'

1. Pump Rooms - A, B, C S Q R 1,2,3
2. Heat Exchanger Rooms - f

East, West S Q R 1,2,3

d. Equipment Area a Temp. - High

1. Pump Rooms - A, B, C S Q R 1,2,3,
s 2. Heat Exchanger Rooms -

g[ East, West S Q R 1,2,3
1 o e. Reactor Vessel Water( Level - Low Low, Level 2 S Q R(b) 1, 2, 3, #

f f. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambiento
Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3

g. Main Steam Line Tunnel
A Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3

@ h. SLCS Initiation NA Q( ) NA 1, 2, 5*

k i. Manual Initiation NA R NA 1, 2,,3, #
a

h 4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION
%'kP
| g71

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High S Q R(b) y, p, 3

b. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High Ih'

Timer NA Q R 1,2,3 ig
*$
59
ea

___ __ _-________-___- __-__ _ -_-
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3

6

See
TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continued j,co 3,g, g, / ff

g CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
y -

CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
H CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH

Q TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED

4. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION (Continued) k
b

c. RCIC Steam Supply Pressure -
Low S Q R(b) 1, 2,-3 g

d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm
Pressure - High S Q R(b) 1,2,3 W

-

e. RCIC Equipment Room Ambient I
Temperature - High S Q R 1,2,3

R' f. RCIC Equipment Room a Temp. - -

* High S Q R 1,2,3g
4d g. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient 6

,
. .

u9 Temp. - High S Q R 1, 2,+ 3

F h. Main Steam Line Tunnel 1

A Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3 |
-

1. Main Steam Line Tunnel !

Temp. Timer NA Q R 1,2,3

k J. Drywell pressure - High S Q R(b) 1, 2, 3

E , k. Manual Initiation NA R NA 1,2,3
hl -

= 1. RHR/RCIC Steam Line Flow - !

[ High S Q R(b) 1, 2, 3

P m. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B vi

g Ambient Temperature - High S Q R 1,2,3 $.
$[pn. RHR Heat Exchanger A, B

a Temp. - High- S Q R 1,2,3 La
y, $

ei-
,

H- -

,
' - n
'

<
_.

_ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ - _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Contin M bCf
-in , ,

C 'LCO 3.9.6./ P Vu-

"i CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

(8
r

\

{') CllANNEL OPERATIONALe5 CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH5 TRIP FUNCTION CllECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED Iit' !Ot'

5. RilR SYSTEM ISOLATION
'

O
, a. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, 8 W\ Ambient Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3 g

b. RHR Heat Exchanger Rooms A, 8 *

a Temp. - High S Q R 1,2,3 [c. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
ID) NLow, Level 3 5 Q R 1, 2, 3

4

d. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low Low, Level 1 S Q R(b) 1, 2, 3

R e. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-inw* Permissive) Pressure - High S Q RCD)
io 1, 2, 3

t>J u f. Drywell Pressure - High
DD

R(b)
b)1) RHR Test Line S QI 1, 2, 3

R( 1, 2, 32) Fuel Pool Cooling S Q
g. Manual Initiation. NA R HA 1,2,3

,

$ k
-y

7

k

|n ,

, ,

.

N .

.

.

6-.
.N
wa
? "

,>

&
-

i
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j .. ~ ,.-. . .
. Section 3.3 Page 62 of 687 i_ ,,,,,, , , , ,

(Continued) !

ph4'J CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

' , 3, $' I
46/e. TABLE NOTATIONS

n
:

- - -
. - _

_ t

[# When handling irradiated fuel in either the secondary or the primary
{containment and during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential

for draining the reactor vessel. '

;

!

## When handling irradiated fuel in the primary containment (building) and .

during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel. ,

_

- _ _ . -

Jg f With an[ control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control Tods Feinovell '_

ACO per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.

C- * When any turbine stop valve is greater than 95% open or the reactor#
mode switch is in the run position,

t

_ a) Each train or loaic channel shall be tested at least every other 92 davsJ |
(

p (b) Calibrate the analog trip modules at least once per 92 days.
|\

\

( s e s . a. s , 2. s ,\
.

,

.

4
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Pege 63 of 687

!NSTRUMENTATION
gg

3 /4. 3. 3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 3, 3 j

LIMITINGCONDITIONJOROPERATION
4 Cg: 3. q _G / / S. C % /

3.3.3 The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) (a'ctuationlinstrumentation
|c' hasieTs sho 'n Table 3.3.3-1 sh_all be OPERAB1Dwith their trip setpoln -a,_

'A A & set consis wit the va mls showrtjn the Irlp_Setpoint column of
F

Able_3.J.3-2andwithEMERGENCYCORECOOLINGSYSTEMRESPONSETIMEasshowpin Table 3.3.3-3 ygf i

|APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.3-1. :

ACT10N: //xERY Amousg 7
k With an ECCS actuation instrumentation channel trip setpoint less
H conservative than.the value shown in the Allowable Value column of

j Table 3.3.3-2, declare the channel inoperable until the channel is
j restored to OPERABLE status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent
dth the Trip Setpoint value.

#

f.f"S-
b. With one or more ECCS actuation instrumentation channels i

take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.3-1. Mm -M,e og[c
|

Lco 334 1c. With .either ADS trip system *1" or "2" inoperable, restore the 'p1B @ inoperable trip system to OPERABLE status within:

1. 7 days, provided that the HPCS and RCIC systems are OPERABLE, or
2. 72 hours, provided either the HPCS or RCIC systems are inoperable.

@[ Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
,

f2 0 2.s./ reduce reactor steam dome pressure to s 100 psig within the following
gg 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

'g 4.3.3.1 Each ECCS actuation instrumentation channel shall be demonstratedc

N## y OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations for the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.3.3.1-1.

gh 4.3.3.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per
M g,s.5 18 months. The actuation system logic associated with each of the ECCS
'2 ' Sg ,/ A divisions shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM

during alternate refueling outages such that all divisions and all trippWg functions are tested at least once every four fuel cycles.
|

g

4.3.3.3 The ECCS RESPONSE TIME of each ECCS trip function shown inSR Table 3.3.3-3 shall be demonstrated to be within the limit at least once perI , g,/.6 18 months. Each test shall include at least one channel per trip system
such that all channels are tested at least once every N times 18 months

'

i

where N is the total number of redundant channels in a specific ECCS trip
system.

CLINT0NAH 3/4 3-33 Amendment No. 71
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7MBL E- 3. 3. 6. / - /
IAeLE 3.3.3-i-

P Icnt:: EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION t:s

z Wr
MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE Y '

s CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL
' *

TRIP FUNCTION FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION lk '

}A. DIVISION I TRIP SYSTEM Ij
1. RHR-A (LPCI MODE) & LPCS SYSTEM ge L

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low,
level 1 2"') ' * 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* so 6/#

4{'
b Drywell Pressure - High '

2 1, 2, 3 -30 O'Fdp:. Reactor Vessel Pressure-Low g
1, 2, 3 32 C/#

(LPCI and LPCS Injection Valve Permissive) 4*, 5* S3 6/dc4 LPCI Pump (A) Start Time Delay ogic Card 1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 32 C Mw
2 e. LPCS Pump Discharge Flow - Lo' .- 1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 40 E/d

f. LPCIPump(A)DischargeFlow-LoM,,g4 1s 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5+ 40 E/dw
g. Manual Initiation 1 "') 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* M c/d,

4/,f AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TRIP SYSTEM "I"#
t o#ADS LOGIC "A" AND "E" S

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low,
Level 1 U*d 1, 2, 3 30 #h

b. Drywell Pressure - High 2 ') ** 1, 2, 3 40- F/dc. ADS Timer 1 *' 1, 2, 3 42-GMd. Reactor Vessel Water level - Low, l LA
Level 3 (Permissive) 1, 2, 3 40 F/#y e. LPCS Pump Discharge Pressure-High cjt fb

g (Permissive) #
2!')y, .

1, h, 3 4E GMo. f. LPCI Pump (A) Discharge Pressure-High i, l| (Permissive) I , 2 ', 3 at G//. N' g:ADS Drywell Pressure Bypass Timer *)*
$g._ Manual Inhtbit AD5 switch

~

I~ ' 1. 2. 3 % ibE
1. 2. 3 32 G/# r

2 .

[1... Manual Initiation z 1, 2, 3 35 GN L!
-

0 ;P s 1
- gs.

E5
H
3E!

--. __ _ ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ - _ __ .- _ - -. . - _ . .- - - _ _ - - - _ _ ._
\
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_

|2 R - TMLE -?+351=fE6nt4nue2if b
E D
g EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION g

f5
|bh HINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLE

:q CilANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONAL
TRIP FUNCTION FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION,,

[ DIVISION II TRIP SYSTEM
2 If RHR B & C (LPCI MODEl 2j.

4
a. Reactor Vessel Water level - Low Low Low, L'p.

Level 1 2(b)
' ') 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* -30- O/N

b. Drywell Pressure - High 2)(b* 1, 2, 3 40- 6/d'

cf 5 Reactor Vessel Pressure-Low 4(* ') 1, 2, 3 M C/ d
(LPCI Injection Valve Permissive) 4*, 5* 4& d/ #w

2 C/ LPCI Pump (B) Start Time Delay lo ard 1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* .at C(') #

'')e. LPCI Pump (B) Discharge Flow - Lo l 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* :40-w
a cf LPCI Pump (C) Discharge Flow - Lo LA I L*L 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*

M Manual Initiation 1(b) 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* J5-C/#m

[,2' AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TRIP SYSTEM "2
'

gL-
ADS LOGIC "B" AND "F"

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, tAL
Level 1 (*4') 1, 2, 3 .30- F/#

b. Drywell Pressure - liigh 2W') 1, 2, 3 J0 F/#') g 1,2,3 JF 6''"c. ADS Timer 1

d. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, level 3 on
p (Permissive) 1D> Y 1, 2, 3 -30 F/"
g e. LPCI Pump (B and C) Discharge Pressure - g z.

|
. liigh (Permissive)

2 y> L A2. 1,.2, 3 -3T 6/#o- (* ') w

|q f. ADS Drvwnll Pressure _ Bypass Timer 1, 2. 3 JP 0/# E!
6__ Manual'InhibitADSSwJtch 1 1, 2 ,_3 _ _ _35)

Cj|
8r

p
GAT

Manual Initiation 2 1, 2, 3 -33-G/#
-

;p i
U $

h
Ei4
~cj

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . -
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;;ret o .a.:-: :e.u = a ;
,

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

E 'ik
r$ MINIMUM OPERABLE APPLICABLEbE CHANNELS PER TRIP OPERATIONALU TRIP FUNCTION FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION

k DIVISION III TRIP SYSTEM)
'

C ,1( HPCS SYSTEM t.jk

4*)'*)!'"' 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 36" M//I a. '"')Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low evel 2Drywell Pressure - High h , L
4 fens)d 1, 2, 3 -36 d/ab.

d2c. Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, evel 8 1, 2, 3, 4*,_5*, 45 c /u
d. RCIC Storage Tank level-Low * *) SEg 1, 2, 3, [4L_5.*}g-37 D/#

4*, 5* M O /#
e. Suppression Pool Water Level-Hig @=> 1, 2, 3, tgf. HPCS Pump Discharge Pres g -High 1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 416/d 'w
g. HPCS System Flow Rate-i.ows 1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* M E /Ns

^
h. Manual Initiation & @ l 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* -35- ##m

,

f' Ti26/c S 1 % / / MINIMUM APPLICABLE N --'I Aco 3 2.g,/ yarar TOTAL NO. CHANNELS OPERABLE OPERATIONAL
! rvown 0F CHANNELS TO TRIP, CHANNELS CONDITIONS _ ACTION

D. LOSS OF POWER f,( , y, g4p./
i -

^

2nsCST sR Ahh
/ 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage

(Loss of Voltage)
1,q /: Divisions I & II 2/ Division 2/ Division 2/ Division 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5** -38MB7_,o ,K Division III 4 2 4 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5** 46/Va,2' 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage '

y
I.C ,af'(Degraded Voltage)

49/th ){ p '
,Divisions I & II .2/ Division 2/ Division 2/ Division 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5**m

A.c ,M Division III 3 3 3 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5** -a9A//3 /
, - ,,

wa

n;e
-

;M 'u'
Nh
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ~ ' - - - - - ' ~ ~ ~ " " ' ~ ~ ' " ^
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Section 3.3 Page 67 of 687

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION ~

i
TABLE NOTATIONS,g

; (a) A' channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours during |
| periods of required surveillance without placing the trip system in the
; tripped condition providedJat least one other OPERABLE channel
j hiame trip system 1s monitorino that naramater/ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ in the)

.

hhb) Also actuates the associated di ision diesel' generator.

; hc) Provides signal to close HPCS pump injection valve only
|/ i

(d) Provides signal to HPCS pump suction valves only. I #
!
l

;
. (e) These channels are requirea in order to maintain automatic trip )capability a_s identified in the associated ACTION statements.

j

(f) Deleted.
I AAa /}g) One-half of these trip channels is associated with Nuclear Systems T

Protection System (NSPS) Division III; the other half is associated with) >

NSPS Division IV. /
|

j 3 h a the-system is required to be OPERABLJTper Specification 3.5.2
. 3.

;

f* Required when ESF equipment is required to be OPERABLE) 3.311 fffL f^

(ohmi Not required to be OPERABLE when reactor steam dome pressure is s@ {
-

psig.
;

; Lh fi

' _

These_ Trip Functions are not reouired for ECCS actuation}
~ i

The HPCS initiation functions of the~ Drywell Pres'sure - High and Manual T i| -

water)jdn are not required to bej0PERABLE with indicated reactor vessel '
Initiat2 I" #

evel on thegide range inttrument grdater thanfthe Leve1 87setpoint coincident with the r(actor steam dome pressure less thae
i 600 psig._

_

-

k One relay with three inputs in 3 out of 31_ooid
/ _

_

|
a

1

i
a

$

1

CLINTON h N 3/4 3-37 Amendment No. 71
!
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TAGLE 3.-0-3rl-fErnt4nuedW Section 3.3 Page 68 of 687

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYS, TEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

_ fIco 3 2 5,f ACTION

ACTION 30 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirements, j
verify within one hour that a sufficient number of channels
remain OPERABLE or are in the tripped condition to maintain
automatic actuation capability of either Division I or Division i

LeoAcf /1d1311 ECCS and either ADS Trip System 1 or Trip System 2, and
(a M R1/r.2. place the inocerable channe_l(s) in the tripped condition within

24 hours *./ 0therwise, declare tne associated system (s))
_

Co&b // [ inoperable. f
ACTION 31 - Deleted. '

(iACTION 32 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the '

Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement,
fco Acr C.1/c.2 verify within one hour that a sufficient number of channels i

;remain OPERABLE or are in the tripped condition to maintain
R*S b M automatic actuation capability of either Division I or Division

'

i
II ECCS and either ADS Trip System 1 or Trip System 2, and '

restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 24
hourdetherwise, declare the associated ATS trip system (s) or)

cowD # @CS inoperable.j
ACTION 33 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Minimum
Rm. Ac 7 6 3 OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, place the !

inoperable channel (s) in_ the tripped condition within 24 hours.]
h -[JDJS CR T OCf>L H)ACTION 34 - Deleted.

ACTION 35 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
.,

Pec. Acr c,;2 Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip function requirement,
R En Acr G,2. restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within

24 hours /or declaie the associated ADS valve or ECCS) |

~

(onL /f goperable.
ACTION 36 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
RecMcf U/E 3 Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, verify

within one hour that a sufficient number of channels remain -
OPERABLE or are in the tripped condition to maintain automatic
HPCS actuation capability, and place the inoperable channel (s)

.

'

in the tripped condition within 24 hours * f. 0 6e~rwise, declare /ConD g i the HPCS system inoperable.
tACTION 37 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the

pg,g pg Hinimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip function requirement, verify l
within one hour that the HPCS pump suction is either aligned or

NfW is capable of automatically realigning to the suppression pool,
and place at least one inoperable channel in the tripped
condition within 24 hours *./OthWwise, dFc~'irre The NPCs system ^

c o*L // (_inoperabTe. J
~~

w. g.w.v.~--e:
CLINTON 3/4 3-38 Amendment No. 71
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c.c0 3 3 4'L Enclosure 2 to U-602196TABLE 3.3.3-1 (Continued)
_

Section 3.3 Page 69 of 687

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION -

,

,

ACTION
!

}.Sd

ACTION 38 - TWith the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Total Number
of Channels, declare the associated emergency diesel generator

Co#D A/8. Unpp_taMefand take the Af?!6" re-"f red by '

3 ,

(Spe:f'iratiaar ? a 1 1^*'A1 9 " =r-a"*!:te. ;g3

i
ACTION 39 - N.j With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total

. i_ ~ Number of Channels, place the inoperable channel in the tri ed i

cg * C IVO condition within I hour % operation may then continue until !
[pcr~formance of the next required CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. L4

_

ACTION 40 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the!
6

q g,,cr E.1 Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, verify
within one hour that a sufficjent number of channels remain
OPERABLE or are in the tripped condition to maintain automatic
actuation capability of either Division I or Division II ECCS,

R eq /t G E l and restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status within ,

7d therwise,declaretheassociatedsystem(s)]
cogo R inoper le.

ACTION 41 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
geo. g r 6 % Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement,'

restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 7
,

days.C0therwise, declare the HPCS system inoperableg [
,-

,

;
-

(CCA/L // } J
'

:

r

.

l

l

..

- ,r-

ab h[b^v a 3 b[Ib b het C-- - = *-

CLINTON 3/4 3-38a Amendment No. 71 |
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%

TA BLE 3. 3. 5. /- I
N J.J.J'L

~

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS o
.

a b2 ALLOWABLE w
TRIP SETPOINT VALUE g*

[ TRIP FUNCTION
U\

A. h V1510N I TRIP SYST Q d.
I

1. RHR-A (LPCI MODE) AND LPCS SYSTEM

a. Reactor Vessel Water Le' vel - Low Low Low, f1-145.5in.* ') -147.7 in.
Level 1

b. Drywell Pressure - High i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig

Ck/. Reactor Vessel Pressure-Low (LPCS and LPCIInjection Valve Permissive) 472 psig > 452 psig, < 478 psig
e Card 5 sec. 5 * 0.5 sec.

C f. LPCI Pump A Start Time Delay t 875 gpm > 750 gpmLPCS Pump Discharge Flow - Lo
LPCI Pump (A) Discharge Flow - Lo , d2 > 1100 gpm i 900 gpme.

R' f.
'

g. Manual Initiation NA RA
'

*

AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 'rRIP SYSTEM "1"tO 2.
ADS LOGIC "A" AND "E"

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, ,1 -145.5 in.* 1 -147.7 in. ,
a.

Level I i 1.68 psig i 1.88 psig
b. Drywell Pressure - High .

< 105 sec. - < 117 sec.
c. ADS Timer
d. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 F 8.9 in.* I 8.3 in.

LPCS Pump Discharge Pressure-High i 145 psig i 125 psig
e.
f. LPCI Pump A Discharge Pressure-High i 125 psig i 115 psig

ADS Drywell Pressure Bvoans Timer 7 A_n min- -- 7 6.5 min. *G a.
T' % (h. Manual Inhihit anc M +rk HA / Mp

NA NAhjf..ManualInitiation
.

,

B&
re,

i s* a
;p 9
3: s, -

. .

, $
e se Ias<

.- u.

_ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ . _ . . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ - _ .. _ _ . . _ _ _ _ - __ - . . . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _
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MELE 3. 3. 0 2. (Cuni. nuuM P

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS
,

N
- ALLOWABLE w

TRIP SETPOINT VALUE

h TRIP FUNCTION A
-

B. OlVISION II TRIP SYSTEM
y.

1. RHR B AND C (LPCI MODE)

Reactor Vessel Water level - Low Low Low, > -145.5 in.* > -147.7 in.'
>

~ -a.
Level 1 < 1.08 psig

b. Drywell Pressure - High f1.68pstg ~

dpfReactorVesselPressure-Low (LPCIInjection
Valve Permissive) 472 psig > 452 psig, ~< 478 psig

6 ,d* LPCI Pump (0) Start Time Delay to Card 5 sec. 5 * 0.5 sec.
> 1100 gpm > 900 gpmLPCI Pump (B) Discharge Flow - Lo ,

6 /; LPCI Pump (C) Discharge Flow - Lo LA > 1100 gpm > 90,0 gpme.

RA NA
y 4 g. Hanual Initiation i

.

Y 2. AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEH TRIP SYSTEM "2" ,

& ADS LOGT P B" AND "F"

Reactor Vessel Water level - Low Low Low, > -145.5 in.* > -147.7 In.*
~a. ~

1 I < 1.88 psigLevel 1 $ .68 pstgb. Drywell Pressure - High ,

< 105 sec. < 117 sec.
c. ADS Timer
d. Reactor Vessel Water level-Low, level 3 I 8.9 in." I 8.3 in,

LPCI Pump (B and C) Discharge Pressure-High I 125 psig F 115 psig
< 6.5 min.e.

f. ADS Drvwel Pressure Bypass Timer < 6.0 min. _

Npg' NA /
.

@ Hanual Initiationgual Inh
bit A05 Switch NAQA ,

g ,X
,

M

.D

8&
ME.

wa.
! 2N

2 Er.- ,

w c:
-

t4
' ea

_ _ ______- __ _ ______ _
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|

E

s

-TAGii 3. 3. 5-2 (Consinued) IC '

O O
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTROMENTATION SETPOINTS D Dn '

C
5 YN

LA{
- ALLOWABLE

SETPOI VALUE 93 94
o% sliTRIP FUNCTION )e

d A(
j; C. D,lVISION III TRIP SYSTEM

1.' HPCS SYSTEM ,

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, level 2 > -45.5 in.* > -47.7 in,

b. Drywell Pressure - High 31.68psig 31.88psiga.

Reactor Vessel Water level - High, Level 8 < 52.0 in.* < 54.2 in.
I 3\ in.** I O in.**c.

d. RCIC Storage Tank Level - Low
' Suppression Pool Water Level - Hig 36 in.t 312in.t

f. HPCS Pump Olscharge Pressur - Hig , > 145 psig > 120 psig .e.
> 625 gpm > 500 gpm

g. HPCS System Flow Rate - Lo
h. Manual Initiation .' (, AZ NA NA

w
'

D. LOSS OF POWER Q fe, 'f,3, g , [ - | ' ,

s

y

)<').4.16-kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage (Loss of Voltag
.

1. 4.16-kV Basis -
a. Divisions I and II 28701143.5 volts 28701525 volts

,

2. 120-volt Basis .

8214.1 volts h 5 volts
.

3. < 10 sec time delay < lu-sec, time delay
; ,,

,

1. 4.16-kV Basis -I*f.DivisionIII 25201175 volts 2520+210 -175 volts
2. 120-volt Basis - dE

7215 volts C75+6: -5 volts
3. < 2.5 i 0.075-sec. -< 3.0-sec. time delay

. time delay '

,2" 4.16-kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage i a. 4.16-kV Basis -
1 3797135 volts 3797135 volts y:.E(Oegraded Voltage) b. 120-volt Basis -

!.C 108.511 volt h511 volt LA B S-
F2

c. 15-sec. 10.5 sec. 15-sec. 11.0 sec.
! |

time delay time delay {37.C '*

me
.

f:

s. a |
2G-

i **
i .
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'

/

TABL: 2.?.2-? 'C: *'na d) d

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

'
4 TABLE NOTATIONS

lb L- - ~ _ -

BasesFigureB3/43-1.]'' Se
,

# These are inverse time delay voltage relays or instantaneous voltage
relays with a time delay. The voltages shown are the maximum that will
not result in a trip. For the inverse time relays, lower voltage conditions
will result in decreased trip times.

'LA3 s ## These Trip Functions are not required for ECCS actuation.

** Instrument zero is elevation 739' 10-3/4" msl.

t Ir.strument zero is elevation 731' 5" ms1.
.

%

(-

.

.

O

e

e

.

.
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Section 3 3 Page 74 of 687

-.,w u s...-, -,

'

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES '

i ECCS
RESPONSE TIME (Seconds)

'

1. LOW PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM
1 - ;

-

I[2. LOW PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION MODE 4/'

0F RHR SYSTEM ;

{ a. Loops A, B and C |

< 37 j
6 I. AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTFM NA

; 3.4. HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM LAI

[.LOSSOFPOWER NA i

1 ,

J i

j
i +

$

I

>
1 ,

i

i

4
-

,
.

4

I

!

,

- |

.

f

.

,

1

i

'
CLINTON 3/4 3-43
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e

- inutE '. 3.3.' ' (CG-'' rad) See M/do!r-
p f/q 3, 3, :3 _ fE

EMERGENCY CORE C00LiffG SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
N -

I c- Io
* SR 3 3 512 2 oCSR 3.3. r. t. 3(* S F 3. 3. f 4.l SK 3 K S. I. 3~ O3 p 3. 7. r. t e-/

CllANNEL
hPERATIONAL

dv
3 TRIP FUNCTION CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL M

CONDITIONS FOR WHICH_ CHECK TEST CALIBRATION | SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED N
- -

[)C.[VISIONIIIJIPSYSTEM
.f 1. _HPCS SYSTEM

Reactor Vessel Water Level -a.
Low low, level 2 5'' Q# 'I R

-j
b. Drywell Pressure-ifigh SI Q2 L R

q 1, 2, 3, 4 * , 5 *
Reactor Vessel Water level-liigh, 1,2,3c.

Level 8 SI Q2 'l-R(a) 3
-

d. RCIC Storage Tank Level - 1, 2, 3, 4 * , 5 *
Low Sl Q2 d-R(a) 3

$
Suppression Pool Water 1, 2, 3, 4 * , 5 *e.

level - High S'I Qd 4-R(*)' 3
-

f.
[

HPCS Pump Discharge Pressure 1, 2, 3, 4 * , 5 *
-High S 'I Q.2 tj.g

'g
m g. HPCS System Flow Rate-Low S -I QR 4-R a ' '3 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*h. Manual Initiation 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*NA R -S NA 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*D. LOSS OF POWER

{p g3,gff ,3, y,,,p gg 3,3,7 7,3
|a g 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Under-

3 NA NA SRp voltage (Loss of Voltage) 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5**g,c2c.J/ 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Under- S'l M-A 9-R
e
d '

voltage (Degraded Voltage) 1, 2, 3, 4**, 5** jR (
E j
s
- v,

0
. it

0$
;F w
%5
:2 y
aa
05
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'

i

-rA aw 3.5. 5. |- I U"
sve u/u of,

-

_ - . _ . . , , _ , ,snute ..s.-._ _ s
3, 3,3 _ t

E
$ EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSO

n g. s.s.t.1 SR 3 * L 'A ~

3r 33* C,,, v4
ChN $R#'''#''4'

OPERATIONAL h
h TRIP FUNCTION

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS FOR WHICH | QCHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED (h A. [ VISION I TRIP SYSTE D) 1. RHR-A (LPCI MODE) AND LPCS SYSTEM
! a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - 3

| Low Low Low, level 1 S '| Q'7 ,1'R((a) 9b. Drywell Pressure - High S', QE 'I' R a).
1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*

Mpf Reactor Vessel Pressure-Low 1, 2, 3

(LPCI and LPCS Injection Valve
Permissive) S'' Q-' 4'R(a).S

,,

C4 LPCI Pump A Start Time Delay 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*
Logic Card

NA , Q7 4-R(a), d 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*e. LPCS Pump Discharge Flow-Low S- Q2 il-R 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*f. LPCI Pump (A) Discharge Flow
$ -Low S 'l Q

#~ 4-R(a)~
a

1,2,3,4*,5*, g. Manual Initiation NA R- I HA '1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*
2. AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEP

; TRIP SYSTEM "1"#'

ADS LOGIC "A" AND "E"
a. Reactor Vessel Water Level -

Low Low Low, Level 1 S' Q,2 4' R((a), G4- R a),3 1,2,3g b. Drywell Pressure-High 58 Q.2 1, 2, 3, g c. ADS Timer NA Q' # 4-R 1,2,3g- d. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
g Low, Level 3 Sl Qd 'I- R(a),3

LPCS Pump Discharge 1, 2, 3" e.
g Pressure-High Sl Q2 'l-R(a) o

'

1,2,3f. LPCI Pump A Discharge
-

,

'l-R ,). o
-

amPressure-High S-' Q - ", C
u .

~ 1, 2, 3 [Eg. ADS Drywell Pressure Bypass
wyTimar ,

NA 0 '' 4- R 1 2, 3 wa6 Hanual Inhibit ADS Swltch NA C - NA / "I /2h}: Manual Initiation NA R-y NA 1,2,3 $$
$;u$
38

i
. _ . . __ . _ _ _ - - _ . - _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ - _ - . _ _ - _ _ . - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . - - - _ _ . . _ .- . . - . . - _ . . . . _ , __ _ . --__ - . - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . -.
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70 d[C 3* 3 3 ~/ Oewtc :.2.2.M (cru re sp ^ wg
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Q$

<R g s R 3. 3. .<. I. 33e 3:5 r.r.7. i, s .sP .c s.t. q Qz ' f 3 g, y i

-
' CHANNEL OPERATIONAL . - - -

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CNANNEL CONDITIONS FOR WHICH5 TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED
'

B. SION II TRIP SYS

1. RHR B AND C (LPCI MODE)

a. Rea'ctor Vessel Water Level - ,. S
Low Low Low, Level 1 S'|

.,

Q" YR ,o 1,.2, 3, 4*, 5*
d ,(b.

Drywell Pressure - High 5g Q2 4-R 1, 2, 3
Reactor Vessel Pressure-Low

Permissive) S'I Q1 4- R(a), s
'i(LPCI Injection Valve

C g LPCI Pump B Start Time Delay 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*

Logic Card NA Q7 4-R
e. LPCI Pump (B) Discharge Flow 1,2,3,4*,5*t'

-Low S'( Q7 4'R(a)-' 1-[ 2, 3, 4* , 5*
6*

Y 64 LPCI Pump (c) Discharge Flow
$ -Low S' Q5

4'R(,) , 37 ,

1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*9,( Manual Initiation NA R- NA 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*
2. AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

TRIP SYSTEM "2"#
ADS LOGIC "B" AND "F"

k a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - 0JR Low Low Low, Level 1 S Q'2 d-R((a)),,9
a

1,2,38 b. Drywell Pressure-High 5l Q? 4R 1.,2, 3
E c. ADS Timor NA Q2 4- R 1,2,3d. Reactor Vessel Water Level -
F Low, Level 3 S --I Q7 4-R(a) o N'm
-

1,2,3 8 E.w e. LPCI Pump (8 and C) Discharge
Pressure-High 5 -l Q7 4-R(a) ') $8*

1, 2, 3 L0
f. ADS Drywell Pressure Bypass gTTimer NA' Q1

Manual Inhibit ADS Switch NA
_ 'I2R_ _ _ _ _ 1, 2,T ;$, 3 .

g ,M Manual Initiation NA
~

0 NA.

1 Z~~ w
R -5 NA Q,,2,3 $@4

Q8

_ _ __ - . _ _ _. _ _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ . - . . . __ , ._.._. _ ._ __ _ _ ___ __ _
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LCO 3 3.01
{ go 3.Ide I TABLE A 3 3. L-4-(ConWusd)-R_.- 3, ";[, 3,'*p

'" o2
3 ,gf

| r
| EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

--

TABLE NOTATIONS
-~

# Not required to be OPERABLE when reactor steam dome pressure is < 100 psig.
* When the system is required to be OPERABLE per Specification 3.5.2. ,-

'

- , ,

/ e_ quired when ESF equipment is required to be OPERABi'E3 |

I ^ (a) Calibrate the analog trip module at least once per 92 days.
|| 7

1 | \
'

\ 54 c. C J. /, 2)
\

'N
N w

N ::c < s , . .,e a+ (|f f.3. ef /

s

'
CLINTON - 3/4 3-47 Amendment No. 71

.
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INSTRUMENTATION Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 79 of 6874

3 /4. 3. 4 RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

j ATWS RECIRCULATTON PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 7LCO s . S. 2
-

.
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
i

; L CO 3. 3. 4 2-
. |-3.?.' 1 The anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump trip i

_

(ATWS-RPT) system instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.4.1-1 shall be :

OPERABtE with Eh'eTr trip setpoints set consistent with the valiiiis snown in th I
(Trip Setpoint column of Table 3.3.4_.1-L q i

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1.

f//HE/2 7 ACT/DtJ3 MACTION:

With an ATWS-RPT system instrumentation channel trip setpoint less7 'a.
iAb conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Value column ofD Table 3.3.4.1-2, declare the channel inoperable until the channel is,

restored to OPERABLE status with the channel trip setpoint adjusted '
consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. j

b. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the Minimum ;ter;ts A OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for one trip system, place
the_ inoperable channelfs) in the tripped condition within#12 hourDor be j

,g n at least STARTUP within the next 6 hours. yig4: 7

'h c.' Mh the number of OPERABLE channels one less than required by the
!

c' O,";g p_.;@ systems)Tplace at least one inoperable channel in the tripped condition
'g. OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for both trip

dw t

L EVwithingne hour? and place the second inoperable channel in the tripped
;

" +

Cor>l A -/Eonditioniwithin 777eeG Otherwise, be in at least STARTUP within the
Co n 4 Qext 6 hou h y

'

n !.e det_- e.,

25 d. With both trip (syJ1 ems otherwise ino)Rable restore at least one trip '
:

ocC/S @MQtoRERABLE,f st.atus within eWhouruiIT>e in at least STARTUP |wiDiin e ours.W"g,

y ;

c ns rsgG LinsEnT Reo art P. ) LI
{

8 r
,

SURVElllANCE REOUIREMENTS
i
!

SR 3. 3. 4.1.1 2 "> R 3 3. 4. t. t $ 5 R L 3.4. 2 4- i4.3.4.1.1 Each ATWS-RPT system instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated '

OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and i
CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.4.1-1.

J 4.3.4.1.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS dnd simulated automatic oMof |
~

'y all channels shall be performed at least once per.18 months. /L e 3.3. 4 2, 5
,

g 's
|
,

- '

CLINTON 0 ,tfNIT-1 7 .'g~' 3/4 3-48 Amendment No. 64
'
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rs TABLE 3.3.4.1-1
C F

ATWS RECIRCULAil0!i PUMP TRIP SYSTEM lilSTRUMEf4TATI0ft h
r Wc) MINIMUM OPERABLE CilANNELS~

->

5 TRIP FUNCTION PER TRIP SYSTEM ''' fd
LC O h

4 1. Reactor Vessel Water level - 2
*

s

fl 3 '6 , gi ' " tow low, level 2 '

2. Reactor Vessel Pressure - liigh 2

--
._ _

. [a}' One trip system may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours
for required surveillance provided the redundant irip system is OPERABLE.

N -

5 Sl' il 0TE ) W
Y
e

U
a
&
B
"

? '.Ei aE
-

8&
*
.

,i' '1u
>=* c O

aa
&, G .~e
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C
ATWS RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS2

5 s R 3. 3. 4 . 'Z . 4
O

ri v3'
TRIP ALLOWABLEd TRIP FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE [

-

5
4 1. Reactor Vessel, Water level - I > -45.5 in.*

L
~ ~> -50.0 in. ~

Low Low, level 2 l (g
'd 2. Reactor Vessel Pressure - High {11127psig j i 1150 psig
I

/
h-

"See Bases Figure B3/4 3-1. Uk
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-TABLE '.3. W

P
G ATWS RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
5 sR 3.3.4.2.1 s e 3.9. 4. 2. 2 sp.g. 4,. {3 1(g-
N CilANNEL CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL ' CHANNEL D

,

E1 TRIP FUNCTION CilECK TEST CALIBRATION oJ
1 | 1. Reactor Vessel Water Level - S'I Q'b 4 'R*' 5

|Low Low, Level 2 %
\, 1 Q'1 d ' R*'32. Reactor Vessel Pressure - liigh S,

. |

(' * Calibrate trip unit at least once per 92 days.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

INSTRUMENTATION " '

.

END-0F-CYCLE RECTRCULATION PUMP TRTP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

i L C o 3. 3. 4. /j LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
i Lco '3.3.Y.I i

''''
The end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip (EOC-RPT) system instrumen-

tion channels shown in Table 3.3.4.2-1 shall be OPERABLE 1with their trip ~
,

lA'

setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trio Setpoint column of
Table 3.3.4.2-2tana witn the END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEpI,

SPONSE TIME asJown in Table 3.3.4.2-3/
|'

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, when THERMAL POWER is 2 to 40% of

RATED THERMAL POWER AG,H, of,y ,ce; reg., ,,- py,p m foc! . Fred)@.

ACTTON:
Q,y ,;e ;c m y; y3 .} .Q_

With an end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip function instrumentationa.
channel trip setpoint less conservative than the value shown in the i

Og ', Allowable Value column of. Table 3.3.4.2-2, declare the channel inoperable
until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with the channel
setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value. ~j

,

b. With one of the four channels required for any Trip Function inoperable,ggf3g- cp
operation may continue provided the inoperabl_e channel is placed in the:

tripped condition within 48 hours.j!he m/::: ct /gL::::' cetic.. 2.0.4)M notouvi u h. _#T] -

7 p
With two of the four channels required for any Trip Function inoperable,c.

gp0 B place one channel in the tripped condition within six hours provided no
|7 trinnad channel for that Trio Function already existsJ Me previsied i

.@ccinc W nn 1.0 4 are not acolirahlp ~~

|,

'=
( gp d. With three of the four channels recuired for any Trio Function ;

gino erable reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 40% of RATED THERMAL POWEiD
D E ,: with1 M , rs g

{/Al. TEAR REO q~' D, jf- &
'

SURVEILLANCE REOUTREMENTS
c

.

;

SR ?. 3 4 1 1 'of-cycle recirculation pump trip system instrumentation ~
S R 3 * 3. '+. t . 'L '4.3.4.2.1 Each end-

channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in

!.

Table 4.3.4.2-1.

c|L 4.3.4.2.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per
' c f.218 months.f T)Tvisional logic and portions of the channel coincident logic

NJN be manually tested independent of-the SELF TEST SYSTEM during eachd refueling outage such that all trip functions are tested at least once every6
3.% p .6 four fuel cycles.

CLINTON @ N W [ ' 3/4 3-52 Amendment No. 71
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INSTRUMENTATION Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 84 of 687

{ $ 3,4 [END-OF-CYCLE RECTRCUL ATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
|

4.3.4.2.3 The END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of
each trip function shown in Table 3.3.4.2-3 shall be demonstrated to be within

b -its _ limit at least once per 18 months.J Each test shall include at least the] [A/
3~5.4.P| logic of one type of cfiannel input, turbine control valve fast closure or /

'

turhane ston valve closure.5 such that both types of channel inputs are tested
gJsz 03.t_least once per 36 months.i The measure 0 time shall be added to the most

irecent breaker arc suppressnn time and the resulting END-0F-CYCLE-

! RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be verified to be withinNg dts limits. / '"
J

57. 4.3.4.2.4 The time interval necessary for breaker /Erc suppression fred

3.S ,\.4 (e_nergization of the recirculation pump circuit _b.reaker trip __ coil /shall be4 measured at le~ast once per 60 months.y

g,A.\.\
SE gT6 '

L

l

i

'

l

,

w -, - ,

CLINTON - jNIT y ?' 3/4 3-53 Amendment No. 74
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uo 3 5. 4.1
-TABLE 3.3.4.2-1 A

P 'Cg END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
8 g,

(

I; MINIMUM OPERABLE W
s

i
'

TRIP FUNCTION CHANNELS [gjTRIP W '

FUNCTION Q
Cf 1. Turbine Stop Valve - Closure 4(b) (,

j 2. Turbine Control Valve-Fast Closure 4(b)i'

3 , ')

~ (SR NOTE > -(AS'
'

d|(a)Achannelmaybeplacedinaninoperablestatusforupto6hoursforrequiredsurveillance
provided at least two OPERABLE channels are monitoring that parameter. | ;

db)Thisfunctionshallbeautomaticallybypassedwhenturbinefirststagepressureislessthan
the value of turbine first stage pressure corresponding to 40% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

! w . #' N _.m-
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TABLE-4r3 A 2-1--n

y
END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

! E f8 E 3 Y'I' l g p ct, '.'. y, /, # g,h}
CHANNEL Qg'
FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL3 TRIP FUNCTION TEST CALIBRATION -- C -

.

\-
..

| 1. Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Q '' R ' ,-
'

)
-1 2. Turbine Control Valve-Fast Closure Q '' R''

-

>
,

l
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LCo 3.3.5.2.
1

_ Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 89 of 687

i INSTRUMENTATION
i j
j 3 /4.3. 5 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION C00lTNG SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION !

i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .
,

2.% 2- |L cp2.5 - The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systemgtuation instrumenta-
.

!

[
-.

[ points set consistent with the values shown in the Trip Setpoint column oftion channels shown In Table 3.3.5-1 snali De UPERABLE with their trip set-r
.

!
-

7 Table 3.3.5-2. f !
; e m

; APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, and 3 with reactor steam dome ['

pressure greater than 150 psig. !

{^UE P ~' .S c 7C"1 w?DACTTON:
,

WithanRCICsystemactuationinstrumentationchanneltripsetpointless\a.
1 conservative than the value shown in the Allowable value column of Table, i

3.3.5-2,declarethechannelinoperableuntilthechannelisrestoredto}b--

;

OPERABLE status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip |Setpoint value.(
i

b. With one or more RCIC system actuation instrumentation channels !Ccwo A inoperable, take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.5-I.
|
t

!
SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS '

!

) SR 4.3.5.1 Each RCIC system actuation instrumentation channel shall be demon-
|

Mg 4 strated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL ti
TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table
4.3.5.1-I.,

Ac' 4.3.5.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per IBc '

3 - months. All RCIC actuation system logic shall be manually tested independent '

c. W'S of the SELF TEST SYSTEM such that all trip functions are tested at least once
i

;

sR every four f uel cycles. '

g ,C .d ! !

| I

;

i

1

.

[

,

'

] CLINTON - 3/4 3-58 Amendment No. 71
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t
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t
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"?, 0. 4.7 - / O

n TABLE --3 rar5-1-
w t

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATIONE
'

.

U, Ut

{5 HINIMUM LN
|f*,' FUNCTIONAL UNITS OPERABLE CilANNELS r fg;~oPER TRIP SYSTEM ACTION - t

4

k / ,ar Reactor Vessel Water level - Low Low, Level 2 a) ,_7, gjr .;
/ 2X Reactor Vessel Water Level - liigh, level 8 [c) L

f
,42 -51 C/E

3 f. RCIC Storage Tank Water level - Low
(d)(a)/2 -52 D/c

I/ d. Suppression Pool Water Level - liigh 'd) (a)2 -52- P/6''

5 ,e. Manual Initiation id) C]653-w
LA7-k ' ,

Y
$

.

$m
El
Y$
-a

. ;F w
y5

59>
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1 ,

'
L c o 3.3.5.2. |

1 - Enclosure 2 to U.602196 !
-TABlTEM-Mont4mtedt-*-- - Section 3.3 Page 91 of 687 |

I i

1 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION
i

1

-

,

gg _ TABLE NOTATIONS

i (a) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for h |
| 1 required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped

condition provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip ~ }
-

:'
i j
' q ystem is monitoring that parameter. f j

;

-~

@I(c)
Two trip systems with two channels per trip system.

I
j

i One trip system with two-out-of-two logic. ' '

| .Qs ,

j (d) One trip system with one-out-of-two logic. / [
;

p

! (e) One trip system with one chan
f

h
i

j ACTION (
1

i: ACTION 50 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the !

,6#g g Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement, verify |U within one hour that a sufficient number of low reactor vessel !

-

~

water level channels remain OPERABLE or are in the tripped t

condition to maintain automatic RCIC system actuation
}capability, and place the inoperable channel (s) in the tripped j

;

condition within 24 hours. Otherwise, declare the RCIC system :
*

c nub 6 inoperable. I
*

-
>'

ACTION 51 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the j
CjA Minimum OPERABLE channels per Trip System requirement, declare ;,

"# the RCIC system inoperable within 24 hours. | 1

ACTION 52 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
.1 Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement, verify
|.g g-

within one hour that the RCIC pump suction is aligned or will ;

,' -

automatically, realign to the suppression pool, and place at || least one inoperable channel in the tripped condition within 24 :4 G;#C r hours. Otherwise, declare the RCIC system inoperable.
'

ACTION 53 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement, restore

-

coND c/E the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or
|declare the RCIC system inoperable.-- ----

:

1

.

d

.

CLINTON -4fNITh 3/4 3-60 Amendment No. 71
l
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i

_

, , M --n , y. . . ,
ou u . . . . . <

C
g REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS bz ot

c.
- ALLOWABLE W:5 FUNCTIONAL UNITS TRIP SETPOINT VALUE @

~

|H .
/p Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, level 2 1 -45.5 in.* 1 -47.7 in. Pf')- .

'y
e g,V Reactor Vessel Water Level - liigh, level 8 5 52.0 in.* f 3 52.6 in.

r3

3 g _ RCIC Storage Tank level - Low 1 3\ in.** 1 0 in.@U
fM Suppression Pool Water Level - liigh 5 -8 in.t 5 -3 in.t |.

5 A Manual Initiation NA NA

h
,

* See Bases Figure B 3/4 3-1. gg
** Instrument zero is 739' 10-3/4" msl. -
t Instrument zero is 732' 8" ms1. |I.-
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*
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o 3.3.2.I sociosor.2io u.602i9e
- Section 3.3 Page 94 of 68;

. INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.6 CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

l.co 3 3 2..Is.3.0~ The control rod block instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.6-1
shall be OPERABLEJwith their trip setpoints set c5n~sistent with the valued |

(shown in the Trip Setpoint column of Table 3.3.6-2 4 j

TL41
'

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.6-1. '

i

ACTION:
+

With a dntrol rod block instrumentation channel trip setpoint less
' conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Value column of Ta]leQ. b

i

3.3.6-2, declare the channel inoperable until the channel .is restored to :
! . , '

! ' OPERABLE status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip'

J
| (Setpoint value.

_

b. With the number of ODERABLE channels less than required by the Minimum !
0 0 'JD OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, take the ACTION required !|

A/g/0 by Table 3.3.6-1. !

:

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

gg, 4.3.6.1 Each of the above required control rod block trip systems and instru- |
My mentation channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the

:

CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations for I

the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.6-1. !
l

TheprovisionsofSpecification4.0.4arenotapplbabletot4.3.6.2
'Intermediate Range Monitor and Source Range Monitor Surveillance Requirements i

for entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and 2", respectively, from OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1, provided the surveillances are performed within 12 hours after )

g ntering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and 2", respectively. , / |

t
.

R) ;

i
;

!
|
,

:

[
/ i

/

With IRMs on range 2 or bel
% _ >

'
CLINTON - 3/4 3-63 Amendment No. 79
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4

. .

TABLE s.3.6-1

CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION,

n
C MINIMUM APPLICABLE5

OPERABLECHANNELS')
OPERATIONAL P

PER TRIP FUNCTIONIE TRIP FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTION 1O
D '

Qa rlbhl. R00 PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEE gC a. Low Power Setpoint 2 1, 2 ' 4- B -

A[8 %
7[|

b. RWL High Power Setpoint 2 1 .60 -
'

( 2. ANM
'

N-

i a. Flow Blased Neutron Flux - Upscale 3 1 61
I 'b~ b. Inoperative 3 1, 2, 5 61

-

,

-

c. Downscale 3 1 61
d. Neutron Flux - Upscale, Startup 3 2, 5 61

3. SOURCE RANGE MONITORS r

a. Detector not full in") 3 2' 61
w 2** 5 62'a b. Upscale > 3 2' M

cb

w 2** 5 62
c'n i c. Inoperative <b> 3 2' O |* '

2** 5 62
d. Downscale"' 3 2' 61 |2** 5 62

4. INTERMEDIATE RANGE MONITORS

a. Detector not full in 6 2, 5 61i b. Upscale 6 2, 5 61c. Inoperative 6 2, 5 61g
d. Downscale") 6 2, 5 61 |

g 5. SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME . .

[ a. Water Level-High 2 1, 2, 5* 64
@ 6. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RECIRCULATION FLOW &

a. Upscale
_

3 1 64
A REACTOR MODE SWITCH. - i., j.

d. ~Q- 63- C. of$a. Shutdown Modeg
_ Refuel Mode

_ 2 (,

(nkh3Aj(b.
y 2 3 w) e c:

7629,

n
..- - - - ...-_ - . - .- - - - -.. - . - _ .. - . - . - . .. - . . - . . . .- . _ _ _ . . . ___ -___ -
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tco 3 3.AL
Enclosure 2 to U-602196TABLE 3.3.6-1 (Continued)'

Section 3.3 Page 96 of 687
. (s CONTROL R0D BLOCK. INSTRUMENTATION

,k TABLE NOTATIONS

With more tha t one control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to contro*

rods removed per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.g

k ** OPERABLE channels must be associated with SRMs required OPERABLE per <

Specification 3.9.2.
J

# With IRMs on range 2 or below.
,

(a) This function shall be automatically bypassed if detector count rate is
,

> 100 cps or the IRM channels are on range 3 or higher. !
|

(b) This function shall be automatically bypassed when the associated IRM
channels are on range 8 or higher. 1

(c) This function shall be automatically bypassed when the IRM channels are |
on range 3 or higher.

1

(d) This function shall be automatically bypassed when the IRM channels are
( on range 1.

SR (e) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for_
required surveillance /provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in]N61 (th'e'same trip tunction is monitoring that parameter.f

-

ACTI_0_!{ t

COND !

b ACTION 60 - Declare the RPCS inoperable and take the ACTION required by i

Specification 3.1.4.2.

/
ACTION 61 - With the number of OPERABLE Channels:L

a. One less than required by the Minimum OPERABLE Channels per
Trip Function requirement, restore the inoperable channel to

-npj OPERABLE status within 7 days or place the inoperable ;/
channel in the tripped condition within the next hour.

b. Two or more less than required by the Minimum OPERABLE

f
.Channels per Trip Function requirement, place at least one

inoperable channel in the tripped condition within I hour. !
1

[ ACTION 62 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the ;
- Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, place the ;

n perable channel in the tripped condition within 1 hour. j '

D

(,' CTION 63 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
A

1Minimum OPERABLE Channels

@ rod bTQ_ &
per Trip Function requirement (nitiatD i

(/.CTION 64 - With the number of OPERABLE Channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, verify
within one hour that a sufficient number of channels remain

/ OPERABLE to initiate a rod block by the associated Trip Function,
RI and place at least one incperable channel in the tripped condition

kithin24 hours. Otherwise, initiate a rod block.
-

CLINTON - g C 3/4 3-65 Amendment No. 79
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TABLE 3.3.6-2
CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

( IglP FUNCTION TRIP SETPOINT
m

q ALLOWABLE VAj,!!E

@ 1. R00 PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM f _r o s; a n- 35% RTP b*
a. Low Power Setpoint 138.0 1 2.3 psig* S P 2 " . L L 5' 2015.0 M M s075.0psii') Dk b. RWL liigh Power Setpoint s 361.6 psig* ] 5(400 psisg 7

!~j
{2.. APRH A 70 % RTP

g!

3 Qa. Flow Blased Neutron Flux
K./ - Upscale y

k -

1) During two recirculation RI
loop operation:

a) Flow Blased s 0.66W + 58%** with a maximum s 0.66W + 61%** with a maximumof of
b) liigh Flow Clamped s 108.0% of RATED TilERMAL POWER s 110.0% of RATED THERMAL POWER

2) During single recirculation
g loop operation:

[ a) Flow Biased s 0.66(W-AW) + 42%** s 0.66(W4W) + 45%**a b) liigh Flow Clamped Not required OPE * TABLE Not required OPERABLE*
b. Inoperative NA NAc. Downscale 2 5% of RATED TilERMAL POWER 2 3% of RATED TilERMAL POWERd. Neutron Flux - Upscale

Startup s 12% of RATED TIIERMAL POWER s 14% of RATED THERMAL POWER
f . SOURCE RANGE MONITORS3

a. Detector not full in NA NAb. Upscale s 1 x 10 cps s 1.6 x 10 cps
5

5

c. Inoperative NA NA id. Downscale 2 3 cps h 1.8 cps
|p ,

; 4. INTERMEDIATE RANGE MONITORS
E
$ 'I a. Detector not full in NA NAb. Upscale s 108/125 division of full scale s 110/125 division of full scale If m, i c. Inoperative NA NA , 8- B.p d. Downscale 2 5/125 division of full scale 2 3/125 division of full scale {a -

,

g,

4
aa i

Es !

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ - _ _ _ ~ ~ ~~ ' ~
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TAatr , 3 n.,treg n =;,) A

-

_ CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION SETl'0INTS

P SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME

y'
- _

d' .,

o a. Water Level-High, C11-N602A $ 12" # $ 19 7/8" # & t* b. Water Level-High, C11-N6028
-

x o,g[ .
-< 12" ## < 19 7/8" ## N .

'

6. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RECIRCULATION FLOW
*

,, -.;1

(j k.
*

a Upscale 1 113% of rated flow $ 116% of rated flow |
t

.-----__e._
Z REACTOR MODE SWITCH ~~ = "- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - '

'

,r-6
a. Shutdown Mode NA NA

Reice) Hode nn ng}
_

U k (- w
|( St&|$/U

~
'

1 5. 9.

i

s

I &
a
R
3

, n

.O 7

m
w
"

!~ [F
ME-
wa
2M
M6
&9
o8

1. 2 Li
i 58
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Section 3.3 Page 99 of 687

TABLE 3.3.6-2 (Continued)
|

CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS !
J

,

TABLE NOTATIONS

/.LAI -

3

\

hTheseareturbinefirststagepressurevalues.J -

i

** The Average Power Range Mo'itor rod block function is varied as an <

function of recirculation loop flow (W). The trip setting of this |

function must be maintained in accordance with note (a) of Table 2.2.1-1. 1

'
. _ _ . . _ . _ . 1

-

# Instrument zero is 758' 5" ms1. -s |
t

Instrument zero is 758' 4 1/2" msl. ,

|,

| :

[
!
4

i

f
!
:

I

|
, -;

|
,

|

|

!

i
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.

TABLE -4 r316-1- 2. ' 11 - I h "'' b *
TN o 3.3. 6- A

{ CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
__ _ _

h SR 3 ^ L t.! g p 7,, y / - ~* '
CilANNEL OPERATIONALT CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL CilANNEL

~

CONDITIONS IN WillCil Dki TRIP FUNCTIO!' CHECK TEST Call 8 RAT!0f SURVEllLANCEREQUIRED)
% @

<bp ~,
1. R0D PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM,

i a. Low Power Setpoint NA .

-Q~ h v' R"' , g-
. g,t-S/U1

I -

NA (' 1, 2 N
(S/U$b. RWL liigh Power Setpoint

Q - f,c 9' R"' ~ 5
(

1

1 APRM --

a. Flow Biased Neutron Flux - -- ~

S/U(byUpscale NA Q]SA 1b. Inoperative NA S/U A NA LL5
b

'

c. Downscale NA S/U(b) A SA 1 !d. Neutron Flux - Upscale, Startup NA S /U('', Q SA 2, 5 i
* 3. SOURCE RANGE MONITORS iY a. Detector not full in NA W NA 2**, 5$ b. Upscale NA W R 2**, 5c. Inoperative NA W NA 2**, 5d. Downscale NA W R 2**, 5

-

.

4. INTERMEDIATE RANGE MONITORS
a. Detector not full in NA W NA 2, 5
b. Upscale NA W R 2, 5 '

c. Inoperative NA W NA 2, 5d. Downscale i;A W R 2, 5
i

{ 5. SCRAM DISCllARGE VOLUME /
1 a. Water level-liigh S Q R") 1, 2, 5*3

! 6

Q. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RECIRCULATION FLOWS/U ),Q SA 1
'/& tbUpscale NA

|('
.

a
3 7, / REACTOR MODE SWITCil

- ~ ~
- ~

Le ud :' *

C "Gbfc33f~/,[g,
g

2 a: _Shirtdown Mode NA R'y
NA $P 6. Refuel Mode NA R NA 53 v3

E n u t en c./ c.; Sce) m. '1..

et
we
a8

_ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. --
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. TABLE 4.3.6-1 (Continued)

CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

TABLE NOTATIONS;

@) NeutrondetectorsmaybeexcludedfromCHANNELCALIBRATION.)

(b) Within 7 days prior to startup h

(c) Deleted
'

(d) Deleted

(e) Deleted
SR 33.2. I C

(f) Calibrate the analog trip module at least once per 92 days 5/2 33.2..f. 6

'With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed)
~

F*

per Specification 3.9.10.1 nr 3.9.10.2 7

{ With IRMs on range 2 or below
,

CLINTON -
--

3/4 3-69 Amendment No. 79
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J4W
'

n .
.

\ 'T|
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS .e s. c, G (

, ,, s;"ia

3/4.1.4 CONTROL ROD PROGRAM CONTROLS i
.

!

CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL

4 |
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION i-

COO 3.1.4.1 Control rods shall not be withdrawn.
~

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2 [ n the main turbine bypa dg APPLICABILITY:
ves Tare not f ully closLW/THtKMAL F0WER is greater tnan the icw power

3.3. ,- . g @tpointoftherodpatterncontrolsystem(RPCS).se

ACTION:

With any control rod withdrawal when the main turbine bypass valves are not
rgf fully closed and THERMAL POWER is greater than__ the low power setpoint of the

RPCS immediately (eturn the control rodf s) to the position prior N control
rod withdrawal. SuSP:N d (g

*w

SURVEILLANCE REDUIREHENTS

Control rod withdrawal shall be prevented, when the main turbine
bypass valves are not fully closed and THERMAL POWER is greater than the low - ([4.1.4.1

;
>

f
power setpoint of the RPCS, by a second licensed operator or other technically {

3iJqualified member of the unit technical staff,n

iLA2 -. :

!
i

i
,

!
!

d

.

.

i

INSER 7'
CLINTON -g3J[ E h -3/4 1 ::

-
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,

|
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,

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS [ d'dr f,* M d W /

ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM C75 3. . h ,,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LCD
3.L'2 I 371r4 + The rod pattern control system (RPCS) shall be OPERABLE. ,

DOE 1g Q 3.3 .7..l.
APPLICAPILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2,

.i
i } ACTION:

*'-

-
| fuw With the RPCS inoperable or wit.. the requirements of ACTION b, below, not ja.

satisfied and with: i

1. THERMAL POWER less than or equal. M the RPCS low power setpoint, i
!'O E control rod movement shall not be p mitted, except by a scram.

2. THERMAL POWER greater than the RPCS low power setpoint, control rod ,

C od b A withdrawal shall not be permitted.

With an inoperable control rod (s), OPERABLE control rod movement may c
6k i,3. 2. l. )

b.
tinue by bypassing the inoperable control rod (s) in the RPCS**/provided that:

1. With one control rod inoperable due to being immovable, as a result
of excessive friction or mechanical interference, or known to be ;

'

f
untrippable, this inoperable control rod may be bypassed provided.
that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN has been determined to be equail to or greater

'_

$gr??,,~f
than required by Specification 3.1.1.

!

2. With up to eight control rods inoperable for causes other than
u'f addressed in ACTION b.1, above, these inoperable control rods may be i

9 c9 N bypassed provided that: .
;

b* a) The control rod to be bypassed is inserted and the directional'

! control valves are disarmed either: (l

f1) Electrically or

2) Hydraulically by flosing the drive water and exhaust water |

isolation valves.
i

I

f b) All inoperable control rods art separated from all other inoper- ,

able control rods by at least two control cells in all directions.
y

-
~

4,

|
C 9- " Entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and withdrawal of selected control rods i

is permitted for the purpose of determining the OPERABILITY of the RPCS prior to'3,3.'?.!.b j

.Mpee+at-feit i.Aeption-3-i@pur ose of bringing the reactor to criticality.withdtEal of control rods for thep f f_ Ir
" Bypassing control rod (s) in the RPCS shall be performed under administrative ;

control.'

SR 3 5.2.1. c} . D J z ie f
CLINTON M y , b..

*
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h },,%,/
-f r

ddFI58CC/ M% 6/

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
"*"'[1 2 j

"/r-$ fROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.1.4.2 ACTION (Continued): .

There are not more than three inoperable control rods in any RPCS
Adrf' ~ ci

e c)

{ c 6 _,o v 3.|
group.

The position and bypassing of an inoperable control rod (s) are3.
S P 3.3.2.l 9 verified by a second licensed operator or other technically qualified

members of the unit technical staff. '

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The RPCS shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying the OPERABILITY4.1.4.2
of the:

Rod pattern centroller when THERMAL POWER is less than the low power set-
point (pjCIelecting and attempting to move an inhibited control rodys Ap

a.

(
1.,hr withdraMof the first in-sequence control rod or gang for [

*
* *

each reactor startup.
/ pp y ~~ w-

.--
-

, _ . . , . -
-

N
Prior to other control rod movementcafter t$ rod inhibit mode isT

;[g g 3'3,2,i,q 2. automatically initiatedfaf the RPc5 TW50wer setpoint during pow
-- - -[A|freduction. -

~
! L2' The first time only that a banked position, N1, H2, or N3, is reached ~~3.

during startup or during power reduction below the RPCS low power
N setpofnt.

_

Rod withdrawal limiter function when THERMAL POWER is greater than or ecualb.
to the low power setpoint7by selecting and attempting to move a restr-

controi rod in excess of the allowable distance: _
-

Qf b2.b each power rancelabove the RPCS low power setooint is enteredM 3.5,2,J,1 NOTE 1.
S R, 3.3,2,1. 2. NOTE during a power increase decrease.

At least once per#41 days while cperation continues within a givenf R 3,3.1. I. I 2.
power range above the RPCS low power setpoint.

.ns,..g.ge,7 .; y y

-

1

|

(.
' ?

rustW
-

CLINTON N -5/41-1S-

w .s-c ,

!

!

!

|
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i Ad3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES q
cv3 s . s. g. x

SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES -

g,
'

b
4. G o 3. 3. 6. 5 !LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

1'

b(0 $ * be he {
ttet=1 The safety valve function of at least six of the following valves and

|jdjrdt j the relief valve function of at least five additional valves, other than those
|w ,-th satisfying the safety valve function requirement, shall be OPERABLE with the ;e w specified lif t settings; and the acoustic monitor for each OPERABLE valve shall i

',c

3. tr be OPERABLE.* I

:
Number of Valves Function Setpoint** (psio)Addet & i ~ Safety- us5 - n:Osn

'

u ,-rb - 5 Safety 1180 11.8 psifec M ''4
;

4 Safety 1190 11.9 psi
1 Relief 1103 15.0 psi !

,

8 ' LAI Relief 1113 15.0 psi !2SR3 M %^1 7 Relief 1123 15.0 psi I

!

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION: '

(With the safety and/or relief _ valve function of one or more of the abovea.

f required safety / relief valves inoperable, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWNi ,

0 iAgf9 within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.Th, y b. With one or more safety / relief valves stuck open, provided that suppres-
'

.:;r t Q4 sion pool average water temperature is less than 110*F, close the stuck
open safety / relief valve (s); if suppression pool average water tempera-

{ ture is 110 F or greater, place the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown
position.'

t

With one or more safety / relief valve acoustic monitor (s) inoperable, restorec.
;

the inoperable monitor (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at *

least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN withinithe following 24 hours.
>

d. With either relief valve function pressure actuation trip system "A" orCN D A.1 "B" inoperable, restore the inoperable trip system to OPERM LE status
within 7 dayn iotherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours !_

g3 p, and in C0_LD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
:

fdSEET 26D FG h L
,

ep * One relief valve pressure actuation channel and/or one acoustic monitor]' hg channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for the
| i

, purpose of performing surveillance testing in accordance with Specifica- '
! ions 4.4.2.1.1 and 4.4.2.1.2.

- 'M!II ^^ Tile lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of the -

!valves at nominal operating temperatures and pressures.
!

ZefS62 7~ !
?,-

CLINTON -tml - 2 / * * - 9 -- Amendment No. 71 j
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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REACTOR COOL ANT SYSTEM
o-'

SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES /__C O 3.3.[,.3 ]
SURVElltANCE RE0VIREMENTS

4.4.2:1.1 The acoustic monitor for each safety / relief valve shall be MdrewgI

demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:
*'

a. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and a

b. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.* j

4.4.2.1.2 The relief valve fu'nction pressure actuation instrumentation shall
be oemonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:

a. / CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, including calibration of the trip unit, at least}
F*\, once per 92 days.

_

I
S. CHANNEL CALIBRATION and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 18

months. Each of the two trip systems or divisions of the relief valve
function actuation logic associated with the Nuclear System Protection !

f System shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM |
' during separate refueling outages such that both divisions and all

channel trips are tested at least once every four fuel cycles.

O f5R 3.165.3
\ SR 23 4 F. d

$',

\s g sa c>.r.r,j
|
;

. . . -

5R Ll6Il |
1

{J2 5.1.6 1

1
-

1

(AclbrecsekbhLh

I *The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the surveil- 8

lance is performed within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and flow arc
adequate to perform the test.

L $4)fE2T
CLINTON - 5 N h ' - 3/O-?40- Amendment No. 81

-
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- 'm Section 3.3 Page 107 of 607 |

k N M ES $ wh
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM /u e7'rj

C Ts 3. 3 6 |' NSAFETY / RELIEF VALVES LOW-LOW SET FUNCTION - ~-
-

,

L C o & 3. G;. 5 |LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.2.2 The low-low set function of the following reactor coolant system !

safety / relief valves shall be OPERABLE with the following settings *:
i

TLow-Low Set Function X i
| Setpoint* (psig) 15 psi f M33b83 iValve No. Open t.sose |

bg F051D 1033 926
F051C 1073 936 Lfl .

l

F047F 1113 946
iFOSIB 1113 946

Q051G ) 111 946

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
=

ACTION:

.)a. f With the low-low set function of one of the above required reactor coolant
hrMM d system safety / relief valves inoperable, restore the inoperable low-low set-

gD* % functinn to OPERABLE status within 14 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWNu .
'

within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
b. With the low-low set function of more than one of the above requi. red '

reactor coolant system safetyhelief valves inoperable, be in at least )
, HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.
With either low-low set function pressure actuation trip system "A" orc.

3,g 4[ "B" inoperable, jr_s.Ltore the inoperable trip system to OPERABLE status
__f_.__.---- within 7 daysL4therwise, be in at least HOI SHUTDOWN within 12 hours
ggg and in COLD SHUTD W N within the following 24 hours.

:
URVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS WBTMMM -

;

4.4.2.2 The low-low set function pressure actuation instrumentation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:

S k ~5.3. G. 5 * I
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, including calibration of the trip unit, at leasta.

CR 3 '3. C.5 2cnce per 92 days.
|

b. CHANNEL CALIBRATION and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 18
Sg 3,3.;,5,3 months. Each of the two trip systems or divisions of the low-low set
5 R , ,,6.,-.4 function actuation logic associated with the Nuclear System Protection ,

'

N' 6 ' System shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM during
separate refueling outages such that both divisions and all channel trips
are tested at least once every four fuel cycles. |

| B *0ne channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for the pur- ||

, nose of performino surveillance testino in accordance with Soecification 4.4.2.2.~
'

^^The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of the valveT )
~-

'

at nominal operating temperatures and pressures. '

.TNCER T !

CLINTON fB -3/' "-" - Amendment No. N. 71
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INSTRUMENTATION Enclosure 2 to U-602195 |
Section 3.3 Page lo8 of 687

3/4.3.7 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION [Q 3,3,[[ !

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
4

'

t

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.1
The radiation monitorinn inete"mantation channels chown in Table3.3.7.1-1 shall be OPERABLfE their alarm / trip setpoints within the

(siieEIfiedlimits.~
.

g
APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1. -

ACTION: 1ASC f T A CT1MS NOTE

With a radiation monitoring instrumentation channel alarm / trip setpointa.

exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1, adjust the setpoint to| within the limit within 4 hours or declare the channel inoperable.
b.

__ .-_

E M A required by Table 3.3.7.1-1.With one or more radiation monitoring channels inoperable, take the ACTIONl
'

The provisions 7 Specifications 3.0.3(and 3.0. hare not applicabl
.

;

2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,4.3.7.1 Each of the above required radiation monitoring instrumentation
channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL

-

CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations for the
| !iconditions and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.7.1-1.

;

(SR tJoTE 1) i

!

.

:
,

.

I

i CLINTON - 3/4 3-70 Amendment No.40
*
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,

n TABLE 3.3.7.1-1
C
g

RADIATIONMONITORINGINSTRUMEfTATION [A(
I MINIMUM CHANNELS APPLICABLE RIP'

INSTRUMENTATION OPERABLE CONDITION SETPOINT ACTION D
1. Main Control Room 2/intak 1, 2, 3, , and * < 10 mR/hr -70- Co N DA [g ")" ** * hf Air Intake Radiation, ~,

| MonILor '7a~ de 3 3 7./-/ fasy (
'

2. Area Monitors
13

k| a. New Fuel 1 < 2.5 mR/hr** 71 |Storage Vault ~

,

i##b. Spent Fuel 1 < 2.5 mR/hr** 71 !Storage Pool

) c. Control Room 1 At all times < 2.5 mR/hr** 71
w Direct Radiation ~

s Q _

_
.

-

.

E.
!! =
a

-

a2
!.y

c

U$ .
e [aa

1 as
82 :
as ;;

! $5 i'

,

,,_ ,. .- * " ' - '
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TABLE 3.3.7.1-1 (Continued) Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 110 of 687

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

Ah[e 1.3.7,/-/ [3M (f TABLE NOTATIONS

_ Whenfradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containmentD*

** Alarm

i With fuel in the new fuel storage vault. |
N

kif With irradiated fuel in the spent fuel storage pool.,
68 (a) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hot.rs for re-
#TF quired _ surveillance without placing the trip system in the trioned condi- '

% tionfprovided at least one other OPERABLE channeT~in~ We same trip syste Q
ds monitoring that parameter._f ~ s

ACTION l

!

ACTION 70 - a. With one of the required monitors inoperable, place- the
inoperable channel in the trioped condition within 6

!

,

ft6 A W A.7 hours;JrestoretheinoperabTE~channeltoOPERABLEstatuT -

witnTn 7 days, or, within the next 6 hours, initiate and! '

4 maintain operation of the control room e.mergency filtra-
ion system in the-high radiation mode of operation.

b. p With both of the required monitors inoperable, initiate e

i and maintain operation of the control room emergency
JEQ Acr B./ gq filtration system in the high radiation mode of operation ,

, within I hour. ;

:
ACTION 71 - With the required monitor inoperable, peFform area surveys of Ithe monitored area with portable monitoring instrumentation at

least once per 24 hours.
'

'

!

lasar m uu a v gr; g |
.

n

i

;

i :
1

'

CLINTON $ Y D ' ~

3/4 3-72 Amendment No. M.M. 71
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O "_n n e r M 7111

h
RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS O4 Oe sR s. 3. E /./ sf 5.F. X /. 2 5A' 7 E 7. /. S

g'g( 3 CilANNEL g
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL LtJ

.

INSTRUMENTATION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION APPLICABILITY y
1. Main Control Room Air S'I Q ' 2- R '3 1,2,-3,s,and*)

b' Monitor
. |

-

Intake Radiation - '

see'W/uof 756C
Area Monitors

#a. New Fuel Storage 5 M Rf} Vault

##b. Spent Fuel Storage S M R
Pool

w c. Control Room Direct S M R At all timesb Radiation Monitor
w

_

W

F
3
a =
a im" Bi
? .aw

=
i 2e

h@g
=

y
a
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| RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
_ .. _ i

$
'

] qTo4/c 1J.Z/-/; TABLE NOTATION '
f-

; -.
l

^When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment.) I,
i

I j#With fuel in the new fuel storage vault.
_

'

ij

(##With irradiated fuel in the spent fuel storage pool.
~

?l |

|

!

,

t

c

1 |
:

i
}.

.

!
;i !
3 \

f

I

!
;

!

L

I
s

:

'
.i -

;

!

|.
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,

J
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ection 3.3 Page 113 of 687

i

' |
INSTRUMENTATION

-

L - !
)

/
SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

^

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
I

3.3.7.2 The seismic monitoring instrumentation sh n in Table 3.3.7.2-1 shall-
be OPERABLE.

-

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

Vith one or more of the above required ismic monitoring instrumentsa.
inoperable for more than 30 days, prep e and submit a Special Report
to the Commission pursuant to Specifi tion 6.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfuncti and the plans for restoring the
instrument (s) to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
I

r
4.3.7.2.1 Each of the above req red seismic monitoring instruments shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the pe ormance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and
CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations t the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.7.2-1.

.

4.3.7.2.2 Each of the above required seismic monitoring instruments actuated
during a seismic event > 0. 2g shall be restored to OPERABLE status within

>

24 hours and a CHANNEL CA .5 RATION performed within 5 days following the
seismic event. Data sha be retrieved from actuated instruments and analyzed ~~

to determine the magni + de of the vibratory ground motion. A Special Report
shall be prepared and ubmitted to the Commission pursuant to Specification
6.9.2 within 10 days describing the magnitude, frequency spectrum and resultant
effect upon unit f tures important to safety.

.
.

#

!
CLINTON 3/4 3-75
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021 '
Section 3.3 Page 114 of ..

'

TABLE 3.3.7.2-1

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION %
'

'

' /(
f i .'

MEASUREMENT RANGE
FULL SCALE DiNAMIC MINIMUM

SENSITIVITY / RANGE ZERO INSTRUMENTSFREQUENCY
RANGE (Nz) (a) _ ' TO PEAK OPERABLE

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATION,5 ,1
~

,

,1

1. Triaxial Accelerometers I

1(C)a. Concrete pad (outside) I to 30 '12 100:1' (C)O)
I to 30 2 100:1 1E1. 741' ,

b. Fuel Bldg., El. 712'
c. Containment Bldg., E1. 851' I to 30 12 /, 100:1 1(c)

100:1 1
I to 30 12 jd. Control Bldg., El. 737'

/ 1(a)(d)e. Drywell (outside wall), 100:11 to 30 12 /E1. 779'-10"

2. Triaxial Peak Accelerographs / '

(Passive) /

0 to 30 /c5 20:1 1'

a. Aux. Bldg. E1. 71B' 0 to 30 / 15 20:1 1

c. Containment Bldg. , El. 791' 0 to 30 y' 5 20:1 1b. DG Bldg., E1. 729'

C
3. Triaxial Seismic Switches

j

1(a)(b)"

Fuel Bldg. , E1. '712' O.1td30 0.2 40:1
T

f

'

4. Recorders
/

a. Circulating Water Screen --

House (Passive Triaxial
Response Spectrum Recorder) 2 to 25 NA NA 1

/
/ 1 to 30 NA NA 4b. Main Control Room

(Digital Cassette) ,

5. Response Spectrum Analyzer /
/

/ 1 to 30 NA NA 1

Main Control Room p

/

/ TABLE NOTATIONS
/

Withmaincontr$1roomannunciation.(a)
/

(b) Adjustable setpoint. -

Accelerometer provides input to its associated time-history recorder./

(c)

Accele7emeter provides on-line input to the Response Spectrum Analyzer.
/

(d) (
,

/

3/4 3-76
CLINTON

.

/
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Section 3.3 Page 115 of 68~

.*
s

v

.

' I

TABLE 4.3.7.2-1 -

I

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE!REOUIREMENTS
/
I

fHANNEL .
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL

CHECK TEST CAllBRATION
INSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATIONS

1. Triaxial Accelerometers

Concrete pad (outside), El. 741' NA M R

NA M R ,a.
b. Fuel Bldg., E1, 712'

Containment B1dg., E1. 851' NA M R

M Rc.
NAfd. Control Bldg., El. 737'

Drywell (outside wall) /

NA H Re.
E1. 779'-10"

2. Triaxial Pet.k Accelerographs (Passive)
-

NA NA R
Fuel Bldg., El. 718'

NA NA Ra.
b. DG Bldg., E1. 729'

NA NA R,

Containment B1dg., E1. 791' /c.
/

3. Triaxial Seismic Switches
/

Fuel Bldg. , E1. 712' / NA M R

/

4. Recorders f

a. Circulating Water Screen. ~

House (Passive Triaxial Response
NA NA R

Spectrum Recorder .

b. Main Control Room (Digital
NA NA R

Cassette)
i

-

5. Response Spectrum Analyzer

Main Control Room /'
NA M R

/

/

.

/
/

!
!

. ,

CLINTON C 3/4 3-77
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
{ Section 3.3 Page 116 of 87t

INSTRUMENTATION
.

! ,/ ,

>

METEOROLOGICAL MONiiORING INSTRUMENTATION -

,

'

'
/

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table3.3.7.3 /
3.3.7.3-1 shall be OPERABLE. /

/
- .

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
,

!
/'ACTION:

With one or more meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels
inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to

a.

the Commission pursuant to Specification fr.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfunction a6d the plans for restoring the
instrumentation to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.'s and 3.0.4 are not applicable.b.

/
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ._

Each of the above required meteorological monitoring instrumentation
channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
4.3.7.3

and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the f requencies shown in Table 4.3.7.3-1. i
;

-

.

..
,'

. .

$

/
/

.

.

.

CLINTON --O 3/4 3-78
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e, } S 'on 3.3 Page 117 of 687

/

~ TABLE 3.3.7.3-1 .

|
METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

/

MINIMUM
INSTRUMENTS
OPERABLEINSTRUMENT

.

a. Wind Speed /
/

1. E1. 768' / 1

/ 12. El. 932' .

'

b. Wind Direction /

1. El. 768' '/ 1 '

2. El. 932' 1
7

Air Temperature ' Difference .c.

1. Ei. 768/932' 1

-

em

e.e

d

6

.

--
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Section 3.3 Page 118 of 68:

M F

/[-
.

TABLE 4.3.7.3-1

METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILL NCE REOUIREMENTS

/
CMANNEL CHANNEL .

INSTRUMENT HECK CALIBRATION

~

a. Wind Speed

1. El. 768' D SA

2. El. 932' 0 SA

b. Wind Direction /

1. E1. 768' D SA

2. El. 932' ,/ D SA

c. Air Temperature Dif ference

1. El.768/932' 0 SA

/

/
/

.I

.

.

.

6,

4

.

O

T,

3/4 3-80CLINTON ,
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INSTRUMENTAT10N Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.3 Page 119 of 687
REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
~

Lco }3 3<2The remote shutdown system instrumentation and controlks&3.'
' hall be

OPERABLE. -

hAPPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2.

ACT10N: |j y.t y i k re d /V p r &
CcWO d a. With one or more required remote shutdown system instrumentation channe1 f '3

inoperable, restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status withir7 ' ays |~

# cow 0 d
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within th,e next 12 hours. Dh

b. With one or more required remote shutdown system controls inoperable, restore r~#so Ae
the inoperable control (s) to OPERABLE status withi '7 ays or be in at least I

--

cgyo (3 HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.
r O Lt
A t "04' c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
An rE 1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS /
/

SRS

3.3',3, ,2.1 4.3. 7. 4.1
Each of he above required remote shutdown system instrumentation1

'

channels shall b emonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL CHECK at least
,pg S{nce per 31 days)and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

4.3.7.4.2 Each of the above required remote shutdown control switches and control |

33 3
*y, circuits shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying its capability to perform its-

intended function (s) at least once per 18 months. ;
;

i

i
t

f,

t

i

I

, i

The scope of these controls excludes those associated with t'

_ condensing mode. !
,

_
_

CLINTON I g 3/4 3-81 Amendment No. 68 I
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INSTRUMENTAT10N Section 3.3 Page 124 of 68'

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

Lco 3,3.3.1
6 The accident monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table
3.3.7.5-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: l'As shown in Table 3.3.7. h h
ACTION: _g ,g,,r Am>xe mygg7 j g, 7

G" With o hormoreaccidentmonJtoringinjtrumentationSannelsinopyraole,tye;
IONreq'edbyTab[13.3.7.5-p. /,c the'

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

MgR 4.3.7.5 Each of the above required accident monitoring instrumentationW channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.7.5-1.

I
l

CLINTON ( 3/4 3-86
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'

[p TABLE 3.3.7.5-1

h ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTAT C W
hBh8 (MINIMUM APPLICABLE w 1

.. REQUIRED NUM8ER CilANNELS OPERATIONAL * '

INSTRUMENT QE CHANNELS jOPERABLE CONDITIONS ACTION W
'

1, 2, '3Y 80
'

l. Reactor Vessel Pressure 2 f,b/c 'l *
2. Reactor Vessel W*ter Level 2 1 1, 2, 3 80 '

y3. Suppression Pool W ter Level 4 *gg)
2 1, 2, 3 80'

/0.k' Suppression Pool Water Temperature 2/quadran%. 1/quadranti
i 1, 2, 3 80t._

Orywell Pressure _2 1 1 1,_2, . 3_ 89 gh"(/X
*

g X,0;1well~ Air TemperatureDrywelT/Contaliiment flydrogen and Oxygen
_6. - __A I 1, 2, 3 80f

t RgfConcentration Analyzer and Monitor 1 1, 2, 3 83'
M. ContainmenLPressure6DA- QLdJvisjmD 1/ division 1, 2, 3 80

(T10. Safety /ReliefValve_AcousticMonitor
[9. Containment Temperature 2 I ~~T,~2, T. 80 '

s 1/ valve *** 1/ valve *** 1,1 3 80 v>

Mb !a o s 1, 2, 3
[ V12. NVAfStack IITgh Range Radloactivity Honitori ~

T t-T,z, 3 8.] g y@i
J3 JiGTS Exhaust High Range Radioactivity _Monitori 1 1 1, 2, 3/ 81 7 o a

'

5 yM'. Primary Cont ment Isolation Valve PosTtion i L'
~

Indication _ ,Q 2 falve## [ l valvel## 1, 2, 82 g
Og3 1 gewha/oa A po . og

TABLE NOTATIONS M6) 6) ;M1 _-

Une each for containment and drywell. 38Two each for containment and drywell. --

_ ptothe/cousti/ tail _ pipe / monitor /indicatigdshoh
**

---

*" Th mocoup in tite dischar line can erve as bac
p o e chann of the p ,ition in ation be me inoperab
N f !!$ _ta u _ noble.a monitnet d ladinel artirn1=to amnler)

.

'

frf/e 3,7,3./-/ ,obre (py ' '
LA '

5. # For Divisiant I and Il c .lv.Y*h" 35'J'W G*U
S ###Notao61TBbi'eifvalveoositionindicationisunavailablebecausethevalvewasdeliberatelydeactivated)3rovided'
5 fthe valve is in the isolated position and administrative controls are in place to ensure that the control" room

I
g: M operators can determine the valve's position, if needed. Valves closed in accordance with these conditions may be,tooened on an intermittent basis under administrative controls,. r ~~ - ~

'

These instruments ~ monitor suppress' ion pool water temperature when pool water level is below instruments opi
_

w
. Specification 3.6.3.1.*

8) (it One channel p ntitte nf the oDen limikswitch._and the other channel consists of the closed limit switch for each
/ uu.t_omatic isolation valve of Specification 3.6.4. ~~

\- --- .

.- .
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O 3,3,[ [ TABLE 3.3.7.5-1 (Cendnued) Section 3.3 Page 126 of 687

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

ACTION

ACTION 80 - a. With the number of OPERABLE ent conitoring instrumenta- |
tion channels less than the Requirad Number of Channels shown >

C 'g j in Table 3.3.7.5-1, res the inoperable. channel (s) to____
OPERABLE status within cays off'be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN)

w gr7 ,@itnin Ine next 12 hourvine provisions of Specifica J
- 6 f- (t1 n 3.0.4 are not apolicable. L g,,,e nog;, 1_

_

' b. With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring instrumen- '

Co"6 C' tation channels less than the Minimum Channels OPEPAELE -

requirements of Table 3.3.7.5-1, restore the inoperable 7ssy
channel (s) to CPERABLE status within 68 hou or be in at .

CONC E Ileast HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours
ACTION 81 - With the number of OPERABLE Channels less than required by the

_ Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, either res+ ore theM ' #"O C- inoperable Channel (s) to OPERABLE status within{T2 M rs, or:

pg g_ a. Initiate the prepianud aminata =ethoT57 monitoring the' !

g p|B appropriate parameter (s), and

roc cp b. Prepare and submit a Special Report _19. the Commission pur-c

suant to Specification 6.9.2'iHthin 14 days following t e
6 vent outlining the action taken, the cause of the inopera-i ,,

M ? ^, bility and the plans and schedule for restoring the systemr
' , y SW ' p to OP:RABLE status. f

A% M c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
ACTION 82 - a. With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring instrumentation

channels less than the Required Number of Channels shown in gg2
e 3.3.7.5-1,NeRfy the valve (s) position oy use or alter -cowo A

knote indication methods;frestore +ha inentrJLble channel (sP P".BLE status within 30 day _s*/or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN I

,@/-' / ~

owine 24 hours. /
thin the next 12 hours and E COLD SHUTDOWN within the fol-

b. With the number of OPERABLE accident monitoring instrumentation
channels less than the Minimum Channels OPEPABLE recuirements
of Table 3.3.7.5-1Jerify the N.gwo C

falternate tridication methods;]av lysis) cosition by use of_J- !
restore the inoperable channel (s)

&oc, g)/g 'to DTfRASG status within 7 days or be in et 1. east HOT SHUT- ,

y(DOWN within the next 12 hoursf1Fnrin COLD SHUTDOWN withing
'

following 24 hours.
,

Adu #c* T. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. 1

l

I*For valve 1B' r0220, operui ay contijn e-ta. til the f reactor sh down '

p9)ithepoafter Jun ,1991, provi thatapynnedalternat ethod for d ining
-accident isol on st patu the associat contains netration

( is ..pl emente d.
( 7-

'

CLINTON 3/4 3-88 Amendment No. 66
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TABLE 3.3.7.5-1 (Continued) Encloaure 2 to U-6o2196

Section 3.3 Page 127 of 687 i

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION i

ACTION |

ACTION 83 - a. With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the
Required Number of Channels shown in Table 3.3.7.5-1,,

COW ^ restore the inogetable channel to CPERABLE_ status within
:

30 daysjbr be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the nst]frJSECT ;.[T2 Tours.
lcor)b E ' (o '

'

q - i

b. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Minimum !

' ogg, ~ , Channels OPERABLE requirements of Table 3.3.7.5-1, restore :f.
.

s at least ene channel to OPERABLE status within 7 days or
covo D/4 , be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

;

i

,

I

:
!

!

!

|

I

l

*

|

l
,
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G. 3. 3. / ~ f n4 tow 3,3|75-/ O
TABLE 4r3r7754- '

]
-

,

ACCIDENT HON 110 RING INSTRisitENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSse 73.5/ 2/3/{
'

s u 3. 9 3 /./ PPLICABLE $5 i

E CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL q
., CHECK CAllBRATION CONDITIONS.

,
<

fd- INSTRUMENT ~8 - R 1,2,3H
Ei. 1. Reactor Vessel Pressure 3-R 1, 2, 3H

Reactor Vessel Water Level( , 2.
H 7- R 1,2,3

3. Suppression Pool Water Level
H 1-R 1,2,3

/DW Suppression Pool Water Temperature
H 1- R 1,2,3

af Jr. Drywell Pressure ~ 1, 2,1H _ R

@. Drywell_ Aii Temperature @c-- 2- Q* 1, 2, 3
4Z Orywell/Centainment flydrogen and Oxygen Concentration

'

AAi
Analyzer and Honitorg H 3- R 1, 2, 3

[ 45. Containment Pressure _ _ _ _ _ _

H R 1, 2, 3 g7

NA R k1_2.3g f. Containment Temperature ,

10. Safety / Relief Valve Acoustic Honitor 3- M 1, 2, 3I

ent/Drywellill@li raw 5 3 Radiation H
Co a

'

H R## 1,2,3
72. IIVACStackHighRangeRadioactivityHonitor#

M R## 1. 2; 3 )
(13. SGTS Exhaust liigh Range Radioactivity Monitor #

H 3- Rt 1, 2. 3 ,

.p.J4. Primary Containment Isolation Valve Position
Indication

using an integral sainple gas supply con'taining 3.2 vol.% hydrogen)Accomplished automaticall
21 vol.% oxygen, 0.9 vol. argon and 74.9 vol.% nitrogen.__ ___ _

f*TheCHANNELCALIBRAT10tishallconsistofaneledtroniccalibrationofthechannel,notincludingthedetector,
~

for range decades above 10 R/hr and a one point calibration check of the detector below 10 R/hr with an| v,
- - - - - -

~ --
-

I installed or portable gamma source. --

#High range noble gas monitor, and iodine / particulate sam
- L"

.y F
C ##channe1 caishration is not required to be performed on todine/ particulate sampier.)~

CHANNEL CAllBRATION should demonstrate that valve operauon is accurately Indicat

b[
,

Y
- - ma

n
_ _._. _ __ _ ___ _. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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I [iCO 3.3 I'} Enclosure 2 to U-602106 f
j _ Section 3.3 Page 129 of 687 ;

1'

INSTRUMENTATION 1

SOURCE RANGE MONITORS
~

i
j LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION j,

; Lo 31!,2 ;
; 3.2.' S At least the following source range monitor channels shall be !
! OPERABLE: I

In#f a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2*, three.
3,

p. i. 2 ' l b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 3 and 4, two. '

f APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2*, 3 and 4.

ACTTON: - -QJ C ER T' CorJL 8 k

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2* with one'of the above required-source range: a. '

'
Ceob 6 monitor channels inoperable, restore at least three source range monitor !.

g channels to OPERABLE status within 4 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTD0h'N *

within the next 12 hours. i4D -

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 or 4 with one orkmore of the above required
gg source range monitor channels inoperable, verify)all insertable control ,

--- rods to be fully inserted in the core and Q the reactor mode switch in '

the Shutdown position within 1 hour.
.

. -

SURVElllANCE RE0UIREMENTS '

,

j 4.3.7.6 Each of the above required source range monitor channels shall be j
; demonstrated OPERABLE by:

_

'

'
, .TrJSczT SC KrG y-- |

a. Performance of a: -

|
f i

j 1. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per

S E 2.18 1 1 a) 12 hours in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2* and
1 , g u, g,7,3 b) 24 hours in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 or 4.

n L ,u, r 2. CHANNEL CALIBRATION ** at least once per 18 months.

; eg The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into
_ g ,7,9 OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 or 3 from OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, provided the|

* *
IJdi g surveillance is performed within 12 hours after entering OPERATIONAL

| CONDITION 2* or 3.
..

'

t

.

!'

(With IRMsA range 2 or bel 7dbb XT,l.Z-/ Mefe (4

(* Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. ) f4 3.3 l*2 7 MD
'

CLINTON - 3/4 3-90 Amendment No. 79
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b(O 3 3. | *1 Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f
- Section 3.3 Page 130 of 687 |

INSTRUMENTATION
-

:

SOURCE RANGE MONITORS i

i

tIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) ;

b. Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST: ,

i 1. Within [ days prior to moving the reactor mode switch from the } .

FR Shutdown position, and ; '

3,3, f. 7. (, 2. At least once per 31 days.

Sq The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into
'

, 3 ,,2. 4, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 or 3 from OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, provided the
' $,yf surveillance is performed within 12 hours after entering OPERATIONAL

CONDITION 2 or 3. g -
,

gg c. Verifying,6fior to withdrawal of control rod $,)that the SRM count rate
y is at least sV(With the detector fully inserted.)

i

,

;

,

i
!
.

;

i

!
t

i

!
>

|
I

| ;

|
r

,(n k / c 3.3.l.2 - 1 81 4 %

{*WithIRMsonrange2orbe

for i.he
,

jtic] : Ore inading3 the ennnt ento may be radored tr 0,7..

cov g- pivviveu > > 3ina s tu inv ise raciu >>

ClINTON -Gy 3/4 3-90a Amendment No. 79
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Section 3.3 Page 131 of 687
j

M ## #
REFUELING OPERATIONS

~CTI De O. 7' b !
3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION

I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
j

i

LCO 3.'3.t.'2LAt least 2 source __rance monitor * (SRM) channels shall be OPERABLnd ;W i

inserted to the normal operating level with-

Continuous visual indication in the control room.
- |

a.
t
'

b. One of the required SRM detectors located in the quadrant where CORE .
#g ALTERATIONS are being performed and the other required SRM detector

9.%IJ'g located in an adjacent quadrant, and

Unless adequate shutdown margin has been demonstrated per Specifica- 7c.
tion 3.1.1 and the "one-rod-out" Refuel position interlock has been demon- |

'

i A strated OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.1, the shorting links shall be )
removed from the RPS circuitry prior to and during the time any controfl

I

! rod is withdrawn. g ,

I##f#I f**
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION QtJte 3.1./2-/ /3 |

A/p h (4) j
ACTION:

h4 M With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately !

jf.d suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS and insert all insertable- ,

I'g control rods. !

. *
i

#

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
i

4.9.2 Each of the above required SRM channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: |

a. At least once per 12 hours: [ Z HsERT JR .4p75]

.lE 'l 0 I2'I 1. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, ;

ifying the detectors are inserted to the rbrmal operating level
'

MporcQ
3. hurinaCORC ALTERATION 53 verifying that the detector of an OPERABLE ;

5R:' IAd SRM channel is located in the core quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS
are being performed and another is located in an adjacent cuadrant. _ ;

6 (c

3g I'b. Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST: [ [ * #* U' #''*
'O 3 'I'M C1. Within 24 hours prior to the start of CORE ALTERATIONS. anD

-
'
,

fj 2. At least once per 7 day r ,

pk/c "The use of special movable detectors during CORE ALTERATIONS in place of the
.

'3. O', g 7. / normal SRM nuclear detectors is permissible as long as these special detectors
//$ gi) are connected to the normal SRM circuits.

h':r 55 D M E:=p* ier. 2.
CLINT0'N t'"'D Q , ''* C '-
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i LCo 3.3.l.1
~

Eaclosuis 2 to U-602196

'

~

' Section 3.3 Page 132 of 7
^ '

,

REFUELING OPERATIONS
.1*<

,

I INSTRUMENTATION
'

,

'

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)
.

i
,

~
.

4.9.2 (Continued) .

F

<R
' ' c. Verifying that the channel count rate is at least 3 cps:

- |

c ~ ml , 4 . , u, ,,,r,[h
7

I '33l' Le a-- t-

j j.
Q 2., JPrior to andjat least once per 12 hours during CORE ALTERATIONS, and

;

j
u 3. At least once per 24 hours. gg ,g g, 7./.p.y vera3

_ f
j

Verifying,within8hourspriortoandatleastonceper12hoursduring]
|d.

that the RPS circuitry " shorting links" have been removed duridg: i

3 f
, gg d 1. The time any contrni rod is withdrawn, or .i

2. Shutdown margin demonstrations. !
'

-L 3. / '2. }^ h/"S ER f .sK
'

. .

i
*

i
i ,!

) l!
. ,

j i

j !
|

,

~'

|
J

1

9

1

!

'

i

i
I
,

i |.

I
'

- i

t

i

( '

JNJER7 ,

t

CLINTON J " '
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Enclosura 2 to U-60219(-'

{
.

n 3.3 Page 133 of 63-INSTRUMENTATION i C-
\ ,/

TRAVERSING IN-CORE PROSE SYSTEM
'

x-
; ,.
' /

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ,!

/3.3.7.7 The traversing in-core probe system shall be OPERABLE with:
/

Four movable detectors, drives and readout equipment to map the corea.
j and

b. Indexing equipment to allow all four detecto'rs to be calibrated in
a common location. /

When the traversing in-core pr/APPLICABILITY: obe is used for:

RecalibrationoftheLPRMdetectorsan/a. d
/

b. Monitoring the APLHGR, LHGR, or MC *
.

ACTION:

/
With the traversing in-core probe,Aystem inoperable, do not use the system for
the above applicable monitoring or calibration functions. The provisions of
Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 ,a're not applicable.

/
/

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS /

4.3.7.7 The traversing -core probe system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
normalizing each of the'above required detector outputs within 72 hours prior
to use when required,for the LPRM or calibration functions.

/
/

,'
/

[~

!

r

"Only the detector (s) in the location (s) of interest are required to be OPERABLE.

CLINTON - 3/4 3-91 Amendment No. 18 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

INSTRUMENTATION
'

Section 3.3 Page 134 of 687

/

CHLORINE DETECTION SYSTEM ( [
/
/

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION /

j .

3.3.7.8 Two independent chlorine detection chat (nels shall be OPERABLE
with their trip setpoints adjusted to actuate a chlorine concentration of
1 5 ppm.

APPLICABILITY: All OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS nd *.#

ACTION:

~

With one chlo ine detection channel inoperable, restore the inoperablea.
detection channel to OPERABLE stat s within 7 days, or within the next
6 hours, initiate and maintain op ration of at least one control room
emergency filtration system subs stem in the chlorine mode of operation.

b .- With both chlorine detection c annels inoperable, within 1 hour initiate

and maintain operation of at )ine mode of operation.' east one control room emergency filtrationsystem subsystem in the chlor
/

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.c.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.3.7.8 Each of the above required chlorine detection channels shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by erformance of a:

CHANNEL CHECK atfeast once per 12 hours,a.
b. CHANNEL FUNCTIONnL TEST at least once per '31 days, and

CHANNEL CALIBPATION at least once per 18 months.c.

/
Nhen irradiated./uel is being handled in the secondary containment. |f

/
#
This specifi,c' tion is not applicable after all chlorine containers havinga

a capacity of 100 pounds or greater are removed from the site including the
chlorine containers located at the site sewage treatment plant.

/
/
/

.

,..

.

-m -

CLINTON ''4JNI 3/4 3-92 Amendment No. 12

.
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~ Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 135 of 687

A.
'

*

INSTRUMENTATION j

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION 7
/

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIOM-

'

3.3.7.9 DELETED
-

_

,m.

{})Q WE0M]
-

geto ded &c ;

Amed enenTd/ \
it _

:-

,

I

. . ;
,

?

I

|

-.
i

i

,

!I
,

* ,

- t
'

- s
,

e

|

i

|
..

'

CLINT0tl 3/4 3-93
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' Enclosure 2 to U-602192
Section 3.3 Page 136 6f 631

g 1

.! n i
* (, _ .'

x

INSTRUMt'NTATION [ j

.
N

LOOSE-PART DETECTION SYSTEM /

/

/

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.10 The loose part detection system shall be OPERABLE.
-

/

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2. j'
ACTION: /

/
,

With one or more loose part detection syste'm' channels inoperable for more fa.
than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to, the Commission pur- |

suant to Specification 6.9.2 within the<next 10 days outlining the cause |
iof the malfunction and the plans for restoring the channel (s) to OPERABLE

/ |
status.

/
The provisions of Specifications 3[0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.b.

/SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
-

4.3.7.10 Eachchannelofthelobse-partdetectionsystemshallbedemonstrated ['
\OPERABLE by performance of a:,-

a. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24 hours,.
~~

b. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and
c. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

_

-

.

CLINTON v 7 3/4 3-94

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

Section 3.3 Page 137 of 687

INSTRUMENTATION

:

MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS TREATMENT SYSTEM EXPLOS1VE GAS MONITdRING INSTRUMENTATION
/

-

\
L1HITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION /

At lea,st o,ne main condenser offgas treatment! system explosive3.3.7.11,

f{
gas monitoring instrumentation channel shall be OPERABLE with its alarm / trip"
setpoint set to ensure that the limits of Specificat*on 3.7.8.1 are not'

exceeded. -

. APPLICABILITY: During operation of the main condenser air ejector.
/ACTION:

,

With the explosive gas monitoring instrumentation channel alarm / trip
a.

setpoint less conservative than req) tired by Specification 3.7.8.1,declare the channel inoperable and t
~

Vith less than 1 explosive gas mon / ake the ACTION required below., 1: b.
itoring instrumentation channel| -, OPERABLE, operation of the main , condenser offgas treatment system|

| may continue provided grab samples are collected at least once
-

per 4 hours and analy;ed within the following 4 hours.
.;

>' Restore the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status with.in 30 days and, if unsuc-
cessful, prepare and submit -a Special Report to the Commission ><

pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 to ex
.

was not corrected in a timely manner. plain why this inoperability '

,

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 1.0.4 are not applicable.
c.

/

l
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

| ~

.

,

i 4.3.7.11 The explosive gas monitoring instrumentation channel ,) shall beI

demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24
t

hours, a CHANNEL CALIBRATION * at least once per'92 days and a CHANNEL1

FUNCTIONAL TEST a't least once per 31, days.
!
/

r

f
*

/
i

,

,I
.

/

/

/

"The CHANNEL ChlIBRATION shall include the use of standard sarples containing ~

a nominal.

1. 1.0 voi. % hydrogen, balance nitrogen, and
2. 4.0'vol. % hydrogen, balance nitrogen.

CLINTON s 3/4 3-95 Amendment No. 40

i
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~ Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.3 Page 138 of 657

f INSTRUMENTATION

an.3.8 b Ovensece0 ea0TecT10N sysTen

LIMITING CONDITIO ATION

[ 3. 3. 8 DELETED

t

\

\x
|

_
- -C

2elocxje d 1.c y A w L N n ! "* 60~ -

- . + _ r

L

. .

* O

LIMON M . 3/4 3-96
Amendment No- 60
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LCO 3 3 6 3
DCD g 34,y Enclosure 2 to U-60219C

secuon 3.3 Page 139 or681~

INSTRUMENTATION
.

3/4.3.9 PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

Lco l
'

g'34,%.+.+ The plant systems actuation instrumentation / channel shown in
-

@p' // Table 3.3.9-1 shall be OPERABLEGlth their trip setpoints se rH1stentwith)hvalues shown in the Trip setpoint column of Table 3.3.9-2
~

SA/
APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.9-1.

ACTION: 0 JA/JERI Ac rioAS NoTQ
h With a plant system actuation instrumentation channel trip setpoint less ]

/ conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Value column of Table3.3.9-2, declare the channel inoperable until the channel is restored to
. OPERABLE status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip

.

:Setpoint value. ,

;

b. With one or more plant systems actuation instrumentation channels
g inoperable, take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.9-1. |

!
*

1

: '

| i

I

!
!

.

.

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ -. - _ . - - - - ^ ' ~
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INSTRUMENTATION bCO 3*3 & Enclosure 2 to U402196

Section 3.3 Page 140 of 687 !
PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

;

$ k$ 4.3.9.1 Each plant system. actuation instrumentation channel shall be demon- |
g75 strated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

|4 TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations for the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and at
the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.9.1-1. ;

.

8 .I .3.9.2 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS shall be performed at least once per4

l8 months.
33 Each trip system or division of the plant system actuation logic !

,

I'.3,.$associatedwiththeNuclearSystemProtectionSystemshallbemanuallytested
f

-5 3 ' ' independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM during separate refueling outages such !

31g f that all divisions and all trip functions are tested at least once every four" fuel cycles.
|

3

|
'

;

;

I

i
!

t
'

|
i

|

'
.

I

!

i

,

CLINTON 3/4 3-98 Amendment No. 30, 71
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=TA"LE 3.3." 1 -4-
C IQn

,5 PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION Qg

{95^1
*

HINIMUM OPERABLE
CHANNELS PER APPLICABLE ww

'S-CONTAINMENT OPERATIONAL
SPRAY LOOP CONDITIONS ACTIONTRIP FUNCTION

[Ah[C 3'3'0'I'! M1. CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
/g Drywell Pressure-High 2 SU 1, 2, 3 4r B

>

M/8 g 1,2,3 42 6*

9 p g Containment Pressure-High 2 0 1, 2, 3 40- 6( cy: Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, level 1 1

$: Timers

</11) Loop A, Loop B (10 minutes) 1 1,2,3 -53- C

(J2) Loop B only (90 seconds) I 1, 2, 3 RC

(, p: Manual Initiation 1 1,2,3 4B C
~ ~ ~ ~

^ '

MINIMUM OPERABLE

Y 2. FEEDWATER SYSTEM / MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM CHANNELS .

e

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 3* 1 54*

MINIMUM OPERABLE NE
3. SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP SYSTEM fo6/c 3 7 6.f # CHANNELSJER TRIP SYSTEM _-

/x Drywell Pressure-High i',1 1,2,3 &6
2.J. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, level 1 2

| Sb 1,2,3 40 8E
Sg Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low N M 1, 2, 3 40- B |
y# Suppression Pool Makeup Timer 1 1,2,3 4t C

SPMS Manual Initiation 2 1. 2. 3 +rC
k

.

SPMS Mode Switch Permissive 1 1, 2, 3 ~~ ~ j
.

m

8"o.s ifL8
C

* A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for u to s hours for reautred surveillance without hI
.

F nlacing the channe lin the tripped condition provid t least one other OPERABLE channel in the samp 4$
Cfripsystemismon'toringthatparameter. . /' f ig'

g _

hi fSKS nan D h.* h
Bs

- _ _ __ _ - - _ _ ____ _ _ __ - _ _ __ _____. - -- .. - - - _ . -. _- _ _ -
- .
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LCO 3.34.Y TABLE 3.3.9-1 (Contiaued) Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
- "

Section 3.3 Page 142 of 687
PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATJON INSTRUMENTATION

,

* MO 3,3 6 '/ ACTION

| ACTION 50 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by
6 the Min' um OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement:

t. t

a. W1 On channel inoperable, place the inoperable/
channeT in the tripped condition within 24 hours or;

ha At B.2- declare the SPMS inoperabl36d t k: t|.e ACTIGii vi
Cccificati;n3.0.3.4. -

R@Acr B./ b. With more than one channel inoperable, declare the SPMS
COM D inoperable dfnd takr the ACIiGH ui 5un i fiu u vn 3.0.0.4Th

. ht90er KW Tcv c !l~ (cW
ACTION 51 - ! PWith the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by ;

CcND C the Minimum OPERABLE channels per Trio System reavirement, i
" declare the SPMS system inocerabl2Mnd take thelCTION of ] |@bD -- Gpecification 3.6.3.4. f 2 |

i

'
l LCG 3 3.b.3 1 :

ACTION 52 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required byj
the Minimum OPERABLE Channels per containment spray loopi

requirement: g
6 O'S a. With one channel inoperable, place the inoperable

channe in the tripped condition within 24 hours or |

declare the associated loop inoperahlgfhd teke
4 ..... .. w iiis 6 vii.a.v. . . _

Re9 kr B./ b. With more than one channel inonerable. declare the-

'

coND D_ y_ciated loop inoperab_]s&Et~akt th: E!!ON ;

s . v . s . ug..._o

ACTION 53 - ''With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by )
COND C the Minimum OPERABLE Channels per containment spray loo :

J recuirement, declare the associated loop inoperab)ano t;k: I

covD D G ACTIO". Of 4 :f ric: tion 2.5.2.2. o
ACTION 54 - For the feedwater system / main turbine trip system: '

a. With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than N
required by the Minimum OPERABLE Channels requirement, N
restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within;

@ 7 days or be in at least STARTUP within the next 6
hours.

b. With the number of OPERARLE channels two less than
required by the Minimum OPERABLE Channels requirement,

,

restore at least one of the inoperable channels to |

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least STARTUP
within the next 6 hours. >

CLINTON 3/4 3-100 Amendment No.# . 71
'
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PP
t; [ $$n .n m e 2

a
'i PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUAT[0N INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS WE

h'F?'ng ?s;
Ljf ALLOWABLE Cc.WG TRIP FUNCTION TRIP SETPOINT VALUE

1. CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM %bb 3,3,6,3-/ - !

/ Drywell Pressure-High
A f Containment Pressure-High

< 1.68 psig < 1.88 psig
7 22.3 psia 7 22.4 psia

3 /g. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, level 1 -F-145.5 in.* F-147.7 in.Timers -

i

@5 2.
E. Loop A, Loop B 10.17 min. / > 10.10 < 10.23 min.Loop B only

4 < 90 sec. i 7 90.6 sec.%~ |
~

g 2. FEE 0 WATER SYSTEM / MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM

h
~'

a. Reactor Vessel Water level-High, level 8 5 52.0 in.* 5 52.6
h 3. SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP SYSTEM g& g,3,6,y-/

/f Drywell Pressure-High f51.68psig u/ 5 1.88 psig
2 pf Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low,

'

Level 1 1 -145.5 in.* > -147.7 in.;

_

gg Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low 1 37 9/16 in.** 1 29 in.
/fE Suppression Pool Makeup Timer < 25 minutes

. < 30 minutes'

f ,f f SPMS Manual Initiation NA NA

(f. SPMS Mode Switch Permissive
_

2 .
8E'

*See Bases Figure B 3/4 3 ' U$
-

o Instrument zero is 727'-0" msl. g8
"E,

0g*

aa-

$k-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ . . - - - . .- - -. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . - .
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J IhOoTABLE--4 r3- 9.-1-1

PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REqJIREMENTS $
$ SR ~3*%.51 Q ],-] ,9;,}fg $it ? 5 Yi. '' 0 ( y

'

(@h
CHANNEL OPERATIONAL -_ la ,

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH
Q TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED

g CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM %d 3,3,(,,3-/ [
# b (*)le : Drywell Pressure-High S '' ' Q'7 R 1, 2, 3

'

s
2 p. Containment Pressure-High S' Q- t/ ' R(a)' 1, 2, 3

3p: Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low
Low Low, level 1 S'f Q'7 #/'R(a),3 1, 2, 3

,4 Timers NA Qj '/- R 1, 2, 3 )
.

,

g. Manual Initiation NA R-5 NA 1, 2, 3

h FEE 0 WATER SYSTEM / MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM
# \

l
a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, --

1)
.w

/ |} Level 8 5 Q R

3. SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP f g ~3.$6<f-/SR3 M Y./ p'{f$ [f'. /^

4 R ") ' 'l 1,2,3)I/g Orywell Pressure-High 5 -l Q'2
"

2./; Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low Low Low, Level 1 S'l Q'7 G- R(a), d 1, 2, 3

g Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low S / Q# 6 - R(b) Y 1, 2, 3

; 1, 2, 3 fmy 8/g Suppression Pool Makeup Timer NA Q' I- Q
@ O D

g- fg SPMS Manual Initiation NA RE 'NA 1,2,3 h'
NA R NA ( 1, 2, 3 [hE+ h SPMS Mode Switch Permissive

.I ." rE
$y@'g Ga) Calibrate the analog trip module at least once every 92 daysTSR '5,'5.4'.7.3 g

L '(b) Calibrate the analog comparator unit at least once every 92 dQ E 3'3'O'Y'
# 38

- sx s,2.co.1. y -filk 3.3&Hf
~

'
-

. . - . . - _ _ - - - - - . .- . - . . - . . - . , . ..
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| Section 3.: Page 145 of 681
,

|

*NSTRUMENTATION -
.

3/4.3.10 NUCLEAR SYSTEM PROTECTION SYSTEM - SELF TEST SYST H

LIMITIN3 CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.10 The SELF TEST SYSTEM (STS) of the Nuclear Syste Protection System
shall te OPERASLE and operating in the fully automatic mode." I.

APPLICAEILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, d S. !

ACTION: .

With the STS not operating in the fully a/utomatic mode, initiate action
a.

within 24 hours to restore the STS to aut matic operation for the maximum
number of divisions available, and

1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2 cr :

'a) Restore the STS to fully utomatic operation within 30 days, or

b) Within the next 24 hou s and at least once per 7 days
thereafter, operate t)ie STS nanually to perform all required
tests not being perfprmed in the automatic code until the STS
is restored to ful- automatic operation,

Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
! in COLD SHUT 00VN wittlin the following 24 hours:

2. In OPERATIONAL CO. TION 4 or 5:-

a) Restore th STS to fully automatic operation within 90 days, or
/

! b) Vithin t next 24 hours and at least once per 90 days !
thereaf r, operate the STS canually to perform all required
tests t being performed in the automatic code until the STS
is r cred to fully automatic operation,

Otherwism/, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and all operations with a
potentijl for draining the reactor vessel, verify all insertable
contrgi rods to be fully inserted and lock the reactor mode switch
in the Shutdown position within one hour.

b. The pro sions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.'

SURVEILLANTE REQUIREMENTS:
-

I 4.3.10 tatus indications of the STS shall be obtained at least once per
24 hou s, whenever the STS is operating in the fully or partially automatic
code.

AT e STS cay be periodically taken out of the fully automatic mode of operation
or up to 4 hours for the purpose of performing surveillence testing and pre-

ventative or corrective maintenance to satisfy technical specification
requirements for those components the STS is designed to monitor.

CLINTON 3/4 3-103 Amendment No. 52
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS '
<

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING

tIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
L eo 2. 3. 2. 2

2.0.,.; One RPS electric power monitoring channel for each inservice RPS
special solenoid power supply or alternate power supply shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:(Atalltimes.)

AU IUN:

ccob With the RPS special solenoid electric power monitoring channel for an inser-
A vice RPS special solenoid power supply or alternate power supply inoperable,
. -festore the power monitoring channel to OPERABLt statuijwithinOO minuted or

remove the associated RPS special solenoid power supply or alternate power,

| supply from service. $ f'J5N I kegERT
SURVEllLANCE REOUIREMENTS Nb U Oa

._

4.8.4.3 The above specified RPS special solenoid electric power monitoring
channels shall be determined OPERABLE: gg 3,3g,7 f ggy

SE a. B performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST _feach time the plant is in 7
331LI _,0LD SHUTDWN' for a neriod ~of move 'than 24 hours /unless perf ormed in the

previous six months, and

SR b. At least once per 18 months by demonstrating the OPERABILITY of over-
3/5.f L2. voltage, undervoltage and underfrequency protective instrumentation by

performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATIONiincluding simulated automatic
factuafion of the protective relay _s, tripping looic and output circuit .i

| {r breakersjhnd verifying the following setpoints.
e

p,7

I gg 3,3.9.2.~2. EPA-INVERTER A EPA-INVERTER B_ |

o, f. Overvoltage 5 134.2 + D,-3'VAC s 133.6 T 0, - 31YAC
_

b J. Undervoltage 2 114.2 0, + 3 VAC 2 113.2 - 0, + 3JVACcg. Underfrequency @57-0+1.2iHz ,-@57[0+1.2[itz
; N,.

,
i' " "

'

.. - ' -

! I 5/EE/2 T

be Jdy L.

je% y3

-ama
CLINTON - 3/' S 27 Amendment No. 77

3/4 3-101

|
|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
'

Section 3.3 Page 148 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
-

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
I

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed specification 1.3

" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each....") and "in one or more Functions" provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing ACTION for
an inoperable RPS instrumentation channel. Since this change
only provides more explicit direction of the current
interpretation of the existing specifications, this change is
considered administrative. '

A.2 This information has been incorporated into the applicable
ACTIONS. Since a single channel or trip system should not
cause a scram, the Required Actions of proposed Condition A
should always be possible. The Required Actions and Completion
Times of Condition B is equivalent to those provided by ACTION
a.2. Therefore, this change is one of presentation preference :
only and is administrative in nature.

A.3 The applicable operational conditions for IRM and APRM high
flux scrams are revised to exclude MODES 3 & 4 (See Discussion
L.2 below). Since the plant cannot go directly from MODE 1 to
MODE 5, the only time this exception is applicable is a change '

from MODE 1 to MODE 2.

A.4 The conditions in this Note only occur during the Special
Operation allowed by LCO 3.10.8. The format of the proposed
Technical Specifications does not include providing " cross
references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately prescribes the use of the

,

Special Operations LCOs without such references. Therefore the 1

existing reference to the Special Test Exception (s) serves no |functional purpose, and its removal is purely an administrative j
difference in presentation.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.6 The only applicable condition during which drywell OPERABILITY

is not required has been deleted. See current Technical
Specification 3.10.1 discussion of change M.1. Therefere, this

,

!

note is no longer required and the change is considered
administrative.

|

|

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 149 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.7 The proposed Applicability requires RPS functions to be'

OPERABLE in MODE 5 only with any control rod withdrawn from a
core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies. This
Applicability is consistent with the current note but clarified

,

by removing the cross references to the Special Operations
LCOs. Control rods withdrawn from a core cell containing no
fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity of the core and
therefore are not required to be OPERABLE with the capability
to scram.

A.8 The surveillance frequency of "S/U" or " Prior to each reactor
|

startup" is redundant to the requirements of SR 3.0.4 which
3

require the surveillance to be performed and current prior to
entry into the applicable operational conditions. Once the
applicable conditions are entered, the periodic surveillance '

frequency provides adequate assurance of OPERABILITY, if
required. Therefore, the removal of this frequency is
considered administrative.

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station,
i

A.10 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.11 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.12 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.13 This comment number is not used for this station. j

A.14 ACTIONS a.1 and a.2 discussing the applicability of
Specification 3.0.4 are being deleted. The new wording of LCO
3.0.4 along with the new ACTIONS have negated the need for
these statements. Since Conditions A and B permit continuous
operation of the plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of
LCO 3.0.4 would permit MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS.
Therefore, the need for the exception from the applicability of ;

specification 3.0.4 is not required. !

|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
i

!
R.1 This comment number is not used for this station. I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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{Section 3.3 Page 150 of 687
i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
~

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
,

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing response time testing and
other surveillances are relocated to the Bases and procedures.
Testing of the response time is provided by a specific SR and
is an integral part of the OPERABILITY of certain
instrumentation channels. The design features and system
operation which dictate the methods are described in the USAR.
Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required
limitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design, purpose and operation'

(e.g., bypasses and number of inputs) are also unnecessary in
the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures.
The design features and system operation are also described in
the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the ;

provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 ,

"" of the Technical Specifications. ;

LA.3 Reactor mode switch OPERABILITY is included in this
*

specification and as part of the OPERABILITY of the associated
interlocks required by proposed LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2.
Movement of the reactor mode switch from the shutdown position
is adequately controlled by the MODES definition table
(proposed Table 1.1-1), and the requirement to " lock" the mode
switch is adequately controlled by plant procedures. i

LA.4 This ACTION is clarified by directly reflecting the normal
Required Actions to exit the applicable conditions. The
methods for complying with the ACTION are relocated to the
Bases and procedures. The design features and system operation
which dictate the methods are described in the USAR.
Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications.

LA.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.6 This comment number is not used for this station. I

LB.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

LB.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES "

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) |

|

" Specific"
]
.

L.1 The APRMs are added to the current exception to SR 4.0.4 since !
they also required in MODE 2, but not in MODE 1, and the |
required surveillance cannot be performed in MODE 1 (prior to i

|
entry in the applicable MODE 2) without utilizing jumpers or
lifted leads. Use of these devices is not recommended since !,

j minor errors in their use may significantly increase the i
'

probability of a reactor transient or event which is a
precursor to a previously analyzed accident. Therefore, time
is allowed to conduct the SR after entering the applicable4

MODE. This frequency is consistent with the frequency for the
IRMs which have similar function and surveillance requirements.

L.2 During normal operation in MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are i

fully inserted and the Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown position i

control rod withdrawal block (LCO 3.3.2.1) does not allow any ;

control rod to be withdrawn. Under these conditions, the RPS >

function is not required to be OPERABLE. The ACTIONS
associated with these Functions for MODES 3 and 4 are also *

removed. Special Operations LCO 3.10.3 and LCO 3.10.4 will
allow only a single control rod to be withdrawn in MODE 3 or 4
by allowing the Reactor Mode Switch to be in the Refuel ,

-

position. Therefore, the protection provided by the current I

MODE 3 and 4 RPS requirements is adequately controlled by the |,

proposed Special Operations LCOs (LCO 3.10.3 and LCO 3.10.4). ;

L.3 Requirements for the removal of RPS shorting links have been
removed from the Technical Specifications. The shorting links
were required to be removed with any control rod withdrawn from
a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies when
SHUTDOWN MARGIN had not been demonstrated. Shorting link
removal was considered necessary in MODE 5 to maintain IRM and
APRM OPERABILITY since the IRMs and APRMs are not on scale.
However, the primary reactivity control functions during
refueling are the refueling interlocks and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN.
The refueling interlocks are required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2. Although SHUTDOWN MARGIN may not yet.

have been demonstrated in MODE 5, SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculations |

would have been performed and, along with procedural compliance
for any CORE ALTERATIONS, would provide assurance that adequate i

SHUTDOWN MARGIN is available. Without removing the shorting |
links, IRM and APRM OPERABILITY will continue to provide backup '

with coincident logic for the credited functions for any j
i significant reactivity excursions. Since the IRM channel high |flux scram provides only an uncredited backup in MODE 5, the

'

deletion of the shorting link removal requirement does not
significantly affect safety. I

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196 :

{ Section 3.3 Page 152 of 687 |

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

: CTS: 3.3.1 - kPS INSTRUMENTATION -
,

1
:
1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |
(continued),

'
!

In addition, the APRM high flux setdown scram will be required4

I to be OPERABLE during SHUTDOWN MARGIN demonstrations. This
j requirement will ensure that any time more than one control rod
"

is withdrawn from a fueled cell, neutron instrumentation and
i scram requirements consistent with the requirements for MODE 2 ;

operation are enforced. i

1
j L.4 Applicability has been modified to only require RPS functions

'
to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 with any control rod withdrawn from a
core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies. Control rods
withdrawn from a core cell containing no fuel assemblies do not :

affect the reactivity of the core and therefore are not !,

required to be OPERABLE with the capability to scram. Provided |
all rods otherwise remain inserted, the RPS functions serve no !

purpose and are not required. In this condition the required .

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LCO 3.1.1) and the required one-rod-out
interlock (LCO 3.9.2) ensure no event requiring RPS will occur.

j The ACTIONS for inoperable equipment in MODE 5 are also revised
; to be consistent with the proposed Applicability. Since all
. control rods are required to be fully inserted during fuel

movement (LCO 3.9.3), the proposed applicable conditions cannot
| be entered while moving fuel. The only possible core :

1' alteration is control rod withdrawal which is adequately |
addressed by the proposed ACTION.

i
d L.5 The main steam line radiation monitor (MSLRM) scram function ,

j has been removed from the Technical Specifications based on the !
, guidelines provided by General Electric NEDO-31400A, " Safety
'

Evaluation for Eliminating the Boiling Water Reactor Main Steam
i Line Isolation Valve Closure Function and Scram Function of the
j Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor." This technical report

provided the results of generic evaluations which indicated the
MSLRMs are unnecessary to ensure compliance with the radiation

, dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. Additionally, the MSLRM is -
not credited for a reactor scram initiation for any design
basis event. Finally, the reliability assessment. of the
elimination of the scram function on reactivity control failure j

frequency and core damage frequency indicate a net improvement ;

in safety. |
|
l

CLINTON 5 10/1/93 )
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Section 3.3 Page 153 of 687 '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES *

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION !

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |
(continued) ;

With the implementation of the technical re' port (NEDO-31400A) i

guidelines, the trip signals for the mechanical vacuum pump and ,

for other valves in the design will be maintained. i

Additionally, the main steam line radiation monitor and offgas
radiation monitor alarm setpoints will be standardized above
the nominal background dose rate to provide the indication of
need for a prompt sample of the reactor coolant to determine i

possible contamination levels in the plant reactor coolant and i
'

the need for additional corrective action. Any significant
increases in the levels of radioactivity in the main steam |
lines will be expeditiously controlled (by procedure) to limit ,

both occupational doses and environmental releases.

L.6 This comment number is not used for this station. !

L.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

L.B This comment number is not used for this station.
>

L.9 The Level 8 scram is provided to ensure that MCPR is maintained
above the Safety Limit, but MCPR * s not a concern below 25% RTP

| due to the large inherent margin that ensures the MCPR SL is
not exceeded even if a limiting transient occurs (See Bases fora

LCO 3.2.2). Therefore, the LCO Applicability is revised-to
it25% RTP. The change to Applicability also requires a
corresponding ACTION and Bases change.

L.10 Amendments 41 and 7 to Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and
2 (NPF-39 and NPF-85), respectively, issued July 30, 1990,
eliminated APRM RPS trip OPERABILITY requirements during
MODE 5, other than during SDM demonstrations. This remaining
requirement is therefore moved into this -' SHUTDOWN MARGIN
demonstration Special Operation TS. The SER for these
amendments outlined various levels of control to prevent
inadvertent reactor criticality and fuel damage during

i refueling operations. These are equally applicable to BWRs in
general, and include:

1. Licensed plant operators are trained to operate equipment
and follow approved procedures.

2. Plant approved refueling and maintenance procedures
specify core alteration steps.

3. SRMs indicate the potential for reactor criticality and
generate a control rod block signal on high neutron flux
levels.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 154 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

4. Refueling interlocks prevent the removal of more than one
control rod and prevent the insertion of fuel bundles into
the core unless all control rods are fully inserted.

5. The IRMs provide an indication of local power. IRMs will
provide control rod blocks and scram signals on high
neutron flux levels.

i

!

The NRC Staff agreed in the SER with the conclusion presented !
in the amendment request for Limerick, which is equally
applicable to BWRs in general, that the APRMs are not necessary
for safe operation of the plant while operating in MODE 5 with
the mode switch in " Refuel" for the following reasons:

The IRMs are a safety related subsystem of the NMS and are I*
,

' required by TS to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 (with a control
rod withdrawn). The IRMs will generate an RPS scram or
control rod block if neutron flux increased to the
applicable setpoint.

* The IRMs and SRMs are designed and calibrated to be more
,

sensitive to neutron flux than the APRMs. *

'* The IRMs are designed to monitor local core events while
the APRMs provide a measure of core average power
conditions. The IRMs can monitor and react to the most <

probable reactivity events expected during refueling, |
1.e., control rod withdrawal or fuel insertion. '

*
The IRMs would detect and respond (control rod block or
reactor scram) to an inadvertent criticality event before
the APRMS would provide a trip function.

The withdrawal of only one control rod in MODE 5 is*

permitted by the "one-rod-out" interlock while in
" Refuel." The core is designed to be subcritical with one
rod out.

The withdrawal of a second control rod or inadvertent*

addition of a fuel bundle in MODE 5 is precluded by
refueling interlocks, refueling procedures, and
administrative controls.

The APRMs will still be required to be OPERABLE durina a
*

SHUTDOWN MARGIN demonstration performed in MODE 5
(presented in the proposed Special Operation LCO 3.10.8) .

The SRMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5.*

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 155 of 687 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

i

|
CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

The transient analysis discussed in the USAR does not*

require the APRMs to be operational in MODE 5 to mitigate
an undesirable operational or transient condition.

It is concluded that, should assumed operator errors occur,
followed by postulated equipment malfunctions, there will be
adequate systems and interlocks without the APRMs to preclude
inadvertent criticality or violation of a safety limit.

L.11 This comment number is not used for this station.
?

L.12 The Frequency "once per 1000 EFPH" is proposed to be replaced
with "1000 MWD /T." Both frequencies consider the LPRM
sensitivity changes based on operating experience. The

| proposed change is made consistent with the BWR Standard
' Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

L.13 A one hour Completion Time is proposed when trip capability is
not maintained for restoration or initiation of appropriate
ACTION. This time frame is consistent with the one hour
provided by LCO 3.0.3 to initiate ACTION for other conditions
outside the safety analysis.

L.14 These surveillarice tests are now required to be performed
I periodically while in MODES 2, 3 & 4. The required periodic
| Frequency has been determined to be sufficient verification

that the APRM logic is properly functioning. Moving the
reactor mode switch, withdrawing control rods, and performing
CORE ALTERATIONS do not impact the ability of the monitors to
perform their required function. Therefore, an additional
surveillance required to be performed " prior to" one of these
events is an extraneous and unnecessary performance of a
surveillance.

i

| !
'

!
l

|

|
.

1
'
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% .

j Section 3.3 Page 156 of 687
;

4

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ;
i CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION -

'

i
.

ADMINISTRATIVE
i
i A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for

,

proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification ;
i compliance. In conjurction with the proposed Specification 1.3 -

" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is ;

allowed for each. . . . ") and "one or more automatic Functions"
! provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
; ACTION for an inoperable isolation instrumentation channel.

Since this change only provides more explicit direction of the |
current interpretation of the existing specifications, this ;

change is considered adminiistrative.
,

i.
A.2 This footnote whicn describes the intended applicable

conditions is described more succinctly. Rather than a
| requirement for OPERABILITY with a note that allows bypass, the
i applicable condition is just limited to the conditions where -

the function could not be bypassed. Since this results in a
requirement for the capability to perform its safety function >

in the same applicable conditions, this change'is considered- '

administrative.;
r

A.3 An ACTION to " declare the affected system inoperable" is an '

unnecessary reminder that other TSs may be affected. This is
,

j essentially a " cross reference" between TSs that has been |

determined to be adequately provided through training. !~

!
A.4 The addition of a Required Action to shutdown if ' previously ;

Required Actions are not met is consistent with the |
requirements of current Technical Specification 3.0.3.

''

Therefore, this change is considered to be a presentation
preference only and is administrative.,

A.5 This change replaces the use of the defined term SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the essential elements of that
definition. The change is editorial in that all the individual
requirements are specifically addressed by the proposed
Required Actions. Therefore the change is purely a
presentation preference adopted by the BWR Standard Technical

; Specification, NUREG-1434. Refer also to the comment in the
Definitions Section which addresses deletion of the various
containment integrity definitions..

,

d

CLINTON 9 ;10/1/93'
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION .

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.6 The existing ACTION to take ACTION "within 1 hour" is proposed i
to be revised to " initiate ACTION. . .Immediately. " The existing ;

requirement would appear to provide an hour in which continued >

operation is acceptable with no AC'IION taken, even if the
Required Action could be accomplished sooner. Also, if the *

ACTION cannot be completed in 1 hour, the existing ACTION would
appear to result in the requirement for an LER. The intent of
the ACTION is believed to be more appropriately presented in !

proposed Required Action. With the proposed ACTION, a !

significantly more conservative requirement to complete the |
Required Action as soon as possible is imposed. No longer ;

would the provision to continue to operate without taking any ;

ACTION for up to 1 hour appear to exist. With this
conservatism however, comes the understanding that if best
efforts to complete the ACTION take longer than 1 hour, no LER
would be required.

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is
deemed to be administrative.

* " " A.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station. t

t

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.10 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

A.11 This change previously proposed in a letter to the NRC,
U-602070, LS-92-002 dated December 15, 1992. .The No
Significant Hazards Consideration for the proposed changes is
still valid. Therefore, this change is considered
administrative for purposes of this submittal.

A.12 ACTIONS b.1, b.2 and col discussing the applicability of t

Specification 3.0.4 are being deleted. The new wording of LCO
| 3.0.4 along with the new ACTIONS have negated the need for

these statements. Since Conditions A, C and D of LCO 3.3.6.1 |
and Conditions A and C of LCO 3.3.6.2 permit continuous |
operation of the plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of
LCO 3.0.4 would permit MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS.
Therefore, the need for the exception from the applicability of

'

Specification 3.0.4 is not required.

A.13 This comment number is not used for this station.

1
i

| CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.3 Page 158 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

,

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) '

A.14 The current ACTION for this function requires both isolation !
and declaration of the affected system as inoperable. Since ,

the instrumentation for isolation of RWCU -is to assure r

OPERABILITY of the SLCS, the "affected system" can be either
the SLCS or the RWCU. These choices are reflected in the
proposed Required Actions. Therefore, this change is I

considered administrative. '

,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS !
|

R.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The Required Action for these inoperable manual initiation
channel (s) is revised to be consistent with the Required Action |

for all other primary containment isolation manual initiation -

functions. The current ACTION 22 allows an additional
48 hours to attempt to return the function to OPERABLE status.

! (Note that the time allowed to isolate the penetration was
increased from 8 hours to 24-hours for other manual initiation
functions. See discussion of change L.8.)

,

!
,

M.2 The impact of the proposed LCO 3.3.6.1- (Condition D) and LCO !

3.3.6.2 (Condition B) is dependent on the logic system design.
For one out of two twice logic systems, Condition D (B) is

;

essentially consistent with the current ACTION col. However,
for a few functions with' two out ' of two twice logic (e.g.,
reactor pressure vessel level 3 for RCIC), the proposed
condition D (B) will be more restrictive in that only one hour
will be allowed to restore the trip function. The current
ACTION does not fulfill the intent of r(storetion of trip -
capability for these systems.

M.3 The addition of Condition K provides specific guidance of the
ACTIONS if the current ACTION cannot be met. Currently this
would require entry into LCO 3.0.3 which allows one hour to
initiate the shutdown; under Condition H, shutdown is required,
but the one hour to initiate the shutdown is omitted.

| M.4 An additional requirement is included as Required Action M.1
'

that requires ACTION be- initiated to restore the isolation
,

logic channel to OPERABLE status if the RHR Shutdown Cooling |

System is not isolated. i

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 159 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION
r

TJCHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

M.5 The proposed Applicability has added a requirement for Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low Level 3 instrumentation to be OPERABLE
for the RHR System isolation logic. Since this is not
presently a requirement, this change is more restrictive.

M.6 An additional Applicability of "during movement of irradiated
fuel in the secondary containment (i.e. , the fuel building)" is ;

included for the fuel transfer pool ventilation plenum high
radiation signal since this signal may provide the primary ;

isolation for an event during transfer of fuel to or from the |
'

fuel building, depending on the location of the accident.

e

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

!" Generic"

LA.1 Testing of the response time is provided by a specific SR and ;

is an integral part of the OPERABILITY of certain !

| instrumentation channels. Details of the methods for ;

| performing this and other surveillances and Required Actions
are relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features
and system operation which dictate the methods are described in -

i

the USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will .be
controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control
Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

,

LA.2 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required
limitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design and operation (e.g.,
bypasses, specific valves or valve isolation signals affected, _
etc.) are also unnecessary in the LCO and have been relocated
to the Bases and procedures. The design features and system

,

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Basesi

will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

LB.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

| CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 160 of 687

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES'

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

(continued) |

LB.2 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the .

I intent of the current wording. Providing "at least one
| OPERABLE channel in the same trip system ... monitoring that
'

parameter" or "in the redundant trip system," as applicable, is j

intended to assure that the trip capability of that function is
maintained. However, it does not provide this assurance for
all logic system designs. The proposed Note is based on ;

previously conducted reliability analyses (NEDC-31677-P-A and e

NEDC-30851-P-A, Supplement 2).

" Specific"
!

L.1 The Frequency for the Channel Functional Test of the SLCS iinitiation logic is extended from every 6 months (i.e., every
92 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS) to 18 months. This function
is manually initiated and the testing is very similar to the
testing of the manual initiation function. The 18 months is
based on.the potential for an unplanned transient due to the !

loss of the reactor water cleanup system flow when the
]surveillance is performed with the reactor at power. In

addition, operating experience at other plants has shown these ,

I

components usually pass the surveillance when performed at this ;
,

frequency.
|

I
L.2 The current ACTIONS differentiate between whether channels are

inoperable in one or both trip systems. With channels out in
both trip systems, the current ACTIONS do not allow all
inoperable channels to be placed in the tripped condition even
if this would not cause an isolation. Because of the varied
logic in isolation actuation systems there is no relatively,

| simple set of ACTIONS that can be defined to cover all !

situations. The proposed specifications have combined the
!ACTIONS for inoperable channels, independent of whether one or - ~

both trip systems are affected. This allows the conservative
ACTION of tripping the inoperable channels which is preferable
to initiating a shutdown as is currently required in many

If all channels are not restored or tripped, then thecases.
ACTIONS of the Table are required as in the current TS. In
addition, a one hour Completion Time is proposed when trip
capability is not maintained for restoration or initiation of
appropriate ACTION. This time frame is consistent with the one
hour provided by LCO 3.0.3 to initiate ACTION for otherconditions outside the safety analysis.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page l' 1 of 6876

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.3 The Required Action for inoperable manual initiation channel (s)
is revised to be consistent with the Required Action for all
other primary and secondary containment isolation functions.
Although the current TS allows an additional 8 hours to attempt

| to restore the channel (s) to OPERABLE status before additional
ACTIONS are required, the proposed condition allows alternative

;

| compensatory ACTIONS if the penetration cannot be isolated,
'

'

e.g., running the standby gas treatment system.

L.4 The Required Action if the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Conditions A or B are not met is proposed to
allow isolation of the affected main steam line(s). Some
conditions may affect the isolation logic for only one main
steam line. In these cases, it is not necessary to require a
shutdown of the unit; rather, isolation of the affected line
returns the system to a status where it can perform the
remainder of its isolation function, and continued operation is
allowed (although it may be at a reduced power level.)

L.5 The main steam line radiation monitor (MSLRM) scram function
has been removed from the Technical Specifications based on the
guidelines provided by General Electric NEDO-31400A, " Safety
Evaluation for Eliminating the Boiling Water Reactor Main Steam
Line Isolation Valve Closure Function and Scram Function of the
Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor." This technical report
provided the results of generic evaluations which indicated the
MSLRMs are unnecessary to ensure compliance with the radiation
dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. Additionally, the MSLRM is
not credited for a reactor scram initiation for any design
basis event. Finally, the reliability assessment of the
elimination of the scram function on reactivity control failure
frequency and core damage frequency indicate a net improvement
in safety.

With the implementation of the technical report (NEDO-31400A)
guidelines, the trip signals for the mechanical vacuum pump and
for other valves in the design will be maintained.
Additionally, the main steam line radiation monitor and of fgas
radiation monitor alarm setpoints will be standardized above
the nominal background dose rate to provide the indication of
need for a prompt sample of the reactor coolant to determine
possible contamination levels in the plant reactor coolant and
the need for additional corrective action. Any significant
increases in the levels of radioactivity in the main steam

. lines will be expeditiously controlled (by procedure) to limit
both occupational doses and environmental releases.

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 162 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;
'

(continued)

L.6 The ACTION to isolate all main steam lines is a sufficient !ACTION with the referenced functions inoperable and will '

require being in MODE 2 to avoid a scram. The requirement to
be in MODE 2 is therefore implicit and is deleted. The time
allowed to isolate the associated main steam lines is extended
from 6 hours to 12 hours. The additional time is provided to
allow for more orderly power reduction. Since 36 hours are
otherwise provided to exit the applicable MODES, this short
extension is still well within any reliability or availability
assumptions.

L.7 CORE ALTERATIONS, operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel, and handling irradiated fuel in the primary or
secondary containment are performed only during conditions
which do not present the potential for pressurization and a
requirement for reinforced containment. Secondary containment,
with its filtration system and manual initiation capabilities,
is sufficient to maintain offsite dose well within the required
limits for the potential accidents. Therefore, the requirement
for primary containment manual isolation and automatic
isolation on low reactor vessel water level are removed.

, L.8 The manual initiation function is not assumed in any accident
or transient analysis in the USAR and isolation of the
penetration due to loss of this function within one hour is.
considered overly conservative. The time allowed to isolate
the line is extended to 24 hours to provide time for adequate
preparation to accommodate the effects of isolating the
penetration. (Note that the time allowed to isolate thepenetration was reduced from 48 hours to 24 hours for other
manual initiation functions. See discussion of change M.1.).

L.9 The SLCS is not required during refueling since only a single
;control rod can be withdrawn and adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN -

!prevents criticality under these conditions. This is Iconsistent with the proposed Applicability requirements for the
SLCS.

L.10 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.11 Options are provided that would allow isolation of the affected

lines, or for secondary containment, either operation of the
i SGTS or a declaration of an inoperable SGTS. These ACTIONS| conservatively compensate for the inoperable status of the

instrumentation through restoration of the single failure l

,

capability or through providing the required instrumentation
actuation function. Therefore, providing this option does not
impact safety.

i

| CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 163 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
I (continued)
|

L.12 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.13 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.14 The handling of irradiated fuel in Primary and Secondary
Containment does not impact the reactor vessel water level and
requirements for automatic isolation capability are
unnecessary. The remaining Functions of Secondary Containment
isolation are sufficient to maintain offsite dose well within
the required limits for the potential accidents. Therefore,

| the requirement for automatic isolation of the secondary
,

containment on low reactor vessel water level is deleted.

L.15 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.16 CORE ALTERATIONS, operations with a potential for drain the
reactor vessel (OPDRVs), and handling irradiated fuel in the
Primary Containment do not impact Fuel Building Exhaust
Radiation levels. Therefore, the requirement for automatic
isolation of the secondary containment (i.e., the Fuel
Building) during CORE ALTERATIONS, OPDRVs, or handling
irradiated fuel in the Primary Containment is deleted.

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
i

CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION
,

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3

" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate. Condition entry is
allowed for each....") provides direction consistent with the
intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable ECCS

;

instrumentation channel. Since this change only provides more ',
explicit direction of the current interpretation of the ;

existing specifications, this change is considered
administrative. ~

,

A.2 The time delays for loss of power instrumentation are provided
as separate items for presentation purposes. Since the "

requirements are unchanged due to this separation, the change
is for presentation preference only and is considered iadministrative.

|
A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not [generally include providing " cross references." The existing ireferences to the other Specifications serve no functional '

purpose, and their removal is purely an administrative i
difference in presentation.

,

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station. f
A.6 ACTIONS Note * discussing the applicability of Specification

3.0.4 is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along
with the new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement.
Since all proposed Conditions permit continuous operation of
the plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes while in these Conditions. Therefore, the
need for the exception from the applicability of Specification
3.0.4 is not required.

!

CLINTON 17 10/1/93-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 165 of 687

:

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - I

CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ,

I
R1 The ADS manual inhibit function is an operational function only |

and is not considered in any design basis accident or
,

transient. It does provide mitigation of the consequences of |

a non-design basis ATWS event; however, the evaluation ;

summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the ADS manual |

inhibit switch to be a non-significant risk contributor to core
damage frequency and offsite release. Therefore, the
requirements specified for this function did not satisfy the
NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria
to the Clinton TS and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

M.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

M.3 The HPCS injection function should be required OPERABLE at
reactor pressures less than 600 psig, regardless of vessel
level, just as it is required OPERABLE above 600 psigi

|<o regardless of vessel level. If the wide range level indication
| reads higher than actual level at lower reactor pressures,-it
! does not detract from the system's OPERABILITY. The system is

performing, and will perform, as intended. Should indicated ,

vessel level drop to the initiation setpoint, the system will
actuate as designed. Furthermore, the existing presentation
presents the potential for an unnecessary restriction in
restoring normal water level. If these instruments are
inoperable, Specification 3.0.4 will preclude entering the
applicability for these instruments (i.e. , decreasing indicated
water level on the wide range instrument to below the Level 8
setpoint while reactor pressure is less than 600 psig).
Therefore, this exception to OPERABILITY is unnecessary and i
deleted. l

i

1

M.4 This comment number is not used for this station, i

|

|

|

I
;

1

|

CLINTON 18 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I
Section 3,3 Page 166 of 687

,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~

CTS: 3.3. 3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTP9iENTATION

TECHNICAL CHAim - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

" Generic"
i

LA.1 Testing of the response time is provided by a specific SR and
is an integral part of the OPERABILITY of certaininstrumentation channels. Details of the methods forperforming this and other surveillances are relocated to the
Bases and procedures. The design features and system operation
which dictate the methods are described in the USAR.
Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 '

of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the <

instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the requiredlimitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design and operation. (e.g.,
bypasses, associated division, specific equipment affected,
etc.) are also unnecessary in the LCO and have been relocated
to the Bases and procedures. The design features and system ,

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LB.1 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the
intent of the current wording. Providing "at least one
OPERABLE channel in the same trip system ... monitoring that
parameter" is intended to assure that the trip capability of
that function is maintained. However, it does not provide this i

assurance for all logic system designs. The proposed Note is
ibased on the previously conducted reliability analysis of

NEDC-30936-P-A.

" Specific"

L.1 An option is provided for one or more inoperable channel (s) to
place all inoperable channels in the tripped condition. This
conservatively compensates for the inoperable status, restores,

'

single failure capability and provides the required.the

initiation capability of the instrumentation. Therefore,
providing this option does not impact safety. However, if this
ACTION would result in system actuation, then declaring thesystem inoperable is the preferred ACTION. )

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 167 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

.

TECHN_ICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

)
L.2 The requirements for automatic restoration of the HPCS vater ;

source to the suppression pool are dependent on the {availability of sources and the need to realign. With the HPCS
!

pre-aligned to the suppression pool, there is no need to
!require automatic realignment. When shutdown, an OPERABLE RCIC

storage tank can provide adequate water to adequately minimize
the consequences of a vessel draindown event and automatic
realignment is unnecessary. Only with insufficient water in
the RCIC storage tank is automatic realignment necessary in the
shutdown MODES. Therefore, the Applicability is revised to
reflect the need.

L.3 The pressure at which the ADS actuation instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE is increased to 150 psig to provide
consistency of the OPERABILITY requirements for all ECCS and
RCIC equipment. Small break loss of coolant accidents are not
assumed, or analyzed, to occur at low pressures (i.e., between
103 and 150 psig) . The ADS is required to operate to lower the
pressure sufficiently so that the low pressure core injection
and core spray systems can provide makeup to mitigate such
accidents. Since these systems can begin to inject water into
the reactor pressure vessel at pressures well above 150 psig(e.g., 225 and 289 psid), there is no safety significance in
the ADS not being OPERABLE between 100 and 150 psig.

L.4 The restriction on how long operation may continue after
placing the LOP Degraded Voltage instrumentation channels in
trip is proposed to be eliminated. With the instrumentationplaced in the tripped condition, the safety function of the
instrumentation is fulfilled. Therefore, the limitation placed
on remaining in this condition is not necessary, and is beingeliminated.

L.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.6 The performance of some surveillances has significant potential

for impact on plant operation with only a minor error in the
testing procedure or implementation. An allowed out of service
time is provided to perform surveillances provided the required
diesel generator initiation capability is maintained. Such
allowances have been shown to reduce the overall risk for othersimilar systems. The two hours is chosen based on times
required to complete the surveillances without creating undue
stress on the operating personnel.

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION - '
.

!

ADMINISTRATIVE
i

!A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
Iproper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
icompliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 '" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is Iallowed for each....") provides direction consistent with the
!intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable ATWS-RPT !instrumentation channel. Since this change only provides more !explicit direction of the current interpretation of the ;existing specifications, this change is consideredadministrative. ;

!
A.2 The " simulated automatic operation" is normally conducted with i

the system functional test. However, for this system the only !

,

automatic operation required is opening of the pump tripbreakers. Since no separate system functional- test is
:specified, the opening of these breakers is specifically i

identified and included with the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
Since this is only a change in the presentation, this change is i

considered administrative. |

A.3
This comment number is not used for this station. I

A.4 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the
!intent of the current wording. Providing "the redundant trip"

i

system is OPERABLE" is intended to assure that the trip
!capability of that function is maintained. The proposed Notewill assure . trip Function capability consistent _with the

current note. '

t

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
,

1 None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON 21 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219 i
Section 3.3 Page'169 of 68'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the ;instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required

ilimitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design and operation (e.g., ;

bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary
in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures. ;

iThe design features and system operation are also described in *

the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the !

provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 ;of the Technical Specifications. '

:

LB.1 This comment number is not used for this station.|

LB.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
, .

" Specific" >

L.1 An additional Required Action is proposed to allow removal of| the associated recirculation pump from service. Since thisACTION accomplishes the functional purpose of the
instrumentation and enables continued operation in a previously

-

approved condition, this change does not have a significant
effect on safe operation.

L.2 An option is provided for one or more inoperable channel (s) to
place all inoperable channels in the tripped condition. This
conservatively compensates for the inoperable status, restoresthe single failure capability and provides the requiredinitiation capability of the instrumentation. Therefore,providing this option does not impact safety. However, if this
ACTION would result in system actuation, then declaring the ,

system inoperable is the preferred ACTION.
L.3 The Required Actions for one trip system inoperable are revised

to address trip Function capability. This is consistent with
i

'

other Specifications which provide appropriate allowed out of
service times as long as the actuation capability is imaintained. Without trip capability prompt ACTION is requiredif operation is to continue.

The allowed time for this ACTIONis consistent with the requirements of current LCO 3.0.3.

CLINTON 22 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

Section 3.3 Page 170 of 687 I
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.4.2 - EOC-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION _

;

i

ADMINISTRATIVE
.

,

i
!A.1 The logic of the EOC-RPT only trips the recirculation pump trip '

breaker for " fast speed." The current Applicability isclarified to limit the requirements for this logic to those
conditions during which its function is meaningful. Since this !

,

change represents a clarification of the original intent, thischange is considered administrative. ;

A.2 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry isallowed for each....") provides direction consistent with the e

intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable ECCSinstrumentation channel. Since this change only provides more
,

explicit direction of the current interpretation of the
!

t

existing specifications, this change is considered !administrative.

This comment number is not used for this station.A.3

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.5 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the

iintent of the current wording. Providing "at least _ two ;
"

OPERABLE channels are monitoring that parameter" is intended to '

assure that the trip capability of that function is maintained.The proposed Note will assure trip Function capability
,

consistent with the current note.
.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
<

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
.

M.1 If the channels are inoperable due to a trip breaker that willnot open, placing the channels in the tripped condition willnot accomplish the intended restoration of the : functional; capability. Therefore,- a Note is added to prevent thisi Required Action from being used in these conditions.!

M.2 A new Surveillance Requirement is - proposed to be added to
verify the bypass capability is properly functioning. Sincethis is a new requirement, it is considered a more restrictivechange.

.

CLINTON 23 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 171 of 687

~

''DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.4.2 - EOC-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION .

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

,
(continued)

a ;

M.3 The EOC-RPT exception from the provisions of Specification '

3.0.4 is deleted. This exception will not be maintained by the .

revised wording of LCO 3.0.4 since the Completion Times do not !

allow unlimited continued operation. Deletion of- this
exception is consistent with the other three BWR6

,

Specifications.
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
,

|
LA.1 Testing of the response time is provided by a specific SR and

is an integral part of the OPERABILITY of certain
instrumentation channels. Details of the methods for
performing this and other surveillances are relocated to the
Bases and procedures. The design features and system operation
which dictate the methods are described in the 'USAR.

'Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications. ;

LA.2 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational

~

,

detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required ;

limitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design and. operation (e.g., ,

bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary
in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures.
The design features and system operation are also described in
the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications.

LB.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

LB.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"
.

L.1 An additional Required Action is proposed to allow removal of
the associated recirculation pump from service. Since this
ACTION accomplishes the functional purpose of the
instrumentation and enables continued operation in a previously
approved condition, this change does not have a significant
effect on safe operation.
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 172 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
~

CTS: 3.3.4.2 - EOC-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

.

I
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 173 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - '

CTS: 3.3.5 - RCIC SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
4

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.2 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3
- " Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each....") provides direction consistent with the
intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable RCIC
instrumentation channel. Since this change only provides more
explicit direction of the current interpretation of the
existing specifications, this change is considered
administrative.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.- >

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.2 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required
limitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
Details relating to system design and operation (e.g.,
bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary
in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures.
The design features and system operation are also described in
the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196. |
Section 3.3 Page 174 of 687 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES i
'

! CTS: 3.3.5 - RCIC SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION -

!
a -!

!TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) i.

|:

LB.1 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the j

intent of the current wording. Providing "the other channel is i

OPERABLE." is intended to assure that the trip capability of j
that function is maintained. However, it does not provide this~

;

assurance for all logic system designs. The proposed Note is '

; based on the previously conducted reliability analysis of ;

j NEDC-30936-P-A. !
-

!

~ :

$ " Specific" |
I

i L.1 This comment number is not used for this station. ',
i

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station. |

I

; i

'

s

i

;

f
!

!
!

!

~?

!,

4

|
a

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 175 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

;

CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION '

ADMINISTRATIVE
1

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to the Special

| Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and its removal
j is purely an administrative difference in presentation.

| A.2 A new Required Action option is provided which allows the
i associated relief and LLS valve (s) to be declared inoperable.

This is considered to have always been an option for
instrumentation that affects single valves since inoperable
equipment is not required to meet SRs and since any other
interpretation would be inconsistent for a trip system
inoperability that affects only one valve, e.g., 14 days would
be allowed for one valve inoperable when neither trip system
could actuate the valve, but only 7 days would be allowed when
one of the two trip systems could actuate the valve.
Therefore, this change is considered administrative.

A.3 Reformatting and renumbering requirements is in accordance with
the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. As a
result, these Technical Specifications are consolidated with
other related Specifications. During this reformatting and
renumbering process, no technical changes (either actual orm

interpretational) to the Technical Specifications were made
unless they were identified and justified.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.5 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the

I intent of the current wording. "Provided at least one other
OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring that
parameter" is intended to assure that the trip capability of
that function is maintained. The proposed Note will continue
to assure trip Function capability consistent with the current
note.

|
i

1

I

!
!

|
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 3.3 Page 176 of 687

1

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION .

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
.

'

R.1 The APRM, SRM, IRM and scram discharge volume control rod
blocks function to prevent a control rod withdrawal error at
power transient. However, no design basis accident or
transient takes credit for rod block signals initiated by this
instrumentation. Reactor recirculation flow increases cause an
increase in neutron flux which is monitored by the neutron ,

monitoring system which also has the capability for providing
a rod block. This instrumentation is also not credited for rod i

block signal initiation following a design basis accident or !

transient. Further, the evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466 i

determined the loss of the this instrumentation to be a -

Inon-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and
! offsite release. Therefore, the requirements specified for I
,

this function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement |
,

| technical specification screening criteria as documented in the !

Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have +

been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59. !,

!
i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE i

M.1 The Reactor Mode Switch required MODES are revised to include !
'

MODE 5 with the mode switch in the shutdown position. During"

this condition, the control rod withdrawal blocks are assumed i

in the safety analysis to prevent criticality. Therefore, they |
must be OPERABLE to fulfill the safety analysis. '

t

M.2 With inoperable mode switch channels, the required rod blocks
cannot be assured. (With only one channel, a single failure

. may prevent the function.) Therefore, ACTIONS are required to
fulfill the function of the rod blocks and to assure the
required subcriticality is maintained. ,

|M.3 This comment number is not used for this station. _

:

I

,

|

,

f

,

f
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

; Section 3.3 Page 177 of 687
'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES "

CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
I

LA.1 System design and operational details have been relocated to
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required |
limitation for the parameter and this value is retained. '

Details relating to system design and operation (e.g.,
bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary
in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures.
The design features and system operation are also described in
the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing surveillances are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific" '

L.1 The Rod Withdrawal Limiter required MODES are split dependent
on the power level to clarify the required surveillances and to
limit required OPERABILITY to only the power range in which the
function is effective.

L.2 Each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency is extended to once per
92 days and is modified by a note which allows one hour to
conduct the required surveillance following entry into the
specified conditions. The proposed Surveillance Requirement
Frequency is based on reliability analysis (NEDC-30851-P-A) and .

setpoint methodology, and has been determined to be sufficient
to assure proper operation of the required control rod block
instrumentation. The Note allows entry into the conditions
necessary to appropriately perform the surveillance and
eliminates the need to perform the Surveillance Requirement
during Startup (S/U).

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 178 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.4 It is not always possible to " return the control rods to the
position prior to the control rod withdrawal" if it is not
known when the bypass valves were opened. Additionally, re-
inserting the control rods may not be necessary for continued
safe operation. Therefore, the Required Action is limited to
" suspend control rod withdrawal" and the option to re-insert is
left to the discretion of the operator.

L.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

!

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 179 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION .

ADMINISTRATIVE
|

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for |
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification ]

,

compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 j
'

l " Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is ;

l allowed for each....") provides direction consistent with the .

intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable control room- !
) ventilation system instrumentation channel. Since this change 1

only provides more explicit direction of the current :

interpretation of the existing specifications, this change is !'
considered administrative.

! !
| A.2 The proposed Conditions and Required Actions will adequately |
'

cover all potential conditions for inoperable equipment in the e

system and as such, the indication that Specification 3.0.3 is (
not applicable is unnecessary. This -is considered to be'a i
change in presentation method only and therefore an |
administrative change. |

!

A.3 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is |
being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new |
ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since ;

Conditions A through E permit continuous operation of the plant (,

l while in these ACTIONS the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit i

|- MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the need :
for the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is not required. ;

|

A.4 Declaring a system inoperable when the required instrumentation ;

is inoperable has always been an option._ Including this option !
is therefore an administrative change only. :

>

I
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

R.1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation provides information
only and is not considered in any design basis accident or
transient. It does provide information that may indicate a i
possible leak across the boundary of a specific system or into ,

a particular area; however, the evaluation summarized in !
NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the this instrumentation to !
be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency '

and of fsite release. . Therefore, the requirements specified for
this function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement ;

technical specification screening criteria as documented in the '

Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS-and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 . '

Section 3.3 Page 1,80 of 687
'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION -

'

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
:

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station. |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 System design and operational details have been relocated to {
the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational
detail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of the
instrumentation. The Allowable Value is the required ;

limitation for the parameter and this value is retained. ?

Details relating to system design and operation (e.g., |
bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary ,

in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures. ;

The design features and system operation are also described in j

the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the !
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 *

!of the Technical Specifications.
,

,

LB.1 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of the }
intent of the current wording. Providing "at least one other

,

OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring that* 4

parameter" is intended to assure that the trip capability of
that function is maintained. However, it does not provide this
assurance for all logic system designs. The proposed Note is i

based on previously conducted reliability analyses I

(GENE-770-06-1 and NEDC-31677P-A). ]
LB.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

.

" Specific"
; >

.

L.1 This change limits the Applicability of the requirements for
' the system to during those operations which have potential to

|
create a need for the system to operate. The omitted |

j conditions are not considered as initiators for events which
' require the system and therefore the change does not impact

safety.

L.2 This change omits the requirement to restore the inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status within an identified time frame.
The channel must be placed in the tripped condition within a

; few hours, and is therefore fulfilling the required safety
function. There is also no need to place the system in service
since a valid signal will continue to automatically actuate the
system. Therefore, the safety function is maintained.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i
'

Section 33 Page 181 of 687

* DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

, CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
!

;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station. .

L.4 The allowed out of service time (AOT) is extended to two hours
(one hour to declare the systems inoperable and another hour to
put one in operation) . This AOT is based on minimizing risk
while provfding the operator with time for restoration or to '

place the subsystem in operation.

.

d

n

i

k

!

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

Section 3.3 Page 182 of 687 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~~

.

CTS: 3.3.7.2 - SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION .

-

!

ADMINISTRATIVE
i

None in this section.
|

BELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ,'
i

R.1 The seismic monitoring instrumentation provides information
i

only and is not considered in any design basis accident or :

transient. It does provide information regarding the severity
of an earthquake; however, the evaluation summarized in
NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the this instrumentation to
be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency I
and offsite release. Therefore, the requirements specified for !

this function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement
technical specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the. Clinton TS and have '

been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
:10 CFR 50.59. !

\

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
!

None in this section.

-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE I

None in this section. !

;

i

i

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 183 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.7.3 - METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation provides
information only and is not considered in any design basis
accident or transient. It does provide information regarding
the environmental parameters which may affect distribution of
fission products following a DBA; however, the evaluation
summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the this
instrumentation to be a non-significant risk contributor to
core damage frequency and offsite release. Therefore, the
requirements specified for this function did not satisfy the
NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria
to the Clinton TS and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

None in this section.

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 184 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

1

CTS: 3.3.7.4 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION"

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification !

compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3
" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition. entry is i

, '

allowed for each. . . . ") and "one or more required Functions"-
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing '

ACTION for an inoperable remote shutdown instrumentation and ,

control channel. Since this change only provides more explicit
direction of the current interpretation of the existing
specifications, this change is considered administrative. ;

,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

j None in this section.
,

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

j None in this section.
!

' TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i

" Generic"a

LA.'1 Details relating to system design and operation (e.g. , specific
'

1

' instrument and control listings) are also unnecessary in the
LCO and have been relocated to procedures. The design features ,

and system operation are also described in the USAR. Changes !
to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the ;

proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical i

Specifications.

" Specific"

L.1 The AOT for inoperable remote shutdown system instrumentation
and controls is extended to 30 days. The system is not

,

required to respond to any nechanistic design basis accident4

evaluated in the safety analysis, but is provided to comply
with GDC-19 design criteria. The specification is retained
only as a significant contributor to risk reduction, and
extending the AOT does not have a significant impact on that
contribution.

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
4

!
Section 3.3 Page 185 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

CTS: 3.3.7.4 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION -

_

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)'

L.2 A CHANNEL CHECK is proposed to be performed only when the
channel is normally energized. Operating history has shown
that the equipment usually passes the calibration surveillance
conducted on an 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the CHANNEL
CHECK provides limited additional assurance of the capabilities
of the system. Additionally, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK j

currently requires energizing a normally dormant portion of the
system specifically to perform this surveillance. Therefore,
the CHANNEL CHECK is proposed to only be required when the
system is normally energized.

,

,

6

|

|
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; Enclosure 2 to U-6021% |
!

Section 3.3 Page Ig6 of 687 |
} DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !
. CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION - '

I|
;

i

j ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for |
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification '

I compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 1
" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is I

allowed for each. . . . ") and "one or more Functions" provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing ACTION for !

a

} an inoperable accident monitoring instrumentation channel. j
q Since this change only provides more explicit direction of the |
j current interpretation of the existing specifications, this t

; change is considered administrative.
4

A.2 The proposed format for this Specification will eliminate the ;
,

need for a Condition that refers to other Conditions. This :
'change represents a presentation preference only and. is ,
*therefore, considered administrative.

,

hA.3 This note provides a one time exception which is no longer ;
required or applicable. Its deletion has no impact. !

-

J

] A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. '

)

4

| RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS !
1

None in this section. !
;

j TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

.

h

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station. j
i I

j M.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
3

M.3 This comment number is not used for this station..

] M.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
1

M.5 Additional Required Actions are provided for a single,

j inoperable radiation monitor to limit the out of service time
3 to 30 days without requiring a report.
4

i
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219
} Section 3.3 Page 187 of 68"
: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

| CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION -

:
i '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|

}
j " Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing surveillances are ,

; relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and j
| system operation which dictate the methods are described in the

|* USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
j the provisions of the proposed Bases Control' Process in
J Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. j

,

!
I

i LA.2 The use of alternate methods of. monitoring is relocated to the !

j Bases and procedures. The design features and system operation ;

i which dictate the methods are described in the USAR. )! Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
i provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5

,
of the Technical Specifications. 'i

k

3 LA.3 The details relating to systiem design and purpose have been
I relocated to the Bases. The design features and system j; operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
j will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases. '

s Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.
| !

'

" Specific" !- , .

'

,

;

! L.1 Post accident monitors (PAMs) are provided to assist in the !
diagnosis and preplanned ACTIONS required to mitigate design '

.,

basis accidents which are assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2.
,'

i

The probability of an event in MODE 3 that would require PAM |
instrumentation is sufficiently low that the PAMs are not' '

required in these MODES.
;

L.2 These PAM Functions are removed from the Technical
,

; Specifications or modified as necessary in accordance with the j.; NUREG-1434 guidelines to include all Type A and Category 1 -

{PAMs. Other PAMs have been determined to have insufficient :impact on 'afety to be included in the . Technical
,

'

Specificatior.u.
>

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 188 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

i

CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION '

-

!
'TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

(continued)

L.3 The AOT for one channel of inoperable PAM instrumentation is
extended to 30 days and the AOT for two channels of inoperable |
PAM instrumentation is extended to 7 days. Due to the passive
function of these instrumentation and the operator's ability to I
respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and
methods for monitoring, it is not appropriate to impose
stringent out of service times. In some instances the existing
AOT for these monitoring instruments is shorter than the AOT
for the system which is needed to maintain the monitored i
parameter within limits. Further, because of the likelihood i

that the instrumentation can be repaired in the allowed time, '

entry into the Applicable conditions is not prohibited while
;

the PAMs are inoperable.
|
!

L.4 The Required Action for one channel inoperable in one or more |
Functions for more than 30 days is revised from requiring a !

shutdown to requiring a special report in accordance with the
administrative control section of the Technical Specifications.
Due to the passive function of these instrumentation and the
operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing
alternate instruments and methods for monitoring, it is not ;

appropriate to impose stringent shutdown requirements for out ;

of service instrumentation. In some instances the existing AOT
for these monitoring instruments is shorter than the AOT for
the system which u needed to maintain the monitored parametsr

)within limits.
,

|

|

|

i

!
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Enclosure 2 to U:602196
Section 3.3 Page 18;9 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 In MODES 3 and 4 a single control rod may have been withdrawn
under the provisions of the Special Operations LCO 3.10.3 and
LCO 3.10.4, or some unanticipated event may have resulted in
uninserted control rods. Therefore, rather than an ACTION to
" verify... inserted," the proposed ACTION is more definitive;
" Initiate ACTION to insert. . . . " This wording provides the same
intent in the event all insertable control rods are found to be
inserted, but also clarifies that any uninserted control rods
are to be inserted.

A.2 These proposed changes provide direction for proper application
of the Surveillance Requirements for Technical Specification
compliance. This change represents a presentation preference
only and is, therefore, considered administrative.

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to the Special
Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and its removal
is purely an administrative difference in presentation.

A.4 The SRMs are currently required to be calibrated once every
18 months for OPERABILITY in MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, these
are the same monitors that are used in MODE 5 for which the
other (MODES 2, 3 and 4) CHANNEL CALIBRATION is currently
credited to provide assurance that the SRMs will properly
perform their required function. Therefore, including the
calibration surveillance for MODE 5 is considered to be an .

application of a currently required surveillance and an
{administrative change.

A.5 The application of this Note is no longer available since it
was only for the initial core loading. Therefor, its deletion
has no impact and is administrative in nature.

I

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Endosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 190 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Reactor mode switch OPERABILITY is included as part of the
OPERABILITY of the required interlocks and the position of the
reactor mode swit'ch is adequately controlled by the MODES
definition Table (proposed Table 1.1-1). Movement of the
reactor mode switch from the shutdown or refuel position (and
therefore any requirement to " lock") is adequately controlled
by plant procedures which are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.
Additionally, proposed LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2 also contain

!requirements related to mode switch OPERABILITY for refueling '

interlocks and the one-rod-out interlock, and in proposed
LCO 3.3.1.2 for the control rod block functions.

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and r

system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by ,

the provisions of the proposed Bases control Process in i
,

Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.
|
!

" Specific"
i

i
i L.1 The SRMs are provided to monitor changes in reactivity that may |'

lead to unintentional criticality. With four or less fuel i
assemblies loaded around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies *

in the associated quadrant, the configuration will not be
critical even with a control rod withdrawn. Therefore, the {

,

count rate requirement for the monitor is relaxed.

,

p

!
>

i

!

!

i

5

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 191 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
<

CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

|

L.2 Requirements for the removal of RPS shorting links have been
removed from the Technical Specifications. The shorting links
were required to be removed with any control rod withdrawn from |

a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies when
SHUTDOWN MARGIN had not been demonstrated. Shorting link
remowal was considered necessary in MODE 5 to maintain IRM
OPERABILITY since the IRMs are not on scale and only the SRMs

!(with the shorting links removed) provided the necessary input |

for a high flux scram through the IRM channels. However, the
primary reactivity control functions during refueling are the
refueling interlocks and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN. The refueling
interlocks are required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.9.1 and
LCO 3.9.2. Although SHUTDOWN MARGIN may not yet have been
demonstrated in MODE 5, SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculations would have
been performed and, along with procedural compliance for any |core alterations, would provide indication that adequate !

SHUTDOWN MARGIN is available. Without removing the shorting '

links, IRM OPERABILITY will continue to provide backup for the
credited functions for any significant reactivity excursions.
Since the IRM channel high flux scram provides only an

I uncredited backup in MODE 5, the deletion of the shorting link
i removal requirement does not significantly affect safety.

L.3 In MODE 5, during a spiral offload or reload, an SRM outside
the fueled region will no longer be required to be OPERABLE, isince it is not normally capable of providing adequate i

monitoring of neutron flux in the fueled region of the core.
However, the SRM detector in the fueled region must be
OPERABLE, and this single detector is sufficient.

L.4 These surveillance tests are now required to be performed
periodically while in MODES 2, 3 & 4. The required periodic
Frequency has been determined to be sufficient verification
that the source range monitors are properly functioning.
Moving the reactor mode switch, withdrawing control rods, and
performing CORE ALTERATIONS do not impact the ability of the
monitors to perform their required function. Therefore, an
additional surveillance required to be performed " prior to" one
of these events is an extraneous and unnecessary performance of
a surveillance.

The minimal Completion Time of 4 hours is provided as long asL.5

adequate capabilities remain to monitor the core, since there
is limited risk of an event during this time. With no OPERABLE
SRMs, the ability to monitor positive reactivity changes is
significantly restricted and no further control rod withdrawal
is allowed. However, the current required action to shutdown
(per LCO 3.0.3) is unnecessarily restrictive and does not allow
concentration of the efforts on repair.
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 192 of 687 1

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
.

CTS: 3.3.7.7 - TRAVERSING IN-CORE PROBE SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The traversing in-core probe system provides information only
and is not considered in any design basis accident or
transient. It is used in the calibration of the LPRMs which
are adequately addressed in the Technical Specifications.
Further, the evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the j
loss of the this instrumentation to be a non-significant risk
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite release.
Therefore, the requirements specified for this function did not
satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement technical
specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with ,

10 CFR 50.59.

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|
|

:
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Enclosure 3 to U-60219(
Section 3.3 Page 193 of 68'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS: 3.3.7.8 - CHLORINE DETECTION SYSTEM -

-

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.
1

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The chlorine detection system provides information only and is
|

1

not considered in any design basis accident or transient. The (system is used to detect loose parts in the reactor vessel, but iis not used in prevention or mitigation of a DBA. Further, the
evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of thethis instrumentation to be a non-significant risk contributor

|to core damage frequency and offsite release. Therefore, the '

requirements specified for this function did not satisfy-the i

NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification screening
!criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria
!to the Clinton TS and have been relocated to plant documents

controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. ,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE -!

!

None in this section.
'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS HESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

i

I

i

|

:

i

i
'

!
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.3 Page 194 of 687 )

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES i
'

CTS: 3.3.7.9 FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION '

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

The fire detection instrumentation has been relocated out of the
Clinton Technical Specifications by a previous Amend'.aent.

1

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

I

J

b

I

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 195 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.7.10 - LOOSE-PART DETECTION SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The loose-part detection system provides information only and i

is not considered in any design basis accident or transient.
The system is used to detect loose parts in the reactor vessel,
but is not used in prevention or mitigation of a DBA. Further,
the evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of
the this instrumentation to be a non-significant risk
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite release.
Therefore, the requirements specified for this function did not
satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement technical
specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. !
..s e

,

t

! TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

None in this section.

,

l

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 196 of 687 )

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

;

CTS: 3.3.7.11 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS TREATMENT SYSTEM !
EXPLOSIVE GAS MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION |

A_D_lilNISTRATIVED

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The explosive gas monitoring system instrumentation is not
considered in any design basis accident or transient. Thesystem is used to detect potentially explosive concentrations'

of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment system;
however, the system is designed to contain such detonations and
will not affect any safety related equipment. Further, the
evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of thethis instrumentation to be a non-significant risk contributor
to core damage frequency and offsite release. Therefore, the ;

requirements specified for this function did not satisfy the
NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria
to the Clinton TS and have been relocated to plant documents ,

{controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

.
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|I Enclosure 2 to U-6021% ,

Section 3.3 Page 197 of 687 |

DISCUSSIO4 OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.3.8 - TURBINE OVERSPEED PROTECTION SYSTEM -

ADMINISTRATIVE '

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i
'

This section was relocated out of the Clinton TechnicalSpecifications by Amendment Number 60.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
|

:

jl

l

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.3 Page 198 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
,

CTS: 3.3.9 - PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3

" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each. . . . ") and "in one or more Functions" provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing ACTION for
inoperable RHR containment spray and suppression pool makeup
instrumentation channels. Since this change only provides more
explicit direction of the current interpretation of the
existing specifications, this change is considered
administrative.

|

A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.3.6.3 and
LCO 3.3.6.4 adequately prescribe the Required Actions for the
identified conditions without such references. Therefore the
existing reference to the containment section specifications
serves no functional purpose, and its removal is purely an
administrative difference in presentation.

i

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

i R.1 The feedwater system / main turbine trip system is not considered'

in any design basis accident or transient for a BWR/6. Thesystem is used to provide a scram from the trip of the main
turbine if the RPS does not have a direct scram on Level 8.
Further, the system performs no functions to mitigate the
effects of the subsequent transient. Finally, the evaluation

I summarized in NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the this
| instrumentation to be a non-significant risk contributor to -

!! core damage frequency and offsite release. Therefore, the i
'

requirements specified for this function did not satisfy the
NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria
to the Clinton TS and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

:

| j

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 3.3 Page 199 of 68'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

CTS:
3.3.9 - PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
(continued)

R.2 t

The SPMS mode switch permissive is an operational function only Iand is not considered in any design basis accident or

determined the loss of the this instrumentation to be a non-
~itransient. Finally, the evaluation summarized in NEDO-31466

significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and
offsite release. Therefore, the requirements specified for

ithis function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement
!technical specification screening criteria as documented in the '

Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Appropriate Required Actions are included for response to loss '

of the initiation capability of a function for both divisions. '

This addition provides clear direction of the necessary ACTIONSwhen in this condition.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
t

LA.1 System design and operational details have been relocated to ,

the Bases and procedures. Trip setpoints are an operational jdetail that is not directly related to the OPERABILITY of theinstrumentation. The Allowable value is the required
i

limitation for the parameter and this value is retained.
| Details relating to system design and operation (e.g.I

bypasses, when not to place in trip, etc.) are also unnecessary,
in the LCO and have been relocated to the Bases and procedures.

[ The design features and system operation are also described in
-the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the!

provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5of the Technical Specifications.
! LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.|
'

'

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station. |

i

LB.1 The note is clarified to provide direct indication of theintent of the current wording. Providing "at least one other
OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring..." is
intended to assure that the trip capability. of that function ismaintained. However, it does not provide this assurance for-all logic system designs. The proposed Note is based on|

CLINTON 52
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

i Section 3.3 Page 200 of 687
i

'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.3.9 - PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION -

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

previously conducted reliability analysis (GENE-770-06-1).
*

t

LB.2 The time allowed to restore the inoperable channels to OPERABLE
status is extended to 24 hours. The instrument channels
associated with Functions common to ECCS were extended as part !
of the reliability based technical Specifications improvement j,

program (GENE-770-06-1, February 1991). For consistency, the
remaining Functions are also extended to 24 hours. The>

referenced report demonstrated that this change has negligible
impact on plant safety.

,

,

" Specific"
'

!

L.1 An option is provided for one or more inoperable channel (s) to ,

place all inoperable channels in the tripped condition. This
conservatively compensates for the inoperable status, restores
the single failure capability and provides the required '

initiation capability of the instrumentation. .Therefore,
.

!providing this option does not impact safety. However, if this
ACTION would result in system actuation, then declaring the

.

; system inoperable is the preferred ACTION.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

1

*
i

* ,

i
,

'f

,
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 :
I Section 3.3 Page 201 of 687

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - }
CTS: 3.3.10 - NUCLEAR SYSTEM PROTECTION SYSTEM - SELF TEST SYSTEM

,

|3

!
.

ADMINISTRATIVE -|

None in this section. I

;

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS .

R.1 The primary purpose of the Self Test System (STS) is to enhance
the availability of the Nuclear System Protection System by |
optimizing the time to detect and determine the location of a !

failure in the functional system. The STS is used for post-
maintenance testing and to augment conventional testing methods ,

to perform various surveillance testing functions. :
Additionally, STS performs no functions to mitigate the effects

1of a DBA or transient. Further, the evaluation summarized in
NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the STS to be a non-
significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and--

'

offsite release. Therefore,-the requirements specified for
this function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement ,

'

technical specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.

IECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE-

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

I

1

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.3 Page 202 of 687 !

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

NEW TS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING .

_

ADMINISTRATIVE !

!

A.1 A new Condition B is provided that requires a shutdown if the !
Required Actions are not met. This ACTION is functionally i

equivalent to the current LCO 3.0.3. Therefore, this change is i

considered to be a presentation preference and is
'

administrative. |

A.2 The revised presentation of A'CTIONS (based on the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) is proposed to not !

explicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status."
This ACTION is always an option, and is implied in all
Conditions. Omitting this ACTION is purely editorial. j

A.3 The Underfrequency limits surveillance requirement for the |
inverters are made consistent with regard to use of "2" and "s" i

in lieu of ">" and "<". Although this would appear to be a j

more or less restrictive change, in practicality, the i

difference is minuscule and does not represent a change in i
actual practice.

}

}RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ;

None in this section. f

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
'

'

.

M.1 A new Condition C is included that requires insertion of any
withdrawn control rods in cells containing fuel if the Required
Actions are not met. This ACTION places the reactor in the .

least reactive condition and ensures the safety function of the '

I RPS will not be required.

M.2 The time delay setting for the Underfrequency Function is
included in the CHANNEL CALIBRATION surveillance. This time
delay is considered in the analysis of the capability of the
function to protect the RPS and is included to assure its
proper functioning.

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page'203 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

NEW TS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are j

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the '!
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by *

the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

|

" Specific" i

L.1 With no control rods withdrawn from core cells containing fuel !
assemblies, there is no need for the RPS to perform its ,

function and therefore, there is no design basis Function in |
these MODES to require its OPERABILITY.

'

L.2 The allowed out-of-service time is extended to one hour to
provide sufficient time for the plant personnel to take
corrective ACTIONS. The time extension is minimal but
necessary to allow consideration of plant conditions, available j
personnel and the appropriate ACTIONS. ;

*
,

1

|

!

!

.

1

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.3 Page 204 of 687

!

ATTACHMENT 1C

-

,

i

CTS - PSTS
,

COMPARISON DOCUMENT !
!

,

|

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS '

'

;
,

|

;

P

j
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 205 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION
.

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated .this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. '

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

,

'

!1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated? I

This change will allow entry into Mode 2 and provide time after |entry to perform the required surveillance on the APRMs. The '

APRMs are not considered as initiators for any accidents
previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed :accident. This change does not impact the capability of the !

system to perform its required function, but continues to Iprovide for confirmation of the capability of the system as !soon a practical, when required. Therefore, this change does !not significantly increase the consequences of a previously ianalyzed' accident. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

;

IThe proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation tand it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or !different kind of accident from any accident previously }evaluated.
i
!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of ;safety?
)

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since most surveillances only confirm the t

3

capability of the components to perform their function. Theadditional time to perform the surveillance is consistent with
,

'

the frequency requirements of the IRMs which are similar in
function. ;

'

i

;

f

!

I
l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 206 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION
;

1
;

"L2" CHANGE '

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
j Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

!

! The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

|

This change will remove normal operation requirements for
OPERABILITY of RPS functions in Modes 3 and 4. Control rod
withdrawal is not allowed in these conditions and the RPS scram
function serves no useful purpose. These RPS functions are not |

considered as initiators for any accidents previously analyzed.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
probability of a previously analyzed accident. Further, this
change does not impact the capability of the system to perform
its required function. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different i

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. .

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

.

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since other requirements prevent the removal
of control rods in these modes which renders the RPS scram
functions moot.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
i Section 3,3 Page 207 of 687 )
f NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ~[

'

j CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION
, !

|
\ ,

"I.3" CHANGE i

i
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical,

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |3

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been>

-

i performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. f

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;.

j significant hazards consideration standards: .

i

{ 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
; probability or consequences of an accident previously I

j evaluated? 5

J

"| This change will remove the requirement for RPS shorting link
,

removal in Mode 5. The IRM and APRM setdown high flux scram
functions are not considered as initiators for any accidents i

previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed |

. accident. Further, these functions are not credited for
3 mitigation of any previously analyzed accident. During i
i SHUTDOWN MARGIN demonstrations, the neutron instrumentation and
i scram assumed during MODE 2 operation will continue to be :I enforced. Therefore, this change does not' significantly |*

increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident. i

),_ 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !

1 The proposed change introduces-no new mode of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident' from ~ any accident previously |j evaluated.

; 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
3 safety?

j' This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
j margin of safety since other requirements provide adequate

protection for any analyzed event.

:

a

] 4

I

i

|7

!
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Endosure 2 to U 60219( !
Section 3.3 Page 208 of 68'. !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ~

j
CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION ;

1

"L4" CHANGE '

;Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical (
Specification change and has determined that it involves no '

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

'

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously ,

evaluated?

This change will remove normal operation requirements for .;
OPERABILITY of RPS functions in Mode 5 unless a control rod is iwithdrawn from a core cell containing fuel assemblies. Control

|rod withdrawal from core cells without fuel assemblies does not i

significantly affect core reactivity and the RPS scram function I

serves no useful purpose. The affected RPS functions are not iconsidered as initiators for any accidents previously analyzed..
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the ;

,

probability of a previously analyzed accident. Further, this ;
change does not impact the capability of the system to perform !

its required function, i.e. insert withdrawn control rods. |Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the i

consequences of a previously analyzed accident. '

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously,

!

evaluated.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of3.

safety?

This change does. not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the requirements continue to provide
OPERABILITY of the RPS scram functions under any conditions I

where they may be required.

i
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Enclosure 2 to U47.196 i
|Section 3.3 Page 209 of 687

Nu SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '
-

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION
| .

"LS" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

| significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
; performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

significant hazards consideration standards:

| 1. Does the change ir.volve a significant increase in the |
l probability or consequences of an accident previously |

evaluated?
i

This change will delete the main steam line high radiation |
scram function. This scram function is not considered as an I

initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore,
this change does not significantly increase the probability of :

a previously analyzed accident. Further, this function is not j

credited for mitigation of any previously analyzed accident. |
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the i

consequences of a previously analyzed accident. |
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?.

]
' - The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation i

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

.,

different kind of accident from any accident previously I

evaluated.
|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since other requirements provide adequate
protection for any analyzed event.

l
4

|

|
!
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!Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.3 Page 210 of 687
'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS .

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION !

f"L9" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !Specification change and has determined that it involves no
isignificant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
| probability or consequences of an accident previouslyevaluated?

'i

iThis change will reduce the applicable conditions for the RPS ;Level 8 scram to only 225% RTP. The level 8 scram is provided
|i to protect against violation of the MCPR Safety Limit,
i! However, adequate margin exists such that MCPR is not a concern i

| below 25% RTP. The affected RPS function is not considered as !| an initiator for any accidents previc sly analyzed. Therefore, !'

this change does not significantly increase the probability of
ia previously analyzed accident. Further, this function is not ;

credited for mitigation of any accident in the omitted ~

conditions. Therefore, this change does not significantly :increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.
|

|'
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

j kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operu" ton

it does ' not involve physical modification to the pl, at.and
iTherefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any accident previously
ievaluated. '

i
i

3. Does this chant. a ilve a significant reduction in a margin of
*

safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the function is not credited below 25%'

RTP and the large inherent margins in the thermal limits are
not affected.

i
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Enclosurs 2 to U-602196 '

Section 3.3 Page 211 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

"L10" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: ,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequencer. of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will reduce the applicable conditions for the RPS
APRM scrams during Mode 5 to only during SDM demonstrations.
The APRM scram is not considered as an initiator for any
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, this function is not credited for
mitigation of any accident in the omitted conditions.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

;

'
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the function is not credited in the
omitted applicable conditions and at least two other flux
monitors are available to provide the required protection.

;

!

I
|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

Section 3.3 Page 212 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3,1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

"L12" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ,

Specification change and has determined that it involves no :

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

' significant hazards consideration standards:
|
'

l. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

| The proposed change revises the surveillance Frequency for the
calibration of the LPRMs. The proposed change continues to
provide assurance that plant operation is maintained within the
assumptions of the DBA and transient analysis. The proposed

t

| change in Frequency does not involve the operation of, or
change to, any equipment which is assumed as an initiator for ,

any analyzed accidents. Therefore, this change will not '

'

significantly increase the probability 'of an accident
previously evaluated, nor will it involve a significant
increase in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not creste the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change in the surveillance test interval is insignificant
given that the proposed frequency considers the LPRM
sensitivity changes based on operating experience. The
proposed change, thus, does not impacc the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended function. Therefcre, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93,
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Enclosure 3 to U-602196 ,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION .

"L13" CHANGE i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

|

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
| probability or consequences of an accident previously-
| evaluated?
,

This change will provide additional time to restore compliance
with the Specification wint inoperable RPS equipment. The RPS,

| Functions are not considered as initiators for any accidents
previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not

j significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
i accident. Further, this change does not degrade the capability ,

of the system to perform its required function under these,

| circumstances. Therefore, this change does not significantly'

increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
'

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since additional time is minor and is

-consistent with other time periods for similar situations.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

"L14" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
|Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. ?

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ' '

significant hazards consideration standards:
,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously *

evaluated?
i

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within

;its normally required frequency. Not performing the >

surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to ;be an initiator of any analyzed' event. Further, since the
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency, ;

there is no impact on the capability of the system to perform [its required safety function. . Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

'
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety?

The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on
.

operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment iis available and capable of performing its intended function.
;Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current ;i Specification 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is !'

OPERABLE prior to entering the MODES for which it is required.
!Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
!reduction in a margin of safety.
i

|

|

|
.

I

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%.

Section 3.3 Page 215 of 687 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARD 3 CONSIDERATIONS -

|
CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS U4STRUMENTATION l

1

s I

"L1" CHANGEa

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evataated?

This change will increase the surveillance interval to allow
conduct of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST once every 18 months.
The SLCS initiation function of the RWCU isolation logic is not
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.
Further, an increase of the surveillance interval will not
affect the capability of the system to perform its function.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a -
margin of safety since experience has shown that the components
usually pass the surveillance when performed at the proposed
frequency.

1

|
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602195
Section 3.3 Page 216 of 687 ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L2" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
channels placed in the tripped condition as long as the
isolation function capability is maintained. Tripped channels
in an isolation logic are not considered as an initiator for
any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the probability of a previously
analyzed accident. Further, placing the channels in the
tripped condition fulfills the post accident function of the
isolation logic. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?2-

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function of the
inoperable channels will be fulfilled.

1

|
1

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 2i"2 of687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L3" CFjG I

Illinoic Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specificatior change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
,

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
primary or secondary containment isolation manual initiation
channels and unisolated penetrations provided appropriate
compensatory measures are taken. Primary or secondary
containment isolation is not considered as an initiator for any
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, the additional compensatory actions
adequately provide the post accident function of the isolation
logic. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase
the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

w 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operatio'n
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a i

margin of safety since the required cafety function of the
inoperable channels will be fulfilled.

1

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U 602196
Section 3.3 Page 218 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
channels if the affected penetration is isolated. Isolated
penetrations are not considered as an initiator for any
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, isolating the penetration fulfills the post
accident function of the isolation logic. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the consequences of a
previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accid'nt from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
'

different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

,

l

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function of the
inoperable channels will be fulfilled.

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I

Section 3.3 Page 219 of 687
,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !-

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION . |

I

"L5" CHANGE
|

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
| Specification change and has determined that it involves no
i significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

|
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
'

probability or consequences of an accident previously
'

evaluated?

This change will delete the main steam line high radiation
isolation function. This function is not considered as an
initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore,
this change does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Further, this function is not
credited for mitigation of any previously analyzed accident.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation._

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since other requirements provide adequate
protection for any analyzed event.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 220 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will provide additional time to isolate the main
steam lines. Inoperable main steam isolation logic is not
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.
Also, this change does not further degrade the capability of
the system to perform its required function under these
circumstances. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,,-

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

|

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
|margin of safety since additional time is minor and is '

consistent with the time period necessary for orderly
reductions of power.

I

i

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 221 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L7" CH/LNGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined th.at it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of primary
containment isolation on Jow reactor vessel water level during
conditions of core alterations and operations with the
potential for draining the reactor vessel. Primary containment
isolation is not considered as an initiator for any accidents
previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, primary containment isolation is not
assumed in the mitigation of previously analyzed events
occurring during these conditions. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

~

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

iThis chnge does not involve a significant reduction in a '

margin of safety since the requirements, continue to provide |OPERABILITY of the assumed isolation functions under these lconditions. i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 222 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L8" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed TechnicalSpecification change and has determined that
it involves nosignificant hazards consideration.

This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of thesignificant hazards consideration standards:
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in theprobability or consequences of an accident previouslyevaluated?

This change will provide additional time to isolate the
affected penetrations with inoperable manual initiation logic.Manual initial isolation logic is not considered as an
initiator for any accidents previously analyzed.
this change does not significantly increase the probability ofTherefore,
a previously analyzed accident.
further degrade the Also, this change does not
required function under these circumstances. capability of the system to perform itsTherefore thischange does not significantly increase the consequences, of apreviously analyzed accident.

2.
Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previouslyevaluated.

3.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since additional time is minor and isconsistent with the time period
that is not assumed to operate for mitigation of a DBA. allowed for other equipment

!
1

'
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219. '

Section 3.3 Page 223 of 68-

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

i

"L9" CHANGE |

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirements for standby liquid
control system (SLCS) instrumentation OPERABILITY during
refueling. The SLCS is not assumed to initiate (ny previously
evaluated events and therefore the proposed c4ange will not
affect the probability of a previously analyzed accident. The
SLCS is not assumed to operate in the mitigation of any
previously analyzed accidents which are assumed to occur during ;
refueling. Therefore the proposed change does not contribute
to an increase in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. I

2. Dces the change create the possibility of a new or different .

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to
the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not
create the possibilit} of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change would remove a backup to the available
systems for reactivity control. However, this backup is not ;considered in the margin of safety when determining the
required reactivity for refueling events. Therefore, the
proposed change does not allow operations which would involve
a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

4

!
'
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 224 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"Lil" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed TechnicalSpecification change and has determined that it involves no ;significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of thesignificant hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in theprobability or consequences of an accident previouslyevaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
ichannels if the affected penetration is isolated or the jaffected components are declared inoperable. Isolatedpenetrations are not considered as an initiator for any .

accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed ,

accident. Further, isolating the penetration fulfills the postl
'

accident function of the isolation logic. The requirements for ,

'

the affected components provide adequate direction to maintain
the associated post accident function of the component.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

!

i
'

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
it does not involve physical modification to the plant. (and

|Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or ;

different kind of accident from any accident previouslyevaluated. i

I
!3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety?

.

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function of theinoperable channels will be fulfilled.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 225 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L14" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of
secondary containment isolation on low reactor vessel water
level during conditions of CORE ALTERATIONS and handling
irradiated fuel. Secondary containment isolation is not
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.
Further, secondary containment isolation is not assumed in the
mitigation of previously analyzed events occurring during CORE
ALTERATIONS or handling irradiated fuel. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the consequences of a
previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the requirements continue to provide
OPERABILITY of the assumed isolation functions under these
conditions.

CLINTON 21 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 226 of 687 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.2 - CRVICS INSTRUMENTATION

"L16" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

CORE ALTERATIONS and handling irradiated fuel in the Primary
Containment does not impact Fuel Building Exhaust
Radiation levels. Therefore, the deletion of the requirement
for automatic isolation of the Fuel Building during CORE
ALTERATIONS or handling irrcdiated fuel in the Primary
containment does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the consequences of a praviously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since experience has shown that the components
usually pass the surveillance when performed at the proposed
frequency.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f
Section 3.3 Page 227.of 687 !

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION ,

!

'i

"L1" CHANGE i

i
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this _ proposed Technical |Specification change and has determined that it involves no

!
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards:
{

probability or consequences of -an accident- previously ~!1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

evaluated? r

)

This change will allow an inoperable channel to be placed in #

the tripped condition to satisfy the Required Actions and allow *

continued operation. A tripped channel continues to provide ,

the required safety function. Therefore, this change does not |
significantly increase the probability or consequences of a i
previously analyzed accident. :

I
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different :

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or t

different kind of accident from any.' accident previously ;

evaluated. ,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

|
This change does not involve a significant reduction in a [margin of safety since the safety functions continue .to provide '

the required ECCS actuation capability, including single i

failure conditions. )
i
,

l.

6

t
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) Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

Section 3.3 Page 228 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it_ involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will reduce the Applicable conditions for
OPERABILITY to those conditions where the automatic transfer of j

the alignment of the HPCS water source is required by the !

safety analysis. The HPCS continues to provide-all required |,

safety functions. Therefore, this change does not ;

significantly increase the probability or consequences of a '

previously analyzed accident.
i i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a'new or different
,kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?- i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation |i

4 and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a ' new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. .;

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety?-
|

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a !
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide

,

the required HPCS water source realignment whenever it may be i

necessary. <

j:

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 3.3 Page 229 of 68;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

:

o |

-|
"L3" CHANGE

2

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical j
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been. I

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards:

'

]
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? -

,

This change will raise the minimum pressure at which ADS is |
required to be OPERABLE to 150 psig. ADS is not assumed to
initiate any previously analyzed accidents and therefore, this
change will not affect the probability of such an event. .

!
ACS

is assumed in the mitigation of consequences of a loss - of
coolant accident which occurs at high reactor vessel pressure.
It is not assumed in the mitigation of low pressure events

,

since its function is .to lower the pressure to within the
capabilities of the low pressure makeup systems. Since this >

capability is not affected there is no significant increase in '

the consequences of any previously analyzed accident. j
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or_different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? I

f

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ?

Therefore, does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of ;
safety?

Changing the minimum pressure for required OPERABILITY does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the
ADS will continue to be capable of performing its function at |high reactor pressures as designed.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 230 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS:-3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

1

)
"L4 CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has' evaluated this proposed Technical j
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

,

significant hazards consideration standards:
.

4

'
.

1. Does the change i 'rolve a significant increase in the |
probability or (ing Iuences of an -accident previously j
evaluated?

|
!

This change would allow continued plant operation with one or !
more loss of power degraded voltage channels inoperable as long [
as the channels are placed in trip within the one hour time :

frame. Placing the channel (s) in trip will carry out their ;

intended safety function. These instruments are not the :
initiator of any accidents previously evaluated. _Therefore, |this change does not significantly increase the probability of

,a previously analyzed accident. Further, this change does not 8

further degrade the capability.of'the system to perform its !

required function under these circumstances. Therefore, this ;

change does not significantly increase.the consequences of a j
previously analyzed accident. i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

!

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation |
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. -

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or ;
different kind of accident from any accident previously ?

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction ' in a !
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide '

the required LOP Degraded voltage actuation capability.
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Endosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.3 Page 231 of 687 j

'NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.3 - ECCS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION >

"L6" CHANGE ;

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ;

| Specification change and has determined. that it involves no '

( significant hazards consideration. This determination has been- !
'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, i
The following evaluation is provided for the 'three categories of the

~

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
,

probability or consequences of an accident previously 5

| evaluated? i
'

i'
This change will allow continued operation with inoperable [
channels if the channel is removed from service to perform ;
required surveillances. These instruments are not the !
initiator of any accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, !

this change does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Further, this change does not '

further degrade the capability of the system to perform its ,

required function under these circumstances. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the consequences of a j
previously analyzed accident. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

The proposed change introduces no new mode'of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to.the plant.
| Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or :'

different kind of accident from any accident previously |evaluated. .'

l
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of

safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function capability
of the Function will be maintained.

!

!

I
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -
Section 3.3 Page 232 of 687 -

| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
l CTS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

| evaluated?

This change will allow a recirculation pump to be removed from
service to satisfy the Required Actions and allow continued
operation. Removing the recirculation pump from service

; provides the required safety function. Therefore, this change
does not significantly increase the probability or consequences
of a previously analyzed accident.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide
the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability, including single
failure conditions.
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Eti*e to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 233 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a signitu .nt increase in the
probability or consequeaces of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow an inoperable channel to be placed in
the tripped condition to satisfy the Required Actions and allow
continued operation. A tripped channel continues to provide
the required safety function. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability or consequences of a
previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide
the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability, including single
failure conditions.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 234 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will identify Required Actions based on trip
Function capability rather than single trip system OPERABILITY.
Either condition results in decreased capability with regard to
single failures; however, as long as the Function is available,
single failure capability can be restored or shutdown will
eventually be required in accordance with the risk analysis.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
probability or consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously f

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since at least one safety function continues
to provide the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability,
including single failure conditions.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 235 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.4.2 - EOC-RPT SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does 'the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow a recirculation pump to be removed from
service to satisfy the Required Actions and allow continued
operation. Removing the recirculation pump from service
provides the required safety function. Therefore, this change
does not significantly increase the probability or consequences
of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plaat.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide
the required EOC-RPT actuation capability, including single
failure conditions.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 236 of 687 I

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE I
|

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the!

l significant hazards consideration standards:

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
i probability or consequences of an accident previously ,
'

evaluated? '

1

This change will clarify that only the logic which is effective
in a given power range is required to be OPERABLE. This change
does not change the design or actual operation of the plant in
that the rod withdrawal limiter remains capable of performing
its required function in each power range. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the probability or
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide
the required control rod block actuation capability, including
single failure conditions.

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 237 of 687~

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow entry into the applicable conditions for
the purpose of conducting the required surveillances. Control
rod blocks are not considered as an initiator for any accidents
previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, the equipment is determined capable of
completing the surveillance prior to entering the required
conditions and conducting the surveillance. Since the
operating conditions are necessary to appropriately conduct the
surveillance, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new cr
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the instrumentation to be tested has
been determined to be capable of fulfilling the required safety
function and the time prior to completing the surveillance is
short.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 238 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.6 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will remove the requirement to return control rods
to their prior to withdrawal position when the turbine bypass
valves are determined to be open since that position may not be
readily determinable. The Required Action is limited to
suspending further withdrawal until the situation is evaluated
and the proper course of action is determined. Since the
option of re-insertion is available and will be taken if
necessary, this change does not significantly increase the
probability or consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the option to re-insert control rods
remains available and will be taken if necessary in accordance
with approved procedures.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 239 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will clarify that the instrumentation is only
required to be OPERABLE during conditions in which it may be
needed. This change does not change the design or actual
operation of the plant in that the system remains capable of
performing its required safety function for each previously
analyzed event. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability or consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a |

margin of safety since the safety functions continue to provide
the required isolation actuation capability, including single
failure conditions.

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 240 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evalua. tion is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
channels placed in the tripped condition as long as the
isolation function capability is maintained. Tripped channels
in the logic are not considered as an initiator for any
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Further, placing the channels in the tripped
condition fulfills the post accident function of the
instrumentation logic. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of3.

safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function of the
inoperable channels will be fulfilled.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 241 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.1 - RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.t

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will provide additional time to restore equipment
to OPERABLE status or initiate operation of the associated
system. The affected function is not considered as an
initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore,
this change does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Further, this change does not
further degrade the capability of the system to perform its
required function under these circumstances. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the consequences of a
previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

I
The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since additional time is minor and is
consistent with other time periods for similar situations.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 242 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.4 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

!

This change will provide additional time to restore inoperable
remote shutdown system components. The remote shutdown system
is not considered as an initiator for any accidents previously
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.
Also, this change does not further degrade the capability of
the system to perform its required function under these
circumstances. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.'

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the system is not required to respond to

| any mechanistic design basis accident. The additional time has
been evaluated and determined to not significantly affect the
contribution of the system to risk reduction.
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l Enclosure 2 to U402196
f Section 3.3 Page 243 of 687
! NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
| CTS: 3.3.7.4 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
|
|

"L2" CHANGE
{

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ;
Specification change and has determined that it involves no '

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. ;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i

significant hazards consideration standards:

i
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !

probability or consequences of an accident previously
.

evaluated? I

This change will eliminate the need to energize equipment just j
to perform a CHANNEL CHECK surveillance. The other periodic j
surveillances provide sufficient assurance of OPERABILITY. The |
affected equipment is used for safe shutdown and is not j
considered as an initiator ~for any accidents previously i
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. ,

Further, this change does not degrade the capability of the !
system to perform its required function under these !circumstances. Therefore, this change does not significantly I

increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.
t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !I and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or id.'fferent kind of accident from any accident previously

| evsluated.
i.

3. Dot s this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
-

margin of safety since additional time is minor and is !
cons? stent with other time periods for similar situations. !

!

I
|

|

|
1
1

I
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i Enclosure 2 to U-6021W (
Section 3.3 Page 244 of 68".;

-

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

} CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION ;

i !

j "L1" CHANGE
q.

j Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical- !
i Specification change and has determined that it involves no

!significant hazards consideration. This determination has been (performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR_50.92. !The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the |significant hazards consideration standards
t,1

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously |

],
evaluated?

'

| This change will limit the required applicability for post
accident monitors to those MODES during which design basis ;

,

events are assumed to occur. PAMs are not considered as an !

initiator for any accidents previously analyzed, Therefore, i

this change does not significantly increase the probability of ;

a previously analyzed accident. Also, this change does not
degrade the capability of the system to perform its design ;basis accident function. Therefore, this change does not i

significantly increase the consequences of a previously '

analyzed accident. ;
1

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

|| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
1 and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ,

3 Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or. .;different kindt of accident from any accident previously
|evaluated. '

!4

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the monitors are provided to assist the

iresponse to design basis accidents in the MODES which continue
!to be applicable. The low probability of such events in the '

other MODES assures that any impact on the margin of safety is
insignificant,

i

3

,

I

!

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 j
Section 3.3 Page 245 of 687 -'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION |
i

I

|
"L2" CHANGE I

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |,
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
,

(
probability or consequences of an accident previously {evaluated? i

I
This change will limit the required post accident monitorn to j
those functions identified as Type A or Category 1 for this i

plant. The PAMs are not considered as an initiator for any -

| accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
[ significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed

,

accident. Also, this change does not impact the capability of ;
monitoring the parameters which have been . determined to be '

,

I significant in assisting the operator. Therefore, this change I
does not significantly increase the consequences of a !
previously analyzed accident. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

! Therefore it does not create _ the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
| margin of safety since the PAMs which have been_ determined to
j be significant are retained.
1

!
|

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 246 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

| "L3" CHANGE

Il31nois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will provide additional time to restore inoperable
PAMs. The PAMs are not considered as an initiator for any 1

accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Also, this change does not further degrade the
capability of the monitors to perform their required function
under these circumstances. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or ,

different kind of accident from any accident previously '

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the monitors are not required to provide
automatic response to any design basis accident. The
additional time has been evaluated and determined to not
significantly affect the contribution of the monitors to risk
reduction.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196,
Section 3.3 Page 247 of 687;

I
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

CTS: 3.3.7.5 - ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION !

"L4" CHANGE I
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i
Specification change and has determined that it involves .no

i
significant hazards . consideration. This determination ha- been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: !

!
1. .Does the change involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously j
evaluated? i

!
This change will revise the Required Actions for inoperable !
PAMs that are not restored to service within the allowed out- i

of-service time. PAMs are not considered as an initiator for !
any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does j

_ significantly increase the probability of a previously ;
not
analyzed accident. Also, this change does not further degrade j
the capability of the system to perform its required function ;

under these circumstances. Therefore, this change does not !

significantly increase the consequences. of a previously i
analyzed accident. |

l
2. Does the change create the possibility of-a new or different ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or !different kind of accident from any accident previously |

| evaluated. i
!

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of j
safety?

i

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the monitors are not required to provide j
automatic response to any design basis accident. The '

additional time has been evaluated and determined to not
significantly affect the contribution of the monitors to risk
reduction.

CLINTON 43 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 3.3 Page 248 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS i

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
,

Specification change and has determined that it involves no j
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will limit the required applicability for source
range monitors to those conditions during which the monitors
provide a necessary function. SRMs are not considered as an
initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore,
this change does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Also, this change does not
degrade the capability of the system to perforr its design
basis function. Therefore, this change does not significantly

,

|increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

|

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the monitors are provided to assist the
response to an unintentional criticality for which the
probability is negligible under the identified conditions.

CLINTON 44 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602193 )
Section 3.3 Page 249 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
2 CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS' |

1

)
"L2" CHANGE !

!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been-,
'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
7The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the -

; significant hazards consideration standards: |
I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
'

probability or consequences of an accident previously '

evaluated? i
a

This change will remove the requirement for RPS shorting link
removal in Me ' - 5. The high flux scram function is not

!
,

| considered as A initiator for any MODE 5 accident previously ;

analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly !
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. ;

Further, this function is not credited for mitigation of any [
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not -

.

2 ,

significantly increase the consequences of a previously |
analyzed accident. :

t
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i
i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation ''

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new . or :
different kind of accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated. !
:

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
,

safety? '

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since other requirements provide adequate
protection for any analyzed event.

I

,

b

!

l
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |,

| Section 3.3 Page 250 of 687 )
i j

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !,

CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS |
) !

\

"L3" CHANGE j
i i

} Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed ' Technical I

Specification change and has determined that it involves no i,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in -10 CFR 50.92. j

! The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i
d significant hazards consideration standards- i

i i
i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ,

probability or consequences of an accident 'previously !
| evaluated? I
.

|
This change will limit the required applicability for source

| range monitors in MODE 5 to those monitors which are capable of ;

1 providing the necessary function. SRMs are not considered as j
: an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, '

'
this change does not significantly increase the probability of

|a previously analyzed accident.- Also, this change does not
; degrade the capability of the system to perform its design ;
~

basis function. Therefore, this change does not significantly .|increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident. j

|

2. Does the change create the possibility c' a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change introdu:es no new mode of plant operation
i and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
*

Therefore it does not craate the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ;
evaluated. '

i
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of1

safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
| margin of safety since the monitors are provided to assist the
i response to an unintentional criticality for which the'

probability is negligible under the identified conditions.

4

a

i
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| Section 3.3 Page 251 of 687

t40 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

<

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within'
its normally required frequency. Not performing the
surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency,
there is no impact on the capability of the system to perform
its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
| kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

'The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? '

The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on
| operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment
! is available and capable of performing its intended function.
) Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current

specification 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is
i

OPERABLE prior to entering the MODES for which it is required.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant

| reduction in a margin of safety.
t

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.3 Page 252 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS j

CTS: 3.3.7.6 - SOURCE RANGE MONITORS ~

,

"L5" CHANGE ~f
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no- ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. ]

| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i

significant hazards consideration standards: |
i !

1. Eoes the change involve .a significant increase- in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously j
evaluated?

This change will allow short term continued operation with |
inoperable SRMs if the monitoring function capability is i

maintained, and continued operation with no OPERABLE channels (
if all positive reactivity changes due to. control rod !

withdrawal are suspended. These instruments are not the [
initiator of any accidents previously evaluated. Therefore, |
this change does not significantly increase the probability of
a previously analyzed accident. Further, this change does not

'

further degrade the capability of the system to perform its !

required function under these circumstances. Therefore, this ;

change does not significantly increase the consequences of a '

previously analyzed accident. '

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different j

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;
:

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation [
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. [
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new . or :

different kind of accident from any accident previously j
evaluated.

|
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety? |

J

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function capability '

of the Function will be maintained under the conditions during
which it may be required.

,

1

!
i

|

|
!

1

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 253 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS-
CTS: 3.3.9 - PLANT SYSTEMS ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no.
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been-
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will allow continued operation with inoperable
channels placed in the tripped condition as long as the
actuation function capability is maintained. Tripped channels
in an actuation' logic are not considered as~an initiator for
any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does -
not significantly increase the probability of a previously
analyzed accident. Further, placing the channels in the
tripped condition fulfills the post accident function of the
actuation logic. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any ' accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin 'of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the required safety function of the
inoperable channels will be fulfilled.

CLINTON 49 10/2/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 254 of 687

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will limit the required applicability to those
conditions during which the RPS provides a necessary function.
Although loss of power is considered in conjunction with design
basis accidents, it is not considered as an initiator for any
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed
accident. Also, this change does not degrade the capability of
the system to perform its design basis function when needed.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this cl ange involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? '

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
I

margin of safety since the monitors are provided to assure
adequate power is available to the RPS vhen required and this
change only affects conditions where such power would not be
required.

!

I

!

i i
; )
a 3

i
) ;

1 'l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 255 of 687 .

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

NEW TS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING
t

"L2" CHANGEw

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical '

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
'

significant hazards consideration standards:
;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change will provide additional time to restore inoperable-

t

RPS electric power monitors. The monitors are not considered
as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed.,

Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the1 >

'

probability of a previously analyzed accident. Also, this
change does not further degrade the capability of the monitors
to perform their required function under these circumstances.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the

; consequences of a previously analyzed accident.
! i

2. Does the chhnge create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

;

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the extended time is minimal and allows

4 for operator consideration of plant conditions, personnel
availability and appropriate response.

J

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
! Section 3.3 Page 256 of 687 I
I '

i
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ATTACHMENT 2
!
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'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 3.3 Page 257 of 687 '
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

j
Section 3.3 Pege 253 of 637 l

; RPS Instrumentation
|

3.3.1.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

!LCO 3.3.1.1
The RPS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.1.1-1 !shall be OPERABLE.

l

.- ,

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.1-1.

@ACTIONS O
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . -- - - -- NO T E- - - -- - - + - - - --- - h evt J , -oc

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each [wnneW. --------------------- '

..........___....__................----..............-...---....--..........--
,

. CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME|
'

!
Q - G sw,'A c h @ ~

A. One or more treouind-}( A.1 Place + channel in (1? hourschannelpinoperable. trip. g .q '

\

1 . 1*?!*
6y?)

. - _

g r2 Place-associated-trip--12-houh
system in trip.

aB. One or more Funct 8.1 Place < channel in M 6 hourswith che-or- '

efeovired channel gty49:3ystW in. trip,
i

ps @l- t'd Mf"b"g"rFMIT ,Q '

_

---- -P ce one-t p-systee 5 hours- ;
n trip. ./ /-

C. One or more Func. tion C.1wit @s-tr4p %rce_s_ RestorejRPS-t @ 1 hour
er ) gtg (

pabWy-Ar 14 U6 j ( %e c(cawei,, (w,

pintaineda cu ar ( '. (
\yyf 4 t ^U E \ +gqg,g p,,g_ q

L_ c CVEecLLE r%C. \
'

~

(continued) ;

CL //JTor) ,-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 08 0'

Section 3.3 Page 259 of 687 * * *

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Enter the Condition Immediately
I

!

associate.i Completion referenced in
|

Time of Condition A. Table 3.3.1.1-1 forB, or C not met. the channel.

E. As required by E.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER (fhours iRequired Action D.1 to < 40]% RTP. Pand referenced in p
!Table 3.3.1.1-1. gi

. -

,

+

l .O As required by Be in MODE 2. hoursRequired Action D.1 j

and referenced in l' i

t Table 3.3.1.1-1. i.

'

i

ng ; .

,\ /. As required by ?g.1 l' Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursRequired Action D.1 /'
and referenced in I
Table 3.3.1.1,1. |'

', '

,

I /2 Ocv 4ai-
,

f. As required by [.1 Initiate action o Ilunediately '

Required Action D.1 insert all insertableand referenced in control rods in core ;

Table 3.3.1.1-1. cells containing one 'I
or more fuel
assemblies.

, ~ ~ . _ _ - - _ . . . . _ . . .

F. AcreguatsL3 ReAye Turum poune [g kurd
__

v.i

Resuhed Ac6 b.) to < Es% rrP.
'

g' awd teketeced rs
i

Table 1.LL M,g
V, -

_ _ ,

!1WR/6-STS' 3.3-2 Rev. O, J07/28/92-- '

I
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Enciusure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Pace 260 of 687 RPS Instrumentation

i 3.3.1.1
7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSd -

i
;

'

---------------- -.------------------NOTES------------------------------------1. Refer to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each RPS
i Function. :

i
!

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomance of
reqtired Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required

.

,

Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function -

,

; maintains RPS trip capability.
. i

| - - - - _ . - . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ . . . . . . _ - . _ _ _ . . . . - - - . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
4

: SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY [

,

4

i

SR 3.3.1.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
!

i

f

,

SR 3.3.1.1.2 ------------------NOTE---_ Il------------
,

I

POWER E 25% RTP.k_dC.a ur@,/ /; En , ,*<
required to bet et u THERMA

DC ,r 7 f
^

l

l ...-..........___ r______.....- ....___.

Verify the absolute difference between 7 days * '

the average power range monitor (APRM)4 '

channels and the calculatedI 5 2% RTP [plur eay gai" sh % power '

t==t
; - rqu! et by LCC 3.2. ', "A.;r ;; "- t .

!GI "ar.g; "er. :ter (A"""' %i =d
i%W Q:le .prasht EM%gQ4

|

,

SR 3.3.1.1.3 Adjust the channel to confom to a 7 dayscalibrated flow signal.
,

SR 3.3.1.1.4 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 until,

12 hours after entering MODE 2.
.......-.....-....____......._..._____...

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

(continued) ,

dWR/6 sAS-- 3.3-3 Rev. 0,W28/92-
a



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RPS Tnstrumentatien ISection 3.3 Page 261 of 687 3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) i

SURVEILLANCE
___ FREQUENCY

m

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Perforr. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Verify the source range monitor (SRH) and Prior to
intemediate range menitor (IRM) channels withdrawing
overlapJat 1 :st ; de::d C r SRMs from theA

h'-
fully inserted
position

SR 3.3.1.1.7 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be met during entry into
MODE 2 from MODE,1.
.......................................-.

Verify the IRM and APRM channels overlap. 7 days
g3 -{at M:st ., cec W ^

__

SR 3.3.1.1.8 Calibrate the local power range monitors. 1000 MWD /T
average core
exposure

?SR 3.3.1.1.9 Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. . [92J,Vdays

Qa 4.|&
[f

-

( [ y ] 3.3.1.1.10 Calibrate the' trip unks. r,,e da/e,
-

921 days --EL
|

------------------NOTE'?
'

| SR 3.3.1.1.11

C~9 j] @ Neutron detectors are excluded.-------------~~~-------------------------

Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

/J.ForFoahm 2Ds
noerep,ref +:ce greect-ci he"'

(continued)e ,,re ri,,, emc: -i,y rica : va. . /
*

/; knYr '

e, r f Crir!' 1 kWL L 2. j
-x ./|

- EWR/S STS- 3.3-4 Rev. 0,-t9/28/92-

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021961g2 L 'r Kn'l: s.of eqarred 40 e e- peever. cW

-

p 7- g Section 3.3 Page 262 of 687 !,

} wf en e n r' r,i rr p:,E ,? Orom k:CL .i ax*'I RPS Instrumentation'e
f 3.3,1,1

'

if heur: o~,'er eekrin MCE O'.
1

) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
w-

s 4
-

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY f;

1

?j SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months j)
;

.

: h) SR 3.3.1.1.13 ------------------NOTE------------------- |

3 g 7,.@ Neutron detectors are excluded.
,

1 ......._- .___........................... j

j Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION. (18]vmonths !

.

'

t

l P

-)&vSR 3.3.1.1.14 Verify the APRM Flow Biased SPulated [18Tmonths !

,

Thermal Power-High time conit_ ant ism;}(- ;sdll'setopd[. or%v tk fi . ,4 .ye<,"r, |w t/.c C&.R. _ j
3 ,

'

j SR 3.3.1.1.15 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. il months !,,

)

'[%] months I
"

4 SR 3.3.1.1.16 Virif,y_ Turbine Stop Valve Closure jp 18 '

'Qf(DiVPressure--tow]and Turbine ControlL/ - Valve Fast Closure Trip Oil Pressure-Low j

Functions are not bypassed when THERMAL i
g

POWER is 2: [40]% RTP.

f _ . ,

t -

3.3.1.1kij------------------NOTE-------------------SR

1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
,. .. ... .................................. g

. , r\D IV:sV ify c RPS RESPONSE TIME is within [18] months onI / I t!> .
a STAGGERED_2

| a. & SrM(,ERED a EAfl5 Frepeacg beacl.N 6m<W1 - TEST BASIS
| 9 deter i-rd m o per cLawel buss, )
1
'

.IosrRT SA - pio
-

1
a

_BWR/6-STS- 3.3-5 Rev. O, Mf28/92- i

,

1
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Endosure 2 to U-602196 4

Section 3.3 Page 263 of 637

INSERT SA '

I

SR 3.3.1.1.17 -------------NOTE---------------- '

1. Only applicable to the
portions of the logic tested
by the Self Test System.

2. For the purposes of !
determining the STAGGERED
TEST BASIS Frequency, all
channels for all Functions
are considered together and

_____"n"equals four._____=_ - ===_________________

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months on -'

TEST independent of the Self Test a STAGGERED
.

System. TEST BASIS !

:
>

h

,

P

,

W

n

4

l
5

|

|
|

INSERT .

CLINTON 3.3-5 10/1/93

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

Section 3.3 Page 264 of 687 RPS Instrumentation
.

)

| 3.3.1.1
|

Table 3.3.1.1 1 (page 1 of 3)
teactor Protection Systne Instrumentation I

(
l

CONDtTIONS
APPLICABLE REQUIRED REFERENCED

I

fGES OR o7MER CHANN ' Ft M 1

SPECIFIED PEL REQUIRED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE I

'

[hg,4MBFUNCTIOW CONDIT!DuS 9fM ACTION D.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE {
1

1. Intermediate Range Monitors *

Ma. Neutron Flux - Nigt 2 DF"" SR 3.3.1.1.1 sII22/1257"
'

4 { SR 3.3.1.1.4 divisions
SR 3.3.1.1.6 of futt
SR 3.3.1.1.7 scate

( SR 3.3.1.1.13
j to 1.1 1.1.1% ,

I!
>

, O L M. t. i, s 't ) 2(122/125[5(*) .Gr" Sit 7s. i. i .i ~
Vr

A
SR 3.3.1.1.5 divisions

f SR 3.3.1.1.13 of futtj St .1.1.1 scate |Ge 1. . s.urb. Inop 2 .ar j ,,vg A 2.2.i.i. c un Igo
'

'

) ,tg _ 3_3.1.1.1%
v,,gy.g %e. 2.2. i. e . n

/J5(a) w

7 ;,,,

I sa t t_i_1 J2. Averase Power Range Monitors
I

a. heutron Fttot - Nigh. 2 .Sf" SR 3.3.1.1.1 5.(203% RTP I
.. .

Setdown
SR 3.3.1.1.4

bg SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.8
SR 3.3.1.1.11 Ft0e tt i**

.5"4 [ # su 2.2.1.2,3 5-422nate - -1
aMic. 5. s. E i! n Di

i ,

' C f~ Ni Sa 3.314 5 '

N SR 3.3 4.1.8
t

St 3.1.1.11_

_ 3.3.1.1.15 jh j
% ,

j b. Flow Blased Slautated 1 9L h [(,, Thernst Power- Nigh SR 3.3.1.1.1 5 (0.66 W + I,
SR 3.3.1.1.2 67)%RTP '

@\ * SR 3.3.1.1.8 5 (1133% /
54 3.3.1.1.3 am1/ s/

SR 3.3.1.1.9 RTPI(b)
54 3.3.1.1.11 /

SR 3.3.1.1.14 9
SR 3.3.1.1.15-

OPIDTSR
SR 3.3.1.1.17

5,3, I. f.7 0
g

Vith any control rod withdrawn from a core cett containing one or more fuel assentties. I(a)
-

' (b) Attowable Value is O 0 2 W C RTP when reset for single loop operation per LCO 3.4.1- * Recirculation Loops Operating." A
_

. a. -

t o.G G (v]- $) + 51 % D-
,

_ !

-BWR/5-STS ' 3.3-6 Rev. 0,~09/2B/92-

!
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Enclosure 2 to U.602196 RPS Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 265 of 687 3.3.1.1

|
.

Table 3.3.1.1 1 (pege 2 of 3) Itesctor Protection system Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIOWs '

MCDEs OR REDU!aED REFERENCED
OTHER CHANNELS FROM

sPECIFIED PER REQUltED sutVE!LLANCE ALLOWABLE :FUNCT!cel CONDIT!DNS / SV4MM ACT!0ef D.1 . REQUttEMENTs VALUE r
,

QfoncitoN) I
i 2. Average Power tange

Manitors (continued) j g ;
i c. Fixed Neutron 1 [b st 3.3.1.1.1 5 f12CII RTP || Flux - Migh

st 3.3.1.1.2 ,
, st 3.3.1.1.8 '

Q> st 3.3.1.1.9
L_ 73, p. 3, sgSR 3.3.1.1.11 ,

,

,

SR 3.3.1.1.15 e '

i SR 3.3.1.1.1 j
d. Inop 1,2 [tl st 3.' 3'.1'.1.8 RA , - Plc ,

SR 3.3.1.1.9 /

\ %~- '
2. O_. j

(# H Milf @'o
- M .3.1.1.15 jo 3

[q3. Reactor vesset steam Dame 1,2 ', SR 3.3.1.1.1 s psis rPressure - High SR 3.3.1.1.9 ;4 st 3.3.1.1.101 -2
-

, SR 3.3.1.1.13 - < |

\ , st 3.3.1.1.15 e I(3,3 y v pjg) st 3.3.1.1.17'

| 4 teactor vessel Water 1,2 $/ SR 3.3.1.1.1 t inches iLevel - Low, Level 3 / st 3.3.1.1.9 iR %2.7s8 le 6Jst 3.3.1.1.1D}* -

3
3.3.1.1.13

[ 3.3.1.1.15
-

st 3.3.1.1.17'

| S. Resetor vesset Water ft .6
.F st 3.3.1.1.1 s 154,46 inchesLevel - Nigh, Level 8 I ;st 3.3.1.1.9

, 267o /U.P *rst 3.3.1.1.101 ' ;
i

!

3.3.1.1.13
3.3.1.1.15

st 3.3.1.1. 7 12
.

-

i
~

[[ [
6. Main Steam Isolation 1 st 3.3.1.1.9 5W ct'esed,

! Velve - Closure SR 3.3.1.1.13
_ i

| st 3.3.1.1.15 g g , , , ,, -

'g SR 3.3.1.1
{7. Drywell Pressure-Nigh 1,2 J

- [N st 3.3.1.1.1 5 }st 3.3.1.1.9 ,gg
glst 3.3.1.1.10) L

st 3.3.1.1.13 hO
st _3.3.1.1 J5 .

cTE u. a. i. n7'
- "-

OY,
_.

_. _

(continued)

y- gyr 4,p Wt w- yw-
5 agg g -" h _-1 -m- N

AW/5 STS - 3.3-7 Rev. o n /2;f;2

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

Section 3.3 Page 266 of 687 RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

; Table 3.3.1.1 1 (pose 3 of 3)
Reactor Protection Systee Instrumentation

APPLICABLE C:WDIT]DNS
MI)ES DR REQUIRED REFERENCED
OTHER CNANNlLS FRCM

SPECITIED

/3463E4.]NACTION D.1
Pitf M REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLEFUNCTION CONDIT1DNS

-

REQUIREMENTS VALUE

( f0N_C_ To& f.,,
. x

~ ggyg encAr.$ pg,p j(fj,ggp,g#gE. Sc am Discharge Voltrne
Yater tevet -Nigh Y" ' -|

<

$ 3V| *N Cb C5 OY l[Il* AI D
a. Transsitter!' 4 l_ 1,2 jd h 0'l,. %w|(o - CIC's

>h , SR 3.3.1.1.1 1SR DA i ."3.3.1.1.9 , y .p:/ r- 8

pSR 3.3.1.1.103 i

SR 3.3.1.1.13 P
( h| \SIL 1 1 L1 M D

gd ifI NN ': :c;; .: ._a T54)
i

Sa 3.3.1.1.9 ese+e--- *| '

ISR 3.3.1.1.10b '

h '' h*Nk'$*E ~(L_ 7Cf ff. $4 oselccesl
y_

?se 1
,

[d . Y a.a. o.s .1D - :T L ..2.1.1.9 '
l'o e I C 11- Mar 3 A,8b. Float Switch 1.2 )

,

rd SR 3.3.1.1.13
~

i se s s s_s n f 7C Eff / ,h(o mcd, 5
h5(*) |b f3 1 '

! s-SR 3.3.1.1.13
{ y' I zg :.3,Tfj } _

'

~/% C.10SCd9 Turbine lten Valve closure t I407% RTP h) E a.a.i.a.y e S" - ' -_m ,._ . m, t
e ; 3.3.1.1.13:.: . : .1. => <

.

t / SR '
SR 3.3.1.1.15 1SR 3.3.1.1.16v SR 3.3.1.1.17 M,- ,

10. Turbine Control Velve P\40:RTP E SR

Precsure - Low
--

3.3.1.1.9 a psigFast Closure, Trip OIL
* * ^ ' ^ _ ' '

h
. SR 3.3.1.1.13 _

5 f 3.3.1.I[SR 3.3.1.1.15
SR 3.3.1.1.16\ M.

-

.

Sa 3.3.1.1. .

11. Reactor mode 1,2 h g. Sa 3.3.1.1.12- uA
.

Switch - Shutdown Position em 115 9~
pjg**

^/.sP. I.I.4.t.17 Y ~5(*) % ) [y 1 "St 3.3.1.1.12 MA e'y 3.1.1.1. n /
'

( st- 3.p1.1p ,NA ,
5.T.i.i.i12. Manual Scram 1,2 fy 52

M T'n 133.ML-)- ~ 'i$9 'AW6D
>") #

(a) With any control rod withdreari from a core cell centsining one or aiore fuei essant>tles.

- L'R/fr STS 3.3-8 Rev. O,-09/2B/93-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SRM Instrumentation |Section 3.3 Page 267 of 687 3.3.1.2 i
',

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION |

3.3.1.2 Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation '

LCO 3.3.1.2 The SRM instrumentation in Table 3.3.1.2-1 shall be
OPERABLE. i

:

:

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.2-1.

i

ACTIONS
'

CONDITION' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

3

A. One or more required A.I Restore required SRMs 4 hours !SRMs inoperable in to OPERABLE status. '

MODE 2 with '

intermediate range
monitors (IRMs) on
Range 2 or below.

,

!
i^

Tfut
B. , ITul required SRMs B.1 Suspend control rod Immediately Iinoperable in MODE 2 withdrawal .

with IRMs on Range 2
or below.

j
|

C. Required Action and C.1 Be'in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or B not met.

.

D. One or more required D.1 Fully insert all I hour
SRMs inoperable in insertable control

| MODE 3 or 4. rods.

hN.D

(continued)

.
i

s'n/c Tr 3.3-9 Rev. O, T/20/'G-

1 ,

Y'Q
4
h

;

;

|i

' i

l__________ __ ___.. - - . .- - - - " - - -- "'''' ~ " ~ ''*- * ''~*' ' ~ ~ ~'~ ~ "
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,

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 268 cf 687 SRM Instrumentation

3.3.1.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) D.2 Place reactor mode I hour
switch in the
shutdown position.

/Er me5
One[ required SRfij E.1 Suspend CORE Imediatelyu E.
inoperable in MODE 5. ALTERATIONS except

for control rod
insertion.

6.!LD

E.2 Initiate action to Imediately
insert all insertable~

control rods in core
cells containing one
or more fuel
assemblies. /

Cd - AND ~ b'

/E.3 Initia e action to 7 days-

iItore ' required SRM
,

If
to OPERABLE status.

/ /

F. Two ryg red SRMs F.1 Initiate ac * n to Imediately
inoperable in MODE 5. restore; n required- i

SRL to' OPERABLE
status.

__

|

!,

?

:EWR/9 5TS- 3.3-10 Rev. O,-09/2D/92~



Endosure 2 to U-602196 SRM InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 269 of 687
3.3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

... _.-__. __ .........____.---------NOTE-----------_-------------------------
Refer to lable 3.3.1.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each applicable MODE !or other specified conditions.

j

\

|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.2.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

|

SR 3.3.1.2.2 ------------------NOTES------------------
1. Only required to be met during CORE

ALTERATIONS.

2. One SRM may,be used to satisfy more
than one of the following.

_ .. ...____....___________ ...._____..__

Verify an OPERABLE SRM detector is 12 hourslocated in:
i
ia. The fueled region; '

b. The core quadrant where CORE
ALTERATIONS are beireg perfomed when
the associated SRM is included in the
fueled region; and

c. A core quadrant adjacent to where
CORE ALTERATIONS are being perfomed, -

;
when the associated SRM is included

| in the fueled region.
|

SR 3.3.1.2.3 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

(continued)

-BWR/6-STS- 3.3-11 Rev. O, WWE



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
SRM InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 270 of 687

3.3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLAhCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.2.4 ------------------NOTE-------- ----------

Not required to be met with less than or
equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies in
the associated core quadrant.
___..--. -....--_-. --_.---.__....---__.-

Verify count rate is 78 12 hours
c/

~ during CORErQat[3.0[ cps,kitha sipal iv noise ALTERATIONS
I fratie : 12:Ovw

--
- AND

[0.7Nps-wMb = drm=1 to-noise-b. :

rat W '2 Q 24 hoursw w
/ w

SR 3.3.1.2.5 Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.2.6 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be perfomed until
12 hours after IRMs on Range 2 o'r below.

~

..-..-...---....- - ..-__.- .. _-__ . ...

Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

SR 3.3.1.2.7 ------------------NOTE-------------------

& l $$.5$$_ $ $$ $[___[$ $.5 $_$ *------- --
'
(13',/ monthsPerfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

n
_-

[, [Y @ b @O OP 8d N

~/A hours cGer Ir><s m Eage 2 or belce.
m -

.

-swn/c sis - 3.3-12 Rev. O,-09/M/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SRM Instrum!ntation i
Section 3.3 Page 271 of 687 3.3.1.2 i

i

Table 3.3.1.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Source Range Monitor Instrumentation

|

1

|APPLICABLE
M(EES OR OTHER REQUIRED SLEVE!Lt.ANCE 1FUNCTION SPECIFIED CONDIT10NS CHANNELS REcultEMENTS II

'
i

| 1 Source aanse Monitor 2(a) M 3 SR 3.3.1.2.1
54 3.3.1.2.4
SR 3.3.1.2.6 |

'St 3.3.1.2.7j
3,4 2 st 3.3.1.2.3

SR 3.3.1.2.4
$4 3.3.1.2.6
st 3.3.1.2.7

-

I

5 2CD3'ICI SR 3.3.1.2.1
st 3.3.1.2.2

'34 3.3.1.2.4
st 3.3.1.2.5
$4 3.3.1.2.7

|

1{
*

ta) WIth itMs on aange 2 or be1ow.
l(b) Only one SRM channel is remiired to be OPERABLE charing spiret off tood or reload when the fueled region |includes only that SAM ortector.

(c) special sovable detectors may be used in place of SRMs if connected to normal SRM circuits.
.

5

l i

l

|
!

|
i

i
i

!

s

2 W /5 STS 3.3-13 Rev. O, 09MB/.92
1

_ _ .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod 81ock InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 272 of 687 3.3.2.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation
1

LCO 3.3.2.1 The control red block instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.2.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.2.1-1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more rod A.1 Suspend control rod Immediatelywithdrawal limiter withdrawal.
(RWL) channels

s

inoperable.

B. One or more rod B.1 Suspend control rod Immediatelypattern controller movement except by
channels inoperable. scram.

!

C. One or more Reactor C.1 Suspend control rod InmediatelyMode Switch--Shutdown withdrawal.
Position channels
inoperable. AND' s

C.2 Initiate action to Immediately
fully insert all

insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

--BWR/6tSTS 3.3-14 Rev. 0,79/28/.92.

_ -_
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod B1ock Instrumentation i

Section 3.3 Page 273 of 687 3.3.2.1
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-----------_-------------------------NOTES--------------------------------- --
'

1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each Control Rod
Block Function. ,

'0 h-0
'e

2. When a a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
!perfomance of required Surveillances, entry i to associated Conditions |

and Required Actions may be delayed for up t hours provided the
associated Function maintains control rod bloc capabilit

......_____________......_.. _............ ______ ...........y.
... ____ ........

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i

SR 3.3.2.1.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
!Not required to be perfomed until I hour '

after THERMAL POWER is >f__70Q RTP....._..... ___........_.. ...........

Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. k927 days I

1

SR 3.3.2.1.2 ------------------NOTE------------------- i,
Not required to be perfomed until I hour '

after THERMAL POWER is 35% RTP and

h
,

. . ..._ ..........................

Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
1
,

,

i

SR 3.3.2.1.3 ------------------NOTE------------------- !

i

Not required to be perfomed until I hour
iafter any control rod is withdrawn in
!MODE 2.

Q| _....._...._..........._..........._.....

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. k92[ days

(continued)

.

-BWRf6-STS 3.3-15 Rev. 0,49/28/92,

I
l

.
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i

Control Rod Block InstrumeSec on 3 ag 2 4 of

i
i

,

!
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) '

4

i SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY ;

| r

.

.iSR 3.3.2.1.4 -.---.----.-------NOTE---------------..-.
'

Not required to be performed until I hour '
i

after THERMAL POWER is 5 % RTP in '

MODE 1. '

......._____....-___..___'20 .

.

,
___ - ....

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 aysi

| !

!

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Calibrate the low power set oint. The :iad(days !
Allowable Value shall b % RTP and 91

^ *
.

gr
a
.

.

) SR 3.3.2.1.6 Verify the RWL high power Function is not days i

;

passed when THERMAL POWER is QE IB
M793%RTP. L [( A 3. 5 2. I, '+ Pe r G r m CHwart rm str A rian/. Itg me,<4Ls]

-

~
,

J---.

1

SR 3.3.2.1 --.---------------NOTE---.--------------- 6g Not required to be perfomed until I hour
after reactor mode switch is in the,

;

./ shutdown position.
--.____ .........___.....___......___.... ;

j
Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. k18[ months [

,

)' *

SR 3.3.2.1.' Verify the bypassing and movement of Prior to and -
'

oj control rods required to be bypassed in during the
,

'
Rod Action Control System.(RACS) by a movement of

i second licensed operator or other - control rodsqualified member of the technical staff. bypassed in ;
! RACS '

i

i

|

i

i

BWR/&-STS 3.3-16 Rev. O, -09/EB/W.
!-

I i

l' I
| \

!

>
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i
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Control Rod Block fnstrumentation

Section 3.3 Page 275 of 687 3.3.2.1
|

Tabte 3.3.2.1 1 (pose 1 of 1) |

Control Rod Block Instrumentation !
i

i

APPLICABLE '

MODES OR CTHER +

SPECIFIED REcutRED SURVEILLANCE !

,

FUNCT20N CONDITIONS CMANNELS REOUIREMENTS I

i

1. Rod Pattern Control System (f I.3+2*I*,

s

a. Rod withdrawat limiter k(a) f2 SR 3.3.2.1.1 *
'

st 3.3.2.1.6 I

k(b)[ ' 2 st 3.3.2.1.2
SR 3.3.2.1.5 j,

b. Rod pattern controtter. 1(c), z st 3.3.2.1.3 8
.

E-_3uL2J A ' t

st 3.3.2.1.5 / |
SR 3.3.2.1.g4 '

2. Reactor Mode Switch-shutdone Position (d) 2 54 3.3.2.1.17
.

[
y I ' r

'

(a) THERMAL POWER > % RTP. ,
,

(b) THERMAL POWER > $f%RTPand570%RTP.
I

I

(c) With THERMAL POWER 5 4443% RTP.
-

~~

(d) Reactor made switch in the shutdown position. *

;

t

L

l
;

i
i
'

.

b

-
>- ;
!

!
|

)

l

.

|

:

-snt/64TS- . 3.3-17 Rev. OM8/9P
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 PAM Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 276 of 687 3.3.3.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3.1 Post Accident Honitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

! LCO 3.3.3.1 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.3.1-1shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------,

i 1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
......_ ....._.. ___.. ... _........_____............................. _..____
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required 30 dayswith one required channel to OPERABLEchannel inoperable. status.
.

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Imediatelyassociated Completion accordance with
Time of Condition A Specification
not met. 5. 2.c.

- 8
_

h C.
NO C.1 Restore one required 7 days

-------

Not icab to channel to OPERABLE
-

Jb rogen nitor)j status.
dhannels / j

......_......._.y

One or more Functions
with two required
channels inoperable.

(continued)

-BWR/6 $iS=- 3.3-18 Rev. O, 09/E8/S2



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 277 of 687 PAM Instrumentation.

3.3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued),

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

N Two equired hyd M d .1 histpre one [ required 7Tho s,

onitor annels hydro'ye monitor] Ni erable. hannel ERABLE N ,

status. s

- ~~ ,. ",

' ( (f
/ . Required Action and $.1 Enter the Condition Imediatelyassociated Completion referenced in'

Time of Condition C- Table 3.3.3.1-1 for
ot met. the channel.'

T
[.Asrequiredby D Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursRequired Action .I

and referenced in ( 9q
Table 3.3.3.1-1. i

-

/ F
T As required by bE'1|p.1

F J -

n Initiate action in ImediatelyRequired Action V accordance with
and referenced in

ie\ Table 3.3.3.1-1. gN Spe ification M,

g s 5. 32.c.
\ -

2}gi) -

1

t

I

-BWR/6 +TS- 3.3-19 Rev. O,19/28/92~
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!

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
PAM InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 278 of 687 i3.3.3.1 +

:

P4 ' :

SURVFil fJNrF RF0f f f REMENTS

--- - ------------)
', i

ppi,'eckle hor
------------------NOTE-------------------------------------Ih::: m 2;;:M tejeach function in Table 3.3.3.1-1. '

_______..____._______________........_________
.- _____________________________ __ ,

i-

i

i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

%
SR 3.3.3.1.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 31 days

-

:
1,

SR 3.3.3.1. Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18[ months

,

/
,

-

pq - - ~ u _ -

- - - - - - - >J c y c - - - - -
-- - _

.

', Appl,'cAale Coc eacI;Rac% a %Ie 3.3;5 t-t e,ajypenep;g g, |
_ - - _ _ - - - . - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ,. 1

, a
i

',._-
;

!i
- --

_

', M - - - - sp o rt - - -- ~ _ _,-
C 4 d ppl,'c M >le b F m e b e J T a 6 ( , g 3,3,f.f, f .

,

j~-- -- -- - - _ . _ _ _ _ . .

''' s k 2. 3. 5 . I . 2- Po lo r a C HAddCL CM IE2 A 'TIMJ qz d4 ,/' |
~ - =. -/ \

|

|

|

|

I
4

.

.

.

t 1g% 19 ---

3.3-20 Rev. O, 09f28/gg""' u 383

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.3 Page 279 of 687 PAM Instrumentation:

i

$ 3.3.3.1
'

-

Table 3.3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 11
st Accident Monitoring Instrumentationg

h. NWd M$f A d4L alla.Tt_00,._,.

-_ , -
, . _

C M ITIONS ;-

REFERENCED FROM |AfDUIRED REQUIREDFUNCTICN
CHANNELS

,

ACT!CN { f_d ] |_

. '
1. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure

2
2. Reactor vessel Water Level -

2 d'

,

V !

3. seression Pool Water Level O'

[ /4 Drywell Pressure
-

2 /
O, 5. Primary Contairunent Area Radiation'

- 2 fet
I,'- 3

v D n5 ~-

/. PCIV Position rd
_- r pg ,t( u--;. ..., - __ -

. , m - 3

Anaty a r h
.

: xs

g] [2
.,E4 1

X. Primary Contairsment Pressure b, L,q fugt 2-__ E ) [-
.

. Spression Pool Water Tepperature 2h@a,. A h # ~.'-
j

: ?3(a)
Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration flow path is isolated h 1 m i r - Ma. 5

.~.k; :: ::Me L---M-e m- - m -- 2m 1-.-- mT r',re4~ " :' % -)

.

r _p -r- o g_- Q [,

,

-4 b Monitoring each ' '--d'" '
-. _.. f> O- I4 M

- -
-

/ Reisewer's Note: Tabt .3.3.1 1 shalt be for each plant as ary to List:
/ / 1. Att . atory Culde 1.97 T A instruments, and' Y 2- Regulatory Guide Category 1, non-T instruments specij.i in the plant's RegulatoryGuide 1.97 Safe atuation Report.

-

(b) Orl
* .-

y ose pnLu ,do!w dwe\ 's try;re) ht pe se+rch% 9%
N'w P& s w A @ one cndrol e W'h4 ekaael

<

v

--BWFV6-SYS 3.3-21 Rev. O, 99/M43--
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!
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Remote Shutdown System |

Rection 3.3 Page 2So of 687
3.3.3.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3.2 Remote Shutdown System ;

'

LCO 3.3.3.2
The Remote Shutdown System FunctionshT bh 3.0
shall be OPERABLE. i--

;

CI
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS
,

i

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------
1

I1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. '

2. Separate Condition entry is-allowed fo
. _ -. . _ __ _. ... _ _ _ _ _ _. . . . . .. _ - . . .. . .._ _ _ . ..r e a c h Fu n c t i o n ..--.______....______________....__.

j

CONDITION i
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 30 days i

|

Functions inoperable.
Function to OPERABLE - '

status.
,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
i
i

associated Completion
Time not met.

__

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

_

. SR 3.3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days
_

(
instrumentation channel that is normallyf oenergized. -

_

(continued)

BWR/6-STS- 3.3-22 Rev. O,-09/28/92-



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 231 of 637 Remote Shutdown System

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

k18[ months
SR 3.3.3.2.2 Verify each required control circuit and

transfer switch is capable of perfoming
the intended functions.

I

SR 3.3.3.2.3 Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each 18 onthsrequired instrumentation channel.

s

.-
'

|

|

1

l

|

~ Bk'E/5 STS- 3.3-23 Rev. O, 4 9/28/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
_ m

htMN0%0 )ju" )Section 3.3 Page 282 of 637
J

| - e . & . au -

Table 3.3.3.2-1 (pege 1 of 1)
Reacte Shutoown Syst tation

FUWCTION
(IkSTR'JMENT OR Rt3J1 RED LOSER

CDWTROL PARAMETER) 0F DIY1SIONS f
kN

N1. Reactor Pressure Vesset Pressur M ontrol

e. Reactor Pressure [1]
N

| t 2. Decay Meat Renovat

a. RCIC Flow
(13

b. RCIC Centrols
II)~

. c. RNR Flow
(13, i j

\ d. RNR trots \\ I13

3. Reactor Pressure vesse tory controt

g' a. RCIC Ftow
(1)

b. RCIC Controts [1]s

RNR F1ow \.

N til

d. RNR Contrets
(1) 1

l

'

Reviewer's Note: This Table is for Illustration purposes only.
Furetion used at every plant, hit cloes contain the types of Functions commonly fourd.It does ret attempt to encompass every|

x

/ _~

|

-D!n/5 STL 3.3-24 Rev. O, -0948/.G2-
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 2ns m menta21on )
-

Section 3.3 Page 283 of 687 3.3.4.I
I

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION '

3.3.4.1 End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) Instrumentation
%

@ (y-- P 9 ,

LCO 3.3.4.1 tess channels mer tru ;-anOfor each EOC-RPTA
instrumentation Function listed below shall be OPERABLE: |

i

~
g l'. Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Closurefm; Ci@ pq ~i94euvre-+ow; and -

~

Turbine Control Valve (TCV) Fast Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure--Lo.<.

'
..

. LCO .2, ' MINIMUM CRIJJ L POWER RATIO ."OC-RPT as specig(MC[ l' its for inoperab in the COLRare made appl . -

@
-

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER t 0 % RTP with any recirculation pump in i
-

fast speed.
t

ACTIONS y
tu nekn

-------------------------------------NOTE------- ------------------.---------. t

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Ma'nne4!.
--------------------------_--_--_________________________ _ _ _ ___ _ _____

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME-.-

q . .. @ cue s wi4k eme)e t

A. One or more/ required A.1 Restore channel to 2 hours
,

s
'

,,channelfinoperable. OFERABLE status.
D

1

9.!!
'

T9

(continued) |

I

BwRft-'sTS-- 3.3-25 Rev. O, 09/28/9E
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 EOC-RPT Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 284 of 687 3.3.4.1

ACTIONS

I CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTE---------
Not applicable if
inoperable channel is t

the r:sult of an
inoperable breaker.
.................. ..

Qone ;

Pq - Place channel,in hours :
trip.

, ,cfg
(

, g !

; i One or more Functions ./.1 RestoreJDC-ET U ;6) 2 hours(y OC "r , teMV h FSW IILYwith
@

[
93

ty-net- or mere,

chwadt, in eMetb2
. iftte+ned. cisc w e\s ( py , @ +o Cp6EAtLE

i n ot e rc%\e. ) w <r.% c . -AN N B. ApplyQhe riCrk i it Z hours
'

[|
' <for inoperable \| MCP init or EOC-RPT aAspecifie N ( El

c

i%cper l ot 4 the COLR>s N y
~

mah app 'e EOG
,

kable.] \
-

D /. Required Action and .1 Remove the associated 4 hours';
associated Completion recirculation pump

*

| Time not met. fast speed breaker
from service.

| 8.

I ?@ ;
I .2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours

to<J40%RTP. ;
} ifb '

\
-

-

3, C,w ereverc F G , 8.1 Place eme ckanel (o L w es \
wir %o ekm.<ls w aGec+es Me% ; \

M-t ,so g r u e. -

.'
- _i ) t

_

- PA'n/5 STS 3.3-26 Rev. O, 09/28/92

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 EOC-RPT 1nstrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 285 of 687 3.3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

-------------------------------------NOTE----------------- - ----

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains

~

EOC-RPT trip capability.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

, SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1.1 Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92dys
i

'

@ r 3.3.4.1.Z Cei-;treta the i..y unib. 33 g: (
~

IBhonthsSR 3.3.4.1. Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The

" -

huAllowable Values shall be:
R ~

,

!
a. ISV Closuref Fi: Oi' orror: L:9

.I ['M S 7'4 cteseDQ
~

b. TCV Fast Closure, Oil*
,

Pressure-Low: E ig.'
46I

I''
~f

- 18honth@s
-

1
,

.' SR 3.3.4.1.: Perfom LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST,i including breaker actuation.
!

1

. - -

SR 33.4.1./ Verifv TSV Closure @- 18 moMur.-- ' Sand TCV, Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure-Low Functions are not
by assed when THERMAL POWER is

. t 4 % RTP.
i

| '

(continued)

--BWRffrSiS-- 3.3-27 Rev. O, 09/20/o?-
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Enclosure 2 o U402196
Section 3.3 Page 286 of 687 EOC-RPT Instrumentation

3.3.4.1
|

!
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

)

3.3.4.1.ji's @ @ NOTSR

O/. Breaker 1 interruption [E------------------
-p-

Eime may be
assumed from the most recent perfomance
*f SR 3 3 "*1' *ZUSEP3 ,' Of.

----- -----------------------------------

Verify the EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME k18[monthson
''

,

Op3' is within limits. a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

<- +

@ |SR 3.3.4.1.7 Detemine RPT breaker hterruption[ f 60 monthstime.
s

!
- -

2. The STAC4EREb TCCT BASIS Fmpeu
skll Lt cle ter.id..ed m c p er|

Nufb insb.
'

"

p9_
_ _

!

|
J

EL'R/C STL 3.3-28 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 237 of 687

INSERT 28A

SR 3.3.4.1.6 -------------NOTE----------------
1. Only applicable to the

portions of the logic tested
by the Self Test System. |

|

2. For the purposes of j
determining the STAGGERED .

TEST BASIS Frequency, all |
channels for all Functions |

'are considered together and

______"n"___________.._____________equals four.
__

1

| Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months on
'

TEST independent of the Self Test a STAGGERED
System. TEST BASIS

i |
! !

,

i

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-28 10/1/93

- __
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 288 of 687 ATWS-RPT Instrumentation

3.3.4.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

!3.3.4.2 Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip i-

(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation
>

'

!

!
LCO 3.3.4.2 Two channels per trip system for each ATWS-RPT

instrumentation Function listed below shall be OPERABLE:

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2; and i
a.

i

b. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--High. :
'

i

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

! ACTIONS c

;

i

----------- --------------------- '---NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel. i

'

__________ ..___________.... ____..__..________........__________...........__
i

.5
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

;
'

+

|

A. One or more channels A.1 Re$ tore c 1.to Way+ ;
m m-

inoperable. OPERAB tatus.]r. _.
f

OB,
'

'

IT
.

A- 2
~ ,

P"q
% ,------NOTE---------3

|Nof> licable if -

.

'

inopera channel is
' the resull'o n

!
i

inoperable breaA
w ..._________________ R i

Place channel in 14 days
trip.

1

(continued)

BwR/6 ais 3.3-29 Rev. O, 09/28/02
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 289 of 687 3.3.4.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One Function with B.1 Restore ATWS-RPT trip 72 hours
ATWS-RPT trip capability.
capability not
maintained.

C. Both Functions with C.1 Restore ATWS-RPT trip I hour
ATWS-RPT trip capability for one
capability not function.
maintained.;

-

D. Required Action and D.l Remove the associated 6 hourss

associated Completion recirculation pump
Time not met. from service.

9E

D.2 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSi

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains
ATWS-RPT trip capability.
__....._.._____ .........................___....--............___......___....

.

|
| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

G
ySR 3.3.4.2.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours A

(continued)
|

|

-BWR/0 ST5 3.3-30 Rev. O,-00/20/02-
|

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ATWS-RPT Znstrumentation |Section 3.3 Page 290 of 6S7 3.3.4.2 '

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (continued)
iSURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY j

0t

| SR 3.3.4.2.2 Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. k92fdays

QphR3.3.4.2.3 Calibrate the trip units. k92[ days
-

2--

_

_

@
k18}%onthsSR 3.3.4.2.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The

Allowable Values shall be:

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low,
Level 2: aci w nches; and

*

,bf V Q-50.0i
~

b. Rea or Steam Dome 7 ssure-High:
psig.

/

_

o D
I18h.o@nths -SR 3.3.4.2.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST,

including breaker actuation. ,

*

Tax /6 sly 3.3-31 Rev. O, 49f??'92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ECCS Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 291 of 687 3.3.5.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5.1 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5.1 The ECCS instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.5.1-1 sha,ll be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5.1-1.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

A. One or more channels A.1 Enter the Condition Iramediatelyinoperable, referenecJ in
Table 3.3.5.1-1 for
the channel.

B. As required by B.1 --------NOTES--------Required Action A.1 1. Only applicable
and referenced in in MODES 1, 2,
Table 3.3.5.1-1. and 3.

2. Only applicable
.

for Functions
1.a, 1.b, 2.a

:and 2.b. '

.---------.....------

Declare supported I hour from |
feature (s) inoperable discovery of |when its redundant loss of l

feature ECCS initiation
initiation capability capability for
is inoperable, feature (s) in

both divisions
blLD

(continued)
|

-Eun/C ::: 3.3-32 Rev. 0, 09/23/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ECCS 2nstrumentation jSection 3.3 Page 292 ores 7- 3.3.5.1 .

.

i
ACTIONS

1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME,

i
B. (continued) B.2 --------NOTES-------- |1. Only applicable

iin MODES 1, 2, !
and 3. ):

2. Only applicable !
for Functions 3.a i

and 3.b. !
!

........-- .....-- ..

;i
Declare High Pressure I hour from

'

Core Spray (HPCS) discovery of
System inoperable. loss of HPCS

initiation
capability i

ANDS i

!

B.3 Place channel in 24 hours
.

!
trip.

,

|
1

- '!

------ !,OTES--------C. As required by C.1
+

N ;

Required Action A.1 1. Only applicable '

and referenced in in MODES 1, 2, iTable 3.3.5.1-1. and 3. !

1

2. Only applicable '

for Functions
1.c, 1.d. 2.c.
and 2.d.

......._____.........

|
Declare supported I hour from
feature (s) inoperable discovery of
when its redundant loss of

.

feature ECCS initiation
initiation capability capability for
is inoperable. feature (s) in

both divisions
_AND.

.

(continued)
i

i

Ei'P/E STS 3.3-33 Rev. O,D9/Zo/vz' I
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* Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ECCS fnstrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 293 of 687 3.3.5.1

ACTIONS
>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

;

C. (continued) C.2 Restore channel to 24 hours -|
OPERABLE status. '

!
;

D. As required by D.1 --------NOTE--------- iRequired Action A.1 Only applicable if
|and referenced in HPCS pump suction is i

Table 3.3.5.1-1. not aligned to the '

suppression pool. !

|
_____________________

Declare HPCS System I hour from |
| inoperable. discovery of- |!

loss of HPCS !'

initiation !

capability iAND
j
;

D.2.1 Place channel in 24 hours |
tri p. ,

i
i OR j

,

D.2.2 Align the HPCS pump 24 hours !

suction to the
suppression pool.

.

,

i -

- (continued)

<

\
'

!

o'r:R/E STS- 3.3-34 Rev. 0,-09ftS7 C

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 294 of 687

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. As required by E.1 --------NOTES-------.Required Action A.1 1. Only applicable
and referenced in in MODES 1, 2,
Table 3.3.5.1-1. and 3.

2. Only applicable
for Functions
1.e,1.f. and
2.e.

.....................

Declare supported I hour from
feature (s) inoperable discovery of
when its redundant loss of !feature'ECCS initiation !initiation capability capability for

|is inoperable. feature (s) in,

iboth divisions . '

M
E.2 Restore channel to 7 days

OPERABLE status. :
1

.

,

|

IF. As required by F.1 Declare Automatic 1 hour from jRequired Action A.1 Depressurization discovery of iand referenced in System (ADS) valves loss of ADS lTable 3.3.5.1 1. inoperable. initiation
capability in
both trip
systems

M

(continued)

|

|

|

N/fr-STS- 3.3-35 Rev. O,.0V28/92-
;

!

|
|

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

ECCS InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 295 of 687
3.3.5.1 -j

!
ACTIONS

.

;

:CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

F. (continued) F.2 Place channel in 96 hours from
trip. discovery of '

;

inoperable |channel i

i concurrent with ;
,

HPCS or reactor !core isolation :
cooling (RCIC) i
inoperable !

AND i
t

8 day

&e re r:C )L
|

t

CK= W g:

!
' ~

f
i

lG. As required by G.1 --------NOTE---------
!Required Action A.1 Only applicable for
!and referenced in Functions 4.c, 4.e.
ITable 3.3.5.1-1. 4. f, 4.g 5.c, 5.e, jj and 5.f.,
|

,

.......__...___..___.
'

,

Declare ADS valves I hour-from
inoperable. discovery of

loss' of ADS |initiation j
capability in .

. iboth trip !
systems

AND
,

[

(continued)
,

I

|
|

4Mn/6 STL 3.3-35 Rev. O,-09/2eiy2-

|
-

_ - -. . . - .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ECCS In3trumentationSection 3.3 Page 296 of 687 3.3.5.1 |

c

ACTIONS
i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME '

i
,

|G. (continued) G.2 Restore channel to 96 hours from !

OPERABLE status. discovery of
inoperable
channel |

concurrent with ;

HPCS or RCIC i

inoperable i

AND

8 daysfif '|PCD
& d PCIC m

(opera 3LE %

s

!

H. Required Action and H.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion supported feature (s)
Time of Condition B, inoperable.
C, D, E, F, or G not -

-

met.

i
;

I
i

|

|
;

!

!

saf o us 3.3-37 Rev. O, 49/-28/S2__
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Enclosure 2 to U.602195 ECCS Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 297 of 687 3.3.5.1

i

I
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------_-----------1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.1-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each ECCS
Function.

i

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required

,

'

Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for
Functions 3.c, 3.f. 3.g, and 3.h; and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions
other than 3.c, 3.f, 3.g, and 3.h, provided the associated Function or the
redundant Function maintains ECCS initiation ca..__._....______________......_____......________ .pability.

. __....... __________.....
*

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

i SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
s

SR 3.3.5.1.2- Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days b
!
i

h b3.3.5.1.3 Calibrate the p M od dc. k92 NaysY- E
i

-

$ !!?
Y n,5.3.5.1.1 Perfe- CM?SEL MLI??f7?c!>. n Ag Q~

i
YSR 3.3.5.1jf Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. IShonthsf,

;

SR 3.3.5.1 [ Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 onths M

m e ,
SR 3.3.5.1. 6 Verify the ECCS RESPONSE TIME is within IIBT months on_.( limits.

a STAGGERED M\
TEST BASIS N

n - - ~
-

. . - --. ~ ..- -

( - --- - ra rc ~ ~ - - - - - - - -

T^)SEZT 22A
-

p ,, m suuurs rcsr Buts Freg eurg sktl
Le de 4,r ~be) m a pe r cLc.ma hsis for
" k E KS 'fr;P_ Q'l'C'_ - . - --

-S'a/5 STD 3.b - Rev. 0,~-@F25N2-
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INSERT 38A

SR 3.3.5.1.7 -------------NOTE--------- -- - - - -

Only applicable to the portions#

'
of the logic tested by the Self
Test System.

;_________________________________

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 72 months
TEST independent of the Self Test
System.

i

e

i

i
. 1

,

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-38 10/1/93

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 299 oT 687 ECCS Instrumentation

3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 1 of 5)
Energercy Core Cooling system Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES 04 REFERENCED
OTHER REQUltED FROM

SPECIFIED CHANNELS PER REQUIRED sutVEILLANCE ALLOWASLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REWJ!REMENTs VALUE

1. Low Pressure Coolant $lInjection-A (LPCI) and Low
Pressure Core spray (LPCs)
s= ys t.-

/4'7. 7a. Reactor Vessel Vater 1,2,3, (b)
B st 3.3.5.1.1 e i- tte-MLevet - Low Low Low, c

Levet 1 4(a) $(a) st 3.3.5.1.2 inches
, st 3.3.5.1.3)< ggg y,yS.I.4 PI

SR 3.3.5.1.5
Il st 3.3.5.1.6

3.3.5.1. /* 0854
3,3,$,3,gb. Drywell Pressure-Migh 1,2,3

=

(b) g gg 3 g 3 p g,
| st 3.3.5.1.2
| *-tst 3.3.5.1.3 g 3;$.5". f. -

t

st 3.3.5.1.
) 54 3.3.5.1.6

st 3.3.5.1 3 7 4.6c. LPCI Puso A 1,2,3, g1}E- C st 3.3.5.1. t seel
start .-- T ime De t av -

o *5# D .2tst 3.3.5. 4 s| P3 LP l-tqr t. Cettd} '#
.

_ ,
**c" 5

s d. Reactor 1,2,3 J8V C st~ .3.5.1.I th452/psig3 i
N 6 Pressure - Low'

tinjection Permissive) st 3.3.3.1.2
; st 3.3.5.1.3 s 45363 is'

st 3.3.5.1. 7i

f!;i;!;ih'tb452[psis
'

sc3.s.r..y P?| y
4(s) $,N f a st 3.3.5.1.1

st 3.3.5.1.2
3.3.5.1.3ds isst

0 g * 3.3.5.1.5
y . 3.L*.rd,6-

3.3.5.1.g
~st

e. JLPCs Pump Discharge 1,2,3, p(114 E st 3.3.5.1.1 a spa
7p

Ftou-Low (Bypess)Y

[ 4(a) $(a) st 3.3.5.1.2
-- o",

., SR 3.3.5.1. .. I _ -

OBI f00=uf. CI Pug A Discharge 1,2,3, ,, tile E st 3.3.5.1.1 t spo

_.

j Ftou-Low (Bypass)r

f 4(*),5N st 3.3.5.1.2,

g~I z ti

st 3.3.5.1.3
1 - st 3.3.5.1/)

,. ,

,
--

st 3.3.5.t pr p? -g- g. Maruel Initierion 1,2,3, .. p154 C st 3.3.5.1 f5 k 4' ,

4(*),5M
.

(@,p1 _
I

(continued)

(s) When associated stbsystem(s) are required to be OPEUELE.

(b) Also required to initiste the associatedhaniemm-
-_ 1. : -- _ i m.

-"

-

wo/LSM- 3.3-39 Rev. O , -09/-2M92,.-
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gnet m 2 to M2m ECCS InstrumentationSection 3.3 Page 300 of 687
3.3.5.1

.

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 2 of 5) I
Emergency Core Cooting system Instrtsmentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REFERENCED

OTHER RE00!aED FROM
SPECIFIED CKANNELs PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWAsLE

FUNCTION CONDIY!DNs FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REGUIREMENTs VALUE
i

2. LPCI s and LPCI C
, H7. 7s yst

s. Reactor vesset Water 1,2,3, (D3 s st 3.3.5.1.1 t <-49e-97 i
Levet Low Low Low, st 3.3.5.1.2 , inches - ;Levet 1 4(a) 5(a) ggg 3,3,3, j ,3 y g y,9g, ,, q_

,

,

P st 3.3.5.1.5
st 3.3.5.1.6

;st 3.3.5.1.y I.88st

b. Drywett Pressure-ufsh 1,2,3 (b) 3.3.5.1.1 [s 94e441 pois Is
st 3.3.5.1.2 *

st 3.3.5.1.3/st 3.3.5.1.5
|

st 3.3.5.1.6 i

jst 3.3.5.1g. I*b
c. LPCI Puup s 1,2,3, 11(g. C st 3.3.5.1.2 t seconds

. - Time DeIa N st 3.3.5.1.4 - '
! a.4 y opg cyg 4(a) $(s) P

s
, gg 3 , g g gg.ag,

'

"# j SC 3.tf.l. y seconos
d. Reactor 1,2,3 C N st 3.3.5.1.1 th452[psis

Pressure - Low st 3.3.5.1.2(Injection Persissive) W st 3.3.5.1.3)I and Is psis
st 3.3.5.1.5

***

4(a) 5(*) 15F 's_
St |...
st 3.3.5.1.1 tb452[psis |

'

' ,
4

st 3.3.5.1.2 >

M 3.3.5.1.3/'s psis-
3.3.5.1.5 ^
:.:.:.u7;D 47B;

y gst 3.3.5.1.7) g
i e. XLPCI Puup 3 and LPCI 1,2,3, M E st 3.3.5.1.1 2Pump C Discharge

Flow-Low (sypass 4(83,5(83 /'1 per pump)t st 3.3.5.1.2
Ast 3.3.5.1.3 b _ _ r - '

,

!

A st 3.3.5.1.71fp st 3.3.5.1,#r R7
-

-

f. marust Inftiation 1,2,3, p1R C '3.3.5.''f 'NA@_ 4(*),5(a)

, Qg.ggg,y,,,, __.

(cont trued)
J

(a) When associated stbsystem(s) are rece. tired to be OPERAsLE.

(b) Also rewired to initiate the associated b .J 7d ' -~ 6 ;nr53.

diesel gene rodet.

:

BWR/6-5-TS- 3.3-40 Rev. O,V9/20/9F

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 301 of 687 ECCS Instrumentation

3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (pape 3 of 5)
Emergency Core cooling system Instrunentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR

REFERENCED
CTHER REQUIRED FROM

SPECIF1ED CHANNELS PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOJABLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMEKTS VALUE
3. Nigh Pressure Core

spray (NPCs) system p* 7 y rya. Reactor Vessel 1,2,3, J &l ) a st 3.3.5.1.1 a nches

.ttb
Water Levet - Low / vtow, Level 2 4(-).5(-) sa 3.3.5.1.2

4st 3.3.5.1.3) #
't 3.3.5.1.5

6Ru'M ** ! i:0 /, egb. DrywIt 1,2,3
9. 44(b) [ sa 3.3.5.1.1 s 1 psig

<*
BPressure - High '

SR 3.3.5.1.2Iat Dst 3.3.5.1.3[
R 3.3.5.1.5

st 3.3.5.1.6
st 3.3.5.1.7 64 2c. Reacter vessel 1,2,3, p21A C st 3.3.5.1.1 s "1 inchesWater

Level - Nigh, 4(a) $(s) sa 3.3.5.1.2~
,

jgg 3,3,$,3Levet 8 -
^ $t ,,,

3.3.5. .pt/
3.3.5. )4 r O ' E7gg

U .m( b SR
~

1d. 1,2,3,
storese Tank g D st 3.3.5.1.1 e inches fLevet - Low 4(*),5(*3 st 3.3.5.1.2

3.3.f. l.'1 gst 3.3.5.1.3 - ' -
-

'
st 3.3.5. -

Q st 3.3.5.1 /2. '
.

e. sigpression Pool 1,2,3 p ,' D st 3.3.5.1.1 s 4 4G3 inchesWater Level-Nich ,

st 3.3.5.1.2

O91D /st 3.3.5.1.3
St -s

3.3.5.1 y '

st 3.3.5.1 ff 20f. Puip 1,2,3, pt)4 y
Oh

, E 3.3.5.1.1 t .L.4 psigDischarge
Pressure - Migh 4(a) $(a) - i sa 3.3.5.1.2 e
(typass)7 fA L35.I'l

ggg 3,3,$,g, , . , -,

y /* - -- P st 3.3.5.1 '

54 3.3.5.f 800
@ 3. .JHPCs system Flow1,2,3, p1R E st 3.3.5.1.1 t spm gis.e *Rate - Low

(typass))' 4(a) $(a) st 3.3.5.1.2
f Ast 3.3.5.1.Jk

, ..
*

g k sR- 3.3.5.1|yy
st 3.3.5. ps-h. Manual Initiation 1,2,3, gi)J.

--

C 'st 3.3.5. WA 44( >,5( >-

q a u s.. 7 4|
-

tcontinued)

(a) Uhen associated stbsystem(s) are required to be OPERABLE. ~ - - >

(t:) Also regaired to initiate the associated ci' m:4O , , sw
_ pj.

(c) When HPCs ism;" ;_60PERABLE
LCO 3.5.2, "ECCs - shuttbwn," and .

sforage tank waterlevel is not' witMn the Timits of St .5.2.2. ;_
'

bc 8

-BWR/6 1 W 3.3-41 Rev. 0, M l'/A/97

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 302 of 687 ECCS Instnnnentation

3.3.5.-1
~

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (pese 4 of 5)
Emergency Core Cooling system Instrumentation

-

APPLICABLE
CONDIT10NsMCDEs OR
REFERENCEDCTHER REQUlkED TkoM l

SPECIFIED CHANNELS pet REQUlkED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWASLE
hlNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUlkEMENTs VALUE

4 Automet{c i

lDepressurl4 Tion b

0:':::f|d4?c@(d) 3(d)
1p ;

-#27s. Reac 6r Yessel- 1,2
Water Levet -Low y2( F st 3.3.5.1.1 t . inches

,

Low Low, Level 1 st 3.3.5.1.2
Ast 3.3.5.1.

# st 3.3.5.1
st 3.3.5.1 /s88b. Drywett 1,2(0,3(d)

Pressure N1sh A F st 3.3.5.1. 5 4+r44-) psis
_ st 3.3.5,1,2

hR 3.~l fa I. ~I / 3,f,*$ P7
*'*

st 3.3.5.c. ads initiation 1,2(d) 3(O (1h c st 3.3.5.1. 11deconds
Timer ,

<

Jtst 3.3.5.1.4
d. keector Vessel 1,2CO,3Cd) st 3.3.5.1 8.3

Water Level-Low, Jill F st 3.3.5.1.1 a 144.82 inchesLevel 3 st 3.3.5.1.2(Canfiruntory) Pt g 3.3. r.i,7 jst 3.3.5.1 p
p7st 3.3.5.1 Y

st 3.3.5. fe. LPCs Ptap 1,2(d) 3(d) @ G st 3.3.5.1.1 t
Discharge - 125 [psis M

,

Pressure - Nich st 3.3.5.1.2 d ;"r. <_:,.gst 3.3.5.1.
-

st 3.3.5.UFV
f. LPCI Puup A 1,2Id) 3(d) g st 3.3.5.t.#r

~ ]3,$j,g g\gg$(p,y, ,,g
~~

Dir. charge
--

g,
gg 3

Pressm - High N st 3.3.5.1.2 e I"" - - ' a5/2 I.3. 5'. l.'1 t/ st {. g3
-

S'_,s. Msss Timer 1,2(d) 3(d) M ~~ ~,

.3 5 1. s ei n es. ee2.2.ra 3 # lii:4 ''
h. nanu t initi tron 1,2(0 ,3(O s,s2Lo i c _ _ .

3.3.5. .ps mA -e
'

teontinued)
P7(d) With reactor steam done pressure a 1503 psis.

@

BWR/G 5h
3.3-42 Rev. O,-09/28/.S7

:

I

|
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Section 3.3 Page 303 of 687 ECCS instrumentation.

3.3.5.1,

Tabte 3.3.5.1 1 (page 5 of 5)
Emergency Core Cooling system instrunentation -

APPLICABLE CONDIT!0Ns
MODES 04 REFERENCED

OTHEt REGuttED ft0M
sPECIFIED CHANNELS pet REQUltED SURVE!LLANCE ALLOWAELE 'FUNCTION CONDIT!0 sis FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUltEMENTs VALUE

_

5. ads Trip system 'Ch
/N.7e. teactor Vessel Water /1,2(d)3'd3 pa W F st 3.3.5.1.1 t C. : .

,

Level-Low Low Low, '

SR 3.3.5.1.2 i hes ?Levet 1
93 fst 3.3.5.13d

t
p1 !3.3.5.1 FV

st 3.3.5. Fs' /*38 '
i

b. Dryuett Pressure-High 1,2(d) 3(d) p F st 3.3.5.1.1 s psis f
,

0-<213 s '- A;i:!:i:1ff n
SR 3.3.5.1.2

st 3.3.5..frc. ADS Initiation Timer 1,2(d) 3(d) / 4134 c st 3.3.5.1. sN11M [
,

' ,{st 3.3.5.1 4 seconds ;

# st 3.3.5.1 ys $,3 !
e

d. teactor vessel Water 1,2(d) 3(d) p114._ F st 3.3.5.1. t - !

,
Levet -Low, Level 3 st 3.3.5.1.2 i,

(C***I * ** M
~33.5". l.} fh{*j p*]

d'*-

yg
3.3.5.1.pst f ie. LPCI Ptsps s & C 1,2(d) 3(d) .a 44).C G SR 3J.5.1.1 t%115Discherpe psig,

. ,

SR 3.3.5.1.2 e
iPressure - Nigh A )A >-{St 3.3.5.1. '

,um m ,-h SR 3.3.5. fy 4S R 335.l'7-

NSR 3.3.5. Fr 6,6 '
*

~
1

f. A.4AD ss Timer. 1,2(d) 3(d) "gg JJI5.1.2 ,5 M8i g,+' ,

3.3.5.1. a nutes ;y$tPressur- .

3.3.5. .fs'p. Manust Initiation 1,2(d) 3(d) W G
.,,,,.,,,

( 54, 3.3.5. .f'f NA ,{ i
,

~ .
s

-

(d) With reactor steen dame pressure * 150 pois.

g91 ,

i

.

.BWR/ N 3.3-43 Rev. O, 00/22/92-
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 t

Section 3.3 Page 304 of 687 RCIC System Instrumentation
1 3.3.5.2
4

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
4

f
s

| 3.3.5.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System Instrumentation
i

; '

i ,

: LCO 3.3.5.2 The BCIC System instrumentation for each Function in*

Table 3.3.5.2-1 shall be OPERABLE. ,

,

i

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1,
}

MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam dome pressure > 150T psig. !

_7
i
4

ACTIONS<

a
4

---- ---------...---. ..--- --.-.----NOTE-----------------------------.-------Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

t

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

; !

: A. One or more channels A.1j inoperable. Enter the Condition Immediately
referenced in, '

i Table 3.3.5.2 1 for
1 the channel.

'

i !
:

4
B. As required by B.1 Declare RCIC System I hour fromRequired Action A.1 inoperable. discovery ofand referenced in

4

\ Table 3.3.5.2-1. loss of RCIC
initiation'

! AND
capability;

:

B.2 Place channel in 24 hours
,

;
trip.i

4

1

C. As required by C.1 Restore channel to 24 hours
.

'

Required Action A.1
OPERABLE status.and referenced in;

Table 3.3.5.2-1.

(continued)

6 3.3-44 Rev. O, 09/28/92

;

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

Section 3.3 Page 305 of 687
RCIC System Instrumentation !

3.3.5.2
-

ACTIONS (continued)
I:

j CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

D. As required by D.1 --------NOTE---------
i

.

.

Required Action A.1 Only applicable if ~

and referenced in RCIC pump suction is
Table 3.3.5.2-1. not aligned to the ,

suppression pool. '

... _________________

.

Declare RCIC System I hour from'

inoperable. discovery of
,

loss of RCIC*

initiation
capability |;

AND

!

j D.2.1 Place channel in 24 hours
,

!
trip.-

Og i

D.2.2 Align RCIC pump 24 hours fsuction to the
{ !suppression pool. '

!,

E. Required Action and E.1 Declare RCIC System Immediatelyassociated Completion inoperable.
Time of Condition B, .

C, or D not met. i

'

,

'
i

|

I
'

)

|

j
'1

i

- R'JD/A (TG- 3.3-45 Rev. O, B9ff9f92
i

|

)
,

_-_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. _ -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 306 of 687 RCIC System Instrumentation

3.3.5.2 {
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

-----....__....______h.5.2-1todetermine1. Refer to Table 3. -------NOTES-___________ ,______,, .

~-

Function. which SRs apply for each RCIC
~" ~~ "~~

2.

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomrequired Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Requiredance of
Actions may be delayed as follows:
and 5; and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions I(a) for up to 6 hours for Functions 2

i
'

associated Function main......___...............__ __tains RCIC initiation cap, ability.3, and 4 provided the
______________._____..____...__...____. ______...

SURVEILLANCE - - . -

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2.1
Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

_

12 hours

SR 3.3.5.2.2
Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92[ days

-

bo /o cf
, " ^

Y SR 3.3.5.2.3
Calibrate the trip tmusI"'#d#1#' j 92 hays

-

-
-

_

SR 3.3.5.2.4
Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

-_

18 months

SR 3.3.5.2.5
Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.h18honths

biNSEQTkbA O
..

|

|'

1

!

l
I

i

BWP,/C 3T5-
3.3-46

Rev. O, 09/20/92

i

|
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INSERT 46A

SR 3.3.5.2.6 -------------NOTE----------------
Only applicable to the portions
of the logic tested by the Self
Test System
_________________________________

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 72 months
TEST independent of the Self Test
System.

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-46 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCIC System Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 308 of 687 3.3.5.25

Tabte 3.3.5.2-1 (pege 1 of t)
Reactor Core Isolation Cooting system Instrumentation -

I

( ;

j - -

CONDITIOWsl REQUIRED REFERENCED '

CNANNELs PER FR(BI REQUIRED statVEILLANCE ALLOWASLE !

,

!FUNCT10W FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUtaEMENTs VALUE1

)1. Reactor vessel Water /-C4M -47.7:
Level-Low Low, tevet 2 B sa 3.3.5.2.1 2 (-45 4 inches

8

!

sa 3.3.5.2.2 i

st 3.3.5.2.3 W |

. st 3.3.5.2.4 l
Ii ^

) N*b2. tenctor vessel Water g .T.1.5
Level-Nigh, Levet a g C

.
4

p " p sa 3.3.5.2.3 W {

. a s.J.s.4.1" 495 fj nches3

st 3.3.5.2.2'

N. #C/( '
3.3.5.2.4 !

g) \ @st5 i
3. Storese Tant g D

O
|

, , ,

Leve t - Low a 5.J.7. L til nches.

sa 3.3.5.2.2 ;
,

gst 3.3.5.2.3).e 11

st 3.3.5.2.4
-. 3m 11 t3 L-

-

j 3* 3 * f*4 swpression Poot Water

p' Leve! - Nish g 3
vD ' st 3.3.5.2.1 13 42 Inches' st 3.3.5.2.2 j

.

g:= 3.3.5.2.43.3.5.2.3 Rv4---

h (' -(Es[3fh
,

:

_-" |A --
5. menu t inittetton-

ptW C s sa 3.3.5.2.5 NA '
---

%
'M B.ii.5. 2. G \

- '

~

% ~

!

!

:
,

'' -

.

> |

.

1

a:

EW/5 STS 3.3-47 Rev. O, C/20/32-

\

l,!

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ~ !
Section 3.3 P ge 309 of 687.

Primary Centainment Isolation Instrumentation
:

3.3.6.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
_ ]

3.3.6.1
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

_

LCO 3.3.6.1
Function in Table 3.3.6.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.The primary containment isolation instrumentation for each1

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6.1 1.
|

ACTIONS |
|
,

Separate Condition entry is allowe.....................................N0TE--.--.-----...-.--..----.............
...................................d for each channel.

...........................................
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

,

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in hourschannels inoperable. IV trip. Functi 2.
% .;*

b,
* -

>_ . - - . n o rt - - - - - - -

|Joi appI;uale 4 flai>s
MQ N?

Gdram L;me (M SL)
/-

for 6Isolah in f** *

~ ~ ~ ~ l '_ ~ ~ [t 0 !
SY- -- p3 onspter

- ,
- t'

( - - - N O TE -- - -
e funct ns 2.b,
<

/Jef eglic c ble Yo M SL LS* 5.d*
- d 5.ehele ; m . L.se+:m sf .

.- _

_

B. One or more automatic B.1 Restore S m ea m I hourFunctions with ME5Hif_nur g isolation ,' ,-Qg taineen isolation
capability not Cq capabi ty,
maintained.

r--+.

J/L)SEk7 N[ (continued)
pg- - -

_,- ,. --

omvu m 3.3 48 Rev. O, 09/28/92 -
!

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% ,

Section 3.3 Page 310 of 687

INSERT 48A .

-- -NOTE----------=-

Only applicable to
MSL isolation
Functions.
- _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - - _ _ - __

C. One or more C.1 Place one channel 48 hours
Functions with in affected
one channel Function in trip.
inoperable.

--------NOTE---------
Only applicable to
MSL isolation
Functions.

L
_______-__----_-___-_ s

D. One or more D.1 Place one channel 6 hoursFunctions with in affected
two channels Function in trip.
inoperable.

--------NOTE---------
Only applicable to
MSL isolation
Functions.
-_-----... _-----____

E. One or more E.1 Restore two 1 hourFunctions with channels in
three or more affected Function
channels to OPERABLE status,
inoperable.

|

INSERT !
CLINTON 3.3-48 10/1/93

i

1

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 311 of 687

Primary Ccntainment Isolation Instrumentation
;

3.3.6.1 1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

_

I

h Required Action and
! .1 Enter the Condition Immediatelyassociated Completion referenced in

Time of Condition A., Table 3.3.6.1-1 for 1
o not met. the channel. l

,D _

|
As required by Fr

Isolate4 '- "* associated 12 hoursRequired Action '.1 - l i ne g-i and referenced in L. i

Table 3.3.6.1-1.
,

.2.1 Be in MODE 3.
'6 12 hours

I

t 8!E

D'.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
.,

';

|

|

N [. As required by "f.1
1

F Be in MODE 2. 6 hours iRequired Action,f.
and referenced in i

Table 3.3.6.1-1.

F
3[. As required by /.1 Isolate the affected I hour

1
e

Required Action -

penetration flow
and referenced path (s).
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

|55[.Asrequiredby F \ [.1 Isolate the affected 24 hoursRequired Action ( .1 penetration flow
and referenced in path (s). i

Table 3.3.6.1-1. |7

(continued)

-eu"/ STS - 3.3-49 Rev. O,.09/28/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Pcre 313 of 687

Primuy Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

'

5* 2 sc ACTIONS (continued)
.

%ge -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ' COMPLETION TIME
3. 3'

K
As required by F
RequiredAction[.1 .J Be in MODE 3. 12 hours.

N and referenced in AND
TIhr Table 3.3.6.1-1.( )(.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hoursE Xi

Required Action and,

'

associated Completi n
Ti of Condition Ty

| or not met.
1

, x

k (associat& i

b. As required by F f.1 / Declare *Jtandby I hour/
Required Action .1

p'noperable.iquid fontrol A m.and referenced in i (cdsygs -
! Table 3.3.6.1-1.

E
/.2 Isolate the Reactor 1 hour !

t. Water Cleanup System.

!

l

9[.1,
/4

, / /. As required by E
'

Initiate action to ImmediatelyI RequiredAction/.1 ;restore channal to
and referenced i /g j

OPERABLE status.
Table 3.3.6.1-1. |

'

E

/.2 Initiate action to Immediately
i

g isolate the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR)
Shutdown Cooling
System.

Y

(continued)

0=/C 5is 3.3-50 Rev. O, 00/20/02 -

!
!
|

!
_. _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602195
'

Section 3.3 Page 313 of 687 ,i

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation. |

3. 3. 6. I_ !

1ACTIONS (continued)
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
;

4 N P). As required by F (/.1 Isolate the affected InnediatelyRequired Action .I penetration flow
and referenced i path (s). ;

'

Table 3.3.6.I-I.
Og

J' Suspend CORE Immediatelyju.2.1f ALTERATIONS.
,

AND

f (
( f.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately '

( )) irradiated fuel
assemblies in the |

, primary and
secondary
containmentf I

-

!

bE
:

' [.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
' i

!

ta suspend operations
twith a potential for
!draining the reactor

vessel.
T

|

-Bun /5 STS 3.3-51 Rev. O, O/20/0E-

. _ _ _ _ - .



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f
Section 3.3 Page 314 of 687 '

Primary Containment Isolatien Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

....................................-NOTES---------------.--------------.-1.
Containment Isolation Function. Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each P i---.

r mary
2.

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfo
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Frequired Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required

mance of
maintains primary contai

............................nment isolation capability. unction
_ . _ . _ ..................................................
__ SURVEILLANCE _

,

FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1.1
Perfom CHANNEL CHECK.

_

12 hours

SR 3.3.6.1.2
Perform CHANNEL RINCTIONAL TEST. !92' days

'. .
O_ ge g o3.3.6.1.3 Calibrate the trip

days h '

SR 3.3.6.1.4
:.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.5
Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

f18 months

8:
SR 3.3.6.1.6

Perfors LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
18gmonths

|
A

-

3.3.6. .k 3 [Remtion det+ct
SR

.-----..-..-..-...N0TE-..-.-..----------- PM
1

- % -- " e\

......... ........ .. ... ... . . . n l o de d d
'

s

PI ............. )

Verify the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMEh \

'

is within limits. g187 months on
a STAGGERED

'The GThGGEECb TEST thSIS Ptspeng kor cacusc% E^
skan be. determined en a pe r cWel basis.s

flJS E R.'T SL A .. pb
-

Fwn/A STS--
3.3-52 Rev. 0,19/20/92=

!

, |
| '

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602195 '
Section 3.3 Page 3150f 687

.

| '
iINSERT 52A

.

.

SR 3.3.6.1.7 -------------NOTE---------------- i
, 1. Only applicable to the i

| portions of the isolation
|

j Functions logic tested by
{

the Self Test System. i

1

2. For the purposes of
determining the STAGGERED -

TEST BASIS Frequency-for the |
MSL isolation Functions, all ',channels for all Functions
are considered together and !

,

j "n" equals four,
t

.

l
i
'

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months on
TEST independent of the Self Test a STAGGERED
System. TEST BASIS !

|

s

;

- M.M
.

>

I |

| ;

i
,

l|

| .\

|

.

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-52 10/1/93;

|

| |

|

!
,

- -- -. y ,u, _.r. _ - . .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 316 of 687 '

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation'

3.3. 6. I'
.

febte 3.3.6.1-1 (pape 1 of 6)
' Primsry Contaironent Isolation Instrumentation

-

I

i

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS i

MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED
GTHER CHANNELS FROM

I SPECIf!ED PEIL4R REQUIRE .
l

'

;FUNCT104 CLAIDITIONS (ITSTsfC. ACTION, REQUIREIEKis VALUE

SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE I

1. Main steam Line Isolation .'pf "Juncti& V'L/,
,f yy, ja. Reector vesset Water 1,2,3

Level - Low Low Low, 3.3.6.1.1 2 &15241 -E
tevet 1 / st 3.3.6.1.2 inchiis" ,

pst 3.3.6.1.3 ;

st 3.3.6.1.5 ,

'
st 3.3.6.1.6

O[;l b. Main steam Line 1 -E20 Y // st 3.3.6.1.1 tp7}Epsig
-[

s
Pressure - Low

SR 3.3.6.1.2 *
#4st 3.3.6.1.3f '

/ st 3.3.6.1.5 d ,

st 3.3.6.1.6 ,'

.sa t_t a-
nc, Main steam Line 1,2,3 ( 5 { 3.3.4,s. cfF1ou - Nigh st 3.3.6.7. s5 ps'% st 3.3.6.1.2 % '

, gst 3.3.6.1.st

3.3.6.1.3( st 3.3.6.1.6

f'
i>\gg g t_A t 7 e

d. Condenser vacuus-Low 1,2(a) (sa 2.s.t,..s.8 Y 76 >

,
-- g4 -

,,3,,,, ,,, ,, g ,3
| 3(*) st 3.3.6.1.2 Ng vacuum I

,,

i
p:st H+M @

3.3.6.1.31 6 1

:
s , e. Main steam Tumet 1,2,3

| Temperature - Nigh 5 @'FSR 3.3.6.1,2
7O st 3.3.6.1.5

f. Main steam Tumet 1,2,3 h h .h '1.1 .

,F
>

Differentist 3.3.6. 5|& [xinwr su}4ED < & ;.; n k & D
.

Tempersture - Nigh st 3.3.6.1.2 -
*st 3.3.6.1.5; ,

. s Manuel Initiation 1,2,3 _

g i

e 2. Primary conteirament
I**l*'I**

j a. Resetor vesset Water 1,2,3 4/7.*f gg Level-Low Low, Level 2 z/ g st 3.3.6.1.1 a
:

st 3.3.6.1.2_ e inches! t9 st 3.3.6.1.3r'

SR 3.3.6.1.5 'st 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

4

teontinued)'

b
(a) With any turbine stop val not closed.

'
i

rtxERT 538 [ 55)
!
b

-
.

AWRIL&YS- 3.3-53 !.Rev. 0,-M/28/52- i.

!
>

4

!

,
- - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 31"/ of 687

INSERT 53A |
1

g. Main Steam Line l'2'3 4 G SR 3.3.6.1.1 Modules 1-4 *

Turbine Building SR 3.3.6.1.2 s 142*F !Temperature - High SR 3. 3. 6.1. 5 Module 5 i

SR 3.3.6.1.6 s 150*F
SR 3.3.6.1.7

INSERT 53B

(b) The Completion Times for Required Actions G.1 and G.2.1 may be extended to
24 hours provided at least two Function 1.e channels remain OPEFABLE.

'
~

t>

l

!

|

-

i i

1

!

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-53 10/1/93

!

:
,

,



enclosure 2 to U.602196 - G
Section 3.3 Pbge 318 of 687 ' E

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation P

i 3.3.6.1
-

Tabte 3.3.6.1-1 (page 2 ef 6)
-

Primary contattvient Isolation Instrumentation

.

APPLICASLE CONDITIONS
MCEES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

,

OTHER CNANNE FROM
SPECIFIED pet 3 tit REQUtaE _ SURVEILLANCE ALLOWASLE IFUNCTION CONDITIONS fiVSIINL. ACTION ' REQUIkEMENTS VALUE

i

(Fvycirod) ' FW2. Primary Cantsitument
- .; !Isolation (continued) 7 .

i /.T$ ;
b. Dryuell Pressure-Migh 1,2,3 p ('Je s( psigSR 3.3.6.1.1*

SR 3.3.6.1.2
s p
l JSR 3.3.6.1.31

,

!

' @| I SR 3.3.6.1.5 '

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

- y7,
c. Reactor vessel Wat 1,2,3

(27 I SR 3.3.6.1.1 t C_;ghtevet -Low Low SR 3.3.6.1.2 , inbhes
Level @ ECCS

"

gSR 3.3.6.1.33St
3.3.6.1.5 -4g Divisions 1 and 23 d/

/ SR 3.3.6.1.6
-

SR 3.3.6.1.7 |
-

d. Drywell Pressure-High 1,2,3
. /N$ _,,,

,,_.

SR 3.3.6.1.1 5 psig(ECCS Divisions 1 SR 3.3.6.1.2arts 2) #e,4St 3.3.6.1.31 -
iH- / SR 3.3.6.1.5 [ ;/ SR 3.3.6.1.6
,

SR 3.3.6.1.7 t

-
-

_ - 4'7,? _
e. Reactor vessel Water 1,2,3 ot414 f SR 3.3.6.1.1 t .

~
" d*

Level - L /

* '"'''&_ow Low, Levet _ %- 6'" liti!'^ 4 ;

SR 3.3.6.1.2 i es
| < 'm @' / .*" SR 3.3.6.1.6 i

SR 3.3.6.1.7 j-

_._

/ ?Tr <

f. Drywe sure - mish __ 1,2,3 J414 [f it 3.3.6.1.1 s4 ([t -

'sys yy t),y g ,,,f g - SR 3.3.6.1.2

( pSR 3.3.6.1.3) ySt
/

(3.3.6.1.5'

[ AO St 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

- Q,,;ff,y cv -
'

h . Contaltunent/mTIEnpExhaust ~.
1,2,3 b SR 3.3.6.1.1 5 /hr

4 -

tedia tlan - Migh
>

SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.5

opy ,

D @
SR

' SR 3.3.6.1.6
3.3.6.1.7

"#Q er.rg) ii'il
'** '*'

j
. SR 3.3.6.1.5 la SR 3.3.6.1.6 i

SR 3.3.6.1.7 l

I (continued)

j ' Durir g CDRE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assenbiles in risery or secondary contairunent
or operations with a potential for draining the reactor vesset.

;
I

|

""'/5 ST P 3.3-54 Rev. O, Ca/2"/ Z-
|
|
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 319 of 687

INSERT 54A .

,

- i

g. Containment (c) 4 N SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 500 mR/hr
Building Puel SR 3.3.6.1.2
Transfer Pool SR 3.3.6.1.5
Ventilation SR 3.3.6.1.6
Plenum Radiation - SR 3.3.6.1.7
High

;

i. Containment 1,2,3 4 I SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 400 mR/hr '

Building SR 3.3.6.1.2
Continuous SR 3.3.6.1.5 i

Containment Purge SR 3.3.6.1.6
(CCP) Exhaust SR 3.3.6.1.7
Radiation - High

(c) 4 N SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 400 mR/hr
SR 3.3.6.1.2 i
SR 3.3.6.1.5 ,

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7 '

, j. Reactor vessel 1,2,3 4 I SR 3.3.6.1.1 1 -147.7 inches' ,Water Level - Low SR 3.3.6.1.2
Low Low, Level 1 SR 3.3.6.1.3

SR 3.3.6.1.5s

SR 3.3.6.1.6 ,

SR 3.3.6.1.7

(c) 4 N SR 3.3.6.1.1 2 -147.7 inches
'

SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.5
SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7..w:

k. Containment (d) 2 I SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 3.0 psid
Pres sure - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.5 '

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

(*) 2 N SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 3.0 psidg

SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.5 i

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

(c) During CORE ALTEPATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary
,

or secondary containment, or operations with a potential for draining the i

reactor vessel.

(d) MODES 1, 2, and 3 with the associated PCIVs not sealed closed.

(*) During CORE ALTERATIONS, mcVement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary
or secondary containment, or operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel, with the associated PCIVs not sealed closed.

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-54 10/1/93

!
,
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Section 3.3 Page 320 of 687' I'
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

,

i

3.3.6.1
k ;

Tabte 3.3.4.1-1 (page 3 of 6)
Y Primary Cantatramt Isoletion instrtrnentation

>

t
-

APPLICABLE Q)NCITIDWS
MODES OR

REQUIRED REFERENCED
4 '

OTHER CHANNE FtDM fSPEC 171ED PfR RE00lREk SURVEILI.ANCE ALLOWAgLE
FUNCTION

CONDITIONS
/S*!!! Q ACTION Q kE00taEMENTS VALUE i2. Primary contairement ( Fl?Ak77.W) &.

Isolation (tantinued) / igp h) #

k Manual Initiation 1,2,3 2N 1.6 NA
k
i 3. Reactor Core Isolation

Cooling (RCIC) System*

Isolation
/7,s. RCit Steam Line '

Flow - Nigh 1,2,3 i d
' SR 3.3.6.1.1 s nches waterSR 3.3.6.1.2.,

JSR 3.3.6.1.31.4 @ .

i

' SR 3.3.6.1.5 '

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

@y- g.
b. RCIC Steam Line

u- et < .

J1,2,3}4 ~ Mg*

3.3.&.1.'g O; p
SR 6 g -- _ _ _ .,p- :._

,....,.xc. RCIC Steam Swty Line 1,2,3<

Pressure - Low Ee SR 3.3.6.1.1 e isSR 3.3.6.1.2

@/Sa3.3.6.1.5)St 3.3.6.1.31/ '

SR 3.3.6.1.6' ' "
SR 3.3.6.1.7d. RCIC Turbine Exhoust 1,2,3 Jat SR 3.3.6.1.1

s)' 202 h is 61

I
Diaphrope;

!
Pressure-Nigh ' SR 3.3 6.1.2

g[SR 3.3.6.1.35.L.a

; ' SR 3.3.6.1.5
St. 3.3.6.t.e. '?lt Emilpment Room 1,2,3 ily jp t w 'Q 7.f

i

.cnt SR 3.3.6.1.1 5 *T
- s emperature - Nigh SR 3.3.6.1.2

.4

SR 3.3.6.1.5'

SR_3.3.6.1.f. RCIC Eerissernt toon 1,2,3 Jtf1 - ,(f) 'sp' 53 b.t.i.

Differentist fl Sa 3i3.6 s @*FTempersture - Nigh SR 3.3.6.1.2 61-
Y SR 3.3.6.1.5 ({~T;

o E-3.3.6.1.N4g. Main Steam Line Tunnet 1,2,3 [J \ $t 3.3.6.1.1~ s *F
.

Ut: t .3 :.. L
Ambient
temperature - High i SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.5\ ._3.1.6.L6_,%

N ' N ^*[.) (continued)

fTrJSERT 55A3 pu4

4Wo/5 STS
3.3-55 Rev. O, 03/20/92
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|
-

1

INSERT 55A
j

- \
(f) The Completion Time for Required Action I.1 may be extended to 24 hours !

provided all Required Channels Per Function of the associated area's )Ambient Temperature - High Function remain OPEPABLE.

j

l
J

I

: :
|

i

|

t

P

*
I

i
>

c

- ,

s

i

!

I
L

i

|

l

!

!

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-55 10/1/93

.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentaticn
3.3.6.1

.

Table 3.3.6.1 1 (page 4 of 6)
Primary Contebynent Isolation Instrumentation

.
*

APPLICARLE CONDITIDWsMobEs OR
REFERENCED

CTNER REQUIRED FROM
SPECIFIED CHANNELS PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWA8tE

FWCTION
CONDITIOks goiH N si % ACTION Q REGO!kEMENTs VALUE

i

3. RCIC system Isolation FVWCTh .I kn(continued)
ig
|

h. Main steam Line Tmnel 1,2,3 [.,It /JDifferentiat st 3.3.6.1.1 f s @*F '

temperature - hich ) 7 ; st 3.3.6.1.2 *
- st 3.3.6.1.5 ,

[57. 33L8 ~13 gp1. Main steam Line Tunnet 1,2,3 ,.147 [J
,

Temperature Timer st 3.3.6.1. < minutes

cat fueLo.oh
p g5 SR 3.3.6.1

._ttx*
2-j. RNR Li,_ J M, y 1,2,3 T per r "L.T. 6. L '13 '

dAnbicnt LJ.6.1.1' 5 'F-

Tempereture - Nigh , SR 3.3.6.1.2
54 3.3.6.1.5

k. RNR Waijiidt29f4 1,2,3 I 'per F MDtfferentia1 5~ # .

Temperature - Nish Yg SR 3.3.6.1.2
st 3.3.6.1.5"

| L. RCIC/RNR steen Line 1,2,3 ( M 1 1,.L.I. D /If} Flow - Nish .2 [y su a.s.o.).1 1 nches| SR 3.3.6.1.2 unter, *
otst 3.3.6.1.3F <

' st 3.3.6.1.5 |

h . L7 '

l
Drywell Pressure Wish 1,2,3 (U st-3.3.6.1.1~ s is

a.
!| m,m

I l st 3.3.6.1.2
i c tst 3.3.6.1.3 W

j ' st 3.3.6.1.5!

st 3.3.6.1.6
st 3.3.6.1.7 i

~

n. Marust Initiation- 1,2,3 4. ( st 3.3.6.1

s a E .6D'diD Q
4 Reactor Water ClemruJp

(RVCU) system Isolation
'

Differentist Ftow-High 1.2,3 ya.
4' st 3.3.6.1.1 sNst 3.3.6.1.2

st 3.3.6.1.5
SR 3.3.6.1.6-

p 3.3.6.1.% yb. Differentist 1,2,3 dFIow - fiser st 3.3.6.1.2 s I5 'secords
st 3.3.6.1.4

.. !c. RW2J Nest Exchanger 1,2,3
Jtf- st 3.3.6.1.1 5 @ *F

,

,

Equipment Room
1enperature - Nigh g-I g ?p SR 3.3.6.1.2

sa 3.3.6.1.5 p pg- / )'

SR 3 ,6f .6 P25
-

'A 3. M . I. ] '_ (centiW)
_

11%$LT 56A PSw
c/C STS- 3.3-56 Rev. O, -09/.28/92--
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|
,
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,
.-

INSERT 56A
;

!
(f) The Completion Time for Required Action I.1 may be extended to 24 hours

provided all Required Channels Per Function of the associated area's
Ambient Temperature - High Function remain OPERABLE. ,

,

i

t

ir

!

.

|

|
<

{

l l

I
|

'

s

1

>

;

,

\
'

,

! L

!

|
1

INSERT l

CLINTON 3.3-56 10/1793,

!

;

I

!

|
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,

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
.

i

3.3.6.1 !

. I

Table 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 5 of 6)
Primary Contairvnent Isolation Instrumentation

'

,

.
'

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR

REFERENCED
OTHER REQlJIRED FROM

SPECIFIED CHANNELS PER REcutRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE i
FUNCTION

CONDlil0Ns (Tal64TN% ACTION REGUIREMENis VALUE i

4 tWCU system Isolation /
(contirued) 'M

s, ed. RWCU Meat Exchanger 1,2,3{
- 5 O

Q[-44)- h ) ~s+t
'

Emsipner.t Room 3.3.6.1.1 5 @'F'

Differentist i prr tw SR 3.3.6.1.2[ #

|
Tasperature - Niph st 3.3.6.1.5 +

M 'l T ^ ' !| , 3
- 'e. RWCU Pg Rooms 1,2,3 2 -{41- (s e a.s 6.i.9 Ji temperature - Nigh e u 2.J.c.i.1 s 'FI per rM- i st 3.3.6.1.2

3 st 3.3.6.1.5s

% 3.3.dk Pt
f. RWCU Pump Roone 1,2,3 I -f41 ^

, .::e 12. 6. 4. 71

Differentist .6.17t s *Fi At"per rtemperature - migh st 3.3.6.1.2 /,

st 3.3.6.1.5 ,

ixh9 Y,

s. kWCUJefwyest 3oen
,

, '12 |3 1 ,V ' su 3.3.6.1.3
12

Temperatur'e -)lf~gh sJ411'F,%

st 3.3.6.1.5
- g/# ' st 3.3.6 4.2

,

st/3.3.6.1.6 %d
./ .

,- / /h. RWCU ystve Wess4 com 1 2;3 113 st 3.3.6.1,3' s U31*F

>*

/ 'Differentist' "
i temperature - nigh st 3.3.6.f'.2 '

st 3.3.6.1.5
^ % st d .3.6.1.6

Main steam Line Tmnel 1,2,3 - /f se 3.3.6.1.1 s 't

|7
Ambient

. '
Temperature - kish st 3.3.6.1.2

!
~

e st 3.3.6.1.5g
i

Main steam Line furriet 1,2,3 49 . c&1.ii|.WE31 : !D1fferential su J.J o.i.i s '

7esperature - Nigh st 3.3.6.1.2
.st 3,.3.6.1.5,,m

seactor Vessel Water 1,2,3 tZf 4
w m. .., w-

[dI Lewt -Low Low, Level 2-
' .FC.

2 h 'es
g st 3.3.6.1.1

st 3 3.6.1.2 ines
9 m 3.3.6.,.3 a

zuscnTrvA} -E9 w "
i:!:':1:1-

st 3.3.6.1.7[.,' stan@y Llosid Control 1,2
tils.j-' system initiation St._].3AL4 aia'

Q R 3.3 (e,t h
anual-Initiation 1,2,3 g2){ ( WA 4

$ 131 E P. T 5'1_E - (cent trued)

P&3

%tJS CR T DC

--BWR/G Si5 3.3-57 Rev. 0, - 00 /2P.,/ 02-

_.
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'

.

INSERT 57A i

(c) 4 N SR 3.3.6.1.2 a -47.7 inches
SR 3.3.6.1.2 i
SR 3.3.6.1.3 t

i SR 3.3.6.1.5 r
SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

4

1

1

INSERT 57B

(C) 2 N SR 3.3.6.1.6 NA
SR 3.3.6.2.7

+

INSERT 57C t

(c) During CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary
or secondary containment, or operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel.

(f) The Completion Time for Required Action I.1 may be extended to 24 hours !

provided all Required Channels Per Function of the area's associated
Ambient Temperature - High Function remain OPERABLE.

'

|

I
i

|

!

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-57 10/1/93

_ _ - _ _ _ _ -. _ _ - _
- . -
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

febte 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 6 of 6)
Primary Carsteirunent f eelation Instrumentation _

APPLICABLE
n@ES OR COW ITIOkt

REFLRENCEDOTMER RfeuttED Fton
'p

SPECIFIED

g;d~idgACT10mGPy ruutitou
LXINDITIONS

t PER REeulRED matVEILLANCE ALLouanttm
5. Wdk ,)

_ g REGLJtREENTS
VALUE

.r y s eten C[tltJCT CN) &r s, '---

sea + cube rEm tane 3,3 , gperroe.o <,s.

sm)r65 ,Astient , st 3.3.6.i.1
Temperoture - af ph @ ,y

e st 3.3.6.1.2 LI.. i at 3.3.6.1.5ddAY fudA6sart
| \ ias 1.1.a.1.b. ,

tout tvurtumusw amaj pr '

,3 p'perroom! fy' g) QE. st~ s.3.'6.'T *
'

E I b I' IDifforentiet
Tanssersture - utsh 3R 3.3.6.1.2

s F

at 3.3.6.1.512,h0 '

$.*b
c. Reactor Wessel Weter sLevet -Law, Level 3 . ,

su ~3.3.6.1.1 t

, ~ DOS [lT .TSA)
" 3.3.6.1.3 5

, st 3.3.6.1.2 (..,

0 Ps,.,
'

3.3.6.1.5T st 3.3.6.1.6~

LOs~~ ''< '' q st 3.3.6.1.7' '''
Pressure - aIen "r' '

-- ''' '
3.3.6.'.2 ''"'.2'' ' Oe-

'

( ', p 3.3.6.1.33J 9
st 1

' g et 3.3.6.1.5
Dryuelt Prercure - Nish 1,2,3

- h [psiss

u_hNEI.-

!st 3.3.6.1J2 - - - -

. |3 .'6
-

SR 3. 3. tr.1. ~1 ~

jJef ~ Ly one trip erstes reestred in utBES 6 eral 5 with test shuteenn Coeting system inteerity aminteined.
'

-

!

193

' .ItJ5Ef 7 FPC -Q
,

1
,

-BWR/G STS -
3.3-58 Rev. O, 09/48F)2-

.

*
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INSERT 58A

d. Reactor Vessel 3(1),4,5 4(9) M SR 3.3.6.1.1 2 8.3 inchesWater Level- SR 3.3.6.1.2Low, Level 3 SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.5
SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

e. Reactor vessel 1,2,3 4 I SR 3.3.6.1.1 2 -147.7 inches"

Water Level- SR 3.3.6.1.2Low Low Low, SR 3.3.6.1.3
; Level 1 SR 3.3.6.1.5'

SR 3.3.6.1.6
SR 3.3.6.1.7

INSERT SBB

h. Manual 1,2,3 2 J SR 3.3.6.1.6 NA
-

Initiation SR 3.3.6.1.7 '

INSERT 5BC

(f) TP/s completion Time for Required Action I.1 may be extended to 24 hoursprovided all Required Channels Fcr l' unction of the associated area'sAmbient Temperature - High Function remain OPERABLE.

(h) With reactor steam dome pressure greater than or equal to the RHR cut in
- permissive pressure.

(i) With reactor steam dome pressure less than the RHR cut in permissive
;

i

pressure.

1

,

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-58_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - -- - -10 / 1 / 9 3 - - - - --
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

Sxtion 3.3 Page 328 of 687 I
:y Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

3.3.6.2 '

!
-

j 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
,

,

!
3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

.

LCO 3.3.6.2 The secondary containment isolation instrumentation for each
Function in Table 3.3.6.2-1 shall be OPERABLE.i

;

,

) APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6.2-1.
t

:
'

:
5

ACTIONS,

2

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------'

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.
;

'

i-
,

; CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
;

s
!
4 -

i A. One or more channels A.1 Place channel in 2 r or
I

4, inoperable.
trip. '

n 2
i

@/ / 5' ,

24houM
u ton th
an,F

B. One or more automatic 8.1 Restore secondary 1. hour
.Functions with containment isolationsecondary containment capability.isolation capability

not maintained.

C. Required Action and C.I.I Isolate the 1 hourassociated Completion associated
Time of Condition A penetration flow
or B not met. path (s).

93

(continued)
:

e""./0 ST5 - 3.3-59 Rev. O, On/29/92

4
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Section 3.3 Pige 329 of 687

Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2-

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.1.2 Declare associcted I hour
secondary containment
isolation &cjiy= h
inoperable

#
AND 7'l
C.2.1 Place the associated I hour

standby gas treatment
(SGT) subsyste s ) in
operation.

~

C1g

C.2.2 Declare associated I hour
SGT subsystem

'

inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,,

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each Secondary |

|

Containment Isolation Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of'
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function-
maintains secondary containment isolation capability.

___________________________________________________ __________________________

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.2.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

(continued)

T Rio d63 3.3-60 Rev. O, 09/28/92

\
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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Sscendary Centainment Isolaticn Instrumentaticn
3.3.6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) [ l

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

~

SR 3.3.6.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
JS

days

w_

f[SR3.3.6.2.3
:/

_

Calibrate the tripr
- - - -j 92] days

{y -

;

iSR 3.3.6.2.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. '18]' months

SR 3.3.6.2.5 Perfom LOGIC SYSTEN FUNCTIONAL TEST. 1 nths

~

ISR 3.3 .6 )-------NOTE---- ------------ ----------

!Radiat detectors na excluded.
|... ...... -....... ............ ......
;

I erify the ISO fiONSYSTENR PONSE TIME 8] month on
is within lia) . ./ a STAGGE

/ TEST S !
,_

e
t

i !

! I
l ;

i

!
!

t

i

!,

awn /s STS 3.3-61 Rev. O, 49/20/^2---

.

I

- w-e ,. , - - - -
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.2

Table 3.3.6.2-1 (page 1 of 1) '

secondary Contairvnent Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES AND REQUIRED

CTHER CMANNELs ,

SPECIFIED PER TRIP SURVEILLANCE ALLOWARLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM REguttEMENTS g ;

1. seector vessel Water 1,2,3 (a)) 42F st 3.3.6.2.1 t esLevel-Low Low, Levet 2 SR 3.3.6.2.2
st 3.3.6.2.3F

' st 3.3.6.2.4
!*!*h*2*h"

2. Drywett Pressure-High 1,2,3 st 3.3.6.2.1 s 64 41 psis
st 3.3.6.2.2

Vast 3.3.6.2.3 W. 4

st 3.3.6.2.4 '

st 3.3.6.2.5
% 3.3.'.2.' d* .60 0 [3. nondling Y st 3.3.6.2.1 s aft /hrk(s),(b)vent ust st 3.3.6.2.2t on . Nig st 3.3.6.2.4m _. -

Q[st
CorJYo svgod" fus)d A_

~ 3.3.6.2.5
A 2 I ' I C '- .(00

/
4 " _ ; :_ _. R ?cx M 1,2,3, 52 3.3.6.2.1 g 1 aft /hrshaust I g(s),(b) st 3.3.6.2.2iation- Nish a st 3.3.6.2.4@ @s"!:!tii

Marum nitiation 1,2,3, 1 st 3.3.6.2.5 NA
#

A
,

?
'

El~flTELA77DN.S, * Y'
) (a) During operations with a potentist for draining the reactor vesset.

_

(b) During" movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the primage_r. secondary contstrument

ralia4) -{ a I o ne.a %\;c c s, & L iQ; y
c c

_. - -

(, , fu t (. Bu:IN'~' j Et hnG
_

l 2, *3 2. S R 3' 5 C 2. I
E nc'sa m a - # s9 h (C,) * R I' 3,'C . 2,1 617nR|h.

y
,

|SR T 7.C.7,4
>

SR b.3, G.1, ; 'Y- 7
)

{ 6, Conte.a,ceN bustfucg t ,7, *, s R. s ,%. G, g., g (4og,,g\ Coaisavau s Corskrw,it (a)(Q C R ?.3, C,2,2'

Pat 19e ((cfD F&av'T
2w - w % g. 3,9, q , 7, y

s u3, c, ,,3s
._

- - - - -
Coa % Ar N $

.

FucL TT2a ns ic* r (bol
v e ~Ti t at' v Ptea u r, ,w'T qq

-BWMS . _s2 nev. o, e9 nan 2.Ik dnu m ) - H q k
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation '

3.3.6.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
_

3.3.6.3
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Spray System Instrumentation _

LCO 3.3.6.3
The RHR Containment Spray System instrumentation for each
Function in Table 3.3.6.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.--- ------------..--.----------------NOTE-------------------------------------
......................-......-..-.........--..................-. -............

; CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

A. One or more channels A.1 Enter the Condition Immediately

.

inoperable.
referenced in
Table 3.3.6.3-1 for
the channel.

-
,

i B. As required by B.1 Declare associated I hour from
|

l

Required Action A.1
and referenced in RHR containment spray discovery of ;

Table 3.3.6.3-I. subsystem inoperable. loss of RHR jcontainment
1

spray initiation. '

capability in
both trip
systems

A!E

|
8.2 Place channel in 24 hours

trip.

(continued)

.BWR/4-ETS-- 3.3-63 Rev. O, 09/06/92-

|
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RHR Centainment Spray Systea Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)
.

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. As required by C.1 --------NOTE---------Required Action A.1 Only applicable for
and referenced in

Functions >and@.
"

Table 3.3.6.3-1.
-------- - -- ,----

Declare associated I hour from
RHR containment spray discovery of
subsystem inoperable, loss of RHR

containment
spray initiation
capability in
both trip
systems

A!!D

C.2 Restore channel to 24 hours'

OPERABLE status.
.

D. Required Action and D.1 Declare associated Immediatelyassociated Completion
RHR containment sprayTime of Condition B

or C not met. subsystem inoperable.
,

i

| '

! |
'

|
l

( . .

:

{

|

.99o/5 STS- 3.3-64 Rev. O, c9/20/02

|

|
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RHR Centainment Spray System Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_

1

.....................................N0TES--.-....--......---................. 1

1. i

Refer to Table 3.3.6.31 to detemine which SRs apply for each RHR
Containment Spray System Function. i

!

I2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of '

required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains RHR containment spray initiation capabilit..............................__........................y. s

......................

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6.3.2 Perform CHANNEL,[UNCTIONAL TEST. h f92fdays
.

analog_

,SR 3.3.6.3.3 Calibrate the tripMF1
-

/92fdays A--g__
_

SR ;3'6I3.4 % LIB __My

0 [y [Y-
3.3.6.3. Perfort CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 1&fmonths

SR

SR 3.3.6.3 g Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months
~&

| f
'

3^).S E2 T 6S'A
e

_ ' - 99

6 3.3-65 Rev. O, -09/29/"
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INSERT 65A
-

SR 3.3.6.3.6 -------------NOTE----------------
1. Only applicable to the

portions of the logic tested
by the Self Test System.

2. For the purposes of
determining the STAGGERED

| TEST BASIS Frequency, all
channels for all Functions
are considered together and
"n" equals four.

---------------------------------

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 months on
,

| TEST independent of the Self Test a STAGGERED

| System. TEST BASIS

|
'

.

,

|

;

,

i
I

4

i

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-65 10/1/93

|
.
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RHR Centainment Spray System Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

.

! 7abte 3.3.6.3 1 (pose 1 ef 1)
I tMR Conteirument Spray Systes Inatrumentatien

-

i
'

|
'

ComtflDes
REOUIRED REFERENCED )CNANNELS FROM

iPER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCEFUNCTlou 5

SYSTEM ACTION A.1 REeutkEMENTS
ALLola48LE

VALUE

1. Drywel1 Pressure - Nish M !B
h . st 3.3.6.3.1 s (thet is !'I st 3.3.6.3.2 ff: -B 3.3.6.3. 2,

; st 3.3.6.LF i

SR 3.3.6. i

2. Centetrument Pressure -Nich J47
. '

fB st 3.3.6.3.1 31 m 3.3.6.3.2a 3.3.6.3. ps,
a 3.3.6.3 ,

st 3.3.6.3 I

3. Reacter veneet Water
8 SR 1 3.6.3.1 1 incheeLevel - Low Law Low,

(se 2.3... 3.o 0 5
L-o 1 m 3.3.6.3.2

4 ;;;;;,, -

4 SR
,

U >g
~

3.3.6.3fs'6

s bp".e A e,. iv.t. . g i,

gi c

D-@ g'a3.3.6.3.2
4 i:!i!$ .e

*

..e,t :[o. nueset inittetten 1M
15}

C a 3.3.6.3__

/ ,

_
,

L 5 , T;rer Syc 3eJ 1 C SR 2.3.L.3.2 6 90 6 3uy
;

3

sR. u.G.3.4 j 1
x

- -- st 1. s.L.3%
_

/ 6R 3.34.3.b'

N
-

|

1

,

i

;

i

W /6 STS 3.3-66 Rev. O, 4 9/28/92---
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SPMU System Instrumentation
3.3.6.4

( -
s

| 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6.4 Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU) System Instrumentation
s

LCO 3.3.6.4 The SPMU System instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.6.4-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS,

,

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.
.......-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more channels A.1 Enter the Condition Immediatelyinoperable. referenced in
Table 3.3.6.4-1 for
the channel.

)

i

B. As required by B.1 Declare associated 1 hour fromRequired Action A.1 SPMU subsystem disc 3very of I

,

and referenced in inoperable. loss of SPMUTable 3.3.6.4-1. initiation
capability in

, both trip
systems

6ND

\

B.2 Place channel in 24 hours
tri p.

4

(Continued)

4WR/fr-Sis- 3.3-67 Rev. O, 09/28/ 2
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j
SPMU System Instrumentation.i

! 3.3.6.4
. -

9
*
;

ACTIONS (continued) i
'

4

i CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

i

i

!
t,

C. As required by C.1 --------NOTE--------- t

, Required Action A.1 Only applicable __for
and referenced in Functio F M g f0"

Table 3.3.6.4-1. ---------------------

i

Declare associated I hour from i

SPMU subsystem discovery of
j inoperable. loss of SPMU

initiation
capability in

,

i . both trip
systems

AND
's ,

q.

a C.2 Restore channel to 24 hours
! OPERABLE status.~

: !

i

.

D. Required Action and D.1 Declare associated Imediately Iassociated Completion SPMU subsystem i
Time of Condition B inoperable.i, or C not met.

1 I
1 - |

!

!

i !

" '
:

.
,

!

,

; i
,

,

1
-

|
;

,

1

AWR/fr$TS- 3.3-68 Rev. O, 69/28/02
.'

|
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~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.....................__..-...--....- N0TES-------- -.-....-.....-.............1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.4-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each SPMU
'

-

Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required|

Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains SPMU initiation capability.

!..............................................................................,

1

1

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

|

lSR 3.3.6.4.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours ;
2

SR 3.3.6.4.2 Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. da

r um - ;_

,SR 3.3.6.4.3 Calibrate the rip Mgb/u/eh g92gdays
'

4b- .

3.3.6.4[y Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days '~ !c--
1 |r \

,

3.3.6.4./4 Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
SR 1

Gh [18 months
'

@. -

,-<
j SR 3.3.6.4 7 Perfom LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

4

|,

j .5/IEERT 69B |- pq Q
-. , ;

i - TrJsERT 69A - - P]L -

!

)

.

A R/6-ST'r 3.3-69 Rev. O, s /2e/ E |

a
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.

INSERT 69A
, -

J r

SR 3.3.6.4.4 Calibrate the analog comparator 92 days
unit.

!.;

.; !
!

#

INSERT 69B

i

n'

SR 3.3.6.4.8 -------------NOTE----------------
1. Only applicable to the

portions of the logic tested
by the Self Test System.

2. For the purposes of
determining the STAGGERED'

TEST BASIS Frequency, all
channels for all Functions f

are considered together and
;"n" equals four.

------------- . -----------------
.

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 18 mon'i' onw.

TEST independent of the Self Test a STAGGER 0
; System. TEST BASIS

i

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-69 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 341 of 687 3.3.6.4,
i

. Tebte 3.3.6.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Suppression Poot Makew system Instrumentation

!

j I

i
REQUIRED CONDITIONS4
CHANNELS REFERENCED

L
PER FROM

TEIP REQUltED stRVE!LLANCE ALLOWASLEFUNCTION SYSTEM ACTIDW A.1 REQUltEMENTs VALUE

1. Dryweit Pressure-High g 8 SR 3.3.6.4.1 s/ Apsis
st 3.3.6.4.2 /*-

e4st 3.3.6.4. > QLJ jst 3.3.6.
st 3.3.6. P1

2. Reactor vesset Water g B st 3.3.6.4.1 t hinches |Levet -Low Low Low, SR 3.3.6.4.2 /
'

Lewt 1 ,, ,,
Est 3.3.6.4. f*/SR. 3. 3 4,. 4.S st 3.3.6.4
st 3.3.6. , 7

3. s o pression Poot Weter
[ st 3.3.6.4.1 t "' 't ? '- ^ :)Levet 6ow Low ;st 3.3.6.4.2) Ist 3.3.6.4. Y 7.j pg,hg32. st

3.3.6.'p6.5 3.3.6, . P7 i,,

( 4. Drywett P esEre-Nish (21 B st 3.3.6.4.1 s (1.431 psis |

SR 3.3.6.4.2
- !st 3.3.6.4.31

3 st 3.3.6.4.5 ;
'

st 3.3.6.4.
-

5. Reactor vess ater (23 a st 3 .4.1 t 1 43.8) inchesLevel-Low Low, tevet 2 se .3.6.4.2( C t 3.3.6.4.J] f
p3 N E3 1if @

*

'

41A g|Timer '.
C st 3.3.6.4 s .irutesf

gst 3.3.6.4
54 3.3.6.4

,
7

i

Manust Initiation hki
, .

C st 3 NA

ran.3.6.4
,

s.e.4.o 3

1

4

i

i

.

:I

- Eajo sir 3.3-70 Rev. O, 49/28/92

,
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION ~

3.3.6.5 Relief and Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation
.

LCO 3.3.6.5 Two relief and LLS instrumentation trip systems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
,

. ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One trip system A.1 Restore trip system 7 daysinoperable. to OPERABLE status.

9

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not met.

.

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hoursE
Two trip systems
inoperable,

i

~
-

Az sec% assocud 7 kysO~~ ref:d md LLS vcbw(s)
hsopercate..

.

-C'JR/0 ';is 3.3-71 Rev. O, 09/2S/92

.
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,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS '

-------------------------------------NOTE------------------------------------ ~

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains
LLS or relief initiation capability, as applicable.
..............................................................................

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

h
SR 3.3.6.5.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 9 daysp

BI 3.3.6.5.2 Calibrate the e!EfBM,_ 92gdays f-
_

SR 3.3.6.5.3 Perform CHANNEL $ LIBRATION. The 118} monthsAllowable Values shall be: (p # -

a. Relief Function

Low: 1103 2 15 psig
Medium: 1113 2 15 psig
High: 1123 2 15 psig,.

b. LLS Function

Low open: 1033 2 15 psig
close: 926 1 15 psig

Medium open: 1073 2 15 psig
close: 936 * 15 prig ,

High open: 1113 2 15 psig ;
close: 946 * 15 psig |

SR 3.3.6.5.4 Perfom LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 monthsN 0
Lamar naL-99t

|

_09 /5 STS- 3.3-72 Rev. O, -09/26/9F-

!

i
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.

INSERT 72A

SR 3.3.6.5.5 -------------NOTE----------------
Only applicable to the portions
of the logic tested by the Self
Test System.
---------------------------------

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 72 months
TEST independent of the Self Test
System.

- > , , . ,

INSERT
CLINTON 3.3-72 10/1/93
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fGRfA] Systcm Instrumentatien '

\ CortTitol. ft.ccm VerdilsiiorJ) -

' '''

- ~ --

j
. |3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

\|@rd a t lLk 'O \
3.3.7.1/ Control Room

'

'h-Att W ) (System Instrumentation ~
,

,

Co*PrzL F.co a WHilWho.LCO 3.3.7.1 The System instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.7.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

i

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.7.1-1.

ACTIONS !

!

-------------------------------------NOTE----.--------.----------------------.Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel. !

_ _ _ _ _ . . . . - . . . . - . . . . . . . . _ - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . - . . . . . . . . - . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

*e or more A.1 he Condition \ch operable. reference
.

diately 7d-
*

!Table 3.3.7.1-N
_ the channel. '

,

.
-

_

B. As required by B.1 Declare associated hour from
.

,

Require Action A.1 A] subsystem d covery ofand refe need in in grable. los of [CRFA] 4 .'

Table 3.3. \-1. N initiation1 |

|', capabili$y in,, -

N N

\ both trip \c
, systemsN go s

. Ns

'

'BQ Place channel in 24 hours
\ trip..

i

% \ \
(continued)t

|

1

-BWRffrSTS- 3.3-73 Rev. O,-09/28/-92- I

_

1
i
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1 Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I
~

Section 3.3 Pigs 346 of 687 |

-[ERfA} System Instrumentation

{ t/h76 he),

ACTIONS (continued)
-

; CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
!

.

i C. As required by C.1 Declare associated 1 ur from :

:

I og Required Action A.
[CRF subsystem di c ery ofinop(eraD-pl and referenced i;: loss o CRFA]

.

! ble 3.3.7.1-1..

initiatio N,\ capability 1y both trip ,

s t% ,g systemsg
'. N N

C.2 Plac'e- hannel in 12'hursj
trip. \% %

;

|

f)lareassociated
.

g. ) bh ramricad by .1
t

'

t p , f 7_a-.a ncti:. f.1
c I hour from

|
4

.{CREA] subsystem discovery of+ .v d Mn .._ _ J . .. inoperable.
,

i

#. Ni,la-0.3.7.1-1. b loss 6 .{CRfA}.-._ '

M ttion' ;

@Tre ges- capability in !Orie_ o t- mo r e'

y e.~+i te+ior, both trip i

t e ptr-: d c'sa naels systems

f ,%_/ /u oper a b)e, g' gg ,,b| 0
i

Place channel in 6 hours
'

'

trip.-

[-;
_

| h , / Required Action and I1
_

-NOTE- ja--------

associated Completion
p)rotectioif modefffP ate in to6 c gqsTime ? "- d +4 = * #'

1

- 0, C, n- O not met. / automatic trafisfer |

1

b
d

i nope - -

Place the associated I hour$1 g3ggL 4 D"1 subsystem in
, the li r c h ti;;. mode

i! floor j of [peration. y
- ,

E
1,17h r d,a-froyo

,

(continued)

!

T'.'"/5 STS-- 3.3-74 Rev. O,-99R8/42-
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_[;as] Systen Instrumentatien |

,

4
'

$l 3.3.7.1

a,g,a w g3.A:<sa
U~ ,iACTIONS ~

i
'

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME -
~ !

'

ia
,- f '' '

/ (continued) Declare associated I hour
on {GRF*} subsystem

j T7 inoperable,

b
iCor$r th ou era M a h o ) '.

! Bl
r

~
;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i
|

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------4

1. Refer to Table 3.3.7.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
'

required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function

.

,

1 maintains.{IRF.gl initiation cTpability.
E L .-------- . . . . . . _ ---- . !) -.......-- -- m -__. -_= ___

t
_ --

C o rl+r.e L Ac o n Qenh y+ g ,
{i _~~ - _-
1SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ?,
!

1:
>

SR 3.3.7.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours
-

f

SR 3.3.7.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 492[ days !2
: :
i -

1

j . h ',3R 3.3.7.h3 CsMittM)HF-trip nai+c -
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ [S2],,, days j-

1

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. i18Nonths b
,

;
,

!

N .a . 4 .f -- I s a a v e m s.NA6. bl.>lLM iUN AUNkL 4Lai. O thC =-

4

E5:n/0 STS- 3.3-75 Rev. O, 49/28/92-

__
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'p [CPr?? System Instrumentatica
(3I COAT / toc /Lom 3.3.7.1

h(r) ib 10
.

n.
.

Tabte 3J.L1 1 (page 1 of 1)
hyMe])ystem Itutrumentation

r q* -
'

|

APPLICABLE f'I
M3)ES OR REQu!EED ' F

OTHER CMANNELS F
f

SPECIFIED PER TRIP suRVE!LLANCE ALLOWASLEi

FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM QION REQUIREMENTS VALUE
< ww 2.

. _ . . _-
,

1. Remetor sel Water 1,2,3, I21 6 st 3.3.7.1.1 t t-43.51 inches
|L -Low Low, Level 2 st 3.3.7.1.2 4Q{ ((o)) (SR . 1.33

L) .3.7.1.4
/ 3.3.7.1.5

.

| 2. O Pressure - HIsh [23 54 . 1.1 s I1. psis,
| .3.7.1.2
| 3.3.7.1.33 i

-
sa 3.3.7.1 j -

Em 3.3.7.1.5._ / |_

Q3 | contret mean%J sti 1,2,3, 4as- sa 3.3.7.1.1 s sa/hr
i esagrEtiipa.o etion gfy,37agg iO I

4

sa 3.3.7.1.2
manitors (a),(b) 54

~

3, .,3.7.1.. ,,e

m -

. j_ _ _ _ . .
'

|

(a) During operations with a potentist for draining the reactor vessel.
,

(b) Dring,suwesent of irradiated fuel assembtles in the leary or secondary containment

@
C R 2 A s 7 E R 4 p o As.s , a ,, $ h ,,;,

C/

!

,

;

;

i

<

i

.EWR/6-STS- 3.3-76 Rev. 0,49/28/92-

,

f

I

-
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'. LOP Instrumentation
} Enclosure 2 to U-6021% 3.3.8.1 |

Section 3.3 Page 349 of 687
I

;

e
'

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
i . i

3.3.8.1 Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation ~

d

i

i
: .).

. ,

a LCO 3.3.8.1
i The LOP instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.8.1 1 !shall be OPERABLE. ': ;

J i

r

i !

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, !
I

i
! When the associated diesel generator (DG) is required to be

OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown." ,
a

!

!

3 ACTIONS
!,

; !
I

'

......._____................. ------NOTE-------------------------------------Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.
'

___.......__............_............................................... .....
i

:CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

'

i i

!A. One or more channels A.1 Place channel in I hour J!; inoperable.
trip.

- !

I
,

i !
'

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated DG Immediately
,

associated Completion inoperable.1

Time not met.
!

!
1 ~.

! l
. t

! {
s
9 ,

a ?

I

i |
t

!

i

i !
3

a ,

:j *

1 i
l i

!
t

I
t-BWR/6 5ir 3.3-77 Rev. 0,49/28/02- (

.

!

,

i

k

_ -. .- - -.- - - ,- - , , , - . - . - . .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 LOP Instrumentation
Section 3.3 Page 350 of 687

1

3.3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

;

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------1. Refer to Table 3.3.8.1-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each LOP
Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for perfomance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 2 hours provided the associated Function
maintains DG initiation capability.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~~-

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

3.3.8.1.1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours #

.-

SR 3.3.8.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

SR 3.3.8.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. )) 2{18dnths

SR 3.3.8.1.4 Perfom LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. g J18Fhonths

.

-
1

l

Bhe/E STS- 3.3-78 Rev. O, 09/28/93--

1
I
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,

Table 3.3.8.1-1 (pose 1 of 1)
Loss of Power Instrumentation |

REIEl! RED
CHANNELS

PER sWWEILLAluCE ALLCMABLE f'FWCTION DIVISION REGLl!REENTS V4LUE
i

1 Olvisions 1 and 2-4.16 kV b|Emeryney Sm wiservotten

e. Loos of Voltese-4.16 kV Czyq7 3m '

-I: 2.3.*.".'- t V and 5 yInsis P ?_?.".! ' ;

et 3.3.8.1.3 ;

SR 3.3.5.1.4
Ib. Loos of Volteve-tles -- f 1.!.0." .O iDetoy a 3.3.8.1.3 h s

=.2 -14
iescendsat 3.3.5.1.4 soc. Deeredad Voltese-4.16 kV I4P 3.3.8.1.1 $ i V and s V !

,

becIs
3.3.E.1.2st

st 3.3.8.1.3 g I
E.,

<st 3.3.8.1.4
.

1d. Depredad VoLtape-Time ~

t@A m 3.3.E.1
} escends

Detey / Mst 3.3.8.1.3 ' eccends end
s$ 3

at 3.3.8.1.4
2. OIvisIen 3-4.16 kV Emergency

Bus undervettage
i

7 773 )e. Lee of Voltepe-4.16 kV j g j.g. .,. ;%t ~' V and s lV P[>
;-- "''

is i.i.s.i.'i ~ '

st 3.3.8.1.4
h. Lane of Vettepe-flee

< e,- Deter (I := :. .03.O'"
m 3.3.8.1.3 h s '' " escenasMO

C ^

at 3.3.8.1.4
3.0

c. Degraded Voitape-4.16 kV 7"r 3.3.8.1.1 ' 4 V and 5 V ?(,besik '' st 3.3.8.1.2
st 3.3.8.1.3 3p37
st 3.3.5.1.4 ,

d. Depredad Volt

"'"F"Uaffeo g"i:lii:1 ccud3.3.8.1. ty
~ ---~

'
- e. vettese-tf tot 3.3.a.1. t o.61 weends and p/3Deter,( st 1 3.s.1.3 4 escenes

_1.4

.

9 WR/6-5TS- 3.3-79 Rev. O, 99/48/42-
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring
3.3.8.2 :

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
.

_

! 3.3.8.2
Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring

ONE
YLCO 3.3.8.2 -Two RPS electric power monitoring assembi' shall be

OPERABLE for each inservice RPS ^ p~---~= 'malternate power supply.
-- /-

or

djoyu.
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, i

MODES 4 and 5 with any control rod withdrawn from a core
cell con aining one or more fuel assembli

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
Oq -

f A. One or bot inservice __
~

1 Remov associated 2 hoursower suppl with inservi
supply (s) powere electric r romno itoring ass ly service.ino rable. -

.

,!A. g. One or both inservice
Remove associated I hour'

power supplies with inservice_ -h1EEelectric powe supply (s) poweren
fromTT i

monitoring assembi service. {inoperable.

.)e

/)4%J$, Required Action and .1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
.

v. associated Completion,

'

Time of Condition A AND
- 8 not met in g

MODE 1, 2, or 3. .2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

(continued)

1

-BWR/frSTS 3.3-80 Rev. 0,-09R8/92-
:

__________ _ . - -
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Section 3.3 Pege 353 of 687
RPS Electric P:wer M:nitoring

3.3.8.2

'

ACTIONS (continued) '

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME -*

f.RequiredActionand DI Initiate action to Imediately

C- associated Completion c. fully insert all
Time of Condition A (o insertable control

4@ met in MODE 4 rods in core cells
( ' ''or 54with any control - fd containing one or

'

more fuel assemblies.rod withdrawn from a '

fd , core cell containing ' --

FiD
_

l

one or more, fuel
'

-s _

- assembnes . - _ _

D.2.1 Initi e action to Immediately'
- -,

re re one electric
wer monitoring'

,

assembly to OPERABLE /
status for inservic /

power supply (s) s/' supplying re ~ d ;,

instrumen on.s
_ _

OR /
/

D.2.2 itiate action to diately -

isolate the Residual j !,

Heat Removal Shutdjwfi,

[ _
Cooling System /.-

_
u

_

-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.8.2.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be perfomed prior to
entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4, when in
MODE 4 for a 24 hours.
...-.----....----...--...........-.-.....

Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

(continued)

- E'#/5 STS- 3.3-81 Rev. O',-09/23/92 -
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RPS Electric Power M:nitoringa

3.3.8.2
i

) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
. !;

;
SURVEILLANCEj FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.8.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The i18[ months! Allowable Values shall be:.

I a. Overvoltage .

i

Bus A 5 :152.s; e
Bus B 5 |155.6| r

'

,

b. Undervoltage

Bus A E '115.7 V
Bus B E-[115.( V |

Underfrequency (wi_th time delay M
!

c.

tc 71 J(5 4.D seconels)
BusAaN7IzH
Bus B t I57' liz

'

6h
> . .

!

SR 3.3.8.2.3 Perform a system functional test. )18fmonths !

_

e

l

.

m 3.3-82 Rev. O, 09/28/92
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,

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 5

:

{ !B 3.3.1.1
Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation1;

J (='

| BASES
'

4 i
,

\
;

BACKGROUND

The RPS initiates a reactor scram when one or more monitoredi ;

parameters exceed their specified limit, to preserve the
'

(

integrity of the fuel cladding and the Reactor Coolant
4 '

System (RCS), and minimize the energy that must be absorbed1 ,

following a loss of coolant accident i

accomplished either automatically or m(anua)ly,LOCA . This can be
i, t l
jg

The protection and monitoring functions of the RPS have been3 e
!

designed to ensure safe operation of the reactor.
'

'

This is
achieved by specifying limiting' safety system settings
(LSSS) in terms of parameters directly monitored by the RPS,

" -

as well as LCOs_on other reactor system parameters, and,

equipment performance.
Specification as the Allowable Values, whichThe LSSS are defined in this-

in conjunction
with the LCOs, establish the threshold for pr,otective system

'

action to prevent exceeding acceptable limits, including)
;

. b+ . Safety Limits (SLs), duri i

&dweAFD Design Basis Accidents (DBAs ,r ' - t

The RPS, as Ene Gn+.W73)
h,er^cd mh sensorshi==s) in AR Ek; = ; il (@Ref.1), includesa

bypass circuits, and switches that are
necessary to cause initiation of a reactor scram.y

of dependent and independent parameters. Functional diversity is provided by monitoring a wide range
'

)
y The input

monitors reactor vessel water level; reactor vesselparameters to the scram logic are from instrumentation that .!i
':

pressuref n'eutr6nT1ux', main) steam line isolation valve
position; turbine control' valve (TCV) fast closure, trip oil

M;y ;/;hf
.

ssure @ , turbine stopivalve (TSV) ttru C p r =J
vel; ywell pressdrefanilYscran discharge volume (SDV)WM

,

dr
J

and manual scram signals.as well as r Teac or mode' switch in shutdown position
water -

;

sensor input signals from each of these parametersThere are at least four redundant
-

n

exception of the reactor mode switch in shutdown scr(with the
;

i signal).'

l

Most channels include electronic equipment (e.g.,
am'e

gre =13) that compares measured input signals withW D3 i8
-

1

pre-established setooints. When a set >oint is exceeded, the
4

iytth\f 5 (tMid ~x :\

--w a r ei = m i-= - r ~- -u - -- ~';3an RPS
'

-

tri
- signal to the trip logic. jTani E~.1.1 <sumariz .

' .

ve o enh 4{ icip d ope tin _ ransifnts pic y An zedd
s capspie o init* ting cramp'dur' g

m

i C h **y6 E
,

C/4 '
k P* id 5^h, -

_

(continued)1 CUN70s) .r W'

Juoff CTSj y B 3.3-1 Rev. O, 0948/S2___m
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B 3.3.1..I

BASES
i

< ~

BACKGROUND
The RPS is comprised of twe independent trippystems (A j(continued) fand B), ith two lo

1 and 82)(Jn' each trip system (
channels gicchan s Al and A as shown J6 Referen 1.

Th. utputs of e logic ch rfnels in a tip syst are t

.
>

yA)fERT 4 ined in a ne-out-of logic so ither ch nel can
8 A b ~} >

trip the as ciated tri system. T trippi of both rip
'

: systems will produce reactor s m. Thi ogic |
1

,

arran ement is refe red to as o -out-of wo taken ice
!i; logi . Each trip' system can reset use of a eset / '

s ' ch. If a E ll scram oc rs (bo trio systems trip)/, ai
( elayJprevents reset of the tri - fas for 10 seconds
: a ter theIf w E T) signal is received. This 10 second ;

delay on reset ensures that the scram function will be!

completed. Jg;c J;visQ
Two scram
unit (HCU) pilot valves are located in the hydraulic control I

for each control rod drive (CRD). Each scram ;
pilot valve is-solenoid operated, with the solenoids,

normally energized. The scram pilot valves control the air
supply to the scram inlet and outlet valves for the

'

associated CRD. When either scram pilot valve solenoid is
energized, air pressure holds the scram valves closed and, ,

therefore, both scram pilot valve solenoids must be
de-energized to cause a control rod to scram. The scram
valves control the su
water durino a scram.pply and discharge paths for the CR0

,
,_

b o drip og % solenoidsforeachCRDiscontrolledb%pilotvalve
i

One of the scramic,
rt: syst s Al and

div M m d-) the
ther solen id is e ntr 11ed byAtri mim,-_e.g=y tm

bsfts-in"fs-energizingbothsolenoids
;; c;-'- ' %,, ...et ;- :M:. ..., ; . :P. - . :

-

-

_

r;:' r

he cNr ND ir bleeding oscram valves opening, and control rod scram ,

(%p\ogic divisied- teses &
4hc '

The backup scram valves which energize on a scram signal to
-

depressurize the scram a,ir header, are also controlled by ,

ithe RPS. Additionally, the RPS System controls the SDV vent
and drain valves such that when s-- his ;y tw trip, the
SDV vent and drain valves close to isolate the SDV. E

_

(i serm s ry2sl h qeu ra c 3
APPLICABLE The actions of the RPS are assumed in the safety analysesSAFETY ANALYSES, of References 2, 3, and 4. The RPS initiates a reactorLCO, and

scram when monitored parameter values exceed the Allowable
APPLICABILITY Values specified by the setpoint methodology and listed in

Table 3.3.1.1-1 to preserve the integrity of the fuel
cladding, the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), and

(continued)

* R/0 375. 8 3.3-2 Rev. O, C /2"/9?
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INSERT B2A

logic divisions (1, 2, 3 and 4) as described in Reference 1. >Each RPS input for a variable is independently monitored by
one instrument channel in each of the four divisions. Eachinstrument channel combines the four RPS Function inputs for
that variable in a two-out-of-four logic. Each . instrument
channel in turn provides an input to all four RPS trip logic

,

divisions.
-

The four RPS trip logic divisions are also
combined in a two-out-of-four arrangement. Each RPS triplogic division provides four output signals to load drivers
which de-energize the scram pilot valve solenoids. Each triplogic division can be reset by use of a reset switch. If alogic division trips or a full scram occurs (two-out-of-four

;trip logic divisions trip), a solid state time delay j

s

.

.
.

1

F

t

!

l
.

b

RT
CLINTON 3.3-2 10/1/93

|
.
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) BASES ~

W 64 the containment by minimizing the energy that must be
S/rcrr AMOSEJ absorbed following a LOCA.i

7

LCO ad'

> RPS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policyi

A PFZ K 46/2/rF Statement. Functions not specifically credited in the
_ accident analysis are retained for the overall redundancy__

'

and diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved
licensing basis. ~

The OPERABILITY of the RPS is dependent on the OPERABILITY '

. of the individual instrumentation channel functions e' specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. Each Function must hav Q (pS
(hr C- ' " "0PERABLE channels [EIeI AllowabTT ii7e,-' *f S !; - S 1

with their setpoints within the spec
where appropriate. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.
Each channel must also respond within its assumed response
time.

Allowable Values are specified for each RPS Function
specified in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal

3 setpoints are selected to ensure that the actual setpoints g) do not exceed the Allowable Value between successive CHANNEL -.

CALIBRATIONS. Operation with'a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Yalue, is acceptable. A channel is inoperable if
its actual trip setpoint is not within its required
Allowable Yalue.

( .

| Trip setpoints are those predetemined values of output at
which an action should take place. The setpoints are

i compared to the actual procesis parameter' (e.g., reactor - '

. QMI% vessel water level), and when the measured output value of
i -h4 p '"=a" rarameter exceeds the setpoint, the associatedpMC device (e.g. W C .% )R hanges state. The analytic limits

are derived from tEelimiting values of the process
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Yalues are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then detemined, accountirg for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe

l

1

(continued)

.CWR/4-&TS- B 3.3-3 Rev. O, 99/29/o?_
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BASES -

APPLICABLE eavironment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
SAFETY ANALYSES, environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The OPERABILITY of scram pilot valves and associated

(continued) solenoids, backup scram valves, and SDV valves, described in
the Background section, are not addressed by this LCO.

. ~ __ ,
. The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in the-

,' i MODES specified in the Table that may require an RPS trip to
%hdeouJn M$0 gg * mitigate the consequences of a design basis accident ortransient. To ensure a reliable scram function, a,

\ combination of Functions is required in each MODE to provide,

'

j' Refsel Poshn Ore- primary and diverse initiation signals.,

Qp ggg"J) RPS is required to be OPERABLE in MODE,5 with any control
rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
assemblies. Control rods withdrawn from a core cell
containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity

6ConVol Ro& Sktk of the core and therefore are not required to have the
,

Qr4mtme*4aibn" capability to scram. Provided all other control rods remain
; (_ inserted, the RPS function is not recuired. In this

condition, the recuired SDM-(LCO 3.1.1]) and refuel position/

0,lO one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.] ens @e that no eventrequiring RPS will occur. During nomal operation in
MODES 3 and 4, all ontrol rods are fully inserted and the-

Reactor Mode Swit shutdown Position control rod withdrawal
Diock (LCO 3.3.2. ) does not allow any control rod to be
withdrawn. Under hese conditions, the RPS function is not
required to be OPERABLE. Cf
The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and
Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by
Function basis.

.

l.a. Intemediate Ranoe Monitor (IRM1 Neutron Flux-Hioh,

The IRMs monitor neutron flux levels from the upper range of
the source range monitors (SRMs) to the lower range of the
average power range monitors (APRMs). The IRMs are capable
of generating trip signals that can be used to prevent fuel
damage resulting from abnomal operating transients in the

b@ intemediate power range. In this power range, the most
significant source of reactivity change is due to control

p%vn rod withdrawal. The IRM provides diverse protection for the
cent <clier ro Mr=1 H iter mgW which monitors and controlsR4

(continued)
/

m !C STS B 3.3-4 Rev. O, 09/20/?2
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BASES i
.

APPLICABLE _l . a . :

Intemediate Ranae Monitor (TRM) Neutron Flux-HichFETY NALYSES, (continued)
'

APPLICABILITY the movement of control rods at low power. The prevents

_

the withdrawal of an out of sequence control rod during
startup that could result in an unacceptable neutron flux
excursion (Ref. 5 .
neutron flux excu)sion.The IRM provides mitigation of the

To demonstrate the capability ofr

the IRM System to mitigate control rod withdrawal events,
generic analyses have been performed (Ref. 6) to evaluate
the consequences of control rod withdrawal events during ,

startup that are mitigated only by the IRM. Thisanalysisg
b ~ f wnic --- - t-one" che ma reacn. rre sysm u

U.:::L;cemonstrates that the JHMs provide protecuion dagainst local control rod withdrawal errors b results ipeak fuel energy depositions below the 170 c@al/gm fuel
j

failure threshold criterion.

The IRMs are als'o capable of limiting other reactivity
excursions during startup, such as cold water injection ;

events, although no credit is spe ifically assumed. ;

Obo ~ withD IRM channels inputting to each tri)The IRM System is divided into tetrgroups of IRM channels,'_

ktL cL-els
_ g, !sis Ref DCe

ss'~~ tdhanlecp sygfare required for IRRan dnet
i taps em i ypa d. refo i

( MSCf 4g g;k _ han s in ach
-

w three

y bptd Yo Ng OPERABILITY to ensure that no single instrument failure will
I .

preclude a scram from this function on a valid signal. This
C T'44 deu r Yrg / trip is active in each of the 10 ranges of the IRM, which

aust be selected by the operator to maintain the neutrondidscmij flux within the monitored level of an IRM range.

The analysis of Reference 6 has ade uate conservation to
permit an IRM Allowable Value of divisions of a125 division scale.

122.
-

The Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function
must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when control rods may be
withdrawn and the potential for criticality exists. In
M00E 5, when a cell with fuel has its control rod withdrawn,
the IRMs provide monitoring for and protection against
unexpected reactivity excursions. In MODE 1, the APRM

Ci System, the@ and the f:: "::::r unreliw-4RPChr-'

j r provide protection against control rod withdrawal error
events and the IRMs are not required.

hed tvildreu I lird er (PM
(continued)

.

nuo!5 STO B 3.3-5 Rev. O, 40/2"/02 -
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1 BASES
i

. -

'

;
APPLICABLE 1.b.

j
SAFETY ANALYSES, Intermediate Rance Monitor-Inoo'

i
1 LCO, and

This trip signal provides assurance that a minimum number of !(
APPLICABILITY IRMs are OPERABLE.i (continued) Anytime an IRM mode switch is moved to

{ any position other than " Operate," the detector voltage
drops below a preset level, or a module is not plugged in, i

1
: an inoperative tri 3 signal will be ree,ived by the apS,
. Knies he IRM s .)ypas d. Si e on1 one I in e tr.sys may b ypasse , only e IRM ~ each tr sy

i
{ l be ino rable w hout ultina n an_ .tri sian j

|

j.-

!
This function was not specifically credited in the accident

{ analysis, but it is retained for the overall redundancy and
,

,

j diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approvedlicensing basis.

N .-h@ channels of Intermediate Range Monitor-Inop EU''DiFiB
,

i 5
'

p- i:
;

;;=E + m are required to be OPERABLE toj g g 4 ,j g A ensure that no Yingle instrument failure will preclude a .
a Mu.E4oEM( scram from this Function on'a valid signal.

'

,

C4 g .(og 4 rip Since this Function is not assumed in the safet
'

f , jo3 e'c d s,e s, S 'c^ 5
there is no Allowable Value for this Function. y analysis,,

;

5 '
-

L, This Function is required to be OPERABLE when the
j Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function is 1

required. !t

3
4

; 2.a.
Averace Power Rance Monitor Neutron Flux-Hich.Set 60pn

)
The APRM channels receive input signals from the local power )

i
:

i range monitors (LPRM) within the reactor core to provide an
indication of the power distribution and local power i;
changes.

The APRM channels average these LPRM signals to ii
provide a continuous indication of average reactor poweri

from a few percent to g)reater than RTP.i For operation at
low power (i.e., MODE 2 , the Average Power Range Monitorj

Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function is capable ofi

generating a trip signal that prevents fuel damage resultingi
from abnormal operating transients in this power range.i For
most operation at low power levels, the Average Power Range!

Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function will provide a:

} secondary scram to the Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron
i Flux-High Function because of the relative setpoints. With
1'

|

i (continued)-
i

1 ""aff n';
! B 3.3-6 Rev. O, 00/2"/%-'

i
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i
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BASES
.

APPLICABLE 2.a.
Averace Power Rance Monitor Neutron Flux-Hich.SAFETY ANALYSES, Setdown

(continued)LCO, and !
APPLICABILITY Ithe IRMs at Range 9 or 10, it is

Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux possible that the Average )High, Setdown Function
will provide the primary trip signal for a corewide increase )
in power. i

'

No specific safety analyses take direct credit for the
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown
Function. However, this function indirectly ensures that,
before the reactor mode switch is placed in the run

;

position, reactor power does not exceed 25% RTP
when operating at low reactor pressure and low co(SL 2.1.1.1)re flow.
Therefore, it indirectly prevents fuel damage during
significant reactivity increases with THERMAL POWER
< 25% RTP.

N -- WemPo
The APRM S stem-is 6"-itd Ht:L t;; m . Q of channels, inrpe'AP chapes inputs to eacn tf'p sys m. ine s ste E |i PrDI' g 3

,

jVdesi d to low o channel i !each ip st to fypass An one AP
ystesptotrp.cha el i a tr sy em c c 'use)a bpd YD CM

.
! he_ socia trio

S_ ch nels
CT y {ig RPS F=r Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdo

_ f) Averager

channels n :::= :n= in raret-- are required to be RABLE to| p byc ensure that no sing' e fai' ure will preclude a scras from
1---

3 this Function on a valid signal. In addition, tod. ,s M ** 5'
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least @ provideLPRM // "g/) fo inputs are required for each APRM channel, with at least twor

LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the
LPRMs are located.

The Allowable Value is based on preventing significant
increases in power when THERMAL POWER is < 25% RTP. ;

The Avsrage Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown
I

;

Function must be OPERABLE durina MODE 2 when control rods- 1may be withdrawnf and i E 5 w W 4ny co rod ( |(wit awn p a co ell cont (nino o _ r> ore e. Il _embl W js since the potential er criticality exits. In !

_

MODE 1, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High
Function provides protection against reactivity transients
and the RWL and RPC protect against control rod withdrawal

!error events.

(continued)

D*/5 ST: B 3.3-7 Rev. O, ^9/20/02
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) BASES
_ ji

1 i

i

APPLICABLE 2.b.
Averace Power Ranoe Monitor Flow Biased SimulatedSAFETY ANALYSES, Thermal Power-Hich ,

LCO, and
{

'

APPLICABILITY i

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
(continued) Thermal Power-High Function monitors neutron flux to:

approximate the THERMAL POWER being transferred to the,

reactor coolant. The APRM neutron flux is electronically
'

filtered with a time constant representative of the fuel
heat transfer dynamics to generate a signal proportional to

;

the THERMAL POWER in the reactor. The trip level is varied,

as a function of recirculation drive flow (i.e., at lower
core flows the setpoint is reduced proportional to thet

reduction in power experienced as core flow is reduced with, '

a fixed control rod pattern) but is clamped at an upper*

limit that is always lower than the Average Power Range
'

Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function Allowable Value.
j The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
'

Themal Power-High Function provides protection against
transients where THERMAL POWER increases slowly (such as the
loss of feedwater heating event) and protects the fuel~;
:ladding integrity by ensuring that the MCPR SL is notm

'I rJ5 ERT exceeded. During these events, the THERMAL POWER increase-

) 39 , does not significantly lag the neutron flux response and,
'

because of a lower trip setpoint, will initiate a scram
before the high neutron flux scram. For rapid neutron fluxh \ increase events, the THERMAL POWER lags the neutron flux and

} the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High
,

Function will provide a scram signal before the Average- - CO8"P'g op. Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated Thermal
4i Power-High Function setpoint is exceeded.f,x choM D dT; 1Y

c...y {. r f N _- _- _ _1 e ;7. . T l _._;. 2M QMb3 <D_A{Systemisf:
7 .__ ~

3 w .to ,...,_,m--- < - . _ . zux a s.Vg qs .

c_ : . _ , ' :_ ~;~ '"'""Y : :::_ w . s".
. , _._ _

hh
--

.. ...... m ...: = ;:_ _ _ , :
==Jd :.1....i ;'fAverage Power Rangs_lonitor Flow Biased

-

)

g%g M Simulated Themal ' Power-Hig)[~~:.^:. :Z qhannels C __:. Y
.

; 7- - y m-: ___ _ ,,, ,, . .Z. fare required; rq' (ouf to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
will preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal.I In add hion, to
core, ar. least%grovide adequate coverage of the entireLPRM inputs are required for each APRM|h channel, with at least two LPRM inputs from each of the four

l axial levels at which the LPRMs are located. Each APRM
channel receives one total drive flow signal representative

-

/ (continued)

3RR/C 573 8 3.3-8 Rev. O, ^3/20/32
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|

During continued operation with only one recirculation loop in
service, the APRM flow biased setpoint is required to be
conservatively set (refer to the Bases for LCO 3.4.1,
" Recirculation Loops Operating," for more detaileddiscussion). The setpoint modification may be delayed for up
to 12 hours in accordance with the allowances of LCO 3.4.1.
After this time, the LCO 3.3.1.1 requirement for APRM
OPERABILITY will enforce the more conservative setpoint.

1

h

1

i
!

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-8 10/1/93
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APPLICABLE 2.b. Averace Power Rance Monitor Flow Biased SimulatedT NALYSES, Thermal Power- continued) y; g

APPLICABILITY of total coregflow. The 4 drive flow signals are

o e b . r d 9'""[8 * f" * Y T E I .L.1 _
x..c = "" a w x. m : b ?.E N h

"

|

wk recircde. .-A m.
,T

'I rendediby s'uming up the flow rigbdishfpro~h[y -
m:l ,

i p
)q h previclec[ recirculation loops. //povidsd e Ae APRM)

I f ecck APEM #Eacy requirec~ verag Power R se Moni r Flow iased
_

C M Fg* g | 5,i.mulated T mal P er-Hi channe eceive' an inpu rom
ene flowf nit. T APRMs trip stem A ceive a inpuy'4 O 13 from one flow u t, and , e othe two APR5 in tri systym Ai

'

receive an in t from tJte otherp, flow uni 4 The rangemendgtprmiad h ds'the same or trio sistemld1

i

\ quh li PR to The clamped Allowable Value is based on analyses that take|

credit for the Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased -
,

i

simulated Themal Power-High Function for the mitigation of
the loss of feedwater heater event. The THERMAL POWER time

Ob constant M ' > mer@is based on the fuel heat transfer
dynamics and provides a signal that is proportional to the
THERMAL POWER.

hevided a de ccRE OPEkATIUt/MTs Moj
The Average Power Range Monitor flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High Function is required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 when there is the possibility of generating excessive

THERMAL POWER and potentially exceeding (MCPR SL)pplicable tothe SL a
high pressure and core flow conditions During.

MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APRM Functions provide
. protection for fuel cladding integrity.

2.c. Averace Power Ranoe Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-Hioh

The APRM channels provide the primary indication of neutron
flux within the core and respond almost instantaneously to
neutron flux increases. The Average Power Range Monitor
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function is capable of generating a
trip signal to prevent fuel damage or excessive RCS
pressure. For the overpressurization protection analysis of
Reference 2, the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron
Flux-High Function is assumed to teminate the main steam
isolation valve (MSIV) closure event and, along with the
safety / relief valves (S/RVs), limits the peak reactor

(continued)
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-) BASES

APPLICABLE 2.c. Average Power Rance Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-Hich
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and

,

APPLICABILITY pressure vessel (RPV) pressure to less than the ASME Code
- limits. The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis

(Ref. 7) takes credit for the Average Power Range Monitorr
C0fnffe Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function to terminate the CRDA.

,

! '

f bD0 J The APRM System is

M pf0Vid [' - - " """ " - - [f : . I _ f ' . . ~ ., p y . .' J . _ . . . . . : ., -
,

'; ^* ' ; ^: _t M ' ; ., - - -
.

QU 4 0 y gg 7- - " t ;xf ::n ... a.......: -
"L

,
- ........y , , _

L -- "t 7^:__l. " . ., . . . . " "PJ ; J . . .. . .^^ '
..g h.p% ..r . , - - - . . --.-

: :____ _. J . .. ... z 1: *:-;- 1J :
'

-

-

sYsM. 4 dave a e Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron tlux-Hh. _ ..A,Q,ig[cidic 0 c ~

1 d j-- u hannelsf- -" - r - '- e " E
_ :' "- - '-Q1 Ire required to be OPERABLE to ensure !

^

$ hut that no single instrument failure will preclude a scram fro
this function on a valid signal. In addition, to provida |(,
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least .%hrxM,

|
-.O LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the Pd

inputs are required for each APRM channel, with at least two
! 7

,

LPRMs are located.

) The Allowable Value is based on the Analytical Limit assumed
in the CRDA analyses.

The Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High
| Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 where the

potential consequences of the analyzed transients could
result in the SLs (e.g., MCPR and RCS pressure) being
exceeded. Although the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed i
Neutron Flux-High Function is assumed in the CRDA analysis
that is applicable in MODE 2, the Average Power-Range -

Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function conservatively
bounds the assumed trip and, together with the assumed IRM
trips, provides adequate protection. Therefore, the Average
Power Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function is not
required in MODE 2.

2.d. Averace Power Rance Monitor-Inop

This signal provides assurance that a minimum number of
APRMs are OPERABLE. Anytime an APRM mode switch is moved to
any position other than Operate, an APRM module is
unplugged, the electronic operating voltage is low, or the

(continued)
.)
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APPLICABLE 2.d. Averace Power Rance Monitor--Inon (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and APRM has too few LPRM input , an inoperative trip<
APPLICABILITY signal will be received by the RPS,y " " - ^^"" ;

T7;2 = d _ E-~ ed y -- W r eou u p,aem ;; , be
.. by- re . :-( : : ".."O ' eed.-;.+_+r_ y dem-may-oe-

;,mm: - , m uh mp- - wi.r rv Q- a4 . Thism

Function was not specifically credited in the accident ,

;

analysis, but it is retained for the overall redundancy and idiversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved
licensing basis. g ,jg p3

heent:eu S Average Power Range Monitor-Inop6f th @
cTanneh-w-gen trip miYm:a4 required to be OPERABLE to

|e

N[ C'4 ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram from'

% p,' \ c y c-
this Function on a valid signal.

.

!

dw, m ev s. is There is no Allowable Value for this Function...

'

This Function is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES where
the APRM Functions are required.

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-Hich

An increase in the RPV pressure during reactor operation
compresses the steam voids and results in a positive
reactivity insertion. This causes the neutron flux and ,

:|
THERMAL POWER transferred to the reactor coolant to|

increase, which could challenge the integrity of the fuel
cladding and the RCPB. No specific safety analysis takes
direct credit for this function. However, the Reactor
Vessel Steam Dome Pressure @-High Function initiates a scramfor transients that result in a pressure increase, d
counteracting the pressure increase by rapidly reducing core

'

'

power. For the overpressurization protection analysis of
Reference 2, the reactor scram iTreim:: n.: m ' '- < ' C P'

-

| C 17 t9@3 (*1tT;;jiDthe analyses conservatively assume scram on,-

the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High
si nal, not the L e --- - - - -- ne e d signal)

b# # 4#j along with the S/RVs,# limits the peak RPV pressure to: ,
'

less than the ASME Section,III Code limits.She m % M
h''"e - j |;5 ) High reactor pressure signals are initiated from four

pressure transmitters that sense reactor pressure. The
Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High Allowable Value is

(continued)
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BASES

bAPPLICABLE 3.
Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-Hich (continued)

'

SAFETY ANALYSES,
,

LCO, and chosen to provide a sufficient margin to the ASME i
iAPPLICABIllTY Sec ion III Code limits during the event.
i

a 45ccled 88 uJ % cha
'

IM Daacter Yessel StejtstDome Pressure-High Dgg g @g, Functiop; i
'.._ % u., :... ...J ., (r .

m .

'

J .._~m... .....,m_

gn -- m 7 1
equired to be OPERABLE to.

bf Uf
'4

insure that no singie instrument failure will preclude a
'- - -

6.v:51esi scram from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is I

required to be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2 when the RCS is
-

pressurized and the potential for pressure increase exists.
78

i

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level-tow. Level 3,

?

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the
fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, a reactor scram
is initiated at Level 3 to substantially reduce the heat '

generated in the fuel from fission. The Reactor Vessel
-

Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function is assumed in the
/ analysis of the recirculation line break (Ref. 3). 'The

reactor scram reduces the amount of energy required to be
absorbed and, along with the actions of the Emergency Core
Cooling Systems (ECCS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are !
initiated from four level transmitters that sense the !

difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
i

water (reference leg) and the pressure due ~to the actual
|98 water level (variable leg) in the vessel. -

Oh 6-

channebf.sLReat.torJe_ssel Water Level-Low, Level 3 gs
Function

| t ' R~ ~ ,^ - _ ' ' ' _ ,' J _grequired to' be'0PERABLE to
. . . . _ , . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ - . - - - - - - - - . . _ . . . . . _ /

-

" ensure that no singie instrument failure will preclude a
scram from this function on a valid signal.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Allowable Value
is selected to ensure that, for transients involving loss of
all nonnal feedwater flow, initiation of the low oressure
FrrK at RPV Water Level I will not be recuiredji'he. /(Moi ~oble)
\Ta|ye M ref-c(cyg 4,rcyn an ;ev.;rrurv T 7e<c cyh 520,G2 ' nches abque RPVzero. /

/
(continued) ,

i
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'

| r , ;

T M O W L oca)
4

APPLICABLE 4 Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3 I(continued)| SAFETY ANALYSES, \i LCO, and The function is required in MODES 1 and 2 w re considerable
APPLICABILITY energy exists in the RCS resulting in the miting cf6

,

; transients and accidents. ECCS initiatio at Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 and Low, Level / ', /; ,

provide sufficient protection for level transients in all i

other MODES.

5. Reactor Vessel Water level-Hich. Level 8

High RPV water level indicates a potential problem with the
feedwater level control system, resulting in the addition of:

reactivity associated with the introduction of a significant
j amount of relatively cold feedwater. Therefore, a scram is

,

'

!

! initiated at Level 8 to ensure that MCPR is maintained above
the MCPR St. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8

i Function is one of the many Functions assumed to be OPERABLE
and capable of providing a reactor scram during transients; analyzed in Reference 3. It is directly assumed in the

/~ 1

} ?
analysis of feedwater controller failure, maximum demand
(Ref.4).

bbMBN T Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 signals are !

16 febemel kom \ initiated from four level transmitters that sense thei difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
On |6YfJmsnt wo water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
og gg g.2, inchef ) water level (variable leg) in the vessel. The Reactor

/(ge gpfwo, # VessdWater Level-High, Level 8 Allowable Value is
specifi,ed to e at the MCPR SL is not violated during
the assumed transient. -

N
level 8 Func[tiog ? . ". .'.' .. .l.....J .TJ ..... . . . ; :;: --

ha 1 of the Reactor Vessel Water Level-High,
@y)d M ,l 4 ...,2 . . . . . . . .,L...;.a......-t 'g

required to be OPERABLE when THERMAL POWER is a 25% RTP tod W. J ensure that no sinsie instrument fatiure wiii Preciude a'

scram from this function on a valid signal. With THERMALI POWER < 25% RTP, this Function is not required since MCPR is
not a concern below 2S% RTP.

!
,

} (continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE 6. Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure
SAFETY ANALYSES,,

| LCO, and MSIV closure results in loss of the main turbine and the
i APPLICABILITY condenser as a heat sink for the Nuclear Steam Supply System
| (continued) and indicates a need to shut down the reactor to reduce heat

generation. Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated on a.

Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure signal before the MSIVsi

are completely closed in anticipation of the complete loss
of the normal heat sink and subsequent overpressurization
transient. However, for the overpressurization protection
analysis of Reference 2, the Average Power Range Monitor
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function, along with the S/RVs,
limits the peak RPV pressure to less than the ASME Code
limits. That is, the direct scram on position switches for
MSIV closure events is not assumed in the overpressurization>

analysis. Additionally, MSIY closure is assumed in the
transients analyzed in Reference 4 (e.g., low steam line
pressure, manual closure of MSIVs, high steam line flow).
The reactor scram reduces the amount of energy required to
be absorbed and, along with the actions of the ECCS, ensures
that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the
limits of 10 CFR S0.46.

)
MSIV closure signals are initiated from pcsition switches {
located on each of tha eicht MSIVs. Each MSIV has '

__.. ..._, _... ' d -+ '
;".""T..... M """ " '

C-t' "' ; :,_n.' " '"

; ^ ^ " ' ; _1 _ _ :; m y,
| 'O , - .-

_ , _ L -- . . , _ _ ' - - _ :J _ . :
" : .6; ~. . . J.m... A : d__.n : ' ^ ' _ . N ._ ' _: ' M . ;-

_ _ _ . . . . . . .

! '/one position_

: switch. The logic for the Main Steam Isolation
Valve-Closure function is arran ~ ,such that either thed
inboard or outboard val'e on or more of the main steamv

lines (MSLs) must close in order f r s ram t occur.
8)~

w
| The Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure Allowa e Value is. _ .

| |p B specified to ensure that a scram occurs prior to a ;
!

' significant reduction in steam flow, thereby reducing thes

severity of the subsequent pressure transient.- s

h.g Op annels of the Main Steam Isolation valve-Closure
function g ::: ' "- - ~ ~ ^ " - r ' T AW' required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument

in t$ failure will preclude the scram from this Function on a
4gT 9 valid signal. This Function is only required in MODE I

\Of. p' h'tOO since, with the MSIVs open and the heat generation ratea high, a pressurization transient can occur if the MSIVs

(continued)s
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BASES

APPLICABLE 6.
SAFETY ANALYSES, Main Steam isolation Valve-Closure (continued)
LCO, and close.

In MOOL 2, the heat generation rate is low enough soAPPLICABILITY
that the other diverse RPS functions provide sufficient
protection.

7. Drywell Pressure-Hioh

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
RCPB.' A reactor scram is initiated to minimize the '

possibility of fuel damage and to reduce the amount of henergy being added to the coolant and the drywell. The
Drywell Pressure-High Function is a secondary scram signal
to Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 forfGN eventf
inside the drywell. This Function was not specifically
credited in the accident analysis, but it is retained for
the overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required
by the NRC approved licensing basis.

.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated frem four
pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. The
Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and beP8 indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.
C+c.- y

assocdel WO "m, 'h_ehannetsti1EpFn+p=systqugp required to be OPERABLE to
'

.

GP channel 0 of Drywell Pressure-High FunctionCwith QA
gggg ~

p ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a
scram from this Function on a valid signal. The Function isjopc diA. 'S)*3
required in MODES 1 and 2 where considerable energy exists
in the RCS, resulting in the limiting transients and
accidents.

8,a. b.
Scram Discharce Volume Water tevel-Hich

The SDV receives the water displaced by the motion of the
CRD pistons during a reactor scram. Should this volume fill
to a point where there is insufficient volume to accept thedisplaced water

control rod insertion would be hindered.
Therefore, a rea,ctor scram is initiated when the remaining
free volume is still sufficient to acconsmodate the waterfrom a full core scram. However, even though the two types
of Scram Discharge Volume Water Level-High Functions are an
input to the RPS logic, no credit is taken for a scram
initiated from these Functions for any of the design basis

(continued)
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BASES.

.

.

APPLICABLE ~8.a. b. Scram Discharoe Volume Water Level-Hich
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) ,, @;

| LCO, and
| APPLICABILITY accidents or transients analyzed in the AR. However, they I

are retained to ensure that the RPS remains ABLE.

snv -- Sri i; c.. . . ;f 6 +wo diverse o s. The

(p@ f
level in f _^ thel we SD p s me db two f1 at type4

T -- - k,si :,witcnes anq&&w or atotal of eight leFe'l_ogransmitiers andLn, n ^ -' signals. The outfiuTs of these devices/ t

F' are arranged so that there is a ignal from a level swite
,

'

I M M@
| ano a transmitter anc ,O 1 o each Cf 'cr'- M --- 9 M

/ .g he j The level measurementinstrumentation satisfies the yr } k
| recomendations of Reference 8.g

^ '

The Allowable Value is chosen low enough to ensure that
g\ d dt' | hwa r from a full scram.

there is sufficient volume in the SDV to accomodate the
g

el-High[Functici.;2.ypeafJgntn_pj.1 charge Volume Water _ V|% hanne of eat t
5

L ti t : :t z :'_: __ f ::r ::
\

. , , -

[/ g g M M M . W required to b f0PERABLE to ensure that no single, i

/ instrument fail e will preclude a scram from these |'

Functions on lid signal. These Functions are required |OCh M in MODES I a 2, and in MODE 5 with any control rod ;gg gn it withdrawn f m a core cell containing one or more fuel
| T assemblie , since these are the MODES and other specified

dh m ens condit s when control rods are withdrawn. At all other i

| time , this function may be bypassed. !

h.No d e 9. Turbine Stop Valve C1osur; ,r^.._._ '

ICll-NGol Aan/ B M
_,

ygg g g Closure of the TSVs results in the loss of a heat sink that
. M y,,a 3, g 4 produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux' transients that must be limited. Therefore, a reactor scram

'793 Syf ||Inth-4 is initiated at the start of TSV closure in anticipation of ;

ggd. b the transients that would result from the closura of these " '

/ valves. The Turbine Stop Valve Closure rrp9+* I

n___ _ .S Function is the primary sc@ ram signal for the1611 - NG0! C andD anj |

in9(4u~f 2croCf e[ turbine trip event analyzed in Reference 4. For this event,l

159 feek go.5 ;ndd . the reactor scram reduces the amount of energy required to
"M be absorbed and, along with the actions of the End of Cycle*

Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) System, ensures that the
g MCPR SL is not exceeded.

(continued)
}
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,

Turbine Stoo Valve ClosureEL Oil "ress.,n --LhAPPLICABLE 9.
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)

-

LCO, and
i

.

APPLICABILITY Turbine Stop Valve Closurepfrip Oi ressur Lowtsignals !
i '.
'

_ are initiated byltne el rohydr ic cont (EHC fluid) i

ej# gg,, fes;Kem ' pressure at h sto alve. indep ent pr sure 7 {tJafifsnitt are a ociated ith each top va One
.swi&#s MOOD .p the t ransmi.1 ers proyt es inpu o RPS ip syste A; !

1 Mk brhrbint ' the. her. to4PS triMysten B./Thus. e h RPS tr' system

et@ vcJues. Ecchq receives an input from 1er Turbine Stop Valve Closurge
_

j3,

' p. , ...... .f The logic for the Turbine Stop Valve Closurect .-4r p lep c %,. .
s - -- m -- . - ,-.. .... ~ _ _._

g,, -: t t: . sL gri= Sii ._:: re- M Func lon is such that or more-
_

TSV' must be closed to produce a scran.spos d ..es w g.. .

/
~_ Q ... PF {MU 8''

lhis Function must be enabled at THERMAL POWER e 40% RTP. Ih This is normally accomplished automatically by pressure U'
a

transmitters sensing turbine first stage pressuren# The -
isetpoint is feedwater temperature dependent as aiesult of
ithe subcooling changes that affect the turbine first stage :

pressure / reactor power relationsphi .For RTP o ration witR !Jfeedwater temp ature e 420' , an allowable point of ;
s 26.9% of trol valve de open turbine irst stage j
pressure J provided by e bypass funct' n. The allowable !

m,- setpoinyisreducedt s 22.5% of con 1 valve wide open i

'

turbipe first stage ressure for RTP operation with j
feedwater temperatere > 370*F an _420*F. J

|

The Turbine F.op Valve Closure 2Allowable Value is selected to"f u ; ^:: . _ . _

be4@Penoughtodetect
imminent TSV closure thereby reducing |the severity of the !

subsequeat pressure transient. LQ.@ -

, ' " - - channel ofTurbineStopValveClosureCSG,Gk |.,4 g .; ;CFunctionL.. m W r_. l........:_ ~

;
-

/ assoc.ded aid, ex,uf9n ' . ejrequired to be OPERA 8LE to ensure that no single_.

'{ c4 4'.
C,,,r 4 r;p instrument failure will' preclude a scram from this Function ;'

if anyJUNEETSVs should close. -This Function is required, !.
.

I,c3;c div.,c e s 6 consistent with analysis assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER t
-

'

is a 40% RTP. This function is not required when THERMAL
POWER is < 40% RTP since the Reactor Yessel Steam DomeOP8 g Pressure-High and the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed
Neutron Flux-High Functions are adequate to maintain the
necessary safety margins.

|

(continued)
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; therefore, to consider this Function OPERABLE, the turbine ,

bypass valves must remain shut at THERMAL POWER a 40% RTP. !
!
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APPLICABLE 10. Tyrbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trio Oil
SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure-tow
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY Fast closure of the TCVs results in the loss of a heat sink

(continued) that produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux
transients that must be limited. Therefore, a reactor scram
is initiated on TCY fast closure in anticipation of the
transients that would result from the closure of these
valves. The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure-Low Function is the primary scram signal for the'
generator load rejection event analyzed in Reference 4. For

_ this event, the reactor scram reduces the amount of energyi

g d .g required to be absorbed and, along with the actions of the
EOC-RPT System, ensures that the MCPR SL is not exceeded.

; Turbine Control Valve Fast losure Trip Oil Pressure-Low
I signals are initiated by th luid pressure at each
! ---- control valve. There is on . pressure transmitter associated

%g',p \cqY(,
with each control valve, the sional from each transmitterI

| gwj dn, Function must be enabled at THERMA WER a 40% RTP. This
ucmg assigned to a separate RP.5 W: M-- 9 2 This

.

is nomally accomplished automatically by pressureI

J p- transmitters sensing turbine first stage pressure The
basis for the setpoint of this automatic bypass is identical,

to that described for the Turbine Stop Valve Closure,C+* 2-, s e
' 'ti Prn=c-TG Function. ^)5 ER 7 818A

s,

' The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trip Oils
8 Pressure-Low Allowable Value is selected high enough tos

- - fs ect imminent TCY fast closure.
SCC $

Oil Pressure [-Lo,w Functionf1:. .-............,losure. Trio N
hanne of Turbine Contrpl Valve Fast CNb

$h Of m. m.m. m m
'-.m._ i ma,r

_ -71 ;.a _ y _ -- ' required to
~

.gr| ) I'C Ne UFERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will

d.i i ( preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal. This
Function is required, consistent with the analysis

j assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER is a 40% RTP. This
Function is not required when THERMAL POWER is < 40% RTP
since the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High and the
Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High
functions are adequate to maintain the necessary safety
ma rgins.

} (continued)
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j ; therefore, to consider this Function OPERABLE, the turbine
,

j bypass valves must remain shut at THERMAL PCWER = 40% RTP. '
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BASES

APPLICABLE 11.
SAFETY ANALYSES, Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position
LCO, and

The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function providesAPPLICABILITY
signals, via the manual scram logic channels, that are(continued) redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation
channels and provide manual reactor trip capability. ThisFunction was not specifically credited in the accident
analysis, but it is retained for the overall redundancy and
diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approvedlicensing basis.

The reactor mode switch is a single switch with four
_ ) channels, each of which inputs into one of the RPS lo icI '{ @ Inn

4 rip

There is no Allowable Value for this function since the
channels are mechanically actuated based solely on reactormode switch position. ;

.

h@ Function ,f+% rh=ds 6 ench=tr%-sym
p channel

f Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position fC . ,m
jcacc,ed M ock L-*-w#_.' Eag required to be OPERABLE

,

g -@ Fd
j g Q { cme The Reactor6p Mode-Switch Shutdown Position Function is required to be

.

i loc .'c 2 W ' 5 W 5; ' S OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 5 with any control
.

, , .

rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
' "
%

assemb'ies, since these are the MODES and other specified
_

condi'. ions when control rods are withdrawn.

J2. Manual Scram

The Manual Scram push button channels provide signals, via
the manual scram logic channels, to each of the four RPS

,

S logic dir l; that are redundant to the automatic
prottctivek: instrumentation channels and provide manualN'5% reactor trip capability.
credited in the accident analysis, but it is retained forThis Function was not specifically
the overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as requiredby the NRC approved licensinLhasis.j& QA:eIDwp
There is onesManua
the four RPSTlogic;cnanne 4Scramppush button channel for each of

In order to cause a scram it
is necessary that afleast gnp channel!% ace tr& sag!9be actuated. A

(continued)
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Section 3.3 Page 378 of 687
BASES

,

APPLICABLE
J2. Manual Scram (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,

:LCO, and

There is no Allowable Value for this Function since theAPPLICABILITY
,

channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
'

position of the push buttons. 3

i

atscria % coi
channelf of Manual Scranfwin t u di. ..$ i r, c eMcuhc4 h ked " O U*" ~ " W '" " ^- " ~

i '-
,

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 5 withRPS + rip by. c '

any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one orfgsWs is
more fuel assemblies, since these are the MODES and other {
specified conditions when control rods are withdrawn.__

ACTIONS
_- N

'

Reyiewer's t'e: Certain L Completion T' s are ba
, -

jpproved pical reports In order f. licenseetops,on:

p/ the ti s, theJicen ' must just" ~ he Complet g Times as ;

use
re ed by the s f Safety E

dation RepopSER) for the_to ical report. / ;'
'
,

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to !

RPS instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion
__

Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered,
,

if} m__
subsecuentfgM, subsystems, components, or variables@ '5' "15 /
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or i

<

not within limits, will not result in separate entry into
,

I
cli,

the Condition.
Actions of the Condition continue to apply for eachSection 1.3 also specifies that Required
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
inoperable RPS instrumentation channels provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate, inoperable channels. Assuch, a Note has been provided that allows separate
Condition entry for each inoperable RPS instrumentationchannel.

1

A. I Ia-d A y - ' P8 ' '
- -Al

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
trip signals and the redundancy of the RPS design, an
allowable out of service time of hours has been shown to
be acceptable (Ref. 9) to permit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. However, this out of
service time is only acceptable provided the associated

(continued)
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L

BASES :

ACTIONS A.Ibad'.2 (continued) -

~'

|

feh s.eq4a$r.c&eh
Function's inoperable channel is 0.. e i m s pies and the
Function still maintains RPS trip capability (refer toRequired Actions B.14:

852d and C.1 Bases.) If the
inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status'o

go
wit _hin the allowable out of service time, the channel ar =FU t&mu mu u Wyne@must be placed in the tripped

-

condition per Required Action @ A.1 Ora An Placing theinoperable channel in trip Ch: : :t:GEt-i; m:= m.
-tegy would conservatively compensate for the inoperability,

t"'? ~ restore capability to acconnodatepsmie 3.lurek and ,

allow operation to continue. '

O MS Alternately, if it is not
desired to place the channel ['r ^i wism# in trip (e.g.,
as in the case where placing the inoperable channel in trip
would result in a full scram), Condition D must be enteredand its Required Action taken.

,

B.16-[C.f; O
I*

! 22U
Q Cp required channels @,, inoperable.F :: Condition B exists when,Jor any one or more functions, @

\
;

5Ty i

In this condition, %T6"~ft7Cf;71...Jj's v ==j
gtM;--- =- ^^''""Q the RPS still maintains tri'p
capability for that function, but cannot acconnodate a
single failure in ie+uerama tvstem f

Required Actionh8.li=d 5.2)lis(Mtime the RPS scram
logic for any Function would not acconnodate single failure.|

,TE cotn trifjystems (r.g., one-pot-of-on-

and N .
one 'out-of-pne arrangement fora typica four chanpel
Function}/ The rpduced relia 6flity o this logip'

r/[Comple~ ion Timfe,not evaluated in Reference 5 for the 12 hour),
arrangement was

| '

t
~ r

Within the 6 hour allowance, the
associated Function will have m r ;.; rr channeli cith:Swi" ; ; @ in trip. fer i e y '*="M ir =:I m

geA5f cme leperrMc.
Completing c : Of itffst Required Actions restores RPS to an
equivalent reliability level as that evaluated in !

Reference 9, which justified a @ hour allowable out of pkl i
service time.CpYesent in Lo):uition iine yrtp system(Gijtne more8egraded ate s ld be

.

aced in/ trip of,' Ija ternatively, all- e ino rable annelsifthattrip ,

ystem sh'ould be4daced ' ' trio ; '

.c., a tr1D systein wittL/
_

(continued)
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BASES

,

ACTIONS B. II ontinued)

'two inop nTe~c'hanp(1s could by'in a more graded sta Nthan rip systear'with four)rfoperable c. nels, if etwoj !in
rable charwi61s are in ' in differ, '. Functions . The

t {h e same Fun on while e four ; :i operable nnels are
. decision to which tr system is the more graded ,/ !state uld be base n prudent dgment and rrent plant !

,

"
cond ons (i.e., t MODE the ant is in) Ifthis/ '

I act1 n would res in a scr or recircul ots pump Jrip, ,
! is permissi to place t other trip ystem or its / !

,

operable c nels in tri . f
t

i

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the !

remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors
available to provide the trip signals, the low probability !
of extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all

i
Id5E ) diverse Functions, and the low probability of an event'

requiring the initiation of a scram.
;

D Alternately, if it is not desired to place inoperable
channel C 5 n.; tM; ;nn_D in trip (e.g., as in the case

|where placing the inoperable channel R _;;;::j;::d t d P
|Win trip would result in a scrasjor RPTH, I

Condition D must be entered and its Required Action taken. *

Le;ng aN ko_
-

-

aan.ecded'e a St9 E N \uIL1
- aa - -

Required Actjen C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
; actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
.

channels ML., ..._ ,~ ZIP sy1EB for the same Function
l result in the function not maintainDig)RPS trip capability.

_

A Function is considered to be maintaining RPS trip- eFwF , capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip
- Re Pr =n"t:0 --te tret e !! " MO, such that @

(M_ :yrz__: will generate a trip signal F--- tM cwetYu]c - c d - C M on a valid signal. For the ft=-WJ Function with
i

CI f
-. > TT:5 Of 1; t:in t.:--@ logic |rr ir.: " 2nd L m;

Tum:t)dns, thi woula uire tMn-Trip-systems' to ve cr.e
s

, chanhel OPE LE o tri {af the assod W tr _ system!

|
$n' trip) . or' fon 6~ ain Steam isolation '

Valve-Jiosure)(this woul require goth trip s stems to
have4ach channel associ'ated with

h(po't necess'arily thedame MSLs for,the MSIVs fri three MSLsbothtrjp' systems),
PERABLE'or in tr)((or the ass'ociated trip system in tri

.

(continued)
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|

INSERT B22A
;

,

I Placing one of the two inoperable channels in trip satisfies '

both Required Actions A.1 and B.1 for that Function. If one i

channel is already in trip for the Function when a second
channel is determined to be inoperabic, Required Action B.1 is
met by the one channel already in trip for that Function and ,

no additional action is required.

.

|

'

,

!

~

i

|

!

;

i

|

|

|
!

!

! INSERT
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BASES

ACTIONS .C_d (continued) e knc
I

.

(F;r function 9 '' Me-Stor- V he Chu T-;p C T% '' (Ere!!"rr '_e.', this would require En tre rect- 2 to have-

three channe s, each OPERABLE or in trip.Fr the :nc-c_utec)[tr:p = r: r, t ri s; .4

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
,

to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The I

1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of
channels. '

L1

Required Action D.1 directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1.1-1. The applicable
Condition specified in the table is Function and MODE or .
other specified condition dependent and may change as the
Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each
time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action
of Condition A, B, or C, and the associated Completion Time
has expired, Condition D will be entered for that channel
and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.

l C2 E.1. r.1. N 1 H. i
w -

!

If the channel (s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or
pl aced i n tri p K a r__ tr,2 e s s oci et+e--t re _ . _ __ _ _ a ,', -

V '

M within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be
placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which the

| LCO does not apply. The Completion Times are reasonable.
,

based on operating experience, to reach the specified !'I

condition from full power conditions in an orderly manner
Iand without challencino plant systems. 11 addition th |

ont stenth e'F 8 {e hComplh ton Time 3 rovideCompletion Time RRequir Acti E.1 is i th
f LC q.2.2, niivings CR(ricAtr

tPOWERWTIOTMCPR)."f

i

.

(continued)
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BASES

i

ACTIONS

(continued)

If the channel (s) is not restored to OPERABLE status orplaced in trip P e r P e r***'p sy m p hretf W
|

'

@ within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be
placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which the

@ LC0 does not apply. This is done by innediately initiating
action toainsert all insertable control rods in core cellsC- ~' Q containing one or more fuel assemblies. Control rods in
core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the
reactivity of the core and are, therefore, not required to
be inserted. Action must continue until all insertable
control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel
assemblies are fully inserted.

I

~
SURVEILLANCE Rev' wer's Notf./ Certain F quencies are based on app

. -

t

|
edREQUIREMENTS ical rep ' ifs. In or ~for a licens to use th -

Frequenci ' the lice e must justi, ' the Frequ ies as,

_ requir y the st,a #,SER for the- pical repo .
,

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RPS
instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column ofTable 3.3.1.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that,
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains trip ,

capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must tfe
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition

OCI"t entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on
-

,

Q the RPS reliability analysis (Ref. 9) assumptiong z u.gt;_g the average time required to perform c@hannel
surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that the RPS will trip when necessary.

SR 3.3.1.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

(continued)
I
'
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BASES '

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

nyrdi
_ CHANNEL CHECK is4a comparison of the parameter indicated on

b one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
'

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring'* t

the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift on one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is

OCA outside theq!BR criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. ni pe"..^# :_L4m nce-oen a. . r. m -___u__ __ _-sr'6 . ., # .,a m

Cl4
) C '"J"f2,';!'" "JLI";~;'f"b.EdThe CHANNil CHECK l

supplements less fomal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during nomal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

l
SR 3.3.1.1.2

To ensure that the APRMs are accurately indicating the true -

!
core average power, the APRMs are calibrated to the reactor
power calculated from a heJLt_b_alancer : 2 ' --- ;;-

[- ^ _., zeh . _.. __.-' ^^"| ::i _.2 .-1,: M:/ .": : "r/ -

_""":___1_t; i. _ _ _ f :.; ; ::t:- *So-so. 4.uo4=4H. .EiRMAt==P.OWER"tT
^

i .

_ , ,- .. .
.

gf _.., . ._ _z- T- r:T r:x r r; ;r - A. -

u J : x :- ,m ._ w ea r:,-

,. . _ . r-wo ._
un,.: Z * n aonu, + s u r _ .E"i a'L'I E.T Aka ' T r~1Is -- , d
MEOlam .The Frequency of once peFWays is 5ased on minlr
" chi 6gE5'in LPRM sensitivity, which could affect the APRM

s ic 6, reading between perfomances of SR 3.3.1.1.8.

oppy;q h SR A h is provided that Irequires the SR to be met at

J.m 125% ETF t 25% RTP because it is di ficult to accurately deter;;;md
core THERMAL POWER Q a heat balance when < 25% RTP. At^

W h;AIPRA
Qecutleto_4)j & wk

- (continued)
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i BASES
1 .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.2 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

low power levels, a high degree of accuracy is unnecessary
because of the large inherent margin to thermal limits (MCPR i

andAPLHGR). '

At t 25% RTP, the Surveillance is required to
have been satisfactorily performed within the last I days in
accordance with SR 3.0.2. m

#

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Themal Power-High Function uses the recirculation loopdrive flows to vmhe trip setpoint.

Th_is SR ensures thatithe tu[.1 leei, drive iieweg
-

vary th; ctpe4at are appraar4=+ely ra=amrad +c a :;iibrated_L
2 H nsis t re tr e fle- um t usedJf

,

.fle- siuna h Wd therefore/the APRM Function accurately
t
' _

reflects the required setpoint as a function of flow.,

'plowsynal from he respective low unit must be s JOS% of
-

the librate low signal. the flow 'it sign T is ni
w in the mit the AP hat rece an in from(inoperab flow u, nit be decla inopera,pe . j-
The Frequency of 7 da
operating experience,ys is based on engineering judgment,
instrumentation.

and the reliability of this

SR 3.3.1. M

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire. channel will perfom the
intended function.

Tf tfie as fouira setpoin vnotwithingisrequired
-

Cw Allow lue, t t specif 4ttpoint met ogy ma vb sed, as opriate, i e history a 1 other_inent infa tion in __ +a a aead for e revision. The%
pei,

setpoint4shall be h n dat consistent with the assumC of the current plant specific.setpoint methodology. ptions

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be perfomed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 since testing of the MODE 2
required IRM and APRM Functions cannot be performed in
MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movablelinks. This allows entry into MODE 2 f f the 7 day Frequency

(continued)
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INSERT B26A

A Note is provided which allows an increase in THERMAL POWER
above 25% if the 7 day Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Inthis event, the SR must be performed within 12 hours after
reaching or exceeding 25% RTP. Twelve hours is based on
operating experience and in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

.

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-26 10/1/93
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BASES '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be

| perfomed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from HODE 1.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in '

consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
/ Og averagejToavailability over the Frequency interval and is
W based o Vreliability analysis (Ref. 9).

SR 3.3.1.1.5

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channe? will perfom the
intended Function. A Frequency of 7 days provides an
acceptable level of system average availability over the
Frequency andfs_ based on the reliability analysis of

_ Reference A f t :._ n :' " :-- ^r--:#-:- " ^"wh ^

E;;C K .G. ..w.s..cyumwae-amariu ,A 1 4 7 :- +m-1

-) gbn. _ u,_ .p ~ { _ . " - Wa ' " -Te=- W ' - !I'

, ,

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 1

!

These Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps
! in neutron flux indication exist from subcritical to power

operation for monitoring core reactivity status.
~

The overlap between SRMs and IRMs,is required to be. .

; demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be
! increased into a region without adequate neutron flux
| indication. This is required prior to withdrawing SRMs from

the fully inserted position since indication is being
transitioned from the SRMs to the IRMs.

C ;2 . The overlap between IRMs and APRMs is of concern when
: reducing power into the IRM range. On power increases, th:

system design will prevent further increases (initiate a roaE@ block) if adequate overlap is not maintained.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.7 is only required to be met during
entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1. That is, after the overlap
requirement has been met and indication has transitioned to

) (continued)

| E"n/0 STS - B 3.3-27 Rev. O, 09/2&L97
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INSERT B27A

Overlap between IRMs and APRMs exists when sufficient IRMs and
APRMs concurrently have onscale readings such that the
transition between MODE 1 and MODE 2 can be made without :
either APRM downscale rod block, or IRM upscale rod block, j
Overlap between SRMs and IRMs similarly exists when, prior to
withdrawing the SRMs fron the fully inserted position, IRMs
are above mid-scale on range 1 before SRMs have reached the
upscale rod block.

s

;

|

|

|

\

INSERT
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BASES,

4 i

|
} SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 (continued) i

'

4 REQUIREMENTS
'

the IRMs, maintaining overlap is not required (APRMs may be !
; reading downstale once in MODE 2).
,

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated I
,

(e.g., IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the i,

Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate
channel (s) declared inoperable. Only those appropriate4

,

1 channel (s) that are required in the current MODE or '

l condition should be declared inoperable.
4

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering;

judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs. ;

*

SR 3.3.1.1.8 '

l |
2 LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux j

profiles measured by the Tragversing Incore Probe (TIP) ,_

System. This establishes the relative local flux profilei '

for appropriate representative input to the APRM System.
The 1000 MWD /T Frequency is based on operating experience

,

; j with LPRM sensitivity changes.
t

j SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12 !
!
'

A CMANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required ;

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perfom the
1

intended function. he a found setpoint is not witnin
- p ;1t equ' d Al ow e Va~ e, the pJdt specifYsetpoint iu. .

ho o'gy may revi d, as appropriate',AT the history -

ian 1 othe ertin information indicate a need for thes
ision. elsetpoint4shall be Ge'Y MOconsistent with<

-- m the._ assumptions of thefcurrent plant specific setpoint
u h h methodology. Ine 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based

,

i

' on the reliability analysis of Reference 9.
a

; The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the,

,

Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. '

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

(continued)
J
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.) BASES

I SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.10 _

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The calibration of rip provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. e channe must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The frequency of 92 days for SR 3.3.1.1.10 is based on the
reliability analysis of Reference 9.

SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1.13

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel

; ~'s responds to the measured parameter within the necessary i

/ range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibratio "n em ..TJ.T psi n i J . x Nt= 0EBiri/- g---

-

djconsistent with the plant
'

specific setpoint methodology. TE-~chW.nu ncil :-41*,

,
cliini-dc- W tz,,iL e h a i u- o '- ib + y *

CW ~ EN
. iTstne as nd setpoint is'not within 1.ts required .

'

Allowabl alue, the ghn,t specific tjointmethod gy may
be re ' ed, as appropriate, if th story and al her [[|
pe ent inform 3tfon indicate a need for the r sion.jThe/
se oint shall assumptions _]

jf the curren[be left set consistent with th(nacHif setpoint matho ologyfnlant
|

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because of the difficulty of simulating a

|
meaningful signal. Changes in neutron detector sensitivity

i
are compensated for by perfoming the 7 day calorimetric
calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MWD /T LPRM| O!"N calibration against the TIPS (SR 3.3.1.1.8). qThe Frequencyj - X

p' n y,1. it,) of SR 3.3.1.1.11*is based upon the assumptio Jof C IE'' ede
h ain_un_,u . a i- d the magnitude_._--{ g m mtjf

~ hM @ d44
(continued)
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INSERT B29A
,

A second Note is provided that requires the APRM and IRM SRs |
to be perfomed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from i

MODE 1. Testing of the MODE 2 APRM and IRM Functions cannot
!

be performed in 10DE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted !

leads, or movable links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 ;

from MODE 1 if the associated Frequency is not met per SR ;

3.0.2. Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to

!

,

complete the SR.
j
.

>

t

t

,

I

| I
i

I

?

i e

[
'

!
!
;

i

i
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; BASES
'

|

|
|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1.13 (continued)REQUIREMENTS
| of equipment drift in the setpo_ int analysis. IT Fregafenc2 (ofJR-3.J.yA.14i base n the sumpt no an I W n
'

W ~scafibrapVn in val i the d ruina 'on o the magnit -h eotrf pment- ri f t i the_.5 Doin al_Y1MI. C2

-

|
SR 3.3.1.1.14

:

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Themal Power-High function uses an electronic filter
circuit to generate a signal proportional to the core
THERMAL POWER from the APRM neutron flux signal. This

OO| filter circuit is representative of the fuel heat transfer 1

dynamics that produce the relationship between the neutron.

flux and the core THERMAL POWER. The filter time constant !j hepsc$d " must be verified to ensure that the channel is accurately |; i _g g m /2 W reflecting the desired parameter. -

t !
.

The frequency of 18 months is based on engineering judgment
and reliability of the components. ;

1
1

SR 3.3.1.1.15> R. 351- -

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
iOPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific '

channel.
i

The functional testing of control rods, in
LCO 3.1.3, " Control Rod OPERABILITY,' and SDV vent and drain

i valves, in LCO 3.1.8, " Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Vent and1

Drain Valves," overlaps this Surveillance to provide
9 / complete testing of the a d safety function.MMb L -M P, i.6 hi' p:-
: 330A The 18 month Frequency is base on

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a planteneedtoperformthish,

'
'

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Pi Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

|
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

. i

l

(continued)
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!The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing
for those components that it is designed to monitor. However,
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be i
performed. This may be accomplished by testing any number of |
channels or Functions every 18 months on an alternating basis
such that all channels for all Functions are tested every i

72 months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce ,

an RPS scram signal.
!

i

,

,

P

!

i
:
I

'

,o

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-30 10/1/93
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)
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.16
REQUIREMENTS

(continued This SR ensurer. that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop
PT Valve Closuref-Trie Gii Fr e>>ui e-Ldiand Turbine Control

Valve Fast C16sure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions will
not be inadvertently bypassed when THERMAL POWER is
a 40% RTP. This involves calibration of the bypass
channels. Adequate margins for the instrument setpoint
methodology are incorporated into the actual setpoint.
Because main turbine bypass flow can affect this setpoint
nonconservatively (THERMAL POWER is derived from turbine
first stage pressure), the main turbine bypass valves must
remain closed at THERMAL POWER t 40% RTP to ensure that the
calibration remains valid.

If any bypass channel setpoint is nonconservative (i.e., the
Functions are bypassed at t 40% RTP, either due to open main- ,

m turbine bvoass valve (s) or other reasons _). Jhen the affectedgg Turoine Stop Valv&i. .y el.-_.- ':-Dand Turbine_

Control Valve fastllosure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions
are considered inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass

'channel can be placed in the conservative condition
) (nonbypass). If placed in the nonbypass condition, this SR i

is met and the channel is considered OPERABLE.

The Frequency of 18 months is based on engineering judgment
and reliability of the components.

SR 3.3.1.1 1

This SR ensures ~ that the individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance

7 (Artt Sur# kW,

criteria are included in QJC..... E- TrocadV(el. y'

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE
TIME testing because the principles of detector operationrs ; virtually ensure an instantaneous response time,

f/gRT RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 18 month
g 3 / fi STAGGERED TEST BASIS.4 Therefore, staggered testing results

in response time verification of these devices every
18_ months _.___jDua-+0 Frequency is consistent with the
typical industry refueling cycle and is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of.

) (continued)
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!
I

Note 2 of SR 3.3.1.1.18 requires the STAGGERED TEST BASIS
{Frequency for each Function to be determined separately based ;

on the four channels as specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. This |
Frequency is based on the logic interrelationships of the
various channels required to produce an RPS scram signal. i

i

,

t

!
!

.

i
i

r
e

f
!

f
'

!
;

-i
i

i

!
!

I

i

i
!
|

|

i
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i
|

|

l
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i
'

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1. (continued)
REQUIREMENTS #

instrumentation components causing serious time degradation,
but not channel failure, are infrequent.

1. %AR, h' b. e'or1Y !
REFERENCES [].

hAR, {5.2.2[2. '

3.M AR,ISection {6.3.3[ .

4. M AR, Chapter ISK ,o i,

%AR, Sectio ' 15.4.1
|h'

5
'

5

6. NED0-23842, " Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the ~

s
Startup Ringe," April 18, 1978. ,

~

Section h .4.9 [ @ i7,

i) 8. Letter, P. Check (NRC) to G. Lainas (NRC), "BWR Scram !
Discharge System Safety Evaluation," December 1,1980,

,

.

9. NEDO-30851-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement ',
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System," '

March 1988.

wJ i

) as alcici 4e /J P C. # oc r ic leM e r {'3 _ _ _ _r

doA e1 bec uber % RVO. I

1 -
,

i

.

i

;

}
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i
7g RPS Instrumentation
v

I ; B 3.3.1.1
A.

3 y -

t..
'

/ Table B 3.3.1.1-1 (page 1 of 1)*
/ RPS Instrumentation Sensor Diversity
' N -

Scram Sensors for Inijrdting Events

RPV Variables dicipatory Fuel
Initiat pn Events (a) (b) (c) /d) (e) .(f) (g) :'

iMSIV Closure x x x i

Turbine Trip (w/bypa ) x x x x f
. Generator Trip (w/bypas x x x ;

Pressure Regulator Failur x x x x x [(primary pressure decrease
>

(MSIV closure trip)
; ;

Pressure Regulator Failure x x x |(primary pressure decrease) '

(Level 8 trip)
Pressure Regulator Failure x x I

(primary pressure increase)
j ;

Feedwater Controller Failu e x x x ( .I
}'

(high reactor water leve I[
Feedwater Controller F lure x x x !

| (low reactor water le el) I

| Loss of Condenser V cuum |x x x x

Loss of AC Power oss of x x x x !
| transformer)

|'

Loss of AC Pow r (loss of x x x x x x !grid connecti ns) -

i

! (a) React Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High !
|

! (b) Reat or Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8
|

, c) Re ter Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 !
| d) T bine Control Valve Fast Closure '

e) urbine Stop Valve-Closure / :(f) Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure /(g) Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High
{

.

\ * This table is for illustration purposes only.

' ~_ !

!
:
J

!

B' R/0 0T5 - B 3.3-33 Rev. O, 00/2E/??--- )
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) B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION I

I
;

B 3.3.1.2 Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation
|

-

I
BASES

i
BACKGROUND The SRMs provide the operator with infomation relative to

the neutron level at very low flux levels in the core. As
such, the SRM indication is used by the operator to monitor
the approach to criticality and to detemine when
criticality is achieved. The SRMs are maintained fully
inserted until the count rate is greater than a minimum
allowed count rate (a control rod block is set at this
condition). After SRM to intermediate range monitor (IRM)
overlap is demonstrated (as required by SR 3.3.1.1.6), the
SRMs are nomally fully withdrawn from the core.

;O_ _The SRM subs m of the Neutron Monitoring System (NMS)~TDW consists o hannels. Each of the SRM channels can bebypassed, only one at any given time, by the operation I

of a bypass switch. Each channel includes one detector thatps can be physically positioned in the core. Each detector
assembly consists of a miniature fission chamber with '

i 3
! > associated cabling, signal conditioning equipment, and

,

electronics associated with the various SRM functions. The !

|
signal conditioning equipment converts the current pulses '

from the fission chamber to analog DC currents that
| correspond to the count rate. Each channel also includes ;

'

indication, alam, and control rod blocks. However, this
! LCD specifies OPERABILITY requirements only for the I

monitoring and indication functice of the SRMs.
;

During refueling, shutdown, and low power operations, the ,

primary indication of neutron flux levels is provided by the
-

;

SRMs or special movable detectors connected to the nomal j

SRM circuits. The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity ;

changes during fuel or control rod movement and give the
i'

control room operator early indication of unexpected
subcritical multiplication that could be indicative of an ,

approach to criticality. ;
'

:

,

iAPPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions
|SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling and low power operation are provided by1
;

LCO 3.9.1, " Refueling Equipment Interlocks"; LCO 3.1.1,
!" SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)"; LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection

,3
j
i

I

j (continued)
'

"
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I

BASES

APPLICABLE System (RPS) Instrumentation," Intennediate Range Monitor
SAFETY ANALYSES

1

(IRM) Neutron Flux High and Average Power Range Monitor
(continued) (APRM) Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Functions; and

LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control Rod Block Instrumentation."

The SRMs have no safety function and are not assumed to
function during any design basis accident or transient
analysis. However, the SRMs provide the only on scale
monitoring of neutron flux levels during startup and
refueling. Therefore, they are being retained in the
Technical Specifications.

p The)RHinstrumenta, tion'satisfjer'tIiteyicn2of,thePohey Statement./

LCO During startup-in MODE 2, of the RM channels are b
required to be OPERABLE to monitor the reactor flux level
prior to and during control rod withdrawal, to monitor
suberitical multiplication and reactor criticality, and to
monitor neutron flux level and reactor period until the flux) level is sufficient to maintain tue IRM on Range 3 or above../ All channels but one are required in order to provide a
representation of the overall core response during those
periods when reactivity changes are occurring throughout the
Co Tt .

In MODES 3 and 4, with the reactor shut down, two SRM
channels provide redundant monitoring of flux levels in the
core.

In MODE 5, during a spiral offload or reload, an SRM outsid'e
the fueled region will no longer be required to be OPERABLE,
since it is not capable of monitoring neutron flux in the
fueled region of the core. Thus, CORE ALTERATIONS are
allowed in a quadrant with no OPERABLE SRM in an adjacent
quadrant, as provided in the Table 3.3.1.2-1, footnote (b),
requirement that the bundles being spiral reloaded or spiral
offloaded are all in a single fueled region containing at
least one OPERABLE SRM is met. Spiral reloading and
offloading encompass reloading or offloading a cell on the
edges of a continuous fueled region (the cell can be

, reloaded or offloaded in any sequence).

(continued)
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; BASES t

L

f
LCO In nonspiral routine operations, two SRMs are required to be

(continued) OPERABLE to provide redundant monitoring of reactivity'

changes occurring in the reactor core. Because of the local
.

natureofreactivitychangesduringrekueling, adequate
coverage is provided by requiring one SRM to be OPERABLE in

OC6 the quadrant of the reactor core where CORE ALTERATIONS are
being performed and the other SRM to be OPERABLE in an

M s i;aS adjacent quadranta These requirements ensure that the
4"g' reactivity of the core will be continuously monitored during

CORE ALTERATIONS.

Special movable detectors, according to Table 3.3.1.2-1,
footnote (c), may be used during CORE ALTERATIONS in place
of the nomal SRM nuclear detectors. These special
detectors must be connected to the normal SRM circuits in
the NMS such that the applicable neutron flux indication can i

be generated. sThese special detectors provide more
flexibility in monitoring reactivity changes during fuel
loading, since they can be positioned anywhere within the ;
core during refueling. They must still meet the location '

requirements of SR 3.3.1.2.2, and all other required SRs for i
SRMs.

-

)
For an SRM channel to be considered OPERABLE, it must be ''

providing neutron flux monitoring indication.

Gn '

APPLICABILITY The SRMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 2, 3, 4,
and 5, prior to the IRMs being scale Range 3 to'

provide for neutron monitoring. In MODE 1, the APRMs
provide adequate monitoring of reactivity changes in the '

core; therefore, the SRMs are not required. In MODE 2, with
IRMs on Range 3 or above, the IRMs provide adequate
monitoring and the SRMs are not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and B.1

In MODE 2, with the IRMs on Range 2 or below, SRMs provide
the means of monitoring core reactivity and criticality.
With eny number of the required SRMs inoperable, the ability
to monitor is degraded. Therefore, a limited time is

, allowed to restore the inoperable channels to OPERABLE'

status.
j

!

y (continued)
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B 3.3.1.2 '
,

BASE 3

f.CTIONS A.1 and 0.1 (continued)

Providing that at least one SRM remains OPERABLE, Required
Action A.1 allows 4 hours to restore the required SRMs to -

OPERABLE status. This is a reasonable time since there is :

adequate capzbility remaining to moattor the are, limited t

risk of an event during this time, and sufficient time to
take corrective actions to restore the required SRMs to
OPERABLE status or to establish alternate IRM monitoring
capability. During this time, control rod withdrawal and
power increase are not precluded by this Required Action.

,

Having the ability to monitor the core with at least one
SRM, proceeding to IRM Range 3 or greater (with overlap
required by SR 3.3.1.1.6) and thereby exiting the
Applicability of this LCO, is acceptable for ensuring ,

ade monitoring and allowing continued operation. !

i 3 l Wi h %fM4eurre uired SRMs inoperable, Required Action B.1
all ositive changes in reactivity (control rod

i
withdrawal must be imediately suspended) due to the

! inability to monitor the changes. Required Action A.I still
applies and allows 4 hours to restore monitoring capability ,

.) prior to requiring control rod insertion. This allowance is )based on the limited risk of an event during this time,
provided that no control rod withdrawals are allowed, and
the desire to concentrate efforts on repair, rather than to
imediately shut down, with no SRMs OPERABLE.

.

!L1

In MODE 2, if the required number of SRMs is not restored to
OPERABLE status within the allowed Completion Time, the
reactor shall be placed in MODE 3. With all co strol rods
fully inserted, the core is in its least reactive state with
the most margin to criticality. The allowed Completion Time
of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to

,

'

reach MODE 3 in an orderly manner and without challengingplant systems.

D.1 and 0.2

With one or more required SRM channels inoperable in MODE 3
or 4, the neutron flux monitoring capability is degraded or
nonexistent. The requirement to fully insert all insertable

(continued) I
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B 3.3.1.2 .!

) BASES

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 (continued)
i

control rods ensures that the reactor will be at its minimum |reactivity level while no neutron monitoring capability is !
- vailable. Placing the reactor mode switch in the

j| s utdown position prevents subsequent control rod withdrawal i

by maintaining a control rod block. The allowed Completion |
Time of I hour is sufficient to accomplish the Required !
Action, and takes into account the low probability of an

|event requiring the SRM occurring during this time.
;

|

E.1- - -

c #

/
fMme / With one' required SRMsinoperable in MODE 5, the capabilityto detect local reactivity changes in the core during

refueling is degraded. CORE ALTERATIONS must be immediately
suspended, and' action must be famediately initiated to
insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing
one or more fuel assemblies. Suspending CORE ALTERATIONS
prevents the two most probable causes of reactivity changes,
fuel loading and control rod withdrawal, from occurring.

) Inserting all insertable control rods ensures that the
/ reactor will be et its minimum reactivity, given that fuel

is present in the core. faction must aiso oc inituted
; within daystoresJeretherequ SRMs to O ERABLE'

status ThisRequjredAction( uired Acti E.3) is
- '

(4 - provi d to ensttre that one rp ired SRM i perable wit e
vess41 head res(oved is no nstrued as condition the
alifws contfr(uous operati ns. Thus, _eritry into MODE'S
without the recu' eLS_RM channels OPERARf F is not" lowed

der LCD 3.0.4. . uspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not
a preclude completion of the movement of a component to a

safe, conservative position.

Action once required to be initiated) to insert control
rodsl A';t;n SOQmust continue until all insertable

C4
.

rods in core cells containing_one _ or more fueLassemblies@are inserted, land tM r@ r-J :;- -r- r-- a - ^"""*

(Mem. -
i

k
\

Y ~ '-Qtect local rtactivity(noperable\
C<

~

Witg two re'qq' red SRMs in MODE SK the ability to
changes in theJore der {ng refuel (ng

(continued)
1
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B 3.3.1.2 !
s

# IBASES

!

. 'XACTIONS f l (continued) |

y - is severel degraded. Re ed Actions E. - .2, and E.3are aire y applicable continue to applicable.Requir Action F.1 difies Require ction E.3 to re ei ate initi 'on of action to store one of t !i erable r ired SRMs to OP BLE status ins of i

l
equirin itiation of ac ~ n within the f r Completion'

Time of t. -

;

!

SURVEILLANCE. The SRs for each SRM Applicable MODE or other specified !;REQUIREMENTS
condition are found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.1.2-1. t

SR 3.3.1.2.1 and SR 3.3.1.2.3
i.

'

Perfomance of the CHANNEL CHECK ensures that a gross -

t

failure of instrumet.tation has not occurred. A CHANNEL !

,

D.f^Q CHECK isea comparison of the parameter indicated on oned channel to the same parameter indicated on other similar._) '

3:channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument '!
-

/
channels monitoring the same
approximately the same value. parameter should read ,

Significant deviations '

between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or

isomething even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
igross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the

1

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each1
'

!CHANNEL CALIBRATION. '

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff, based )on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is

.

r7 outside the d@gp criteria, it may be an indication that the|

instrument has drifted outside its limit.

|
The frequency of once every 12 hours for SR 3.3.1.2.1 is,

|
based on operating experience that demonstrates channel
failure is rare. While in MODES 3 and 4, reactivity changes
are not expected; therefore, the 12 hour Frequency is
relaxed to 24 hours for SR 3.3.1.2.3. An, p==n a
tim:CHAMIE9 m' ym-I:;e =n .. 2M;.d %. ivid -- 4hanneM:i'r e is 'i 'ted +a " ""r r '' ' - =
bppik;. bit.f The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less femal, but

(continued)
l
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/ BASES
J

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.1 and SR 3.3.1.2.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

more frequent, checks of channels during normal operational
use of ti.: displays associated with the channels required by i
the LCO.

a}g kM .SR 3.3.1.2.2

To provide adequate coverage of potential reactivity changes
in the core, one SRM is required to be OPERABLE in the
quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS are being performed, and the |

<

other OPERABLE SRM must be in an adjacent quadrant V Note 1
states that this SR is required to be met only during CORE i

ALTERATIONS. It is not required to be met at other times in
HODE 5 since core reactivity changes are not occurring.
This Surveillance consists of a review of plant logs to
ensure that SRMs required to be OPERABLE for given CORE
ALTERATIONS are, in fact, OPERABLE. In the event that only i

} (f .an one SRM is required to be OPERABLE, per Table 3.3.1.2-1,
footnote (b), only the a. portion of this SR is required.r e i c.

J Note 2 clarifies thaDthe three requirements can be met by
_

* #'

) the same 6r di'f@ 0PERABLE SRMs. The 12 hour Frequency_.

is basefupon operating experience and supplements3

operational controls over refueling activities, which
include steps to ensure that the SRMs r? quired by the LCO
are in the proper quadrant.

SR 3.3.1.2.4

This Surveillance consists of a verification of the SRM -

instrument readout to ensure that the SRM reading is greater
than a specified minimum count rat,. This ensures that the
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron
flux levels within the core. Verification of the signal to
noise ratio also ensures that the detectors are inserted to
a nonnal operating level. In a fully withdrawn condition,
the detectors are sufficiently removed from the fueled
region of the core to essentially eliminate neutrons from
reaching the detector. Any count rate obtained while fully
withdrawn is assumed to be " noise" only. With few fuel i

assemblies loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough
count rate to satisfy the SR. Therefore, allowances are
made for loading sufficient " source" material, in the form

J (continued)
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|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.4 (continued) |REQUIREMENTS

of irradiated fuel assemblies, to establish the minimum
count rate. ,

To accomplish this, the SR is modified by a Note that states
;that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that

has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated icore quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded ;

around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the i
associated quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn the i

configuration will not be critical.
|
;

The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other !

information available in the control room, and ensures that i
the required channels are frequently monitored while core !
reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity
changes are in progress, the Frequency is relaxed from ;

'

12 hours to 24 hours. -

:

SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 i'

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
associated channel will function properly. SR 3.3.1.2.5 is
required in MODE S, and the 7 day Frequency ensures that the !channe(share OPERABLE while core reactivity changes could be

iin progress. This 7 day Frequency is reasonable, based on :
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as a
CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

SR 3.3.1.2.6 is requ' ired in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or i
below and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity changes !
do not normally take place, the Frequency has been extended
from 7 days to 31 days. The 31 day frequency is based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as
CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

The Note to the Surveillance allows the Surveillance to be
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability. The SR must be performed in MODE 2 within
12 hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or below.
The allowance to enter the Applicability with the 31 day

1

} (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Frequency not met is reasonable, based on the limited time
of 12 hours allowed after entering the Applicability and the
inability to perform the Surveillance while at higher power i

levels. Although the Surveillance could be perfomed while i
on IRM Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain
steady state operation at this power level. In this event, :
the 12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily
perfoming the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to
perform the Surveillances.

SR 3.3.1.2.7

Perfomance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the
perfomance of the SRM detectors and associated circuitry. i
The Frequency considers the plant conditions required to '

perfom the test, the ease of perfoming the test, and the |
- | likelihood of a change in the system or component status. '

The neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL

LJAMER7 CALIBRATION because they cannot readily be adjusted. The
detectors are fission chambers that are designed to have a'/

(8%k{
,

relatively constant sensitivity ner the range, and with an
accuracy specified for a fixed usefiel life.
-

-

_

+

REFERENCES None.

|

;
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The Note to the Surveillance -allows the Surveillance to be
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability. The SR must be performed in MODE 2 within

i

12 hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or below.
The allowance to enter the Applicability with the 18 month
Frequency not met is reasonable, based on the limited time of
12 hours allowed after entering the Applicability and the
inability to perform the Surveillance while at h~igher power
levels. Although the Surveillance could be performed while on
IRM Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain j

steady state operation at this power level. In this event, ;

the 12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being i
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily ;

performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to perform
the Surveillances.

i

|

1

|

1

i

I

J
|

|

!

l

i

|
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION,

i

B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation
i
i

'

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the primary means for control of
reactivity changes. Control rod block instrumentation ;

i
. includes channel sensors, logic circuitry, switches, C. =M

<@ design limits are not exceeded for postulated transients andthat are designed to ensure that specified fuel*

/ accidents.
i

,M, o Of5 "7 During high power operation, the rod withdrawal

4 deukes ) limiter (RWL) provides protection for control rod withdrawal
i # 3

error events. During low power operations, control rod
blocks from the rod pattern controller (RPC) enforce
specific control rod sequences designed to mitigate the
consequences of the control rod drop accident (CRDA). i

During shutdown conditions, control rod blocks from the
'

Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position ensure that all
.

control rods remain inserted to prevent inadvertent
icriticalities.

The purpose of the RWL is to limit control rod withdrawal @ >-

hC9 --#[1ccC rf -itFMW- - me
refeti- ::; M,,,,0.;,

#':5~""M ' vd =nieuMium- R b "-MZ EG 1 4 Tm u.m - - -L iO.A. .l!to preclude a MCPR,

Safety Limit (SL) violation.
-

The RWL supplies a trip signal
,

to the Rod Control and Information System (RCIS) to '

appropriately inhibit control rod withdrawal during power
operation equal to or greater than the low power setpoint
(LPSP). The RWL has two channels, either of which can
initiate a control rod block when MiCDawnu-eutput ::::::;d -Mc vMW '#"
the control rodWM

.

--ts::nt. The rod block logicpre recded
circuitry in the RCIS is arranged as two redundant andMseparate logic circuits. These circuits are -Bercure when
control rod movement is allowed. The output of each logic
circuit is coupled to a comparator by the use of isolation ,

devices in the rod drive control cabinet. The two logic ,

circuit signals are compared and rod blocks are applied when j

either circuit trip signal is present. Control rod i

a sel M r / withdrawal is permitted only when the two signals agree.
M. b 5 b Each rod block logic circuit receives control rod position

indication from a separate channel of the Rod Position
Information System, each with*iti ;-G eontrol rod position

j

/ Ghaicati.: Control rod position is the primary dataw,e.
y ig" 'p" input for the RWL. First stage turbine pressure is used to

-

determine reactor power level, with an LPSP and a high power

1

(continued) i
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BASES

BACKGROUND setpoint (HPSP) used to detemine allowable control rod
(continued) withdrawal distances. Below the LPSP, the RWL is

automatically bypassed (Ref. 1).
,

The purpose of the RPC is to ensure control rod patterns /

during startup are such that only specified control r/odFgsequences and relative positions are allowed over the
!

,

I

operating range from all control rods inserted to LIRTP.
| The sequences effectively limit the potential amount and|

rate of reactivity increase during a CRDA. The RPC, in
conjunction with the RCIS, will initiate control rod
withdrawal and insert blocks when the actual sequence ;

deviates beyond allowances from the specified sequence. The
rod block logic circuitry is the same as that described
above. The RPC also uses the turbine first stage pressure ,

1

to detemine when reactor power is above the power at which
the RPC is automatically bypassed (Ref. 1).

With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position, a
control rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods
to ensure that the shutdown condition is maintained. This
function prevents criticality resulting from inadvertent
control rod withdrawal during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5,

when the reactor mode switch is required to be in the
shutdown position. The reactor mode switch has two
channels, with each providing inputs into a separate rod
block circuit. A rod block in either circuit will provide a
control rod block to all control rods.

lAPPLICABLE 1.a. Rod Withdrawal Limiter !I SAFETY ANALYSES,'

LCO, and The RWL is designed to prevent violation of the MCPR SL
APPLICABILITY and the cladding 1% plastic strain fuel design limit that

may result from a single control rod withdrawal error (RWE)
event. The analytical methods and assumptions used in |evaluating the RWE event are summarized in Reference 2. A |

statistical analysis of RWE events was perfomed to
detemine the MCPR response as a function of withdrawal
distance and initial operating conditions. From these
responses, the fuel thermal perfomance was determined as a
function of RWL allowable control rod withdrawal distanceand power level.

j (continued)
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'

APPLICABLE 1.a. Rod Withdrawal limiter (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and The RWL satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
APPLICABILITY Two channels of the RWL are available and are required to be

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude a rod block from this Function.

.

Nominal trip set points are specified in the setpoint
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Values
between successive CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.
Trip setpoints are those predetemined values of output at
which an action should take place. The setpoints are
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor

Oped power), and when the measured output value of the process
parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g.,
G A ) changes state. The analytic limits are derived-

yirem tfe limiting values of the process parameters obtained
y
W g]c /

from the safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived

_T
from the analytic limits, corrected for calibration,
process, and some of the instrument errors. The trip/ setpoints are then determined accounting for the remainingh instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived
in this manner provide adequate protection because
instrumentation uncertainties, process effects, calibration
tolerances, instrument drive, and severe environment errors
(for channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

The RWL is assumed to mitigate the consequences of an RWE
event when operating > 35% RTP. Below this power level, the
consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the MCPR, and
therefore the RWL is not required to be OPERABLE (Ref. 3).

1.b. Rod Pattern Contro11er

The RPC enforces the banked position withdrawal sequence
(BPWS) to ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA )

!

analysis are not violated. The analytical methods and

OF,o References 4 6 p: The BPWS requires that control rods
assumptions used in evaluating the CRDA are sur:rnarized in

be moved in groups, with all control rods assigned to a
specific group required to be within specified banked
positions. Requirements that the control rod sequence is in

(continued)

-BWR/6-51$~ B 3.3-45 Rev. O,-09/3B/93
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/ BASES

|
APPLICABLE 1.b. Rod Pattern Controller (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and compliance with BPWS are specified in LCO 3.1.6, " Rod
APPLICABILITY Pattern Control." g gp Sy g ;, 3 y.

QThe Rod Pattern Controller Function satisfies Criterion 3 ofthe NRC Policy Statement. Since the RPC is a backup to
i

r oerator control of control rod s ences, only a single|

| (Mb cnatine1T required 10PERABLEd(Re However, the RPC is h j
_

- designed @asadualchannelsystem
.

will not function
| without two OPERABLE channels. Required Actions of
I LCO 3.1.3, " Control Rod OPERABILITY," and LCO 3.1.6 may

necessitate bypassing individual control rods in the Rod
Action Control System (RACS) to allow continued operation
with inoperable control rods or to allow correction of a
control red pattern not in compliance with the BPWS. The
individual control rods may be bypassed as required by the
conditions, and the RPC is not considered inoperab

CA h f provided SR . 2L 1 s met. n .,_

20 : ....-r
Compli e ' the BPWS, and t erefore 0 i Y of the
RPC,jis required in MODES 1 and 2 with ERMAL POWER

5 JM RTP. When THERMAL POWER is > 1 RTP, there is no
J possible control rod configuration that results in a control

rod worth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel damage limit
during a CRDA. In MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are
required to be inserted in the core. In MODE 5, since only
a single control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell
containing fuel assemblies, adequate SDM ensures that the
consequences of a CRDA are acceptable, since the reactor
will be subtritical.

.

2. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position

During MODES 3 and 4, and during MODE 5 when the reactor
mode switch is required to be in the shutdown position, the
core is assumed to be suberitical; therefore, no positive
reactivity insertion events are analyzed. The Reactor Mode
Switch-Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block
ensures that the reactor remains subcritical by blocking
control rod withdrawal, thereby preserving the assumptions
of the safety analysis.

The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function
ratisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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; APPLICABLE 2. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and Two channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
APPLICABILITY single channel failure will preclude a rod block'when

required. No Allowable Value is applicable for this
j Function since the channels are mechanically actuated based
; solely on reactor mode switch position.

,

,

*

!.

During shutdown conditions (MODE 3, 4, or 5) no positive
ireactivity insertion events are analyzed because assumptions I

I
are that control rod withdrawal blocks are provided to |

prevent criticality. Therefore, when the reactor mode
{switch is in the shutdown position, the control rod i

i

withdrawal block is required to be OPERABLE. During MODE 5,
with the reactor mode switch in the refueling position,- the '

required position one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9 4). provides
the required control rod, withdrawal blocks. , Eum Ninov $

,

.
. cwe . roc- ourzu ren se ;

1
. ,

3 ACTIONS eviewer' ' Note: Ceytain LCO' Complettin Times ar based if
approve topical orts, n order or a licen e to u !

,

.l the t' s, the l' ensee st just y the Com; tion T* s
'

, j!re red by t staff afety Ev uation Repcfrt (SE for/the -

i t pical report. / / ,

i !

M
,

If either RWL channel is inoperable, the RWL may not be
capable of perfonning its intended function. In most cases, ;

.

with an inoperable channel, the RWL will initiate a control ' i
'

rod withdrawal block because the two channels will not ;

agree. To ensure erroneous control rod withdrawal does not !
occur, however, Required Action A.I requires that further i

control rod withdrawal be suspended immediately.
i ,

i

M
,

3 If .e RPC is inoperable, et be capable of'
performing its intended function even though, in most cases,
all control rod movement will be blocked. All control rod

| movement should be suspended under these conditions until
the RPC is restored to OPERABLE status. This action doesj not preclude a reactor scram. The RPC is not considered

O

T
(continued) i

.

'
r*
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:

ACTIONS B.1 (continued),

inoperable if individual control rods are bypassed in the
RACS as required by LCO 3.1.3 or LCO 3.1.6. Under these
conditions, continued operation is allowed if the bypassing
of control rods and movement of control rods is verified by
a second licensed operator or o her qualified member of the
technical staff per SR 3.3.2. .

C.1 and C.2

If one Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position control rod
withdrawal block channel is inoperable, the remaining
OPERABLE channel is adequate to perform the control rod

|

withdrawal block function. Required Action C.) and Required ,
'

;

Action C.2 are consistent with the nomal action of an|
| OPERABLE Reactot Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function to

maintain all control rods inserted. Therefore, there is no
distinction between Required Actions for the Conditions of

,

I

one or two channels inoperable. In both cases (one or both '

channels inoperable), suspending all control rod withdrawal
imediately, and imediately fully inserting all insertable
control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel'

assenblies will ensure that the core is subcritical, with
adequate SDM ensured by LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)."
Control rods in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do ,

not affect the reactivity of the core and are therefore not
required to be inserted. Action must continue until all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies are fully inserted.

SURVEILLANCE \ Rhyfewer4 Notl
Certhin Frequenciehare based on a^p oveQREQUIREMENTS s \ topical reports. In orde for a\licen M e to ung these

cieshthe 1 censee{must justify the Frequencies a \
| Frequ

reituir d by the staffx5ER for the toDical YeDort. \

As noted at the beginning of the SR, the SRs for each
Control Rod Block instrumentation Function are found in the
SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate
that when a_ > channel is placed in an inoperable status
solely for/perfomance of required Surveillances, entry into

@.
(continued)-
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,

lo
| SURVEILLANCE associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed

REQUIREMENTS for up to hours, provided the associated Function
: { continued) maintains control rod block capability Upon completion of1

the Surveillance, or expiration of the hour allowance hei

channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or t papplicable Condition entered and Required Actions tak
.

| SR 3.3.2.1.1. SR 3.3.2.1.2. SR 3.3.2.1.3. and
SR 3.3.2.1.4*

i

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS for the RPC and RWL are
;
'

performed by attempting to withdraw a control rod not in
compliance with the prescribed sequence and verifying that a

4

t

control rod block occurs. JTrt e as founa .setpoint is notT
-

"

lirit rits rey ed AiiowaD alue, th -11 ant specific'
i

is int me dology ma e revise s appropriate the- 4 lb all otyh pertinen nfomation in te a nee 6tory'revisioF ThcTsetpointsshall be ir
e consistent

tfor

Od with the assumptions of theicurrent plant specific setpoint
methodology. As noted, the SRs are not required to be
performed until I hour after specified conditions are met1

(e.g., after any control rod is withdrawn in MODE 2). This i

i
1 allows entry into the appropriate conditions needed to

perform the required SRs. e Frequencies are based on
reliability analysis (Ref .

@
SR 3.3.2.1.5,

i
^

; The LPSP is the point at which the RPCS makes the transition;

between the function of the RPC and the RWL. This:
transition point is automatically varied as a function of
power. This power level is inferred from the first stage;
turbine pressure (one channel to each trip system). These'

power setpoints must be verified periodically to be within'

the Allowable Values. If any LPSP is nonconservative, then
the affected Functions are considered inoperable. Since
this channel has both upper and lower required limits, it is-

not allowed to be placed in a condition to enable either the
'

RPC or RWL Function. Because main turbine bypass steam flow
9 can affect theR9 nonconservatively for the RWL, the RWL ,

'

; is considered inoperable with any main turbine bypass valves
open. The Frequency of @ days is based on the setpoint
methodology utilized for these channels.,

!

'

(continued)
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airedAVerkke5dcijSURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.6 I fREQUIREMENTS '
(continued) This SR ensures the high power function of the RWL is not '

ibypassed when power is above the HPSP. The power level is
inferred from turbine first stage pressure signef,s. ;

'

Periodiciniibrniofy of the HPSP channels ist o be less than
;

,

Q,) t
or equal to the limit. Adequate margins in accordance with
setpoint methodologies are included. If the HPSP is

,

Oc4 nonconservative, then the RWL is considered inoperable.
,

Alternatively, the HPSP can be placed in the conservative
condition (nonbypass). If placed in the nonbypassed
condition, the SR is met and the RWL would not be considered
inoperable. Because main turbine bypass steam flow can

iaffect the HPSP nonconservatively for the RWL, the RWL is '

considered inoperable with any main turbine bypass valve
The Frequency of S days is based on the setpointopen.

[ gff/27 methodology utilized for these channels.
|Ecc A n >

3.3.2.1.h U&SR,

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch-
,

'

Shutdown Position Function is performed by attempting to
withdraw any control rod with the reactor mode switch in the
shutdown position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until I hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
limits. This allows entry into MODES 3 a'nd 4 if the
18 month Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.2.1.

LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require individual control rods
to be bypassed in PACS to allow insertion of an inoperable

(continued)
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SR 3.3.2.1.7 |

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted
to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint i
methodology. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with
the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint

.

methodology. '

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

!

!
,

s

F

.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.8'q (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

control rod or correction of a control rod pattern not incompliance with BPWS. With the control rods bypassed in the
RACS, the RPC will not control the movement of these

'

bypassed control rods.
To ensure the proper bypassing and

movement of those affected control rods, a second licensed ,

operator or other qualified member of the technical staff :

must verify the bypassing and movement of these control
'

,

rods. Compliance with this SR allows the RPC to be OPERABLE '

;

with these control rods bypassed.
t

AR,Section\7.6.1.7.3REFERENCES 1.
-

2. SAR, Section 15.4.2}e-
: 3. NEDE-24011-P-A ' General Electric tandard

.

3(kJ,d ofy-dreumMphAp lication for Reload Fuelw'jiH1; m..Iforg *ss

)
-_ _ 3 L;_ q st; n-;g(

ff4.~
,j

"J4bdificpt' ions dtheR
,

uirements/ or Contrbi Rodf
A dent f7 itigatp Systeng " BWR Op ers Gro,up,)

.

9 NEDO-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
.

|January 1977.

@ .

$. NRC SER, Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing
Topical Report NEDE-14011-P-A, " General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel,' Revision B,
Amendment 17," December 27, 1987.

(,7
NEDC-30851-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement

,

Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation,"
October 1988.>

!

| |

|
.
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B 3.3.3.1 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

'

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display
plant variables that provide information required by the
control room operators during accident situations. .This
infomation provides the necessary support for the operator ,

to take the manual actions for which no automatic control is -

provided and that are required for safety systems to
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Events. :
The instruments that monitor these variables are designated
as Type A, Category I, and non-Type 4, Categor
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref.1)y I in

.

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation
ensures that there is sufficient information available on
selected plant parameters to monitor and assess plant status 4

and behavior following an accident. This capability is
consistent with the recommendations of Reference 1. !

/
3

APPLICABLE
The PAM instrumentation LCO ensures the OPERABILITY of

t

SAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory Guide 1.97, Type A, variables so that the control
room operating staff can:

Perform the diagnosis specified in the Emergency*
;

Operating Procedures (EOP). These variables are
restricted to preplanned actions for the primary '

success path of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)
(e.g., loss of coolant accident (LOCA)); and

Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled*

actions for which no automatic control is provided,
which are required for safety systems to accomplish
their safety function.,

|

The PAM instrumentation LCO also ensures OPERABILITY of
Category I, non-Type A, variables. This ensures the control
room operating staff can:

I

Determine whether systems important to safety are*

perfoming their intended functions;

|

/
(continued)
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|

APPLICABLE Detemine the potential for causing a gross breach of*

SAFETY ANALYSES the barriers to radioactivity release;
(continued)

Determine whether a gross breach of a barrier has i
*

occurred; and '

Initiate action necessary to protect the public and to*

obtain an estimate of the magnitude of any impending
threat.

The plant specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis (Ref. 2)
documents the process that identified Type A and Category I,
non-Type A, variables.

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in
Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement. Category I, non-Type A, instrumentation

! is retained in the Technical Specifications (TS) because it
is intended to' assist operators in minimizing the,

!
consequences of accidents. Therefore, these Category I,

| non-Type A, variables are important for reducing public
; ri sk.)'

.

~
\ dYt(eSit)

LCO LCO 3.3.3.1 requires'two OPERABLE channels for all but one,

| Function to ensure no single failure prevents the operators'

from being presented with the infomation necessary to
determine the status of the unit and to bring the unit to,
and maintain it in, a safe condition following that
accident.

Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL
CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity
of displayed infomation gore tnao tw cnanne as may oc: -

f equireo at some ungs'1T the Regulato utdi 1.97 analysisp/ detemined th lure of one acc monitoring channelresults * omation ambio e.g., the re
,

n1 i
'

disga disagree) tha d lead operators o defeat or to
Qm to accomplish a required safety functionp

The exceptionkthe two channel requirement is primary
containment isolation valve (PCIV) position. In this case,
the important infomation is the status of the primary
containment penetrations. The LCO requires esiiposition

3i indicatorsfor each (c~tr. ."E n v This is sufficie M WDG n s

T #4 Ndie% Mg6
(continued)
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!-

[ '
:LCO redundantly verify the isolation status of each, isolable !(continued) penetration either via indicated status of the ab valve !a

and prior knowledge of passive / valve or via system boundary
# !If a normallycR t+"t PCIV is known to be closed andstatus.

!deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine |

status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in
OCA this state is not required to be OPERABLE. J

t

[JA15ERT5MA)
Listed below is a discussion of the specified instrument
Functions listed in Table 3.3.3.1 1, in the accompanying t

LCO. ese discu - .> ore uncuJc : liipie:, or wn !
n

F| s ould be ed for eap ion when the y specific
|ses +~~~dp ' '

t
.

1. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure
!

Reactor steam dome pressure is a Category I variable
provided to support monitoring of Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) integrity and to verify operation of the Emergency
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). Two independent pressure
transmitters with a range of 0 psig to 1500 psig monitorj
pressure. Wide range recorders are the primary ihdication .

'

used by the operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
Specification deals specifically with this portion of the
instrument channel. ;

i

F3
.

2. Reactor Vessel Water level

60 mc/cf a/ove a ve e wa er M is a Categg I vadage pN
to support monitoring of core cooling and to verifyuv5/rumN f 7ero operation of the ECCS. The wide range water level channelsto /60 wc/ef provide the PAM Reactor Vessel Water Level Function. The !

t

jg y.gfey,,.eJ/
wide range water level channels measure from Td_ _ y: tn y n ra ,- m e m, c nDFO ' .-a-- - . -m _

tat N wereI W ' .Mce range water level is measured tiy~ two: _

. . ~ _ . _'

O t independent differential pressure transmitters. The output
NO.N #C / from these channels is recorded on two independent pen

recorders. These recorders are the primary indication usedafg y/ e co, by the operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
Specification deals specifically with this portion of the
instrument channel.1

!

!

!

|
|

(continued)
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In addition, Note (b) of Table 3.3.3.1-1 requires only one ;

position indication for those penetrations which only have one !
position indication provided to the control room.

;

i
i

i
,

|

s

i

i

>

l

b

b

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-54 10/I/93
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i

LCO 2. Reactor vessel Water level (continued) |
i

The wide range water level instruments are uncompensated for !
variation in reactor water density and are calibrated to be i
most accurate at operational pressure and temperature. '

'
:

3. Suooression Pool Water level im !

( %c c( hu cbad
Suppression pool water level is a Category I variable ||

senihr b syprndett provided to detect a breach in the reactor coolant pressure
i PNb N b*4'g] boundary (RCPB).This variable is also used to verify and i1

i provide long term surveillance of ECCS function. The wide !
4e lh 4 4iules[ low i range suppression pool water level measurement provides the ;

'

in14, de r,,gg operator with sufficient information to assess the status of

the RCPB and to assess the status of the water supply to the h
>

l Le ekoneels undhr ' ECCS. The wide range water level indicators monitor the

;gIpendm pool leve)
suppression pool level from the center line of the ECCS eg
suppression pool water level signals ar@e transmitted fromq#
suction lines to' the top of the pool. wide range i>

j w TN U"k'' 4
ii

! ) g4 4 o a A ,3 @ 3L separate differential pressure transmitters and are a ;

| continuously recorded on $ recorders in the control room. I
rage) ._ The@ recorders are the primary indication used by the !j

;

/ operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
|Specification deals specifically with this-portion of the2

| instrument channel.
| i
i ;

i

4 Drywell Pressure j
,

Drywell pressure is a Category I variable provided to detect !
breach of the RCPB and to verify ECCS functions that operate i

to maintain RCS integrity. Two wide range drywell pressure '

signals are transmitted from separate pressure transmitters :

and are continuously recorded and displayed on two control |

room recorders. These recorders are the primary indication 1

used by the operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
Specification deals specifically with this portion of the,

! instrument channel.
clegent I va e

5. Primary Containment Area Radiation O''" Ed h
IPrimary containment area radiation (high range) is provided,

! to monitor for the potential of significant radiation
| releases and to provide release assessment for use by
1

(continued)
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LCO 5. Primary Containment Area Radiation 4Hig|, Rom}4-
(continued)

operators in determining the need to invoke site emergencyplans. d fyfg g g 7 gg A] >

. str ai o /
-

6. Drywell Sumo level ,--
'

Drywel sump level is a tegory I variable providh for
f veri cation of ECCS f etions that operate to' maintain RCS
i int grity. [

r this plant, he drywell sump leveVPAM instrumentation,/[
,

_ consists of following: ./
a<

(7"9 / ic_

/ 1
7. D ell Drain Sumo Level [/ /

\' 11 drain sump levpi is a Category I variab1'e providedD
';

;
detect breach of the RCPB and for verification and lon

! ters surveillance ,f ECCS functions that cyrate to main
;

in
! RCS integrity. -
1

For this ant, the drywell drain su level PAM_ instru tation consists of the_fo __ owing:
j

h Primary Containment Isolation ~ Valve (PCIV) Position

PCIV position is provided for verification of containment
integrity. In the case of PCIV position, the important,

t i
ggg3 . p. g ion _is,the_sy tus of the containment penetr g on.

d . . . . .. ~ w um une _ m.w .. . ..... m .. .m m.,

}6M r tifyf This is sufficient to verTfy redundantly the__m

) isolation status of each isolable penetration via indicated

status of the Ett@e valve andsprior knowledge of passivehh-4fiE4 valve or system boundaryJstatus. If a penetratioJLis -

isolateds position inoication for CMTtYeQCIV's)in the
I,ca. a pp b k )

associated penetration flow path is not needed o e ermine
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in an
isolated penetration is not required to be OPERABLE.sr

'

.

1tJSCET E[bla h- (,C
(continued)
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INSERT B56A
|

Two high range radiation detectors are provided to monitor the i

primary containment area gross gamma radiation levels These !

detectors monitor the range 1.to 10E7 R/hr and provide inputs
to monitors in the main control room. These monitors are the
primary indication used by the operator during an accident. !

Therefore, the PAM Specification deals specifically with this |portion of the instrument channel..
!

6. Drvwell Area Radiation ;

Drywell area radiation (high range) is a Category I variable i

provided to monitor for the potential of significant radiation '

releases and to provide release assessment for use by i
operators in determining the need to invoke site emergency j
plans. Two high range radiation detectors are provided to

|monitor the drywell area gross gamma radiation levels. These -

detectors monitor the range 1 to 10E7 R/hr and provide inputs
to monitors in the main control room. The monitors are the
primary indication us'ed by the operator during an accident.
Therefore, the PAM Specification deals specifically-with this
portion of the instrument channel.

INSERT B56B
I !

The LCO requires one channel of valve position indication an .i

the control room to be OPERABLE for each active PCIV in a icontainment penetration flow path; i.e. , two total channels of ;

PCIV position indication for a penetration flow path with two
active valves. For containment penetrations with only one
active PCIV having control room indication, Note (b) requires
a single channel of valve position indication to be OPERABLE.

INSERT B56C

| by at least one closed and de-activated automatic valve,
! closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve with flow

through the valve secured,

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-56 10/1/93
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!

LCO 8.
Prima rvEo'nt ainment IsolatfInValve(PCIV)PcfTtion

g . -.. (contin
.

Fo this plant, th CIV position PM) trumentation
, onsists of th ollowing: / /|

< '

i
~ ~ - '

F 9. WideANU Neutron FA6s ~'-
, /

' e range neutron 41ux is a Categor variable provid d'toP3 '~
verify reactordhutdown.i,

1
, j For th,is'p/ !> lant, wide rang utron flux PM instrumentation

-

i i

( consiits of the follow'

: /
_ -

h Drywell and Containment Hydrocen and Oxvoen
!Analyzer

Drywell and containment hydrogen and oxygen analyzers are
Category I instruments provided to detect high hydrogen or
oxygen concentration conditions that represent a potential
for containment breach. This variable is also important in| --

verifying the adequacy of mitigating actions.
'/JSELT4

5 [hisplant dr'ywell and conta --

,

~
ydrogen andf3 5'7 /) _ 7 en a M instrume n Eiinsists

-

followirng: ,, =

h- Primarv Containment Pressure fo
.

-r

Primary containment pressure is a Category I variable '

provided to verify RCS and 50ntainment integrity and to
verify the effectiveness 4f ECCS actions taken to prevent!

! containment breach. Gi> wide range primary containment
pressure signals are transmitted from separate pressure( h. 7 !transmitters and are continuously recorded and displayed onI

(iiar control room recorders.(These recorders are the primary
weur

indication used by the operator during an accident.
Therefore, the PM Specification deals specifically withP3 '' this portion of the instrument c annel.,

m _ -

_
__

ko oZ hew
iv5evks mi% cc.h;went prenart % T s) +o 10 psfi

(tea rup'), ile rwa;49 +wo i cirwee& mnMor cod *|nonen i frem re
; 4rm s' p<irg 4o fQGr ( s r"y)Jk ras e

(continued)
.
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|Two gas chromatograph hydrogen and oxygen analyzers are
provided. Each of these monitors automatically takes samples ;

from five locations in the drywell and containment. Gas
.

chromatograph techniques are then utilized to separate the i

gaseous sample mixture into its individual components. A
thermal conductivity cell analyzes each component to determine
its concentration with respect to total sample volume. The i

results of the analysis are indicated and printed out in the >

main control room. The indicators provide the primary
indication used by the operator during an. accident. -

Therefore, the PAM Specification deals specifically with this ,

portion of the instrument channel. I

i

f

I
i

|

!
!s

|

|
'

\

|

| !

1

. ;

!
:

i
!

I

!
!

i

!
)

o

$

I

!

INSERT
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'

h I. f0 6 DLCO

Suppression Pool Water Temperature hy= -(continued)
~

A
Suppression pool water temperature is a D tc p-y __I7 variable-

provided to detect a condition that could potentially lead
to containment breach, and to verify the effectiveness of
ECCS actions taken to prevent containment breach. The1

suppression pool water temperature instrumentation allows
operators to detect trends in suppression pool water.

temperature in sufficient time to take action to prev.
t

steam quenching vibrations in the suppressi ol. Cat
:h.4our-temperature sensors are arranged in ups of~four .r

"

[ independent and redundant channels. located such that there,-
'

'

is e group f _ _ _ ~~Nithin CUM ~.x :f ri(;O eacc7;j&WfOgmg er
#3; men;79c wa:::p y rest bw

- !VThus six g ups of sensors are sufficient to nitor ch
dischar'e location. Eaph'gro fou ensor[ Are) ef va

'
4 g

ftclud two sensors forffiormal suppression pool temperature
i monit ing_ anftwa sens6rt for PnM.T'Th vuiputsTor the PAM'

%_ sensors are recorded oh, independent recorders in the
control room. Mi n-eTE ? nid r - - '"-'--* to e.:nn& Ni '

) d S rcadEtNeli.P.t" f;.66f these recorders must be
ge OPERABLE to furnish two channelsM7AM indication for each 5gi

. 9 yen Jed],

c_f the relief cl n dir& r ;: I M / These recorders g'

are the primary indication used by the operator during an u
-

accident. Therefore, the PAM Specification deals
specifically with this portion of the instrument channels.

4

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.'

These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned -

actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed to occur in MODES I and 2. In MODES 3, 4, and 5,'

plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event
that would require PAM instrumentation is extremely low;
therefore, PAM instrumentation is not required to be,

OPERABLE in these MODES.
4

J

ACTIONS Note I has been added to the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE
change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE while relying on the Actions

<

even though the Actions may eventually require plant
shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passive,

(continued)
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-

ACTIONS function of the instruments, the operator's ability to
(continued) diagnose an accident using alternate instruments and

methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these
instruments.

'

_
A Note has also been provided to modify the ACTIONS related

.

to PAM instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion |

'M g Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered,-

subsequenC, subsystems, components, or variables
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or
not within limits, will not result in separate entry into
the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required i

Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the f:equired Actions for
inoperable PAM instrunantation char.nels provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable functions. As ,

such, a Note has been provided that allows separate
Condition entry for each inoperable PAM Function.

M
When one or more Functions have one required channel that is
inoperable, the required inoperable channel must be restored ;

to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion
Time is based on operating ennerience and takes into account
the remaining OPERABLE channel. (or in the case of a Function

,

that has only one required channel, other non-Regulator
Guide 1.97 instrument channels to monitor the Function)y, the
passive nature of the instrument (no critical automatic
action is assumed to occur from these instruments), and the
low probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation
during this interval.

1

u 8@
.

,

If a channel has not been restored to OPERABLE status in
30 days, this Required Action specifies init ation of
actions in accordance with Specification 5. t 2.c. "Special

j ,Repo gs," which requ ritten reportCapprofed'hf AttM
JNaitt rc et er ::-itt;;u o be submittel to the NRC. This {,,

"V report discusses the results of the root cause evaluation of

) the inoperability and identifies proposed restorative
actions. This Action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown

|
)

!(continued)
.

E"'/0 STI B 3.3-59 Rev. O, 99/28492 --
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ACTIONS M (continued)

requirement since alternative Actions are identified before
loss of functional capability, and given the likelihood of
plant conditions that would require infomation provided by
this instrumentation.

C.1 -

When one or more Functions have two required channels
h v M noperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the same

Function), one channel in'the function should be restored to
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion Time of
7 days is based on the relatively low probability of an
event requiring PAM instrument operation and the
availability of alternate means to obtain the required
infomation. Continuous operation with two required
channels inoperable in a Function is not acceptable because
the alternate indications may not fully meet all performance:

qualification requirements applied to the PAM
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of one

) inoperable channel of the Function limits the risk that the
PAM Function will be in a degraded condition should an

_

' dent occur. Cond' ion C is citica Dy Note tnexcludes hyd en itor chan s. Condi on D pr esria e uir d Actions or two ino rable hy gen

M
_

When two ydrogen tor channels noperable ne
hydrogpn monitor c nnel must be tored to OP BLE statuswithi 72 hours. he 72 hour Co letion Time ' reasonablebas on the ba up capability the Post A ident Samp1' g

--

Sy tem to moni or the hydrogen concentratio for evalua on
of core dama and to provid infomation or operator
decisions.jiso,itisunljelythataLCAthatwoud
cause core / damage would occur during this time. '

i

--

!

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.3.1-1. The applicable

) (continued)

,_BWR/bST&-- B 3.3-60
'
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ACTIONS ( / (continued)
,

Condition referenced in the Table is Function dependent. t

Each time an inoperabl nnel has not metgny Required !e
' (F3/ Action of Condition C r ("% ogg; . sob;r.Dand the -

associated Completion m!Fe has expired, Condition is
-

| entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the
appropriate subsequent Condition. ;

I

['-E/d
For the majority of Functions in Table 3.3.3.1-1, if any
Required Acti d associated Completion Time of

I [f/ConditionC is not met, the plant must be placed in a (
MODE in whi e LCO does not apply. This is done by !
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours.

The allowed Conipletion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant condition ;

| from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without |

challenging plant systems.
,

\
~

r~~

l
- Since alternate means offmonitoring N4:ct:r ----- ' -"f

'

'

ICJ[cQ"; .al_93 primary containment + area r I Eion have been
/ developed and tested, the Required Action is not to shut

down the plant but rather to follow the directions of@g 5pecification 5 5 2.c. These alternate means may be
temporarily installed if the normal PAM channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted time. The

'

report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate
means used, describe the degree to which the alternate means
are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify the
areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a
schedule for restoring the normal PAM channels.

i

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function j
REQUIREMENTS in Table 3.3.3.1-1.

T (continued))
-BWR/6-SYS- B 3.3-61 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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i
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued
Perfomance of the CMANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures

hr bk that a gross instrumentation failure has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK issa comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It ise4 based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between instrument channels could be
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the$ gr % y,1pegee channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK

ar8 C#%60 will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlygg G.
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation\ CthW @ggyl) instrumentation should be compared to similar plant

0 instruments located throughout the plant.n
Q b WV W
D 4* $ $ Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,g b c d M 'y> ii ncluding isolation, indication, and readability. If af QMg g channel is outside theg criteria, it may be,anaub mMg indication that the sensor or the signal processing
,

"

d e ui ment has drifted outside its limit.5ertemnce of the
NEE:tttt** guarantees-that-undetected-outrbht-channel

06% @O [
% , is -nm%

' nP (A zg -~ "
i

The Frequency of 31 days is based upon plant operatingSupdhccnW,.
.

0 experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel ofh cf5 @ n ) d DU a given function in any 31 day interval is rare. The

,N CHANNEL CHECK supplements less fomal, but more frequent.*D
checks of channels during normal operational use of those

-

Comien# ' displays associated with the required _ channels of this LCO.,pg
ccM3+e.# M Fr. all bc9s s xn ei fu Nilc~4 e es+c ;aned @oy~ p - -

p fm p c)5 SR 3.3.3.1.2 o ve G R. LL2. L 3 - M e m ew ne\pe rs'
__ _

,

7rtM# "f(CHANNEL CALIBRATION is perfomed every 18 months, orj

approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a j(
complete check of the instrument loop inclHing the sensor.

-

'

The test verifies that the channel responds to the measured
parameter with the necessary range and accuracy. The ;

Frequency is based on operating experience and consistency
'

with the typical industry refueling cycles.

J
(continued)

. BWRM4TS~~ B 3.3-62 Rev. O, 69/2o/92-
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| (continued) F
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_

] B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIDN
~

B 3.3.3.2 Remote Shutdown System
.

j BASES |
|

'

|

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room
operator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to
place and maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition'

from a location other than the control room._ This '

2 capability is necessary to protect against the possibility
i of the control room becoming inaccessible. A safe shutdown
, condition is defined as MODE 3. With the plant in MODE 3,

the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System, the2

safety / relief valves, and the Residual Heat Removal Shutdown
Cooling System can be used to remove core decay heat and,

meet all safety requirements. The long ters supply of water |
for the RCIC and the ability to operate shutdown cooling j

,

from outside the control room allow extended operation in |
MODE 3. '

~
'

i

In the event that the control room becomes inaccessible, the f
operators can establish control at the remote shutdown panel !

; and place and maintain the plant in MODE 3. Not all ,

controls and necessary transfer switches are located at the ;
I remote shutdown panel. Some controls and transfer switches 1

'

i will have to be operated locally at the switchgear, motor
control panels, or other local stations.- The plant

~

;

automatically reaches MODE 3 following a plant shutdown and ,

'

1 can be maintained safely in MODE 3 for an extended period of
time.

The OPERABILITY of the Remote Shutdown System control and- i
instrumentation Functions ensures that there is sufficient i i
information available on selected plant parameters to place

'and maintain the plant in MODE.3 should the control room
become inaccessible.

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment'

SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a
design capability to promptly shut down the reactor to
MODE 3, including the necessary instrumentation and
controls, to maintain the plant in a safe condition in
MODE 3.

|

1

(continued)

)
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BASES

i
APPLICABLE The criteria governing the design and the specific system

.

SAFETY ANALYSES requirements of the Remote Shutdown System are located in
(continued) i10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref.1).

The Remote Shutdown System is considered an important
contributor to reducing the risk of accidents; as such, it
has been retained in the Technical Specifications (TS) as
indicated in the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The Remote Shutdown System LCO provides the requirements for
the OPERABILITY of the instrumentation and controls
necessary to place and maintain the plant in MODE 3 from a
location other than the control room. The inst mentation

OCll and controls (tymm-yl required are listed in a-trticaW pin +-ge r3 r =M - -u a ia r,c , g o e s . -

Revi wer's Note: Fop <ffannels that ful DC 19f
6reA irements, th mber of OPERABL nnels required

/epends upon,ific Safety Eva
e' plant's licens asis as described * theNRC plant ec ion Report (SER). T@ Genera , two divisions ar equired to be OPE LE.

Ho r, only one chann per given Function requiree plant has justif such a design and e NRC SER as_ accepted the jus ication.
___

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are
those required for:

Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure control;*

Decay heat removal;*

RPV inventory control; and*

Safety support systems for the above functions,*

including service water, component cooling water, and
onsite power, including the diesel generators.

The Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all instrument and
control channels needed to support the remote shutdown
function are OPERABLE. In some cases,L -U >>m.m ..

] "M1;j the required infomation or control capa5Tifty
is available from several alternate sources In these.

cases, the Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE as long as one

(continued)
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BASES -

,
LCO channel of any of the alternate information or control

(continued) sources for each function is OPERABLE.

SW N M5 h The Remote Shutdown System instruments and control circuitsdoes M Wt b covered by .this LCO do not need to be energized to be i

cAhwestael4 considered OPERABLE. This LCO is intended to ensure that
% ge., ce,4,ug the instruments and control circuits will be OPERABLE if
- ,k J k Ees M plant conditions, require that the Remote Shutdown System be '

;

L_g,a qw rp ,
placed in operation.i

._

<

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in MODES 1
and 2. This is required so that the plant can be placed and
maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a

,

location other than the control room.

This LCO is not applicable in MODES 3, 4, and 5. In these ;
MODES, the plant is already subcritical and in a condition jof reduced Reactor Coolant System energy. Under these
conditions, considerable time is available to restore - ;

:
. necessary instrument control Functions if control room) instruments or control becomes unavailable. Consequently,

the TS do not require OPERABILITY in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

ACTIONS A Note is included that excludes the MODE change restriction
of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into an
applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the
ACTIONS may eventually require a plant shutdown. This
exception is acceptable due to the low probability of an;

event requiring this system.
!

Note 2 has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
f Remote Shutdown System Functions. Section 1.3, Completion

NO Times,-specifies that once a Condition has been entered,-
subsequenK4ea4es, subsystems, components, or variables
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or !* not within limits, will not result in separate entry into

!the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required '

{l- Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
inoperable Remote Shutdown System Functions provide

,

appropriate compensatory measures for separate Functions.

j
(continued)
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!

I

i
.: ACTIONS As such, a Note has been provided that allows separate
| (continued) Con'dition entry for each inoperable Remote Shutdown System

Function.|

P

| M
*

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more '

required Functions of the Remote Shutdown System is -

Jno erable. This includes 6 N action liste; :n di '

@b6 3.3.3.2 L :s all esJfhe control and transfer
switchesc r q j g ,,,y g 4/,Q

,

.

The Required Action is to restore the Function (both
divisions, if applicable) to OPERABLE status within 30 days.
The Completion Time is based on operating experience and the
low probability of an event that would require evacuation of
the control room.

M !
\

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
.

Condition A are not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE !

in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,'

the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within i

12 hours. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based j
,

on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without i

challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.2.1
REQUIREHENTS

Perfomance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

normd CHANNEL CHECK is/a comparison of the parameter indicated on3
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is.

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to

T.

(continued)
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I

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

verifying the instrumentatien continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based
,

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, |, including indication and readability. If a channel is '

' outside the egEtr criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted

$4 .- outside its limit. As specified in the Surveillance, a
CHANNEL CHECK is only required for those channels that are
nomally energized. y :a f a H m%; >a :e;= thn ..J- eutri + m nnei r s"im u e __ M aa n J

The Frequency is based upon plant operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. ,

-

t

SR 3.3.3.2.2
l

SR 3.3.3.2.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown System,

J transfer switch and control circuit performs the intended !

,

' - function. This verification is perfomed from the remote,

;shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This will '

ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible, the )plant can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the remote
{shutdown panel and the local control stations. However, ;

this Surveillance is not required to be performed only '

during a plant outage. Operating experience demonstrates
that Remote Shutdown System control channels usually pass
the Surveillance when'perfomed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.3.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies the channel responds
to measured parameter values with the necessary range and
accuracy.

The 18 month Frequency is based upon operating experience
and is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle.

)
(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.
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-

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4.1
End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) Instrumentation 1

|
-

BASES
|

|

\BACKGROUND
The EOC-RPT instrumentation initiates a recirculation pump
trip (RPT) to reduce the peak reactor pressure and power
resulting from turbine trip or generator load rejection,

transients to provide additional margin to core themal MCPRSafety Limits (SLs).

The need for the additional negative reactivity in excess of
that nomally inserted on a scram reflects end of cycle
reactivity considerations. Flux shapes at the end of cycle
are such that the control rods may not be able to ensure
that themal limits are maintained by inserting sufficient
negative reactivity during the first few feet of rod travel
upon a scram caused by Turbine Control Valve (TCV) FastClosure

Ob.
Trip 011 Pressure-Low, or Turbine cf

~ ~ T1osYre,g.Ar4p Cil Freiim e-imi)#sE 'The_Stop Valve, nv)physEai'
phenomenon involved is that the void reactivity feedback due
to a pressurization transient can add positive reactivity at
a faster rate than the control rods can add negative ,

ireactivity. gg
"2 3 "." "b The EOC-RPT instrumentation ash in Reference 1 is

comprised of sensors that detect initiation of closure of I

the TSVs, or fast closure of the TCVs, combined with 6;;IAlogic circuits,* and fast actibsf veed interrupt thej;: :: - n :: ng circuit breakers that
Jeeer suPPk n= nz ;u ;; :- ._ ~_;a

.

(generator =) sat _se-ratorsfto each of the rec: rculation p9 i
'

pump motors. The channelspe:::::'

, dw Ig:::::. -

isi rf ensate Q , --4 ent::; :::: : n :n: = g d j ;;t :tI _ ,e >4,:~e ,

NMtM M N ;. -:;td'"d ::t__:d When the setpoint is ex;n9 ef th
,

-

ceeded,thest*- J__,__11 , r -t Q which thenseBeM. EOC-RPT 6 f en:1 t; thd trip logic. When the i

trip open, the recirculation pumpsp:t 11-
'

cQRck closf3 f'':t:rt u .
.;;. .mi ^

': - . . ;L M ;diMicel b w >1= W=>
""

' - M - - d ; tid c ::te:^ -- OMMwuki R 6 ziew fAerd)"f"f' ' b h EOC-RPT @ system is a two-out-of-Mionic for each
,

Function; thus, either two TSV Closure !40 Se "

/QJhre gra-4ew)or two TCV Fast Closure.f M; Oi" f;;;hTrip Oil V
U Tressure-Low signals are required m-e- t-hw tog;II;,3 actuateA P !*ti:2 tr;; y:'.COXOG both recirculation

pumps te"' q There are two EOC-RPT breakers in series
--_

- f 4rm 4as+ speed opemb .)"

(continued)
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._

!
BACKGROUND

(continued: Ectk@per recirculation pump.S EOC-RPT breakers for each recirculation pump. ...
__

Er ru emmw ,; us J ig

(r:n...MMp;5;;cr_r. .n m m.:r L;;;.ar; z ::t-i.u;-n _

p9 ' i m h "a" ? ' -a y c w a g c4 Ac goc.ap7gyg4
- e

sh
APPLICABLE The TSV Closurepria Oi' are;3ur -L@and the TCV Fast
SAFETY ANALYSES, Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low functions are designed to

s

LCO, and trip the recirculation pumps 4in the event of a turbine
APPLICABILITY trip or genera load rejection to mitigate the neutron !

flux, heat fl
frewt b5P(/d dpressur.Qfetransients,andtoincrease@the margin to MCPR SL. The analytical methods and

opmh assumptions used in evaluating the turbine trip and
generator load rejection, as well as other safety analyses i-

,

1

@* @ -s w p fe_g%.-RPT, are summarized in References 2, 3,
that astum

-

To mitigate pressurization \ transient effects, the EOC-RPT |

must trip the recirculation pumpvafter initiation of
initial closure movement of either the TSVs or the TCVs.
The combined effects of this trip and a scram reduce fuel
bundle power more rapidly than does a scram alone. resulting
in an increased margin to the MCPR SL. /Mteroati;G. TP.

Op I -

@ : ,I i E. ". T - - @ M - G - t ; n ? ! M. .... . . 9 e E L
)

m .... ~ ... .- _ m...,...m..

The EOC-RPT function is automatically disabled when turbine
. .. ......-.

first stage pressure is <
40%gRTP.

EOC-RPT instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

The OPERABILITY of the EOC-RPT is dependent on the
OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel
Functions. Each Function must have a required number ofh OPERABLE channels (.r. eed, ir;;; :y:te:::i) with their setpoints . 7within the specifica Allowable value~of SR 3.3.4.1.K The
actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable<

setpoint methodology assumptions. Channel OPERABILITY also
includes the associated EOC-RPT breakers. Each channel
(including the associated EOC-RPT breakers) must also
respond within its assumed response time.

Allowable Values are specified for each EOC-RPT Function
specified in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the setpoint calculations. A channel is inoperable if

(continued)
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APPLICABLE its actual trip setpoint is not within its requiredSAFETY ANALYSES, Allowable Value. The nominal setpoints are selected toLCO, and
ensure the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value

APPLICABILITY between successive CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a
(continued) trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip

setpoint, but within its Allowable value, is acceptable.
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at
which an action should take place. The setpoints

--c - 4. 2., M"- --"" $""---- M| , and whe(ntcompared to the actual process parameter (e.g., T V 0o5|Roo
OpiD

, -

| g. g measured output value of the process parameter ex eds the
'

w acb>

f
setpoint, tne associateo device (e.g., c. ' angesstate. The analytic limits are derive rom the limiting] values of the process parameters obtained from the safety
analysis. The Allowable Values are derived from the
analytic limits, corrected for calibration, process, and
some of the inttrument errors. The trip setpoints are then
determined accounting for the remaining instrument errors
(e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived in this manner
provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for) channels that must function in harsh environments as definedby 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for,

The specific Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and
,

Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function byFunction basis.
-

QF F AI ately nce t * instru ationgydfectsagai ta
| R SL v' ation h the i menta)f5n inopera ldific ions t e MCPR

,

to al this 0 to be
- its (LC .2.2) ma e applOp;v The PR penait or the.

Con tion RPT inope able is s ecified i the C0

Turbine Stoo Valve closure { . r ___ .. ... jh
Closure of the TSVs and a main turbine trip result in the

EOC- loss of a heat sink that produces reactor pressure, neutron
flux, and heat flux transients that must be limited.
^Therefore, an'RPT is initiated on TSV Closuref ' ,,, 7 E

_ din anticipation of the transients that woul. . . . .

Pr_esult from closure of these valves. EOC-RPT decreases
reactor power and aids the reactor scram in ensuring the
MCPR SL is not exceeded during the worst case transient.

J
(continued)
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,

!
1 P4:3 APPLICABLE Turbine Stop valve C1osure, ..,, .. ,

?

U ET ALYSES, (continued)
_. ~ _ .

e g );g gg;gg
APPLICABILITY Closure of the TSVs is determined by [ ~ 3 ~~.~~Ci!~~EV

4....... .. each stop valve. There is oneDaeseemellimit- $whch] L- - h ssociated wi h each stop valve, : f ti.: ; . ...:
.

D rour K ^

assigned to a se ~

./ ) Diiinnel . Tfie logic for the TSV Closure @p_ 2-^

.
' [ closed to produce an EOC-RPT. dis such that two or more TSYs must be

s _r,JsEf 7 E73 A I-
_

---- -

: This Function must be enabled
at THERMAL POWER a 40% RTP. This is nomally accomplished

D Y) automatically by pressure transmitters sensing ^tu first
f '

stage pressures Four channels of TSV Closure,c 1:. ,- ' &WM @:. ;1_ ..l tJ; _,_.- Q are available and required toQor \pc c/ be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will
preclude an EOC-RPT from this Function on a valid signal.'

The TSV Closurepg Allowable Value is
; selected enough to detect iminent TSV closure.

D iss

This protection is re
analysis assumptions, quired, consistent with the safety

whenever THERMAL POWER is e 40% RTP
with any recirculating pump in fast speed. Below 40% RTP or ,

} with the recirculation in slow speed, the Reactor Vessel .I>
Steam Dome Pressure-High and the Average Power Range

,

Monitor (APRM) Fixed Neutron Flux--High Functions of the
1

Reactor Protection System (RPS) are adequate to maintain the
necessary safety margins.

t
,

The automatic enable setpoint is feedwater temperature#

dependent as a result of the subcooling changes that affect
the turbine first stayressure/ reactor powetrelationship._'a- --- :t x -.... .mm... m _y rs...... 1 C...... N s

_" ["I rQii 55i b [Uh

\ EI? '^' ^^^~"dh s'_mrfir aC^' '^
f! _i sd. ,^

i a ii ~ , 2... .'.' ' :
|

t
-

. ,

pjD " = '= 2 E =it- ' E_ ~ ~ ~~

4
., , r ou ecv r.

_

''
_

TCV Fast Closure. Trio Oil Pressure-Low
.

Fast closure of the TCVs during a generator load rejection
results in the loss of a heat sink that produces reactor
pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux transients that must
be limited. Therefore, an RPT is initiated on TCV Fast

] (continued)
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; therefore, to consider this Function OPERABLE, the turbine -

bypass valves must remain shut at THERMAL POWER = 40% RTP. |
;

i

|

|

|
:

i,

it

!

r

I%

i

e

I
'

!,

f

b

.

I

<

1

!

i
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. ,

*
._

APPLICABLE TCV Fast Closure. Trio Oil Pressure-Low (continued) |SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low in anticipation of the

iAPPLICABILITY transients that would result from the closure of these :
valves. The EOC-RPT decreases reactor power and aids the
reactor scram in ensuring that the MCPR SL is not exceeded
during the worst case transient.

\.

Fast closure of the TCVs is detemined by measuring thdEHC)
fl

dedrob drwUC E.uid pressure at each control valve. There is one pressure
7 .,_;MDassociatfJLyith each control valve, and the ,

gel signal from each -.... ;Ds assigned to a separate @ 1channel. The logic for the TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011 :
. _ Pressure-Low Function .is . that two or more TCVs must bet> ' closed (pressure' n .x-:tt ' rips) to produce an EOC-RPT.

ThisFunctionmulbeenabledatTHERMALPOWERa40%RTP
This is normally accomplished automatically by pressurep ,

i

ggDg ;n transmitters sensing turbine first stage pressure. Four
channels of TCV Fast Closure, Trip Dil Pressure-Lowf1D 5)

a w o+of- or m, u - g 1g1,, are available and required
ig:q uMTUrt.xAiLE to ensure that no single instrument failure

~

;

')
will preclude an EOC-RPT from this Function on a valid
signal. The TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011 Pressure-Low-

Allowable Value is selected high enough to detect iminent
TCV fast closure.

This protection is required consistent with the analysis,
whenever the THERMAL POWER is a 40% RTP with any
recirculating pump in fast speed. Below 40% RTP or with
recirculation pumps in slow speed, the Reactor Vessel Steam
Dome Pressure-High and the APRM Fixed Neutron Flux-High '

Functions of the RPS are adequate ~to maintain the necessary
safety margins. The turbine first stage pressure / reactor j

power relationship for the setpoint of the automatic enable !
!is identical to that described for TSV closure,

c ~ -

ACTIONS Re ewer' Note: ertain 0 Compi on Ti are ba onprove topic repo In ord for a censee use |.

the s, t licen must j ify th omplet Time s
'

re . red the st Safety aluati Report ER) f the [j
ical orLy 7 f , _,

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
EOC-RPT instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion

) (continued) ;
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IACTIONS
Times, spe_cifies that once a Condition has been entered.(continued) subsequent 4t;catet,- subsystems, components, or variables
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable orC .,#

; not within limits, will not result in separate entry into
the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required )[; | gem Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
inoperable EOC-RPT instrumentation channels provide
appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Condition entry for each inoperable EOC-RPT
instrumentation channel.

Gr one ofA.1 and A.2 % gcgg

99 With one Q channelkinoperable, but with EOC-RPT tripv

capability maintained (refer to Required Action B.Iler.J 0.2j '2.,

'

Bases), the EOC-RPT System is capable of performing the
intended function. However, the reliability' and redundancy} of the EOC-RPT instrumentation is reduced.as-;t.--thebo-ung;y
faHtirc initte rae!"!ag-try dystee-c^elkccelHMh;- g$bility~v.

-

... _ .. e cm to uc, Tui m M m naed /
Pur.ctic,rai TiiiRitore,tw@ a limited time is allowed to
restore compliance with the LCO. Because of the diversity
of sensors available to provide trip signals, the low
probability of extensive numbers of inoperabilities gO
affecting all diverse Functions, and the low proba
an event requiring the initiation of an EOC-RPT, @jb lity ofhours is~
allowed to restore _the_ inoperable channels (Require
Action A.1) {ct :pply th; EOCTRPT-~!rispcio'le HCTR li % . 6/ )

,

u

Alternately, the inoperable channels may be placed in trip !(Required Action A.2) since this would conservatively
compensate for the inoperability,yesjtet-capability to) I

lEngseigHstit a single-ftQ and allow operation to
As noted in Required Action A.2, placing the

'

continue.
channel in trip with no further restrictions is not allowed
if the inoperable channel is the result of an inoperable
breaker, since this may not adequately compensate for the
inoperable breaker (e.
that it will not open)g., the breaker may be inoperable suchIf it is not desired to place the.

channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the
,

inoperable channel in trip would result in gjRPT), or ifthe inoperable channel is the result of an inoperable

T

(continued)
.
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>

BASES
*

,

\'

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

breaker, Condition must be entered and its Required
7'pjfrET ) #'*i "5 **''"'~

Ds
8%A C g,3 de 3.2) 1. PS ' -' -

Required Actionf II. (5-d 0.2h-B intended to ensure that
appropriate actions are taken if multiple, inoperable,__

b",*S "g 4 untripped channels within the same Function result in the
ct " *d^ ' a unction notamaintain@ EOC-RPT trip capability. A
sige U "8 Function is~ considered to be maintaining EOC-RPT tripl

capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip,
such that the EOC-RPT System will generate a trip signal.
from the given Function on a valid signal and both4 34 speed s recirculation pumps can De trippeder This requires . ee

'"' channels of the-FunctionCP"d . "- ~<im to
be OPERABLE or in trip, and the associated EOC-Md!reakers yAfA,<

to be OPERABLE or in trip. K1te tively equirea
0910' Iction requires e MCPR l' t for * operable -RPT, 5F !

' '- '

]p as s ified in COLR, t e appl This a rest ees
_--

Qh margin to PR assume in the ety analy sj p P10

*.

The 2 hour Completion Time is sufficient for the operator to
take corrective action, and takes into account the
likelihood of an event requiring actuation of the EOC-RPT
instrumentation during this period. It is also consistent

|

with the 2 hour Completion Time provided in LCO 3.2.2,
-

Required Action A.1, since this instrumentation's purpose is4

to preclude a MCPR violation.

"

- - D E'.1 a nd E'. 2

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met, THERMAL POWER aust be reduced to < 40% RTP within
4 hours. Alternately, the associated recirculation pump
be removed from service since this perfoms the intended y

function of the instrumentation. The allowed Completion"

Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 40% RTP from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

m @& %
;

(continued)
v8WR M 4T3- B 3.3-76 Rev. O, 19/20/02
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M

Condition B exists when, for any one or more Functions, two ,

required channels are inoperable. In this condition, the !

EOC-RPT still maintains trip capability for that Function, but
cannot accommodate a single failure in that Function.

Required Action B.1 limits the time the EOC-RPT logic for any
Function would not accommodate single failure. Within the
6 hour allowance, the associated Function will have at least
one inoperable channel in trip.

Completing this Required Action restores EOC-RPT to an
equivalent reliability level as that evaluated in Reference 6,
which justified a 48 hour allowable out of service time.

!

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors
available to provide the trip signals, the low probability of
extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all diverse
Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the
initiation of a recirculation pump trip.
Placing one of the two inoperable channels in trip satisfies
both Required Actions A.2 and B.1 for that Function. If onechannel is already in trip for the Function when a second
channel is determined to be inoperable, Required Action B.1 is
met by the one channel already in trip for that Function and
no additional action is required.

Alternately, if it is not desired to place one inoperable
channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the !

inoperable channel in trip would result in an EOC-RPT),
Condition D must be entered and its Required Action taken.

i

i

|

l

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-76 10/1/93
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Reviewet"s N go Cert requenc' are bas on a d ''""
'

REQUIREMENTS topit'al reports. I er forj icensee use e

.

-./requittd by the) staff SER-for the topic'ai repo
'

tequenpies,the ensee mpst justify Freq ies a7 6
.

_

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel 6placed in an inoperable status solelyT

OCl % for performance of required Surveillances, entry into'

associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
*

for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains EOC-RPT trip capability, Upon completion of the

>

Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
! channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the

applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.

Od--o This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref.i
-

bassumption W r *~^the average time required to P
'

'

perfom channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated
that the 6 hour-testing allowance does not significantlyreduce the probabili i

trip when necessary.ty that the recirculation pumps will '

SR 3.3.4.1.1'

r

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required4 6 2

!
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perfom thei intended function. 3 - e as to setpo m o! uv6 u d 'it i

-- (t y requ ec Allo e Value e plant s ific set nt i
.

F Wetho ogy ma e revise as approp e, if th isto !
s

' and 1 othe pertinen nformatio
dJ ision. #heJsetpoint hall be diis-eet) consistent withndicate a i ed fo_ tha |

the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
~

methodology. 4gpf (

The Fr quency of 92 days is based on reliability analysis*

(Ref.i).b6-
i

SR73.3.4.1 Y

cal ration of trip units p vides a e ck of the tual*

N~~ trip tpoints. / he channel ' st be dec red inopera e ifth etting iV iscovered be less e ervative t n the }owable Ya e specifie in SR 3.3. . 3. If th trip / I

,
,

{
etting if iscovered

be less c servative t n acco ted,

sfor in ,t appropriat setpoint thodology, b is no j
i
,

!

(continued) I
i

.
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BASES

A

3.3\. 1.2SURVEILLANCE SR (continued)
REQUIREMENTS Kond the 110wable Valu the channe performance 's still

N. wi in the requirements of he plant sa ty analysis. Under' '
. the conditions, the setpoi must be re djusted to be Ip equal o or mor conservative han accounted for in the

approp ' ate setp tmethodolog)

Freque of 92 ays is based on assumptions f the
~

sre ' ability alysis (Rit. 5) and on t e methodolo A
inc1 d in th determinatig of the tri setpoint.

SR 3.3.4.1I - )
,

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to thetmeasured parameter within the necessary i

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations; n ;-T": x: ::t-" - = -- U.

4

, , + t: x N:tt : r:t i: . i.--fconsistent with the plant::

specific setpgonethodolpgy. y :7.y._-.. ._.1. .- _;y
'

-

Cl} ~ Yv. . . . . m
w... . m.. .' .m ...m - --- m - = s-m _ m--L ' _ ;; 5

'
-'

If th scound setji51Mt~Ts not witn1 ts required
_

All e Value, plant specif* setpoint meth ogy mayW revised, a propriate, i e history and otherpertinent ornationindJs e a need for t revision. e
setpojn shall be left set consistent wjiH'the assum
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology < pt ons

,

'4

1

The Frequency is based upon the assume.' 'tr'r~r :?;- t " _ Ar--; ption of h-..d;''

-H=p the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

f b S ?~ 3 3 ISR 3.3 1

'

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the'

OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as a part of this test, overlapping the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, to provide complete testing of the
associated safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is

(continued)
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hBASES *

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 continued)
REQUIREMENTS

incapable of operating, the associated instrument chann h hi

would also be inoperable.

|]1osu:r' The18monthFrequencygisas.firD @

'

> ,

g 79 f -

ased'ori the need to perfom this
Surveillance under the, conditions that apply during a plant !

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
,

Surveillance were perfonned with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass

,

'

the Surveillance test when perfomed at the 18 month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.4.1

This SR ensures that an EOC-RPT initiated from the ISV
Closure @,, m ; F eis..w-LQand TCV Fast Closure Trip
Cil Pressure-Low functions will not be inadvertently;

! bypassed when THERMAL POWER is e 40% RTP. This involves

| calibration of the bypass channels. Adequate margins for
|' the instrument setpoint methodologies are incorporated into '

the actual setpoint. Because main turbine bypass flow can
affect this setpoint nonconservatively (THERMAL POWER is
derived from first stage pressure), the main turbine bypass!

valves must remain closed at THERMAL POWER E 40% RTP to;

ensure that the calibration remains valid. If any bypass'

channel's setpoint is nonconservative (i.e., the Functions
are bypassed at t 40% RTP either due to open main turbine

,

'

I

bypass valves or other reasons), the affected TSV Closurem
H u = ' m n x L Q and TCV Fast Closure, Trip Oil h

q

Pressure-Low ~ Functions are considered inoperable.
Alternatively, the bypass channel can be placed in the
conservative condition (nonbypass). If placed in the
nonbypass condition, this SR is met and the channel
considered OPERABLE.

I

The Frequency of 18 months has shown that channel bypass
failures between successive tests are rare.

!

b @-
,

SR 3.3.4.1.ff -

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the

(continued)

I0 M B 3.3-79 Rev. O, 09/20/92
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INSERT B79A

The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing i

for those components that it is designed to monitor. However, !
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be i

performed. This may be accomplished by testing any number of j

channels or Functions every 18 months on an alternating basis
such that all channels for all Functions are tested every i

72 months. This Frequency is based on the logic i
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce '

an EOC-RPT signal.

;

,

%

-

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-79 10/1/93
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BASES
,

3.3.4.1pfiSURVEILLANCE SR . (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ;

accident analysis. The EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONS JIME
ace ptance criteria are included iyRefererg{.

97 Punt
P foCCSJIS6* A Note to the Surveillance states that breaker interruption

time may be assumed from the most recent performance of
SR 3.3.4.1.7. This is allowed since the time to open the
contacts after energization of the trip coil and the arc
suppression time are short and do not appreciably change,
due to the design of the breaker opening device and the fact 1

'

that the breaker is not routinely cycled.
!

EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on anff)!LRT 18 month STAGGERED TEST BASISd Response times cannot be
2?CA determined at power because operation of final actuated I

devices is required. Therefore, dF '' =tE Frequency is 3

consistent witfi' the typical industry refueling cycle and is
<

I

!
TO based upon plant operating experience, which shows that !

random failures of instrumentation components that cause
serious response time degradstion, but not channel failure,} are infrequent occurrences.

|

SR 3.3.4.1.7

%uppressitm-t4EEQde~+M'?t:This SR ensures that the RPT breaker interruption time
i

i19enRheceentitQ is provi d !(f) to the EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME test. The 60 month
Frequency of the testing is based on the difficulty ofperfomin
breakers.g the test and the reliability of the circuit _

3g577g 39,5 ]A -- - ~-

l I
iTrooJ 3. G. I. [ }REFERENCES i SAR, ya; , K0: "" M ;j_r; Eif M f: N W|

1.
'

2. '/SAR,Sectionh5.2.2d

[SAR, Sections 315.1.lfk15.1.2handk15.1.3h3.

h Std. 5 :ticn; [5.5.15.!] :nd [7.S i %

g 7 vsa, s+ s ,s.u s.v.3g isu
[. V5 fill Sec1iooj5 15,8.2 x,)d 15,3.3,y

)
~

(continued)
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Note 2 requires the STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency to be
determined on a per Function basis. This is accomplished by '

testing all channels of one Function every 18 months on an
alternating basis such that both Functions are tested every
36 months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce
an EOC-RPT signal.

INSERT B80B

Breaker Interruption time is defined as Breaker Response time
plus Arc Suppression time. Breaker Response is the time from
application of voltage to the trip coil until the main
contacts separate. Arc Suppression is the time from main
contact separation until the complete suppression of the
electrical arc across the open contacts.

|

|

|
>

j

|

. . .

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-80 10/1/93
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'

D[,

BASES 2

.,
.

I 6
-_

,

REFERENCES /. GENE-770-06-1, " Bases for Changes To Surveillance Test(continued) Intervals And Allowed Out-Of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation lechnical Specifications,"
February 1991.

k-TSk".SectionjE.b.16

-

.

|

!
!
i

:
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation'

B 3.3.4.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4.2 Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip
(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation

-

BASES

BACKGROUND The ATWS-RPT System initiates a recirculation pump trip,
adding negative reactivity, following events in which a
scram does not (but should) occur, to lessen the effects of
an ATWS event. Tripping the recirculation pumps adds '

negative reactivity from the increase in steam voiding in
the core area as core flow decreases. When Reactor Yessel
Water Level-Low Low, level 2 or Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure-High setpoint is reached, the recirculation pump
motor breakers trip.

The ATWS-RPT Sfstem (Ref.1) includes sensors, relays,
bypass capability, circuit breakers, and switches that are

, ,
'

necessary to cause initiation of a recirculation pump trip.
The channels include electronic equipment (e.g., trip units)
that compares measured input signals with pre-established

) setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the channel
output relay actuates, which then outputs an ATWS-RPT signalto the trip logic.

The ATWS-RPT consists of two independent trip systems, with
two channels of Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High and two
channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-tow Low, level 2, in

.7 each trip system. Each ATWS-RPT trip system is a P3
i

N1 two-out-of-two logic for each Function. Thus, either' a
Reactor + Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 or two Reacto e b e )<
Pressure-High signals .are needed -to trip.a trip system.
The outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in
a logic so that either trip system will trip both
recirculation pumps (by tripping the res
and low frequency motor generator (LFNG)pective fast speedmotor breakers).

There is one fast speed motor breaker and one LFNG breaker;

provided for each of the two recirculation pumps for a total
of four breakers. The output of each trip system is
provided to all four breakers.

'

,

.

(continued)
x Sim/0 ST5--- B 3.3-82 Rev. O,-09/Z5/52--
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)
.

!

! APPLICABLE
_

SAFETY ANALYSES, The ATWS-RPT is not assumed in the safety analysis.|
The !! LCO, and ATWS-RPT initiates an RPT to aid in preserving the

I APPLICABILITY integrity of the fuel cladding following events in which I;

scram does not, but should, occur. Based on its |

contribution to the reduction of overall plant risk, !

however, the instrumentation is included as required by the
I

NRC Policy Statement.
:
'

i

The OPERABILITY of the ATWS-RPT is dependent on the
i OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel ,

Functions. Each Function must have a required number of
OPERABLE channels in each trip system, with their setpoints

,

within the specified Allowable Value of SR 3.3.4.2.4. The
:

4

actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable
'

1

setpoint methodology assumptions. Channel OPERABILITY also! :

includes the associated recirculation pump drive motor
' t

breakers. A channel is inoperable if its actual tri ;

setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.p
!

;

Allowable Values are specified for each ATWS-RPT Functionspecified in the LCO.! N
i in the setpoint calculations. Nominal trip setpoints are specified

The nominal setpoints are ,

selected to ensure the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable f id

Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS.;
setpoint less conservative than the nominal triOperation with a trip

a
|

but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable. p setpoint, :Trip
setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which i
an action should take place. The setpoints are cocpared to j:

the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water ;

level), and when the measured output value of the process
parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g.,,

trip unit) changes state. The analytic . limits are derived
'

from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained !
-

from the safety analysis.
The Allowable Values are derived

i

from the analytic limits corrected for calibration, process,
1

|

and some of the instrument errors.
|i The trip setpoints are

then detemined accounting for the remaining instrument ,

errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived in this - ;

manner provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances,-

instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for
,

.

channels that must function in harsh environments as definedby 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 to protect against common mode failures of the

3

(continued)
. m /; sis
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BASES

APPLICABLE
.

Reactor. Protection System by providing a diverse trip toSAFETY ANALYSES,
mitigate the consequences of a postulated ATWS event.LCO, and The
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High and Reactor Yessel WaterAPPLICABILITY
Level-Low Low, Level 2 Functions are required to be(continued)
GPERABLE in HODE 1, since the reactor is producing
significant power and the recirculation system could be athigh flow. During this MODE, the potential exists for
pressure increases or low water level, assuming an ATWSevent. In H0DE 2, the reactor is at low power and the
recirculation system is at low flow; thus, the potential is
low for a pressure increase or low water level, assuming anATWS event. Therefore, the ATWS-RPT is not necessary. In
MODES 3 and 4 the reactor is shut down with all control
rods inserted; thus, an ATWS event is not significant and
the possibility of a significant pressure increase or lowwater level is negligible. In MODE 5, the one-rod-out
interlock ensures the reactor remains suberitical; thus, anATWS event is not significant. In addition, the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) head is not fully tensioned and no
boundary (RCPB) exists. pressure transient threat to the reactor coolant pressure

)
The specific Applicable Safety Analyses and LCO discussions
are listed below on a Function by Function basis.

Reactor Vessel Water tevel-Low Low. Level 2
a.

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool thefuel may be threatened.
far, fuel damage could result.Should RPV water level decrease tooTherefore, the ATWS-RPT
System is initiated at level 2 to af f in maintaining level 1
above the top of the active fuel. The reduction of core
flow reduces the neutron flux and THERMAL POWER and,
therefore, the rate of coolant boiloff.

Reactor vessel water level sigt.als ~are initiated from four
level transmitters that sense the difference between the
pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg)
and the pressure due to the actual water level (variableleg) in the vessel.

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Level-Low Low, Level 2,
with two channels in each trip system, are available and
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude an ATWS-RPT from this Function on a

.

(continued) l
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BASES '

i
;

i
-

APPLICABLE
Reactor vessel Water level-Low Low. Levell

\a.
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) :|
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

valid signal. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low,

Level 2, Allowable Value is;hosen so th_hfat the system willnot initiate a 4evel-3 scrarvittr ~11
a

avayabi
-

for convenience with the reactor coreTolation coolino
RCIC) initiation.%e A110adole Ya wh5 feGescue4 Iom a. rs i Mtvvsve 3 teso g!

- h 3 \ITe/O. !gg*g/i b. Rea tanrSome-Pressure-Hich
. --

Excessively high RPV pressure may rupture the RCPB. An !increase in the RPV pressure during reactor operation,

i cos.ipresses the steam voids and results in a positive
) reactivity insertion. This increases neutron flux and
! THERMAL POWER,-which could potentially result in fuel

failure and RPV overpressurization. The Reactor Steam Dome h
:

Pressure-High Function initiates an(RPT for transients tha
'

result in a pressure increase, counteracting the pressureTJrtJS
increase by rapidly reducing core power generation.

'
*

For theg _ overoressurization event. the,/RPT aids in the termination of
the ATWS event and, along M h the safety / relief valves
(S/RVs), limits the peak RPV pressure to less than the ASMEi

Section III Code Service Level C limits (1500 psig).4

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High signals are initiated
i| from four pressure transmitters that monitor reactor steamdome pressure.i Four channels of Reactor Steam Dome

Pressure-High, with two channels in each trip system, are
available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude an ATWS-RPT from thisi

! Function on a valid signal.
The Reactor Steam Dome

Pressure-High Allowable Yalue is chosen to provide an)
adequate margin to the ASME Section !!I Code Service Level C I

;

allowable Reactor Coolant System pressure. j
i

ii

.

4
ACTIONS

. A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to |

ATWS-RPT instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion
J

Times- ercifies that once a Condition has been entered,1 .. gd
subsequen % W , subsystems, components, or variablesi

expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or
not within limits, will not result in separate entry intothe Condition.Y Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions

b
(continued)

.

; mm _ .
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4

ACTIONS of th'e Condition continue to apply for each additional
(continued) failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into

the Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable
ATWS-RPT instrumentation channels provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As

:such, a Note has been provided that allows separate
iCondition entry for each inoperable ATWS-RPT instrumentation *

channel.
,

:

A.1 {:nd ". 2 *

With one or more channels inoperable, but with ATWS-RPT
capability for each Function maintained (refer to Required
Action B.1 and C.1 Bases), the ATWS-RPT System is capable of
performing the intended function. However, the reliability
and redundancy. of the ATWS-RPT instrumentation is reduced,

1

| such that a single failure in the remaining trip system
could result in the inability of the ATWS-RPT Syrtem to
perform the intended function. Therefore, only a limited

"
) time is allowed to restore the inoperable channels to .'

OPERABLE status. Because of the diversity of sensors
available to provide trip signals, the low probability of
extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all diverse ;

, sw

Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the
t

initiation of ATWS-RPT,14 days is provided to restore the i

|inoperable channel a n Z n : ?:P rr ?.Uf- Alternately, the i
;

inoperable channel may be placed in trip at _... J
"

|

# he inoperability, restore capability to acconnodate a7Tr "..J,since this would conservatively compensate for ~!
t"

% '' single failure, and allow operation to continue./ As no d ,'
placingAhe channel in trip with no fuyther re ricti s is..

.

nota)iowedi he ino efable'' channel /ts the suit, f an
.

{ inop'erable aker, ' ce is ma t ade tely spensaty
f

c/ J<fr the * perabl ak (e.g.# he bre ar mav he/ dnen auch at it will not open) f If it is not
! desirable to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case

where placing the inoperable channel would result in an1
05 - RPT),)r it t W ia e e d ie * aati " -- -- ^ " ' 'P3 ' ,in ;; nble S ::herfCondition D aust be entered and its' Required Actions'taken.

J

1

(continued)
;
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8 3.3.4.2.

.

BASES
: !

'

;

!
ACTIONS M :

(continued)
i

Required Action B.1 is intended to' ensure that appropriate- |actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped |
channels within the same Function result in the Function not !maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability. A Function is

,

considered to be maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability when !sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip such that the
,

ATWS-RPT System will generate a trip signal from the given j
function on a valid signal, and both recirculation pumps can ;be tripped. This requires two channels of the Function in ^

the same trip system to each be OPERABLE or in trip, and the
: four motor breakers (two fast speed and two LFMG) to be
! OPERABLE or in trip.

;

The 72 hour Completion Time is sufficient for the operator
4

to take corrective action (e.g., restoration or tripping of4

i

channels) and takes into account the likelihood of an event
requiring actuation of the ATWS-RPT istruuntation during.

a thir, period and the fact that one Function is still
maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability.-

,-

f

I t

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
gy ,fh,w, />3,mc actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped ;

,

*p# j' (maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability.f channels within both Functions result in both Functions'notfA M d*'"'t ,
The description of a

.fbe ,,,, .4e c ,w re n, Function maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability is discussed
,,,,pe,,6/r, M/k/y, in the Bases for Required Action B.1, above. $; y ,,

not' r k,<er<<r e/t '"'i
The I hour Completion Time is sufficient for' the operator too

! /pg, ff-fgc9aal.My take corrective action and takes into account the likelihood
f y'' " y' ** . of an event requiring actuation of the ATWS-RPT,

of; instrumentation during this period.
i

D.1 and D.2-

,

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
-

met, the plant must be brought to a MODE or other specified,

condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within
6 hours (Required Action D.2). Alternately, the associated
recirculation pump may be removed from service since this

1

(continued)
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'

B 3.3.4.2)
BASES

_

ACTIONS
D.1 and D.2 (continued)

,

.

perfoms the intended Functien of the instrumentation
(Required Action D.1). The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, both
to reach MODE 2 from full power conditions and to remove a :

recirculation pump from service in an orderly manner and j

without challenging plant systems.

r -

SURVEILLANCE [Reviewer's 1 Certain Fre cies~are based on approved }
,

REQUIREMENTS f topic ports. In o
or a licensee to u rAfffse

;

.

-
i uencies, the see must justify quencies , V

~

( required by th staff SER for the to cal report. /

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
x .

when a channe12is placed in an inoperable status solely for
;

perfomance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
:

Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours provided the associated function maintains ATWS-RPTtrip capability.) expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must beUpon completion of the Surveillance, or

;

retumed to OPERABLE status or the a
entered and Required Actions taken. pplicable Condition;,

C6 This Note is based onthe reliability analysis (Ref. 2) assumption 6t 5 5:= it ot
'

,

the average time required to perfom channel surveillance.3

That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance ;;

does not significantly reduce the probability that thei

recirculation pumps will trip when necessary. !

SR 3.3.4M
. .

.

Perfomance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12' hours ensures'

that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.
CHANNEL CHECK is/a comparison of the parameter indicated on6 0 **g A

B'f ose channel to a similar parameter on other channels.
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring

It is ;
,

the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
'

;

Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
'

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of thechannels or something even more serious.
A CHANNEL CHECKwill detect gross channel failure; thus,- it is key to

verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
,

!

properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

)
(continued)
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BASES

, -

\

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.1 (continued) I
REQUIREMENTS

3

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
" '

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
.

including indication and readability. If a channel is
'

h outside the 4RIEB3P criteria, it may be an indication that the
-instrument has drifted outside its limit.

,

!

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare

a y=I ' P r ' gu._ .... =gT=, per4-ece punn m an
' '':d t: 12 S .... T CHANNEL CHECK

- =

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during no mal operational use of the displays
associated with the required ~ channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.4.2.2 x

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each requiredchannel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the*

intended function..,)
3,If the as und setpoint is-not within its uiredC3 Allowa Value the alit specific se

| be ised, as a,p riate, if the nt methodolo may, '

ory and all er 'rtinent info tion indicate a eed for the rev*_m The'/setpointasnail be(RN ::t) consistent with the assumion.

abs * of thefcurrent plant specific setpoint methodology, ptions

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
.

analysis of Reference 2.
,

.-
SR 3.3.4.2.3

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actualtrip setpoints.
The channel must be declared inoperable if

the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3
setting is discovered to be less conserv.4.2.4. If the trip

ative than thesetting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the
channel performance is still within the requirements of the j
plant safety analysis.

Under these conditions, the setpoint

(continued)
. i'

I
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BASES

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.3 (continued)
_-

REQUIREMENTS *

must be readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

analysis of Reference 2.The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
e

SR 3.3.4.2.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrumentRop and the sensor.
responds to the mea This test verifies that the channel
range and accuracy.sured parameter within the necessary

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 1 eaves the channel
a

adjusted to account for
g . -- ns CW... . . instrument drifts between successivecalibratio e .... - ww . .. i--- ' -t 5: pa., . . . . . ---:D

specific setpoint methodology._c.diconsistent with the plant
,

-

f:: N!_i'-i-
. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .
,

_ ~
- .... ..... VCs) _

'

T ine v fo rsetpointT31stwitnin-A able Val s requi -

be ised, as a the plant y ecific setpo t methodol maypriate, if the history a all other ;

>

pertin t infomat
indicate a eed for the ision. Th Q

-

setpoint all be le et consiste with the a tionL of the cur nt plant speRific setpoint thodology.
.| The Fre

| t7'-" . quency is based upon the assumption of En;7@% . i n ?-M
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis..... ..-._,_._- ..un_ud the magnitude

.

SR 3.3.4.2.5

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTI'ONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of..the required trip logic for a specificchannel.
included as part of this SurveillanceThe system functional test of the pump breakers,
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide comp,lete testing of theoverlaps the LOGICassumed safety function.
incapable of operatin Therefore, if a breaker is

. would be inoperable. g, the associated instrument channel (s)

i

}
(continued)
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BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.5 (continued)REQUIREMENTS
,

The 18 month frequency is based on the need to perfom this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant ,

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the i

Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 monthFrequency. !

,

REFERENC h 1. AR ''*;... [ ]. f f c 7,o M 7 7 . /. 7 8 2 .
3 2.

6-1, " Bases For Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"February 1991.

s

!
:9

.

d

.

.
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B 3.3.S. ]-

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
,

IB 3.3.5.1
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation

!
!

BASES
'
,

|
BACKGROUND

The purpose of the ECCS instrumentation is to initiate i

appropriate responses from the systems to ensure that fuel !

is adequately cooled in the event of a design basis accident :
or transient. I

,

i

For most anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and
independent parameters are monitored.

:

The ECCS instrumentation actuates low pressure core spray (LPCS), low pressure coolant injection (LPCI), high pressure
I
'

core spray (HPCS Automatic Deand the dieselsge)n,erators (DGs) pressurization System (ADS),The equipment involvedwith each of these systems is desrJ:ihari in
.

+ha Racet h.5.1. "EC
W$', CSAeratin3fcn/ LCO 3.T.I,"Ac Sw]99

] Low Pressure Core Soray System

,
._

i

The LPCS System may be initiated by either automatic or
,

manual means.
Automatic ' initiation occurs for conditions of7 1

Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 or Drywell
,

G(gl *

y, g
- monitored by two

Pressure-High.
Each of these diverse variables is

ygg, conneu.cu nt transmitters, which are, in turn6v 6 The outputs of the four ~'
(A caimb {t ' PT/4s6 __ _ from each o /

orL;., _.. .. :r::::f the two variables) are
'- '

_ connect " ~~ 4a >
one-out-of-Ttwo taken twicewh;%Mhe "" r-d$ f

,

initiatLn signal is a sealed in sional' anti "; - " "nr - !

ammt be manua 1
res+td The iocic can also be initiated by use of a manual

f gjg@M |6|6
,

Susi buttan.Jupon receipt of an initiation signal, the LPCS~ |

pump is started immediately after power is available.wb b
Up ;d, g,3cr* The LPCS test line isolation valve, which is also a primary

p ,

!

containment isolation valve (PCIV), is closed on a LPCS
initiation signal to allow full system flow assumed in the
accident analysis and maintains containment isolation in the
event LPCS is not operating.

The LPCS pump discharge flow is monitored by a flowtransmitter.
When the pump is running and discharge flow is

(continued)
D UD ff. c" -
- . -.s
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B 3.3.5.1.
BASES .

1
i ___

BACKGROUND
4

Low Pressure Core SDray System (continued)

low enough that pump overheating may occur, the minimum flow.

return line valve is opened.t

The valve is automatically
closed if flow is above the minimum flow setpoint to allow
the full system flow assumed in the accident analysis.

,

l
j

The LPCS System also monitors the pressure in the reacto
vessel to ensure that, before the injection valve opens,r

!

reactor pressure has fallen to a the
S stem's maximum design pressure.value below the LPCS

i

:

The variable is monitos d1 "*
y glip redundant transmitters, which are, in turn,

'4

connected tor m r rre r.
connected to c-iry-- The outputs of the m-*r r:= arepq - T5

-- rt:

one-out-of-two taken twice 5354h : arranged in a g j}(Eolid dhe It[cj ,

i i

~

Low Pressure Coolant Iniectjon Subsystems
i

The LPCI is an operating moh of the Residual Heat Removal)
(RNR) System, with three LPCI subsystems. {The LPCI.
subsystems may be initiated by automatic or manual means. ;

Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of Reactor Vessel
!

Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 or Drywell Pressure-High.i
Each of these diverse variables is monitored by two ipq

p'iconnectedtotwoi-: redundant transmitters per Division, which are, in turn,e ;

ret'J. The outfolMM Division 2 LPCI (loops 8 and C) =r " puts.of the 453 / M5 !s

from each of th m (two i- -H E-
Jghplakis e-=~ e two variables) are connected to endups

i.

+ arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice-

signal from the IPCS logic, which uses a similarThe Division 1 LPCI (loop A) receives its initiation
_

*pI Fg!*'

one-out-of-two taken twice logic. The two Divisions can
~ ~

also be initiated by use of a manual push button (one per:
Division).i Once an initiation si)nal is received by the!LPCI control circuitry, the signa2

is sealed in untilmanually reset.
,

Upon receipt of an initiation signal, the LPCI Pump C is
~

started immediately after power is available while LPCI A
and LPCI B pumps are started after a 5 second delay, to i

.

limit the loading on the standby power sources. !, -
'

Each LPCI subsystem's discharge flow is monitored by a flow-transmitter. When a pump is running and d
low enough that pump overheating may occur,ischarge flow isthe respective

:

(continued)
.oo._,- ---

. .m
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B 3.3.5.1

BASES

._

BACKGROUND
Low Pressure Coolant in_iection Subsystems (continued)

minimum flow return line valve is opened. The valve is
automatically closed if flow is above the minimum flow
setpoint to allow the full system flow assumed in theanalyses.

|TheRHRtestline(suppressionpoolcooling) isolation 49-

J q. m i m =r:
-

W rw-u m valves (which are also
PCIVs) are closed on a LPCI initiation signal to allow full
system flow assumed in the accident analysis and maintain
containment isolated in the event LPCI is not operating.

The LPCI subrystems monitor the pressure in the reactor
vessel to ensure that, prior to an injection valve opening,
the reactor pressure has fallen to a value below the LPCI

,

1 ,, subsystem's maximum design pressure. The variable is* ' '

I monitored by M redundant transmitters per Division, which
-

are, in turn, connected to inuf mp 21,",t The outputs of9y 4Jg \
the four Division 2 LPCI (loops B and C) CTEMR
connected to1cEi;p- d=seEmmHEEne arranged in a,are(Akick u )~

/ one-out-of-two taken twice The Division 1 LPCI.

(loop A) receives its signa rom the LPCS lo
a similar one-out-of-two taken twice M. gic, which uses

pq [emhpra
Hich Pressure Core Soray System

ATris
The HPCS System may be initiated by either automatic or
manual means.

Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level,2 or Drywellr,i ,1 I
Pressure-High. The outputs of the ki= =ut are connectedSWd56t6lejft o == .et..a arranged in a one-out-of-twogg is taken twice logic for each variable. The HPCS System
initiation signal is _a sealed in signal and must be manuallyreset. _

,, A,. as a 7ggg,e

The HPCS pump discharge flow is monitored by a flow
transmitter. When the pump is running and discharge flow is
low enough that pump overheating may occur, the minimum flow
return line valve is opened. The valve is automatically
closed if flow is above the minimum flow setpoint to allowgk full system flow assumed in the accident analyses.

mppre 55 p
The HPCS test lineTisolation valve (which is also a PCIV) isg closed on a HPCS initiation signal to allow full system flow

(continued)1
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BACKGROUND Automatic Depressurization System (conti ed)

Either ADS trip syste r trip system ill cause all the
[

_

ADS relief valves to open. Once the Drywell Pressure-High
/ g Ah,CAO or ADS initiation signals are present, they are individually

g g,;g sealed in until manuall e

b 'y operating the control09., c:6 0
-> Manual initiation by/ relief valve (S/RV) associated with

*

bi a
O switch for each sa

p06h dog 7W4 the ADS. Manual inhibit switches are provided in the
, agoc'M i control room for ADS; however, their function is not.

-fe,'p hY required for ADS OPERABILITY (provided ADS is not inhibited
pe6 when required to be OPERABLE)..

(O W )Gh
Kgn '2 Diesel Generators 4 $

A The Division'1, 2, and 3 DGs may be initiated by eithe(4N J F) . automatic or manual mean . Automatic initiat on occu s for

%>3#
conditions of Reactor Ve sel Water Level-Lo Low L ,

Level 1 or Drywell Press re-High for DGs and , and
g Reactor Yessel Water Lefel-Low Low, Level 2 or Drywell

~) Pressure-High for DG45. The DGs are also initiated upon
loss of voltage si nals. (Refer to Bases for LCO 3.3.8.1,
" Loss of Power ( ) Instrumentation," for a discussion of

I these signals.
! g =ry- ;; ,,,,,_,,,,,-1--.._m__

i- ( _ _ . . . : -- - - -2 " ' P' " L ..Q
i__. W .,.. f.-:.:f r'; : ''- (^- y ~ { .-- Q

^..t..

_ - g p,.
m g . w .. ..... 7 . . .. _ _ _ .

. m,

DGs receive their initiation sign is from the associat
,.

Divisions' ECCS logic (i.e., DG receives an initiation i

signal from Division 1 ECCS (LPCS and LPCI A); DG&la 3
receives an initiation signal from Division 2 ECCS (LPCI B

and DG%)) receives an initiation signal from -
. and LPCI

PCS The DGs can also be startedDivision 3 E
JC

.

,eno iiy from in,controi roo,one i,c,iiy in in, ,ssoci,te, 4

DG room. The DG initiation signal is a sealed in signal and
must be manually reset. The DG initiation logic is reset by

i

resetting the associated ECCS initiation logic. Upon
receipt of a LOCA initiation signal, each DG is

omstically started, is ready to load in approximately
h seconds, and will run in standby conditions (rated

oltage and speed, with the DG output breaker open). The
DGs will only energize their respective Engineered Safety

) (continued)
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8 3.3.5.1

BASES

BACKGROUND
Diesel Generators (continued)

Feature (ESF) buses if a loss of offsitt. power occurs.
(Refer to Bases for LCO 3.3.8.1.)

APPLICABLE
The actions of the ECCS are explicitly assumed in the safetySAFETY ANALYSES, analyses of References 1, 2, and 3.

The ECCS is initiatedLCO, and
to preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding by limitingAPPLICABILITY
the post LOCA peak cladding temperature to less than the
10 CFR 50.46 limits.

ECCS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC PolicyStatement.
Certain instrumentation Functions are retained

for other reasons and are described below in the individualFunctions discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the ECCS instrumentation is dependent
upon the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation
channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. Each
Function must have a required number of OPERABLE channels,
with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Values,
where appropriate. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.
Each ECCS subsystem must also respond within its assumed
response time. Table 3.3.5.1-1, footnote (b), is added to
show that certain ECCS instrumentation Functions are also

Op6 --pe+ quired to be OPERABLE to perform DG initiation %:= ira,u.
re

" tiaa of nther Tecnnical soecificationc mi

Allowable Values are specified for each ECCS Function I

!specified in the table. Nominal trip setpoints are
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal

'

setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints do not
exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the i

nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is
'

acceptable.
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.A channel is inoperable if its actual trip!

Trip
setpoints are those predetemined values of output at which

'

an action should take place. The setpoints are compared to
the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water
level), and when the measured output value of the process
parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g.,g__ t- $ ais) changes state. The analytic limits are derived

(continued)
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B 3.3.5.1
,

BASES

APPLICABLE from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained
SAFETY ANALYSES, from the safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived
LCO, and from the analytic limits, corrected for calibration,
APPLICABILITY process, and some of the instrument errors. The trip

(continued) setpoints are then detemined, accounting for the remaining
instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived
in this manner provide adequate protection because '

instrumentation uncertainties, process effects, calibration
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors
(for channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

In general, the individual functions are required to be
OPERABLE in the MODES or other specified conditions that may
require ECCS (or DG) initiation to mitigate the consequences
of a design basis accident or transient. To ensure reliable
ECCS and DG function, a combination of Functions is required
to provide primary and secondary initiation signals.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and
Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by
Function basis.

Low Pressure Core Soray and Low Pressure Coolant In_iection
Systems

1.a. 2.a Reactor vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level I

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage' could result.
The low pressure ECCS and associated DGs are initiated at
Level I to ensure that core spray and flooding functions are
available to prevent or minimize fuel damage. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 is one of the
Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating
the ECCS during the transients analyzed in References 1
and 3. In addition, the Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low
Low, Level 1 Function is directly assumed in the analysis of
the recirculation line break (Ref. 2). The core cooling
function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the

,

Reactor Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak i

cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

) (continued)
I
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BASES

APPLICABLE 1.a. 2.a Reactor vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) i
LCO, and !

APPLICABILITY Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 signals are f
initiated from four level transmitters that sense the i

difference between the pressure due to a constant column of '

,

water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. i
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Allowable Value is chosen to allow time for the low pressure
core floodina systems to activat, and nrovid, adenuate ;

--I coolino.fne Alleuablo Vajuc. is f6c.feTECd Worn QC '

1 Qn6mirrerk zef0 oc Com .nches above. RPV 2.exo. j - '
,

Two channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, !

Level 1 Function per associated Division are only required |'

to be OPERABLE when the associated ECCS or DG is required to
be OPERABLE, to ensure that no single instrument failure can :
preclude ECCS initiation. (Two channels. input to LPCS and
LPCI A, while the other two channels input to LPCI B an~d
LPCI C.) Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-

,

Shutdown," for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS
T subsystems; LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating"; and
/ LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown," for Applicability Bases

; for the DGs.
,

1.b. 2.b. Drywell Pressure-Hich

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The low pressure
ECCS and associated DGs are initiated upon receipt of the |Drywell Pressure-High Function in order to minimize the

!
,
'

possibility of fuel damage. The. core coo. ling function of .

the ECCS, along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures !
i

that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the '

{ limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from four |
pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. The I

Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and be
i

indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment. Negative
barometric fluctuations are accounted for in the Allowable
Value.

The Drywell Pressure-High Function is required to be
OPERABLE when the associated ECCS and DGs'are required to be
OPERABLE in conjunction with times when the primary

I
'

(continued)
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B 3.3.5.1

) r
BASES

APPLICABLE 1.b. 2.b. Drywell Pressure-Hioh (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and containment is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four channels
APPLICABILITY of the LPCS and LPCI Drywell Pressure-High Function are

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude ECCS initiation.
(Two channels input to LPCS and LPCI A, while the other two
channels input to LPCI B and LPCI C.) In MODES 4 and 5, the
Drywell Pressure-High Function is not required since there
is insufficient energy in the reactor to pressurize the
primary containment to Drywell Pressure-High setpoint.
Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for Applicability Bases for the low
pressure ECCS subsystems and to LCO 3.8.1 for Applicability
Bases for the DGs.

l.c. 2.c. Low Pressure _ Coolant Iniection Pump A and Pump B
Start-Time Delavr

The purpose of this time delay is to stagger the start of
the two ECCS pumps that are in each of Divisions 1 and 2,
thus limiting the starting transients on the 4.16 kV

.) emergency buses. This function is only necessary when power
is being supplied from the standby power sources (DG).

g However, since the time delay does not degrade ECCS
v operation, it remains in the pumo sta logic at all times.M The LFCI Pump Start-Time Delayg!: re assumed to bef

OPERABLE in the accident and transient analyses requirings

) ECCS initiation. That is, the analysis assumes that the
) pumps will initiate when required and excess loading will
( not cause failure of the power sources.

. u

There are two LPCI Pump Start-Time Dei yj: logic circuits.
!:y;A one in

each of the RHR "A" and RHR "B" pump start
While each time delay is dedicated to a single pump

.X etart lo ic, a single ai ure of a LPCI Pump Start-Timei

p[ M3*d pressure d.CS pumps, powered from the same ESF bus, to
Dela . ould result in the failure of the two lowb

h perform their intended function within the assumed ECCSRESPONSE TIMES (e.g., as in the case where both ECCS pumps
Q on one _ESF bus sDrt simultaneously due to an inoperable|

a timqgdeuyre!a3). This still leaves two of the four low
pressure ECC5 pumps OPERABLE; thus, the single failure :

criterion is met (i.e., loss of one instrument does not '

preclude ECCS initiation). The Allowable Value for the LPCI
Pump start-time Delay % is chosen to be long enough so 1

that most of the starting transient of the first pump is ;

) (continued)
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B 3.3.5.1,

b CBASES

APPLICABLE I.c. 2.c. Low Prefsure Coolant Iniection Pumo A and Pumo B
SAFETY ANALYSES, Start-Time Delavde4egLc_(continued)
LCO, and &
APPLICABILITY complete before starting the second pump on the same 4.16 kV

emergency bus and short enough so that FQoperation is not
degraded. g
Each LPCI Pump Start-Time Delay Function is only
required to be OPERABLE when the ssociated LPCI subsystem
is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and

4 LCO 3.5.2 for Applicability Bases for the LPCI subsystems.

1.d. 2.d. Reactor tt:= %-d Pressure-Low (Iniection,

Permissiv
g

Low reactor eam pressure signals are used as|
'

permissives for the low pressure ECCS subsystems. This
ensures that,7rior to opening the injection valves of the
low pressure ECCS subsystems, the reactor pressure has
fallen to

P3 N55N pressure. a value below_these subsystems' maximum designThe Reactortteaa, m Pressure-Low is one of
the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of

-) . permitting initiation of the ECCS during the transients
analyzed in References 1 and 3. In addition, the Reactor

f_ @gdpiinalysis of the recirculation line break (Ref. 2).- re-8 Pressure-Low Function is directly assumed in the
i

The core
cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of
the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

O
The Reactor m-- --n Pressure-Low signals are initiated"

from four pressure transmitters that sense the reactor d
pressure. The four pressure transmitters each drive

.y total of eight trip_.._ y
,

/
The Allowable Value is low enough to prevent
overpressurizing the equipment in the low pressure ECCS, but
high enough to ensure that the ECCS injection prevents the
fuel peak cladding temperature from exceeding the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

,

hj iannelsofReactor
g per associated Division ar@e only required to be OPERABLEy: :.) Pressure-Low Function

i

I
when the associated ECCS is required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude ECCS

(continued)
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BASES

\|ccs eb
APPLICABLE 1.d. 2.d. Reactor i e Pressure-tow (IniectionSAFETY ANALYSES, Permissive) (continued)LCO, and Pg h r"
APPLICABILITY initiation. p upiit .annels are required for LPCS and

LPCI A, whilet other channels are required for LPCI B
hr4 and LPCI C.) Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2 forW Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems.

1.e. 1.f. 2.e. Low Pressure Coolant in_iection and low
Pressure Core Soray Pump Discharce Flow-low (Bypass)

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the
associated low pressure ECCS pump from overheating when the
pump is operating and the associated injection valve is not
fully open. The minimum flow line valve is opened when low
flow is sensed, and the valve is automatically closed when
,the flow rate is adequate to protect the pump. The LPCI and
LPCS Pump Distliarge Flow-Low Functions are assumed to be
OPERABLE and capable of closing the minimum flow valves to
ensure that the low pressure ECCS flows. assumed during the

' transients and accidents analyzed in References 1, 2, and 3
. .) ~ ,are met. The core cooling function of the ECCS, along with
-

the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

One flow transmitter per ECCS pump is used to detect the
associated subsystems' flow rates. The logic is arranged y
such that each transmitter causes its associated minimum
flow valve to open. The logic will close the minimum flow
valve once the closu etpoint is exceeded. The LPCI gr7)

( I f ". '(*minimum flow valv e time delayed such that thQ wi i not open fo econds after the % T n etect low ";

G flow. The time is provided to limit reactor vessel
inventory loss during the startup of the RHR shutdown

]cooling mode (for RHR A and RHR B). The Pump Discharge
Flow-Low Allowable Values are' high enough to ensure that
the pump flow rate is sufficient to protect the pump, yet

pC| low enough to ensure that the closure of the minimum flow
valve is initiated to allow full flow into the core.

-

Each channel of Pump Discharge Flow-Low Function (one LPCS
channel and three LPCI channels) is only required to be
OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is required to be
OPERABLE, to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the ECCS function. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and

(continued)
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BASES

I

APPLICABLE 1.e. 1. f. 2.e. Low Pressure Coolant In_iection and low"

SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure Core Soray PumD DiScharoe Flow-low (Bvoass) '

LCO, and (continued)
APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.5.2 for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS
subsystems.

1.o. 2.f. Manual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the appropriate ECCS logic to provide manual initiation

|capability and are redundant to the automatic protective
instrumentation. There is one push button for each of the
two Divisions of low pressure ECCS (i.e., Division 1 ECCS,
LPCS and LPCI A; Division 2 ECCS, LPCI B LPCI .

- .
.

1

The Manual Initiation Function is net une in
accident or transient analyses in the R. However, the
Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of |

,

the low pressure ECCS function as required by the NRC in the '

plant licensing basis.

There is no Allowable Value for this function since the I

channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons. Each channel of the Manual
Initiation function (one channel per Division) is only :
required to be OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is required

i

to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2 for i

Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems. ;

Hich Pressure Core Soray System

3.a. Reactor Vessel Water level-Low low. Level 2

Low RPV water level indicates t capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease

i
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, the HPCS '

System and associated DG initiated at Level 2 to maintain
devel above the top of the active fuel. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 is one of the Functions
assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating HPCS during
the transients analyzed in References I and 3. The Reactor i

Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function associated
with HPCS is directly assumed in the analysis of the
recirculation line break (Ref. 2). The core cooling

) (continued)
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APPLICABLE 3.a. Reactor vessel water Level-tow Low. Level 2
| SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
| LCO, and
| APPLICABILITY function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the
| RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains

below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are
initiated from four level transmitters that sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable
Value is chosen such that for complete loss of feedwater
flow, the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System flow,

with HPCS assumed to fail will be sufficient to avoid
initiation ofdow pressure Err 4+ o-+ar vessel Water

s - ,_ Level-Low Low i nw. Level 1]The, Allodie Wlp s 5 N
(re 4erwres +ya,n dn in5;rru.ent tegg or T20.N [M(b 4 WC,

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, C"O. :T Level 2 Function are only required to be OPERABLE when HPCS ~

) is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single >

instrument failure can preclude HPCS initiation. Refer to
LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2 for HPCS Applicability Bases.

3.b. Drywell Pressure-Hioh
:

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
RCPB. The HPCS System and associated DG are initiated upon
receipt of the Drywell Pressure-High Function in order to
minimize the possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell
Pressure-High Function is not ' assumed in the analysis of
the recirculation line break (Ref. 2); that is, HPCS is
assumed to be initiated on Reactor Water Level-Low Low,
Level 2. The core cooling function of the ECCS, along with
the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak

|cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46. j

gg7 i

B/crA Drywell Pressure-High signals .are initiated from four
_ -- pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. The, _

Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and be
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.

) (continued)
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INSERT B105A >

)

This HPCS initiation Function is not considered to be
inoperable with indicated reactor vessel water level on the !
wide range instrument greater than the Level 8 setpoint ;

'

coincident with the reactor steam dome pressure < 600 psig
'

since the HPCS System would provide the necessary injection if
required (i.e. , if the water level reaches the low water level ,

initiation setpoint). !
(
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APPLICABLE 3.b. Drywell Pressure-Hich (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and The Drywell Pressure-High function is required to be
APPLICABILITY OPERABLE when HPCS is required to be OPERABLE in conjunction

with times when the primary containment is required to be
OPERABLE. Thus, four channels of the HPCS Drywell
Pressure-High Function are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3, to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude ECCS initiation. In MODES 4 and 5, the
Drywell Pressure-High Function is not required since there
is insufficient energy in the reactor to pressurize the
drywell to the Drywell Pressure-High Function's setpoint.
Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for the Applicability Bases for the HPCS
System.

3.c. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Hich. Level 8

High RPV water' level indicates that sufficient cooling water
inventory exists in the reactor vessel such that there is no
danger to the fuel. Therefore, the Level 8 signal is used
to close the HPCS injection valve to prevent overflow into

T the main steam lines (MSLs). The Reactor Vessel Water
./ Level-High Level 8 Function is not assumed in the accident

and transient analyses. It was retained since it is a
potentially significant contributor to risk. es-

- fReactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 signals for HPC ,,

/ are initiated from two level transmitters from the - -4. s

, y; range water level measurement instr rmentation. Both Level.

1 signals are required in order to close the HPCS injection
valve. This ensures that no single instrument failure can
preclude HPCS initiation. The Reactor Vessel Water
Level-High, Level 8 Allowable Value is chosen to isolate
flow from +A upre tys+,= nrine ta water overflowing into

/ p5 +s, usi o%e mitate sw .< 394 . ; mm , .

@ tt'rr * t i cx o c 7 S20, col s'nches .se EPV r.cro
Two channels of Reactor Vesse1~9ater Level-High, LevelT ,
Function are only required to be OPERABLE when HPCS is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2
for CS Annlicability Bases.

{{,, 3.d. W -"- Storace Tank level-towr

h Low level in th M ndicates the unavailability of an
( adequate supply of makeup water from this normal scLur,ce.
\ Normally the suction valves between HPCS and th 'are

open and, upon receiving a HPCS initiation sig , water for

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 3.d. Condensate Storace Tank tevel-tow (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and HPa injection wouldJe taken from thl@ However, if the
APPLICABILITY

-
water level in they;jppfalls below a preselected level.
first the suppression ool suction valve automatically

of g/ f opens, and then thef uction valve automatically closes.
S' Ib This ensures that an adequate supply of makeup water is

$ available to the HPCS pump. To prevent losing suction to
( (M J the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that the

h suppression pool suct}on valve must be open before the y
suction valve automatically closes. The Function is
, implicitly assumed in the accident and transient analyses

( (which take credit for HPCS) since the analyses assume t b+
the HPCS suction source is the suppression pool. g

QQ4eadenee6e= Storage Tank Level-Low sign ,s are initiateo ,

from two level transmitters. The logu i g ged such
that either transmitter and associated 4._ can cause
the suppression pool suction valve to open ano thep
suction valve to close. TheCL,1vtorage Tank I

Level-Low Function Allowable Value is figh enough to ensure
3 adequate pump suction head while water /is being taken from
_/ th y rT2j (

Two channals of thelii9 Storage Iank Level-Low '

Function are only re' quired to be OPERABLE when HPCS is
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument ffailure can preclude HPCS swap to suppression pool source.
Thus, the Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the Function is required to be

1,.,SABLEonlywhenHPCSisrequired4$FLCO3.5.2,i.2.2. f
OJE and the

waKr level is not within the imits.of SR 3.fW water level within limits, a sufficient supply of
water exists for injection to minimize the consequences of a-

vessel draindown event. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.Oh for HPCS Applicability Bases. gyg)
3.e, Suppression Pool Water level-Hich [#

'

c

ch Excessively high suppressi o could r sult in the
-{he M L Q le loads on the suppression pool exceeding design values should

g g ;.s [ there be a blowdown of the reactor vessel pressure through
ggg the S/RVs. Therefore, signals indicating high suppression

pool water levep2re used to transfer the suction source of.O f" OD ui to the suppression pool to eliminate thenn.5 ii um
possibility N'CS continuing to provide additional waterP5 ppa.

W5]4\ MTDM @ Q* (continued)

!
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APPLICABLE 3.e. Suppression Pool Water Level-Hich (continued) W
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and from a source outside containment. To prevent losing
APPLICABILITY suction to the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so

- that the suppression pool suction valve must be open before
' the 4fE suction valve automatically closes. This functionJ[ is implicitly assumed in the accident and transient analyses |

(which take credit for HPCS) since the analyses assume that
Q ( the HPCS suction source is the suppression p !

gk Suppression pooi Water tevel-High sign 's are initiated
from two level transmitters. The logic , p nged suchs

that either transmitter and associated % can Aause
the suppression pool suction valve to open and the ngt>
suction valve to close. The Allowable Value for the i

Suppression Pool Water Level-High Function is chosen to
ensure that HPCS will be aligned for suction from the

F suppression po'ol before the water level reaches the poin at
,

gg Muc ,h which suppression pool design loads would be exceeded, neg |

T8 w eet b
,'

1

an in M g zgo Two channels of Suppression Pool Water Level-High Function,

are only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when
Cfr 731 N 5 ' HPCS is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single

,

'ndhM W D M instrument failure can preclude HPCS swap to suppression
'

i

led pool source. In MODES 4 and 5, the Function is not required
to be OPERABLE since the reactor is depressurized and vessel
blowdown, which could cause the design values of the
containment to be exceeded, r.annot occur. Refer to
LCO 3.5.1 for HPCS Applicabilit) Bases.,4 p
3.f. 3.c. HPCS Pump Discharce Pressure-Hioh (Bvoass) and

@ HPCS System Flow Rate-tow (BvDass)
.

,

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the
HPCS pump from overheating when the pump is operating and
the associated injection valve is not fully open. The
minimum flow line valve is opened when low flow and high
pump discharge pressure are sensed, and the valve is
automatically closed when the flow rate is adequate to
protect the pump or the discharge pressure is low
(indicating the HPCS pump is not operating). The HPCS !
System Flow Rate-Low and HPCS Pump Discharge Pressure-High ;

Functions are assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of closing '

the minimum flow valve to ensure that the ECCS flow assumed |

during the transients and accidents analyzed in
References 1, 2, and 3 met. The core cooling function

) (continued)
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APPLICABLE 3.f. 3.0. HPCS Pump Discharge Pressure-Hich (Bypass) and
SAFETY ANALYSES, HPCS System Flow Rate-Low (Bypass) (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures

that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the
limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

One flow transmitter is used to detect the HPCS System's
flow rate. The logic is arranged such that the transmitter
causes the minimum flow valve to open, provided the HPCS
pump discharge pressure, sensed by another transmitter, is
high enough (indicating the pump is operating). The logic
will close the minimum flow valve once the closure setpoint
is exceeded. (The valve will also close upon HPCS pump
discharge pressure decreasing below the setpoint.)

The HPCS System Flow Rate-Low and HPCS Pump Discharge
Pressure-High411owable Value is high enough to ensure that
pump flow raie is sufficient to protect the pump, yet low
enough to ensure that the closure of the minimum flow valve
is initiated to allow full flow into the core. The HPCS
Pump Discharge Pressure-High Allowable Value is set high) enough to ensure that'the valve will not be open when the
pump is not operating.

One channel of each Function is required to be OPERABLE when
the HPCS is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and
LCO 3.5.2 for HPCS Applicability Bases.

3.h. Manual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push button channel introduces a
signal into the HPCS logic to provide manual initiation,

g gg7 capability and is redundant to the automatic protective
instrumentation. There is one push button for the HPCS

,

8/09A System.

The Manual Initiation Function is not a sumed in any-

OPR accident or transient analysis in the /SAR. However, the !

Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the HPCS function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis.

There is no Allowable Value for this function since the |
channel is mechanically actuated based solely on the !
position of the push button. One channel of the Manual |

(continued)
.
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This HPCS initiation Punction is not considered to be ,

inoperable with indicated reactor vessel water level on the I

wide range instrument greater than the Level 8 setpoint
coincident with the reactor steam dome pressure < 600 psig
since the HPCS System would provide the necessary injection if
required (i.e., if the water level reaches the low water level
initiation setpoint).

m

I

I

i
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APPLICABLE 3.h. Manual initiation (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and Initiation Function is only required to be OPERABLE when the
APPLICABILITY HPCS System is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1

and LCO 3.5.2 for HPCS Applicability Bases.

Automatic Depressurization System

4.a. 5.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1 .

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, ADS receives
one of the signals necessary for initiation from this
Function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low,
Level 1 is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ADS during the accidents analyzed
in Reference 2. The core cooling function of the ELCS,
along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the
fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46. 4;mp jg

] loa;c. A a na c)
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low low low Levpl 1 signals are
initiated from four level transmitters that
differencebetweenthepressureduetoae[sensethestant column of
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual,

f water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of[[n - Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, evel 1 Function
'

are only required to be OPERABLE when AD is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single inst nt failure can

1 preclude ADS initiation. -(Two channels input to ADS trip
yste .kwhile the other two channels nput'to ADS trip

syste Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for AD Applicability Bases e.

.fc550cidM w% Igic.3'

The R ctor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level I cm:9 #'Allowable Value is high enough to allow time for the low
pressure core floodino systems to initiate and orovide_ --

(Auate cooling.;W Mode \khc is refreYerwecV 4em cmirem;w zuo d 62o.co2/,nAes ch R9v me,
4.b. 5.b. Drywell Pressure-Hich

g

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
RCPB. Therefore, ADS receives one of the signals necessary
for initiation from this function in order to minimize the
possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell Pressure-High is

] (continued)
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APPLICABLE 4.b. 5.b. Drywell Pressure-Hioh (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and

assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating the ADS
.

,

APPLICABILITY during the accidents analyzed in Reference 2. The core
cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of

i
the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature '

remains below the limits of 10 CFR S0.46.
,

Drywell Pressure-High signals are initiated from four
pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. The
Allowable value was selected to be as low as possible and be
indicative of a LOCA inside r'aaotspntaiDmen+ i

auewas uKTuje A ad tQ ,

1

Four channels of Drywell Pressure-High Function are only
required to be OPERABLE when ADS is required to be OFERABLE
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude ADS' initiation. (Two channels input to ADS trip syPS -- em whilethe other two channels input to ADS trip s
to LCD 3.5.1 f r ADS Applicability Bases. ystem ) Refer'

\ _y ,,,,:A J A W e sa~d #1
.- a . c . 5 . c . ADS Initiation Timer

;

The purpose of the ADS Initiation Timer is to delay
depressurization of the reactor vessel to allow the HPCS
System time to maintain reactor vessel water level. Since
the rapid depressurization caused by ADS operation is one of .

the most severe transients on the reactor vessel, its i

occurrence should be limited. By delaying initiation of the
ADS Function, the operator is given the chance to monitor
the success or failure of the HPCS System to maintain water 4

level, and then to decide whether or not to allow ADS to !.

initiate, to delay initiation further by recycling the
timer, or to inhibit initiation permanently. The ADS
Initiation Timer Function is assumed to be OPERABLE for theaccident analyses of Reference 2 that require ECCS
initiation and assume failure of the HPCS System.

There are two ADS Initiation Timer relays, one in each of
the two ADS trip systems.

The Allowable Value for the ADS
Initiation Timer is chosen to be short enough so that there
is still time after depressurization for the low
ECCS subsystems to provide adequate core cooling. pressure

Two channels of the ADS Initiation Timer Function are only
required to be OPERABLE when the ADS is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can

.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 4.c. 5.c. ADS Initiation Timer (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, jfinitiation. (One channel inputs to ADS tripLCO, and preclude a

APPLICABIL system while the other channel inputs to ADS trip
g syste f.) Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.

4.d. .d. Reactor Vessel Water Level-tow. Level 3

The Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function is
used by the ADS only as a confimatory low water level
signal. ADS receives one of the signals necessary for
initiation from Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low,
Level 1 signals. In order to prevent spurious initiation of
the ADS due to spurious Level I signals, a Level 3 signal
must also be received before ADS initiation comences.

Reactor Vessek Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are
initiated from two level transmitters that sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual

| water level (variable leg) in the vessel. The Allowable
Value for Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level * 3 is
selected at the RPS Level 3 scram Allowable Value for

,

convenience. Refer to LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection
! . System (RPS) Instrumentation," for Bases discussion of this

Function.fg
' Two channels of Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low, Level 3

Function are only required to be OPERABLE when the ADS is;

f' M p o g r_\kd d
a-

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
ghe failure can preclude ADS initiation. (One channel inputs to

h g F@ ADS trip system while the other' channel inputs to ADS trip
6 g6 system .) Refer o LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.

0 4.e. 4.f. 5.e. Low Pressure Core Soray and Low Pressure |

8 4 N g $2/ * Coolant In_iection Pumo Discharce Pressure-Hich

,

The Pump Discharge Pressure-High signals from the LPCS and
i LPCI pumps are used as permissives for ADS initiation.

indicating that there is a source of low pressure cooling,

'

water available once the ADS has depressurized the vessel.
Pump Discharge Pressure-High 11 one of the Functions
assumed to be OPERACLE and capable of pemitting ADS
initiation durirg the events analyzed in References 2 and 3
with an assumed HPCS failure. For these events, the ADS

Nepressurizes the reactor vessel so that the low pressure !
|

(continued)
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1
APPLICABLE 4.e. 4.f. 5.e. Low Pressure Core Soray and low Pressure i

' SAFETY ANALYSES, Coolant Iniection Pumo Discharce Pressure-Hich (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY ECCS can perform the core cooling functions. This core )

cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of |

the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature |
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. |

Pump discharge pressure signals are initiated from eight ;.

pressure transmitters, two on the discharge side of each of 2

the four low pressure ECCS pumps. In order to generate an :

4 ADS permissive in one trip system, it is necessary that only '

one pump (both channels for the pump) indicate the high'

discharge pressure condition. The Pump-Discharge
Pressure-High Allowable Value is less than the pump
discharge pressure when the pump is operating in a full flow
mode, and high enough to avoid any condition that results in
a discharge pfessure permissive when the' LPCS and LPCI pumps I
are aligned for injection and the pumpslare ^not running. |
The actual operating point of this Function.is not assumed j
in any transient or accident analysis.

,

I |

Eight channels of LPCS and LPCI Pump Discharge Pressure- |

l High Function wo LPCS and two LPCI A channels input to ADS |

_
' d trip syste , while two LPCI B and two LPCI C channels

pwhentheADSisrequiredtobeOPERABLEtoensurethatnotrin syste3p5) are only required tn be OPERABLE
innut to

'

i
single instrument failure can preclude ADS initiation. ;

i f Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.
eal Yr*G_ted,

[| ADfBroass neer p., _ -.. _ . _.
9-, a

4.c. 5.f.
'

I One of the signals required for ADS initiation is Drywell
^

Pressure-High. However, if the event requiring ADS
initiation occurs outside the drywell (for example, main
steam line break outside primary containment), a high
drywell pressure signal may never be present. Therefore,
the ADS Bypass Timer is used to bypass the Drywell
Preswre-High Function after a certain time period has
elapsed. Operation of the ADS Bypass Timer Function is not

,

assumed in any accident or transient analysis. The !

instrumentation is retained in the TS because ADS is part of
the primary success path for mitigation of a DBA. ,

h
~ '

A

l
% There are four)MS Bypass TimeryInkeeer two in each of the !

ei, two ADS trip systems. The AllowabTe value for the ADS Timer

; . (centinued)
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APPLICABLE 4.q. 5.f. ADS Byoass Timer -444W[rvwell P '

SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) ^ ' '

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY is chosen to be short enoug so that there is still

time after depressurization for the low pressure ECCS
subsystems to provide adequate core cooling.

Four channels of the ADS Bypass Timer Function are only (
required to be OPERABLE when the ADS is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude ADS initiation. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS
Applicability Bases.

4.h. 5.o. Manual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the ADS logic to provide manual initiation capability
and are redunilant to the automatic protective -

i

instrumentation. There are two push buttons for each ADS
trip system (total of four). i

The Manual Initiation Function is not a med in any) accident or transient analyses in the SAR. However, the
Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the ADS function as required by the NRC in the plant

,

licensing basis.

There is no Allowable Value for this function since the
channel is mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons. Four channels of the Manual1

Initiation Function (two channels per ADS trip system) are
. only required to be OPERABLE when the ADS is required to be .

OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.
~

ACTIONS R ie 's N e: ai CO C let Time re b d on
pp dt ica' epo In rder ra1 ensee o use.

f th ime , th icene e aus justi the mple n Ti as
d r uir by es Saf Eva ation eport SER) the

mic re- .
- _-

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
ECCS instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion
Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered,
subsequent 45Tff5T-subsystems, components, or variables

,hMSs'd D
) cr (continued)

-
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!
4

ACTIONS expressef in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or
(continued) not within limits, will not result in separate entry into

the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required |
Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each ;

additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial ,
'

entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for |
inoperable ECCS instrumentation channels provide appropriate' <

compensatory measures for separate inoperable Condition |
entry for each inoperable ECCS instrumentation channel. ;

i

;

; A.,.1 !
;

J

Required Action A.1 directs entry into the appropriate !
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.5.1-1. The applicable i

s

Condition specified in the table is function dependent. !8
'

Each time a channel is discovered to be inoperable,
Condition A is entered for that channel and provides for'

transfer to the appropriate subsequent Condition.

I
~

B.1. B.2. and B.3
,

Required Actions B.1 and B.2 are intended to ensure that
appropriate actions are taken if multiple, inoperable,i

!
untripped channels within the same Function (or in some i

cases, within the same variable) result in redundant
,

t automatic initiation capability being lost for the
feature (s). Required Action B.1 features would be those'

that are initiated by Functions 1.a. 1.b. 2.a. and 2.b
(e.g., low pressure ECCS). The Required Action B.2 feature
would be HPCS. For Required Action B.1, redundant automatic

;

.

initiation capability is lost if either (a) one or more -

! Function 1.a channels and one or more Function 2.a channels
are inoperable and untripped, or (b) one or more'

Function 1.b channels and one or more Function 2.b channels
are ineperable and untripped.

For Divisions 1 and 2, since each inoperable channel would -'

have Required Action B.1 applied separately (refer to
,
' ACTIONS Note), each inoperable channel would only require

the affected portion of the associated Division of low
pressure ECCS and DG to be declared inoperable. However,
since channels in both Divisions are inoperable and
untripped, and the Completion Times started concurrently for
the channels in both Divisions, this results in the affected

.

) (continued)
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ACTIONS B.1. B.2. and B.3 (continued) ,

i

portions in both Divisions of ECCS and DG being concurrently i

declared inoperable. ;
i

For Required Action B.2, redundant automatic initiation
capability is lost if two Function 3.a or two Function 3.b
channels are inoperable and untripped in the same trip
system. In this situation (loss of redundant automatic
initiation capability), the 24 hour allowance of Required
Action B.3 is not appropriate and the feature (s) associated
with the inoperable, untripped channels must be declared
inoperable within I hour. As noted (Note 1 to Required
Action B.1 and Required Action B.2), the two Required
Actions are only applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In
MODES 4 and 5, the specific initiation time of the ECCS is
not assumed and the probability of a LOCA is lower. Thus, a
total loss ofJnitiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed
by Required Action B.3) is allowed during MODES 4 and 5.
Notes are also provided (Note 2 to Required Action B.1 and
Required Action B.2) to delineate which Required Action is
applicable for each Function that requires entry into
Condition B if an associated channel is inoparable. This

- ensures that the proper loss of initiation capability check
is perfomed.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for on exception to the nomal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action B.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that a redundant feature in both Divisions
(e.g., any Division 1 ECCS and Division 2 ECCS) cannot be
automatically initiated due to inoperable, untripped

|
channels within the same variable as described in the
paragraph above. For Required Action B.2, the Completion
Time only begins upon discovery that the HPCS System cannot i
be automatically initiated due to two inoperable, untripped i
channels for the associated Function in the same trip
system. The I hour Completion Time from discovery of loss
of initiation capability is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of
channels.

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an

} (continued)
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ACTIDNS B.1. B.2. and B.3 (continued) j

i

allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to
be acceptable (Ref. 4) to permit restoration of any !
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable '

channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in ;

the tripped condition per Required Action B.3. Placing the
inoperable channel in trip.would conservatively compensate i

for the inoperability, restore capability to accomodate a j

single failure, and allow operation to continue. |

Alternately, if it is not desired to place the channel in
trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable i

channel in trip would result in an initiation), Condition H
must be entered and its Required Action taken. |

l

!C.1 and C.2 w
!

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate I
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable channels within
the same Function (or in some cases, within the same) variable) result in redundant. automatic initiation

,

|
capability being lost for the feature (s). Required
Action C.1 features would be those that are initiated by ,'
Functions 1.c. 1.d. 2.c and 2.d (i.e., low pressure ECCS). '

For Functions 1.c and 2.c, redundant automatic initiation
icapability is lost if the Function 1.c and Function 2.c i

channels are inoperable. For Functions 1.d and 2.d. I

redundant automatic initiation capability is lost if two
Function 1.d channels in the same trip system and two
Function 2.d channels in the same trip system (but not
necessarily the same trip system as the -Function 1.d
channels) are inoperable. Since each inoperable channel
would have Required Action C.1 applied separately (refer to
ACTIDNS Note), each inoperable channel would only require
the affected portfon of the associated Division to be
declared inoperable. However, since channels in both
Divisions are inoperable, and the Completion Times started
concurrently for the channels in both Divisions, this
results in the affected portions in both Divisions being

.

concurrently declared inoperable. For Functions 1.c )
and 2.c, the affected portions of the Division are LPCI A j
and LPCI B, respectively. For Functions 1.d and 2.d, the !

affected portions of the Division are the low pressure ECCS
pumps (Divisions 1 and 2, respectively).

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)
1

In this situation (loss of redundant automatic initiation |

capability), the 24 hour allowance of Required Action C.2 is
not appropriate and the feature (s) associated with the
inoperable channels must be declared inoperable within
1 hour. As noted (Note 1), the Required Action is only
applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the ;

,

specific initiation time of the ECCS is not assumed and the
|probability of a LOCA is lower. Thus, a total loss of
3automatic initiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed by '

/Ds ]8.3 -
Required &C.2) is allowed during MODES 4 and 5.

'
|/ Note 2 states that Required Action C.1 is only applicablegA !

for Functions 1.c,1.d. 2.c, and 2.d. The Required Action !
,

'

is not applicable to Functions 1.g 2.f and 3.h (which also
|

,

C, require entry into this Condition if a channel in these
|Functions is inoperable), since they are the Manual
|

Initiation Fuistions and are not assumed in any accident or ;
transient analysis. Thus, a total loss of manual initiation

;
capability for 24 hours (as allowed by Required Action C.2)

)is allowed. Required Action C.1 is also not applicable to
iFunction 3.c (which also requires entry into this Condition

if a channel in this Function is inoperable), since the loss
of one channel results in a loss of the Function
(two-out-of-twologic). This loss was considered during the
development of Reference 4 and considered acceptable for the
24 hours allowed by Required Action C.2.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for.an exception to the normal
" time zero' for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."-
For Required Action C.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the same feature in both Divisions
(e.g., any Division 1 ECCS and Division 2 ECCS) cannot be !

,

automatically initiated due to inoperable channels within )the same variable as described in the paragraph above. The :
I hour Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation '

capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration of channels.

.

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
.

initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an iallowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to '

be acceptable (Ref. 4) to permit restoration of any

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)
:

inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable |

channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
allowable out of service time, Condition H must be entered
and its Required Action taken. The Required Actions do not
allow placing the channel in trip since this action would !

either cause the initiation or would not necessarily result '

,

.

in a safe state for the channel in all events.
!

| D.I. D.2.1 and 0.2.2
'Required Action D.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same function result in a complete loss
of automatic component initiation capability for the HPCS '

System. Automatic component initiation capability is lost
if two Function 3.d channels or two Function 3.e channels
are inoperable and untripped. In this situation (loss of
automatic suction swap), the 24 hour allowance of Required

| x Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2 is not appropriate and the HPCS
. ') System must be declared inoperable within 1 hour after '.

| discovery of loss of HPCS initiation capability. As noted,
I the Required Action is only applicable if the HPCS pump

suction is not aligned to the suppression pool, since, if
| aligned, the Function is already perfomed.
|

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
| to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal
' time zers' for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action D.1, the Completion Time 'only begins -

upon discovery that the HPCS System cannot be automatically
| aligned to the suppression pool due to two inoperable,

untripped channels in the same function. The 1 hour
Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation
capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an
allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to
be acceptable (Ref. 4) to pemit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the

] (continued)
'
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!
! ACTIONS D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 (continued) !i

| allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in ;
i.

*

the tripped condition per Required Action D.2.1 or the
|t

suction source must be aligned to the suppression pool per -

Required Action D.2.2. Placing the inoperable channel in ;

trip perfoms the intended function of the channel (shifting;
i

the suction source to the suppression pool). Perfomance of
ieither of these two Required Actions will allow operation to
!continue. If Required Action D.2.1 or Required Action D.2.2 '

'

is perfomed, measures should be taken to ensure that the !: HPCS System piping remains filled with water. Alternately, i1 if it is not desired to perfom Recuired Actions 0.2.1 !

j; and D.2.23c.g. , = " +h rete 2:re thHttag Ge aud @ !g5 ou ro- couia arain anwn tne rwd cuminn niojfng),
}} Condition H must be entered and its Required Action taken.

1

, +

j E.1 and E.2
>

i

i
Required Action E.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate ;

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped !
channels within the LPCS and LPCI Pump Discharge Flow-Low !
(Bypass) Functions result in redundant automatic initiation !

capability being lost for the feature (s). For Required
. Action E.1, the features would be those that are initiated1

by Functions 1.e,1.f, and 2.e (e.g., low pressure ECCS).
Redundant automatic initiation capability is lost if three
of the four channels associated with Functions 1.e,1.f. i

and 2.e are inoperable. Since each inoperable channel would ;
have Required Action E.1 applied separately (refer to j

- ACTIONS Note), each inoperable channel would only. require,

;the affected low pressure ECCS pump to be declared
inoperable. However, since channels for more than one low
pressure ECCS pump are inoperable, and the Completion Times *
started concurrently for the channels of the low pressure
ECCS pumps, this results in the affected low pressure ECCSj
pumps being concurrently declared inoperable.

"

In this situation (loss of redundant automatic initiation
capability), the 7 day allowance of Required Action E.2 is
not appropriate and the feature (s) associated with each
inoperable channel must be declared inoperable within I hour
after discovery of loss of initiation capability for
feature (s) in both Divisions. As noted (Note 1 to Required
Action E.1), Required Action E.1 is only applicable in

(continued)
|
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ACTIONS L1 and E.2 (continued)
MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the specific !initiation time of the low pressure ECCS is not assumed and f

the probability of a LOCA is lower. Thus, a total loss of
initiation capability for 7 days (as allowed by Required

,

Action E.2) is allowed during MODES 4_and 5. A Note is also
:

provided (Note 2 to Required Action @) to delineate that ;
>

Required Action E.1 is only icabFe to low pressure ECCS j . .Functions. Required Action is not applicable to HPCS * t
3 Functions 3.f and 3.g since loss of one channel results C !
1

in a loss of the Function (one-out-of-one logic). This loss i
'

was considered during the development of Reference 4 and
considered acceptable for the 7 days allowed by Required
Action E.2. :

'

q
The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time

J to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. TMs '

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the nomal*

* time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock.";
For Required Action E.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that three channels of the variable (Pump
Discharge Flow-Low) cannot be automatically initiated due

-

to inoperable channels. The 1 hour Completion Time from
discovery of loss of initiation capability is acceptable

,

'

because it minimizas risk while allowing time for
] restoration of channels.2

:

! If the instrumentation that controls the pump minimum flow
.valve is inoperable such that the valve will not
|automatically open, extended pump operation with no
!

injection path available could lead to pump overheating and 'failure. If there were a failure of the instrumentation
such that the valve would not automatically close, a portion
of the pump flow could be diverted from the reactor
injection path, causing insufficient core cooling. These

4

'

consequences can be averted by the operator's manual control
| of the valve

EPNENFMW., which would be adequate to maintain ECCS pumpPpggc} M;
Furthermore, other ECCS pumps would be

cwdre[rj sufficient to complete the assumed safety function if noi
additional single failure were to occur. The 7 day

gM Completion Time of Required Action E.2 to restore the
4

2

inoperable channel to OPERABLE status is reasonable based on
,

' '
the remaining capability of the associated ECCS subsystems,cq the redundancy available in the ECCS design, and the low
probability of a DBA occurring during the allowed out of

(continued)
I
.
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B 3.3.5.1
;

; BASES

ACTIONS L_1 and E.2 (continued)

service time. If the inoperable channel cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of service time,
Condition H must be entered and its Required Action taken.
The Required Actions do not allow placing the channel in
trip since this action would not necessarily result in a
safe state for the channel in all events.

F.1 and F.2

Required Action F.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within similar ADS trip system Functions result in -
automatic initiation capability being lost for the ADS.
Automatic initiation capability is lost if either (a) more
than one Function 4.a channel and one Function 5.a channel
are inoperable and untripped, (b) one Function 4.b channel
and one Function 5.b channel are inoperable and untripped,
or (c) one Function 4.d channel and one Function 5.d channel t

are inoperable and untripped.

In this situation (loss of automatic initiation capability),
I

the 96 hour or 8 day allowance, as applicable, of Required
Action F.2 is not appropriate, and all ADS valves must be
declared inoperable within 1 hour after discovery of loss of
ADS initiation capability in both trip systems.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." :

For Required Action F.1, the Completion Time only begins I

upon discovery that the ADS cannot be automatically
initiated due to inoperable, untripped channels within

|similar ADS trip system Functions as described in the !

paragraph above. The 1 hour Completion Time from discovery |
of loss of initiation capability is acceptable because it
minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration or
tripping of channels.

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design,. an
allowable out of service time of 8 days has been shown to be
acceptable (Ref. 4) to permit restoration of any inoperable

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS F.1 and F.2 (continued)

channel to OPERABLE status if both HPCS and RCIC are |
OPERABLE. If either HPCS or RCIC is inoperable, the time is
shortened to 96 hours. If the status of HPCS or RCIC
changes such that the Completion Time changes from 8 days to
96 hours, the 96 hours begins upon discovery of HPCS or RCIC
inoperability. However, total time for an inoperable,
untripped channel cannot exceed 8 days. If the status of

i(C7 HPCS or RCIC changes such that the Completion Time changes )' from 96 hours to 8 days, the " time zero" for beginning the
,-(g5EE T 8 day " clock" begins upon discovery of the inoperable, I

untrioped channel.* If the inoperable channel cannot be
f3l23 A restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of ,

service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped '

condition per Required Action F.2. Placing the inoperable
channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the
inoperabilityr restore capability to accomodate a single
failure, and allow operation to continue. Alternately, if
it is not desired to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in

. the case where placing the inoperable channel in trip would

.) result in an initiation), Condition H must be entered and
its Required Action taken.

G.1 and G.2

Required Action G.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable channels within
similar ADS trip system Functions result in automatic
initiation capability being lost for the ADS.. Automatic
initiation capability is lost if either.(a) one function 4.c !,

channel and one Function 5.c channel are inoperable. (b) one l
or more Function 4.e channels and one or more Function 5.e
channels are inoperable, (c) one or more Function 4.f I

channels and one or more Function 5.e channels are
inoperable, or (d) one or more Function 4.g channels and one
or more Function 5.f channels are inoperable. |

In this situation (loss of automatic initiation capability), I

the 96 hour or 8 day allowance, as applicable, of Required
Action G.2 is not appropriate, and all ADS valves must be
declared inoperable within 1 hour after discove y of loss of
ADS initiation capability in both trip systems. The Note to
Required Action G.1 states that Required Action G.1 is only
applicable for Functions 4.c, 4.e. 4.f. 4.g, 5.c, 5.e,

(continued)
>
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Since RCIC is not required to be OPERABLE at reactor steam
i

doms pressures < 150 psig, RCIC will not be considered |inoperable below this pre < ;ure regardless of the actual status '

or capability of RCIC.

I
|
1

|
|

i
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'

| )
-

BASES
i

3

i ACTIONS G.1 and G.2 (c nf4 - d
.h~ .g And I '

:

i and 5.f. Regn tretHtctten u.1 b not applicable to
Functions 4.h - efCondition if,a Ehannef(which also require entry into thisin these Functions is inoperable), i

j since they are the Hanual Initiation functions and are not |

| assumed in any accident or transient analysis. Thus, a
total loss of manual initiation capability for 96 hours or j
8 days (as allowed by Required Action G.2) is allowed.

4

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
.

to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This |,
'

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal
,' * time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." |

For Required Action G.I, the Completion Time only begins ;

upon discovery that the ADS cannot be automatically 1
initiated due to inoperable channels within similar ADS trip
system Functions, as described in the paragraph above. The '

I hour Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation )capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while Ii

allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

-] Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an
allowable out of service time of 8 days has been shown to be
acceptable (Ref. 4) to permit restoration of any inoperable'

channel to OPERABLE status if both HPCS and RCIC are
OPERABLE (Required Action G.2). If either HPCS or RCIC is

-

inoperable, the time is reduced to 96 hours. If the status
of HCPS or RCIC changes such that the Completion Time
changes from 8 days to 96 hours, the 96 hours begins upon
discovery of HPCS or RCIC inoperability. However, total
time for an inoperable channel carinot exceed 8 days. If the
status of HPCS or RCIC changes such that the Completion Time-

i changes from 96 hours to 8 days, the ' time zero" for'
' 7tEd7 )

beginning the 8 day " clock" begins upon discovery of the
inoperable channel.f If the inoperable channel cannot be

8)gq { restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of
service time, Condition H must be entered and its Required
Action taken. The Required Actions do not allow placing the
channel in trip since this action would not necessarily
result in a safe state for the channel in all events.

} (continued),
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i

Since RCIC is not required to be OPERABLE at reactor steam |

dome pressures < 150 psig, RCIC will not be considered '

inoperable below this pressure regardless of the actual status
or capability of RCIC.

1

I
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)
BASES

ACTIONS H.1-

(continued)
With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met, the associated feature (s) may be incapable of
perfoming the intended function and the supported
feature (s) associated with the inoperable untripped channels
must be declared inoperable immediately.

F

rtai dquenc[s are)to usedheseaId on,41 p' rovedSURVEILLANCE f ie - 's e: f
'

REQUIREMENTS flop' Ir rts In r for licensee /|

justiff~the freqirencies4s /[F uene s, lic see
% quir by e stwaff SE orthef6pical ort /

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each ECCS
instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column of
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
;

when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for '

performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated iC- Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
e 6 hours as follows: (a) for Functions 3.c 3.f. 3.g.

1

fg and 3.h; and (b) for Functions other than 3.c 3.f. 3.g.
'

f refs " ;'
and 3.h provided the associated Function. maintains ECCS

~
i

initiation capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, '

!

' w or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must beLpa,
'j returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition

6 - | entered and Required Actions taken.the reliability analysis (Ref. 4) assumption ( E r E n r; ; cdThis Note is based on

the average time required to perform channel Surveillance.
That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance -

,

does not significantly reduce the probability that the ECCS |

will initiate when necessary. !

|

| SR 3.3.5.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures,

that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
i

i

,
T Wi M __

. CHANNEL CHECK is4a, comparison of the parameter indicated on
3 one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

| based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
!

the same parameter should read approximately the same value.'

Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
I

(Continued)
*
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B 3.3.5.1
'

+

! BASES
| i

*

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.1 (continued)| REQUIREMENTS !,

4

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
' '

channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to,

verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlyi

between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
|

j Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based '

,
|

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,1

including indication and readability. If a channel is i

h outside the aEm criteria, it may be an indication that the;

instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that-

demonstrates channel failure is rare. Jir- ' -- - @,f 6 CE8-dWy rmmen sci rdetes:ted -^9=ht /
C;;d f:il - i

' :--M:f tM? 'Al The CHANNEL CHECK
-

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of'

i
channels during nomal operational use of the displays: '

associated with the channels required by the LCO.
,

!
SR 3.3.5.1.2

4

4 i
j A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perfom the i

intended function.

If The as -4d'setpoint i ot within its uiH
Oclo

~

'

Allowab alue, the p specific se nt method 'y maygbe ised, as app iate, if the tory and a other
2 -

rtinent info on indicate a,i.;;d for the vision. The :An't
,

setpointfshall be %ftconsistent with the assum
the[ current plant specific setpoint methodology.ptions of

o2]udue%.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliabilityanalyses of Reference 4. !

.

SR 3.3.5.1.3 -

! The calibration of ru :::t0 provides a check of the actual
.

trip setpoints. The channe1~must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be not within its required
Allowable value specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. If the trip

3

(continued)
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j BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.3 (continued)i
REQUIREMENTS

. setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted |
3 for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not I

beyond the Allowable Value, the channel perfonnance is still !4

within the requirements of the plant safety analyses. Under
{! these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be

i
,

equal to or more conservative than the setting accounted for '

] in the appropriate setpoint methodology,
,

| The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
j analysis of Reference 4.

; - SR 3.3.5.1.4 k .;: "' 3.3. 5,1.5j # -- i

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
;

i loop and the sinsor. This test verifies the channel )i responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
.

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
{

4

adjusted to account for. instrument drifts between successive,

i calibrationsf. nn. mn n: ::t-t-t e-~~~=q
;

p fic setpoint methodology. f--_------- - -- D.nR.- ---n -. .'..# consistent witn ue plant
4 speci e%,

'

'"g e etM :6; : ..u,a.. Y~!E-1
- _ ;;- -- ; m ' E: :: tref-1;l

- - - ": -
4

, . -

j Cl
-'

''

' ' -97 the as found'setpoint is no' thin its requi'

, Allowabl , ue, the plan ecific setpoint odology
j .be sid, as appropr e, if the histo d all other
;

.'p inent informat indicate a need the revisio . The
setpoint shall left set consis with the ass tions; Nfthecurre#plantspecific point methodol. .

:

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.4 is based upon the assumption
o f i.Y__t;~mn_-- n==-* -2 =2-* -" = _4__:r_T.._ _ : _. =3 the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis._, -

; Cl rrigs cy or n 4.a.3. .3 is nesea upon tne assumpti of an
i

i

[1 month calibra interv'al infe dete 'insti (_.the
i gnitude of eau nt drtit in_the_seto t ana s .) !
,

'1

3.3.5.1.S's"(podSR5.'A.5'.l.f_ PIOSR

i TheLOGICSYSTEMFUNCTIONA[TESTdemonstratesthe
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific

i

j (continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1 continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'

channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.1, LCO 3.5.2, LCO 3.8.1, and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed

Jr) SERT safety function.
4 SR 3 3.5.l.5kb

d IN O , Thek18bo@ nth Frequency is based on the need to perform
%

this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
PID plant outage and the potential for unplanned transients if

the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.

SR 3.3.5.1.7

This SR ensuret that the individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the '

accident analysis. Response time testing acceptance
criteria are included in Reference 5.

/[ STAGGERED TEST BASIS. N T m x ,te Frequency isted on an918[inonth/ ECCS RESPONSE TIME tests are

consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
based upon plant operating experience, which shows that
random failures of instrumentation components causing

$IN6CET serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,
( B 129 B are infrequentf

REFERENCES h h 1. SAR,SectionfGdf*~

h h 2. /SAR,Sectionk6.3@

h h 3. /SAR, Chapter 315[ '

' 4. NEDC-30936-P-A, "BWR Owners' Group Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation

l Instrumentation, Part 2,* December 1988.

/SAR,Sectionh6.3[ Tab 1h6.3-f/ 5.
6

I

l
\
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The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing
for those components that it is designed to monitor. However,
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be
performed. This may be accomplished by testing all channels
and Functions associated with an ECCS division or the RCIC
System every 18 months on an alternating basis such that all .

ECCS and RCIC channels for all Functions are tested every 72 !

months. This Frequency is based on the logic
I interrelationships of the various channels required to produce
| an ECCS initiation signal.

Jnsert B128B

This SR is modified by a Note that requires the STAGGERED TEST

| BASIS Frequency for each Function in each trip system to be
! determined seperately based on the number of redundant

channels for that Function specified on Table 3.3.5.1-1. This :
Frequency is based on the logic interrelationships of the
various channels required to produce an ECCS initiation
signal.

i

!

|

)

1

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-128 10/1/93
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B 3.3.5.2 -

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION,

B 3.3.5.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System Instrumentation

i

BASES !
I

\
BACKGROUND The purpose of the RCIC System instrumentation is to

initiate actions to ensure adequate core cooling when the
reactor vessel is isolated from its primary heat sink (the
main condenser) and normal coolant makeup flow from the
Reactor Feedwater System is unavailable, such that
initiation of the low pressure Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) pumps does not occur. A more complete j
discussion of RCIC System operation is provided in the Bases
of LCO 3.5.3, 'RCIC System." gg g i

g The RCIC System may be initiated by either auto ic or
manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of

f feactor )d by four transmitters tha@@ d fesseTLow Low]/ater fevelp The var * ble is
pc8v monitore onfectedtofourD' T_-d;;zziWThe outnuts of the m r #are connected to( W t: * : - ---rC Arranged in a one-out-of-two taken

.

} TF %_. _ .,-.50nce initiated, the RCIC logic !

W[. seals in and can be reset by the operator only when the
,

reactor vessel water level signals have cleared.
50%.

Mk ~0" The RCIC_ test line isolation valve.5 hic. .i 6 . crigrD1 '

WS . g=::t x-t me -meo nclosegren a RCIC initiation
signal to allow full system flow. - -m:u. w......m,w
d*-w L t s 2 - _.cic h g f nn m +4n e

The RCIC System al monitors the water levels in the3C|[.,
1 :;- 4 orageg ce: thesi are th nk 4664$= and the suppression. pool,t

TC\C sin two sources of water for RCIC operation.
Reactor grace water in tncL495 is the normal source. UponbMh receipt of a RCIC initiation signal, tnep suction valve
is automaticall
openposition) y signaled to open (it is normally in theunless'the pump suction from the suppression

'

.'ar"An '

0001 valve is open. If the water level in therdiEQ. falls( below a preselected level, first the suppression 1 *

suction valve automatically opens and then th suction
valve automatically closes. Two lexel transsi n s are used
to detect low water level in thel 45Tc Either switch can |
cause the suppression pool suction valve to open and ther g c
sucdun vaive w close. ine suppression pool suction valve |

also automatically opens ano IneL46Fsuction valve closes if
high water level is detected in tee suppression pool ,

) (continued)
!
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-

ho/C s/crcqc. kdBASES
-

-

BACKGROUND (one-out-of-two logic similar to the water level logic(continued) To prevent losing suction to the pump, the suction valves ).
are interlocked so that one suction path must be open before
the other automatically closes.

$

The RCIC System provides makeup water to the reactor until
the reactor vessel water level reaches the high water level
(Level 8) trip (two-out-of-two logic), at which time the
RCIC steam supply, steam supply bypass, and cooling water
supply valves close (the injection valve also closes due to
the closure of the steam supply valves). The RCIC System !restarts if vessel level a,

initiation point (Level 2) gain drops to the low level
'

i. fine CIC turbine and njection
|("iTatves pre provided with manua override contr These '

' cont s pemit the operator o manually cent the system )
.

foll ing automatic initi
f ton.f ,

, ~ - - - ~

UC3 y ' resM"se )APPLICABLE The function of the RCIC systeep to provide makeup p3 f
;

SAFETY ANALYSES, i

coolant to the reactorpJs u m eat to transientLCO, and *

events. The RCIC System isinat 1

S stem son ae ??dtt if nir- #a}an Engineered Safety FeatureAPPLICABILITY '

~ "?ety e e!ytt: feq,

.,y es-operatien. h =d :. its satr- h s a M
Mc1SJ2.cm4relrtd - M ^" @@L h:r dfhe RCIC System._

,

'

and therefore its instrumentation, tm 'hc?dh rwedddep cucc,idc*f the NRC Policy Statement. Certain instrumentationi

,d"#"g#j'"' unctions are retained for other reasons and are described
Re h r eu e 1. . below in the individual Functions discussion.

;

The OPERABILITY of the RCIC System instrumentation is
-

dependent on the OPERABILITY of the individual
instrumentation channel Functions specified in.

6 'f5
Table 3.3.5.2-1. Each Function must have a required numberC.rNer;y 3e, of OPERABLE channels with their setpoints within the.s,

ispecified Allowable Values, where appropriate. A channel isinoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.

Allowable Values are specified for each RCIC System
instrumentation Function specified in the table. Nominal
trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the
setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less

i

(continued)

_ RWDf 6 !!$-- B 3,3 130 Rev. O, 09/28192-
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B 3.3.5.2
I )

BASES

!

APPLICABLE conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
SAFETY ANALYSES, Allowable Value, is acceptable. Each Allowable Valuei .

j LCO, and specified accounts for instrument uncertainties appropriate
4 APPLICABILITY to the Function. These uncertainties are described in the
j (continued) setpoint methodology.

The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in*

1 MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam dome
i pressure > 150 psig, since this is when RCIC is required to

be OPERABLE. (Refer to LCO 3.5.3 for Applicability Bases
"

for the RCIC System.)
>

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and
: Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by
'

Function basis.
,

i
l 1. Reactor Ve'?sel Water Level-Low low. Level 2

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
normal feedwater flow is insufficient to maintain reactor

.} vessel water level and that the capability to cool the fuel !!
may be threatened. Should RPY water level decrease too far, ;i

' fuel damage could result. Therefore, the RCIC System is '

; initiated at Level 2 to assist in maintaining water level
3 above the top of the active fuel.

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are ;

initiated from four level transmitters that sense the
i difference between the pressure due to a constant column of

water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the. vessel.- .

1

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable
. Value is set high enough such thatCf omplete loss of

C
',

feedwater flow, theg C System (16w( +h high pressure corespray assumed to fail ill be su"M to avo1'Ainitiationd
~

ct<orn on inevrnc# vero os 52o.fo7 9 Level 1.MC M ddoTNhWe is (tforert.ec jof low Dressure ECC
.rdes alwc RPV remg 'g

Four channels of Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low Low,
Level 2 Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE when RCIC is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude RCIC initiation.

! Refer to LCO 3.5.3 for RCIC Applicability Bases.

(continued)

-BdR/fr$TS~ B 3.3-131 Rev. 0,--09/28/92---
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BASES

APPLICABLE 2. Reactor vessel Water Level-Hich. Level 8
SAFETY ANALYSES,

iLCO, and High RPV water level indicates that sufficient cooling water ;

APPLICABILITY inventory exists in the reactor vessel such that there is no '

(continued) danger to the fuel. Therefore, the Level 8 signal is used
to close the RCIC steam supply, steam supply bypass, and
cooling water supply valves to prevent overflow into the
main steam lines (HSLs). (The injection valve also closes
due to the closure of the steam supply valve.)

Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 signals for RCIC
are initiated from two level transmitters from the narrow
range water level measurement instrumentation, which sense
the difference between the pressure due to a constant column
of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.

The Reactor Ve's'sel Water Level-High, Level 8 Allowable
Value is high enough to preclude isolating the injection
valve of the RCIC during nomal operation, yet low enough to
trip the Rcic svstam nrior to water overflgwino inen th

) 6[2 ytsl%e Abde VAbcWGveNeE WoM e Wh'u )6 30 04 52c.6t_irv.Ae4 curve RW te<o -- -

-v
Two channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8
Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE when
RCIC is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude RCIC initiation. Refer to
LCO 3.5.3 for RCIC Applicability Bases.

3. a c c --

{ A adtorace Tank Level-Low

gg Low level in thehNdicates the unavailability of an
J adequate supply of makeup water from this nomal source.

d Nomally the suction valve between the RCIC pump ano th7' GELuis open and, upon receiving a RCIC initiation signal, water
for RCIC injection wou_ici og uken from the14161 However, if
the water level in theM4 alls below a preselected level,
first the suppItssion pool suction valve automatically opens
and then thelfgFsuction valve automatically closes. This
ensures that an adequate supply of makeup water is available

s to the RCIC pump. To prevent losing suction to the pump,
C the suction valves are interlocked so that the suppression

pool suction valve must be open oefore tney;' suction valve ;
automatically closes.

|
'
,

(continued)

-BWR/C ';TS- B 3.3-132 Rev. 0,-09/28/92
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j BASES

Y iAPPLICABLE 3. "--": Storace Tank level-tow (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, fc g
LCO, and Two leyl tran 11terQre used to detect low water level in |PLICABILITY t M Th MStorage Tank Level-Low Function

AlloEble Ya ne n e,t hinh anniinh +n eneure adeau e pump, ,
I | suction head while water is being taken from th _ _ .9

% Y"* '
' -

Two channels of A orage Tank Level-Low Function
|are available and are required to be OPERABLE when RCIC is I(g required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument

failure can preclude RCIC swap to suppression pool source.CPF
3

Refer to LCO 3.5.3 for RCIC Applicability Bases.-

(gge W '

,

g 4 Suppression Pool Water level-High

'# p}4 Excessively high suppression pool water level could result
139 ft in the loads on the suppression pool exceeding design valuesghe6 Wp s:w should there be a blowdown of the reactor vessel pressure'

Iggt , through the safety / relief valves. Therefore, signals
indicating high suppression pool water level _ argused to

}
_

transfer the suction source of RCIC.from thegeGE to the
suppression pool to eliminate the possibility of RCICKlb continuing to provideg*dditional water from a source outside

,

t

|ggg primary containment., - ";;;tf r zii . . . n ; vD f

C_t '*I ":%!!AMTo prevent losing suction to thei@
.

pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that the [(suppression pool suction valve must De open before the
suction valve automatically closes.

Suppression pool water level signals are initiated from two i

D level transmitters. The Allowable Value for the Suppressionb bdlc hq2 Pool Water Level-High Function is set low enough to ensure

6 b, , ; . ,10 } that RCIC will be aligned to take suction from the fsuppression pool before the water level reaches the point at
@ if6ttwnc# f whichsuppressiondesignloadswouldbeexceeded.f
DON

Two channels of Suppression Pool Water Level-High FunctionQt, -Q;rches are available and are required to be OPERABLE when RCIC is
g g g le d ) required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument

f failure can preclude RCIC swap to suppression pool source.
Refer to LCO 3.5.3 for RCIC Applicability Bases.

(continued)
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)
BASES

APPLICABLE 5. Manual Initiation
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and The Manual Initiation push button switch introduces a signal
APPLICABILITY into the RCIC System initiation logic that is redundant to

(continued) the automatic protective instrumentation and provides manual
initiation capability. There is one push bu on for the

| RCIC System. g
The Manual Initiation Function is not a d in any
accident or transient analyses in the AR. However, the
Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the RCIC function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis.

There is no Allowable value for this function since the
channel is mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push button. One channel of Manual
Initiation is Tequired to be OPERABLE when RCIC is required
to be OPERABLE.

~/
')

i

ACTIONS P iewe Note- ertaiMCO Completion 'liies are sed o
-

ppro d topi repo In qrder for licen to us
e licens(rtr.e mustJ5stify e Co ion T' s asGv the ines,

G/ / J uire # ,

al re W },.the N
E staff M ety unti port mR) f,orf

. e top / V

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to !RCIC System instrumentation channels. Section 1.3,
Completion Times, s

n - c uereo, subsequen ~ s that once a Condition has been :
, subsystems, components, or !TW.O variables expresse in the Condition discovered to be '

inoperable or not within limits will not result in separate
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that

@ Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
inoperable RCIC System instrumentation channels provide i

appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Condition entry for each inoperable RCIC System
instrumentation channel.

|
,

) (continued)

B'a/C STS B 3.3-134 Rev. O, -09/28/92-
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2 RCIC System Instrumentation-
B 3.3.5.2 -

')
BASES

ACTIONS A.1-

(continued)
Required Action A.1 directs entry into the appropriate'

Condition referenced in Table 3.3.5.0-1 in the accompanying
LCO. The applicable Condition referenced in the Table is
function dependent. Each time a channel is discovered to be
inoperable, Condition A is entered for that channel and
provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.

!

B.1 and B.2

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
; actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped

channels within the same Function result in a complete loss !

of automatic i,qitiation capability for the RCIC System. In
this case, automatic initiation capability is lost if two
Function 1 channels in the same trip system are inoperable
and untripped. In this situation (loss of automatic
initiation capability), the 24 hour allowance of Required

T Action B.2 is not appropriate, and the RCIC System must be) declared inoperable within I hour after discovery of loss of
*

RCIC initiation capability.
,

!

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This

) Completion Time also allows for an exception to the nomal !
!

" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action B.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the RCIC System cannot be automatically
initiated due to two inoperable, untripped Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 channels in the same trip

;system. The I hour Completion Time from discovery of loss jof initiation capability is acceptable because it minimizes
i

risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of jchannels.

Because of the redunAancy of sensors available to provide

initiation _signalsf_!T ; - 1 ... -" --'''- fan allowable-Lm
._^ " - ' - - - r---- ._ _... ,, . Z

.

~
-, ....

~ ~

out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to be
acceptable (Ref.93 to permit restoration of any inoperable
channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable
out of service time, the channel must be placed in the

(continued)

EP/5 STS B 3.3-135 Rev. O, 00/20/32
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4

BASES4

1,
'

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)
,

tripped condition per Required ' Action B.2. Placing the'

inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate
for the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a-

single failure, and allow operation to continue.
Alternately, if it is not desired to place the channel in
trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable
channel in trip would result in an initiation), Condition E
must be entered and its Required Action taken.

CJ "g
i A' risk based analysis was perfomed and detemin that an

allowable out of service time of 24 hours (Ref. is
-

acceptable to, permit restoration of any inoperab e channel
to OPERABLE status (Required Action C.1). A Required Action
(similar to Required Action 8.1), limiting the allowable out
of service time if a loss of automatic RCIC initiation

.

-

capability exists, is not required. This Condition applies1

: to the Reactor Vessel Water Level-High Level 8 Function,
! whose logic is arranged such that any inoperable channel

will result in a loss of automatic RCIC initiation
,

i
capability. As stated above, this loss of automatic RCIC
initiation capability was analyzed and determined to be. ,

gg7 [ accentable.4 The Required Action does not allow placing a
>

channel in trip since this action would not necessarilyg f3ff4 result in the safe state for the channel in all events.
_,

Ia e

Cf D.I. 0.2.1. and 0.2.2
'

Required Action D.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate4

actions are taken if multiple inoperable, untripped channels
|within the same Function result in automatic component
!initiation capability being lost for the feature (s). For !

Required Action D.1, the RCIC System is the only associated
!feature. In this case, automatic component initiation ;

,

capability is lost if two Function 3 channels or two |

Function 4 channels are inoperable and untripped. In this
situation (loss of automatic suction swap), the 24 hour
allowance of Required Actions D.2.1 and 0.2.2 is not
appropriate, and the RCIC System must be declared inoperable
within 1 hour from discovery of loss of RCIC initiation
capability. As noted, Required Action D.1 is only

1

(continued)
'

SM"/C CTS B 3.3-136 Rev. O,-09/2C/02-
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INSERT B136A ,

This Condition also applies to the Manual Initiation Function.
Since this Function is not assumed in any accident or
transient analysis, a total loss of manual initiation
capability (Required Action C.1) for 24 hours is allowed.

t

D

I

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-136 10/1/93
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

:

BASES

ACTIONS D.I. D.2.1. and 0.2.2 (continued)

applicable if the RCIC pump suction is not aligned to the
suppression pool since, if aligned, the Function is already
perfomed.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the nomal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action D.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the RCIC System cannot be automatically
aligned to the suppression pool due to two inoperable,
untripped channels in the same Function. The I hour
Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation
capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

Because of the redundancy _of sensors _ayAll_able to provide
initiationsignals[;'' -- .'M " . " "I:: g:,{'3, f ,g ,

~

__-__m __ _ __ -_ _,

% out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to be
~) acceptable (Ref. $ to permit restoration of any inoperable

channel to OPERAB.E status. If the inoperable channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable
out of service time, the channel must be placed in the
tripped condition per Required Action D.2.1, which perfoms
the intended function of the channel (shifting the suction
source to the suppression pool). Alternatively, Required

i Action D.2.2 allows the manual alignment of the RCIC suction
'

to the suppression pool, which also performs the intendedI

| function. If Required Action D.2.1 or D.2.2 is perfomed,
measures should be taken to ensure that'the RCIC System'

piping remains filled with water. If it is not desired to
perform Reauired Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2_3 g., d -&

--Jc = 2.uz Ai: Ling)ys = ~ ^ =^
- ai M ; u 'c ; th

' e tica riring , Condition E must be entered and its
Required Action taken.

14.1

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met, the RCIC System may be incapable of perfoming the
intended function, and the RCIC System must be declared
inoperable imediately.

(continued)

um. N B 3.3-137 Rev. O, 09/26/92-
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)
,

BASES (continued) '

|

| '

~ J J J j
SURVEILLANCE Re we s e: L ain requen s ar Dasca app.v. 1

REQUIREHENTS ic re rts. o for i icen e to u these / '

re enc' s, th icen e must usti the F uenci as['2 /ir _tytpstaffERfo, ,ic=1 u -+ . -ha +
f ._.

As noted in the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RCIC
System instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column
of Table 3.3.5.2-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that I
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
perfomance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed as follows: ;

(a) for up to 6 hours for Functions 2 and 5; and (b) for up
to 6 hours for Functions I, 3, and 4 provided the associated
Function maintains trip capability. Upon completion of the
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.

g This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref.@ h
ei assumptionTBat t r.w u)the average time required lo

C-.

,

.) perfo m channel Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated
that the 6 hour testing allowance does not significantly

| reduce the probability that the RCIC will initiate when
necessary.

SR 3.3.5.2.1

|
~

Perfonnance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

W %j/ . CHANNEL CHECK is4a comparison of the parameter indicated on
,

ri

d' one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It isi

; based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
'

| p the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK,

! will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
| verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
; properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

! including indication and readability. If a channel is
I

i

(continued)

F/C ':TS B 3.3-138 Rev. O,-09/2Bf92-
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RCIC System Instrumentation.
B 3.3.5.2

BASES
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

r.M outside the aq@9r criteria, it may be an indication that thei

instrument has drifted outside its limit. ,

4

The Frequency is based upon operating experienc
demonstrates channel failure is rare. j...., y e that

,

w"A . . . ..s c v

C -[,n.._; 5 g ;gJ:'=5es G.[Ietenedcut-4 etch =aae/
._ _ t

g63g. The CHANNEL CHECK.

supplements less foma1, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays 3

|associated with the channels required by the LCO. '

1

SR 3.3.5.2.2 i
|

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfonned on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the ;intended function. $T * " found s tpoint is no % |

,

enc:-
4ts regu wen allowabl alue, the ant specif setpointthodol'ogy may vised, ppropriate the hist

'

f & all oth artiamat infffrua tiaa indicate a a**d f r theg" h viciaa ,

'

htJsetpointshallbe35*t:55T)consisteniwithi

the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint ;

|methodology. 9
The Frequency of 92 da..s is based on the reliability ,

__ -

analysis of Reference
.

i
. 7.

SR 3.3.5.2.3
;

On" h ThecalibrationofI#E--.:15 provides a check of the actual
.4rtP

vueduIF5 trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if '

the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specifled in Table 3.3.5.2-1. If the

;

trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 1

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but j

is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel perfomance i

is still within the requirements of the plant safety
'

analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
<

;re-edjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
!accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.
1

i

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliabilityanalysis of Reference
.

.
.

2

(continued)
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~
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BASES ~

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument !
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel l

responds to the measured parameter with the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive -

!calibration _sf t ::r - .! 2re : t;:9 t'F_ . ......__ n !

-

-Setere, netiene 2 __ _. . _. ..__, consistent with the plant !

_

specific setpoint methodology.
!

~\If the4s found int is no within its r ire !%11ow'able Valu the plant cific setpoi methodolog
pe' revised, i appropriat if the histo and all o r ' g-e i

ertinentA formation i 'icate a need r the revisi n. Tsetpo' 'shall be 1 set consiste with the a tio j
.
'

e current ol. ant specific s oint methodo) y. ; '

The Frequency is based on the assumption off 3
.,(cam;;ted T $f.- - - -

. nuuaum u % E# the magnitude-

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

3.3.5.2.Sh sc s.2.bSR
;

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific '

__ channel. The system functional testing performed in
- 7

,

LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete_TrJS O ,I testing of the safety function.I

s,

8IVDA
j

l

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this!

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the ,

Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
!

Operating experience has shown that these components usually ;

pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

' ~l,
.lH A Qt__Sre %__ I C &_

REFERENCES (2). NEDE-770-06-2, " Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service

p3 .. - Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
5 .cifi_ cations," February 1991.

1 3 u SA2, SWn L'/D
|

-n_-

|

?""/5 STS- B 3.3-140 Rev. 0. 4 9/28 #32--
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INSERT B140A
}

The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing
^

for those components that it is designed to monitor. However,
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be
performed. This may be accomplished by testing all channels

;

and Functions associated with an ECCS division or the RCIC
System every 18 months on an alternating basis such that all

*

ECCS and RCIC channels for all Functions are tested every
72 months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce
an RCIC actuation signal.

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-140 10/1/93
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation -
B 3.3.6.f

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION-

B 3.3.6.1 Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment isolation instrumentation
automatically initiates closure of appropriate primary
containment * isolation valves (PCIVs). The function of the
PCIVs, in combination with other accident aitigation
systems, is to limit fission product release during and
following postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary
containment isolation within the time limits spe::ified for
those isolation valves designed to close automatically
ensures that the release of radioactive material to the

O,pg environment will be consistent with the assumptions used in
the analyses for a DBA.

-

S ers. The isolationsinstrumentation includes the sensors, relays,
g gg, iand switches that are necessary to cause initiation of

primary containment and reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB) isolation. Most channels include electronicmI$ -hh equipment (e.g.,/fhm+3) that compares measured input

g* signals with pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint"*
is exceeded, they p annel-out m .....m.~, which then

- outputs a primary containment isolation signal to the
@7M b,ip isolation logic. Functional diversity is provided by

-

monitoring a wide range of independent parameters. The
input parameters to the isolation logic are (a) reactor
vessel water level, (b) ambient and differential
temperatures, (c) main steam line (MSL) flow measurement,
d Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System initiation,

condenser vacuum loss, (f) main steam line pressure,e

g reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC and RCIC/ residual
heat removal (RHR) steam line flow, (h) )entilation exhaust

Opy3 radiation. (i) RCIC steam line
v

Q; exhaust diaphragm pressure, (k) pressure, (j) RCIC turbinereactor water cleanup (RWCU)
differential flow. (1) reactor steam dome pressure, P, cM &U

3- (m) drywell pressurev Redundant sensor input signal @s are
- - -

c edd *'d ' provided from each such isolation initiation parameter. The

PN "" Ma only exception is SLC System initiation. Irt addition,'

manual isolation of the logics is provided.

The primary containment isolation instrumentation has inputs
to the trip logic from the isolation Functions listed below.

(continued)
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Primary Containment 2selation Instrumentation.
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

,

BACKGROUND 1. Main Steam Line Isolation
(continued)

Most Main Steam Line Isolation Functions , receive inputs from,

7H
four channels.* The outputs _ from these fliiffeek are combined _

Lg r 2 Au one t-o J o ake t ce t t

:th me nnely re arr ged(into two two-out-of-two logic5 _ trip systems to isolate __all4MSL drain valves. Each MSL
,

drain line has two isolation valves with one two-out-of-two((;g e vhn
s

r snth ud logic system associated with each valve.
?%--

The exception to this errangement is the Main Steam Line
-

3 Flow-High Function. This Function uses 16 flow channels,_
.

' ftMAT four oreachsteamline.v0neJhWn~eTfrjnneachstamling
BW23 p e(ch tri system,/r trip's

nputyto one f fou ~

ings. Two trip str gs make ;
and bo trip systems must ip t /

kstfse an isolat' ion. Es h trip sping has f ur inp'uts |
fone per

strirJgs withinfa trip s s) tem areL),9n'y one of/which wi T trip the' trip /tring.The tr'
-of-tW6 taken twice logi . . Therefo, arranged in a f( ~;one-o .

,

re,Jnisis
ffp6tivel a one-o d-of-eigh taken twice 1 ic arrangementt
o/initi e isolat*6n of the IVs. gimil ly, the W flow

channel are con cted int two two 6ut- -two lo trip /
'

,

(effect ely, two one-out f-f r twice ic),with(systeach trip systisolatino one o the two M _ invalfes.]
.

2. Primary Containment Isolation
1

Each Primary Containment Isolation Function receives inputs
.

'

from four channels. The outputs from these channels are
,~ Om arranged into two 6:-;n-cMitalogic trip systems. One

trip system initiates isolation of all inboard PCIVs, while
the other trip system initiates isolation of all outboard
PCIVs. Each trip system logic closes one of the two valves
on each penetration so that operation of either trip system
isolates the penetration.

3. Reactor Core Isolation Coolino System Isolation
Okd _ Euk@fCMost Functions receive inp from two enannels, with each

.

*

channel in one trip systemplia;_1x ; t-ob;= Ing@.
Functions 3.j and 3.k (RHR G .. ;.O Room Temperature) have

-

|N -- one channel in each trip system in each room for a total of
; four channels per Functiont t; := = % WP; .

A

(continued)
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The four channels input to four separate two-out-of-four logic
j divisions. -

2

!
>

2
r

INSERT B142B

The four flow channels associated with a steam line are ,

combined in a two-out-of-four logic configuration. The
3 outputs of the high steam flow logic for each of the steam :

'

lines are combined in the two two-out-of two logic trip
systems described above.

|
.

?

NN

t

4

,

f

I
:
!

!

4

i
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BACKGROUND 3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Isolation

(continued)

O2, (-fone-ee o f-ca e)]. Each of the two trip systems is connected
_ _

to one of tne two valves on each RCIC penetration so that
operation of either trip system isolates the penetration.
The exception to this arrangement is the RCIC Turbine
Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure-High function. This function
receives input from four turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure
channels. The outputs from the turbine exhaust diaphragm
pressure channels are connected into two two-out-of-two tr'
systems, _each trip system isolating Gin:-;f th5)Mo' ROC' ~-
valves. IThere. .". one manM eMon G.% whe&

I 900 doloJC 00l'4 44. oot-boa rd RClG.httem ConM**C#L&asofion vaWe4. s
4. Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation

Most functions receive input from two channels with each
channel in one trip system using one-out-of-one logic.
Functions 4.e and 4.f (RWCU Pump Room Temperature) have one
channel in each trip system in each room for a total of four
channels per Function, but the logic is the same
(one-out-of-one).. Each of the two trip systems is connected
to one of the two valves on each RWCU penetration so that
operation of either trip system isolates the penetration.
The exception to this arrangement is the Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function. This Function
receives input from four reactor vessel water level
channels. The outputs from the reactor vessel water level
channels are connected into two two-out-of-two trip systems,
each trip system isolating .one of the two RWCU valves.

.... -~~-y .

5. .J.u t d e.,7. CClin-0 System Isolation W Syst d
@ d-LevaLcLJLOW\>gp g g The[ShutdO= C^ ling) Isolation Function receives input

3 signals from instrumentation for the Reactor Vessel Water
.' W M D W Level-Low, Level 3; D ell Pressure-High; Reactor (stM

' .----u.g~i Pressure-High; and RHR Equipment Room Ambient ano'
,

a** nth 1 Temoerature-High Functions. The Reactora
A,

f
j ona Mama.! h.,. korg/ ana uryweii Pressure-Hiah Functions each have fourVessel Waterflevel-Low.pReactor Steam Dome Pressure-Higg,

- v
a

"

channels.I Tha ""ta"" + era +ha r= = c + n r 'e P a > -ae r -l W
r nd de e11 are: ure chan elt 3r connectedste-two-

-

a/ - < -J-gej 3 6ww-vu6 vi 6 . :.- .,,...,u. m. . - . - , c-ter - ., .., w..
-u

y . . ~ . . _ . w .uu w

p r00', U r i: 2rr g d into tw0 00c-Out Of-two-trip-Sy +a
'

i

~f.t62P3 '

'' E43 h-|
(continued)
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!The outputs from the reactor vessel water level (level 1) and '

drywell pressure channels are connected in two one-out-of-two
twice trip systems. The reactor vessel water level (level 3)is combined with the drywell pressure channels in two one-out- ,

.

of-two twice trip systems and with the reactor vessel pressure
channels in two one-out-of-two twice trip systems.

i

;

|

|

|

e

1

,

l

l

|
|

|
t

I
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B 3.3.6.1' ;
l h |BASES

'

; (RNL) '
'

BACKGROUND 5. E S C n M 9 5vstem Isolation (continued) |; C#M EubeA')
i! R The RHR Chav Room Ambient and Differential Temperature
|| Functions receive input from four channels with each channel
i

in one trip system in one room using one-out-of-one logic. i

Each of the two trip systems is connected to one of the two !valves on each shutdown cooling penetration so that
operation of either trip system isolates the penetration. 1

i

; APPLICABLE The isolation signals generated by the primary containment !
SAFETY ANALYSES, isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the,

I LCO, and safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of .

'
APPLICABILITY valves to limit offsite doses. Refer to LCO 3.6.1.3, f

" Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs) " Applicable !1 Safety Analyses Bases, for more detail. '

c m ;

Primary containment isolation instrumentation ' satisfies [Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. Certain
!

instrumentation functions are retainea for other reasons and !
3

; are described below in the individual Functions' discussion.
3

The OPERABILITY of the primary containment instrumentation;

iis dependent on the OPERABILITY of the individual
iinstrumentation channel Functions specified in
|Table 3.3.6.1-1.

.

Each Function must have a required number
;

i
of OPERABLE channels, with their setpoints within the :

specified Allowable Values, where appropriate. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its ;

required Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated i

consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.
Each channel must also respond within its assumed response
time, where appropriate.

,

'

Allowable Values are specified for each Primary Containment
Isolation function specified in the Table. Nominal trip
setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations. The
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints
do not exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL~

CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Value, is acceptable. Trip setpoints are those
predetemined values of output at which an action should
take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual
process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water level), and

(continued)

'
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@
4 APPLICABLE when the measured output value of the process para ter
i SAFETY ANALYSES, exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g.,-tmp ATh9

LCO, and M changes state. The analytic limits are derived from
APPLICABILITY the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from .|; '

:
- (continued) the safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived from

the analytic limits, corrected for calibration, process, and
some of the instrument errors. The trip setpoints are then

2

determined accounting for the remaining instrument errors
,

(e.g., drift) . The trip setpoints derived in this manner
,

| provide adequate protection because instrumentation '

uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances,1

instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for
3

channels that must function in harsh environments as defined"

; by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.
|Certain Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and RCIC

valves (e.g., minimum flow) also serve the dual function of*

automatic PCLVs. The signals that isolate these valves are-

W also associated with the automatic initiation of the ECCS
Qge and RCIC. A W instrumentation and ACTIONS associated with

these signals are addressed in LCO 3.3.5.1', "ECCS
~ j

i

Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.5.2, "RCIC Instrumentation,"] h- and are not included in this LCO. .|
,

In general, the individual Functions are required to be |
' OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 consistent with the

Applicability for LCO 3.6.1.1, " Primary Containment." j
Functions that have different Applicabilities are discussed 1

'

below in the individual Functions discussion.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses. LCO, andi

Applicability discussions are listed below on a function by';
' Function basis. ~

1. Main Steam Line Isolation'

1 1.a. Reactor Vessel Water level-Low low tow. Level 1
|,

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that |1

| the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result.
Therefore, isolation of the MSIVs and other interfaces with ,

the reactor vessel occurs to prevent offsite dose limits
from being exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low
Low Low, Level 1 function is one of the many Functions

) I
(continued) ;

4

'
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j

APPLICABLE 1.a. Reactor vessel Water level-tow Low tow. Level 1
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and i

APPLICABILITY assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of providing isolation
|

signals. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, :

1 Level 1 Function associated with isolation is assumed in the
analysis of the recirculation line break (Ref.1). The
isolation of the MSL on Level I supports actions to ensure
that offsite dose limits are not exceeded for a DBA.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four !

l level transmitters that sense the difference between the !
'

pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg)
and the pressure due to the actual water level (variable
leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can prgelude the isolation function. :

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Allowable Value is chosen te be the same as the ECCS Level 1
Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the MSLs
isolate on a potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to'

prevent offsite doses from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits.

(T,hisfup6tisfi ip61 (es pe fkouf 1/nd/ vaYve79

1.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-tow
,

,

Low MSL pressure indicates that there may be a problem with |

the turbine pressure regulation, which could result in a low
reactor vessel water level condition and the RPV cooling

| down more than 100'F/ hour if the pressure loss is allowed to
continue. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function is'

directly(assumed in the analysis of the pressure regulatorfailure Ref.2). For this event, the closure of the MSIVs
ensures that the RPV temperature change limit (100*F/ hour)
is not reached. In addition, this Function supports actions

! to ensure that Safety Limit 2.1.1.1 is not exceeded. (This
Function closes the MSIVs prior to pressure decreasing below
785 psig, which results in a scram due to MSIV closure, thus
reducing reactor power to < 25% RTP.) |

The MSL low pressure signals are initiated from four
transmitters that are connected to the MSL header. The
transmitters are arranged such that, even though physically

(continued)-

s
,
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APPLICABLE 1.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-tow (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, ;

LCO, and separated from each other, each transmitter is able to ;

APPLICABILITY detect low MSL pressure. Four channels of Main Steam Line ;

i Pressure-Low Function are available and are required to be I

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can |
preclude the isolation function. |1

1
' The Allowable Value was selected to be high enough to

prevent excessive RPV depressurization.
;The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function is only required

to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 since this is when the assumed t
'

4 transient can occur (Ref. 2).

[Fpdcti'o'n/so} des,Me,/ro/1 v,afvesd

1.c. Main Steam Line Flow-Hich

Main Steam Line Flow-High is provided to detect a break of
the MSL and to initiate closure of the MSIVs. If the steam !

were allowed to continue flowing out of the break, theT reactor would depressurize and the core could uncover. If'
the RPV water level decreases too far, fuel damage could ,

occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow
y

to prevent or minimize core damage. The Main Steam Line
Flow-High Function is directly assumed in the analysis of
the main stream line break (MSLB) accident (Ref.1).

The)ensuresthatthefuelpeakcladdingtemperatureremai{ns
RPSisolation action, along with the scram function of Inr

WM below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 and offsite doses do not
y* exceed the 10 CFR 100 limits.

*

,
_

The MSL flow signals are initiated from 16 transmitters that
are connected to the four MSLs. The transmitters are
arranged such that, even though physically separated from
each other, all four connected to one steam line would be
able to detect the high flow. Four channels of Main Steam

h ..ine Flow-High Function for each unisolated MSL (ta tL
ori,, ejstes)*are available and are required to........ r..

be OPERABLE so that no single instrument failure will
preclude detecting a break in any individual MSL. ,

1

The Allowable Value is chosen to ensure that offsite dose i
i

limits are not exceeded due to the break.

) (continued)
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APPLICABLE 1.c. Main St/am tir/ Flow /Hichdco t'inu )
an Fu n te e a l v_APPLICABILITY

.
.

1.d. Condenser Vacuum-low

The Condenser Vacuum-Low function is provided to prevent
overpressurization of the main condenser in the event of a
loss of the main condenser vacuum. Since the integrity of
the condenser is an assumption in offsite dose calculations,
the Condenser Vacuum-Low Function is assumed to be OPERABLE
and capable of initiating closure of the MSIVs. The closure

,

of the MSIVs is initiated to prevent the addition of steam
that would lead to additional condenser pressurization and
possib7e rupture of the diaphragm installed to protect the
turbine exhaust hood, thereby preventing a potential
radiation leakage path following an accident.

Condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure in the
condenser. Four channels of Condenser Vacuum-Low Function
are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

The Allowable Value is chosen to prevent damage to the
condenser due to pressurization, thereby ensuring its
integrity for offsite dose analysis. As noted (footnote (a) |

to Table 3.3.6.1-1), the channels are not required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 2 and 3, when all turbine stop valves
(TSVs) are closed, since the potential for condenser
overpressurization is minimized. Switches are provided to.
manually bypass the channels when all TSVs are closed.

|
-(This-function-isolates-the-Grottp-1 valveW--

'

; l. f 1.e.1.f5 Main Steam Tunnel Ambient and Differential |'

emocrature-Hich _ ayd plain M o m G e Turkiw e Eun k
3

wnsure -IQ:Lp@ . 1ent and Differe~ntTal Temperature-High is provided to
detect a leak in the RCPB, and provides diversity to the
high flow instrumentation. The isolation occurs when a very
small leak has occurred. If the small leak is allowed to
continue without isolation, offsite dose limits may be
reached. However, credit for these instruments is not taken
in any transient or accident analysis in th AR) since

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 1.e.1.f? Main Steam Tunnel Ambient and DifferentialSAFETY ANALYSES, Temperature-Hich
LCO, and y'(continued)
APPLICABILITY bounding analyses are performed for large breaks such as*

MSLBs.

Ambient temperature signals are initiated from thermocouples
s

located in the area being monitored. Four channels of Main
4

:
Steam Tunnel Temperature-High Function are available and

;

are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function..

-

Each Function has one temperature element.
.

Eight thermocouples provide input to the Main Steam Tunnel
Differential Temperature-High Function. The output of
these thermocouples is used to determine the differential
temperature. Each channel consists of a differential
temperature instrument that receives inputs from
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of
the area cooling system for a total of four available

' W 6ERT channels.

3 /M b The ambient and differential temperature monitoring
Allowable Value is chosen to detect a leak equivalent to
25 gpe.

' ' - hh::: F=:tir i::hte th: C=;I W O
- 1. Manual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the MSL isolation logic that are redundant to the
automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual
isolation capability. Therris no specificMsafety CMAP-
analysis that takes credit for this Function. It is '

retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the
isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis. g
There are four push buttons for the logic, manualinitiation push buttongfper Mo-systesi'. ere is no
Allowable Value for this Function since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the
push buttons.

(continued)
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'

Twenty temperature modules and sensors are provided for,

monitoring the temperature of the main steam tunnel in the
,turbine building. Each channel consists of five temperature '

modules and their associated sensors. The channel is.
considered OPERABLE only if all five temperature modules and
associated sensors are OPERABLE.

.

I

|

,

b

.

1,

D

,!

!
,

b

I
>

h

I

!
!
1

!

l

,
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6

APPLICABLE 1. r/. Manual Initiation (continued) [l SAFETY ANALYSES,
'

| LCO, and
Four channels of Manual Initiation Function are availablej APPLICABILITY and are required to be OPERABLEF--m . 2 =: :. . : ..:2 -

;

; ;nes,3 +n. -->u <----- - *-$^2--
. ;j Cl Tx:t har **= --d :d i: 5 0?:F"."LO.

,,-
'

4 -

t

2. Primary Containment Isolation :

!

2. a .i 2.e. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2
~

i

| Low RPY water level indicates the capability to cool the !fuel may be threatened. The valves whose penetrations !j communicate with the primary containment are isolated to
i limit the release of fission products. The isolation of the
i primary containment on Level 2 supports actions to ensure

that offsite Tose limits of 10 CFR 100 are not exceeded.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function,

1

associated with isolation is implicitly assumed in the MAR '

analysis as these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated @; post LOCA.
i

1 i

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are ~ !
3

I

i initiated from level transmitters that sense the difference
between the pressure due to a constant column of water'

(reference leq) ar.d the pressure due to the actual water
level (variab' e leg) in the vessel. Four channels of

! Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function are
4

available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no'

single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

1

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable.

| Value was chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1). -

2

since isolation of these valves is not critical to orderly
.! plant shutdown. ~

i h---(-The t :-tier. iselstes the Gree.i, 6^ 65, .nd 7 .ho. )<
, _

2.b. 2.d. 2.f. Drywell Pressure-Hioh
:

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB. Thei

j
isolation of some of the PCIVs on high drywell pressure

] supports actions to ensure that offsite dose limits of
i

(continued)
!
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l

APPLICABLE 2.b. 2.d. 2.f. i

, SAFETY ANALYSES, Drywell Pressure-Hioh (continued)-
' ;LCO, and

10 CFR 100 are not exceeded. The Drywell. Pressure-High |
) APPLICABILITY

'

Function associated with isolation of the rima nyt-

containment is implicitly assumed in the accidenanalysis as these leakage paths are assume to be isolated I3
3

post LOCA. i

i
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure-

transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. !
4

Fourchannels of Drywell Pressure-High per Function are i

available and are required to be OPERA 8LE to ensure that no i

1 single instrument failure can preclude the isolation i

function. l
!,

3

The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS.
.

!

!Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since
_this may be indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment. !

*

P _

l
.

These Fu ons iso the 6A g d 7 va j(Fun n 2.b), isol n vakers (Fune on 2.d) and
-

'

( p 68 val s (Funct n 2.f)n -
i
'

-|I g a{. ) Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low tow. Level 1
3

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the
!fuel may be threatened.

- far, fuel damage could result.Should RPV water level decrease too !Therefore, isolation of the -jdoveYo primary containment occurs to prevent offsite dose limits
from being exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low !

Low Low, Level 1 Function is one of the many Functionshcm ?[
!

assumed to be OPERA 8LE and capable of providing isolation |

signals. The Reactor' Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, !
pY { Level 1 Function associated with isolation is implicitly i!

assumed in the analysis as these leakage paths are i
-

{ g n-jf3. assumed to be isolated post LOCA.t
i*

u s AC)..-

Reactor vessel water le@ vel signals are initiated from level
i

;

transmitters that sense the difference between the pressure
due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the I

*

pressure due to the actual water level (variable leg) in thevessel.
Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Leve'-Low

Low Low, Level 1 Function are available and are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no sinpreclude the isolation function, gle instrument failure can f

n
'

V-

,

(continued)
1
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4
2. c'.

&J
APPLICABLE - Reactor vessel Water Level-tow Low Low. Level 1 1

,

SAFETY ANALYSES. ofitinued)
LCO, and !

APPLICABILITY The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1

( bh I
Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactorhe - Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value |

B 3.3-153 (LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure the valves are isolated to prevent,P9
,

'

offsite doses from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits. 4 j
|3

.)EIY .%nctica i: htc; th: CSI i;ciati= :h;Q ' F

7
-

pg 7

J3 2.\ 1.L. (wben*h 22 be-- * ' " - ' ' ''-- " ' -"-' Ex ha us t } Bif2S ,3 Radiation-Hioh '/Let T.adergg;W9 b
Pool VeMab W*%

High ventilation exhaust radiation is an indication ofi

possible gross failure of the fuel cladding. The release
j may have originated from the primary containment due to a[cNin N e=+ M .' ''p

break in the RCPB. When Exhaust Radiation-High is
\ 6tdwsed detected, valves whose penetrations communicate with the"C

primary containment atmosphere are isolated to limit theSJll;q 6Ge J release of fission products. Additionally, the Nentttatt M)
C4inw=4p"'Y gp) i Exhaust Radiation-High is assumed to initiate isolation of

the primary containment,during a fuel handling accident
(Ref.2). p ,w u3p ;,tgp,,s,ya,g,;#,%, ygt

0p3 ' The Exhaust Radiation-High signals are initiated from
radiation detectors that are located on the ventilation
exhaust piping coming from the drywell and containment. The
signal from each detector is input to an individual monitor
whose trip outputs are assigned to an isolation channel. '

Four channels of Containment and Drywell Ventilation
Exhaust-High Function are available and are required to be

i
i

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the isolation function.

The Allowable Values are chosen to promptly detect gross
failure of the fuel cladding and to ensure offsite doses
remain below 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 100 limits.

The Function is required to be OPERABLE during CORE
ALTERATIONS, operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel (OPDRVs), and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the primary or secondary containment because
the capability of detecting radiation releases due to fuel

ifailures (due to fuel uncovery or dropped fuel assemblies)
;

(continued)
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;

;

This Function is also required to be OPERABLE during CORE |
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary |
or secondary containment, or operations with a potential for |
draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) . This Function initiates !
isolation of valves which isolate primary containment |
penetrations which bypass secondary containment. Thus, this j
Function is also required under those conditions in which ;

secondary containment is required to be OPERABLE. |
|

|
i

!
:
1

(
,

P

I

\ k

|
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BASES

APPLICABLE 2.o FM : E r t ==1 % - m h ei m ioR Exhaust
.

SAFETY ANALYSES, Radiation-Hioh (continued) !t.CO, and
APPLICABILITY must be provided to ensure offsite dose limits are not

- iexceeded. ggg gl'
OSCET ) (These ruidions isolare the Gruvy 7 seh::} h Q 1!,33' !

B 63 A 2hManualInitiation h 'T' ' v ;,

'

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
-

P23
into the primary containment isolation logic that are 3

redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation and ;

$. provide manual isolation capability. There is no. specific .

safety analysis that takes credit for this Function.
It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the
isolation function as required by the NRC in the plantlicensing basisi

!

There are four push buttons for the logic, two manual ,

(initiation push buttons per trip system. There is no
i

Allowable Value for this Function since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the

'

push buttons.
i.

Four channels of the Manual Initiation Functiqrt_are
available and are reauired to be OPERABLE.I ES 19and since t e are the ES in whic e Prima

,

tainment olation au tic Funct s are re red to be, JPERABL y,

3. Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System Isolation

3.a. RCIC Steam Line Flow-Hioh

RCIC Steam Line Flow-High Function is provided to detect a
break of the RCIC steam lines and initiates closure of thesteam line isolation valves. If the steam is allowed tocontinue flowing out of the break the re
depressurize and core uncovery can, occur. actor willTherefore, the
isolation is initiated on high flow to prevent or minimize
core damage. The isolation action, along with the scram
function of the Reactor Protection System (RPS), ensures

!that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the
limits of 10 CFR 50.46. Specific credit for this function

(continued)
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|

2.k. Containment Pressure - Hioh |

The Containment Pressure - High Function is provided for
monitoring containment differential pressure and providing a
permissive to open the containment ventilation supply and
exhaust isolation bypass valves when the Standby Gas Treatment
(SGT) System is used as a backup to the Drywell Purge System
in the post LOCA containment purge mode. If these valves are
open and the setpoint is exceeded, the opening permissive
would no longer be satisfied and, in this case, the high
pressure trip signal acts as an isolation signal to close
these valves. There is no specific USAR safety analysis that
takes credit for this Function. It is retained for overall ;

redundancy and diversity of the isolation function as required i

by the NRC.

The Allowable Value was chosen to prevent opening of the
containment ventilation supply and exhaust isolation bypass
valves when excessive differential pressure could result in
damage to the associated ductwork.

Two channels of the Containment Pressure - High Function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that nosingle instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
This Function is also required to be OPERABLE during CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary
or secondary containment, or OPDRVs. This Function initiatesisolation of valves which isolate primary containmentpenetrations which bypass secondary containment. Thus, thisFunction is also required under those conditions in which

; secondary containment is required to be OPERABLE.

t

|

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-153 10/1/93
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I
BASES

APPLICABLE 3.a. RCIC Steam Line Flow-Hich (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, ; /PO
LCO, and is not assumed in an

- c&tfent analyses since the
APPLICABILITY bounding analysis is performed for large breaks such as

recirculation and MSL breaks. However, these instruments
prevent the RCIC steam line break from becoming bounding.

The RCIC Steam Line Flow-High signals are initiated from
two transmitters that are connected to the system steam
lines. Two channels of RCIC Steam Line Flow-High Functions
are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

The Allowable Yalue is chosen to be low enough to ensure
that the trip occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains
the MSLB event _ as the bounding event.

p2 h/FurIctioMisolptes th/ Group 4 valyd3 # 2

3.b. RCIC Steam Line Flow, Time Delay

The RCIC Steam Line Flow ay is provided to prevent
false isolations on RCIC Steam Line Flow-High during system
startup transients and therefore improves system
reliability. This Function is not assumed in any.
transient or accident analyses. g
The Allowable Value was chosen to be long enough to prevent
false isolations due to system starts but not so long as to
impact offsite dose calculations.

.

Two channels for RCIC Steam Line Flow Time Delay Functions
are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

3.c. RCIC Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low
;

( i LowDpressure indicates that the pressure of the steam @'

( PM 5 T ffs Di'l wroi6e may be too low to continue operation of the
(:Wh I'" octeted tystemEP turbine. This isolation is for

-

equipment protection and isJot assumed in any transient or,

accident analysis in theg However, it also provides a
siiverse signal to indica e.a possible system break. These
instruments are include i .he Technical Specifications

) W u (Q
(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
8 3.3.6.1 *,

f

BASES |

APPLICABLE 3.c. RCIC Steam SUDDiv Line Pressure-Low (continued)
-

SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and (TS) because of the potential for risk due to possible
APPLICABILITY failure of the instruments preventing RCIC initiations.

[,
,

i The RCIC Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low signals are
initiated from two transmitters that are connected to the
system steam line. Two channels of RCIC Steam Supply Line
Pressure-Low Functions are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can

';

preclude the isolation function.

The Allowable Value is selected to be high enough to prevent
damage to the system's turbines.

@ FvfIct Mn ipdlatef the/aroup) vap es/ f
3.d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphraam Pressure-Hich ;

High turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure indicates that the
' '

pressure may be too high to continue operation of the
.) associated system's turbine. That is, one of two exhaust >

diaphragas has ruptured and pressure is reaching turbine
casing pressure limits. This isolation is for equipment
protection and i t assumed in any transient or accident

gpg;r analysis in th ese instruments are included in the :
TS because of e potential for risk due to possible failure-

of the instruments preventing RCIC initiations (Ref. 3).

The RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure-High signals
are initiated from four transmitters that are connected to
the area between the rupture diaphragas on each system's ,

turbine exhaust line. Four channels of RCIC Turbine Exhaust
Diaphragm Pressure-High Functions are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The Allowable Values are high enough to prevent damage to
the system's turbines.

(T s Fynictio/ iso 1 tis the Group [ valved
~

9

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1 -

b

.

] BASES ^

! -

APPLICABLE 3.e. 3.f. 3.i. 3.k. Ambient and Differential
SAFETY ANALYSES, Temperature-Hioh
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY Ambient and Differential Temperatures are provided to detect

(continued) a leak from the associated system steam piping. The
isolation occurs when a very small leak has occurred and is

s diverse to the high flow instrumentation. If the small leak
is allowed to continue without isolation, offsite dose

f M N, limits may be reached. These Functions are not assumed in
any GPtransient or accident analysis, since bounding"

analyses are performed for large breaks such as
recirculation or MSL breaks.

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High signals are
initiated from thermocouples that are appropriately located
to protect the system that is being monitored. Two
instruments monitor each area. Six channels for RHR and
RCIC Ambient Temperature-High Function are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.

There are two for the RCIC room and four for the RHR $Q, + evauqa rea=O
$,thermocouples(fourfortheRCICroomandeight

i There are 12..

for the RHRi

j Differential @ Temperature-High Functions, The output ofthatprovideinputtothefreagenti.lation
'

these thermocouples is used to determine the differential
temperature. Each channel consists of a differential
temperature instrument that receives inputs from
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of
the area cooling system for a total of six (two for the RCIC

__(A room and four_tpr the RHR$ available channels.hra uc% es 3
The Allowable Valees are set low enough to detect a leak

^

equivalent to 25 gps.

h -- D .h Tescui,n ;;eistei L N t vehes.) 1
3.a. 3.h. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient and Differential

,

T&f rature-High

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High is provided to
detect a leak in the RCPB and provides diversity to the high
flow instrumentation. The isolation occurs when a very
small leak has occurred. If the small leak is allowed to,

continue without isolation, offsite limits may be reached.
However, credit for these instruments is not taken in any

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation !
>

: B 3.3.6.1 1

BASES I
j j

_

APPLICABLE 3.a. 3.h.
Main Steam tine Tunnel Ambient and DifferentialSAFETY ANALYSES, Temocrature-Hiah

LCO, and (continued)
1 APPLICABILITY transient or accident analysis in th u/SAR, since bounding

.

,

!

analyses are performed for large breaks such as MSLBs. !
. i

Ambient temperature signals are initiated from thermocouples
located in the area being monitored. Two channels of Main

; Steam Tunnel Temperature-High Function are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single;

instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
Each Function has one temperature element.

I

; Four thermocouples provide input to the Main Steam Tunnel
t3

Differential Temperature-High Function. - The output of
i
'

these thermocouples is used to determine the differential
1
'

temperature.
Each channel consists of a differential

temperature instrument that receives inputs from -
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of !
the area cooling system for a. total of two available
channels. ;

The Allowable Values are chosen to detect a leak equivalentto 25 gps. i

I

% r ..m u on d.m <;.. O c_ y r ; 6 Q 6
3.i. Main Steam Line Tunnel Temperature Timer

The Main Steam Line Tunnel Temperature Timer is provided to!

allow all the other systems that may be leaking in the main
steam tunnel (as indicated by the high temperature) to be

i isolated before RCIC is automatically isolated. This
ensures maximum RCIC System ouration by preventing| isolations due to leaks in otaer systems. This Function is-

not assumed in any transient or accident analysis;;

however, maximizing RCIC availability is an importantfunction. gp

. Two channels for RCIC Main Steam Line Tunnel Timer Function
! are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that

no single instrument failure can preclude the isolationj function.

The Allowable Values are based on maximizing the-:

availability of the RCIC System; that is, providing
1

.

(continued)
. . . . . - -
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1

B 3.3.6.1 {4

BASES

5
a

!i APPLICABLE 3.i.
Main Steam Line Tunnel Temocrature Timer (continued) i

i

j SAFETY ANALYSES,
! LCO, and

sufficient time to isolate all other potential leakage j
!

APPLICABILITY
sources in the main steam tunnel before RCIC is isolated.

-

y9 -dhis-funct46 iwisin the Group 4g ',
6 3.1. RCIC/RHR team Line Flow-Hioh; 9

!
4

I RCIC/RHR high steam line flow is provided to detect a break
of the common steam line of RCIC and RHR"-"- "

>

i "'

p _@and 9nitiates closure of the isolation valves for bothj systems. If the steam were allowed to continue flowing outi
of the break, the reactor would depressurize and the core Pt !,

could uncover. Therefore, the isolation is initiated at'

high flow to prevent or minimize core damage. Speci #52 ,

i
credit for this Function is not assumed in any accidentor transient analysis since the bounding analy@is is

J
,

s: perfonned for large breaks such as recirculation and MSL
breaks. However, these instruments prevent the RCIC/P.HR ,

,

steam line break from becoming bounding. !;

}4

The RCIC/RHR steam line flow signals are initiated from two:
transmitters that are connected to the steam line. Two i3 channels M Ex: 25;;.= " :::Ltri; :htE53are available,

! i

and required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. The

!Allowable Value is selected to ensure that the trip occurs
to prevent fuel damage and maintains the MSLB as the
boundary event.

Ghi: [d: tic: ::te:"h th: 07:4 5velm.)
3.m. Drywell Pressure-Hioh

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB. The -

RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust is provided to prevent
consuunication with the drywell when high drywell pressureexists. A potential leakage path exists via the turbine ;

exhaust. The isolation is delayed until the system becomes
unavailable for injection (i.e., low steam line pressure).
The isolation of the RCIC turbine exhaust by D 11
Pressure-High is indirectly assumed in the accident
analysis because the turbine exhaust leakage path is not
assumed to contribute to offsite doses.

N.
(continued)
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B 3.3.6.1' e

,
-

BASES . j

APPLICABLE 3.m. Drywell Pressure-Hf_qt (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure
APPLICABILITY transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. Two i

channels of RCIC Drywell Pressure-High Function are j
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no i
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation

|function.

The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS
Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since
this is indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.

his Fundtidisolpdes thp Groupl

3.n. Manual Initiation g
The Manual Initiation push button channelp ntroducessignaldf |
into the RCIC System isolation logic that redun t to l

the automatic protective instrumentation and vid nual i |

isolation capability. There is no specific ty
-) analysis that takes credit for this Function. I u, - !

. retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the'

isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis. i

092S-There are ush buttons for RCIC, nual initiation
push button 0Ter trip system. There is no Allowable Value i
for this Function since the channels are mechanically i
actuated based solely on the position of the push buttons. !

h =; hannels of RCIC Manual Initiation 'are available and
are required to be OPERABLE.

4. Reactor Water Cleanuo System Isolation

4.a. Differential Flow-Hiah !

The high differential flow signal is provided to detect a
break in the RWCU System. This will~ detect leaks in the
RWCU System when area or differential temperature would not

iprovide detection (i.e., a cold leg break). Should the
reactor coolant continue to flow out of the break, offsite
dose limits may be exceeded. Therefore, isolation of the
RWCU System is initiated when high differential flow is

.

(continued)
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#

BASES
'

f
\

APPLICABLE 4.a. Differential Flow-Hioh (continued) !
SAFETY ANALYSES, !

LCO, and sensed to prevent exceeding offsite doses. A time delay is
;APPLICABILITY provided to prevent spurious trips during most RWCU ;

- operational transients. This Function is not assumed in any
- "r. transient or accident analysis, since bounding aralyses.

1

O are perfonned for large breaks such as MSLBs..

The high differential flow signals are initiated from twoh transmitters that are connected to the inlet (from the
reactor vessel) and four transmitters from the outlets (to :
condenser and feedwater) of the RWCU System. The outputs of !
the transmitters are compared (in two different summers) and '

the outputs are sent to two high flow trip units. If the
difference between the inlet and outlet flow is too large, '

each trip unit generates an isolation signal. Two channels
of Differential Flow-High Function are available and art !

required to be W ERABLE to ensure that no sin :failure can preclude the isolation function. gle instrument
!

The Reactor Water Cleanup Differential Flow-High Allowable ;

Value ensures that the break of the RWCU piping is detected. ;

hs Fktio[isolgt[s the Mup 8 ydvesy'
4.b. Differential Flow-Timer

The Differential Flow-Timer is provided to avoid RWCU
System isolations due to operational transients (such as
pump starts and mode changes). During these transients the
inlet and return flows become unbalanced for short time
periods and Differential Flow-High will be sensed without
an RWCU System break being pres g Credit for thisFunction is not assumed in the , ccident or transient
analysis, since bounding analyses rued for large
breaks such as MSLBs. gg|2 g
The Differential Flow Timer Allowable Value is selected to
ensure that the MSLB outside containment remains the
limiting break for analysis for offsite dose
calculations. g
Two channels for Differential Flow-Timer Function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE ts ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

, (continued)

~
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.

BASES
'

APPLICABLE 4.c. 4.d. 4.e. 4.f C4ve
SAFETY ANALYSES, Temocrature-Hioh ' Ambient and Differential
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY Ambient and Differential Temperature-High is provided to

(continued) detect a leak from the RWCU System. The isolation occurs
even when very small leaks have occurred and is diverse to
the high differential flow instrumentation for the hot
portions of the RWCil System. If the small leak continues
without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached.
Credit for these instruments is not taken in any transient
or accident analysis in the - , since bounding analyses-

T are performed for large breaks such as MSLBs.
mra pwp rews \ sA t -- -

M, g0 g*A Ambient and differential temperatu signals are initiated
from temperature elements that are located in the room thaoch=ger coo * is beino monitore4 There are (Igp thermocouples that en
provide input to the Area Temperature-High Functio (twoO_b per area). Q channels are required to be OPERA @BLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the

isolation func ion.h2o -

There are i t ernocouples that provide input to the
Differential Temperature-High Functions. The output of
these therwocouples is used to detemine the differentialtemperature.

Each channel consists of a differential
temperature instrument that receives inputs from
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet p-

the area cooling system f total of N 'available Tw 4
channels (two per area). hannels are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no sing 1 instrument failure canpreclude the isolation function. +g s g
The Ambient and Differential Temperature-High Allowahh
Values are set low enough to detect a leak equivalen< co
25 gps.

{The b ...f'h r M & t th On N A e.. -

bf.4Di'.)MainSteamLineTunnelAmbientandDifferentialTo.,c ra'ture-Hi oh

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High_ is provided to
detect a leak in the RCPB and preeides diversity to the high -
flow instrumentation. The isolation ochurs when a very
small leak has occurred. If the small leak is allowed to
continue without isolation, offsite dose limits may be

(continued)
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BASES

9 [[\
APPLICABLE 4.f. 4.1'. / Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient and DifferentialSAFETY ANALYSES, iture-Hich (continued)LCO, and
APPLICABILITY reached. However, credit for these instruments is not taken

in any transient or accident analysis, sirMe bounding
analyses are perfomed for large breaks such as MSLBs.

Ambient temperature signals are initiated from themocouples
located in the area being monitored. Two channels of Main
Steam Tunnel Temperature-High Function are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. !

Each Function has one temperature element.

There are four themocouples that provide input to the
|Differential Temperature-High Function. The output of
ithese themocouples is used to determine the differential ;

temperature. Each channel consists of a differential
temperature instrument that receives inputs fron :

|thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of
ithe area cooling system for a total of two available
!channels. '
t

!The Allowable Values are chosen to detect a leak equivalent Ito 25 gpa.

h l:A b h3 R & t F +% G e_T !. + e .

@[v Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2
4

t

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the
fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of some
reactor vessel interfaces occurs to isolate the potential !

i

sources of a break. The isolation of the RWCU System on
!Level 2 supports actions to ensure that fuel peak cladding - !

temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The
!Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function

associated with RWCU isolation is not directly assumed in j
iany transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses
!are perfomed for large breaks such as MSLBs.
!

!
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are
initiated from level transmitters that sense the difference !

between the pressure due to a constant column of water '.
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water

i

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low tow. Level 2.

SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)'

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of

,

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

,

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable
Value was chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1),

I 'ft)S E A T \ since the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened.T
y

QB 43 pg .4his-Function-+solates-the4roup-e-valvs.)1

'- J SLC System Initiation

The isolation of the RWCU System is required when the SLC
System has been initiated to prevent dilution and removal of
the boron solution by the RisCU System (Ref. 4). SLC System

,

'

initiation signals are initiated from tM two SLC pump starti signals.

There is no Allowable Value associated with this Function i
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on
the position of the SLC System initiation switch.,

Two channels one from each pump of SLC System Initiation
Function are a(vailable and are re) quired to be OPERABLE only-*

in MODES 1 and 2, since these are the only MODES where the
reactor can be critical, and these MODES are consistent with
the Applicability for the SLC System (LCO 3.1.7). :

Manual Initiation,

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the RWCU System isolation logic that are redundant to ,

the automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual j

isolation capability. There is no specific afetyanalysis that takes credit for this function. It is SR ,

retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the , ,

isolation function as required by the NRC in plant licensingbasis.
i

(continued) ,
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5 This Function is also required to be OPERABLE during CORE ,

ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary I'

or secondary containment, or operations with a potential for !

draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) . This Function initiates i

I isolation of valves which isolate primary containment |
penetrations which bypass secondary containment. Thus, this .

:
i Function is also required under those conditions in which !

secondary containment is required to be OPERABLE. !
!

l 5

i I
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BASES

APPLICABLE 4.h4

; SAFETY ANALYSES, ' Manual Initiation (continued) pl3m.

h - -(@ buttons for the logic
...

LCO, and There are eme
push'

APPLICABILITY manualinitiation push button @'per trip system.
,

ere is no
Allowable Value for this Function, since the channels are

,

mechanically actuated based solely on the position of thepush buttons.

h .. Q ,839 channels of the Manual Initiation Function are
,available and are recuired to be OPERABLE # rr _. b /_

=d 2 M c.. . Olfi . . . .... . -_ _ _ggg7
kg m t' :_^: _^:. ._...; m m_ : . ... . ... ;.:.. OC ';, Jegd

StulAV . res.;ree ze . ,,7 Z J ',_ - - .

h .-MHD
;

'

I5 Shuth, CohachSystem Isolation
t

5.a. 5 b. Ambient and Differential Ts.,srature-Hioh
-w

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High is provided to
i ?

detect a leak from the associated system steam piping. ;

The :isolation occurs when a very small leak has occurred and is
diverse to the high flow instrumentation. - If the small leak !

is allowed to continue without isolation, offsite dose i

limits may be reached. These Functions are not assumed in ;

7. h N h analysanyJ!R transient or accident analysis, since bounding !
P
. es are perfomed for large breaks such as MSL8s. ,

!

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High signals are t

initiated from tt ..m ;'iples that are appropriately located i
to protect the system Lt..t is being monitored. Two

i

instruments monitor each area. Four channels for RHR :

Ambient and Differential Temperature-High Function are t

available and are required to be OPERA 8LE to ensure that no !

single in::trument failure can preclude the isolation .

function. !
!

Eight therwocouples provide input to the
Differential Temperature-High Function. [The [ output ofentilation h 'rea

these thersocouples is used to detemine the differential i
temperature.

Each channel consists of a differential .

temperature instrument that receives inputs from !
'

thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of
the area cooling system for a total of four available

;

;
,
'

channels.
1

,

P

(continued)
,

c_,, -
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INSERT B164A .

This Function is also required to be OPERABLE during CORE
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in primary
or secondary containment, or OPDRVs. This Function initiates

(isolation of valves which isolate primary containment
penetrations which bypass secondary containment. Thus, this

iFunction is also required under those conditions in which
secondary containment is required to be OPERABLE.

.

|

| w

l

|

|

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-164 10/1/93
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{

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1'

| .

4

: BASES
4

:
i
; APPLICABLE 5.a. 5.b. Ambient and Differential Temperature-Hich
; SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)

,

'

1 LCO, and
} APPLICABILITY The Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak |
1 equivalent to 25 gpe.
! hd k. .. . .t ... - . - ...-........_..._n_;sJ-

.. . ..;

j B165A
_

eactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3 -

.

"-
/ 5. c,.2 <

.

t . v
i 63 '
i Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the

fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too
j far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of some t

reactor vessel interfaces occurs to begin isolating the,

potential sources of a break. The Reactor Vessel Water
,

;

! -

i -Low, Level 3 Function associated with RHR(;7..;2.0 '

i ';;M;; ystem isolation is not directly assumed in any
transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses are

: -

g::rfonned for large breaks such as MSLBs. The RH W: "@ystem isolation on Level 3 supports actions to ;
4 3

;

ensure that the RPV water level does not drop below the top ;

of the active fuel during a vessel draindown event caused by'

h a leak (e.n.. pipe break or inadvertent valve opening) inthe RHR @ :f:r. f :M@ System gggygggy gf4pgp
,

i

{ Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are
! initiated from level transmitters that sense the difference-

between the pressure due to a constant column of water
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water,

-

level (variab' e leg) in the vessel. Four channels (two
i channels per trip system) of the Reactor Vessel Water P,4 Level-Low, Level 3 Function are available and are. required *

i to be OPERABLE to ensure that no sin 6
1 can preclude the isolation function.gle instrument failure

As noted (footnote (i to Table 3.3.6.1-1), only two channels of the Reactor Vessel
I Water Level-l.ow, Level 3 Function are required to be

OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 (both channels must input into the ~,

| same trip system) provided the RHR Shutdown Cooling System
: integrity is raintained. System integrity is maintained
i provided the piping is intact and no maintenance is being

,
'

performed that has the potential for draining the reactor,

j vessel through the system.
'\'

|

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3 Allowable Value ;

was chosen to be the same as the RPS Reactor Vessel Water;
.

(continued)

i omyo did B 3.3-165 Rev. O, 49/28/92-"

;

'
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INSERT B165A

The RHR Equipment Room Ambient and Differential Temperature -
High Functions are only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, insufficient pressure and
temperature are available to develop a significant steam leak

i

in this piping and significant water leakage is protected by |
the Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function. |

!

INSERT B165B

The Reactor Vessel Water Level Low, Level 3 channels-

required to be OPERABLE by Function 5.d are only those
channels which are combined with the Reactor Vessel Pressure -
High Function to provide isolation of the RHR Shutdown Cooling
System. ,

|

:

|

|

!

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-1C", 10/1/93
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Primary Centainment Isolation Instrumentation;

B 3.3.6.1-
i .

|
BASES ~

. .

:

APPLICABLE
5.c J eactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3- (continued)'

SAFETY ANALYSES, "

LCO, and Level-Low, Level 3 Allowable Value (LC0 3.3.1.1) since the
; APPLICABILITY capability to cool the futL aay be threatened-
;

Cwi+ <ews wet preW<e lex than %e RHR cui-in pennicSe
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Levey J Function is iPeca

- @ required to be OPERA 8LE in MODES j("4, and 5 to prevent
t, this potential flow path from lowering reactor vessel level j

,

! '
i to_Ine top OT the fuel.tjhi 6 5 4 ... Z, ..:... i;;i.......,

<

% _I_ D 2[5 h[i' N [.'bh.'"i.*j"I"b*k'" "i 1 ) d
E-rrJ6ERT Di ;

, g..._"''._. Z_ _ 1:. . ..'':7. ..~ ~. ~ .~ ' r r.-". , . . . x. .7. 7.'.',",. ".o' i
.

, -

_ - . . . . . . . . . . u. .-
-

_ his4=ti- Nai==s 1-er- LeMv=C
5fg. Reactor QSt:_6S& h.

-

' _ -_ ssure-Hioh !,

'

The Shutdown Cpgling System Reactor 5!.. m VesseA) '

(LHL ctd in Pressure-High Tunction is provided to isolate the shutdown
cooling portion of the RHR System. This interlockAis :W" provided only for equipment pNticT1on to prevent an !
intersysten LOCA scenario and credit for the interlock is j
_o1 assumed in.the accident or transient analysis in the t

Nessej Presw b {The ReactorJt:= Cn- igh(passempejsignals are initiated

g h Pressure-High Function are available and are required to befrom four transmitters. Four channels of ReactorGh3'

3OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
!

:

preclude the isolation function. The Allowable value was4

;
chosen to be low enough to protect the system equipment from

,

Eoverpressurization. )
:.

NC;ti=1=':tm%; h::F1 ~;d - 'i

5.0b Drywell Pressure-Hioh
i

e
'

i

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB.. The !
isolation of. some of the PCIVs on high drywell pressure |supports actions to ensure that offsite dose limits of :; 10 CFR 100 are not exceeded. The Drywell Pressure Hiah

{!

pg Fuartion associated with isolation RNR'Shutdowjn .

ps f- "Qstem is not modeled in an accia.6 or (u nsient analysis because other le e paths (e.g., MSIVs) !
are more limiting.

!

(continued) !
t; -

^

!

t- 6wkio uS B 3.3-166 Rev. O, 00/0*/a?
|

|
4 i
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INSERT B166A .

This instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3 with reactor vessel pressure greater than the RHR cut in
permissive pressure to support actions to ensure offsite dose
limits of 10CFR100 are not exceeded. -

|

5.e. Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low Low. Level 1
!

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the fuel )
may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, ,

fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of the primary i
I containment occurs to prevent offsite dose limits from being

exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low Low, Level 1 |
Function is one of the many Functions assumed to be OPERABLE

'

and capable of providing isolation signals. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level- Low Low Low, Level 1 Function associated
with isolation is implicitly assumed in the USAR analysis as
these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.

|

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from level i
transmitters that sense the difference between the pressure '

due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the
pressure due to the actual water level (variable leg) -in the i

vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low
Low, Level 1 Function are available and are required to be |
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can ;|

j preclude the isolation function.
|,

The Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable
| Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Vessel i
'

Water Level- Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1)
to ensure the valves are isolated to prevent offsite doses

,

,

from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits. '

I

t

i >

| |
|

.
.

!

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-166 10/1/93
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f

4

{
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

,

|
B 3.3.6.1 -

,
-

|
j BASES
4

APPLICABLE Drvwell Pressure-Hioh (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES. W
LCO, and High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure
APPLICABILITY transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. Four

channels of Drywell Pressure-High Function are available
and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single

q instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
fV6CETi

J The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS'
] B 16'l A , Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since :-

j this may be indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.

P93 F.r.ctien'f: letes * Craun 1 yelves K
1

I

ACTIONS Reviewer' ote: Certain Completion T are based ;appro topical repo In order fo icensee to e i
'

f th - ines, the itc e must just . 'the Completio ines as !quired by th aff Safety liation Repo%R) for the :topical rep

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels. '

7Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a ev'Oc"L/ 5
,,.

Condition has been entered, subsequent wome, sunsystems, - !
cogonents, or variables expressed in the Condition

!discovered to be inoperable or not within limits will not
result in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 i

:

also specifies that Required Actions of the Condition
continue to apply for each additional failure, with - i

!Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.
!However, the Required Actions for inoperable primary
!containment isolation instrumentation channels provide

appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Condition entry for each inoperable primary -

i

,

containment isolation instrumentation channel. I

A.d

Because of the diversity of sensors available to prcvide
isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation
design, an_ allowable out of service time of(i;: M.. Og "-W 24 hoursWndie; en inc F=ct4eni)has been shown to be

-

(continued)

; =/6 5 o B 3.3-167 Rev. O,.09/28/9B-

|
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..

| INSERT B167A
:

| 5.h. Manual Initiation
1

| The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the RHR System isolation logic that are redundant to the-

automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual.

j isolation capability. There is no specific USAR safety
I analysis that takes credit for this Function. It is retained

for overall redundancy and diversity of the isolation function |

{. as required by the NRC in the plant licensing basis. |

There are two push buttons for the logic, one manual
initiation push button per trip system. There is no Allowable j

"

Value for this Function since the channels are mechanically
j actuated based solely on the position of the push buttons.
i i

'-

Two channels of the Manual Initiation Function are available
j and are required to be OPERABLE. '

!
!

|

;

.

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-167 10/1/93
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)I Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation1

: B 3.3.6.1
I

i, BASES h33/
;

Tob'k FwGm ohr hw MSL isok+.h
'

; ACTIONS A_d (continued) '
!

] acceptable (Refs. 5 and 6) to pennit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status This out of service

-

j time is only acceptable provided the associated Function is
i still maintaining isolation capability (refer to Required
i Action B.1 Bases). If the inoperable channel cannot be
i restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out ofj service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped
i condition per Required Action A.1. Placing the inoperable
i channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the
i

i
inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a single e

failure, and allow operation to continue with no further
i restrictions. Alternately, if it is not desired to place

-

J

the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing)the.

inoperabl hannel in trip would result in.an isolation , !Condition .must be entered and its Required Action taken. |
-

- w

| h (obr Akaw Oc M6L isold;ow
j U Mad!

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate '

,

actions are taken if multiple, noperable, untripped,

channels within the same Function result in redundantI [M'"M'. - g" '

automatic isolation ca

M Y.
penetration flow path (pability beinn lost for the associated 'j c '"

s). )The L. 'sojation -ett are3<
!

lqMR: e S Jconsicered pe mat ainta - solatipn cap lit ensufficie chann are LE pr'in p suc hat bo'w,w Letbs is
; / csued % gPbjf Jtrip tems gen te a tric signa .from #ha nive J: I *

| Fun ion a valid'sinaal. f The other isolation Functions
-

! / Mps. C.l, b,lpd E.1) are considered to be maintaining isolation capability when
j _

sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip such that one .i ( nel adecieg A trip system will generate a trip signal from the givenr
! ;s Wem 4 & M' Function on a valid signal. This ensures that one~of the

two PCIVs .in the assoc' ated penetration flow path can& i meive an isolation signal from the given Function.3For'
j I % cu ons .a. 1.D. .a. i.e anc 1.7 nis requirW~; p p ... both tr syst o have chan OPE or in tpfp.j h,

'
For F ction 1 , this uld re re both p systems to% 3 ha one cha el. associated wi h each MS ._ OPERABLE or in

.

( Q ,)2.h>7. L;d 'bq ip.f for Functions 2.a. 2.b, 2.c, 2.d. 2.e, (2.4. 2 2. f.c.,,
'

3.dj.i,5.cJ.d,5e|/--+Ld, facM this would require one trip system to have twoj 'cTannels, each OPERABLE or in trip. For FunctionsL3.at 3.b,
3 3.1, 3.1, 3.m. 4.a. 4.b, 3.c. m ", (i x

.g.| g.c, 3.e, 3.f. 3.g. 3.hj SS,anas)S '
.;,t.h,(t:Q '

g@ this would require one trip C
j system to have one c annel OPERABLE or in trip. For
'

i

(continued)
:

a=/0 ns - B 3.3-168 Rev. 0,-4 9/28/92
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.
B 3.3.6.1

;

'

BASES - -

|
'

ACTIONS M (continued) giq.h)
Functions 3.j, 3.k 4.e, 4.f, 5.a. and 5.b. each Function-

consists of channels that mon tor several differentlocations. Thereforc, this would re
location to be OPERABLE or in trip (quire one channel perthe channels are not

,

'

required to be in the same trip system). The Condition does,

-- I-
not include the Manual Initiation functions (Functions1.h' 2.( ,?.h_ Med 3 - -MJ, since they are not assumed in any
accident or transient analysis. Thus, a total loss of4.k, c4 f.h manual initiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed by'
Required Action A.1) is allowed.

! The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
;

to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk ,

g while allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels
1

h.
,

g Required Action directs entry into the appropriate !Condition reference in Table 3.3.6.1-1. The applicable
Condition specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 is Function and MODE

~

or other specified condition dependent and may change as the
,

Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each'

time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action
,

'

~ g > }> of Condition and the associated Completion Time has
a - expired, Condi on will be entered for that channel and '

provid for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition'. ; __p .

91% anPM '

4

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed -
'

in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which
the LC0 does not apply. This is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within

q

36 hours (Required Actions 2.1 and .2.2). Alternately. '

the associated MSLs ma
and if allowed (i.e., y be isolated (Required Action (JI1?, iplant safety analysis allows operation
with an MSL isolated), plant operat on with the MSL isolated
may continue. Isolating the affected MSL accomplishes the
safety function of the inoperhTeTchannel. , The Completion- -

k'LoMER.TSib%\b Q )' (continued)

-BWRf6-STS- B 3.3-169 Rev. O, -09/28/92--
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INSERT B169A

.C.l

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation design,
an allowable out of service time of 48 hours has been shown to
be acceptable (Ref. 6) to pennit restoration of any MSL
Function inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. This out of
service time is only acceptable provided the associated
Function's inoperable channel is the only inoperable channel
and the Function still maintains isolation capability (refer
to Required Action D.1 and E.1 Bases). If the inoperable
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in
the tripped condition per Required Action C.1. Placing the
inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate for
the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate two
f ailures, and allow operation to continue. Alternately, if it
is not desired to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the
case where placing the inoperable channel in trip would result
in an undesired isol'a' tion) , Condition E must be entered and
its Required Action taken.

P_ 1

Condition D exists when, for any one or more MSL isolation
Functions, two required channels are inoperable. In this
condition, the MSL isolation system still maintains isolation
capability for that Function, but cannot accommodate an
additional single failure in that Function.

Required Action D.1 limits the time the MSL isolation logic
for any Function would not accommodate a single failure. I

Within the 6 hour allowance, the associated Function will have I

at least one inoperable channel in trip. Completing this
Required Action restores the MSL isolation system to an
equivalent reliability level as that evaluated in Reference 6,
which justified a 48 hour allowable out of service time.

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors
available to provide the trip signals, the low probability of
extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all diverse
Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the
initiation of MSL isolation.

INSERT
CLINTON B 3 . 3 -169 (l ) 10/1/93
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-

INSERT B169A (continued) -

Placing one of the two inoperable channels in trip satisfies
both Required Actions C.1 and D.1 for chat Function. If one
channel is already in trip for the Function when a second
channel is determined to be inoperable, Required Action D.1 is
met by the one channel already in trip for that Function and
no additional action is required.

Alternately, if it is not desired to place one inoperable
channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the
inoperable channel in trip would result in an undesired
isolation, scram, or RPT) , Condition F must be entered and itsi

| Required Action taken.

1

Required Action E.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels!

' for the same Functioit' result in the Function not being able to
accommodate a single failure and maintain MSL isolation :

capability. A Function is considered to be maintaining MSL
isolation capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or
in trip such that the Function will generate a trip signal on
a valid signal. For a Function with two-out-of-four logic,
this would require the Function to have three channels
OPERABLE or in trip.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to |
evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk
while allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

INSERT B169B

The Completion Times for Required Actions G.1 and G.2.1 for.
the " air Steam Tunnel Differential Temperature - High ;

Functions is allowed to be extended to 24 hours since the main '

steam tunnel (ambient) temperature monitors provide redundant
identification of significant temperature changes that may be
indicative of a steam leak within the main steam tunnel.

INSERT
CLINTON B 3 . 3 - 169 (1) 10/1/93
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

G 0 C
\ACTIONS - 8.1.D'.2.1.andD'.2.2 (continued)

Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which
the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 2 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based I
on operating experience, to reach MODE 2 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challengirg
plant systems.

'

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed ;
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, plant operation '

may continue if the affected penetration flow path (s) is
isolated.' Isolating the affected penetration flow path (s) iaccomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channels. 1

For some of the Ambient and Differential Temperature
Functions, the affected penetration flow path (s) may be
considered isolated by isolating only that portion of the
system in the associated room monitored by the inoperable
channel. That is, if the RWCU pump room A ambient channel
is inoperable, the A pump room area can be isolated while
allowing continued RWCU operation utilizing the B RWCU pump.

Alternatively, if it is not desired to isolate the affected
penetration flow path (s) (e.g., as in the case where
isolatingthepenetrationf(lowpath(s)couldresultinareactor scram), Condition f must be entered and its Required
Actions taken. '

@'
g

(continued)

as/G 3a B 3.3-170 Rev. O, 09/28/9P-
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1-

1BASES _

ACTIONS / (continued) _T/JSCf_7 6I7/ A )
U e Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes riskTh

while allowing sufficient time for plant operations
personnel to isolate the affected penetration flow path (s).

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed i

may continue if the affected penetration flow path (perations
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, plant o i

s)is '

isolated. Isolating the affected penetration flow path (s) |
'

accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channels.
The 24 hour Completion Time is acceptable due to the fact
that these Functions (Manual Initiation) are no in :

any accident or transient analysis in the !

Alternately, if it is not desired to isolate the a cted
penetration flow path (s) (e.g., as in the case where
isolating the penetration f ow path (s) could result in a-

..T Actions taken. %
~ '. !

.

reactor scram), Condition ' must be entered and its Required
|

.1 and 2 I
m-

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE s us placed
in trip, or any Required Action of Condition or is not
met and the associated Completion Time has expired, the
plant must be placed in a MODE or other specified condition
in which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing .
the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 * -

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an ,

arderly manner and without challenging plant systems. I

L
( r.1 and f.2 |

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status within the .

allowed Completion Time, the associated SLC subsystem (s)-is !
declared inoperable or the RWCU System is isolated. Since
this function is required to ensure that the SLC System
perfonas its intended function, sufficient remedial measures

)
(continued).
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! The Completion Time for Required. Action I.1 for the
- I

| Differential Temperature - High Functions is allowed to be ,

;extended to 24 hours since the area's ambient temperature
, monitors provide redundant identification of significant
i temperature changes that may be indicative of a' steam leak
j within the area.
! !

,

.

i

T th

4 ;

2

!

!!

I r

i [

+
I

I

e
i
!

l
i

!

!
t

f
;

'
|
.I

i !

i

|

|'

'
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1
:

d

|

>

|
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!

) Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
4 ~

B 3.3.6.1'
.

! BASES
-

-

-

6 L-
|j ACTIONS ( 7.1 and 4.2 (continued) .i

y, ,- --

j are provided by declaring the associated SLC subsystem i
i inoperable or isolating the RWCU System.
"

,

I The Completion Time of I hour is acceptable because it
ij minimizes risk while allowing sufficient time for personnel ii to isolate the RWCU System. .

so|a.1 and .2 -

i If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed !
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated !

,

1 penetration flow path should be However, if the '

shutdown cooling function is needed to provide core cooling, ;

i prMf, derede these Required Actions allow the penetration flow path to !

! de %Wd twegd remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated
; *g i to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or toVisolate the

,

j c* PoV'YAS
!

RHR Shutdown Cooling System.fi.e., p-is dre ::: e ;ey
subsepek c:t .--~sel +b=LiiiM es se the ;;;;tratic: 0;W::th22:}i

$ '' te i:cleted f ACTIONS must continue until the channel is ;

restored to OPERABLE status or the RHR Shutdown Cooling
System is isolated. ,

;
. 1. ,.2.1. ,.2.2. and _.2.3

; _

~

i If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed i
i in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated
; q q penetra flow path (s) should be isolated (Required
| -

p,1 Action Isolating the affected penetration flow - -

; {{ path ( accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable
,

'

instrumentation. Alternately, the plant must be placed in a
condition in which the LCO does not apply. If applicable,

J CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
i must be immediately suspended. Suspension of these -

i activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a
component to a safe condition. Also, if applicable, action

.

.

i must be immediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs to minimize
i

the probability of a vessel draindown and s _ Oy5st
.t

potential for fission production rele~ase. (/A
continue until OPDRVs are suspended. \. 7

1

1

] (Continued)
4
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i Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
' B 3.3.6.T

f )
~

,

j BASES . (continued) .
,

^

s , s / -,

SURVEILLANCE R ewer' Note: ertain quencg are d on pproveo )
REQUIREMENTS pica eports In ord for af cense o use ese ;9

j Freq cies, e licen mustga +ifyst e Fre ncies ji
/ ~~ =d by the staff for y =1 =p g '

;

t As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation Function are

| found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.1-1.
4

The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate
that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely 1

4 for performance of required Surveillances, entry into '

associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed ,

?for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains
trip capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or i

expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be ;'returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition,

; entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on ,

the reliability analysis (Refs. 5 and 6) assumption (HiD |; ,

__ cn E.._ik the average time required to perfom channel >

surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour ,, ,

' .} testing allowance does not significantly reduce the is1

probability that the PCIVs will isolate the penetration flow !
path (s) when necessary..

|

|SR 3.3.6.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A ;

/)8 CHANNEL CHECK ista comparison of the parameter indicated on;

~Dfw"[] one channel to a similar parameter.on other channe.ls. It is .

,- based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
g the same parameter should read approximately the same value..

Significant deviations between tw instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK-
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL ~ CALIBRATION.

.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. -If a channel is'

c. E outside the@ criteria, it may be an indication that the~

instrument has drifted outside its limit.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.,

B 3.3.6.1~
.

'

BASES .

:

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. KEC , . . ". . _..s

,

h-Mi[[UN5!5NdNI""i :
#'""'

u
|

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
{frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use

of the displays associated with the channels required by the
1

5 LCO. !

!,

!

SR 3.3.6.1.2 j
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required: - '

"

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
tintended function.
p, ,

iftneasfo setpoint i i within its tren !i 69 411owab alue, the specific se t methodolo y ibe ised, as ap riate, if the tory and all> er
M*J

I'

@ inent info tion indicate a for the revision. TheJ ;
;-

setpointsshall be tats:Em consistent with the assum !

of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. ptions ~ !
,d

s

i The Frequency is based on reliability analysis described in
References 5 and 6.

!,
'

SR 3.3.6.1.3 g/
The calibration ofdrip consists of a test to provide i

'

a check of the actual trip setpoints. The channel must be !'

declared inoperable if the trip setting is discovered to be
|less conservative than the Allowable Value specified in

Table 3.3.6.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be ~
!

*

!
'

less conservative than accounted for in the appropriate .

setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value,,

the channel performance is still within the requirements of
the plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the ;setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more

;

conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint jmethodology.

.

A

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentaticn
i B 3.3.6.1..

' -

,

t BASES

I'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.3 (continued) i
! REQUIREMENTS i
! The frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability !

; analysis of References 5 and 6. ]
|
|

SR 3.3.6.1.4 and SR 3.3.6.1.5- |.

!
'

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
,

loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel <

responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive

'

calibrationsL :::.. ? -2 ...e ==wo.. c ivr ni uvi. .TJ
getc. ;;;;;;;; ;_.e Er i-- 5 consistent with the plant

'

- '

specific setpoint methodology.jm on.....mi .i..;; x i=%'

f _
.. Lek;)

,

ca; . . .;;: ;; .;;;;;r.: u > ;.- -----u - oi
j& '+ga_f u.e

..
>-

"
If the as dound setpoin s not within quired.-
Allowable Value, the ant specific s oint methodol g

] k tevised, as ap priate, if th story and all other /f ) ]
pertinent info tion indicate need for the reyision. ,-The .

.

setpoint s be left set consistent with tje fissumptions
of th nt plant spedfic setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4JT 1 sed on he ass ion o '-

g

h f Ef aufn j
* "

ofv e -

f + SR 3.3.6.[.5 fs based,on tfic assumption ofC; -- .. . I

- :=- endITe magnitude !f cC" AU- - nene. t--
,

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.. . ..
'

-

SR 3.3.6.18p nd SR 3.M.I."/

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific

~

channel. The system functional testing performed on PCIVs
in LCO 3.6.1.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. The
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

!

,

(continued)
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!
;

; Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.. !

B 3.3.6.,1 :
|

| BASES ad 9 3.h.I'hh '

i
1'

,

I[
| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.6/(continued)

!

! REQUIREMENTS
q

_

Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
! JrJ56E7 the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

t

:

SR 3.3.6.1

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times '

are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in thei accident analysis. The instrument response times must be ,

added to the PCIV closure times to obtain the ISOLATION
;:

i oppliccdok6' SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME. ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMEpgA acceptance criteria are included inJE-i;. ..;: ,

72
{'P"' (A No to the Survei ance states at the radiation'; de tors may be luded from I TION SYSTEM PONSE i

,
i

|
pp Pi ' T testing. s Note is n ssary becaus f the |

--

ifficulty of enerating an propriate de tor inputA signal and cause the pr ciples of det or operatio
,

i

!
g virtuali nsure an ins ntaneous res se time. R onse

.time fo radiation de tion channel shall be me ured from. !

j det r output or e input of th first elect ic - !Q nent in the e annel. f;

}~E95ERT': s ,

4

El%6j ISOLATION SYSTEN RESPONSE TIME test are conducted on an ii Ne'

18 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. ITt: !" x = '.:i S Frequency !is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and'

tis based upon plant operating experience that shows that
!

! random failures of instrumentation components causing
,

serious response time degradation, but not channel failure.'

are infrequent.
1
1

@
, Section Q h @

.

REFERENCES 1. </

2. JAR, Chapter /ISfr
3. MEDO-31466, " Technical Specification Screening

Criteria Application and Risk Assessment,"
November 1987.

( 4. [SAR Section1.3.5g.
@" @:

1

(continued)
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INSERT B176A '

The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing
for those components that it is designed to monitor. However,
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be
performed. This may be accomplished by testing any number of
channels or Functions every 18 months on an alternating basis
such that all channels for all Functions are tested every 72
months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce
a Primary Containment Isolation initiation signal.

Insert B176B

rThe Note to SR 3. 3. 6.1. 8 requires the STAGGERED TEST BASIS
Frequency for each Function to be determined seperately based
on the number of channels as specified on Table 3. 3. 6.1-1.
This Frequency is based on the logic interrelationships of the
various channels required to produce an isolation signal.

,

d

I

.

I

,
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BASES
'

. ,

>

-

REFERENCES 5. NEDC-31677-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
(continued) Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"

June 1989.

6. NEDC-30o51-P-A, Supplement 2, " Technical
Specifications Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation
Instrumentation Connon to RPS and ECCS
Instrumentation," March 1989.

79 --il. ISAR, Secticr. T O Q ? !
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|
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I
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.
B 3'.3.6.2 ''

+

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
~

\B 3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

BASES j g
D

BACKGROUND The secondary containment isolation instrumentation
automatically initiates closure of a ;

containment isolation WEivts (SCI s)ppropriate secondary i
and starts the Standby iGas Treatment (SGT) System. The function of these systems,

.in combination with other accident mitigation systems, is to
!limit fission product release during and followin

postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) (Ref.1)g i
, such that

offsite radiation exposures are maintained within the
. requirements of 10 CFR 100 that are part of the NRC staff ;

approved licensing basis. Secondary containment isolation |

and establishment of vacuum with the SGT System within the
:

assumen .ine limits ensures that fission products that leak j
i

from primary containment following a DBA, or are released
outside primary containment or during certain operations

.when primary containment is not required to be OPERABLE are !

maintained within applicable limits. g % ,c G g,
The isolation instrumentation includes the sensors,Yrelays, !'

and switches that are necessary to cause initia. ion of
|y secondary containment isolation. Most channels include**g03 4" f electronic equipment te.g., % ,izf) that compares

.

} (grt46 or ralMe '

i

measured input signals with pre- Stablished setpoints. When gpi !) gm the setpoin ' ex , the 4F_e in_ si-aut;.a nr -~"*+-t i
-

which then uts n_. d ; 2 ~-i --9 isolation si na g
'

to the#isol n1 i'c. Functional diversity is provid d by.
,

. iN dg p monitoring a wide range of independent parameters.
+

P The
ir.put parameters to the isolation logic are
vessel water level, (b) drywell pressure, ~(c)(a) reactor

,

'
,

c::: " v a:
T i)S E 6 , ylirea-venfilariand- a . -i c -- 7 m;; ; : ;;=p

i .. + a- e radiation. Redundant sensor input signals
.

,

L3Mgg from each parameter are provided for initiation of isolation
.

i

1
!parameters. In addition, manual initiation of the logic isprovided.

'h ;*

For all Seconda neent Isolation instrumentation
;

Functions,4g3) hannels in a trip system are required to
trip the associated trip system. In addition to the
isolation function, the SGT subsystems are initiated. There
are two SGT subsystems with one subsystem being initiated byeach trip system. Typically, automatically isolated i

secondary cantainment penetrations are isolated by two

(continued)~..;
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containment building fuel transfer pool ventilation plenum !
radiation, (d) containment building exhaust duct radiation, |
(e) containment continuous containment purge (CCP) - exhaust .

duct radiation, and (f) fuel building exhaust duct !
!

t

|

!

t

i
:
;

I

o

;

I
1
|

!

|

|

I

|
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-

!
4

Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.
: B 3.3.6.2; w

B ES

BACKGROUND @#'dan
__ ;

: 3
|i isolation veives. One trip system initiates isolation of
i(continued) '- eaclevehe, so that operation of either trip system isolates
]the penetrations. '

:

4

!

APPLICABLE The isolation signals generated by the secondary containment
SAFETY ANALYSES, isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the
LCO, and safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of j

j APPLICABILITY valves and'st th T System to limit offsite doses.
!

j

! 9- ;
- ; Refer to LCO

-

. 4. , " Secondary Containment Isolation
j -

0 chs (SC )," and LCO 3.6.4.3, " Standby Gas Treatment:
(SGT) System," Applicable Safet
detail of the safety analyses. y Analyses Bases for more ,-

;

.

The secondary containment isolation instrumentation
.

{satisfies CritFrion 3 of the NPC Policy Statement. Certain -
.

instrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and
'

are described below in the individual Functions discussion. |

;

tT The OPERABILITY of the secondary containment isolation ;
.

: 1
instrumentation is dependent upon the OPERABILITY of the

j
individual instrumentation channel Functions. Each Function !i
must have the required number of OPERABLE channels with

!t

their setpoints set within the specified Allowable Values,- ;

as shown in Table 3.3.6.2-1. The actual setpoint is i
'

calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology
; assumptions. A channel is inoperable if its actual tr
<

setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. ac
annet musyatso pona ytthin its pssumec reyponse tiJm.9s whep appppriate f / f, . / )

Allowable Values are specified for each Function specified-

in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in
setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected

-

to ensure that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable
Values between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip'

setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
i .

but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.,

1
Trip setpoints are those. predetermined values of-output at
which an action should take place. The setpoints are

icompared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor
;-

vessel water level), and when the measured output value of
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation..
B 3.3.6.2

.

*
_ _ _

CTm n gra P
APPLICABLE device (e.g. M " " ' changes state. The analytic limits
SAFETY ANALYSES, are derived from the limiting values of the process
LCO, and parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
APPLICABILITY Yalues are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for

(continued) calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then detemined accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

In general, the individual Functions are required to be
OP LE in the MODES or other specified conditions when

.__{IVs
SC nd the SGT System are required.

D
pecific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and

Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by
Function basis.

) 1. Reactor Vessel Water level-Low low. Level 2

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result.
An isolation of the secondary containment and actuation of
the SGT System are initiated in order to minimize the
potential of an offsite dose release. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function is one of the i

!Functions assemed to be OPERABLE and capable of providing
isolation and initiation signals. The isolation and
initiation of systems on Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low
Low, Level 2 support actions to ensure that any offsite
releases are w* thin the limits calculated in the safety
a sis. o er, the actor vessei 1.er Levei-Low to ,

. Level 2 tion as ated with i tien is not d' ctly

~~~,,4assu in saf analyses bec e the most li * ng DBA is
UD io d in stea ine break out e secondary ainment

(Ref_.2).]
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are
initiated from level transmitters that sense the difference
between the pressure due to a constant column of water
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water

] (continued)
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B3.3.6.{ Ig

) ' )
BASES -

APPLICABLE 1. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and i

APPLICABILITY level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable
Value was chosen to be the same as the High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS)/ Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value i

(LCO 3.3.5.1, " Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) !
Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.5.2, " Reactor Core Isolation ;

_

Cooling (RCIC) Systearf *=::"), since this could indicate |
.

h t b me dc4 g the capability to coolJthe fuel is being threatened.
~

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function is
required to be'0PERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where i

considerable energy exists in the Reactor Coolant System "

} (RCS); thus, there is a probability of pipe breaks resulting ;

in significant releases of radioactive steam and gas. In
MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these
events are low due to the RCS pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES; thus, this Function is not !

required. In addition, the Function is also required to be .

OPERABLE during CORE, ALTERATIONS and operations with a i

potential for draining the reactor vessel _ (OPDRVs) because !

the capability of isolating potential sources of leakage
; must be provided to ensure that offsite dose limits are not i

exceeded if core damage occurs - ..

!
2. Drywell Pressure-Hich

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the reactor !

| coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). An isolation of the
secondary containment and actuation of the SGT System are ,

initiated in order to minimize the potential of an offsite
,

dose release. The isolation of high drywell pressure j
, supports actions to ensure that any offsite releases are

: within the limits calculated in the safety analysis. I

1 However, the Drywell Pressure-Hf h Function associated with ;

isolation is not assumed in an ccident or transient :
analysis. It is retained for the o erall redundancy and );

T U6ftM
/ (continued)- j

f
l
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i Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6'2'.

; BASES ~

-

i
J

APPLICABLE 2. Drywell Pressure-Hich (continued) '

SAFETY ANALYSES,,

i LCO, and diversity of the secondary containment isolation
;

APPLICABILITY instrumentation as required by the NRC approved licensingbasis.

Oc3 High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure
n transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. FourFrc55sre - channels of Drywell*-High Function are available and are

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no sin
| failure can preclude the isolation function. gle instrument

'

The Allowable Value was chosen to be the same as the ECCS! Drywell Pressure-High Function Allowable Value ,

ii

(LCO 3.3.5.1) since this is indicative of a loss of coolant ;

accident.

The Drywell Pressure-High Function is required to be !s

OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy
exists in the RCS; thus, there is a probability of pipe
breaks resulting in significant releases of radioactive

-

steam and gas. This Function is not required in MODES 4
and 5 because the probability and consequences of these

,

events are lo'w due to the RCS pressure and temperature
._ limitations'of these MODES.

-

m
,6 6. CMA -t6 % L\h'erblAE bhe
g,ng;M .,,Lacus (,wtniesA be @tP),owd F el B i&m Cra%~at B.a4% Ca%d ,t :. -

- 3. s y R=e: M.- .d : - ac ;;re. sea ^ ;;et ica ene cee; L.3, Exhaust-

/ Radiation-Hich & 54 p
Op3-"hrieur[eJr' 4High secondary containment exhaust radiation is an

1 indication of possible gross failure of the fuel cladding.= N The release may have originated from the primary containment
| ,Ac'pMLik) due to a break in the RCPB*or the refueling floor due to a
,

~

I fuel handling accident. When Exhaust Radiation-High
-v

is detected, secondary containment isolation and actua on
- of the SGT System are initiated to limit the release of

conhJ M LM fission products as assumed in the . AR safety analyses
~

Q h as4er peo\,g h., "h'*

L cc h cat Li hp The Exhaust Radiation-High @ signals are initiated from
radiation detectors that are located on the ventilationCr*W"*'d b"b. exhaust piping coming from the U n i r,s uiin. -cee .: :=

, gp * g Q{ ^=ri hen-iim = ;;;i ;;;;s, respectively. The signaTI

| bMi from each detector is input to an individual monitor whose
trip outputs are assigned to an isolation channel. Four

(continued)
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3. 4/ KeManHpo-Ar,eaWent%iivn ena Pooi 5wW ExhaustAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES, Radia' tion-Hioh MicfD (continued)LCO, and VC

-

E MAAPPLICABILITY ;
channels of fTii~T;er,m .m Area unU budEdmurvM !
Radiation-High Q Functi
sm:nramc m msxn

4ur 4 :i- W m Q h^"" ww-
EnnetionJare available and are required to be OPERABLE to ,

ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.

The Allowable Values are chosen to promptly detect gross
failure of the fuel cladding.

The Exhaust Radiation-High High Functions are rnquired to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy
exists; thus, there is a probability of pipe breaks
resulting in significant releases of radioactive steam and '

gas. In MODES Land 5, the probability and consequences of
these events are low due to the RCS pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES; thus, these Functions are notrequired. In addition, the Functions are required to be
OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS, OPDRVs, a_nd movement of
irradiated fue' assemblies in the primary W-~catr"o r bel bu. . .4'?

.

containment *because the capability of detecting radiation '

Q, , ||u bl c 3 releases due to fuel failures (due to fuel uncovery or
dropped fuel assemblies) must be provided to ensure that!
offsite dose limits are not exceeded.A

Manual Initiation
1

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
into the secondary containment isolation logic that are
redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation
channels, and provide manual isolation capability. There is

g1 ' l2O p' no specifitGgt> safety analysis that takes credit for this
Function. It is retained for the overall redundancy and
diversity of the secondary containment isolation
instrumentation as required by the NRC approved licensing

:

basis.

' J There are &oFiif push buttons for the logic, _ manual
initiation push buttonf#er trip system. ere is no
Allowable Yalue for this Function since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the
push buttons.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6.2 -
..

BASES

,

! APPLICABLE Manual Initiation (continued) k AW
7 SAFETY ANALYSES, A; LCO, and

channels of the Manual Initiation Function are !APPLICABILITY available and are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,'

'

h"% and 3 and during CORE ALTERATIONS, OPDRVs, and movement ojf !
3 ,

; irradiated fuel assemblies in theingsag!T)containmentf i*

since these are the MODES and other specified conditions in
which the Secondary Containment Isolation automatic
Functions are required to be OPERA 8LE.

i ,

2
-

ACTIONS Revi r's Note: rtain LCO letion Ti ait based i
ap ved topical ports. I order for a 1 censee to

4

Og
'

times, the icensee'au justify the letion- s asquired by ,e staff S ty Evaluation eport,(SE ;

: topical re rt. ~
for the

,

i,

A Note has beeEprovided to modify the ACTIONS related to
secondary containment isolation instrumentation channels

,

Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a ,,,

nnwr
Condition has been entered, subsequent Ate 6ms. subsystems,
components, or variables expressed in the Condition ,

discovered to be inoperable or not. within limits will not
result in separate entry into the condition. Section 1.3

:
,

'

also specifies that Required Actions of the Condition '

continue to apply for each additional failure, with
Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition. ,

However, the Required Actions for inoperable secondary
i

containment isolation instrumentation channels provide ;
'4

appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Condition entry for each ~ inoperable secondary
containment isolation instrumentation channel.,

Ad
i
;

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide'

isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation'

design, an allowable out of service time of G2 % S|
PT -- 24 hours, d:;;;diTiGe thtT &ci4eh has been shown to be''

acceptable (Refs. 3 and 4) to permit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERA 8LE status. This out of service
time is only acceptable provided the associated Function is
still maintaining isolation capability (refer to Required3

i

(continued)
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Seccndary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

Action B.1 Bases). If the inoperable channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of
service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped
condition per Required Action A.I. Placing the inoperable
channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the
inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a singlel failure, and allow operation to continue. Alternatel
it is not desired to place the channel in trip (e.g.,y, ifas in
the case where placing)the inoperable channel in trip wouldresult in an isolation , Condition C must be entered and its
Required Actions taken.

P

B.1

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same Function result in a complete loss
of automatic isolation capability for the associated

) penetration flow path (s) or a complete loss of automatic sinitiation capability for the SGT System. A Function is ;
considered to be maintaining secondary containment isolation
capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip,
such that one trip system will generate a trip signal from

| TIDS the given Function on a valid signal. This ensures that one
of the two' Z:'la in the associated penetration flow path and

;
one SGT su system can be ini_tiated on an iso 1 tjon signal1'

from the given Function..'
' " -" -' ^

_ ..,. T-', .,_ '_'

' ' - - ' ' - - ' "

| %7 ' - ' ^2_ '''- --': 7,:.._
' .

. ,. s L - ' -
._1_ fThe Conditi.on does not

. . .
- - ----.-. -- 1

'

,- include the Manual Initiation Furition (Functio since
it is not assumed in any accident or transient an ysis.,

Thus, a total loss of manual initiation capability for
24 hours (as allowed by Required Action A.1) is allowed.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of
channels.

) (continued)
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| Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.~2'

p .

! BASES

ACTIONS C.1.1. C.I.2. C.2.1. and C.2.2
.

(continued)
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or B are not met, the ability to isolate the
secondary containment and start the SGT System cannot be ,

Therefore, further actions must be perfonned to |ensured.

ensure the ability to maintain the secondary containment :
function. Isolating the associatedle=: -3and starting the
associated SGT subsystem (Required / Actions C.1.1 and C.2.1)
performs the intended function of/the instr = atation andallows operations to continue. ( pe.ur+rraigh) potkoO

~

Alternatively, declaring the associated SCIO. SGT. . . . . . }'
W

subsystem inoperable (Required Actions C.1. and C.2.2 is
also acceptable since the Required Actions of the respe)ctive
LCOs (LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3
actions for the inoperable compone)nts. provide appropriate

One hour is suNicient for plant operations personnel to
establish required plant conditions or to declare the

( associated components inoperable without challenging plantsystems.
,

'
~

!
!

,

SURVEILLANCE Rev' r's Note: ain Frequencies based on approvREQUIREMENTS ical report In order for a 1 nsee to use the. i

'Frequenci he licensee sus stify the Frequ es asO81
*

requi. 'y the staff SER,. fdf the topical rep ,

._

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each
Secondary Containment Isolation instrumentation function are !
located in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.2-1.

;
'

The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate
that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely
for performance of required Surveillances, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed

~

for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains secondary containment isolation capability. Upon
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour

.

allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
.

or the applicable Condition entered and Required Action (s)| taken.

(continued)
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Secont'ary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.. '

B 3.3.6.2
~

f

SURVEILLANCE This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. 3
REQUIREMENTS and 4) assumption % 7he. ,. .. m the average time required

(continued) to perfom channel Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated
that the 6 hour testing allowance does not si nificantly
reduce the probability that th will is late the
associated penetration flow paths an the SGT System will i

initiate when necessary.
ids

SR 3.3.6.2.1
;

Perfomance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
I

;
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A '

CHANNEL CHECK isja comparison of the indicated parameter forg i_) one instrument channel to a similar parameter on other
/ channels.. It is based on the assumption that instrument

C channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations !

between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or !

;
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect} gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the ,

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each - ) *|1

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
/ ;

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the4EHb criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that -
demonstrates channel failure is rare. C., ;;p: =ht /

.

.xe vi).N 'J. .u. unr.sn guerenten snet unust m =-u == M ae. -- -
' :h 2: !t>*M *e n " 1 The CHANNEL CHECK

-

supplements less femal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. ,

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation .
8 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.3.6.2.2 (continued)~
REQUIREMENTS -

IIf the as f setpoint * 4 t within i gtquired
Allowabl alue, the p t specific setpoint methodol,, C6 be re ed, as apppp iate, if the41 story and al her |

may i

LD Inent information indicate a need for the-revision.da Tg !setpoint shall be $NCEshconsistent with the assum

{o)}gs5A+) of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. ptions
!

|
!

The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliability,

i analysis of References 3 and 4.

|
SR 3.3.6.2.3 )
Calibration of trip dprovides a check of the actual !

f
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip settig is discovered to be less conservative than !

the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the itrip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
!

! accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but iis not beyond the Allowable Value, performance is still
!within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under

these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the

i

! appropriate setpoint methodology.
,

,

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
|analysis of References 3 and 4.
!

SR 3.3.6.2.4 1

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of t!e fastrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter witnin the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations; mer- ::n..; ia_-i : :::= -. .mi;-

Jaetensinatinar-=Mt-*? ==**a=?f consistent with the plant
< specific setpoint methodology. T E 3 ar c h hii- n - m t''

(GTBretee=ceynte~ ntiwltft-%Mhass"==_t4aac +f *M WMd=e:Sh;m

' lim twe:n u m a mn me n o

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation-
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.2.4 (continued)

b vised, (appropria if the hi and all o
rtinent fematio dicate a for the rev' ion. TheC ' etppint shall be t set to ent with t ssumptions ,

fof'the current ant speci setpoint me-t odolog g
i The Frequency is based upon the assumption of'inu e . @? teanbration"intEryal=in=ttte-nqiennnion-eT9 the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.2.5

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the |
'

OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
|channel. The system functional testing, performed on SC s
,

s

and the SGT System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3,
|

respectively, overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete !testing of the assumed safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this
Surveillance under the corditions that apply during a plant I

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

, :: , , M.yz' . ...

at the indjyfbal channel relponse timeThis SR ensure
fare less than r equal to e maximum values assumed in tielaccident analysis.

The) times to obtain the. ISOLATIO
trument response times sust b

kadded o'the SCIV cl re

b"
/ SYS RESPONSE TI ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TI

apptance crite a are include dn Reference 5.
; A Note to t Surveillance ates that the rad ation

detecto y be exclude from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME t ing. This is necessary be use of the

9

diff)l and because'the principles oIty of genera ng an appropriat detector input
signa etector operation

| virtually ensure' an instantaneou esponse time./ Response
i time for radfation detector ch nels shall be measured from .Q / J

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
8 3.3.6.2'

l

BASES

SURVEILLANCE " SR 3.3.6.2 f (contin N,
REQUIREMENTS '

i
de or output the input ~of e first electroni -

p onent in e channel.
"'

f>5' ISOLATI SYSTEM RESP 0N IME tests are cpn ucted on an
18 h STAGGERED T BASIS. The 18 morith Frequency i
co istent with ypical industry / fueling cycle e issed upon pla perating experi ce, which shows at
random failu of instrumenta n components c ing
serious onse time degrad on, but not ch el failure, J

(areinf quent occurrencey.' f

1$ ll/SAR, Section in-*7-M.2.3 hREFERENCES

2.14bAR, ChapterJ15% h
.

3. NED0-31677-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

4. NEDC-30851-P-A Supplement 2, "Tet;hnical Specifications'

Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation j

Instrumentations Commen to RPS and ECCS
-

; Instrumentation," March 1989.
.

Section MM.! I 7-) h.

!

i

l

!

1 I

I
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| RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation |c
B 3.3.6.3 jq

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONi

B 3.3.6.3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Spray System
Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RHR Containment Spray System is an operating mode of .the
RHR System that is initiated to condense steam in the
containment atmosphere. This ensures that containment. .

pressure is maintained within its limits following a loss of I% coolant accident (LOCA). The RHR Containment Spray System
U can be initiated either automatically or manually. ;,

1

The RHR Containment Spray System is automatically initiated '

[gD by Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1, Drywell
Pressure-High, and Containr.ent Pressure-Hiy9 q$st channels include electronic equipment (gh signals.e.g. ,L"4 g

,gg
|

ND wt-) that compares measured input signals with i

stablishe_d_st.tpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, -

the g _ 2 ::t;; xl M tuates, which then outputs a
M a==1 +a a t t rip logic. The channels provide inputs to

6g gge- two trip systems; one trip system initiates one containment nspray subsystem while the second trip system . initiates the '!i

other containment spray subsystem (Ref.1). For a trip ;

system to initiate the associated subsystem, it must receive !
one signal from each of the following inputs: Drywell '

Pressure-High, Containment Pressure-High, and a System :Timer. The Drywell Pressure-ligh and Containment
Pressure-High Functions each have two channels, which are
arranged in a one-out-of-two logic to provide the necessary
signal. The System Timer is initiated by a one-out-of-two
taken twice logic consisting of two channels.each of the
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 and Drywell
Pressure-High Functions. When the System Timer has timed

1 out, the trip system receives the System Timer signal.

Manual initiation of the system is accomplished with the use
of manual initiation push buttons. The system can be
manually initiated using the manual initiation push buttons
only if a Drywell Pressure-High signal is present. There
is no time delay when using the manual initiation push
buttons.

'

(continued)
- 6/6 a s.y B 3.3-191 Rev. O, ^^/2S/92-
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3 .

i

!

BASES (continued)

CCD
APPLICABLE Operation of the RHR Containment Spray Systemps- required to |
SAFETY ANALYSES, maintain containment pressure within design limit; after a
LCO, and LOCA. Safety analyses in Reference 2 implicitly assume that
APPLICABILITY sufficient instrumentation and controls, described below, ,

are available to initiate the RHR Containment Spray System.

The RHR Containment Spray System instrumentation satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. Certain !

instrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and i

are described below in the individual Functions discussion. '

The OPERABILITY of the RHR Containment Spray System
instrumentation is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation channel Functions specified in
Table 3.3.6.3-1. Each Function must have the required

,

!
number of OPERABLE channels with their setpoints within the '

specified Allowable Values. A channel is inoperable if its
actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable
Value, where appropriate. The actual setpoint is calibrated,

! consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.
t

:
Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the

. Table. Nominal-trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure

.

the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between |

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Value, is acceptable.

Trip setpoints are those ) redetermined values of output at
which an action should ta ce place. The setpoints are
compared to the actual. process parameter {e.g., reactor/b vessel water level), and when the measured output value of

'T V the process parameter exceeds the setpoint. the associated
I device (e.g., b T, w 7 changes state. The analytic limits

are derived from the limiting values of the processM parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then determined accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments, as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
. B 3.3.6.3

|
'

BM5
|
1

APPLICABLE These uncertainties are described in the setpoint 1SAFETY ANALYSES, methodology.'

LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The RHR Containment Spray System instrumentation is required1

(continued) to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, when considerable ,

;

energy exists in the Reactor Coolant System and a Design
Basis Accident (DBA) could cause pressurization of the
primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5, the reactor is shut ,

;
down, and any LOCA would not cause pressurization of the Jdrywell or containment.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses and LCO discussions |
are listed below on a function by Function basis.

,

'

1. Drywell Pressure-Hich

High pressure da the drywell could indicate a break in the
|

reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The RHR
Containment Spray System mitigates the consequences of steam
leaking from the drywell directl

!

,

bypassing the suppression pool. y into containment airspace,

Four Drywell Pressure-High transmitters (two per trip
,

system) are available and are required to be OPERABLE and '

capable of automatically initiating the RHR Containment
Spray System. This ensures that no single instrument

i

failure can preclude the RHR containment spray function.
The Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value is chosen to be'

the same as the Emergency Core Cooling S
Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (ystems (ECCS)LCO 3.3.5.1,
" Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) Instrumentation") |

,

since this could be indicative of a LOCA.

2. Containment Pressure-Hiah

High pressure in the containment could indicate a break in
the RCPB. The RHR Containment Spray System mitigates the
consequences of steam leaking from the drywell directly into

; the containment airspace, bypassing the suppression pool.
)

Four Containment Pressure-High transmitters are available,
but only two Containment Pressure-High transmitters (one
per trip system) art required to be OPERABLE and capable of
automatically initiating the RHR Containment Spray System.

{ continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
{B 3.3.6.3'

BASES

APPLICABLE 2. Containment Pressure-Hich (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,

iLCO, ar.d This ensures that no single instrument failure can preclude iAPPLICABILITY the RHR containment spray function. I

The Containment Pressure-High Allowable Value is chosen to
sensure the primary containment design pressure is not
!exceeded.
i

3. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
ia break of the RCPB may have occurred and the capability to

maintain the primary containment pressure within design !'
limits may be threatened. The RHR Containment Spray System j
mitigates the consequences of the steam leaking from the '

drywell directly into the containment airspace, bypassing ithe suppression pool. ;

,

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four
level transmitters that sense the difference between the
pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg) ,'
and the pressure due to the actual water level (variable
leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 (two per trip system) are .i

available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the RHR containment
spray function.

|

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level I i
Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as .the ECCS Reactor |

Vessel Water Level- Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value
(LCO 3.3.5.1) since this could be indicative of a LOCA.

- 4.5. vstem A and System B Timers gA gg
The purpose of theeE mers is to delay automatic initiationti

of the RHR Containment Spray System for approximately)10 minutes after low pressure ecolant injection (LPCI
initiation to give the LPCI System time to fulfill its ECCS
function in response to a LOCA. The time delay is needed
since the RHR Containment Spray System utilizes the same
pumps as the LPCI subsystem (RHR pumps).

i

(continued)

:4WR'/frtTS"~ B 3.3-194 Rev. O, 00/20/92 '
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BASES

{ APPLICABLE vstem a and System B Timers (continued)
|j SAFETY ANALYSES, V' ' Foe t

There are twob(mers,iew 4); LCO, and I
ti one for each subsystem, designatedAPPLICABILITY System A Timer and System B Timer. Since each subsystem of

i the RHR Containment Spray System has a timer, a single
1 failure of a timer will cause the failure of only one RHR

containment spray subsystem. The other subsystem will still
be available to perform the RHR containment spray cooling;

function. The Allowable Value for the time delay is chosenj to be lon
function,g enough to allow the LPCI System to fulfill itsbut short enough to prevent containment pressurei from exceeding the design limit.

4 L g ---i>

; - [ E lg s' A ) y s'. Manual initiation

i P4 The Manual Initiation Function introduces signals into the
RHR containment-spray logic and is redundant to all
automatic protective instrumentation except Drywell SA '.
Pressure-High. There is no specific @~ analysis that
takes credit for this Function. It is retained for overall
redundancy and diversity of the initiation Function as

,

required by the NRC approved licensing basis. Each trip
system has a manual push button, for a total of two push
buttons, both of which are required to be OPERABLE.

There is no Allowable Value for this Function since the
channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons.

4
-

ACTIONS Reviewer's e: Certa I)Complet ines are d on j
n

,

approve opical rep s. In orde or a Ifee to use 7''

gI the s, the lir.ensee must ju fy the Compi tion Time s
d taff Saf aluatio ort (SER) the

i

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
!RHR Containment Spray System instrumentation channels.

,., 5 |
.

Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once
{Condition has been entered, subsequent " ~ r 3 subsystems,i

:components, or variables expressed in the Condition
/discovered to be inoperable or not within limits will not

i
result in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 i

also specifies that Required Actions of the Condition

-

(continued)

- 0.:^/6 3TS- B 3.3-195 Rev. 0, 0?/2C/92-
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In addition to the two Function 4 timers discussed above,
subsystem B has an additional timer (Function 5) of -

approximately 90 seconds. This timer is included to. prevent
,

both containment spray subsystems from actuating at the same i
time. The Allowable Value for this time delay is chosen to be
long enough for the operator to take action if containment
spray subsystem A has already actuated to prevent subsystem-B i

from also actuating, but short enough to prevent containment
pressure from exceeding the design limit if subsystem.A does
not actuate. ;

i

,

,

h

[w

!

!

!
|
1
!

,

s

|

|

INSERT
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BASES

i
ACTIONS continue to apply for each additional failure, with 1

(continued) Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.
However, the Required Actions for inoperable RHR Containment

|
Spray System instrumentation channels provide appropriate

!compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As
isuch, a Note has been provided that allows separate :

Condition entry for each inoperable RHR Containment Spray :System instrumentation cisnnel.

|

A.1 '

Required Action A.1 directs entry into the appropriate !

Condition referenced in Table 3.3.6.3-1. The applicable '

Condition specified in the table is Function dependent.
1

Each time a channel is discovered inoperable, Condition A is
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the
appropriate subsequent Condition.

.

.

I

B.1 and B.2
!

Required Action 8.1 is intended to ensure appropriate 4

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped !

channels within the same Function result in a complete loss :
of automatic initiation capability for the RHR Containment ;Spray System. Automatic initiation capability is lost if
one Function 1 channel in both trip systems is inoperable j

;

and untripped, or one Function 3 channel in both trip i
systems is inoperable and untripped. In this situation , !

(loss of automatic initiation capability), the 24 hour hc2 l

OCE 'h RHR Containment Spray $gggy, made inoperable by RHRallowance of Required Action 8.2 is not appropriate and (19P -j

:
Containment Spray Systenfinstrumentation, must be declared

'
%_

inoperable witnin 1 nour after discovery of loss of RHR
Containment Spray System initiation capability for both trip
systems.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action 8.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the RHR Containment Spray System cannot
be automatically initiated due to inoperable, untripped
channels within the same function, as described in the

(continued)

JR/6-GTS- B 3.3 196 Rev. 0- M/26/9B-
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BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

paragraph above. The 1 hour Completion Time from discovery -
of loss of initiation capability is acceptable because it.'

minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration ora

tripping of channels.

Because of the redundancy of sensors available to provide
initiation signals, an allowable out of service time of
24 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Ref. 3) to pemit

,

,

.

restoration of any inoperable channel to OPERA 8LE status. ;

i If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
i

status within the allowable out of service time, the channeli

must be placed in the tripped condition, per Required
Action B.2. Placing the inoperable channel in trip would

.

conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore the
,

I

capability to accommodate a single failure, and allowi

operation to continue. Alternately if it is not desired to
place the channel in trip (e.g., as,in the case v6ert
placing the inoperable channe' in trip would result in an i

initiation), Condition D aust be entered and its RequiredAction taken.
,

C.1 and C.2

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure appropriate i

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same Function result in automatic iinitiation capability being lost for the RHR Containment '

L ,g;;; I,hcuvnay System. Automatic initiation capability is lost if i

t 2 C;;;;u tNtwo Fdnction 4 channels are
inoperaiile. In this situation (loss of automatic initiation

IA ,( capability) the 24 hour allowance of R uired Actio C.2 is
not appropriate and'the associated RNR ntainment pray

OCN -(EWyttee must be declared inoperable wit n 1 hour a ter
-

discovery of loss of RHR Containment Spray System initiation
capability for both trip systems. As noted, Required
Action C.1 is only applicable for Functions 2 and 4. The ,or$ ,
Required Action is not applicable to function Sr(which alsoF b E does aol. reavires entry into tMs Condition if a channel in M

** * CO*'5Ig1 Functiogs inoperable),*=~rrr tz is the Manual Initiation ou o ,

Function and is not assumed in any(gR accident or 4"*'

tbad 6 % eb transient analysis. Thus, a total loss of manual initiation '

g.3phs, 4chle capability for 24 hours (as allowed by Required Action C.2),
-s is allowed.

|
pSAE -&

c

(continued)

BWR/6:STS- B 3.3-197 Rev. O, 09/34.092-,
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal ,

' time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action C.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the RHR Containment Spray System cannot
be automatically initiated due to two inoperable channels
within the same Function. The 1 hour Completion Time from
discovery of loss of initiation capability is acceptable
because it minimizes risk while allowing time for i

restoration of channels. !

Because of the redundancy of sensors available-to provide
initiation signals, an allowable out of service time of
24 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Ref. 3) to pemit

,

:
restoration ofany inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. *

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the allowable out of service time, Condition D
aust be entered and its Required Action taken. The Required
Actions do not allow placing the channel in trip since this |

action could either cause the initiation or it would not
necessarily result in a safe state for the channel in all
events.

E.d

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not i

met, the associated RHR containment spray subsystem may be .

incapable of perfoming the intended function and the RHR |
containment spray subsystem associ'ated with inoperable !

untripped channels must be declared inoperable immediately.
|

'

SURVEILLANCE ~Rev#iewer's Nott: Cepiin freqdencies re ba donapproved |
~ ~

REQUIREMENTS t'opijlrepo s. # order r a li nsee use .ese / !f

[.Frp(uencie,thefcensee ust j ify t Fre neies as/ if
9,$ rptivired _the J_ taff 51 for 1,he topic rep, ort.

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RHii
~

Containment Spray System Function are located in the SRs
column of Table 3.3.6.3-1.

(continued)
'

. <
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SURVEILLANCE The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate
REQUIREMENTS that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely

(continued) for perfomance of required Surveillances, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function

. maintains RHR containment spray initiation capability. Upon
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the C hour
allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE stat"s
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Action:,
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis

t (Ref. 3) assumptionMh : =;rs W the 2verage time
CM -- OT required to perfom channel surveilldoce. That analysis

demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does not
significantly reduce the probability that the RHR
containment spray will initiate when necessary.

SR 3.3.6.3.1
m

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours' e.:nsures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

'* g"S CHANNEL CHECK isea comparison of the parameter indicated on -.T one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is i
/ based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring ~

the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the instrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based .

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel ish outside the agB$ criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. (TEIT:rrpm4mmm- via
rnewr...ZL CHECT cmurcs tMt r J- - H=M( U lfail s is limited to- ; - bhi --La = 1 I--

1 The CHANNEL CHECKm

supplements less femal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCC

'

(continued)

h&M B 3.3-199 Rev. O, MDR1%
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.3.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on each required
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

TIf the as found4ETpoint is no ithin its require
.OCj, Allowable Jerfue, the plan ecific setpoint m M gy may 'qt_,.bepe,d, as appro ' e, if the histor all other

gertinent infoma on indicate a need -f r the revision. The)s

9 setpointeshall be 6 consistent with the assum
Olht%sh^of thefurrent plant specific setpoint methodology. ptions3

The frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliabilityanalysis of Reference 3.

Pt
SR 3.3.6.3.3gg| 4g

} The calibration of trip q*EJprovides a check of the actual-

trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.3-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safetyanalysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliabilityanalysis of Reference 3.

-

1,, ] A 3 3.4 9 5" 3. 3. 0. 3. 5]1
R

_

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop a.7d the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrationsf.-Measurement 4 rid 4etpointz 19r_-his. tor _idC.er

chetemnahoni_iiint4e perfarmed rconsistent with the plant-

specific setpoint methodology. The channe W hatJ M e e,

.

(continued)

=BWR/6 W B 3.3-200 Rev. O, -09/-2BM2-
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.5kcontinued) -
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.3.4 E M S: 2.2.0.
REQUIREMENTS "

calibrate onsistent w' the assumptions of the seJpoint
,

method ogy.

, .I the as fou setpoint is within its rjquiredAllowable ue, the pla31 specific setpo3"nt methodologymaybe revis , as approprjete, if the history and all ottyrr
pertipent information indicate a need4cr the revi4ch. Thej
setpoint shall bedeft set consisterit with the assumptions j

the current plant specific setpoint dethodology.)
_

Og _. he Frpquency/of SR 3j3.6.3.4 iubased orvthe assumption of97,Alay calibratioyinterval Jfi the determination of(th'egnitude 4f eouinment th H+ 4 the sefooint 4nalysis
'h

The Frequency A4-5R-hihir:4-5 is based on the assumption of
--emmt%1it. .. . ... :-t:~ i - the atm -esti en of the

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

hvl d3.SR 3.3.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in

7g LCD 3.6.1.7 " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment
Spray " overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete.

'-

testing of the assumed safety function._T/jsO27

6*b The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

% 2. i.$AR, Section R , m @re I 1.O?lREFERENCES 1.

2. AR,Section[6.2.1.1.5.}
3. GENE-770-05-1, " Bases for Ch ges to Surveillance Test

Intervals and Allowed Out-of-service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

-. .:~7P5T5- B 3.3-201 Rev. O, O''/20/92
*"
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The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing
for those components that it is designed to monitor. However,
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be
performed. This may be accomplished by testing any number of
channels or Functions every 18 months on an alternating basis
such that all channels for all Functions are tested every 72
months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce
an RHR Containment Spray System initiation signal.

.

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-201 10/1/93
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.4 Suppression Pool Makeup (SPHU) System Instrumentation

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The SPMU System provides water from the upper containment

l'g pool to the suppression pool, by gravity flow, after a loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) to ensure that primary
containment temperature and pressure design limits are met.'-

The SPMU Systentis_ automatically initiated by si_gnals
generated by O __- . 2 ~~..T. . _ ..' - _ _ E . T_ "
Reactor Yessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1; Drywell
Pressure-High; and Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low

h{. channels. The channels include electronic equipment (e.g.,
s (RTN h b Q that compares measured input signals with

J pre-established setooints. When the setpoint is exceeded
J C zn-t n'; &"Mwhich then5LWF

myf signal to thedtrip logic. The channels provide inputs to
two trip systems; one trip system initiates one SPMU
subsystem while the second trip system initiates the other9:8p SPMU subsystem (Ref. 1). Two separate initiation logics are1

} provided for each trip system.

One initiation logic for a trip system will initiate the
associated subsystem if a LOCA signal coincident with a
Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low signal is received.
The LOCA signal is received from the associated division of
low pressure Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)
initiation signal (i.e., two channels of Reactor Yessel
Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 and two channels of
Drywell Pressure-High are arranged in a one-out-of-two
taken twice logic) Two channels of Suppression Pool Water.
Level-Low Low are arranged in a one-out-of-two logic, which
generates the Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low signal.
The associated low pressure ECCS division's Manual
Initiation push button (one per division) also supplies a
signal, which manually
automatic LOCA signal (perfones the same function as thei.e., ECCS Manual Initiation
coincident with a Suppression _Poo} Water Level--Low Low will

i tiate the tr1 D sYst em)g . _. .. . , .._ _ . . . . . . . . ..c y., .c

m 7 ;- -.- r.y .. 3... , ,.. ..;
_

,

} A_ lt: ~py- _ _ _ ';[_f ~~,~ C,- m-,
,

'

_ _

The second initiation logic for a trip system will initiate
after a time delay of approximately 30 minutes,44en8Cmm

E'S<

(continued)

% T/C STS B 3.3-202 Rev. O, 89/28492.
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te LuA or he assocdeellow pressu[cccs ct;v7
BASES fi u w L ; & t ,' s.|q u f g

.
--. 2

BACKGROUND ( Pressure- fgh (a di erent Funct ' from thegrywell
^

-(continued) Pressur High Fun ion describ above)ancjdeactorVes I
Water sevel-Low w, Level 2 gnals are ceived. T

Ed S PtM guMP.N ch .nels of ea of these t- variables e arranged naT L e-out-of-t kan twie vioeir. One actirated t h innirc hie (f4 0 U S M d starts the timer, and once the timer times out, thh trip ~g A g hs.)
system initiates the associated SPMU subsystemgI o manual |linitiatioppushbu 'ons (the ame push uttons the0" b8 ""gO

f primaryjnd seco ary cont nment is ation ma aalopewd -frm-b msn initi tion pus uttons) arranged c a two- t-o f-two
/

ogi , are a}s)o provil , which perform th same fun ton asMrcl ree 4o th two vaprables (i ., the manual init tion cush uttons% Ag Mll start the time'r toj initiate an associated SPMU
subsystemp

APPLICABLE The SPMU System is relied upon to dump upper containment
SAFETY ANALYSES, pool water to the suppression pool to maintain drywellLCO, AND

horizontal vent coverage and an adequate suppression poolAPPLICABILITY heat sink volume to ensure that the primary containment
internal pressure and temperature stay within design limits
(Ref. 2).

The SPMU System instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement. Certain instrumentation Functions are
retained for other reasons and are described in the
individual Functions discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the SPMU System instrumentation is
o.= pendent on the OPERABILITY of the individual
instrumentation channel Functions specified in
Table 3.3.6.4-1. Each Function must have the required
number of OPERABLE channels with their setpoints within the
specified Allowable Value, where appropriate. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.

Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the
Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Values between
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal setpoint, but within the
Allowable Value, is acceptable.

(continued)

won ??S B 3.3-203 Rev. O, 29/28M2
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APPLICABLE Trip setpoints are those predetemined values of output at
SAFETY ANALYSES, which an action should take place. The setpoints are
LCO, and compared to the actual 'rocess parameter (e.g., reactor
APPLICABILITY vessel water level), d wnen the measured output value of

(continued) _ the process _paramete exceeds the setpoint, the associated
device (e.g..bt 9 .117 changes state. The analytic limits
are derived from the limiting values of the process
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable

9 ~f Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then determined accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments y defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

The SPMU System instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy exists in the
Reactor Coolant System and a DBA could cause pressurization

T and heatup of the primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5,
) the reactor is shut down; therefore, any LOCA would not

cause pressurization of the drywell, and the SPMU System
would not be needed to maintain suppression pool water
level. Furthemore, in MODES 4 and 5, the SPMU System is
not required since there is insufficient energy to heat up
the suppression pool in the event of a LOCA.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses and LCO discussions
are listed below on a Function by Function basis.

~

.

I. Drywell Pressure-Hich

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The Drywell
Pressure-High is one of the Functions required to be
OPERABLE and capable of initiating the SPMU System during
the postulated accident. This protection is required to
ensure primary containment temperature and pressure design
limits are not exceeded during a LOCA. Accident analysis
assumes that the suppression pool vents remain covered
during a LOCA. Therefore, this signal is used to dump water
from the upper containment pool into the suppression pool as
assumed in the large break LOCA analysis.

) (continued)

-BWA N B 3.3-204 Rev. O,209/2&/90-
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APPLICABLE 1. Drywell Pressure-High (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure
APPLICABILITY transmitters that sense the pressure at four different

locations in the drywell. Four channels of Drywell
Pressure-High function (two channels per trip system) are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrunent failure can preclude the SPMU System
function.

The Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS
Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1,
" Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) Instrumentation"),
since this could be indicative of a LOCA.

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level-tow Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
a LOCA may have occurred and the capability to maintain the
primary containment temperature and pressure and suppression
pool level design limits may be Q reatened. Accident) analysis assumes that the sup;rrasion pool vents remain
covered during a LOCA. Therefore, this signal is used to
dump water from the upper containment pool into the -
suppression pool as assumed in the large break LOCA
analysis.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four
level transmitters that sense the difference between the
pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg)
and the pressure due to the actual water level .(variable
leg) in the vessel. Four chan'nels of reactor vessel water -

'

level (two channels per trip system) are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the SPMU System function. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value is
chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Yessel Water
Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1),
since this could be indicative of a LOCA.

3. Suppression Pool Water Level-tow Low

The Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low signal provides
assurance that the water level in the suppression pool will

(continued)

BWR/5 STS- B 3.3-205 Rev. O, 40/28/32
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B 3.3.6.4
.

BASES

.

APPLICABLE 3. Suppression Pool Water level-Low Low (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and not drop below that required to keep the suppression pool
APPLICABILITY vents covered for all LOCA break sizes. Accident analyses

assume that the suppression pool vents remain covered during
A LOCA. Therefore, the signal indicating low suppression
pool water level is used to dump water from the upper
containment pool into the suppression pool as assumed in the
large break LOCA analysis.

Suppression pool water level signals are from four
transmitters that sense pool level at four different e

M cations (two per trip system). C. . . ..? tm-:: 3% [/ ' ur Suppression Pool Water Level-Low Low channels (simper
' trip system) are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no

single instrument failure can preclude the SPMU System ,
function, O .. . .m em. . , d t h Sepq.

The Allowable Value is set high enough to ensure coverage of
the suppression pool vents.

) 4 Drvwell Pressure-Hich

High pres in the drywell Id indicate break in the
RCPB. T Drywell Pressu High is one of the Functions
requi to be OPERABLE ap capable of ditiating the SPMU
Syste during the postulited accident This protectip iso
req d to ensure prigary containmen temperature anu fpr sure design limi are not excee'ded during a s ^11 break
L .

~

High drywell prp sure signals j initiated fr m pressure -

transmitters fat sense the ressure at four ifferent
locations irAhe drywell. ur channels o rywell

Pressure- igh Function (8 to be OPERABL to ensure thaf nochannels per rip system) aye
availabl and are require
single strument fail /e can preclud he SPMU Systel
funct' n.

T Allowable Valu is chosen to the same as e RPS
Drywell Pressure igh Allowabl alue (LCO 3.3 .. 1,
" Reactor Protec on System (RP Instrumentati n"), since
this ceuld be ndicative of LOCA.-

J (continued)

-E'o/E-STS B 3.3-206 Rev. O, 09/2S/92-
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B 3.3.6.4
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BASES
.

APPLICABLE 5. Reactor Vessel Water Level-tow Low. Level 2
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCD, and Low RPV water level dicates that a L may have occurred
APPLICABILITY and that the ca lity to maintai e primary containment

(continued) temperature pressure and s ression pool design limits
during a 11 break LOCA tr be threatened.-

93
i Re or vessel water vel signals are initiated fro r

evel transmitte at sense the difference bet the
pressure due t constant column of water erenceleg)
and the pres e due to the actual water vel (variableleg) in t vessel. Four channels eactor Vessel WaterLevel- Low, Level 2 (two per ip system) are available
and are required to be OPERA to ensure that no single
instrument failure can pr ude the SPMU System function.
The Allowable Value i nosen to be the same as the HPCS
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value
LCO 3.3.5.1)c since this could be indicative of a LOCA.

@ Timer
)

The SPMU System valves open on a Drywell Pressure-High
and/or Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signal
after about a 30 minute timer delay, where the timer itself
is started by these signals. The minimum suppression pool
volume, without an upper pool dump, is adequate to meet all
heat sink requirements for 30 minutes during a small break
LOCA.

There are two SPMU System timers (one per trip system). Two
timers are available and are. required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single timer failure can preclude the SPMU
System function. The Allowable Value is chosen to be short
enough to ensure that the suppression pool will serve as an
adequate heat sink during a small break LOCA.

P3 0$
Manual Initiation

The SPMU System Manual Initiation push button channels fl
produce signals to provide manual initiation capabilities
that are redundant to the automatic protective c/instrumentation. The Manual Initiation Function is not
assumed in any transient or accident analysis in the SAR.
However, the function is retained for overall redundancy and

(continued)

BWR/6-&i#r B 3.3-207 Rev. O, @9M.B492-
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'

BASES

APPLICABLE Manual initiation (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, u
LCO, and diversity of the SPMU System as required by the NRC in the
APPLICABILITY approved licensing basis. -dO _ val end s < * o

Four manual initiation W eli d per)W rvr+ M c_
are available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no

e#r
single instrument failure can preclude the SPMU System

I function. There is no Allowable Value for this function
since the channels are mechanicall actuated based solely on
the position of the @ =::g;ggjteb]c

Y

ACTIONS ~ Tevi r's ote: Jertain Comp ion es are ised on
ap ve opica W eport In o r fo licens to us

sa /6 / t' s, th icens must tify e Compi ion T*
q ed by e sta Safet valu on Rep (S orth /s

,

[ t cal re rt. #

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
'SPMU System instrumentation channels. Section 1.3,

/ Completion Times, speci s that once a Condition has been
.

ubsystems, components, orT entered, subsequen
variables expresse in the Condition discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits will not result in separate
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that

;vis;or4 Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for

,
- inoperable SMI System instrumentation channels provide

0c\ appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Cor.dition entry for each inoperable SPMU System
instrumentation channel.

b.:1

Required Action A.I directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.6.4-1. The applicable
Condition specified in the Table is Function dependent.
Each time a channel is discovered inoperable, Condition A is
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the
appropriate subsequent Condition.

.

) (continued)

-BWit/6 si5 B 3.3-208 Rev. O, E9/20/02
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'

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same Function result in a complete loss |

of automatic initiation capability for the SPMU System. In
this case, automatic initiation capability is lost if
(a) one Function 1 channel in both trip systems is j
inoperable and untripped, (b) one Function 2 channel in both .

trip systems is inoperable and untripped,P'(c) one Function / 3 '

channel in both trip systems is in, operable and untrippedg en.) P3:-
,f 7 _ _ . c _ _ _ . : _ _- e u___a mw g 7. - -
L " ^ _' .....:;; M fin this situation (loss of

'

-

automatic initiation capability), the 24 hour al_lowance of i.,

Required Action B.2 is not appropriate and We SPHU h ,

must be declared inoperable within I hour after discovery of \ CZ j
loss of SPMU initiation capability for both trip systemi JM

(IaL5v 4 e!Is

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time i

|to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal

s ' time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
') For Required Action B.1, the Completion Time only begins

upon discovery that the SPMU System cannot be automatically
initiated due to inoperable, untripped channels within the
same Function as described in the paragraph above. The
1 hour Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation
capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.

Because of the redundancy of sensors available to provide 4

Iinitiation signals, an allowable out of service time of
24 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Ref. 3) -to pemit
restoration of any inoperable channel to OPERABLE status.
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the allowable out of service time, the channel j
must be placed in the tripped condition per Required |

Action B.2. Placing the inoperable channel in trip would '

conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore
capability to accomodate a single failure, and allow
operatici to continue. Alternately, if it is not desired to
place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where
placing the inoperable channel in trip would result in an
initiation), Condition D must be entered and its Required
Action taken.

.

) (continued)

-BWR/6-3-TS- B 3.3-209 Rev. 0,-07/28/92
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BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same Function result in a complete loss

f of automatic initiation capability for the SPMU System. In
this case, automatic initiation capability is lost if twon

f runcd5 iip _ c'hannelsy- tion (loss of automatic initiation
- - - -- ' " -- m a reC

inoperable. In this situa
capability), the 24 hour allowance of Required Action C.2 is

3 not appropriate and the SPMU System must be declared
inoperable within 1 hour after discovery of loss of SPMU
initiation capability for both trip systems. As not i
RequgdActionC.1isonlyapplicableforFunctio

-

di Required Action C.1 is not applicable to Function 7 6
g(which also requires entry into this Condition if a channer/

in this Functign is inoperable), since it is the anual _]Initiation Function and is not assumed in any faccidentor transient analysis. Thus, a total loss o manual x

! initiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed by Required
Action C.2) is allowed.

] The Completion Time is ' intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
For Required Action C.1, the Completion Time only begins
upon discovery that the SPMU System cannot be automatically
initiated due to two inoperable channels within the same
Function. The 1 hour Completion Time from discovery of loss
of initiation capability is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration .of channels.

Because of the redundancy of sensors available to provide
initiation signals, an allowable out of service time of
24 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Ref. 3) to permit
restoration of any inoperable channel to OPERABLE status.
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the allowable out of service time, Condition D
must be entered and its Required Action taken. The Required
Actions do not allow placing the channel in trip since this
action could either cause the initiation or it would not
necessarily result in a safe state for the channel in all
events.

'

(continued)]
--CG/6 5i5 B 3.3-210 Rev. O, -4My28492-
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BASES !

ACTIONS
-
D.1

(continued)
With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not'

met, the associated SPMU subsystem may be incapable of
performing the. intended function and the SPMU subsystem
associated with inoperable, untripped channels must be
declared inoperable immediately.

s s . 7 -__

($ roveSURVEILLANCE iew s No C ainfreque es a as on.

REQUIREMENTS opi repo s. ord f for lice ee t se ese /'

cf - Fr encie , th icen e mu just' y th re ncie s

.- /d ui y_t _taf ER # th opi rep .-
-

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each SPMU
System Function are located in the SRs column of
Table 3.3.6.4-1. -

The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicate
that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely|

} h|
,

for performance of required Surveillances, entry into |
_ associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed

Q4;g;Q for un to 6 hours.,orovided the associated Function
_ s maintains suppression pool makeup" cap' ability. Upon

,

completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of. the 6 hour
allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Ref. 3) assumptionJ9t 5 = is)the average timer

8 required to perform channel surveillance. That analysisOjp '

demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does not. .-
significantly reduce the
initiate when necessary. probability that the SPMU will

SR 3.3.6.4.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 1

that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A '

CHANNEL CHECK ispa comparison of the parameter indicated on
norref!g " one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is

based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
3

the same parameter should read approximately the same value. l

OC3' Significant deviations between the instrument channels could I

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
|

(continued)s,

- Eaio sis B 3.3-211 Rev. O, 00/28/92
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BASES |

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus it is key to

|
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. j

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel ish outside the EKE 3r criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. fus nerfa m @

OC,- ,pe-cd=haLK gwer:n::cs th;t .wdwi=d- s ght J
thanne! Gilere it li=Had te !? hasr3.f The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays ;associated with the required channels of the LCO.

|

!

SR 3.3.6.4.2
|
1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function. !

'

. Ti the as f ' setpoint i et within its utrea-

-

Cy Allowa alue, the p specific se int methodolocyaaypejevised,asapp iate, if the story and allAer
.

A pertinent informa ion indicat need for the revTsion. Thenu setpoinJt shall be deft :rsconsistent with the assumptions

(ady-kes f the[ current plant specific setpoint methodology.
|s

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliabilityi-
analysis of Reference 3.

Pl '

|ovN rc % P 3.3.6.4.b' dst 3.3.k.4.Q( SR, , ,
'

- ' g g;, gj h The calibration ofhe umd provides a check of the actual,

trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
f exa\M the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than

b r
i ecfo the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.4-1. If the#r

und5 trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
/

(continued)

-BWR/6-5ts- B 3.3-212 Rev. O, -09/28/-92-
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BASES
_

pEtrut 62 3.3 (G' f)
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6 4.3J (continued) 'd3
REQUIREMENTS A

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is
not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is
still within the requirements of the plant safety analysis.
Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference

/ m?

SR 3.3.6.4 nd SR 3.3.6.4
: ;_ -

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrationsmue*=t-emetyw . +i+2sion5D

#--tieltuningtTonsWit-b_e-perfomed consistent with the plant,

d specific setpoint methodology.Jhe chantrei snaii ne ietr%> ~ Jcah)>rateo consistent witn the assumptio s'of the setpoint \
methodology / f' fI f' :

If theAs found setpoin't is not w.ithin its requjred
;Allownble Value, ' pro,' plant sp(ecific setpointpethodologthe may
!be/ revised,as,ap priate, j the history;md all ot r

,

i

pertinent in, formation indicate a need forAhe revis)4n. The i

Isetpoint,skall be left Jef consistent wi'th the asjumptic l

pf the turrent plant _,rpecific setooint'methodolocy.
,

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.4;rj)~ a orvtne assumption'~ofb

p ecay canoratTUrr~interva[_Ithedeterminationof/hehagnitu M of e ipment'driff in thf s#fnoint Inalysh.Q
"

[h au cv o SR 3.3.6.4 ted on the assumption of
7 g g ),," ~ *="" " W theV magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3 4.87 d E P 3.1

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific

] (continued)

1

-BWR/6-STS- B 3.3-2I3 Rev. O, 09/28/92 - !
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SPMU System Instrumentation
R 3.3.6.4-

[0 9-BASES
~

F/(continued)SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4.
REQUIREMENTS;

channel. The system functional testing perfomed in :'

LCO 3.6.2.4, " Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU) System,"
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of-

-rijsERT ',the assumed safety function.
'

S2NA[ The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plantj
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the9 Surveillance were perfomed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

'

'

REFERENCES l .' AR,[4:~r ~ 8/
' *

2. AR,SectTon 6.2.7. h h
3. GENE-770-06-1, " Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test1

Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"February 1991.

3

,i

4

s
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|

INSERT B214A

The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing ;

for those components that it is designed to monitor. However, .

manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be '

performed. This may be accomplished by testing any number of I

channels or Functions every 18 months on an alternating basis i

such that all channels for all Functions are tested every 72 I
months. This Frequency is based on the logic
interrelationships of the various channels required to produce i

a suppression pool makeup system initiation signal. {

|

|

)

;

i

?

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.3-214 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 613 of 687 B 3.3.6.S
.,

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION1

,

B 3.3.6.5 Relief and Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation ;

t

) BASES

/

h BACKGROUhD The safety / relief valves (S/RVs) prevent overpressurization :

of the nuclear steam system. Instrumentation is provided to i

g g g,gyr, b * * ,i support two mocesjtof S/RV operation-the relief function !,

c:Za9"atvwrr4'g i (all valves) and the LLS function (selected valves). Refer I
c. to LCO 3.4.4, " Safety / Relief Yalves (S/RVs)," and '

6M N Mo
3 LCO 3.6.1.6, " Low-Low Set -(LLS) Safety / Relief Yalves '

of M (S/RVs)," pplicability Bases for additional infonnation
ge *N 9 gese no es of S/RV operationy

The relief function of the S/RVs prevents overpressurization !by h Abs da, of the nuclear steam system. The LLS function of the S/RVs
r o$ opeeMonon8. is designed to mitigate the _ effects of postulatedfthrust og ;

,

a66acideS instevrrechbn, loads on th /RV dischar subs nt ;

with anj k ,g p es by preve
' '

Wefu % ao 3.5.1 ctua ' . water le -

he S/. of postui ,RV-
scharge '

f aE'"*M(6ES)d
* e. It also- tes the effGE dD

'ed/ pressure,

% -

i loads on the containment by preventing multiple actuationsi

in rapid succession of the 5/RVs subsequent to their initial
O cm LCd actuation.

'

E6 Upon any S/RV actuation, the LLS logic lassigns preset>

~IW#rurneAHon[ opening and reclosing setpoints to@ preselected S/RVs. i

respe.c;Hvg, These setpoints are selected to override the normal relief
i

_ _ --
,-. ID"eetpoints such that the LLS S/RVs will stay open longer, !

thus releasing more steam (energy) to the suppression pool; i

%g, g | ,t e6 h hence more energy (and time) is required for
.

repressurization and subsequent 5/RV openings.g. g jg g ee
logic increases-the time between (or prevents)JT, he LLS (f

suhte_quent olOj'8 Y N, -

actuations tol ow the high water 1 ' created fr hD5
loads fromsd's)josg angrneib finitial 5 opening p -return to r fall below its norm # r

54;nt gcrup5 Wh) ! water el, thus ucing th bequent/
g om. de. is desion,ed to:,Jttheir-tfesign limits' In addition', the ,tions to witac

,

limiU/RT subsequent ~actuatiorit ToTneg h:3h -

g valve, so that containment loads will also be reduced.

., n h The relief instrumentation consists of two trip systems,CO
M
NA M .

with each trip system actuating one solenoid for each S/RV.
There are two solenoids per S/RV, and each solenoid can open
its respective S/RV. The relief mode (S/RVs and associated
trip systems) is divided into t ce setpoint groups (the low |
wi h one S/RV, the medium with/ /RVs, and the high w*th
g S/RVs). The S/RV relief unction is actuated by. v

75 e' t 7
i

} (continued)

.BWRffr:STS- B 3.3-215 Rev. O, 00/20/02-
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.3.6.S.

j Section 3.3 Pa;;e 614 of 687
,

I

j BASES

j -

1( BACKGROUND transmitters that monitor reactor steam dome pressure. The
(continued) reactor steam dome pressure transmitters send signals to

,

;g w;p grg r n more cutputs are errencee '- : :=0 cu: cf wa ;

aci - fer-exh trip =te-fin each of three separate -

ipg g
setpoint groups (e.g., the medium group of @TlifVs opensk 1

when at least one of the associated trip systems trips at i

N eaMs e its assigned setpoint).! Once an S/RV has been opened, it !

,

d d-* - will reclose wnen reactor steam dome pressure decreases !are arrawefo&d-bo kxpr for below the opening pressure setpoin * This logic arrangement '

.ack W q+es ensures that no single instrument failure can preclude the
to.p. S/RV relief function. ;( se e

- . d.
m n ;cc c ann sts-o w __ ,

, p milar to the

p nBe anecided S/RV relief function,7ither trip system can actuate the
udve. 6 a* LLS S/tV

LLS S/RVs by energizing the associated solenoids.6 0 U'~ T/ @
efim : r/m Each LLS trip system is enabled and sealed in

g Emssd beled upon initial S/RV actuation from the existing reactor steam
dome pressure sensors of any of the nomal relief setpoint
groups. Wha tm im h d - m m ure thanne b ~ d-toj |

une-Oct-of-t hree--taken-twif e / iw-arrarged in o

a toewJ The reactor steam dome pressure channels that >

control the opening and closing of the LLS S/RVs are :
arranged in either a one-out-of-one or a two-out-of-two
logic depending on which LLS S/RV group is being controlled. !

This logic arrangement ensures that no single instrument ,
. failure can preclude the LLS S/RV function.g i chann3M' duduce electran1c equipment .g., trip un ) that/

compares meastfred input si n s with pr - tablishe'd
sjiitpoin When the s 'oint is exc ' d, the annel.

out elay actuat , which th utputs S or relief
i,n ation sien , as appU f , to the (nitiation logic.;

1
l

APPLICABLE Tne relief and LLS instrumentation are designed to prevent |
SAFETY ANALYSES overpressurization of the nuclear steam system and to ensure

that the containment loads remain within the primary
containment design basis (Ref. 1).'

Relief and LLS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO requires OPERABILITY of sufficient relief and LLS
instrumentation channels to provide adequate assurance of

(continued)
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e g;
i
'

BASES

LCD successfully accomplishing the relief and LLS function,
(continued) assuming any single instrumentation channel failure within

the LLS logic. Therefore, two trip systems are required to i

be OPERABLE. The OPERABILITY of each trip system is !

dependent upon the OPERABILITY of the reactor steam dome
pressure channels associated with required relief and LLS
S/RVs. Each required channel shall have its setpoint within
the specified Allowable Value. A channel is inoperable if
its actual trip setpoint is not within its required
Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.

Allowable Values are specified for each channel in
SR 3.3.6.5.3. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the
setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected
to ensure that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable
Yalue between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
but within its' Allowable Value, is acceptable. ,

|

db s Trip setpoints are those predetemined values of output at '

\ which an action should take . place. The setpoints ares .

) 3 compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor

P**i5"" '*55''J''' " ' 'zel), and when the measured output value of
the crocess carameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated

hW ' device (e.g.,ktrip ur.it) changes state. The analytic limits
are derived from the limiting values of the process

g parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then detemined, accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift) The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounte for.

For relief, the ar.tuating Fd echetf@ llo b(Va es are
based on the trausient event of main steam lation valve
(MSIV) closure with an indirect scram eutron flux).. ,

This analysis is described in Refere e F r LLS, the

actuating and reclosing Allowable Ya ues based on the
transient event of MSIV closure with 'a ect scram (i.e.,
MSIVpositionswitches). This analysis is described in
Reference 1. g

|

(continued) )
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C3 *

BASES (continued) jie a
r'-- I ;

I
I

'

The LLS instrumentation is required to be OPERABLt. in| APPLICABILITY
l MODES I, 2, and 3, since considerable energy exists in the

nuclear steam system and the S/RVs may be needed to provide
/ pressure relief. If the S/RVs are needed, then thdLLS

f|m cMf" design basis is maintained.
'= cur + 1e required to ensure that the primary containment

In MODES 4 and 5, the reactor
'pressure is low enough that the overpressure limit cannot be

approached by assumed operational transients or accidents.
Thus, pressure relieff n=iend .ciiei3Ynd LLS
instrumentation are not required.

- _

- --.- .
_

ACTIONS R ew sN Ce in LCO mple d Times fe base n.

pro d to 1 re rts. orde for a 1 * see to e

(f) - th imes, e li nsee a jus y the letic imes as ,.

v j r uired the taff 5 ty Ev uation eport (s ) for tF j

- - Mg )pical epo

|-

^'I

|
) Because the failure of.any reactor steam domeyressureJ. d $ p,)instrument channels ,.... ...,...... _. . w .....s V

J- -Wmm a vautuun o ... s -J, Jn one trip systemmm

will not prevent the associated S7RV from performing its

@ system to OPERABLE statusi. relief cr4 LLS functiofiQ7 days is allowed to restore a tripi

In this condition, the remaining |

OPERABLE trip system i equate to perform the relief and !

gMQ h LLS initiation functi However, the overall reliability
,

is reduced because a s le failure in the OPERABLE trip
feb A.8) system could result in a loss of relief or,LLS function. .

r-+The 7 day Completion Time is considered appropriate for the
*

.

-e
@ relief and LLS functieldbecause of the redundancy of sensors"

available to provide Iiittiation signals and the redundancy
of the relief and LLS design. In addition, the probability
of multiple relief or LLS instrumentation channel failures,
which renders the remaining trip system inoperable,
occurring together with an event requiring the relief or LLS

CL , function during the 7 day Completion Time is very low.
-m

4e associAQ( rehe(J LM MshAllet uh], declarb3
k~poAQ (qubeA Ach A.Q is also aupMle s;.ece 4ke Eepired
Bek: m of 4Le cespecha Ltos /LCo 3M ad LCO Z4.L 0 prev;Et
s proprieA4 e cv5 n N. be pe rak. c e>apm e.ct- s , -M (continued) ;

, 3

} |
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.
- r

.

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If the inoperable trip system is not restored to OPERABLE,

| status within 7 days, per Condition A, or if two trip
systems ar6 inoperable, then the plant must be brought to a<

MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions4

; from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

; .

T w -

%]SURVEILLANCE vi s Not ce n Fr fencies base app ed
REQUIREMENTS topi repo s. rder or a li see to e the

F encie- te cense st jus fy the equen es as
r uired t g for t opica eportg
The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that !

when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for ,i

perfomance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains relief1

'

or LLS initiation capability, as applicable. Upon
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour

i allowance, the channel must be retumed to OPERABLE status
I or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions
' taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
]

C['
,,,,__,fRef. 3) assumptionj h ; ;.v a to the average time

j n - required to perform channel surveillance. That analysis -
'

! O' demonstrated the 6 hour testing allowance does not
significantly reduce the probability that the relief and LLS
valves will initiate when necessary.,

4

SR 3.3.6.5.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfomed on each required
4 channel to ensure that the entire channal willarfom the_ b
| intended function 3 it as fou setpoint not witni -

1 m .v*abl alue, t plant spe ic setpoi..

( met olog y be vised, a ppropriat , if the hi ory /
4

I an 11 o er pert ent info ation indi ate a need r ttf

} (continued)
.
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| BASES

i
_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.5.1 (continued) o(adeREQUIREMENT
Any e - -- " )setpoint shall be C ,n ;ED consistent with'

the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
| methodology.
i

>

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability1

analysis of Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.5.2

!j The calibration of trip rovides a check of the actual1 trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.6.5.3. If the trip |
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not
beyond the AIT6wable Value, the channel performance is still,

<
'

within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under
these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
.analysis of Reference 3. '

i

SR 3.3.6.5.3 |

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary,

!

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive,

{ calibrations L m=., _.,i. ens =9tz;. ...- hi=---- @
, saet==;::_ - ^= =rfo 6 consistent with the plant

specific setpoint methodology. fjne enannersnas i oc nert'
g' s . ./Eiliorateu conmtent with tne assumpt,f ons of thetpoint

! methodology.
/.

''
.."If the as foun setpoint is t within its equiredj llowable yafue, the plan specific set nt methodolop maye revised, as appropri e, if the hi) ory and all o

pertine'nt informationindicate a need for the revis(Jheron. The
.

!

] (continued)
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,

i
BASES '

aJRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.5.3 (continued) ;
REQUIREMENTS

i

~

tr t

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of e OE : n 0
OC6

'

r waratua-tatene a +r-r-i= nen er the magnituderm-,

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.5.4 SE 3. 3.4. 5 E

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testino otrfomed for S/RVs
inLCO3.4.4,LC03.5.1,TECCS-Oper;;i.w-f) Land __LC_03.
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testfng,6.1.6

,

,
of ~7A)68T , the assumed safety function.

o

8 The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this
'

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
Opg outage and the potentini for an unplanned transient if the

Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when perfomed at the 18 month Frequency.

AR,Sectionh.2.2hREFERENCES 1.

2. u AR, Q g eret: EOhec{ih
3. GENE-770-06-1, " Bases for Changes to' Surveillance Test,

Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"

i February 1991.

_ _ _ _ . . . .
.

- . ..

I

|

|

|
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|

INSERT B221A
I

; The Self Test System may be utilized to perform this testing |

! for those components that it is designed to monitor. However, !
manual testing, independent of the Self Test System, must be |
performed. This Frequency is based on the logic

,

interrelationships of the various chanr.els required to produce '

a relief and LLS initiation signal. )
i

i

i

| |

I
1

|

1 |

,

4

y

1

i

i

|

<

,
!

4

.

I

|

INSERT,
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B 3.3.7.1 !
,

~

B 3.3
INSTRUMENTATION h ;Iad.,e ( *

B 3.3.7.1
.

Control Room |Trt:h Ar 'C"IAM System Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The CR System is designed to provide a radiologically
controlled environment to ensure the habitability of the
control room for the safety of control room operators under 7gh' all plant conditions. Two independent CRG subsystems are

iV '

1 each capable of fulfilling the stated safety function. The
roub unheup citto instrumentation and controls for the CRSVSystem

_- automatically initiate action to W hr- -- -- ste- m the
-

_

he 4 mege Q main control room (MCR) Ato minimize the consequences of
radioactive material in the control room environment.JMet Asy
In the event of a Dess--ei ceele,a .ai....- (L^^M7?3 (Reseter-Wesse: nieri;-+' :-- Wml2. P;;') gd.ewp i- l^re sser: H :h; d Control Room Ventilation Radiation - ih radM.h Monitor signal, the CR9VSy_stienjis automatically started in @|
the %_;dn i c , mode. The crair is then p- circoi.6wel IQ_ e through the charcoal filterf .t d :;;;;cGid. .. eide c'j r.j;d !

'

g' . , . , n . . ,,. ..._o 4 . 6. . i. - - ' - a -

fPt Ik pressurized with respect tol*b: ted!r.; !$2: hheb~creaQ
V \

The CR$ instrumentation has two trip systems: one trip |

system initiates one CRSVsubsystem, while the second trip

CaMr>P W ") system initiates the other CRSVsubsystem (Ref.1). Each
3trip system receives input from the Functions listed above.p

recebes o. dyal ' The Functions are arranged as follows for each trip system. '

j w h rog'ia b, ,_+7h6 "eeeter.Visiul W L- iwwwl-Le _L% , Level Z er,G Dii M rp3 ' |; ; ; ,, gm, , , , _ ;, =;.,

.&u Q ,one-out-of-twomdibr: w bek j taken twice 'ogic. JThe Control Room Ventilation RadiatiorO
.

_

'---(honitors are arranged in aff= rrr '- '- --"- 'Ogh > channels include electronic equipment (e.g., W =irkgj
g'*. .5 'W' - -

4

,

' wthat compares measured input signals with pre-established ,d.cs:
!

setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the channel
output relay actuates, which then outputs a CR W initiation d

| signal to the initiation logic. i
'

higL rrJMQ ,

APPLICABLE The ability of the CR System to maintain the habitability h
SAFETY ANALYSES, of the MCR is explicitly assumed for certain accidents as
LCO, and discussed in theVJAR safety analyses (Refs. 2 and 3). Pt
APPLICABILITY C operation ensures that the radiation exposure of P2.

Y control room personnel, through the duration of any one of

(continued) !
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B 3.3.7.1
n

,

)
BASES ,

APPLICABLE the postulated accidents, does not exceed the limits set by
SAFETY ANALYSES, GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

CRbn@strumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
LCO, and ,

'

|APPLICABILITY .

(continued) S T ement. i

Os stL T nstrumentation is dependent |" he OPERABILITY of the1r

c upon the OPERABILITY of t e individual instrumentation |

P]On channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1. Each i

Function must have a required number of OPERABLE channels, !
"

with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Values, i
where appropriate. A channel is inoperable if its actual |
trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. |

The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable I
'

setpoint methodology assumptions.

h . $darr Allowable Values are specified for eacEi CRF)Aunction#g 3 specified in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are |' i'rC
specified in the setpoint calculatione These nominal I

setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoiits do not
exceed the Allowable Value between suce.essive CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint that is less

-] conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Value, is acceptable.

,

Trip setpoints are th'ose predetemined values of output at
,

which an action should take place. The setpoints aref3 compare _ % the actual process parameter (e.g.,, M TA8? M '.
-

.c;-easese"e=wa_tep> level), and when the measured outputTalue of'

the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated
fdA ~

cevice (e.g.,Ut ""') changes state. The analytic limits
" '" are derived from the limiting values of the process .-

parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then detemined, accounting for the
remaihing instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and

%s fpplicability discussions are listed belowiM_nqije
unamn.Axen.

.

(continued)
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,
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i

|
BASES

#
APPLICABLE h Reactor vessel Water Level-tow Law. Level 2
SAFETY ANALYSES,

| Low actor pressure vessel (ROV) water level indica s thatLCO, and
APPLICABILITY the ca bility to cool the fuel may be threatened. low

(continued) reactor assel water level could indicate a LOCA, d will
i automatic ly initiate the CRFA System, since th could be

a precursor +o a potential radiation release an subsequent
radiation exp ure to control room personnel. l

| Reactor Vessel h +er Level-Low Low, Level 2 ignals are
initiated from fo level transmitters tha sense the
difference between Se pressure due to a nstant column of
water (referenceleg and the pressure to the actual
water level (variable g) in the vesse . Four channels of
Reactor Vessel Water le 1-Low Low, L el 2 Function are
available (two channels p trip syste6) and are required to- 4

lbe OPERABLE tA ensure that o single instrument failure can
'

g' preclude CRFA System initia 'on. T.e Allowable Value for j
'

the Reactor Vessel Water Leve -Lo Low, Level 2 is chosen
( to be the same as the Seconda dntainment' Isolation
i Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low ow, Level 2 Allowable Value

')
. (LCO3.3.6.2).' '

.

- ,

The Reactor Vessel Water Le 1-Low ow, Level 2 Function is
required to be OPERABLE in ODES 1, 2 and 3, and during
CORE ALTERATIONS or oper ons with a tential for draining
the reactor vessel (OPD ), to ensure at the control room

*

I personnel are prctectec} In MODES 4 and at timw other,

than during CORE ALTERATIONS or OPDRVs, th probaMlity of a
vessel draindown ev or fuel handling acc ent releasing
radioactive materi into the environment, o of a LOCA, is
minimal . Therefo this Function is not requi d. In . . )
addition, the Ce rol Room Ventilation Radiatio Monitor
Function provi s adequate protection.

2. Drywell ressure-Hioh

| High pre ure in the drywell could indicate a break in he ;

reactor oolant pressure boundary (RCPB). A high drywe j

press e signal could indicate a LOCA and will automatic ly
'

init' te the CRFA System, since this could be a precursor o
ap ential ri.diation release and subsequent radiation
exp sure to control room personnel.

/ ._
_

(continued)j
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'

BASES

|

APPLICABLE I 2. Drywell Pressuredioh (contin ).

SAFETY ANALYSES,

,

LCO, and Drywell Pressur -High signals e initiated fr four
! APPLICABILITY pressure tra itters that s e drywell pre re. Four

channels of rywell Pressu -High Functio re available ]
(twocha is per trip s em) and are uired to be
OPERAB to ensure tha o single inst nt failure ca
preci e CRFA System itiation.

| ,

g T Drywell Press e-High Alloway e Value was ch en to be
i e same as the econdary Contadment Isolation rywell

Pressure-Hig llowable Valu (LCO 3.3.6.2).
:

The Drywel ressure-Higi- unction is req red to be j
OPERABLE MODES 1, 2, d 3 to ensure dat control room i

perso are protecte during a LOCA. In MODES 4 and '

the Drywell Pressure igh Function i not required si e i

' there is insu'ffici t energy in th eactor to press ize
,

e drywell to the Drywell Pressure-High setpoint

k Control RoomSati biten) Radiation Monitors !
d

) w pmao .

.

| The Control RoomTid.t: m ion) ation Monitors measure j

i radiation levels exterior to the inlet ducting of the MCR. !
'

A high radiation level may pose a threat to MCR personnel;
th.es, a detector indicating this condition utomatically
signals initiation of the_CRf ste rehw mcde.)j q

f[ \(A;r DW-

{g,n) The Control Room C .:.tH- m iation Monitors Functioni

consi us oT Tour independe st monitors AFour channels of,

"

'

00f twd & Control Room Ventilation RWlation Mo itors are available
gg es and are required to be Of{RABLE to. ensure that no single

instrument failure can preclude CRF33$ystem initiation. The
! Allowable Yalue was selected to ensure prot tion of the .

control room personnel.
]- g ggmQ'

;r s

The Control Room 'n P.hation Monitors Function is
,

) required to be OPERABLE i Mord 1, 2, and 3, and during
ALTERATIONS,fLPDRVt : . movement of irradiated fuel inDi

fnet econdary containment to ensure that control room
,

: ; _. personnel are protected uring a LOCA, fuel handling event,
or a vessel draindown event. During MODES 4 and 5, when 4

opert4,eu s e d c these specified conditions are not in progress (e.g., CORE |
s

.

pe+ u R I wk dt,M g ALTERATIONS), the probability of a LOCA or fuel damage is
I w; thus, the Function is not required.

O c reu +c t vc5se l

(continued)
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EASES (continued) !

ACTIONS T wer's tite: dain 0 com tio s are D en on ~

a roved pical orts In ord for icense o use
( ese t' es, th licens must stif e Comp ion Ti s,,

) as re red b the s f Saf y Eva tion Re (SE for'"

p/eWm a __the ical .eport.

b A' e has been provided to modify the ACT!ONS related to
' '

'

hCRT nstrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion
Times. specif that once a Condition has been entered,
subsequentg c,;ubsystems, components, or variables

i dw3y expressed in the Condition discovered to be inoperable or
,

not within limits will not result in separate entry into the
Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions

(8 of the Condition continue to apply for each additional
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into
th ondition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable

@ CREA nstrumentation channels provide appropriate
-\N ensatory ineasures for separate inoperable channels. As
( such, a Note has been provided that allows separate

,

N Condition entry for each inoperable CRF# nstrumentation j
channel. g

Reg red Actio .1 directs try into t appropriat
Co. ition ref enced in Ta 3.3.7.1- The applicjb'le
C dition s cified in th Table is F tion depe ent.
ach time inoperable 7 annel is covered, C ition A

e is enter for that chpnnel and prg ides for t sfer to th

[ appropri te subsequeny Condition./ g

'

Becaus of the dive y of sensors ailable t / provide
init' ion signals jnd the redundancy of the f(FA design, an
all able out of fervice time of been shown o iacceptable ( efs. 4 and 5) ;o/24 hours1 b permit toration of

"

operable ch el to OPERABLE status. wever, this t of
service time s only acceptable provide d
Function i still maintajn'ing CRFA injtiation capthe associa)1ity.1 A
Function 's considered Jo be maintaiJnng CRFA in ation
capabil' y when suffi,cient channelsfare OPERAB or in trip
such t at one trip stem will generate an in iation sig

; from the given Fun ion on a valid signal. p is would ]
} (continued)
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'

BASES

V
ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (con ued) ]

require one t p system to have tw bels,eachOPERABLE
or in trip. n this situation (1 of CRFA initiation
capability , the 24 hour allowande of Required Action B.?A
not appr riate. If the Funtpfon is not maintaining CRFA
initia on capability, the JRFA System must be deci,a/e'd
inope ble within I hour of discovery of loss of,,CRFA

Qcg ini ation capability i. oth trip systems. If/the
i!V i erable channel ca ot be restored to OPERABLE status

thin the allowabl 'out of service time, th"e channel must
be placed in the pped condition per Reg' ired Action B.2.u

compensate for ,he inoperability, replacing the inop ' able channel in trip $re capability to
would conservatively

accomodate single failure, and a ow operation to.
continue iternately, if it is no desired to place t er
channel in trip (e.g., as in th case where placing the
inoperable ch'a'nnel in trip wo d result in an ini ation),

1 ion E must be entere nd its Required Ac ns taken.

8 s

C.1 and C.2 ./ '

)- \ _. .
Because o he diversity of ensors available to provide

- initiatic signals and th redundancy of the CRFA design, an
allowabit out of servic ime of 12 hours has'been shown to
be accep' table (Refs. 4 ind 6) to permit restoration of any/..

Q% inoper
servic,able channel tcy'0PERABLE status. However, this out ofV e time is onlr acceptable provided the associated
Fungfion is still plaintaining CRFA initiation capability A
Fu ionisconsjderedtobemaintaidingCRFAinitiation
ca ability whenjsufficient channels #are-OPERABLE orfn trip,
s ch that one ' trip system will gerferate an initiation signal

m the given Function on a valid signal. This,w^ould
require one rip system to hav/two channels, each OPERABLE
or in trip In this situati (loss of CRFA iditiation
capability , the 12 hour al wance of Required Action C.2 is
not app riate. If the F ction is not maintaining CRFA
initia on capability, th/ CRFA System e st be declared
inop ble within I hou of discovery of/ loss of CRFA
initiation capability ' both trip systems. If the |
inoperable channel ca at be restored o OPERABLE stat s i

within the allowabl out of service ime, the chann Ymust
' be placed in the t pped condition per Required A ion C.2.

Placing the inope ble channel in rip would cons rvatively
compensate for the inoperabilit restore capattflity to

) (continued)

,_BWR/6-sn - B 3.3-227 Rev. O, 09/20/92-
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ACTIONS and C.2,(continued)

accomo te a single ilure, and all operation to
conti e. Alterna y, if it is no esfred to pl the '

cha 1 in trip .g., as in the e where pla ' g the
i erable chap el in trip woul esult in an ' itiation),

L ndition E mtst be entered an its Recuired ctions tak .

an 2 $se
D v

Because of the diversity of sensors available toygovide
initiation signals and the redundancy of the CRFAY41esign, an P2
allowable out of service time of 6 hours is provided to
permit restoration of any inoperable channel to OPLTAELE

O status. However, this out of service time is only
acceptable provided the associated Function is still

O@'ORY6d'"'
<

considered to be maintainingM; initiation capability when 1] ,- M maintaining / EBP, initiation capability. A Function is +

|

sufficient channels are OPERABLE ~or in trip, such that one-

g ' ,M, trip system will generate an initiation signal from the

] Op3
given Function on a valid signal. This would require one,

7 trio system to have two channel % each OPERABLE or in trip.
M Dg E In this situation (loss of%!!!$i'nitiation capability), the

6 hour allowance of Recuired Action s not appropriate.
4 nitiationIf the Function is,nat maintaining

within 1 hour of discovery of loss of'@gd inoperablecapability, the CRFN5ystem must be_ lar
lnitiation ,

capability in both trip systems. If the inoperable channel
.

,

cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable i

out of service time, the channel must be placed in the
tripped condition, per. Required Action D.2. Placing.the

Op2 inoperable channel in trip perfonns thqintended function of 3,

the channel (starts the associated CRFAJ. subsystem in the'

n = cm mode). Alternately, if it is not desired to placehgl rd'M',- the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case re it is not4
- --

desired to start the subsystem), Condition must be entered
and its Required Actions taken. (

The 6 hour Completion Time is based on the consideration
th his function provides the primary signal to start the- -

CRF . ystem, thus ensuring that the design basis of the CRFAV PZ
t

System is met.

(continued)
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BASES
7

ACTIONS 1 and 2 b :* "
(continued)

With any Required Action and associated Comple ion Time not
met, the associated C subsystem must be plpted in the

hi h Yh8AMO;$? mode of operation (Required Actioner4-) to ensure
that control room personnel will be protected in the event
of esign Basis Accident. The method used to place thepS C A,( ubsystem in operation must provide for automaticallyj)'

c. w ,, ing_a loss of power to the CRE d ubsystem(s).f reinitiating the subsystem upon restoration of powerfollow
u ,h u :. ... .. ....;.. :.. . . . , + nn_ : , -

T - ,61; i nanara b e +han +h. Pe rft enheuc+-- ch,11 y

n1s w Lln._thn__tnvie nme mnda inetand af +h- 4 m1 Q40DeSodet
wusa 6 a v's awuur.,yewvauca yewyca p s w Lch.6 4 was va wasi n- + -uman* s*Ie % ^_ q\ garennent 4# hnth +n=3- e

' M. . .344htweMf,;7 ; ...u- aousatiwu a u s s i u mc u m m ruu na
nopecab4eef, ATte tely, if it is not desired

i

tannenene- to start the's'ubsyste the CR hubsystem associated with
inoperable, untripped hannels must be declared inoperable
within 1 hour. 4 Q4 g g Ap

, The I hour Completion Time is intended to allow the operator

) time to place the CRFMubsystem in operation. The I hour ,

yf f Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes riskwhile allowing time for restorat or tripping of channels,
or for placing the associated CR ubsystem in operation.

l

_6- __/ --/

Dase on-apgroved - -
iewer's No)ts. Ceyrain tregtTencies aSURVEILLANCE P

regor In order (r a lice ee to se th / ,

<
*

REQUIREMENTS opi
F uencies the/icense ust just' y the reque es as

quireddy,the# staffs for th opica repod .

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each CRFh'

# - O MInstrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of
<

M "f
" Table 3.3.7.1-1. )v

v\ f The Surveillances are also modified by a Note to indicatep that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status viely
\ for perfonreance of required Surveillances, entry into
\ associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed

for up to 6 ho rs, provided the associated FunctionN

maintains CR initiation capability. Upon completion of
y

N j the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
f channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the

'

(continued)) !
'
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'

BASES

.-

SURVEILLANCE applicable Condition ntered and Required Actions taken. O ,

REQUIREMENTS This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. 4 :

(continued) M. assumption it_ hat 5 hars 12 the average time requwed ,

7 to perform channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated 1
1 'that the 6 hour testing allowance does not significantly

reduce the probability that the CRFpill initiate when
necessary. p ., Yh
SR 3.3.7.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures I

that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL . CHECK issa comparison of the indicated parameter for"g'$ one instrument channel to a similar parameter on other

_

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument

h channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately7he same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of 1

excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the j
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each

l CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is

h outside the (Egb criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating ex)erience that
'

-

demonstrates channel failure is rare. pmerrordanceyt/
se-U.5NEL w,tu =rn- am unueIEc.cd cutright chan2U

OC7'3AilureislimiteowHharsJTheCHANNELCHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
,

channel status during normal operational use of the-displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

|'

SR 3.3.7.1.2
IA CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function _.j Aq seyetA cd ys+ged skil e0g cemsich4 vik We c5 9.qC as of ne turreQ..

p u-b cpeciSc setpcM raedeleleg y,l
~

(continued)
,

-

). . ,
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i

i BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability

analyses of References 4, 5, and 6.
e

[SR 3.3.7.1.3

The calibration of trip nits provid a check of the actual
oints. If tti as found s oint is no gwithin its

trip setp/ llowable Value, the pl specific sehpointrequired A2

methoddiogy may begevised, asj%propriate.ff the historyate a need for theandjdl other pertinent information indic/ consistent witsion. The setpoint sha ( be left sej
e assumptions' of the cury}ent plant specific setpoinre

thodology.fThe channefmust be decfared inoperable if the3 than the-

trip setting is discovered to be less conservativefs

1

rvative tha,the trip settfng is discovered to be /!Allowable Value'. If
.

n accounted for in the appfopriateless co f '

setpoi methodology, but is naf beyond the ALTowable Value,
the c nnel perfoinance is s Iwithinthe/equirementsof
the ant safety' analysis, der these conditions, the

) sg) oint must Se readjust tobeequalt/ormore
conservativ han account (d for in the ppropriate setpoint'

methodolo .

-
The Frequency of 92 ays is based on the reliabil y
analyses of Refere s 4, 5, and 6.

SR 3.3.7.1.
1

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrationsf Jus::.; ;m m seceim : .c -i;i..Q

. Eci ...w. .s w:t be nerformedfconsistent with the plant
CB specific setpoint methodology. J ne c~ me rsna l i c left-1 T

;caliide cd cons'!Iteni. w'ih the~ ass ons of setpoint^

methe logy. f

ot within its required
specific set' point methodahgy may|the as foundesetpoint i

llowable Ya.1;te, the pl.
be revisetf(as appre ate, if the )tistory and alVother j;

k

(continued))
i
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;

BASES

I,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1[4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS vpertinen 'nformati ndicate eed for evision. hF

setp shall eft set sistent the assumat j3 he cur plant spe fic setpoia methodology /f

OC9
The Frequency is based on the assumption of 45 M = nttr [

. =; :;;; ;;;; ,;e= p,fthe magnitude. c e 3+,-- --- ~ 3 :

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. |

SR 3. 3. 7.1. 5/ \ !

D The LOGIC STEM FUNCTI LTEST'demonstr/testhe'

OPERABil.ITY of the ired initiationfogic for a specj(ic |

chantiel . The systes(functional tes g performed in
.LC0 3.7.3, "Contfo'l Room Fresh Al CRFA) System,"pv/

4

'

erlaps
'this Surveillapee to provide c ete testing of the assumed :,

safety function. I '

The18 son /th Frequency is based on the nee to perform this
- \

Surve,iTlance under the ge,nditions that app'ly during a plan;

i outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if t
.! Surveillance were pe,rformed with the, reactor at power./
| rating experi has shown these' components usua17y pass-j)the Surveillance en performed aVthe 18 month Freg0ency. |

I

01. SAR jea i 1.'k ~7.3.llhREFERENCES

'

If /SAR,ISection)6.4[-- |
2. 4

3.h/SAJRChapterg 15 h '
; 4. GENE-770-06-1, " Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test
. Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for
i Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
i February 1991.
e

5. NEDC-31677P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
i Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"

July 1990.

( 6. NEDC-30851 l , Supplement 2. "TechnicaVSp3cifica' tionA,

P3 ; aprov Analysis /for BWR isolation' Instrumentationf
Common RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," Mardh 1989.

_

a
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8.1 Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation2

BASES

BACKGROUND Successful operation of the required safety functions of the
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) is dependent upon the

. availability of adequate power sources for energizing the'

various components such as pump motors, motor- operated
valves, and the associated control components. The LOP
instrumentation monitors the 4.16 kV emergency buses.
Offsite power is the preferred source of power for the
4.16 kV emergency buses. If the monitors determine that
insufficient power is available, the buses are disconnected
from the offsite power sources and connected to the onsite
diesel generator (DG) power sources.

Each 4.16 kV emergency bus has its own independent LOP
.

instrumentati6n' and associated trip logic. The voltage for '

the Division 1, 2, and 3 buses is monitored at two levels,
which can be considered as two different undervoltage
functions: loss of voltage and degraded voltage.

,

The LOP instrumentation ises hree functions of T (ons fordivision)1.
b;g:sb 1 oJ Eoivi ns 1 an M , and Fune wh ch:

vels thaftf~causbMt61 J resent different tage_
Ea % Function is $sarious bus-

I

transfers and disconnects. monitored by i'

undervoltage relays for each emergency bus whose i,

outputs are arranged in a,3!st-out-of-two Nlogic$ configuration (Ref. 1). fpe cnann ~s inu uce m.u ...)c, '

te 5, tnp units) tha compares asurpeitpu
]kmuw.IFTA)f(AT ~ gnals wi pre-estatifished points. en the setp

H exceed , th p hannel o ut relay tuates[which- en182334 outpdf a LOP 7rin sionafto the trie logic.)

APPLICABLE The LOP instrumentation is required for the Engineered
SAFETY ANALYSES, Safety Features to function in any accident with a loss of
LCO, and offsite power. The required channels of LOP instrumentation

: APPLICABILITY ensure that the ECCS and other assumed systems powered from'

the DGs provide plant protection in the event of any of the
analyzed accidents in References 2, 3, and 4 in which a loss
of offsite power is assumed. The initiation of the DGs on

| loss of offsite power, and subsequent initiation of the
.

(continued)
,

-BWR76 T B 3.3-233 Rev. O, Sa/2S/a2
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,

INSERT B233A )

The Division 3 emergency bus Loss of Voltage Function is
monitored by four undervoltage relays whose outputs are
arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic configuration.,

The Division 3 emergency bus Degraded Voltage Function is,

: monitored by three undervoltage relays whose output contacts
'

are arranged in a three-out-of-three logic configuration. |

.
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|

1 !

,
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BASES

APPLICABLE ECCS, ensure that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains
SAFETY ANALYSES, below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on the.

i
.

(continued) loss of offsite power during a loss of coolant accident ,

(LOCA). The diesel starting and loading times have been )
included in the delay time associated with each safety

'

system component requiring DG supplied power following a
loss of offsite power.

The LOP instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement. j

!

f The OPERABILITY of the LOP instrumentation is dependent upon
the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel
Functions specified in Table 3.3.8.1-1. Each Function must
have a required number of OPERABLE channels per 4.16 kV !

emergency bus, with their setpoints within the specified ;

Allowable Values. A channel is inoperable if its actual
trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. !

The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable |
|
' setpoint methodology assumptions. !

] |

The Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the i
.

Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint |
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure i

a that the setpoint does not exceed the Allowable Value I'

fh between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip !

A setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
|

but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable. Trip i
1

setpoints are those predetemined values of output at which' O6 an action should take place. The setooints are compared to

when the measured output value of t$ pr;.d;,fNoltage), andtne actuai process parameter (e.g.' %
| ocess parameter

3xgeeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g., W
underwltad)e g#) changes state. The analytic limits are derived from

,

( the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from

|
the safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived from
the analytic limits, corrected for calibration, process, and
some of the instrument errors. The trip setpoints are then
detemined accounting for the remaining instrument errors
(e.g. .' dri f t) . The trip setpoir.ts derived in this manner
provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for

'

.

|

) (continued) )

. J = /C ST3- B 3.3-234 Rev. O, -C0/28/92-
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APPLICABLE
channels that must function in harsh environments as definedSAFETY ANALYSES, by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for,

LCO, and i

APPLICABILITY The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and
(continued) Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by

Function basis.

|
_4.16 kV Emeroency Bus Undervoltace

1.a. 1.b. 2.a. 2.b. 4.16 kV Eneroency Bus Undervoltace
(Loss of Voltaae)

Loss of voltage on a 4.16 kV esurgency bus indicates that
offsite power may be completely lost to the respective
emergency bus and is unable to supply sufficient power for
proper operation of the applicable equipment. Therefore,
the power supply to the bus is transferred from offsite

:power to DG power when the voltage on the bus drops below
the Loss of Voltage Function Allowable Values (loss of
voltage with a short time delay). This ensures that '

,

adequate power will be available to the required equipment.

The Bus Undervoltage Allowable Values are low enough to
prevent inadvertent power supply transfer, but high enough
to ensure power is available to the required equipment. The
Time Delay Allowable Values are long enough to provide time
for the offsite power supply to recover to normal voltages,
but short enough to ensure that power is available to the .

'

required equipment.
L ig .

!
-

channels of 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage (Loss of{ " g""' " 5 i " g g \ Voltage) Function per associated emergency bus 4are only
.

*

/ required to be OPERABLE when the associates os is required
. awA fe e c b usli I to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failurei

3 / can preclude the DG function. (Gii> channels input to eachr
I "Or ** W-

_ of theN DGs'.) Refer to LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-
- Operating," andfLC0 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown," for Q

l ~~

~

[gh a d DMs cd Applicability Bases for the DGs.
I E bC,s cd 4 ear j 1.c. 1.d. 2.c. 2.d 4.16 kV Eneroency Bus Undervoltace I

ggh kpi 4o Acj (Deoraded voltane)
i

Ws w 2, A reduced voltage condition on a 4.16 kV emergency bus
_ indicates that while offsite power may not be completely

lost to the respective emergency bus, power may be

(continued) !
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BASES

APPLICABLE 1.c. 1.d. 7.e. 2.d a.16 kV Emeroency Bus Undervoltace
SAFETY ANALYSES, lDecraded voltace)' 1 continued)LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

insufficient for starting large motors without risking
damage to the motors that could disable the ECCS function.
Therefore, power supply to the bus is transferred from
offsite power to onsite DG power when the voltage on the bus
drops below the Degraded Voltage Function Allowable Values
(degraded voltage with a time delay). This ensures that
adequate power will be available to the required equipment.

The Bus Undervoltage Allowable Values are low enough to
/ prevent inadvertent power supply transfer, but high enough

to ensure that sufficient power is available to the required5 g b'MGems 1-o d equipment.
The Time Delay Allowable Values are long enough2 aj ge ggl3 to provide time for the offsite power supply to recover to

dn b',vish nomal voltages, but short enough to ensure that sufficient
ower is available to the required equipment.

,

; "

O channels of 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage(Degraded Voltage) Function per associated emergency bu}s are'

'

.

DMsie l ed only required to be OPERABLE when the associated DG is
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument$4;- I bGs ad failure can preclude the DG function. (Elip channels input

,

i .gy,e bak inpd to each of the.
g 4, g.,g 3 for Applicabilit Basesf'o)r the DGs. Refer to LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2

DG s'.

j g

ACTIONS
A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
LOP instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion
Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered,
subsequent.2eetftt), subsystems, components, or variables 4

g M Y (> expressed in the Condition discovered to be inoperable or
^ '

s -

not within limits will not result in separate entry into theCondition./ Section 1.3 also specifies that Required ActionsC of the Condition continue to apply for each additional
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into*

the Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable
LDP instrumentation channels provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As
such, a Note has been provided that allows separate

,

Condition entry for each inoperable LOP instrumentation
channel.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1
(continued)

With one or more channels of a Function inoperable, the i

Function may not be capable of performing the intended
function. Therefore, only 1 hour is allowed to restore the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable |

channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the l
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in 1

the tripped condition per Required Action A.1. Placing the ;

inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate
for the inoperabilityprpsterp' cap @iMtv/ to' actonnoAate #

~&-- J

/(jripf)fsfp1preZ)and allow operation to continue.Altemately, if it is not desired to place the channel in l
trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the channel in trip
would result in a DG initiation), Condition B must be
entered and its Required Action taken.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and' repair any discovered inoperabilities. The j
I hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes j.

risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of"

channels. j

1 Ed
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time is not
met, the associated Function may not be capable of

- performing the intended function. Therefore, the associated
DG(s) are declared inoperable immediately. This requires
entry into applicable Conditions and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, which provide appropriate actions .

.' for the inoperable DG(s).

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each LOP
REQUIREMENTS Instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of>

,
Table 3.3.8.1-1.

a

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely fori

! performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to'

2 hours provided the associated Function maintains DG
initiation capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance,

) (continued)

4 WR/5 375 B 3.3-237 Rev. O,49/28/0F
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BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE or expiration of the 2 hour allowance, the channel must be '

REQUIREMENTS returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition !
(continued) entered and Required Actions taken.

i

SR 3.3.8.1.1 |
1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures I

!that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK isaa comparison of the parameter indicated onMJ)3 one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is ,

; based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring I
--

the same parameter should read approximately the same value. |'
iSignificant deviations between the instrument channels could

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the |
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK l
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to |

verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is

h outside the ea Ilt criteria, it may be an indication that the) 3,

instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
_

demonstrates channel failure is rare. E. y : TeMaanc+-of )
4tte C-'EL Cr.:.a mm 6 - .isGdiahLed vm : A J .....;1 /
Efaik e- 1; iirJ M) iwweens) The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of the LCO.

. .

SR 3.3.8.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perfonn the
intended function. a

The Frequency of 31 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift that

' demonstrates that f ailure ' --- . t- -- ^': :' C 1 E
jf ' "-fin any 31 day interval is rare.!

C4 -

kenadsb WO m M MA q sekpe M 02 C*
3

p & VPfc W C Ce fp ol s t He b cIC A u . CI

) -w
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Section 3.3 Page 639 of 687
3

I
BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.I.3

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument

loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive

i .i..m.;r@

, idetemmetiens a.ust be pn 6 dp m+ .cal i b rati onsj-. Measurement-ano-se
consistent with the plant

specific setpoint methodology f e channel shall DT Tef'

. Jcaiwri ed consistent wi'tfN.fie assumptions of the set int

metho ogy.

I the as foun setpoint isjrot within its re , red
lowable Ya e, the plant / specific setpoin ethodology .ay

be revise as appropriat'e, if the histo and all oth
pertinen information4ndicate a need the revis* The.

setpoin't shall be left set consiste with the assumptions
<of the currentala'nt specific setpoint methodoloc'y.

The Frequency is based on the assumption of d w am.. Lip
-germeenwevu-w-tN*euu IFthe magnituder

.) of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.8.1.4

The LOGIC SYSTEN FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this Surveillance to
provide complete testing of the assumed safety functions, f,

i

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
'

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

1.hAR, figde [ ] . 5echon T.S . I . l 7-. hREFERENCES

h 2. hAR, Section {S 2}. 5 2. 2. h;

(continued)}
-BWR/&-STS B 3.3-239 Rev. O, 09/2&/92-
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/ BASES

REFERENCES 3. AR, Section M,3,3. h
(continued) h 4L/ AR,Chapteh15f

.
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B 3.3.8.2
i

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Moattoring i

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS Electric Power MonitoringlSystem is provided to
isolate the RPS bus from the(=__ 2 ::::reur ""2 ser or G,

normaj alternate power supply in the event of overvoltage,
undervoltage, or underfrequency. This system protects the

tederiqb } and frequency conditions (R floads connected to the RPS bus against unacceptable voltage
,

L e .1) and forms an importantPeum sD part of the primary success path for the essential safetygps} circuits. c3m!L529,fhe essential equipment owere f the|RPSjbuses includes the RPS N scram so endid andT_e -

~

, w- / y..n._ .,;. ;s..:,iien rg m; ,+,,, c,, tgo,
0pt) 3,le .wu U 5 valve so lenoiA s .

The RPS Electric Power Monitoring assembly will detect any
abnormal high or. low voltage or low frequency condition in

Opy the outputs of the two &2 ::::: or the alternate power supplyies)
and will de-energize its respective RPS bus, thereby causing'

all safety functions nomally powered by this bus to
de-energize.

ed &.ChuIE In the event of failure of an RPS Electric Power Monitoring
System m e ., notn ,r.ser;:: e!ectric w - t:riao-

Sj ::dMed, the RPS' Toads may experience si
'

ificant
effects from the W e == utes power supply. 2: :: : : :n_:)
feviation from the nominal conditionsgan cause et+=t4*Bp4 4 g damage to the scram solenoids and otherjClass 1E devices.

~ ~

_ In the event of a low voltage condition for an extended
' sack Jc.nuore4 M el period of time, the scram solenoids can chatter and
s I*, sgy potentially lose their pneumatic control capability,

-

resulting in a loss of primary scram action.,g
In the event of an overvoltage| condition ?:r er, utendW -

DO _ _ peris;; cLtime; the RPS RM M y: C scram solenoids, as ;2

well as the main steam isolation valve solenoids, may
experience a voltage higher than their design voltage. If
the overvoltage condition persists for an extended time
period, it may cause equipment degradation and the loss of

!plant safety function. %, mag 6 3,;gg !

maF Class IE reuit breakers aE connectedpq . - 69B between each RPS bus and gn ;-. - ..... . .a-@%
g ig n os ens .i; ei m ne w power supply. EiMi:sf:HHs

.

(continued)

-BWR/6-5-TS- B 3.3-241 Rev. O, 09/2S/g2-
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BASES

.^

(continued)h ircuit breakers
BACKGROUND

'

sociated independent set of
|

Class 1E overvoltage, undervoltage, and underfrequency |

sensing logic. Together, a circuit breaker and its sensing :

in N
-- locic constitute an lectric power monitoring assembly. If i

the output of th exceeds the predetermined limits of h!be,epH overvoltage, undervoltag6, or underfrequency, a trip coil
driven by this logic circuitry opens the circuit breaker,
which removes the associated power supply from service.

;

APPLICABLE RPS electric power monitoring is necessary to meet the
; SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions of the safety analyses by ensuring that the

equipment powered from the RPS buses can perfom its
intended function. RPS electric power monitoring provides
protection to the RPS and other systems that receive power
from the RPS buses, by disconnecting the RPS from the power
supply under specified conditions that could damage the RPS
bus powered equipment.

RPS electric power monitoring satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The OPERABILITY of each RPS electric power monitoring
assembly is dependent upon the OPERABILITY of the
overvoltage, undervoltage, and underfrequency logic, as wel
as the OPERABILITY of the associa9d drenit breaker. eelectric power monitoring assembifes7*e3equired to be

_ OPERABLE for each inservice power supply. This provides
reounoant protectio %against any abnomal volta e _or ,

D @" uPS frecuency conditions to ensure that no sin'le APS=eleetmol p-

g
5%r --"r-Jag = ;;E? failure can preclude the function

Wh_ btrs powered components. Each inservice electric
power monitoring assembly's trip logic setpoints are
required to be within the specific Allowable Value. The
actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable
setpoint methodology assumptions.

Allowable Values are specified for each RPS electric power
monitoring assembly trip logic (refer to SR 3.3.8.2.2).
Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less

(continued)

4WRf6,515-- B 3.3-242 Rev. O, 09/28/92
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BASES

LCO conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its {(continued) Allowable Value, is acceptable. A channel is inoperable if '

its actual trip setpoint is not within its required
Allowable Value. Trip setpoints are those predetermined
values of output at which an action should take place. The
setpoints are compared to the actual process parameter
(e.g., overvoltage), and when the measured output value of )the process
device (e.g. parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated, trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits ;

are derived from the limiting values of the process i

parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints are then determined, accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,

_'

g 7 calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe I
' cw[ o ctetic3rd

,

environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
\ %- Ic Uf S environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.i

.) The Allowable Values for the instrument settings are based'

;

pY g on the RPS providing a 57 Hz, 120 V 10% (to all J
i

q equipment), and 115 V
j f The most limiting voltage requirement'detenninefthe10 V (to scram and MSIV solenoids).jl

@h settings of the electric power monitoring instrument -!%jU channels. The settings are calculated based on the loads on
!the buses and)fP " .,or alternate power supply being

120 VAC and 60 Hz. <

APPLICABILITY The operation of the RPS electric power monitoring"

assemblies is essenti . disconnect the RPS bus powered
p|ccp' abnormal voltage or jr alternate power supply duringcomponents from ty*

requency conditions. Since the
degradation of a nonclass 1E source supplying power to thepu

I/ RPS bus can occur as a result of any random single failure,
the OPERABILITY of the RPS electric power monitoring
assemblies is required when the RPS bus powered components-

are required to be OPERABLE. This results in the RPS .

!Electric Power Monitoring System OPERABILITY being required
in MODES 1, 2, and 3, and MODES 4 tc.d 5 with any control rod
withdrawn from_a_ core _ cell enntainino nne or more fuel
a s s embl i es 4eH t htethWi& 'r E - 5:1 Z' %"Oduf5;e9

i _ c0F-Welet4en*valverWey -

)

(continued)
c/MTS B 3.3-243 Rev. O,-99/06/90-
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BASES (continued)
,

e- 2
ACTIONS I

A_d
1

.

If snr RPS electfi power moni ^ g assemblin
inservice power supply (MG or alternate)y for an |is inoperable,oroneRP/Slectric power !
inservice / power supply i nitoring assembly o each

!inoperable, the OP
will s)ill provide pro ction to the RPS b BLE assembly
comppnents under de ded voltage or fre J owered .

HowEver, the reli ility and redundanc of the RPS Elect 'c
i

ency conditions.
fo'wer Monitorin ' System are reduced

.

/(72 hours) i.s' 110wed to restore t
d only a limited

{
ime.

inoperable asse y(s)to OPERABL ',tatus. If the inop
,

able assembly annot bemg restored OPERABLE status, t
i

associated powe(s)
,

i must b moved from service Required Action .1). This ;

i
~

-stipply jplac the RPS bus in a sa condition. An ternate powery with OPERABLE powsu
ed to power the RPS monitoring asse lies may then bes.

/ i

The 72 hour Comg ion Time takes i accounttherema3'n/
\

OPERABLE elect ing
!power monitorin assembly and the 1 Wprobability 'o an event requiri RPS Electric Powe iMonitoringf tection occurri during this perio It iallows

e for plant opera ons personnel to p e%
!

4
_

corre ve actions or to ace the plant in' e requiredconpi on in 'an orderly
!systems.

-
nner and without allenging nt

,

i

j,

Alternatively, i it is not desire
the powe) supp y(s)vice (e.g., as 'd the case white removingremove the owersupply (s from er e

r from serviceisolation) ould resultA' n a scram or
i

and its Req,/ Condition C or D.,is applicable /must be entered i

uired Actions taken. |.

! O

m If
.

;:
ow s moni f

g q _iy J A or ring ass mbl.ggrfor an inservice / power
monnuong assembi ernate) 're inoperable, or

inoperable, the system protective function is lostn each inservice power supp,

OPERABLE status for each inservice power supply. condition, I hour is allowed to restoreasQassem_Oy to
In t'

.

~<

be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated powerinoperable assembly for each inservice power supply ciinnot
I

j
supplies must be removed from service within I hour| (Required Actio

1). An alternate power supply with

(continued)
_EWo/0 33-"'

.
B 3.3-244 Rev. O, - 00/20/',2
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 645 of 687 RPS Electric Power Monitoring

B 3.3.8.2
BASES

ACTIONS A
{ continued)

OPERABLE assemblies may then be used to power one RPS bus.
The I hour Completion Time is sufficient for the plant

'

I

operations personnel to take corrective actions and is
acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for
restoration or removal from service of the electric powermonitoring assemblies.

Alternately, if it is not desired to remove the power
,

supply (s) from service (e.g. as in the case where removing
the power supply (s) from serv, ice would result in a scram or
isolation), Condition TG as applicable, must be enteredand its Required Actions taken.

or C)
E|.1 and t'.2 e'--

If any RequireY[ Action and associated Completion Time ofCondition A er :
shutdown must be perfomed.Er not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3, a plant

'

This places the plant in a
condition where minimal equipment, powered through the
inoperable RPS electric power monitoring assembly (s), is
required and ensures that the safety function of the RPS
(e.g., scram of control rods) is not required. The plant;

shutdown is accomplished by placing the plant in MODE 3
within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without i

challenging plant systems. !

j

L 0.2.1. .nd D Q C

ON'C8 If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
-

51
condition A F :: er=7 not met in MODE 4 or 5, with any'

control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
P2 ')g more fuel assemblies C th r.:.= 0 StE P cer' @

*

m e: :=, the operator must immediately inithte action
: to fully insert all insertable control rods in core cells i

containing one or more fuel' assemblies (Required !7 Actiond.1). This Required Action results in the leastN ~O
reactive condition for the reactor core and ensures that the
safety function of the RPS (e.g., scram of control rods) is

'

not required.

.

(continued)

Awofb9W-
B 3.3-245

'

Rev. O, 09/2S/02.
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Section 3.3 Page 646 of 687
; B 3.3.8.2 - i
,

a
BASES i

{
-

|
<

.=j
ACTIONS

. D.I. D.2.1. and D.2.V(continued) - !
'

In addition, ion must be i diately initiate o either i

.

|*

frestore on lectric power itoring assembly o OPERABLE 'status f the inservice i
er source suppi ' g the required

,
; inst ntation powere' i

rom the RPS bus quiredAct' n D.2.1) or to olate the RHR Shu) own Cooling Sy;

|
quired Action .2). em !Required Agtfon 0.2.1 is p ided |

^ j ecause the RH utdown Cooling System may be need to !provide core cling. All actions must continue
til the !plicabl. equired Actions a# completed.

1
_ i

1

's
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.1t

REQUIREMENTS
! ,

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each overvoltage,
l (

undervoltage, and underfrequency channel to ensure that the I
j W3ERT ) entire channel will perform the intended function.+y i

'

82%A[
| As noted in the Surveillance, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is

only required to be performed while the plant is in a
i

::

condition in which the loss of the RPS bus will not
'

jeopardize steady state power operation (the design of the j1

system is such that the power source must be removed fromi

| service to conduct the Surveillance). The 24 hours is
'

intended to indicate an outage of sufficient duration to
!

;

i allow for scheduling and proper performance of the
Surveillance. The 184 day Frequency and the Note in the
Surveillance are based on guidance provided in Generic

,

Letter 91-09 (Ref. 2).
<

'

; SR 3.3.8.2.2
.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
,

j loop and the sensor. e i
'g g gg

; The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
j calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.i

i
s

i

;\ (continued) !
.

mm ,, -

B 3.3-246 Rev. O, 00/20/02
i
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INSERT B246A

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with theassumptions of the current plant specific setpointmethodology.

i

INSERT B246B

This test verifies that the channel responds to the measured'

parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNELCALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistentwith the plant specific setpoint methodology.

+

!

INSERTCLINTON B 3.3-246 10/1/93-

d
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,.s |
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Perfomance of a system functional test demonstrates a
required system actuation (simulated or actual) signal. The

ilogic of the system will automatically trip open the '

associated power monitoring assembly circuit breaker. Only
one signal per power monitoring assembly is required to be
tested. This Surveillance overlaps with the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION to provide complete testing of the safety
function. The system functional test of the Class IE
circuit breakers is included as part of this test to provide ,

complete testing of the safety function. :
If the breakers !

are incapable of operating, the associated electric power
monitoring assembly would be inoperable. !

*

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance werg perfomed with the reactor at power. ,

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month

'

Frequency. |)
REFERENCES 1. AR, Seetion 3.1.1 4 3.|.

2. NRC Generic Letter 91-09, " Modification of
Surveillance Interval for the Electric ProtectiveAssemblies in Power Supplies for the Reactor
Protection System." 1

!

;

)
E=35 5ib B 3.3-247 Rev. O, CS/2S/02- I

_ . . _ . _ - . _.
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'

BASES

t

BACKGROUND Hich Pressure Core Spray System (continued) I

assumed in the accident analyses and maintain containmer.t
isolated in the event HPCS is not operating.

hy (cM The HPCS stem also monit the water levels in the

-poiypgcM (<sincethes
oragegank and the suppression pool.

are the two sou5fts of water for HPCS operation.
CcoI#3 Reactor grade water in thgl5|S9Qis the nonnal and preferred-

Upon receipt of a HPCS initiation signal, the@g !
source.
uction valve is automatically signaled to open (it is i

normally in the open aneition) _unless the suppression pool
[G. f suction valve is open. If the water level in th

fD g g below a preselected level, first the suppression @oolgalls ,

1

--foDy ' suction valve automatically opens, and then th ituction fvalve automatically closes. Two level transmi ters are used 1
u

and associate 6, Min tneA@Either transmitter {en * tact inw wate '--

-.. w can cause the suppression pool :
suction valve to open and the,44GQsuction valve to close.
The supprt_ssion pool suction valve"also automatically opens

|

,

and the suction valve closes if high water level is :

detected in he suppression pool. To prevent losing suction) to the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that one
suction path must be open before the other automatically
closes.

The HPCS System provides makeup water to the reactor until
the reactor vessel water level reaches the high water level
(Level 8) trip, at which time the HPCS injection valve
closes. The HPCS pump will continue to run on minimum flow.
The logic is two-out-of-two to provide high reliability of
the HPCS System. The injection valve automatically reopens
if a low low water level signal is subsequently received. )

Automatic Depressurization Syste gg
ADS may be initiated by e' er automatic or manuaI means.

,

Automaticinitiationo[c rs when signals indicating ReactorVessel Water Level-Lo Low Low, Level 1; Drywell
Pressure-High or ADSfBypass Timer; confirmed Reactor Yessel
Water Level-Low. Level 3; and either LPCS or LPCI Pump

IDischarge Pressure-High are all present, and the ADS
fInitiation Timer has timed out. There are two transmitters !

each for Reae - r Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 '

and Drywell Hi h Pressure-h W;tr Level and one
!t.-

(continued)
,

- EWo/5 ';TS- B 3.3-95 Rev. O, 09/2"/02
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BASES

BACKGROUND Automatic Depressurization System (continued) ~

transmitter for confirmed Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low,@ Level 3 in each of the two ADS trip systems. Each Q se j- cransmuters connects ta- - - -

,,, which then m .._e
,

QLm_ _ . U- tion logic.
~-

-

- gec-
in%pk Each ADS trip system (trip system and trip system i

2 ,

90cl includes a time delay between sat fying the initiation 1

logic and the actuation of the ADS valves. The time delay ;

chosen is long enough that the HPCS has time to operate to
|recover to a level above Level 1, yet not so long that the !

LPCI and LPCS systems are unable to adequately cool the fuel
if the HPCS fails to maintain level. An alarm in the !

control room is annunciated when either of the timers is !

k running. Resetting the ADS initiation signals resets the !
ADS Initiation Timers.

f The ADS also ir2nitors the discharge pressures of the three '

LPCI pumps and the LPCS pump. Each ADS trip system includes
two discharge pressure permissive transmitters from each of
the two low pressure ECCS pumps in the associated vision-}, . (i.e., Division 1 ECCS inputs to ADS tri tem 'd
Division 2 ECCS inputs to ADS trip syste ' The signals
are used as a permissive for ADS actuation, indicating that
there is a source of core coolant available once the ADS hasdepressurized the vessel.

_ pumps provides sufficient core coolant flow to permitAnyoneofthefourlowpressur[eautomatic depressu ation.~

go.

g pd E b
The ADS logic! string hasgTC from each of the

~

a rip system arranged in tw *Gh,ag BadfA i

stringsA One
I

{ y YpQ,
&following variables: Reactor Vessel Water- Level-Low Low g!i

Low, level 1; Drywell Pressure-High or ADS [ Bypass Timer;
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3; ADS Initiation

-

Timer; and two low pressure ECCS Discharge Pressure-Highs
*

mpd1 OS* The other string has a contact from each of the i
following variables: Reactor Vessel Water I evel-Low Low )
Low, Level 1; Drywell Pressure-High; ADS [ Bypass Timer; and

-- two low pressure ECCS Discharge Pressure-HighWtrte T
~ 'tiate an ADS trip system, the following appNcablebp gr:amus intheassociatedfsTring: iieacto r jegtb& J vessel ae"

Level-Low Low Low, Level 1; DrywellP7 Pressure-High or ADS 1 Bypass Timer; Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low, Level 3; ps Initiation Timer; and one of the-
two low pressure EC Y Discharge Pressure-High 6 iny 6.

DgWdd b666 (continued)

Em/0 STS B 3.3-96 Rev. O,-09/2Bf92--
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Section 3.3 Page 650 of 687 <4

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434i

TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION '

!

J

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE,

,

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to i

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.
;

4

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
|

; P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

<

'

?.2 The number of LPRM inputs required to provide adequate coverage
of the entire core is plant specific and has been revised to
match the plant design.

P.3 The Bases are revised to omit discussion of bracketed material
j An the LCO or SR that is not applicable to this plant.

P.4 A Bases addition is included to address the footnote for4

corisistency with the plant specific proposed LCO 3.4.1,

provision for implementing single recirculation loop operation.
i i P.5 Revisions made to discuss differences in the Turbine Stop Valve

instrumentation (limit switch versus low oil pressure) and to
discuss plant specific differences in methods for determining i

changes due to reduced feedwater temperatures. '

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

'

P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
4

P.8 The Specification and Bases are revised to reflect plant
j specific design which does not include " Trip Systems" per se,
; but rather contains 4 channels per Function.

P.9 The Specification and Bases are revised as appropriate to agree
; with plant specific design, analysis and/or nomenclature.

P.10 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including the
appropriate SR Note and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST. BASIS for this system.

J

P.11 This commer.t number is not used for this station.
P.12 This revision reflects plant specific methodology for I<

performance of the surveillance.

P.13 This comment number is not used for this station.

;
I

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 3.3 Page 651 of 687 .j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 !
TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION !

i

:
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS j

!

C.1 A missing header is added to the page. .|
.

C.2 As indicated in the Bases, the Level 8 scram is provided to
ensure that MCPR is maintained above the Safety Limit. The i
Bases also indicate that MCPR is not a concern below 25% RTP, I

therefore, the LCO Applicability is revised to match the Bases. !
The change to Applicability also requires a corresponding !

ACTION and Bases. The ACTIONS that follow the new one are ;
renumbered as necessary.

.

!

!

C.3 The appropriate reference is provided. Reference 9 provided ;i

reliability analysis and discussed allowed out of service itimes, while reference 5 is the Safety Analysis which discusses !
neither reliability nor out of service times. Reference 8 is !
revised to identify a retrievable document which is on the

iplant specific docke*

|4C.4 This Required Action (RA) is revised to be consistent with
!

other similar Required Actions throughout the proposed ;
Technical Specifications, e.g. , LCO 3.1.1, RA E. 2, LCO 3. 3. 2.1, t

RA C.2 and numerous LCOs in Sections 3.9 and 3.10.
C.5 Amendments 41 and 7 to Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and

2 (NPF-39 and NPF-85), respectively, issued July 30, 1990, jeliminated APRM RPS trip OPERABILITY requirements during &

MODE 5, other than during SDM demonstrations. The SER for
these amendments outlined various levels of control to prevent ;

inadvertent reactor criticality and fuel damage during ,

refueling operations. These are equally applicable to BWRs in '

general, and include: '

l1. Licensed plant operators are trained to operate equipment i
and follow approved procedures.

i

2. Plant approved refueling and maintenance procedures
i specify core alteration steps. ,

t <

+
|

3. SRMs indicate the potential for reactor criticality and
5

generate a control rod block signal on high neutron flux :
levels. '

4. Refueling interlocks prevent the removal of more than one
control rod and prevent the insertion of fuel bundles into
the core unless all control rods are fully inserted.

5. The IRMs provide an indication of local power. IRMs will
provide control rod blocks and scram signals on high
neutron flux levels.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS I

(continued) !

The NRC Staff agreed in the SER with the conclusion presented ,

in the amendment request for Limerick, which is equally >

applicable to BWRs in general, that the APRMs are not necessary
,

for safe operation of the plant while operating in MODE 5 with
the mode switch in " refuel" for the following reasons:

The IRMs are a safety related subsystem of the NMS and are*

required by TS to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 (with a control
rod withdrawn). The IRMs will generate an RPS scram or
control rod block if neutron flux increased to the -

applicable setpoint. ;

!
* The IRMs and SRMs are designed and calibrated to be more ;

sensitive to neutron flux than the APRMs. !
.

!
* The IRMs are designed to monitor local core events while,

the APRMs provide a measure of core average power >

conditions. The IRMs can monitor and react to the most
probable reactivity events expected during refueling,,

i.e., control rod withdrawal or fuel insertion.
*

The IRMs would detect and respond (control rod block or
reactor scram) to an inadvertent criticality event before ,

the APRMs would provide a trip function.J

* The withdrawal of only one control rod in MODE 5 is
permitted by the "ons-rod-out" interlock while in
" refuel." The core is designed to be subcritical with one
rod out.

The withdrawal of a second control rod or inadvertent*

addition of a fuel bundle in MODE 5 is precluded by
refueling interlocks, refueling procedures, and
administrative controls.

* The APRMs will still be required to be OPERABLE during a
shutdown margin demonstration performed in MODE 5

<

(presented in the proposed Special Operation LCO 3.10.8) .
* The SRMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5.

*

The transient analysis discussed in the USAR does not<

require the APRMs to be operational in MODE 5 to mitigate
an undesirable operational or transient condition.

'

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 653 of 687 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 |
TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

|

|
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

|(continued) |
!

It is concluded that, should assumed operator errors occur, "

followed by postulated equipment malfunctions, there will be
adequate systems and interlocks without the APRMs to preclude
inadvertent criticality or violation of a safety limit. Due to '

this change, numerous numbering revisions in the Conditions, i

Required Actions, and BASES discussions have also been made. j

C.6 The simulated thermal power time constant is proposed to be
located in the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) . Changes to
the COLR will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. Additionally, this
change is consistent with a proposed Technical Specification
change for this parameter previously approved for this station.

C.7 As written, the ITS creates an automatic TS non-compliance
issue. The SR is not to be performed unless 2 25%, however, no |
time is allowed above 25% to perform it. The proposed change
rewrites the issue of excepting the requirettent to met the SR |below 25%, to the end of the Surveillance rather than the Note !
("while operating at 2 25% RTP"). Additionally the proposed j
change provides a period of time in which to perform the SR i

after reaching adequate condition for performance (the new j
Note).

I
C.8 An obvious typographical error is corrected.

C.9 This comment number is not used for this station. |

C.10 LCO titles have been added consistent with LCO references in
other Bases discussions.

C.11 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the,

'

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

|

C.12 The rod withdrawal limiter does not provide protection at low
power (below the low power setpoint). This protection is
provided by the rod pattern controller.

C.13 The existing requirement to " overlap for at least 1/2 decade"
is ambiguous. Since the IRM scales alternate between 0-40 and
0-125, while the APRM scale is 0-125 and SRM scale is
logarithmic, this issue of "1/2 decade of what?" is open to
much debate. For the purposes of the Improved Technical |

Specifications the detail of the acceptance criteria for
" overlap" should be relegated to Bases and plant procedures. i

" Overlap" is sufficiently controlling for the TS Surveillance
criteria.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.14 This change deletes information which is considered to be
excessive and unnecessary detail. Bases Table B 3.3.1.1-1 was
identified as for illustration purposes only. This information
could be easily confused as plant specific and incorrectly
applied during safety evaluations. Therefore, it is proposed
to be deleted.

C.15 This change corrects the misleading discussion of the MSIV
closure event. The event continues beyond the scram, i.e., it
is not terminated by the scram, and the Function being
discussed in this Bases is the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure - High Function rather than the MSIV - Closure
Function. Therefore, discussion of the MSIV - Closure Function
is not appropriate here.

C.16 There are no ECCS initiations on Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low, Level 3.

C.17 Although the need for keeping the bypass valves closed is
identified in the SR Bases, it is also appropriate to identify
the effect on OPERABILITY in the LCO Bases.

c.18 The description of recirculation system total drive flow is
corrected to reflect BWR/6 design.

C.19 Generic revisic a to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading f.nformation
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.20 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

1
C.21 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition. j

>

C.22 When the Frequency includes a STAGGERED TEST BASIS criteria, it
is no longer a simple Frequency. A minor change is proposed to
eliminate potential confusion.

C.23 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced
analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.
(Ref. NEDC-30851, Section 5.7.1, page 5-17.),

!

!

|.

f

,

I

't

..
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.1.2 - SOURCE RANGE MONITOR INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

" B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
1

P.2 The plant specific " signal to noise ratio" requirements for SRM
count rates are retained. These requirements are consistent
with previously approved count rates for the BWR/6 design.

P.3 The number of SRMs is revised in accordance with plant specific
design.

p

1 CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The Bases are revised to eliminate possible confusion. The
Bases currently indicate that all three requirements can be met
by the same SRM, but the intent was only that two of the three
could be met by one SRM.,

C.2 This surveillance cannot be performed as required unless the
reactor is in the Applicability for the surveillance.
Therefore, a note is added to allow entry into the applicable
conditions to conduct the verification. The time was chosen
based on the difficulty of the verification and similarity with
other typical notes for this type of allowance. SR 3.3.1.1.2
was similarly revised to indicate that the verification should
be performed at or above 25% RTP. This addition avolds
confusion as to the acceptability of verifications performed at
<25% RTP.

C.3 This paragraph conflicts with the paragraph immediately
preceding it and with the application of the Technical
Specification screening criteria for all BWR/6's. Therefore,
this paragraph is incorrect and is deleted.

.

N

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.1.2 - SOURCE RANGE MONITOR INSTRUMENTATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.4 This change restores the ITS to agreement with existing
licensee's Technical Specification. The ITS had added an
ACTION to commence restoration of inoperable SRMs while in
MODE 5. This restoration is presented . as commencing at'
different times depending on the number of inoperable SRMs.
The proposed change is based on the fact that sufficiently
conservative ACTIONS are required by Required Action E.1 and
E.2 (which are essentially consistent with the ACTIONS required
for MODE 3 and 4 operation), and that the restoration can be
adequately addressed by plant scheduling and procedures. It
should be noted that normal refueling activities (CORE
ALTERATIONS and control rod maintenance) will be suspended
during periods of inoperable required SRMs. This impact on
critical path provides sufficient incentive for timely repair.

| without necessitating ACTIONS in addition to the existing
ACTIONS. In addition, existing administrative controls on MODE

| changes are considered adequate.
I

C.5 An obvious typographical error is corrected.

C.6 The Bases are clarified to more clearly describe the
requirements of SR 3.3.1.2.2.

C.7 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"

,

comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable |(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
|no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be'

deleted with no impact.

i

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

ERACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
'

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

tPLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE !

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 'Ihis comment number is not used for this station. *

P.3 The correct plant specific reference is provided. i
,

P.4 The number for the Low Power Setpoint (LPSP) changed to plant
specific approved number.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
I

P.6 The current requirement for calibration of the turbine first !

stage pressure transmitter is retained and the subsequent SRs ;

are renumbered as necessary.
t

P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.8 The word relays is deleted from the Bases since Clinton does

,

not utilize relays. l

,

P.9 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the Clinton design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation, etc.)

P.10 The reference is revised to include all approved revisions.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The allowed time for conducting the surveillance is proposed to
be extended to 6 hrs. This time frame is based on the
reliability of the equipment, the OPERABILITY of redundant
channels and the low probability of an event which would
require the equipment to function and is consistent with the
current 'lechnical Specifications for Clinton.

C.2 The reference to the SR that limits bypassing the RACS and
moving control rods is corrected.

C.3 LCO title added to assure consistency with other Bases LCO
references.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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2 DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION.,

1 1

|
! CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !

(continued) !
<

\

fC.4 An additional SR is included to make the proposed ITS
surveillances consistent with current practice. The current j

'

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST confirms only the acceptability of the '

analog trip module (ATM); while the CHANNEL CALIBRATION is
,

performed to verify the capabilities of the rest of the
,

| channel. This latter verification is proposed as new SR i
'

3.3.2.1.7. Concurrently, the Frequency of the ATM calibration
j is returned to the current 92 days and the SRs following the

.|new proposed SR are renumbered appropriately.

-}j C.5 An obvious typographical error is corrected.
j

; '
~

C.6 No basis exists for limiting the allowance for performance of i
SRs to the RWL. This limitation is therefore proposed to be ]
removed. This change is consistent with currently approved j
Technical Specifications for Grand Gulf and Clinton.<

C.7 The description of the control rod position indication
components is corrected.

,

C.8 The Bases are corrected to reflect the requirements of the LCO. |

C.9 The Bases are revised to eliminate a misleading discussion. ;

The RWL is not actuated based on " localized neutron flux." The i

j discussion is corrected and. simplified.
;

] t
i C.10 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
; CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate

information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
'

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since

4 setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of :
i either of these surveillances, this description of criteria '

i (including the reference to performance of " measurement and
j setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
j deleted with no impact. i

3 C.11 Editorial corrections are proposed to avoid confusion with -

1 regard to overlapping requirements for various functions and
Surveillance Requirements.

.i

i
I

.I

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Section 3.3 Page 660 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

|BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

| P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.2 The correct plant specific reference is provided for
consistency with revisions proposed in Section 5.8.

P.3 The plant specific Type A and Category 1 PAM instruments are
identified in accordance with the NUREG Reviewer's Note.

P.4 The current required allowed out-of-service time and CHANNEL
i CALIBRATION frequency for the Hydrogen Analyzers is retained.

| P.5 The current plant specific number of channels of suppression
pool water level and Primary Containment pressure monitoring
required is retained.

!
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

! C.1 Revisions are proposed to prevent misapplication of the ACTIONS
| for the PCIV Position Function. With position indication for

both PCIVs on a penetration inoperable, Condition C was
intended to be applied. However, with only one channel
required per valve, two required channels could never be
inoperable. Proposed Table Note b and the proposed Bases ;

changes would clarify that only one channel is required if only I

one PCIV is provided with position indication in the control '

room.

C.2 The Bases are corrected. The reference Specification in the
Administrative Controls Section does not require the Special
Reports to be approved by any specific individual or committee.

C.3 Condition F is not applied to reactor vessel water level in the
LCO. Therefore, the Bases are revised to match the LCO.

C.4 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

j CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.5 Throughout the ITS the procedural detail of how to accomplish
a specific ACTION or Surveillance is excluded from the TS and
provided in the Bases. This proposed change is consistent with
this approach. The detail in Rev 0 of the NUREG ITS is
unnecessary and detracts from the pertinent requirement.

C.6 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different. criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a f ailure is limited to .

the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can #

go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

|
|

|
|

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.3.2 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to |
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
l

P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.2 A plant specific reference (to the document which identifies

the remote shutdown instrumentation) is provided.

P.3 The Bases have been revised as appropriate to agree with the
Clinton design.

,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The Table listing of the Remote Shutdown System instrumentation
and controls is proposed to be removed from the Technical

| Specifications and relocated to procedures or other plant
controlled documents. This change is consistent with the
provisions of Generic Letter 91-08 for the removal of lists and
has been recently approved for Clinton Power Station (Amendment ,

No. 68) on that basis.

C.2 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to '

that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

C.3 This comment number is not used for this station.2

C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.-

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.4.1 - EOC-RPT INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
l

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE '

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 Non-applicable information related to bracketed non-applicable
portions of the Specification are deleted. Appropriate
renumbering of subsequent portions of the Specification is
provided where necessary.

P.3 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including the
appropriate SR Note and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system.

P.4 Revisions made to discuss differences in the Turbine Stop Valve
instrumentation (limit switch versus low oil pressure).

P.5 Titles changed to use plant specific nomenclature.
;

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 An appropriate plant specific reference is provided for a

description of the system logic.

P.8 The plant specific definition of breaker interruption time is
incorporated with sufficient details to prevent recurrence of
prior confusion.

P.9 The Specification and Bases are revised to reflect plant4

specific design which does not include " Trip Systems" per se,
but rather contains 4 channels per Function.

P.10 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree witn
the Clinton design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation,
etc.)

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Editorial corrections are provided for consistency of placement
of initialisms and for correct grammar.

CLINTON 14 10/1/93;
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 1

TS: 3.3.4.1 - EOC-RPT INSTRUMENTATION '

s

i
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS '

(continued)

C.2 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

C.3 Although the need for keeping the bypass valves closed is
identified in the SR Bases, it is also appropriate to identify
the effect on OPERABILITY in the LCO Bases.

C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.5 When the Frequency includes a STAGGERED TEST BASIS criteria, it j
is no longer a simple Frequency. A minor change is proposed to '

eliminate potential confusion.

C.6 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition. !

C.7 The Bases are reviced to be consistent with the referenced
analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide suf ficient time to complete the surveillance.

I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.4.2 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements, j

|
l

!
PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE '

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR. i

l
i

P.2 The plant design provides inputs to each trip breaker from each
i

channel; therefore, an inoperable trip breaker affects all |
channels and the Note and Required Action A.1 (since its .,

inclusion was due solely to the Note) are unnecessary since )
'

'Condition B and/or C will be applicable and provide less than
14 days to restore OPERABILITY.

P.3 This change provides plant specific nomenclature, references,
or design information.

'P.4 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the Clinton design.

!

'CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
I that which is generically preferred for application to the

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
ihowever, " division" is used in several places. l

C.2 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to: )
I

a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
|comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable '

(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
i

no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference I

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel f ailures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.4.2 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.3 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria j|

(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
i

' setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be I

deleted with no impact.

C.4 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.

C.5 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced I

| analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform |
| the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will '

therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance. |

|

i

|

|

|
1

i
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Section 3.3 Page 667 of 687 |
;

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 I

TS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION i

I
'

t

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to t
| reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !

I
'

:

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
,

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.<

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.3 Titles changed to use plant specific nomenclature for Function4

titles.

P.4 Items are deleted that are not applicable because of plant
specific design or current approved Technical specifications.

P.5 This change provides plant specific design information,
references, or nomenclature. :

P.6 This change deletes an unnecessary example.

P.7 SRs are renumbered due to deletion of a non-applicable
bracketed SR. '

P.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.9 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with

.

the Clinton design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation, etc.) !

P.10 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an
additional SR and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system.

P.11 This comment number is not used for this station.
*

P.12 A plant specific clarification related to OPERABILITY is
provided based on the current Technical Specifications.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change deletes unnecessary language that also provides a I

revised " time zero" which was not intended.

1

!,

4

CLINTON 18 10/1/93 j
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|
| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
'

TS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

| CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
' (continued)

C.2 These changes limit the applicability of Function 3.d to those
conditions during which an automatic realignment of the HPCS
pump suction may be required.

C.3 This change is needed for consistency with the Surveillance
Requirement Note which is being discussed.

C.4 An obvious typographical or editorial error is corrected.

C.5 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

C.6 An incomplete Bases reference to a specific Required Action is
corrected. Required Action C.2 is not applicable to all
Functions in MODES 4 & 5. Required Action B.3 is applicable
for Functions 1.d, 1.e and 2.d, and is included in the
discussion.

C.7 This change is necessary to prevent an inoperable system, RCIC,
from impacting the Required Actions for HPCS during conditions
when RCIC is not required to be OPERABLE, i.e. , below 150 psig.

!
C.8 This change provides a more descriptive identification of the

impact without introducing confusion (since there are other
factors that must be considered for OPERABILITY). ;

C.9 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"

t

comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable I

(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference

3

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a l

different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information j
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to i

the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.10 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
|CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate

information. A description of what is necessary to revise the i

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is !
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since 1

setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.11 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.

C.12 When the Frequency includes a STAGGERED TEST BASIS criteria, it
is no longer a simple Frequency. A minor change is proposed to
eliminate potential confusion.

,

I

C.13 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced I

analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
| the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hour.c will |
! therefore provide sufficient time to complete the survei'. lance.

I

1

|

|

|

|

)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.S.2 - RCIC INSTRUMENTATION

,

|

l BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

1
|

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE |
!

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as !
'the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to

as the USAR.
|

P.2 This change provides plant specific design information or
nomenclature.

P.3 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with |
the Clinton design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation, etc.) t

P.4 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an !
additional SR and Bases information.

|
P.5 This change deletes an unnecessary example.

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
1

C.1 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
i that which is generically preferred for application to the ,

'

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train", |
however, " division" is used in several places. '

C.2 This change provides consistent identification of the parameter !

conditions for the initiation Function.

C.3 An editorial correction is made for proper sentence structure.

C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"

| comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
1

(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists) ; b) Eliminate a follow up reference,

| to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a a

different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information |

(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel f ailures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the

i leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

CLINTON 21 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.5.2 - RCIC INSTRUMENTATION |;

i

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued) !'

!

C.5 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL !
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the;

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is'

not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.6 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.

C.7 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced
analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

C.8 The Bases discussion of the Required Actions is revised to !

include the Manual Initiation Function.

C.9 Incorrect Bases system description is deleted. The only RCIC,

injection valve does not have " override control."

a

a

d

M

1

4

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

' BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
4

i B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
j reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.
J

| PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
,

, i

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
i the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
i as the USAR. '

:

P.2 The plant specific units for the allowable value of this i
parameter are provided. j

P.3 The manual initiation function of the isolation logic is I

retained as currently specified. A Bases discussion of the 1

applicable MODES is also included for Function 5.h, Manual
Initiation. This addition is consistent with the discussions
for similar initiation functions in this section.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
I

P.5 The Bases are revised to describe the plant specific design for '

manual initiation of RCIC.
<

l
P.6 This comment number is not used for this station. |;

P.7 This comment number is not used for this station. I

1

P.8 Plant specific nomenclature substituted for generic titles used
in NUREG-1434.

|

P.9 This comment number is not used for this station. |
4

P.10 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.11 This corrent number is not used for this station.
P.12 This comment numaer is not used for this station.

P.13 This coraent numbe.r is not used for this station.
P.14 Additional plant specific parameters are added to RWCU and RHR

isolation instrumentation.

P.15 The instrumentation and ACTIONS for some dual function ECCS and
RCIC PCIVs, e.g. , the HPCS test return line PCIV, are retained
in this Specification. In general, the PCIV is retained in the
isolation Specification if the isolation of the valve would not
impact OPERABILITY of the ECCS or RCIC.

|
; CLINTON 23 10/1/93 I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
(continued)

P.16 This comment number is not used for this station.
|

| P.17 This comment number is not used for this station.
|
' P.18 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.19 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.20 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.21 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.22 This comment number is not used for this station.

, P.23 The Bases /LCOs have been revised to reflect the plant specific
| analysis or design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation, etc.)

P.24 ACTIONS and FUNCTIONS have been renumbered as appropriate. ,

P.25 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an
additional SR and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system.

P.26 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.27 A plant specific reference is provided.

;

P.28 This comment number is not used for this station.

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 A discussion of the applicable MODES is removed since they are
adequately addressed by the general statement at the beginning
of the Applicability Bases discussion.

C.2 Omitted Functions 2.f and 2.g are added to the discussion of
! the Bases for ACTION B.

C.3 The Applicability is revised to include other conditions during
which isolation of RHR System operating modes, other than
shutdown cooling, may be required by this Function.

C.4 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

CLINTON 24 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

,

i CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

'
C.5 An obvious typographical error is corrected.

C.6 This change is necessary to indicate that only the associated
subsystem is required to be declared inoperable, not both
subsystems.

C.7 The description of the isolation capability is revised so that
it does not exclude drywell and reactor coolant pressure
boundary isolation capability.

C.8 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference'

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
; different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information

(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be'

deleted with no impact.

C.9 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since

~

setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of,

either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be .;

; deleted with no impact. j
i

j C.10 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.

C.11 When the Frequency includes a STAGGERED TEST BASIS criteria, it ,

j is no longer a simple Frequency. A minor change is proposed to |'

eliminate potential confusion. I

C.12 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced
; analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform

the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide suf ficient time to complete the surveillance.4

C.13 Editorial corrections and preferences are propored to enhance
clarity and understanding.

CLINTON 25 10/1/93
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
! TS: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

'

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

i B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
q reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. i

i ;

i
'

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE :

I
P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as {

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to '

as the USAR. '

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
t

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
]

P.4 Changing to plant specific component / system titles from
generic titles presented in NUREG-1434.

,

i P.5 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the Clinton design.

j P.6 This comment number is.not used for this station.
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.,

P.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

P.9 This comment number is not used for this station.
4

a

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The Required Actions are generally written to avoid the
'

question of plurality. However, the Required Action and Bases
are revised to include the possibility of a single associated

1 secondary containment isolation valve. Since each trip system
,

; starts only one of the standby gas treatment subsystems, the j
; Required Action is also corrected. '

s

C.2 The Applicability is revised to include CORE ALTERATIONS in
accordance with the Bases for each Function. While CORE
ALTERATIONS do not result in an increased potential for I

J draining, they do present conditions that could lead to core i
i damage and fission product release.

|
!

! C.3 Editorial corrections are made, e.g., the title of a Function
or LCO is corrected.

.

1

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 l

TS: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION
,

1

!

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
|

(continued) ,

i

C.4 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to '

that which is generically preferred for application to the '

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the - term " train", ;

however, " division" is used in several places. ;
t

C.5 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to: )

a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable ,

(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a ,

different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information ]
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a f ailure is limited to {
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can

,

go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is |

not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the I

leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed.to be
deleted with no impact.

C.6 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL j
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate |
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the i

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is i

not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.7 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.
C.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.9 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced

analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

|

C.10 The deleted statement is incorrect. The basis provided by the
latter portion of the statement do not provide the supporting |

justification for the beginning portion. '

|

CLINTON 27 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.3 - RHR CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 The Note for Required Action C.1 is revised to identify that
the ACTION is only applicable to Functions 4 & 5 for the
system. Since the Containment Pressure - High Function is
revised to use Condition B, the only automatic Functions
applicable to Condition C are Functions 4 & 5.

P.4 Clinton has an additional timer for the B subsystem. This
timer is added to the Specification, as well as a description
of the timer is added to the Bases. Plant specific
nomenclature is also provided for the timers.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.6 Deletion of bracketed item SR 3.3.6.3.4 results in renumbering

of remaining surveillances and revisions to the Bases
description of surveillances.

P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.8 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with

the plant specific design.

P.9 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an
additional SR and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

|

|

CLINTON 28 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.3 - RHR CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.2 The Bases are clarified to avoid confusion. The Required i

Action affects both subsystems since both are unable to be
initiated.

C.3 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to: !'
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal" '

comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference i

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel f ailures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is i

not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the !
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be {deleted with no impact.

t

!

'C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of whtt is necessary to revise thee

,

setpoint is provided in the setpo: st methodology program and is'

not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since !
: setpoint revision is not an act:.vity that is a function of

t

either of these surveillances, t his description of criteria
'

(includiner the reference to perfarmance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determications") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.5 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.
C.6 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced

analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.4 - SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
] reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. ,

;

I,

;

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to

_

as the USAR. I

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 Two Functions (Drywell Pressure-High, and Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Low, Level 2) listed in the NUREG are not
applicable to the logic at this station. These items are
therefore being deleted, the actual logic described in the
Bases, and' other Functions renumbered as a result of the
deletions.

P.4 This comment number not used for this station.
P.5 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with

the Clinton design.
;

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 Two SRs are added due to plant specific design. Other SRs are

renumbered as necessary.

P.8 The NOTE for Required Action C.1 is needed to identify that the
ACTION is only applicable to Function 4 for the system. Since
the Suppression Pool Water Level - Low Low Function is revised
to use Condition B, the only automatic Function applicable to
Condition C is Function 4.

P.9 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an
additional SR and Bases information to clarify the use of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to4

"

that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

CLINTON 30 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.4 - SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

I CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
|'

(continued)

C.2 The Bases are clarified to avoid confusion. The Required
Action affects both subsystems since both are unable to be '

initiated.
.

C.3 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists) ; b) Eliminate a follow up reference
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a :
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information
(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a f ailure is limited to ;

the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel f ailures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

i

C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since -

setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be ,

deleted with no ime' +, '

,

C.5 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition. ;

C.6 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced ),

analysis discussion which indicate an average time to performi '

the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours willi
'

therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

C.7 Editorial clarification is provided to enhance clarity and'

understanding.

!

| !
.

'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 681 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.5 - RELIEF AND LOW-LOW SET INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE |

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

,

'
,

P.2 Appropriate plant specific references have been identified for ;

the system descriptions. i

P.3 Appropriate plant specific system descriptions are j
incorporated.

j

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

P.5 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the plant specific design. (e.g., Solid State Instrumentation, i

etc.)

P.6 This discussion of the low low set logic function is not
applicable since this function is performed by vacuum breakers ;
in the discharge lines.

.

P.7 The plant specific Frequency is retained by including an
additional SR and Bases information.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
,

C.1 The system functional testing of the ECCS in LCO 3.5.1 provides
testing of the ADS function. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TESTING for the ADS function is provided in LCO 3.3.5.1.
Therefore, the reference to LCO 3.5.1 is deleted.

C.2 A new Required Action option is provided which allows the
associated relief and LLS valve (s) to be declared inoperable.:

| This is considered to have always been an option for
i instrumentation that affects single valves since inoperable

equipment is not required to meet SRs and since any other
interpretation would be inconsistent for a trip system
inoperability that affects only one valve, e.g., 14 days would
be allowed for one valve inoperable when neither trip system
could actuate the valve, but only 7 days would be allowed when
one of the two trip systems could actuate the valve.

CLINTON 32 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 582 of 687,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.6.5 - RELIEF AND LOW-LOW SET INSTRUMENTATION

|

4 !

'CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.3 The appropriate system description for the instrumentation is
provided to prevent limitation of the scope of the discussion i

to only one portion of the system.,

C.4 The discussion of reclosing setpoints for the relief function
.

is removed since these setpoints are not specified in the LCO.
J

C.5 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the

,

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is :

not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since ,

setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of '

either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and ;

setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
'

deleted with no impact.

'

C.6 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.

C.7 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced
; analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform '

i the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will
therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

C.8 Editorial clarification is provided to enhance clarity and 4

understanding.4

1
1

4

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 3.3 Page 683 of 687

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.7.1 - CONTROL ROOM FRESH AIR SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

,

; BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
t

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
*

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

i

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 The appropriate plant specific system designations are
incorporated.

,

P.3 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the Clinton design.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 This comment number is not used for this station. i

i

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 SRs have been renumbered as appropriate due to deletion of

other SRs.

i P.8 The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST deleted from the proposed LCO
1

since it is not required by current Technical Specifications.

P.9 The Control Room Ventilation system has only one initiation i

Function. Therefore, the ACTION Conditions are written
specific to this Function and the ACTIONS are renumbered as
necessary.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The Applicability is revised to include CORE ALTERATIONS in
; accordance with the Bases for each Function. While CORE

ALTERATIONS do not result in an increased potential for
draining, they do present conditions that could lead to core
damage and fission product release.

C.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.3 The identification of a LOCA event as an initiation of the

system is redundant to the identification of the two signals
immediately following. Therefore, this portion of the sentence
is unnecessary and deleted.

CLINTON 34 10/1/93
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] Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 6S4 of 687

t DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 !

TS: 3.3.7.1 - CONTROL ROOM FRESH AIR SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION |
'

i
*

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued),

I C.4 This comment number is not used for this station. !
I

a C.5 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to |
! that which is generically preferred for' application to the
] BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train", ;

, however, " division" is used in several places. i
1 ,
i
3 C.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

j

C.7 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
i a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal" !

| comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
. (particularly if the channel is a single required channel and |
j no similar channel exists); b) Eliminate a follow up reference (

to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a j,

different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information j

(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to i

the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel f ailures" can -

1 go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is j
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the '

)] leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
j deleted with no impact. ;
a >

1 C.8 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL I

) CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate |

information. A description of what is necessary to revise the !1

setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
'

not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
j setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
'

either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

] C.9 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.
i

C.10 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the referenced.

j analysis discussion which indicate an average time to perform
the surveillance is 3 to 4 hours, and that 6 hours will

*

therefore provide sufficient time to complete the surveillance.

| C.11 An editorial correction is proposed to comply with the
.

appropriate conventions for Required Action format. !
1

'

{ C.12 An editorial correction is provided to enhance clarity.
i

i

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 6S5 of 687 ,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.3.8.1 - LOSS OF POWER INSTRUMENTATION

L

!

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

.

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to !

! reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

1 ,

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as !

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

.
,

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.6 The Bases /LCOs have been revised as appropriate to agree with
the Clinton design.

P.7 This comment number is not used for this station. '

P.8 This comment number is not used for this station. f

;

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS I

;

C.1 This comment number is not used for this station. i,
,

C.2 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to !

that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not. use the term " train",

-

however, " division" is used in several places.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.3 Page 6S6 of 687

!

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 I

TS: 3.3.8.1 - LOSS OF POWER INSTRUMENTATION
|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.3 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL CHECK Bases are provided to:
a) Clarify that other similar channels are the " normal"
comparison method, but that other methods may be acceptable
(particularly if the channel is a single required channel and
no similar channel exists) ; b) Eliminate a follow up reference i
to criteria using different terms (and potentially implying a
different criteria); and c) Eliminate misleading information i

(since a CHANNEL CHECK cannot guarantee a failure is limited to
the surveillance period) . Some " outright channel failures" can
go undetected by a CHANNEL CHECK. Further, this sentence is
not a result of the previous sentence as indicated by the
leading "thus" and is out of context. It is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.4 Generic revisions to the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION Bases are provided to eliminate inappropriate
information. A description of what is necessary to revise the
setpoint is provided in the setpoint methodology program and is
not needed within the Technical Specification Bases. Since
setpoint revision is not an activity that is a function of
either of these surveillances, this description of criteria
(including the reference to performance of " measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations") is proposed to be
deleted with no impact.

C.5 A generic Frequency discussion is provided to avoid repetition.
p

1

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 j
Section 3.3 Page 687 of 687 ;

!

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 I

| TS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING
!
I

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

i B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
; the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
| as the USAR.
|

P.2 The system does not provide power for the instrumentation or
controls for the RHR shutdown cooling isolation valves. 1

Therefore, the designation of Applicability, Required Actions !

and Bases discussions related to these valves being open are
not applicable to this plant.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.4 This change provides plant specific design information or

nomenclature.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 An editorial correction is made to provide for a complete
sentence or delete duplicate information.

C.2 Additional information is provided for the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION surveillance requirements
consistent with other similar surveillance Bases.

C.3 An addition is proposed to address the difference in the
Allowable Values in the LCO and SR and the required voltage
discussed in the Bases for the equipment.

I
|

|
!

|
.
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l

CLINTON POWER STATION
|

IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CONVERSION PACKAGE

SECTION 3.4
,

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 2 of 21I

t

1
.

ATTACHMENT 1 *

.

1

!
,

4

; CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOC.UMENT

,

i

<

!

1

i

i 1A: MARKUP OF CTS
,

1

; 1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

i
'
,

!. 1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS1

,

<

$
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; ATTACHMENT 1 A ,
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 4 of 211

3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM [(g 3, f j /
RECIRCULATION LOOPS f{(g ],f,2

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT30N - tto 340
LCO
3,4.|nbl.39- Two reactor coolant system recirculation loops 'shall be in operation

with;

h T h eore low grbr than bh 45% of rate oreflokor
b.

LA\ THERMAL. POWER within the unrestricted zo
'

igure 3.4. -1, or
c.

(HERMAL R withiq the restric zonet of Figure . 1.1-1 and APRMo PRHf ' e level not lar-ger three times their established .bas 'ne noise evels.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1* and 2*.

ACTION:

With one reac_ tor coolant system recirculation loop not in operation: '
a.

1. Withi Q Ll -

.h a) Place the recirculation flow control system.in the Local'Hanual-
-

.

b (Position Control) mode,i and '

. .- -

j} ,b) Reduc ERMAL POWER TO < 70% ofsRATED THERMAL POWER, and
-

s
c) Increase the INIMUM CRITICAL POWER'' RATIO (MCPR) SafeLimit j !by .0.01 to 1.08') r Specificatiori 2.1.'2, and 1' \

I
d) Re ce the Maximu::LAye q e Planar Line atMeration Rat'

(MAPL 8GR) limit.jerSpeci * tiori 3.2.1 and t'he CORE OPERATINGca
LIMITS REPORT, and ~

e) Reduce the A age Power Range Monitor (APRM) Scram and Rod'
Block Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values to those applicable
for single recir'culation-loop operation per Specifications 2.2.1.and 3.3.6, and r

!f

[*See Special Test Exception 3 4. '

Q4 lihe'6peratTog 6etiCfFwhich conitoring is required. See Surveillance
-

Requi rement 4.4.1.1.2.

1tDetector levels A and C of one LPRM string per core octant plus detectors
A and C of one LPRM string in the center of the core should be monitored.

--
-

,__

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-1 Amendment No. 28

|
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Enclosure 2 to U.602196
3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM Section 3.4 Page 5 of 211,,

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM

'

RECIRCULATION LOOPS

|
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION l

|

p- - |
Reduce the volumetric flow rate of the operating recirculation )| / f) 'f$ l 1 \

_ \ cop to f ,341 gpm* |
'

'

,

g) Perform Surveillan equirement 4. 4.1.4 if therma over is- -
|

< 30%"*sof RATED THERMAL POWER or the heirculation loop \ flow |
,

},heoperatingloopis<30%""ofratedloopflow. |
'

AYD
' 2. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.J ;

-(. 3. Otherwise, lace the unit in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hourh ,

*

b. With na eaartne ennlant system recirculation loops in oper mmediately

c/onD 6
nitiate action to reduce THERMAL POWER so that it is in the unrestricted I

zone i gu re . .$. 4.1, .L-Dyi t h i n 4 hours and/Tiiitiate measures to place the |

unit.in a 1 east siAx10P within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
(Y 6 hours. y, . g

-

,

C0 u p C c. With one or two reactor coolant system recirculation loops in operation and
..s.)-

Jtotal. core flow less than 45% but greater than 35.5. of rated core flow . | ;

and THERMAL POWER within the restricted Ione ARFic=: n ' 1-D and with -
'

- i

| the APRM or LPRMt neutron flux noise levels greater than@irce.tiraes theire
'

1 established baseline noise levels, immediately initiateicorrective action

to restore the. noise levels to within the required limits @ithin 2 hours) g
>

:

by increasing core flow or by reducing THERMAL POWER.

9 d. With one or two reactor coolant recirculation loops in operation, and
Cbt3D total core flow less. than or equah35.5/ and THERMAL POWER within the j i

restricted zone 57 T O c 3 ' i 1_-u Githin 15 ininutel initiate corrective. |
; action to reduce THERMAL POWER to within the unrestricted zone @ |

@~ t.4.1.1M or increase core flow to greater than.35.5d within |
'

'

cal
~

LAI
!

~ ___
-

- - -

"This value represents the measured volumetric recirculation loop flow whic
- produces 100% core flow at 100% THERMAL POWER.

*"The threshold THERthL POWER and recirculation loop flow which will sweep -
the cold water from the vessel bottom head preventing stratification..

# Core flow with both recirculation pumps at rated speed and minimum control
valve position.

b _ t$tector leveWA and C of one LPRM' string per coEoctant plus cetector1
. . ,

'A and C of one LPRM string in the center of the core should be monitored.
'!

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-2 Amendment No. 42
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

Section 3A Page 6 of 211J

*

,'
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

RECIRCULATION LOOPSg

J ukea r eu) LCo g.4,7 f |
l-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ('-- 1
iI

\ w -'

;
4.4.1.1.1 Each reactor coolant system recirculation loop flow control valve
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by:,

,
,

$h. a. Verifying that the control valve fails "as is" on loss of hydraulic
j,{ pressure at the hydraulic control unit, and

7

5 f-
Verifying that the average rate of control valve movement is: ;b.

3, A A* 1. Less than or equal to 11% of stroke per second opening, and g
2. Less than or equal to 11% of stroke per second closing.

+

When THERMAL POWER is within e restricted zone C E - - 3 a - ' - 1 -
(f/)b g 4.4.1.1.2nd one or two pumps are in operatio estaDa uh a caseline APRM and LP

yheutron Isux noise value within 2 hours of entering this operating region
unless baselining has previously been perfomed in the region since the. last1

g ALTERATION, and , ,

a. Determine the APRM and LPRM" noise levels at least once per 8 hours, and * ,

1 b. Determine the APRM and LPRM* noise levels within 30 minutes"after the t

3
; completion of a THERMAL POWER inc~rease of at least 5% o.f RATED THERMAL _ .

POWER. |.

% -- -.

F4.4.1,1.3 With one reactor system recirculation op not in oper tion, at
least boce per 12 hours Mrify that:

-

N N
a. Teactor THERMAL P R is < 70%,of RATED THERMAL POWER.

bp\ {l N
~

ii

ecirculation flow ntrol systen is in the .al Manual
The (ition Control) ' mode,

.

b.
,

(Posi

\
j c. The volumetric flow rate of th operating loop is < 31,34%m^^, an |

d. Core flow is greater than 35.5%# when THERMAL POWER is within the- * |s,

j k estricted zone of Figure 3.4.1.1-1. .
-

i SR 1.4.11. 2
] g gg yg,g,9 4.4.-l.1.4 Vith one reactor coolant system recirculation loop not in operation,
'

, yp Trs within no more than 15 minutes prior to either THERMAL POWER increase or recir-
I culation loop flow increase, verify that the following differential temperature

.jY
_ _ _

* Detector levels A and C of one LPRM string per core octant plus detectors A
and C of one LPRM string in the center of the core should be monitored-

LAl:

|This value represents the measured volumetric recirculation loop'flo w iic
i produces 100% core flow at 100% THERMAL POWER.
j ,

# Core flow with both recirculation pumps at rated speed and minimum cont j
,

(valveposition.
,

i

1

*

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-3 Amendment No. 42
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sectic,n 3.4 Page 7 of 21l'

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

RECIRCULATION LOOPS '

| SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

'

requirements are met if THERMAL POWER is < 30%* of RATED THERML POWER or the
recirculation loep flow in the operating Toop is < 30%* of rated loop flow: 1

I p ,4.h 6 a. < 100*F between reactor vessel ster.m space coolant and bottom head
IIrain line coolant, .

4 b. < 50*F between the reactor coolant within the loop not in operation
$7,,b ,||.c) and,the coolant in the reactor pressure vessel, and

' g c. N< 50*F be' tween the reagr coola'h(within tfiqoop not in kration |

'

s
and the operating loop. '

c,9 4, l.9
3 The differential temperature requirments of Specification 4.4.1.1.4.b and c

do not apply when the loop not in operation is isolated from the reactor
| pressure vessel.
( *

-
.

'N E S T SR 3. 4. f. Z
1

.

.

| .
'

I

i

LAl
v~

-

"The threshcid THERMAL POWER and recirculation loop flow which will sweep the
cold water from the vessel bottom head preventing stratification.

m m _& ~ ~

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-4 Amendment No. '42
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

P.EACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM Secti n 3.4 Page 9 of 211 '

JET PUMPS bh ], ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION|

l

LGD
'

j,3 M:tt All' jet pumps shall be OPERABLE.
, APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2.

-

ACTION:
'

,

C With one or more jet pumps inoperable, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
12 hours. |,

SW M5.4.3./ARSURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

Sh g,4 3.) M'

- 13- All jet pumps shall be demonstrated OPERABLE as follows:.".

Each of the above required jet pumps' in an operatinglibop .shal' be
d rated OPERABLE at least once per 24_hou TMFDMAi potrFR is)

[ NOTE h creater than or equal to 25% of RATED THutMAIflow, total core flow and diffuseh-to-lower plenum 'j
determining

recirculation loop 4
differential pressure Tor eac jet pump and. verifying-that no two of the :
following conditions occur: *g

'- - - . - - rg
d * 'a .' The indicated recirculation loop differs. by:more- than 10%. from

'

6g 3,2{.3 l.h. the. established. flow-. control.valvetposition-loop-floWrcharacteristics.. - . -- j + . -; , - - ~~

b. The indicated total- core flow Miffers by more' than 10% from the
established total core flow value derived from r~ecirculation loop

i 3,\ . C flow measurements. - ~ ^ ' ~ " ~~ ~"

5?. 3'
.

The indicated jet pump diffuser-to-lower plenumidifferential . pressurec.
(or jet pump flow) of any individual jet pump: differs from established-

patterns by more than 20% (10% for flow). -

|

.

.

.

.

t' Ol
,4 ,3 .\

.p ~
~

8#The prpv'isions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/44-6 Amendment No. 42
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM Section 3.4 Page 10 of 211

L b O 3,4, /
RECIRCULATION LOOP FLOW

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
|
1

I
Recirculation loop flow # mismatch shall be maintained within:

3 4
3_".I.3

5% of rated core flow with effective core flow * greater than or equal toa.
70% of rated core flow. ,6

3. ,g,{
10% of rated core flow with effective core flow * 1ess than 70% of ratedb.
core flow.

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1** and 2** during two recirculationAPPLICABILITY:
loop operation.

,

ACTION:
!

h With recirculation loop flows #
different by more than the specified limits,

A
either:

l
e the recirculation loop flows to within the specified limi

~p a. within 2 hou or

._

LI the recirculation loops nd take the ACTION required byb. 6hutdown ne o% 'cification 3.4.1.1. ..
_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|TE Recirculation loop flow # mismatch shall be verified to be within the ;

3 *4,g.) 4. i.1. : ;

limits at least once per 24 hours.
|

I1

' .l [, 7

. | tJ5 E(2.T $R:3,4.I I NOTE
~

b

fl

-

* Effective core flow shall be the core flow that would result if both recircu-
lation loop flows were assumed to beyq_sJnQ value of the two loop

M"

C**5ee Special Test Exception 3.10.4.
_

"

j
'

p_the purposes of this Specification, recirculation loop flow is theFor
summation of the flows from all of the jet pumps associated with a singles

(

(recirculation

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-7 Amendment No. 54
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |*

Section 3.4 Page 1I of 211 i

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

bR 3, 4 /fe 3
IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP STARTUP

s /2 3 4.// 4
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

W'' An idle recirculation lo"op shall not be started unless the tempera- !4.1.4
ture differential between the reactor pressure vessel steam snace coolant and |

-
the bottom head drain line coolant is / Fess than or equal to 100*F, andD '

l.A)
!

g 3 ,4.jl.h a. [5 both J. cops id$ unless the temperature differentialwe h==n
between the reactor coolant within the idle loop to be started uo and i

coolant in the reactor pressure vessel @ 1pjsthanorequalto50'F2
'

Al When only one loop has been idle, unless the temperature differential
I

b.
~ between the reactor coolant within the idle and operating recirculation

En*F4adtheoperatingloopIIGwraTe15]ecoc 4e bec than n n- onttal +n

Qess than or equal to 50% of rated loop flow.pg
Alo ff \ >

rer sR 2.4.n.3 APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3 and 4.

"
ACTION: .

p ,

With ' temperature differences Mor flow ra eeding the above limits,
suspend startup of any idle recirculation loop. ,

LA2
|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The temperature differentials G flow ratbshall be determined to beSR 3' ' 4.4.1.4
59. 4 M 'i;, within the limits within 15 minutes prior to startup of an idle recirculation

loop.
,

1

| |

-

t

J

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4'4-8
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

1 3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES Section 3.4 Page 12 of 211

SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES [. CO 3, [ 4

d Lco 3.3.c.5'
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

| |

bc0 3.4.2.1 The safety valve function of at least six of the following valves and

3.'d the relief valve function of at least five additional valves, other than thosesa isfying the safety valve function recuirement, shall be 0PERABLE with the; i

,. sp,eQfied li f t _ settings; _aMRCicoustic monitoa-for-each-OPERABt-E-velene44-3 ;e

@ RABLEg _ _ /
~

Number of Valves Function Setpoint** (psig)

g g ,4, { | 7 Safety 1165 % si
5 Safety 1180 jl-Ir8 si i

4 Safety 1190 si I

g g To TeTief 1103 15.0 psi |,

8 Relief 1113 15.0 psi |

[.CD 3.33'| 7
__ Ral_ief 1123 15.0 psi j.4 9

B6,4 '

|APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. g gg,7

ACTION:
i ,

)C
With the safety and/or relief valve function of one or more of the above
required safety / relief valves inoperable, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN'

within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours. |

X
b. With one or more safety / relief valves stuck open, provided that suppres-

sion pool average water temperature is less than 110*F, close the stuck
- open safety / relief valve (s); if suppression pool average water tempera-
( ture is 110 F or greater, place the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown

) Q osition.

With one or more safety / relief valve acoustic monitor (s) inoperable, restore
the inoperable monitor (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at

LU least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 24 hours. _

s.p - __ - ~ ~ - - . - - - ,

Ip9 With either relief valve function pressure actuation trip system "A" or]
t 0g(9.b bg

"B" inoperable, restore the inoperable trip system to OPERABLE status
'

ithin 7 days; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours
|N, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

h - &p
hOnereliefvalvepres n channelh/or nna- acoustic monito

\\ channel may be placed in an inoperable status f or up to b hourf0Fthe |
'

h purpose of performing surveillance testing in accordance with Specifica- .
ions 4.4.2.1.1 2nd_4._4.2.1.2. f

} ** The lif t setting pressure shallT6r~ respond to ambient conditions of the
valves at nominal operating temperatures and pressures.

!CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-9 Amendment No. 71
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LCO 3.4.4 seaion 3.4 Page 13 or2ii

j g 774gSAFETY /REllEF VALVES

'SURVElttANCE REOUTREMENTS

4.4.2.1.1 The acoustic monitor for each safety / relief valve shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:

a. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and a

b. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.*
s

f4.4.2.1.2 The relief valve function pressure actuation instrumentation shal]
'be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:
.

I

a. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, including calibration of the trip unit, at least I
once per 92 days.

~
i

'

b. CHANNEL CALIBRATION and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 18
months. Each of the two trip systems or divisions of the relief valve |

System shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM
~ifunction actuation logic associated with the Nuclear System Protection

during separate refueling outages such that both divisions and all
channel trips are tested at least once every four fuel cycles. ;

- jk -

,

!

A101/EA ~76 Lco 3. 3.6. [/-~ M
!
I

e

p3 f 1 A)SE2.T Sfl 3. M .2 :
'

a sx 2.u.3 i
/ .

|

CAL

( X -

'The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the surveil-
lance is performed within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and flow are |adequate to perform the test. f !

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-10 Amendment No. 81
,
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kg 13 h 6REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

| SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES LOW-LOW SET FUNCTION [ g 3 , [ , /, ' h )
!

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 - !
; LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Section 3.4 Page 14 of 211 |

i ;

! 3.4.2.2 The low-low set function of the following reac' or coolant system !t
j safety / relief valves shall be OPERABLE with the followipg settings *: ;
t

Low-Low Set function |
| Setooint* (psig) i 15 psi '

i Valve No. Open Close!

F051D 1033 926
F051C 1073 936

'

F047F 1113 946
F051B 1113 946'

F051G 1113 946 :

j APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. I

ACTION: I.

'

With the low-low set function of one of the above required reactor coolanta. ;

system safety / relief valves inoperable, restore the inoperable low-low set
i

function to OPERABLE status within 14 days or be in at least HOT SHUTOOWN,
'

| within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
b. With the low-low set function of more than one of hhe above required !j reactor coolant system safety / relief valves inoperable, be in at least :

; ) HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.
! _ c. With either low-low set function pressure actuation trip system "A" or |"B" inoperable, restore the inoperable trip system to OPERABLE status

!
;

j within 7 days; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours
!

; and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. '

i

j SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
:

| 4.4.2.2 The lovlow set function pressure actuation instrumentation shall be -
J demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:
1

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, including calibration of f.he trip unit, at leasta.
once per 92 days.

|;

#

b. CHANNEL CALIBRATION and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 18
f months. Each of the two trip systems or divisions'of the low-low set

function actuation logic associated with the Nuclear System Protection,

i System shall be manually tested independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM duringt

! separate refueling outages such that both divisions and all channel trips
) are tested at least once every four fuel cycles. |.1

a
,

*0ne channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for the pur- |
!

: pose of performing surveillance testing in accordance with Specification 4.4.2.2.
) **The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of the valves

) at nominal operating temperatures and pressures. ,

1

! l
! CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-11 Amendment No,8/. 71
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3 /4. 4. 3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE
l

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 2CO 3. g. 7 ( |
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

llMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATTON n 3A Pm 15 of 211

3.4.3.1 The following reactor coolant system leakage detection systems shall be
OPERABLE: f

l. V
gco p.b. [e drywell atmosphere parti ' ate radioactivity monitoring system

33 fha. The drywellh hmNitor ng system, and fnc. it Athe drywellatmosphere._gase_cus radioactivity monitoring. system j

the-drywetT air coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION: IAJ5ERT CMh C %d5ERI M , M C I ^'df @4

With @nly twlof the above required leakage detection systems OPERABLE,-

2. operation may continue for up to 30 days when the drywell atmosphere
1 particulate radioactivity monitoring system is inoperable provided grab

c.o d 6 /1 samples of the drywell atmosphere are.obtained and analyzed at least once
#/

O per 24 hours.

b. operations may continue:

b with the drywell equipment drain sump flow monitoring subsystem |
L(o inoperable provided the drywell equipment drain sump flow rate is j

monitored and determined by alternate means at least once per 12<

_ hours,

p 4 2. for up to 30 days with the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring
subsystem inoperable provided the drywell floor drain sump flow' rate
is monitored and determined by alternate means at least once er
hours, ".TtjsElli cosJb A rJort y L l2-

c. operation may continue for up to 30 days when the drywell atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the drywell air coolers
condensate. flow rate monitoring system are inoperable provided grab samples

CONP ) of the drywell atmosphere are obtained and analyzed at least once per 24
f hours.

OMpg Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLDSHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

liv Sci 27 Heu corsch. g

Cl1NTott - UNIT 1 3/4 4-12 Amendment No. 65
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
Endosure 2 to U-602196

" #'m 3 /4. 4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

.-

4.4.3.1 The reactor coolant system leakage detection systems shall be demon-
strated OPERABLE by: g pg

SR3.4.7.1 a. Drywell atmospherektic"1=+= nnd c=whonitoring systems-performance |
'

| g 3.4.7.2 of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at
least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18

Sfs 3.4 r.3 !months.
LA 2

b. Drywell sump ow monitoring system-performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
SR 3,4.71 TEST at least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION TEST at least once !

sR3.4.7 3 per 18 months.

c. Drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring system performance of a i

583.471 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
'

sR3.4 73 at least once per 18 months.
-

- r. --_ .

d. Flow testing the drywell floor drain sump inlet piping for blockage at
least once every 18 months during shutdown. '

m -
-

-

._ ._

LA) |
i,

|

|

|
|

|

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-12a Amendment No. 65
%
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM section 3A Page 17 of 211

-} OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE {0 b* *

LC0 .L | 6
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3.2 Reactor coolant system leakage shall be limited to:

gO a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

% Ib. 5 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.
~

c. 25 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE (averaged over any 24-hour period).

i| Jf 0.5 gpm leakage per nominal inch of valve size up to a maximum of 5 gpm

M 2 O'l @from any reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve 6pecified in]ble 3.4.Qt rated reactor pressure.
.e'.d. No greater than a 2 gpm increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE within a 24- our

t.G0 g period or less during OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1. L 2.

EEtzT LCo 3. f 6 McDE 3
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3P p/v etc.pb En /2Nd

| ACTION: k# M
co '3 Mcq a. With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
cg 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours. -',,

| uo t4b. With any reactor coolant system leakage greater than the limits in b and/or !ejsD c, above, reduce the leakage rate to within the limits within 4 hours or be |,

'

in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWNCg within the following 24 hours.

3b With any reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve leakage greater L34c0 c
Coop A . than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of the affectedV

EEdp, A6A'g system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by use of dtother#1nwa mnnal or ceactivated automatic valveh or be in at least HOTseast twm

C SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUT [iOWN within the following
24 hours. LAS

3'A$LLO d. With any reactor coolant system UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE increase greater than
2 gpm within any 24-hour period or less (during OPERATIONALJONDIDON 1).
within 4 hours from the time of discovery (isolate the source of _Incre_a_ sed)
leakaggveFiTy that the source of incre~ased leakage is not associated-
with service sensitive Type 304 or 316 austenitic stainless steel;

c otherwise be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 4-13 Amendment No.M ,65
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} Enclosure 2 to U402196

1 Section 3.4 Page 18 of 211

j SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS - +

4.4.3.2.1 The reactor coo ant system leakage shall be demonstrated to be within,

; each of the above limits y. %
r

| Monitoring the drywell/ atmospheric particulate anc gaseous radioactivity ta.
(least once per u noap (not a means of quantifying leakage),

nitoring the drywell floor drain * sump flow rateQNst once pep . 7 Ib.'

ours, -

I
toring the drywell equipment drain sum'p flow rate hst once

|
6 c.!

3,A g 2 ours j

I[ Monitoring the drywell air coolers condensate flow rate (at least once pe]|
| d.
| hourg and

! e. Monitoring the reactor vessel head flange leak detection system at least
|E e per 24 hours..

i

:
- LA| L4.3. 2.2 Each reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve specified in

able 3.4.3.2-Ishall be demonstrated OPERABLE by leak testing pursuant to
; Specification 4.0.5 and vertfying the leakage of each valve to be within the ;

O ,/,.I specified limit:
6:

A$*

| h. At least once per 18 monh LA4 | [
l #
j b. Prior to returning tne valve to service following maintenance, repair, or) .

acement work _.O.. the valve n ,- 4+e 2eene;12 tad actuator.f,

a

c. As outlined in ASME Code, Section XI, paragraph IW-3427(b).
l

,

j SR The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into ;

,) OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3.

! rate
!

!
!

i
:

!
I

i

|
!
I

i

l
:

| CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-14 Amendment No. N h5
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TABLE 3.4.3.2-1
4 Enclosu to u402196 |

Section 3.4 Pa 19 of 211 |j
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVES :

i )
i

VALVE NUMBER SYSTEM f
j IE12F041A LPCI from RHRA Testable Chk. ~ !

i1E12F041B LPCI from RHRB Testable Chk |

<

| IE12F041C LPCI from RHRC Testable Chk iIE12F042A LPCI from PJIRA Shutoff !

-

IE12F042B LPCI from RHRB Shutoff
,

i 1E12F042C LPCI from RHRC Shutoff
,

1E12F023 RHR B Supp to Rx Head Spray j
,

IE21F005 LPCS Inj Isol
I

IE21F006 LPCS Inj Testable Chk |.
; 1E22F004 HPCS Inj Isol-
1 1E22F005 HPCS Testable Chk e

;
'

IE51F066 RCIC Pmp Disch to Rx Testable Check
| IE51F013 -RCIC Pmp Disch to Rx Otbd Isol :
'

IE12F008 RHR Shutdown Cooling Supply iIE12F009 RHR Shutdown Cooling Supply,

1 1E12F053A RHR Shutdown Cooling Return j
;

. IE12F053B RHR Shutdown Cooling Return
| 1E12F050A RHR Shutdown Cooling Return !

:

: IE12F050B RHR Shutdown Cooling Return '

<

'

I
i

) V i

LA/ |,

'
|

|

|

i i

|

1

l
'

,

)

,

d

]
!

.

h4

j CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-15
I
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

/3 /4.4. 4 CHEMISTRY | Section 3.4 Page 20 cf 211|
.

!

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.4 The chemistry of the reactor coolant system shall be maintained within
the limits specified in Table 3.4.4-I.

_

>

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: '

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1:

1. With the conductivity, chloride concentration, or pH exceeding the
limit specified in Table 3.4.4-1 for less than 72 hours during one
continuous time interval and, for conductivity and chloride concen-
tration, for less than 336 hcurs per year, but with the conductivity
less than 10 pmho/cm at 25*C and with the chloride concentration
less than 0.5 ppm, this need not be reported to the Commission and
the provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

2. With the conductivity, chloride concentration, or pH exceeding the
limit specified in Table 3.4.4-1 for more than 72 hours during one
continuous time interval or with the conductivity and chloride
concentration exceeding the limit specified in Table 3.4.4-1, for
more than 336 hours per year, be in at least STARTUP within the next,

'

6 hours.

3. With the conductivity exceeding 10 pmho/cm at 25'C or chloride con-
centration exceeding 0.5 ppm, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3 with the conductivity, chloride concen-
tration or pH exceeding the limit specified in Table 3.4.4-1 for more
than 48 hours during one continuous time interval, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours.

c. At all other times:

1. With the:

a. Conductivity or pH exceeding the limit specified in Table
3.4.4-1, restore the conductivity and pH to within the limit
within 72 hours, or \

b. Chloride concentration exceeding the limit specified in Table
3.4.4-1 restore the chloride concentration to within the limit
within 24 hours, or

i

perform an engineering evaluation to determine the effects of the
out-of-limit condition on the structural integrity of the reactor
coolant system. Determine that the structural integrity of the
reactor coolant system remains acceptable for continued operation
prior to proceeding to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-16 Amendment No. 70 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

j
Section 3.4 Page 2i of 211 !

-

j ,

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
.

'

CHEMISTRY '

{
,

<
_.

i

i LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Contin _ued)
-

,

. . 1

3.4.4 ACTION (Continued):
- j

, . .
i, -

| 2. The provisions of' Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. <

i'
:

:
$

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
,

I
-

The reactor coolant shall be determined to be within the specified4.4.4
! chemistry limit by:

I
s

!Heasurement prior to pressurizing the reactor during each startup, if not| a. Iperformed within the previous 72 hours.
,

'

b. Analyzing a sample of the reactor coolant for: l
: !
J

; 1. Chlorides at least once per: j
.

a) 72 hours, and .

] ~f ;
%

b) 8 hours whenever conductivity is greater than the limit in !
~ '

-Table 3.4.4-1.
1

2. Conductivity at least once per 72 hours.i ,-

!'

i 3. pH at least once per: ;

1 i
.

| a) 72 hours, and

j
' b) 8 hours whenever conductivity is greater than the limit in

Table 3.4.4-1.a

i Continuously recording the conductivity of the reactor coolant, or, wheni c. .,

|
the continuous recording conductivity monitor is inoperable, obtaining an j

i

in-line conductivity measurement at least once per:

1. 4 hours in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, and
2

i

j 2. 24 hours at all other times.
;

d. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the continuous conductivity monitor with
4

an in-line flow cell at least once per: .
a

4

1. 7 days, and'

2. 24 hours whenever conductivity is greater than the limit in

.

-/ Table 3.4.4-1.a

g

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-17
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TABLE 3.4.4-1

b REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM CllEMISTRY i.THITS
~

5
E C0ilDUCTIVITY (pmhos/cm 025"C) pjij

OPERATIO|lAL C0flDIT10tl CilLOR10E5.

E

[ 1 ,f0.2 ppm f1.0 5.6 { pil f 8'.6*
- .

2 and 3 (0.1 ppm f2.0 5.6 f pil ( 8.6

At all other times f 0.5 ppm {10.0 S.3fpHf8.6

*
.

e*

.

.>
|

.

9

0

~
.

.

5.w
8eye
*a,

7N
%6

| UC*

: 'sA
| "s,

--

l' T*| .

\
.

.
-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |'

Section 3.4 Page 23 of 211

) REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM '

]
3/4.4.5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

QCO n
~

3 4 0 .,3r4-E- The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be limited to:
| - a. Less than or equal to 0.'2 microcuries per giam DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, and

b. Less I.han or equal to 100/E microcuries per gram.-

,

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1

N'
. we m f 15alAie

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, or 3 with the specific ~ ctivit ' f thea
,

pricary coolant:
f//SE/ZT CoND A NOTE l4

'

1. Greater than 0.2 microcuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 but less
I than or equal to 4.0 microcuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 for /'

fgdp ACTN.2 more than 48 hours during one continuous time interval or creater
C## b 4 0 microcuries per cram DOSE EOUIVALENT I-131,J5e in at. 4 easttha

SHUIDOWN with the main steam line isolation valves closed within
12 hours- -

'

| ) - ConD C 2. ($reater than 100/E microcuries per gram, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN - - i'

,[ " (with the main steamline isolation valves closed within 12' hours.
-

b. Ih OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, or 4, with th pecific activity of_ . <

gpg,j the primary coolant greater than 0.2 microcurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT
| I-131 6Pner = - - srh +s-ner craD perform the sampling '

| Pgp.kTF.) and analysis requirements of Item 4a of Table C4.5-1 until the specific
activity of the primary coolant is restored to within its limit.

t

I c. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2, with: ' - - -

'

1. THEPy.AL POWER changed by more than 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER in one(g hour, or j

2. The off gas level, at the off gas recombiner effluent, increased byg'P more than 10,000 microcuries per second in one hour during steady
state operation at release rates less than 75,000 microcuries per

frC[ second, or

b
,

3. The off gas level, at the off gas recombiner effluent, increased by
more than 15% in one hour during steady state operation at release
rates greater than 75,000 microcuries per second,

perform the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4b of Table 4.4.5-1
until the specific activity of the primary coolant is restored to within
its limit.

.

CLINTON UNIT 1 3/4 4-19 . Amendment No.42
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'

Section 3.4 Page 24 of 211 - '

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM -

i
s

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY ,

!
SURVElt. LANCE REQUIFEMENTS . _

4.4.5 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be demonstrated to
be within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program of

_ . Table 4.4.5-1.
. _

i

529.48.I
'

sR 3.4..B.2 N'

sd 3. 4 ./ 3 f
/QEo'p.Ac. TAI3.w. v

RegvD. A eT B. )

:
!

.

T
,

.
;

- -

. .

4.

.

i

:

.

I

.

.

D.

-

)
,
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TABLE 4. 4.5-1

b PRIMARY C00tAfiT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM
;

5
*

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS=
. g)SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS IN WillCH SAMPLE.

TYPE OF HEASUREHENT.
FREQUENCY AND ANALYSIS REQUIREDe

5 AND ANALYSIS

1. ro's D a and Gamma Activity At least once per f3 1 U
Determination

SR 3 4. 8. 2 At least once per 31 days 1
2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE

EQUIVALElli 1-131 Concentration .
pu

SR 3.V.1 l/
SR 3 4.8.3 ' cal for E Determination (At least once per 6 months") ' 1

'

3. Radlochem!'

'

1#, (\3#, 4# d' /
4. Isotopic Analysis for Iodine a) At least once per 4 hours,

whenever the specific

) kG'd NCI *! activity exceeds a limit,w

* ' " * " ' " ' ^"" Y gj*

; . REQ'O AC T O. / *
-

b) (leasto sample, tween 1, 2 %'
2 and 6- urs (o11o ng the O |change n TilERHAL OVER or .

off- s level, a required
TION c.

.

~ *

5.. Isotopic Analys an Off gas At 1 east once per 31 1
*

Sample in g Quantitative
- y

',

'

Heasu nts for at least *

h*Xe 5 and Kr-88 ,

SR 3.4. 8.3 .'.

* Sample to be taAen after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of POWER OPERATION have elapsed since reactor was !*

last subcritical for 48 hours or longer.

hdnttithespecificactivityoftheprimarycoolantsystemisrestoredtowithinits11mits);

k REo'O. McT A.I $ b./
[y
8&

.i.
gg
*a,

Un o*
- !

q.g
-

. . .

.

E5
.

^ ' '

,

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 26 of 211

1
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

..

3/4.4.6 PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS b(h -

<s.a.G) ~

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LO The reactor vessel pressure andfeta11 temperature shall be limited in !
'

:3. * Q
3.4. 6.1
accordance with the/Em)L lines snown on Figure 3.4.6.1-1 w curve n for nyoro-, ,'static or leak testing; (2) curve B for heatup by non-nuclear means, cooldown l

'

- following a nuclear shutdown and low power PHYSICS TESTS; and (3) curve C for
I operations with a critical core other than low power PHYSICS TESTS, with:

,

'

1

| The maximum rate of change of reactor vessel steam space coolant tempera- ,

a.
ture during normal heatup or cooldown shall be limited to 100 F in any
1 hour.

s

h* b. A maximum metal temperature change of < 20 F in any 1 hour period during
~ inservice hydrostatic and leak testing operations above the heatup and

_

,

cooldown limit curves, and
>

\ ;

The reactor vessel flange and head flange metal temperature shall bec.
> 70'F when reactor vessel head bolting studs are under full tension. |

iAPPLICABILITY: At all times. r
18CEaT -

Al , coao a ,,m,e 4 .l |ACTION: U '

c M D A /C-w1T.n ah of the above limits exceeded, restore the temperature and/or pressure '!,

t_o within the limits (within 30 minutes 3fperform an engineering evaluation to ,

'
(determine the etf ects of the out-oI-ilmit condition on the structural integrity

;

{of the reactor coolant system; determine that the reactor coolant system remains;
!tacceptable for continued coerations br be in at least H01 SHUTDOWN within

-

12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. |
|

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

9 4 4.6.1.1 [During system heatup, cooldown and inservice leak and hydrostatic JMOM ;$3
3 *fg ,0 esting operations, tne reactor vessel pressure and metal temperature of Thei'

reactor vessel flange surfaces, bottom head outside surface and bottom head !

A SMq inside surf ace, as measured by the bottom head drain temperature, shall b gg |
determined to be within the operating limits defined by Figure 3.4.6.1 t |"

!
7 east once per 30 minutes.

:

4.4.6.1.2jThereactorsteamspacecoolanttemperatureshallbedeterminedt) !
h itnin tha heatus and cooldown limits of 100*F in. any 1 hour pt least once |6g per 30 minutes.

3.4 hg
[$.0

i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-22 Amendment No. SI !
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

REACTOR C00 TANT SYSTEM age 2y211n

PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS

|

50RVEllLANCE RE001REMENTS (Continued)
-

\\.7
(k' ' , ) 4.4.6.1.3 The reactor coolant system temperature and pressure shal1 be deter- ',6 mined C oe to tne rient nt tne critir a n tv limit line nt haure 3.4.b.1-h

L,M e ithin 15 minutes prior to the withdrawal of control rods to bring tTie
reactor to criticality.

e
.1.4 The reactor vessel material specimens shall be removed and examined !

to determine changes in reactor pressure vessed material properties as a
function of time and THERMAL POWER as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix H. The j t

results of these examinations shall be used to adjust the curves of Figure
Q .4.6.1- f |

4.4.6.1.5 DELETED. (6.9 */4)
4.4.6.1.6 The reactor vessel flange and head flange temperature shall be

l verified to be > F hen vessel head bolting studs are under full tension: ;

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 when reactor coolant system temperature is:

gf J.4,Il 7 1. 5 90*F, at least once per 12 hours. f
2. S 80*F, at least once per 30 minutes. SR2.V./l.f 407Eg g,gi, G

'

b ithin 30 minutet nrior to and/ at least once per 30 minutesJduring _ _ - -

gg3,4th6 dancinningnfthereactorvesselheadboltingstuds/except10percentof}< ,

[theboltingstudsmaybefullytensionedat>10*Fbut<70*F. !.j

A2- w < g.r.,. ,>

^ !

1/JSEAT S R W lI. h YO'f C !

A
( S R 3.(l . f l. 7 Alo T C

~

1

!

|
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1600

CURVE A

EFPY

4 12
B C

~

1400 - j

1200 -

T_.
5
O
tt

~ 1000 - ,

l

\d
10 '

3'
c

i0 j
o 800 -

3 AND C - CORE BELTUNE
'

g WITH ASSUMED 130*F
= SHIFT FROM AN INmAL;

WELD RTNOTOF -30*F3
B CURVES A. 8 AND C ARE VAUD**

$ 600 - FOR 12 ETPY OF OPERATION

: CURVE A sNCLUDES bet 71.tNE
E ART VALUES sHOWN BELOvt.E

EFPY I ART (*F)

400 -
4 58
8 88

12 100

312 psg
A - SYSTEM HYOROTEST UMtf

WITH FUEL IN VESSEL

8 - NON-NUCLEAA HEATING
200 - UMIT

BOLTUP c _ NgCLEAR gCogg CamCAy
70*F UMfT

! ' ' I I
O
O 100 200 300 400 500 600

MINIMUM REACTOR VESSEL METAL TEMPERATURE (*F) j

Figure 3.4.6.1-1. Reactor Vessel Pressure Versus
Minimum Reactor Vessel Metal Temperature

CLitJTOtJ - UNIT 1
3/4 4-24 Amendment No. 51
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 3.4 Page 30 of 211 i

REACTOR STEAM DOME O b- '

|
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

4 3. ' . C.{ The pressure in the reactor steam dome shall be 1045 psig.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and .

ACTION:
g

CoNDA With the reactor steam dome pressure exceeding 1045 psig, reduce the pressure i

to less than 1045 psig within 15 minutes or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN withinConD 3 12 hours.
,

;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR FA dI. ". C.-2 The reactor steam dome pressure shall be verified to be hss tha b
,1045 psig at least once per 12 hours.
t

|

4

e
:

,1

i

<

!

,

/
ylIL

~

dohnpucab\e during yticipaty transigs.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-26
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Enclosure 2 to U402196

- ,

Section 3.4 Pege 31 of 211

Mn e d. k Ts 3. c. 43,

)
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3 /4. 4. 7 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES j

l

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
. |

3.4.7 Two main steam line isolation valves (MSIVs) per main str'

- be OPERABLE with closing times > 3 and < 5 seconds.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1; 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one or more MSIVs inoperable: ,
,

1. Maintain at least one MSIV OPERABLE * 4 .: main steam
line that is open and within 8 hour /

I

. a) Restore the inoperable val- ,t.E status, or

b) Isolate the affected mai- , use of a deactivated
MSIV in the closed pos'

2. Otherwise, be in at lea' h . within the next 12 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN * swing 24 hours.

b. The provisions of Speci b are not applicable.h
) \ - .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREME'

4.4.7 Each of th' C a MSIVs shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
verifying full < h the closing direction to be between 3 and
5 seconds wher .it to Specification 4.0.5. --

4
$ '

/x
!

.

.

.

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-27
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 3.4 Page 32 c''211[. .
'

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM .

3/4.4.8 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

_

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
, ,

- I
.

I3.4.8 The structural integrity of ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components shall
be maintained in accordance with Specification 4.4.8. . |

,

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3,'4, and 5.APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

With the structural integrity of any ASME Code Class 1 component (s) not ,

a. ;

conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity of
the affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the affected
compc..wnt(s) prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant System temperature
more than 50*F above the minimum temperature required by NDT considerations.

With the structural integrity of any ASFI Code Class 2 component (s) notb.
' conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity of

the affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the affected
component (s) prior to increasing the ' Reactor Coolant System temperature
above 200*F.

With the structural integrity of any ASME Code Class 3 component (s) not [Tc.
conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity of

- ithe affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the affected
component (s) from service.

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
-.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.4.8 No requirements other than Specification 4.0.5. ;

.

i

'

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-28
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196

I Section 3.4 Page 33 of.211

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM -

LCO 3 43/4.4.9 RESIOUAL HEAT REMOVAL .

4 i

(LCO 3'IOI} |
" HOT SHUT 00VN

| -
. i

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
;

4

i
-

|~1 CO 3.4.g,1 Two* shuteown cooiing moee ioops of the resseuai heat removal (RHR)
~

,g system shall be OPERABLE and, unless at least one recirculation pump is in
operation, at least one shutdown cooling mode loop shall be in operation ** ;

; each loop consisting of at least:

i a. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and [Af
b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger.

i

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, with reactor vessel pressure less than !'

the RHR cut-in permissive setpoint. i
-

- |

ACTION: |

1 a. With less than the above required RHR shutdown cooling mode loops OPERABLE,
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required loops to; A

Cc/4 'D N OPEPABLE status as soon as possible. Within one hour and at least once
er 24 hours thereafter3 demonstrate the operability of at least one 1'

4,

^
k alternate method capable of decay heat removal for each inoperable RHR

shutdown cooling mode loop. Be in at least COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours.** ..
-3

,

!
1 b. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop or recirculation pump in operation,

immediately initiate corrective action to return at least one RHR shut-,

'

yp 3 down cooling mode loop or recirculation pump to operation as soon as
possible. .Within one hour, establish reactor coolant circulation by an----

3 alternate method and monitor reactor coolant temperature and pressure ;-

at least once per hour.
,

- C&Ot6 The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.! c.
rooTE 1j -

TAlsERT Ac7/orAs AD76 2 -- A(, .

,

,

[,,C O #0ne RHR shutdown cooling mode loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for
tJo-rE b surveillance testing @m the other knn is OPERA'BLt and in operation g

.

t40 *The shutdown cooling pump may be removed from coeration for up to 2 hours~~~

| r40W I per 8 hour period (provicea the other loop is OPERABW - |
-

gyed -10 #ATheRHRshutdowncoolingmodeloopmayberemovedfromoperationcu
g,, o 3. i0.1 N hydrostatic testing.-

"W ever two o more RHR bsystems ar noperable, i nable to a in COLD
-

SHUs 'N as requ ed by thi ACTION, mai in reactor c lant tempera re as
,

low a practical b use of al grnate heat oval methods.
a

5
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 34 of 21I

. (,,
REACTOR C00'LANT SYSTEM

.
.

/Mg#T 3 P 3.4.9./ /JoTE
'

HOT SHUTDOWN

[CO A D 0
~

l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |
#I

'

Q . W }
6 's 4.4.9.1 At least one shutdown cooling mode / loo of the residua') heat removal

.
i

system, one recirculation pump, Faiternate shall be determined to be j
~g,40 *I i

in operation 4Ru circuiaung reactor coosangat least once per 12, hours.

f N *

'

Tico AcT 5 T LA| .

. I

?

I l

(m ,
*

.

;
.

,

_.

.

i

-

.

.

O

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

\ Section 3,4 Page 35 of 211.

| } .

.

'
.

.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
, { }, ,

COLD SHUTDOWN
_ ( gcg 3, p.1)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION *
~

-f h 3.4.9.2 Two# shutdown cooling mode loops of the residual heat removal'(RHR)
system shall be OPERABLE and, unless one recirculation pump is in operation,

b * ' yQ then at least one shutdown cooling mode loop shall be in operation **## with
ach loop consisting of at leas . ,

, i
-

!a. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and
b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger.

,

;

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4.

LJA)G E R T A'C 170A M A10 T E ]
A

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required RHR shutdown cooling mode loops OPERABLE, |
gp A within one hour and at least once per 24 hours thereafter, demonstrate i

the operability of at least one alternate method capable of decay heat I

removal for each inoperable RHR shutdown cooling mode loop. j

b. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop or recirculat' ion pump in operation,
|within one hour establish reactor coolant circulation by an alternate1

.

CO] 3 method and monitor reactor coolant temperature and pressure at least once
- '

;

per hour. _ j
,, --

I
,, c. h.provisivus of specification 3.0.4 are not applicable: .

.

sm e -

, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
r

5g3f10.l Atleastoneshutdowncoolinomodeloop[oftheresillualheatremoval4.4.9.2
.

- COND 15

i system, recirculati_on pump, FF alternate methowshall be determined to be in '
operation andfculating ream cos11m'Dat least once per 12 hours.

REdp. Aq- BJ
.

O
~

LC O ,y, #0ne RHR shutdown cooling mode loop may be inocerable or up to 2 hours for .

# surveillance testing # oviceo m nthar 1000 is OPER%tt anc in operation.)
'

L CO *The shutdown cooling pump may be removed from nnaention for up to 2 ursc vTc ja , per 8 hour periodcfirovided the other loop is OPERABL
I

f/iped ich r##The shutdown cooling mode loop may be removed from operation dur
' _CO 5. lo. g hydrostatic testing.t

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-31
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ATTACHMENT 1B
,

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

.
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|
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.1.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS j

ADMINISTRATIVE ,

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

A.2 The existing ACTION to " restore...within 2 hours" is proposed
to be revised to " initiate action to restore ...Immediately"
for operation in restricted power / flow Regions A and B. The
existing requirement would appear to provide two hours in which
power and flow requirements could exceed the limits, even if
capable of being returned to within limits. Also, if the
parameters are incapable of being restored to within the limits
within 2 hours, the existing ACTION would appear to result in
the requirement for an LER. The intent of the ACTION is
believed to be more appropriately presented in proposed
Required Actions C.1 and D.1. This interpretation of the
intent is supported by the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced presentation of the
existing intent, the proposed change is deemed to be
administrative.

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to the Special
Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and its removal
is purely an administrative difference in presentation.

A.4 A new LCO, including appropriate ACTIONS, is proposed to
clarify the intent for operability of the recirculation system
flow control valves. These valves are currently included in
the Recirculation Loops Specification by required
surveillances. The proposed change would provide only
additional clarification of the current requirements, and is
therefore considered an administrative change.

A.5 Thermal stresses on vessel components are dependent on the
temperature difference between the idle loop coolant and the
RPV coolant. Proposed SR 3.4.11.9 ensures the temperature
difference between the idle loop and the RPV coolant is
acceptable. A requirement to monitor the temperature
difference between an idle loop and an operating loop is
unnecessary and can be deleted as it is redundant to the loop-
to-coolant requirement of SR 3.4.11.9. However, the loop-to-
coolant temperature check may use the operating loop
temperature as representative of " coolant temperature."

A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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j DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

,

; CTS: 3.4.1.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS

4
4

ADMINISTRATIVE
] (continued)- i

j |
A.8 The existing ACTION to "immediately initiate action to reduce

...within 4 hours" is proposed to be revised to " initiate
a action to restore ...Immediately". The existing requirement
; would appear to provide a four hours in which the power / flow

] ratio could exceed the limits, even if capable of being i

returned to within limits. Also, if the parameters are i
Iincapable of being restored to within the limits within 42

hours, the existing ACTION would appear to result in the !
requirement for an LER. The intent of the ACTION is believed |
to be more appropriately presented in proposed Required !

Action E.1. This interpretation of the intent is supported by |

| the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an
enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the proposed
change is deemed to be administrative."

.

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station.

I A.10 ACTION a.2 discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 i
is being deleted. LCO 3.4.1 allows continuous operation with ;

only one recirculation loop in operation. As a result, ACTION ;

a is now addressed by the LCO. Therefore, the need for an !<

exception from the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is not
required.

A.11 A new SR is added to periodically check that _the LCO-
;

requirements are being met. Since the LCO must always be met, ;

and the operator maintains awareness of the reactor power and r

recirculation flow parameters, this change is considered };

administrative in nature. f
'

I

!

I
i RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS !

!

None in this section.
j

I-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

!

!
|

i

!

!2

t
; I

|
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 <

| Section 3.4 Page 39 of 211
! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

| CTS: 3.4.1.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS

!

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
, ,

-

" Generic"
. l

LA.1 The details relating to system design and operational limits
have been relocated to the Bases or other plant controlled i

documents. The single loop operation flow rate is considered
,

| an operational limit since it is not directly related to the
| ability of the system to perform its safety analysis functions.

| The flow rate is limited only to restrict reactor vessel
| internals vibration to within acceptable limits. Other
! operating limit details such as those in the figure are also

relocated using guidance similar to that provided in Generic
Letter 88-16. These design features and system operation are
also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases or other *

plant controlled documents will be in accordance with the
| provisions of the proposed controls in Chapter 5 of the
f Technical Specifications.

fLA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. ;

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.4 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the

1 USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled.by
( the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
| Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"

L.1 The proposed change increases the time allowed to complete the !required limit and setpoint modifications after a change from
two loop operation to one loop operation. The current time
frame is barely sufficient to complete the required
modifications and does not allow for conservative briefings,
planning, and discussion among the involved parties that would
be preferred when the change is not scheduled. The proposed
change is consistent with the time required to verify these
same parameters (APLHGR and MCPR) are within limits when
initially entering their applicable conditions (12 hours).
Since the time frame is consistent with other allowed time
frames for operating in unverified conditions or conditions
outside the limits, there is no significant impact on safety.
Further, the change is consistent with the time currently
allowed for River Bend Station to complete the setpoint
modifications and is significantly more conservative than the
NUREG-1434 proposed Completion Times for Recirculation Loops
Operating outside the LCO requirements.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure a to U-6021%
Section 3.4 Page 40 of 211,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

; CTS: 3.4.1.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS
i

j

4

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE4

i (continued) -

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
J i

1 L.3 This comment number is not used for this station. I

1 :

l

i

:
i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I

Section 3.1 Page 41 of 211
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - |

CTS: 3.4.1.2 - JET PUMPS :

I
ADMINISTRATIVE !

4

A.1 The term " loop flow" is ambiguous since different methods and
instruments can be used to determine this parameter. '

Specifying " loop drive flow" assures the intended elbow tap
readings are used for the measurements of this parameter.
Since this is only a clarification of intent, this change is
considered administrative. ,

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. ;;

!

*

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
i

None in this section.
!

, TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

" Generic"
|LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station. '

i

" Specific"
i
,

L.1 A new note is proposed to be added which allows up to 4 hours
to perform the required surveillance after the associated
recirculation loop is in operation. This note provides time to |

perform the required surveillances when an associatedrecirculation loop is placed in operation.
L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

4

I

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 3 to U-602196 i

Section 3.4 Page 42 of 211 ,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.1.3 - RECIRCULATION LOOP FLOW

!

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.4.1 adequately
prescribes the necessary conditions for compliance without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to " comply with
the requirements of Specification 3.4.1.1" serves no functional
purpose, and its removal is purely an administrative difference
in presentation.

A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to the Special >

Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and its removal
is purely an administrative difference in presentation.

A.3 The revised presentation of actions (based on the BWR Standard
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434) does not propose to
explicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status."
This action is always an option, and is implied in all
Conditions. Omitting this action is purely editorial.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
,n

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The definition of effective core flow as presented in the
current Technical Specifications (TS) is not incorporated into
the proposed TS. This is considered more restrictive since
the current TS defines effective core flow as that which would'

result if both recirculation loop flows were assumed to be at
the smaller value of the two loop flows.

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
,

" Generic"

iLA.1 The Required Action to " shut down" one recirculation loop is
relocated to procedures. Shut down of the loop is not always
necessary, but may be preferred under some conditions.
Relocating the method to meet the requirements to procedures
provides additional flexibility, when conditions allow, and
maintains the current action as an option.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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J Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 43 of 211

,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.4.1.3 - RECIRCULATION LOOP FLOW

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

(continued)
!LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by ,

the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
'

,

Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. i

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

1 L.2 This surveillance cannot be performed prior to its
applicability. Therefore, an allowance for time to initiate
the frequency is required to avoid intentional entry into the
LCO Condition each time the second recirculation pump is
started.

,

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 44 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '
;

CTS: 3.4.1.4 - IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP STARTUP '

ADMINISTRATIVE
.

A.1 Thermal stresses on vessel components during recirculation loop
startups are dependent on the temperature difference between
the idle loop coolant and the RPV coolant. Proposed
SR 3.4.11.4 ensures the temperature difference between any loop
to be started and the RPV coolant is acceptable. A
requirement to monitor the temperature difference between an
idle loop and an operating loop is unnecessary and can be
deleted as it is redundant to the loop-to-coolant requirement
of SR 3.4.11. 4. However, the loop-to-coolant temperature check
may use the operating loop temperature as representative of
" coolant temperature."

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to RPV pressure and temperature limits
have been relocated to the Pressure and Temperature Limits
Report (PTLR). These limits for system operation are also
described in the USAR. Changes to the PTLR will be controlled
by the provisions of the proposed Reporting Requirements
section in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 The flow rate of an operating loop during idle loop startup is -
not a required initial condition of any transient analysis.
The speed requirement is an operational limit to reduce the
probability of scram during idle loop startup and is therefore
covered by plant specific procedures.

" Specific"

None in this section.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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.

! Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 45 of 211

4

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.2.1 - SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES
|J

1 ADMINISTRATIVE

! A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in-

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed !
chapter location. i

iA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. !

!
A.3 The definition of LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST was revised to !

exclude actual operation of the equipment. The operation of ;

j the S/RV is proposed to be included in the system functional t

tests of SR 3.4.4.2 and SR 3.4.4.3. Since this test is from !previous requirements, this new surveillance is actually only ,

a presentation preference and is, therefore, administrative. .}
:

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. !

I
i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
f,
n

None in this section.

*

. g;p I
-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

| " Generic" '

LA.1 Required Actions for stuck open relief valves are implicit in :
proposed LCO 3.6.2.1. The LCO will require that the reactor !Mode switch be placed in Shutdown if the temperature is

:2 110'F. The current Action is anticipatory to this !

requirement in the event of a stuck open S/RV, and pre-emptive
in all cases. This action represents detailed methods of
responding to an event and not necessarily a compensatory
Action for failure to meet this LCO. As such it is not
appropriate for the Improved TS BWR LCO on S/RVs and is
adequately addressed by plant specific procedures and the
proposed Suppression Pool Temperature LCO 3.6.2.1.

|
!

1
!

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

Section 3.4 Page 46 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.2.1 - SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) -

LA.2 The details relating to system design and purpose have been ,

relocated to the Bases or procedures. The design features and
system operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to
the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed
Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical
Specifications.

LC.1 The acoustic monitor instrumentation does not necessarily
relate directly to the respective system OPERABILI?N. In ;

general the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NURc.J-1434, !

does not specify indication-only or test equipment to be I

operable to support OPERABILITY of a system or component.
Control of the availability of, and necessary compensatory !

activities if not available, for indications, monitoring
instruments, alarms, and test equipment are addressed by plant
operational procedures and policies. Therefore, this
instrumentation, along with the supporting surveillances and
actions are removed from the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"
,

L.1 This LCO setpoint information is moved to the surveillance
requirements. The adopted frequency is from the ASME
requirements which are currently used to test the setpoints. ,

The OPERABILITY and as-found acceptance criterion for safety '

valve settings has been changed from 1% to 3% based on a plant i
specific analysis as described in BWROG Topical Report ,

NEDC-31753P.

|

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 47 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.2.2 - S/RVs LOW-LOW SET FUNCTION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this |

requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed ichapter location.
>

,'
A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.3 This comment number is not used for this station. *

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

" Generic"
.

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

| i

i

l !
;

I

.

i
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Enclosum 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.4 Page 48 of 211 '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS f
.

ADMINISTRATIVE

_ .;A.1 The required systems are rearranged in the LCO to require a
|method which can quantify the unidentified leakage and two jdiverse detection methods which provide only indication of
iincreased leakage. The drywell atmospheric particulate and
|gaseous monitoring systems are grouped so that only one of the i

two is required since they provide the same type of indication. !

Diverse indication of increased leakage is provided by the |drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring system. '

Since the same systems are required, and the grouping is only
rearranged by function, this change is consideredadministrative.

6

A.2 The revised presentation of actions is proposed to explicitly
identify that LCO 3.0.3 is required to be entered if all
required RCS leakage monitoring systems are inoperable. This !

action is consistent with the current requirements and is >

considered a presentation preference. Therefore, this change :is considered administrative. '
,

!
A.3 The surveillance of the drywell atmospheric monitoring systems

is revised to indicate only the required system must meet the
surveillance requirement. Sir.ce this is consistent with ,

'

current Specification 4.0.3, this change is a presentation jpreference only and is considered administrative. '

:
!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
i

None in this section. !

!
TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

i

!M.1 Required Action C.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK jof required drywell atmospheric monitoring system every !8 hours. This is a conditional surveillance that increases the :

normal surveillance frequency from every 12 hours to every :8 hours. This increase in Frequency is considered more
!restrictive. .'
;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to. procedures. The design features and system
operation which dictate the basis for RCS leakage detection
instrumentation are provided in the Bases and are descrioed in
the USAR,

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 49 of 211 .

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS ;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LA.2 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases or procedures. The design features and
system operation are hiso described in the USAR. Changes to '

the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed
Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical
Specifications. i

" Specific"

L.1 New Action statements are provided which allow unlimited
continued operation with either one or both required,
monitoring systems for identifying increased leakage are
inoperable. In either case, the primary system for identifying
and quantifying unidentified leakage in the drywell remains
operable. Since the inoperable systems are only backup
information and the periodic grab samples of drywell atmosphere
provide a limited compensatory measure for these backups,
operation is allowed to continue with the system (s) inoperable.
However, with both backup systems inoperable, this continued
operation is limited to 30 days since the diversity is
significantly reduced.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.3 A new note is being proposed to the Required Action of

Condition A which states that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
This note is being proposed to permit MODE changes while the
drywell floor drain sump monitoring system is inoperable. Unit
MODE changes should be allowed as long as the appropriate |
Required Actions are being met. This is monitoring '

instrumentation only and does not result in any automatic
accident actuation or isolation. Other instrumentation or
methods are still available to monitor RCS leakage.

L.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

L.5 The proposed change increases the time required to monitor the
drywell floor drain sump flow rate from, at least once per 8-
hours to once per 12-hours, when the drywell floor drain sump
monitoring subsystem is inoperable. This increase in
completion time is consistent with approved Technical
Specifications for both Perry Nuclear Power Plant and River
Bend Station.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 50 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - |

CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS I

1

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) _

L.6 The drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system functions to
quantify identified leakage. Since the purpose of this .

specification is to provide early indication of unidentified !
RCS leakage, the drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system

ihas been relocated to the procedures that support compliance
with the limits for RCS Operational Leakage in proposed
Specification 3.4.5. The design features and system operation
are also described in the USAR.

,

<

|

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page51 cf 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for
each flow path") provides explicit instructions for proper
application of the Actions for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3

" Completion Times," this Note provides direction consistent
with the intent of the existing Actions for inoperable pressure
isolation valves.

A.2 The proposed Actions include Note 2 which facilitates the u se
and understanding of the intent to consider any system affected
by inoperable isolation valves to have its Actions also applyif it is determined to be inoperable. With the proposed LCO
3.0.6, this intent would not necessarily apply. This
clarification is consistent with the intent and interpretation
of the existing Technical Specifications, and is therefore
considered an administrative presentation preference.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.S The revised presentation of ACTIONS (based on the BWR Standard

Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) is proposed to notexplicitly detail options to " isolate the source of increased
leakage..." This action is always an option, and is implied -in

,

all Conditions related to leakage. Omitting this ACTION is
purely editorial.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
'

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

4

TECFNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases or procedures. The design features and
system operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to
the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed.

Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical| Specifications.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 52 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE
i

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|(continued)
t

iLA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are :relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and !;system operation which dictate the methods are described in the ~

USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in

3Chapter 5 of the Ter ical Specifications.

LA.3 Details of the methods -for performing this surveillance are
3

relocated to the Inservice Testing Program and procedures. I

Additionally, the IST Program will be controlled by the
provisions of the proposed Administrative Controls in Chapter 5
of the Technical Specifications. '

r

LA.4 Any time the operability of a system or component has been '

affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component, >

post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate operability }of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance i

Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications.

;

LA.5 Details of the methods for implementing this Required Action
.are relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features !

and system operation which dictate the methods are described in ',

the USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be !controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control
,Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. !

!

LC.1 This comment number is not used for this station. ;

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

L.2 A Mode 3 exception is included for valves in the shutdown !

cooling flow path when needed for the shutdown cooling
function. This change resolves a conflict in the current
Specifications that requires shutdown cooling flow path
isolation if the pressure isolation valve leakage is not within
limits, even with reactor coolant system pressure below the RHR
cut-in permissive pressure when shutdown cooling is required to
be operable and operating. Although alternative methods of
decay heat removal could be established, shutdown cooling is
the preferred method. Further, its use with leaky pressure
isolation valves poses no risk at low pressure since the high
to low pressure interface does not exist.

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 53 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

,

L.3 Once the initial isolation of the flow path is complete,
additional time is allowed to complete the isolation by use of
a second device. The additional time is provided based on the
time required to complete the Required Action, the low
probability of a second valve failing during this time period, '

and the low probability of a pressure boundary rupture of the
low pressure ECCS piping when overpressurized to reactor
pressure.

L.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
!L.5 The proposed change increases the time required to monitor the '

drywell floor drain sump flow rate from, at least once per 8-
hours to once per 12-hours, when demonstrating that RCS leakage
is within required limits This increase in completion time.

is consistent with approved Technical Specifications for both
Perry Nuclear Power Plant and River Bend Station.

L.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
t

|

|

|

4
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 54 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.4 - CHEMISTRY

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The chemistry limits are provided to prevent long term
component degradation and provide long term maintenance of
acceptable structural conditions of the system. The associated
surveillances are not required to ensure immediate operability
of the reactor coolant system. Therefore, the requirements
specified in current TS 3/4.4.4 did not satisfy the NRC Interim
Policy Statement technical specification screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
CLINTON TS and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sectioa 3.4 Page 55 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Increased sampling is already required when the LCO limit is
exceeded (Required Actions A.1 and B.1). Therefore, no
additional surveillance requirements are necessary as an
action.

| A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

| A.3 Proposed SR 3.4.8.3 includes a Note which provides for 31 days ,

| (i.e., after a minimum of 2 effective full power days and 20 '

| days of MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was
I last suberitical for 248 hours) before the sample is required

to be taken. In addition, proposed SR 3.4.8.4 requires the
sample taken per SR 3.4.8.3 to be analyzed within 92 days of
taking the sample. This clarification is consistent with the
intent and interpretation of the existing Technical
Specifications, and is therefore considered an administrative
presentation preference.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

, None in this section.
l
l

i
' TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The analysis time for completing a determination of 5 is
currently interpreted to be 184 days from the last
determination. However, this may easily be exceeded if an
extended outage were to occur. The current Note * implies that
E determinations are not required until after a sample is
taken. Since 5 determination attempts during non-MODE 1
operation provide indeterminate results, the intent is clearly
not a simple calendar type Frequency. Therefore, the proposed
sampling Frequency is every 184 days with a Note that allows a
delay for sampling when recent operation has not been
appropriate to provide a reliable sample. Since sampling is
the initial point from which an analysis can be done, a one

| time Frequency for each sample is also proposed. This
! Frequency is based on the necessary time to perform the

analysis onsite or at an offsite laboratory.

,

r

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196I

Section 3.4 Page 56 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES *

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
-

1

" Generic" |
!

!LA.1 The offgas isotopic analysis for xenon and krypton are not
,

I direct measurements related to the LCO limits. They are used 'i
j to routinely monitor and trend coolant activity and applicable
| to plant specific controls and administrative limits only. ,

| Therefore, this surveillance has been relocated to plant {
specific administrative controls. |

;

| " Specific"
| I

! L.1 The Applicability is limited to those conditions which i
represent a potential for release of significant quantities of j

radioactive coolant to the' environment. Mode 4 is omitted ;

since the reactor is not pressurized and the potential for
leakage is significantly reduced. In Modes 2 and 3, with the
main steam lines isolated, no escape path exists for
significant releases and requirements for limiting the specific
activity are not required. The Required Actions are also ;

modified to reflect the new Applicability, and an option for |

| exiting the applicable Modes is provided for cases where
i isolation is not desired. I

!
'

,

; L.2 The requirement to conduct isotopic analysis for iodine when :'

the gross specific activity limits are exceeded is deleted.
Unless conditions exist that indicate that iodine is beyond ,

limits, the increased frequency for analysis of iodine is !
unnecessary in that it provides no useful information with >

regard to the noncompliance.

L.3 The surveillance interval for the gross specific activity is I
increased to every 7 days. This frequency .is considered

'

sufficient to trend changes so that remedial actions can be ;

taken to prevent exceeding the LCO limit.- Additionally, the '

j frequency considers the low probability of gross fuel failure. ;
i

:

L.4 A Note is added to the Required Actions for Condition A to
indicate that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. Entry into the

,

Applicable Modes should not be restricted since the most likely I

response to the condition is restoration of compliance within j
the allowed 4 8 hours. Further, since the LCO limits assure the |
dose due to a LOCA would be a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 !

limit, operation during the allowed time frame would not |
represent a significant impact to the health and safety of the |
public.

'

' ',|
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|
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

Section 3.4 Page 57 of 211 j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.6.1 - RCS PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS _ |

1

ADMINISTRATIVE
_

;

A.1 The existing ACTION to " restore...within 30 minutes" is
proposed to be revised to " initiate action to restore [...Immediately" for Modes 4 and 5. The existing requirement '

would appear to provide a half hour in which pressure and
temperature requirements could exceed the limits, even if
capable of being returned to within limits. Also, if the ;

parameters are incapable of being restored to within the limits >

within 30 minutes, the existing ACTION would appear to result
in the requirement for an LER. The intent of the action is
believed to be more appropriately presented in proposed

| Required Action Col. This interpretation of the intent is
| supported by the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG- ,

'

1434. As an enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the
proposed change is deemed to be administrative. '

A.2 The requirement to verify the vessel flange and head flange '

temperature prior to tensioning of the head bolting studs is
omitted. This requirement is duplicated by the proposed |

| SR 3.4.11.5, since this SR must be current prior to tensioning
,

the RPV head bolts. '

A.3 These surveillances are a duplication of the regulations found
in 10 CFR 50 Appendix H. These regulations require licensee
compliance and can not be revised by the licensee. Therefore, !.

these details of the regulations within the Technical !Specifications are repetitious and unnecessary. Furthermore, !approved exemptions to the regulations, and exceptions ;

presented within the regulations themselves, are also details iwhich are adequately presented without repeating the details Iwithin the Technical Specifications. Therefore, retaining the ;
requirement to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix H, :

as modified by approved exemptions, and eliminating the iTechnical Specification details that are also found in !

Appendix H, is considered a presentation preference which is Ladministrative in nature.
_

'

A.4 The existing action to " perform an engineering evaluation..." fis proposed to be clarified so that no confusion exists as to
[the requirements once the temperature and pressure are restored !to within limits. The current intent of the action is believed

to be appropriately presented in proposed condition A Note.
This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is
deemed to be administrative.

CLINTON 21 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| Section 3.4 Page 58 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.6.1 - RCS PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE
,

| (continued)
l
| A.5 A Note is provided to clarify the current intent of allowing
| entry into the applicable MODES without having performed this
! surveillance requirement. Since this requirement is only ;

performed during the specified conditions, this change is ;

consistent with current application and is considered j
administrative. |

| RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

| None in this section. j

!
|

l TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE ,

t

M.1 A specific completion time for the engineering evaluation is i

proposed. The proposed time of 72 hours is considered i

reasonable for operation .in Modes 1, 2 and 3 because the limits j
represent controls on long term vessel fatigue and usage ;

factors. In Modes 4 and 5, the proposed frequency would I

prevent entry in the operating modes which is consistent with r

| the current LCO 3. 0.4. Additionally, exceeding the P/T limits
' for less than 30 minutes is not expected to present an*

,

t immediate threat to the RCS integrity. ;

1 c

;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !

:

" Generic" ;

!

LA.1 The specific limits for reactor coolant system pressure and ;

temperature have been relocated to a plant specific controlled :
document, e.g., a Pressure-Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). !

The design features and system operational limits are also- !
described in the USAR. Changes to the PTLR will be controlled ;

by the provisions of the proposed PTLR controls in Chapter 5 of !

the Technical Specifications. j

#

" Specific"

i

None in this section.

!

I
.

h
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) Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 59 of 2114

i DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.4.6.2 - REACTOR STEAM DOME

1

ADMINISTRATIVE
-

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

'

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The note that indicates that the reach steam dome pressure
limit is not applicable during anticipated transients is
deleted. Although design basis accidents are not assumed to
occur during an anticipated transient, the reactor steam dome
pressure limit is applicable during such transients, and the
required actions should be taken to improve mitigation of the
transient.

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

None in this section.-

" Specific"

L.1 The limit for reactor steam dome pressure is changed from less
than 1045 psig to include a pressure equivalent to 1045 psig.
This is an inconsequential change that is considered less
restrictive since technically it increases the range of the
allowable pressure. However, the change is consistent with the
safety analysis assumptions of reactor steam dome pressure at
1045 psig and is realistically inconsequential since the
allowed increase in pressure is insignificant.

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 60 of 211

i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

; CTS: 3.4.7 - MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES
|

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in '

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical |
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this

'

requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

!
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS I

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
,

.

l

I.

>

|
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Enclosure 2 to U4021%
Section 3.4 Page 61 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.4.8 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The structural integrity inspections are provided to prevent
long term component degradation and provide long term ,

maintenance of acceptable structural conditions of the system.
'

The associated inspections are not required to ensure immediate
operability of the system. Therefore, the requirements
specified in current TS 3/4.4.8 did not satisfy the NRC Interim
Policy Statement technical specification screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
CLINTON TS and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS REETRICTIVE :

None in this section.

e
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.4 Page 62 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES *

CTS: 3.4.9.1 - RHR HOT SHUTDOWN

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This change is made to delete an unnecessary phrase from the
i

Notes which only repeats the requirements of the LCO. Since i

the requirements of the LCO remain in effect and are unchanged, I

this is considered an administrative change.

A.2 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
;

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical i

Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed !

chapter location. |

IA.3 This footnote is removed since it provides unnecessary
duplication of the Actions, contains no additional restrictions

,

on the operation of the plant, and in fact, could be i

interpreted as a relaxation of the requirements to achieve cold
shutdown. Since sufficient direction is provided in the i

Actions, this potential relaxation is deleted.

A.4 This periodic surveillance is unnecessary and moot since the
reactor is required to be in Mode 4 within 24 hours. Once in ,

Mode 4, current Specification 3.4.9.2 and the proposed
Specification 3.4.10 both require the periodic verification of
the availability of an alternate decay heat removal method. j

,

Since the surveillance frequency in current Specification
3.4.9.1, Action a is of no consequence, it's omission is
considered an administrative change. |

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

| A.6 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for |
each. . .") provides explicit instructions for proper application

_ of the Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In
conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 " Completion |
Times," this Note provides direction consistent with the intent - :
of the existing Actions. '

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

i

None in this section.
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |

1
None in this section.

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

Section 3.4 Page 63 of 211 .

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

|
CTS: 3.4.9.1 - RHR HOT SHUTDOWN i

i

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases |Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. *

" Specific"

L.1 The RHR system cannot be placed in operation until after the '

applicable conditions are met. Therefore, entry into the
conditions must be allowed while depending on the Actions and
without performing the Surveillance Requirement. Both '

LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 must be "not applicable" to provide the
necessary time to place the system in service following the
reduction of pressure to below the cut-in permissive pressure '

setpoint. Without this change, every entry into the applicable
operating conditions would result in intentional temporary

,noncompliance until the system is placed in service.

|

6

6

0

:

,

1

|

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 64 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES "

CTS: 3.4.9.2 - RHR COLD SHUTDOWN

|'
ADMINISTRATIVE

|

A.1 This change is made to delete an unnecessary phrase from the
Notes which only repeats the requirements of the LCO. Since i

the requirements of the LCO remain in effect and are unchanged, i

| this is considered an administrative change. {
i

| A.2 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to !
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in |
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical i

Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this j
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed i

chapter location. '

j A.3 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 f
is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the i

'

new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. :

Conditions A and B permit continuous operation of the plant !
while in these Actions and the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would j
permit MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the !

need for an exception from the applicability of Specification .

3.0.4 is not required. !

!

| A.4 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for I

each. . .") provides explicit instructions for proper application f
of the Actions for Technical Specification compliance. Inm-

;
conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 " Completion
Times," this Note provides direction consistent with the intent -

of the existing Actions.

i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

| None in this section.
!

|
r

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. .

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

i " Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases

4 will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

4

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 65 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS- 3.4.9.2 - RHR COLD SHUTDOWN

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) -

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station. [

t
" Specific"

;

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

i

6

!

,

t
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Section 3.4 Page 65 of 21I.

.

'
"

ATTACHMENT 1C
.
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CTS - PSTS
i

|

COMPARISON DOCUMENT
8

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS<
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
1 Section 3.4 Page 67 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.4.1.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS

|

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluation is provided for the three estegories of the |

significant hazards consideration standards: )
i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase _ in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow additional time to modify the
required limit and setpoints for single recirculation loop

,

operation. However, the proposed time is consistent with other |
allowed times for uncertainty of the limits and setpoints, or i

!operation outside the safety analysis. Therefore, the proposed
'

change will not significantly increase the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

'

;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? {

:

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation i

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. {,

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new . or ;

different kind of accident from any accident previously !

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin .of
safety?

t,

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a!
|

| margin of safety since the proposed change will verify plant :

conditions are within the safety analysis within the same '

completion time as other similar current requirements.
_

l

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.4 Pege 68 of 211

i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

j
CTS: 3.4.1.2 - JET PUMPS :

b
\

!
! "L1" CHANGE !
| .- :

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |,

| Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

.

!

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the [
probability or consequences of an accident previously :

*evaluated?
!

The proposed change to the surveillance requirement frequency i
would allow time to perform the surveillance when required. I

However, the jet pumps are not considered as initiators of any ;

previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the proposed change !
will not increase the probability of any accident previously !

evaluated. Additionally, the proposed surveillance frequency :
will continue to provide adequate confirmation of the j
operability of the jet pumps at the earliest opportunity when i
they are required. Therefore, the proposed change will not i

increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
.

|
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

-.-

i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation I

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. '

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously :

evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of I

safety? ,

,

,

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a ;

margin of safety since the proposed surveillance performance !
frequency will continue to provide the necessary assurance of |
operability of the jet pumps at the earliest opportunity, while |

; providing time to perform the surveillance. !
i

) +

'
,

i

; !

,

|
.

$
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.4 Pzge 69 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.1.3 - RECIRCULATION LOOP FLOW

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change to the surveillance requirement frequency ;

would allow time to perform the surveillance when required.
However, recirculation pump flow is not considered as an
initiator of any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the
proposed change will not increase the probability of any
accident previously evaluated. Additionally, the proposed,

surveillance frequency will continue to provide adequate
confirmation of the appropriate operation of the recirculation
pumps at the earliest opportunity when they are required.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

- 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
'

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously

'

evaluated.
J

.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
! safety?
.1

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed surveillance performance

4 frequency will continue to provide the necessary assurance of -

,

appropriate operation of the recirculation pumps at the
earliest opportunity, while providing time to perform the
surveillance.

I
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 70 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.2.1 - SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES !

1

I

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously .

evaluated?

The proposed change allows the OPERABILITY and as-found
acceptance criterion for safety valve settings to be relaxed to
3% based on a plant specific analysis as described in BWROG
Topical Report NEDC-31753P. The SRV setpoints are not assumed
to cause the initiation of any accident previously evaluated.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability of any accident previously evaluated. The analysis
described above demonstrates that the over pressurization and
transient limits continue to be met. As a result,the proposed i

vill not significantly increase the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant. t

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The analysis described above demonstrates that the over
pressurization and transient limits continue to be met.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

!

i
!

!
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j Enclosure 2 to U-602196
j Section 3.4 Page 71 of 211

I NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS3

i
| "L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

3

| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
j significant hazards consideration standards:

>

I
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |j, probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

j evaluated? )
,'

;

The proposed change would allow continued operation with [inoperable leakage detection systems. The leakage detection j,

!
systems are not considered as initiators of any previously ;

i evaluated accident. However, they do provide information to ,

the operator of potential conditions that may be precursors to !
an accident. In the proposed conditions, sufficient indication j
will remain operable to provide the operator with the i

information necessary to evaluate the potential precursor3

l conditions. Therefore, the proposed change will not increase
i the probability of any accident previously evaluated. !

Additionally, the leakage detection systems do not provide any;

: accident mitigation functions. Therefore, the proposed change
] will not increase the consequences of any accident previously
a evaluated.
i
| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different t
) kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

j(i
; The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation jand it does not involve physical modification to the plant. i

<

, Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or !
l different kind of accident from any accident previously
) evaluated. I

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |safety?
|

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed conditions maintain,

adequate indications to the operator, and in addition, provide
compensatory measures where possible.,

i

j

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 72 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

:

"L3" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: [

t

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the {
probability or consequences of an accident previously {
evaluated? i

i

The proposed change would permit MODE changes with an
inoperable drywell floor drain sump monitoring system. This ,

system is monitoring instrumentation only and does not result |
in any automatic actuations or isolations during any analyzed >

accident. The leakage detection systems are not considered as i

initiators of any previously evaluated accident. However, they
do provide information to the operator of potential conditions
that may be precursors to an accident. In the proposed ,

conditions, sufficient indication will remain operable to I

provide the operator with the information necessary to evaltate :
the potential precursor conditions. Therefore, the proposed !
change will not increase the probability of any accident ;
previously evaluated. Additionally, the leakage detection !
systems do not provide any accident mitigation functions. |Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the i
consequences of any accident previously evaluated. .

I
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?- j

;

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation i,

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. I

|Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or,

I different kind of accident from any. accident previously j
evaluated.; j

!$

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of ~

i safety?

!
This change does not involve a significant reduction in a |

] margin of safety since the proposed conditions maintain i
j adequate indications to the operator, and in addition, provide
4 compensatory measures where possible.

;
,

!
'

| !
1

|
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

Section 3.4 Page 73 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

i

"L5" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
;

Specification change and has determined that it involves no -

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow an increase in the time '

required to monitor the drywell floor drain sump flow rate from
8-hours to 12-hours. The leakage detection systems are not

'

considered as initiators of any previously evaluated accident.
Consequently, increasing this time frame from 8 to 12 hours is !
considered insignificant. Therefore, the proposed change will
not increase the probability of any accident previously
evaluated. Additionally, the leakage detection systems do not
provide any accident mitigation functions. Therefore, the

i proposed change will not increase the consequences of any
'

accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
, kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

I The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of j
safety? '

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a i,

'

margin of safety since the proposed conditions maintain i

adequate indications to the operator.

|

2

!

i

i
'

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 74 of 21I [

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS - |
CTS: 3.4.3.1 - LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS |

:

"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it. involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the t

significant hazards consideration standards:
{

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the j
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated?

The proposed change would remove the drywell equipment drain i
sump monitoring system frora the Technical Specifications. The i
leakage detection systems are not con:sidered as initiators of !
any previously evaluated accident. However, they do provide [information to the operator of potential conditions that may be ;

precursors to an accident. In the proposed conditions, j
sufficient indication will remain operable to continue to ;

provide the operator with the information necessary to evaluate j
the potential precursor conditions. Therefore, the proposed :
change will not increase the probability of any accident |previously evaluated. Additionally, the leakage detection ;
systems do not provide any accident mitigation functions. !
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the |
consequences of any accident previously evaluated. '

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i

,

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation i

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. {Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or i

different kind of accident from any accident previously |
evaluated.

|
t

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of i
safety? '

!

| This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the Jroposed conditions maintain
adequate indications to the ope.ator, and in addition, provide
compensatory measures where possible.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.4 Page 75 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
j CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow continued operation of the RHR
shutdown cooling system with pressure isolation valve leakage
above the limits. However, this exception is provided only
when the system is in operation which is only when the reactor
coolant pressure has been reduced to below the RHR cut-in
permissive pressure. Therefore, this change does not increase
the probability of any accident previously evaluated.
Additionally, the pressure isolation valves do not provide any
accident mitigation functions once the reactor coolant system
is depressurized. Therefore, the proposed change will not
increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed exception provides for the
intended use of the primary system for decay heat removal.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 3.4 Page 76 of 211 ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

; CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAYAGE
i

_

;

"L3" CHANGE
.

|Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ;

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
!significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
J The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards: !

I
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the I

,

probability or consequences of an accident previously |
1 evaluated?

!

! The proposed change would allow additional time to isolate the i
reactor coolant pressure boundary from low pressure systems

'

with a second, highly reliable isolation device which is not !susceptible to automatic opening. In addition to the current t

isolation devices of manual valves and deactivated automatic !'

valves, a check valve also provides a highly reliable isolation -

device which is not susceptible to automatic opening. Massive '

failure of such a device is a remote probability and, in '

combination with the limited time frame in which the. event must
! occur, the change in probability of a accident that .ny result |
'

in the rupture of a low pressure system is not significant. ;
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability of any-

accident previously evaluated. Additionally, the pressure
<

,,.

isolation valves do not provide any. accident mitigation
functions once the reactor coolant system is depressurized.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the

<

consequences of any accident previously evaluated. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or diffsment
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? :,

,

; The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

. different kind of accident from any accident previously
', evaluated.

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

"

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the reactor coolant system is isolated
with highly reliable isolation device which is not susceptible
to automatic opening during the additional time allowed to
provide a second isolation valve.

,

1

a

'
CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 77 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.3.2 - OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE
_

"L5" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves nosignificant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set fu di in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of thesignificant hazards consideration standards:
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in theprobability or consequences. of an accident previouslyI evaluated?

1

The proposed change would allow an increase in the ' time
!

,

required to monitor the drywell floor drain sump flow rate from
[8 hours to 12 hours. The leakage detection systems are not

considered as initiators of any previously evaluated accident. j

jTherefore, increasing this time frame from 8 to 12 hours is
;considered insignificant. Therefore, the proposed change will jnot increase the probability of any accident previously !evaluated. Additionally, the leakage detection systems do notprovide any accident mitigation functions. Therefore, the

proposed change will not increase the consequences of anyaccident previously evaluated.
!2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
!

,_

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated * I

!

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation i

L

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. !Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously jevaluated.

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of (safety?
'

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
jmargin of safety since the proposed conditions maintain iadequate indications to the operator.
!
i

!

!

|
,

f

|
,

!
CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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|. Enclosure 2 to U-60219(j Section 3.4 Page 78 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

"L1" CHANGE
~'

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards:

,

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? ,

'

!

The proposed change would limit the Applicability for Specific :Activity to those conditions that have potential impact on the '

consequences of an accident. The specific activity is not iconsidered as an initiator of any previously evaluated !accident. Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability of any accident previously evaluated. Specific i

activity is an assumption that must be met to limit the
consequences. However, in Mode 4 there is no potential for !

.

leakage since the reactor is depressurized, and with the main
!steam lines isolated in Modes 2 and 3, there is no significant ;

leakage path. Therefore, the proposed change will not increase !

the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.
i

ta
i 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
j kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation ;and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed conditions maintain
Applicability of the appropriate limits for all conditions that
represent potential to impact the consequences of any accident.

|

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 79 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would omit a requirement to conduct
additional isotopic analysis for iodine unless the conditions
indicate that iodine limits have been exceeded. The specific
activity is not considered as an initiator of any previously
evaluated accident. Therefore, the proposed change will not
increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated.
Specific activity is an assumption that must be met to limit
the consequences. Continued operation is not allowed when the
iodine limit is exceeded. Thus, continued sampling and
analysis would not provide any further benefit. Therefore,
the proposed change will not increase the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated.

m

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operatiot2
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

idifferent kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

- !

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed actions maintain sufficient
indication of changes in the specific activity due to iodine.
Additionally, continued plant operation is not allowed with the
iodine limits exceeded.

|

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f
Section 3.4 Page 80 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

"L3" CHANGE '

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involva a significant increase in the ;
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? -

The proposed change would extend the surveillance interval for |
gross activity. The gross activity is not considered as an
initiator of any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the
proposed change will not increase the probability of any
accident previously evaluated. Specific activity is an
assumption that must be met to limit the consequences.
However, the proposed frequency has been determined to be
sufficient for trending changes to prevent exceeding the limit.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

;Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or ;

different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed frequency provides
sufficient information to prevent exceeding the limits.

|

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 81 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 3.4.5 - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY -

-
i

"L4" CHANGE '!

__

|Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
:

Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;
significant hazards consideration standards:

{
l

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in' the ,

probability or consequences of an accident previously !
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow entry into the applicable '

conditions while depending on compliance with the Action. The
specific activity is not considered as an initiator of any
previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the proposed change :

,

will not increase the probability of any accident previously i

evaluated. Specific activity is an assumption that must be met >

to limit the consequences. However, operation has been <

determined to be acceptable for a short period of time with the
limits not met. The consequences of an accident while ;

,

operating during the proposed period of time are the same as
those while operating under the constraints of the Action which
has previously been determined acceptable. Therefore, the
proposed change will not increase the consequences of anyaccident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

;

The proposed change introduces no new moda of plant operation iand it does not involve physical modification to the plant. !Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of tsafety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
! margin of safety since the proposed period of time for

!

;

operating beyond the limits has not changed.;
'

.i

i

s

$

a CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219
Section 3.4 Page 82 of 21:

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 3.4.6.2 - REACTOR STEAM DOME

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: i

I

!
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the {probability or consequences of an accident previously <

evaluated?
i

The proposed change to the reactor steam dome pressure limit is
equivalent to the pressure assumed in the safety analysis.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability or consequences of any accident previously

'

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously''

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed increase of the limit is,
for all practicality, indistinguishable from the current limit
and is therefore, insignificant.

,

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196i

Section 3.4 Page 83 of 211

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS *

CTS: 3.4.9.1 - RHR HOT SHUTDOWN
_

i

0

"L1" CHANGE,

s

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.-
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the -
significant hazards consideration standards.

I
i1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previouslyevaluated? !

The proposed change allows time to place the system in service
iafter reaching the applicable conditions. Since the system can i

not physically be placed in service until the cut in permissive
pressure setpoint is reached, this change only allows theactivity to take place without resorting to intentional ,

noncompliance with the requirements. Since no actual change to
,

'

the operation of the plant is involved, the proposed change
will not increase the - probability or consequences of anyaccident previously evaluated.

-

t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.and

'
Therefore it does not create the possibility of - a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. :

'

i
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change only allows time to
conduct the necessary manipulations to place the requiredsystem in service.

]

1

l

1

]

CLINTON 17
..
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
1 Section 3.4 Page 84 of 211:

.

\
ATTACHMENT 2

-
i

-
.

- ,

ITS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

.

r.

2A: MARKUP OF ITS

28: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

1
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|
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 85 of 211

.

ATTACHMENT 2A
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.4 Page 86 of 211 Recirculation Loops Operating

3.4.1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 Recirculation Loops Operating

LCO 3.4.1 Two recir ation loops with matched flows shall be in
operati

%gion c, ,,> -
,

r%ptk $f 3 One recirculation loop .. de in operation ; = : cd-the
s/sl ' Y- $sr -

# p sf g Wwnof umu are appnea wnen tne associatea u.0 is
scP M appi.icab e:'

fer' M8#
I g,r ''Jof,,,d#,

a. ' O 3.2.1, "AYE
PLANAR LINEAR EAT GENERATION RATEc

(APLHGR)," gie loop operati imits [specified'in'

Ncc'g,4 ,/ A,g the COLR

o/*c.0Lg ().
f

lo p operation limits Tspecified in 4b COLRl:)Iand.2.2, ' MINIMUM CRI CAL POWER RATJ0'[MCPR ." sing 1h
LCO

LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation," Function 2.b (Average Power Range
Monitors Flow Biased Simulated Therinal Power-High),
Allowable Value of Table 3.3.1.1-1 is reset for singleloop operation.

LINSE27~ /A @ ~

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

[A*. Requirements of,the A.1 Satisfyth[ 24 hoursLCO not met,/' requirements of the fg/ -LCO. '

*

Pending resolution of stabi)fty issue.
(Continued)

,.. -

?2 _ /MSERT IB

i
_ %

C[lO 70 fV A
eBWR/44TS- bOI 3.4-1 Rev. O, -99/?B/M--

|

. _ _ _ - .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 87 of 211

.

INSERT 1A

------------------------NOTE---------------------------
Required limit and setpoint modifications for single
recirculation loop operation may be delayed for up to
12 hours after transition from two recirculation loop
operation to single recirculation loop operation.
-------------------------------------------------------

INSERT IB

A. Recirculation loop A.1 Declare the 2 hours
jet pump flow recirculation loop
mismatch not within with lower flow to
limits, be "not in

operation."

B. Total core flow as B.1 Determine APRM and Once per
a function of LPRM neutron flux 8 hours
THERMAL POWER not noise levels,
within Region C. AND

30 minutes
after an
increase of
2 5% RTP

C. Total core flow as C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
a function of restore APRM and
THERMAL POWER LPRM neutron flux j
within Region B. noise level to j

$3 times :
AND established baseline

noise levels.
APRM or LPRM
neutron flux noise
level > 3 times
established
baseline noise
level.

| i
|

INSERT
CLINTON 3.4-1 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 88 o(211

.

INSERT 1B (continued)
,

D. Total core flow as D.1 Initiate action to Immediately
a function of restore total core
THERMAL POWER flow as a function
within Region A. of THERMAL POWER to

within
Region B or C.

E. No recirculation E.1 Initiate action to Immediately
loops in operation. reduce THERMAL POWER

to within Region C.

AND

E.2 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours

AND

E.3 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

!

!

,

h

I

!

INSERT
CLINTON 3.4-1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i
Section 3.4 Page 89 of 211 Retirculation loops. Operating.

3.4.1 -

,

ACTIONS (continued)
>

_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
f -. - ;

h Required Acti and 1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 7
'

associate ompletion
Time of ondition A ,e
not .

i

y
i

No reci ulation loops
in op ation.

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

! SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY i

! i

SR 3.4.1.1t

! .------------------NOTE------------.------- ,
.

Not required to be performed until 24 hours 'I
after both recirculation loops are in
operation. !

........................................... ;

Verify recirculation loop jet pump flow 24 hours Imismatch with both recirculation loops in
operation is: i

!
a. 10 of rated core flow when

hI operating at <J70 % of rated core
flow; and 7

5[ofratedcoreflowwhenb.
'

; operating at t 70 % of rated core
flow,

l

|

_

j
; f2 !JtJSEAT 2A
.

t1

!

o

- EwR/5 STS- 3.4-2 Rev.. 0,49/28/92-
|-

|

.- _



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 90 of 211

.

I INSERT 2A

|

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify the total core flow as a 24 hours
| function of THERMAL POWER to be

within Region C.

!
|

l
|

:

t

|

|

|
|

|

!

|

IllSERT
CLINTON 3.4-2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.4 Page 91 of 211 FCVs.

3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 Flow Control Valves (FCVs)! )
_.

LCO 3.4.2
A recirculation loop FCV shall be OPERABLE in each operating

,

: recirculation loop.

l

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------Separate Condition entry is allowed for each FCV.
-----..--..........................................__.........................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

/A. One or two required A.1 Lock up the FCV. 4 hoursFCVs inoperable.

,

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Time not net.

;

9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify each FCV fails "as is" on loss of f(18}'honths(
'

hydraulic pressure at the hydraulic unit.

(continued)

i

RWD/6 STS- 3.4-3 Rev. 0,-09728/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

Section 3.4 Page 92 of 211 FCVs
3.4.2

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.2 Verify average rate of each FCV movement
'

is: 8 months

a. 11 of stroke per second for
opening; and

ki1[of stroke per second forb.
closing.1

,

i

$

P

I

|

|

l

3.4-4 Rey, o, Ogjpgj;;

I

| !
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Jet Pumps !Section 3.4 Page 93 of 211 3.4.3

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
.

3.4.3 Jet Pumps !

!

LCO 3.4.3 All jet pumps shall be OPERABLE.
_-

_

L
,

,

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

!

ACTIONS t

<
t

L

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

iA. One or more jet pumps A.I Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursinoperable.

;

!

!

f
:

I
i

.

>

.!

!
I
,

,

!
.. . ,_ _ - . !,

""n/ o 3 3 3 3.4-5 Rev. O, ^3/26/92 ~

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 94 of 211

Jet Pumps
3.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

i

SURVEILLANCE
_

FREQUENCY- '

SR 3.4.3.1 .

-------------------NOTES-------------------1. Not required to be performed until !

4 hours after associated recirculation i

loop is in operation. !

1

2. Not required to be performed until
24 hours after > 25% RTP.

...........................................
t

Verify at least two of the following 24 hourscriteria
each opera (ting recirculation loop:a, b, and c) are satisfied for

Recirculation loop drive flow versusa.

flow control valve position differs by
5 10% from established patterns.

b. Recirculation loop-drive flow versus ;

total core flow differs by 510% from [
established patterns. i

Each jet pump diffuser to lower plenumc.

differential pressure differs by s 20% ;

from established patterns, or each jet
pump flow differs by s 10% from
established patterns.

;
_.

!

,

t

B

1

| I
|

.

!

~0WR/G STS
3.4-6 :

Rev. O, 09/26/-9B-
,

!

I

i
__ __. _ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 3.4 Page 95 of 211 S/RYS -

|3.4.4
-

:

!.3.4
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.4 Safety / Relief Valves (S/RVs) !

~ ~ ~

LCO 3.4.4 The safety function of
5:; c:4 S/RVs shall be OPERABLE,

!
AND

The relief function of
OPERABLE.

J:;: ] additional S/RVs shall be
i

!

i
i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME I
,

@ [One[requir .

S/RV A.1 Res re [ required) , [ days
{

inoperab1 .-

S V to OPERABLEq tatus. / .

/

I
!

-

A-
, B. R red Actio nd t .I Be in MODE 3. 12 hours \|

ssociated pletion
!

-Y Time o ndition AND ;
no t.!

|a

f.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
!

93 o Je |. _ _

j
_

S, dTwo or more
/ 1

h #.requiredl S/RVs !inoperableY.
j
|
|

|

|

| ,

|

; -BWR/6 STS i
3.4-7 i

Rev. O, 03/26/92
|

.
|

l l
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|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 37gy3
Section 3.4 Page 96 of 211 3,4,4

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

_

_

SR 3.4.4.1 Verify the safet function lift setpoints -QInaccordance
Ogl oftheJrequired S/RVs are as follows: with theY InserviceNumber of Setpoint Testing _P_rogram 'S/RVs (osio) pum@

! e4 p,:1165 * 34-91p%Q g;1190235r7;|
p;1180 * 35.4

o-4.e_

Following tes ing, lift settings shall be
within 2 1%.

SR 3.4.4.2 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Valve actuation may be excluded.
...................____..................__

$ Verify eachkrequiredNelief function S/RV M18[ months
actuates on an actual or simulated
automatic initiation signal.

SR 3.4.4.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours

after reactor steaf d:::M pr:::v. e is--i r;:n -

.W. _ _'. 5EI.fe...To..=_Nr.... . _ _ _
n

-

-'
es Dod a t-c odena ' ter y% -fesfh~ ...

-

fd5 Verif
C Oi

y each frequired S/RV opens when 18hnthson"' c1 1ee- s'acot to
TEST BASIS for
each valve
solenoid

EMP/C STS - 3.4-8 Rev. O,-M/20/02
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 97 of 211 RCS Operatianal LEAKAGE

3.4.5 4

'
-

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ~

i3.4.5 RCS Operational LEAKAGE
i

!! LCD 3.4.5 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:
k
iNo pressure boundary LEAKAGE;; a.

>

{
I b. s 5 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE; . rand]

,o
,

s)308pm total LEAKAGE averaged over the previousc.
ig 24 hour period; and

d. s2 9pm increase in unidentified LEAKAGE within the
iprevious .[4}-hour period in MODE 1] .

,
a

}
- 4

,
^

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION I| REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME' i
!

A. Unidentified LEAKAGE A.1 Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours I

not within limit. within limits. I'
EB

Total LEAKAGE not
within limit. I

i
'
I
P

B. Unidentified LEAKAGE C Reduce #LT.AKAGFtFincrease not within within-44mit- ;

I limit. g :

| :

| CI \
(continued)

|

[ ;

|

i

l

nuo.re. eve
-- s.s- 3.4-9 Rev. O, 09/20/92

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.4 Page 98 of 211 RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETIdNTIME

1
B. (continued) B./ . Verify source of 4 hours

;

unidentified LEAKAGE
increase is not

Ci service sensitive 3
'

type 304 or type 316
austenitic stainless
steel.

|

I
'

l
C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion

iTime of Condition A @
or B not met. !

lC.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours !_O_R_

! Pressure boundary
'

LEAKAGE exists.

|
;

l
,

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE ,Q FREQUENCY

LEAKME,)
SR 3.4.5.1 Verify RCS unidentified !

and unidentified LEAKAGE increase aretotalLEAKAGEg_hours i
Iwithin limits. /2

|

-E'r?'/5 T3 - 3.4-10 Rev. O,-00/20/02

I

|
1

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCS PIV Leakage
Section 3.4 Page 99 cf 211 3.4.6

1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

LCO 3.4.6 The leakage from each RCS PIY shall be within limit.
|

|

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,
MODE 3, except valves in the residual heat removal (RHR)

t shutdown cooling flowpath are act-- requ rcJ E meet dre-4--

ranui re=r.t:- cf thh ' "^ Mwhen ithe shutdown coolingCl mode of operation. T 1

i

ordur,y*detws'w,# ")ACTIONS '

-------------.-----------------------NOTES------------------------------------ !

,

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path. '

| 2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made
| inoperable by PIVs.
-

..............................................................................
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-3 [) A.
| eakage from one or ---<-hfE-------C* )more RCS PIVs not Each alve used to satisfy ,

within limit. Requi d Action A.1 and
Require Action A.2 shall

1
-

s
'

-

I have been erified to meet ~

) Q M Crenor-c[fou) SR 3.4.6.1 a be in the f
r7

5 "'N reactor coolan ressure
{ boundarya[or the 'h

pressure portion of e
721 system},e,

i
.... ..... ... 1

(continued)

|

| -BWR/5 575 3.4-11 Rev. O, 00/20/-02-

!
;

|
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; Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCS P!V Leakage
'

Section 3.4 Page 100 of 211 3.4.6
|

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

|

| A. (continued) A.1 ' Isolate the high 4 hours
| pressure portion of Cb

the affected system,

fmi

from the low pressure ' ' "'g ## O-_-

portion Of :n: -c!:::' =Ay us:n :1,- 'sfo/ahad deV/GP,
6::ti::t:L
Mum. U c , vi un .k 1
;?,6.

bND

l A.2 Isolate the high 72 hours
pressure portion of,

! the affected system -

;

[g,% o 5 etod M
'

-

from the 1ow pressure

M_.rth..."4725"_?!...",., isocoko device.
. m om .. .

b :tivet:'
-

auter.e i . u , e; chici
valve,--- !,

|

|

I
,

'

|

| B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours |! associated Completion
ll Time not met. _AND '

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

|
|

4WR/M 3.4-12 Rev. 0,-09/28/92---
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCS PIV Leakage
Section 3.4 Page 101 of 211 3.4.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
I

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

-------------------NOTE-------------Cl c~ d 2SR 3.4.6.1 -----

C5 04 y required to be performed in MODE $.
l-------------------------------------------

Verify equivalent leakage of each RCS PIV
In accordance h -

r

i
. is s 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of valve size
i with Inservice I

!
up to a maximum of 5 gpm, at an RCS Testin

) pressure a M sig and s psig. r D0;g Programx t] - C

i

/ coo i

102 5 :
?

:

)

i

!

|
!

|

i

!

!

!

|

|
5

( )

L'2/0 LIS 3.4-13 Rev. O, -09/26/i2
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 102 of 211 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR. COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.7 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

Drywell floor drain sump monitoring system; [rd] f_.a.

b. One channel of either drywell atmospheric part*culategerg atmospheric gaseous monitoring system;gand g;
,

Drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring |
c.

system Q '

~-

fk /179NthwfSfSkn
APPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS
;
I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :
1

A. Drywell floor drain ------------NOTE-------------
sump monitoring system LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
inoperable. -----------------------------

A.I Restore drywell floor 30 days
drain sump monitoring
system to OPERABLE
status.

1

(continued)

i

!

!

| |
i

-BWR/5-STS- 3.4-14 Rev. O, Osicef u

>
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 103 of 211 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

3,4,7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

_

B. Required drywell ----NOTE-------- -----

atmospheric monitoring LCO 3.0.4
system inoperable, applicab ;

.

.-_- _-_------------ ---
i

_

B.1 Analyze grab samples Once per
of drywell hours
atmosphere. g p

B.2 Res required

3} drywell eric
ing sys .

to OPERABLE status.

_
1

C. Drywell air cooler ------------NOTE-------------
_

condensate flow rate Not applicable when the
i monitoring system required drywell atmospheric

3) inoperable. monitoring system is :

!
inoperable. Q/y ------- ...-------------- .--

;

,

C.1 Perform SR 3.4.7.1. Once per
8 hours_._

_

_

D. Required drywell ------------NOTE-------------
-

1

!atmospheric LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
inoperable.

'|monitoring system -----------------------------

, D.1 Restore required 30 days *[ 6ND drywell atmospheric
monitoring system toDrywell air cooler OPERABLE status,

condensate flow
rate monitoring OR

| system inoperable. 1

_

(continued)
1

(

-BWR/6 W 3.4-15 Rev. 0,-09/26/92-

i
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Sec ion 3 4 Page 104 of R G Leakage DetecM on Ins M men n

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!-
_

D.(continued) D.2 Restore drywell air 30 days
$} cooler condensate t

flow rate monitoring
y system to OPERABLE A'

,

status. ;
-

_

>

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND

B yC, or D; not met.
E.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hoursg

:
F. All required leakage F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Imediately

'

detection systems
.

'

inoperable.

f !

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|
'

SR 3.4.7.1 Perfonn CHANNEL CHECK of required drywell 12 hours
atmospheric monitoring system.

1

I

SR 3.4.7.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of required 31 days
leakage detection instrumentation.

SR 3.4.7.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of required 118 monthsleakage detection instrumentation. 6-

?|
|

1

4WRRr-STS' 3.4-16 Rev. O, 09/20192.

|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 105 cf 211 RCS Specific Activity |

3.4.8 ,

|

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
!

3.4.8 RCS Specific Activity

:
LCO 3.4.8 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be

limited to:

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity 0.2 Ci/gm;
a.

'

and

b. Gross specific activity 5 100/G Ci/gm. '

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1
!

MODES 2 and 3 with any main _ steam line not isolated.
_ _ ._ -- y o ry +_

OCI LCo 3.0.4 is notaqGeable
- --

ACTIONS .r- _ _ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

O
!A. Reactor coolant A.1 Detemine DOSE Once per 4 hours
[- specific activity EQUIVALENT I-131.

3} >(0.2}* Ci/gm and t

5 4.0 pCi/gm DOSE 6fLD
EQUIVALENT I-131.

A.2 Restore DOSE 48 hours
EQUIVALENT I-131 to i
within limits.

i

!

B. Required Action and B.1 Detemine DOSE Once per 4 hours
.

,

associated Completion EQUIVALENT I-131.
Time of Condition A ;

not met. AND~

|93 B.2.1 Isolate all main 12 hours |
steam lines. !Reactor coolant

specific activity 93
3} >.[4.0}e Ci/gm DOSE

EQUIVALENT I-131.

(continued)

-BWR/6-STS' 3.4-17 Rev. O,-09/26/92

!
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
| Section 3.4 Page 105 cf 211 RCS Specific Activity
; 3.4.8.

j ACTIONS

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
3

4

B. (continued) B.2.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
1

i AND

B.2.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours4

1

1

'

C. Reactor coolant C.! Isolate all main 12 hoursspecific activity steam lines.
> 100/2 yCi/gm.

OS
.

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

NLD

C.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours '
4

I ;

i
!

) :
'

-

i
,

:
SURVEILLANCE REQUIROMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;d

i

i

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify reactor coola~nt gross specific 7 days
activity is s 100/G pCi/gm. ;

'

i

SR 3.4.8.2 -------------------NOTE----------.---.-.-.-
Only required to be performed in MODE 1. |

- - - . . . . . - . . . . . . . . - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . - . . . . .
!

Verify reactor coolant DOSE- 31 days
EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity is
S VCil9m.,

(continued)
.

1

-SWn/C STS - 3.4-18 Rev. O, 09/2S/02:

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.t Page 107 of 211 RCS Specific Activity

3.4.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i SR 3.4.8.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
1

Not required to be perfomed until 31 days '

after a minimum of 2 effective full power
days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
elapsed since the rea'; tor was last

! suberitical for a 48 iours.
| ~ ~~IE"7"flI"c~$ia~f.~~~~~~~~~ 124 Mvi[ p

5R 3.4,f.q Detemine G from a sample taken in 104 deys ;
- er ; -ir.i ;T 2 -if-m ye ?un power goce,,;g;n |ed 20 days sf "00 1 epwati;r. P...y| ve

'

___ (g klap :d :fr. : tr.c reacter was lestJ % days ok ~

,

, '

; ggEritice Tui i 4 ; v cs.] ed sampkI

accordarce wNh SR 2.4.T 3.
,

'

i

i !
i

i

.

| f

l i

-
,

i :

!

!

!

I
i

!

--BWR/6 575 3.4-19 Rev. O, 09ff9f92-

|
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown
Section 3.4 Page 108 of 211

3,4,9

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown

LCO 3.4.9 Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems shall be OPERABLE, and,
with no recirculation pump in operation, at least one RHR
shutdown cooling subsystem shall be in operation.

............................N0TES-----------------..----....
i

I. Both RHR shutdown cooling subsystems and recirculation
|- pumps may be removed from operation for up to 2 hours !

C| per 8 hour period.prv. .ucw
@ ..... m = = = u -

|.......amuc n. . m . . . . . . . _ . .
'

|2. One RHR shutdown cooling subsystem may be inoperable for <

up to 2 hours for performance of Surveillances.p vided |
g| tt.mmining cu? :t.4Juw. :::F ; ;d:y:ts, in

T&ERASCE.
..................................___....___...__ ..........

@ pss +%
I APPLICABILITY: HODE 3 with reactor steam dome pressure a he RHR cut in

pemissive pressure .

ACTIONS

/n .............._......................N0T -----------------------------------).lLCO3.0.4isnotapplicable.
\ ....~.,..............T.....................................-------.....
(*.L Sanrede Cndi% e&rg h allowed for eack RYt Au%n coollea sbsple**.

--..

_ _
_

- _ - -

~
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

;

A. One or two RHR A.1 Initiate action to Imediately
shutdown cooling restore RHR shutdown
subsystems inoperable. coolingsubsystem(s)

to OPEPABLE status.
!

)M2
l
,

1

(continued)

i

i

BWR/6 5 o - 3.4-20 Rev. O,19ffBf92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Ho2 ShutdownSection 3.4 Page 109 of 211.

3.4.9

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

|

A. (continued) A.2 Verify an alternate I hour
method of decay heat
removal is available
for each inoperable
RHR shutdown cooling
subsystem.

AND

A.3 Be in MODE 4. 24 hours

,

B. No RHR shutdown B.1 Initiate action to Immediatelycooling subsystem in restore one RHRoperation. shutdown cooling
subsystem or one ,

AND recirculation pump to
operation. i

No recirculation pump ;

in operation.
63Q

!

B.2 Verify reactor I hour from *

coolant circulation discovery of noby an alternate reactor coolant
method. circulation '

.

AND

Once per '

12 hours
thereafter

hN.Q

B.3 Monitor reactor Once per hour
coolant temperature
and pressure,

i

pu"/5 STS
3.4-21 Rev. 0,-09/28/92

!

1
!

|

I
i



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 110 of 211 RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown

3.4.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

I!

SR 3.4.9.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------- '

Not required to be met until 2 hours after
1reactor steam dome pressure is the RHR g)

$$.$.$$$II.$.S.$II$. ##
. .... .

Verify one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem 12 hours !or recirculation pump is operating. !

i
:

:
,

!
|

|
.

!

!

l

,

.

8

i

i
.

i

i
:

I

i

!
!

|

!

i

M R/b 5T5 3.4-22 Rev. 0,-09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown
Section 3.4 Page til of 211

3.4.10

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.10 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown

LCO 3.4.10 Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems shall be OPERABLE, and,
with no recirculation pump in operation, at least one RHR

,shutdown cooling subsystem shall be in operation.
!

...---- --------------------NOTES-----------------------....1. Both RHR shutdown cooling subsystems and recirculation
pumps may be removed from operation for up to 2 hours
per 8 hour period.- evided ;;; J;R nnJ.. =" ; O

Cl ~d; A :a = = LE. -

2. One RHR shutdown cooling subsystem may be inoperable for
up to 2 hours for the performance of Surveillances, ,

ne-4d.a th, v.- 4-4.- aua
c;;f;;n c g ;,, g z ;2- 4 4; Cl ePE H LE s-d i- aaaretir .

............................................____..........._

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4. [
/J D TE - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_ _ . _ . - - - - - - - ''

Cmd:bb enhg is cAewel dot ecd )
;s. pc. . o+e

. M _s h M e e _cocM R 9 5y5+' " -ACTIONS 4
--_7__-

COND ON ~
~

REQUIRED ACTION ~ COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two RHR A.1 Verify an alternate I hourshutdown cooling method of decay heat ;

subsystems inoperable. removal is available AND
:

for each inoperable
RHR shutdown cooling Once per
subsystem. 24 hours !

,

thereafter

(continued) ,

.

i

|

I
BWR/4-5-TG 3.4-23 Rev. O, 09/28/92~ |

i
|
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RHR Shutdown Cooling Systea-Cold Shutdown
Section 3.4 Page i12 of 211 3.4.10

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. No RHR shutdown B.1 Verify reactor 1 hour from
cooling subsystem in coolant circulating discovery of no
operation. by an alternate reactor coolant

method. circulation
M

M
No recirculation pump
in operation. Once per

12 hours
thereafter

A!LD

B.2 Monitor reactor Once per hour
coolant temperature
and pressure.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.10.1 Verify one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem 12 hours
or recirculation pump is operating.

|

j

l

i

i

. SWR /6-STS- 3.4-24 Rev. O, 49/28/92 -

|

l

|

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCS P/T Limits
Section 3.4 Page 113 of 211 3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

LCO 3.4.11 RCS pressure, RCS temperature, RCS heatup and cooldown
rates, and the recirculation ;r ; :u. .;uy temperature
requirements shall be maintained within the limits specified
in the PTLR.

AOOP Pt
APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. ---------NOTE--------- A.1 Restore parameter (s) 30 minutes
Required Action A.2 to within limits.
shall be completed if
this Condition is MLD
entered.

A.2 Detemine RCS is 72 hours| ----------------------

acceptable for
Requirements of the continued operation.
LCO not met in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursi

i associated Completion
Time of Condition A BLD
not met.

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

(continued)

1

-BWR/ N 3.4-25 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCS P/T Limits
Section 3.4 Page 114 of 211 3.4.11

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

C. ..-------NOTE----.---- C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
| Required Action C.2 restoreparameter(s)

shall be completed if to within limits.
this Condition is
entered. AND
.......___............

C.2 Determine RCS is Prior to iRequirements of the acceptable for entering MODE 2
LCO not met in other operation, or 3
than MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE,

| FREQUENCY

. SR 3.4.11.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
| Only required to be performed during RCS'

heatup and cooldown operations, and RCS ;

inservice leak and hydrostatic testing.
'

......______....___........................

Verify RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and 30 minutes
RCS heatup and cooldown rates are within ;

the limits specified in the PTLR. !
'

SR 3.4.11.2 Verify RCS pressure and RCS temperature are Once withinwithin the criticality limits specified in 15 minutes
the PTLR.

.

prior to
'

control rod
withdrawal for
the purpose of
achieving
criticalityi

1

(continued)
i

-BWR/6-STS- 3.4-26 Rev. 0,-09/28/92-
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Enclosun: 2 to U-602196 RCS P/T Limits
Seeion 3.4 Page 115 of 211 3.4.11

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be met in HODES 1, 2
and 4 bith reseter-stee; i.agr;nr,:3, 1

DI ~;-25 p;5N
------..-_.---.-----.. -_--.---....-....- .

Verify the difference between the bottom Once withinhead coolant temperature and the reactor 15 minutes
pressure vessel (RPV) coolant temperature prior to each
is within the limits specified in the PTLR. startup of a

recirculation
pump

SR 3.4.11.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------.
Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.
.- -...-. ---...----.--...--.-.-...-_..-_-.

Verify the difference between the reactor Once withincoolant temperature in the recirculation 15 minutesloop to be started and the RPV coolant prior to each
temperature is within the limits specified startup of ain the PTLR. recirculation

pump

SR 3.4.11.5 -------.--------- -NOTE--------.-----------
..

Only required to be performed when
tensioning the reactor vessel head bolting
studs.
..-----------------. ---..----------------.

Verify reactor vessel flange and head 30 minutes
1
'

| flange temperatures are within the limits'

specified in.the PTLR.
,

I

(continued)
| .

l
,
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,

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ;

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,

SR 3.4.11.6 ------------------. NOTE---.----------.----- '

Not required to be performed until 1

30 minutes after RCS temperature s 80*F in
,

MODE 4.
...........................................

Verify reactor vessel flange and head 30 minutes
flange temperatures are within the limits

, specified in the PTLR.
!

| SR 3.4.11.7 ---.------- -------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours

C3Ihafter RCS temperature s in MODE 4. 7(9*I
.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Verify reactor vessel flange and head 12 hours
flange temperatures are within the limits
specified in the PTLR.

y

.TNsep 28 A - pg
;

-
,

.

1

l
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|

INSERT 28A
i
|

|

SR 3.4.11.8 --------------NOTE-------------
Only required to be met in
single loop operation with
THERMAL POWER s 30% of RTP or
recirculation loop flow in the
operating loop s 30% of rated
flow.
-___--_____-_____________---___

'
Verify the difference between Once within
the bottom head coolant 15 minutes
temperature and the RPV coolant prior to an
temperature is within the limits increase in
specified in the PTLR. THERMAL

POWER or an
increase in
loop flow

|

SR 3.4.11.9 --------------NOTE-------------
Only required to be met in

.

single loop operation with
THERMAL POWER s 30% of RTP or
recirculation loop flow in the
operating loop s 30% of rated
flow, and with the idle
recirculation loop not isolated
from the RPV.
-_-_____--_____________------__

Verify the difference between Once within
the reactor coolant temperature 15 minutes
in the recirculation loop not in prior to an j
operation and the RPV coolant increase in
temperature is within the limits THERMAL
specified in the PTLR. POWER or an

i

increase in j
loop flow '

i

-

INSERT
CLINTON 3.4-28 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U 602196 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure
Seedon 3.4 Page 118 of 211 3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
i

3.4.12 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure

B) -

LCO 3.4.12 The reactor steam dome pressure shall be 1045Nig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Reactor steam dome A.1 Restore reactor steam 15 minutes
pressure not within dome pressure to
limit. within limit.

j

iB. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Time not met.

!

,

\

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify reactor steam dome pressure is 12 hours
s 1 45 psig.

81

1

,

1

MWR/E STE 3.4 29 Rev. O, -09/25/52-
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Section 3.4 Page 119 of 211

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
iB 3.4.1 Recirculation Loops Operating

BASES

!

BACKGROUND The Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is designed to :

provide a forced coolant flow through the core to remove
heat from the fuel. The forced coolant flow removes more iheat from the fuel than would be possible with just natural !

circulation. The forced flow, therefore, allows operation
at significantly higher power than would otherwise be,

! possible. The recirculation system also controls reactivity
;

over a wide span'of reactor power by varying the
recirculation flow rate to control the void content of the
moderator. The Reactor Coolant Recirculation System
consists of two recirculation pump loops external to the
reactor vessel. These loops provide the piping path for the
driving flow of water to the reactor vessel jet pumps. Each

! a fu)O external loop containsC : isr speed motor driven! I

|
recirculation pump, a, flow control valve,m_ = > . c. 2 %

N } ("C) .2 u a...' . 2 ,_-, g::d and associated piping, jet
7 pumps, valves, and instrumentation. The recirculation loops

are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are
-

located inside the drywell structure. The jet pumps are ,

'

reactor vessel internals.

| The recirculated coolant consists of saturated water from
the steam separators and dryers that has been subcooled by !i

incoming feedwater. This water passes down the annulus ;
between the reactor vessel wall and the core shroud. A
portion of the coolant flows from the vessel, through the i

<

two external recirculation loops, and becomes the driving '

flow for the jet pumps. Each of the two external
recirculation loops discharges high pressure flow'into an
external manifold, from which individual recirculation inlet
lines are routed to the jet pump risers within the reactor
vessel. The remaining portion of the coolant mixture in the
annulus becomes the suction flow for the jet pumps. This

| flow enters the jet pump at suction inlets and is
accelerated by the driving flow. The drive flow and suction

! flow are mixed in the jet pump throat section. The total
flow then passes through the jet pump diffuser section into,

'

the area below the core (lower plenum), gaining sufficient
head in the process to drive the required flow upward
through the core.

_ (continued)
k CL / A)7CA) A
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Enclocure 2 o U-602196 Recirculation loops Operating
i Section 3.4 Page 120 of 211
| B 3.4.1
I

BASES,

|
|

BACKGROUND The subcooled water enters the bottom of the fuel channels
(continued) and contacts the fuel cladding, where heat is transferred to 1

the coolant. As it rises, the coolant begins to boil,
creating steam voids within the fuel channel that continue|

!
until the coolant exits the core. Because of reduced
moderation, the steam voiding introduces negative reactivity
that must be compensated for to maintain or to increase i

reactor power. The recirculation flow control allows
operators to increase recirculation flow and sweep some of |

,

| the voids from the fuel channel, overcoming the negative
i reactivity void effect. Thus, the reason for having
i variable recirculation flow is to compensate for reactivity
i
' effects of boiling over a wide range of power generation

(i.e., 55 to 100's RTP) without having to move control rods
| and disturb desirable flux patterns.
1

Each recirculation loop is manually started from the control
The recirculation flow control valves provideroom.

regulation of individual recirculation loop drive flows.
The flow in each loop can be manually'or automatically !controlled.

1

! i

|
: ,

APPLICABLE The operation of the Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is
SAFETY ANALYSES an initial condition assumed in the design basis loss of

coolant accident (LOCA) (Ref.1). During a LOCA caused by a
,

'

recirculation loop pipe break, the intact loop is assumed to '

provide coolant flow during the first few seconds of the
|accident. The initial core flow decrease is rapid because

the recirculation pump in the broken loop ceases to pump
reactor coolant to the vessel almost immediately. The pump i

in the intact loop coasts down relatively slowly. This pump '

coastdown governs the core flow response for the next
several seconds until the jet pump suction is uncovered
(Ref.1). The analyses assume that both loops are operating
at the same flow prior to the accident. If a LOCA occurs,

with a flow mismatch between the two loops, the analysis
conservatively assumes the pipe break is in the loop with

!

the higher flow. The flow coastdown and core response are
potentially more severe in this case, since the intact loop
is starting at a lower flow rate and the core response is
the same as if both loops were operating at the lower flow
rate. The recirculation system is also assumed to have
sufficient flow coastdown characteristics to maintain fuel

I

(continued) !

~
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Recirculation Loops Operating
Section 3.4 Page 121 of 211 B 3.4.1 i,

)

BASES

,

APPLICABLE thermal margins during abnomal operational transients
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 2), which are analyzed in Chapter 15 of the SAR. [/ !(continued) U !

A plant specific LOCA analysis has been performed assuming
'only one operating recirculation loop. This analysis has
,

demonstrated that, in the event of a LOCA caused by a pipe ibreak in the operating recirculation loop, the Emergency '

Core Cooling System response will provide adequate core
cooling, provided the APLHGR requirements are modified
accordingly (Ref. 3). i

The transient analyses of Chapter 15 of the SAR have also
j been performed for single recirculation loop operation

(Ref. 3) and demonstrate sufficient flow coastdown
characteristics to maintain fuel themal margins during the
abnormal operational transients analyzed provided the MCPR
requirements are modified. During single recirculation loop i

'

operation, modification to the Reactor Protection System
Oc3 average power range monitor (APRM) instrument setpoints is

,

'

also required to account for the different relationships !
,

between recirculation drive flow and reactor core flow. The//gh APLHGR and MCPR- . for single loop operation are !
3

specified in the COLR. The APRM flow biased simulated
; thermal power setpoint is in LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor

Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation."
4

i Recirculation loops operating satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

-

kmkMO &Two recirculation loops arebquired to be in operation withLCO-
~

their flows matched within the limits specified in
SR 3.4.1.1 to ensure that during a LOCA caused by a break of]p2 the piping of one recirculation loop the assumptions of the
LOCA analysis are satisfied. ]l8th t omits eci'gggk7 gn .s.4.1 ot met e recirc 1 lowe

-

.Lflo ust be . idarad nnt coeratio Wit nly oneM recirculation loop in operation, modifications to the
required APLHGR limits (LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR

;

HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)"), MCPR limits (LCO 3.2.2,
" MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)"), and APRM Flow Biased '

,

|

Simulated Thermal Power-High setpoint (LCO 3.3.1.1) be
applied to allow continued operation consistent with the(. assumptions of Reference 3.

MS |

DLT B 3 8 |- 92. Cl
4

(continued)
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 122 of 211

INSERT B3A

In addition, the total core flow expressed as a function of
THERMAL POWER must be in Region C as identified in Bases Figure

,

B 3.4.1-1, " THERMAL POWER / Core Flow Stability Regions." j
Alternatively, with

|

I

|

,

INSERT B3B !

I

The LCO is modified by a Note which allows up to 12 hours before
having to put in effect the required modifications to required

!

limits and setpoints after a change in the reactor operating !
conditions from two recirculation loops operating to single !

'recirculation loop operation. If the required limits and
setpoints are not in compliance with the applicable requirements ,

at the end of this period, the associated equipment must be j
declared inoperable or the limits "not satisfied," and the 1

ACTIONS required by nonconformance with the applicable |
Specifications implemented. This time is provided due to the I

need to stabilize operation with. one recirculation loop,
including the procedural steps necessary to limit flow and flow

; control mode in the operating loop, limit total THERMAL POWER, ;

monitor for excessive APRM and local power range monitor (LPRM) !
neutron flux noise levels; and the complexity and detail '

required to fully implement and confirm the required. limit and
setpoint modifications.

I

!

i

|
i
!
;

I

,

;

|

|
4

|
1

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.4-3 10/1/93
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,

j B 3.4.1 j

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In HODES 1 and 2, requirements for operation of the Reactor
Coolant Recirculation System are necessary since there is
considerable energy in the reactor core and the limiting
design basis transients and accidents are assumed to occur. i

I

In H0 DES 3, 4, and 5, the consequences ^ of an accident are
reduced and the coastdown characteristics of therecirculation loops are not important.

ACTIONS A.I 6o Acceca MOw.a ~.wwes Y-

--
With -

the reci;culation
.

loops must be restored to operation witn matched flows% within 27' hours. A recirculation loop is considered not in
operation when the pump in that loop is idle or when theM, M/
mismatch between total jet _ pump flows of the two loops ishF #

2" greater Inan requirea limit (. The loop with the lower flow
-

be considered not in operation. Should a LOCA occurmus

with one recirculation loop not in operation, the core flow
d coastdown and resultant core response may not be bounded by

the LOCA analyses. Therefore, only a limited time is
allowed to restore the inoperable loop to operating status.

i

Alternatively, if the single loop requirements of the LCO
.

are applied to operating limits and RPS setpoints, operation !!

with only one recirculation loop would satisfy the
requirements of the LCO and the initial conditions of the
accident sequence. >

.

The 2 dour Completion Time is based on the low probability
of an accident occurring during this time ~ period, on a
reasonable time to complete the Required Action, and on
frequent core monitoring by operators allowing abrupt
changes in core flow conditions to be quickly detected.

This Required Action does not require tripping the
recirculation pump in the lowest flow loop when the mismatch
between total jet pump flows of the two loops is greater
than the required limits. However, in cases where large
flow mismatches occur, low flow or reverse flow can occur in
the low flow loop jet pumps, causing vibration'of the jet

If zero or reverse flow is detected, the conditionpumps.

should be alleviated by changing flow control valve position(

to re-establish forward flow or by tripping the pump.

-
-

(continued)
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.

Section 3.4 Page 124 of 211 Recirculation loops Operating
B 3.4.1

BASES

ht)SEfl T 8 O h h kACTIONS

(continued)
.

' With no recirculation loo in operati , or the equiredAction a ssociated mpletion T' of Condi * n A nov' met e unit is uired to b ought to DE in wKiche LCO does apply. To ieve this f

u must be bro aht to MonF 1 within_12 hoursJ atus,theplant)
In is 7condition the recir lation ops are not uired to eioperat'. because the re ced severit f DBAs amin' depende on the ecirculatio oop coas+ own

. racterist' The owed Compi on Time 12 hours is !.

) reasonabl ased on erating e rience, t reach MODE 3
f from fu power c itions in orderly manner and without
y challeiging plant system [

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1 :

REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures the recirculation loop flows are within the I
allowable limits for mismatch. At low core flow (i.e.,7) !

<J70]p of rated core flow), the MCPR requirements provide
larger margins to the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit

'

such that the potential adverse effect of early boiling ;

transition during a LOCA is reduced. ;
A larger flow mismatch

|3l can therefore be allowed when core flow is c [70G of rated
'

core flow. o
The recirculation loop jet pump flow, as used in !

this Surveillance, is the sumation of the flows from all offb the jet pumps associated with a sin
'

recireRJ.ation loop.=

g The mismatch is measured in tenns o%V'4 CAT &&. ?S
i

. .

4 ,.f percent ot-rated core

hefg 4 ag flow. If the flow mismatch exceeds the specified limits ,

fo the loop with the lower flow is considered -impmM.. :1 d6d M6 This -SR is not required when both loops are not in operation# d since the mismatch limits are meaningless during single loop !b 9

M ( fID p M* performed within 24 hours after both loops are in operation.

ior natural circulation operation. The Surveillance must beW1,00

(d)g b82p> The 24 hour Frequency is consistent with the Frecuency for
jet pump OPERABILITY verification and has been shown by

b operating experience to be adequate to detect off normal jet
r

,

pump loop flows in a timely manner, t

kSEN-T 3 % )

.

(continued)
? " /5 STS- B 3.4-5 Rev. O, 03/20/02
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|

!
INSERT BSA |

|
B.I. C.1, and D.1 !

|Due to thermal hydraulic stability concerns, operation of the |
plant is divided into three region.. based on THERMAL POWER and |core flows. Region A is a power / flow ratio with power > 80% rod

i

line and core flow s 35.5% of rated core flow. Region B is a |
power / flow ratio with the power > 80% rod line and core flow <

> 35.5% and < 45% of rated core flow, respectively. Because the {
plant is susceptible to instability in power / flow

'

Regions A and B, APRM and LPRM neutron flux noise levels are i

required to be determined to assure that thermal hydraulic )
instability is not occurring. For the LPRM neutron flux noise ;
determination, detector levels A and C of one LPRM string per

,!core octant plus detectors A and C of one LPRM string in the
center of the core are monitored. If evidence of approaching

,

instability occurs (i.e. , APRM or LPRM neutron flux noise levels I

exceed three times the established baseline levels) action must i

! be immediately initiated to restore the power / flow ratio to !'

within Region C by increasing core flow to 2 45% of rated core '

flow or by reducing THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to the |
limits for the existing core flow. !

Baseline values are determined uniquely for each cycle during
operation in Regions A and B. Within 2 hours of entering
Region A or B, the baseline is established. This initial
baseline is then used for comparison to all subsequent neutron
flux noise levels during operation in this region.

A determination of APRM and LPRM neutron flux noise levels every
8 hours provides frequent periodic information relative to
established baseline noise levels (see Condition C) that
indicate stable steady state operation. A determination of
these noise levels within 30 minutes after an increase of 2 5%
RTP provides a more frequent indication of the stability of
operation following any significant potential for change of the

,

thermal hydraulic properties of the system. These Frequencies l

provide early detection of neutron flux oscillations due to core
thermal hydraulic instabilities. Immediate response is required |

to initiate action to restore the plant to a more stable i

| power / flow ratio if such indications of limit cycle neutron flux i

oscillations are detected.

|

|

INSERT
| CLINTON B 3.4-5 10/1/93
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INSERT BSA
(continued)

E.1. E.2, and E.3

With no recirculation loops in operation, the unit is required
to be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. Action
must be initiated immediately to reduce THERMAL POWER to be
within the limits to assure thermal hydraulic stability concerns
are addressed. The plant is then required to be placed in MODE
2 in 6 hours and MODE 3 in 12 hours. In this condition, the
recirculation loops are not required to be operating because of
the reduced severity of DBAs and minimal dependence on the i

recirculation loop coastdown characteristics. The allowed
'

Completion Times ~ are reasonable, based on operating experience, ,

to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner '

and without challenging plant systems.

4

|

!

|

|

|

|

i

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.4-5 10/1/93
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INSERT B5B

S_R 3.4.1.2

This SR ensures the reactor THERMAL POWER and core flow 3 arewithin appropriate parameter limits to prevent uncontrolled
power oscillations. At low recirculation flows and high reactor
power, the reactor exhibits increased susceptibility to thermal
hydraulic instability. Actions have been developed based on the
guidance provided in References 4 and 5 to respond to operation
in these conditions. This SR identifies when the conditions
requiring these actions are necessary. The Frequency is based
on operating experience and the operators' inherent knowledge of
reactor status, including significant changes in THERMAL POWER
and core flow.

!

|

|
1

|

|
|

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.4-5 10/1/93
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g 3,4,y

BASES (continued)
'

A n

REFERENCES 1. SAR, Sectio 6.3.3.

B 9 /SAR, Section-{5.5.1.4.-] F2.
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g3

!
; B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

'

B 3.4.2 Flow Control Valves (FCVs)
,

'

BASES

!

BAC4 GROUND The Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is described in the
Background section of the Bases for LCO 3.4.1,
" Recirculation Loops Operating," which discusses the
operating characteristics of the system and how this affects '

the design basis transient and accident analyses. .The jet'

pumps and the FCVs are part of the Reactor Coolant
Recirculation System. The jet pumps are described in the

*

| Bases for LCO 3.4.3, " Jet Pumps." '

4 :The Recirculation Flow Control System consists of the
!electronic and hydraulic components necessary for the'

positioning of the two hydraulically actuated TCVs. The ;
recirculation loop flow rate can be rapidly changed within"

the expected flow range, in response to rapid changes in
system demand. iLimits on the system response are required
to minimize the impact on core flow response during certain
accidents and transients. Solid state centrol logic will-
generate an FCV " motion inhibit" signal in response to any

.

one of several hydraulic power unit or analog control1

2 circuit failure signals. The " motion inhibit" signal causes
hydraulic power unit shutdown and hydraulic isolation such
that the FCVs fail "as is."

i

APPLICABLE The FCV stroke rate is limited to 511% per .second in
SAFETY ANALYSES the opening and closing directions on a control signal

failure of maximum demand. This stroke rate is an
assumption of the analysis of the recirculation flow control
failures on decreasing and increasing flow (Refs. I and 2).0

f "9 closur qor a recirculat n rt.V concurre t with a less of,

.
taccident1LOCA)hasbe 1 zed an Wo bK

co
' accept for a mah. closure rste o 11% of strokes per

second (Re . 3).

Flow control valves satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

I

(
{ continued)
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gy
B 3.4.2 I

BASES (continued)

LCO
An FCV in each operating recirculation loop must be OPERABLE

!to ensure that the assumptions of the design basis transient I

and accident analyses are satisfied.
i

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the FCVs are required to be OPERABLE,
since during these conditions there is considerable energy
in the reactor core, and the limiting design basis
transients and accidents are assumed to occur. In MODES 3,

i

4, and 5, the consequences of a transient or accident are
reduced and OPERABILITY of the flow control valves is not'** '''"''

d,wgas c1
,

1

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTION related to !FCVs. Section 1.3, Completion Times, specif es once a
Condition has been entered, subsequent teeies, subsystems,
components or variables expressed in the Condition, idiscovered to be inoperable or not within limits, will not
result in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3
also specifies Required Actions of the Condition continue to i

apply for each additional failure, with Com
based on initial entry into the Condition. pletion TimesHowever, the
Required Actions for inoperable FCVs provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable FCVs. As
such, a Note has been provided that allows separate
Condition entry for each inoperable FC',.

f

A.1 [W C2'

With one or two " required FCVs inoperable, the assumptions of
the design basis transient and accident analyses may not be
met and the inoperable FCV must be returned to OPERABLE
status or hydraulically-locked within 4 hours.

Opening an FCV faster than the limit could result in a more
,

!

severe flow runout transient, resulting in violation of theSafety Limit MCPR. Closing an FCV faster than the limitp assumed in the LOCA analysis P&_ Q could affect
the recirculation flow coastdown, resulting in higher peakclad temperatures. Therefore, if an FCV is inoperable due
to stroke times faster than the limits, deactivating the

[ valgwillessentiallylocktnevalveinposition,which
Qnbbk

(
(continued)
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BASES

i
ACTIONS A.Iq w (continued) I

will prohibit the FCV from adversely affecting-the DBA and
transient analyses. Continued operation is allowed in.this
Condition.

The 4 hour Completion Time is a reasonable time period to :

complete the Required Action, while limiting the time of ;

operation with an in At@le CY g g

associated [ completion Time, the unit must be brought to aIf the FCVs annot be restored to'0PERABLE status within the <

i
, MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this

iI status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
|12 hours. This brings the unit to a condition where the i

flow coastdown characteristics of the recirculation loop are I
not important. The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 .

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without i

challenging unit systems. :

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS '

Hydraulic power unit pilot operated isolation valves located
1between the servo valves and the common "open" and "close" i

lines are required to close in the event of a loss of
;hydraulic pressure. When closed, these valves inhibit FCV
,motion by blocking hydraulic pressure from the servo valve !

to the common open and close lines as well as to the
alternate subloop. This Surveillance verifies FCV lockup on
a loss of hydraulic pressure.

!e
6 The1187Ynonth Frequency is based on the need to perform

|
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if .

'

the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
theSRwhenperformedattheM18dmonth frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was con}cluded to be acceptable fromb
a reliability standpoint.

.

i

i

.

(continued) |
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BASES !

!

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.2 '

REQUIREMENTS '

(continued) This SR ensures the overall average rate of FCV movement at
all positions is maintained within the analyzed limits. ,

i

3) The k187 month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a !plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if '

the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass

.

jgj
-

the SR when performed at the*{18 ' month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was con}cluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

,

REFERENCES 1. /SAR,Section 15.3.2[

| f7(ff)2. /SAR,Sectionk15.4.5}T''
~

#
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!

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 Jet Pumps

.

-

BASES I*

!

:
*

i
BACKGROUND The Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is described in the ,'

Background section of the Bases for LCO 3.4.1,
i" Recirculation Loops Operating," which discusses the

operating characteristics of the system and how these |
i

characteristics affect the Design Basis Accident (DBA) !analyses.-
j

The jet pumps are part of the Reactor Coolant Recirculation !System and are designed to provide forced circulation
ithrough the core to remove heat from the fuel. The jet :

pumps are located in the annular region between the core
shroud and the vessel inner wall. Because the jet pump

!

;

suction elevation is at two thirds core height, the vessel -i
can be reflooded and coolant level maintained at two thirds !core height even with the complete break of the

{recirculation loop pipe that is located below the jet um ;suction elevation.
;
t

Each reactor coolant recirculation loop contains(E9 jet {pumps. Recirculated coolant passes down the annulus between i

the reactor vessel wall and the core shroud. A portion of !
the coolant flows from the vessel, through the two external
recirculation loops, and becomes the driving flow for the j
jet pumps. Each of the two external recirculation ~1 oops

}discharges high pressure flow into an external manifold from
i

which individual recirculation inlet lines are routed to the !

jet pump risers within the reactor vessel. The remaining iportion of the coolant mixture in the annulus becomes the ~

suction. flow for the jet pumps. This flow enters the jet' i

pump at suction inlets and is accelerated by the drive flow.
The drive flow and suction flow are mixed in the jet pump
throat section. The total flow then passes through the jet
pump diffuser section into the area below the core (lower

! plenum), gaining sufficient head in the process to drive thei

required flow upward through the core.

APPLICABLE
Jet pump OPERABILITY is an explicit assumption in the designSAFETY ANALYSES basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analysis evaluated in
Reference 1.

.

l

(continued) !
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BASES

APPLICABLE The capability of reflooding the core to two-thirds core l

SAFETY ANALYSES height is dependent upon the structural integrity of the jet
(continued) pumps. If the structural s

a jet pump in place, fails,ystem, including the beam holding
!

jet pump displacement and
performance degradation cocid occur, resulting in an ,

1

increased flow area through the jet pump and a lower core
flooding elevation. This could adversely affect the water
level in the core during the reflood phase of a LOCA as well
as the assumed blowdown flow during a LOCA.

,

Jet pumps satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.|

LCO The structural failure of any of t'he jet pumps could cause
significant degradation in the ability of the jet pumps to
allow reflooding to two thirds core height during a LOCA.
OPERABILITY of all jet pumps is required to ensure that
operation of the Reactor Coolant Recirculation System will
be consistent with the assumptions used in the licensing
basis analysis (Ref. 1).

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the jet pumps are required to be OPERABLE
since there is a large amount of energy in the reactor core
and since the limiting DBAs are assumed to occur in these
MODES. This is consistent with the requirements for
operation of the Reactor Coolant Recirculation System
(LCO3.4.1).

In H0 DES 3, 4, and 5, the Reactor Coolant Recirculation|

System is not required to be in operation, and when not in
operation sufficient flow is not eAailable to evaluate jet
pump OPERABILITY.

ACTIONS A12

An inoperable jet pump can increase the blowdown area and
reduce the capability of reflooding during a design basis
LOCA. If one or more of the jet pumps are inoperable, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Time of

(continued)
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l

BASES
,

!
ACTIONS . A .1 (continued)

12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to +

reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner i

and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1
REQUIREMENTS '

This SR is designed to detect significant degradation in jet
pump performance that precedes jet pump failure (Ref. 2).
This SR is required to be perfomed only when the loop has

4

'

forced recirculation flow since surveillance checks and
measurements can only be performed during jet pump !
operation. The jet pump failure of concern is.a complete !

mixer displacement due to jet pump beam failure. ' Jet pump
plugging is also of cencern since it adds flow resistance to
the recirculation loop. Significar.t degradation is
indicated if the specified criteria confirm unacceptable
deviations from established patterns or relationships. TheCl allowable deviations from the established patterns have been
developed based on the variations experienced at plants !

a

during normal operation and with jet pump assembly failures
_ -

J #5EET _ (Refs. 2 and 3)3
B 13 A .

,

The recirculation flow control valve (FCv) operating icharacteristics (loop flow versus FCV position) are
determined by the flow resistance from the loop suction

i
through the jet pump nozzles. A change in the relationship

!indicates a flow restriction, loss in pump hydraulic!

I
iperfomance, leak, or new flow path between the

recirculation pump discharge and jet pump hozzle. For this
criterion, the loop flow versus FCV position relationshipmust be verified.

Total core flow can be determined from measurements of the
recirculation loop drive flows. Once this relationship has
been established, increased or reduced total core flow for
the same recirculation loop drive flow may be an indication
of failures in one or several jet pumps.

Individual jet pumps in a recirculation loop typically do,

j not have the same flow. The unequal flow is due to the!

( drive flow manifold, which does not distribute flow equally
to all risers. The flow (or jet pump diffuser to lower

I
I

(continued)
>
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Since refueling activities (fuel assembly replacement or
shuffle, as well as any modifications to fuel support orifice
size or core plate bypass flow) can affect the relationship
between core flow, jet pump flow, and recirculation loop flow,
these relationships must be re-established each cycle. During
the initial weeks of operation in a new cycle, while baselining
new " established patterns", engineering judgement of the daily
surveillance results is used to detect significant abnormalities
which could indicate a jet pump failure.

;

l

!

i

|
|
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BASES

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

plenum differential pressure
jet pump to the loop average)is repeatable. pattern or relationship of oneAn appreciable
change in this relationship is an indication that increased
(or reduced) resistance has occurred in one of the jet
pumps. This may be indicated by an increase in the relative
flow for a jet pump that has experienced beam cracks.

,

The deviations from normal are considered indicative of a
potential problem in the recirculation drive flow or jet
pump system (Ref. 2). Nomal flow ranges and established
jet pump flow and differential pressure patterns are
established by plotting historical data as discussed in
Reference 2.

The 24 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience
to be adequate to verify jet pump OPERABILITY and is
consistent with the Frequency for recirculation loop
OPERABILITY verification.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows this
Surveillance not to be performed until 4 hours after the
associated recirculation loop is in operation, since these
checks can only be performed during jet pump operation. The
4 hours is an acceptable time to establish conditions
appropriate for data collection and evaluation.

Note 2 allows this SR not to be performed when THERMAL POWER
is s 25% RTP. During low flow conditions, jet pump noise
approaches the threshold response of the associated flow
instrumentation and precludes the. collection of repeatable
and meaningful data.

m-
@) U to.3.3 '

REFERENCES 1. . SAR, Section .Te.7 8, P Bea " CeacfS;g
/a

.

2. GE Service Information Letter No. 330 June 9, 1990.

3. NUREG/CR-3052 November 1984.

(
ucuse car d IE EdeM 80- of:
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.4 Safety / Relief Valves (S/RVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code (Ref.1) requires the Reactor
Pressure Vessel be protected from overpressure during upset
conditions by self actuated safety valves. As part of the
nuclear pressure relief system, the size and number of
safety / relief valves (S/RVs are selected such that peak
pressure in the nuclear sys)em will not exceed the ASME Codet

limits for the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).
,

The S/RVs are located on the main steam lines between the
reactor vessel and the first isolation valve within the
drywell . Each S/RV discharges steam through a dischargt
line to a point below the minimum water level in the
suppression pool.

The S/RVs can actuate by either of two modes: the safety
mode or the relief mode. In the safety mode (or spring mode
of operation), the direct action of the steam pressure in
the main steam lines will act against a spring loaded disk
that will pop open when the valve inlet pressure exceeds thespring force. In the relief mode (or power actuated mode of
operation), a pneumatic piston or cylinder and mechanical
linkage assembly are used to open the valve by overcoming
the spring force, even with the valve inlet pressure equalto O psig. The pneumatic operator is arranged so that its
malfunction will not prevent the valve disk from lifting if
steam inlet pressure reaches the spring lift set pressure

iIn the relief mode, valves may be opened manually o V
automatically at the selected preset pressure. f theS/RVsprovidingtherelieffunctionalsoprovide@thelow-lowp3 set relief function specified in LCO 3.6.1.6, " Low-Low Set
(LLS) Valves." ,E+ 4rt of the S/RVs that provide the reliefI.

c0Cd
| function are part of the Automatic Depressurization System

!.
specified in LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating." The
instrumentation associated with the relief valve function
and low-low set relief function is discussed in the Bases
for LCO 3.3.6.5, " Relief and Low-Low Set (LLS)
Instrumentation," and instrumentation for the ADS function
is discussed in LCO 3.3.5.1, " Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) Instrumentation."

|

(continued)
.
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B 3.4.4

BASES (continued)
i

'IAPPLICABLE
The overpressure protection system must'acconnodate the e

SAFETY ANALYSES !most severe pressure transient. Evaluations have determined. ;
that the most severe transient is the closure of all main
steam isolation valves (MSIVs) followed by reactor scram on i

high neutron flux (i.e., failure of the direct scram- i

associated with MSIV position) (Ref. 2). For the purpose of{Tj e analysesMof the S/RVs are assumed to operate in t

g e- the relief mode, and3diian in the safety mode. The analysts i

results demonstrate that the desi n S/RV capacity is capable
of maintaining reactor pressure b low the ASME Code. limit offlI
110% of vessel design pressure (110% x 1250 psig =1375psig). This LCO helps to ensure that the acceptance
limit of 1375 psig is met during the_ design basis event. i

'

Reference 3 discusses additional- events that are expected tohesip [as' actuate the S/RVs. - From an overpressure standpoint, the@
events are bounded by the MSIV closure with flux scram event
described above. i

~I

S/RVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
I

!

-

LCO
- A

.

The safety function of S/RVs is required to be [jvC'
OPERABLE in the. safety mode, and an additional seven S/RVs i

(other than the S/RVs that satisfy the safety
function) must be OPERABLE in the relief mode. The
requirements of this LCO are applicable only to the i

capability of the S/RVs to mech ally open to relieve i
excess pressure. In Reference n evaluau on was-
performed to establish the parametric relationship between
the peak vessel pressure and the number of OPERABLE S/RVs.
The results show that with a minimum of S/RVs in thesafety mode and

-S/RVs in the relief mode OP RABLE, theASME Code limi 1375 g is not exceeded, g
The S/RV setpoints are

blished to ensure the ASME Code j
!

limit on peak reactor pressure is satisfied.
The ASME Code

,

specifications require the lowest safety valve be set at or i

below vessel design pressure (1250 psig) and the highest
safety valve be set so the total accumulated pressure does-
not exceed 110% of the design pressure for conditions. Thetransient evaluations in Reference are based on these
setpoints, but also include the addi ional uncertainties of3 _A%ofthenominalsetpointtoaccuntforpotential2

setpoint drift to provide an added egree of conservatism.

(continued)
,, m ---
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S/RVs ;

i B 3.4.4 ,

I ;

BASES

!
!

!LCO
Operation with fewer valves OPERABLE than specified, or with(continued) setpoints outside the ASME limits, could result in a more

,

'

severe reactor response to a transient than predicted,
ipossibly resulting in the ASME Code limit on reactor

pressure being exceeded,

t

t

APPLICABILITY
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the specified number of S/RVs must be
OPERABLE since there may be considerable energy in the '

reactor core and the limiting design basis transients are '

assumed to occur. The S/RVs may be required to provide
pressure relief to discharge energy from the core until such
time that the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System is capableof dissipating the heat. y
In MODE 4, decay heat is low enough for the RHR System to ;provide adequate cooling, an

0Q., -[ that the overpressure limit sc,w} reactor pressure is low enough.!wu be approached by assumedoperational transients or accidents. In MODE 5, the reactor
,

vessel head is unbolted or removed and the reactor is at
atmospheric pressure. The S/RV function is not needed
during these conditions.

ACTION 5 A.1
-

/
With the safety function of one [requir d] S/RV inoperable,
the remaining OPERABLE S/RVs are ca e of providing thenecessary overpressure protecti Because of additionaldesign margin, the ASME Code

mits for the RCPB can also be
.

satisfied with two S/RVs * perable. However, the overallreliability of the p ure relief system is reduced becauseadditional failuh result in fa' in the remaining OPERABLE S
re to adequately relieve pressure /RVs couldduring alimitin ent. For this reason, continued operation is'

pe ed for a limited time only.

The 14 day Completion Time to restore the inoperable
required S/RVs to OPERABLE status is based on the relief

event requiring S/RV actuation, and a reasonable time tocapability of the remaining S/RVs, the low probability of an )complete the Required Action.iW __/

(continued)
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BASES

_ _

-

ACTIONS - .1 and .2
(continued) :

With less than the minimum number of required S/RVs
!
:

OPERABLE, a transient may result in the v
ASME Code limit on reactor pressure.MIf(olation of the

'

_ .: ';;g rd hrequired S/m' crn;t k . maivi eu cv a EnA RE M ..; :tM n jth:* * E 5 0 04"t'd C07)ri#wn Iime vi Acque s cu nui Avn A.1) w. deg; gjg
M or moWg t to a HODE in which the LCO does not apply.requiredbS/RVs are inoperable, the plantmust be brou
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at '

least H0DE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 wit.hin 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on ;

operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1 b
REQUIREMENTS 9 b| AThis Surveil' ance demonstrates that the requiredT S/RVswill open at the pressures assumed in the safety analysis ofs

Reference OF The demonstration of the S/RV safety function
lift settings must be performed during shutdown, since thisis a bench test 'fand in accordance with the InserviceTesting ProgramM The lift setting pressure shall
correspond to ambient conditions of the valves at nominal~

operating temperatures and pressures. iThe S/RV setpoint is
31% for OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to~

2

1% turing the Surveillance to allow for drift..

'

The [1 rthequencywasselectedbecausethis
Surveillance must be performed during shutdown conditions
and is based on the time between refuelings.

SR 3.4.4.2
|

Th$ required lief function S/RVs are required to actuate |

automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals. I
:

A system functional test is performed to verify theg mechanical portions of the automatic relief function operate
as designed when initiated either by an actual or simulated
initiation signal. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in{M d2.:.7.1.5 overlaps this SR to provide complete testing of !3' the safety function. '

(
(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

h The 8 month [Frequencyisbasedontheneedtoperform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a

| plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient ifI C% ' the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Ltidg ) Operating experience has shown these components cc "=G e-

3 -~1 OURD pass the SR when perfomed at theJ18 month} g
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to e
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
j This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

h- (e.g., accusf|c he
59 3.4.4.3 - --

A manual actuation of eac equired[S/RV is perfomed to|

h4 verify thathneemmcG the valve is functioning properlyj
!

and no blockage exists in the valve discharge line. This
can be demonstrated by the response of the turbine control [
valves or bypass valves, by a change in the measured steam
flow, or any other method suitable to verify steam flow:

h-] Adequate reactor steam ue_m9 pressure must be available to W.ZME/27 perfom this test to avoid damaging the valve.4 Sufficient N
8/9 A F time is therefore allowed after the required pressure C ""

J achieved to perform this test. Adequate ressure at which/
- - - this test is to be performed is @E'' ? :; the pressure'

Qsisted) recommended by the valve manufacturerE f Plant startup isC2 -i g4( allowed prior to performing this test because valve

|
OPERABILITY and the setpoints for overpressure protection
are verified, per ASME requirements, prior to valve

,' installation. Therefore, this SR is modified by a Note that'
states the Surveillance is not required to be perfomed

h-j until 12 hours after reactor steam @ pressure @i
-- i ^

t ;" sM The 12 hours allowed for manual actuation afterhA II.e are the reiuired pressure is reached is sufficient to achievel
4 gg 40 stable conditions for testing and provides a reasonable time

1

4
to complete the SR. If the valve fails to actuate due onlyFe do"^ N to the failure of the solenoid but is capable of opening on

- 4ed . overpressure, the safety function of the S/RV is considered
| OPERABLE.

;

9
/ The 8 month on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency ensuresC that each solenoid for each S/RV is alternately tested.DThe/MN (Frequeng t rTtrrtsstent wi th 2 . " " . 10 crure tidi ih e -f8/98)

(continued)
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Also, adequate steam flow must be passing through the main
turbine or turbine bypass valves to continue to control reactor ~

,

pressure when the S/RVs divert steam flow upon opening.

INSERT B1JB

The 18 month Frequency was developed based on the S/RV tests
required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI
(Ref. 1). Operating experience has shown that these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

i

! i
!

INSERT
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SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.4.4.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS i

OCt 'J S/RVs are manually actuated following removal for(refurbishment or lift setpoint testing.

REFERENCES 1. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III

h 2. SAR, Section [5.2.5.5,3] . 5. 2. 2,
.

h 3. [SAR,Sectioh15% *;

Wo
4, neb c - 32'Joa P, "Sct/ Perfe Rep; cementsrmu c eL CI.'n& %er SM&, "

.

!

.

;

|

|
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

BASES

BACKGROUND The RCS includes systems and components that contain or
transport the coolant to or from the reactor core. The '

pressure containing components of the RCS and the portions '

of connecting systems out to and including the isolation
valves define the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).
The joints of the RCPB components are welded or bolted. ;

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either nomal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
Limits on RCS operational LEAKAGE are required to ensure
appropriate action is taken before the integrity of the RCPB
is impaired. This LCO specifies the types and limits of
LEAKAGE.

This protects the RCS pressure boundary described in
10 CFR 50.2, 10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). -

pg
The safety significance of leaks from the RCPB) aries widely
depending on the source, rate, and duration. [Therefore,t

detection of LEAKAGE in theh~ " --n i s
necessary. Methods for quickly separating the identified
LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE are necessary to C4 |provide the operators quantitative information to pemit
them to take corrective action should a leak occur
detrimental to the safety of the facility or #1e cub 1h -

(V%e &yweLL)
A limited amount of leakage inside V ry ---+" -O is
expected from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100%
leaktight. Leakage from these systems should be detected
and isolated from the 6 7 -- .2 atmosphere, if
possible, so as not to mask RCS operational LEAKAGE
detection. g
This LCO deals with protection of the RCPB from degradation
and the core from inadequate cooling, in addition to
preventing the accident analyses radiation release
assumptions from being exceeded. The consequences of
violating this LCO include the possibility of a loss of
coolant accident.

|
~

(continued)
- :=/C STS B 3.4-21 Rev. 0,-0^/20/ 1
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The allowable RCS operational LEAKAGE limits are based on
SAFETY ANALYSES the predicted and experimentally observed behavior of pipe :cracks. The normally expected background LEAKAGE due to '

equipment design and the detection capability of the
;

instrumentation for determining system LEAKAGE were also
considered. The evidence from experiments suggests, for
LEAKAGE even greater than the specified unidentified LEAKAGE
limits, the probability is small that the imperfection or

-

crack associated with such LEAKAGE would grow rapidly.
-

The unidentified' LEAKAGE flow limit allows time for
P

corrective action before ~the RCPB could be significantly t
compromised. The 5 gpm limit is a small fraction of the
calculated flow from a critical crack in the primary systempiping. Crack behavior from experimental programs (Refs. 4
and 5) shows leak rates of hundreds of
will precede crack instability (Ref. 6) gallons per minute.

i

The low limit on increase in unidentified LEAKAGE assumes a
failure mechanism of intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) that produces tight cracks. This flow increase

i

;

limit is capable of providing an early warning of such
deterioration.

No applicable safety analysis assumes the total LEAKAGElimit. The total LEAKAGE limit considers RCS inventory
makeup capability and drywell floor sump capacity.

RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

LCO RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being|

indicative of material degradation. LEAKAGE of this
type is unacceptable as the leak itself could causeI

further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and
gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.

!

(continued)

BWio m.-
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B 3.4.5
,

BASES
-

,

|

LCO b. Unidentified LEAKAGE i(continued) '

Five gpm of unidentified LEAKAGE is allowed as a
reasonable minimum detectable amount that the drywell

,

i
dnespberic @ monitoring, drywell sump level monitoring, and

drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring*

equipment can detect within a reasonable time period.Opb Violation of this LCO could result in continueddegradation of the RCPB.

c. Total LEAKAGE
i
I

The total LEAKAGE limit is based on a reasonable t

minimum detectable amount. The limit also accounts
for LEAKAGE from known sources (identified LEAKAGE).

,

'

Violation of this LCO indicates an unexpected amount
of. LEAKAGE and, therefore, could indicate new or

;

additional degradation in an RCPB component or system,
d. Unidentified LEAXAGE Increase :

h An unidentified LEAKAGE increase of > 2 gpm within thefd previous @ hour period indicates a potential flaw in
t

the RCPB and must be quickly evaluated to detemine
the source and extent of the LEAKAGE. The increase is

*

measured relative to the steady state value; temporary
changes in LEAKAGE rate as a result of transient
conditions (e.g., startup) are not considered. As
such, the 2 gpm increase limit is only applicable in '1

MODE 1 when operating pressures and temperatures are I

established. Violation of this LCO could result incontinued degradation of the RCPB. i

APPLICABILITY In MODES I, 2, and 3, the RCS operational LEAKAGE LCO
applies because the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is greatest

, when the reactor is pressurized.

In MODES 4 and 5, RCS operational LEAKAGE limits are not
required since th,e reactor is not pressurized and stresses
in the RCPB materials and potential for LEAKAGE are reduced.

. |

(

(continued)
-F22/5 STS- B 3.4-23 Rev. O C /23/92
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS M Ma/ofC
With RCS unidentified or total LEAKAGE greater than he
limits, actions must be taken to reduce the le Because
the LEAKAGE limits are conservatively below the LEAKAGE that

.

would constitute a critical crack size, 4 hours is allowed
to reduce the LEAKAGE rates before the reactor must be shutdown. If an unidentified LEAKAGE has been identified and
quantified, it may be reclassified and considered as
identified LEAKAGE. However, the total LEAKAGE limit would
remain unchanged.

p aidB.1

An unidentified LEAKAGE incre se of > 2 gpm within a hourperiod is an indication of potential flaw in the RCPB and
must be quickly evaluated. Although the increase does not
necessarily violate the ab lute unidentified LEAKAGE limit, ;

b certain susceptible compon nts must be determined not to be
the source of the LEAKAGE within the required Completion vir/cof63
Time. For an unidentified LEAKAGE increase greater than 1

'"
ig required limits, an alternative to rcducing LEAKAGE to C i4 Mycrej within limitsAis to evaluate RCS type 304 and type 3169 radd

LealM e ustenitic stainless steel piping that is subject to high
stress or that contains relatively stagnant or intermittent5"g f,.ar, N flow fluids and d %:te it dB2.the source of the increased

gyrredp g}d LEAKAGE. This type of i ing is very susce tible to IGSCC.
eeu.a t z. _no

b7 fd The 4 hour Completion Time is neede to properly verify the15

s t y
g re4C source before the reactor must be shut down.g

I.

!gh fCd' C.1 and C.2

g hour 5. a%er
60 gy,')

g If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or B is not met or if pressure boundary LEAKAGE

|, q exists, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO,

I
y

does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be(ouTd pr og)$ brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within -

36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
[ g s > N n e. based on operating experience, to reach the required plant

.

o

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

|
|

(continued)1
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B 3.4.5

BASES (continued) I
'

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1 ~

REQUIRENENTS
|
; The RCS LEAKAGE is monitored by a variety of instruments

designed to provide alams when LEAKAGE is indicated and to
quantify the various types of LEAKAGE. Leakage detection
instrumentation is discussed in more detail in the Bases for
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation." Sump
level and flow rate are typically monitored to determine
actual LEAKAGE rates. However, any method may be used to

,

quantify LEAKAGE within the guidelines of Reference 7. In
,

i

conjunction with alarms and other administrative controls,
g fl := -0 hour Frequency for this Surveillance is appropriate for

identifying changes in LEAKAGE and for tracking required
trends (Ref. 8).

:.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2.

2. 10CFR50.55a(c). "hillire Beime su
s%7M Aid S hrs3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 55. coaby Axial tai:ovpf-

F / w S, "
C '$

-- GEAP-56 0,[ April 1958.4. ;Onll t

G
5. NUREG-7 /067,4 ctober 1975.0

SAR,Sectionk5.2.5.5.3[
_

6.

7. Regulatory Guide 1.45 ~~

8. Generic Letter 88-01, Supplement

p- -

" @-a0 k AIRC Posi7;e,J oil Tsuc .
in B WR i adedhc- N.''f'jd'en ad Extua}<m a o f4 ,,

SfeialeSS [fc.c L. if'j,> Cru x n iri Aasfen, fic. sin,de.cr 1

pgm p3 19 c)g Ch*cl /m
ofEcib~}AlaIe8fleuk Planh "

x
; 5 -

_ _ -

^
|

|

|
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B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
.

B 3.4.6 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage
J

BASES

!
BACKGROUND RCS P!Vs are defined as any two normally closed valves in

!series within the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB
The function of RCS PIVs is to separate the high pressure). i

|RCS from an attached low pressure system. This protects the '

RCS pressure boundary described in 10 CFR 50.2,
10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A ,

j(Refs. 1, 2, and 3). PIVs are designed to meet the
!

requirements of Reference 4. During their lives, these '

valves can produce varying amounts of reactor coolant
leakage through either normal operational wear or mechanical

,

| deterioration. 1-

l The RCS PIV LCO allows RCS high pressure operation when
leakage through these valves exists in amounts that do not

!
compromise safety. The PIV leakage limit applies to each I

individual valve. Leakage through these valves is not
included in any allowable LEAKAGE specified in LCO 3.4.5, |
"RCS Operational LEAKAGE." )

1 ;

Although this specification provides a limit on allowable
|PIV leakage rate, its main purpose is to prevent

overpressure failure of the low pressure portions of j

connecting' systems. The leakage limit is an indication that
the PIVs between the RCS.and the connecting systems are
degraded or degrading. PIV leakage could lead to
overpressure of the low pressure piping or components.
Failure consequences could be a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) outside of containment, an unanalyzed accident which
could degrade the ability for low pressure injection.

A study (Ref. 5) evaluated various PIV configurations to;

| determine the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This study
concluded that periodic leakage testing of the PIVs can
substantially reduce intersystem LOCA probability.|

_

*

n4 PIVs are provided to isolate the RCS from the followingF h ar19 connected systems:
Y

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System;a.

b. Low Pressure Core Spray System;

(continued)
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BASES

.

BACKGROUND c. High Pressure Core Spray System; and
(continued)

d. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System.

The PIVs are listed in Reference 6.

APPLICABLE Reference 5 evaluated various PIY configurations, leakage
SAFETY INALYSES testing of the valves, and operational changes to- detennine ithe effect on the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This

j
study concluded that periodic leakage testing of the PIVs

ican substantially reduce the probability of an intersystem
|LOCA.

PIV leakage is not considered in any Design Basis Accident, ii analyses. This Specification provides for monitoring theI
tcondition of the RCPB to detect PIV degradation that has the
ipotential to cause a LOCA outside of containment. RCS PIV
|leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.
i

*

,

|

LCO RCS PIV leakage is leakage into closed systems connected to
!the RCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually on the order of

drops per minute. Leakage that increases significantly
suggests that something is operationally wrong and

;

corrective action must be taken. Violation of this LCO'

could result in continued degradation of a PFV which could
'

lead to overpressurization of a low pressure sy, stem and the
loss of the integrity of a fission product barrier.

The LCO PIV leakage limit is 0.5 gpm per naminal inch of
valve size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm (^h. e' 9_= ~

Reference 7 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS
operation (the maximum pressure differential). The observed
rate may be adjusted to the maximum pressure differential by -

-

assuming leakage is directly proportional to the pressure
differential to the one-half power.

.

|

(continued)
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BASES (continued)
!

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, this LCO applies because the PIV I

:

leakage potential is greatest when the RCS is pressurized. j
In MODE 3, valves in the RHR flowpath are not required to ;

meet the requirements of this LCO when in the RHR mode of-
|operation. f

gj g cg ;

In MODES 4 and 5, leakage limits are no provided because
the lower reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced ;

potential for leakage and for a LOCA outside the |
;containment. Accordingly, the potential for the *

consequences of reactor coolant leakage is far lower during !these MODES.

cs !

QlStoIJS)ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note I has been '

provided to modify the ACTIONS related to RCS PIV flow
paths. Section 1.3, Completion Times, cifies once a
Condition has been entered, subsequent subsystems,
components or variables expressed in the dition,

idiscovered to be inoperable or not within limits, will not
iresult in separate entry into the Condition. Section 1.3

also specifies Required Actions of the Condition continue to
'

apply for each additional' failure, with Com
based on initial entry into the Condition. pletion TimesI

However, the
Required Actions for the Condition of RCS PIV leakage lin'its
exceeded provide appropriate compensatory measures for
separate affected RCS PIV flow paths. As such, a Note has
been provided that allows separate Condition entry for each
affected RCS PIV flow path. Note 2 requires an evaluation
of affected systems if a PIV is inoperable. The leakage may
have affected system OPERABILITY, or isolation of a leaking
flow path with an alternate valve may have degraded the
ability of the interconnected system to perfom its safety
function. As a result, the applicable Conditions and
Required Actions for systems made inoperable by PIVs must be
entered. This ensures appropriate remedial actions are
taken, if necessary, for the affected systems.

|
1

A.] and A.2 .

If leakage from one or more RCS PIVs is not within' limit,( g the flow path must be isolated by at least one closed

.{
manual, deactivated / automatic, or check valve within c.7
4 hours. M uisco ActIUn m.1 a nd ;- > " iavu A.2 a w-u

i f35E fCI I

NN
L

(continued)
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A check valve may be used for this purpose if leakage past the
check valve did not exceed the allowable leakage limit at the
last refueling outage, or after the last time the valve was
known to have opened, whichever is more recent.

|
,

|

|
i

|

.
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)
i

odified by Note stating that he valves 'd for )isolati must meet the s kage r reme3tras the
' ;

C 7 PIVs nd must be.on th Byorthe igh pressure portion;
'

he system i l -

Four hours prcvides time to reduce leakage in excess of the
allowable limit and to isolate the flow path if leakage
cannot be reduced while corrective actions to reseat the
leaking PIVs are taken. The 4 hours allows time for these
actions and restricts the time of operation with leakingvalves.

i

Required Action A.2 specifies that the double isolation
barrier of two valves be restored by closing another valve
qualified for isolation or restoring one leaking P!V. The
72 hour Completion Time after exceeding the limit considers

,

|
,

the time required to complete the Required Action, the low!

probability of a second valve failing during this time ,

period, and the low probability of a pressure boundary
'

rupture of the low pressure ECCS piping when overpressurized
to reactor pressure (Ref. 8).

!
B.1 and B.2

i

!

If leakage cannot be reduced or the system isolated, the f

plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brou
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. ght toThisaction may reduce the leakage and
for a LOCA outside the containmen also reduces the potential

'

t. The~ Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to achieve
the required plant conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS i

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PIV is required
to verify that leakage is below the specified limit and to

|identify each leaking valve. The leakage limit of 0.5 gpm
per inch of nominal valve diameter up to 5 gpm maximum )

iapplies to each valve. Leakage testing requires a stable

(continued)
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BASES

.

$URVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1 (continued)
IREQUIREMENTS
!pressure condition. For the two PIVs in series, the leakage

requirement applies to each valve individually and not to
the combined leakage across both valves. If the PIVs are '

not individually leakage tested, one valve may have failed
!completely and not be detected if the other valve in series

meets the leakage requirement. In this situation, the ,

protection provided by redundant valves would be lost.

-)The'h . Y. Frequency required by the Inservice Testing !

Program is within the ASME Code, Section XI, Frequencys requirement.fnais sea o the ea to rionn'
t ,$Iji ;niiian und the ndi tha apply ring an

,

fatta t pot ial an un anned t nsient theg eilla perfa _d withe wara ha re=r+ "

ON
at

OC3 Therefore,thisSRismodifjiedbyaNotethatstatesthe
E r.

d leakage Surveillance is@ required to be performed ingop55 k g
M Entry into MODE 3 is permitted for leakage testing
at high di#ferential pressures with stable conditions not i

possible in the lower MODES.

i

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2.
,

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 55. !

4. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Subsection IWV.

-

5. NUREG-0577, (May 1980. kg,/,y'yof7Mbvsjsh~

; gggg, 7 f pye 4 g,,ygf

h 6.
_

_

,
5 ". $: (" ""

; 7. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
IWV-3423(e).

8. NEDC-31339, November 1986.

e- _

?b "b Wk OtwNep.S Gmuy A S k.tterei d a f
_

( cccS Puss un s zat ou ia But 's> *
-

_
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
!

B 3.4.7 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
.

;

BASES r

t

:BACKGROUND GDC 30 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref.1), requires means for ;

detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
location of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory

iGuide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for- ;

selecting leakage detection systems.

Limits on LEAKAGE from the reactor coolant pressure boundary
,

!

(RCPB) are required so that appropriate action can be taken
before the integrity of the RCPB is impaired (Ref. 2).
Leakage detection systems for the RCS are provided to alert
the operators when leakage rates above normal background

j levels are detected and also to supply quantitative'

measurement of rates. The Bases for LCO 3.4.5, "RCS
l Operational LEAKAGE," discuss the limits on RCS LEAKAGE
,

rates.
.

Systems for separating the LEAKAGE of an identified source
from an unidentified source are necessary to provide prompt
and quantitative information to the operators to permit them
to take immediate corrective action.

<
.

t |

LEAKAGE from the RCPB inside the drywell is detected by at |least one of g three independently monitored variables,__

as sump level changes and drywell gaseous andsuc

particulate radioactivity levels. The primary means of
quantifying LEAKAGE in the drywell is- t e drywell floor
drain sump monitoring system. g g yg

,

The drywell floor drain sump monitoring system monitors the
!LEAKAGE collected in the floor drain sump. This '

unidentified LEAKAGE consists of LEAKAGE from control rod
drives, valve flanges or packings, floor drains, the Ce;;d
Cooling Water System, and drywell air cooling unit
condensate drains, and any LEAKAGE not collected in the

fk drywell equipment drain sump. The dry.:P 'l: n dr:i r phr t rrittr: th:t ;.;;b level ineficatinne in the main,

i

f =+ ~1~rnnm.

p g g,7
' The[loor drain sump ;;.;I '-dit:tr;fhave. switches that

33I A start and stop the sump pumps when r2 quired. A timer starts
each time the sump is pumped down to the low level setpoint.J

'

i

-(continued) I
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The drywell floor drain sump is fitted with a weir box through
which all influents are routed. The flow ' rom the weir box to
the sump is detected locally r.nd the resulting level signal is
converted to a flow rate signal by a function generator. The iflow rate is integrated by a totalizer to give total sump
influent volume. The flow rate is continuously recorded in the r

control room.

!
:

!

|

1

|

|
.

l

.

I

i

!

'

i
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BACKGROUND If the sump fills to the high level setpoint before the i

(continued)
'

timer ends, an alarm sounds in the control room, indicating
a LEAKAGE rate into the sump in excess of a preset limit. A i

second timer starts when the sump pumps start on high level.
!Should this timer run out before the sump level reaches the '

low level setpoint, an alarm is sounded in the control room
indicating a LEAKAGE rate into the sump in excess of a ,

:preset limit. JA ti inoicator i e discharge.Q ne of the !
3. rywell rQain sump provide * dication in jn '

control room.

bocO ede The drywell D monitoring systems continuously monitor the
-

drywell atmosphere for airborne particulate and gaseous i
radioactivity. A sudden increase of radioactivity, which I

may be attributed to RCPB steam or reactor water LEAKAGE is
annunciated in the control room. The drywell atmospher M M :
particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitoring systems are

!not capable of quantifying leakage rates, but are sensitive
!enough to indicate increased LEAKAGE rates of I gpm within

I hour. Larger changes in LEAKAGE rates are detected in ,

proportionally sh times ).
,

ot J g7f
/

-

Condensate from r of the .s4* drywell
|

3) _

N.... ..ywell floor drain sump and is mon /coolars is routed to
.

the dr itored by N[F"
'tt., that provides ind=tir =d alarms in the ',

control room. This drywell air cooler condensate flow rate ---#__.O g .v
pdp monitoring s j

_ quantifier, ystem serves as an added indicator, but not jof RCS unidentified LEAKAGE.

APPLICABLE A threat of significant compromise to the RCPB exists if theSAFETY ANALYSES
'

barrier contains a crack that is large enough to propagate ,

rapidly. LEAKAGE rate limits are set low enough to detect j

the LEAKAGE emitted from a single crack in the RCPB (Refs 4 ;

and 5). Each of the leakage detection systems inside the i

drywell is designed with the capability of detecting LEAKAGE !
less than the established LEAKAGE rate limits and providing
appropriate alann of excess LEAKAGE in the control room.

A control room alarm allows the operators to evaluate the i

significance of the indicated LEAKAGE and, if necessary,
;

shut down the reactor for further investigation and i

corrective action. '

The allowed LEAKAGE rates are well below
the rates predicted for critical crack sizes (Ref. 6).

(
(continued)
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|APPLICABLE Therefore, these actions provide adequate response before a |
SAFETY ANALYSES significant break in the RCPB can occur. j

(continued) ~

RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1
|of the NRC Policy Statement. i

m- ---
Sui, wleT '

LCO The drywell floo' drain sump monitoring system is requirer

to quantify the unidentified LEAKAGE from the RCS. Thus. jg' for the system to be considered OPERABLE, estte- thefflow ;
monitoring :. .-- , '-~-' -- ''- 'r-; portion of the '

system must be OPERABLE. The other monitoring systems '

provide early alams to the operators so closer examination
.of other detection systems will be made to detemine the
!extent of any corrective action that may be required. With '

the leakage detection systems inoperable, monitoring for !
LEAKAGE in the RCPB is degraded.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, leakage detection systems are required
< to be OPERABLE to support LCO 3.4.5. This Applicability is ;

consistent with that for LCO 3.4.5. ;

I.

*

I
I

fACTIONS A.J
t

h
With the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system

'!inoperable, no other fem of sampling can provide the
!equivalent infomation to quantify leakage. However, the
idrywell atmospheric activity monitorMand the drywell air
[cooler condensate flow rate monitor (will provide

indications of changes in leakage. !

j

With the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system 1

inoperable, but with RCS unidentified and total LEAKAGE i
being detemined ever hours (SR 3.4.5.1), operation may

,

~
Id. continue for 30 days. e 30 day Completion Time of

Required Action A.1 is acceptable, based on operating i
experience, considering the multiple forms of leakage idetection that are still available. Required Action A.1 is *

modified by a Note that states that the provisions of ;

LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a MODE change is !
allowed when the drywell floor drain sump rnonitoring system '

:

( (continued) ;

i
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BASES

ACTIONS A.l (continued)

is inoperable. This allowance is provided because other
instrumentation is available to monitor RCS leakage. ;

;

O B.1 Q
( Wy With both gaseous and particulate drywell atmospheric^'rU monitoring channels inoperable, grab samples of the

~ "- - ' atmosphere shall be taken and analyzed to
provide periodic leakage infomation. ;ro ug3 gyigsref e
nM Hned and e d yred efery 12 h;a;3, use pl au l may 6 -
Op0r;tCd f;r 'JP to 30 daya ,

allvw a ca ius a L 4 Uia si ai lidt6v

3) ene ;f U4c 4 equi J r<;u; te.a.] pf9rovided a sample is ,

obtained and analyzed every hours, the plant may continueoperation since at least on ther fom of drywell leakage
detection (i.e., air cooler ondensate flow rate monitor) isavailabl

be hour interval provides periodic infomation that is_
7.A adequate to detect LEAKAGE _. j_rtie du cay completion ti'ne Tor)

pedoranon recognizes tnat at least b e other form ofs !leakage detection is avail'a
.

The equi tions are modifiKby a Notelhat states that'

the rovisions CO 3.0.4 are notsagplicable. 'As a 'of resultKaMODEchan 's allowed when both the gaseous and
particulatt primary cent ent atmospheric monitoring

,

channels aresinoperable. This allowance is provided becaus
ther instrumentation is available to monitor RCS leakage.

C.1
. '

With the required drywell air cooler condensate flow rate
monitoring system inoperable, SR 3.4.7.1 is performed every ,

bl 8 hours to provide periodic infomation of activity in the I
! drywell at a more frequent interval than the routine g'
' g Frequency of SR 3.4.7.1. The 8 hour interval provides7 periodic infomation that is adequate to detect LEAKAGE and

recognizes that other forms of leakage detection are
available. However, this Required Action is modified by a

,

!

Note that allows this acthn to be not applicable if the
required drywell atmospheric monitoring system is
inoperable. Consistent with SR 3.0.1, Surveillances are not

_ required to be performed on inoperable equipment.
_

( (continued) j
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r BASES

O___rumiformg ;ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 q s +e M . -

(continued)i
'

'
With both the gaseous and particulate drywell atmospheric ;

,

monitor channels and the drywell air cooler ondensate flow '

rate monitor inoperable, the only means o detecting LEAKAGE (is the drywell floor drain sump 56me. This Condition
| < does not provide the required diverse means of leakage ,

$I| i

detection. The Required Action is to restore either of the
inoperable Nto OPERABLE status within 30 days to M :

,

MnWoh g regain the intended leakage detection diversity. The 30 day
.

gIgg Completion Time ensures that the plant will not be operated '

in a degraded configuration for a lengthy time period. The
. Required Actions are modified by a Note that states that the
| provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a
| MODE change is allowed when both the+ gaseous and particulate-
'

g i ..m y m9---t atmospheric monitoring channels andtair
4

gpCI| cooler condensate flow rate are inoperable. This allowance i

. is provided because other instrumentation is available to
monitor RCS leakage.

i%%g ...h-- -- dtpell
-

-

cpth,

!

E.1 and E.2 7'

( If any Required Action of Condition A, D}%annot
,

'
:

be met within the associated Completion Time, the plant must '

be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least i
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The !

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
l experience, to reach the required plant conditions in an,

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

L.1

With all required monitors inoperable, no required automatic
means of monitoring LEAKAGE are available, and immediate
plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires the perfomance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the
required drywell atmospheric monitoring system. The check
gives reasonable confidence that the channel is operating

(continued)
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BASES i

!SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 (continued) '

REQUIREMENTS ,

properly. The frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument I

reliability and is reasonable for detecting off nomal
|conditions.
,

i

SR 3.4.7.2

iThis SR requires the perfomance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
j

TEST of the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation. fThe test ensures that the monitors can perfom their
function in the desired manner. The test also verifie the
alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument

,

76 -Ari*g. The Frequency of 31 days considers instrument
*.so.

reliability, and operating experience has shown it proper
for detecting degradation.>

,

SR 3.4.7.3 1
'

bg This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of
the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation channels.j\ The calibration verifies the accuracy of the instrumen tion

'

i(e dr #g * *i+9, including the instruments located inside
,

e ste;nment. The Frequency of
refueling cycle and considers c/18}4 months is a typicalh| hannel reliability. f8 ;

iOperating experience has proven this Frequency is
,acceptable. '

i
.

P

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45 "q M72. - - - -

3. SAR,SectioniE.2.5. '
e

GEAP-5620,krd 1968. fJ % gj M'duaa nus,y
4. Ce4*4' *

'

j 5. UREG-75/067,getober 1975. ]
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RCS Specific Activity
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|

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
B 3.4.8 RCS Specific Activity Enclosure 2 to U-602196

section 3.4 Page 164 cf 211

!

BASES l

i

!BACKGROUND During circulation, the reactor coolant acquires radioactive
materials due to release of fission products from fuel leaks
into the coolant and activation of corrosion products in the
reactor coolant. These radioactive materials in the coolantcan plate out in the RCS, and, at times, an accumulation
will break away to spike the normal level of radioactivity. |

'

The release of coolant during a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
could send radioactive materials into the environment.

Limits on the maximum allowable level of radioactivity in
the reactor coolant are established to ensure, in the event ,

of a release of any radioactive material to the environment i

during a DBA, radiation doses are maintained within the !

limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1).
!

This LCO contain' both iodine and gross specific activitys
limits. The iodine isotopic activities per gram of reactor 4

jcoolant are expressed in tems of a DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.
Total specific reactor coolant activity is limited on the ;

basis of the weighted average beta and gama energy levels i

The allowable levels are intended to limit |in the coolant.
the 2 hour radiation dose to an individual at the site |

boundary to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limit. 1

!

APPLICABLE uAnalytical methods and assumptions involving radioac iveSAFETY ANALYSES material in the primary coolant are presented in the SAR
(Ref. 2). The specific activity in the reactor coolant (the
source tem) is an initial condition for evaluation of the
consequences of an accident due to a main steam line break
(MSLB) outside containment. No fuel damage is postulated in
the MSLB accident, and the release of radioactive material
to the environment is assumed to end when the main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs) close completely.

(de:-::fMr u!L" r:te F f: - ' v i . sh._m - --
- mu

C;# '" de limits on the specific activity of the
primary coolant ensure that the 2 hour thyroid and whole
body doses at the site boundary, resulting from an MSLB

(continued)
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'

B 3.4.8
'

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 165 of 211

!

|
APPLICABLE outside containment during steady state operation, will not
SAFETY ANALYSES exceed 10's of the dose guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

(continued)
The limits on specific activity are values from a parametric
evaluation of typical site locations. These limits are
conservative because the evaluation considered more

!
restrictive parameters than for a specific site, such as the
location of the site boundary and the meteorological!

conditions of the site. )
:

|RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

|

LCO The specific iodine activity is limited to 0.2 m
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity is
limited to 100/8 uCi/gm. These limits ensure the source '

term assumed in the safety analysis for the MSLB is not
exceeded, so any release of radioactivity to the environment
during an MSLB is less than a small fraction of the
10 CFR 100 limits.

.

i

!
'

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, and MODES 2 and 3 with any main steam line not|
'

isolated, limits on the primary coolant radioactivity are
applicable since there is an escape path for release of
radioactive material from the primary coolant to the
environment in the event of an MSLB outside of primary C3
containment. g g ggg
In MODES 2 and 3 with the TT.; chnd, such limits do not
applysincea,escapepatNdoesnotexist. In MODES 4

i

and 5, no limits are required since the reactor is not
pressurized and the potential for leakage is reduced.

>

|
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 I

When the reactor coolant specific activity exceeds the LCO
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 limit, but is s 4.0 Ci/gm, samples
must be analyzed for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 at least once
every 4 hours. In addition, the specific activity must be
restored to the L 0 limit within 48 hours. The Completion

(continued)
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:

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

Time of once every 4 hours is based on the time needed to j) take and analyze a sample. The 48 hour Completion Time to
restore the activity level provides a reasonable time for ^ii

temporar
bursts) y coolant activity increases (iodine spikes or crud~ l

to be cleaned up with the nomal processing systems.

I Iris T d
h 3hA B.I. B.2.1. B.2.2.1. and B.2.2.2

j

If the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 cannot be restored to 0.2h [lpCi/gm within 48 hours, or if at any time it is >, {4.0}.e_
pCi/gm, it must be detemined at least every 4 hours and all
the main steam lines must be isolated within 12 hours.

r oTating the main steam lines preciuses the possibility ofrs~o !

'

releasing radioactive material to the environment in an
amount that is more than a small fraction of the
requirements of 10 CFR 100 during a postulated MSLB

ident.

,% Alternately, the plant can be brought to MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. This option is

i provided for those instances when isolation of main steamp lines is not desired (e.g., due to the decay heat loads)
In MODE 4, the requirements of the LCO are no longerapplicable.

, . -

f The Completion Time of once every 4 hours is the time needed
to take and analyze a sample. The 12 hour Com
is reasonable, based on operating experience, pletion Timeto isolate the
main steam lines in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. Also, the allowed Completion
Times for Required Actions B.2.2.1 and B.2.2.2 for bringing

,

the plant to MODES 3 and 4 are reasonable, based on
| operating experience, to reach the required plant conditionsi

from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

i

i
!

C.I. C.2.1. and C.2.2

When the reactor coolant specific activity is > 100/G
pCi/gm, all main steam lines must be isolated within
12 hours. 'w.c:u - - - -> - -' : , . . = g

. (continued)
|
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INSERT B39A I
i

|
A Note to the ACTIONS excludes the MODE change restriction of |
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable j
MODE (S) while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may -

eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable i

due to the significant conservatism incorporated into the
specific activity limit, the low probability of a limiting event
while exceeding this limit, and the ability to restore transient i
specific activity excursions while the plant remains at, or !

proceeds to, power operation. |
-

f

I
i

!
t

'

I

!

'!
:

1 s
'

!

|

|
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i

ACTIONS C.I. C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued)

h.. v ny release Dain W as nvii uini c"M
vent s

I

i

Alternately, the plant can be brought to MODE 3 within i12 hours and to MODE 4 within 35 hours. This option is
provided for those instances when isolation of main steam
lines is not desired (e.g., due to the decay heat loads).
In MODE 4, the rhquirements of the LCO are no longerapplicable.

i
The 12 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to isolate the main steam lines
without challenging plant systems. Also, the allowed
Completion Times for Required Actions C.2.1 and C.2.2 are i

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
i

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an '

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 [6 4 db C2 ;REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires perfoming gamma isotopic analysis as a i

measure of the gross specifi activity of the reactor
,lcoolant at least once per 7 days. While basically a

quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longerthan 18; minutes. excluding iodines, this measurement is the
,

3!

J sum of the degassedJgama activities and the gaseousfgamahe(>D activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of'any increase in gross specific activity.

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper
remedial action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit
under normal operating conditions. The 7 day Frequency
considers the unlikelihood of a gross fuel failure during
this short time frame.

|

SR 3.4.8.2

This Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine remains
within limit during nomal operation. The 31 day Frequency
is adequate to trend changes in the iodine activity level

(continued)
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iSURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS .

considering gross specific activity is monitored every7 days.

This SR is modified by a Note that requires this
Surveillance to be perfomed only in MODE 1 because the
level of fission products generated in other MODES is muchless.

i

--{ SR 3. 4. 8. 3 a n d S R 3. 4. 7. 4
'

A radiochemical analysis for 8 determination is requiredLj}M t.::t !

-_ J _O J@ with the plant operating in MODE 1 with--

equilibrium conditions. The E determination directly
relates to the LCO and is required to verify plant operation
within the gross specific activity LCO limit. The analysis
for $ is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than
15 minutes, excluding iodines. Operating experience hasOC,c -| shown that E does not change rapidly and the Frequency of

_

184 days recognizes this,,

yg;
fL 2,apS$

@ ling is required to be perfomed within 31 days after aSR has been modified by a Note that states that
samp

minimum of 2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1
operation have elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for at least 48 hours. This ensures the
radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for

i

8.is representative and not skewed by a crud burst or otherIf)sEET
similar abnormal event.MIA

72.REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11 73.

2. fSAR, Section DE.! 4. /8,4.4

I
|

.

k
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INSERT B41A

The analysis Frequency is based on a start time coincident with
obtaining a reactor coolant sample, and providing time to
prepare the sample, conduct the measurement proce_ss, .nd analyze
the results as necessary to properly determine E. j

|

!
.

l |

I

l

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) Section 3.4 Page 171 of 211

B 3.4.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown
'

BASES

BACKGROUND Irradiated fuel in the shutdown reactor core generates heat
during the decay of fission products and increases the
temperature of the reactor coolant. This decay heat must be
removed to reduce the temperature of the reactor coolant to
5 200'F. This decay heat removal is in preparation for
perfoming refueling or maintenance operations, or for
keeping the reactor in the Hot Shutdown condition.

The two redundant, manually controlled shutdown cooling
/subsystemsoftheRHRSystemprovidedecayheat val Npl [ Each loop consists of a motor driven pump, heat

i exchangerWand associated piping and valves.
Both loops have a cortaon suction from the same recirculation
loop. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after
circulation through the respective heat exchanger, to the

M M reactor via separate feedwater lines or ta the reactor via
the LPCI injection path. The RHR heat exchangers transfer
neat to the7 troy Service Water System (LCO 3.7.1,
"I d y Service Water ] MterandJUltimateHeat&;sh led Z
unk (URS) "). msa m V

Q.a40 hup ^~

APPLICABLE Decay heat removal by the RHR System in the shutdown cooling
SAFETY ANALYSES mode is not required for mitigation of any event or accident ,

ievaluated in the safety analyses. Decay heat removal is,
however, an important safety function that must be.
accomplished or core damage could result. Although the RHR ,

i

Shutdown Cooling System does not meet a specific criterion
of the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRC
Policy Statement as a significant contributor to risk
reduction. Therefore, the RHR Shutdown Cooling System is
retained as a Technical Specification.

!

LCO Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE, and, when no recirculation pump is in operation,
one shutdown cooling subsystem must be in operation. An
OPERABLE RHR shutdown cooling subsystem consists of onefl OPERABLE RHR pump, 4*p heat exchanger ir eeries, and the

I

(continued)
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown
B 3.4.9 |
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BASES
Section 3.4 Page 172 of 211

,

.

LCO associated piping and valves. Each shutdown cooling
(continued) subsystem is considered OPERABLE if it can be manually

|aligned (remote or local) in the shutdown cooling mode for |removal of decay heat. In MODE 3, one RHR shutdown cooling -

subsystem can provide the required cooling, but two
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to provide

,

i

redundancy. Operation of one subsystem can maintain or
reduce the reactor coolant temperature as required.
However, to ensure adequate core flow to allow for accurate
average reactor coolant temperature monitoring, nearly
continuous operation is required. I

Note I permits both RHR shutdown cooling subsystems and
recirculation pumps to be shut down for a period of 2 hoursi

| in an 8 hour periods ;-=m-e ^a= ~ ~ r ~ -- x = LU. C--m
r

Note 2 allows one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem to be
iinoperable for up to 2 hours for perfomance of surveillanceCl testsf r= m _ ~ , = - - =,,ma iF_ z . "a"! r. Inese tests may be on the affected RHR System !

or on some other plant system or component that necessitates
placing the RHR,fystem in an inoperable status during the !pertomance. This is permitted because the core heat

Q generation can be low enough and the heatup rate slow enough
to allow some changes to the RHR subsystems or other
operations requiring RHR flow interruption and loss of
redundancy.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with reactor steam dome
pressure above the RHR cut in permissive pressure, this LCO
is not applicable. Operation of the RHR System in the
shutdown cooling mode is not allowed above this pressure
because the RCS pressure may exceed the design pressure of
the shutdown cooling piping. Decay heat removal at reactor
pressures above the RHR cut in permissive pressure is
typically accomplished by condensing the steam in the main
condenser. Additionally, in MODE 2 below this pressure, the
OPERABILITY requirements for the Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) (LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating") do not allow

OC8 placing the E n = m RHR shutdown cooling subsystem into
operation.

In N0DE 3 with reactor steam dome pressure below the RHR cut
in permissive pressure (i.e., the actual pressure at which
the interlock resets) the RHR System may be operated in the

!
'

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY shutdown cooling mode to remove decay heat to reduce or
(continued) maintain coolant temperature.

The requirements for decay heat removal in MODES 4 and S are

discussed in LCO.3.4.10. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR)9Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown"; LCO 3.9. ,
-- " Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-High Water Level"; and

LCO 3.9 " Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-Low Water Level.",

q ,, = -_
~

egep+ as p~ t/cd>
ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3 (I by 4CO NOTE 2,

,

-iWith one (~ quired RHR shutdown oolingsubsystem[INSGRT inoperable for decay heat removal, e inoperable '

g -] subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status without
delay. I his condition, the remaining OPERABLE subsystem
can provide the necessary decay heat removal. The overally reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in
the OPERABLE subsystem could result in reduced RHR shutdown
cooling capability.

C 5
(Wit'~ one of the o required RHR sh cooling bsystems

ino abie. the re subsystem is f ing
'

the req ~ d decay heat re val. However. the overall
(reliability is reduced / Therefore an alternate method of

cecay neat removal must be provided. With both RHR shutdown
cooling subsysteins inoperable, an alternate method of decay
heat removal must be provided in addition to that provided
for the initial RHR shutdown cooling subsystem
inoperability. This re-establishes backup decay heat
removal capabilities, similar to the requirements of the .
LCO. The I hour Completion Time is based on the decay heat
removal function and the probability of a loss of the
available decay heat removal capabilities.

The required cooling capacity of the alternate method should
be ensured by verifying (by calculation or demonstration)
its capability to maintain or reduce temperature. Decay
heat removal by ambient losses can be considered as

CS e.ww ting to the alternate method capability. Alternate
methods that can be used include (but are not limited to)
the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System or the Reactor Water
Cleanup System.

!

(continued)
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|

INSERT B44A

A Note to the ACTIONS excludes the MODE change restriction of
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable
MODE (S) while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may
eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable
due to the redundancy of the OPERABLE subsystems, the low
pressure at which the plant is operating, the low probability of
an event occurring during operation in this condition, and the
availability of alternate methods of decay heat removal
capability.

A second Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
RHR shutdown cooling subsystems. Section 1.3, Completion Times,
specifies once a Condition has been entered, subsequent
divisions, subsystems, components or variables expressed in the
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits,
will not result in separate entry into the Condition.
Section 1.3 also specifies Required Actions of the Condition
continue to apply for each additional failure, with Completion
Times based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the
Required Actions for inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems. As such, a Note has
been provided that allows separate Condition entry for each

iinoperable RHR shutdown cooling subsystem.

|

|

|
|

l
,

|
INSERT !
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ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

However, due to the potentially reduced reliability of the
alternate methods of decay heat removal, it is also required
to reduce the reactor coolant temperature to the point where
MODE 4 is entered.

,

8.1. B.2. and B.3

@ With no RHR shutdown cooling subsystem and no recirculation
pump in operation, except as is permitted by @B5 LCO Note
reactor coolant circulation by the RHR shutdown cooling
subsystem or one recirculation pump must be restored without
delay.

Until RHR or recirculation pump operation is re-established,
an alternate method of reactor coolant circulation must be
placed into service. This will provide the necessary
circulation for monitoring coolant temperature, rd p. --.
The I hour Completion Time is based on tha coolant
circulation function and is modified such that the 1 hour is
applicable separately for each occurrence involving a loss
of coolant circulation. Furthennore, verification of the
functioning of the alternate method must be reconfirmed
every 12 hours thereafter. This will provide assurance of

icontinued temperature monitoring capability./
During the period when the reactor coolant is being

e

or mim%e circulated by_an alternate method (other than by the
,

P""P required RHR Shutdown Cooling Systenf), the reactor coolant
temperature and pressure must be periodically monitored to '

ensure proper function of the alternate method. The once
per hour Completion Time is deemed appropriate. '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that one RHR shutdown cooling
subsystem or recirculation pump is in operation and ;

circulating reactor coolant. The required flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient ,

decay heat removal capability. The Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient in view of other visual and audible indications

(
(continued)
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System--Hot Shutdown
,

B 3.4.9
Enclosure 2 to U402196

BASES Swnon 3 A Page 176 cf 211 ,

f

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1 (continued)
REQUIREHENTS

available to the operator for monitoring the RHR subsystem
in the control room.

This Surveillance is modified by a Note allowing sufficient
time to align the RHR System for shutdown cooling operation
after clearing the pressure interlock that isolates the
system, or for placing a recirculation pump in operation.
The Note takes exception to the requirements of the
Surveillance being met (i.e., forced coolant circulation is t

not required for this initial 2 hour period), which also :
allows entry into the Applicability of this Specification in l

accordance with SR 3.0.4 since the Surveillance will not be
"not met" at the time of entry into the Applicability.

REFERENCES -Nont.
'

,

i

.

(
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown
B 3.4.10

| Enclosure 2 to U-602196

! B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
Sec-ti n M Page f211

B 3.4.10 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND Irradiated fuel in the shutdown reactor core generates heat
during the decay of fission products and increases the
temperature of the reactor coolant. This decay heat must be
removed to maintain the temperature of the reactor coolant
at s 200*F. This decay heat removal is in preparation for
performing refueling or maintenance operations, or for

| keeping the reactor in the Cold Shutdown condition.
1
1 The two redundant, manually controlled shutdown cooling

subsystems of the RHR System provide decay heat removal. ",

Each loop consists of a motor driven pump, twerW,

hi exchangerd x--f:.T. and. associated piping and valves.|
| Both loops have a common suction from the same recirculation
I loop. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after

circulation through the respective heat exchanger, to the|

i reactor via separate feedwater lines or to the reactor via
i the LPCI injection path.j ihe RH at excha transi

heat to e/5tanc service er Syste 0 3.7.1 '

C " [S y Se WaterJS W)],5ys and [Ulti e Heat
~--

nk (VHS) P J

APPLICABLE Decay heat removal by the RHR System in the shutdown cooling
SAFETY ANALYSES mode is not required for mitigation of any event or accident

evaluated in the safety analyses. Decay heat removal is,
however, an important safety function that must be
accomplished or core damage could result. Although the RHR
ghutdown gooling @fystem does not meet a specific

f criterion of the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in
Qf g olicy Statement as a signifjcant conJributor to riske

reduction. Therefore, the RHR Jhutdown
retained as a Technical Specification. fooling @ hstem is

|

| LC0 Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems are required to be'

OPERABLE, and, when no recirculation pump is in operation,
one subsystem must be in operation. An OPERABLE RHR

{4 shu down cooling subsystem consists of one OPERABLE RHR
pump, heat exchanger: Fir nr5, and the associated

yded OC
,

'2-

' g ol' ' (continued)
'
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown
B 3.4.10

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
BASES Section 3.4 Page 178 of 21l-

LCO piping and valves. Each shutdown cooling subsystem is
(continued) considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned (remote or

local) in the shutdown. cooling mode for removal of decay~

heat. In MODE 4. one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem can
provide the required cooling, but two subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE to provide redundancy. Operation of

| one subsystem can maintain and reduce the reactor coolant
temperature as required. However, to ensure adequate core
flow to allow for accurate average reactor coolant
temperature monitoring, nearly continuous operation is
required.

; Note 1 permits both RHR shutdown cooling subsystems and
recirculation pumps to be shut down for a|

{ in an 8 hour period &" __ _ avu

period of 2 hours
--

,
'

- 22 -e "-

Note 2 allows one RHR shutdown coolino subsystem to b

b inoperable for up to_2 hours forWperfomance o
surveillance tents mr- - - -- : r - - -m ad

| 6 mei< ''hese tests may be on the affected RHR System ;

'

or on some other plant system or component that necessitates
placing the PJiR System in an ino)erable status during the i

! perfomance. This is permitted aecause the core heat :
!

generation can be low enough and the heatup rate slow enough
to allow some changes to the RHR subsystems or other

i

operations requiring RHR flow interruption and loss of
redundancy.

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with reactor steam dome
pressure above the RHR cut in permissive pressure, this LCO
is not applicable. Operation of the RHR System in the
shutdown cooling mode is not allowed above this pressure
because the RCS pressure may exceed the design pressure of
the shutdown cooling piping. Decay heat removal at reactor

! pressures above the RHR cut in permissive pressure is
typically accomplished by condensing the steam in the main
condenser. Additionally, in MODE 2 below this pressure, the
OPERABILITY requirements for the Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) (LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating") do not allow
placing the cc :me:: @ RHR shutdown cooling subsystem into

@ operation.

In H0DE 4, the RHR System may be operated in the shutdown
cooling mode to remove decay heat to maintain coolant
temperature below 200'F.

|

(continued)
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown
.

B 3.4.10
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

B.ASES Section 3.4 Page 179 of 211

APPLICABILITY The requirements for decay heat removal in HODE 3 below the
(continued) cut in permissive pressure and in H0DE 5 are discussed in

''''
$, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown CoolingLCO 3.4.,

Oc6-
'

" * s" te " > 'co 3 ' e' "" ' d ' " ' " '(RHR)-Hig Water Level"; and LCO 3.9 4, " Residual Heat,

I

Removal ( R)-Low Water Level." g
-_ ~

ACTIOft5 A.I c[ % fD #
-

With one of the two required RHR shutdown cooling subsystemsMN
- inoperabl the remaining subsystem is capable of providing

the required decay heat removal. However, the overallgq9,

'
.

reliability is reduced. Therefore, an alternate method of
decay heat removal must be provided. With both RHR shutdown

OCC cooling subsystems inoperable, an alternate method of decay
,

|

heat removal must be provided in addition to that provided
for the initial RHR shutdown cooling subsystem
inoperability. This re-establishes backup decay heat
removal capabilities, similar to the requirements of the
LCO. The 1 hour Completion Time is based on the decay heat

,

!

removal function and the probability of a loss of the
, available decay heat removal capabilities. Furthermore,I

verification of the functional availability of these
alternate method (s) must be reconfirmed every 24 hours
thereafter. This will provide assurance of continued heat
removal capability.

The required cooling capacity of the alternate method should
be ensured by verifying (by calculation or demonstration)
its capability to maintain or reduce temperature. Decay

O heat removal by arbient losses can be considered as
w the alternate method capability. AlternateC

methods that can be used include (but are not limited to)the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System or the Reactor Water,

!

Cleanup System.
|

B.1 and B.2 ~ ,

With no RHR shutdown cooling subsystem and no recirculation
C3 pump in operation, except as is permitted by (!3DLCO Note I

and until RHR or recirculation pump operation is
re-established, an alternate method of reactor coolant
circulation must be placed into service. This will provide

i

!
| (continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 3.4 Page 180 of 211 :

INSERT B49A

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to RHR
shutdown cooling subsystems. Section 1.3, Completion Times,
specifies once a Condition has been entered, subsequent
divisions, subsystems, components or variables expressed in the
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits,
will not result in separate entry into the Condition. i

Section 1.3 also specifies Required Actions of the Condition ,

'

continue to apply for each additional failure, with Completion
Times based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the
Required Actions for inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems. As such, a Note has
been provided that allows separate Condition entry for each
inoperable RHR shutdown cooling subsystem.

|

|

INSERT
3
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RHR Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown
~

B 3.4.10 ,'
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

BASES Section 3.4 Page 181 of 211 :
,

!

!
ACTIONS B.1 and 8.2 (continued)

|
the necessary circulation for monitoring coolant ftemperature. The I hour Completion Time is based on the !
coolant circulation function and is modified such that the i1 hour is applicable separately for each occurrence .

involving a loss of coolant circulation. Furthermore, i

verification of the functioning of the alternate method must
i

be reconfimed every 12 hours thereafter. This will provide :

!
assurance of continued temperature monitoring capability. !

,

IDuring the period when the reactor coolant is being i

i circulated byjn alternate meth d (other than by the
T >

requiredRHRJhutdownfooling ysteC , the reactor coolant 1 !

temperaturefmust be periodica ly monitored to ensure proper! i
gd function of the alternate method. The once per hour :

,

4egd Completion Time is deemed appropriate. g pu f
Cc9 _rechcu\cMet^

;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1 . S/>>d 0 g
REQUIREMENTS Cod |

This Surveillance verifies that one RH subsystem or
!recirculation pump is in operation and circulating reactor
!coolant. The required flow rate is determined by the flow !

rate necessary to provide sufficient decay heat removal
!capability. The frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view .!

of other visual and audible indications available to the
operator for monitoring the RHR subsystem in the control jroom,

i

.

..

|
REFERENCES ,None. 'i

e

i

!

;

I
.

6

L
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.11

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) Section 3.4 Page 182 of 211 |
?

8 3.4.11 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASES :
t

i

BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to withstand effects
of cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature
changes. These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and

,

shutdown (cooldown) operations, power transients, and ,

,

reactor trips. This LCO limits the pressure and temperature l
changes during RCS heatup and cooldown, within the design I
assumptions and the stress limits for cyclic operation. i

:

The PTLR contains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and '

inservice leak and hydrostatic testing, and data for the
maximum rate of change of reactor coolant temperature. The

,

heatup curve provides limits for both heatup and
criticality. ;

!

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal {operation. The usual use of the curves is operational
guidance during heatup or cooldown maneuvering, when i

pressure and temperature indications are monitored and
!compared to the applicable curve to detennine that operation i

is within the allowable region.
,

The LCO establishes operating limits that provide a margin !
to brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the i

;

component most subject to brittle failure. Therefore, the i

LCO limits apply mainly to the vessel.
1

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref.1), requires the establishment
of P/T limits for material fracture toughness requirements
of the RCPB materials. Reference 1 requires an adequate
margin to brittle failure during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and system hydrostatic

.

tests. It mandates the use of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III, Appendix G
(Ref. 2).

The actual shift in the RT of the vessel material will be
,

m
! established periodically by removing and evaluating the

irradiated reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance
with ASTM E 185 (Ref. 3) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix H
(Ref. 4). The operating P/T limit curves will be adjusted,

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits !

| B 3.4.11 ;

1 Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

BASES Section 3.4 Page 183 of 211

BACKGROUND as necessary, based on the evaluation findings and the
j(continued) recomendations of Reference 5. )
i

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most ,

'

restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and
temperature rate of change, one location within the reactor

:

vessel will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the
span of the P/T limit curves, different locations are more
restrictive, and, thus, the curves are composites of the
most restrictive regions.

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions
than the cooldown curve because the directions of the
thermal gradients through the vessel wall are reversed. The
thermal gradient reversal alters the location of the tensile
stress between the outer and inner walls.

The criticality limits include the Reference 1 requirement
that they be at least 40*F above the heatup curve or the
cooldown curve and not lower than the minimum pennissible
temperature for the inservice leak and hydrostatic testing.

The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the RCS
has been operated under conditions that can result in
brittle failure of the RCPB, possibly leading to a
nonisolable leak or loss of coolant accident. In the event
these limits are exceeded, an evaluation must be performed |

to determine the effect on the structural integrity of the
!

RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E
(Ref. 6), provides a recommended methodology for evaluating
an operating event that causes an excursion outside the
limits.

APPLICABLE The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
jSAFETY ANALYSES (DBA) analyses. They are prescribed during nonnal operation |

to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature ;

rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws i
to propagate and cause nonductile failure of the RCPB, a '

condition that is unanalyzed. Reference 7 establishes the
methodology for determining the P/T limits. Since the P/T
limits are not derived from any DBA, there are no acceptance
limits related to the P/T limits. Rather, the P/T limits

4 (continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.11

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

BASES Section 3.4 Page 184 of 211

APPLICABLE are acceptance limits themselves since they preclude
SAFETY ANALYSES operation in an unanalyzed condition.

(continued)
RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

-,

:
| LCO The elements of this LCO are:
!

:

./ a. RCS pressure, temperature, and heatup or cooldown n+a
{are with

(seakp,in the limits._specified in the PILMar,-y 4c5f s ~ L Irdros 4 k fesbcoac da+% s~d Menwcc le
b. The temperature difference bitween the reactor vessel

bottom head coolant and the reactor pressure vessel
f (RPV) coolant is within the limit of the_ PTLR durin_

| tVreewALbd"R W f$p OasrecirculAtica "=n startu dww mercue t a :

a alah g%W*"Al |c. The temperature diffefefice bit' ween t e reacter cFo' Tint-
|

geA4
in the respective recirculation loo and in the ;

reactor vessel meets the limit of t e PTLR during ump
,startup '

,

d. RCS pressure and temperature are within the

p nea,n. .

_ _ _ . . ud Mcriticality limits _ sRAcified_in_theJLT@.--. .

The reactor vessel flange and the head flangee. '

temperatures are within the limits of the PTLR when i

-ftdS ' g d reactor vessel head bolting studsy- +-~4aaad e ;

|
~

46 These limits define allowable operating regions and pemit a ;

large number of operating cycles while also providing a wide '

margin to nonductile failure.
.

The rate of change of temperature limits control the 'hemal !t

gradient through the vessel wall and are used as inputs for i
calculating the heatup, cooldown, and inservice leak and

ihydrostatic testing P/T limit curves. Thus, the LCO for the '

rate of change of temperature restricts stresses caused by i

themal gradients and also ensures the validity of the P/T
limit curves.

Violation of the limits places the reactor vessel outside of |
the bounds of the stress analyses and can increase stresses
in other RCS components. The consequences depend on several
factors, as follows:

.

4 (continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.11

BASES

LCO a. The severity of the departure from the allowable i

(continued) operating pressure temperature regime or the severity
of the rate of change of temperature;

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer
violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick
vessel walls to become more pronounced); and

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in
the vessel material.

APPLICABILITY The potential for violating a P/T limit exists at all times.
For example, P/T limit violations could result from ambient
temperature conditions that result in the reactor vessel
metal temperature being less than the minimum allowed
temperature for boltup. Therefore, this LCO is applicable
even when fuel is not loaded in the core.

!

!

,

ACTIONS T he A fons designat by this Specif tion are ba onT
~

@ the remise that a iolation of th imits occerr during:

al plant man vering. Sever violations e ed by
. $ normal trans' nts, which may e accompanie y equipmentj

| / failures, ma also require itional actJ s based on f'

Qmergency erating pro res.

A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits while in MODE 1, 2, or 3
must be corrected so that the RCPB is returned to a
condition that has been verified by stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most

| violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in,this time in a controlled manner.

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed if continued operation is desired.
Several methods may be used, including comparison with

( (continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.11

Endosure 2 to U-602196 i
'

BASES section 3.4 Page 186 of 211

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) *

pre-analyzed transients .in the stress analyses, new
analyses, or inspection of the components.

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline.

|

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the |
evaluation of a mild violation. More severe violations may t

regnire special, event specific stress analyses or i
inspections. A favorable evaluation must be completed if '

continued operation is desired.

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring Required ;

Action A.2 be completed whenever the Condition is entered. '

The Note emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of
the effects of the excursion outside the allowable limits.

.

Restoration alone per Required Action A.1 is insufficient :
because higher than analyzed stresses may have occurred and !
may have affected the RCPB integrity.

;

iB.1 and B.2
, ,

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be brought to a
lower MODE because either the RCS remained in an .

unacceptable P/T region for an extended period of increased
stress, or a sufficiently severe event caused entry into an
unacceptable region. Either possibility indicates a need
for more careful examination of the event, best accomplished ;

with the RCS at reduced pressure and temperature. With the i

reduced pressure and temperature conditions, the possibility
of propagation of undetected flaws is decreased.

| Pressure and temperature are reduced by bringing the plant ;
to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within !

| 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power condit. ions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. '

i

.

(continued)
.

,
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.11

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 187 of 211

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Operation outside the P/T limits in other than MODES 1, 2,
| and 3 (including defueled conditions) must be corrected so
i that the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been

verified by stress analyses. The Required Action must be
initiated without delay and continued until the limits are
restored.

1

Besides restoring the P/T limit parameters to within limits,i

an evaluation is required to determine if RCS operation is
allowed. This evaluation must verify that the RCPB
integrity is acceptable and must be completed before
approaching criticality or heating up to > 200*F. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with pre-analyzed
transients, new analyses, or inspection of the components.
ASME Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to support
the evaluation; however, its use is restricted to evaluation,

' of the beltline.'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

i verification that operation is within PTLR limits is'

required every 30 minutes when RCS pressure and temperature
conditions are undergoing planned changes. This Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of the control room
indication available to monitor RCS status. Also, since
temperature rate of change limits are specified in hourly
increments, 30 minutes pennits assessment and correction of
minor deviations.

Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or inservice leakage arid
hydrostatic testing may be discontinued when the criteria
given in the relevant plant procedure for ending the

iactivity are satisfied.

This SR has been modified by a Note that requires thir
Surveillance to be performed only during system heatup and
cooldown operations and inservice leakage and hydrostatic
testing.

t

|
,

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
| B 3.4.11

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

BASES Section 3.4 Page 188 of 211

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.2 -

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A separate limit is used when the reactor is approaching ,

criticality. Consequently, the RCS pressure and temperature
must be verified within the appropriate limits before!

withdrawing control rods that will make the reactor
t

critical.
;

Performing the Surrziliance.within 15 minutes before control
rod withdrawal for the purpose of achieving criticality
provides adequate assurance that the limits will not be
exceeded between the time of the Surveillance and the time
of the control rod withdrawal.

SR 3.4.11.3 and SR 3.4.11.4

Differential temperatures tvithin the applicable PTLR limits
ensure that thermal stresses resulting from the startup of
an idle recirculation pump will not exceed design -

allowances. In addition, compliance with these limits
ensures that the assumptions of the analysis for the startup
of an idle recirculation loop (Ref. 8) are satisfied.,

Performing the Surveillance within 15 minutes before
starting the idle recirculation pump provides adequate
assurance that the limits will not be exceeded between the i

time of the Surveillance and the time of the idle pump
start. 3

An acceptable means of demonstrating compliance with the
4

temperature differential requirement in SR 3.4.11.4 is to !

compare the temperatures of the operating recirculation loop
and the idle loop.

SR 3.4.11.3 has been modified by a Note that requires the
1 Surveillance to be met only in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4%
-tcactor sic & dome-p=re t 5 psiJf-- In MODE 5, the
everall stress on limiting components is lower; therefore,

, AT limits are not required.

SR 3.4.11.5. SR 3.4.11.6. and SR 3.4.11.7

Limits on the reactor vessel flange and head flange
temperatures are generally bounded by the other P/T limits

t. { continued)
__
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BASES Section 3.4 Page 189 of 211

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.5. SR 3.4.11.6. and SR 3.4.11.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

during system heatup and cooldown. However, operations |
approaching MODE 4 from NODE 5 and in MODE 4 with RCS
temperature less than or equal to certain specified values
require assurance that these temperatures meet the LCO
limits.

The flange temperatures must be verified to be above the
limits 30 minutes before and while tensioning the vessel

; head bolting stads_to ensure that once the head is tensioned
I

the limits are satisfied. When in MODE 4 with RCS
temperature s 80*F, 30 minute checks of the flange pi)
temperatures are required because of the reduced margin to ,
the limits. When in MODE 4 with RCS temperature 5 @D*F,
monitoring of the flange temperature is required every 90
12 hours to ensure the temperatures are within the limits
specified in'the PTLR.

The 30 minute Frequency reflects the urgency of maintaining
P2 the temperatures within limits, and also limits the time

that the temperature limits could be exceeded. The 12 hour
.

- Frequency is reasonable based on the rate of temperature5 change possible at these temperatures.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Appendix G. 3

"$%dse//L dice forASTM E 185-82, g. b 1%2.L a3.
G g ,c q r y ,.ye , y u c e

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix H. fcs-/S & liygt-k/ Jet-
coo te g jyye ge[S,n , ,ff.yp

. e rop vessc

5. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2,'May 1988.

6. ASME, Boile'r and Pressure Vessel Codeder ' n XI
Appendix E. i

arms 7kah Paexec fiscs Affee7%Sreadurc mywss teep,.ieQ
7. EDO-21778-A, December 1978. /c" BNQ

SAR, Section -[15.I .20] . #6' Y' YB.

.
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INSERT B58A

SR 3.4.11.8 and SR 3.4.11.9

Differential temperatures within the applicable PTLR limits
ensure that thermal stresses. resulting from increases in THERMAL
POWER or recirculation loop flow during single recirculation
loop operation will not exceed design allowances. Performing
the Surveillance within 15 minutes before beginning such an
increase in power or flow rate provides adequate assurance that
the limits will not be exceeded between the time of the
Surveillance and the time of the change in operation.

An acceptable means of demonstrating compliance with the
temperature differential requirement in SR 3.4.11.9 is to
compare the temperatures of the operating recirculation loop and
the idle loop.

Plant specific test data has determined that the bottom head is
not subject to temperature stratification with natural
circulation at power levels as low as 30% of RTP and with any
single loop flow rate greater than or equal to 30% of rated loop
flow. Therefore, SR 3.4.11.8 and SR 3.4.11.9 have been modified
by a Note that requires the Surveillance to be met only when
these conditions are not met. The Note for SR 3.4.11.9 further
limits the requirement for this Surveillance to exclude
comparison of the idle loop temperature if the idle loop is
isolated from the RPV since the water in the loop can not be
introduced into the remainder of the reactor coolant system.

!

!

!

!

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.4-58 10/1/93 !
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure!
.

B 3.4.12i

Endosure 2 to U-602196 ,

J B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
| .i
j B 3.4.12 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure
'

;

BASES i

: i

[conditionofDesignBasisAccident
'

BACKGROUND The reactor steam dome pressure i an assumed initial
(DBAs) and transients,I I

kcom{pliance with reactor pressure vessel overpressuref: :!:oJn assumea value in the determination of=

; C
j grotection criteria, c.r/d3 c.js of
3
-

,_

dsigisan
,

APPLICABLE The reactor steam dome pressure of I
| SAFETY ANALYSES initial condition of the vessel overpressure protection |
~ analysis of Reference 1. This analysis assumes an initial;

maximum reactor steam dome pressure and evaluates the"

response of the pressure relief system, primarily the
safety / relief valves, during the limiting pressurization
transient. The determination of compliance with the
overpressure criteria is dependent on the initial reactor

,

steam dome pressure; therefore, the limit on this pressure
ensures that the assumptions of the overpressure protection,

i; analysis are conserved. Reference 2 also assumes an initial'

reactor steam dome pressure for the analysis of DBAs and
4

transients used to determine the limits for fuel cladding4

integrity MCPR (see Bases for LCO '3.2.2, " MINIMUM CRITICAL .

i

POWER RATIO (MCPR)") and 1% cladding plastic strain (see;

i

Bases for LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION
RATE (APLHGR)").

,

Reactor steam dome pressure satisfies the requirements of

CE
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. '

4
'

-

'

f@ dh "R%'bNesccl oueV Pt-cswt . f
LCO -

The specified reaftor team dome pressure limit of
$1 sf1045Ppsigensur he plant is operated within the

assumptions of the 5 -

- 1;_m. . Operation above the jlimit may result in a transient response more severe than
; analyzed.

i
.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor steam dome pressure is
required to be less than or equal to the limit. In these

(continued)

. 4WR/E STL B 3.4-59 Rev. O, $9/20/9P
.
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Reactor Steam Dome . Pressure
B 3.4.12

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.4 Page 192 of 211

-

.

I
APPLICABILITY MODES. the reactor may be generating si_gnificant steam, and

i(continued % DS?.: rd t=;ica:; r:'tS#e verJo wech m_

dkaufAfrgeEsyte.jtQga e tosti6Q,,f NI )
In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the limit is not applicable because

;the reactor is shut down. In these. MODES, the reactor '

pressure is well below the required limit, and no
anticipated events will challenge the overpressure limits.

,

iACTIONS M
i

With the reactor steam dome pressure greater than the limit,
prompt action.should be taken to reduce pressure to below
the limit and return the reactor to operation within the
bounds of the analyses. The 15 minute Completion Time is
reasonable considering the importance of maintaining the ipressure within limits. This Completion Time also ensures
that the probability of an accident while pressure is
greater than the limit is minimalur the operat is(unacle to re ore de react eam dome pres e to belowt the limi en the ry e should be br to MODE'3 to() pw' in the assumptions of the transient analyses.

i "
B.1

'

If the reactor steam dome pressure cannot be restored to
within the limit within the associated Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to

,

at least MODE 3 within 12 hours. .The allowed Completion
|Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on' operating

experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an ,

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 -

REQUIREMENTS

Verification that reactor steam dome pressure is[ hg r'' 31 s'{1045Ppsig ensures that the initial conditions of the
9M; ;rd L. .i;,t;%re met. Operating experience has shown

4

(6E r0 J the 12 hour Frequency to be sufficient for identifying
(g6g .hD trends and verifying operation within safety analysesMi assumptions.

b
(continued)

A R/S STS B 3.4-60 Rev. O, ^0/20/02 =

|
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure
B 3.4.12
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BASES (continued) Section 3.4 Page 193 of 211.

REFERENCEShhl./SAR, SectikE.2.2.2.4[ ' *

2. /SAR,SectionNISP
_ . .

.

.

|

.

N
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.1 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 An LCO Note, Actions and Surveillance Requirements are included
to incorporate current requirements for thermal hydraulic
stability pending resolution of the generic issue. The Bases
are also revised appropriately to address the current
requirements.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.4 Required Action proposed for deletion due to specific plant
design and current requirements.'

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change is made to clarify the requirement that, when two
recirculation loops are not in operation, at least one
recirculation loop must be in operation. The current wording
provides an LCO choice that indicates that it is permissible to
have one loop operating, but does not require such operation.

C.2 Proposed changes made to provide accurate description of
recirculation system in BWR-6 design.

C.3 The COLR does not specify single loop operation setpoints for
APLHGR and MCPR, only limits.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
. _ _ _ _ - _ .
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Section 3.4 Page 196 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.2 - FLOW CONTROL VALVES ;

,

IBRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to :

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !
1

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as ;

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to '

as the USAR.

P.2 The Bases have been revised for consistency with plant specific !

design.
,

r

i

I
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !

;

C.1 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to :

that which is generically preferred for application to the i

BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
however, " division" is used in several places.

C.2 Bases description revised to be consistent with other Bases, ,

and to make it consistent with Action requirements.
,

b

-*

|
t

|

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
_
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,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.3 - JET PUMPS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 Titles are added in the references to complete the reference,
assist in identification, and make the references consistent in
content throughout the proposed Technical Specifications.

P.3 Bases description changed to accurately describe the plant
specific jet pump design.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 A clarification is added to the Bases description of SR |

3.4.3.1. This clarification is necessary to assure that
established patterns or characteristics can be adjusted |
following refueling outages, if the characteristics have ;
changed. Core loading changes can change the characteristics
of the jet pumps. Therefore, established patterns may need to
be adjusted following refueling to account for this change.

I

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 )
Section 3.4 Page 198 of 211 _i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 |

TS 3.4.4 - SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES (S/RVs) i

i

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
'

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

| t
I

i

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE |
:
'

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as,

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |
'

|
as the USAR. -'

f P.2 The Bases discussion of Action A is deleted since the Action is .

| not applicable.
||

| P.3 Proposed revisions made to be consistent with USAR description
and terminology.

I

P.4 Proposed revision made to be consistent with bracketed !

information made elsewhere in the LCO. !
i

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.- |

P.6 References added/ corrected to make them plant specific. !
!

i

|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !

C.1 The referenced SR is corrected to the logic system functional
,

test for the relief valve function. The original referenced SR |
is for the Control Room Ventilation System. '

,

|

C.2 Changes proposed to make description consistent with other
Bases for surveillance intervals and consistent with other
Bases discussions on S/RV testing.

C.3 This Note provides an allowance for reactor startup to proceed
prior to requiring performance of the Surveillance. This
allowance is based on the need to reach conditions appropriate
for testing. The existing allowance to reach a given pressure
only partially addresses the issue. This pressure can be
attained, and with little or no steam flow, conditions would
not be adequate to perform the test - potentially resulting in
an undesired reactor depressurization. The proposed change
recognizes the necessary condition of _ steam flow as well as
vessel pressure and provides consistency of presentation of
these necessary parameters.

C.4 The referenced LCO title is corrected to match the title of the
referenced LCo.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TE 3.4.4 - SAFETY / RELIEF VALVc.ia (S/RVs)

CHANGE /IMPROVEMF:! f0 NUREG STS
(continued)

)
C.5 This clarification is necessary to exclude any events discussed .

in the referenced document which are beyond design basis.

C.6 This change corrects a statement that indicates a particular j

event "cannot" occur when in fact the event could occur but is
~

of very low probability due to the additional failures that
would be required.

,

;
l

|

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
- _-_
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.4 Page 200 of 211 j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.5 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
i

| |
B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to j,

'

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. I

!
1

|
I

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE '

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.,

|

| P.2 The surveillance requirement frequency is revised to every !
12 hours consistent with the currently approved frequency for
11 of 12 surveillance frequencies for the four BWR/6s.

.

I

P.3 Additional information is included in the references for ease;

! of identification. This additional information may include the
title, revision number and/or date.

P.4 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the plant specific
value provided in the bracketed information in the LCO.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.6 The system terminology is revised to match the descriptive term
used in proposed LCO 3.4.7.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This Required Action is essentially a " restore compliance..."
type Action. The revised presentation of Actions for the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, does not
explicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status."
This action is always an option, and is implied in all
Conditions. Omitting this Action is purely editorial. In
addition, the following Required Action is renumbered as
appropriate.

C.2 The Bases for Condition B are revised to clarify what is meant
by " reducing LEAKAGE to within limits" when used in the context
of a leakage rate increase limit, since noncompliance with the
leakage rate increase limit does not necessarily require
noncompliance with the other leakage limits. This control
could be accomplished by reducing the leakage once the source
is identified, or isolating the source of the leakage, or other
possible methods, depending on the source. As indicated in C.1
above, restoration of compliance with the LCO is always an
option for compliance with Required Actions.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
|
.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.5 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.3 This reference is corrected from NUREG-76/067 to NUREG-75/067.

C.4 " Primary containment" changed to "drywell" and " leak" changed
to " leakage" for accuracy.

C.5 The wording of the surveillance requirement is revised for
clarity with regard to the parameters to be checked.

i

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 i

TS 3.4.6 - RCS PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVE LEAKAGE

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 The Bases are revised to be consistent with the plant specific
value provided in the bracketed information in the LCo.

P.3 Additional information is included in the references for ease
of identification. This additional information may include the
title, revision number and/or date.

P.4 Proposed revision made to include an additional system ,

presently covered by this specification, and to make list plant
specific.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station. I

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This revision deletes unnecessary wording that only defines an
exception, and adds wording that includes in the exception the
transition to and from the shutdown cooling mode. This latter
change is necessary since the valves must be open to establish |
the operation of the system. '

C.2 This change is proposed to clarify the Condition, as well as
for consistency with the primary and secondary containment
isolation valve specification and the drywell isolation valve
specification.

C.3 This change is proposed for consistency with the established
format conventions for Improved Technical Specification SR
applicability notes.

| C.4 This change corrects a typographical error which affects the
intended meaning of the sentence.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.6 - RCS PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVE LEAKAGE

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

| C.5 These changes a're proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the

| BWR/6 plants. The BWR LCOs do not use the term " train",
! however, " division" is used in several places. 1

|

| C.6 This change is to provide clarity and prevent including a list
; containing excessive procedural type details in the Required

Action of the Technical Specifications. !

C.7 Note deleted from Required Action and appropriate stipulations |

from NOTE added to Bases. This is consistent with this kind of
'

| statement made other places in Technical Specifications.
!

C.8 Correct mode of RHR system operations inserted into Bases
! Applicability statement.
|

|
C.9 The reference is deleted from the text since the limit being

discussed could not be identified in the reference.!

:
!

,

.

|

|

|
;

i

I

l

1

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Section 3.4 Page 204 of 211

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.7 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
,

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. |
|

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ;

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as.
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to i
as the USAR.

,

P.2 The Bases discussion is revised to reflect the choice of
applicable bracketed information in the Action. ;

P.3 Additional information is included in the references for ease ;

of identification. This additional information may include the '

title, revision number and/or date. I

P.4 The LCO and Bases are revised to be consistent with the plant
,

specific design.

'

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
! i

| P.6 The Bases description of ACTION A.1 includes the frequency of
SR 3.4.5.1. The frequency is being revised to make it ;

consistent with the change proposed in LCO 3.4.5 for this
'

frequency. j

P.7 The Completion Time is revised to make it consistent with the
current Technical Specifications

| P.8 The terminology is revised to make it consistent with the
| proposed Technical Specifications.
!

I

l

l CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 " Containment" changed to "drywell" for accuracy.

!

|

i

.

|

|
CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 |

TS 3.4.8 - RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY |

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to <

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 The date on this reference to 10 CFR 100 is deleted since the
limits are based on the current regulations. ,

P.3 The Bases have been revised to reflect plant specific design
and analyses.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 A Note is added to the Required Actions for Condition A to
indicate that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. Entry into the
Applicable Modes should not be restricted since the most likely
response to the condition is restoration of compliance within
the allowed 48 hours. Further, since the LCO limits assure the |

dose due to a LOCA would be a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 1

limit, operation during the allowed time frame would not '

represent a significant impact to the health and safety of the
public.

C.2 Change proposed to provide clarification that both beta and
gamma are measured in this surveillance.

C.3 Change proposed to provide consistent wording with the LCO. )
C.4 In order to provide additional clarification regarding the

control of radioactive material during a postulated MSLB
accident, the second sentence of paragraph is replaced with the
last sentence copied from the first paragraph of the B
discussion.

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.8 - RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY.

,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.5 The analysis time for completing a determination of 5 is
currently interpreted to be 184 days from the last
determination. However, this may easily be exceeded if an
extended outage were to occur. The current Note * implies that
E determinations are not required until after a sample is
taken. Since 5 determination attempts during non-MODE 1
operation provide indeterminate results, the intent is clearly
not a simple calendar type Frequency. Therefore, the proposed
sampling Frequency is every 184 days with a Note that allows a
delay for sampling when recent operation has not been .

'
appropriate to provide a reliable sample. Since sampling is
the initial point from which an analysis can be done, a one

| time Frequency for each sample is also proposed. This
Frequency is based on the necessary time to perform the *

analysis onsite or at an offsite laboratory.
t

C.6 This change provides consistency with the wording of other
Bases for similar type Required Actions,

t

|
!

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 j

TS 3.4.9 - RHR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM - HSD |

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
,

l

l B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to ,

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. |
i

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 System designations and configuration descriptions are changed
to be plant specific.

|

.

|

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station. !

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change is made to delete an unnecessary phrase from the
Notes which only repeats the requirements of the LCO.

C.2 Changes proposed to reference applicable LCO NOTE. f
!

| C.3 This change proposed to clarify that if ambient losses are
sufficient by themselves to maintain necessary shutdown
cooling, it can be considered the alternate method of decay
heat removal.

C.4 This change made to correct an obvious typographical or
editorial error.

| C.5 Deleted two sentences since they merely repeat what is !
'

contained in the previous paragraph which leads to confusion.

C.6 Deleted the words "and pressure" since coolant circulation is
| not necessary for monitoring coolant pressure.
1

C.7 A Note is added to allow separate condition entry. Without i

such a Note, Required Actions A.1 and A.2 would immediately be
! "not met" if a second subsystem becomes inoperable more than
'

one hour after the first subsystem becomes ineperable. This
would require an LCO 3.0.3 entry and not allow the intended i
Required Actions of Condition B. Also, Bases discussions are |

added for both the existing and the proposed Notes.

C.8 This phrase is unnecessary to identify the system.

C.9 This paragraph is discussing the condition of only one
subsystem inoperable. Therefore, the "or more" and the plural
descriptions of subsystem are corrected.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
1 TS 3.4.9 - RHR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM - HSD
|
|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.10 This change corrects the description of the condition of
| required equipment to match the LCO.

I
| 1

|

|

|

|

r

i

:
| |

!
i

l

|
| 1

|

|

|
t

'
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.10 - RHR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM - CSD

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCl

P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.2 Plant specific system descriptions and nomenclature are
provided.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change is made to delete an unnecessary phrase from the
Notes which only repeats the requirements of the LCO.

C.2 This change proposed to clarify that if ambient losses are
sufficient by themselves to maintain necessary shutdown
cooling, it can be considered the alternate method of decay
heat removal.

C.3 Changes proposed to reference applicable LCO NOTE.

C.4 This change is made to be consistent with the Bases for
LCO 3.4.9.

C.5 A Note is added to allow separate condition entry. Without
such a Note, Required Action A.1 would immediately be "not met"
if a second subsystem becomes inoperable more than one hour
after the first subsystem becomes inoperable. This would
require an LCO 3.0.3 entry and not allow the intended Required
Actions of Condition B. Also, Bases discussion is added for
the proposed Note.

C.6 This change made to correct an obvious typographical or
editorial error.

C.7 A reference to an LCO that is not applicable in the MODE being
discussed is misleading with regard to the requirements for the
referenced system, and is deleted.

C.8 This phrase is unnecessary to identify the system.

C.9 This change corrects the description of the condition of
required equipment to match the LCO.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS 3.4.11 - RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

I

'PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as 1

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |
as the USAR.

|

P.2 Additional Surveillance Requirements are included to
i incorporate current plant specific verifications of single loop
| operation limits.

P.3 Additional information is included in the references for ease
of identification. This additional information may include the
title, revision number and/or date.

P.4 Plant specific design information provided for this
Surveillance Requirement.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 These changes made to the LCO elements to include when each |
'

|
element applies.

C.2 Editorial information is deleted since it is not required
information and it is not consistent with the format and

| content of other proposed Bases.
I

i

1

:

t

,

| CLINTON 16 10/1/93



!. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

'

Section 3.4 Page 211 of 211
.

.

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
,

| TS 3.4.12 - REACTOR STEAM DOME PRESSURE i

1
.

| BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Proposed changes made to delete discussion that is not
applicable to Actions being discussed.

C.2 These Bases changes are made to more accurately reflect the
specific transient analysis which assumes this Reactor Steam
Dome Pressure limit.

|
|

|

|

|

I

1

CLINTON 17 10/1/93 |
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Section 3.5 Pege 1 of 85

CLINTON POWER STATION

:
| <

IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
l

CONVERSION PACKAGE
,.

SECTION 3.5

ECCS AND RCIC SYSTEMS
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 2 of 85

,

ATTACHMENT 1 A ,

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

MARKUP OF CTS

|
|

!

l

|

_ _ . _.
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 3

Section 3.5 Page 3 of 85
-

3/4.5 ESERGENCY CCRE CCOLING SYSTEMS

Q r #

3/4.5.1 ECC5 - CPER ATTNG 3 -,D./

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR CPERATION

LCO ECCS Divisions I, II and III shall be CPERABLE with:
-

3.5.1
.

a. ECCS f,ivisien I consisting ef:

The CPERa3LE lew pressure core serav (LPCS) svstemlith a ficw path1.

j || capable of taking suction frem the suppression pcol and transferring
|| the water thrcu;h the spray sparger to the reacter vessel. f

2. The OPE:.AELE lcw pressure coolant . injection (LPCI) subsystem "A" of
the RHR system /with a f icw path capacie of taking suction frc= theEg Qu;pression pool and transferring the water to the reacter vessel

3. Seven CPERAELE ACS valves.

b. ECCS Division II censisting of:

1. The CPERAELE icw pressure c:elant injection (LPCI) subsystems "B" .___

and "C" of the RHR system eacn with a flow patn capa:Te of ta(ingy

LAi y eien f rem tne suppression p=ci ane transferring the water t= theceacter vessel. f
.

,

2. Seven CPERAELE ADS valves.
-

ECCS Division III censistine of the CPERABLE high pressure c re spray (HPCS)c.

pec) pita a ficw pata capable of tar.ing suction f r:m the suppressionand transferring the water thrcugh the spray sparger to the reactersvste

/. M
y

vessel f.-

APPLICABILITY: CPERATIONAL CCNDITIONS 1, 2** and 3*'N .

ACTICN:

[a. For ECCS Divisien I, provided that ECC5 Divisions II and III are CPERAELEj

Co#9A1- Witn :ne LPCS system ine erable, rest:re the inc; era:1e LPCS system
- to CPERAELE status within 7 days.

y "The ACS is n:t require (d to be CPERAELE w en reacter steam deme pressure istb
less than or ecual to CJpsig. M SO

[I h05eeSpecialTes: _ Exception 3.10.5)
#4Cne LPCI subsystem of the RER system may be aligned in the shuttewn cooling

6g mece when react:r vessel pressure is less than the LPCI cut-in permissive
26.I' set:cint..

d,5'D' g
L2

CLINTCH - UNIT 1 3/4 5-1
|

'' '
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' Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| M ' Co ND /f secesen 3.s rege a .r 85| N ERn'
!
- 5" RGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

ECC5 - CPERATING

/ 56.5.

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATICN (Continued 1

3.5.1 ACTION (Centinuedi: ,

;

~ . |

Qgg A 2. With LPCI subsystem "A" inoperable, restore the incperable LPCI sub-
'

-- system "A" to CPERABLE status within 7 days.

Witn the t?Cs system ineperable and LPCI subsystem "A" inoperable,
coND C 3. rest:re at least the ineperable LPCI subsystem "A" or the incperable ,

'

LPC5 system to CPERAELE status within 72 hours.

COND p A. CtheNise, be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
- in COLD 5HUTDOWN within the folicwing 24 hours.

For ECCS Divisien II, crovig 'h=t _ECCS Divisiens I and III are OPEM

,. g A 1. With either LPCI subsystem "E" cr ."C" inoperable, restore the ineper-

LP able LPCI subsystem "S" or "C" to CPERABLE status within 7 days.

CON D C 2. With both L?CI subsystems "B" and "C" incperable, restore at least ,

.# the incperable LPCI subsystem "B" er "C" to OPERAELE status within ,

72 hours. ,

.

CCd D D 3. Otherwise,'be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN within the ne * 12 hours and
in COLD SHUTD0kh within the folicwing 24 hours @ 42 y#

Co#D3c. For ECC5 Divisien III,6:vided that ECCS Divisions I and Ih the RCIC)
(systep are OPER.AELE:-

CowD 6 1. With ECCS Divisien III ineperable, restore the ineperable division to' |~

I

# GPERAELE status within 14 days.
!

CoMD 3 2. OtheNise, be in at least HOT SHUTDCWN within the next 12 hours and
|

*

I # in COLD SHUTD0kN within the fo11cwing 24 hours.'

M d. f
b nivh% I and II, provided that ECCS Division III is OPERASIED

1. With LPCI subsystem "A" and either LPCI subsystem "B" or "C" ineper-

cpg (,. able, restore at least the ineserable LPCI subsystem "A" or inoper-

able LPCI subsystem "E" or "C" to GPERABLE status within 72 hours.--
|

.'
I 2. With the LPCS system inoperable and either LPCI subsystems "S" or "C" 1

iCC'O g ine;erable, restore at least the incperable LPCS system er incperable
|! !

-

i ' LPCI subsystem "5" or "C" to CPERAELE status within 72 hours.
| |

,

1 Cor4b D 3. Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTD0kW within the next 12 hours and
-

.n COLD SHUTD0kH within the following 24 hours %
. I

y "Wh',ever t-' or me? RHR subs tems are operable, if unab1' to attain LD |
. -

SHL. OwH as uired by this AC ON, main in reacto coolant mperature 5

h low a \;racti 1 by us of alter te heat r oval met, ts. [
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 5-2

.

S

|
. .

!

I

!

.
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,,

Section 3.5 Page 5 of 85

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

I ECCS -OPERATING ' ' ''#

T3 & 5,2
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) SU D

3.5.1 ACTION (Continued):

b3 e. [For ECCS Divisions I and II, provided that ECCS Division III is OPERABLE
~ ~ ~ Qand Divisions I and II are otherwise OPERABLEm

1.b E With one of the above required ADS valves inoperable, restore the
inoperable ADS valve to OPERABLE status within 14 days or be in at

CorJD k 1 least HOT SHUTDOWN w thin the next 12 hours and reduce reactor steam
j
'

dome pressure to { ps withi the next 24 hours.

gg q 2. With two or more of the above required ADS valves inoperable', be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and reduce reactor steam dome

1

pressuretof t ext 24 hours.

ff. Wiih an ADS accumulator low pressuremram system instrumentatio
channel (s) inoperable- {

1. Determine the associated ADS accumulator system pressure from
i

alternate indication and verify that ADS accumulator pressure is *

greater than or equal to 140 psig at least once per 12 hours,,

' 2. Restore the inoperable ADS accumulator low pressure alarm system
($ instrumentation channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 30 days or

;

|

submit a Special Report to the Commission pursuant to Specification '

6.9.2 within the next 10 days outlining the cause of the malfunction jf ,

iand the plans for restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status, /~~ ~
,

_ !3. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
-

I

ld In the event an ECCS system is actuated and injects water into the Reactorg. ,

4 Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the
j Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 90 days describing the

j- 5Bb circumstances f the actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles
: to date. The current value of the usage factor for each affected safety

.h injection nozzle shall be provided in this Special Report whenever its : I
value exceeds 0.70. E CODb C of

]SURVEILLANCEREOUIP,EMENTS.
heu o-f | \det% ) %CS kop) ';, IMEE T '

l

!4.5.1 ECCS Divisions I, II, and III shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

At least once per 31 days for the LPCS, LPCI, and HPCS systems:a.
-- N

I

(, ' Verifyinglby venting at_the hiah ooint ventslthat the system piping
--

,.

from the pump discharge valve to the system isolation valve is filled
4 3.5.1.J with water.
SR35.2 3 i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 - 3/4 5-3 Amendment No. 361
!
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS g g { / Enclosure 2 to U-602106
Section 3.3 Page 6 of 35

ECCS - OPERATING 7f y f 2.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
,

4.5.1 (Continued)

s a 2.r. i. L ' 2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated, or automatic) in
sa ar2.4 the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

position, is in its correct position. p gggg 7 gg gy,,,3},
b. 1 Verifying that when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5 each:

1. LPCS pump develops a flow of at least 5010 gpm with a pumpJ 3f,l.4 differential pressure greater than or equal to 276 psid.
,

Sil15?I
2. LPCI pump develops a flow of at least 5050 gpm with a pump

differential pressure greater than or equal to 113 psid.

3. HPCS pump develops a flow of at least 5010 gpm with a pump
differential pressure greater than or equal to 363 psid.__ is

actafor -

c. For the LPCS, LPCI, and HPCS sv;tems, at least once per 8 months
5 t ID.5- performing a system functionil test which includes simulated automatic
SE 2 D 6 actuation of the system throughout it's' emergency operatTng sequence do ' L M_

fverifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its
Lcorrect position factual injection of coolant into the reactor vessel
may be excluded from this test.

d. For the HPCS system, at least once per 18 months,[ verifying that the N

,k[g [Isuppression pool on a RCIC storage tank low water level signal and on a
suction is automatically transferred from the RCIC storage tank to the~

[ suppression pool high water level signal. r

e. For the ADS by:
, _ - . . - - -- -- - LCl

[Qhe accumulator low pressure alarm system, fAtleastonceper31 days,performingaCHANNELFUNCTIONALTESTof).
| 1.
|

2. At least once per 18 months, performing a system functional test
57. 3.r. l. 'o which includes simulated automatic actuation of the system

throughout its emergency operating sequence, but excluding actual
valve actuatio

[

._ _ -- ,,gj
| g 3,g,,33 At least once per 18 months, manually opening each ADS valve when

Etne reactor steam dome pressure is greater than or equal to 100
~

i

( psig" and observing that: #
,

a. The control valve or bypass valve position responds,

Q accordingly, or

52 *Except that an automatic valve capable of automatic return to its ECCS
}SJ.7- position when an ECCS signal is present may be in position for another mode"A of operation.
SR "The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the

3. s . i.T surveillance is performed within 12 hours ~after reactor steam pressure and
norc flow are adequate to perform the test.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 5-4 Amendment No. 81
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS hel sum 2 to u-602196 I
' '

ff 3,{ / Section 3.5 Page 7 of 85 '

ECCS - OPERATING

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)
~ *

4.5.1 (Continued)
'

I b. There is a corresponding change in the measured steam flow, o /
'

i c. The acoustic tail-pipe monitor alarms. f
(4. At least once per 18 months, performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the :

\ accumulator low pressure alarm system and verifying an alarm ;

(setpoint of 1140 psig on decreasing pressureg- ;

4

!

,

:

|

|
|

|
;

,

[

;

I
i

|
1

;
1

|

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 5-4 a Amendment No. 81 _j
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PiERGENCV CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
Enclosure 2 to U-602195'

3/4.5.2 ECCS - SHUTDOWN Section 3.5 Pege 8 of G5

~T S 3. 5 2.
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

L CO 3.5.1
_ _. ~3.5.2 At least two of the following shall be OPERABLE Tand capable of being A

( powered from a diesel generator of Specification 3.8.12.b. r--

_ - -- LAl
The low pressure core spray (LPCS) system with a flow path capable ofa.

| taking suction from the suppression pool and transferring the water /
through the spray sparger to the reactor vessel.,

I
b. Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) subsystem "A" of the RHR system

I with a flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression pool and
transferring the water to the reactor vessel.

c. Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) subsystem "B" of the PJiR system
with a flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression pool and
transferring the water to the reactor vessel.

d. Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) subsystem "C" of the RHR system
with a flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression pool and
transferring the water to the reactor vessel.

The high pressure core spray (HPCS) system with a flow path capable ofe.
taking suction from one of the following water sources and transferring
the water through the spray sparger to the reactor vessel:

1. From the suppression pool, or

2. When the suppression pool level is less than.the. limit or is
M ained, from the_RCIC storace tankfcontaining at least 125,000

SR 3 5.2.2 avaiT&bTe gallons of water. |
APPLICABillTY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5*.

ACTION:

With one of the above required subsystems / systems inoperable, restore ata.onn A
least two subsystems / systems to OPERABLE status within 4 hours or suspend
all operations that have a potential for draining the reactor vessel.#
(ihe provisions or speciffration 3.u.4 are not applicable.> ~g

l b. With both of the above required subsystems / systems inoperable,QuspencD
ced C]L i { CORE MTEPf;TIONS ar.d)all operations that have a potential for draining!

-

the reactor vessel. Restore at leaJt one subsystem / system to OpERABLi

uA !) status within 4 hours or establish (PflMARY) CONTAINMENT INTEGRITjyit in
QTenext8hou / g/

*

The ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE provided that the reactor vessel
MPL head is removed, the cavity is flooded, the reactor cavity to steam dryer

pool gate is open and water level in these upper containment pools is
maintained within the limits of Specification 3.9.8(and-32M,y"

l CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 5-5 Amendment No. 73
MAY 4 1993
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|
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.5 Page 9 of 85

| r%
i, !

,

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

[]ECCS - SHUTDOWN

g SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

IU 5 2 3 f 4.5.2.1 At least the above required ECCS shall be demonstrate ~d OPERABLE per
SE 3.5.2 4 Surveillance Requirement 4.5.1.

'

523.6.2.5
.

,

s23.52.4 !4.5.2.2 The HPCS system shall be determined CPERABLE at least once per ;

12 hours by verifying the RCIC storage tank required volume when the RCIC
g 3,3,gg storage tank is required to be OPERABLE per Specification 3.5.2.e.

- |

,

.
l

. +

|

t

.
!

J

- .>

i. ..)

|

|

!

-

,
.

i

I
i

.

.

,

.

*
i

~

.

|

_

* CLINTON - UNIT 1 2/4 5-6
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- . EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS*

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
3/4.5.3 SUPPRESSION POOL Section 3.5 Page 10 of 85'

<rss.s.2.2)
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g [3.5.3 The suppression pool shall be OPERABLE:

3.6.2. fa.In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, and 3 with a contained water volume of at
least 146,400 ft3, equivalent to a level of 18'11".

b In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5* with a contained water volume of at-
k~g 3,g3 y2.5'.7.2.a least 98,700 ft3, equivalent to a level of I2'8",fexcept that the
,-

suppression pool level may be less than the limit or may be drained pro-
LCD 3,g 7 vided that:

W8 1. No operations are performed that have a potential for draining the
Co a>o O reactor vessel,

2. The reactor mode switch is flockedlin the Shutdown or Refuelg gg
position,

6R
'"''C 2'2{

3. The RCIC storage tank contains at least 125,000 available gallons of
water, and

|

4. The HPCS system is OPERABLE per Specification 345.2Jwith an OPERABLE'

71 w patn cap \he water through the spray sparger to the reactorable of taking sucfi'on from the RCIC storage tank and
transferring (
yessel. r

OPERATIONALCONDITIONSh,2,3]4,and5*.APPLICABILITY:
,

ACTION: Addras e d b 3. 6. 2.2- -

gg. f In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3 with the suppression pool water level
less than the above limit, restore the water level to within the limit63 A 2.2 within I hour or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next I2 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. - - - -

,_

LCO b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5* with the suppression pool water i evel
2. 5~.1 less than the above limi_t or drained and the above required conditions

(h6A/*2
not satisfied, suspend 00^E ALTERATIGiis ond)all operations that have a

Mential for drainino the reactor vessel (end-lock-the-resetor =dQh,g

Cut C/ /1NIEsRIT_pyithin 8 hours)h (-swi-teh ir. the Shtttdown esition.) . Establish @ECONDARY CONTAINMENP)~

-

LCO *The suppression pool is not required to be OPERABLE provided that the reactor
7. r.2 vessel head is removed, the cavity is flooded, the reactor cavity to steam
ppg dryer pool gate is open, and the water level in these upper conta_inment pools

is maintained within the 1-imits of Specifications 3.9.8 gnd 3.9.Q-g-- Q
CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 5-7 Amendment No. 73
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 11 of 35

~ +
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS ~

3. ,2
SUPPRESSION POOL

65 3. 6, 2,7_)
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.1 The suppression pool shall be determined OPERABLE by verifying the
water level to be greater than or equal to -

[
[$R3.6.2.7.|)a.

18'11" at least once per 24 hou'rs, in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, or 3.)
SR38.7..I |b. 12'8" at least once per 12 hours, in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5.

S R 3 5,'2.2. With the suppression pool level less than the above limit or drained
,

4.5.3.2
in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 or 5", at least once per 12 hours:g

verify the required c neiti ns f specificati n 3.5.3.b to be sati'sfied,LCO
a.3.5.2 ory

G.
SR b. Verify footnote , conditions * to be satisfied.

3.6. 'L.2.
.

.
. 9. .,

\. )
.

.

-

|
.

!

.

'The suppression pool is not required to be OPERABLE provided that the reactor'

[f_ Q vessel head is removed, the cavity is flooded, the reactor cavity to steam
D.P *g dryer pool gate is open, and the water level in these upper containment pools

;,e

Apf L j ,' is maintained within the limits of Specifications 3.9.8 @ d 4

N '

I
' CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 5-8 ._.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.,5 Pak1'2 of,85 ?< l*

77
. .-

.

.

,

y, ; ..

. .
'

j
A-

m . = .-3 R5 ACTOR CORE ISOLATION CDOLING SYSTEM
- c.s .. p .: .j[: g%:;p;w;.',.

PLANT SYSTEMS

- h=%.: ~ . .~ , g fi3f"q~ ;g., Q.
%....;(' - * * ,.9,w= w.

g: .;;=;};$ * :~3. . 3.g' 7--S. 4
.

..
-..

,

N~.s. .P V~i=: * ~-
' N -.o

LIMITING CCM0! TION F00 ODEcaTTON ~
-,_ _

.,SGQW " 1; y q,&(;q.:y Q
The reacter core isolation cooling (RCICTsystem sha11? tie' OPERABLE 7~p.

~ ~ . %w.2.:.:w>n.-cg'd$d f
- - ~ ~ - - - ~ -|(Q3;5o5.

.

--.- ~.-,.. ,. ..

with an OPEiMLE flow path capaste ci automatically taung sucucn Irom sne- ression pool and transferririg the water to the reactor pre _ssure vesseg
'*^J cP-

;,f .te: '1, . -

'. l~s.

. .
..

-,2 b // ffe
-m . m .. , , . ,

~ - ..

APPLICABILITY:* OPERATIONAL' CONDITIONS 1. 2, and 3 with reactor; steam dome _
:|

],79fy
pressure greater than.150 psig.h.j :/O M.Q..g)'*'i|"[Wdd,gi p.

'

. .Q. p -

ACTION:..
*: s . ,,WDR U?; f. %,f".R > Q i' .f.if..,5.%;-a f.h.w+jy -; '

~

2% .
_

g,
-

-

~. . .

'p~ ; e. j , . , ,. : n . t ' q y.;.- s-a- :.
.w ;.

- , r.= _ ~ .
.

.. N-%',.
~~ :

(04DM .\Vith the RCIC system' inoperable', cperation may continue @vided the HPC7
'

c
Qd!; -System 1s of tFAstEprestore the-RCIC system to OPERABLE status.within 14 daysi

Cao 3'
or de in at least HOT SHUTDOVN within the next 12 hours and reduce reactorsteam eeme pressure to less than er equal to 150 psig within the followins 24

-..; .

te

bours. .

,

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
'

- -* ~~~''"- The ECIC system shall te demonstrated OPERABLE:
-

/.d2,At least ence per 31 days by: /
-

a.

i"*"'"t*3'h th' 'Y '' P'''
V'"'##i"SI"' **"''" ** '"' "'**' "he system i s a"ation ve''ve is f m"'ed .

,

1- .

$R5.5.3.I frem the pump eisenarge vaiv, to t*
with water.

verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) in thI
~~

. T" 3'5'3'2 flow path that is not locked; sealed or otherwise secured in position,2.

is in its correct position.

flow controller is in the correct cesition 3
5R 3.6,3.2 K3- verifyins that the pu=9

A't least once per $2 days by verifyfag that the' RCIC pump develeps a flow .
M3.g'3 '' b.

of greater than er equal to 600 gpm in the test flow path with a system
head correspending to reac*ar vessel operating pressure when steam is

( teing supplied to the turbine at 1000 + 20. - 80 psig."
O.

,

.

*
.

3 ["The provisiens of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the surveil-1ance is performed within 12 hours after reacter steam pressure pi)acequate

igoY
to perferm the test.

. A asy, M$,f).3 J
,

h(i) -

-2577- .

CLINTCH - UNIT 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7 1

adequately prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs
without such references. Therefore, the existing reference to
the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and ;

its removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.2 This footnote is removed since it provides unnecessary [
duplication of the ACTIONS required by current Specification

| 3.4.9.1 and the proposed ACTIONS o f . LCO 3.4.9. Also, it
| contains no additional restrictions on the operation of the ;

plant, and in fact, could be interpreted as a relaxation of the
'

| requirements to achieve cold shutdown. Since sufficient ;'

direction is provided elsewhere in the specifications, this ;
potential relaxation is deleted. '

;

A.3 New proposed Condition H provides direction for various '

interrelationships between the Division 1 and/or 2 ECCS
subsystems and the Division 3 system. The ACTION requires *

entry into LCO 3.0.3 for various combinations of inoperable ;

components which are consistent with the present ACTIONS for i
| the same combinations, except as identified in Discussion of '
!

Change L.1. |

A.4 The technical . intent of this requirement is being moved to
:another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in *

| accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical !Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this irequirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.6 The proposed NOTE has also added a clarifying sentence to !

state that the RHR system must be capaole of being manually ,

realigned and not otherwise inoperable in order for RHR LPCI to '

be considered OPERABLE as an ECCS system while being aligned or
operated - for decay heat removal. Since this additional
sentence merely clarifies the existing requirements .it is' considered administrative. .

,

,

)

.

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.7 Proposed Required Action B.1 provides one hour for the
verification of RCIC OPERABILITY. This allowance does not
exceed that interpretable from the existing TS for concurrent
HPCS and RCIC inoperability which results in an LCO 3.0.3 entry
that provides an hour prior to commencing a plant shutdown.
Additionally, throughout the NUREG Rev 0, this type of " cross-
system" verification of OPERABILITY is typically allowed at
least an hour (refer to Completion Times for several Required
Actions in LCO 3.3.5.1; LCO 3.6.3.1 Required Action B.1; LCO
3.6.3.3 Required Action B.1; LCO 3.8.1 Required Action B.2),
even though the knowledge is arguably available immediately.

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Surveillance requirement SR 3.5.1.3 has been added to verify
that ADS air accumulator supply pressure is 2 140 psig. This
is a new surveillance requirement which verifies that
sufficient air pressure exists in the ADS accumulator supply
for reliable operation of ADS. Since this is a new
surveillance requirement, it is an added restriction to plant
operations.

| M.2 The frequency of this surveillance has also been changed to
! be performed on a staggered test basis for each valve solenoid.
| Currently the test could be done each time with the same
| solenoid. The proposed test assures that each valve solenoid

will be used alternately every 18 months to cycle the valve.
This limits the number of times the valves must be cycled, and
thereby limits damage to the valve.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

| LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
; relocated to the Bases. The design features and system

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases|

Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.
,

| CLINTON 2 10/1/93
|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

i

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.5 The details on valve alignments has been relocated to the Bases
section description of Surveillance requirement SR 3.5.1.2.
Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of
the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the
Technical Specifications.

,

LC.1 The ADS accumulator low pressure instrumentation does not |

relate directly to the respective system OPERABILITY. In !
general the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434,
does not specify indication-only or test equipment to be |OPERABLE to support OPERABILITY of a system or component. !
Control of the availability of, and necessary compensatory iactivities if not available, for indications, monitoring
instruments, alarms, and test equipment are addressed by plant,

| operational procedures and policies. Therefore, this
instrumentation, along with the supporting surveillances and
ACTIONS are removed from the Technical Specifications.

!

i
" Specific"

L.1 Two new ACTIONS are being added to LCO 3.5.1: (1) for the
condition of one ADS valve inoperable coincident with one low
pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystem, and (2) for the
condition of HPCS inoperable coincident with one low pressure
coolant injection subsystem. The analysis summarized in USAR
6.3.3 demonstrates that adequate core cooling is provided by
the OPERABLE HPCS or ADS system and the remaining OPERABLE low
pressure injection / spray systems. However the redundancy has
been reduced such that another single failure may not maintain
the ability to provide adequate core cooling. This condition
is similar to having 2 ECCS low pressure injection / spray
systems inoperable. Therefore, the same allowable outage time
of 72 hours has been assigned to restore either the inoperable
ADS valve or the inoperable low pressure injection / spray system
to OPERABILITY.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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!

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES i

CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.2 A Note clarifying the alignment requirements of the LPCI
subsystems has been added to proposed SR 3.5.1.2. The note is
similar to the existing footnote ** to LCO 3.5.1 except that i

the proposed note allows operation of one or more of the RHR I
'subsystems in the shutdown cooling mode during MODE 3, if

necessary, and clarifies that the subsystems are still
considered OPERABLE for the LPCI mode. Because manual valve
positioning removes the capability of the subsystems to respond
automatically, the subsystems would be considered inoperable
without this note. Although no specific analysis of this
condition has been performed, the allowance provided by the
note is acceptable because the return to OPERABILITY entails ;

only the repositioning of valves, either remote or locally, and |
| the energy requiring dissipation in MODE 3, below 150 psig, is

considerably less than that at 100% power with normal operating ;

temperature and pressure. Further, because of the low i

probability of an event requiring an ECCS and the certain need
,

for shutdown cooling, it is considered appropriate to have the
j subsystems aligned for decay heat removal.

L.3 The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
| initiation signal, has been added to the surveillance

requirement for verifying that each ECCS subsystem actuates on
an automatic initiation signal. This allows satisfactory
automatic system initiations for other than surveillance
purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
ECCS subsystem itself can not discriminate between " actual" or
" simulated."

L.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.5 The pressure at which ADS is required to be OPERABLE is

increased to 150 psig to provide consistency of the
OPERABILITY requirements for all ECCS and RCIC equipment.
Small break loss of coolant accidents at low pressures (i.e.,
between 100 and 150 psig) are bounded by analyses performed at
higher pressures. The ADS is required to operate to lower the
pressure sufficiently so that the low pressure core injection
and core spray systems can provide makeup to mitigate such

I accidents. Since these systems can begin to inject water into
the reactor pressure vessel at pressures well above 150 psig,
there is no safety significance in the ADS not being OPERABLE
between 100 and 150 psig.

L.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.2 - ECCS SHUTDOWN

I
ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This change replaces the use of the defined term PRIMARY ;

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the essential elements of that
definition. The change is editorial in that all the individual
requirements are specifically addressed by the proposed
Required Actions. Therefore, the change is purely a
presentation preference adopted by the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Refer also to the comment in the
Definitions Section which addresses deletion of the various
containment integrity definitions.

A.2 The existing ACTION to " establish PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
within 8 hours" would appear to provide a period of time (8
hours) during which integrity could be violated even if capable

,

i of being maintained. Additionally, if the plant status is such
j that integrity is not capable of being established within 8

hours, the existing ACTION results in "non-compliance with the
! Technical Specifications" and a requirement for an LER. The

intent of the ACTION is believed to be more apprcpriately
presented in the proposed Required Actions. With the proposed
ACTIONS, a significantly more conservative requirement to
establish and maintain the secondary containment boundary is
imposed. No longer would the provision to violate the boundary
for up to 8 hours appear to exist. With this conservatism
however, comes the understanding that if best efforts to
establish the boundary took longer than 8 hours, no LER would
be required.

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is
deemed to be administrative.

A.3 Under the new format of NUREG-1434, individual surveillance
requirements are listed in the ECCS - Shutdown specification
instead of simply referring to the surveillances in the ECCS -
Operating specification. Therefore, the applicable
surveillance requirements from TS 3.5.1 for low pressure ECCS
systems and for HPCS are also presented in the surveillance
requirements for this specification. As such this rewording is
merely an administrative change. The changes in these
individual test requirements have been discussed in the
TS 3.5.1 surveillance requirements discussions.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.2 - ECCS SHUTDOWN

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) )

|
A.4 The portion of ACTION a discussing the applicability of .

Specification 3.0.4 is being deleted. The new wording of LCO )
3.0.4 along with the new ACTIONS have negated the need for this '

statement. Since Conditions A and B do not require leaving the ;

applicable MODES while in these ACTIONS, the wording of LCO '

3.0.4 would permit MODE changes while in these conditions.
Therefore, the need for an exception from the applicability of |
Specification 3.0.4 is not required. |

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station. !
I

A.6 Either primary containment or secondary containment can provide
,

i
the containment required for a shutdown event, since it does |
not initiate a pressure transient. The current Technical i

Specifications for Clinton require primary containment to be
established in LCO 3.5.2 ACTION b if both required ECCS
subsystems are inoperable, but allows only secondary
containment to established in LCO 3.5.3 ACTION b if both '

required low pressure ECCS subsystems are inoperable due to
inadequate suppression pool volume. For proposed LCO 3.5.2,

i

the Required Actions are combined and only secondary
containment is required since it is sufficient for the
potential events.

|

|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
i

4

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.2 - ECCS SHUTDOWN

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
| (continued)

LC.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

| " Specific"

L.1 The requirement for suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS with no ECCS
available is deleted. Refueling LCOs provide requirements to
ensure safe operation during CORE ALTERATIONS including
required water level above the RPV flange. The ECCS function,

| provides additional protection for loss of vessel inventory
events. However, these events are not initiated by, nor is the
response of ECCS hampered by, CORE ALTERATION operations.

L.2 The footnote "*" relaxation that ECCS is not required to be
OPERABLE if water level is maintained within the limits of
Specification 3.9.9 is being deleted. As described in USAR |
section 9.1.3.3, the ECCS systems are not required for either

'

normal or emergency makeup to the spent fuel pools. Thus, the
apparent requirement linking ECCS OPERABILITY with spent fuel
pool water level is unnecessary. |

|

!

: ;

I

|

|
|

!

| |

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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| Section 3.5 Page 22 of 85

|
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.5.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL i

|
|ADMINISTRATIVE I

|
A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to |

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in i

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical i

Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed j
chapter location.

A.2 This change replaces the use of the defined term SECONDARY |

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the essential elements of that |
definition. The change is editorial in that all the individual
requirements are specifically addressed by the proposed |

Required Actions. Therefore, the change is purely a {
presentation preference adopted by the BWR Standard Technical '

Specification, NUREG-1434. Refer also to the comment in the
Definitions Section which addresses deletion of the various
containment integrity definitions.

A.3 The existing ACTION to " establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY within 8 hours" would appear to provide a period of
time (8 hours) during which integrity could be violated even if
capable of being maintained. Additionally, if the plant status ,

is such that integrity is not capable of being established
within 8 hours, the existing ACTION results in "non-compliance
with the Technical Specifications" and a requirement for an '

LER. The intent of the ACTION is believed to be more,

l appropriately presented in the proposed Required Actions. With ]the proposed ACTIONS, a significantly more conservative l

requirement to establish and maintain the secondary containment
boundary is imposed. No longer would the provision to violate
the boundary for up to 8 hours appear to exist. With this

| conservatism however, comes the understanding that if best
; efforts to establish the boundary took longer than 8 hours, no
| LER would be required.
,

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is
deemed to be administrative. t

|
A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. !

h
A.5 Incorporation of current SR 4.5.3.2 into proposed LCO 3.5.2 and |

SR 3.5.2.2 represents a change in the surveillance Frequency. '

| However, some of the surveillance details will be required more j
j frequently in that verification of current LCO 3.5.3 items b.1, I

b.2 and footnote * will be required continuously as part of the
i Applicability, and. the remaining details of HPCS OPERABILITY

|
will continue to be verified every 12 hours. Therefore, the

'

new requirements are only in a different format from the
current specifications with no change in intent.

,

!
'

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.5.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Movement of the reactor mode switch from the shutdown or refuel
position is adequately controlled by the MODES definition table
(proposed Table 1.1-1), and the requirement to " lock" the mode

! switch is adequately controlled by plant procedures. i

LA.2 The details relating to system design and purpose have been j
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system ;

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. I

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LC.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"

L.1 The requirement for suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS with no ECCS
available due to a degraded water source is deleted. Refueling
LCOs provide requirements to casure safe operation during CORE
ALTERATIONS including required water level above the RPV
flange. The ECCS function provides additional protection for
loss of vessel inventory events. However, these events are not
initiated by, nor is the response of ECCS hampered by, CORE
ALTERATION operations.

L.2 The footnote "*" relaxation that the suppression pool is not
required to be OPERABLE if water level is maintained within the
limits of Specification 3.9.9 is being deleted. When in MODES
4 and 5, the suppression pool only provides support for
OPERABILITY of the ECCS. As described in USAR Section 9.1.3.3,
the ECCS systems are not required for either normal or
emergency makeup to the spent fuel pools. Thus, the apparent
requirement linking suppression pool OPERABILITY with spent
fuel pool water level is unnecessary.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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i

I,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

CTS: 3.5.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL i

i

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.3 Since the HPCS does not depend on the suppression pool volume
for a water source, the ACTION is revised to reflect that only
one ECCS subsystem is inoperable. With only one inoperable,
current LCO 3.5.2 ACTION a allows four hours prior to requiring
OPDRVs to be suspended. Therefore, this change is consistent
with the currently approved Specifications.,

!

i

e

1

4

'I

,,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.5.3 - RCIC

ADMINISTRATIVE !

A.1 Proposed Required Action A.1 provides one hour for the
verification of HPCS OPERABILITY. This allowance does not
exceed that interpretable from the existing TS for concurrent
HPCS and RCIC inoperability which results in an LCO 3.0.' entry
that provides an hour prior to commencing a plant shutdown.
Additionally, throughout the NUREG Rev 0, this type of " cross-
system" verification of OPERABILITY is typically allowed at
least an hour (refer to Completion Times for several Required ;

Actions in LCO 3.3.5.1; LCO 3.6.3.1 Required Action B.1; LCO
3.6.3.3 Required Action B.1; LCO 3.8.1 Required Action B.2),
even though the knowledge is arguably available immediately.

A.2 Adequate pressure to perform the test also implies adequate
flow must be available to perform the test. Therefore, this
change is considered administrative.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|
TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES )
NEW TS: 3.5.3 - RCIC

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

" Specific"

L.1 The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the surveillance
requirement for verifying the RCIC System actuates on an
automatic initiation signal. This allows satisfactory
automatic system initiations for other than surveillance
purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
RCIC System itself can not discriminate between " actual" or
" simulated."

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

|

|

|

CLINTON 12 lofif93
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COMPARISON DOCUMENT |
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been I
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

;

|

ECCS equipment is used to mitigate the consequences of an
accident. Additionally, line breaks or inadvertent operation

,may initiate such an accident. However the proposed new ACTION |
allows only operation that is bounded by the current analysis ;

and as such, the proposed ACTION will not increase the
probability of any accident previously evaluated. Similarly, '

the new ACTION being proposed is bounded by the analysis
summarized in the USAR section 6.3.3, and therefore, does not
involve any increase to the consequences of any accident ,

previously evaluated. '

!
| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |! kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new or

|different kind of accident from any accident previously -

evaluated.
I

!
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of

safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the combination of inoperable ECCS has
been previously evaluated and the length of time permitted is
consistent with other combinations of inoperable ECCS systems
which are comparable to this combination.

|

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

Previous analysis indicates that a LPCI line break may initiate
an accident. However, since LPCI is currently analyzed for the
requested mode of operation, this change will not affect the
probability of such an event. This equipment's role is in
mitigating and thereby limiting consequences of analyzed
events. The LPCI equipment required for OPERABILITY is only
interrupted by valve alignment and is still capable of being
manually realigned if the LPCI subsystem is needed to mitigate
the consequences of design basis accidents. In addition, the
proposed Note is applicable when the reactor is shutdown in
MODE 3, with the reactor pressure less than the RHR cut-in
permissive pressure setpoint. Thus, the reactor heat load is '

much less than in MODE 1 (the MODE assumed in the accident
; analysis), and the other subsystems of the ECCS are still
! required to be OPERABLE. These changes are consistent with the

philosophy stated in the proposed BWR . Standard Technical
Specifications. Therefore, this change will not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility,of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

i

| |

|

|

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

"L2" CHANGE
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change does not reduce a margin of safety because -
the change has no impact on any safety analysis assumption.
The clarifying Note recognizes the conflict in the dual purpose

,

system and allows the decay heat removal function to proceed '

given MODE 3 and pressure less than the RHR Shutdown Cooling
Cut-in permissive pressure. Further, it recognizes that the
amount of time to realign the LPCI system from the decay heat
removal function has no significant impact on the margin of !
safety because heat loads under these conditions are far below

| that assumed in the safety analysis. Because the Note allows
I decay heat removal to continue, the movement of the plant ;

! towards increased safety conditions and reduced energy levels '

is unimpeded.

i

!
i

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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NO S1GNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

:

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this
signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures
governing plant operationr and the acceptability of creating
these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system
functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

;S" iossibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
e ,ilent previously evaluated in not created because the
f Sp) sed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and '

i

| ;t does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. .u as this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the

,

performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is )
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself |

can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93!
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS i

CTS: 3.5.1 - ECCS OPERATING

"LS" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:!

|

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? '

l This change will raise the minimum pressure at which ADS is
'

required to be OPERABLE to 150 psig. Previous analysis
indicates that an ADS inadvertent blowdown may initiate an 1

accident. However, since ADS is currently required to be
OPERABLE at and above the proposed pressure, this change will
not affect the probability of such an event. ADS is assumed in i

,

the mitigation of consequences of a loss of coolant accident
which occurs at high reactor vessel pressure. ADS is not {
assumed in the mitigation of low precsure events since its
function is to lower the pressure to within the capabilities of |

the low pressure makeup systems. Since this capability is not
affected there is no significant increase in the consequences
of any previously analyzed accident.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or dirt. tent
! kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed dange introduces no new mode of plant operaticn
and it does m involve physical modification to the plant. ;
Therefore, t. L ?osed change does not create the possibility |

of a new or 9 arent kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
cafety?

|

Changing the minimum pressure for required OPERABILITY does not
| involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the

ADS will continue to be capable of performing its function at
high reactor pressures as designed.

,

I

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.5.2 - ECCS SHUTDOWN

1

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The purpose of ECCS is to mitigate loss of core inventory
accidents. Since CORE ALTERATIONS are not initiating events in '

LOCA analyses and the directions for suspending CORE
ALTERATIONS are adequately addressed in the Refueling LCOs,
this change does not affect the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
nor does it require physical modification to the plant.
Therefore, it can not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The initiation, response and effectiveness of ECCS does not
depend upon, nor are they impacted by, CORE ALTERATIONS. 1

Further, the necessity for suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and the '

margin of safety maintained thereby is appropriately addressed,
initiated and preserved by the LCOs in Section 3.9 (Refueling
Operations). Therefore, this change dees not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

i

|

|

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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|

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS j
CTS: 3.5.2 - ECCS SHUTDOWN

i

"L2" CHANGE !

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ,
'

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !

1 The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: '

4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously
.

>

j evaluated?

Deleting the reference to maintaining water level over the fuel
in the spent fuel pools from the Applicability of when the ECCS :

systems are required to be OPERABLE does not involve an !
increase in the probability of any accident previously .i
evaluated. ECCS are required to be OPERABLE to function if an j
accident results in not being able to maintain the proper '

reactor water level / reactor vessel pressure. . This change will ;
not diminish the ECCS capability to perform this function. The
OPERABILITY of the ECCS will now be linked with the water level ,

directly above the reactor vessel flange, and subsequently the I

reactor vessel level itself. Thus, nothing has changed which ;

would increase the probability of an accident which would
result in a reactor vessel water level event while shutdown '

when an ECCS would not be available to respond.
.,

t

Additionally, removal of this part of the footnote will not [
increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated. !

Either the ECC3 will be required to be OPERABLE or there will; *

be sufficient water level above the reacter vessel flange to-

accommodate any previously analyzed accident without any change ;

in the consequences.
!,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

;

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. i

,

Thus, it does not create the possibility of a new or different jkind of accident from any accident previously evaluated since
either the ECCS will be required to be OPERABLE or there will
still be sufficient water over the reactor vessel flange.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The initiation, response and effectiveness of ECCS do not
depend upon, nor are they impacted by the level of water in the
spent fuel pools. The margin of safety is thereby maintained
by the requirements as presented in the proposed specification.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 35 of 85

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.5.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL

"L1" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
.

Specification change and has determined that it involves no !
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |

The following evaluttion is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards:

|

j1. Does the change involve a significant increase 'in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated? !

The purpose of the suppression pool while the reactor is
shutdown is to support the ECCS which is provided to mitigate ;

loss of core inventory accidents. Since CORE ALTERATIONS are i
not initiating events in LOCA analyses, and the directions for j
suspending CORE ALTERATIONS are adequately addressed in the g

Refueling LCOs, this change does not affect the probability or -|
consequences of an analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different :kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
f

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !
nor does it require physical modification to the plant.

|
Therefore, it can not create the possibility - of a new or

|different kind of accident. t

i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of fsafety? i
:

The initiation, response and effectiveness of ECCS does not I

depend upon, nor are they impacted by, CORE ALTERATIONS. ,

Further, the necessity for suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and the
.margin of safety maintained thereby is appropriately addressed, ;

initiated and preserved by the LCOs in Section 3.9 (Refueling
Operations). Therefore, this change does not involve a ;

significant reduction in a margin of safety. !

,

!

|
;

i

p

!

!

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Section 3.5 Page 36 of 85 t

,

i

!
r

"L2" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no :
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluaticn is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

,

evaluated? !

|

Deleting the reference to maintaining water level over the fuel
'

in the spent fuel pools from the Applicability of the
,

suppression pool requirements does not involve an increase in f

the probability of any accident previously evaluated. During ;
shutdown, the suppression pool supports the ECCS which are !
required to be OPERABLE to function if an accident results in :
not being able to maintain the proper reactor water level. '

This change will not diminish the ECCS capability to perform !
this function. The OPERABILITY of the suppression pool will |now be linked with the conditions which require OPERABILITY of ;

the low pressure ECCS. Thus, nothing has-changed which would !
increase the probability of an accident which would result in i
a reactor vessel water level event while shutdown when an ECCS !

vould not be available to respond.

Additionally, removal of this part of the footnote will not i

increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated. |

The proposed requirements will continue to support ECCS |
OPERABILITY when required.

:

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
! and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Thus, it does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated since
the proposed requirements will continue to support ECCS
OPERABILITY when they are required. Thus, the proposed change
represents nothing that would create a new or different
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The initiation, response and effectiveness of ECCS do not
depend upon, nor are they impacted by the level of water in the
spent fuel pools. The margin of safety is thereby maintained
by the requirements as presented in the proposed specification.

|
|

'

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 37 of 85

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

,

The purpose of ECCS is to mitigate loss of core inventory ,

accidents. Since the HPCS does not depend on suppression pool |

volume as a water source when aligned to an OPERABLE RCIC
storage tank, the HPCS would not be rendered inoperable and the !

directions for suspending OPDRVs are adequately addressed by '

the ACTIONS for inoperable ECCS. Therefore, this change does
not affect the probability or consequences of an analyzed
accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
nor does it require physical modification to the plant.
Therefore, it can not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The initiation, response and effectiveness of HPCS does not
depend upon, nor is it impacted by low suppression pool level.
Further, the necessity for suspending OPDRVs and the margin of
safety maintained thereby is appropriately addressed, initiated

{and preserved by the ACTIONS for inoperable ECCS subsystems. '

|

|

1

I
|

.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93 .
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.5.3 - RCIC

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this
signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures
governing plant operations and the acceptability of creating
these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system
functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

I

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety? !

|

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the
performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself
can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

Section 3.5 Page 41 of 85

ECCS-Operating
'3.5.1

3.5
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING

+

1

(RCIC) SYSTEM

3.5.1 ECCS-Operating
.

!LCO 3.5.1 Each ECCS injection / spray subsystem and the Automatic
|Depressurization System (ADS) function of Wafety/ i

relief valves shall be OPERABLE. g

~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, !
MODES 2 and 3, except ADS valves are not required to be ;

OPERABLE with reactor steam dome pre e 150 psig..

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !
!

A. One low pressure ECCS A.1 Restore low pressure 7' days
injection / spray ECCS injection / spray
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLc

,

istatus.

B. High Pressure Core B.1 Verify by
. t_amedietty) !Spray (HPCS) System administrative meansinoperable. RCIC System is {I b'" h, g g3

OPERABLE when RCIC is
erequired to be

gPERABLE. -

i

,

b!LD

| B.2 Restore HPCS System 14 days
to OPERABLE status. :

!

(continued)

,

:
!

;

'|
k_.-

CLIAITotJ
-0"!555 3.5-1 Rev. O, 49/28/M-.. I3
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 42 0f 85

ECCS--Operating 1

3.5.1

|<-

ACTIONS (continued) - )y

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

_

C. Two ECCS injection C.1 Restore one ECCS 72 hours
subsystems inoperable. injecticin/ spray

subsystem to OPERABLE
DH status.

One ECCS injection and
one ECCS spray
subsystem inoperable.

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
<

;

E. One ADS valve E.1 Restore ADS valve to 14 days es
( inoperable. OPERABLE status.

,

'

F. One ADS valve F.1 Restore ADS valve to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND 03

One low pressure ECCS F.2 Restore low pressure. 72 hours
injection / spray ECCS injection / spray
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status.

G. Two or more ADS valves G.1 Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours
inoperable.

AND

03

(continued) |

(
1

E" /0 STS 3.5-2 Rev. 0,-09/20/02--- '

i
|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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ECCS-Operating
3.5.1-

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME -i
1
i

G. (continued) G.2 Reduce reactor steam 36 hoursdone pressure to-Required Action and 1501 psig. i5
associated Completion ,o ~hTime of Condition E DI ,

!or F not met.
'

'

?

H. HfCSad ow p essure H.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Imediatelyi pore ray (LPCS)
Oq ^1 inoperable. !

-

-

den i

E i
1

'

Three or more ECCS i

injection / spray
subsystems inoperable.

E
i

One or more ECCS
injection / spray -

subsystems and two or -

i

more ADS valves ,

inoperable.

E
HPCS System and one or

1

more ADS valves
inoperable.

E
t

Two or more ECCS( injection / spray
| subsystems and one or

more ADS valves
inoperable.

--MR/5 STS 3.5-3 Rev. O, 07/2"/92
:
|

:

1

.-.



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 44 of 85

ECCS--Operating
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_

SR 3.5.1.1 Verify, for each ECCS injection / spray 31 days
subsystem, the piping is filled with water
from the pump discharge valve to the
injection valve.

SR 3.5.1.2 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
subsystems may be considered OPERABLE
during alignment and operation for decay '

heat removal with reactor steam dome
pressure less thand{the residual heat

g' l removal cui in permissive pressure Qiu HODE 3, if capable of being manually
realigned and not otherwise inoperable.
___________________________________________

Yerify each ECCS injection / spray subsystem 31 days ' '; ;'

I manual, power operated, and automatic valve
in the flow r:th, that is not locked, -> is

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, |
'

is in the correct position.
i

3.5.1.h / ctccam&he suppig.
Verify ADS fa+r-rec 6R6Fpressur)e is |

r
SR a 31 days Ia, psig. '

I40
. .

1

i

(continued)

|
:

I

I
,

k

-BWR/S STS- 3.5-4 Rev.. O, -99RB/42-
r

|

.
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'

Section 3.5 Page 45 of 85

ECCS-Operating
3.5.1 |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) '

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY {

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify each ECCS pump develops the ta$
In accordance ggspecified flow rate 4acainst = syst e M with thecerre m-di ; s the specified GELgp 9 Inservice A ihl pressure}M Testing j

ump diNefedQ RENTIAi.) program.sp. ;

= - - ~

A g ;;g -p? My -
1

i .wnnm. .... . . 710 A ROCT0" ,

.
SYSTEM FLOW RAT PRESSURE

;

LPCS so/o m D Agpm M 99/ psi t'
'

h. LPCI resp a. . ga gpm #3 t/@ps d
~ '

'

y
HPCS

.

coio a 4 tit 4 gpmg m !e y ps
,

4

iSR 3.5.1.5 -------------------NOTE--------------------
.

!Vessel injection / spray may be excluded.
i___________________________________________

Verify each ECCS injection / spray subsystem h8 onthsg actuates on an actual or simulated '12 1 automatic initiation signal. -

SR 3.5.1.6 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Valve actuation may be excluded.
_____________________________________.____

b Verify the ADS actuates on an actual or 18 monthssimulated automatic initiation signal.

|
'

(continued)
l

|

:

; -fMR/G STS ^

3.5-5 Rev. O, O^/2"/92|
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ECCS-Operating
3.5.1

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) '

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

. SR 3.5.1.7 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be_ perfonned _until 12 hours , CZ/aRer reactgteam pressure 3 Fad M
CHt9%W*D cre eJe@gaafe 4 perGrx(ne fesh.
--------- m ----------------------- -

{

Verify each ADS valve opens when manually 118donthson |actuated.
hl a STAGGERED

TEST BASIS for
each valve
solenoid

!

|
i

i

|

., ,

|

|

|

|

I

(

-EWR/fr-5TS- 3.5-6 Rev. O, 09/28/0?
|
|

|
|
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Enclosure 2 'o U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 47 of 85

ECCS-Shutdown
3.5.2

3.5

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING(RCIC) SYSTEM

3.5.2 ECCS-Shutdown i

LCO 3.5.2
Two ECCS injection / spray subsystems shall be OPERABLE.1

I

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 ' ' N "' *-

g llMODE 5 except with the ''--- M--W'rdtpool,{gateFremoved and water level * T2 f;.kee][3 '

o ind
over the top of the reactor pressureMssel flange. ' l

ACTIONS
3r i

CONDITION
'

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIMEi

\

A. One required ECCS
,,

! A.1 !

injection / spray Restore required ECCS 4 hours
subsystem inoperable. injection / spray

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

!

B. Required Action and 8.1
associated Completion Initiate action to Immediately
Time of Condition A suspend operations
not met. with a potential for

drainin the reactor
vessel OPDRVs).

1

C. Two required ECCS C.1injection / spray Initiate action to
subsystems inoperable. suspend OPDRVs. Immediately

AND

!C.2 Restore one ECCS 4 hoursinjection / spray
subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

(continued)

. DLtn te eve
,. -

I 3.5-7-
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ECCS-Shutdown
,

3.5.2 '

0;
.

ACTIONS (continued)
I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

1

D. ReqJired Action C.2 D.1 initiate action to Imediately
:
'

and associated
Compietion Time not bI restore){ secondary

containment}e.tomet.
OPERABLE status. 1

!
-

-

AND
1

D.2 Initiate action to Imediatelyag restore one standby -p_
V gas treatment ,j

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

-

AND
-

3

D.3 Initiate _ action to Imediately |

1

restore (;;; ;;;;;;;a
[v h: R.! ;;;;i;t;d 'g'
cIE;E 9' Eit;ti22 t" jroldm O1

ach Q*ff
~~

h containmentjer e p;o
,.

C .. IrJS6ET) penetration flow path '

not isolateif. ^^d * ^'O~g c ea+d a m ed
bq wss j

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. .i|

!

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.1 Verify, for each required low pressure ECCS 12 hours
injection / spray subsystem, the suppressiong pool water level is a HY.;; Ter-e

h244
_

(continued)

k
.

n, ,n.,i,. e,,
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INSERT 8A

|
1

AND

D.4 Initiate action to Immediately
close one door in the
upper containment '

personnel air lock,
,

except during entry
and exit under
administrative |

control.

!

I
'

|

'

t

I

|

l i
|

INSERT I

| CLINTON 3.5-8 10/1/93
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ECCS-Shutdown j
3.5.2

i

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

.{
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

. _

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify, for the required High Pressure Core 12 hoursSpray (HPCS) System, the:

a. Suppression pool water level is

RCf Yb. ' storage tank water Jeveh is
!

E QM- H ii~"''
(7zscoo b

(fTJ--
<

4
>

SR 3.5.2.3 Verify, for each required ECCS injection / 31-days
spray subsystem, the piping is filled with
water from the pump discharge valve to the
injection valve.

'

|

'

. SR 3.5.2.4 -------------------NOTE-------------------- ,

One low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) I
i

subsystem may be considered OPERABLE duringi

| alignment and operation for decay heat
removal, if capable of being manually
realigned and not otherwise ino
___.......________....__.._____perable.

_____.......

Verify each required ECCS injection / spray 31 days
subsystem manual, power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path, that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in-
position, is in the correct position. i

'

(continued) l

!
.

I

,

m ., , , .e-
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ECCS-Shutdown
3.5.2

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

GWL --- -_

"

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each required ECCS pump develops the In accordance jIspecified flow rate fica"::: : ::::= 5::c) with the
% @23BHHiMEF*@ the specified @ / Inservice -C i

pressure} .-d k Testing !
t

LIFFEREUT Program er- ;"*P g-4'';4;,) w w .w iiugg 92 days- i
'

gCCRESNNOINC
e l REACTOR '

SYSTEM FLOW RATE PRESSURE

HFikpm2Ma hsi
'h} l

LPCS o/o a
LPCI, - EVMS6 113 apW4. psi ~
HPCS (@ w &[7 &5;|#gp%gpav3g3 m[445[4. psi '

a-
Y~.

SR 3.5.2.6 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Vessel injection / spray may be excluded.
---------............--............--....-- ,m

5 Verify each required ECCS injection / spray 8 onths -

77| subsystem actuates on an actual or
simulated automatic initiation signal.

i

|

-

4

:
,

k ~ _ . .

,
1
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RCIC System
3.5.3

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING
(RCIC) SYSTEM

3.5.3 RCIC System

LCO 3.5.3 The RCIC System shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, _j,
MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam dome pressure > 150f psig.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RCIC System A.1 Verify by m diatc?y?
inoperable. administrative means |L3e - c2,

High Pressure Core
Spray System is
OPERABLE.

AN,Q

A.2 Restore RCIC System 14 days
to OPERABLE status.

:

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. ANQ

B.2 Reduce reactor steam 36 hours i

dome ressure to l

pf 5/15hsig.

!

!

,
.

-

-BWR/G STS- 3.5-11 Rev. 0,-09/28/92-
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RCIC System
3.5.3 ,

(.
.'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
- #'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.3.1 Verify the RCIC System piping is filled 31 days !

with water from the pump discharge valve to
the infect. ion valve.

,

r

SR 3.5.3.2 Verify each RCIC System manual, power 31 days i

operated, and automatic valve in the flow
path, that is.not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the

;correct position.

!

SR 3.5.3.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to b.g_ performed until 17 hour _s_ ~, gl/~

'after reactotyTteam(i@p pressure ad flew
lt ! ''M Mi 0 go.degh 4 perfor@m 4 heat.

-------------- 9 .- ------------ = ,
--

-----

10 2 8 - +
'

lypressure[ 92 days
~Veri y, with CIC eam >

s-[10 4 psig and a psig, the RCIC
ump can develop a flow rate e gpm {hI against a system head correspondin "

reactor pressure]( g

SR 3.5.3.4 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be perfomed ulttil 12 hours _.

h-[160J psi dare.dequ+g pressure @ odflod
y [ l/ -

after reactor steam g g
e to per k s A e h s t.

----------------------_ _ . --------------
j ,

ad 2135_ p3si P6 ) jpl'f| iso
Verif , ith IRCIC steam supply
s psig fthe RCIC

. ressure W118J months
flow rate tof900' ' pm${ pump can develop a

,_
against a system

head correspon reactor-pressure [.-

_

(continued) ,

(
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RCIC System
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

_

SR 3.5.3.5 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Vessel injection may be excluded.
___________________________________________

3g

2{I81 monthsVerify the RCIC System actuates on an #

actual or simulated automatic initiation
signal.

(

-Fd9/* STE 3.5-13 Rev. O,-00/23/9? -
1
'

.
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B 3.5.1

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION f
COOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM b

b 3.5.1 ECCS-Operating

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The ECCS is designed, in conjunction with the primary and
secondary containment, to limit the release af dioactive
materials to the environment following a loss of t.colant
accident (LOCA). The ECCS uses two independent methods
(flooding and spraying) to cool the core during a LOCA. The
ECCS network is composed of the High Pressure Core Spray
(HPCS) System, the Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) System,
and the. low pressure c~oolant injection (LPCI) mode of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System. The ECCS also consists
of the Antomatic Depressurization System (ADS). The
suppression pool provides the required source of water for
the ECCS. Although no credit is taken in the safety
. analyses for the cut =t: itmp t9 (C! J',/ it is
capable ofyrov_iding _a source of or ths/HPN stem. f(euh. assochtel C/C AgeeJ4J -

On receipt of an initiation signa a ump nautomatically

;) , g start,; simultaneously the system aligns, and th'~e pumpOr. -.. _

in ect water, taken either from the or suppression pool,3

i into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) as RCS pressure is
"

d* Ma'M, overcome by the discharge pressure of the ECCS pump f +gab,

Although the system is initiated, ADS action is delayed mer
exde r le vel allowing the operator to interrupt the timed sequence if the

c % n L o el 1 system is not needed. The HPCS pump discharge pressure jalmost iwnediately exceeds that of the RCS, and the pump,

o ded, C injects coolant into the sprey sparger above the core. If
the break is small HPCS will maintain coolant inventory, as

iMid6 of well as vessel level, while the RCS is still. pressurized.t

If HPCS failst it is backed up by4 ADS in combination with
{,

LPCI and LPCS. In this event, the ADS a.h se ue..cc would.

i w mm: te time out and open the selected safety / relief
valves (S/RV's), depressurizing the RCS and allowing the LPCI- -

Allcrade% procedares *A)I the vessel.4 If the break is large, RCS pressure initiallyand LPCS to cvercome RCS pressure and inject coolant into
direct kc adewSc.

bh le iA%Md sW.l drops rapidly, and the LFCI and LPCS systems cool the core.

r Asepeej 'repired. Water from the break returns to the suppression pool where
it is used again and again. Water in the suppression ;,ool
is circulated through a heat exchanger cooled by the QE:;;;p

nJg,G3ervice Water System. Depending 7 the location and
pl - size of the brea , portions of the ECCS may be ineffective;

O&
(continued)

Lb
.-

Co wrorJ --

-swa/s sis. gt pgo B 3.5-1 Rev. 0, 09/28/93-
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

BACKGROUND however, the overcli design is effective in cooling _the core
(continued) regardless of the size or location of the piping break.

Although no credit is talen in the safety analysis for the
RCIC System, it. performs a similar function as HPCS but has
reduced makeup capability. Nevertheless, it will maintain
inventory and cool the core, while the RCS is still
pressurized, following a reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
isolation.

All ECCS subsystems are designed to ensure that no single
active component failure will prevent automatic initiation
and successful operation of the minimum required ECCS
subsystems.

The LPCS System (Ref.1) consists of a motor driven pump, a
spray sparger above the core, piping, and valves to transfer
water from the suppression pool to the sparger. The LPCE
System is designed to provide cooling to the reactor core
when the reactor pressure is low. Upon receipt of an |

initiation signal, the LPCS pump is automatically started '

g_(@f--Met AC power is available. When the RPV pressure drops
|s'iifficiently, LPCS flow to the RPV begins. A full flow test I

line is provided to route water from and to the suppressioni pool to allow testing of the LPCS System without spraying
water into the RPY.,

1

LPCI is an independent operating mode of the RHR System.
There are three LPCI subsystems. Each LPCI subsystem
(Ref. 2) consists of a motor driven pump, piping, and valves
to transfer water from the suppression pool to the core.
Eich LPCI subsystem has its own suction and discharge piping
and separate vessel nozzle that connects with the core
shroud through internal piping. The LPCI subsystems are
designed to provide core cooling at low RPV pressu e.
receipt of an initiation signal, each LPCI is

,eautomaticallystarted(Cpumpimmediatel power is7[ available, and A and B um s a econdsafter AC power is.:="{...p). pproximate1
. When the RPV pressure drops ]

_ _ _ sufficiently, LPCI flow to the RPY begins. RHR System )(eco valves in the LPCI flow path are automatically positioned to
ensure the proper flow path for water from the suppression
pool to inject into the core. A discharge test line is
provided to route water from and to the suppression pool to
allow testing of each LPCI pump without injecting water into
the EPV.

(continued)'
1

:=/c STS- B 3.5-2 Rev. O, -09/EC/02
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B 3.5.1

/C SYDh'2f d. /[BASES .

BACKGROUND The HPCS System (Ref. 3) cpnsists of a si le motor _ driven
(continued) pump, a spray sparger ab fe the core, an iping and valves ,

to transfer water from e suction sour he sparger. '

Suction piping is prov' ed from the and the uppression
pool. Pump suction i normally aligned to the- source to
minimize injection o suppression pool water into the RPV.
However, if the ater supply is low or the suppression
pool level is hig , an automatic transfer to the suppression
pool water source ensures a water supply for continuous
operation of the HPCS System. The HPCS System is designed
to provide core cooling over wide range of RPV pressures,

(0 psid to 1177 psid, vessel to suction source). Upon'

receipt of an initiation signal, the HPCS pump automatically
S-f er _- starts (whe$ AC power is availablePand valves in the flow

path begin to open. Since the HPCS System is designed to
operate over the full range of expected RPV pressures, HPCS
flow begins as soon asjhe necessary valves are open. @)<_
/ull flow test linesLV provided to route-wetc h um-anomu_i

f# @e-s~ds=to) allow testing of the HPCTSUtem during nonnal''
operation without spraying' water into the RPV.

The ECCS pumps are provided with minimum flow bypass lines,
which discharge to the suppression pool. The valves in

-

-) these lines automatically open to prevent pump damage due to Ooverheating when other discharge line valves are closed or Y
RPV pressure is greater than the LPCS or LPCI pump discharge
pressures following system initiation. To ensure rapid
delivery of water to the RPV and to minimize water haarner
effects, the ECCS discharge line " keep fill" systems are
designed to maintain all pump dischar e lines filled with

_
water. '

The ADS (Ref. 4) consists ohof the S/RVs. .It is9b designed to provide depressurization of the primary system
during a small break LOCA if HPCS fails or is unable to
maintain required water level in the RPV. ADS operation
reduces the RPV pressure to within the operating pressure
range of the low pressure ECCS subsystems (LPCS and LPCI),
so that these subsystems can provide core cooling. Each ADS
valve is supplied with pneumatic power from an air storage

h system, which consists of air accumulators smr a r rec:mr,V
located in the drywell.

. ) (continued)

M/C STS- B 3.5-3 Rev. O, -09/25/s2-
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

) BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The' ECCS perfomance is evaluated for the entire spectrum of
SAFETY ANALYSES break sizes for a postulated LOCA. The accidents for which

ECCS operation is required are presented in References 5, 6,
and 7. The required analyses and assumptions are defined in
10 CFR 50 (Ref. 8), and the results of these analyses are
described in Reference 9.

This LCO helps to ensure that the following acceptance
criteria for the ECCS, established by 10 CFR 50.46
(Ref.10), will be met following a LOCA assuming the worst
case single active component failure in the ECCS:

Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is s 2200*F;a.

b. Maximum cladding oxidation is s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before oxidation;

Maximum hydrogen generation from zirconium waterc.
reaction is s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that
would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
surrounding the fuel, excludin
surrounding the plenum volume,g the claddingwere to react;) d. The core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and

Adequate long term cooling capability is maintained.e.

The limiting single failures are discussed in Reference 11.
For a large break LOCA, failure of ECCS subsystems in
Division 1 (LPCS and LPCI-A) or Division 2 (LPCI-B and
LPCI-C) due to failure of its associated diesel generator
is, in general, the most severe failure. For a small break
LOCA, HPCS System failure is the most severe failure. One
ADS valve failure is analyzed as a limiting single failure
for events requiring ADS operation. The remaining OPERABLE
ECCS subsystems provide the capability to adequately cool
the core and prevent excessive fuel damage.

The ECCS satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

h Each ECCS injection / spray subsystem andLCO
ADS valves are

required to be OPERABLE. The ECCS injection / spray
subsystems are oefueAD the three LPCI subsystems, the_
LPCS System, and the HPCS System.--

U no nyrr-"N ECC1)

(3rM EP.T ?A Y
(continued)

,.
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INSERT B4A

The ECCS injection / spray subsystems are further subdivided
into the following groups:

a) The low pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystems are the
LPCS System and the three LPCI subsystems;

b) The ECCS injection subsystems are the three LPCI
subsystems; and

c) The ECCS spray subsystems are the HPCS System and the
LPCS System.

I

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.5-4 10/1/93
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B 3.5.1

i BASES ,]
. , ..

' '

LCO ction/sTrray,s are_defhi%asW LPCLSys' tem)
(continued) cL tithree1.P sys_tems.f

With less than the required number of ECCS subsystems
OPERABLE during a limiting design basis LOCA concurrent with
the worst case single failure, the limits specified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 10) could potentially be exceeded. All
ECCS subsystems must therefore be OPERABLE to satisfy the
single failure criterion required by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref.10).

/The u.t.yis supporteu py uses =pi 6.6 provice
f automa c CS init' n signa ' (LC .3. 1, " rg ncy-

re oling ste (EC rumentati , se ater
" '~

i
'

Si k (U~ nd LC .2 "High P s Co Sp ay

to I rooms c aining EC ment 7.1 .
" Servi ter ] Sys dTUlti Hea

"
,

( PCS) Serv Water e (SWSj" , electri poweri

(LCO 3.8.1, C Sou s peratin ," and LCO 3.8.4, "DC
Sources-Operating").

7

--f @ar"LPCI subsystem may be considered OPERABLE during alignmenti operation for decay heat removal when below the actual
RHR cut in ermissive pressure in MODE 3 if capable of
being manua ly realigned (remote or local) to the LPCI mode

.) and not otherwise inoperable. At these low pressures and
( >.

Cl - ei decay heat levels, a reduced complement of ECCS subsystems N-
provide the required core cooling, thereby allowing '

y operation off RHR shutdown cooling @when necessary.

APPLICABILITY All ECCS subsystems are required to be OPERABLE during
MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is considerable energy in the
reactor core and core cooling would be required to. prevent
fuel damage in the event of a break in the primary system
piping. In MODES 2 and 3, the ADS function is not required
when pressure is s 150 psig because the low pressure ECCS

Op subsystems (LP LPCI) are capable of providing flow into
the RPV below this pressure. ECCS requirements for MODES 4
and 5 are specifie in LCO 3.5.2, 'ECCS-Shutdown."

01

I
| ACTIONS A.1.

If any one low pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystem is
inoperable, the inoperable subsystem must be restored to

(continued)

-BWR/6 STS- B 3.5-5 Rev. 0 49/28/92-6
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.1

) BASES
.-

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) .

*

OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE subsystems provide adequate core cooling
during a LOCA. However, overall ECCS reliability is reduced
because a single failure in one of the remaining OPERABLE
subsystems concurrent with a LOCA may result in the ECCS not,

being able to perform its intended safety function. The
j 7 day Completion Time is based on a reliability study ,

(Ref.12) that evaluated the impact on ECCS availability by
assuming that various components and subsvstems were taken ~
out of service. The results were used to calculate the
average availability of ECCS equipment needed to mitigate

_

the consequences of a LOCA as a function of allowed outage '

times (i.e., Completion Times).

B.1 and B.2

If the HPCS System is inoperable, and the RCIC System is '

h v_..w.y verified to be OPERABLE (when RCIC is required
to be OPERABLE), the HPCS System must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 14 days. In this Condition, adequate
core cooling is ensured by the OPERABILITY of the redundant

- and diverse low pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystems in
conjunction with the ADS. Also, the RCIC System will
automaticall vide makeup water at most reactor operating
pressures. -..~ferification of RCIC OPERABILITY is

,

therefore required when HPCS is inoperable and RCIC is M m,
required to be OPERABLE. This may be performed by an I lo""
administrative check, by examining logs or other information

<

to determine if RCIC is out of service for maintenance or '

other reasons. It is not necessary to perfonn the
. I

Surveillances needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the i
RCIC System. However, if the OPERABILITY of the RCIC System ih cannot be Ense+ ate +v> verified and RCIC is required to be |

OPERABLE, Condition D aust be immediately entered. If a
single active component fails concurrent with a design basis
LOCA, there is a potential, depending on the specific
failure, that the minimum required ECCS equipment will not
be available. A 14 day Completion Time is based on the
results of a reliability study (Ref.12) and has been found
to be acceptable through operating experience.

(continued)

~ M x/o 5 & - B 3.5-6 Rev. O, 49/28/92 i
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8 3.5.1

') BASES

C s

ACTIONS C.1CCv2. end C.y O _

(continued)
'

With two ECCS injection subsystems inoperable or one ECCS
injection and one ECCS spray subsystem inoperable, at least
one ECCS injection / spray subsystem must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the
remaining OPERABLE subsystems provide adequate core cooling
during a LOCA. However, overall ECCS reliability is reduced
in this Concition because a single failure in one of the
remaining OPERABLE subsystems concurrent with a design basis
LOCA may result in the ECCS not being able to perfonn its
intended safety function. Since the ECCS availability is
reduced relative to Condition A, a more restrictive
Completion Time is imposed. The 72 hour Completion Time is
based on a reliability study, as provided in Reference 12.

D.1 and 0.2
,

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A, B, or C are not met, the plant must be brought
to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must % brought to at least MODE 3 within ~

..) 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating (p)
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full -

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

bh The LCO requires @iHD ADS valves to be OPERABLE to provide
the ADS function. Reference- 13 contains the results of an
analysis that evaluated the effect of one ADS valve being

Opt out of service. Per this analysis, operation of only
ADS valves will provide the required depressurization.
However, overall reliability of the ADS is reduced because a
single failure in the OPERABLE ADS valves could result in a
reduction in depressurization capability. Therefore,
operation is only allowed for a limited time. The 14 day
Completion Time is based on a reliability study (Ref.12)
and has been found to be acceptable through operating
experience.

, (continued)

i
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'

!

_.

ACTIONS F.1 and F.2 _

(continued)
If any one low pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystem is
inoperable in addition to one inoperable ADS valve, adequate
core cooling is ensured by the OPERABILITY of HPCS and the
remaining low pressure ECCS injection / spray subsystems.
However, the overall ECCS reliability is reduced because a

7i single active component failure concurrent with a design' w basis LOCA could result in the minimum required ECCS
o]ch} ow c , equi ment not Deing available. Since bothfa high pressure

(ADS andflow pressure subsystem are inoperable, a more
' restrictive Completion Time of 72 hours is required to.

@' restore either the low pressure ECCS injection / spray
subsystem or the ADS valve to OPERABLE status. This
Completion Time is based on a reliability study (Ref.12)
and has been found to be acceptable through operating
expen ence.

G.1 and G.2

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition E or F are not met or if two or more ADS valves

) are inoperable, the plant must be brought to a condition in
J which the LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the

plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
reactor steam dome pressure reduced to s 150 psig within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

_

_ On Mok 6pft@|(di(g judh fd6gt F C

H.d 4or cm+.% urd operab W mag b e A a.s

When multiple ECCS subsystems are inoperable, as stated in
Cio Condition H, the plant is in a condition outside of the

accident analyses. Therefore. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered
imediately.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1 |
REQUIREMENTS

,

The flow path piping has the potentici to develop voids and |

pockets of entrained air. Maintaining the pump discharge

|

. (continued) l

.
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) BASES A|

k
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

lines of the HPCS System, LPCS System, and LPCI subsystems
full of water ensures that the systems will perform
properly, injecting their full capacity into the RCS upondemand.

This will also prevent a water hammer following ani

ECCS initiation signal.'

the lines are full is to vent at the high points.'One acceptable method of ensuringThe
31 day Frequency is based on operating experience, on the
procedural controls governing system operation, and on the|

gradual nature of void buildup in the ECCS piping.

!
SR 3.5.1.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCSoperation. This SR does not apply to valves that arelocked, sealed

or otherwise secured in position since these
valves were ver,ified to be 'in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an

.

m
) initiation signal is allowed to be in a nonaccident position (s)provided the valve will automatically reposition in the

valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification thatThis SR does not require any testing or
- 'proper stroke time. '

those valves potentially capable of being mispositioned are
in the correct position. This SR does not apply to valves
that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as checkvalves.

The 31 day Frequency of this SR was derived from.the
Inservice Testing Program requirements for performing valve
testing at least once every 92 days. |The Frequency of

i31 days is further justified because the valves are operated
under procedural control and because improper valve

i

alignment would only affect a single subsystem. This
frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operatingexperience.

ThisSRismodifiedbyaNotethatallows[LPCIsubsysteh
to be considered OPERABLE during alignment and operation for
decay heat removal with reactor steam dome pressure less
than the RHR cut in permissive pressure in MODE 3, if
capable of being manually realigned (remote or local) to the
LPCI mode and not otherwise inoperable. This allows

(continued)
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) BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.2 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

operation in the RHR shutdown cooling mode during MODE 3 ifnecessary.
.

*

' accumdaler skph
Verification every 31 days that ADS # eWEfpressure is,

a:J507 psig assures adequate air pressure for reliable ADS
operation. The accumulator on each ADS valve provides
pneumatic pressure for valve actuation. The designed
pneumatic supply pressure requirements for the accumulator
are such that, following a failure of the pneumatic supply
to the accumulator, at least two valve actuations can occur
with the drywell at 70% of design pressure (Ref.14). The
ECCS safety analysis assumes only one actuation to achie
the depressurization required for operation of the low

. pressure ECCS. This minimum required pressure of
is provided by the Instrument Air Etten*y) System. The

psig

31 day Frequency ta es into consideration administrative
@ and alarms for low air pressure. control over operation of the Instrument Air 6 System

SR 3.5.1.4

The perfomance requirements of the ECCS pumps are
determined through application of the 10 CFR 50, Appendix K,
criteria (Ref. 8). This periodic Surveillance is performed
(in v.ccordance with the ASME Code, Section XI, requirements
for the ECCS pumps) to verify that the ECCS pumps will
devel)p the flow rates required by the respective analyses.
The F.CCS pump flow rates ensure that adequate core cooling
is provided to satisf the acceptance criteria of:
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref.10 .

g Qcgt' The pump flow rates are verified against a system head that
C

P_## # is't2nn;&nCITO the RPV pressure expected during a LOCA.
The total system pump outlet pressure is adequate to
overcome the elevation head pressure between the pump
suction and the vessel discharge, the piping friction
losses, and RPV pressure present during LOCAs. These values
may be established during pre-operational testing.
Frequency for this Surveillance is in accordance with the"-02 A ~ ,.

Inservice Testing Program requirements.

(continued)
.
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i BASES
-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.5
REQUIREMENTS _

(continued) The ECCS subsystems are required to actuate automatically to
perfom their design functions. This Surveillance test
verifies that, with a required system initiation signal
(actual or simulated), the automatic initiation logic of
HPCS, LPCS, and LPCI will cause the systems or subsystems to
operate as designed, including actuation of the system
throughout its emergency operating sequence, automatic pump
startup, and actuation of all automatic valves to their
required positions. This Surveillance also ensures that the
HPCS System will automatically restart on an RPY low water
level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV high9} QCI(,6 water level (Level 8) trip and that e suction is

6 automatically transferred from the to the suppressionbg
pool. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL EST perfomed inSF g LCO 3.3.5.1, overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete18 testingofftheassumedsafetyfunction.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this
,-

/>p&Ftp q ke Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
, 9 g

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if theN

-) | Lech Spb hC4 | Surveillance were perfomed with the reactor at power. (}'
3 x ...

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
) L s wedag' ) pass the SR when perfomed at the 18 month Frequency, which

~

( j is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency ,

't 1was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
!

I standpoint.
i

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel
injection / spray during the Surveillance. Since all active
components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by

~recirculation through the test line, coolant injection into '

the RPV is not required during the Surveillance.
.

SR 3.5.1.6

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional test is performed to demonstrate that
the mechanical portions of the ADS function (i.e.,
solenoids) operate as designed when initiated either by an
actual or simulated initiation signal causing proper
actuation of all the required componen,ts. SR 3.5.1.7 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1

3
i / (continued) f

V
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) BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.6 (continued)
.

REQUIREMENTS _

overlap this Surveillance to provide complete testing of theassumed safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency, which
is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliabilitystandpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

SR 3.5.1.7 0 0*

[ejeg e s4rl *
A manual actuationiof each ADS valve is

I' ) <' 6e fsing Aro@ .h that the valve and} solenoids are functio ing properly anderfomed to verify
;

N'" g .' " * gp that no blockage < exists in the S/RV discha e lines. Thisis demonstrated y the response of the turb ne control or
.

'bgass dues Yo em+>ut bypass valve, b a change in the measured steam flow, or

4 ""y mdorpressure{ this test to avoid dany other method suitable to verify steam flowf Adequareactor steamA k ABSdoetd'"E pressure must be available to perform
amaging the valve./ Sufficient time is Ishain gow 4,,Pe. g. therefore allowed, after the required pressure @a_chieved,

;

j to perform this test. Adequate pressure at which this test
^ ~i _ is to be performed is. [^R ni; "the pressure reconsnendedcemsisted *- by the valve manufacturerhiReactor startup is allowed

prior to performing this test because valve OPERABILITY and;

the setpoints for overpressure protection are verified, perg 4}g gre ASME requirements, prior to valve installation. i

adequde b etQ,"" this SR is modified by a Note that states the Surveillance,Therefore t1

P is not required to De, .ves t, ~~ steam 4HB pressure v, performed until 12 hours after reactor
-

- ~ ~ M9 SR 3.5.1.6 and the LOGIC-

SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1 overlap this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumedsafety function.

!

The Frequency of 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures
that both solenoids for each ADS valve are alternatelytested. The Frequency is based on the need to perform this

(continued)

-BWR/6-STS~
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) BASES

~

just pries to ord4 rigSURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS a. start up 4 roe -

4

Surveillance under the cor.ditions that a lant I

(E. '.!!. ".."..!.__! ' pyentia{gy{ anne (pply ick4ael a"* {{angng ,
.

_

__m_ . . _ . - - _ _ . _ _ - . . . . _ -
,

Operating experience has snown that these components usually
|pass the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency, which

is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency !

was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
, standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. AR,Section96.3.2.2.3[
[

2. SAR,Section16.3.2.2.4
i

3. SAR,Sectionk6.3.2.2.1[

AR,Section[6.3.2.2.2[4.

5. AR,SectionI15.2.8[*

t

) 6. R,Sectionk15.6.4[,

7. AR, Section3 15.6.5 7

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

9. AR,SectionN6.3.3[

10. 10 CFR 50.46.

ill. AR,SectionN6.3.3.3k

12. Memorandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) to V. Stello, Jr.
(NRC), 'Recomended Interim Revisions to LCO's for
E.CCS Components," December 1,1975.

AR, %tierr :fh.3.3.7.31Cr De @13.

i
j 14. ['SAR,Secti 7.3.1.1.1.4- "
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'

B 3.5
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATIONCOOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM

B 3.5.2 ECCS-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND
A description of the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System,
Low Pressure Core Spray LPCS) System, and low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI)(mode of the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) System is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.5.1,
'ECCS-Operating."

P

APPLICABLE
ECCS perfomance is evaluated for the entire spectrum ofSAFETY ANALYSES break sizes for a postulated loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The long term cooling analysis following a design
basis LOCA (Ref. 2) demonstrates that only one ECCS
injection / spray subsystem is required, post LOCA, to
maintain the peak cladding temperature below the allowable
limit. To provide redundancy, a minimum of two ECCS
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and S.

,

; )T Two OPERABLE ECCS injection / spray subsystems also ensure
!

adequate inventory makeup in the reactor pressure vessel .
(RPV) in the event of an inadvertent vessel draindown.
The ECCS satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

i

!
LCO

Two ECCS injection / spray. subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE. The ECCS injection / spray subsystems are defined
as the three LPCI' subsystems, the LPCS System, and the HPCSSystem. The LPCS System and each LPCI subsystem consist of
one motor driven pump, piping, and valves to transfer water
from the suppression pool to the RPV. The HPCS System ,

consists of one motor driven pump, piping, and valves to )

transfer water from the suppression pool or -- N] storage tank p to the RPV.

One LPCI subsystem (A or 8) may be aligned for decay heat
removal in MODE 4 or 5 and considered OPERABLE for the ECCS
function, if it can be manually realigned (remote or local)
to the LPCI mode and is not otherwise inoperable. Because
of low pressure and low temperature conditions in MODES 4
and 5, sufficient time will be available to manually align

%

k) (continued)~.
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ECCS-Shutoown
) B 3.5.2 g

BASES N
\

I
LCO Iand initiate LPCI subsystem operation to provide core(continued) cooling prior to postulated fuel uncovery.

___

APPLICABILITY
OPERABILITY of the ECCS injection / spray subsystems is
required in MODES 4 and 5 to ensure adequate coolant j

inventory and sufficient heat removal capability for the !

p g [_gh C # jg
-

'

irradiated fuel in the core in case of an inadvertentdraindown of the vessel.
1

'

Requirements for ECCS OPERABILITYI

during MODES 1, 2, and 3 are discussed in the Applicability
J(M d g> fi

section of the Bases for LCO 3.5.1.4' Ste 7 ECCS subsystems are not

_eginamat) pool gate removed, and the water levelrecuired to be OPERABLE during MODE 5 with the pg8m maintained at e ? ft " kdc;; above the RPV flange. This
rovices sumcTent coolant inventory to allow operatorM[ti action to terminate the inventory loss prior to fuelK uncovery in case of an inadvertent draindown.

The Automatic Depressurization System is not required to be
OPERABLE during MODES 4 and 5 because the RPV pressure ism

) < 150 psig, and the LPCS, HPCS, and LPCI subsystems can
[.w'|

,

provide core cooling without any depressurization of theprimary system. !

-

ACTIONS A.) and B.1

If any one required ECCS injection / spray subsystem is i

inoperable, the required inoperable ECCS injection / spray |

subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within !
4 hcurs. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
subsystem can provide sufficient RPV flooding capability to
recover from an inadvertent vessel draindown. However,
overall system reliability is reduced because a single
failure in the remaining OPERABLE subsystem concurrent with
a vessel draindown could result in the ECCS not being ableto perform its intended function. The 4 hour Completion
Time for restoring the required ECCS injection / spray
subsystem to OPERABLE status is based on engineering
judgment that considered the availability of one subsystem
and the low probability of a vessel draindown event.

With the inoperable subsystem not restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, action must be

2

(continued) -

m.,,,- -.-
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B 3.5.2
/~'

BASES
).

ACTIONS A.1 and B.1 (continued)

initiated imediately to suspend operations with a potential i~

for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) to minimize the
probability of a vessel draindown and the subsequent
potential for fission product release. Actions must
continue until OPDRVs are suspended.

C.I. C.2. D.I. D.2.
e __ '

-

If both of the regi ;d ECCS injection / spray subsystems are

h unavailable. inoperable, all cot ant inventory makeup capability may be,i secede 3 cdame, Therefore, actions must be initiated
. immediately to suspend OPDRVs in order to minimize the

(delaGwcopMdihb.e probability of a vessel draindown and the subsequent
'

3

potential for fissica product release. Actions must,

O~c- continue until OPDRVs are suspended. One ECCS-

injection / spray subsystem must also be restored to OPERABLEi

status within 4 hours.-

eder accepdcI cc

- ( amis %se cuhol5 If at least one ECCS injection / spray subsystem is not
h assure is A % restored to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion
cyoMb.M, Time, additional actions are required to minimize any

potential fission product release to the environment. This
includes initiating imediate action to restore the

]cm . following to OPERABLE status: se_condary containment, one
'

'f- ~ tancoy gas treatment subsystem, andtone isolation valve ands
, emJ sgew/c

! cshimed 'ege
_ . associated instrumentation /in each secondary containment

* penetration flow path not isolated 4 This may be performed
by an administrative check, by examining logs or other& ~

j$.d i3 acs-eRobe infonnation, to determine if the components are out of
service for maintenance or other reasons. Verification does( :sclabd fo w.4,'3"46 not require perfoming the Surveillances needed to

.

( ta,ba:GA relMd. demonstrate OPERABILITY of the components. If, however, any%" required component is inoperable, then it must be restored
/ to OPERABLE status. In this case, the Surveillances may~

need to be performed to restore the component to OPERABLE
m GAT status .J Acti cic -"-+ ~ + ""= "a m ''' -- -*--d

).(areOPERABLErf
c-omporan]ts.

,

The4hourCompletionT[metorestoreatleastoneECCS/
'

injection / spray subsystem to OPERABLE status ensures that
prompt action will be taken to provide the required cooling
capacity or to initiate actions to place the plant in a

i,"
(continued)
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INSERT B16A

In addition, at least one door in the upper primary I
containment air lock must be closed. The closed air lock door ,

completes the boundary for control of potential radioactive ,

releases. With the appropriate administrative controls, !
however, the closed door can be opened intermittently for !

entry and exit. This allowance is acceptable due to the need !
for containment access and due to the slow progression of |

events which may result from the identified conditions. The i

lack of available ECCS during shutdown conditions would not be
expected to result in the immediate release of appreciable
fission products to the containment atmosphere. Actions must
continue until all requirements of this Condition are
satisfied.

i

i

!

|
,

4

|

.

|
1

.
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BASES

ACTIONS C.1. C.2. D.1. D.2. ntinued)

condition that minimizes any potential fission product
release to the envirmment.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.1 and SR 3.5.2.2
REQUIREMENT 12 O ?l <M4'

I The minimum water level of p2.0T fy required for the 1
suppression pool is periodically verified to ensure that the '

'

suppression
head (NPSH) pool will provide adequate net positive suctionfor the ECCS pumps, recirculation volume, and t

vortex prevention. With the suppression pool water level
less than the required limit, all ECCS infection / spray
subsystems are inoperable unless they are aligned to an

_

OPERABLE GST. p 9 42|k.h
When the s pression ol level is < T12.67 m , the HPCS$ System is onsidered RPERABLE only if it can take suction
from the and the 4iEE water level is sufficient to

12,4 9|Ws provide the required NPSH for the HPCS pump. Therefore, a
erification that either the suppression pool water level is (3|.) -

-*

g $l 4 12.57 nNr the HPCS System is aligned to take suction ( J ;i6
i

from tha m and thSJED contains a U?? ^^0P gallons of
|water < -:: =..... .. ::c ensures tha the HPCS System can J

'

fc 'u~ppfy ; makeup water to' the RPV.
. g

s

5"To The 12 hour Frequency of these SRs was eyeloped considering4 '

# operating experience related to su
h water level variations 29==

ppression pool and 4SY-
J. ;'Dduring the

applicable MODES. Furthermore, the 12 hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications in the
control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to anf) abnonnal suppression pool or-45Y water level ~4 ion

.

% ner
SR 3.5.2.3. SR 3.5.2.5. and SR 3.5.2.6

'

The Bases provided for SR 3.5.1.1, SR 3.5.1.4, and
SR 3.5.1.5 are applicable to SR 3.5.2.3, SR 3.5.2.5, and
SR 3.5.2.6, respectively.

} (continued)
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)
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS j

operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since these
valves were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an ;

initiation signal is allowed to be in a nonaccident position
provided the valve will automatically reposition in the
proper stroke time. This SR does not require any testing or
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are
in the correct position. This SR does not apply to valves
that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check
valves. The 31 day Frequency is appropriate because the
valves are operated under procedural control and the
probability of their being mispositioned during this time
period is low.

In HODES 4 and 5, the RHR System may operate in the shutdown
-) cooling mode to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the

reactor. Therefore, RHR valves that are required for LPCI
subsystem operation may be aligned for decay heat removal.

OC3 anerefer7e fhis SR is modified by a Note that allows one
LPCI subsystem of the RHR System to be considered OPERABLE
for the ECCS function if all the required valves in the LPCI
flow path can be manually realigned (remote or local) to
allow injection into the RPV and the system is not otherwise
inoperable. This will ensure adequate core cooling if an
inadvertent vessel draindown should occur.

73 1. hR, Sectioks.3.3[ BtREFERENCES i

>
J
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B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) AND REACTOR CORE ISOLATION
COOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM

B 3.5.3 RCIC System

BASES '

BACKGROUND The RCIC System is not part of the ECCS; however, the RCIC
System is included with the ECCS section because of their
similar functions.

The RCIC System is designed to operate either automatically
or manually following reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
isolation accompanied by a loss of coolant flow from the
feedwater system to provide adequate core cooling and
control of RPV water level. Under these conditions, the
High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) and RCIC systems perform
similar functions. The RCIC System design requirements
ensure c of Reference-1 are-sat 4sfW

ybe JconsisIs' NThe RC C u ne
pump unit, piping, and valves to provide steam to the/
turbine, as well as piping and valves to transfer w er from e-) the suction source to the core via theJeJ 6er-syncem Q.ttfie. Suction piping is provided from the-re-d-=+e
Cese t=!;.4GST) and the suppression pool. Pump suction
is normai sy aligned to tha_85T-to minimize injection of

~

suppression pool water into the RPV. However, if the-GGF
water supply is low, or the suppression pool level is high
an automatic transfer to the suppression pool water source
ensures a water supply for continuous operation of the RCIC , i

ni System. The steam supply to the turbine is piped from mainfL steam line A, upstream of the inboard main steam line
isolation valve. -

--

[[I{b h) wide range of reactor pressures,gI65]8 psi

a //92-

The RCIC System is designed to provide core coolin for a ha I

!to psig'.TOI$gA Upon receirt of an initiation signal, the RCIC turbine
accelerates to a specified speed. As the RCIC flow

I' increases, the turbine control valve is automatically
adjusted to maintain design flow. Exhaust steam from the
RCIC turbine is discharged to the suppression pool. A full
flow test line is provided to route water from and to the

to allow testing of the RCIC System during normal
operation without injecting water into the RPV.

!

(continued) (

W R/S STS B 3.5-19 Rev. O, 49/23/?2
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

j Section 3.5 Page 76 of 85 RCIC Systen. '
'

B 3.5.3

) ;
'

: BASES j
1 '

4.
\
I

i BACKGROUND The RCIC pump is provided with a minimum flow bypas(line, i

i (continued) which discharges to the suppression pool. The valver)in i' ' this line automatically open to prevent pump damage due to }overheating when other disch{arge line valves are closed.j q ~ To |
1 ensure rapid delivery of water to the RPV and to minimize :

j water hammer effects, the RCIC System discharge line " keep
i

fill" system is designed to maintain the pump discharge line i

filled with water. I

i b
; !
1 1

j APPLICABLE The function of the RCIC System is to respond to transient _ j

{ SAFETY ANALYSES __ events by providing makeup coolant to the reactor. JThe C l ;
4 -, , Systespis not an gineered Safety Featurefystemand i
i rg)fEj2T crfeitistak in the saf ty analyses 'r RCIC S em |d 4

E2bh f
jperation. ased un i contributi to the etion of :
overall ant risk owever, t ystem is i uded in the f
Tech * al Spec ~ cations a quired by t NRC Policy |s.

J S ement.f-

' i

} LCO The OPERABILITY of the RCIC System provides adequate core
cooling such that actuation of any of the ECCS subsystems is {,

not required in the event of RPV isolation accompanied by a j
loss of feedwater flow. The RCI has sufficient capacity to i

maintain RPV inventory during an isolation event. |

54fb^ !
i i

APPLICABILITY The RCIC System is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1, and j
| MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam done pressure > 150 psig i

since RCIC is the primary non-ECCS water source for core4

< |
i cooling when the reactor is isolated and pressurized. In !
) MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam done pressure s 150 psig,

'

! and in MODES 4 and 5. RCIC is not required to be OPERABLE
j since the ECCS in.jection/ spray subsystems can provide !

: sufficient flow to the vessel. '

i i

|

| i

j ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 !

] If the RCIC System is inoperable during MODE 1, or MODES 2- !

or 3 with reactor steam done pressure > 150 psig, and the1' @ HPCS System is 6 verified to be OPERABLE, the RCIC
1 !

] (continued)
1

| OW/6 5b B 3.5-20 Rev. O, G3/2 ;/"2 ---
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Section 3.5 Page 77 of 85

INSERT B20A !

Should a design basis control rod drop accident occur, the
RCIC System can be used in conjunction with the HPCS System to r

meet the single failure criteria in mitigating the
consequences of the event (Ref. 4). The RCIC System is an
Engineered Safety Feature for this event and satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

|

L

! !
1 >

| i

1

I I

i i

! I

|
t

i

i

:

;

5

:

|

!

!

:
!

!

!l

i

!
!

INSERT
.; CLINTON B 3.5-20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 RCIC System
Section 3.5 Page 78 of 85 B 3.5.3

BASES
j%
(>!

._

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)
'

-

System must be restored to OPERABLE status within 14 days.
In this Condition, loss of the RCIC System will not affect

- the overall plant capability to provide makeup inventory at
high RPV pressure since the HPCS System is the only high
pressure system assumed to function during a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA). OPERABILITY of the HPCS is therefore

r
_ CZ [iffecmem verified when the RCIC System is inoperable.

@q' '" I (C" This may be perfome as an administrative check, by,

examining logs or other infomation, to detemine if the
HPCS is out of service for maintenance or other reasons.
Verification does not require perfoming the Surveillances

h needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the HPCS System.If the OPERABILITY of the HPCS System cannot be C+dinejj)
verified, however, Condition B must be imediately entered.
For transients and certain abnomal events with no LOCA,
RCIC (as opposed to HPCS) is the preferred source of makeupi

I

coolant because of its relatively small capacity, which
allows easier control of RPV water level. Therefore, a
limited time is allowed to restore the inoperable RCIC to
OPERABLE status.

| p
The 14 day Completion Time is based on a reliability study D
(Ref. 3) that evaluated the impact on ECCS availability,
assuming that various components and subsystems were takeni

out of service. The results were used to calculate the
average availability of ECCS equipment needed to mitigate
the consequences of a LOCA as a function of allowed outage
times (A0Ts). Because of the similar functions of the HPCS
and RCIC, the A0Ts (i.e., Completion Times) detemined for
the HPCS are also applied to RCIC.

B.I and B.2 ~ NE
. If the RCIC System cannot be restored to OPE BLE status

within the associated Completion Time, or if HPCS System is
simultaneously inoperable, the plant must be brought to a

,

condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
|

status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and reactor steam dome pressure reduced to

! s/150]rpsig within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Timess

are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued) , . _ . .

-BWR/C STS -

B 3.5-21 Rev. O, 09/23/92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
,

Section 3.5 Page 79 of 85 RCIC System
B 3.5.3 .

;

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS,

The flow path piping has the potential to develop voids and !pockets of entrained air. Maintaining the pump discharge '

line of the RCIC System full of water ensures that the !i system will perform properly, injecting its full capacity ;
into the Reactor Coolant System upon demand. This will also |;
prevent a water hammer following an initiation signal. One !-

acceptable method of ensuring the line is full is to vent at
i the high points. The 31 day frequency is based on the
i gradual nature of void buildup in the RCIC piping, the'

procedural controls governing system operation, and
, operating experience. ,

'
|
'

i

SR 3.5.3.2

) Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, 1

and automatic valves in the RCIC flow path provides
iassurance that the proper flow path will exist for RCIC

operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since these

.) were verified to be in the correct position prior to !
i

|' > locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an t

initiation signal i's allowed to be in a nonaccident position ;provided the valve will automatically reposition in the
proper stroke time. This SR does not require any testing or ivalve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that

i
those valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are
in the correct position. This SR does not apply to valves
that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check
valves. For the RCIC System, this SR also includes the
steam flow path for the turbine and the flow controller -1 position.

i The 31 day Frequency of this SR was derived from the"

inservice Testing Program requirements for performing valve
testing at least every 92 days. The Frequency of 31 days is
further justified because the valves are operated under
procedural control and because improper valve position would

; affect only the RCIC System. This frequency has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.a

I

'

(continued)

4WR/E STE
I B 3.5-22 Rev. O,-09/2S/92 I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 80 of 85 RCIC System

B 3.5.3

-') OiBASES
|
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The RCIC pump flow rates (ensure that the system can maintain
~

_ reactor coolant inventoryqduring pressurized conditions with
A m h n , & J O the RPV isolated. The flod tests for the RCIC System areU f ,

MNM M gi performed at two differenttpressure ranges such that system '

capability to provide rated flow is tested both at the
iposs% Aro@ h *^

higher and lower operating.: ranges of the system.* Since the g
'

b beg k h ab pd53 required reactor steam (5EP pressure must,be available to P
whos to enE.du e 4.o crx4re|

perform SR 3.5.3.3 and' SR 3.5.3.4, sufficient time is or
allowed after adequate' pressure 6/ achieved to perform these -@ '

rmfer prenare tAvrb ' SRs. Reactor startup is allowed prior to performing the low o'E
I

RUC. 5fsb bd5 NF'"4 '
pressure Surveillance because the reactor pressure is low . , ;

and the time to satisfactorily perform the Surveillance is '

T !o d * short. The reactor pressure is allowed to be increased to.e

i normal operating pressure since it is assumed that the low-
|pressure test has been satisfactorily completed and there is j

>

no indication er reason to believe that RCIC is inoperable. ;
Therefore, these SRs are modified by Notes that state the*

,

| Surveillances are not required to be performed until._ - ^

12 hours after the p:;;;;s@ reactor steam (imiFfpre~ssure 9 ;

] reacneQeud 41,s are ,4,4u,4e +o perform ne kd Q-} Q )!
p- %-

.

A 92 day Frequency for SR 3.5.3.3 is consistent with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. The 18 month

yt 4 h er Frequency for SR 3.5.3.4'is based on the need to performEJ .

Aur'i*3 Slcrb?
T this Surveillance under the conditions that apply cartr. el i

aplantoutage.g.: U.e puenu st- _._..;:ht ? I_ . . , , . . . . . . . _4rm a - tthe 5;; :imma --- '=- ;Th Ihr rc= " =i ==-Gl
|'

Operating experience h'as shown that these components usually
~

'

pass the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency, which )
is based on the refueling cycle. Therefo:t, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.5.3.5

The RCIC System is required to actuate automatically to
perform its design function. This Surveillance verifies
that with a required system initiation signal (actual or

|simulated) the automatic initiation logic of RCIC will cause i

the system to operate as designed, including actuation of
the system throughout its emergency operating sequence,
automatic pump startup and actuation of all automatic valves
to their required positions. This Surveillance test also

] (continued) i.

%'R/0 3TS --- B 3.5-23 Rev. O, .09RB/92-
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196
j Section 3.5 Page 81 of 85 RCIC System

B 3.5.3
)

'
BASES

:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3J (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

; ensures that the RCIC System will automatically restart on
4

an RPV low water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent p1 | to an RPV nigh water level (Level 8) trip and that the
| suction is automatically transferred from the to the p gC suppression pool. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL T F-

/ 'Teu o breI Perfomed in LCO 3.3.5.2 cverlaps this Surveillance to q $btafd2'

provide complete testing]of the assumed safety function. 7c,.<J/, LcAdew Coobg i
Y

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perfom this(RCib SP 8" Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
h6,,edeM g " outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the

_ Surveillance were perfomed with the reactor at power.
-

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when perfomed at the 18 month Frequency, which
is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel injection
T during the Surveillance. Since all active components are) testable and full flow can be demonstrated by rer.irculation

through the test line, coolant injection into the RPV is not
required during the Surveillance.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 33.

2. /SAR,Section 5.4.6

3. Memorandum from R.L. Baer (NRC) td V. Stell6, Jr.
~

(NRC), " Recommended Interin Revisions to LCO's for
ECCS Components," December 1, 1975.hf4, M Cec % IC.4.S

w ~ >

I,

-9M"/6 STS B 3.5-24 Rev. O, 09/20/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.5 Page 83 of 85

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.5 - ECCS and RCIC

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording revised to reflect |
appropriate plant specific requirements. !

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 This change provides plant specific equipment terminology.

P.2 This change provides plant specific equipment or analysis
description.

P.3 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred ;

to as the USAR.

P.4 This comment nu.mber is not used for this station.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.'

P.6 The plant design allows performance of the RCIC flow test at
steam supply pressures down to 135 psig.

P.7 This change is nade to provide consistency with the choice of
plant specific bracketed information in the Specification.

P.8 The RCIC System is considered an Engineered Safety Feature for i
the Control Rod Drop Accident for this plant.

P.9 The description of the equipment is sufficient without these
additional words.

P.10 The plant specific terminology for certain potential release
paths is better presented with the addition of "and secondary

| containment bypass."
:
1

P.11 The upper containment personnel air lock must also be
! considered as part of the secondary containment since the

secondary containment does not enclose the entire primary
containment boundary.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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: Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

] Section 3.5 Page 84 of 85 |
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 s

| SECTION 3.5 - ECCS and RCIC |
] I
i !
'

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
:
s

| C.1 Support systems are not typically listed in the Bases for a |
| supported system. A list of support systems is generally ;

i incomplete and could, therefore, be misleading to the ;

; operator. For consistency with other Bases and to prevent ;

misinterpretation, this list of support systems is deleted.,

C.2 The allowance of this proposed change does not exceed that !
interprettble from the existing TS. The existing TS imply t

'

that concurrent HPCS and RCIC inoperability results in an LCO {
l 3.0.3 entry which would provide an hour prior to commencing a ,

1 plant shutdown. Additionally, throughout the NUREG Rev O, !

2 this type of " cross-system" verification of. OPERABILITY is |

typically allowed at least an hour (refer to Comp.ation Times
|

for several Required Actions in LCO 3.3.5.1; LCO 3.6.3.1
,

Required Action B.1; LCO 3.6.3.3 required Action B.1; LCO f

3.8.1 Required Action B.2), even though the knowledge is
arguably available immediately.

:
C.3 The changes represent editorial corrections or enhancements.

C.4 Several Notes provide an allowance for reactor startup to }
proceed prior to requiring performance of certain !,

'

Surveillances. This allowance is based on the need to reach !

J conditions appropriate for testing. The existing allowance to !
1 reach a given pressure only partially addresses the issue. !

This pressure can be attained, and with little or no steam (
flow, conditions would not be adequate to perform the test - i

,

| potentially resulting in an undesired reactor
depressurization. The p oposed change recognizes the i

| necessary conditions of steam flow and minimum pressure as !
i well as a maximum pressure limitation and provides consistency
| of presentation of these conditions. This proposed change is
i based on Amendment No. 81 fr Clinton Power Station.
,

]
C.5 Just as during power oper .ione some unisolated penetrations

; may be administratively ran with capability for closure,
i These isolation valves wot act have instrumentation required

to be OPERABLE. Other penetrations may utilize isolation
devices other than " valves." To accommodate these variations
more generic wording is editorially chosen.

C.6 Not all secondary containment penetrations are assumed to be l
j isolated (or isolatable). Only those penetrations that are {l " required" to perform the assumed function are intended to be

1

; addressed. This is an editorial clarification of this issue.
i ,

J i

! CLINTON 2 10/1/93
|
4
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DISCUSSION OF CHANCES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.5 - ECCS and RCIC

,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.7 The proposed Bases revisions provide clarification of the
operator interaction with ADS timers and the inhibiting of
automatic operation. Also included is clarification of the
association of actuation signals and individual ECCS pumps
since not all pumps are actuated by the same signals.

C.8 The Bases are revised to clarify the content of the groups of
ECCS subsystems as used for each term in the LCO and SR.

C.9 The LCO 3.5.2 provision for allowing LPCI to be OPERABLE while
performing decay heat removal function is limited to one
system. However, here in LCO 3.5.1 that limitation is not

,

applied. Editorial Bases corrections made for consistency
with NUREG Rev 0.

t

C.10 The existing Bases statement ("in a condition outside of the
accident analyses") is incorrect for certain possible
Condition entries (e.g., all ADS valves and one LPCI
subsystem). An editorial correction is made for consistency
with NUREG Rev 0.

c.11 Several SRs are required to be performed with the reactor at
some pressure and steam flow - obviously not in a shutdown
condition. Bases discussions of these SRs are incorrect and
have been appropriately revised.

!C.12 This statement is supported only by engineering judgement
which is based on the low probability of an event requiring an
ECCS and the certain need for shutdown cooling. Should the
ECCS be required, the system could be readily returned to the
ECCS function by repositioning the valves, either remotely or l
locally. Manual repositioning is adequate since the energy
dissipation required in MODE 3, below 150 psig, is
considerably less than at 100% RATED THERMAL POWER with normal
operating temperature and pressure.

C.13 The Bases description is revised to omit the instrument drift
discussion since drift is not used in determining the
Frequency of monitoring for this parameter.

C.14 There is only one valve wnich automatically opens in this
line.

C.15 The title of the LCO is provided at its first use as a
reference in accordance with the accepted format.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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''

l

I

ATTACHMENT 1 '*
:

;

;

I

; CTS - PSTS1

|

| COMPARISON DOC.UMENT- ,

3

e

: .

! |

b |

) '

'
1
'

:
J

l
,

d

1A: MARKUP OF CTS,

d

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS4

4

| CONSIDERATIONS
!
!
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- -

3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
- Secti n 3.6 Page 4 of 476

W 3. G .1. I l
3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT |

LCO 5 . 6, / . '1 |
PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY I

*' 'LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

j,d O 3.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT I|:TECRI hall be = t d

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, , and 3.

ACTION: d| 2
i

@JP M Without PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGTdii, restore PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ?|iTECRIM
- ~ within 1 hourfor be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
Coap 6 SilUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

grRVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
/

| LAl4.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT iiucum shall be demonstrated: y
hftere closing of eac' penetration subject TypeBtesting,esept)a.

the ary containment ir locks, if opened llowing Type A or ert,

/3 byf1 ak rate testing e seals with gas a a,(9.0 psiol and v ifying
.that when the meas ed leakage rate for hese seals is adde o the

~

6 p* 4, |,l.} leakage rates de rmined pursuant to urveillance Require nt 4.6.1.2.d
for all other pe B and C penetrat) ns, the combined le age rate is less

dhanorequ to 0.60 La.f
_

s*& I.6[.O . At least once per 31 days by verifying that all primary containment |
penetrations ** not capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment

SR ?.le.j,3'2 (1/_ automatic isolation .yalves and reouired to be closed durina accident e, cairditions ~are closedEy valves. blind flanceD or aeactivated automatic ,
-

|'f valves securea in oosition3 except as provided in Specification 3.6.4. *

Ek p*A'"2 p,By verifying each primary containment air lock is in compliance with thec. .

. requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

6- By verifying the suppression cool is in compliance the requirer..ents ,
of Specification 3.6.3.1. 4 LL _ ygggf dcTJ

LCC) I' I* * ' ank i k } .gtz 17eb. Acro.Wt.coLCa:", n SR M .I.3 6
'

a 3.g.g.3.2 s. 2 ,1c ,g 0.1 g
Il LCO .3. G,1. 5 Etuct .4 2, Y y 3. s, .1.5,3

me spmm Test Ewt= 2.10. L/
__

EtExcept 16 a'nd 1HG017 and) valves, blind lan es, and deactivat@ 's
automatic valves which_ are located inside___the primary con ainment, steary

.

;

tunnel, or drywell, Cand_ are locked, sealed or otherwise secllrgd)in the c;osed : !

position. These penetrations shall be verified closed during tach COLL |
SHUTDOWN except such verification neec not be performed more ofter, thu onct- i

hper92 days. ( |

*

/.mendmentjo. Ag((
CLINTON - UNIT 1 j 3/4 6-1 68

~
4$

\ 9.
%

'

,

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS (tJO srph247r (20p Section 3.6 Page 5 of 476

# 3'b'''l ''' -

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE LCO 3.4 t.t / 6(d 2 G ,/.2./
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION L CO 3 G./. 3

3.6.1.2 Primary containment leakage rates shall be limited to:
LAI

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of less than or equal to a, 0.65% by
|5p3.t..t.l.1 weight of the containment air per 24 hours at Pa,(9.0 psi

s n.v.t .2.t

M$g,i combined leakage rate of less than or equal to@.60 LajA or all penetra- |
s.t.21 tions and all valves subject to Type B and C tests when pressurized to

Pa,(9.'0psig)

c. Less than or equal to 28 scf per hour for any one main steam line through
the isolation valves when tested at Pa,60 psiglg2 3.G.GS

d. A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.08 La, for all penetra- |

g 3,3,q tions that are secondary containment bypass leakage paths whenpressurized to Pa (9.0 psil.

e. A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to I gpm times the total
number of containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines

O % I'M which penetrate the primary containment, when tested at 1.10 Pa,
[9.9 psiD) g

**
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, , and 3.

IACTION: AL * h l '.3Lco E 4,1

With:

a. The measured overall integrated primary containment leakage rate
exceeding F 75 Lal or

-
-

b. The measured combined leakage rate for all enetrations and all valves
subject to Type B and C tests exceedingto.60 La. or

c. The measured leakage rate exceeding 28 scf per hour for any one main
steam line through the isolation valves, or

d. The combined leakage rate for all penetrations which are secondary
containment bypass leakage paths exceeding 0.08 La; or

e. The measured combined leakage rate for all containment isolation valves
1 in hydrostatically tested lines which penetrate the primary containment
? exceeding I gpm times the total number of such valves,

restort: ,

| g 4
' y .

-
;

.

-
,

. . r r
''

, ,

*f ( ption to Appendix ?) of 10 CFR 50. [ h
,

,,S' i 2'pecial Test Except1 ion 3.10.1. IL

Cll':410N - UNIT 1 3/4 6-2 Amendment No. 83
P

,
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 6 of 476

,

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE !
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) -

i

3.6.1.2 ACTION (Continued): :

LCD 3MI } The overall integrated leakage rate (s) to less than or equal to .75La]a.
and g

(.wo A
b. The combined leakage rate for all penetrations and all valves subject to

, Type B and C tests to less than or equal to 0.60 La and

Ic. 1 The leakage rate to less than 28 scf per hour for any one main steam line
Ltt> 3413 through the isolation valves, and !

CotJD c-
d. The combined leakage rate for all penetrations which are secondary

,

containment bypass leakage paths to less than or equal to 0.08 La, and

e. The combined leakage rate for all containment isolation valves in hydro-
statically tested lines which penetrate the primary containment to less

l'than or equal to 1 gpm times the total number of such valves
,

.

prior to increasing reactor coolant system temperature above 200*F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

S2 3k l.l.1 ,

4.o.l.z The containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the following '

test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria speci-

fied in Appendix J of 10 CFR@ifying the result by the Mass Point Methodol -'
sing the methods and provisions of ANSI

1 N45.4-1972 and BN-TOP-1 d ver
7

described in ANSI /AN 56.8-1981. !

Ia. Three Type Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate t s shall be
conducte at 40 1 10 month intervals during shutdown a a, 9.0 psig
durin each 10-year service period.

!

b. any periodic Type A test fails to meet 0 La the test schedule for *

subsequent Type A tests shall be review and approved by the Commission.
If two consecutive Type A tests fail meet 0.75 La a Type A test shall
be performed at least every 18 m s until two consecutive Type A tes
meet 0.75 La at which time th bove test schedule may be resumed. -

c. The accuracy of each T A test shall be verified by a supp ental test
which:

1. Confirp the accuracy of the test by verifying ' at the difference
between the supplemental data and the Type A st data is within
'.25 La. The formula to be used is : [Lo Lam - 0.25 La] s Lc 5

[Lo + Lam + 0.25 La] where Lc - supplem al test result, Lo -
superimposed leakage and Lam - measur Type A leakage.

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-3 Amendment No. 83
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
: CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 7 of 476

PRIMARY Ct 'AINMENT LEAKAGE
'

| SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

'4.6.1.2 (Continued) -

j

j Has duration sufficient to es s accuratel'/ the change in.

: leakage rate between t pe A test and the supplemental test
;

i

3. Requires uantity of gas injected into the primary co ainment,
,

I l or from the primary containment during the supple ntal test to l :

e between 0.75 La and 1.25 La. J {!

d. t Type B and C tests shall be conducted"*,' with gas at Pa, \9.0 osi3 at |
'

5.R intervals no greater than 24 months except for tests involving: '

l. Air locks, !g
'

i
1 2. Main steam line isolation valves, j3

j h 3. Penetrations using continuous leakage monitoring systems,

ki4. All containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines I
which penetrate the primary containment, and i

i ;
' I

5 Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient material iI. seals.-
>

!-

e. Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance ,

i "+ 6G412 I,2. Require t 4.6.1.3.

LAl U
:

f. Main st line_ isolation valves shall be leak tested with gas at Pa, '

5R % l.M [9.0 psig) at (Teast once per is montns) [
~

,

LA| |
g. Type B tests for penetrations employing a con inuous leakage monitoring !

sR -3.G.M.) system shall be conducted at Pa,W.0 psich at every other reactor j
shutdown for refueling, but in no case at intervals greater than 3 years.

I h. All containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines which !

!sR 3.Lt.3.g (renetrate the primary containment shall be leak tested at 1.'10 Pa, '9.9psig) ast(once per 18 mo' nth $ .

i. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient material seals
|ggal.3.c shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Require- !

ment 4.6.1.8.3. j

"

j. ! The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable to Specifica-
% tions 4.6.1.2.a, 4.6.1.2.b, 4.6.1.2.d, and 4.6.1.2.g.
". / a 55.u.i , se s c,. J. ~1 , s /2 h t.7 9 i

NsR %.f.21, S /2 3.f, l 7. 7 !

\ ""Except as provided in NRC-approved exemption to Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 for
containment penetration IMC-44. |

-

* #The leakage rate for containment penetration IMC-4 is not required to be
determined until startup from the fifth refueling outage in accordance with
an approved exemption to Appendix J of 10 CFR 50.,

,

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-4 Amendment No. 83
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En:losure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 8 of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

PRIMARY CON'TAINMENT AIR LOCKS h * * '~

|
|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION I

}. (O 3 * & . la 2.
' E L E Each primary containment air lock shall be OPERABLE with:

-

Both doors closed except when the air lock is being used for normal tran-}
a.

sit entry and exit through the containment, then at least one air lock
l A! yoor shall be closed, and

f

b Arj overall air lock leaka e' rate of less than or equal to 5.0 scf per hourSRM / 21 at Pa, & O os W -
.

f%"4
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1. . and 1 - ' Ac7,,; gogy, j pgg jg,33 (,|

iKTroW5 NcTE 2, C_ odd ^f Y
__ _

_

-

** g on. i Mn~57Xalcoa reye~T a!$pcfs)
_ -

_ _

_

s
_

a. th one pri containment air lock door inoperable:
crae b

dog j g J./ 1. h' intal least the OPERABLE air lock door closed and(either*{
RA A. 2 crestore the innapem51e air Joct ennr in m-* crat"o within*

24 hours (gr lock the OPERABLE air lock door closed.)
h2. [ Operation may then continue until eerformance nf tha next reouired]-

e
fM b barall air lock lemknee testfrovided that the OPERABLE air lock] . V'

@oor is verified to be locked closed at least once per 31 days.) %
Co*3 D 3. Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and Y

- in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. %'

,

'[fj The pruvi.sivus vi Seewifissim 3.G.4 a m out q pF " h1= [f

~

g, b. With the primary containment air - inoperable, except as a result of an
g g'

- inoter h lock done (maintalp at least nna air lock door closed: /
restore the incperable air locrto OPERABLE status within 24 hoursM

PA C 3 ,n at ieast sot sauwown within the next 12 hours and in C0to snuTDows
(c/C D within the following 24 hours.

~

.TN SE*R T
--- m iERf, L 2 -- Ac7t on s tioTE |

CorJ O E L 3 -- ._ASER Y
-

L

ConD A PEG A G j
thTE 2 ~

@
* - S-- i M T - * ' - - ' i r. 1 10

-

1

l

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-5 I
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
g

'g PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-

Each pridary containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:| 4.6.1.3

'a. Tyverifyings leakage rate to less than or equal to scLper~

'
I hour when th gap between the d seals is pressurized Pa,/9.D psip

A5 *- 1. wi n 72 hours' roii ng each door ciosing cent when the air- ./
ek is being used r multiple' entries, n at least once per

72 hours #; and

gg5.6.l.1.l . -.

2. Prior to blishing PRIMARY C0 NMENT INTEGRITY when e air

lock ha een used and no main nance has been perto on the

ffffair k.

b. By co ucting an overall af ock leakage test.at P .0 osf3 and
'

j ying that the overa air lock leakage rate within its limit:
' ve

6 months # f'

1. At least once ,

INTEGRITY when' intenance -
2. Prior to tablishing PRIMARY CONT'

has be performed on the air lo that could affect air loc ,..
*

_seali g capability.*
: ~

At least once per 6 months by verifying that only one door in each airc.
gg 3,4,|,2,11ock can be opened at a time.

DJoM bh
_.

.

O

e

.

kf Mfff y ,O''*EY MM

#The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.- SR 3. 6, l .1.1 .

ft @ c td k __

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-6
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 10 of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

M O 3,6 /,8 -

MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM*

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LCD 3. C.1. t Two 6depende MSIV leakage control system (LCS) subsystems shall be
|

~

3'g,@ OPERABLE.*

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. -

ACTION: g g,7 c o g D B
' ~

C_0,fL $ With one MSIV leakage control system subsystem inoperable, restore the inoper-
able subsystem to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN

CoNDC within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
_ _ _ . -

SURVEILUWCE REQUIREMENTS

- 4. 6.1. 4 Each MSIV leakage control system subsystem shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

,

At least once per 31. days by verifying:a.

5 SR 1. Blower OPERABILITY by starting the blowers from the control roomi
3.G,l.81 and operating the blowers for at least 15 minutes.

,

SR 2. Heater OPERABILITY by demonstrating electrical continuity of the :.

3,4, g ,g '2. heating element circuitry. ,

"
During each COLD SHUTDOWN, if not performed within the previous 92 days,b.
by cycling each remote, manual and automatic motor operated valve through

( least one complete cycle of full travel.
'

,,

_

c. At least once per 18 months by:

Performanceofafunctionaltestbichincludessimulatedactuatiod |'

D 1.
-[of the subsystem throughout its operating sequence, and verifying -

that each automatic valve actuates to its correct position, the
[,, blower (s) start.

I

2. Verifying that the blowers develop at least the required vacuum at
the rated capacity and each heater unit draws 7.4 to 9.2 amperes
per phase.

a) Inboard subsystem,15" H O vacuum at > 100 scfm.2

Mg b) Outboard subsystem,15" H O vacuum at > 200 scfm.2 _g

AAn M51V leakage control system instrumentation channel may be placed in an
inoperable status for up to 2 hours for required surveillance without placing <

,' the channel in the tripped co"dition provided all other channels monitoring
' hat parameter are OPERABLE. __

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-7 Amendment No. S
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
: Section 3.6 Page 11 of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

!
_ ()

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (Continued)j

|

4.6.1.4 (Continued)<

By ve ying the flow, pressure, temperature and level instrumentation to
j . [h be OPERABLE by performance of a: g j

1. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least_once per and a *
2. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

,

: ,

.

-

*

!

.

.

'
.

,

i

~

L )' i
'

l
a

i

!
.

;

I

|

|

,

;

I

~
,

!
|

i

k !
-

i

)
,
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 12 of 476 ;

'

A/
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

!' '# '
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY l.

i

j LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

I 3.6.1. hestructuralintegrityo[f.hecontainmentshallbemaintainedata
|

~

-

(level consistent with the acceptance crit 6ria in Specification"4.6.1.5.
i '

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. jq

~ ACTION: M|
'

f
i;

With the structural integrity of the containment not conforming to the above ;e ~

'

[
'

jf cza nosments, restore the structural integrity to within the limits withinmor be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 22 hours' and in COLDrequire
;
'

4 SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

LCO 5.G. h I Coup A/B
Nk O'h' !* ! ~_

I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -
- ,

, F ;

{ The structural integrity of the exposed accessible interior and ;4.6.1.5
exterior surfaces of the containment, including the Ifner plate, shall be
determined during the shutdown for each Type A containment leakage rate test t

by a visual inspection of those surfaces. This inspection shall be performed

(prior to the Type A containment leakage rate test to verify no apparent changes
I

e

,( ! "
in appearance or other abnormal degradation. .

-

_

t

4 :
i

!
i

; .

"

!

.

|

i1

i.

l
.* !|

t

I

.

a

.

J

[

!

.)
i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-9
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Enclosure 2 tov-602196
*

Section 3.6 Page 13 of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ~ (}'-

j

CONTAINMENT INTERNAL PRESSURE ff:
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION,

'

L C.O O.C.1.5 Containment to secondary containment differential pressure shall be
3* d'I' maintained between -0.25 and +0.25 psid. e i

_

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
.

ACTION:
^

With the containment to secondary containment differential pressure outside of
Ccf@M the specified limits, restore the differential pressure to within the limits

~ within I hour or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 22 hours and in
( g p g COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. ,

>

---

SURVEILMNCE REQUIREMENTS
'

l

.

$ R 3. G. la 4e 1 |
4. 0.1. 6 The containment to secondary containment differential pressure shall
be determined to be within the limits at least once per 12 hours. .

-

. ( ..)--

. x..

,

one

'

i

;

e

Y

i

CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 6-10
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 14 of 476

~~

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE

- LCO 3 , C. /. 5
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION |

4 Cp 3 6. /. 5
..C.I.7 Primary containment. average air temperature shall not exceed 122 F.

' APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

With the primary containment average air temperature greater than 122*F.. reduce
C_o@.8 the average air temperature to within the limit within 8 hours or be in at

0 % g least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the

following 24 hours. -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

S .S.I.? The primary containment averaae air temperatudall be the arithmet
%'I,g'i 'ical averace" of the temperatures at the followino locations andfshall De 8

C j
~ determined to be within the limit at least once per 24 hours: 1

'

? L Al
( Elevation Azimuth Division

' '

a. 778' - 0" 82* I
b. 778' - 0" 105* I

c. 778' - 0" II

d. 778' - 0" 190* II

e. 778' - 0" 262* I
f. 778' - 0" 284* 11

g. 778' - 335* I

h. - 0" 29* II

k
.

.

LAI
-

-

-

*The arithmetical average shall consist of at least one reading from one loca-
tion per quadrant of the above locations. However, all available instruments
should be used in determining the arithmetical ave

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-11
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM Section 3.6 Page 15 of 476

SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES LOW-LOW SET FUNCTION

LCD 3.6. l lo
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

LCO
'

I

$(ojk -314M The low-low set function of the following reactor coolant system
safety / relief valves shall be OPERABLE ith the f ollowing settings *P

i

Low-Low Set function
Setpoint* (psig) i 15 psir

/)poness it/Valve No. Open Close
F051D 1033 926

L c o 3. 3.0.5'F051C 1073 936
F047F 1113 946
F051B 1113 946
F051G __1113 946

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
ACTION:

With the low-low set function of one of the above required reactor coolanta.
|C.otJo A system safety / relief valves inoperable, restore the inoperable low-low set

function to OPERABLE status within 14 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN {

GtJO 6 within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
;

l
b. With the low-low set function of more than one of the above required l

:CotJ D 6 reactor coolant system safety / relief valves inoperable, be in at least
# HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

#c. WiTh either low-low set function pres ctuation trip id M"B" inoperab restorn thr1noperab psystemtoOPbstem"6".-erE status,_.within ays; otherwise, be in at least BOT-TRUTDOWN within 12 hours , IN trecup

and in COLD SHUTDOWN within thp4611owing 24 hours. f -
ggg 3,3'g,j

7 !

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.4.2.2 T low-low set fu tion pressure actuati n instrumentatio shall be
demonst ed t,oERABLE , rformanc f a:

a CHANNEL '10NAL TEST, *. uding ca ' ratio the t " unit, leastper 92 days.
_ |

t b. CHANNEL CALIBR ION and LO SYSTEM F NCTIONAL ES east once per 18
$R 3.L.I.G.2. months. Each of the two trip systems or divisions of the low-low set

function actuation logic associated with the Nuclear System Protection
O/l Mystem shall bec ianuaIly teste) independent of the SELF TEST SYSTEM duringc

separate refuellag outages such that both divisions and all channel trips
are tested at least once every four fuel cycles. |

h [5E 84.l4.1) j

( *0ne ch nel may be p ced in an inop able status f r up to 6 hours for he pur |pose pe rforming urveillance tes ng in accord ace with Specificat' n 4.4.2.2.'
**The ift setting ressure shall c respond to a ient conditions of he valves

at nominal oper ing temperature and pressure . jk

ItU EILT~
CLINTON - UNIT 1 -5/4 4-11 Amendment No. N . 71
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 16 of 476 I

CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS
,

.

'n
I. .; ;

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

:
L C O 3. G.I. 33.0.1.0 The primary containment building ventilation 36-inch supply (1VR001A, g'

IVR001B) and 36-inch exhaust (1VQ004A, IVQOO4B) isolation valves.and the t

containment purge 12-inch supply (IVR006A, IVR006B) and 12-inch exhaust (IVR007A',
IVR007B) isolation valves shalT be OPERABLE; and

P'rimary containment- bui-1 ding ventilation 36-inch suppiv and exhaust' isolation Ia. #

valve (s) may be open forfentaimnt ventihtien ;y;te.. w.etL.." ..iid
-

sov7educingairborne'

$$ L4 such m.nimm 1;.d tw to GGG nours per year
3. @.I

Tctivity and atmosphere control f or personnel safety.

Primary containment building ventilation 36-inch supply and exhaust isolationI b.
valves shall be closed when the 12-inch containment purge isolation valve (s) ,

The 12-inch containment purge valves may be opened for reducing iare open.
airborne activity and for atmospheric control to support containment access
requirements to perform surveillances in accordance with these Technical
Specifications." When the 12-inch containment purge system is not required ,

to support these access needs, the 12-inch' valves shall be closed.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
(.
((, )ACTION:

With the containment building ventilation 36-inch supply and/or exhaust bo
'

*
a.

isolation. valve (s) inoperablefor open for r. ore than 500 hours per year
Ccub A F for containment ventilatioii~~ system operation [within 4 hours close the--

open 36-inch isolation valve (s) or be in at least HOT SMUTDOWN within
ccwb E the next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTOOWN within the following 24 hours.

b. With containment purge 12-inch supply and/or exhaust isolation valve (s) in-
operable, within 4 hours close the inoperable valve (s) or be in at least HOTCmhA SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following

_ . -
-

cce { 24 hours.

|

" " Containment ventilation system operation shall be defined as any time 36-inch |
. '

[ supply and/or exhaust isolation valves are open except when opened for
dk ( inservice tee inn nerformed pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. __

#A;iplicEDie for the period from initial fuel load to 3 months after completion
of the first refueling outage, otherwise a 250 hours per 365 days limit shallg b wnn wd.

##The 12-inch containment. purge-valves may be madntained open when required fgg tto support mult-iple daily access to the containment to perform required
_ j ,] ,surveillances.
tJtd

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-12 Amendment No. 7
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Enclome 2 to M2M jCONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 17'of 476 -

CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS l
^

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.6.1. ACTION (Continued)

c. With the containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation valves with
p resilient material seals having a measured leakage rate exceedino the f

limit of Surveillance Recuirement 4.6.1.8.3/ restore the inoperable valves 7
(to OPERABLE status)within 24 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within

Co/Jb E the next 12 hours or in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
#

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1. The cumujtive time at the 36-1 h supply an exhaust con neent

L2. ,ventil ion isolatyon valves h e been ope during the st 365 days r

/ con neent venti ation syst operation all be dete ined at leas once
h per da s.

4.6.1.8.2 Deleted j, |

I .6.1.8.3 Eleast once oer 92 daysNach 36-inch supply and exhaust containD4 , ,

'ment ventilation isolation valve (with resilient material seals) shall be
6k

5cpressurizedtoPa.-demonstrated OPERABLEfby verifying that the measured rate is <0.01 La when Jj
-

_fp

4.6.1.8.4 Prior to opening the containment building ventilation system 36-inchh
supply and/or exhaust valve (s), verify that each containment purge 12-inch

S supply and exhaust isolation valve is closed.
lIt 4.t 4.6.1.8.5 Prior to opening the 12-inch valve (s), verify that the 36-inch con-''

jg 7. tainment building ventilation supply exhaust isolation valves are closed. Once
j the requirement for reducing airborne activity and atmospheric control is com-
j pleted, the 12-inch valves shall be closed.

V
:

;

'

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-13 Amendment. No. 7
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196J

Section 3.6 Page 18'of 476
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'

LCo u ,2,\ -

r((g>

CONTAIN".ENT SYSTEMS _ -

3/4.6.2 DRYVELL
L C. O '3. b . S. 2

At [lCO 3. d. 6 3)DRYWELL INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

M11 be . .

l- ,6I 1:,5 DRYWELL ICC
APPLICA31LITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIDMS 1, % rs for,

3 97ygg|| gggjw
ACTION: p *

i

tore.DRYWELL-fMTEttffY withi si hour or be in a
Co'i d Without DRYWELLleast HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD

within the '
i

,

CyJp f> following 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
[

11 e demonstrated:-
4.6.2.1 DRYWELL

At leas 16c~e~per 31 da3by verifying that all drywell penetrations ** notcapable of being cJosec by ofERABLE crywell automatic isciation valves,andm.c.r.3
a.

$RJ.C.6.3.,3'Lrequired to be closed durtrig accident conditions are c1csed(by valves,*,
/ blind flangeg or givatec automatic valves securen in pu i6ies g

gg-

348' b. , By verifying each drywell air lock is in compitance with the requirements
.m.:

f(O cf Specification 3.6.2.3.

c. 'By verifying the su;pression pool is in "cocipliance with the requirements
of Specification 3.6.3.1.

g i

: to u.z z m d u m s. w e @
n sE9;T Fo p. L c, o g, g 33

4 P- Q M T b."L 9 oTE L3
- s rt1( s3 L Q%TE1 I

,

sR 3.(. 5 7 3 |
Lco 3. 4.5,3 EEQ ACT d' 2 '

AZ u
2'4444scis'. Tc;t E-r:;thm 2.10.1.

automatic valves whien are~ cept valves, blind flanges, and deactivated sesled er ether-
ide the crywell er containment (njLarW"ted-These penetrations shall be verifiedlocated if in the c1: sed ecsition.

b c csed curing each COLD S.UTR.'N'except such verification need not be per-
~~* wise W

' forced more of*en than once.per 92. cays. <

k
.
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 19 of 476

.

.

A[Q b6[ [dW -

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
)

ORYVEtt BYPASS LEAKAGE y,g g / ,

} LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

--;. 0. 2. 2 Drvwell hvms leakaae shall be less _than o ual to 0% of the
(minimum acceptable A//E design value of 1.18 f tp

~

I
APPLICABI!ITY: When DRWELL INTEGRITY is required per Specification 3.6.2.1.

ACTION:

With the drywell bypass leakag'e greater than 10% of the minimum acceptable I
A/4 design value of 1.18 ft , restore the drywell bypass leakage to within2

the limit prior to increasing reactor coolant system temperature above 200*F.
1

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

sR3.G.s w
.

.

i.6.2.2 The drywell bypass leakage rate test shall be conducted at least once
per 18 monthsfr during eacn refuenng outage at an initial differential pre 3sureOne dry-of 3.0 pst and the A/4k shall be calculated from the measured leakage.
well airlock door shall remain open during the drywell leakage test such that

.

*

each drywell door is leak tested during at least every other leakage rate test. *
,

,

iIf any drywell bypass leakaae test fails to meet the <nedMed limiM W rW p,
,L

_

> - .- . _. . . y._ W _ ud --: ; i - - f |'

2c'; O r ; t;; m ..:. t g _ n .
. '-

two consecutive tests fail to meet the limit, a test shall be perronned at least. ,

~ every 9 months until two consecutive tests meet the limit, at which time the
-

j18 month test schedule may be resumed.
|W

LA2 -

,

:

.

O

-

.

*
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Enclosure 2 to U.602196

Section 3.6 Page 2g of 47
'

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS . .

I

DRYWELL AIR LOCKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

/.CO 3 * *Z -

3 Each drywell air lock shall be OPERABLE with: .

Both doors closed except when the air lock is being used for normal tran]I a.

] [ |
sit entry and exit through the drywell, then at least one air lock doorf~

;

g be closed. and J
! b. An overall air lock leakage rate of less than or equal to _2 scf per |

~

.i
hour at 3.0 psig. |

IONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2k 'and 3. %APPLICABILITY: 0E ~- _ -

c71ou pots 2jConD Adb lto. Ac[NRE)yd MAcT C / )INSERT | W"

ACTION:

|Cor4D k a. With one drywe lock door inoperable: /
~

- g .
,

I SA A*! 1. ' inta t east the OPERABLE air lock door _ clos andeitheD )
(restore the inonerable> mir lock door to UPtKAB status /frithin

'

RAA.2 z nours or iock the DetRABte air ioct ooor ciosed. ~ i
,

R A A3 2. Operation may then continue provided that the'0PERABLE air lock door {.I'ified to be locked closed at least once per 31 days.
TJastirr e-o 31._.,is (c 3 ,

.

se, be in at least HOT SWTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
'' /|! ZcyqD g 3. O e

_
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours."''

4. The wesis42: cf 0::ifi::th;. 0.0.4 are ..a yAic.,1e[
>

1 s
~

CegV C b. With the drywell af loc inoperable, except as a result of an inoperable ~ |
air lock door, ma ntain t least one air lock door closed; restore the ig7 - inoperable air Tock~ to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least

8AC.3 HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

OO f 11 wing 24 hours.
__

A#

L . 7 } $ Q [ '* C 0 A % REQ Ac7 NWC2.
-<

_
_

taott T; \ .s
i

.

Al
m, m, r-t_u., # (

-

_._m
:

.!
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS #'

DRYWELL AIR LOCKS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS ~ Mi

4 * * * -

4.6.2.3 Each drywell air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
gg 3 6.6 LI

Within 72 hours following each closing, except when the air lock is being
pr

i
used for multiple entries, then at least once per 72 hours, by verifying
seal leakage rate less than or equal to 2 scf per hour when the gap3

between the door seals is pressurized to 3.0 psig.
'

,

i b. By conducting an overall air lock leakage test at 3.0 psig and
'verifyinpth:ty rall air lock leakage rate is within its limit:

' D"-- ' n:Ut-#^=~W-7h; e. c, wg g ,g,,5, g 3 1.
[.5-

.

l.Al PrIortoestablishingDRYWELLINTEGRITYwhenmaintenancehasbeen2.'

performed on the air lock that could affect the air lock sealinga ability.

By verifying, prior to drywell entry if not performed within the pastc.

(18 months, that only one door in the air lock can be opened at a time.
;

i

) . s 2. 34. 0 7. 2 < NoTQm
.

(_7 |: ,

1
i

4

1

.

i !
! |

1

3
J

;

!

l

i

,%w
4

i
.

gj._ S R 3.(.S.h.3 thTE 7_

p 3 -

! '#At least once per 18 months, the air lock will be pressurized to 19 7 psid prior || conducting the overall air lock test. .

i
_
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Enclosure 2 to U-6o2196

s 6

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

MDRYWELL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

4co 3.a.5./ . (~~)@ F. 6, 5. /, 2 -

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

[3.6.2.4 The structural integrity of the drywell shall be maintained at a level
(consistentwiththeacceptancecriteriainSoecification4A121

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION;

With the structural integrity of the drywell not conforming to the aheve reouir - I

ments, restore the structural integrity to within the limits within 14 hour |
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN]within the following 24 hours. '

Lco 7 6 5 / |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

SR 3.c.s.n.2. dhe structural integrity of the exposed accessible interior and:.._.i.i. Oc} dOWg5
-

4. 5. 2, 5. l
exterior surfaces of the drywell shall be determined 17'... i

M 5hDjg";cj{^,p;eG%4Gu}yeb=ve i- ; t;(,by a visual ins,pection vi uy. 27ii-u
^

,

,un i a ue urri ui ..w d4@-te thw %.m , , . . , . . . . . .

';;k;;; ret; t;;'y1.o verify no apparent changes in appearance or other abnormal)~ '

degradation f - ( _,}|,

p h (4.6.2.4.2 Reports Any abnormal degradation of the drywell structure deteDI '
' during the a required inspections 1 be reported e Commission |

s

pursuant Specification 6.9.2 in 30 days. T report shall i de a j
~

des ion of the conditio the concrete, inspection pro ure, the i

tolerances on cracking, .d the corrective tions taken. !

f |
-

h

.

*
.

,

.

M

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
- Section 3.6 Page 23 of 476

i

t

-CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Co 3. 6. 5, 4'

DRYVELL INTERNAL PRESSURE
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
a
~

LLO !
'

6 -0. 0. 2. 5 Drywe'll to containment differential pressure shall be maintained !

; $ , [p. between -0.2 and +1.0 psid.
,

;
i

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. !
i

ACTION:
_

*

,

, gp With the drywell to containment differential pressure outside of the specified i

| limits, restore the differential pressure to within the limits within 1 hour .

'

or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN! .

CofJD h within the following 24 hours.i

/*

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

".;.Z.G i'he drywell to containment differential pressure shall be determined
to be within the limits at least once per 12. hours.

,

j l 7

SR 3 6 5' b'|
'

.
;

4

|

i .

!
~~

J
, ,

'

4

i
N

e

j .

; -

|
.

I
*

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i
,

Section 3.6 Page 24 of 476 J

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS - (

DRYWELL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ;

go .

'

M,g.h ' ' ' ' Drywell average air temperature shril not e ,
eed 5 F. .

; APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. |g Lr ;

"

ACTION:

CM With the drywell average air temperature greater than 13 F, reduce the average ;

air temperature to within the limit within 8 hours or e in at least HOT SHUTDOWN ;

gg 3 within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.'

i SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3,b'g,h*fofthetemperaturesatthefollowingloca
4.6.2_6 The drywell averaea air +=ra 11 be the arithmetic averace" '

within the ' limit at least once per 24 hours:
~ Q[ons anaIsnalt De determined to be

f
finstrumentNumber evation Azimu

,

(.

a. ITE-VP033A 729'-0"# 45*

.
b. ITE-VP033B 775'-0" . .160* (' ] |45' ,,ITE-VP033C 741'-0" -

| a
3{ c.d. ITE-VP033D 772'-0" 130' !~'*

e. ITE-VP033E 802'-0" 0' |

f. ITE-YP033F 746'-0" 307' I

225'.f
0' |

j g. ITE-VP033G 794'-0",

1

! h. ITE-VP034A 732'-0"# '

i 1. ITE-VP034B 775'-0" 230'

f .i . ITE-VP034C 741'-0" 220'
l k. ITE-VP034D 772'-0" 235'

| 1. ITE-VP034E 802'-0" 180'
4 m. ITE-VP034F 746'-0" 135*

n. ITE-VP034G 794'-0" 180*
,

!
l -

4

'

j
i | * The arithmetical average shall consist of at least one reading from each of ,

!the above listed elevations. However, all available instruments should be
used in determining the arithmetical average. ,

,

# The instruments at a. and h. are considered to be at the same elevation.

~
- .

. i

|
.

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-20
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

. CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS '
O $9afr72 80 )Section 3.6 Page 25 of 476s

DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM (/ C c> 3,6. 6, b
sR 3.c.5 3./

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 6 (1 1 4. 5. 3 .~L
56 3-@ F 31 -_

. 5.2.7-The drywell vent and purge system 24-inch supply isolation valves
(1VQ001A, IVQ0018), the 10-inch (1VQ005) and 24-inch (1VQ002) exhaust isola-
tion valves, and the 36-inch outboard isolation valve (1VQ003) shall be OPERABLE

{'C
.

c,3 : a. Each 24-inch supply isolation valve shall be sealed closed.
9
SNQ. Either the 10-inch (1V 005) or_ the 24-inch (IVQ002) exhaust isolation[ly he onen for/ y.;;M vant _sytt:1 c crete-M;;;ch@e Ottchg limits pcr pressure control.

|
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDI' IONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION: -

With a 24-inch drywell vent and purge supply isolation valve (s)
a.

VQ001B) open, not sealed closed or othetvise inoperable, within VQ001A,pp

/og C 12 hours and nn COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.close and seal the valve (s) or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
hours

b.
With a 10-inch' (1VQ005) or 24-inch _(1VQ002) drvwell vent and purce exhaust []isolation valveM inonerablear spe for morc than 5 5;r's per465 dcys,PCOM E 4 " I' " L system operacio u within 4

/10-inch and 24-inch exhaust isolation valve s) or be in at least HOT
ours close the open

SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLDCr4DC 24 hours. HUTDF N withi e following
/ $ 3

(The provisions of Specification 3.0d are not applicabihrovided the
c.

affected penetration is isolated in accorcance with Aul0N a, above, and
provided that the associated system, if applicable, is declared inoperable
and appropriate ACTION statements for that system are performed.

Cor401hSE.aT

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
ER.% s,33

4.0.2.7.1
IVQ001B) shall be verified to be sealed closed at least once per 31 days.Each 24-inch drywell vent and purge supply isolation valve (IVQ001A,

V"Dr%ellven
system opep(tion shallje defined asjany time dther the 10 nch

s
or the 2 nch inboa 'exhaustvagesareopen crncurrent th all valv ofSpecifj ation 3.6. closed. This excludes t time either of esevalv is opened r inservice / testing perfo4.p.p(concurre,n ed pur to Specif5 with all valves of Speci cation 3. 1.8 closed) ) ation

k

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-21
Amendment No. 23
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Enclosure 2 to U 602196
*

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 26 of 476*

'
DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM

- ( {
--

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

6.2. 2 The ulati time t t the 10 nch and 24 nch drywel ventand
. purg xhaust solati valves VQ005, Q002) have een open tonceper/st)ing thel 365 ays for urge s tem ope tion * sh 1 be dete ined at le

'

/ {
c -_ -

4.6.2.7.3 Prior to opening a 10-inch (IVQ005) or 24-inch drywell vent and !
purge exhaust isolation valve (IVQ002) demonstrate that the 12-inch containment }

-

cor.tinuous purge isolation supply valves and the 36-inch containment ventila-
tion isolation supply valves of Specification 3.6.1.8 are closed. j

_

k R3| S

|

.

.

'

f -

bywell ent sys em operati shall be efined as ny time eit er the 10-in !

or the 24-inch nboard exh ust valves are open c current wi all valves fSpec ~ ication .6.1.8 clo ed. This xcludes th time when ither of the '

') val 5 is op ad for in rvice tes ng perforped pursuant o Specificat'on4. 5 (conc rrent with 11 valves f Specifigation 3.6.1 closed).
' --

. .J

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-22 Amendraent No. 7
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

. Section 3.6 Page 27 of 476
.

-

. .

i ^

[ h ,3, (, f, ! ]CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
i

i
.

LCO 3.&,2i2 1

'

3/4.6.3 OEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS

|
SUPPRESSION POOL -

, ,

!
'

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

i,

-

I

! _ 3 &3.1 The suppression pool shall be OPERABLE with the pool water: jf
146.400 ft8=w Mn f+3 7' " between i

[CO 3 deb 2a. [ Volume betweenI
i-18'11" and 19'5", and ai 1*

b. Maximum average temperature of 95'F during OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2,
t

;

]
j /,fo3.f.7.1.n.exceptthatthemaximumeveragetemperaturemaybepermittedtoincreaseto: |

[,.CO 3 6.2. 3 b.1. 105'F during testing which adds imat to the suppression pool. ;

/co3.M.| C. 2. n0'F with THERMAt POWER iess than or equal to 1% of RATED THERMAL
POWER.'

>

120*F[th the main steam line isolation valves closed following a :3.
. ggg Cscram. - - |; .

,

a

|
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

.
,

~

ACTISN:
-

With the suppression pool water level outside the bove limits, restore^

/60 L6.2.7a.goup A . the water level to within the limits within(1 hou? or be in at least HOT- ,

co, g SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the follow-
;

<

|- ing 24 hours. Noa A ;-

' dcO wt.1 !

b. In ODERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 21 with the suppression pool average water,

|
_ temperature greater than 95'Fgeswd_tne average temperature to less)

i(than or equal to 95"F within 74 hoursf or be in at least Mal 3Hu190WR with-

f Qo g 3 ) i ; in the next 12 hours and in COLD SHOTDOWN within the following 24 hours, !
texcept, as permitted above:? A Pi D3'

1. With the suppression pool average water temperature greater than 105'F .

; Co g during testing which adds heat to'the suppression pool, stop all test-
ing which adds heat to the suppression pool and restore the average :

'
!

COfJD k temperature to less than 95'F within 24 hours or be in at least HOTj
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

j (bg following 24 hours. {
!

,

!
i 2. With the suppression pool average water temperature greater than:

<

(Oh h a) 95'F for more than 24 hours and THERMAL POWER greater than 4

j
- U 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN , |

_.

within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.
4

- I
'

QQD / } b) 110*F. place the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown position .
Sd optrate least e resid I heat emoval logp in the# 7

(sup:/ession 01 coo g mod / /
,

- CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-23
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Enclosure 2 to U-602i96
Section 3.6 Page 28 of 476

. .

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS _

-
i

SUPPRESSION POOL |

!

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)*
'

!

3.6.3.1 ACTION (Continued): *

3. With the suppression pool average water temperature greater than 120*F,
con E eepressurize the reactor pressure.vessei to iess than 200 psig within

-

12 hours.
_ _

_
_ _ ,

_
^

[ c. With only one suppression pool water level indicator OPERABLE and/or with
fewer than eight suppression pool water temperature indicators, one in
each of eight locations, OPERABLE, restore the inoperable indicator (s) j i

to OPERABLE status within 7 days or verify suppression pool water level .

and/or temperature to be within the limits at least' once per 12 hours.i

d. With no suppression pool water level indicators OPERABLE and/or with -
fewer than seven suppression pool water temperature indicators, covering
at least seven locations OPERABLE, re' store at least one water level
indicator and at least six water temperature indicators to OPERABLE status
within 8 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

(.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS g,

\.._.*

4.6.3.1 The suppression pool shall ha demonstrated ERABLE:
LB4

g 3, f ,'),'], } a. By verifying the suppression pool water ol be within the limits ,

at least once per 24 hours. !.
_,

b. At least once per 24 hours in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2 by verifying
Q 3,f,7, |, f the suppression pool average water temperature to be less than or equal

to 95'F, except:

2- ^ * ' ' ' " "Ce per 5 minutes during testing which adds heat to the sup-
$[3*d 2*1* 1 pression pool, by verifying the suppression. pool average water temper-

ature less than or equal to 105'F.

2. At least once per hour when suppression pool average water temperatureg gf4| is greater than or equal to 95'F, by verifying suppression pool
averace water tem >erature to be_lcJs than or equal to 110*F n
(THEPJ4AL POWER to' P ess than or equal to 1% of RATED THERKAL POWER
af ter suppression pool average water temperature has exc,eeded 954
for~more than 24 hours. ,pg g p,g1

g g p,3 3. At least once per 30 minuteshollowing a sMwith su pression[ pool
average water temperature greater than or equal to 95 , by verifying
suppression pool average water temperature less than or equal to 120*F.

(4

)
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Eclosure 2 to D-662196
Seedon 3.6 Page 2' 9 of 476

.

*

I

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS - |
~ '

SUPPRESSION POOL
~

i

4

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) j

+

' 4.6.3.1 (Continued) I

f 7 1' .

( c. By verifying sixteen suppression pool water temperature instrumentatitin !
!channels, at least two channels in each suppression pool sector, OPER/.BLE,

iby performance of a:
.

'

! 1. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24 hours,
2. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and i

3. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months, with the water [

high temperature alarm setpoint set for < 93*F. |
!

A LCi
1

i
!

t
i

k

j - -

1

|
*

s

' e

.

d

e

t

||

'

.

;
.

,

4

4

:

,
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Enclosur- 2 to U402196
Section 3.6 Page 30 of 476

-

,

|

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS '

CONTAINMENT SPRAY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
|

LCO % I.7.M The containment spray mode of the residual heat removal (RHR1 system0
shall be OPERABLE with two incepenceruloop ch loop consisting of.

:

fa. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

! An OPERABLE flow path capable of recirculating water from the suppressionb.
pool through a RHR heat exchanger, and the containment spray sparger.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. ~

ACTION: -

With one containment spray op inoperable, restore the inoperable loop to
( a.

OPERABLE status within a? hnrrro or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the
C,orQ_{. next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

With both containment spray loops inoperable restore at least one loop
CotJ D b.

to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
COND C 12 hours and in COLD'SHUTD within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS -
- (Ee-

)

".0.0.2 The containment serav =4 nf N RMR system shall be demonstrated

. . . . @ R $. G.1. *7. / NOTE * ]N6EIL T)
At least once per.31 daysDfying that each va5ve (manual, powera.
P"***d *" *"' **'i') '" he il w pan Gat is not lochd, sealed or -

SR 3.c l 7. I otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.
L3 By verif ing that each of the required RHR pumos develops a flow of atb.

least W gpm on recirculation flow through the RHR heat exchangers and to
SR 3.(o.l.7. 2 the suppression pool test 1tne when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

At least once per 18 months by performance of a system functional test _,
g 3, G,1,").3 c. tyhich includes simulated automatic _ actuation of the systemCthrouotW' _

Eits emeroency operating seovence anWyerifying that each automatic valveg in the flow path actuates to its correct positionjActual sprey mg og\

coceant into the containment may ce excauded from this test
-

f

herfornqpte of an air or._ smoke T g;rtni]of the containment sprayd.g g).3 nozzles at least once per 5' years and verUying that each spr.ay nozzle is
unobstructed., |Q

__

A "M--PrbothRHRsubsystemsareinoperable,ifunableto n COLD SHUT-

N as required byTHtr ^.C*M mintain reactor coolant temperhute as
attical by use of alternate heat removarmetho( .

ow as
1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-26 _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 3.6 Page 31 of 476 ;

|
-

|CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING

.
LC0 3.62.3 !

' '

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ,
,

LCo
10.2.0 The suppression pool cooling mode of the residual heat removal (RfiR) .

3. f. 2.3 system shall be OPERABLE with two independent loops, acn loop. consisting of:

One OPERABLE RHR pump, and |

M, b. An OPERABLE flow path capable of recirculating water from the suppression !

pool through an RHR heat exchanger. - _ __y .,

OPERATIOdCONDITIONS 1,' 2, and 3.
'

APPLICABILITY:
LI |..

ACTION: %q$ . j
I

Cof p A a. with one suppression pool cooli loo noperable, restore the inoperableJ
# loop to OPERABLE status within 2 ou or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN [

Codt 8 within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following ;

# 24 hours. ,

,

ogn b. With both suppression pool cooling loops ino^p able, be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD S within the next 24 hours. *

t.

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 2
.-

,r.e.3.5- The suppression pool cooling mode of the RHR system shall be demon-
.

strated OPE BLE: gjc a,gpaeg to af3 cowcT o ss <,4jo

3*4* y*g*y a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power --

operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or i
'

otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.
'

b. By verifying that each of the required RHR pumps develons a flow of at
N 3,d,7.5 7. least 5050 gpm on recirculation flow through the RHR 'aeat exchangers to

the suppression pool when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

.

|

/\
-

f -
-..

rable, if u e to attain C0 s UTDOWN_#Whenever both P" systems are g

as requir y this ACTION itain reactor ant temperatur as low as
pra 'al by use of al . ate heat remova methods.

N
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Encidsure 2 to U-602196
; Section 3.6 Page 32 of 476
]

'

_

;

1 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
~

.

SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP SYSTEM .

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

f,, C O rwo '

g , h 3J ' 4 % e suppression pool makeup hall be OPERABLE. - f/
-

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. *
,

u

i ACTION: [,,,)

With one suppression pool makeup line ptoperable [ restore the inoperablea.
CotJ makeup line to CPERABLE status within U2 hoursTor be in at least HOT SHUT-

i

DOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following '

| Cg 24 hours. j
a . ,

b. With the upper containment pool water level less than the limit, restore |
'

CorJ b A_ the water level to within the Ifmit within 4 hours or be in at least HOT |
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the follow- IbND D ' ing 24 hours. |

With upper containment hol water temperature greater than the limit,c.|

CorJ D & restore the upper containment pool water temperature to within the limitI

within 24 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours -

b d 9 k and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. (-i

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
^

'
|..

!.

-4.C.M The suppression pool makeup system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
verifying:

~

SR 3.(,,7d . | a. At least once per 24 hours that the upper containment pool water level is
greater than or equal to 827'1" and the pool temperature is less than or

N I.6.7.h7 equal to 120'F. L;

Q 3,f,2,4 ,3 b. At least once per 31 days that each valve (manual, power operated, or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, scaled or otherwise secure.

) in position, is in its correct position.

Atleastonceper18monthsbyperformingasystemfunctionalhstwhichc.
' in ludes simulated automatic actuation of the system tthrouchoy n < emery

M 3.6.1. h cy operating seque?R' hand verifying that each automatic valve in the j

flow path actuates to its correct position / Actual makeup of wccry |

use suppression pool may be excluded f rom this tesy

-
,

1

'

,
'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CONTAINMENT SVSTEMS Section 3.6 Pcge 33 of 476

3/4.6.4 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES h 3, (, /,)
,

:
llMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

1

LCO %I beach primary containment isolation valve shall be OPERABL ,. 513%-4

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, and .3 for all primary containment
isolation valves; and
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, 3, and ** for those valves that isolate
secondary containment bypass leakage paths; and

(T)PERA110NAL CONDITIONS 1, Z, 3, and5***forthosevalvesthat) {9 isolate the reactor water cleanuo system suction containmentf
penetration.] C

!
ACTION: - g @$M $Ud.+ C,ok \Q
a. With or more of the primary containment isolation valves ino erable,

C o tJ D A main ain at least one isolation _ valve UPERABLE in each affected _ g2.
enetration that is openp na within 4 hours either:_ v.

4. E: sten the hcperet'c v9ve(r) te OPEPSLE :t:tec, 04 3
2. Isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one deactivated

g -11 automatic valve secured in.the isolated position,

3. Isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one closed manual
valve or blind flange.h@

~

provisions of Specific t1on 3.0.4 are not applicable provided the affected
)O penetration is isolated in accordance with ACTION a.2 or a.3 above, and

provided the associated system, if applicable, is declared inoperable or
dpropriate ACTION statements for that system are performed.c --

con'D gMtherwis)be in at least. HOT SHUTDOWN within the xt 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTD0_WN within tha fallowl hours.--

CD & E finzATVTko ACT A'D- Y jetsFAT Ac7c/JS go74-5 3 7D4
-~

gO4 Otherwise, in OPHATIONAL CON ION **, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS, handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment, or with a

{G R potential for draining the reactor v ssel. Th ovisions of Specification
,

y
3.0.3 are not applicable._ - - - -

C7 son NoTF / AI |_

(Qermittent basis under administrative controlsf* Isolation valves closed to satisfy these requirements may be reopened on a3~ ~~ -

lgb **When handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment and during COR
RATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. I

d ***With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to any control rod removeh |per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2.

% _Nontainment isolation Valves can have duai functions in that they provide
- both containment isolation and Emergency Core Cooling functions. Any
Neonerable @2 1 f"actier v2he-couhLdcarade +he u?!va'e ether ("nctic_.

} # Locked or sealed closed valves may be opened ~on an intermittent basis undeQ |administrative control. _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ -

L g 3.c.i.3.2. #DTE1
CLINTON - UNIT 1 M 3- /4 6-29 Amendment No. E, 68
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~ CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to ,U.602196 l
Section 3.6 Page 34 of 476 |

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
~

eD 1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) - '
!

!
3.6.4 ACTION (Continued):

)
b.b3ND4 With one or more of the instrumentation line excess flow check primary

containment isolation valves inoperable, operation may continue provided thatwit in ' hours either:
j

4- The h per:ble valve b returacd te OPEPISLE statu
,

2.
Acnc*as M 3F(operabrerThe instrument line is isolatedjand the assdciateo instrument is cecp7

be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in(o,a0 E. COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

h provf rie" af (nacificethr.:1.0.4 ere net Applic;ile[_

|p SURVEILtANCE REOUTREMENTS

ach primary containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE prior to returning the valve to service after maintenance, repair, or j
replacement work is perfomed on the valve or its associated actuator, control, or
power circuit by cycling the valve through at least one complete cycle of full

-

-

el and verifying the isolation time. ([.5g 4.6.4.2
Each automatic primary containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated

b that on an isolation test signal eachautomatic primary containment isolation valve |r, OPERABLE didno t6LD snumuwu or mun mm t least once per 18 months by verifying |
n

3 ,6.l .1 a

actuates to its isolation position.

gR 4.6.4.3
The isolation time of each power operated or automatic primary containment

3.0 l'1j,. isolation valve shall be determined to be within its limit when tested pursuant toSpecification 4.0.5. ,'
!

j
g 4.6.4.4

Each instrumentation line excess flow check primary containment isolation
valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by verifying that3 M'
the valve actuates within the required differential pressure range.

!

,

!,

)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

. , ' Section 3.6 Page 35 of 476 g p p 6 30
;

g a;,, s s.%< Ue 4 s ' ' -
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

f, cr5 3.6A
3/4.4.7 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES -

.

* '*
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LLO
3 t7 Two main steam line isolation valves (MSIVs) per main steam line shall

I'3 :e ,0PERABLE6ith closing times > 3 and < 5 seconds .

,

b-

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1; 2, and 3.

ACTION:

* ' ~

a. With one or more MSIVs inoperable:

5.' Maintain at least one_MSIV OPERABLE .in each affected main steam)
'

gg line that is open[and within 8 hours, either:

;i ";_tr; ^_t L_-Gl.- - i--(6 i.o 6rini&E .i i... . .. Jg-(%) '
_

Isolate the affected main steam line by use of a deactiva
h -1 MSIV in the closed position.

4 0 * E ^ 2. T0therwisel be in at least HOT 5;u!TDOWN within the next 12 hours
Ces>b E and in COLD SHyTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

h . The previ - Of i; ificetir.2.".?e...iappi'-91;}&
'

-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i
<

S E 3.b. t.3. j |''7 Each of the above required MSIVs shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by. i

vprifying full stroke times in the closing direction to be(between 3 andJ |

Qsecciidy when tested' pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. --

L Lh7

;

j -

! l

! |

|
.

j -

.

5
't
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, , Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -
Section 3.6 Page 36 of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS g 3, gg
-

3/4.6.5 DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES
.

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
~

I

3.6.5 AJ1 drywel st-LOCA vacuum relief valves shall be OPERABLE and

D'YN
OPERATIONALCONDITIONS1,h,GAPPLICABILITY:

,

and 3.
|

ACTION:

$
With one or both drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief valve (s) in singlea.
penetration inoperable for opening but known to be closed,** estore the

COND L inoperable vacuum relief valve (s) to OPERABLE status withing 2 hou3 or ;

bS be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN i

within the following 24 h rs !

4 hLb. With one or more dr 1 post-LOCA vacuum relief valve (s) open, restore
,

J at least one vac u relief valve in each penetration to the closed **
Cot D A- Position withi 1 hour or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next

'

pD h 12 hours and in OLD SHUIDOWN within the following 24 hours.

Ic. With the position indicator of one or more OPERABLE drywell post-LOCA
vacuum relief valve (s) inoperable, verify at least one vacuum relief

LCl valve in each affected penetration to be' closed ** at least once per-
,

24 hours. Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 106ER1 conD C.M
""

4.6.5 Each drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief valve shall be:
;

6 Verified closed at least once per[a.

b. Demonstrated OPEP,ABLE: W R 3.6 % ,[ Moird
1. At least once per 31 days by: [,

3.tr N.1j a) Cycling the vacuum relief valve)through at least one complet
.(cycle of full travel.

_

'

'Q b) VerifyingthepositionindicatorOPERABLEbyobservingexpected)
valve movement during the cycling test. J

2. At least once per 18 months by:
SR 3 a) Verifying the pressure differential required to open the vacuumgg,(p

relief valve, from the closed position, to be 5 0.2 psid, and
. --

'Sec Special h + Evception 3.10.1 ?
**Drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief valves may be opened on an intermittent

kk. basis under administrative controls to perform required surveillance
S c, testing.

Ir t i t.lT Aril _ liti f T 1 ~2 # A A _ "J 1 timand mont No Q/l (

. _ -
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 -
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3,6 Page 37 of 476

.

DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.6.5 (Continued)

b) Verifying the position indicator OPERABLE by performance of a
-{(, | ,j CHANNEL CAllBRATION.
1

j

v

.

t

'

k/

.

I

!

|

|

..

m

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 3B of 476

3/4.6.6 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT .

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY b(O ), b, -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION O 1 64,1
|.CO 3 $ $*

211J SECONDARY CONTAINMENT MTECL.7 shall be +o PES A BLEgp
t& 1 A|

APPL CABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, 3, and *.

ACTION:

Without SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY:

Cod 1 ", In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3, restore SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
a

within 4 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and incon B COLD SHUTOOWN within the following 24 hours.

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION *, suspend handling of irradiated fuel in the/
Cc 4 C secondary containment, CORE ALTERATIONS, and operations with a potential for

draining the reactor vessel. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 are not" applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

&

'

4.0.6.1
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated by:

.fE0 4*i,{ a+-
Verifying at least once per 24 hours that the pressure within the secondary
containment is greater than or equal to 0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge.

.b. Verifying at least once per 31 days that:

g 3,g,g,/,7 1.
All secondary containment equipment hatches are closed Qd seal @

2
6 2 3*d I' '5 At least one door in each access to the secondary containment

is closed, except during normal entry and exit,

d h y 6 4 ,.h 3. All secondary containment penetrations not capable of being closed by
_OPERABLE secondary containment automatic isolation dampers / valves re-[26C Ae7 b,

quired to be closed during accident conditions are closed by valves,blind flan$k3d*4,p,/ position, ges, or deactivated automatic dampers / valves secured inexcept as provided in Specification 3.6.6.2.
I

Pri mar 1 Or

*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment and during, CORE
ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

CLINTON - UNIT ) 3/4 6-33 Amendment No. 68 {
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U402195
Section 3.6 Page 39 of 476 '

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) .

| .

4.6.6.1 (Continued)
_

_-

,g4 gg4Ep
At least once per 18 months by verifying that: 3c.

M ndby gas t'e.tw nt subsystem will draw down the secondary. 1. r

S7 )'4' g' )* 4 containment to greater trian or equal to 0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge
fAm the test start pressure in less than or equal totthe time period

(corresponding to the measured tlow rate specified in Jigure 4.6.6.1-1.

5 2 3,6,g*/g2. By operM standby gas treatment subsystem for one hour and '

maintaining A 0.25 in. of vacuum water gauge in the secondary con- L. ;

, tainment at a flow rate not exceeding 4000 cfm i 10%.

,

!
,

O'

|

'_.

CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 6-34 Amendment No. 24, 68
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '
Section 3.6 Page 4 { of 476

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS kC3, . *

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

!

y L 1.C.C." Each secondary containment ventilation system 6t M isolat
|shall be OPERABLE. er

~(M hgggg7c7 tom i
)

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2, 3, and *. eJoTE bg*--- e
ACTION: .Z~NSEBT Actions NOTES 2 43 ' A7

yp[
With one or more of the secondary conta[nment ventilation system automatic Cisolation dampers inoperable / maintain at least one isolation damper OPERABL |

-------
'

j Qn each affected penetration that is open,fana within 8 hours either:
<

_

_ ch ":: tere 9: 4 :;;rdh 97 :r t; 0^ ."J"LC :t:tur, er f
b. Isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one deactivated automatic

damper secured in the isolation position, or

Isolate each affected penetration by use__of_ mt least one closed manual valvec.
or blind flange. gft7 REO Ac7 A,2 A7 '

;

_ k e pro sions of Sp cificatio 3.0.4 are ot applicaple provid the affectpenetr tion is iso ted in ac rdance wi ACTION b nd/or c ve, and pr ided
. ,

the propriate stem, if plicable, s declare inoperabl and the ap opriate T
C ON statemen s for that ystem are erforn.e Q /i

(CdDC fitharw@ in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONAL I, 2 or 3, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within- the next: 12 he m inr! in enin SHUTD0 ithin the following 24 hours.*

QINSERT CONQ 8 L2.gp p I Otherwise, trFDPERATIONAL CONDITION *, suspend handling of irradiated fuel in the
secondary containment, CORE ALTERATIONS and perations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. The provision f Specification 3.0.3 are notapplicable.

?%, e4 ///r hk GCSoA/ d
g g

in3 !

As ;.

;

m3

*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment and during COL I

A1.TERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
.,

Ct.INTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-36 Amendment No. 68
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-CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.6 Page 42 of 476

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS ^

SURVElllANCE RE0VIREMENTS
_

4.6.6.2 Eachsecondarycontainmentventilationsystemfutomatic)isolationdamper !

shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:{l4!SE4 tnt % CR 3.f.4.7.f|Q W
h ~Wior to returnid e um.vu. 6u se,, ice as c aiaintenance, air orV I replacement w s performed on th r or its-assoc' actuator

. control ower circuit by c g the damper thr goal least one mplete
cl e' full travel and ifying the isolation timey

50 b. 6u' ring COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELINdat least once per 18 months by verifying
3,6,g,73 that on a secondary containment isolation test signal each secondary

containment automatic isolation er actuates to its isolation position.
c. At least once per S2 days by ver ing the isolation time to be withinSE its limit when tested.

3. c.4. 2. 2 .

I

,

l'

I

|
,

,

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-37 Amendment No. 68
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CONTAINMENT SVSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-60219f
Section 3.6 Page 43 of 47(

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYST* 4 CO 3,6, 4 3
. g

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION < 5 . "1. l' D
^

L.LO NM -

gg,3 3.0.0,3 Two (ndependQstandby gas treatment subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPEPATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, and *.

ACTION:

a. With one standby gas treatment subsystem inoperable, restore the
( inoperable subsystem to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or:

1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1,'2, or 3, be in at least HOT SHUTOCWN within
Cog 3 the next 12 hours pLD !{h a

EN h o s.

(E grna@ 2. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION *, suspend hahaling or Wadiated fuel in

Qandcono C theAsecondary containment, CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel. The provisions of

260 oc7 C. Z S ification 3.0.3 arf not applicable. gg gg
-& rJSEtt7 Alh) CoHD D3

~ g
- - - - -

b. Wit s andby gas treatment subsystems 'noperable in OPERATIONAL CONDITION
, suspend handling of irradiated fuel in_ theisecondary containment, CORE*

CorJ D E. ALTERATIONS andgjierations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
~

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable
.

YM
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.6.3 Each standby gas trea subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

$R a. At least once per 31_ days _byfinitiating, from the control ennm n ow thro h
5 the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbert and1 verifying that the subsystem

3de.h3,| operates for at least 10 hours with the heaters QPERABLE.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire
or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating with the subsystem
by:

s R 3 6 ,4 ,3 1

b vPo To i'S T.U2) ;

i

I

tm

@d* M or
*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment and during CORR
ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-38 Amendment No. 68
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196'

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 44 of 476
,

res sA 6.4. L 2 '@STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued) -

_

,

4.6.6.3 Continued)

1. Verifying that the subsystem satisfies the in-place penetration and
bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% and uses
the test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions C.5.a. C.S.c and

h g,% k C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, and the system
,

|
flow rate is 4000 cfm i 10%.

,

$gp Verifying, within 31 days after removal,- that a laboratory analysis of a2.
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory

To Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2 March 1978*, meets
the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of

% Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide >

h'g*11 penetration of less than 0.175%; when tested in accordance with ASTM
D3803-79 methods, with the following parameters:

a) Bed Depth - 4 inches
/3 b) Velocity - 40 fpm

c) Temperature - 80* C
d) Relative Humidity - 70%

and
r

3. Verifying a subsystem flow rate of 4000 cfm 10% during system operation
j when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying, within 31c.
days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a representative carbon

"

sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, meets the laboratory testing criteria of
Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*,
for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 0.175%; in accordance with ASTM
D3803-79 methods, with the following parameters:

a) Bed Depth - 4 inches
b) Velocity - 40 fpm
c) Temperature - 80* C -

d) Relative Humidity - 70%

h

* ANSI N510-1980 shall be used in place of ANSI N510-1975 as referenced in
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-39 Amendment No. M, 68
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Enclosure 2 to U4,021%
i CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 45 of 476
l

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM e
Ij SURVElttANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) I

-

l
'

- 4.6.6.3 (Continued)
- |_Qd. At least once per 18 months by:

;

1. Performing a system functional test which includesksimulated auto- !Q,4 38
matic actuation of the systemjthroughout its emergency operating sequence]

'
,

ffor the: -
_

.

|
a) LOCA,.and I

A3 b) Fuel handling accident.
I

~ MOVED 2. V'erifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters
@ T6571 and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6.0 inches Water Gauge !while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 10%.

M M A33-

3 3. Verifyino that the filter train starts and isolation dampers open[( receipt of the following test signals: ~

a) Manual initiation from the control room, and
b) Simulated automatic initiation signal. M

Sc3,u3,g 4. Verifying that the filter cooling bypass dampers can be manually opened n
and the fan can be manually started.

()
,

5.i

M8d 70 Verifying that the heaters dissipate at least 18.0 kW when tested in# '

accordance with ANSI N510-1980.
75 5712

fe. 'After eachTomp ete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank, by verifying l ,

that the HEPA filter bank satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass i

leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI '

gp H510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 110%.
@ j'

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber bank by |
D O*1, j7 verifying that the charcoal adsorber bank satisfies the in-place penetratio.nr

and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test.
gas while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 10%.

1

l

1

)

I
.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS I me 2 to WOm
Section 3.6 Page 46 of 476

.3/4.6.7 ATMOSPHERE CONTROL
,~

[(O },(, { -CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ( 6R 34 8,1,2') '

i

3,h.c.7.1 Two o ment hydrogen recombiner systems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2.
_

y !
_ - ~ _ % i

i ACTION: 4,CO 3,O M M, M
CorG With one containment hydrogen recombiner system.inoperableI restore the inoperable-

*

system to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within thei

I (,,next12 hours.

N6dC#4 hme NSEttT
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (

i

!
! 4.6.7.1 Each containment hydrogen recombiner system shall be demonstrated j| OPERABLE:

i

h a. At least once per 6 months by verifying during a recombiner system functiona
. test that the heater sheath temperature increases to greater than
i or equal to 600* F within 60 minutes and maintains greater than or equal ;

-'

600* F for at least 2 hours. - !
I

i/ At least once per 18 months by:
; !

.

~ -

!C1 1.i

Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of all recombiner operating instru-) |
'

mentation and control circul p
!

N g (, .'b
'

2. Verifying through a visual examination that there is n_o evidence of /,A2 |abnormal conditions within the recombiner enclosure;j.e, loose
(wiring or structural connections, deposns or voreign materials,%etc.)

3Rh O' ' 3. Verifying the integrity of all heater electrical circuits by performing a
resistance to ground test /within 2 nours following the above requireo2

jjg unctional test.- Ine resistance to ground for any heater phase shall be -

u reater than or equal to 10,000 ohms. -

4. Verifying during a recombiner system functional test [ hat the reac-

f k 3 *3 *|, | T tion chamber' temperature increase to be ? 1150' F within 2 hours and
'

is maintained between 1177* F and 1223* F for at least 2 hours. i

<

i L
LA7.

1

,

4

4
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Section 3.6 Page 47 of 476 i

. CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS
'

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) - k/;i

! i% _

iI 1 (CoE' ed)
;'

c. By measuring the leakage rate:

1. As a part of the integrated leakage rate test required by Specification !
3.6.1.2, or '

S R-
3,rp ], j,2. 2. Of the system outside of the containmen' t isolation valve at Pa, !

9.0 psig, on the schedule required by Specification 4.6.1.2, and :
1

including the measured leakage as a part of the leakage determined in |accordance with Specification 4.6.1.2. '

;

j !

!
,

!

:
.

'
1

'

s

f,s
) :,

.

;

1

* n

'

i

!
;.

I

s
. ;

I

|

.

1

!

)
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196.

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 48 of 476
t

CONTAINMENT /DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM [{g gf 3,j '
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

-
,

4 m
i

3.6.7.2 TwofindependenD nment/drywell hydrogen mixing systems shall
~

be OPEPABLE.
*

LI
APPLICABILITY: OPEPATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2. - ~

3, O, g n NNACTION: e

CI)eJD A With one co~ntainment/drywell mixing system inoperable, restore the !

w- .

inoperable system to OPEPABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN '

coad C 'w&JEElls cw:>S y L7.
ithin the next 12 hours.

s
, !

>

t

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
I

a 5

4.6.7.2 Each containment /drywell hydrogen mixing system shall be demonstrated i
,

OPERABLE:
'

!

g T.g'3,
[ At least once per 92 days by:'

j

: )L/[ b- ^i a rt i ng the system 7ronr-the-control-roo.T. ea J
j 2. Verifying that the system operates for at least 15 minutes.

[ At least once per 18 months by verifying a system flow rate of at leastN 800 scfm.
-

-

3, h,3.3 - -

!

,

I i

i

I
J

i

i

I

i

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196*

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Section 3.6 Page 49*of 476

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT /ORYWEll HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM g g ( 3, [ -
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION T

bCO
- - -

3.b3*g 3.64 3\ The priinar containment [&Pgellhydrogenign on system, nsisting
of twoftne_ependeny pr ry containme ' ell hydrogen - ition subs ms
each coh ' sting of six ci its, shall be able with no than two iter

-

.

assembli ~ operable per cir t, no more than ive igniter as ~ blies inope leper subsyst and no adjacent igniter assemblies inoperable. ~

) 2 90% *W5 3 \,,

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2. assocede d 'fd% ''

g Cc) 3,_O 5 /dACTION: '

gp f a. With one primary containment /drywell hydrogen icnition subsystem dIloE)
.

- eircuit inocerableEestore the inoperable subsystem and/or-circuit to
OE E status within 30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within th xt i

b. W h any djacent niter as blies i perable, estore all gniter
ssembl ~ s adjace to an operable gniter a embly to OP BLE st us ,

thi 30 days be in a least H0 SHUTDOWN ithin the ext 12 h s.] '

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS 0b '

|
i4.6.7.3 The primary containment /drywell hydrogen ignition system shall be - t

demonstrated OPERABLE. ) r
-

5f_ a At least once per 184 days by energizing all the igniter assemblies and '

t

3, f '3,L S . perfonning current / voltage measurements of each circuit.

N N 3.U If more than three igniter assemblies on either subsystem are deter-mined1.
to be inoperable, Surveillance Requirement 4.6.7.3.a shall be performed
at least once per 92 days until this condition no longer exists.

2. Jfmore han one/ igniter /assembl/on eapfI subsy[s em are/determi edU /to be noperab 4, deter /ine ifAhe ino(erabla._ i nitar L gembli4s
adja nt. gp_

b. At least once per 18 months, by energizing each[ igniter assembly, verifying a. isurface temperature of at least 1700*F for each of the accessible igniters and
verifying by measurement sufficient current / voltage to develop 1700*F surface !

gj temperature for those igniter assemblies in inaccessible areas.

SCL3.6. D

i 1

,

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-44 Amendment No. 68
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$ Enclosure 2 to U-602196
2 DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 51 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY .

a

!

|
] ADMINISTRATIVE '

! !

i A.1 The definition of PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY has been !

] deleted from the proposed Technical Specifications. In its ;

1 place the requirement for primary containment is that it "shall !
be OPERABLE." This was done because of the confusion i

associated with these definitions compared to its use in the 1

1 respective LCO. The change is editorial in that all the [
] requirements are specifically addressed in the proposed LCO for ;

; the primary containment along with the remainder of the LCOs in i
J the Containment Systems Primary Containment section (i.e. , air '

! locks, isolation valves, suppression pool, etc.). Therefore, !

the change is purely a presentation preference adopted by the !;
BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. !d

I
A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not |

include providing " cross references." The existing references |
,) to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1", serves no functional :

j purposes, and therefore their removal is purely an ,

!administrative difference in presentation.'

A.3 The existing Technical Specifications contain details which are j,

,'

also found in Appendix J to 10 CFR 50. The regulations require ;

] licensee compliance, can not be revised by the licensee, and
are addressed by direct reference in the Technical ,

Specifications. Therefore, these details of the regulations .e,.,,

within the Technical Specifications are repetitious and !

unnecessary. Retaining the requirement to meet Appendix J |
1 requirements, and eliminating the details found in Appendix J !

j is considered a presentation preference which is administrative !
q in nature. '

i ;

A.4 The requirements for air locks and the suppression pool remain
within the Technical Specifications. Providing a cross .

reference to them only adds confusion when evaluating I.

J compliance with primary containment OPERABILITY. Therefore '

removal of these references is purely an administrative i
;

; difference in presentation.
i

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
!4

1 |
| RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ),

i
| None in this section. I

;

! TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
a

j None in this section.

3

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
a
a
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 delineates certain requirements that
must be within Technical Specifications, and others that are
allowed to be detailed within the Bases of the Technical
Specifications. The value of "Pa" is one that Appendix J
allows to be presented in the Bases. Based on the allowance of
the regulation, this test pressure is proposed to be delineated

,

in the Bases. Future changes to this pressure would be
governed by 10 CFR 50.59 changes to the plant design basis for
post-accident peak containment pressure.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"

L.1 These valves are located in relatively inaccessible or well
controlled areas of the plant, therefore additional measures to
" lock, seal or otherwise secure" them are proposed to be
removed as a Technical Specification requirement. Existing
plant procedures and criteria for locking, sealing and securing
valves will dictate the appropriate controls for closed valves
located in the containment, steam tunnel and drywell. Many of
these valves will retain a design or administrative requirement
to lock, seal, or secure them in the closed position.

This existing Technical Specification requirement (to lock,
seal or secure closed valves in the containment, steam tunnel
or drywell) is applied only as a part of an extension (to each
Cold Shutdown if not verified in the previous 92 days) of the
normal 31 day frequency for verifying the position of the
valves. The extension remains appropriate due to the relative
inaccessibility of these valves, and the access controls

,

applied to these areas (which often include high radiation area'

access controls). Therefore, allowing changes to plant
I procedures and design controls, in accordance with 10 CFR

50.59, to control the locking, sealing, or securing of these
valves will not result in a decrease in safety.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 53 of 476
i

CTS: 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ,

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) ,

!

L.2 A note is proposed to be added in Required Actions A.2, and
ID.2, as well as to SR 3.6.1.3.3 and SR 3.6.1.3.4 to allow

| administrative controls to be used to verify isolation barriers
| in high radiation areas remain isolated. These isolation
| barriers are initially verified to be in the proper position

and access to them is restricted during operation due to the
,

high levels of radiation in the area. Therefore, the i
probability of misalignment of the isolation barrier is |

| acceptably small.
. I

i

,

!

m,na

!

|

,

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
|
I DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 54 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE _ ]|

|
'

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Primary containment leakage rate requirements (10 CFR 50 ,

Appendix J, Type A, B and C tests) are proposed to be a '

supporting surveillance for Primary Containment OPERABILITY
(proposed SR 3.6.1.1.1). The essence of an OPERABLE
containment is its leak-tightness.

Additionally, the existing Technical Specifications contain
details which are also found in 10 CFR 50 Appendix J: 1) limit
for combined Type B and C leakage (0.6 La), and 2) limit for
measured Type A leakage (0.75 La). These regulations require
licensee compliance, can not be revised by the licensee, and
are addressed by direct reference in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, these details of the regulations

'
within the Technical Specifications are repetitious and
unnecessary.

Furthermore, approved exemptions to the regulations, and
exceptions presented within the regulations themselves, are
also details which are adequately presented without repeating
the details within the Technical Specifications. The existing
Technical Specification allowances of 4.6.1.2.d.2, 3, and 4 to

, conduct tests at other than 24 month frequencies, are such
| exemptions and exceptions.

'

Therefore, retaining the requirement to meet the requirements
! of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions,

and eliminating the Technical Specification details that are
also found in Appendix J, is considered a presentation
preference which is administr tive in nature.

A.2 The purge supply and exhaust isolation valve leakage test is
required to be performed on a more frequent basis than the
typical 24 month interval (refer to existing 4.6.1.8.3, and
proposed SR 3. 6.1. 3.5) . This is not an exception but rather is
a more restrictive additional requirement. These valves wi:1
be tested at intervals no greater than 24 months, and
therefore, will comply with the Appendix J requirement. In
view of this, this stated " exception" is removed from the
proposed Technical Specifications as an administrative
presentation issue only.

i

i

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Seedon 3.6 Page 55 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE .

ADMINISTRATIVE |
(continued)

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

A.5 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." The existing references
to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1" and the Appendix J notes,

( serves no functional purpose, and therefore their removal is
'

purely an administrative difference in presentation.

A.6 Clinton is presently approaching their fourth refueling outage.
Therefore, these notes can be eliminated.

A.7 This comment number is not used for this station,
t

A.8 These changes were reflected in the Clinton TS Change submitted
to the NRC via letter U-602097, dated 2/17/93.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

<

u

|

i

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosme 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 56 o'f 476

CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE '

-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 In the revised presentation proposed (refer to A.1 comment
above), leakage rates discovered outside limits will result in
declaring the Primary Containment inoperable, or in declaring
secondary bypass valves, MSIVs, and hydrostatically tested
valves inoperable, as appropriate. The Actions for this
condition require commencing a shutdown to cold condition if
the leakage is not corrected within one hour for primary
containment inoperability or for 4 hours for PCIV
inoperability. Based on this limitation to continued
operation, proposed LCO 3.0.4 will not allow a reactor startup
to commence with containment leakages outside limits. The
existing Action only restricts heating up reactor coolant above
200 F. This existing action would allow a startup and control
rod withdrawal from cold conditions (e.g., < 200 F) . Should
leakages above limits be discovered while operating, the
existing Action is non-specific as to the appropriate action to
take. The proposed Actions provide the appropriate operational
restriction.

Therefore, the proposed presentation and associated Actions for
containment leakage rate beyond limits will result in
establishing and maintaining the reactor in a cold shutdown,
all-rods-in, condition until the leakage is corrected;'

resulting in increased safety to the allowances of the existing
Action.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 delineates certain requirements that
must be within Technical Specifications, and others that are
allowed to be detailed within the Bases of the Technical
Specifications. The value of "Pa" is one that Appendix J
allows to be presented in the Bases. Based on the allowance of
the regulation, this test pressure is proposed to be delineated
in the Bases. Future changes to this pressure would be
governed by 10 CFR 50.59 changes to the plant design basis for
post-accident peak containment pressure.

i
t

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 57 of 476

i CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE -

|
.

1
~

i TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

" Specific"
,

'

IL.1 The main steam isolation valves and hydrostatically tested
isolation valves are currently tested on an 18 month

j surveillance interval with a maximum extension of 25% or 4.5 ;
; months. This total interval of 22.5 months is provided to

allow for scheduling. of testing of these valves during each ,

refueling outage. Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 allows Type B and C
isolation valves to be tested on an interval of no greater than
24 months with no extensions allowed (except by exemption to 10

.

t

CFR.) This frequency is also intended to provide for '

scheduling these valves at each refueling outage. Use of the '

Appendix J limit rather than the 18 month frequency will allow
the MSIVs and the hydrostatically tested isolation valves to be
on the same schedule as all other Type B and C isolation valves |
and prevent unnecessary shutdowns specifically to conduct the ;

leak rate test of these valves when the pertinent regulations i

would have allowed another 1.5 months of operation. While no
significant increase in leakage would be expected during this !
extended interval, several studies have documented the minimal !
impact of increased unfiltered containment leakage. These i
documents include NUREG-1273, Technical Findinas and Reculatorv '

Analysis for Generic Safety Issue II.E.4.3. " Containment
Intecrity Check." and NUREG/CR-3539, Impact of Containment ;..

Leakace on LWR Accident Risk. Both of these studies indicate '

that leakage rate increases significantly in excess of the
allowed containment leakage rates would not result in '

significant increase in risk to the public. ,

, L.2 This comma ,aumber is not used for this station.

:

| t

|
,

i

|

!

!

!

,

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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i Endosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES M n 3.6 Page 58 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS .

J
i ,

ADMINISTRATIVE !

; !

) A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
) include providing " cross references." The existing reference |
| to "Special Test Exceptions" serves no functional purpose, and |

therefore its removal is purely an administrative difference in ;
presentation. !

A.2 These proposed Notes (ACTIONS Note 2: " Separate Condition f
. entry is allowed for each air lock"; and Condition A and B Note
'

1: " Required Actions. . .are not applicable if. . . Condition C is
entered") and proposed Condition C provide more explicit
instructions for proper application of the Actions for !

'Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the,

'
proposed Specifications 1.3 " Completion Times," these Actions

,

i provide direction consistent with the intent of the existing '

Actions for one inoperable air lock door in an air lock, or in
both air locks. Upon discovery of each inoperable air lock|

i door, it is intended that each specified action be applied i

regardless of it having been applied previously for another *'

inoperable door. In the Condition A and B Note, there is a |
recognition that if both doors in one air lock are inoperable >

(Condition C entered), then an " operable" door does not exist -

to be closed (Required Actions A.1, A.2, A.3, B.1, B.2, and B.3 ,

can not be met).
j A.3 The revised presentation of actions'(based on the BWR Standard i' Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434) does not propose to

.

explicitly detail options to " restore. . .to OPERABLE status." !
This action is always an option, and is implied in all
Conditions. Omitting this action is purely editorial.;

A.4 The requirement for performing the overall air lock leakage
'

test is a requirement of 10 CFR 50 Appendix ~ J. This
i requirement is embodied in the proposed SR 3.6.1.2.1. It is

,

I

probable that the test would not be able to be performed with .

a

I
an inoperable air lock door, and a plant shutdown would be

j required due to the inability to perform the required ~
|
;

i surveillance. However, this restriction on continued operation !
need not be specified as an Action (as is the case in existing

i Action a.2) - it exists inherently as a result of the required I

j Appendix J testing. Once the Actions are revised to eliminate
the reference to this surveillance restriction (as proposed in

t
,

i the conversion to the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, |'
NUREG-1434), the exception to LCO 3.0.4 applicability is also

| not necessary. Since no change in operation, requirements or
) intent is made, the proposed revision to eliminate a specific !
: restriction of continued operation, and the corresponding ;
! exception to LCO 3.0.4, is considered an administrative '

presentation preference.
'

II CLINTON 8 10/1/93 !
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 59 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS i

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.5 The existing Technical Specifications contain the details for,

air lock leakage surveillances which are also found in 10 CFR
50 Appendix J and in any approved exemptions. These
regulations require licensee compliance, can not be revised by
the licensee, and are addressed by direct reference in the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, these details of the
regulations within the Technical Specifications are repetitious
and unnecessary. Furthermore, approved exemptions to the
regulations, and exceptions presented within the regulations !

themselves, are also details which are adequately presented
without repeating the details within the Technical ;

Specifications.

Therefore, retaining the requirement to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions,
and eliminating the Technical Specification details thet are
also found in Appendix J, is considered a presentation
preference which is administrative in nature.

Also, the proposed SR 3.6.1.2.1 contains Notes 2 and 3, and the
proposed Actions include Note 3. These Notes facilitate use
and understanding of the intent of: '

1) (For SR 3.6.1.2.1 Note 2) the overall air lock acceptance
criteria when one air lock door is inoperable. Since the
inoperability is known to be only affecting one door, the

. barrel and the other OPERABLE door are providing a
l sufficient containment barrier. Even though the overall

test could not be satisfied (SR 3.0.1 would normally
require this to result in declaring the LCO not met -
possibly requiring proposed Condition C to be entered),
the note clarifies the intent that the previous test not
be considered "not met."

2) (For Actions Note 3, and SR 3. 6.1.2.1 Note 3) considering
the primary containment inoperable in the event air lock ~

leakage results in Appendix J acceptance criteria being
not met.

These clarifications are consistent with the intent and
interpretation of the existing Technical Specifications, and
are therefore considered administrative presentation
preferences.

A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.7 This comment number is not used for this station..

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 3.6 Page 60 of 476

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.9 The required action is revised from " maintain" a door closed to
" verify within one hour" that a door is closed. This change to

the completion time would initially appear to allow an open air
|

lock door for one hour. However, since both doors are normally
" maintained" closed, the " verification" is considered a

i

presentation preference of the current requirements.
Therefore, the change is considered administrative.

'

A.10 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.11 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
|

!
M.2 A new requirement has been added for OPERABILITY of the upper

containment personnel air lock during CORE ALTERATIONS,

handling irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary
containment or operations with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel (OPDRVs). These are the plant operating

conditions outside MODES 1,2, and 3 which can result in
releases of radioactive material to the secondary containment.
The design of the upper containment personnel air lock is such
that leakage through the air lock would not filtered by the
standby gas treatment system in the event of a release of
radioactive material to the secondary containment. OPERABILITY
of those primary containment isolation valves which isolate ,

secondary containment bypass leakage pathways is currently l

required by Technical Specification 3/4.6.4 during those
operating conditions which require OPERABILITY of the secondary
containment (i.e., during CORE ALTERATIONS, handling
irradiated fuel in the primary or secondary containment or
OPDRVs). The proposed Applicable operating conditions for the
upper containment personnel air lock are consistent with those
currently required for the secondary containment and primary
containment isolation valves in lines which bypass the

secondary containment.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196j
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 61 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic""

LA.1 The details comprising OPERABILITY of the air lock are proposed
to be located in the Surveillances and Bases to this
Specification. Air lock interlock OPERABILITY requirements are '

explicitly required in surveillances for air lock OPERABILITY.
The OPERABILITY of this interlock ensures "when the air lock is
being used for normal transit entry and exit through the
containment, then at least one air lock door shall be closed."
The requirement for both doors to normally remain closed isi

included in the Bases. Should only one door remain closed the
,

safety design of the containment and its air locks still'

provide a sufficiently leak tight barrier for postulated
events.

LA.2 Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 delineates certain requirements that
must be within Technical Specifications, and others that are
allowed to be detailed within the Bases of the Technical
Specifications. The value of "Pa" is one that Appendix J
allows to be presented in the Bases. Based on the allowance of
the regulation, this test pressure is proposed to be delineated
in the Bases. Future changes to this pressure would be

;

; governed by 10 CFR 50.59 changes to the plant design basis for
i post-accident peak containment pressure.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LC.1 This comment number is not used for this station. '

j

" Specific",

) L.1 Proposed Condition B is to be added to the Technical
Specifications to address inoperable air lock interlock
mechanisms. Provided one OPERABLE air lock door in each air
lock can be maintained closed the assumptions of the accident
analyses are maintained and operation should be allowed to
continue. This closed OPERABLE door is also required to be
locked to assure it remains closed. In the event containment
access is desired, it is proposed to be allowed under strict
administrative control (proposed Condition B Required Actions
Note 2). To provide a level of assurance equivalent to the
mechanical interlock that at least one OPERABLE door will
remain closed at all times during entry and exit, the proposed4

change requires an individual dedicated to assure that two
doors are not open simultaneously and one door is re-locked

,

i prior to leaving.

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 62 of 476 i

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

(continued) ;
i

j

| L.2 Proposed LCO 3.6.1.2, Actions Note 1, is added to the Technical
|

Specifications to allow entry through closed or locked air lock
door (s) for the purpose of making repairs. If the outer door
is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for repair. If :

the inner door is the one that is inoperable, however, then it
is preferred that the air lock be accessed from inside primary

:
I containment by entering through the other OPERABLE air lock.

If this is not practicable, however, then it is proposed to 1

|allow entry through the OPERABLE outer door, which means there
is a short time during which the primary containment boundary

,

is not intact (during access through the outer door).'

The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative
controls, which are detailed in the proposed Bases. A
dedicated (i.e., not involved with any repair or other
maintenance effort) individual will be assigned to ensure: 1)
the door (s) are opened only for the period of time required to
gain entry into or exit from the air lock, and 2) any OPERABLE
door is re-locked prior to the departure of the dedicated
individual.

Repairs are directed towards reestablishing two OPERABLE doors
in each air lock. Two OPERABLE doors closed is clearly the
most desirable plant condition for air locks. The existing
actions, in some circumstances, allow indefinite operation with
only one OPERABLE door locked closed. Two OPERABLE doors ;

closed is also clearly an improvement on safety over one
OPERABLE door locked closed. By not allowing access to make
repairs, the existing actions could result in an inability of :

the plant to establish and maintain this highest level of
safety possible (two OPEkABLE doors closed), without a forced
plant shutdown. Furthermore, the overall air lock test must be
performed every 6 months. Therefore the condition of two
inoperable doors will eventually result in a plant shutdown
from to inability to perform this surveillance due to the
inability to affect repairs to the inoperable door. .

Therefore, allowing entry and exit, while temporarily allowing
loss of containment integrity, is proposed based on the
expected result of restoring two OPERABLE doors to the air
lock. Restricting this access to make repairs of an inoperable
door or air lock ensures this allowance applies towards meeting
this goal. This change is acceptable due to the low
probability of an event that could pressurize the primary
containment during the short time in which the containment
integrity is compromised, and the increased safety attained by
completing repairs such that two OPERABLE doors can be closed.

1

CLINTON 12 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 63 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

(continued)

L.3 Proposed Condition A, Required Actions Note 2, is added to the
Technical Specifications to allow entry through a closed and/or i
locked OPERABLE air lock door (for reasons other than repairs) '

for a limited period of time (e.g., 7 days). Although one
OPEKABLE air lock door locked closed is sufficient to maintain
containment integrity function and allow continued operation, i

entry and exit during normal operation is necessary to perform
required surveillances, maintenance and inspections as well as ,

allowing routine access for operational considerations such as '|
chemistry sampling, Reactor Water Cleanup system operations,
refueling preparations, preventative maintenance, etc. Should
both air locks become inoperable and access not be allowed, a
plant shutdown would be forced in a short period of time due to
failure to attend to these required activities.

The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative
controls, which are detailed in the proposed Bases. A
dedicated (i.e., not involved with any repair or other
maintenance effort) individual will be assigned to ensure: 1)
the door is opened only for the period of time required to gain
entry or exit from the air lock, and 2) the OPERABLE door is
re-locked prior to the departure of the dedicated individual.

Therefore, allowing the OPERABLE door to be opened (temporarily
'

allowing loss of containment integrity) for brief moments
during a 7 day period, is judged to be an acceptable exchange
in risk; the risk of an event during the brief period of
OPERABLE door opening for access (which is limited to a window
of 7 days), verses the risk associated with the transient of
the plant shutdown that would follow from not attending to
required activities within the containment. In addition to
this provision being presented in the BWR Standard Technical
Specifications, NUREG-1434, it has been previously approved in

,

| the license for another BWR/6 (River Bend Station).

L.4 It is proposed that the containment door interlock OPERABILITY
surveillance not be required to be performed unless the air
lock doors are to be opened for a containment entry. Without l
this exception to the normal requirement for performing this !

test, the air lock doors would be required to be opened solely j
to perform this interlock test. This scenario would then also
require the door seal test be performed within the next !

72 hours; creating unnecessary containment entries, and man-
power for testing. All these activities are generated to test
an interlock which is only useful when the air lock is utilized ;

for containment entry. In the event the plant is utilizing one
air lock for entries, and maintaining one air lock. idle, this
surveillance would impose an excessive testing requirement.

I

| CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES section 3.6 Page 64 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

I

TECHNICAL CHANCE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.6 A note is proposed to be added in Required Actions A.3 and B.3
to allow administrative controls to be used to verify doors in
high radiation areas remain locked closed. These doors are
initially verified to be in the proper position and access to
the doors is restricted during operation due to the high levels
of radiation in the area. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of the door is acceptably small.

I

l

|

l

t

i

!

|

|

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 65 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.4 - MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM
)

|

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details related to the design of the system (in this case the
main steam isolation valve - leakage control system (MSIV-LCS)
is designed as two " independent" systems) are discussed in the
Bases of the proposed Technical Specifications. These details
do not provide any useful or necessary information to the
operator. Additionally, changes to the system design and
function are adequately controlled by the requirements of 10
CFR 50.59.

LA.2 The details of the methods and acceptance values for these
continuity and system functional tests are located in and
adequately controlled by existing plant procedures. The values
are system design values which are also controlled by design
change procedures and regulations.

LA.3 These motor operated valves are required to be cycled in
l accordance with the ASME Section XI Ir. service Testing (IST)
l Program as specified in the Administrative Controls Section of

these proposed Technical Specifict.tions. The testing
exceptions within this program specify the same frequency as
detailed in the existing Technical Specification. Consistent
with the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434,
these IST details are not repeated in the proposed Technical
Specifications.

1

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 66 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.4 - MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LA.4 The MSIV-LCS is a manually actuated system. The
instrumentation being tested by the existing surveillance
4.6.1.4.d provides operational interlocks and automatic system
shutdown for the system at various conditions. Many systems
specified in the Technical Specifications have system-internal
operational functions that are not detailed within the
Specification itself. The OPERABILITY of these controls is
incorporated by the OPERABILITY of the system, and testing of
these controls is considered part of the system functional

,

test. Proposed SR 3.6.1.8.3 will inherently perform a!

! functional test of the instruments, and confirms the proper
j calibration of the channels.

" Specific"
|

|

l L.1 The existing Actions for inoperability of both divisions of the
| MSIV-LCS, by default, requires entry into LCO 3.0.3. The

system's safety function is to collect and process containment
leakage through the main steam isolation valves. Processing
this leakage prior to its release to the environment reduces

,

| the consequences of the event.

As presented in the BWR Standard Technical Specifications,
NUREG-1434, systems that have an allowed out of service time of
30 days for one division inoperable, typically allow 7 days for
instances when both divisions are out of service. These out of
service times are based on engineering judgement of: 1) the
safety significance of the system; 2) the probability of an
event requiring the safety function of the system; and 3) the
relative risks associated with the plant transient and
potential challenge of safety systems experienced by requiring
a plant shutdown.

,

CLINTON 16 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 67 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.4 - MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

The MSIV-LCS is judged to be of low safety significance since
the MSIVs are required to meet specific leakage criteria and ,

!the system serves to provide for filtering only a small portion
of the complete containment leakage following an accident.
Several studies have documented the minimal impact of increased
unfiltered containment leakage, among these are NUREG-1273,
Technical Findinas and Reculatory Analysis for Generic Safety
Issue II.E.4.3. " Containment Intecrity Check." and |
NUREG/CR-3539, Imoact of Containment Buildino Leakaae on LWR
Accident Risk. These documents indicate that leakage rate
increases significantly in excess of the allowed MSIV leakage j

rates would not result in significant increase in risk to the i

public. Therefore, a 30 day allowance for one inoperable '

division and a 7 day allowed outage time for both inoperable
divisions are proposed. Both of these were considered during
the development of the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, i

INUREG-1434, and were accepted for general application.

fL.2 The requirement for a monthly channel functional test are
proposed to be removed from the Technical Specifications. '

Removal of these surveillances has been determined to be
insignificant with regard to maintaining the capability of the !

system to perform its required functions. The calibration i

surveillance, which includes a channel functional test, is |
'

sufficient to assure the OPERABILITY of the system considering;

| the systems impact on the risk to the public. Further, these !
''

surveillances were determined to be unnecessary during the
development of the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, i

NUREG-1434, and are proposed to be eliminated. {
;

I
,

:

i

;

CLINTON 17 10/1/93 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 68 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.5 - CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ,

!

!

ADMINISTRATIVE
i

A.1 Primary containment structural integrity requirements (10 CFR i

50 Appendix J) are proposed to be a supporting surveillance for
Primary Containment OPERABILITY (proposed SR 3.6.1.1.1). The
essence of an OPERABLE containment is its leak-tightness.

;

Additionally, the existing Technical Specifications contain
details which are also found in 10 CFR 50 Appendix J: visual ;

inspection prior to each Type A containment leakage rate test. |
These regulations require licensee compliance, can not be

t

revised by the licensee, and are addressed by direct reference
in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, these details of ,

the regulations within the Technical Specifications are !

repetitious and unnecessary.
'

Therefore, retaining the requirement to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions,

iand eliminating the Technical Specification details that are
also found in Appendix J, is considered a presentation >

preference which is administrative in nature.

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
1

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 In moving the containment structural integrity requirements to
the Primary Containment OPERABILITY LCO (as proposed), the
allowed Completion Time of 1 hour becomes applicable for
structural conditions not in compliance with requirements.
This allowed time to restore compliance before requiring a
plant shutdown is less than the currently existing 24 hours.
This conservatively brings the allowed times for restoration
for a loss of Containment structural integrity, into agreement !

with a loss of Primary Containment OPERABILITY. The potential |

for confusion in applying the appropriate restoration time is
thereby eliminated.

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON 18 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 69 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.6 - CONTAINMENT INTERNAL PRESSURE

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

,

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t ,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 70 of 47C

CTS: 3.6.1.7 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT j

AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE i

i

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are 1

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and )
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter
5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

|

| CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 71 of 476NEW TS:
3.6.1.6 - LOW-LOW SET VALVES

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1
The BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434the hardware requirements present

for the Low-Low Set function as a
,

separate
LCO in the Contaihment section (LCO 3.6.1.6). The" hardware"

addressed by this proposed LCO is the solenoid
actuated relief valves that support the Low-Low Set function.
The existing LCO 3.4.2.2 addresses this hardware as it relatesto the Low-Low Set function. Additionally
Low Set function. addresses the instrumentation and logic nece,ssary for the Low-the existing LCO

The BWR Standard Technical Specifications,NUREG-1434, propose the instrumentation and logic to beaddressed in the Instrumentation section.

These proposed changes are intended solely to be a presentatiopreference,
and therefore administrative in nature. n

A.2

The definition of LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT)isproposed to be modified to not include the actuated device
(refer to discussion provided with markup of Section 1 0)actuated device is proposed to be included The. .

system functional test.
In instances where the existing

as part of the

Technical Specifications do not contain a corresponding "syst
functional test" which would test the actuated device em
Standard Technical Specifications, , the BWR

NUREG-1434, have proposedone be added.
SR 3.6.1.6.1 is one such added system functionaltest.

Since the relief valve solenoid is the point where the l
and the mechanical portion of the " function" overlap, bothogic

solenoids can be tested as part of the instrumentation logicwithout actuating the valve.
Separately, the valve can beshown to function by actuating with either solenoid.

For

,

completeness, however
tested in the course ,of two outagesas represented by thboth solenoids will be required to be
Staggered Test Basis requirement of the Frequency e

this proposed presentation is considered an administrativeOverall,.

change only.
A.3 This proposed change removes a one time exception toperformance of testing during the first fuel cycle.exception no longer applies,

its removal is considered an
Since this

administrative change.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON
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Enclosure 2 o U-602196
ect n 3.6 Page 72 of 476 lDISCUSSION OF CHANGES

NEW TS: 3.6.1.6 - LOW-LOW SET VALVES |

1
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
i

None in this section. f
l

" Specific" |
i

L.1 The phrase "by verifying actual or," in reference to the
automatic initiation signal, has been added to the surveillance
requirement for verifying that each safety / relief valve i

actuates on a low-low set function automatic initiation signal. i

This allows satisfactory automatic initiations for other than
surveillance purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance
requirements. OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either
case since the valve itself can not discriminate between
" actual" or " simulated." ;

|

|
!

CLINTON 22 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
r CTS: 3.6.1.8 - CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS

ADMINISTRATIVE
|

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station. I

'

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station. |

|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS |
!

None in this section. !

,

t

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE ;
;

IM.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

!
.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

I
" Generic" '

!

LA.1 The details relating to containment ventilation system design !
have been relocated to the Bases. The design features and i

system operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to I

the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed ;

Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical j
Specifications. :

!

iLA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
'

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the ;

USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by i
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter i

5 of the Technical Specifications. |
t

t
:

" Specific" !

L.1 If- the purge valve (s) are not cycled (opened) between
surveillances, the BWR Standard Technical Specifications,
NUREG-1434, allow the requirement for leakage rate measurement |
to be 6 months between surveillances. This frequency is
consistent with the NRC guidance provided with the resolutioni

of Generic Issue B-20, " Containment' Leakage Due to Seal
Deterioration".

CLINTON 23 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 74 of 476

,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES,

CTS: 3.6.1.8 - CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS
,

i TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

! L.2 The time limitations currently applied to opening the
containment vent and purge valves are proposed to be replaced

3'

with specific criteria for opening. The time limits were
based on engineering judgement and/or early plant operating'

experience, and not based on any legal requirement. The new ,

limits on when the valves are permitted to be open as defined
in Note 2 to SR 3.6.1.3.1 will ensure appropriate controls, andI

| use of the system will be minimized and limited to safety-
related reasons. The operating history indicates that these,

lines are opened only for the proposed specified reasons and
for cumulative periods which are generally significantly less
than the allowed cumulative times.

4

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.4 A new action (Condition D) is proposed to be added which would
permit continued operation with a containment purge supply

; and/or exhaust valves with resilient seals having a measured
i leakage rate in excess of the limits as long as the affected
j penetration is isolated within 24 hours, this isolation is
; verified every 31 days, and the leak rate test is performed on i

the purge valves used to perform the isolation every 92 days.
These actions assure that the penetration will not leak in i
excess of limits should an accident occur while operating, and !

'thus alleviate the need to shutdown the facility. If any of
the conditions of Condition D can not be performed, Condition
E requires the plant shutdown that is presently required..

|
L.5 This comment number is not used for this station.;

;

l

, .

CLINTON 24 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
" "EDISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY

!

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The definition of DRYWELL INTEGRITY has been deleted from the !'

proposed Technical Specifications. In its place the
requirement for the drywell is that it "shall be OPERABLE."
This was done because of the confusion associated with these
definitions compared to its use in the respective LCO. The
change is editorial in that all the requirements are
specifically addressed in the proposed LCO for the drywell
along with the remainder of the LCOs in the Containment Systems
Drywell section (i.e. , air locks, isolation valves, suppression
pool, etc.). Therefore the change is purely a presentation I

preference adopted by the BWR Standard Technical
Specifications, NUREG-1434.

A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." The existing reference
to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1" serves no functional
purpose, and therefore its removal is purely an administrative
difference in presentation.

A.3 The requirements for air locks and the suppression pool remain
within the Technical Specifications. Providing a cross
reference to them only adds confusion when evaluating
compliance with drywell OPERABILITY. Therefore removal ofa

' these references is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.4 All drywell penetration valves and blind flanges are located
either in the drywell or containment. Therefore, the drywell i

penetrations for which this SR is required, i.e., drywell !
penetrations not capable of being closed by OPERABLE automatic

, isolation valves and required to be closed during accident
i conditions, also meet the entry conditions of Note **, i.e.,

are valves, blind flanges, or de-activated valves which are ;

located inside the drywell or containment. Therefore, the j
frequency for these penetrations is not 31 days, but is i

actually 92 days as proposed. Thus, having a frequency of 92 |
days is not considered a change for purposes of this submittal.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY ,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 A new LCO has been incorporated for Drywell Isolation Valves
(LCO 3. 6. 5. 3 ) . Since this new LCO has been included where none
exists in the present Specifications, the entire change is
considered a more restrictive change.

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |
|

" Generic" 1

None in this section.

" Specific"

L.1 These valves are located in relatively inaccessible or well
controlled areas of the plant, therefore additional measures to i

" lock, seal or otherwise secure" them are proposed to be ,

removed as a Technical Specification requirement. Existing i

plant procedures and criteria for locking, sealing and securing,
,

valves will dictate the appropriate controls for closed valves :

located in the containment, steam tunnel and drywell. Many of
these valves will retain a design or administrative requirement
to lock, seal, or secure them in the closed position.

'

This existing Technical Specification requirement (to lock,
seal or secure closed valves in the containment or drywell) is ;

applied only as a part of an extension (to each Cold Shutdown l

if not verified in the previous 92 days) of the normal 31 day |
frequency for verifying the position of the valves. The '

extension remains appropriate due to the relative
inaccessibility of these valves, and the access controls
applied to these areas (which often include high radiation area
access controls). Therefore, allowing changes to plant
procedures and design controls, in accordance with 10 CFR |

|
50.59, to control the locking, sealing, or securing of these |

| valves will not result in a decrease in safety. ]
,

L.2 The existing condition described by this action would address
the situation when one valve in the flowpath for penetrations ;

only having one valve, as well as both valves in the flowpath
for penetrations having two valves are inoperable. Under these
conditions the proposed actions per LCO 3.6.5.3 would permit
this condition to exist for up to four hours. This gives a
short time period in which to isolate the penetration or return
at least one of the isolation valves to operation.

CLINTON 26 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.6 Page 77 of 476 |

CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) ;

L.3 A note is proposed to be added in LCO 3.6.5.3, Required Actions
A.2, as well as to SR 3.6.5.3.2 to allow administrative
controls to be used to verify isolation barriers in high
radiation areas remain isolated. These isolation barriers are
initially verified to be in the proper position and access to
them is restricted during operation due to the high levels of
radiation in the area. therefore, the probability of

,

misalignment of the isolation barrier is acceptably small.

!
,

I '

i

1

|

|
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Secn n 3.6 Page 78 of 476

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.2.2 - DRYWELL BYPASS LEAKAGE

i
j i
'

I

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

i e

I A.1 Drywell bypass leakage rate requirements are proposed to be a |
supporting surveil. lance for drywell . OPERABILITY (proposed SR

: 3.6.5.1.1). The essence of an OPERABLE drywell is its leak- |

; tightness. ;
4

'
A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

'

1

1

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
i

None in this section.
4

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 In the revised presentation proposed (refer to A.1 comment .
'

above), leakage rates discovered outside limits will result in ,

declaring the drywell inoperable. The Actions for this
l condition require commencing a shutdown to cold condition if
: the leakage is not corrected within one hour. Based on this

limitation to continued operation, proposed LCO 3.0.4 will not !
I allow a reactor startup to commence with drywell bypass leakage |

outside the limit. The existing Action only restricts heating |
up reactor coolant above 200*F. This existing action would i;

j allow a startup and control rod withdrawal from cold conditions i
(e.g., < 200*F). Should bypass leakage above the limit be !); discovered while operating, the existing Action is non-specific |"

Es to the appropriate action to take. The proposed Actions !

q provide the appropriate operational restriction, which is I

consistent in limitation and time to the existing LCO 3.0.3.

Therefore the proposed presentation and associated Actions for
; a drywell bypass leakage rate beyond its limit will result in
| establishing and maintaining the reactor in a cold shutdown,

all-rods-in, condition until the leakage is corrected;
resulting in increased safety to the allowances of the existing
Action.

,

;

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic";
.

i

j LA.1 The details relating to drywell design have been relocated to j
j the Bases. The design features and system operation are also j
i described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases will be controlled
i by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in

Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.s
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 79 of 476 :1

,
CTS: 3.6.2.2 - DRYWELL BYPASS LEAKAGE i

;

I I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE'

(continued) ,

i

!

LA.2 The details relating to methods of performing surveillance test !,

j requirements and re-test frequency after two successive !

failures have been relocated to the Bases and procedures. The t
3

] design features and system operation which dictate the methods |
are described in the USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases |4

'
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

i !
j " Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.2 The requirement to have the schedule for drywell bypass leakage (;

test reviewed and approved by the Commission is proposed to be
~

'

1 deleted from the Specifications. This requirement is not
included in NUREG-1434. The Commission will be informed of any

j bypass test failure per the Licensee Event Reporting (LER) ,

j system per 10 CFR 50.73. The Commission can review any changes .

,

! to the test schedule, or require any changes to the test j

} schedule at that time per the Commission rules and regulations. |
; Therefore there is no need to place this in the Specifications

as a requirement.

:

l

$
;

d

i

i

i

)

:
4

i 1

!
!

3
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
Section 3.6 Page 80 of 476

j CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK
|

1
I

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." The existing reference
to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1" serves no functional
purpose, and therefore its removal is purely an administrative
difference in presentation.

A.2 Proposed ACTIONS Note 2, Conditions A & B Required Action Note |
| 1, and Required Action C.1 provides direction to consider the '

! impact of the inoperable air lock on the drywell if air lock
!leakage results do not meet Appendix J acceptance criteria.

Condition A and B Note 1: " Required Actions...are not
applicable if... Condition C is entered") and Condition C
provide more explicit instructions for proper application of !

the Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In

conjunction with the proposed Specifications 1.3 " Completion
Times," these Notes provide direction consistent with the
intent of the existing Actions for one inoperable air lock door

,

!

in an air lock. In the Condition A and B Note, there is a
recognition that if both doors in one air lock are inoperable
(Condition C entered), then an " operable" door does not exist
to be closed (Required Actions A.1, A.2, A.3, B.1, B.2, and B.3
can not be met).

These clarifications are consistent with the intent and
interpretation of the existing Technical Specifications, and
are therefore considered administrative presentation
preferences.

A.3 The revised presentation of actions (based on the BWR Standard
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434) does not propose to

iexplicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status."
This action is always an option, and is implied in all
Conditions. Omitting this action is purely editorial.

A.4 ACTION a.4 discussing the exception to Specification 3.0.4 is
being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new
ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Conditions A and B permit continuous operation of the plant i

while in these Actions the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit
MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the need
for the exception to Specification 3.0.4 is not required.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.6 An administrative note is added to this Surveillance
Requirement which provides clarification of the intent. Since
this clarification is consistent with the current
interpretation and methods, this change is considered
administrative.

CLINTON 30 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 81 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

ADMINISTRATIVE |

(continued) ,

i
'

A.7 The required action is revised from " maintain" a door closed to
" verify within one hour" that a door is closed. This change to '

the completion time would initially appear to allow an open air
lock door for one hour. However, since both doors are normally ,

" maintained" closed, the " verification" is considered a
*

presentation preference of the current requirements.
Therefore, the change is considered administrative. j

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE >

None in this section.

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic" ,

i

LA.1 The details comprising OPERABILITY of the air lock are proposed
to be located in the Surveillances and Bases to this '

-

Specification. Air lock interlock OPERABILITY requirements are ,
'

explicitly required in surveillances for air lock OPERABILITY.
The OPERABILITY of this interlock ensures "when the air lock isi

being used for normal transit entry and exit through the >

drywell, then at least one air lock door shall be closed." The '

requirement for both doors to normally remain closed is
included in the Bases. Should only one door remain closed the ,

safety design of the drywell and its air locks still provide a
sufficiently leak tight barrier for postulated events.

'

ILA.2 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been
affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance
Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

I LC.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 82 of 476 i
CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK |

i

f

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIV I

(continued) !

:

i

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.2 Proposed Condition B is to be added to the . Technical |
Specifications to address inoperable air lock interlock i

mechanisms. Provided one OPERABLE air lock door in each air i
'

lock can be maintained closed the assumptions of the accident
analyses are maintained and operation should be allowed to
continue. This closed OPERABLE door is also required to be !

locked to assure'it remains closed. In the event drywell I

access is desired, it is proposed to be allowed under strict i

administrative control (proposed Condition B Required Actions
Note 2). To provide a level of assurance equivalent to the

,

mechanical interlock that at least one OPERABLE door will '

remain closed at all times during entry and exit, the proposed i

change requires an individual dedicated to assure that two |
doors are not open simultaneously and one door is re-locked !

pria to leaving. |

| 1

L.3 Proposed LCO 3.6.5.2, Actions Note 1, is added to the Technical i
'

Specifications to allow entry through closed or locked air lock |
door (s) for the purpose of making repairs. If the outer door t

is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for repair. If,

the inner door is the one that is inoperable, however, then it |'|

is necessary to allow entry through the OPERABLE outer door,
which means there is a short time during which the drywell i

| boundary is not intact (during access through the outer door). ;
.

| The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative |
| controls, which are detailed in the proposed Bases. A |

dedicated (i.e., not involved with any repair or other
maintenance effort) individual will be assigned to ensure: 1)
the door (s) are opened only for the period of time required to
gain entry into or exit from the air lock, and 2) any OPERABLE
door is re-locked prior to the departure of the dedicated
individual.

Repairs are directed towards reestablishing two OPERABLE doors
in the air lock. Two OPERABLE doors closed is clearly the most
desirable plant condition for air locks. The existing actions,
in some circumstances, allow indefinite operation with only one
OPERABLE door locked closed. Two OPERABLE doors closed is also
clearly an improvement on safety over one OPERABLE door locked
closed. By not allowing access to make repairs, the existing
actions could result in an inability of the plant to establish
and maintain this highest level of safety possible (two
OPERABLE doors closed), without a forced plant shutdown.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 83 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK
! ;

4

l TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|| (continued)
! t

i Therefore, allowing entry and exit, while temporarily allowing
] loss of drywell integrity, is proposed based on the expected
! result of restoring two OPERABLE doors to the air lock.

Restricting this access to make repairs of an inoperable door
,

j or air lock ensures this allowance applies towards meeting this i

1 goal. This change is acceptable due to the low probability of I

'

] an event that could pressurize the drywell during the short
i time in which the drywell integrity is compromised, and the i

increased safety attained by completing repairs such that two-

} OPERABLE doors can be closed. i

L.4 Proposed Condition A, Required Actions Note 2, is added to the !

Technical Specifications to allow entry through a closed and/or '

locked OPERABLE air lock door (for reasons other than repairs)
j for a limited period of time (e.g., 7 days). Although one

OPERABLE air lock door locked closed is sufficient to maintain ,

drywell integrity function and allow continued operation, entrye

j and exit during low power operation may be desired to perform
,

maintenance and inspections Should an air lock door become4

j

inoperable and access not be allowed, a plant shutdown would be '

forced in a short period of time due to failure to attend to
necessary activities.

The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative
controls, which are detailed in the proposed Bases. A
dedicated (i.e., not involved with any repair or other;

j maintenance effort) individual will be assigned to ensure:
1) the door is opened only for the period of time required to
gain entry or exit from the air lock, and 2) the OPERABLE door

1 is re-locked prior to the departure of the dedicated
; individual.
<

; Therefore, allowing the OPERABLE door to be opened (temporarily
i allowing loss of drywell integrity) for brief moments during a
! 7 day period, is judged to be an acceptable exchange in risk;
i the risk of an event during the brief period of OPERABLE door

opening for access (which is limited to a window of 7 days),
'

verses the risk associated with the transient of the plant
shutdown that would follow from not attending to necessary
activities within the drywel?. In addition to this provision
being presented in the BWR standard Technical Specifications,'
NUREG-1434, a MODE 3 allowance has been previously approved in
the license for another BWR/6 (River Bend Station).

L.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
a

;
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,

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRT# ELL AIR LOCK

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) j

L.6 The BWR/6 drywell air lock is typically tested similar to |
Primary Containment air locks. However, the drywell air lock j
is not a direct leakage path from primary containment and
therefore Appendix J test requirements do not necessarily
apply. Furthermore, its use is limited during operation due to ;

radiation and temperature in the BWR/6 drywell. Since |

sufficient confidence in its sealing capability is assured via !

other specified surveillances, it is justified to allow
Iperformance of this test at refueling-outage intervals.
!

L.7 It is proposed that the drywell door interlock OPERABILITY !
surveillance not be required to be performed unless the air |
lock doors are to be opened for a drywell entry. Without this '

exception to the normal requirement for performing this test, ;

the air lock doors would be required to be opened solely to
perform this interlock test. This scenario would then also !

require the door seal test be performed within the next 72 :

hours; creating unnecessary drywell entries, cycling of the ,

door seals, and man-power for testing. All these activities ,

are generated to test an interlock which is only useful when |
the air lock is utilized for entry. :

i

!

!
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CTS: 3.6.2.4 - DRYWELL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY '

ADMINISTRATIVE i

i

A.1 Drywell structural integrity requirements are proposed to be a

|
supporting surveillance for drywell OPERABILITY (proposed SR
3.6.5.1.2). The essence of an OPERABLE drywell is its leak-
tightness.

A.2 Currently, the drywell is required to be visually inspected
with each Type A test. Since 3 Type A containment tests are
required every 10 years (120 months), one inspection is
required every 40 months. This change in the frequency
designation is only one of presentation preference and is an
administrative change only.

A.3 The information required in this report is a duplication of
information required by 10 CFR 50.73. If the principal safety
barrier, i.e. the containment, is seriously degraded, a thirty
day report is required by 10 CFR 50.73. Since this Special
Report duplicates these requirements, it is unnecessary and is
proposed to be deleted.

I

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

|M.1 In moving the drywell structural integrity requirements to the
Drywell OPERABILITY LCO (as proposed), the allowed Completion
Time of 1 hour becomes applicable for structural conditions not
in compliance with requirements. This allowed time to restore
compliance before requiring a plant shutdown is less than the
currently existing 24 hours. This conservatively brings the
allowed times for restoration for a loss of Drywell structural
integrity, into agreement with a loss of Drywell OPERABILITY.
The potential for confusion in applying the appropriate
restoration time is thereby eliminated.
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CTS: 3.6.2.4 - DRYWELL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

l

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE '

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter
5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"

None in this section

CLINTON 36 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.6 Page 87 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.5 - DRYWELL INTERNAL PRESSURE u

: !

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.
, ,

f

,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
i

I None in this section.
4

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section

. , . .

I

1

.

!

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 88 of 476 |
iCTS: 3.6.2.6 - DRYWELL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE _

|
1

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

None in this section.

!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS |
1

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
'

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
|

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are j
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR and procedures. Changes to the Bases will be controlled
by the provisions o: the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications, while USAR and |

procedure changes are adequately controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. |

" Specific" !

L.1 This proposed change adjusts the drywell average air
temperature limit to that limit assumed in the accident
analysis. The present temperature limit (135 degrees) was
established to ensure continued capability of equipment in the
drywell. The new limit of 150 degrees is the actual
temperature limit assumed in the accident analyses. The 135
degree limit for equipment qualification will still be
monitored by plant procedures, but will not be the Technical
Specification required limit. This proposed change is
consistent with NUREG-1434 as described in the Applicable
Safety Analyses section of the Bases for this LCO.

I
!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.2.7 - DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM .

ADMINISTRATIVE
_

A.1 The limitations for opening the drywell vent and purge valves
are proposed to be presented in the Note to the surveillance. ;

The presentation of the requirements in this fashion results in
'

considering the isolation valve inoperable in the event it is
opened when not allowed by the Noted exceptions. The end

1

result is simply an administrative presentation preference. i

i

A.2 ACTION c discussing the exception to Specification 3.0.4 ;

is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the
new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Conditions A and B permit continuous operation of the plant
while in these Actions the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit

.

!

MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the need |
for the exception to Specification 3.0.4 is not required. j

i

A.3 Condition B is proposed to be included in the proposed |
Specification. Since the present ACTIONS a and b both allow '

" valve (s)" to be inoperable indicating that both valves in one ;

penetration could be inoperable for up to 4 hours, the decision j
to place the requirements in proposed Condition A and B is I

merely a matter of presentation with no actual change being |
made. Therefore, this is considered as an administrative !

, change. .

| |

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONSm,.,e

None in this section.
I

i
TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |

|
M.1 This comment number is not used for this station. '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i
'

" Generic"

LA.1 Details related to the design of the system (in this case the
Drywell vent system) are discussed in the Bases of the proposed
Technical Specifications. These details do not provide any
useful or necessary information to the operator. Additionally,
changes to the system design and function are adequately
controlled by the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 90 of 476 |DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

| CTS: 3.6.2.7 - DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM -

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
-

(continued)
t

" Specific" ;

L.1 The time limitations currently applied to opening the drywell
vent and purge valves are proposed to be replaced with specific'

criteria for opening. This criteria will ensure appropriate
controls, and use of the system will be minimized and limited
to safety-related reasons. The operating history indicates
that these lines are opened only for the proposed specified;

| reasons and for cumulative periods which are generally
| significantly less than the allowed cumulative times.

| L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

I L.3 The existing condition described by these actions addresses
! both one valve in the flowpath as well as both valves in the
| flowpath being inoperable. For the drywell isolation valves,the
i proposed action for both valves in one flowpath inoperable is ;

| consistent with this 4 hours. However, with only one valve
i inoperable the proposed ACTIONS for drywell isolation valves
I allows 8 hours to restore to OPERABLE or positively isolate the

penetration. Eight hours is an acceptable extension due to the
remaining OPERABLE valve.

l
.

|

,

1
i

-

I

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 - |DISCUSSION OF CHANGES. Section 3.6 Page 91 of 476
i

!CTS: 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL s

.

ADMINISTRATIVE |

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station. j

i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONE j

!

None in this section.
>

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE r

!

M.1 The proposed action when pool temperature exceeds 120*F does
not depend upon if the MSIVs are open or closed. If pool ;

temperature reaches 120*F, then whether the MSIVs are open or
not, significant heat could still be added to the suppression
pool and the Required Action is appropriate. Even with MSIVs

'
open, there may be no heat rejection from the containment, as
in the case of loss of condenser vacuum. Applying the actions ,

regardless of the status of the MSIVs does not introduce any i
operation which is unanalyzed. |

t

!

;

I

i
!

!

!
)

,

'

|

|

i
i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 92 of 476 i

CTS: 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL -
;

i

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The suppression volumes which correspond to the level limits
are proposed to be moved to the Bases. The level limits are
retained since this is the information available to the

' operator regarding the suppression poo). These volume and I

level limits are equivalent and interchangeable. Therefore, !
moving one of them to the Bases does not change the requirement 1

'

and is only a change in the presentation.

LC.1 The suppression pool water level and water temperature
instrumentation do not necessarily relate directly to the
respective system OPERABILITY. In general the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, does- not specify
indication-only or test equipment to be OPERABLE to support ;

OPERABILITY of a system or component. Control of the
availability of, and necessary compensatory activities if not j

available, for indications, monitoring instruments, alarms, and
test equipment are addressed by plant operational procedures
and policies. Therefore, this instrumentation, along with the
supporting surveillances and actions are removed from the I

Technical Specifications. |
m

-

" Specific" i
;

L.1 The existing Actions for suppression pool water level outside :

limits allows only 1 hour to restore level. An unanticipated
change in suppression pool level would require addressing the :

cause and aligning the appropriate system to raise or lower the i

pool level. These activities may require longer than 1 hour to
accomplish without undo haste. The out of service time is

fbased on engineering judgement of the relative risks associated
with: 1) the safety significance of the system; 2) the
probability of an event requiring the safety function of the .
system; and 3) the relative risks associated with the plant ;

transient and potential challenge of safety systems experienced '

by requiring a plant shutdown. Upon further review, and
discussion with the NRC Staff, during the development of the

,

BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, a2 hour |

| restoration allowance was determined to be appropriate. |

|
1

|
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CTS: 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL |+

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
~

(continued)

L.2 With suppression pool temperature increasing above 95*F towards
110*F, efforts would likely be under way to reduce that
temperature to the extent practical. Circumstances could

,

!

dictate that RHR subsystems be dedicated to functions other '

than suppression pool cooling. It is possible that available
systems could be aligned to remove decay heat directly from the
reactor coolant, in the Shutdown Cooling Mode of RHR.
Appropriate operating procedures will direct the activities

,

I

necessary to return the plant to a safe stable configuration. i

By having a Technical Specification requirement to render an
ECCS system inoperable, by requiring it to be placed in the
suppression pool cooling mode of operation, consideration for

'potentially more prudent actions is obviated. The operator
would have to judge the health and safety of the public to be
in immediate danger to take alterative actions (in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.54(x)).

L.3 When suppression pool temperature is 2 95*F and 5 110 *F, and
power is greater than 1%, the LCO is not being met and proposed
Required Action A.1 performs this surveillance. In the event
power is less than 1%, the LCO is being met and the proposed
SR 3.6.2.1.1 verification of temperature every 24 hours is

,

sufficient. When power is s 1% the plant is essentially '

shutdown, which is the action required should suppression pool. . . .

temperature increase to 2 110*F. Knowledge of the current
power level is an inherent requirement for the operator at all'

times. Therefore, there is minimal significance to removing
the 30 minute and hourly verification requirements in those
conditions. :

;

I

e

.

1

i

t

-|
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 94 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY -

-

| ADMINISTRATIVE
l

| A.1 If an action is unable to be completed due to the plant status j

(in this instance, unable to reach Cold Shutdown due to l

inoperable RHR systems) the action remains applicable and the j

operator is lef t with making best efforts to eventually comply. i

The existing footnote to the requirement to reach Cold
Shutdown, states this understood intent. The preference
presented in the proposed BWR Standard Technical
Specifications, NUREG-1434, is to not explicitly detail this
kind of eventuality.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

IE_CHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details related to the design of the system (in this case the
containment spray function is designed as two " independent"

| systems, each with a pump and flow path) are discussed in the
| Bases of the proposed Technical Specifications. These details

do not provide any information to the operator necessary for
'

inclusion in the Specification.. Additionally, changes to the >

system design and function are adequately controlled by the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. ;

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and

,

system operation which dictate the methods are described in the '

USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter
5 of the Technical Specifications.

|

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station. |
|

\
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 95 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY s

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
~

(continued)

" Specific"

L.1 The restoration time is proposed to be extended to 7 days.
This time is consistent with the restoration time for an
inoperable ECCS subsystem. The redundancy and diversity of the
ECCS design has justified a 7 day Completion Time for one
subsystem being inoperable. However, the same components of
the LPCI ECCS subsystem also are required OPERABLE in this
specification for their containment spray function but with
shorter AOTs. These functions (ultimately containment and
decay heat removal functions) also have designed diversity and
redundancy in various suppression pool cooling, containment
spray, and containment ventilation systems. During the review
and preparation of the BWR Standard Technical Specifications,
NUREG-1434, these considerations resulted in the engineering
judgement that a 7 day AOT for one inoperable containment spray
loop is sufficient.

L.2 Operation in Mode 3 at reactor pressures below the RHR-SDC cut-
in permissive imposes multiple requirements on various modes of
the RHR system, including existing LCO 3.4.9.1 which requires
two RHR-SDC subsystems with one in operation. Since RHR
Containment Spray is automatically initiated, realigning the
flow path such that the automatic function is defeated causes ,,

the spray system to be inoperable. In recognition of these
opposing requirements, and the desire to have the Technical
Specifications avoid conflicting requirements, a Note is
proposed to the surveillance which requires the correct lineup
for the containment spray system. This Note will allow the
spray system to be considered OPERABLE, if realigned for the
RHR-SDC mode of operation. This exception is only if the
containment spray function can be performed on manual
realignment.

| L.3 The flow requirements for the containment spray mode of the RHR ~'

system are proposed to be reduced to match the flow used in the
accident analysis. The current flow requirement is based on
the flow required to fulfill the ECCS function of the pumps.
The proposed flow is the flow necessary to assure the system
could perform the containment spray function only, since that
is the limiting condition for operation which is being
verified.

L.4 The frequency for verifying that the containment spray nozzles
are unobstructed is proposed to be changed from once per 5
years to every 10 years. A 10 year frequency has been
determined by operating experience to be an acceptable
frequency to assure the spray nozzles remain unobstructed. The
frequency is also consistent with NUREG-1434 requirements.
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Enclosme 2 to U402196DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 96 of 476
CTS: 3.6.3.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING

|

! |

|
~

|
ADMINISTRATIVE I

i

A.1 If an action is unable to be completed due to the plant status
(in this instance, unable to reach Cold Shutdown due to

i ,

| inoperable RHR systems) the action remains applicable and the !

operator is lef t with making best efforts to eventually comply. )
The existing footnote to the requirement to reach Cold i

Shutdown, states this understood intent. The preference
presented in the proposed BWR Standard Technical

| Specifications, NUREG-1434, is to not explicitly detail this
kind of eventuality,

i A.2 Since the suppression pool cooling function is manually
'

actuated (requiring reposition of valves and starting of the
| RHR pump by the operator) , clarification is proposed to the
'

surveillance which requires the correct lineup for the
suppression pool cooling system. This will allow the
suppression pool cooling system to be considered OPERABLE>

| provided the system valves "can be aligned to the correct
| position." This change reflects a clarification of the

existing intent.
l

| RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design (in this case the ~
| suppression pool cooling function is designed as two
| " independent" systems, each with a pump and flow path) and
i purpose have been relocated to the Bases. The design features
I and system operation are also described in the USAR. Changes

to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the j
proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical ;
Specifications.

)
'

,

i

i

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHlWGES Section 3.6 Page 97 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
~

(continued)

" Specific"

L.1 The restoration time is proposed to be extended to 7 days.
This time is consistent with the restoration time for an
inoperable ECCS subsystem. The redundancy and diversity of the
ECCS design has justified a 7 day Completion Time for one

,

subsystem being inoperable. However, the same components of
the LPCI ECCS subsystem also are required OPERABLE in this
specification for their suppression pool cooling function but
with shorter AOTs. These functions (ultimately containment and
decay heat removal functions) also have designed diversity and :

redundancy in various suppression pool cooling, containment
spray, and containment ventilation systems. During the review
and preparation of the BWR Standard Technical Specifications,
NUREG-1434, these considerations resulted in the engineering
judgement that a 7 day AOT for one inoperable suppression pool
cooling is acceptable.

|

!

|

|
|
|
|

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 98 of 476
,
' CTS: 3.6.3.4 - SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP -

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The LCO description is proposed to be modified to detail two
subsystems instead of just the system. No change in the
requirement or function of the Technical Specification is
intended.

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic" ]

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are'

,

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
| system operation which dictate the methods are described in the

USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter
5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"
l

L.1 The restoration time is proposed to be extended to 7 days. _ |

This time is consistent with the restoration time for an l

inoperable ECCS subsystem. The redundancy and diversity of the |
ECCS design has justified a 7 day Completion Time for one
subsystem being inoperable. Similarly, the suppression pool |

Imakeup system is designed with two redundant 100% capacity
systems. During the review and preparation of the BWR Standard

; Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, these considerations
! resulted in the engineering judgement that a 7 day AOT for one

inoperable suppression pool makeup subsystem is acceptable.

1
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Enclosurs 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 99 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.4 . SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.2 The current surveillance 4.6.3.4.a has been revised to allow
the upper containment pool level to be less than el. 827 ft
1 inch under certain circumstances. If the reactor cavity to

'

steam dryer storage pool gate, or the inclined fuel transfer
pool to steam dryer storage pool gate is open, upper
containment pool water level may be lowered. This is
acceptable on the basis that this lower level will still ensure
that 14,652 cubic ft. of water is available for makeup to the
suppression pool, thereby continuing to meet the safety
analysis assumptions.

.

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 100 of 476

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
CTS: 3.4.7 - MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES

!

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Allowances for intermittently opening closed isolation valves
under administrative control are presented in the existing ,

Technical Specifications in both footnote "*" and "#". The
'

allowance of existing footnote "*" is presented in proposed i
Actions Note 1 for Specification 3.6.1.3.

The allowance of existing footnote "#" is presented in Notes to
the proposed SR 3. 6.1. 3. 2, and SR 3. 6.1.3. 3. This presentation
as an SR Note has the effect of modifying the OPERABILITY
verification; as does the existing footnote. Therefore these
proposed presentations are administrative in nature.

A.2 The proposed Conditions clarify what is meant by the phrase
" maintaining one isolation valve OPERABLE in each affected
penetration" For penetration with two isolation valves,only

,

one may be inoperable to be in Condition A. This inherently *

ensures maintaining "at least one isolation valve OPERABLE."

In the case of containment penetrations designed with only one:
I isolation valve, the system boundary is considered an adequate
| barrier and the penetration is not considered "open" when the
| single isolation valve is open.

| A.3 The revised presentation of actions (based on the BWR Standard
'

Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) is proposed to not_'

explicitly detail options to " restore. . .to OPERABLE status. "
,

This action is always an option, and is implied in all
conditions. Omitting this action is purely editorial.

A.4 This comment number is not for this station. f
A.5 The current Technical Specifications repeat most of the

requirements, provisions and actions for MSIVs in a separate '
,

,

i Specification from all other containment isolation valves. The
proposed Technical Specifications incorporate these
requirements and associated restoration times into the primary
containment isolation valve specification. This is a
presentation preference, except as noted by other comments.

A.6 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for
each penetration flow path") provides explicit instructions for
proper application of the Actions for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3

" Completion Times," this Note provides direction consistent |with the intent of the existing Actions for inoperable '

isolation valves.
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%.

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 101 of 476

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES ..

CTS: 3.4.7 - MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES

|ADMINISTRATIVE '

(continued)

;

A.7 The proposed Actions include Notes 3 and 4. These Notes 1

facilitate the use and understanding of the intent to consider I

any system affected by inoperable isolation valves, which is to
have its Actions also apply if it is determined to be'

j

inoperable. Note 4 clarifies that these " systems" include the !
primary containment. With the proposed LCO 3.0.6, this intent !
would not necessarily apply. This clarification is consistent

; with the intent and interpretation of the existing Technical i

Specifications, and is therefore considered an administrative

| presentation preference.
; !

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station. |
!

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station. |
t

A.10 The portion of Action "a" and "b" in existing Specification ;

3.6.4, and ACTION "b" in Specification 3.4.7 discussing the J
exception to Specification 3.0.4 is being deleted. The new j

wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new ACTIONS have negated !

the need for this statement. Since proposed LCO 3.6.1.3 '

permits continuous operation of the plant while in these,

Actions the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit MODE changes
while complying with its Actions. Therefore, the need for the4

_,

exception to Specification 3.0.4 is not required.
)
i

A.11 This comment number is not used for this station. !
,

A.12 This comment number is not used for this station. j

A.13 This comment number is not used for this station.:
1

| A.14 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.15 A Required Action is included to periodically verify that the '
isolated penetration remains isolated. This verification will

3 assure that if the penetration were inadvertently re-opened, it
i would eventually be identified. Since this requirement is
j currently addressed in CTS 4.6.1.1.b this change is considered
| administrative.
I

,

d

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 iDISCUSSION OF CHANGES- Section 3.6 Page 102 of 476 I

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
|

=

CTS: 3.4.7 - MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES
{

ADMINISTRATIVE ~

(continued)

A.16 The current requirement for establishing the secondary
containment boundary while handling irradiated fuel in the
secondary containment has been clarified to include handling
irradiated fuel in the primary containment. Since the
secondary containment boundary completely surrounds the primary
containment, handling irradiated fuel inside primary

,containment also constitutes handling fuel inside the secondary !containment. Thus this change is a clarification only and |therefore considered administrative.

!RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS j
None in this section.

I
:

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE !
!

M.1 Additional requirements have been added for assuring the RHR ishutdown cooling isolation valves are OPERABLE when $he !

associated instrumentation are required to be OPERABLE, and Yor iadding handling irradiated fuel in the primary containment to
ithe applicability for secondary containment bypass leakage |

PCIVs. Since these are requirements being added that presently'- do not exist, they are considered more restrictive.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LES3 RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station. !
!

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. I

LA.3 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been ~

affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance

{Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications. i

!

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.6 Page 103 of 476

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES 's

CTS: 3.4.7 - MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES
-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i

(continued) !

LA.6 Details related to the design of the system (in this case the
containment isolation valves and ECCS functions) are discussed
in the Bases of the proposed Technical Specifications. Changes
to the system design and function are adequately controlled by

'the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.

LA.7 Details of the methods of determining the closure time of the
, ,

| MSIV in each line are being relocated to the USAR and #

I surveillance procedures. Any changes to the USAR or to the
procedures are governed by the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.

|

I " Specific"
!

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station. f
!

L.2 The acceptable isolation rechanisms are proposed to include a i
" check valve with flow through the valve secured." This !
condition provides an acceptable boundary and an acceptable

,

control to ensure that the boundary is not inadvertently
opened. However, this allowance is not proposed for those
conditions under which a check valve that is not normally a i. ,

| PCIV would be the single primary containment penetration
| isolation valve.

,

1

| L.3 In the event both valves in a penetration are inoperable, the
| existing Specification, which requires maintaining one

isolation valve OPERABLE, would not be met and an immediate
shutdown is required. The proposed actions for both the
primary containment and secondary containment penetrations
provide 1 hour and 4 hours prior to commencing a required
shutdown. This proposed period is consistent with the existing
time allowed for conditions when the primary containment and/or '
secondary containment is inoperable. The proposed change will
provide consistency in actions for these various containment
degradations.

L.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

I |
,

|
|

I
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES S eti n 3.6 Page 104 of 476 [

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES '-

!

!

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
(continued)

i

i
L.5 The proposed actions do not preclude isolating the main steam !

lines with a "de-activated automatic valve, manual valve or iblind flange" (however, the latter case is unlikely to be |attempted). The action utilizing a de-activated automatic or !

manual valve is approved for all other penetrations as !
presented in current Specification 3.6.4 on the basis that i
these isolations present a boundary which is not affected by a |single failure. The apparent conflict is corrected in the '

proposed actions by not restricting the method of isolation in :

the case of the main steam lines. The ability to utilize the !valves downstream of the outboard MSIV is an acceptable ;
isolation since it meets the acceptance criteria of not being :
affected by a single active failure.

i

i
L.6 The proposed surveillance for a functional test of each primary ;

containment isolation valve does not include the restriction on !plant conditions that requires the surveillance to be performed
during Cold Shutdown or Refueling. Some isolations could be
adequately tested in other than Cold Shutdown or Refueling, ,'without jeopardizing safe plant operations. The control of the
plant conditions appropriate to perform the test is an issue i

,

for procedures and scheduling, and has been determined by the (NRC Staff to be unnecessary as a Technical Specification
|

,,_

restriction. As indicated in Generic Letter 91-04, allowing ithis control is consistent with the vast majority of other jTechnical Specification surveillances that do not dictate plant
'

;conditions for the surveillance.
L.7 This comment number is not used for this station. i

|

! L.8 The Completion Time for isolating an excess flow check primary i
i

containment isolation valve has been changed from 4 hours to 12 !hours. This proposed revision is appropriate since these !
valves are located in instrumentation lines which are _

considerably smaller than other PCIVs which have isolation
Completion Times of 4 hours.
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
S clim 3.6 Page 105 of 476DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS:3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.9 The reactor water cleanup (RWCU) suction isolation valves were
required to be OPERABLE during refueling to support the
standby liquid control system (SLCS). However, due to proposed
changes, the SLCS is no longer required during refueling since
only a single control rod can be withdrawn and adequate
shutdown margin prevents criticality under these conditions.
Therefore, there is no longer a need for RWCU suction isolation
valves to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. This is consistent with the
proposed Applicability requirements for the SLCS. The
requirements for OPERABILITY of the RWCU suction isolation
valves in MODES 1, 2, and 3 remain intact but are not
differentiated from the other containment isolation valves.

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES S ti n 3.6 Page 106 of 476

CTS: 3.6.5 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES -

ADMINISTRATIVE ~

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.2 This comment number is not used for this station. '

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.4 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not '

include providing " cross references." The existing reference
to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1" serves no functional
purpose, and therefore its removal is purely an administrative
difference in presentation.

!

A.5 Clarification added to Specification indicating that drywell
post-LOCA vacuum relief talves do not have to be closed when
they are performing their intended function. Since this has
been the present operating intent of the specifications, this
clarification is considered an administrative change.

A.6 This comment number is not used for this station. !

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
I

None in this section.

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE :
| '

.

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic",

I LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

LA.2 System operational details have been deleted from the existing
surveillance 4. 6.5.b.1.a&b. The OPERABILITY of these controls
is incorporated by the OPERABILITY of the system, and testing

| of these controls is considered part of the individual valves
; functional test (proposed SR 3.6.5.6.2) and setpoint! verifications (proposed SR 3.6.5.6.3) which will inherently

perform a functional test of the instruments, and cycling of
the vacuum relief valve respectively.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
.

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES S c i a 3.6 Page 107 of 476

CTS: 3.6.5 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES "

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LC.1 The valve position indication instrumentation does not
necessarily relate directly to the respective system
OPERABILITY. In general the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, does not specify indication only or
test equipment to be OPERABLE to support OPERABILITY of a
system or component. Control of the availability of, and
necessary compensatory activities if not available, for
indications, monitoring instruments, alarms, and test equipment
are addressed by plant operational procedures and policies.
Therefore, this instrumentation, along with the supporting
surveillances and actions are removed from the Technical
Specifications.

''Speci fic''

| L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
|| L.2 The allowed time for reclosing open vacuum relief valves is

increased to 4 hours consistent with the drywell isolation
i

,

valve specification.

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
|

| L.4 The allowable outage time has been increased from 72 hours to'

30 days when one required subsystem is inoperable. The three
remaining subsystems can still perform the safety function of
the drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems. However the
redundancy would be compromised during the allowable outagetime if another single failure were to occur. The 30 day
outage time is consistent with other systems with this type of
redundancy with one subsystem inoperable.

L.5 The allowed time for verifying drywell Post-LOCA vacuum relief |valves is increased from 24 hours to 7 days. These valves are !

demonstrated OPERABLE on a 31 day frequency in conjunction withi

the functional test requirements.
| |
; |

|

.

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
t n 6 Page 108 om6DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.6.5 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES -

|
a

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIV_E
~

.

(continued) -

L.6 This proposed change adds a new condition (Condition C) which
permits two or more of the required drywell post-LOCA vacuum !
relief valves to be inoperable for up to 72 hours. Allowing up
to 72 hours to restore the required inoperable subsystem (s) to '

,

OPERABLE provides sufficient time to attempt repairs, but '

limits the time that the subsystem (s) can remain inoperable iwith the plant in MODE 1, 2 or 3.
|
'

,

L.7 This comment number is not used for this station. i

!

I

,

:

i

#

1

% qqi

,

b

.

-
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Enclosure 2 to U402196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.6.6.1 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY '

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The definition of SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY has beendeleted from the proposed Technical Specifications. In its
place the requirement for secondary containment is that it
"shall be OPERABLE. " This was done because of the confusionassociated with these definitions compared to its use in the
respective LCO. The change is editorial in that all the
requirements are specifically addressed in the proposed LCO for
the secondary containment and in the Secondary containment
Isolation Valves and Standby Gas Treatment System
specifications. Therefore the change is purely a presentation '

preference adopted by the BWR Standard TechnicalSpecifications, NUREG-1434.
i

A.2 The current Surveillance requires that one subsystem be tested
every eighteen months (with the intent that the tested

1

'

subsystems be alternated). The proposed Specification will
also require the both subsystems be tested in the course of two

;outages - as represented by the Staggered Test Basis
requirement of. the Frequency. Overall, this proposed
presentation is considered en administrative change only.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.4 The current requirement for establishing the secondarycontainment boundary while handling irradiated fuel in the"~*

secondary containment has been clarified to include handling '

irradiated fuel in the primary containment. Since the
secondary containment boundary completely surrounds the primary (containment, handling irradiated fuel inside. primary
containment also constitutes handling fuel inside the secondarycontainment. Thus this change is a clarification only and

,therefore considered administrative.
|
|
|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

| None in this section. ~

l
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
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! Enclosure 2 to U-60219c
'

I DISCUSSION OF CHA!4GES Section 3 6 Page 110 or47c

CTS: 3.6.6.1 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY '-

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i
,

'

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for determining Secondary
Containment Drawdown time (presently found in CTS Figure
4.6.6.1-1) are relocated to the Bases and procedures. Thedesign features and system operation which dictate the
methods are described in the USAR. Additionally, changes
to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the
proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of theTechnical Specifications.,

| LA.2 The portion of the visual test requirir_ a confirmation of
proper " seal" is being deleted. This car not adequately be
performed by a visual inspection, and is already accurately
performed by the pressure test.

" Specific"

None in this section.

i

r

1

<
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page til of 476 :

CTS: 3.6.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS |

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

!
A.1 Proposed Actions Note 2 (" Separate Condition entry is allowed '

for each penetration flow path") provides explicit instructions
,

for proper application of the Actions for Technical
Specification compliance. In conjunction with the proposed

,

Specification 1.3 - " Completion Times," this Note provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Actions

.

'

for inoperable isolation valves. Similarly, proposed Actions
Note 3 facilitates the use and understanding of the intent to

,

;

consider any system affected by inoperable isolation valves, ,

which is to have its Actions also apply if it is determined to )
be inoperable. With the proposed LCO 3.0.6, this intent would I

not necessarily apply. This clarification is consistent with |

the intent and interpretation of the existing Technical r

Specifications, and is therefore considered an administrative
presentation preference.

A.2 The revised presentation of actions (based on the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434) is proposed to not
explicitly detail options to " restore...to OPERABLE status."
This action is always an option, and is implied - in all
Conditions. Omitting this action is purely editorial.

A.3 The existing action to immediately " suspend operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel" may not be possible

;for all plant conditions. In such a condition the existing .!action results in "non-compliance with the Technical j" ' ' ' '

Specifications" and a requirement for an LER. The intent.of |the action is believed to be more appropriately presented in I
the proposed Required Actions. With the proposed actions, a {requirement to initiate actions to suspend OPDRVs is imposed. 1

Included in this action is the understanding that best efforts
to suspend OPDRVs must continue until they are suspended.
However, with this action, if the suspension of OPDRVs cannot
be accomplished immediately, no LER would be required.

This interpretation of the intent is supported ' by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is ~
deemed to be administrative.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 112 of 476 '

CTS: 3.6.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.6 The portion of the Action in existing Specification 3.6.6.2
!discussing the exception to Specification 3.0.4 is being !

deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the new
ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
proposed LCO 3.6.4.2 permits continuous operation of the plant
while in these Actions the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit
MODE changes while complying with its Actions. Therefore, the
need for the exception to Specification 3.0.4 is not required.

A.7 The proposed Conditions clarify what is meant by the phrase
" maintaining one isolation valve OPERABLE in each affected
penetration" For penetration with two isolation valves,only
one may be inoperable to be in Condition A. This inherently
ensures maintaining "at least one isolation valve OPERABLE."

!

! In the case of containment penetrations designed with only one
isolation valve, the system boundary is considered an adequate
barrier and the penetration is not considered "open" when the;

! single isolation valve is open.
A.8 A Required Acti..n is included to periodically verify that the

isolated penetration remains isolated. This verification will
assure that if the pens tration were inadvertently re-opened, itwould eventually be identified. Since this requirement is""

currently addressed in CTS 4.6.6.1.b this. change is considered ~,

administrative.

.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS I

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 An additional surveillance requirement is included toperiodically verify that each secondary containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange that is required to be closed is
closed. These passive isolation devices have not previously
been included in the verification of closure except through the
ability of the standby gas treatment system to develop andmaintain a vacuum. Therefore, this periodic verification
constitutes a more restrictive change.

M.2 The proposed specification will now apply to all types of
secondary containment isolation devises not just automaticisolation dampers. Since this is an added scope the change is
considered more restrictive.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.6 Page 113 of 476

CTS: 3.6.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS i

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
| (continued) ;

'

M.3 Handling irradiated fuel in the primary containment has been
added to the Applicability for secondary containment isolation '

| devises. Since this is a new restriction for operations it is j
'

considered a more restrictive change.
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
{" Generic"
}

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station. !

,

!LA.2 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been ?

affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component, j
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY !

of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance
iSurveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted f rom the :

specifications,
j

,

" Specific"
! i

L.1 An allowance is proposed for intermittently opening closed ;

-- secondary containment isolation valves under administrative
|control as is allowed in the existing primary containment !Technical Specifications. The allowance is presented inproposed Actions Note 1 and in SR 3.6.4.2.1 Note 2. Opening of

secondary containment penetrations on a intermittent basis is ,

required for many of the same reasons as primary containment
-

penetrations and the potential impact on consequences is less >

significant. ,

t

L.2 !In the event both valves in a penetration are inoperable, the
existing Specification, which requires maintaining oneisolation valve OPERABLE, would not be met and an immediateshutdown is required. The proposed actions for the secondary

.
-

,

containment penetrations provide 4 hours prior to commencing a
,

'

required shutdown. This proposed 4 hour period is consistent
with the existing time allowed for conditions when thesecondary containment is inoperable. The proposed change will
provide consistency in actions for these various secondary !containment degradations.

6
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Enclosure 2 to U-602195 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.6 Page 114 of 476

CTS: 3.6.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT AUTOMATIC ISOLATION DAMPERS
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.3 The proposed surveillance for a functional test of each
secondary containment isolation valve does not include the
restriction on plant conditions that requires the surveillance
to be performed during Cold Shutdown or Refueling. Someisolations could be adequately tested in other than Cold
Shutdown or Refueling, without jeopardizing safe plant
operations. The control of the plant conditions appropriate to
perform the test is an issue for procedures and scheduling, and
has been determined by the NRC Staff to be unnecessary as a
Technical Specification restriction. As indicated in Generic

.

|Letter 91-04, allowing this control is consistent with the vast '

majority of other Technical Specification surveillances that do-

not dictate plant conditions for the surveillance.

,

u
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 115 of 476

CTS: 3.6.6.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM -

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The existing action to immediately " suspend operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel" may not be possible
for all plant conditions. In such a condition the existing
action results in "non-compliance with the TechnicalSpecifications" and a requirement for an LER. The intent of
the action is believed to be more appropriately presented in
the proposed Required Actions. With the proposed actions, a
requirement to initiate actions to suspend OPDRVs is imposed.
Included in this action is the understanding that best efforts
to suspend OPDRVs must continue until they ar a suspended.
However, with this action, if the suspension of OPDRVs cannot
be accomplished immediately, no LER would be required.

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an erthanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is
deemed to be administrative.

A.2 A new Condition is proposed which directs entry into LCO 3.0.3
if both standby gas treatment subsystems are inoperable in
Modes 1, 2 or 3. This avoids confusion as to the proper action
if in Modes 1, 2 or 3 and simultaneously handling irradiated
fuel, conducting CORE ALTERATIONS, or operations with a
potential for draining the vessel. Since this action results
in the same action as the current specification, this change is#

considered administrative.
A.3 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard TechnicalSpecification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes ~ to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

,

A.4 A surveillance requirement is added to clarify that the tests
of the Ventilation Filter Testing Program must also be
completed and passed for determining OPERABILITY of the StandbyGas Treatment System. Since this is a presentation preference
that maintains current requirements, this change is considered
administrative.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.6 The surveillance requirement for the heaters is editorially

revised from OPERABLE to operating. It is necessary for theheaters to operate to eliminate moisture. Their operation j
,

involves cycling on and off as necessary. OPERABLE istypically not applied to components not specifically the
subject of an LCO.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Sec6 n 3.6 Page 116 of 476
{

CTS: 3.6.6.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM -

|
|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.2 Handling Arradiated fuel in the primary containment has been

<

added to the Applicability for the standby gas treatment
system. Since this is a new restriction for operations it is
considered a more restrictive change.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter
5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 Details related to the design of the system (in this case the'

standby gas treatment system is designed as two " independent"
systems) are discussed in the Bases of the proposed Technical
Specifications. These details do not provide any useful ornecessary information to the operator. Additionally, changes
to the system design and function are adequately controlled bythe requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.

" Specific"

L.1 An alternative is proposed to suspending operations if a
_standby gas treatment subsystem cannot be returned to OPERABLE

status within seven days, and movement of irradiated fuel
; assemblies, CORE ALTERATIONS, or operations with the '

potential for draining the reactor vessel are being conducted.
The alternative is to initiate the OPERABLE subsystem of
standby gas treatment and continue to conduct the operations.
Since one subsystem is sufficient for any accident, the risk of
failure of the system to initiate when required issignificantly reduced if it is running.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 'a

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 117 of 476
CTS: 3.6.6.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM -

i

i

IICHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
| (continued)
i

L.2 The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automaticinitiation signal, has been added to the surveillancerequirement for verifying that each subsystem actuates on an
automatic initiation signal. This allows satisfactory'

automatic system initiations for other than surveillancei

purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
subsystem itself can not discriminate between " actual" or
" simulated."

:

I !

)

<
'

i

;

,

|

3
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;e

; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 118 of 476
CTS:

3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS .!
~~

;
,

'

ADMINISTRATIVE -

1 A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
i,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
,

j-

None in this section. !
p ;

| :

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
:

None in this section.
j

-

a .

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
,

, " Generic"
1

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been i
'

relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
ioperation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases

will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases >

Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. :
!,

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are )relocated to the Bases and procedures.;
'

The design features and
|

*

system operation which dictato the methods are described in theUSAR.;

Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter

,

5 of the Technical Specifications, !
t

!

|

LC.1 The hydrogen recombiner instrumentation does not necessarilyj relate directly to the system OPERABILITY.- In general the BWRJ

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, does not specify
indication-only or test equipment to be OPERABLE to supportOPERABILITY of a system or component. Control of the -

i

availability of, and necessary compensatory activities if not
available, for indications, monitoring instruments, alarms, and

4

test equipment are addressed by plant operational proceduresand policies. Therefore, this instrumentation, along with thesupporting isurveillances and actions are removed from the jTechnical Specifications.
'

5

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3,6 Page 119 of 476CTS:
3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

" Specific"

L.1 A statement is inserted to indicate that Specification 3.0.4 is
not applicable for the condition of one containment hydrogenrecombiner inoperable. An OPERABLE recombiner remainsavailable in this condition, and at least one division of
hydrogen igniters are also available to backup the system. Inaddition, the recombiners do not impact normal operation of the
plant in any way, and hence, would not provide any additional
initiators for plant transients during startup or mode changes.
Since probabilities have been determined to be acceptable for
a 30 day allowed out-of-service time, redundant equipment in
this system and the ignition system is available to perform the
function, and there is no impact on normal plant operations
from the unavailability of this specific equipment, theexception is considered to provide no significant impact onsafety,

i

|
1

|

1

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Sect n 3.6 Page 120 of 476

CTS: 3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.2 An additional Action is proposed for the Condition of both
containment hydrogen recombiners inoperable. The hydrogen
igniters are also designed to control hydrogen in a post-LOCA
environment. However, redundancy for the hydrogen control
function would be reduced. Therefore, a period of 7 days is
proposed to allow attempts to restore at least one of the
recombiners to OPERABLE status before requiring a shutdown.
This Action would possibly prevent an unnecessary shutdown and
the increased potential for transients associated with each
shutdown.

L.3 The current specifications require two functional tests of the '

hydrogen recombiners. One is conducted at the normal operating
temperatures for the recombiners every eighteen months and a
second is conducted at reduced temperatures every six months.
This second test is proposed to be eliminated as recommended in
NUREG-1366. That recommendation and this proposedspecification are based on the redundancy provided for the
hydrogen control function, the system's high reliability, and,

the delayed nature of the requirements for the system. Sinceperformance of the functional test usually confirms its
OPERABILITY, the deletion of the redundant functional test does

|not have a significant impact on safety.

|

|

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secdon 3.6 Page 121 of 476 i

CTS: 3.6.7.2 - CONTAINMENT / DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM |

ADMINISTRATIVE
!

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station. *

!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
!

None in this section. '

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE I

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
:

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
,

relocated to the Bases. The design features and system ,

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases i

will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases !
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. j

,

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are {relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and i

system operation which dictate the methods are described in the '

USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by !

the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter ;

5 of the Technical Specifications. '

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
:

i
" Specific" i

L.1 A statement is inserted to indicate that Specification 3.0.4 is
not applicable for the condition of one containment /drywell
hydrogen mixing subsystem inoperable. An OPERABLE
containment /drywell hydrogen mixing subsystem remains available
in this condition, and hydrogen recombiners and igniters are
also available to backup the system. In addition, the mixing
system does not impact normal operation of the plant in any
way, and hence, would not provide any additional initiators for
plant transients during startup or mode changes. Since
probabilities have been determined to be acceptable for a 30
day allowed out-of-service time for one_ division of hydrogen
control function equipment, redundant equipment in this system
and the other systems is available to perform the function,' and
there is no impact on normal plant operations from the
unavailability of this specific equipment, the exception is
considered to provide no significant impact on safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
S ti n 3.6 Page 122 of 476DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.6.7.2 - CONTAINMENT / DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

L.2 An additional Action is proposed for the Condition of both
containment /drywell hydrogen gas mixing subsystems inoperable.
The hydrogen recombiners and igniters are also designed to
control hydrogen in a post-LOCA environment. However,
redundancy for the hydrogen control function would be reduced.
Therefore, a period of 7 days is proposed to allow attempts to ,

restore at least one division of the mixing system to OPERABLE [
status before requiring a shutdown. This Action would possibly i

prevent an unnecessary shutdown and the increased potential for
transients associated with each shutdown.

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

,

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
ct n .6 Page 123 oW6DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM3

ADMINISTRATIVE

; A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

!

' TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

" Generic"
i

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system ;

operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases I

will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. |

" Specific"
1

L.1 The Specification is proposed to be revised to reflect the
testing conducted by the Hydrogen Control Owner's Group (HCOG),
their analysis results, and the guidance provided in the NRC
Staff's Generic Safety Evaluation Report relating to their
review of the Mark III Containment Hydrogen Control System
(dated August 10, 1990). In addition, portions of the proposed
Specification are consistent with previously approved
provisions for River Bend Station.

,

i
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;
i DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.6 Page 124 of 476 ;

CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM j,

!i
;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

{ (continued)

| The LCO is revised to delete requirements for OPERABILITY of
; igniters adjacent to inoperable igniters. The original purpose !

| was to provide sufficient igniters to prevent localized i
j concentrations of hydrogen and to minimize flame propagation. i

; However, as discussed above, the mixing characteristics of the
1

j Mark III containment are substantially better than assumed. i
Further, this criteria has resulted in additional containment i

i entries to confirm compliance. The test results indicate that !

! a reduced number- of igniters, spaced throughout the i

containment, adequately control the hydrogen concentration such |
'

'

that the specific requirements regarding adjacent igniters can i

be removed. This change will also eliminate the additional :

; containment entries. The corresponding Action requirement for !

1 the deleted LCO requirement is also deleted. |
j2

; The LCO is revised to redefine the hydrogen ignition system !

j OPERABILITY based on subsystem status, including the
OPERABILITY of at least 90% of the subsystem igniters. I

Requiring 90% of the igniters is essentially equal to the j
allowed inoperability of five igniters per division in the |,

current specifications. Because the igniters circuits are'

: generally not installed in a prescribed spatial arrangement, j

| the OPERABILITY is not proposed to be dependent on the i

j specifics of a circuit.
|

The proposed specifications are an adaptation of the HCOG I
! Generic Hydrogen Ignition System Technical Specification, which !

was developed based on 1/4 scale testing and other research :
2

conducted during the Hydrogen Control Program. The plant I

specific hydrogen combustion testing in the 1/4 scale test ,

facility was an integral part of the HCOG Generic Hydrogen {
<

Control Program and was performed in a consistent manner with'
'

! other plant specific and HCOG generic testing. The Clinton fhydrogen igniter configuration was accurately and ;
i conservatively modelled in the 1/4 scale testing. Therefore, ,

these revisions will provide a level of safety equivalent to !
:

that determined to be necessary for the original |.

specifications.
{
t

!

!

,

'

,

1

s
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
*'N "DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

(continued) |

L.2 A statement is inserted to indicate that Specification 3.0.4 is
not applicable for the condition of one hydrogen igniter >

division inoperable. An OPERABLE igniter division remains
available in this condition, and at least one hydrogen
recombiner is also available to backup the system. In
addition, the igniters do not impact normal operation of the
plant in any way, and hence, would not provide any additional
initiators for plant transients during startup or mode changes.
Since probabilities have been determined to be acceptable for
a 30 day allowed out-of-service time for one division of
hydrogen control function equipment, redundant equipment in
this system and the recombiner system is available to perform
the function, and there is no impact on normal plant
operations from the unavailability of this specific equipment,
the exception is considered to provide no significant impact on
safety.

L.3 An additional Action is proposed for the Condition of both
hydrogen igniter divisions inoperable. The hydrogen
recombiners are also designed to control hydrogen in a post-
LOCA environment. However, redundancy for the hydrogen control ;
function would be reduced. Therefore, a period of 7 days is
proposed to allow attempts to restore at least one division of
the igniters to OPERABLE status before requiring a shutdown. |

This Action would possibly prevent an unnecessary shutdown and
the increased potential for transients associated with each
shutdown.

i
|
|

|

|
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Section 3.6 Page 126 of 476

ATTACHMENT 1C |
:

*
,

i

!

CTS - PSTS
,

!

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
:

.
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Enclost.re 2 to U-602196 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

'significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i
significant hazards consideration standards- |

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously |

evaluated? i

This change would remove a requirement that certain penetration
closure devices be " locked, sealed or otherwise secured" to
allow an exception to the required verification of being in a
closed position. These closure devices are located in
relatively inaccessible or controlled areas such that the
probability of an inadvertent position change is very small.

.

'

Therefore, not requiring a verification of the position of
'

these closure devices will not significantly increase the
probability of the device becoming an initiator for any
previously evaluated accident. Further, since the change
impacts only the frequency of verification and does not result
in any change in the response of the equipment to an accident,
the change does not increase the consequences of any previously I

analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

r

!

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment i

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of ,

verification and does not result in any change in the response
of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? t

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
position of certain containment isolation devices.
Administrative controls continue to provide adequate position
verification and control considering the devices relative
inaccessibility. Therefore, the change does not involve a -

significant reduction in the margin of safety. |
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS. Secti n 3.6 Page 128 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY !

!

"L2" CHANGE i

i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no F

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been I

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards:

s

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in -the !
probability or consequences of an. accident previously j
evaluated? ;

This change would allow verification that primary containment
| isolation barriers are closed to be done by administrative

means if the barrier is in a high radiation area. Neither ant

i open nor an inoperable isolation barrier is considered as an ;

initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this '

change does not significantly increase the probability of such |
accidents. The proposed change provides actions with !

appropriate compensatory measures to maintain a level of safety !
equivalent to compliance with this and similar LCOs, such as
containment OPERABILITY. These actions do not result in !
isolation barrier function different than assumed in any |
accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly |

| increase the consequences of any previously analyzed accident.
!

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different i
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 5

I

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment |
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment that is incapable of performing its safety
function. However, since the change includes compensatory
measures which maintain a level of safety equivalent to the.

capabilities of the equipment, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of'

safety?

This change allows the use of administrative means to provide;

compensatory actions in place of actual visual verification.
The high radiation. area access control and these additional

|
administrative controls continue to provide adequate |

containment should an accident occur. Therefore, the change !
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of i

safety.

:

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 129 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards: !

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? ;

This change would increase the maximum surveillance interval of i

leak rate testing for the MSIVs and hydrostatically tested
lines to match the type C isolation valve testing frequency
required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. The current specification
and 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, both intend that these lines be,

leak rate tested each refueling outage. Since valve leakage is ,

not considered as a precursor to or initiator of any previously
evaluated accidents, there is no significant increase in the
probability of such accidents due to this change. Further,
the change impacts only the frequency of verification and does
not result in any change in the response of the equipment to an
accident. Additionally, the maximum extension of 6 weeks
between leak rate tests does not provide a sufficient amount of
time for leakage to increase significantly. Therefore, the
change does not significantly increase the consequences of any
previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of
verification and does not result in any change in the response
of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

|
|

|

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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'CTS: 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE
!

t

"L1" CHANGE ,

(continued) ,

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
isolation valve leakage. Since the valves continue to be
tested at each refueling outage without requiring unnecessary i
shutdowns specifically to conduct the testing, the proposed

'

change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin
of safety.

i

'

I.

I
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j Enclosure 2 to U-602196

) NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 131 of 476 -

| CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS
:

I

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been -

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

-

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
a probability or consequences of an accident previously ,

J evaluated?

2

This change would allow continued operation with an inoperable!

containment air lock door interlock mechanism. Having both
2 containment air lock doors open at the same time is not an

initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the frequency of such '

accidents. The proposed change provides actions with
appropriate compensatory measures to maintain a level of safety
equivalent to compliance with the LCO. These actions do not t

result in air lock function different than assumed in any |

accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
|

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment '

'design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment that is incapable of performing its safety
function. However, since the change includes compensatory :
measures which maintain a level of safety equivalent to the
capabilities of the equipment, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change allows the use of dedicated personnel to provide
compensatory actions in place of automatic equipment for a
limited time. These administrative controls continue to
provide adequate containment should an accident occur.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction ,

in the margin of safety. I

i

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page l32 of 476 !

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

"L2" CHANGE !

!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no :
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i

significant hazards consideration standards: f,
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |

| probability or consequences of an accident previously [
i evaluated?

|
[

I

| The proposed change would allow the temporary opening of the ,

| remaining OPERABLE door for the purpose of making repairs to a j
| containment air lock. This change does not affect the air lock !

! design or function, and failure of an air lock is not ['

identified as the initiator of any event. Therefore, this ;

proposed change does not involve an increase in the probability !
of an accident previously evaluated. The change to allow the j
temporary opening of the one OPERABLE door for the purpose of '

making repairs results in a potential increase in consequences
,rshould an accident occur while it is open, but the significance

of the increase is minimized through administrative controls ;

and offset by the avoided potential consequences of an ;

unnecessary transient during shutdown. The potential for
increased consequences resulting from the combination of: 1)
the frequency of experiencing an inoperable air lock door such ;

that temporarily opening the OPERABLE door is required for !
access to repair; 2) the brief period the OPERABLE door would )

be opened for access (typically on the order of one minute per I

entry / exit); 3) the proximity of an individual'to accomplish !
| closure; and 4) the occurrence of an event of sufficient i
! magnitude to cause an immediate containment pressure increase |
l such that an air lock door could not be closed; is not |

! considered to be significant. Additionally, providing the f
ability to eliminate the potential consequences of: 1) |
extended operation with only one OPERABLE door closed (not j
allowing repairs to be made to restore the second door to i

OPERABLE status) ; and 2) the transient of plant shutdown to |
follow (due to inability to perform the'6 month overall air i
lock test) ; further reduce the significance of the !
consequences. The allowance is proposed to have strict |administrative control, which will provide assurance that any i

j associated potential consequences are minimized. Finally, the
'

allowed time for both doors to be open is not expected to
a exceed the currently allowed time for required action when

,

: containment integrity is determined to not be met. Therefore, i

| these proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in I
the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

,

)

|

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS
,

"L2" CHANGE
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
,

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant ;

modifications, or changes in plant operation. Containment air :
locks are designed and assumed to be used for entry and exit.
Their operation does not interface with the reactor coolant or
any controls which could impact the reactor coolant pressure
boundary or its support systems. Further, brief periods of
loss of containment integrity are acknowledged in the existing
license; Specification 3.6.1.1 allows 1 hour to restore losses

. in containment integrity prior to requiring a plant shutdown. !

! Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the
containment air locks remains unchanged with this proposed
revision. Containment leak rate limits are unaffected. The
proposed change +o allow the temporary opening of the one
OPERABLE door for the purpose of repairing an inoperable door,
is not considered to be a significant reduction in the margin
of safety. The combination of: 1) the frequency of
experiencing an inoperable air lock door such that containment
entry is required for access to repair; 2) the brief period the
OPERABLE door would be opened for access (typically on the,

order of one minute per entry / exit); and 3) the occurrence ofJ

an event of sufficient magnitude to cause an immediate
containment pressure increase such that the air lock door could
not be closed; are not representative of a significant
reduction in the margin of safety. Additionally, providing the
ability to eliminate any reduction in safety resulting from the,

'

combination of: 1) extended operation with only one OPERABLE
door closed (not allowing repairs to be made to restore the
second door to OPERABLE status); and 2) the transient of plant

! shutdown to follow (due to inability to perform the 6 month
overall air lock test); minimizes any reduction in the margin
of safety. The allowance is proposed to have strict
administrative control, which will provide assurance that any
associated safety reduction is further minimized. Therefore,
these proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction

I in the margin of safety.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 134 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS
.

"L3" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves nosignificant hazards consideration. This determination has been "

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the tprobability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated?
i

The proposed change would allow the temporary opening of the
remaining OPERABLE door for a limited period of time for
purposes other than making repairs. This change does not
affect the air lock design or function, and failure of an air
lock is not identified as the initiator of any event.
Therefore, this proposed change does not involve an increase in
the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The
change to allow the temporary opening of the one OPERABLE door
for purposes other than making repairs results in a potential
increase in consequences should an accident occur while it is
open, but the significance of the increase is minimized through
administrative controls and offset by the avoided potential
consequences of an unnecessary transient during shutdown. The i
potential for increased consequences resulting from the
combination of: 1) the frequency of experiencing an inoperable
air lock door such that temporarily opening the OPERABLE door
is required for access to repair; 2) the brief period the
OPERABLE door would be opened for access (typically on the
order of one minute per entry / exit); 3) the proximity of an
individual to accomplish closure; and 4) the occurrence of an !

event of sufficient magnitude to cause an immediate containment
pressure increase such that an air lock door could not be
closed; is not considered to be significant. Additionally,
providing the ability to eliminate the potential consequences
of the transient of plant shutdown to follow (due to inability
to perform the required surveillances) further reduces the
significance of the consequences. The allowance is proposed to
have strict administrative control, which will provide
assurance that any associated potential consequences are
minimized. Finally, the allowed time for both doors to be open
is not expected to exceed the currently allowed time for
required action when containment integrity is determined to not
be met. Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secn n 3.6 Page 135 of 476
CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

"L3" CHANGE
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different- !
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant ;

modifications, or changes in plant operation. Containment air !
locks are designed and assumed to be used for entry and exit. .

Their operation does not interface with the reactor coolant or
any controls which could impact the reactor coolant pressure i
boundary or its support systems. Further, brief periods of
loss of containment integrity are acknowledged in the existing j
license; Specification 3.6.1.1 allows 1 hour to restore losses ;

in containment integrity prior to requiring a plant shutdown. |
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility |
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously t

evaluated.
|

; 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? j

l The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the !'

containment air locks are unchanged with this proposed j
revision. Containment leak rate limits are unaffected. The i

proposed change to allow the temporary opening of the one !,

| OPERABLE door for purposes other than repairing an inoperable |
door, is not considered to be a significant reduction in the

!
margin of safety. The combination of: 1) the frequency of !
experiencing an inoperable air lock door such that containment ientry is required; 2) the brief period the OPERABLE door would i

be opened for access (typically on the order of one minute per j
i entry / exit); and 3) the occurrence of an event of sufficient ,

j magnitude to cause an immediate containment pressure increase '
'

such that the air lock door could not be closed; are not '

representative of a significant reduction in the margin of
. safety. Additionally, providing the ability to-eliminate any
! reduction in safety resulting from the transient of plant

shutdown to follow (due to inability to perform the required
surveillances) minimizes any reduction in the margin of safety.
The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative control
which will provide assurance that any associated safety
reduction is further minimized. Therefore, these proposed
changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of
safety.

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 136 of 47

CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

"L4" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. I

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

'

This change would increase the surveillance interval of the
containment air lock door interlock so that it is not required
to be performed unless the containment air lock doors are to be
opened for containment entry. The proposed change does not
affect the containment air lock design or function.
Additionally, a failure of an air lock is not identified as the
initiator of any event. Therefore, this proposed change does
not involve an increase in the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. Further, since the change impacts only

*

'

| the frequency of verification and does not result in any change
'

in the response of the equipment to an accident, the change
does not increase the consequences of any previously analyzed
accident.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ;

l kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? '

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of
verification and does not result in any change in the response
of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
| safety?
.

,

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
containment air lock door interlock mechanism. Since the
mechanism is only required to function during containment entry
and exit, testing at the first entry following each normal
surveillance frequency will provide the same assurance of
OPERABILITY during use without requiring an opening of the

'

doors solely to test the interlock. Therefore, the change does
not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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CTS: 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS '

"L6" CHANGE ;

i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would allow verification that air lock doors are
closed to be done by administrative means if the door is in a
high radiation area. Neither an open nor an inoperable air

!

lock door is considered as an initiator of any previously |
analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not |

significantly increase the probability of such accidents. The i

proposed change provides actions with appropriate compensatory
measures to maintain a level of safety equivalent to compliance
with this and similar LCOs, such as containment OPERABILITY.
These actions do not result in air lock function different than ,

assumed in any accident. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment that is incapable of performing its safety
function. However, since the change includes compensatory I

measures which maintain a level of safety equivalent to the
capabilities of the equipment, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

,

This change allows the use of administrative means to provide
compensatory actions in place of actual visual verification.
The high radiation area access control and these additional
administrative controls continue to provide adequate
containment should an accident occur. Therefore, the change

i

| does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of
) safety.
1

1
,
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Enclosure 2 te U402196 ,

I NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 138 of 476
]

j CTS: 3.6.1.4 - MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM 1

1

I |
"L1" CHANGE

'
.{4

I

j Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical )
! Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |3

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the |3

| significant hazards consideration standards: j

i
'

i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
; probability or consequences of an accident previously j
'

evaluated? -

1

| This change would allow 7 days of continued operation with both {
! MSIV leakage control subsystems (LCS) inoperable. The MSIV LCS ;

a is not an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. j
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the=

>

frequency of such accidents. The proposed change would allow !
temporary operation with no OPERABLE MSIV.LCS. However, minor !
increases in containment leakage, such as the leakage through !

1 ,
the MSIVs, have been found to have no significant impact on the i;

risk to the public. Therefore, this change does not i
significantly increase the consequences of any previously |

e

j analyzed accident.
|

.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
j kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment !
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment not capable of performing its safety function. !

,

However, loss of the collection and filtration function does ;

not impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support !
] systems, and therefore, does not create the possibility of a |
4 new or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed '

j accident.
! (

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of I
safety? -l4

The change may allow an increase in the unfiltered leakage
j

| following an accident. However, such small amounts of
additional unfiltervd leakage have been determined to not add

*

significant risk t. the general public and therefore, the.

change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin
of safety.

]
J

l

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219C ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 139 of 470 !

CTS: 3.6.1.4 - MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

.

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards: ;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the -

probability or consequences of an accident previously r

evaluated?

The proposed change would eliminate a monthly channel [

functional test of the instrumentation associated with the
manually initiated MSIV LCS. The MSIV LCS is not considered as
an initiator of any previously analyzed accidents. Therefore,
this proposed change does not involve an increase in the
probability of an accident previously evaluated. The change to
eliminate these surveillances does not impact the system design
or operation or its ability to accomplish its safety function.
Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a significant
increase in the consequences of an accidenc previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant
,

modifications, or changes in plant operation. The system will i

continue to function in the same way as before the change. :
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility [

of a new or different kind of accident from any previously ;

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
; safety?

,

iThe design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the MSIV |

LCS are unchanged with this proposed revision. The system must |
continue to be capable of performing its function. Therefore, |

| these proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction
q in the margin of safety.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196

| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 140 of 476

NEW TS: 3.6.1.6 - LOW-LOW SET VALVES

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Po er Company has evalt:ated this proposed Technical
| Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

,

! The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:,

i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
| probability or consequences of an accident previously

evaluated?

The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of

I revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this
| signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures

governing plant operations and the acceptability of creating
these signals; it simply would allow s.uch a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system
functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not

I involve a significant increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a re f or different
kind of accident from any accident previously eraluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the
performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself
can not discriminate between " actual" or "simulsted."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 141 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.8 - CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS i

!

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provideo Lor the three categories of the i

significant hazards consideration standards:
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? '

This change would increase the surveillance interval to once
every 184 days and within 92 days of opening the valve. The ;

purge valves are not an initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the frequency of such accidents. The proposed change
would increase the surveillance interval, but this does not
affect the system function or design. The proposed interval
has been determined to be adequate to maintain leakage within
the assumptions of the safety analysis based on past
performance. Therefore, this change does not significantly

,

increase the consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the eqtipment
design or capabilities, but only increases the surveillance
interval. The change in surveillance frequency does not impact
the function of the purge valves. Therefore, this change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

i

accident from any previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The change has been determined to provide sufficient
surveillance to determine an increase in the unfiltered leakage i

prior to the leakage exceeding that assumed in the accident !
analysis. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant !
reduction in the margin of safety. 1

l
l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 142 of 476

CTS: 3.6.1.8 - CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS
,

"L2" CHANGE
i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards:

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;

i probability or consequences of an accident previously :
I evaluated?

,

This change would replace quantitative restrictions for opening
of the containment purge valves with qualitative restrictions.
The containment purge system is not considered as the initiator
for any previously evaluated accidents and, therefore, revising
the opening criteria will not significantly increase the

.

!

probability of any previously evaluated accident. Further, the
change maintains the current method of operation and response
of the containment purge valves to an accident. Therefore, the
change does not increase the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the opening criteria for
the system and does not result in any change in the response of
the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the -

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the opening criteria for the drywell
purge system. The methodology and limits of the accident
analysis are not affected, nor is the system response.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
" *NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

CTS: 3.6.1.8 - CONTAINMENT BUILDING VENTILATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS

"L4" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

!

The new proposed ACTION would permit continued operation of the !

plant if one of the purge valve with resilient seals failed its
leak test as long as the penetration was isolated, the

.

isolation was verified every 31 days, and the penetration was !
leak tested satisfactorily every 92 days. The safety function i

of the purge valves is to isolated following an accident and to ;

limit leakage to within acceptable limits. The proposed ACTION
,

assures that this will occur without any reliance on the valve
that is found leaking. These valves or the operation of these
valves are not a precursor to any analyzed event. Therefore,
the proposed change will not increase the probability of any
previously analyzed accident. Since the ACTION will place the
affected purge valve penetration in a condition assumed in the
safety analysis, there will be no increase in the consequences
of any accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to che equipment
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant !

with equipment not capable of performing its safety function as
long as compensatory measures have been taken which assure the
penetration will not leak in excess of analyzed limits. The
proposed change therefore, does not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any previously
analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The changs does not reduce the margin of safety since the
ACTION requires the penetration be isolated, and periodic )testing performed to assure that the penetration leakage is i

within approved limits. '
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
n 6 Page 144 om6NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: ,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would remove a requirement that certain penetration
closure devices be " locked, sealed or otherwise secured" to
allow an exception to the required verification of being in a
closed position. These closure devices are located in >

relatively inaccessible or controlled areas such that the
probability of an inadvertent position change is very small.
Therefore, not requiring a verification of the position of
these closure devices will not significantly increase the
probability of the device becoming an initiator for any
previously evaluated accident. Further, since the change
impacts only the frequency of verification and does not result
in any change in the response of the equipment to an accident,
the change does not increase the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident. .

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of
verification and does.not result in any change in the response
of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

1
'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
position of certain drywell isolation devices. Administrative
controls continue to provide adequate position verification and
control considering the devices relative inaccessibility.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 145 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY I
!
!

"L2" CHANGE
t

fIllinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been [
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:

f1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously !

evaluated? {
,

The proposed change would permit two valves in a drywell !
penetration to be inoperable for up to 4 hours instead of the i
present 1 hour for drywell integrity specification. The drywell
isolation valves are not considered as initiators for- any
analyzed event. Therefore, the proposed change will not !
increase the probability of any previously analyzed accident. |
The time permitted to operate with a drywell penetration not J
being capable of isolating has been increased, but this is !
deemed acceptable for the short period of time under !

consideration. The capability to operate in this configuration
has always been permitted by the action statement of the i
Technical specification. Therefore the consequences of an |
accident are not increased by this proposed change. ;

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? {
This change does not result in any changes to the equipment [
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. !
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new i

or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed i
accident.

|!
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !

safety? '

,

This change impacts only the allowable outage time for two !
drywell isolation valves in a flowpath penetration. This small |
increase in allowable outage time from 1 hours to 4 hours has !

negligible effect on accident occurrence or consequences.,
,

| Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 146 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.1 - DRYWELL INTEGRITY t

"L3" CHANGE '

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

,

significant hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

evaluated?
,

This change would allow verification that drywell isolation
,

barriers are closed to be done by administrative means if the |
barrier is in a high radiation area. Neither an open nor an :
inoperable isolation barrier is considered as an initiator of
any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the probability of such accidents.
The proposed change provides actions with appropriate
compensatory measures to maintain a level of safety equivalent
to compliance with this and similar LCOs, such as containment
OPERABILITY. These actions do not result in isolation barrier !
function different than assumed in any accident. Therefore, !

this change does not significantly increase the consequences of i

any previously analyzed accident.
;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different *

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? [

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment !

design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment that is incapable of performing its safety .

function. However, since the change includes compensatory
measures which maintain a level of safety equivalent to the

'

capabilities of the equipment, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
| safety?
|
' This change allows the use of administrative means to provide "

compensatory actions in place of actual visual verification.
i

The high radiation area access control and these additional {administrative controls continue to provide adequate '

containment should an accident occur. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of i

safety. '
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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CTS: 3.6.2.2 - DRYWELL BYPASS LEAKAGE

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has, evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards' consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change deletes an administrative requirement to
obtain NRC staff review and approval of the test schedule for
drywell bypass leakage tests, if one test fails to meet the
specified limit. Test schedules are not used as the initiator
of any accident. Therefore, the probability of any accident
previously evaluated is not increased. The proposed change
does not change the requirement for limiting drywell bypass
leakage, only the requirement to receive NRC staff review and
approval of a schedule for doing the test. Therefore, the
consequences of previously evaluated accidents are not

. increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities. This proposed change is - merely the
deletion of an administrative requirement to get NRC staff
review and approval of the test schedule. As'such, the change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety? !

!This change deletes an administrative requirement to get i

approval for test schedule from the NRC staff. The change does ,

not affect plant operation in any way. Therefore, the change !
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of )safety. ;

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219e

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 148 of 47(

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been <

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would allow continued operation with an inoperable
drywell air lock door interlock mechanism. Having both drywell
air lock doors open at the same time is not an initiator of any
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not i

significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The
proposed change provides actions with appropriate compensatory
measures to maintain a level of safety equivalent to compliance
with the LCO. These actions do not result in air lock function
different than assumed in any accident. Therefore, this change

,

does not significantly increase the consequences of any i

previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment ;

design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment that is incapable of performing its safety
function. However, since the change includes compensatory
measures which maintain a level of safety equivalent to the
capabilities of the equipment, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of I

safety?
!
i

This change allows the use of dedicated personnel to provide i
compensatory actions in place of automatic equipment for a
limited time. These administrative centrols continue to
provide an adequate drywell boundary should an accident occur.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.

,

*

1

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 149 of 476 ;
CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

| '

| "L3" CHANGE
|

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. [
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards: j
!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously :

evaluated? *

*

i
The proposed change would allow the temporary opening of the

'

remaining OPERABLE door for the purpose of making repairs to a
drywell air lock. This change does not affect the air lock
design or function, and failure of an air lock is not
identified as the initiator of any event. Therefore, this
proposed change does not involve an increase in the probability ,

of an accident previously evaluated. The change to allow the
temporary opening of the one OPERABLE door for the purpose of
making repairs results in a potential-increase'in consequences I

should an accident occur while it is open, but the significance
,

of the increase is minimized through administrative controls !
and offset by the avoided potential consequences of an
unnecessary transient during shutdown. The potential for i

increased consequences resulting from the combination of: 1)
the frequency of experiencing an inoperable air lock door such :
that temporarily opening the OPERABLE door is required for !
access to repair; 2) the brief period the OPERABLE door would !

be opened for access (typically on the order of one minute per i

entry / exit); 3) the proximity of an individual to accomplish
closure; and 4) the occurrence of an event of sufficient ;

magnitude to cause an immediate containment pressure increase *

such that an air lock door could not be closed; is not ,

considered to be significant. Additionally, providing the
ability to eliminate the potential consequences of: 1) '

extended operation with only one OPERABLE door closed (not
allowing repairs to be made to restore the second door to
OPERABLE status); and 2) the transient of plant shutdown to
follow (due to inability to perform the overall air lock test);
further reduces the significance of the consequences. The
allowance is proposed to have strict administrative control,
which will provide assurance that any associated potential
consequences are minimized. Finally, the allowed time for both ;

doors to be open is not expected to exceed the currently
allowed time for required action when drywell integrity is
determined to not be met. Therefore, these proposed changes do
not involve a significant increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

!
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~ Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 150 of 476 !

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

r

"L3" CHANGE
(continued)

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ,

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |
:

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant .

modifications, or changes in plant operation. Drywell air ,

locks are designed and assumed to be used for entry and_ exit. |
Their operation does not interface with the reactor coolant or

'

| any controls which could impact the reactor coolant pressure ,

boundary or its support systems. Further, brief periods of -!
loss of drywell integrity are acknowledged in the existing !

license; Specification 3.6.2.1 allows 1 hour to restore losses ;
in drywell integrity prior to ~ requiring a plant shutdown. '

Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously ,

evaluated. ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of f
safety? '

!
The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the |
drywell air locks remains unchanged with this proposed j
revision. Drywell leak rate limits are unaffected. The !

proposed change to allow the temporary opening of the one
OPERABLE door for the purpose of repairing an inoperable door, jis not considered to be a significant reduction in the margin jof safety. The combination of: 1) the frequency of
experiencing an inoperable air lock door such that drywell ;

entry is required for access to repair; 2) the brief period the !
OPERABLE door would be opened for access (typically on the i

order of one minute per entry / exit); and 3) the occurrence of
an event of sufficient magnitude to cause an immediate drywell
pressure increase such that the air lock door could not be
closed; are not representative of a significant reduction in
the margin of safety. Additionally, providing the ability to
eliminate any reduction in safety resulting from the
combination of: 1) extended operation with only one OPERABLE
door closed (not allowing repairs to be made to restore the
second door to OPERABLE status); and 2) the transient of plant
shutdown to follow (due to inability to perform the overall air;

l lock test); minimizes any reduction in the margin of safety.
The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative
control, which will provide assurance that any associated
safety reduction is further minimized. Therefore, these
proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

"L4" CHANGE i

!
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow the temporary opening of the
remaining OPERABLE door for a limited period of time for
purposes other than making repairs. This change does not
affect the air lock design or function, and failure of an air
lock is not identified as the initiator of any event.
Therefore, this proposed change does not involve an increase in
the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The
change to allow the temporary opening of the one OPERABLE door
for purposes other than making repairs results in a potential
increase in consequences should an accident occur while it is
open, but the significance of the increase is minimized through
administrative controls and offset by the avoided potential
consequences of an unnecessary transient during shutdown. The
potential for increased consequences resulting from the
combination of: 1) the frequency of experiencing an inoperable
air lock door such that temporarily opening the OPERABLE door
is required for access to repair; 2) the brief period the
OPERABLE door would be opened for access (typically on the
order of one minute per entry / exit); 3) the proximity of an
individual to accomplish closure; and 4) the occurrence of an
event of sufficient magnitude to cause an immediate containment
pressure increase such that an air lock door could not be
closed; is not considered to be significant. Additionally,
providing the ability to eliminate the potential consequences
of the transient of plant shutdown to follow (due to inability
to perform the required surveillances) further reduces the,

significance of the consequences. The allowance is proposed to
l have strict administrative control, which will provide
, assurance that any associated potential consequences are
I minimized. Finally, the allowed time for both doors to be open

is not expected to exceed the currently allowed time for
required action when drywell integrity is determined to not be
met. Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 152 of 476

CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

"L4" CHANGE
(continued)

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

i

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant |
modifications, or changes in plant operation. Drywell air '

locks are designed and assumed to be used for entry and exit.
Their operation does not interface with the reactor coolant or
any controls which could impact-the reactor coolant pressure i

boundary or its support systems. Further, brief periods of
loss of drywell integrity are acknowledged in the existing
license; Specification 3.6.2.1 allows 1 hour to restore losses )
in drywell integrity prior to requiring a plant shutdown. |
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility |
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously ;

evaluated. }
i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |
safety?

|
t

fThe design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the
drywell air locks are unchanged with this proposed revision. i,

| Drywell leak rate limits are unaffected. The proposed change |'

to allow the temporary opening of the one OPERABLE door for i

purposes other than repairing an inoperable door, is not !

considered to be a significant reduction in the margin of !
safety. The combination of: 1) the frequency of experiencing |
an inoperable air lock door such that drywell entry is t

required; 2) the brief period the OPERABLE door would be opened [
for access (typically on the order of one minute per i
entry / exit); and 3) the occurrence of an event of sufficient i
magnitude to cause an immediate drywell pressure increase such
that the air lock door could not be closed; are not
representative of a significant reduction in the margin of !

.
safety. Additionally, providing the ability to eliminate any j

l reduction in safety resulting from the transient of plant !
shutdown to follow (due to inability to perform the required }

t

| surveillances) minimizes any reduction in the margin of safety. j
'

The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative control !
! which will provide assurance that any associated safety |! reduction is further minimized. Therefore, these proposed ichanges do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of |

safety.
{
i
i.

t
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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CTS: 3.6.2.3 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK

"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change may extend the surveillance interval of the drywell
air lock leakage test. The current specification requires that
it be conducted at each COLD SHUTDOWN if not conducted in the
previous 6 months. If no shutdowns occur between refuelings,
the frequancy is the same as proposed. Therefore, there is no
substantial change to the frequency. Further, there is no
effect from a shutdown that would cause the air lock
capabilities to be reduced. Therefore, this proposed change
does not involve an increase in the probability of an accident
previously evaluated. Further, since the change impacts only
the frequency of verification and does not result in any change
in the response of the equipment to an accident, the change
does not increase the consequences of any previously analyzed
accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of
verification and does not result in any change in the response
of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident. |

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
drywell air lock leakage. Since the air lock is required to be
tested following each use and other surveillances provide
sufficient assurance of OPERABILITY, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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"L7" CHANGE
1

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ]
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would extend the surveillance interval of the
|

drywell air lock door interlock so that it is not required to
be performed unless the drywell air lock doors are to be opened
for drywell entry. The proposed change does not affect the
drywell air lock design or function. Additionally, a failure j
of an air lock is not identified as the initiator of any event. '

Therefore, this proposed change does not involve an increase in |

the probability of an accident previously evaluated. Further,
since the change impacts only the frequency of verification and
does not result in any change in the response of the equipment !
to an accident, the change does not increase the consequences
of any previously analfred accident.

]
.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
|

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of
verification and does not result in any change in the response;

( of the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
| possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

previously analyzed accident.
|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
drywell air lock door interlock mechanism. Since the mechanism
is only required to function during drywell entry and exit,
testing at the first entry following each normal surveillance
frequency will provide the same assurance of OPERABILITY during
use without requiring an opening of the doors solely to test

|
the interlock. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration.- This. determination has been

,

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards.

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously :
evaluated? -

1

This change revises the drywell air temperature limit. The new f
proposed limit is the temperature assumed by the . accident i

analyses. Drywell temperature is not used as an initiator to F

any accident previously evaluated. Therefore, the probability
of any accident previously evaluated has not increased. Also.
the consequences of any previously evaluated has not beeni

increased since the temperature limit being proposed is the !,

temperature limit used in the accident analyses. I
I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new.or different j
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? t

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment ~ I

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. ;
Further, since the change impacts only the drywell temperature '

limit and does not result in any change in the response of the
equipment to an accident, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of *

safety?

iThis chanQe impacts only the drywell average temperature limit. i

The methodology and limits of the accident analysis are not !

affected, nor is any system response. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of '

safety.
c

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 156 of 476 |
CTS: 3.6.2.7 - DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM |

"L1" CHANGE )
|

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no )
significant hazards consideration. . This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

1

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: )

1

1. Does .the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

|

This change would replace quantitative restrictions for opening ;

of the drywell purge valves with qualitative restrictions. The '

drywell purge system is not considered as the initiator for any 1

previously evaluated accidents and, therefore, revising the
opening criteria will not significantly increase the
probability of any previously evaluated accident. Further, the :

change maintains the current method of operation and response |
of the drywell purge valves to an accident. Therefore, the i
change does not increase the consequences of any previously

^

analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? i

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the opening criteria for i

; the system and does not result in any change in the response of j
the equipment to an accident, the change does not create the i

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any |
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the opening criteria for the drywell
purge system. The method:. logy and limits of the accident

' analysis are not affected, nor is the system response.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction

[ in the margin of safety.
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I Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 157 of 476 :

CTS: 3.6.2.7 - DRYWELL VENT AND PURGE SYSTEM

"L3" CHANGE
;

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

;

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:
.

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

! The proposed change would permit one valve in the drywell vent ;

and purge penetration flowpath to be inoperable for up to 8
; hours, instead of the present 4 hours. These valves or the

operation of these valves are not a precursor to any analyzed
'

| event. Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability of any previously analyzed accident. Since there
is still one OPERABLE valve for the flowpath penetration the

;
consequences of an accident will also not be increased. The '

redundancy has been reduced, but this is deemed acceptable fori
'

the short period of time under consideration.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed |
accident. i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

!This change impacts only the allowable outage time for one
drywell vent and purge isolation valve in a flowpath
penetration. This small increase in allowable outage time from
4 hours to 8 hours has negligible effect on accident occurrence
or consequences. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 |
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS. CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 158 of 476 !

,

'

CTS: 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL :

!

i "L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has' evaluated this proposed Technical |Specification change and has determined that it involves no
: significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

f' performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ,

significant hazards consideration standards: |

| |
i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ,

|]
probability or consequences of an accident previously ?

evaluated? '

r

This change would allow an additional hour to restore I>

suppression pool level when it is found outside the limits.4

The suppression pool is not considered an initiator of any-
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not i

significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The |
proposed change would allow additional temporary operation with !
less than the required suppression pool level. However, since i

the only change is in the allowed outage time, the consequences
of an event that may occur during the extended outage time i

would not be any different than during the currently allowed ;

outage time. Therefore, this change does not significantly !

increase the consequences of any previously analyzed accident. >

|
4 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different j

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ,

1 This change does not result in any changes to the equipment i
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant j

i with equipment not capable of performing its safety function. |'
However, loss of the pressure suppression function does not i

{j impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support
systems, and therefore, does not create the possibility of a

; new or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed I.
accident.

j

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
; safety?

The change increases the allowed outage time by one hour. The ii

margin of safety considered in determining the allowed outage
2 time is based on engineering judgement and probability of

occurrence of an event requiring the unavailable capabilities.
An extension of one hour which allows appropriate actions to be

j taken without undo haste and prevents an unnecessary shutdown
} are not considered to impact the relative risk to the public.
; Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction

in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U 602196

-

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 159 of 476 ;

CTS: 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL

"L2" CHANGE
:

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it- involves no

'

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

!

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ,

probability or consequences of an' accident previously i
evaluated? i

!This change would delete a requirement to use a specific method i
to reduce suppression pool temperature when it is found outside

;!the limits. The suppression pool is not considered an
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this ;
change does not significantly increase the frequency of such |
accidents. The proposed change does not impact the ability-of j

systems to reduce the temperature of the suppression pool or i

the suppression pool capabilities to respond to an accident. |
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !
consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different j
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? :

!
| This change does not result in any changes to the equipment i

design or capabilities, but allows other acceptable methods for !

responding to the suppression pool temperature transients. |

Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new ,

or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed j
accident.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of |safety? '

|

The change allows other equally effective methods to be used to |respond to a suppression pool temperature transient. Allowing
other methods may increase the margin of safety by not removing
a required safety system from operation in another safety
function to perform this function. Therefore, the change does
not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 )
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 160 of 476 |

'C"'S : 3.6.3.1 - SUPPRESSION POOL
i

i
i"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no i
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been iperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards-

,

'

i
i1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;

probability or consequences of -an accident previously |
evaluated? i

This change would delete a surveillance frequency increase
_based on suppression pool temperature that is within the LCO

limits. The suppression pool is not considered an initiator of
any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change.does
not significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. ,

;

The proposed change in surveillance frequency does not impact !
the ability of systems to reduce the temperature of the [suppression pool or the suppression pool capabilities to
respond to an accident. Therefore, this change does not ;significantly increase the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident. '

:

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different {kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

IThis change does not result in any changes to the equipment {design or capabilities, but simply maintains the acceptable j

surveillance frequency as long as the LCO is being met. i

Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any _ previously analyzed
accident. i

!3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of jsafety?

|1| The change removes an unnecessary surveillance frequency ji increase when conditions do not warrant such an increase. The '

frequency continues to increase when the LCO is not being met.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 161 of 476 4

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY

"L1" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? [

This change would allow an additional 96 hours to restore one
loop of containment spray when it is found to be inoperable.
The containment spray is not considered an initiator of any
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not

,

significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The I
,

proposed change would allow additional temporary operation with i

less than the required containment spray capability. However, i

since the only change is in the allowed outage time, the
'

consequences of an event that may occur during the extended
outage time would not be any different than during the
currently allowed outage time. Therefore, this c^..ange does not
significantly increase the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different i

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment ;

design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment not capable of performing its safety function.
However, loss of the containment spray function does not impact ;

the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support systems, |

and therefore, does not create the possibility of a new or (
different kind of accident from any previously analyzed i

accident.
!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

iThe change increases the allowed outage time. The margin of
safety considered in determining the allowed outage time is

| based on engineering judgement and probability of occurrence of
ian event requiring the unavailable capabilities. The proposed

extension provides the same allowed outage time for a single
inoperable subsystem in this system as is allowed for emergency
core cooling systems equipment. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS section 3.6 Page 162 cf 476 :

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY

t |
i "L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. ;

1 The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
~

j significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The containment spray equipment is not assumed in the
initiation of any previously analyzed event. This equipment'sl

i role is in mitigating and thereby limiting consequences of
analyzed events. The containment spray equipment required for
OPERABILITY is only interrupted by valve alignment and is still
capable of being manually realigned if the LPCI subsystem isi

i needed to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents.
1 In addition, the proposed Note is applicable when the reactor

is shutdown in MODE 3 with the reactor pressure less than the
RHR cut-in permissive pressure setpoint. Thus, the reactor

'

heat load is much less than in MODE 1 (the MODE assumed in the
| accident analysis). These changes are consistent with the

philosophy stated in the proposed DWR Standard Technical
Specifications. Therefore, this change will not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

1

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation '

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
# "' E'NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY l

_

"L2" CHANGE
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change does not reduce a margin of safety because ,

the change has no impact on any safety analysis assumption.
'

The clarifying Note recognizes the conflict in the dual purpose
system and allows the decay heat removal function to proceed
given MODE 3 and pressure less than the RHR Shutdown Cooling
Cut-in permissive pressure. Further it recognizes that the ;

amount of time to realign the containment spray system from the '

decay heat removal function has no significant impact on the
margin of safety because heat loads under these conditions are
far below that assumed in the safety analysis. As such,
because the Note allows decay heat removal to continue, the
movement of the plant towards increased safety conditions,
reduced energy levels, is unimpeded.

,

i

!

;

I

!
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 164 of 476
,

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no '

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would reduce the required flow rate to that assumed
in the safety analysis for containment spray. The containment
spray is not considered an initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly
increase the frequency of such accidents. The proposed change
in the required flow rate does not impact the ability of the
containment spray system to fulfill its safety function since
the reduction is only to the flow rate assumed in the analysis.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the
consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities, but simply maintains the acceptable
design capabilities. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of,

safety?

The margin of safety provided by the safety analysis is based
on a specific flow rate assumption. This change reduces an
unnecessarily high required flow rate to that assumed in the
safety analysis. The safety analysis required flow rate
continues to be provided. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

i

|

1

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 165 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.2 - CONTAINMENT SPRAY

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
)Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. I

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;
significant hazards consideration standards.

i
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously }'evaluated?
!

This change would increase the surveillance frequency of the |
containment spray nozzles from every 5 years to every 10 years. |

The proposed change does not affect the containment spray j
nozzles design or function. Additionally, a failure of a ;

containment spray nozzle is not identified as the initiator of |

any event. Therefore, this proposed change does not involve an
| increase in the probability of an accident previously ;

'

I evaluated. Further, since the change only impacts the |
frequency of verification and does not result in any change in ;
the response of the equipment to an accident, the change does :
not increase the consequences of any previously analyzed ;

| accident.
I (

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ikind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment '

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. ;

Further, since the change impacts only the frequency of !

verification and does not result in any change in the response
of the spray nozzles to an accident, the change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident rom any
previously analyzed accident.

!

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
' safety?

This change impacts only the frequency of verification of the
containment spray nozzles. As such the OPERABILITY of the '

spray nozzle is not being changed by the proposal, and v
therefore the margin of safety has not been reduced. '

,

t
-

;
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) Enclosure 2 to U-60219 |
| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 166 of 47 ;
i CTS: 3.6.3.3 - SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING
f

:

|
"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

,

'significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. I

; The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
j significant hazards consideration standards: !

4

j 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;

i probability or consequences of an accident previously j
evaluated?

t

| This change would allow an additional 96 hours to restore one
I loop of suppression pool cooling when it is found to be
,

inoperable. The suppression pool cooling is not considered an
| initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this i
; change doec not significantly increase the frequency of such !
1 accidents. The proposed change would allow additional
) temporary operation with less than the required suppression !

pool cooling capability. However, since the only change is in'

. the allowed outage time, the consequences of an event that may
.*

occur during the extended outage time would not be any j
different than during the currently allowed outage time.

,

Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the ;

consequences of any previously analyzed accident. !
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different f
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
i design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant

with equipment not capable of performing its safety function. !
] However, loss of the suppression pool cooling function does not '

) impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support
systems, and therefore, does not create the possibility of a ;,

j new or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed {accident. t,
'

!

j 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of f
1 safety? i

i

The change increases the allowed outage time. The margin of
.

I

safety considered in determining the allowed outage time is I

*

based on engineering judgement and probability of occurrence of )
an event requiring the unavailable capabilities. The proposed i

extension provides the same allowed outage time for a single
inoperable subsystem in this system as is allowed for emergency
core cooling systems equipment. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

U
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

! NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 167 of 476
| CTS: 3.6.3.4 - SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP

|

"L1" CHANGE |

i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
!Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i
probability or consequences of an accident previously -

evaluated?
|

This change would allow an additional 96 hours to restore one :
suppression pool makeup subsystem when it is found to be '

inoperable. The suppression pool makeup is not considered en
,

initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this '

change does not significantly increase the frequency of such i

accidents. The proposed change would allow additional
temporary operation with less than the required suppression ;

pool makeup capability. However, since the only change is in j
the allowed outage time, the consequences of an event that may :

| occur during the extended outage time would not be any ;

different than during the currently allowed outage time. '

Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !

consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different i
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

!This change does not result in any changes to the equipment ;design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plun*c
with equipment not capable of performing its safety function. .

However, loss of the suppression pool makeup function does not
impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support
systems, and therefore, does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The change increases the allowed outage time. The margin of
safety considered in determining the allowed outage time is
based on engineering judgement and probability of occurrence of
an event requiring the unavailable capabilities. The proposed
extension is based on similar allowed outage times for
emergency core cooling systems equipment and the redundancy and
diversity of other systers which accomplish similar mitigation
of the event. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to 'J 602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARC3 CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 168 of 476

CTS: 3.6.3.4 - SUPPRESSION POOL MAKEUP f
,

"L2" CHANGE
,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical '

Specification change and has determined that it involv.s no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set f arth in 10 CFR 50.92.

i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously ,

evaluated? '

:

This change will allow the upper containment pool level to be '

less that el. 827 ft. 1 inch if the necessary upper containment !

pool gates are open. Upper containment pool level is not !
considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. !

'
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated. Adequate volume in the upper t

containment pool is necessary to ensure that sufficient makeup
,

water is available for mitigation of a design basis accident. t

However, the proposed change will only allow the water level to
,be reduced if the appropriate gate (s) are open to ensure 14,652 ;

cubic feet of water is available for makeup to the suppression i

pool. In addition, IP has verified that the drywell weir wall !

will not overflow in the event of an inadvertent Suppression !

Makeup system actuation with the upper containment pool gates
open. As a result, this change can not increase the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated. ;

r
'2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
j
iThis change does not result in any change to equipment design :

or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. As a result, '

the proposed change cannot create the possibility of a new or
different accident from any accident previously evaluated. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change only impacts the . upper containment pool water '

level. The additional requirement to verify the necestwry
upper containment pool gates are open ensures that adequate
water will. be available for makeup to the suppression pool.
Because the volume of water available for makeup to the
suppression pool is not impacted by this proposed change, there
is no reduction in the margin of safety.

,
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 ',

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 169 of 476 I
j CTS: 3.6.4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

"L2" CHANGJ
'

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no

] significant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the,

probability or consequences of an accident previously
} evaluated?

This change would allow an additional method of isolation for
a containment penetration. Primary containment isolation is
not considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly

: increase the frequency of such accidents. The additional'
method of isolation is a check valve with the flow through the
valve secured. This method would provide a boundary which
would essentially fulfill the assumptions of the current
analysis for leakage. Therefore, the consequences of a
previously analyzed event that may occur using this isolation
method would not be significantly increased beyond those

j determined using the currently allowed isolation methods.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

] This change provides an additional acceptable compensatory
action following failure of other equipment. The current
requirements are based on providing a single active failure-

proof boundary to compensate for the loss of one of the two
active boundaries. The proposed change also fulfills this
criteria. Therefore, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any i

previously analyzed accident. !
,

1

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The margin of safety considered in determining the required
compensatory action is also based on providing the single
active f ailure proof boundary. Since the proposed compensatory !
boundary meets this criteria and provides leakage 2

characteristics essentially similar to currently approved
compensatory boundaries, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

.

!

'
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"L3" CHANGE
>

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
j Specification change and has determined that it involves no -|
) significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

j performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
|The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the -

significant hazards consideration standards:
:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
"

] probability or consequences of an accident previously !

evaluated?j

This change would allow additional time to isolate a primary i

containment penetration if both isolation devices are
.

,

inoperable. Primary containment isolation is not considered as
an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore,
this change does not significantly increase the frequency of

'

-
*

such accidents. The proposed change allows additional
temporary operation with less than the required isolation i
capability. However, the consequences of an event that may iI occur during the extended outage time would not be any |

different than during the currently allowed outage time for |
other loss of primary containment integrity situations. ;

;! Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !j consequences of any previously analyzed accident. |
.

,

,
' .

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different fkind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |
j !

i This change does not result in any changes to the equipment '

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. i

Further, since the change impacts only the required action !
j completion time for the system and does not result in any |change in the response of the equipment to an accident, the ;
2

; change does not create the possibility of a new or different '

j kind of accident from any previously analyzed accident. j
;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of {safety?
1

i

This change impacts only the required action completion time !
for inoperable valves that provide primary containment ,

isolation. The methodology and limits of the accident analysis |
are not affected, nor is the primary containment response.,

t

: Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction '

| in the margin of safety. .

i

.

>

[
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f I
j "L5" CHANGE |;

,

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
5 Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. ::

| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
;i significant hazards consideration standards: !

i

1. Does the cFinge involve a significant increase in the [a

j . probability or consequences of an accident previously :
; evaluated? '

1 !
: This change would allow additional methods of isolation for a |
! main steam line containment penetration. Containment isolation {
: is not considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed ;

] accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly ;

i increase the frequency of such accidents. Alternate methods of ;
* isolation are currently approved for all other piping ;

penetrations. Therefore, the consequences of a previously ,
j analyzed event that may occur using these isolation methods j
i would not be significantly increased beyond those currently
| licensed.
4

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different i

j kind of accident from any-accident previously evaluated?
,

This change provides an additional acceptable compensatory [)
action following failure of other equipment. The current ia

i requirements are based on providing a single active failure !
! proof boundary to compensate for the loss of one of the two

|active boundaries. The proposed change also fulfills this !

criteria. Therefore, this change does not create the !
'

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any !

j previously analyzed accident. !
!

j 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of (' safety? t

!

The margin of safety considered in determining the required )
compensatory action is also based on providing the single i

i active failure proof boundary. Since the proposed compensatory i
j boundary meets this criteria and provides leakage I

, characteristics essentially similar to currently approved
i compensatory boundaries, the change does not involve a
j significant reduction in the margin of safety,
a

i |
'

:
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! i
'"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical '

| Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !i

I performed in accordance with the criteria set-forth in 10 CFR 50.92. *

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? -

This change would remove a specific restriction to perform a
surveillance of the containment isolation valves during ;

shutdown. Containment isolation is not considered ' as an-
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this
change does not significantly increase the frequency of such

,

accidents. The appropriate plant conditions for performance of ;

the surveillance will continue to be controlled to assure the' '

potential consequences are not significantly increased. This
'control method has been previously determined to be acceptable

as indicated in Generic Letter 91-04. Therefore, this change
'

does not significantly increase the consequences of any i
previously analyzed accident.

;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
!kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ,

!
This change removes a specific restriction on the plant '

conditions for performing a surveillance, but does not change ;

the method of performance. The appropriate plant conditions |for performance of the surveillance will continue to be '

controlled to assure the possibility for a new or different t

kind of accident are not created. This control method has been '

previously determined to be acceptable as indicated in Generic
Letter 91-04. Therefore, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.i

1
,

; 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The margin of safety considered in determining the appropriate
plant conditions for performing the surveillance will continue
to be controlled to assure that there is no significant
reduction. This control method has'been previously determined
to be acceptable as indicated in Generic Letter 91-04.

| Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.

.

b

*
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"L8" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

This change would allow additional time to isolate an excess
flow check primary containment isolation valve. Primary
containment isolation is not considered as an initiator of any
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not -

significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The
proposed change allows additional temporary operation with less
than the required isolation capability. dowever, the
consequences of an event that may occur during the extended

,

outage time would not be any different than during the i

currently allowed outage time for other loss of primary
centainment integrity situations. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the consequences of any previously|

l analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment ,

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant.
Further, since the change impacts only the required action
completion time for the system and does not result in any
change in the response of the equipment to an accident, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change impacts only the required action completion time j
for inoperable valves that provide primary containment ,

isolation. The methodology and limits of the accident analysis '

are not affected, nor is the primary containment response. !

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reductioni ,

| in the margin of safety.

1
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!"L9" CHANGE [
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no '

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been {
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

|The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards: '

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;
probability or consequences of an' accident previously [
evaluated?

|
i

The proposed change deletes the requirements for reactor water !
cleanup system (RWCU) isolation valve OPERABILITY during I

refueling. The RWCU suction isolation valves were required to
1be OPERABLE to support standby liquid control system (SLCS) i

OPERABILITY. However, proposed changes have deleted the i
requirement for SLCS during.this MODE,and therefore there is [
no longer a need for the valves to be OPERABLE. The isolation !
valves are not assumed to initiate any previously evaluated i
events and therefore the proposed change does not affect the I

probability of a previously analyzed accident. The isolation !
RWCU isolation valves are not assumed to operate in the

'

mitigation of any previously analyzed accidents which are
assumed to occur during refueling. Therefore the proposed
change does not contribute to the consequences of an accident ipreviously evaluated.

j
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This proposed change does not involve a physical modification
;

to the plant or a new mode of operation and therefore does not j
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 1

from any previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change impacts only the requirement for the RWCU
suction isolation valves to be OPERABLE during refueling. This
requirement existed only to support SLCS- OPERABILITY
requirements. However, since the SLCS OPERABILITY requirements
are being proposed for deletion, there is no longer a need for
the RWCU valves to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. Deleting this
required Applicability, therefore, does not involve a |

,

significant reduction in the margin of safety.

|
|
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CTS: 3.6.5 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF VALVES
1

"L2" CHANGEy

i
; Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
: Specification change and has determined that it involves no
i significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

* evaluated?
'

| This change would increase the time allowed for action with an
open drywell vacuum relief penetration. Drywell isolation is ;

not considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed i
accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly |increase the frequency of such accidents. The proposed change :

<

allows additional temporary operation with less than . the !

required isolation capability. However, the consequences of an
,

event that may occur during the extended outage time would not :
, be any different than during the currently allowed outage time !

for other loss of drywell integrity situations. Therefore, !j this change does not significantly increase the consequences of !

j any previously analyzed accident.
:
I-

; 2. Does the change create tin possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

j
iThis change does not result in any changes to the equipment

design or capabilities or to the operation of the plant. (Further, since the change impacts only the required action,

;completion time for the system and does not result in any.

change in the response of the equipment to an accident, the ;
change does not create the possibility of a new or different !,

: kind of accident from any previously analyzed accident.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a~ margin of

safety?,

f :

This change impacts only the required action completion time f
1
4

for inoperable valves that provide drywell isolation. The ;

methodology and limits of the accident analysis. are not '

| affected, nor is the containment or drywell response. i
j Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction

|in the margin of safety.
'

;

;
;

i !
4

i

i
i
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|

"L4" CHANGE )
Illinois- Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical 1

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
,

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j
significant hazards consideration standards: t

*

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences. of an accident previously -

evaluated? >

The proposed changes would permit one of the required drywell
post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems to be inoperable, but closed
for up to 30 days. The present specification only permits one ;

valve to be inoperable for 72 hours. The drywell post-LOCA
vacuum relief subsystem is not considered as an initiator of ;
any previously analyzed accident. Therefore,the consequences
of accidents previously evaluated has not significantly-
increased. The analyses require three of the subsystems to
mitigate suppression pool drag loads and only two to be '

available for hydrogen mixing post-LOCA. Therefore, having one
of the four subsystems inoperable still permits sufficient
redundancy to maintain the safety function. The change to 30
days for having one required subsystem inoperable still !

provides sufficient vacuum relief capacity to fulfill the
safety function of hydrogen mixing post-LOCA, but the ,

redundancy has been lost. The 30 days is consistent with other
systems with this type of redundancy. This change would not
affect the probsbility of an accident from occurring which '

would require hydrogen mixing. The low probability of this type
of accident, plus the ability of the remaining OPERABLE |
subsystems to maintain the safety function does not
significantly increase the consequences of any previously :

| evaluated accident.
t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different >

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant $
modifications, or changes in plant operation. The system will
continue to function in the same way as before the change.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility

;

of a new or different kind of accident from any previously t

evaluated.
;

!

!
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"L4" CHANGE
(continued)

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

,

The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the |
Drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems are unchanged with
this proposed revision. This only concerns the allowable
outage time for having one required subsystem inoperable.
Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

,

,

,

6

I.
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"L5" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical.
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards:
|

1. Does the change involve. a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously *

evaluated?

This change would revise the frequency for verifying the !
drywell vacuum relief valves closed. Neither drywell vacuum
relief nor isolation is considered- as an initiator of any i
previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does not !

significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The |
proposed change reduces the frequency for verifying drywell ,

vacuum relief valves closed. The proposed change does not alter >

.

operation or functioning of the valves. Therefore, this change
does not significantly increase the- consequences of any |
previously analyzed accident. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ,

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
|

This change does not result in any. changes to the equipment j
design or capabilities. The operation of the system does not !
interface with the reactor coolant or any controls which could |
impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or its support ;

systems. Further, brief periods of increased potential for
loss of drywell isolation capability are acknowledged in the
existing license; Specification 3.6.4 allows 4 hours to restore
losses in containment isolation capability prior to requiring

,

'

a plant shutdown. Therefore, the proposed changes do not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The design, vacuum relief function, and OPERABILITY
requirements for the relief valves remain unchanged with this,

| proposed revision. The proposed change only reduces the
frequency at which drywell vacuum relief valves are verified
as closed. Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

1

!
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"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been "

;

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the -

significant hazards consideration standards:
,

i 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

3 ,

'i evaluated?

The proposed changes would permit two or more of the required
d drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems to be inoperable for

up to 72 hours. The present specification only permits one i

valve to be inoperable for 72 hours. The drywell post-LOCA
' vacuum relief subsystem is not considered as an initiator of i

any previously analyzed accident. Therefore,the consequences,

1 of accidents previously evaluated has not significantly
increased. Having more than one required drywell post-LOCA
vacuum relief subsystem inoperable would reduce the capability
for hydrogen mixing if a LOCA were to occur during the multiple
subsystem inoperability. However, this change would not affect'

; the probability of an accident from occurring which would
require hydrogen mixing. The low probability of this type of4

accident, plus the very limited amount of time permitted does
i not significantly increase the consequences of any previously r
"

evaluated accident. I

!
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different;

'

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
.

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant
modifications, or changes in plant operation. The system will I

continue to function in the same way as before the change.
|Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility -

of a new or different kind of accident from any previously,
- evaluated.

: 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

2 The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirements for the
Drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems are unchanged with
this proposed revision. This only concerns the allowable
outage time for having more than one required subsystem
inoperable. Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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!

"L1" CHANGE |

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no !
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. '

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i
significant hazards consideration standards

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase- in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated? )

This change would allow an isolated secondary containment ;

penetration to be opened under administrative controls similar ;

to most other primary containment and drywell penetrations.
'

Secondary containment isolation is not considered as an ,

initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this 4

change does not significantly increase the frequency of such |
accidents. The proposed administrative controls provide an '

acceptable compensatory action to assure the penetration is :
isolated in the event of an accident. Therefore, the .|
consequences of a previously analyzed event that may occur !

during the opening of the isolated line would not be
significantly increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ;

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change provides an additional acceptable compensatory
action following failure of other equipment. The current -

requirements are based on providing a single active failure j
proof boundary to compensate for the loss of one of the two '

active boundaries. The proposed change provides an alternative
which essentially returns the system to its original failure
criteria, i.e., a single active failure or an operator error.
Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any previously analyzed
accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The margin of safety considered in determining the required
compensatory action is also based on providing the single
active f ailure proof boundary. . Since the proposed compensatory
boundary essentially meets the original criteria and provides
leakage characteristics essentially similar to currently
approved compensatory boundaries, the change does not-involve
a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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"L2" CHANGE
,

!
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical j
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. I

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of. the
;

significant hazards consideration standards
i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i
probability or consequences of an accident previously j

! evaluated?
||

This change would allow additional time to isolate a secondary i
containment penetration if both isolation devices are !
inoperable. Secondary containment isolation is not considered !
as an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. j
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !
frequency of such accidents. The proposed change allows j

additional temporary operation with less than the required |
| isolation capability. However, the consequences of-an event i

H that may occur during the extended outage time would not be any |
| different than during the currently allowed outage time for 1

other loss of secondary containment integrity situations. i

| Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !
consequences of any previously analyzed accident.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

:

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment !
design or capabilities or to the . operation of the plant. !
Further, since the change impacts only the required action
completion time for the system and does not result in any ;

) change in the response of the equipment to an accident, the !
change does not create the possibility of a new or different i
kind of accident from any previously analyzed accident. {

t

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

iThis change impacts only the required action completion time
for inoperable devices that provide secondary containment
isolation. The methodology and limits of the accident analysis
are not affected, nor is the secondary containment response.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in the margin of safety.
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"L3" CHANGE

! Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical -

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |

| performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. !

| The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
| significant hazards consideration standards: i

,

! ,

! 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the '

| probability or consequences of an accident previously
.

evaluated? '

This change would remove a specific restriction to perform a
surveillance of the secondary containment isolation dampers
during shutdown. Secondary containment isolation is not,

| considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. ,

Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the !

frequency of such accidents. The appropriate plant conditions
for performance of the surveillance will continue to be
controlled to assure the potential consequences are not
significantly increased. This control method has been
previously determined to be acceptable as indicated in Generic
Letter 91-04. Therefore, this change does not significantly i
increase the consequences of any previously analyzed accident. '

f

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change removes a specific restriction on the plant
conditions for performing a surveillance, but does not change

| the method of performance. The appropriate plant conditions
,

for performance of the surveillance will continue to be !
controlled to assure the possibility for a new or different '

kind of accident are not created. This control method has been i

previously determined to be acceptable as indicated in Generic |
Letter 91-04. Therefore, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any :

previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

:

The margin of safety considered in determining the appropriate
plant conditions for performing the surveillance will continue
to be controlled to assure that there is no significant
reduction. This control method has been previously determined
to be acceptable as indicated in Generic Letter 91-04. t

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction '

in the margin of safety,

i
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"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

An alternative is proposed to suspending operations if a
standby gas treatment (SGT) subsystem cannot be returned to
OPERABLE status that would allow continued movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, CORE ALTERATIONS, or operations
with the potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRV).
The alternative is to initiate the OPERABLE subsystem of
standby gas treatment and continue to conduct the operations.
As discussed in the proposed Bases to this Required Action,
this option should not be chosen if the OPDRV could be impacted
by a loss of of fsite power. Operation of the SGT system is not
considered as an initiator of a previously evaluated accident.
Therefore, the operation does not significantly increase the
probability of an accident previously identified. Since one
subsystem is sufficient for any accident, the consequences of
any previously evaluated accident are not significantly
increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change provides for continued performance of previously
~

evaluated operations. Since these operations have been
previously considered, their continued performance does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident i

from any previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
4

safety?

The margin of safety considered in performance of these
operations is maintained by starting and running the system
that would be required to initiate should an accident occur.
Operation of the system significantly reduces the risk that the
system may not initiate when required. As discussed in the
proposed Bases to this Required Action, this option should not
be chosen if the OPDRV could be impacted by a loss of offsite

,

power. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant i

reduction in the margin of safety. i
i

I

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.6 Page 184 of 476 I

CTS: 3.6.6.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or," in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this
signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures
governing plant operations and the acceptability of creating
these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system
functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the
performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself
can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.
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Enclosura 2 to U-602196 's

Section 33 Page 185 of 476 -|
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I|

CTS: 3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS i

"L1" CHANGE 1

i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: ;

i

1. Does the change involve a significant -increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously [
evaluated?

!

Mode changes are proposed to be allowed with one containment- |
hydrogen recombiner inoperable. The hydrogen recombiners are ;

not considered as initiators for any previously evaluated |
accidents. Therefore, the probability of an accident |
previously evaluated is not significantly increased. A second ;

containment hydrogen recombiner system remains OPERABLE and the |
recombiners are backed up by the hydrogen ignition system. !

Each of these are adequate to perform the safety function j
required for each previously evaluated accident. Therefore, [
the consequences of previously evaluated accidents are not '

significantly increased. ;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

!
The proposed change introduces no new mode-of plant operation !
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. !

Since Mode changes do not involve any manipulation of the
hydrogen recombiner system, the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ,

evaluated is not created. i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

|

The margin of safety for this system is based on the capacity !
and redundancy of the system. Since the capacity is not |
changed and the system is backed by another system with two
100% capacity subsystems, the capability for adequate response
to the need for the hydrogen control function is maintained.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

CLINTON 59 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 186 of 476 '

CTS: 3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS j
f

i
"L2" CHANGE

i
Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the I

significant hazards consideration standards:
,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

Operation is proposed to be allowed for a limited time with
both containment hydrogen recombiners inoperable. The hydrogen
recombiners are not considered as initiators for any previously
evaluated accidents. Therefore, the probability of an accident
previously evaluated is not significantly increased. The

, hydrogen recombiners are backed up by two redundant hydrogen
( ignition subsystems. Each of these are adequate to perform the i

! safety function required for each previously evaluated
accident. Therefore, the consequences of previously evaluated
accidents are not significantly increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

|

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. !
Since normal operation of the plant does not involve any !manipulation of the hydrogen recombiner system, the possibility j
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident |
previously evaluated is not created.

I
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of '

safety?

4

The margin of safety for this system is based on the capacity j
and redundancy of the system. Since the capacity is not
changed and the system is backed by another system with two |

100% capacity subsystems, the capability for adequate response
to the need for the hydrogen control function is maintained.
Additionally, the proposed change will prevent unnecessary
shutdowns and the associated risk of potential transients.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

|
|

I
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
6NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

CTS: 3.6.7.1 - CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINER SYSTEMS

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no '

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would eliminate a redundant, more frequent ,

functional test of the hydrogen recombiner system. The
hydrogen recombiners are not considered as initiators for any
previously evaluated accidents. Therefore, the probability of
an accident previously evaluated is not significantly
increased. The hydrogen recombiners are backed up by two

| redundant hydrogen ignition subsystems. Each of these are
'

adequate to perform the safety function required for each
|

previously evaluated accident. Further, the change to
- eliminate these surveillances does not impact the system design

or operation or its ability to accomplish its safety function.
Therefore, these proposed changes do not involve a significant
increase in the consequences of an accident previously

| evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
,

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |
r

The proposed changes do not involve any design changes, plant
modifications, or changes in plant operation. The system will !

continue to function in the same way as before the change.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
evaluated.

i 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The design, function, and OPERABILITY requirenents for the
hydrogen recombiner system are unchanged with this proposed
revision. The system must continue to be capable of performing
its function. Therefore, these proposed changes do not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 188 of 476

CTS: 3.6.7.2 - CONTAINMENT /DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves- no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

Mode changes are proposed to be allowed with one
containment /drywell hydrogen mixing subsystem inoperable. The
system is not considered as an initiator for any previously
evaluated accident. Therefore, the probability of an accident
previously evaluated is not significantly increased. A second
subsystem remains OPERABLE and the system is backed up by the
hydrogen igniters. These are adequate to perform the design
basis safety function required for each previously evaluated

| accident. Therefore, the consequences of previously evaluated
accidents are not significantly increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Since Mode changes do not involve any manipulation of the
containment /drywell hydrogen mixing subsystems, the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated is not created.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The margin of safety for this system is based on the capacity
and redundancy of the system. Since the capacity is not
changed and the system is backed by another system, with two
100% capacity subsystems, the capability for adequate response
to the need for the design basis hydrogen control function is
maintained. Therefore, the change does not involve a

j significant reduction in a margin of safety.
1

1
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Seedon 3.6 Page 189 of 476

CTS: 3.6.7.2 - CONTAINMENT /DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM

"L2" CHANGE |
:

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
'

Specification change and has determined that- it involves no !
significant hazards considerat.J on. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:
,

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? '

i

operation is proposed to be allowed for a limited time with |
both containment /drywell hydrogen mixing subsystems inoperable. '

The system is not considered as an initiator for any previously
evaluated accident. Therefore, the probability of an accident
previously evaluated is not significantly increased. The
subsystems are backed up by a redundant system, which is [
adequate to perform the design basis safety function required ,

for each previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the '

consequences of previously evaluated accidents are not {
significantly increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

s

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Since normal operation of the plant does not involve any ;

manipulation of the containment /drywell hydrogen mixing jsubsystems, the possibility of a new or different kind of ,

accident from any accident previously evaluated is not created. j

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of I
safety? i

;

The margin of safety for this system is based on the capacity
and redundancy of the system. Since the capacity is not |changed and the system is backed by another system with two j
100% capacity subsystems, the capability for adequate response !
to the need for the design basis hydrogen control function'is '

maintained. Additionally, the proposed change will prevent i
unnecessary shutdowns and the associated risk of potential 1
transients. Therefore, the change does not involve a

,significant reduction in a margin of safety. 4

!

l
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
*

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously |

evaluated?

This change would allow several relaxations of the Technical !

Specifications for the hydrogen ignition system based on
Appendix A of the Generic Mark III Containment Hydrogen Control
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). The OPERABILITY and
surveillance requirements are revised to reflect generically ;

acceptable requirements as delineated in the Generic SER. |
Accident analyses which rely on these components are not '

affected. There are no modification to the plant equipment
associated with the proposed revisions. The hydrogen igniters
are passive devices which are not considered as initiators for '

any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the frequency of such accidents.
The proposed controls do not affect the capabilities of the
system to respond to a previously evaluated accident.
Therefore, the consequences of a previously analyzed event are
not significantly increased.'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different :

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? I

!

The changes proposed are consistent with the Generic Hydrogen ;

Control SER. The proposed changes do not involve any design
changes, plant modifications, or changes in plant operation.
The system will continue to adequately respond to the need for

l the hydrogen control function in the same way as before the
change. Therefore, this change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
analyzed accident.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The margin of safety considered is demonstrated to be i

maintained by the results of the conservative testing i

performed, analyzed, reported and finally evaluated in the
Generic Hydrogen Control SER. Therefore, the change does not !
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 191 of 476
i

: CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM
r

i
"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical .

!Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;
significant hazards consideration standards: !

;

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
'

probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

evaluated? '

i

Mode changes are proposed to be allowed with one hydrogen f
igniter subsystem inoperable. The hydrogen igniters are not !
considered as initiators for any previously evaluated ;

accidents. Therefore, the probability of an accident |
previously evaluated is not significantly increased. A second !containment hydrogen igniter subsystem remains OPERABLE and the *

igniters for low levels of hydrogen are backed up by the ;

hydrogen recombiners and the containment /drywell hydrogen |
mixing system. One subsystem of these are adequate to perform j
the design basis safety function required for each previously !

evaluated accident. Therefore, the consequences of previously j
evaluated accidents are not significantly increased. '

i2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different '

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |
1

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
.

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. iSince Mode changes do not involve any manipulation of the !

hydrogen ignition subsystems, the possibility of a new or j
different kind of accident from any accident previously ;evaluated is not created. |

t

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of !
safety? '

The margin of safety for this system is based on the low
probability of the occurrence of the core damage which this
system is to mitigate and the capacity of the system. Since ,

the capacity is not changed, the capability for adequate ;

response to the need for the design basis hydrogen control
'

function is maintained. Also, this change does not impact the ,

probability of the core damage occurring. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.6 Page 192 of 476

CTS: 3.6.7.3 - CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITION SYSTEM

"L3" CHANGE l

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant' increase in the |

probability or consequences of an accident previously {evaluated?

Operation is proposed to be allowed for a limited time with '

both containment hydrogen ignition subsystems inoperable. The ;

hydrogen ignition subsystems are not considered as initiators
for any previously evaluated accidents. Therefore, the
probability of. an accident previously evaluated is not

,

significantly increased. The hydrogen ignition subsystems' for
low levels of hydrogen are backed up by two redundant hydrogen
recombiners and two containment /drywell hydrogen mixing i

subsystems. One subsystem of these is adequate to perform the {
design basis safety function required for each previously ;

evaluated accident. Therefore, the consequences of previously ~

evaluated accidents are not significantly increased. j
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. !Since normal operation of the plant does not involve any !
manipulation of the hydrogen ignition subsystems, the |possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any t

accident previously evaluated is not created.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not impact the probability of the core damage
which this system is to mitigate,and this system will be backed
up by the hydrogen recombiners for low hydrogen levels. As a

{

,

result, based on engineering judgement this change does not i

significantly reduce the margin of safety. Additionally, the
proposed change will prevent unnecessary shutdowns and the *

associated risk of potential transients. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

;

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 193 of 476

ATTACHMENT 2

o

ITS - PSTS
.

1
COMPARISON DOCUMENT i

1
i

.
1

I
I

2A: MARKUP OF ITS
|

2B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
:
1
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ATTACHMENT 2A

o

ITS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT !
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|

MARKUP OF ITS
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment
Section 3.6 Page 195 of 476 3.6.1.1 i

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS I

3.6.1.1 Primary Containment

)
LCO 3.6.1.1 Primary containment shall be OPERABLE. (

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
,

.

ACTIONS

t
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

t

A. Primary containment A.1 Restore primary I hourinoperable. containment to
,

'

| OPERABLE status.
;

!

;
I

('

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND '

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

;

;

!

|
'

,

i

0LlMTC k.1 ;}\\ Gr(t
M /6 STS- ' 3.6-1 Rev. 0,-09/28/92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 196 of 476 Primary Containment

3.6.1.1

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and -----NOTE------
leakage rate testing except for primary SR 3.0.2 is not
containment air lock testing, in applicable
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, ---------------

as modified by approved exemptions.
In accordance

Thb maximum allowable leakage rate, L,, with 10 CFR 50,
t 0*65 15,1 f primary containment air weight Appendix J as

per d t the calculated peak modified by
containment pressure, P,. approved

exemptions
,

L _

mrww= '
~

m

l SR 3. 1.1.2 Verify primary con inment structural In cordance
integrity in acc dance with the Primary wi the
Containment T on Surveillance Program. imary

ontainment
i Q Tendon

S 1/ Surveillance
/ Program

- -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air Locks -
Section 3.6 Pafe 197 of 476 3.6.I.2 !

p'
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS (J'
3.6.1.2 Primary Containment Air Locks

LCO 3.6.1. Two rimary containment air locks shall be OPERABLE. |

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3g

@
;

M10 seax ~sok
ACTIONS

~

------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------
1. Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs of the affected air lock

components.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock. ;

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1.1, "Primarv
Containment," when air lock leakage results fn_ exceeding overall

'

--- I$"$-- E"b- $-- $$-[ b$- IS$'- - $$ I $$ .'- I- _ b_.' b' T- -- ---- -*

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME -

-

ry ie Jeb
A. One or more rimary ------------NOTES------------

containment air locks 1. Required Actions A.1,
with one primary A.2, and A.3 are not
containment air lock applicable if both doors ,

door inoperable. in the same air lock are i

inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

.

2. Entry and exit is
permissible for 7 days
under administrative

p
controls %if both ai[r

-"

locks are inoperable
-----------------------------

(continued)

,

w

BWR/6-515 3.6-3 Rev. O,-99/BS/S2 _
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196
j Section 3.6 Page 198 of 476

INSERT 3A
t

:

-----------------------NOTE------------------------------ {
IThe following Applicabilities apply only to the upper

containment personnel air lock. i

!...........________________________.___ ________________

i

During CORE ALTERATIOlIS, !

During movement of - irradiated fuel assemblies in - the !

primary or secondary containment, ,

During operations with a potential for draining the |
reactor vessel (OPDRV). f

!

.

*

1

,

!

:

I
t

f,

.

INSERT |

CLINTON 3.6-3 10/1/93 i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 199 of 476 Primary Containment Air Locks

3.6.1.2
i

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.1 Verify the OPERABLE 1 hour '

door is closed in the '

affected air lock.

AND

A.2 Lock the OPERABLE 24 hours !
door closed in the i

affected air lock.
1

AND |

|
A.3 --------NOTE---------

Air lock doors in
.,

high radiation areas !

may be verified
locked closed by '

administrative means. L
-..................__

Yerify the OPERABLE Once per 31 days ;
door is locked closed
in the affected air

|lock. i
..

- -~

Q1 f vkW !

~

B. One or moreyrimary -----------. NOTES------------
containment air locks 1. Required Actions B.1,
with primary B.2 and B.3 are not
containment air lock applicable if both doors
interlock mechanism in the same air lock are -

inoperable. inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

j 2. Entry intxtand exit W h
i centn- :-t is

permissible under the
control of a dedicated
individual.

..__ ......_ ........._......

(Continued)

..
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 200 of 476 Primary Containment Air Locks

3.6.1.2 :

G'
I!ACTIONS

!

' CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :

k

B. (continued) B.1 Verify an OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the '

affected air lock.

AND
,

0.2 Lock an OPERABLE door 24 hours
closed in the
affected air lock.

AND. 1

B.3 --------NOTE---------
Air lock doors in
high radiation areas
may be verified i

locked closed by
administrative means.
___....._________....

Verify an OPERABLE Once per 31 days ("L'',
door is locked closed
in the affected air *

lock. *

1
_ - - ,

Q C % 9ift j. ;|
'

C. One or morelprimary C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
containment air locks evaluate primary
inoperable for reasons containment overall
other than Condition A leakage rate per
or B. LCO 3.6.1.1, using

current air lock test
results.

. AND j

!

| C.2 Verify a door is I hour
i closed in the
' affected air lock.
i

(continued)'

|
,

A

EWR/G STS- 3.6-5 Rev. 0,-09R8/S2

,

1____ _ ____ - -



a g Containment & Locks
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

***

Section 3.6 Page 201 of 476

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.3 Restore air lock to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

-

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

D +iated Completionassoc
ANDnotmetg.

-

{Mo0E h 2.wh D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

( _
-

\ M ETE .g

|

:
*

,

g ,
"

. g,

,

i

|

|

|
4WRffr5M- 3.6-6 ,Rev. 0,--09/28/W

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 202 of 476

INSERT 6A

i

!

E. Required Action ------------NOTE--------
and associated LCO 3.0.3 is not i

Completion Time applicable. !

of Condition ------------------------ ;
<

A,B, or C not
met during E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately |

'

movement of irradiated fuel
irradiated fuel assemblies in the
assemblies in primary and
the primary or secondary
secondary containment.
containment,
CORE ALTERATIONS Min
or OPDRVs.

E.2 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS. ,

,

:MID ;

E.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend OPDRVs.

:

,

I

I

I

INSERT
CLINTON 3.6-6 10/1/93

|

,

1
I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air Locks
Section 3.6 Page 203 of 476 3.6.1.2

,

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. .

-
,

'

SURVEILLANCE' ^ FREQUENCY
_ . _. _ . . . _ . . . .

' ~" " ' 'SR 3.6.I'.2.1 ------------------NOTES------------------
M An ~ inoperable air lock door does not

Of3 \A.,/ invalidate the previous successful
- performance of the overall air lock- -- ---C

Q gd; [%?gtg leakage test.

. yO mongs - - *:
Results shall be evaluated against r 24

\ |t, %) '{J,l acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1 -

in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
- Appendix Ji as modified by approved

~

. - - - exemptions.
-

_ .,. . _ ---............__ ............... __ m. . . _ , . ,.

Perform required primary containment air * ----NOTE------
lock leakage rate testing in accordance 5.? 3.0.2 is not
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified lwJ icable
by approved exemptions. '

---------------

; The acceptance criteria for air lock In accordance
| testing are: with 10 CFR 50, em

Appendix J, as ('a. Overall air lock leakage rate is modified by'

.g 52{t scfh}'when tested at a P,. approved
q exemptions
V b. F each door leakage rate is

s d scfh W e,n the gap between the
'

'

door seals is pressurized to
up P,}re

/

E3 . 2.2 Ver. primary cont * nt air loc 7 days Ar flask press is a [90] psp. ]

(continued)

1

M /G ST b 3.6-7 Rev. O, ^^/2"!"? )
'

1

, . . . . , . - .- - . - . . . -,

j' m-

'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196.

Primary Containment Air Locks
Section 3.6 Page 204 of 476

! 3.6.1.2
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) - |

SURVEILLANCE . FREQUENCY

flo 2
SR 3.6.1.2./ ------------------NOTE-------------------

'

Only required to be performe_d upon_ entryM ofwif Romthh ;
_.... E.-_k__ .....

'

Verify only one door in the primary 184 days ,

containment air lock can be opened at a
1

time. -

|
__ i

SR 3.6.1 4 Veri a an init ressure of [18] mon s' '

gg [9,0] psig,' the pr ry containment r
*

ock seaI pne ic system pres doesv

not decay av rate equivale to
> [2] ps |or a period of 8] hours. /

,

.

_

N

\ ;

- . .

.

.

.

|

.

.

i
'

!

I

.

7?WR/6~5TS ~ 3.6-8 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 205 of 476

:

, m
3,6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS i'

x- <

; 3.6.1.3 Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs) !
i '

1

LCO 3.6.1.3 Each PCIV shall be OPERABLE. - ;
,

*

m-5hy%un e 7
NMS |Bj66RTi

: APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, '

I
_

+ en associatedrinstrumentation is required to be OPERABLE Pg8

(60F[ 9N Per LCO 3 3 6 I '"' 9 5'Y C0"t!!" ~-t 15013tf00
j -In tn..;..tetiun." J< ,

;
i

| . ACTIONS
-- . 1

|

3, :
--......-.__..______.._______.....----NOTES-----------------------------------_

1

\ 1. Penetration flow paths-[e:: cept fer [ ] *..c.'. ;r ge'n!re pr rt.;;;ec flew ~

,

;,.U.2] may be unisolated intermittently under administrative controls. j
2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path. !,

3. Enter' applicable Conditions and Required Actions for'systeins made
inoperable by PCIVs.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1.1, " Primary '
!Containment," when PCIV leakage results in exceedina overall containment,

j leakage rate acceptance criteria
_ _. .._ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ ...._ __ _ _... _ _ ___. .p M 9 0 E4 t , L. ud 3 . ty,

g_____...__..........___ -._ ......__

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i <

A. C ------NOIE------ % A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours except
'

Onl pplicaligto )enetration flow pat {y for main ste
<

0 penetr ion flowgaths
'
')y use of at leas l gio d e.y ces d l. s

{ b ----__ IVs.
with two C N one closed and (c.w e % W et ( L t c y s )

{de-activated AC--------_v
C 3 %automatic valve,

,
-

:losed mahual valve, 8 hours for mainOne or more :
4 penetration flow paths blin' d flange, or steam line G

with one PCIV :hecksvalve with flow - /
inoperable,dexc

h (through the val
*go .

pc g; sel m u e ecured
rece-dary cent i n..t gg.gr3 {.c EFLVS+ypass-leaka e not AND.

within limi .
,

;

(continued) I

ST/C STS-- 3.6-9 Rev. O, 09/28/92

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 206 of 476 1

INSERT 3A

-----------------------NOTE------------------------------ I

The following - Applicabilities apply only to secondary
containment bypass leakage isolation valves.
..__________ ........___...___. .___ . ....._____...___ .

During CORE ALTERATIONS,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the

primary or secondary containment,
During operations with a potential for draining the

reactor vessel (OPDRV).
i

|

|

|

|

f
t

1

i

>

t

1
1

I

INSERT
CLINTON 3.6-9 10/1/93



|
.

,

|
Enclosure 2 to U-602196'

section 3.6 Page 207 of 476 PCIVsJ

3.6.1.3
1

l
ACTIONS

!

t CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

:

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTE---------
.

'\ '\\ * *"-ih ""'

racian on areas may
be verified by use of

1 administrative means.
__________________.._

i

Verify the affected Once per 31 days'

; penetration flow path for isolation
; is isolated. devices outside j

primary
containment,
drywell, and
steam tunnel

AND :

Prior to<

entering MODE 2
or 3 from L

j MODE 4, if not
performed within
the previous'

92 days, for
isolation
devices inside
primary
containmen i

drywell,@ lh1 steam tunnel
,

1

l (continued)

|

I
|

|

BWR/6 STS- 3.6-10 Rev. O, 09/E8/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
PCIVsSection 3.6 Page 208 of 476 3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (-- Z----ROTE------ B.1 Isolate the affected I hour-

g f On ppli le o

OC.AN1pene ion ow ths L oenetration flow path
byuseqfatle..s

( with t PCIVs. one clos and
'

-

-- tht-activa-

q,q,

automatic v 've,
One or more closeKmanual alve,/
penetration flow paths qr blind flange. ]

@ with two PCIVs
inoperablej except W
prp ::. ;: leakage \'

not within lim' .

, . . . , -

C. ---------NOTE--------- C.1 IsolatetheafYcted [4] hoursOnly applic'able to penetration flo path
penetration flow paths by use of at leas
with only one PCIV. one closed and

'

de-activated -

O-
'---------------- ----- '

\ automatic valve. '

One or more closed manual valve, s

penetration flow paths or blind flange. '

with one PCIV N
{ inoperable. AND

,

,
'

C.2 ' - --------NOTE--------- \ |
g \, Valves and blind \

'

flanges in high \ l

radiation areas may
|t

,

be verified by use of \ {administrative means. g I,

s
---------------------

\

Verify the ffected Once per 31 days
penetration ow path
is isolated.

e r us 1 r$droN1 ~

T h aWSw/%A~
% S r=2a centehuntM - 1 Restore leakage rate 4 hoursld - 4ypass leakage rate to within limit. Mnot within limi s

-[G.v ut A k k,<3e -

..~n

C \E a. ( (continued)

-EhT/5 STS 3.6-11 Rev. 0,-09RB/42-



I Enclosure 2 to U-602196 pg}ys
! Section 3.6 Page 209 of 476

3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

_
-

One or more I1 Isolate the affected 24 hours
penetration flow paths ya=+m H on flow path
with one or more b layuseNfatleas

de.a/clo'ed and-

;

containment purge ong r

ctivat'64valves not within $purge valve leakage auto tic vahe,
!

; limits. close nual Talve,)
Q{

i

or blin flangpgrs(y e p
AND

~ ~

$2 fr;;;"' Ors;:qwac - *
y tn high 4 Ctt I

be verified by use of.
(ra ion areas may

administrative means.
.....................

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path for isolation
is isolated. devices outside i

containment '

-

AND

G.

Prior to W bgentering M0"@
from MODE .I
not performe 4 7
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside

g containment
AND

)'3 Perform SR 3.6.1.3. Once peri

for the resilient [92]i days
M) seal purge valves 7(closed to comply with

RequiredActionf.l.
p

(continued)

~BWR/61TS- 3.6-12 Rev. O,69/26/92-
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
i Section 3.6 Page 210 of 476 PCIVs

3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

f. Required Action and I Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
E associated Completion ,

Time Condition A, AND
B, C not met,

in MODE 1 , or 3. .2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

_

{
Required Action and 'l --------NOTE---------
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not
Time of Condition A, applicable, (f

/ B, CW,or/notmet ---------------------

i[
for PCIV(s) required

,

to be OPERABLE during Suspend movement of Immediately
i movement of irradiated irradiated fuel
I fuel assemblies in assemblies in !

i the {)~rimary or Mprimary and '

I secondary / secondary
} containment [ containment ,.

x t-

Required Action and 1 Suspend CORE Inmediately
} associated Completion ALTERATIONS.

Time g Condition A,

f
B, C,+D or / not met
for PCIV(s required
to be OPERABLE during I

CORE ALTERATIONS.

%
-

//RequiredActionand 1 Initiate action to Imediately A,

gassociatedCompletion suspend OPDRVs.
Time of C dition A,
B, C o'\notmet OR,

for PCIV s required
to be OPERABLE during )2 Initiate action to Immediately

J-MODEd or 5 or 6 rir.g 4 restore valve (s) to
eperatier: with a- V OPERABLE status.

h ..'.$..?.YT.c_ m_ w.W1
3 mm

{ 20:0:1 OPDRVsp

t

-6WR/61TS- 3.6-13 Rev. 0,---OS/2C/ 02--

,
- -
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i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 211 of 476

4

PCIVs
'

3.6.1.3

!

SURVEILLANCE. REQUIREMENTS

:
_ _, , , , SURVEILLAN_CE FREQUENCY

m_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . -
,

)SR 3.6.1.3.1
'

---NOTE------------------hj i

Only requ d to be. met in MODES 1, 2,

'

f ;
. -------------

j
'

-
1 V and 3.
; ' -,, .... ...___-___-__.......__________ ____

. Verify each [ ] inch prima containment' 31 days
*

j purge valve is sealed c1psfd except for
one purge valve in a penetration flow ,

path while in Condition E of this LCO. '

-) .
w .

. .. ;..

SR3.6.1.3[;
i

-

------------------NOTES------------------
-

.
-

;

,-1. .Only required to be met in MODES 1
!

..
,

-

?>l ,4 2, and 3. ,4 j

2. Not required to be met when the p |3 inch primary containment purge l-
-

ALARA or air quality @ considerations
' of gpN8p8g ;valves are open for pressure control,
f

!

k
_

for personnel entry, urveillancesr 4c5
'dah r .

,7 ;g an :yL. that require the valves to be open, g Ed I .-
ggA y;_% ,w.. .t providedlthe drywell urge supply W !

'", wamQj and exhaustJa lines are isolated. Sigat, ..t !y,p g;,,5

oaa > k- @--@ p i

~
.

Verify each inch primary containment 31 days ;

-

purge valve is closed.
_

;

.
(continued) |

,

- - .. .
>

4

!,

t

.
!

,

k

BK'R/6-5i5 3.6-14 Rev. O. CC/2C/"'' -

|

_ . _ _ .
. _. . - -
_
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

Section 3.6 Page 212 of 476 PCIVs |

3.6.1.3
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ,

' ~

~ SURVEILLANCE
~

'

~ FRE'QUE5CY ~
;

. . . . - .

{'2r SR 3.6.1.3./ ------------------NOTES------------------ p.
1. Valves. and blind flanges in high >p

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative means. ;

2. _Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under' administrative !

controls. ~
' ' '

;__________...............___ ............
- .

-

.... . .
,

Verify each primary containment isolation- 31 days
.

manual valve and blind flange that is - - - - - -

located outside primary containment, .

gd drywel1@Nuring accident conditions
team tunnel and is required -

to be closed
is closed.

o n - -

b

- -

,

f SR 3.6.1.3.[ ------------ -----NOTES------------------
3 1. Yalves and blind flanges in high g).t

radiation areas may be verified by !
' ~

use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
,

are open under administrative >

controls, i
___.___.......___............___.__....__

|

Verify each primary containment isolation Prior to
,

manual valve and blind flange that is entering MODE 2
located inside primary containment, or 3 from-
drywell, or steam tunnel and is required MODE 4, if not
to be closed during accident conditions performed
is closed. within the

previous
92 days

(continued)

|

|
.

DWR/6 5T5 3.6-15 Rev. O, G3/20/02 -

__ _ _ _ __ ,- -. - - .- .-
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Enclosure 2 to IJ-602196
Section 3,6 Page 213 of 476 PCIVs

3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) -
-

- SURVEILLANCE -

FREQUENCY

A -

3.6.1.3.[d
Verify the isolation time of each power / In4) SR

i

operated and each automatic PCI["', ac;;;t"
'accordance

I g:S:t's, is within limits. - with the

.G@ 2::Q'' @ !
Program-or- N |

. 92 C.,; |
-

-

i

.
. 4 . -

-*

S) - SR 3.6.1.3.y . -------- e--------NOTES------------------
\ - - - -

.
-

'

1. Only required to be met in MODES 1, / i,

h 2, and 3..i

f
.-

2. Results shall be evaluated against ~ |,

acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1
in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, as modified by approved
exemptions. i

,

;

..Perforn leakage rate testing for each 184 days ;

primary containment purge valve with. ;

resilient seals. - AND

| Once within !
. 92 days after !

opening the i
valve r

!-

!
.

- m :

CR 3.6.1.3.I \ri_fy the i lation time of eac IV is In accordance N !
k- t 141 seconds a s [5] seconds. with e ;- _ - - _ _ . -

g,, g ,

Testing i !
'

M rogram or j |
'
; 18 months / !

/ '
i % 7 '

!

*
(continued) j

i

| \

i 1
1 ,

-9WRM-55- 3.6-16 Rev. O, ^0/20/02 _ |3

1

1 !
-

. - - - - . - . .- .. .- >



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 214 of 476

| |

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I SR 3.6.1.3.y' Verify e&ch automatic PCIV actuates to months
b the isolation position on an actual or

simulated isolation signal.

%-

3h ' " ~ - -SR 3.6.1.3 9 -----------------NOT ---------.------

f
#** "*

_
acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1 in -(--._". .Nlb -

. esults shall be evalu ed against

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. as MIg\ b - modified by approved exemptions.
'

3e -

-.........----.--...----.....-.....--...-
,

h$o , =Verify the combined leakage rate for all
Lec,yJat ; .
g

secondary c airpent bypass leakage
paths is s Lfwhen pressurized to /:

,j
'

gw go ttua,
Ei sigh h gd:r7,4 s !g ,,o g g

-
- re m.JGA b -

o wwea % eds.ss.
I9 AC ---

g
g~

-.----------------NOTE-----.---------.4h SR
3.6.1.3 10 4~2,Results shall be evalua'ed against

>

T /k f acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1 in -

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as
- ' modified by approved exemptions.

\ . Oh T Eqs a A . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . - - - . . . . - - . . . . - - y
to b m ci i* %'h

'----NOTE--- N7- i

Verify leakage rat through n'' fer- in !N,-

Mo0ES IS steam linesfis 5 cfh wnen tested SR 3.0.2 is *

g 3* at n [1' S] p3igk'LS not
M applicable

C'l ....--..... -

#
In accordanc%i#

e
with

[ 10 CFR 50,
| Appendix J,

as modified
'

by approved
exemptions

|

.

(continued)

.

| '"a/C STS-- 3.6-17 Rev. O, -09/EB/42-
,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 pggy3
Section 3.6 Page 215 of 476 3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

O
SR 3.6.1.3.}{' ,------------------NOTES------------------ .

" M'* b7 i. Only required to be met in MODES 1,
i

b 2, and 3. g
pb _ _ . - - -

2. Results shall be evaluated against in accedwa 'acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1 gjg io cpg 3p ,

in accordance with 10 CFR 50, pg;g.y y
i iAppendix J, as modified by approved g g.g 39

exemptions. agg a geye,,q$ ,5

Verify combined leakage rate of gpm 0] nenths L
timesthetotalnumberofPCIVs)through
hydrostatically tested lines that
penetrate the primary containment is not
exceeded when these isolation valves are
tested at E 1.1 P..

7
- y(- - -

----------NOTE------------------ / |SR 3.6.1.3.12 .------
Onl equired to be met in MODES 1, j

),and3. -

|,y
!

,
.............................., .......

Verify each [ ] inch pri ~,/
--

containment [18] months
/ purge valve is blocke o restrict the

/ valve from openin [50]%. I

EJe
~~~

,-

-

s _ _ m
7 y y,n.sao :lensSy a4 2drumen%h t&iucw awt,c

b F w cked< pnsu n cw W ~ + b / &
'x ya {ut &choko Willin bl R[UIN

4 range .
/ rw

-EWR/6-S4 3.6-18 Rev. 0,-09/28/92-

.______ _______________ _ ____-



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Pressure
Section 3.6 Page 216 of 476 3.6.I.4 ;

A i
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS k5
3.6.1.4 Primary Containment Pressure |

\ LCO 3.6.1.4 Primary containee to secondary co nment differential
pressure shall be a . psid and s psid Q |

0,25 !
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. !

ACTIONS
:

,.
,

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

:

i

A. Primary containment A.1 Restore primary 1 hour !
I yto secondary containment $to |

containment ,f .- secondary containment t

differentialf pressure differentia 1 M |not within limits. pressure to within -

Ilmits. '

O.
!

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours !
associated Completion |
Time not met. AND i

i

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours i

!
i

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

j h SR 3.6.1.4.1 Verify primary containment '{to secondary 12 hours
containment differential} pressure is
within limits.

s

!

--BWR/6-STS-- 3.6-19 Rev. O, es/Z^,/02--
1

. .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sztion 3.6 Page 217 of 476

Primary Containment Air Temperature |
3.6.1.5 |

;

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
:

3.6.1.5 Primary Containment Air Temperature i-

LCO 3.6.1.5 Primary containment average air temperature shall be !

A

APPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2, and 3. !

;

r

ACTIONS '
=r

. CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ,

,

A. Primary containment A.1 Restore primary 8 hoursaverage air containment average
temperature not within air temperature to elimit. within limit.

I
i

' B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours |associated Completion
iTime not met. AND '

,

8.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours !
!

i

,

;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.5.1 Verify primary containment average air 24 hours
temperature is within limit.

C''R/G STS-- 3.6-20 Rev. 0,-99/06/92-
-
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Enclosure 2 to U4302196
Section 3.6 Page 218 of 476 LLS Valves ;

3.6.1.6
; o

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS N'i

3.6.1.6 Low-Low Set (LLS) Valves
i

LCO 3.6.1.6 The LLS function of fety/ relief valves shall be
OPERABLE.

-

[1V (*

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
1

,

ACTIONS
~

4

<

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME.

r

,
'

A. One LLS valve A.1 Restore LLS valve to 14 days ;
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

.

!

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MGDE 3. 12 hours ,{associated Completion
:Time of Condition A AND .,

not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours ;

Two or more LLS valves
inoperable.

1

1

i

<

1

i

I I
|

|

E'.:n/5 STS -- 3.6-21 Rev. O, 49/06/92--
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 219 of 476

LLS Valves
3.6.1.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.6.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until
12 hours after reactor steam M

O _[II_5-_^___h___".!.________________

hk
erify each LLS valve opens when manually ' k18Nonths

actuated. a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS for

and flo ur are ad<quak+c pet}cr ?ofno$tX tsh-

f

SR 3.6.1.6.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Valve actuation may be excluded.
_________________________________________

Verify the LLS System actuates on an 18 months
actual or simulated automatic initiation
signal.

.

i

1

-fMRf6T 3.6-22 Rev. O, -09/28/92 -

(
,
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) Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Pcge 220 of 476 I

RHR Containment Spray System
3.6.1.7

., . -

'u 1
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS i

3.6.1'.7 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Spray System

LC0 3.6.1.7 Two RHR containment spray subsystems'shall be OPERABLE.
1

i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

, CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RHR containment A.1 Restore RHR 7 days
spray subsystem containment spray
inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status.
.

B. Two RHR containment B.1 Restore one RHR 8 hours
spray subsystems containment spray
inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. '12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

!

--

-EWR/6-STS- 3.6-23 Rev. O, 69/08/92-
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|
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.6 Page 221 of 476

RHR Containment Spray System
3.6.1.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.7.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
RHR containment spray subsystems may be

| considered OPERABLE during alignment and
operation for decay heat removal whenI h belowpEthe RHR cut in permissive pressure
in H0DE 3}j if capable of being manually

| realigned and not otherwise inoperable.

| Verify each RHR containment spray 31 days
subsystem manual, power operated, and

' automat ~ic valve in the flow path that is
_.

not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position is in the correct position.

V
SR 3.6.1.7.2 Verify each RHR pump develops a flow rate 'In ~N'

of a -{5650}*gpm on recirculation flow accordance
ro gh the associated heat exchanger to with the3800 the suppression pool. Inservice

3 Testing
Program -eeh\ 92 dey a

SR 3.6.1.7.3 Verify each RHR containment spray 18donths
subsystem automatic valve in the flow
path actuates to its correct position on
an actual or simulated automatic
initiation signal.

SR 3.6.1.7.4 Verify each spray nozzle is unobstructed. first
refueb g

Ol
US a
10 years

_.

N

-BWR/0 STS 3.6-24 Rev. O,-09/24 497.
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Enclor .e 2 to U-602196
| section 3.6 Pare 222 of 476 3.6.1.8

'

: e

3\6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6 1.8 Penetration Valve Leakage Control f.ystem (PVLCS)

LCO 3. 1.8 [Two] PVLCS subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One PVLCS subsystem A.1 Restore PVLCS 30 days
inoperable. subsystems to

OPERABLE status.
I

1

B. [Two] PVLCS subsystems B.1 estore one PVLCS 7 days )| inoperable. s system to OPERABLE
, - st us.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in M00. 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. _A. ND

C.2 Be in H0DE 4. 36 hours

I4

(
| !

! SURVEILLrACE REQUIREMENTS
\

.

l SURVEILLANCE L'flENCY

) \--

|

SR 3.6.1.8.1 Verify air pressure in each subsystem is 24 hour
' e [101] psig.

(continue'd)

~

-Eim/0 STS - 3.6-25 Rev. 07-09/28/92-
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L.Juww 2 m v-ov2196- _ ~

Section 3.6 Page 223 of 476
PVLCS

3.6.1.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIR S (continued) ,

- SD LANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.8.2 Perforin a system functi test of each [18] months
PVLCS subsystem.

N
\ .t

-. -

e

e gg = e +- e

.

O

I

-
;

,

Ia ,-

!

i
. _ j

l
1

1

-BWR/6--STS- 3.6-26 Rev. O, 09/20/02 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
section 3.6 Pace 224 of 476 MSIV LCS~

3.6.

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS O

h 3.6.1. in Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Leakage Control System (LCS)

@
LCO 3.6.1.9 Two MSIV LCS subsystems shall.~be OPERABLE.

.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,'2, and 3.
1

i

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One MSIV LCS subsystem A.1 Restore MSIV LCS 30 days
inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status.

!B. Two MSIV LCS B.1 Restore one MSIV LCS 7 days
subsystems inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE (~~s

status. (),

.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

.

|

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

3.6.1Jh.1 Operate each MSIV LCS blower 31 daysSR ,

'

O($
e J15 minutes.
Y @Y

_

(continued)

-EF /5 STS-- 3.6-27 Rev. O,4948M2
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
m Section 3.6 Page 225 of 476

MSIV LCS

3.6.1.@ g

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE -

FREQUENCY

% ~ SR 3.6.1.S 2@ Verify electrical continuity of each
- i

k 31 days
'

!
'

inboard MSIV LCS subsystem heater element
circuitry.,

'
:

b A

h h SR 3.6.1.f3 Perform a system functional test of each 18Nonths
MSIV LCS subsystem.

1.. .
.

.

.

,

,

_
.

t

.

,

!

,

t
>

e

|
'

t

|

|

| |
l

--BWR/6-STS- 3.6-28 Rev. O, -09/26/96---
|

|

1
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Enclosere 2 to U-602196 (
Section 3.6 Page 226 of 476

'

Suppression Pool Average Temperature
3.6.2.1

,$
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS '|-

'

i3.6.2.1 Suppression Pool Average Temperature p g p g j3 >//,Rf#

LCO 3.6.2.1 Suppression pool average temperature shall be:
, y - - .

f a. s'f951*F whenfiny GP4RABLE inte%diate r e monit j

(I channeT is > [23i40] divistoits of ful ale o ;

Mang 73na no testing that-adds. heat to the suppress on
pool is being performed;

;

Of1- sN1051''F whenI ~ t.MABLt. I hannel K > J25/40b.
Cdivisionhof fu e on Ra ;ana to ting Inat adds

heat to the suppression. pool is being. performed; and

sk110 F whenlaii Gr LE inn cnanneIs,are s [25/410c.
civisionsNf full.sca b Range 7 f

(%EG.mM. PowEt, is 11% R.T[
APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS (",
i !

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME '|
I

A. Suppression pool A.1 Verify suppression Once ptr hour
average temperature pool average

h} - > C95]*F but temperature is
| 110{F.

5 5 10 F.
'

AND MLD

|

AV0PERALElRM]]
A.2 Restore suppression 24 hours

chhonel > 5/40 pool average'

divisions o full temperature to

{scaleNn Ran M s [95]*F.v -

{y
AND

~{ R EC.rn5 L f b d (2.,Not performing testing x
.

that adds heat to the \ 5 | 0/o f,,,T f
suppression pool. -

(continued)

-BWR/fr-STS- 3.6-29 Rev. O, WJ/af'Jo? _
-

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 3.6 Page 227 of 476

Suppression Pool Average Temperature
|3.6.2.1 '

.

|
!

ACTIONS (continued)

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!
B. Required Action and 8.1

Reduce THER!% Q : 12 hours
'

associated Completion 'until dl PERABLE
Time of Condition A IRM ehanne are i

'

i o e

WW cu W
$C. Suppression pool C.1 Suspend all testing Innediately i

,

! average temperature - that adds heat to the !> 105 F. suppression pool.

m
AnyKEdBL RM l
ch4nne W 2 / g g rLfw g t p w { [4,

di io of fu <_
gl seal on ange M gjy,,gg(, y

! m-

Perfoming testing
'

that adds heat to the !
isuppression pool.
I

t

!

D. Suppression pool D.1 Place the reactor Insnediately;
) average temperature mode switch in the;

I
j 4110;W but shutdown position..

s ;.120,'F.
y & EA

iD.2 Verify suppression Once per
pool average 30 minutes i@i temperature is

.

s 120] *F.
< -m

(continued)
Cl D,3 Be in ruve 4. : I

-

.- ,
.'

~ M hxt s i '

Wn ^-w

--BWR/61TS- 3.6-30 Rev. O, 99/08/92-

I - _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
!Section 3.6 Page 228 of 476

Suppression Pool Average Temperature
3.6.2.1

ACTIONS (continued) !

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Suppression pool E.1 Depressurize the 12 hours

h < reactor vessel to
avera e temperature

200} psig.> 12 F.

m
E.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.1.1 Verify suppression pool average 24 hours
temperature is within the applicable

(limits. AND

5 minutes when
perfoming
testing that

j adds heat to
i the suppression
'

pool

|
!

|

|

.

'
4WR/6-STS- 3.6-31 Rev. O, 29ff8/92-

-- . _ .
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l

*

!

Enclosure 2 to U402196 Suppression Pool Water Level
Section 3.6 Page 229 of 476 3.6.2.2 .

I

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
f

f 3.6.2.2 Suppression Pool Water Level i

LCO 3.6.2.2 Supp s 'on ater level shall be a 18 ft linchesf
inchesgand 5 M t

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. |
!

ACTIONS j

,
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i

A. Suppression pool water A.1 Restore suppression 2 hours
'

level not within pool water level to
limits. within limits. ;

!

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

i
| B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours '

|

!
,

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY !

SR 3.6.2.2.1 Verify suppression pool water level is 24 hours
within limits.

-BWR/61 TS " 3.5-32 Rev. O, 09/23/92 -

I i
r ;

|
'
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Endosure 2 to U 602196
Section 3.6 Page 230 of 476 RHR Suppression Pool Cooling

3.6.2.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
.A

3.6.2.3 (.Residual' Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling

LCO 3.6.2.3
Two RHR suppression pool cooling subsystems shall beOPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
- REQUIRED ACTION-

COMPLETION TIME

A. One RHR suppression A.I Restore RHRpool cooling subsystem 7 days
inoperable. suppression pool

cooling subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3.

-

associated Completion 12 hours
Time of Condition A (d_AE00

'

not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 4.9E 36 hours

Two RHR suppression
pool cooling
subsystems inoperable.

=

4WR/frSTS-
3.6-33 Rev. O,@9M842

- - - - - - - - - -
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l

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.6 Page 231 of 476 RHR Suppression Pool Cooling i

3.6.2.3 !

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_.

|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.3.1 Verify each RHR suppression pool cooling 31 days |subsystem manual, power operated, and ;

automatic valve in the flow path that is :
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured !

in position is in the correct position or
,

can be aligned to the correct position.
,

.
- -

SR
3.6.2.3.2 Qify@each RHR pump develops a flow rate

In
ag7" gpm through the associate heat accordance

[} exchanger : C i ;;;. r ' ; $ tne t p with the A
|-

suppression pool g : = ; r " 3 Inservice ,

Testing
Program er
02 2.y; i

,

:

i

!
'

.

;

i

|

|

i

-0WR/G STL 3.6-34 Rev. O, 09/28/92- - |
l

l

i

.-___ -_ __-_-____ - __ - __ _ _ _ _-
_ . - - - - - - - . - -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SPMU System |

Section 3.6 Page 232 of 476 3.6.2.4 |
\

n|
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS k)

_

3.6.2.4 Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU) System

LC0 3.6.2.4 Two SPMU subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS
;

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

| -

A. Upper containment pool A.1 Restore upper 4 hours
water level not within containment pool
limit. water level to within

limit.

B. Upper containment pool B.1 Restore upper 24 hours -

water temperature not containment pool ( ,,
within limit, water temperature to

within limit.

C. One SPMU subsystem C.1 Restore SPMU 7 days
inoperable for reasons subsystem to OPERABLE
other than Condition A status.
or B.

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours |

1

|

O'R/G STS- 3.6-35 Rev. O, 65/ZG/42
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SPMU System i
3.6.2.4S& tion 3.6 Page 233 of 476 j

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

;
,

([II 3.6.2.4.}/ Verify up containment po water level f4 hours]~ is a ft 3 inches] a e the pool ps !

h
-- j

Ib om.ye

,

i

SR 3.6.2.4.2 Verify upper containment pool water 24 hours ;
temperature is 5 "F. !

/10 j

!
'SR 3.6.2.4.3 Verify each SPMU subsystem manual, power 31 days

operated, and automatic valve that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in

,

position is in the correct position. ;
;

!
,

f

SR 3.6.2 .4 Verify upper contain pool 31 days |
''gate re in the store osition or are {

{} oth rwise removed fr the upper ;

yntainmentpool.
!
i
1

| SR 3.6.2.4. ------------------NOTE-------------------
4 Actual makeup to the suppression pool may'

be excluded.
1

I.........................................

{ 8J 'onthsVerify each SPMU subsystem automatic m
valve actuates to the correct position on

gan actual or simulated automatic
initiation signal.

|

|

l
1

-BWR/4-SM- 3.6-36 Rev. O, 0;/23/02

|
|

|

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.6 Page 234 of 476 ,

.

INSERT 36A ,

|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY >
,

!

SR 3.6.2.4.1 Verify upper containment pool 24 hours I

water level is: '

,

a. m el. 825 ft 6-inches;

b. a el. 825 ft 10 inches when I

the inclined fuel transfer
pool to steam dryer storage

.'

pool gate is not opens and ,

:

c. a el. 827 ft 1 inch when
.

the reactor cavity to steam [
dryer pool gate is not '

open.

f

i
!

t

!

|
;

|
i
k

l

| 1

|

|

t

!

!
!

,
i
!e

!
!

!
!

INSERT
CLINTON 3.6-36 10/1/93

.-. -_- - . - - __ .. _. . - -.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Pege 235 of 476

]
i

Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners 1

3.6.3.1 i

i
!

1
'

>3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners (if pc....oucuG, .... t93kf[ 3.6.3.1

LCO 3.6.3.1 Two primary containment hydrogen recombiners shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

?

ACTIONS

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One primary A.1 --------NOTE---------

containment hydrogen LCO 3.0.4 is not
recombiner inoperable. applicable.

.....................

Restore primary 30 days
containment hydrogen rs
recombiner to (j
OPERABLE status.

. . . _ ,

B. Two primary B.1 Verify by 1 hour
containment hydrogen administrative means
recombiners that the hydrogen AND

inoperable. control function is d-
CI maintained. er 12 hours

i

Ithereafter

Al@

B.2 Restore one primary 7 days |
containment hydrogen
recombiner to
OPERABLE status.

|

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. " hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

!

CL'R/G STS 3.6-37 Rev. O, 09/23/02-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 236 of 476

Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
3.6.3.1 )

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.1.1 Perfonn a system functional test for each k18 months
primary containment hydrogen recombiner.

3R 3.6.3.1.2 Visually examine each primary containment k18[ months 3/
hydrogen recombiner enclosure and verify
there is no evidence of abnormal
conditions.

,

*

.

SR 3.6.3.1.3 Perform a resistance to ground test for 18 sonths
each heater phase.

i

1

l
l

!

!

_EWo/5 STS 3.6-38 Rev. O, MfEBf9b I
1
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g, g g eti 3.6 Pepe 237 of 47f I-

CH & \oha\ M &* *'
.

O
Primary Con ainment and Drywell Hfarogen Ignitors 1

3.6.3.2

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS fog g fg
3.6.3.2 Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitorsl O ##8CI# If '/ *Tof'

(O SSemUtt*S OPERS3dE,

\ Two divisions of primary containment and drywell]LCO 3.6.3.2
hydrogen ignitors shall be OPERABLE, each wit .

i. [less than or equ to five in erable igni ors],
and-

2. [two circuit , having le than or equ to two
ig tors ino rable per reuit;

b. One ERABLE ~ nitor in e h enclosed a shall be
OP BLE; an )

. j

c. o open a a shall h e adjacent i nitors ' inoperable. )
- - - ./-

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES I and 2.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------NOTE--------------- -------------------
- LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
g-

.

/

fCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION . COMPLETION TIME

a
A. One primary A.1 Restore primary 30 days

containment and containment and
drywell hydrogen drywell hydrogen
ignitor division ignitor division to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

- (continued)

Ins;27 3fA -- PD<

<' CanD B}
i
1

-ewR/S STS 3.6-39 Rev. 0, 09/20/92-

4
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i

Enclosure 2 to U-60219
Section 3.6 Page 238 of 47.

INSERT 39A

B. Two primary B.1 Verify by 1 hour
containment and administrative
drywell hydrogen means that the M[D "

igniter hydrogen control
divisions function is Once per 12
inoperable. maintained. hours -

thereafter ,

AND

B.2 Restore one primary 7 days I
containment and
drywell hydrogen '

igniter division to
OPERABLE status.

!
I

i

!

i

i

.

|
f

! i

!
'

i

k
i

1

i

i

5

INSERT
CLINTON 3.6-39 10/1/93

.

1

,

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 239 of 476

'Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
3.6.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. ---------NOTE--------- B.1 Restoread)acent 30 days '

Separate Condition ignitor(s) t'o
,

entry is allowed fo OPERABLE status i
N

s

Neach area.

N '
I

s
One or'inore open areas

f'with adji nt ignitors
i

|
inoperable. j '

. . -- !

f -

Resto\.
\

C. ---------NOTE----- n- C.1 re one ignitor 7 days i
Separate Condition N in the enclosed area ;
entry is allowed for to OPEPABLE ' status.

$$--$$-------------- ,

'

One or more enclosed
areas with no OPERABLE
ignitors.

__
_ . _ . - - - --

,

h ( [. Required Action and [.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion C

| Time not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.2.1 Ver+fy cach i r.it;r i; ;=;ir d ":7 th 184 daysii
at OcietEd ;3niivi divisivu ~ 5 ;;ti-!2*?d.

E$9/EC Cd Cb PflM &/1d FCn!OtamM

b drofM
'

GtJd WMf/M // f
M2/ NVtS/pd { continued)

0N fCONEm CJGR&Y WASin vb'y(
/91 PQ30G"m e,$5 $ itCC6 ACf v'C C-|
IfNt')e&S t rJ S e r' J/ GC* .

EWR/6 575 3.6-40 Rev. O, 09R8/S2

|
.
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 240 of 476

Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
3.6.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.6.3.2.2 ------------------NOTE-----..------------
Not required to be perfomed until
92 days after discovery of four or more
ignitors in the division inoperable.
..._______.......______..__......___...__

06.L Verify ch ignito is energi when t lhe 92 days
assoc _iate ignitor di * ion is a vatedf..s

_ __
C

- \ -) '

- SR 3.h. .2.3 ' sually examin ach accessible ignitgr [18] months
*

to erify cleanlin s. N

'

7 SR 3.6.3.2. . sufficient current draw to develop 187 months
1700]jF surface temperature.4er-

j (cac A reym ignitory Tn high r:dictica cr-| t

Qaccessible are evmp) ~
,

-_ . , , .
'

'l Ach (Rg gif elil 4 n g* ff in A ( LtJJ 4b i

VeMthtbu fkdiNkiimperature ofd 18hnthsSR 3.6.3.2{3 '

-aecessib'^ ignitor net ir, a high-
-cadiati;n cre: fa

1700}{F.

_ ~

b k ba b MC[ k% Q ( A m {g gA

dfy~c\\ MJ te Ses y Aer dL Uu~ ad -b gda-
c_oue.J v errot v o\ \ a p mes.swre-t M;/s

as.,oF3 ce gue J p eo s- serv,ce .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Pcge 241 of 476 !

k; [Ory-cli P rs; Sy:*--]
3.6.3.3

,

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ggy // //p/ .qg, p
3.6.3.3 [Drp;:!! Purgc SgL..y '

.

lLCO
& " ;;r;;[? :yrt=~ shall be OPERABLE.

3.6.3.3 Two [4 t

i
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

.

ACTIONS
1

CONDITION. ,_ _ _ , , REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME,

\

. -

A. OneJ rf.;;li p..p} A.1 --------NOTE---------
| ystem inoperable. LCO 3.0.4 is not!

applicable.gg j g || ........--...--......
N

//yo# of m m i X 'a# Restore -[d~::" - 30 days !
44

| ;;rg;] dstemto
OPERABLE status.

!
,

7b B. Two y T =" pr. p] B.1 Verify by 1 hour !
:

'ystems inoperable. administrative means
, . that the hydrogen AND

'

| control function is gggp '

| maintained. Every 12 hoursI

thereafter I
i ;
'

AND

B.2 Restore one 1 7 days

hI -ptw9e3 y stem to
OPERABLE status.

.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Time not met.1

,

- BWR/6-STS- 3.6-42 Rev. O,-00/20/-92--;

i

, _ . - , . . - . .
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'' ' Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.6 Page 242 of 476 i

Cr/hQ sancrJ$ pny:ut|| 's
}/yatv>f 2n mo( nt ' ' "' * ff{3l

.e

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS' <

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

/gj SR 3.6.3.3.1 Operate each G., e!! ,,.r;;] 'sub[ystem 92 days
for a 15 minutes..

Verify each [dy 1? i,.g;] +ub[ystem$18[ months !

:

!
_

_

V.bl } ,s
'

SR 3.6.3.3.2 .,

y __ .

flow rate is a} -
Ascfs.

r

. -
. .

...

U

.

i

I

T

t

1WR/frSTS- 3.6-43 Rev. O, 09/28/S2-

r

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 243 of 476

3/ kSecondaryContainment%
3.6.4.1 |

|

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3} 3.6.4.1kSecondary Containment [

LCO 3.6.4.1 Th secondary containment all be OPERABLE. '

.

:
)

APPLICABILITY: _ MODES 1, 2, and 3,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the ,_

f
'

p-{ primary or secondary containmenth
During CORE ALTERATIONS, g (pf M
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor

.

*

'.

vessel (OPDRVs).
. - !

l'

ACTIONS
,
'

tCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE !

!
3| A. Secondary A.1 Restore secondary 4 hourscontainment '

containmentLto
,

inoperablelinMODE1, OPERABLE status. '

g 2, or 3 ,

:

(
i
E

) B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours Iassociated Completion) TimedofConditionA% AND
i

not met.
,

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours !

,

!
t

(continued) ji

| !

!
,

!

!

!

:

!

SWR /6-STS 3.6-44 Rev. O, 09/f8/92--

_. _ - . - - - - . = . - . . .. . .- . .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

section 3.6 Page 244 of 476pSecondary ContainmentN
3.6.4.1

|
ACTIONS (continued) )

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'
- -

C. econdary C.1 --------NOTE---------

containment [ LCO 3.0.3 is not i

inoperable during applicable.
movement of irradiated :---------------------

fuel assemblies in the t

-h|
-

Mprimary or secondary Suspend movement of Immediately i

containment M during irradiated fuel '

[.
CORE ALTERATIONS, or assemblies in the
during OPDRVs. Mprimary and d !

secondary

. .
containment % !

AND |
!

C.2 Suspend CORE Issoediately
ALTERATIONS. !

,

6!LD

i

C.3 Initiate action to Insnediatelyt

| suspend OPDRVs. -

|
- O,-

|

!

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !

i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

.

3| - k
SR 3.6.4.1.1 Verify secondary containment acuum is 24 hours

a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge.
- O :p

:

h! SR 3.6.4.1.2 Verify all secondary containment N 31 days
equipment hatches are clos :r:4 !

,

.

(continued) |
;

!

! l

4WR/64TS- 3.6-45 Rev. O, $9/28/92

!
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Enclosure 2 o U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 245 of 476

hI N Secondary Containment %
3.6.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) j
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

OfN

_ SR 3.6.4.1.3 Verif secondarycontainment[ 31 days
access door is closed, except when the

3/ access opening is being used for entry
and exito, t h ;. e t. l e e si. m .s deer t !'

'

h= elaerd) .M .

J SR 3.6.4.1.4 Verify each standby gas treatment (SGT) T18hnthson
subsystem will draw down the Tsecondary a STAGGERED 4
containment}# o E90.25}/ inch of vacuum TEST BASISt ,

-

water gaugeGi. ; ' Z.''L&g 5 i_ ;

-

QdAh'inhe T%ered be limsh)
-

| SR 3.6.4.1.5 Verify each SGT subsystem can maintain k18[monthson ,

'

a '0.255]-inch of vacuum water gauge in a STAGGERED'

,, 31 o.zs t g secondary ainmentefor1hourat TEST BASIS
_

,

a flow rate $900 cfm. ;

40s' ;

;

|

|

|

|

i
I

|

-BWR/64T& - 3.6-46 Rev. 0,-09/28/92

i
:

1,
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.

| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Pcge 246 of 476

SC

3.6.4.2g
i

,j
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS !

b4W-7 ;
3.6.4.2 Secondary Containment Isolatio We4wes SC

|
|

LCO 3.6.4.2 Each SC hall be OPERABLE. !

i
i

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, !
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the :

ni 4rimary or secondary containmenth i
{/3 During CORE ALTERATIONS, i

During operations with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel (OPDRVs).

*

i
.

ACTIONS

---.---------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------
{1. Penetration flow paths may be unisolated intermittently under
!administrative controls.
/

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.
|3. Enter applicable nditions and Required Actions for systems made h~ !inoperable by SC '

|
.

--...--..-----.....- . .....---....--..__........-.--...-.---........-. :,

i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I
!|

i |
| A. One or more A.1 Isolate the affected 8 hours j
| penetration flow paths netration flow patQ <

l with one SCI e of at least]
! inoperable. S ne c ed and'

de-activ ed 4
automatic ve, !

closed manual
Iv)e'

t.~t
pr blind flange.

6!LD

(continued)

,

t
-

i

| - EWR/6-SE 3.6-47 Rev. O, 09/2C/02-

1
. __ . . .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SC:
'

Section 3.6 Page 247 of 476 3.6. 2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

| A. (continued) A.2 -_-------NOTE------- y
Tf,\Ag*P(blas er.: 01'-

'

*\f+es,4e41n high j . CQsj _3radiation areas may
| be verified by use of
| administrative means.
1 ---------------------

Verify the affected Once per 31 days-

penetration flow path
.

.is isolated.

B.h-lygpplic%aletot-- 2-NOTE---- MB.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours
On L penetration flow pathn

OQ penet tion fluw paths I roy se of at ieash ' -

with t isolat' inn ~ on sed and
valves. j de-ac vated i

automatic N ve, g"
k------------------ --

closed manuaT5g11ve,
One or more or blind flange.
penetration low paths
with two SC F

inoperable. h '

!

l

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND

or B not met in,

MODE 1, 2, or 3. C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours |
'

(continued)

I

't

i

|

4WR/frSTS- 3.6-48 Rev. O,'G5/28/92 -
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SC. s
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.6. 2

Section 3.6 Page 248 of 476

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. Required Action and D.1 --------NOTE---------
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not
Time of Condition A applicable.
or B not met during ---------------------

movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the Suspend movement of Imediately

Mprimary or secondary irradiated fuel
containment.h during assemblies in the

n( CORE ALTERATIONS, or pprimaryand
Q during OPDRVs. secondary

containment F

AND

D.2 Suspend CORE Imediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

D.3 Initiate action to Imediately
'suspend OPDRVs.

( ;

|

4WR/6-STS- 3.6-49 Rev. 0,19No?
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i i

! Section 3.6 Page 249 of 476 SCI)(s
3.6.4.2

i
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
<

i D 3 ol gmt (f 5 I
SR 3.6.4.2.1 ---------- - -- ------------------ ,

1. Valves %nd blind flanges in high '

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative controls, f

,
.

t

2. Not required to be met for~ SCIVs that3

are open under administrative means.

. n );~;}i~r
Verify each secondary ontainment 31 days

- isolation manual valv and blind flange ;
that is required to be closed during
accident conditions is closed. !

,

!

SR 3.6.4.2.2 Verify the isolation time of ea h power 7'operated and each automatic SC is a orda e !'

within limits. wi t
'

N. '

Inse ice
( Tes n

-j_ ,

r

P gram r, h} 7

92 aays ;,.
-

'

.-

6 $3'
SR 3.6.4.2.3 Verify each automatic SC) a ates to -918honths 8| ,

the isolation position on an actual or |simulated automatic isolation signal. "

,

,

!

!

!
- ;

'
:

,

'

;

92# <Tt 3.6-50 Rev. O,-09/26/92-
,

.

,
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i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System
Section 3.6 Page 250 of 476 3.6.4.3 -

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
'

3.6.4.3 Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System ;

i

;LCO 3.6.4.3 Two SGT subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

:
|

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, :

iDuring movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
I

$1 n-{ primary or secondary containmenth
During CORE ALTERATIONS,
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor ;

vessel (OPORVs). ,

. -
. |

ACTIONS !
:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
|
.

!A. One SGT subsystem A.1 Restore SGT subsystem 7 days
inoperable. to OPERABLE status. j

4

O!.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours i
associated Completion

AND !Time of Condition A -

!not met in MODE 1, 2
or 3. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

!
I

C. Required Action and ------------NOTE-------------
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.
Time of Condition A ----------------- -----------

not met during
movement of irradiated C.1 Place OPERABLE SGT Immediately

I g!
| u fuel assemblies in the subsystem in
| brimary or secondary operation.
'

containment}fduring
CORE ALTERATIONS, or OR

during OPDRVs. j

(continued)

'I

-E=/5 STS-- 3.6-51 Rev. 0,-49MA N _

r

.
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SGT System
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 3.6.4.3

Section 3.6 Page 251 of 476

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.2.1 Suspend movement of Imediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the

Og| g.Jprimary andsecondary
containment M

M
C.2.2 Suspend CORE Imediately

ALTERATIONS.

M
C.2.3 Initiate action to Imediately

suspend OPDRVs.

%g}1__ g<+- hu s Eti MA1
--------NOTE---------Two SGT subsystems-

.

Vinoperable during LCO 3.0.3 is not*

movement of irradiated applicable.j
fuel assemblies in the

(4
---------------------

4 primary or secondary
C1 T ontainmentuduring Suspend movement of Imediately

i
CORE ALTERATIONS, or irradiated fuel
during OPDRVs. assemblies in the

Afprimary and
secondary
containment .

M
/ Suspend CORE Imediately

ALTERATIONS.

b M
in

' |JL3 Initiate action to imediately
U suspend OPDRVs.

|

|

-BWR/5 STS- 3.6-52 Rev. O,49RS/92

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 252 of 476

1

INSERT 52A

1

D. Two SGT D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
subsystems
inoperable in

,

| MODE 1, 2, or 3.

,

>

|

|

I

! t

|
.

t

|

|
|

|

|

|

|

INSERT ,

CLINTON 3.6-52 10/1/93 |

|

4
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 253 of 476

3 3

. ~ . .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.3.1 Operate each SGT subsystem for 31 days
ag10}* continuous hours with heaters

hl operating

i
:
*
,

SR 3.6.4.3.2 Perfona required SGT filter testing in In accordance ;
accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP iTesting Program (VFTP). |

!

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each SGT subsystem actuates on an 18] months 3/ i
actual or simulated initiation signal. .

!

y i_

k Verify each SGT filter cooler bypass 18[ months !
_

SR 3.6.4.3.4 Adamper can be opened and the fan
started. !

i

f
,

!

I
!
i

|

|

!

!

,

:

,

,

f

i
f '} !

'BWR/6-STS- 3.6-53 Rev. O,09/28/92
P

.

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell
Section 3,6 Page 254 of 476 3.6.5.1

1

'

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.5.1 Drywell

LCO 3.6.5.1 The drywell shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. |
.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.

A. Drywell inoperable. A.1 Restore drywell to I hour
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MLQ

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_

h SR 3.6.5.1.1 Verify bypass leakage is 10 of the k1Bdonthsbypass leakage limit.

,

h SR 3.6.5.1.2 Visually inspect the exposed accessible 40 months
interior and exterior surfaces of the
drywell .

I
1

|

|

-BWR/6 585 3.6-54 Rev. O, 09728792'

|

.- - - __ -______________
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.

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 255 of 476 Drywell Air Lock

3.6.5.2

A
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS (j

,

3.6.5.2 Orywell Air Lock
|

;

LCO 3.6.5.2 The drywell air lock shall be OPERABLE.
i

| i
i ,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. j

- CI
ACTIONS f ejsgg7 6fd ,
-------------------------------------NOTE------------------------------------- (I, try and exit,is permissible to perfom repairs of the affected air lock |

l

/ components.' +

. _____........______ .__ ........._____ ....._-___. .._____................__ :

f

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !
C\ ;

:

A. One drywell air lock ------------NOTES------------ |
door inoperable. 1. Required Actions A.1, j,. s

A.2, and A.3 are not ( j
applicable if both doors 's-

;

in the air lock are !
inoperable and |Condition C is entered. !

!'
2. Entry and exit is

permissible for 7 days
under administrative i

controls. |
:...__..___...__..............

A.1 Verify de OPfAABLE 1 hour i

door is closed.
i

AND j
,

A.2 Lock the OPERABLE 24 hours I

door closed.

AND

(continued)

TWR/6 575 3.6-55 Rev. O, 09/26/92-

_

_ .-- - - - . _ . .
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.6 Page 256 of 476

INSERT SSA

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of i

LCO 3.6.5.1, 'Drywell," when air lock leakage results in !

exceeding overall drywell bypass leakage rate acceptance |
criteria.

;
!

[

~l
!

!

r

i
;

I
!

I
i

!
!

i
:

I

I
i
i

|

|
l

INSERT
CLINTON 3.6-55 10/1/93

,

,

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ._ _ .. . _. _



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 257 of 476 Drywel1 Air Lock

3.6.5.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.3 Verify by Once per 31 days
administrative means
the OPERABLE door is
locked closed.

B. Drywell air lock ------------NOTES------------ ,

interlock mechanism 1. Required Actions B.1,
inoperable. B.2, and B.3 are not

- applicable if both doors
in the air lock are
inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

2. Entry and exit is
permissible under the
control of a dedicated
individual.

_____________________________

B.1 Verify an OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed.

AND

B.2 Lock an OPERABLE door 24 hours
closed.

AND

B.3 Verify by Once per 31 days
administrative means
an OPERABLE door is
locked closed. .

(continued)

~EWR/6-STS - 3.6-56 Rev. O, 09/28/92-



Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

section 3.6 Page 258 of 476 0ml1 Mr Lod
.

3.f.5.2

em

ACTIONS (continued) k>
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.
-

C. Drywell- air lock C.1 Initiate action to Inrnediately
inoperable for reasons evaluate drywell
other than Condition A overall leakage rate
or B. per LCO 3.6.5.1,

"Drywell," using
current air lock test
results.

AND

, C.2 ~ Verify a door is I hour
j closed.

AND

C.3 Restore air lock to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

i

--,~
D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours (),

associated Completion
:

Time not met. A_!LD
1

,

0.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours i

l
i

.

|

4

b |

9 WR/frS r 3.6-57 Rev. O,99/EB/92-
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i

[ Enclosure 2 to U-602196

| Section 3.6 Page 259 of 476 Drywel1 Air Lock ,

3.6.5.2 ,'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
:

SR 3.6.5.2.1 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be performed once after
each closing.
........._--.___..............______.....

Verify seal leakage rate is 5 2 scfh 72 hours
when the gap between the door seals is

, ,

pressurized to a [th5] psig. :

(3.D i

| '5.2.2 Verify d air lock seal _lask
" *

__ _ _ . . . _ _ .

SR 3.6.5.2. 2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be performed upon entry
into drywell.
___..............__.....__........ ..____

! Verify only one door in the drywell air 18 months ;

| lock can be opened at a time.

I

SR 3.6.5.2 ------------------NOTE-------------------
n inoperable air lock door does not

invalidate the previous successful
performance of the overall air lock
leakage test._s

<__............._..._ ....................

Verify overallfdrywell air lock leakage
.

18 months |

@ rate is 5,{2&scfh by performing an
overall air lock leakage test at
n [45] psig.

k5h - - - mw.

2-. Er b < k s|

a,< toa. teyxsoecksr-tx o\ ike over.\\ (continued)
t

(' S$ ,% a.sf bck' sbO*

be pressurlud to MO N d- >
-

B''R/6 STS - 3.6-58 Rev. O, 00/23/92-

.. - ._ __ __



Enclosure 2 to U402196 D@dI& M
i

Section 3.6 Page 260 of 476 3.6.5.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

- ,,

18hokhs3.6.5.2. Verify, f' an initial pr ure of '

90] psig, t drywell air lo seal!

p eqmatic syste essure does decay
at a vate equivalent > [30] psig a

,
period of [10] days.

|

.

.

. I

_

!

|

)

4WR/MTS- 3.6-59 Rev. O, 09/2BFJ2-
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tgM\1SMW Vokv
ggg\ . !Enclosure 2 to U-602196 *

Section 3.6 Page 261 of 476
j ,(, 3.6. .,

| < * * " t/5[l' T NEr) /U7E r
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 9 "g i

Q,gipf>poplea1,leGAd'wCc ,

3.6.5.3 Drywell Isolation Valves fcfPt-a Mc/'8"5 of do SM,4 i
'

.op q , %hu piVLuXepc ;y*y

kr t''/h '" "*b"f *t ta k /
""# "LCO 3.6.5.3

'?ed-C" & ?? h C"ERABLE)
?

diYwell 4 Mss lea ar
SSBLT Gok] g a nej,u ce cm f,,''m -

1
<
'

g

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, , an -- Y "''
.

'
_

_

<

gg fl[10in ch, W kb awl 36(4 '

ACTIONS
'

Qdt ycytanjpga.gr., festdrilat !
.F en o%s f '

p---------NOTES------------------------------------------------------------
1. Penetration flow pathstmay be unisolated intermittently under

administrative controls.
. ,

;

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and_Reauired Actio for systems made *

--------[-------
- ------D7-$---S--?-------------------------

'" '

i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
t

A One or more A.1 Isolate the affected /4Ti rs for
N Q @. } } penetration flow pathsI >enetrationflowpatg ' enet tion flowf

'
witliTn'd DIV Ty~use o(at seast ths t ] |inoperable.

PIO ongclosedand in es in
de9ctivate dia ter
autdmatic va e,

f 'closehsmanual Ive,
k,. ND

A
blind nge, o jcheck va ye with low 8 houj forsthrough thg valve l fpene,tration flow
ecured. \ paths < [ ] '\s,

inches \in
diameters i

E!S

_ (continued)

EPJ6 STS 3.6-60 Rev. 0,6/9' 'l

._
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

Section 3.6 Page 262 of 476 |

|

|

INSERT 60A
i

LCO 3.6.5.3 One drywell isolation valve in each drywell
penetration flow path shall be OPERABLE,
except for the drywell vent and purge
penetrations in which two drywell isolation
valves shall be OPERABLE.

--------------------NOTE------------- - ------

This LCO does not apply to OPERABILITY of
Drywell Post-LOCA Vacuum Relief System valves.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - -- --- ______

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
ND !Section 3.6 Page 263 of 476

3.6.5.3 '

o
ACT L ' k>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
_

<

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTE---------

Cymivac anrf h14[ @ G =
|..

" - - - -

r M "on areas may dMCDin high

be verified by use of
administrative means.
-----------------.---

Verify the affected Prior to
penetration flow path entering MODE 2 |

. is isolated. or 3 from
NODE 4, if not
perfonned within
the previous_ _.

g g gy 92 days

Qvree _ _ .

1 % __. ' - -

! B. ---------NOTE--------- B.1 Isolate the affected 1 r for
Only applicable to _enetrationflowpatlQ penet tion flow,| ) f g

60 - enetration flow pathq aE~least paths a .] i. _ J ,')y use o(d and.;; tr. r . = : ny one close ineqes
~~

de-activathd
a'utomatic valve, AND

1----------------------
-

C closed manuai valve, u
One or more blin'd flange, c'r, 4 hours fo
penetration flow paths checkNalve with\ flow I

,

pen tion low :with two DIVs
gecured}. Qnche
through he valve \ l path <[] '

ginoperable.
s

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours iassociated Completion
|Time not met. AND
i
,

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

|

.

S

4WR/6W 3.6-61 Rev. O, 09/f6/92--
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sh (Section 3.6 Page 264 of 476

3.6.5.3 ;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

>m 1-- __

q SR 3.6.5.3.1 Verify each M inch drywellhpurge 31 days A 3

isolation valve is sealed closed, iv I- '

o nes .r zu.uss.w w i_

SR 3.6.5.3.2 ------ ------------ N OT E---- ----4--------- - !
Not required to be met when thFdrywe11%k) t%
purge npp!; qr exhaust valves are open fg7'N" g !Cfor pressure control, ALARA or air
quality considerations for nersonnel te r,ms d ne. q I2_ |

,

.hI . entry, or Surve111ancesVthat require the E f .1 ten !M|| prim4
6 A'valveftob operriprovided O.e [2^,] i..J.;

containmen purge system supply and :
exhau lines are isolated M

E c b . A M i ni.5 ,o J 3 f. )
) Verify each Inch drywell purge 31 days

'

[ Qvbact) isolation valve s closed. .

- -

I

SR 3.6.5.3. ------------------N0 h ------
'

t at required to be met for DIVs that are,

open under administrative controls.'

'

Q W t{{0 \O
Verify each drywell isolation manual Prior to
valve and blind flange that is required. entering MODE 2
to be closed during, accident conditions or 3 from

Ct is closed. MODE 4, if not
performed in
the previous

| 92 days

-
~

(continued)-

la\vm m_) M .) b e.n3e.r h s

N@ re.) M n a ruS mq h \t

N u X, e J b3 v se ok o J d. n '. As .
m e e s. 1

P

1rriR/6 so- 3.6-62 Rev. O, 09R8/42-.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 O
Section 3.6 Page 265 of 476 3.6.5.3 . ]

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) j

SURVEILLANCE y re d -FREQUENCY

_

_ _

SR 3.6.5.3.4 Verify the isolation time of each power In
operatedandeachputomaticDIViswithin accordance 8/
limits -

- with the
hQ%%W/Eh , Inservice A

Testing
Program we
02 de,q
_ _

m e h

MI%"M
. SR 3.6.5.3.5 Verify eac$ automatic DIV actuates to the I!8 months

isolatio~n position on an actual or gj :
simulated isolation signal. ~j

.

ft
'

'
_

SR 3. .6 Ve ~ each [ ] inch d purge S8] monthy i;

solation valve ocked to re f !

the valve f opening > [50]%. j |
.-

|
,

!
l

!
!

,

,

i

!

BWR/G STS 3.6-63- Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 266 of 476 Drywell Pressure

3.6.5.4

|
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.5.4 Drywell Pressure

LCO 3.6.5.4 , Drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure shall
be r ^ 25 pid d: 2.0 pidh. 7

2 - 0.2 ,,d ud & t . ors e d.
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION R'EQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Drywell-to-primary A.1 Restore drywell-to- I hour
containment primcry containment
differential pressure differential pressure
not within limits. to within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hoursassociated Completion
Time not met. #LD,

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.5.4.1 Verify drywell-to-primary containment 12 hoursdifferential pressure is within limits.
1

I

l
l
|

C R/0 STS 3.6-64 Rev. 0, 6 2-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Air Temperature
Section 3.6 Page 267 of 476 3.6.5.5

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.5.5 Drywell Air Temperature

150)Drywell average air temperature shall be s(liO53*F. {|LCO 3.6.5.5

APPLICABILITY: MODES I, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Drywell average air A.1 Restore drywell 8 hour's'
temperature not within average air
limit. temperature to within

limit.

!n )B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion )
Time not met. BLD

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.5.5.1 Verify drywell average air temperature is 24 hours
within limit.

&m/6 STS 3.6-65 Rev. O, 09ff8/9E
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 DrywellhVacuum Relief System

section 3.6 Page 268 of 476 3.6.5.6

3.6 CONTAINHENT SYS E L .

Orywellhac. h sh-Lo Wuum ief System [3.6.5.6
/

(wr *
.

LC0 3.6.5.6 wT drywell post-LOCA --d [+"? a*# , c vacuum-

relief subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS E
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

- m- :
_

h-kssT-LOCH Vacwe felitT)
A. ---------NOTE--- A.1 Close thehubsystem. 4 hours Q----

O Separate Condition /,
entry is allowed for /W5Ef7 neu NoIe 1 M -

-

eachbacuum relief I
. __

f R ubsystem. EHTet- o;ydeaye G dkas oud Eegmg
Ac7iooJ$ e f L CO 3, &,$./," N /*f|h N W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

One or mohvacuum Y"#" #'#! " h f#
relief subsystemsgnot ) /" ###'di"f ##### 0 d#/*'/I # ##
closed. pbnee en PM%

B. O ft.s'Jrywell B.1 Restore drywell post- 30 days
post-LOCA vacuum LOCA vacuum relief
relief subsysted subsystem (s) to
i OPERABLE status.

.

h C. On[drywelljdrge Restore rywell pur e 30 day,&

/subsystpm)1efinoperable.[
acuum re vacu relief /

sub stem to OP BLE |/
status.

_ _ _ _

(continued)
- ~

hn Cond hon 4 ' CI

isWR/G STS-- 3.6-66 Rev. O, 09/28/92--
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.6 Page 269 of 476 Drywe11) Vacuum Relief System
3.6.5.6

ACTIONS (continued)
'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

~

/{1 D. ITw drywell -p D.1 Restore one drywell 72 hours
~

vac ief purgeNcuum relief's
subsyste noperable. g subsystem't'o-OPERABLE N

status. -

.

,

hhTwof 11 post- 1 Restore one drywell 72 hours
LOCA vacuum relief g' post-LOCA vacuum

3 subsystems inoperable , ggg
AND subsystem to OPERABLE

! status.
s

e drywe purge e reasans oberva um reli Tu
'"h , eta Q ra e. j hka Cedi b de A .

,,

m

h~jRequired Action and Be in H0DE 3. 12 hours.

associated Completion
\ TimeofCond~tionA,8 AND1

' (4, C, j or ot met. 'Oi

4 iC F' 2 Be in H0DE 4. 36 hours

___

[ G. \{Two] drywell pu G.1 Be in E 3. 12 hours
v' um relief "

} su ystems inoperable. xAND
j

.A_!iD G.2 Be in MODE 4. 46 hours ,,

'

One or [two] drywell -

post-LOCA vacuumN '

relief subsystems ,/
inoperable. / i

,

-BWR/frSTS 3.6-67 Rev. O,-09/25/92

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Vacuum Relief System |
Section 3.6 Page 270 of 476 3.6.5.6 i

Ce 22 e \
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

-

3.6.5.6.1M @ Verify eachtvacuum t roLir and - t;N Q r p tAltosf- @ Mi_d19)
SR 7 days

.. __2_ _2 :- 3,+4.
..,..- is closed.

t

} @_wt4[PoS4M I
SR

3.6.5.6.2@ Perform a functional test of eachbacuum
31 days !- -d i+- ---- :- -a <-- s

!

!

SR 3.6.5.6.3 Verify the opening setpoint of each y8 months
S =E ais s psid. h ;

@ (* vacuum $ ffig ) t

(5_ _ _ . oa
,

b fo5 - b
,

-

i

!
~

- - - - - - ge n s._ -.- - - -- .-- ~ -. ,

I. tJo+ (gudw/ h he nzf he drqw< //
pest -!DCA Vacuam felie[ vglysS of.cn dwuof '

|\ Sa rnil\aecos .

m.{ aguird -lo be n<d bt h wdlPod-LDcA vacuum fabik V1M5q, t

| opon whty pekma #cir irdwdd heent;. . - J
y

\
- - - - - - --,_ _

.A .s
'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ppj
Section 3.6 Page 271 of 476

B 3.6.1.1

j B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment
.

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the primary containment is to isolate and
contain fission products released from the Reactor Primary
System following a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and to
confine the postulated release of radioactive material towithin limits. The primary containment consists of a steel

-

lined, reinforced concrete vessel, which surrounds t'ae
Reactor Primary System and provides an essentially leak
tight barrier against an uncontrolled release of radioactive
material to the environment. Additionally, this structure
provides shielding from the fission. products that may be
present in the primary containment atmosphere following
accident conditions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the primary
containment boundary are a part of the primary containment
leak tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

J All penetrations required to be closed during accidenta.
conditions are either:

-

_ - - 1. capable of bein closed by an OPERABLE automatic
C.h\\epipm<n+ h [ontainmentfsoationfystes,or

hcdc.he ctrit 2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or@ cJ os< d ; c, rse' de-activated automatic valves secured in their
closed positions, except as provided in
LCO 3.6.1.3, " Primary Containment Isolation
Valves (PCIVs)'; .

b. Primary containment air locks are OPERABLE, except as
provided in LCO 3.6.1.2, " Primary Cont ineant a h-

ito *: W em'r, st

Th g- ge c,,JrA Sqp, se. b Nci
.__

j j4

C + n N hr:::d :::lir.; x d.::i:|
'

_-

associated wit
. J-

,'

s urtRABLE. except as nrovided 4a
LCO 3.6. * m hemmtowNn% ve(mh3-

>

t_ a .y c.a,.u u c n
|

This Specification ensures efformance o e
primary containment, in the event of a DBA, meets the
assumptions used in the safety analyses of References 1 4

and 2. SR 3.6.1.1.1 leakage rate requirements are in

(continued)
CLitJrcrJ

4 WR/6-STS- [ B 3.6-1 Rev. O, 09/26/93-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment
Section 3.6 Page 272 of 476 B 3.6.1.1

) BASES

.)

BACKGROUND confomance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 3), as modified
(continued) by approved exemptions.

|
i

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the primary containment is that
SAFETY ANALYSES it must withstand the pressures and temperatures of the ;

limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.
!

The DBA that postulates the maximum release of radioactive
material within primary containment is a LOCA. In the
analysis of this accident, it is assumed that primary
containment is OPERABLE such that release of fission
products to the environment is controlled by the rate of
primary containment leakage. -

Analytical methods and assumptions involving the primary
containment are presented in References 1 and 2. The safety
analyses assume a nonsechanistic fission product release

. following a DBA, which forms the basis for determination of
offsite doses. The fission product release is, in turn,
based on an assumed leakage rate from the primary
containment. OPERABILITY of the primary containment ensures i

T that the leakage rate assumed in the safety analyses is not.) exceeded.

3l The maximum allowablebakage rate for the primary |
containment (L,) is'[0.'4W % by weight of the containment !

and drywell air per 24 hou at the maximum peak containment

OD|
'

Pressure (P,) of th5} sig) (Ref. 4).

Primary containment satis les Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy3

Statement.
. .

LCO Primary containment OPERABILITY is maintaineo by limiting
leakage to within the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J (Ref. 3). Compliance with this LCO will ensure a
primary containment configuration, including equipment !

hatches, that is structurally sound and that will limit
leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety
analysis. Individual leakage rates specified for the
primary containment air locks are addressed in LCO 3.6.1.2.

(continued)
&R/G SI5 - B 3.6-2 Rev. O,'09/19/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 273 of 476 Primary Containment

r B 3.6.1.1
IIJ5cT&T. s

) BASES (continued) - DM i I*

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a lease of ;
radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are

,

'!

reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, primary containment is not. required i

, to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 to prevent leakage of ;
radioactive material from primary containment. !

~

i
e

. i

ACTIONS Ad '-
!

-
I

In the event that primary containment is inoperable, primary I

containment must be restored to OPERABLE status within i

1 hour. The I hour Completion Time provides a period of I
time to correct the problem that is commensurate with the !
importance of maintaining primary containment OPERA 8ILITY jduring MODES 1 ~2, and 3. This time
that the probability of an accident (period also ensures ;

requiring primary !
containment OPERA 8ILITY) occurring during periods where ;

| primary containment is inoperable is minimal.
|.

) B.1 and 8.2
1

! If primary containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status i! within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be !brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To !
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least !
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The !
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operatingi experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full

i

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

, SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1.1
! REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining the primary containment OPERABLE requires
compliance with the visual examinations and leakage rate
test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 3), as
modified by approved exemptions. Failure to meet air lock

ON h containment bypass leakage (SR 3.6.1.3.J),b res)ilient sealleakage testing (SR 3.6.1.2.1 =' '' M _il " ,2{ secondary
primary containment purge valve leakage testing

"f !
(continued)

'

- -

SWRf6-GTS B 3.6-3 Rev. O, 09/fB/92- !
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 274 of 476

INSERT B3A
i

In other operational conditions, events which could cause a !

release of radioactive material to primary containment are
mitigated by secondary containment. j

i

I

t

>

t

!

|

|

\

|

I ,I
t

INSERT
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 Primary Containment
Section 3.6 Page 275 of 476 B 3.6.1.1

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1.1 (continu
REQUIREMENTS F6'

(SR 3.6.1.3.!i) mai steam isolation valve leakage
/ (SR3.6.1.3., )., or hydrostatically tested valve leakage

% (SR 3.6.1.3.M) does not necessarily result in a failure of
this SR. The impact of the failure to meet these SRs must i
be evaluated against the Type A, B, and C acceptance
criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 3). The Frequency

.

is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by '

j

hER approved exemptions. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which allows frequency
_

extensions) does not apply. '

8%
^ -

'

J
i__

._.

M 3.6.1.1.2 - !

' I| The structura ~ rity of the primary contai is
| ensured by the succes ompletion of t rimary f

~~

h Containment Tendon Surveilla ro and by associatedi

. visual inspections of the stef1- n d penetrations for
evidence of deterioratioWbreach of in ty. This
ensures that the spucfural integrity of the p

.

containment wi.WSe maintained in accordance with t 'ex
"

provisions-6f the Primary Containment Tendon Surveillance' !

} yrsdC Testing and Frequency are consistent with the(,

' ~

recomunendations of Regulatory Guide 1.35 (Ref. 5)._ _Jw

|

REFERENCES h @ 1.SAR,Sectionk6.2['

SAR,Sectich15.6.5%2.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.
.

4. AR, Section b ba [

@ 5. n:; tm co-!w.n=i:ix.m. A
i

!

f

!

'

.. .

-BWR/1MTS B 3.6-4 Rev. O,-09/06/92-.;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

f Section 3.6 Page 276 of 476 !
i ,

! INSERT B4A

: i
'

j This Surveillance is modified by a Note that requires the
j leakage rate results of SR 3.6.1.1.2 for the Primary
j Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System (each loop) to be

included in determining compliance with required limits. This
"

can be accomplished either by having the loops in service
] during the ILRT, or if the loop is not in service during the

,

1 ILRT, by separately measuring the leakage and including it in ;

the measured ILRT results. i

!

SR 3.6.1.1.2
j

With respect to primary containment integrated leakage rate ,

testing, the primary containment hydrogen recombiners (located i

outside the primary containment) are considered extensions of :
the primary containment boundary. This requires the smaller. t

of the leakage from the PCIVs that isolate the primary
containment hydrogen recombiner, or from the piping boundary ;,

; outside containment, to be included in the ILRT results. The ;
iFrequency is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by

approved exemptions. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which allows Frequency !4

'

extensions) does not apply, t

,

!
; i

I

;

: s

i

|

1
t

!
1

i
!

I

1

i

INSERT
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air LocksSection 3.6 Page 277 of 476
B 3.6.1.2

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS o
(,

B 3.6.1.2 Primary Containment Air Locks

BASES

_

{
BACKGROUND 1

Two double door primary containment air locks have been
built into the primary containment to provide personnel
access to the primary containment and to provide primary
containment isolation during the process of personnel entryand exit. The air locks are designed to withstand the same '

loads, temperatures, and peak design internal and external-
pressures as the primary containment (Ref.1). As part of
the primary containment, the air lock limits the release of
radioactive material to the environment during nomal unit
operation and through a range of transients and accidents up
to and including postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

Each air lock door has been designed and tested to certify I

its ability to withstand pressure in excess of the maximum
expfsted pressure followino a DB

gssioel Each of the doors hasQr" |)A in primarv enntainment.
Grj 97PW W Mh.. ne]d e.; g'f.eumatie-esten

seals, 9 t = rinttad

@ |. a . S = h t aire ' : r- _
f^ ::'o f Each door ~

T> nas two seals to ensure they are single failure proof in ( ')\(.maintaining the leak tight boundary of primary containment.

ach air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder, ft
inches in diameter, with doors at each end that are

interlocked to prevent simultaneous oneninQ i air lockhare p v ed wis limi witch on oth doo in ach airlock at vide entro om dica on of or p ition.
,

[Additi a con 1 ro indic icn arov d to 11e l

;

the operi or .eneve an air ock i(gfeated.:g/tTdring penoos _when.srimaerlo(mech . ife

U-d W) required to be OPERABLE.Ithe ai'r lock interloc - c anism
conaainnen is not

may be cisabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to
1ecE remain open for extended periods when frequent primary,

containment entry is necessary. Under some conditions, as
o

allowed by this LCO, the primary containment may be accessed
through the air lock when the door interlock mechanism has
failed, by manually performing the interlock function.

The primary containment air locks fom part of the primary
containment pressure boundary. As such, air lock integrity
and leak tightness are essential for maintaining primary
containment leakage rate to within limits in the event of a

] (continued)
t

WR/G 5T5 B 3.6-5 Rev. 0, 7 9/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 278 of 476 Primary Catainment Air Locks

B 3.6.1.2

_.h

BACKGROUND DBA. Not maintaining air lock integrity or leak tightness
(continued) may result in a leakage rate in exc.ess of that assumed in

the unit safety analysis.j5R'T.~6.1.1,TWaEiige raa
( frequim.~..b couTorm with 10 CFR 50Nppendix J (Ref. 2), a

_ (modified by apgemotionse

APPLICABLE The DBA that postulates the maximum release of radioactive
SAFETY ANALYSES material within primary containment is a LOCA. In the

analysis of this accident, it is assumed that primary
centainment is OPERABLE, such that release of fission

D' products to the envilonment is controlled by the rate of
primary containment leakage. .The prima y containment is

~ ed with a maximum allowable leakage rate (L.) of
pq by weight of the containment and drywell air per
V 24 hours at the calculated maximum peak containment pressure

(P,) of '"1.5]* psig. This allowable leakage rate forms the
sis or the acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs

associated with the air locks.
90

Primary containment air lock OPERABILITY is also required to
minimize the amount of fission product gases that may escape

u) primary containment through the air lock and contaminate and
ig3gg pressurize the secondary containment.

G, toA
Primary containment" air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

!LCO As part of the primary containment, the air lock's safety !

function is related to control of containment leakage rates
following a DBA. Thus, the air lock's structural integrity
and leak tightness are essential to the successful ;

mitigation of such an event.

The primary containment air locks are required to be
OPERABLE. For each air lock to be cc7sidered OPERABLE, the
air lock interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE, the air lock
must be in compliance with the Type B air lock leakage test,
and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock
allows only one air lock door to be open at a time. This
provision ensures that a gross breach of primary containment
does not exist when primary containment is required to be
OPERABLE. Closure of a single door in each air lock is

(continued)

9R/5 Sit B 3.6-6 Rev. O, 09/28/92



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 279 of 476

IN_S_ERT B6A

In addition, credit is taken for OPERABILITY of the upper
concainment personnel air lock during a Fuel Handling Accideni.
(FEA) (Ref .3 ) . The upper containment perstunel air lock
performs no active function in response to the postulated FHA;
however, its leak tightness is required to ensure that the
release of radioactive materials from the primary containment
is restricted to those leakage paths assumed in the accident 1

analysis, and that fission products released by the FHA will )
be treated by the Standby Gas Treatment System. Therefore,
OPERABILITY of the upper containment personnel air lock is
required during those conditions which require secondary
containment OPERABILITY. |

.I

.

O

b

:

!
!

r

!

!

!
;

!

!
:
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See ion 3 6 Pa e 2 0 Primary Containment Ai k

) BASES
s -

LCO sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following
.

(continued) postulated events. Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed
when the air lock is not being used for nomal entry into
and exit from primary containment.

l

i
APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of |

radioactive material to primary containment. In H0 DES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limi_tations_of

Q3 @ herthese re, the primary containmentgir lockls3
,

|

LE in HODES Thand 5 to pt
__ o ired to be nt |

leakage radioactive crial' from primary contai pt. /bggggDA
i

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by Note I, which allows entry and
exit to perform repairs of the affected air lock component.
If the outer door is noperable, then it may be easily
accessed forkepal ' P- iN d-. b s: MSt hg- - yg 4neperable h w e-AM is preferred that the air lockr

be accessed from inside primary containment by entering
,

Enrough the other OPERABLE air lock.4 Jf this is not )
o [f ppes u Gracticable,* F= ar, then it is pemissible to enter the ,

i

ggw air lock through the OPERABLE outddoor, which means there
!k O' % is a short time during which the primary containment
~P t

k Md5 boundary is not intact (during access through the M
door) . The ability to open the OPERABLE door, even if it

off b means the primary containment boundary is temporarily not
intact, is acceptable due to the low probability of an event
that could pressurize the primary containment during the -

!short time in which the OPERABLE door is expected to be '
'

open. After each entry and exit, the OPERABLE door must be
immediately closed. ~

Note 2 has been included to provide clarification that, for
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each air

]c_ t oL.45ECM D MT
The ACTIONS are modified by a third Note, which ensures
appropriate remedial actions are taken when necessary.
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, ACTIONS are not required even if
primary containment is exceeding its leakage limit.
Therefore, the Note is added to require ACTIONS for
LCO 3.6.1.1 to be taken in this event.

be %. mf( (continued) *

4WR/6-STS- B 3.5-7 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 281 of 476

INSERT B7A

Therefore, maintaining OPERABLE primary containment air locks
in MODE 4 or 5 to ensure a control volume, is only required
during situations for which significant releases of
radioactive material can be postulated; such as during
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel
(OPDRVs), during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary containment.

!

INSERT B7B

This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for

|
each inoperable air lock. Complying with the Required

| Actions may allow for continued operation, and a
| subsequent inoperable air lock is governed by subsequent

| Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions.;

I

l

l

|

|
|

<

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-7 10/1/93*
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air Locks
Section 3.6 Page 282 of 476 B 3.6.1.2

) BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3
(continued)

- With one primary containment air lock door inoperable in oneg (e p f hx or morebirimary containment air locks, the OPERABLE door i

<

must be verified closed (Required Action A.1) in each
affected air lock. This ensures that a leak tight primary
containment barrier is maintained by the use of an 00 LIABLE
air lock door. This action must be completed within 1 hour.
The I hour Ccypletion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LCO 3.6.1.1, G h v C=tainnnt.9 which requires that
primary containment be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 hour. -

In addition, the affected air lock penetration must be
isolated by locking closed the OPEPABLE air lock door within
the 24 hour Completion Time. The 24 hour Completion Time is
considered reasonable for locking the OPERABLE air lock
door, considering the OPERABLE door of the affected air lock
is being maintained closed.

Required Action A.3 ensures that the affected air lock with
an inoperable door has been isolated by the use of a locked
closed OPERABLE air lock door. This ensures that an

. .) acceptable primary containment leakage boundary is
-

maintained. The Completion Time of once per 31 days is
based on engineering judgment ard is considered adequate in
view of the low likelihood of a locked door being
mispositioned and other administrative controls.

Required Action A.3 is modified by a Note that applies to
air lock doors located in high radiation areas and allows
these doors to be verified locked closed by use of
administrative controls. Allowing verification by . |
administrative controls is considered acceptable, since i

M E NOTE) |. access to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, |e(
the probability of misalignment of the door, once it has

dots net obd 'been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
,

D 5% De k-fldia' The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes.A be3 Er,~ % m ki.1 ;Note 1 ensures that only the Required Actions and associated '

E ~h M c b J A,.e A , Completion Times of Condition C are required if both doors
y (in the air lock are inoperable. With both doors in the air

N hen p(e d [ lock incperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be
t, u d )7 U. N. / closed. Recuired Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate

(QCymd hcb,g remedial actions.+ Note 2 allows use of the air lock for~

entry and exit for 7 days under administra

1 W s , A oA< A b m Nko ske|f lok cur /cc/'q beve au mywa N doDh ){ (centinued)O ,

3
J

Qc a b % % kcelud u penMe. ) O,o
7WR/frSTS E 3.6-o Rev. 09/28/92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air Locks
Section 3.6 Page 283 of 476 B 3.6.1.2

(m,) BASES -

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

Primary containment entry na be required to perfom |I Technical Specifications (TS Surveill w ee and Rtquired 7

|
Actions, as well as other activities diHMndenamUinside [!]g primary containment that are required by TS or activities

- 9 = w that support TS-required equipment. This Note is j
7 not intended to preclude perfoming other activities (i.e., :

non-TS-related activities) if the primary containment was i
entered, using the inoperable air lock, to perfom an

.

allowed activity listed above. 9 1s allowance is acceptable
C3 due to the low probability of anJevent that could pressurize

the primary containment during the hort time that the
OPERABLE door is expected to be open.

,

WRT 9A , '

B.1. B.2. and 8.3

With an air lock interlock mechanism inoperable in one or :NYgj -.

l bot rimary containment air locks the Required Actions and
assoc ated Completion Times are con,sistent with those

|

,

specified in Condition A. -

') The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. (" !
Note 1 ensures that only the Required Actions and unsciated !
Completion Times of Condition C are required if bottajoors
in one air lock are inoperable. With both doors in the air
lock inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be ,

!

! closed. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are the appropriate !
| remedial actions. Note 2 allows entry into and exit from

|
| the primary containment under the control of a dedicated j
| individual stationed at the air lock to ensure that only one

|} door is opened at a time (i.e., the individual perfoms the '

! function of the interlock).
| L

Required Action B.3 is modified by a Note that applies to '

air lock doors located in high radiation areas and allows
these doors to be verified locked closed by use of
administrative controls. Allowing verification by
administrative controls is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically _ restricted. Therefore,
the probability of misalignment of the door, once it has
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

(continued) 1

-intr /6 $TS- B 3.6-9 Rev. 3, 99/28/S2_.
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Section 3.6 Page 284 of 476 I

INSERT B9A

The administrative controls required consist of the stationing
of a dedicated individual to assure closure of the OPERABLE
door except during the entry and exit, and assuring the
OPERABLE door is relocked af ter completion of the containment
entry and exit.

|

<

l

i

I,

i

i

r

.

! .

I

i
l

i

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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'

Primary Containment Air Locks
B.3.6.1.2

) BASES
!

ACTIONS C.I. C.2. and C.3
(continued) @we

With one or no air locks inoperable for reasons other than
those described in Condition A or B, Required Action C.1

@ requires action to be immediately initiated to evaluate
containment overall leakage rates using current air lock

. leakage test results. An evaluation is acceptable since it
. is overly conservative to immediately declare the primary

containment inoperable if both doors in an air lock have
failed a. seal test or if the overall air lock leakage is not
within limits. In many instances (e.g., only one seal per

,

'

door has failed) primary containment remains OPERABLE, yet~

only I hour (according to .LC0 3.6.1.1) would be provided to !
,

restore the air lock door to OPERABLE status prior to" ;requiring a plant shutdown. In addition, even with both
doors failing the seal test, the overall containment leakage

; ,
l

rate can still be within limits. !
+

,

|
Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the affected,

~ primary containment air locks must be verified closed. This
Required Action must be coupleted within the 1 hour

!- Com>letion Time. This specified time period is consistent
!

_) witt the ACTIONS of LC0 3.6.1.1, which require that primary
g

containment be restored to OPERABLE status within I hour. |

|
' Additionally, the air lock and be restored to 6PERABLE

status within 24 hours. The 24 hour Completion Time is
reasonable for restoring an inoperable air lock to OPERABLEif .;

status considering that at least one door is maintained !

closed in each aftected air 'c... i

,!

D.1 and 0.2 '
-

4g aIgg9 *% If the inoperable primary containment air lock cannot be I1 restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion jm oF_ g y .r3 f( Time / the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCOo
i> does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be

brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 43 !within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
!reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
!required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
!

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
!
!

\ 95EET Qlok) i
P

(Continued)
BWR/6-STS- B 3.0-10 Rev. O, 50/20/02 -
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Enclosure 2 to U402190 :
Section 3.6 Page 286 of 47C ,

i

i
INSERT B10A ;

E.1. E.2. and E.3

If the inoperable primary containment air lock cannot be :
restored to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion }
Time during OPDRVs, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during |

'

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary or
secondary containment, action is required to immediately >

suspend activities that represent a potential for releasing
radioactive material, thus placing the unit in a Condition -

>

that minimizes risk. If-applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and ,

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies must be immediately |

suspended. Suspension of these activities shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe position. i

| Also, if applicable, action must be immediately initiated to i
,

I suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel !

draindown and subsequent potential for fission product ,

release. Action must continue until-OPDRVs are suspended. !

!
;

p

|

|
t

,

I

P

|

;

I
,

INSERT
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Primary Containment Air Locks
Section 3.6 Page 287 of 476 B 3.6.1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining primary containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of

NQ m ~ 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as modified by approved
This SR reflects the leakage rate testingexemptions (M00E5 R d

requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B leakagetests). The acceptance criteria were established 4during
;

ninitial air lock and primary containment OPERABILITY ;
WtestingP The periodic testing requirements verify that the

,

'

air lock leakage does not exceed the allowed fraction of the
overall primary containment leakage rate. The Frequency is
required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by approvedexemptions. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which allows frequency
extensions) does not apply.

INSEILT
-ths) 261192 The SR has been modified by Notes / Note states that.

an inoperable air sock coor does not invalidate the previous.,

successful performance of the overall air, lock leakage test.
This is considered reasonable since either air lock door is
capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event
of a DBA. Note Khas been added to this SR, requiring the
results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria of
SR 3.6.1.1.1. This ensures that air lock leakage is
properly accounted for in determining the overall primary
containment leakage rate. ;

SR 3.6.I2.2 -

iThe al air flask pressur is verified to be at [90] psigev y 7 days to ensure t t the seal system re ns viable.D| must be checked bec se it could bleed do during or /
f

following access thr gh the air lock, whi occursregularly. The 7 y Frequency has been own to be/ acceptable throu operating experience nd is considereadequate in vi of the other indicat' ns available to
! operations p sonnel that the seal r flask pressur is
,

_ low.
_

h SR 3.6.1.2.

The air lock interlock mechanism is designed to prevent
simultaneous opening of both doors in the air lock. Since
both the inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed

(continued)i

-BWRf6 STS - B 3.6-11 Rev. O, 03/2G/92--. '
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 288 cf 476

INSERT B11A

Note 1 provides an exception to the specific leakage
requirements for the primary containment air locks in other
than MODES 1, 2, and 3. When not operating in MODES 1, 2, or
3, primary containment pressure is not expected to
significantly increase above normal, and therefore specific
testing at elevated pressure is not required.

,

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.6 Page 289 of 476 Primary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

) BASES
i

i,
4

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.h (continued) Q
REQUIREMENTS

'

!
to withstand the maximum ex ected post accident primary !
containment pressure (Re . , closure of either door will
support 3rimary containment 0PERABILITY. Thus, the
interloc c feature supports primary containment OPERABILITY i

,

while the air lock is being used for personnel transit in
iand out of the containment. Periodic testing of this

interlock demonstrates that the interlock will function as !

h will not inadvertently occur. designed and that simultaneous inner and outer door openiDue to thew___ _

O mecha ' nature of this interlock. and given that tne in1erloc__ __. . T
is only challenged whert3' primary containment is # I*4 ,

F >emJ -- -- . this test is only required to be performed upon door }'oq
~ enterine/ primary contai but is not required more

gorifjr4 a frecuently than once r 184 days. The 184 day Frequency is
& I'' based on engineering judgment and is c@sidered adequate in

ew of other adminivf'L. ;x;. nn .=strative _ controls.j). ;. x 'm--"-9eLa _=.i M5 g i.Z'=s s Ry
- . : .= Q,

T-

SR 3.6.1.2.4
' \

A seal neumatic system to w iure that pressu does- not decay a rate equival to>l psig for a pe d of

[\ [48] hours f an initial pre of psig is an I\
heffeeli

leakage te test to ver syst rformance.I
he [18] th Freque is based on t eed t .rformthikSurvei ce under conditions tha ly ing a I

plant' outage an e potenti for an unplanne ans t ifN the Surveh lance we rformed - h the reactor at' powe
_y erating ex nce has thes caponents usually passt Surveillance perfo at the 18] nonth Frequency,whic based on t refueling cycle. Therefore, the

Frequenc as concluded to be acceptable from a reliability,,_ standpoint.'
!

,

REFERENCES 1. /5AR,Section 3.8

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.
!

VA 3. AP, @ U. M 32. M ' a k 'l O
-

O 4 U S A CL , S e d . 1 5 ."1 . M .

-WR/frSTS- B 3.6-12 Rev. O, 59/26/32 -
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i

Section 3.6 Page 290 of 476 PCIVs {B 3.6.1.3 .

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.3 i

Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)
!-

e

BASES

BACKGROUND
The function of the PCIVs, in combination with other
accident mitigation systems, is to limit fission product I
release during and following postulated Design Basis ,

Accidents (DBAs) to within limits. Primary containment ;

isolation within the time limits specified for those PC1h
-

designed to close automatically ensures that the release of
radioactive material to the environment will be consistent

QaJ r.35. A Sa Lc o).w +h * me= = tione used in the analyses far a naa.,QwJuG
The OPERABILITY requirements for PCIVs) help ensure that

Q-,during and after acontainmenty n;;-- ')is maintained _
-adequate prima
!

ccident by miniatzing potentia 1Qeeheelf-
paths to the environnen .herefore the OPERASILITYat4rimary conta1JunentAq'

Th !
requirements provide assur-

@th.e &:: =trSassumed in the safety analysis wil1Qt@ be
i"' "'la % These isolation devices consist of either passive !mce:

Ar active (automatic) devices. Manual valves.
) I (de-act vated automatic valves secured in their closed :

positioggin:::::Cchec
securedhbiind flange valves with flow through the valve |>

ced :;-'M are considered
&passive devices. Unect va ves- -s

( designed to close without oper b r. a automatic valves C' !

act k na =
A accident, are considered active devices / qiso Erriers innei

7 series are provided for each penetration so that no single {

credible failure or malfunction of an acti.ve souposejtt_can
s .o%eba

result in a loss of isolation oMatage that exceeds limit
'

d c.W
ssumed in the safety analysis. One of these barriers may - ,

i *A a closed syst
e A,--Qtaehr-br We J.esy w%v ,M .ne b reite Lu . wdJ@eJ ste n

_ '-

/ The an
n>

i,rireiy vui..i. ~.sPCIVs'that are el fi d for use during a1Uo.ye ..i o wXte 6ta
-

s.,

perational 1
conditions. Th $
valves are normal y maintained closed in MODES 1, 2, and 3}' inch primary containment purge
to ensure leak tightness. The purge valves must be closed
when not being used for pressure control, ALARA, & airt

quality considerations to ensure that primary containment[ !: t ;; =t= assume

'nthesafetyanalysiswill%be
'
i

g3r k . 9et a-aM E A , of sur W.Oames , o
-

S rc:L y ; SQta-n\ % S W
; %h t t.Qr o M) a s %e. QC)t, $1}k%vesYo \R qt rs' j

) '
. _ . ...%J (continued)JRM STS- B 3.6-13 Rev. O, 09/Zo/iF2-
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Section 3.6 Pege 291 of 476

gr Or bJS o rec g PCIVsk]M'mt
o\o eS 'WMoff, AM CNANTh ~ '

) BASES (continued) ( eMa

h rlG detbe,drelatedAPPLICABLE
I' to 2: 7---^The P_CIVs_ LC0ipas derived from th

--- + El
SAFETY ANALYSES 'e'------ 3the pr mary containment

durino ma.ior accidents.n= :c.. u :nn::: t: anc; t_. -

f x., c.r.n;:- : '*-6 ; et^r & =a+ - ::f tM @--c

used 4n 4ha-safetu --+ veas A part of t te primary
containment boundary, PCT Drr.MABILITY supports leak
tightness of primary containment. Therefort, the safety

,

Q analysis of any event requiring isolation of pri
icontainment is applicable to this LCO.

2> W J
'

'

9 |,Seg whit.h g - The DBAs that result in a release of radioactiv material
Cons * Y^ 6 %,. - y(LOCA), a main steam line break (NSLB), and a2 :: ;;c= ;_:rt:r._.:Dare a loss of coolant accident :

nel handlinn ;,Ctr<mW m4d accident E d f: pH - ; ^ ~ ai-- ~t (Refs. ). In the )
' 0 analysis for each of these accidents, it is ssumed that

bQ 90.3 V , PCIVs are either closed or function to close within the
<S

required isolation ti Iowing event initiation. This
ensures that potential
through PCIVs f(fy"*- ; --+vaths to the environment-?-- r w w J ##? aminimized. Of the events analyzed M P f: z : 1,'t , .,

i

is the most limiting event due to radiological conseguen !61.i... ti= ef 0 p in 6-- |ni:' O. ;:h;; v id C !ois the t si nificant variable from radiol ical]
.

1 stand nt. -MSIVs are requi o close wi hin
.

6s

5 onds; refore, the 5'seco closure time i sumed
} the any ysis. The safety a yses assume eource)

,

, yal_ves are closed at evan+ in_tiation. Iik e_ A is
assumed that the primary containment is isolated such that

|"

_releaseoffissionproductstotheenvironmentiscontro11egg e --+. ne n. imary raa+=<amaat rge
The DBA analy M assumes that within 60 seconds ter the

r

accident ation of the rfinary contai is complet ~
|

! and 1 e terminate xcept for the aium allowa
.

tle ge, L . The ry containee solation to
;

i N sponse t,ime 0 seconds inc s signal d , diesel
i generator s up (for loss

offsite powe ,andPCIV-j(stroketi s.

7he single fai re criterion requi to be imposed in the
. - ... -; ~y. . . .

conduct o~ t safety analyses considered in thg! i orig, ipa design of the pri containment purg ves.
t Two4alves in series on purge line provi ssurance\ that both the suppl d exhaust lines could e isolated
(even if a single failure occurred. f

(continued)

9*/6 STS - B 3.6-14 Rev. O, ov/ze/32-
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Section 3.6 Page 292 of 476 B 3.6.I.3
i

i BASES
,

! APPLICABLE g/[The purge valve y be unable to close in th'e environmenMSAFETY ANALYSES following a Therefore,,4ach of the purge-valves is
i

,n.

(continued) required remain sealeFelosed during NODES I, 2, and 3.]
In t case, the s' e failure crjierlon remains

; a icable to primary containment purge valve due to/ |1 ailure in' b Cd . control circ # associated with efafalve. ;

Again, th primary contgidient purge valve d sign precludesJ '

h. nim, ig m icu e a singlh failure fromfompromising primary' containmentr

i u w e r e.c uter-, % n+ e y' OPERABILITY as long as the system is operated in accordance
,

Qna#stczu g r4 Lwith this LCO) _ , el%
i

PCIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. '

;
_

i
'

LCO PCIVs form a part of the primary containment boundary The
PCIV safety function is related to m = " --i primary , cucontainmenI' um during a DBA. %et;#, cu,ity, p e w-y

!
(Q ,

, ec<<sta wemm e. vawes u %gThe power operatedt m isolation valves are required "Y'-to
to have isolation times within limits,4Bitectuate on an,

1

automatic isolation signal. JPn r r.._ w
m1,.,a +n 4 ..tri

<

e- 2 =' bpd
$ M ane Edd55bd E55tYd fEUTAA5 r$"-=+ .

,

e n, . ; aa .....7

if a. . - -- uTt
. h pq (isted with th_eir associated stroke times 4 n the=4+eMle pPEPABLMffhe valves covered by this LCO are

pgi
i A

| , c h oppb lo.kh , (Ref.6;l 4one.g 0 R,

( The nonnally closed e m'.;:
;

are considered OPERABLE {' u[o r e pc. i r at to hhm whenVmanual valves are close& automatic valves are 67-,

. e W'P * * de-activated and secujted in their closed position vtlind
! cd @ c *.* ts- ' N flanges are in placey' & d ae-d
.

""e+ - ~4a+=+ h- #partiv; n:htkn va.ics :nd device; cr; thcse list;d in .

H'tot c% Rdarance 3 Purge valves with resilient seals, secondar co
n

h ot e v bypass
meet gvalves, MSIVs, and hydrostatically tested valves must

"y
; dditi:::1 leakage requirements. Other PCIV

leakage rates are addressed y LCO 3.6.I.1, " Primary
Containment," Ty C testing. g

i This LCO provi es a nce that the PCIVs will perform
their designed safety functions to crtn! Te&;; ip the j

,
4

primary containment 4during accidents. j

h wo n , ure < h Ltts |

| J C5~ t (c L?cs tcc\c& |CC i ts & u q c4 c., nbh S h
@

(continued)
~CWR/G STS B 3.6-15 Rev. O, AONo? -
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;

! Section 3.6 Page 293 of 476 pclys

1 B 3.6.1.3 '

a

) BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
g radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4

-D c5cVMVer cue
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of

j g65E ghg iss\ak these MODES. Therefore, most PCIVs are not required to he
OPERABLE '' " -- -"-- --- - -- * -- --^>

%ch 4g\$cd N j 'd th'5555:5iE U rEE k " MOUES D d Eeb.a'in J

g**j gg va ves are required to be OPERABLE, however, to prevent
* 'nadvertent reactor vessel draindown and release of

,

4 o\{ O s s g\ 4 4 accident 9 A_ material during a postulated fuel handling
.

radioacti_ve$ hese alves are th whose associateg #^ '' i name tion is uired to be ord to

bic 9Ch/r G[
(L

!

.3.6.1, rimary tainment Iso on ii

he associa ad inc%ot include
ntation. (Thisd he val t atInstg Ms g#

Dsolate
- '

( QBSS let , Jar 3 Gmkh
\- tnamantation.)f ;

\ !

ACTIONS I The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow |
6\ "**= ="

( vi ve 'Tec ;,. ';.:.'sT; go be unisolated intermittently una_er= == ==== #
,

aaministrative conurols. J[The p ry w.. .-..s purgeg g. 6 wp piion es to ry co ntyurge valves.) [that Tre no . = ified to ase - ' , accident canditions.h i
i These controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at

the controls of the valve, who is in continuous
communication with the control room. In this way, the
penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for primary
containment isolation is indicated i :ia ..' Cir

p ei .st ; z y 14=e e n 2 etf-- 4 9 5 i:'thefeett'etthesek
l-penetratier.; ed.;est dirgetly f. the,ir:n y'c..neinmentJ
-t: ph: : j.:'the ....jf=-.. . U= .. m .iiy'- f 6 df-% #nntainina'thaeq yel-^s "*" " M M i2 E5?5'

.

^* -~~" " -

adsdnist'd+ive cent'roEA t: :- |+1 =:I==+h ===
h-penetraticaad1e vehe, n-'1m' b= t'-Jete_te_SR_3.6.3 Lyr. ]p ed t: -f' c' repairs t

i

A second Note has been added to provice clarification that,
for the purpose of this LCO, separate Condition entry is

jgg allowed for each penetration flow paty g
The ACTIONS are modified by44bied Not wesch ensuref i

appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary, i)f the g
affected systes(s) are rendered inoperable by an inoperable !

(continued)
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INSERT B16A
,

This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for
each inoperable PCIV. Complying with the Required

j Actions may allow for continued operation, and subsequent '

inoperable PCIVs are governed by subsequent Condition'

entry and application of associated Required Actions.
,

|
i

i

|

|
|

4
4

1

l

?

'
d

ei i

l

=? |

!
!

f

!
!

i

!

!

,

)
;

i )
;.,

,

l
'

I

I |

|

1

3
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B3

} BASES p
\#

ACTIONS
PCIV (e.g., an Emergency Core Cooling System sub(continued) inoperable due to a failed open test retuni valv tem is

,g
Qet; ' raw. u .pp. upAoic . a e! e-tiens amti -

the primary containment leakage limits are exceed en

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, these ACTIONS are not required ev '
when the associated LCO is not met. Therefore, Not_es 3 O

~ and 4 are added to require the proper actions ttttGtaken.

A,1 and A.2 0F* -i Mb M to M.yekis)
-

a h
Qh

With one' or morei( enet ation flow paths with one PCIVkto
inoperable 1excepOb y-- d= r : ---^ ~c_e-t& : .to

4ypees leakage not within'4Ia4}t the affected penetration --
flow path must be isolated. The method of isolation mustN
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.(
Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed andi - Q g W po r de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual valve, a blind
flange, and a check valve with flow through the valve

.

toskr %k (\gu secured. c ilFor penetrations isolated in accordance wit

-}
D N q. * Required Action A.1, the webte used to isolateW g*

i

penetration should be the closestcava11abTh'@ to the@l t dChtcM v o\v eg primary containment.
The Required Action must be comp e e; ggV S - within the 4 hour Completion Time (8 hours for main steamlines). The specified time period of 4 hours is reasonable

considering the time required to isolate the penetration and
the relative importance of supporting primary containment
OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, and 3.

For main steam lines,
an 8 hour Completion Time is allowed. The Completion Time
of 8 hours for the main steam lines allows a period of time
to restore the MSIVs.to OPERABLE status given the fact thatN
MSIY closure will result in isolation of the main steam

-

-

T.MEQ3 k n h ylline(s) and a potential for plant shu4own.td

-For affected penetrations that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A.1, the affected
penetration. flow path must be verified to be isolated on aperiodic basis.

This is necessary to ensure that primary
containment penetrations required to be isolated following
an accident, and no longer capable of being automatically

q Mg j isolateo, will belnde te!; tire eritW should an event
s

OC\fo
'

valve manipulation.This Required AClion oots not require any testing or
occur.

4#
cthre m : ; w f= y W e @ that thoseRather, it involves verificationg{outside

g A.
(continued) (
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INSERT B17A
,

!
,

For EFCVs, a 12 hour Completion Time is allowed. The
Completion Time of 12 hours for EFCVs allows a period of time :
to restore the EFCVs to OPERABLE status given the fact that !

these valves are associated with instrument lines which are of
small diameter and thus represent less significant leakage
paths. 4

I

i

!

!

|

i

I

I
'

!
s

i

,

~

i

!
!

i

!

f
I

i
:

I
|

t

i I
>

I
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)
. PCIVs;

8 3.6.1.3

i BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and_A.2 (conti - d}
i

'

@G
Whcontainment%me%and Mewba nc i

,

correct position. paole of oeing mispositioned are in theThe Completion Time for this verification
ca

of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside primarycontainment
,

CO f becausch, drywell, and steam tunnel," is appropriate
-

are operated under administrative d
, V controls and the probability of their misaliennent is low. - ,-

for " nside primary containment #the specified timemcw
or to entering MODE 2 or from MODE 4, if not j,N3-v period o

, O
. performe ithin the previous 92 day ' s based on of

,

.

engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view o Sh ~.

administrative contrwis ensuring that v,ehe misalignment isthe inaccessibility of the vahr and the existence of other g
',

,u
| ! an unlikely possibility. ,g

fcondition~A is modified by a Note nd cating Hit thiCondit
c ionly applicable to those tration flow patwith two PCIV For penetration flow pa
'

'

!.

QonditionCprovdesappropriateReevired th one PCIV,
ions. #

1

% CO hQ Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to ;P p= ~ r - - -
de At f5l allows tiiin to ne ver fie'd'by use of administrative means. located in high radiation areas and..). 2 ;

j ~

Allowing verification by administrative means is considered |!

acceptable, since access to these areas is typically j

restricted. Therefore, the piobability of misalignee |j_
($75% once they have been verified to be in th i

! proper position, is low.
. . .

,

y ~,e.aepk duskob E df6 A*

$ ,.
i

} With one or te penetration flow paths with two PCIVsinoperable either the inoperable PCIVs must be restored to;

OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow path must
be isolated within 1 hour. The method of isolation mustj
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.Mpc Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and
de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual valve,J.

o r 8 , cY p.M blind flangegg
The 1 hour Completion Time is consisten wit .g theACTIONS/ofLCO3.6.1.1.

$ N \ q,
Con i on B is mooqied by a Nokindicating thiMs{ pc v.b ' I is only onditio

plicable ~t4enetration Ww paths with tho PCIVs.
S tJ- ' ( 14

) /

(continued)
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1 Section 3.6 Page 298 or476 PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

) BASES p
'

,

s

ACTIONS B.1 (continued) '

!
q (q or penetrati"o path one PCIV, Condition C

vides the app riate Requ d Actions.
;

-

{.1 and C.2 ~ i
~

Wh one or more penetration [ flow paths with one PC
ino able, the inoperable valve must be restored t
OP E status or the affected penetration flow th must
be isol ted. The method of isolation must inclu the use
of at le t one isolation barrier that cannot b adverselyaffected b a single active failure. Isolati barriers !
that meet t s criterion are a closed and de ctivated
automatic val , a closed manual valve, and blind flange.A--checkwalve- not be used to isolate e affected
penetration. Re ired Action C.1 eust- 4empleted-within-[4] i:2 :. Thc 5:r- Com)1etion Ti is reasonabler
considering the rel ive stasility of he closed system(hence, reliability) act as a pen ration isolation
boundary and the relat e importan of supporting primary

,

Q _f containment OPERABILITY uring 1, 2, and 3. In the
'

j event the affected penetr ion i isolated in accordance ,
'

with Required Action C.1, ,

fected penetration flow pathe
must be verified to be isola d on a periodic basis. Thisis necessary to ensure that ' mary containment penetrations

i required to be isolated fo owi an accident are isolated.{ The Completion Time of o e per days for verifying thati each affected penetrati is isola ed is appropriate because ,

I the valves are operat under admin trative controls andthe probability of eir misalign=en is low.
i

Condition C is (fied by a Note indica ing this condition !is appilcable o y to those penetration ow paths with only !

,'

one PCIV. Fo penetration flow paths with4wo PCIVs,
Conditions and B provide the appropriate quired Actions.I

This Net:- necessary since this Condition writtenspecific ily to address those penetrations wi a singlePCIV.

Req fred Action C.2 is modified by a Note that ap ies to
va) es and blind flanges located in high radiation reas andallows them to be verified by use of administrative ans.
Allowing verification by administrative means is con 'dered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically ;

i

ontinued)

- E'a/E ST&- B 3.6-19 Rev. 0, 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 299 of 476 PCIVs

B 3.6.1.3

BASES)
j

h and C.2 (continued)
__ _

ACTIONS
.

|

! Q restricted. Therefore, the prob Qity of misalignment of !
' these valves, cetheyhavebeenver(fiedtobeinthe I

per position, is low. I

. g , AA<.K w % de,amsw]>

-

\takasefa:4 Y \With the sewndary Eontainment bypass leakage rateAnot y
. within limit, the assumptions of the safety analysis r not ,met. Therefore, the leakage must be restored to within

limit within 4 hours. Restoration can be accomplished by
isolating the penetration that caused the limit to be
exceeded by use of one closed and de-activated automatic [1

<

valve, closed manual valve, or blind flange. When ai

| hl penetration is isolated, the leakage rate for the isolation
penetration is assumed to be the actual pathway leakage
through the isolation device. If two isolation devices are
used to isolate the penetration, the leakage rate is assumed
to be the lesser actual pathway leakage of the two devices.
The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the
time required to restore the leakage by isolating the

") penetration and the relative importance of secondary> containment bypass leakage to the overall containment
_ function.

h1 .2. an 3L
In the event one or more containment purge valves are not
within the purge valve leakage limits, purge valve leakage
must be restored to within limits or the affected .

8 |
penetration must be isolated. The method of isolation must[ be by the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot

;be adversely affected by a single active failure. Iso ion
%/ barriers that meet this criterion are a4{ closed and (5de-activated automatic valve, closed manual valve n ind

OO {
flange}&,Kpurge val t resilient seals'u i ized tog* sauuy Required Actio I must nave Deen demonstrated to
meet the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.1.3.h The @specified Completion Time is reasonable, considering that
one containment purge valve remains closed (refer to the

- 5t: : SR 3.6.1.3. , so that a gross breach of containment
" "

-

}EAW wie m e d ir riok -

eeMs ok meh ,enhrg wh Cen/ikion {N
'

4ed 3,AJ *tF8 (DEC j(continued)g

*QoM a\Sobe hydf-BWR/6-4TS- B 3.6-20 '
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Section 3.6 Page 300 of 476 B 3.6.1.3

..) BASES ()
ACTIONS f. N 2. and D (continued) 0\ obc'

w/
n accordance th Required Action 2, this penetration

flow path must be verified to be i lated on a periodic
. basis. The periodic verification is necessary to ensure

that containment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident, which are no 1
automatically isolated, will bec =_onger capable of being,Keq :--

This Required Action does;;n;ot'yshould an event occur.
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verificationR __;. . ., L 2 rrn, that those r; isolation devices outside containment and p5tenTially W3,

! capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position.
}

,

For the isolation dev. ices inside containment,7from MODEthe time
period specified as ' prior to entering MODE A
if not performed within the previous 92 days' is based on .

engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of@ e ' E W ;siht'itv d 'h r i m ti ' 9 % e w
administrative controls'that will' ens ~ure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

For containment purge valve withrresil seal is
i isol in accordance with Required Actio 1
| (@s 3.6.1. j uust be perfonned at least onc very days. OI This provi es assurance that degradation of the resilient

seal is detected and confirms that the leakage rate of the
containment purge valve does not increase during the time

h netr ion is isola Tha normal Frecuency for.

i I SR 3 84_ days ' ned on -n GC 6 ; u etive .1' 7 '.

gg;lle-tuve-fE2G-fReTCC. Since more reliance is placed
on a single valve while in this Condition, it is prudent to

i perform the SR more often. Therefore, a Frequency of once
per days was chosen and has been shown acceptable based

.__ on operating experience.
_

|

1 and 2
,

, - If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
| be met in MODE 1, 2 or 3, the plant must be brought to a'

MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full

(continued)

_
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!

} BASES

ACTIONS 1 anc 2 (continued)99,

power conditions in an orderly manner and without 2challenging plant systems.

| I N h w We(kur d
~

.

1.( . d . andIj 2 c, Aym me 7.

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be placed in condition in which the

. LCO does-not apply. If- applicable. E ALTERATIONS and
movement-of irradiated fuel assembi st be immediately
suspended. Suspension of these activities shall not.

; preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe,,-

condition. Also, if applicable, action must be immediately
initiated to suspend operations with a potential for

I draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs) to minimize the A
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential
for fission product release. Actions must continue until
OPORVs are suspended. If suspending the OPDRVs would result
in closing the residual heat removal (RHR) shutdown cooling
isolatica valves, an alternative Required Action is provided
to immediately initiate action to restore the valves to

)' . OPERABLE status.- This allows RHR to remain in service while
_ actions are being taken to restore the valve.

_

-
-

-

$URVEdLANCE I M 6.173.1- - ~~
- __ ' -

-S
REQUIREMENTS

Each [ ] inch imary containment purgtMalve is required to
be verifi sealed closed at 31 day 'fitervals. This SR is

'

; inten to apply to primary con nment purge valves that
pl a not fully qualified to ope under accident condi ens.

Als SR is designed to ensu that a gross breach primary
c inment is not cause y an inadvertent or urious

ning of a primary tainment purge valve Detailed
f analysis of the pu valves failed to co usively

demonstrate the* ability to close dur a LOCA in ti do'-

limit offsi oses. Primary cont nt purge va that
..are sealje i' closed must have mot power to th lve
operatpr removed. This can accomplished de-energizing ,
the, source of electric pow or removing th( air supply to
the valve operator. In is application /the term " sealed".

,ehas no connotation ofAeak tightness.,Mhe 31 day frequency
q isaresultofanfRCinitiative,GenericIssueB-24

_

(continued)

-BWR/fr-STS- B 3.6-22 Rev. 0,~09/28/92-
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B 3.6.1.3Section 3.6 Page 302 of 476

BASES O

6.vu dutted)R
-

SURVEILLANCE 53- 3.6.i.3.1 -

REQUIREMENTS

y (Ref. 5), related to primary containment purge y e use
' uring unit operations.
\

Th ( SR allows a valve that is open under ad nistrative,

. con is to not meet the SR during the time he valve is
open.\ pening a purge valve under admini rative controls
is res "cted to one valve in a penetra+ on flow path at a
given ti (refer to discussion for Npfe 1 of the ACTIONS)
in order t effect repairs to that ylive. This allows one

. purge valve o be opened without ulting in a failure of
[f. ,f the Surveilla e and resultant ry into the ACTIONS for

this purge valv provided th tated restrictions are met.
Condition E must entered ring this allowance, and the
valve opened only a neces ry for effecting repairs. Each
purge valve in the pe t tion flow path may be alternately
opened, provided one ains sealed closed, if necessary, to
complete repairs on e etration.

_
_

The SR is modiff by a Note tating that primary.

| containment pu e valves are o required to be sealed
closed in MO 1, 2, and 3. If LOCA inside primary , s

) containeen occurs in these MODES, he purge valves may not
(d -} !

,

be capabl of closing before the pre ure pulse affects '

! systems ownstream of the purge valves r the release of
' ,

radio tive material will exceed limits rior to the closing i

of e purge valves. At other times when the purge valves i

a required to be capable of closing (e.g. during movement
'

f irradiated fuel assemblies), pressurizati concems are
,_not present and the purge valves are allowed to e open.,

w .- -
_

-

- hard 3h
~

-

SR 3.6.1.3.
# -

This SR verifies that theMf@ inch primary containment
purge valves are closed as required or, if open, open for an

,
. allowable reason. hgjT&2 f~p S A /

(h N ~The SR is also modified by a Note (Note 1) stating that
primary containment purge val _ are only required to be

j closed in MODES I, 2, and Tf, a Lut.A insice primarNy 4h
pbecapableofeosingbeforethepDES) the purge valves may not)

ontainment occurs in tnese
sure pulse affects ]systems downstre . of the purge valv'

, or the release of

prior to the purgej_/\ radioactive mater 'c1 will exceed limit

C\9 (continued)') .J
SWR /6-STS- - B 3.6-23 Rev. 0,-09f28/92-
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INSERT B23A

If a purge valve is open in violation of this SR, the valve is
considered inoperable (Condition A applies), and unless
otherwise known to have excessive leakage when closed, is not
considered to have leakage outside the of limits (Condition
D).

. i
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(bCM* M ic [Sdd{ancg b\k Section 3.6 Pqe 304 of 476
.a

PCIhp SA A \c(C p (cd b 3 SL3.43.'$.4 g gp] B 3.6.1.3.

Y i 3'b O s O g a mck I

) BASES
~

Q ,

I

i h fm0C bz, t i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3./ (continue 60'I |
REQUIREMENTS 8

-
-

her ::=4 At ther ime when th' purge valves are _

required to be capable of c ng uring movement of d'irradiated fuel assemblies) pressur(e.g.,izatio concerns are notjp _present and the purge valves are allowed to eopenk~ y_

p The SR is modified by a Note (Note 2) stating that the SR is
not required to be met when the purge valves are o en for
the stated reasons. The Note states that 4WHe va ves may
be opened for pressure control ALARA or air quality
considerations for personnel entry, Surveillances

p3 that reouf re the valves to be open, provided the@-" - >
g}

-

-- Wy -d MNdlines are isolated. These i
_ rima tainment purge valves are capable of closin in

g the environment following a LOCA. Therefore, these va ves
0%v>d\vcA are allowed to be open for limited periods of time. The-

31 day Frequency is consistent with other primary
|

" N90 -containment purge -valve requirements.ythC_hO g-

-

_#, .......... ~ ~
_ ,- _

fq SR 3.6.1.3.d AT Sq tu e |
o

-

This SR verifies that each primary containment iso
manual valve and blind flan e that is located outside

.

primary containment, drywel , @rIteam tunnel, and is '

required to be close'd during accident conditions, is closed.
The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of
radioactive fluids or gases outside of the primary c,7

Cg containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does
|

<

not require any testingpalve manipulati_on. ather, it
'

'

involves verificatioK ... 4. . ains wene,4 that those (||
Cdg6 valves outside primary contai. cutgana capapie o^f being

'
I

mispositioned, are in the correctiposition._ Since
-.

l---
verification of valve position for vehes utside primary . Nyy !

(TOrpt , GJo y chosen to provide added assurance that the w M are in the '

J containmentAis relatively easy, the 31 da frequency _was
_

,

/ correct positions.

Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note applies to
@', valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and

allows them to be verified by use of administrative
controls. Allowing verification by administrative controls
is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, and 3 for ALARA

(continued)
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Section 3.6 Page 305 of 476 B 3.6.1.3 ,

} BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3 continued) .

REQUIREMENTS
'

'

reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of ;

(,{ f t i . O
ycSS

pro 7 position s low. A second Note is included to
. these"d..; once they have been verified to be in the

_;
cla fy that .' pen under administrative c trols are ;
not required to see he SR durin the time the are i
open. ;

C\\/J
g 5 dtyd\, e,r - i

SR 3. 6.1. 3 . , Q ggA
I This SR verifies that each primary containment ' nuals ;

isolation valve and blind flange located inside primary j
containment, drywell, or steam tunnel, and required to be ;

closed during accident conditions, is closed. The SR helps i

to er.sure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids | |
or cases outside the primary containment boundary is withi
esign limi Fohalses inside primary containment e -

Frequency o or to entering MODE 2 o rom MODE 4. if !
- not oerfo within the previous ~92 d s appropriate !

Q1 Jewes rince thes s ee: -e ft:- :: are o rated under >U administrat we controls and the pro bility of their
h, i} misalignment is low.

Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note allows j
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas to !

be verified by use of administrative controls. Allowing
verification Ly administrative controls is considered

I acceptable since access to these areas is typically
i restricted during MODES 1, 2, and 3- Therefore the
! propaD111ty of misalignment of thes-d .... onc,e they have
| been verified to be in their proper wsition, is low. A
| second Note is included to clarify ~ttat Qthat are open

..
'

under administrative controls are not required to meet the
SR during the time that the re open.

b SR 3.6.1.3. . . ,

Verifying the isolation time of each power operated and each i
automatic PCIV is within limits is reauired to demonstrate j
SPIRABILITL7M5it n; M -"-d-d + - thi; 0" 2 :: C

1(fvM closureJ"4 tion time-is f ratisted 11 3;i 3.0d O.5 i

The isolation time test ensures that the~ valve will isolate !in a time period im ^h== ==g"M i: dat assumed in the !
!

I

_ (continued) !
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g BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3 continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'

safety analysis. The isolation time and frequency of this-

3 SR areyin accordance with the Inservice Testing Program ar.e_f2 Lv.. w'

~
~

SR 3.6.1.3.

For primary containment purge valves with resilient seals,
additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 6), is required to ensure
OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated that
this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter
time period than do other seal types. Based on this
observation, and the importance of maintaining this
penetration leak tight (due to the direct path between

I pWaary containment and the environment), a frequency of
184 days was established,R =-e e tLe x; ;~ +iaW2--

(' 23 ~ % %i - s-zeIr:J~s)J Additionally, this SR must be A
j

performed within 92 days after opening the valve. The -

92 day Frequency was chosen recognizing that cycling the.
valve could introduce additional seal degradation (beyond

T that d ich occurs to a valve that has not been opened).
_) Thus cecreasing the interval (from 184 days) is a prudent

/ measu,re after a valve has been opened.
m 9

The SR is modified by a Note stating that the primary
containment purge valves are only required to meet leakage
rate testing requirener : > in MODES 1, 2, and 3. If a LOCA
inside primary containment occurs in these MODES, purgeQ valve leakage must be minimized to ensure offsite
radiological release is within limits. At other times when
the purge valves are required to'be capable of closing -r

Nk CC pred (e.g., during handling of irradiated fuel), pressurization
( concerns are not present and the purge valves areC =' +a,

\ To m E dt h1 -;)QteM) A second Note is added to this SR requiring the
i

< ' "p9 N"7 SR 3.6.1.1.1. This ensures that primary containment purge
results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria of'

-

' rderm . ;

s% valve leakage is properly accounted for in determining the.

_ overall primary containment leakage rate.
_

(continued)

-
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BASESs

} ~)

| SURVEILLANCE h6.5.3.7 -

~

!
REQUIRC4ENTS . x

(continued) Verifying iat the full closure iso tion time of each MSIV \is within th Npecified limits is re red to demonstrate )
OPERABILITY. e full closure isolatic time test ensures

j D that the MSIV wi Nisolate in a time peri that does not
f exceed the times as d in the DBA analyse The Frequency'

of this SR is. [in acc ' !ance with the Inservi Testing
rogram,or 18 months]v _h,

SR 3.6.1.3.
! *

Automatic PCIVs close on a primary containment isolation
signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
primary containment following a DBA. This SR ensures that
each automatic PCIV will actuate to its isolation position
on a primary con 4inment isolation signal. The LOGIC SYSTEM

g FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.1.6 overlaps this SR to provide
fq complete testing of the safety function. ThedISPaonthy Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance

under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance -

T were perfomed with the reactor at power. Operating
) experience has shown that these c onents usually pass this

y} Surveillance when performed at th 18}>monthFrequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.-

-
~

SR 3.6.1.3.. /2f,

This SR ensures that the leakage rate of secondary
.

containment bypass leakage paths is less than th specified~
leakage rate. This provides assurance that the ssumptions A(' intheradiologicalevaluationsofReferenc&faremet. Thee '

( leakage rate of each bypass leakage path is assumed to be

k{j the maximum pathway leakage (leakage through the worse of'

the two isolation valves) unless the penetration is isolated
by use of one closed and de-activated automatic valve,
closed manual valve, or blind flange. In this case, the
leakage rate of the isolatert bypass leakage path is assumed
to be the actual pathway leakage through the isolation
device. If both isolation valves in the penetration are
closed, the actual leakage rate is the lesser leakage rate
of the two valves. This method of quantifying maximum

(continued)

)
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~

j BASES
j

_ -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.I.3 (co nued)
4

~

REQUIREMENTS
'

4

pathway leakage is only to be used for this SR (i.e.,

ON
Appendix J maximum pathway leakage limits are to he -

.

quantified in accordance with Appendix J).[-Thc [1y :.;ctkh - C |,e:ed er t'e r,::d b yerfourthis Surveillea
s under e conditions that apply during a plant-outage and A,Spyt g the pote ial for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance '

!sOMSQ were perfc d with the reactor tt power. Operati
experience h shown that these co'sqponents usually ss this YSR '34,.13.8j Surveillance

n performed at theM8}%onth Frequenc}bromjTherefore, the uency was concluded,to be acceptable
reliability sta point. )_

hotebvdded to this SR requiring the results to be,

evaluated against the acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1.
'

This ensures that secondary containment bypass leakage is
properly accounted for in determining the overall primary

3 containment leakage rate.
QSEU BW I N ~

h SR 3.6.1.3 ~ N. fdf M W /

wn-as ,2&
s. ,) h ru 6 The analyses in References nd 3 are base e Fage that ;

-

o g ,is less than the specified 1 aka frate. Leakage through'

C mast be when tested at . -2 HIL N psig). The MSIV le ka
(4*g gN in accordance with the leek;;;ge rate must be verified j

tett ~;rf 7; ;r."hNote,#is
:. '

Ru ici cm.c C --:: ;.edifi:'' by ppmfed e-t-"tf
.added to this SR requirino the repits to be valuateds

f against the acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1~.1.1. This
[ ensures that MSIY leakage is properly accounted for ir.

'j 19jQT} determining the overall primary colttainment leakage rate.,

"The FreqGehty is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 5).
4 g gMg

'

as modified by approved exem
. allows Frequency extensions)ptions; thus, SR 3.0.2 (which

'

does not apply, s

{ficpcd aheve k Se 3.6.13.'1
SR 3 . 6.1. 3. R -

Surveillance of hydrostatically tested lines provides
assurance that the calculation assumptions of Referenc

@ are met. g e it7 iia M unct n~78tys7G5T-~ s a &
'

' g piica'- 3R:,, includi the eC alage Tate test-

Ob s USR 3.6.1. 1)A pro late. e combined leakage rates
i must be demonstrated o be n cro 'hnce_wLtn tnbleakage

W^9 0 J (continued),

-ewR/6-STS- B 3.6-28 Rev. O,-09/28/92 -
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I

INSERT B28A (2 places)

iNote 1 is added to this SR which states that these valves are '

only required to meet this leakage limit in MODES 1, 2, and 3. i
In the other conditions, the reactor coolant system is not !
pressurized and specific primary containment leakage limits !
are not required. !

!
t

,

fI

i 1

l i
i
!

[
1

i

| .

.f
'

. :

t

;

i

i

1

>

|
i

|
|

|
1

]

i

i

INSERT
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PCIVs, C B 3.6.1.3| '& SR 3.o.z (whict,-

.
) E ES #(I'*6 f~"PCY #ff 4# #*

does nof afg4
M/q

3.6.1.3(W)/(continued)
- "9

!SURVEILLANCE U./ SR,

! :REQUIREMENTS -
; i
' test requirements of Referenet)6, as modified by approved

exemptions &

f This SR is modified by two Notesvalves are only required to meet the combined leakage rateNote 1 states that these

% in MODES 1, 2, and 3 since this is when the Reactor Coolant
'

System is pressurized and primary containment is required..

j I
In some instances, the valves are required to be capable of

.

automatically closing during MODES other than MODES 1, 2, ' !

a jnd 3 :=;%4 ^.csi ti-# ;rr '?ddr ;5cmiQc.7geditia-; N A 7;;.;iM ffFthese other HbbESV.4
-

s_'

CZiditions.k gecdic\u b .e\L k areo J)er

Note 2 is added to this SR requiring the results to be
evaluated against the acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1.1.
This ensures that these valve leakages are properly
accounted for in determining the overall primary containment
leakage rate.

a -

SR 3.6.1.3.12
'

' _I .

Reviewer's Note: s SR is only required for those plantswith purge val with resilient seals all to be openduring [MO , 2, or 3] and having ng devices on the
7% __ valves at are not permanently i led.= J

=; rifying that each [ ] fr primary containment purge valve
.
'

is-blocked to restrict ening to s [50%) is required to
-

'

' ensure that the vai can close under DBA conditions within
.l

. the time limits sumed in the arialyses Df References 2
I and 3.-

-

,.
.['/ _

The S s modified by a Note stating th is SR is only
_

re red to be met in MODES 1, 2, an If a LOCA inside
, -

' .

imary containment occurs in th MODES, the purge valves
1 must close to maintain conta ' nt leakage within the values'

i assumed in the accident ysis. At other times wh 46r' gevalves are required e capable of closing
movement of irragi ed fuel assemblies), press (e uring

ization
concerns are pot present, thus the purgpalves can be fully
open. The [18] month Frequency is a
blocking devices are typically remo'v,ppropriate because theed only during a

-_ refueling outage.
_-

--.
___

(continued)
'
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|

) BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. /SAR, Chapter [ h 2. uSAf 50$oa 15 6.4*3

@ p 4. 4.
*/SAR, Section36.2}+ @3 FIS '8 d d' I' *

$. ). T/SAR, Table 6.2-4(.
.-

'

M.-
0;T.eric I 0;; 0-20. "Cs6iainmenti etkag: 0;; tehh-Detetief*atier.."

\
% 6eneric Issue N 2. d,U

\

SRslo.\.W $6 6. 10 CFR 50. Appendt

N. bvc u kbr.s 4 us -t
~

_ c
.

'

L

This SR requires a demonstration that each pewaus i

instrumentation line excess flow check valve (EFCV)isOPERABLE by verifying that the valve hcfu;;. -

h ! ;;i :n f1 - ac a ... ' t ' i rtr"---' ''-r'- :'Q . This SRQh provides assurance that the instrumentation line EFCVs will .

-

-

\
perform so that predicted radiological consequences will not * 'I
be exceeded during,the postulate instrument line break)
evenQ" ' '' > ' --(Ref.eeeeee '

based on the need to perform this Surveillance under thehe 34-18f month Frequency isi
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance '

were performed with the reactor at power.
'

h

.

O,(, M VdTS WIN'O d if UlfT
!

-

. .,

e

. )
9
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
j Primary Containment Pressure

Section 3.6 Page 3120f 476
B 3.6.1.4

I B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
i U

B 3.6.1.4 Primary Containment Pressure !
*

: ;

BASES
!

4 i

i BACKGROUND The primary containment pressure is limited during nomal
|

h

4

operation to preserve the initial conditions assumed in the !

accident analyses for a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or loss I
ofcoolant. accident (LOCA).

.

;

i
) The limits on primary containeen to secondary containment

| differentialbpressurehaveha*adeve1pedbasedon1'.
operating _experienceAe7EXThary Dellding; which45-part

;

if of-the -secondary- containmenti4ompletely-surrounds- theJewer
ig [ portion-of4he-primary contai. ai. Therefore,-the primary !

3

4 I contaifuiient-design external -differentfal pressurecimd-
cons'equently-the-Specification-1 tait,- are establisheif'- |

n
i

j 1mtive-tn-+he- muv414arv- buHdis i s. e22. ; e /Thehia
J j

t

. ygJ # ._ c C ..s pressure is kept slightly negative relative to theggC6;

] atmospheric pressure to prevent leakage to the atmosphere.

Transient events, which include inadvertent containment !

spray initiation}.can reduce the primary containment - !)! pressure (Ref. 1 Without an appropriate limit on the !i

: negative contai'nmentEtessure, the design limit for negative ;

internal pressure of7'3.0Ppsid could be exceeded 6 |h"
z D,$p psi %were established (Ref. 2 .

Therefore, the Specif cation-.ne="ure limits of fo@ss and !

of |'

p The limitation on the primarf'{to se'condary containment !

differentialD pressure provides added assurance that the
peak LOCA primary cc::taineen ssure does not exceed the

~
,design value of 15 psig-(Ref -
'

P2. !
_

;

APPLICABLE Primary containment performance for the DBA is evaluated for -

SAFETY AMALYSES the entire spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs
'

'

inside containment (Ref. 3). Among the inputs to the designi basis analysis is the initial primary containment internal
$\ The primary containment fto secondary containment5pressure.

differentialPpressurecanaffecttheinitialcontainment '

internal pressure. The initial pressure limitation*

requirements ensure that peak primary containment pressure
for a DBA LOCA does not exceed the design value of 15 psig-
and that peak negative pressure for an inadvertent

:

) (continued) .

(
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) BASES

_. __

APPLICABLE containment s event does not exceed the design value of
SAFETY ANALYSES 3.01psid.

(continued) M
rimary containment pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of the

NRC Policy Statement. -

.

O, 2
LCO A limitation on the primar to con a containment |hl

!

differentialkpressureof 'e- and s psid] isrequired to ensure that primary @ containment initial
'.

i conditions are consistent with the initial-safety analyses
i

assumptions so that containment pressures remain within
,

,

;

| design values during a LOCA and the design value of !;

containment negative pressure is not exceeded during an ;

inadvertent operation of containment sprays. ;
' ,

.

iAPPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3,. a 08A could result in a release of
iradioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4, .

and 5, the probability and consequences of these events.are'
. ,

reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations ofs ,

~) these MODES. Therefore, maintaining primary containment
ipressure within limits is not mquired in MODE 4 or 5.

-|

ACTIONS Ad
)

When primary secondary containment differential [
pressure is not within the limits of the LCO, differential
pressure must be restored to-within limits within I hour. * -

The Required Action is necessary to return operation to
within the bounds of the primary containment analysis. The
1 hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LCO 3.6.1.1, " Primary Containment," which requires that
primary containment be restored to OPERABLE status within
I hour.

B.1 and B.2

hl If primary osecondarycontainmentdifferentia1{ pressure
cannot be restored to within limits within the required

>

Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in

L

(continued)
j
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.

B 3.6.1.4 |

i
) BASES |

(' .- )/

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the '

plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are ireasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.4.1
REQUIREMENTS f

Verifying that primary containment Bo secondary containment

g ] operation remains within the limits assumed in the primarydifferentia 1WressureiswithinIfmitsensuresthat
;

containment analysis. The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was !

developed basd on operating experience related to trending
primary containment pressure variations during the
applicable ADDES. Furthemore, the 12 hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications available
in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator
to an abnormal primary containment pressure condition. ,

{
.

f . ((Jp AR, Section @ ' h /L. b h
-

REFERENCES 1

hAR, htion-f6:2rl.I.LMaNe G1-2.

{ 3. hAR,Section16.2
!

|

s

.)
Bw/6 STE B 3.6-33 Rev. O, 09728792"
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Primary Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.1.5

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS - -

B 3.6.1.5 Primary Containment Air Temperature

BASES
;

!

BACKGROUND Heat loads from the drywell, as well as piping and equipment
in the primary containment, add energy to the primary

. containment airspace and raise airspace temperature.
Coolers . included in the unit design remove this energy and
maintain an appropriate average temperature inside primary
containment. The average airspace temperature affects the ;
calculated respos.se to postulated Design Basis Accidents
(DBAs). This primary containment air temperature limit is

- an initial condition input for the Reference 1 safety
analyses.

APPLICABLE Primary containment performance for the DBA is evaluated for
SAFETY ANALYSES a entire spectrum of break sizes for postulated loss of

coolant accidents (LOCAs) inside containment (Ref.1).Among the inputs to the design basis analysis is the initial
,primary containment average air temperature. Ana es I

-

) assume an initial average primary" containment air
.

,

%G _ . mi;-;nQ temperature ". Maintai 'ng
-

~ e
nitial conomons ens s Yat safety analyses

<

expecteo " f
remain va' id and ensures that the peak LOCA primaryo

@ WLEgy allowable temperature of 185'F (Ref.1). Exceeding thiscontainment temperature does not exceed the maximum

design temperature may result in the degradation of theg' primary containment structure under accident loads.
Equipment inside primary containment, and needed to mitigate,

the effects of a DBA, is designed .to operate and be capable
of operating under environmental conditions expected for the

1accident.
{

Primary containment air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of ~

the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO With an initial primary containment average air temperature
less than or equal to the LCO temperature limit, the peak
accident temperature is maintained below the primary
containment design temperature. As a result, the ability of

4

(continued)
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l

} BASES
-

1

LCO primary containment to perform its design function is
.

(continued) ensured.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
i

| radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of i

!these MODES. Therefore, maintaining primary containment
average air temperature within the limit is not required in '

MODE 4 or 5. .
'

, -

.

ACTIONS Ad

When primary containment average air temperature is not
within the limit of ths LCO, it must be restored within ;

8 hours. This kequired Action is necessary to return
operation to within the bounds of the primary containment
analysis. The 8 hour Completion Time is acceptable,
considering the sensitivity of the analysis to variations in (N} this parameter, and provides sufficient time to correct

(./minor problems.
'

B.1 and B.2 '

If the primary containment average air temperature cannot be
restored to within limit within the required Completion
Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO i

does not apply. To achieve this-status,.the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

ireasonable, based on operating expcrience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant system.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.5.1
i

REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that the primary containment average air i

temperature is within the LCO limit ensures that operation
remains within the limits assumed for the primary

j

..,) (continued) ,
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) BASES -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.5.I (continued) !
REQUIREMENTS '

containment analyses. In order to determine the primary
containment average air temperature, an atithmetic average
is calculated, using measurements taken at locations within
the primary containment selected to provide a representative
sample of the overall primary containment atmosphere.

The 24 hour Frequency of this SR is considered acceptable '

based on observed slow rates of temperature increase within
iprimary containment as'a result of environmental heat '

sources (due to large volume of the primary containment).
:Furthermore, the 24 hour Frequency is considered adequate in !

view of other indications available.in the control room,-

including alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal
primary containment air temperature condition.

REFERENCEShh1._,Sectiok6.2[
s - re
.~ - --

-

.

e

w

l<
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/ p)B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS *

'\'es
:.6 B 3.6.1.6 Low-Low Set (LLS) Valves

7
CL 1Ont St-

BASES b ' OfDey O(2

BACKGROUND The safety / relief valves (S/RVs) can actuat 'either in the
relief mode, the safety mode, the Automatic e ressurization

b System mode, the LLS mode. In the LLS mo e o

r#"L plcpah(aib
actuated mod of operation), a pneumatic and stere

' !!-hly overcome the spring force and open the pHet valve.*

pr AsJa the nf:ty ;;ede, ei,s..-;ey U. piior, valve asiows e
differ *a+hl Pr=: te 4s. .. .c. e;; O.; ;; !.. ..I,c

niston and +h= e p.s 0.c -... ..i m. The Gifbvalve can
-

,

open with valve inlet steam pressure as low ase ~

D''4"d.y) psig. The pneumatic operator is arranged so that its
Q malfunction will not prevent the valve disk from lifting if

steam inlet pressure exceeds the safety mode pressure
Y ,, " * La Q

061 of the S/RVs a quipped to provide the LLS function.
9 The LLS logic causes LLS valves to be opened at a lower
< Q gg Iggsure than the relie or safety mode pressure setpoints

s and stay open longer, such that reopening of more than one () c(\\ thetLS S/RV is prevented on subsequent actuations. Therefore, the V
!

V 'b ES LLS function prevents excessive short duration S/RV cycles"
with valve actuation at the relief setpoint.

Each S/RV discharges steam through a discharge line and
quencher to a location near the bottom of the suppression
pool, which causes a load on the suppression pool wall.
Actuation at lower reactor pressure results in a lower load.

.

APPLICABLE The LLS relief mode functions to ensure that the
SAFETY ANALYSES containment design basis of one S/RV operating on

" subsequent actuations" is met (Ref. 1). In other words, -

multiple simultaneous openings of S/RVs (following the
initial opening) and the corresponding higher loads, are
avoided. The safety analysis demonstrates that the LLS
functions to avoid the induced thrust loads on the S/RV
discharge line resulting from " subsequent actuations" of the
S/RV during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Furthermore, the
LLS function justifies the primary containment analysis
assumption that multiple simultaneous S/RV openings occur
only on the initial actuation for DBAs. Even thoug g

(continued)
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4
-

.

APPLICABLE LLS S/RVs are specified, all s4* LS S/RVs do not operate; SAFETY ANALYSES in any DBA analysis.
; (continued) g
j

LLS valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.i
4

-
- n

LCO fLLS valves are required to be O satisfy the
assumptions of the safety analysis (Ref. W). Thei

i
j requirements of this LCO are applicable to the mechanical

and electrical / pneumatic capability of the LLS valves to'

function for controlling the opening and closing of the
S/RVs.~

1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, an' event could cause pressurization of
the reactor and opening of S/RVs. In MODES 4 and 5, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, maintaining the LLS valves OPERABLE is not
required in MODE 4 or 5.

~)
ACTIONS &l.

With one LLS valve inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE LLS
valves are adequate to perform the designed function.
However, the overall reliability is reduced. The 14 day
Completion Time takes into account the redundant ca') ability
afforded by the remaining LLS S/RVs and the low )ro:) ability i

of an event in which the remaining LLS S/RV capa)ility would
be inadequate. '

i

B.1 and B.2
-

If two or more LLS valves are inoperable or if the
!inoperable LLS valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE status

within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at leas.t
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full

(continued)) ~
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Section 3.6 Page 320 of 476

BASES
~

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued),

i power conditions in an orderly manner and without
| challenging plant systems.

h '
I SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.6.1

REQUIREMENTS
; A manual actuation of each LLS valve is perfomed to verify

that the valve and solenoids are functioning properly and
that no blockage exists in the valve discharge line. This
can be demonstrated by the response of the turbine control .

O or bypass valve, by a change in the measured steam flow,
j by any other method that is suitable to verify steam flo . 4

O Adequate reactor steam 1fome preNire must be available to
3

, | MEEET erTom this test to avoid damar lig the valve.N The
( B39A g 8}tmonth Frequency was developed based on the S/RV tests

required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

h Section XI (Ref.7/).b:d Only during
:

It i h: ::::idered prudent that the4 % ' rveillant: 1:: perf p hnt ;;t ge. This) |
6 978 % d22 +^ th Poicniidi ivi =>+ -nPlann;d ; nit tim 55;nt if !'he S r:::ter :t foi !

"

power /ur'ailhncs-wre perfer;;;d with th:
t

: h !Operating experience has shown these components
usually pass the Surveillance when perfomed at the

gyE18KmonthFrequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

-

Since steam pressure is required in order to perform the
Su veillance, however, and steam may not be available curing i

a unit outage, the Surveillance may be perfomed during the
.

shutdown prior to or the startup following a unit outage. '

Unit startup is allowed prior to perfoming this test
g because valve OPERABILITY and the set ints for overpressure .!protection are verified by Reference 7 prior to valve '

-

installation. After'thquired reactor steam 11ame:. 1

aep'Ab ipressuref rr reached, I hours are allowed to prepare for andg perfom the test. e
'to be performed is f[quate pressure at which this test is

-

03],'bjthepressurerecommendedbyggg
the valve manufacture .

,k _ nsisfon&& ,
SR 3.6.1.6.2

The LLS designed S/RVs are required to actuate automatically
upon receipt of specific initiation signals. A system

(continued)
1
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-

INSERT B39A
,

. . . Also, adequate steam flow must be passing through the main ~
turbine or turbine bypass valves to continue to control ,

reactor pressure when the ADS valves divert steam flow upon
opening.

t

INSERT B39B >

The Frequency of 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures ,

that each solenoid for each S/RV is alternately tested. ;

!

;

I
|

.'
!

,

;

.

I

'
!
,

I
t

|

| i
I

!
-

,

,

!

!

|
|

|

|
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3
<

BASES
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.6.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

functional test is perfomed to verify that the mechanical
' portions (i.e., solenoids) of the automatic LLS function

operate as designed when initiated either by an actual or
simulated automatic initiation signal. The LOGIC SYSTDI
FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.5.4 overlaps this SR to provide

jcomplete testing of the safety function.
;

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant !outage and the potential for an unilanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with tie reactor at power.

{Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from

* '
a reliability standpoiret. ~

, ,

| This SR is modified by a' Note that excludes valve actuation. !
t '

This prevents a reactor pressure vessel pressure blowdown.
)

:

REFERENCES h 6 .?~n; r 2- -- . . - ^Z.;.;[

Qhh Q Section{5.5.[7]. 6''*"""

|h h ASME, Boiler and Pressure'Ves:;e1 Code. Section XI. !

.

,

=

|
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B 3.6.1_.7

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

.

B 3.6.1.7 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Spray System

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment is designed with a suppression pool
so that, in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), '

steam released from the primary system is channeled through
:

the suppression pool water and condensed without producing '

significant pressurization of the primary containment. The
primary containment is designed so that with the pool'

initially at the minimum water volume and the worst single
failure of the primary containment heat removal systems,
suppression pool energy absorption combined with subsequent
operator controlled pool cooling will prevent the primary
containment pressure from exceeding its design value.
However, the primary containment must also withstand a
postulated bypass leakage pathway that allows the passage of

isteam from the drywell directly into the primary containment
!airspace, bypassing the suppression pool. The primary '

,

'

containment also must withstand a low energy steam release
.

!

into the primary containment airspace. The RHR Containment
! T

) Spray System is designed to mitigate the effects of bypass
leakage and low en- Hn breaks. ,

ende
There are two renun6ns,10% capacity RHR containment spray '

subsystems. ach subsystem consists of a suction line from
the suppressi ool, an RHR pump, a heat exchanger, and

p1 - g esabspray _ inside the primary containment (outside
of the drywelu aDove the refueling floor. Dispersion of
the s s

#f G. pray wategjs_ accomplished _hyJ"".'~r..cd:f'c. ikn |

"M i atukr a we Cid.s.%i sAs3 h ad.-.
tC M i m ules_ & N ou 'n.1 s@ r., sam .v

The RHR containment spray Mwiii De automatically
init

@iated. if reauired. following a LOCEprgt mayly inTtfated accord 4 g to emergency procN ures
_

:

APPLICABLE Reference 1 contains the results of analyses that predict iSAFETY ANALYSES the primary containment pressure response for a LOCA with 1

the maximum allowable bypass leakage area.
.

The equivalent flow path area for bypass leakage has been6| 2specified to be {0.9} ft . The analysis demonstrates that

/./B
d' (continued) ~/

.
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B 3.6.I.7
4

i ') BASES ^

f
-'

.

!
; APPLICABLE with containment spray operation the primary containment
: SAFETY ANALYSES pressure remains within design limits. i

| (continued) i
; The RHR Containment Spray System satisfies Criterion 3 of

|
i

; the NRC Policy Statement.
4 '

| ;-

!
LCO In the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA), a minimum of

ij one RHR containment spray subsystem is required to mitigate :
potential bypass leakage paths and maintain the primary, i

containment peak pressure below design limits. To ensure
that these requirements are met, two RHR containment spray

i subsystems must be OPERABLE. Therefore, in the event of ani

i accident, at least one subsystem is OPERABLE assuming the
.

worst case single active failure. An RHR containment spray) subsystem is OPERABLE when the pump, the heat exchanger, and
associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls are,

: OPERABLE.
,

.

| '

i

'

3 APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a 08A could cause pressurization of
;

) primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and
.;

consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure !
,,.,.,

and temperature limitations in these MODES. Therefore, ;

.

'

maintaining RHR containment spray subsystems OPERABLE is not :required in H0DE 4 cr 5. !
.

i
1

1
ACTIONS Ad

.
. .

:! With one RHR containment spray subsystem inoperable, the ~
_ .

.

inoperable subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status
;

within 7 days. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
-

RHR containment spray subsystem is adequate to perform thej primary containment cooling function. However, the overall
j reliability is reduced because a single failure in the
< OPERABLE subsystem could result in reduced primary!

!
containment cooling capability. The 7 day Completion Time
was chosen in light of the redundant RHR containment

1 capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE and the low! probability of a DBA occurring during t is period.1

1
!
!

$ $ ##

[ ) (continued)|
1

,

-BWR/6 W B 3.6-42 .Rev. 0,-09/28/92--
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B 3.6.1.7

) BASES

ACTIONS B.1 ~

(continued)
-

With two RHR containment spray subsystems inoperable, one
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within
8 hours. In this Condition, there is a substantial loss of
the primary containment bypass leakage mitigation function.
The 8 hour Completion Time is based on this loss of function
and is considered acceptable due to the low probability of a
DBA and because alternative methods to remove heat fromprimary containment are available.

C.1 and C.2

If the inoperable RHR containment spray subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion
Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating ex erience, to reach the
re utred plant conditions from fu 1 power conditions in an

-

erly manner and without challenging plant systems.o

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the RHR containment spray mode flow.
path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will
exist for system operation. This SR does not apply to

.valves that are locked,~ sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since these were verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR
does not require any testing or valve manipulation; rather,
it involves verification that those valves capable of being

-

mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR does not
apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned,
such as check valves. -

The 31 day Frequency of this SR is justified because the
valves are operated under procedural control and because
improper valve position would affect only a single
subsystem. This Frequency has been shown to be acceptable
based on operating experience.

(continued) '
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B 3.6.1.7

) ~BASES.

.

) SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.1 (continued) )
I

REQUIREMENTS 1

A Note has been added to this SR that allows RHR containment i

: spray subsystems to be considered OPERABLE during alignment !
to and operation in the RHR shutdown cooling mode when below !

1R
yof being manually realigned and not otherwise inoperable.the RHR cut in pemissive pressure in MODE 3}71f capablejV|

,

At these low pressures and decay heat levels (the reactor is Q l
-

shut down in MODE 3), a reduced complement of subsystems ;

provide the required containment pressure mitigation heuld
i, function thereby allowing operation of an RHR shutdown 1'

cooling loop when necessary.
1

c]Og fe 9'

SR 3.6.1.7.2 g

h Verifying each RHR pump d elops a flow rate 2: gpm
while operating in the sup ession pool cooling mode with
flow through'the associated eat exchanger ensures that pump
performance has not degrade uring the cycle. It is tested i

-

j in the pool cooling mode to demonstrate pump OPERABILITY
{; m without sprayincJowtLe,quipment in primary containment.
JT

i > U ggf Tg 'T tiow is a nomal test oft.rr$ pump perfomance iJ required by the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 2). This test '

. confirms one point on the pump design curve and is' indicative of overall perfomance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
perfomance, and detect incipient failures by indicating

i

abnomal performance.9The Frequency of this SR is in l

$) accordance with the Inservice Testing Program, r 02 t ;.P'-i

i

) SR 3.6.1.7.3 '

I This SR verifies that each RHR containment spray subsystem
automatic valve actuates to its correct position upon'

receipt of an actual or simulated automatic actuation"

signal. Actual spray initiation is not required to meet 6
this SR. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.3..
overlaps this SR to provide complete testing of the safety

$1 function. The'{18}dmonth Frequency is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transieiit if the Surveillance were perfomed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when perfomed at

(continued)
,
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BMES ',
,,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.7.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS :

$l thl8[monthfrequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
iconcluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.1.7.4

' is Surveillance is performed every 10 years to verify that
'

tr spray nozzles are not obstructed and that flow will be
p.tvided when required. The 10 year Frequency is adequate
to detect degradation in performance due to the passive
nozzle design and its normally dry state and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

REFERENCEShh1. R,Sectionk6.2.1.1.5[
2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

) O.
, . , . , .

!

t

% I
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PVLCS
-- B 3.6.1.8

. ~

!'B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ^ j,,
. -

B 3.6.1.8 Penetration Valve Leakage Control System (PVLCS) j
!

BASES

i

l BACKGROUND
The PVLCS supplements the isolation nction of primary
containment isolation valves (PCIVs in process lines that
also penetrate the secondary cent neent. These

ipenetrations are sealed by air f the PYLCS to prevent
ifission products leaking past t isolation valves and !bypassing the secondary contai nt after a Design Basis jAccident (DBA) loss of coola accident (LOCA). j-

!

The PVLCS consists of [two independent, manually initiated
subsystems, either of whi is capable of preventing fission
product leakage.from the containment post LOCA. Each

" subsystem is comprised f an air compressor, an accumulator,
an injection. valve, a three injection headers with

!

1

separate isolation v ves. This system has additional
iheaders, which serv the Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage
)Control System an safety / relief valve (S/RV) actuator air

accumulators. ;

j-

!T Each process 1 has two PCIVs and an additional manual ~ !>
isolation val e outside of the outboard PCIV. The two |
outboard val es are double disk gate valves. Each valve isy..

provided se ling air from its electrically associated
division of PVLCS to the area between the dual disk seats./ |

The PVLCS is started manually.
:

/
1 i i

APPLICABLE The nalyses described in Reference 1 provide the evaluation
SAFETY ANALYSES of ffsite dose consequences during accident conditions. :

I

During the first 25 minutes following an accident, the
solation valves on lines that penetrate primary containment

and also penetrate secondary containment are assumed to leak
fission products directly to the environment, without being
processed by the Standby Gas Treatment System. The analyses
take credit for manually initiating PVLCS after 25 minutes.

and do not assume any further secondary containment bypass
leakage.

The PVLCS' satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
i
.

Yi

- 1 (continued)
-
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} BASES (continued) ~

i

| LCO 1

[Two) PVLCS subsystems must be OPERABLE suc that in the
event of an accident, at least one subsyst is OPERABLE
assuming the worst case single active fai ure. A PVLCS
subsystem is OPERABLE when all necessa components are
available to supply each associated du seat isolation
valve with sufficient air pressure to reclude containment
leakage when the containment atmosph is at the maximumpeak containment pressure, P,.

'

. -

f.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA co d cause a release of
radioactive material to prima containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and c sequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure nd temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, t PVLCS is not required to be
OPERABLE in H0 DES 4 and 5 o prevent leakage of radioactive

} material from primary co ainment.

ACTIONS A.I

i With one PVLCS su ystem inoperable, the inoperable>
subsystem must b restored to OPERABLE status within

' 30 days. In s Condition, the remaining OPERABLE PVLCS
,'

subsystem is equate to perform the leakage control
ifunction. 30 day Completion Time is based on the low

probability f the occurrence of a LOCA, the amount of timeavailable fter the event for operator action to preventexceedin this limit, the low probability of failure of the-
OPERABL PVLCS subsystem, and the availability of the PCIVs.

.

.

f ith [two] PVLCS subsystems inoperable, at least one -

' subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of

{ the occurrence of a DBA LOCA, the availability of 25 minutes !
1

for operator action, and the availability of the PCIVs.

.

(Continued)a m
C R/G 375 B 3.6-47 Rev. O, M /28/9 L
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B3

) BASES
-

-

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

If the inoperable PVLCS subsystem cannot be
,

stored to
OPERAliLE status within the required Comple on Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which

e LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plan must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to ODE 4 within36 hours. The allowed Completion Tim-s are reasonable,based on operating experience to ch '' required plant
conditions from full power con,diti s in La orderly manner
and without challenging phnt sys ems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

The minimum air supply ne ssary for PVLCS OPERABILITY
varies with the system b ng supplied with compressed air
from the PVLCS accumula ors. Due to t'! support s
function of PVLCS for /RV actuator a. , however, ystemj thespecified minimum p sure of
provides sufficient ir for [ ,:101] psig is required, which

S/RV actuations with the
drywell pressure a 30 psig. This minimum air pressurealone is suffici t for PVLCS to support the OPERABILITY ofthese S/RV syst and is verified every 24 hours. The-

24 hour Frequep6y is considered adequate in view of other
indications av'ailable in the control room, such as alarms,to alert th
condition. operator to an abnomal PVLCS air pressure

SR 3. 1.8.2
.

,

As
lated system operation is performed every [18] months

,

1to usure that the PVLCS will function throughout itserating sequence.
This includes correct automatic

ositioning of valves once the system is initiated manually.
Proper functioning of the compressor and valves is verifiedby this Surveillance.

The (18] month Frequency was
developed considering it is prudent that many Surveillances
be perfomed only during a plant outage. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillence when performed at the [18] month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable froma reliability standpoint.

(
(continued)
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iSA tion [15.6.5] . .
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8
) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.f Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Leakage Control System (LCS)
e

BASES

BACKGROUND The MSIV LCS supplements the isolation function of the MSIVs
by pro essing the fission products that could leak through
the closed MSIVs after a Design Basis Accident (DBA) loss of
coolant accident (LOCA).

The MSIV LCS consists of two independent subsystems: an
inboard subsystem, wh. h is connected between the inboard
and outboard MSIVs; and an outboard subsystem, which is
connected immediately downstream of the outboard MSIVs.
Each subsystem is capable of processing leakage from MSIVs
following a DBA LOCA. Each subsystem consists of blowers% blowe or the inboard subsystem and two blowers for
he outboa subsystem), valves, piping, and heaters (for

the inboard subsystem only). The four electric heaters in
the inboard subsystem are provided to boil off any
condensate prior to the gas mixture passing through the flowlimiter.

~) b he recrvrn ch subsystem operates in two process modes:
g' e gCg%NEg pressurization and bleedoff. The depressurization process

reduces the steam line pressure to within the operatingia Ceb.aSc) h % capability of equipment used for the bleedoff mode. During
hos df.oMwek negative pressure in the main steam lines (Refbleedoff (long tenn leakage control), the blowers maintain a

j

. 1). This6 4g, L g ensures that leaka throuch the closed MSIVs is collected.by the M51v LC5 n Tot cessNnodish the_tffluent isNted d rnocle' h discharced to th a iliary uildinh which enc seQ g serv R by the andby Gas 7reatment (5G[ stem. -

g The MSIV LCS is manually initiated approximately 20 minutes
following a DBA LOCA (Ref. .

APPLICABLE
The MSIV LCS mitigates the consequences of a DBA LOCA by

SAFETY ANALYSES ensuring that fission products that may leak from the closed
MSIVs are diverted to theluxihary_buildhanTuTMmat

Ci (iitered bysthysuTdystem. The analyses in fleferenceQ1)_

provice tne evaiuation of offsite dose consequences. The
operation of the 'SIV LCS prevents a release of untreated
leakage for this type of event.

(continued)
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g

..) BASES O(
APPLICABLE The MSIV LCS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC PolicySAFETY ANALYSES Statement.

(continued)

LCO
One MSIV LCS subsystem can provide the required processingof the MSIV leakage. To ensure that this capability is
available, assuming worst case single failure, two MSIV LCS
subsystems must be OPERABLE.

APPLICAP.ILITY In HODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could lead to a fission productrelease to primary containment. Therefore, MSIV LCS
OPEPABILITY is required during these MODES. In HODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in
these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the MSIV LCS OPERABLE
is not required in HODE 4 or 5 to ensure MSIV leakage isprocessed.

_

~

ACTIONS A.1

With or.e MSIY LCS subsystem inoperable, the inoperable MSIV
LCS subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within30 days. In this Condition, the amaining OPERAELE MSIY LCS
subsystem is adequate to perfonn the required leakagecontrol function. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the remaining subsystem
could result in a total loss of MSIV leakage control
function. The 30 day Completion Time is based on the
redundant capability afforded by the remaining OPERABLE MSIV
LCS subsystem and the low probability of a DBA LOCA
occurring during this period.

E.d

With two MSIV LCS subsystems inoperable, at least one
subsystem raust be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of
the occurrence of a DBA LOCA.

(continued) ,
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} ) BASES

O\ ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

If the MSIV LCS subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1 1

REQUIREMENTS '

i t j f2-
Each MSIV LCS blower is operated for a 115Tainutes to

i verify OPERABILITY. The 31 day Frequency __was developed Mg
| considering the known reliability of the4LCS blower and

controls, the two subsystem redundancy, and the low
probability of a significant degradation of the MSIV LCS
subsystem occurring between surveillances and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.,

) SR 3.6.1 2
,

The electrical continuity of each inboard MSIV LCS subsystem
I

heater is verified by a resistance check, by verifying thei

' rate of temperature increase meets specifications, or by
verifying the current or wattage draw meets specifications.
The 31 day Frequency is based on operating experience that
has shown that'these components usually pass this
Surveillance when performed at this Frequency.

SR 3.6.1

j A system functional test is perfomed to ensure that the
:

MSIV LCS will operate through its operating sequence. This
includes verifying that the automatic positioning of the
valves and the operation of each interlock and timer are
correct, that the blowers start and develop the required>

flow rate and the necessary vacuum, and the tream heaters
meet current or wattage draw requirement used to
verify electrical continuity in SR 3.6.1 The 18 month.

\A1A 9 d t

continued)
.
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q),) BASES
:

b h6
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1L/13 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS x

Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if,the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power.jypesauuvs,,txperience nas snown wat se uvu

O(1 Surveillanc when performed ('
vacuts us lly pass th

h 18}# month quency.
Therefore, thex equency was con ded to be acce
a reliability sta dpoint. f- ~

able from '

REFERENCEShh1. AR, Sectio 6.7[ ~

4. a3wi nw. , Oui t 1.% , Rc,hier. [1]. A

/. hA , Sectich15.6.5[ h h

) O

.

d

)
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) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.2.1 Suppression Pool Average Temperature

BASES

BACKGROUND The suppression pool is a concentric open container of water
with a stainless steel liner that is located at the bottom
of the primary containment. The suppression pool is
designed to absorb the decay heat and sensible heat released
during a reactor blowdown from safety / relief valve
discharges or from a loss of coolant accident LOCA). The
suppression pool must also condense stea.a from(the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling System turbine exhaust and provides

-

the main emergency water supply source for the reactor
vessel. The amount of energy that the pool can absorb as it
condenses steam is dependent upon the initial average
suppression pool temperature. The lower the initial pool
temperature, the more heat it can absorb without heating up
excessively. Since it is an open pool, its temperature will
affect both primary containment pressure and average airtemperature. Using conservative inputs and methods, the
maximum calculated primary containment pressure during and

,

s following a Design Basis Accident) %_ the primary containment design pres (DBA) must remain belowsure of/15}"psig. In
addition, the maximum primary containment average air

^.

temperature must remain <
185{F.

The technical concerns that lead to the development of
suppression pool average temperature limits are as follows:

Complete steam condensatiotf= tee iriginal 1 t for the ,
a.

ff ncBqf a LOCA bh wdown was 170'F, Ased on the _degat
Qay ahd Humboldt Bay Testg . -

b. Primary containment peak oressure and temperatur
Mi n pressure is [1'51psig and design temperature _s -

I

'Q c. Condensation oscillation (CO) loadf-~a ximu
(&(lowable ini 'al tegerature ofsL100]'F sures
ith K CO loads d not e g eed the Mark III C oad ,defiNtiorf,; and

_

J

d. Chuecinoloadsr-a max um allowable itiaAttmp atur
foi L100)* nsures that xpected LOC mperKures e >(withinther ge of Mark I' tested con itionst1 '

)
(continued)
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) BASES (continued) (]-
APPLICABLE The postulated DBA against which the primary containment *

SAFETY ANALYSES perfomance is evaluated is the entire spectrum of
postulated pipe breaks within the primary containment.
Inputs to the safety analyses include initial suppression
pool water volume and suppression pool temperature
(Reference 51 fFicm@ and4EtimaR9F 2 Ch_rummmta
tose+-temperaTirrFamiy: : ;;;m re r; MerMh). An
initial pool temperature of 95}*F is assumed for theJ

Reference 1 and 2 analyses.gReactor shutdown at a pool
temperatureoff : and vessel depressurization at a poolh\ temperature ofy ? are assumed for the Reference 2analyses. The'limi f/105 , at which testing isteminated, is not used in t safety analyses because DBAs
are assumed to not initiate during plant testing.

Suppression pool average temperature satisfies Criteria 2
and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO
A limitation on the suppression pool average temperature is
required to assur* that the primary containment conditions
assumed for the afety analyses are met. This limitation

~ subsequently ensures that peak primary containment pressures
and temperatures do not exceed maximum allowable values
during a postulated DBA or any transient resulting in heatup
of the suppression pool. The LCO requirements are as
follows:

Average temperature sb95 *F whenlany 0gj a.
BLv ntermedt e rang nitorX RM) channel i [25/401ivisions full s le on R e7,[andnotestingthat '

adds heat to tne suppression pool is being perfomed. -

This requirement ensures that licensing bases initial
conditions are met.

b. erage temperature s 105 when#5nyOP BLE I
~

\ ahqet is >,4zb/4_opgivisions w "ull se n
noeV And ~ testing that adds heat to the supp~ression

pool is being performed. This requirement ensures
) that the plant has testing flexibilit , and was
1 selected to provide margin below th 110}/F limit at

which reactor shutdown is required. When testing
ends, temperature must be restored to 95 "F within

,

24 hours according to Required Action .2. herefore,
J the time period that the temperature is > 95 F is

P
f. '\ N

.:;) - \ N E M L b 6R Er > ho G P J (continued) (

J

-
/ %
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gtpOL)EkU U U.E.g hBASG

LCD short enough not to cause a significant increase in
(continued) plant risk.

,

Averagetemperaturesk110 F when N OP BLE IRHc. '

aI annels are s [25/40] d1yisions;M s 1e
D e7 inis requirement ensures that t e p ant will

be s u downat>g110MF. The pool is designed to
absorb decay heat and sensible heat but could be
heated beyond design limits by the steam generated if
the reactor is not shut down.

Note that[2B140] divisio% ull_st_ ale'on,IRM Range.7 Tt.

ta corwenient mehure of en the reactor is producing power
essentially equivalent to 1% RTu% 1ni ower i ve , heat
input is approximately equal to nomal sys em 1! osses.

-

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause significant heatup
of the suppression pool. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability
and consequences of these events are reduced due to the
pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.

g Therefore, maintaining suppression pool average temperaturej within limits is not required in MODE 4 or 5.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
-

With the suppression pool average temperature above the '

specified limit when not performing testing that adds heat
to the suppression pool and when above the specified power cqindication, the initial conditions exceed the conditions e

assumed for the Reference 1 and Granalyses. Howev d
.

primary containment cooling capability still exists, and the
primary containment pressure suppression function will occur
at temperatures well above that assumed for safety analyses. -

Therefore, continued operation is allowed for a limited
time. The 24 hour Completion Time is adequate to allow the
suppression pool temperature to be restored to below the,

i limit. Additionally, when pool temperature is >p{95MF,
increased monitoring of the pool temperature is required to
ensureitremainssg110VF. The once per hour Completioni

Time is adequate based on past experience, which has shown
that suppression pool temperature increases relatively
slowly except when testing that adds heat to the pool is

3 (continued)J
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B 3.6.2 I
) BASES

~

ACTIONS
A.1 and A.2 (continued)
being performed.

Furthermore, the once per hour Completion
Time is considered adequate in view of other indications in
the control room, including alams to alert the operator to
an abnomal suppression pool averag,e temperature condition.

Ed

If the suppression pool average temperature cannot be
resto md to within limits within the required completion
Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the 1.C0
does not apply. ,To_ achieve this status. TN m tal_ p0Wm
be radaead to st must

[oWJ .LEbr aR OPERAREE[zN4cJ diAons of fullWieJDn lhtpge)
1RM Manneli'witnin a nours. The Iz neurComp' etton Itse ts reasonaole, based on operatingexperience

orderly man,ner and without challenging plant systems.to reduce reactor power from full power in an

.C.d R ff%L iWER > ! o@
'

Suppression pool aye-mae +-rature "s_ allowed to be )hl >v.1951Fwith_ y Dre'E IRIN;lianne > [25/4cketvisly.-j
*

qLiu: scene o nge 7 Amen resung snat _ ness w wwsuppmsion poos is peing perfomed. However, if
_r

temperature is >d105L*F, the testing must be immediately,

With the testing suspended Condition A is entered and thesuspended to preserve the pool's heat absorption capability.
Required Actions and associated Completion Tises areapplicable. m ~

v ~

CI Fwater c.d4xJ k MoMis J/
&cf wited' a f Norm I cooMdMA*fD. Land 0.2 o~ 0 D, *) (72peided pool %yers/artremaioJ5r~

~ 1 6 /20*F,) __^Suppression
2001 average temperature >g110]/F requires that

_ s -
the reactor

>e shut down inmediately. This is accomplished }
1g

' by placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position. Wj)
Additionally, when pool temperature is > 4110lfF, increased
monitoring of pool temperature is required to ensure that itremainss4120L*,F.
is adequate, based on operating experience.The once per 30 minute Completion Time

Given the high
pool temperature in this Condition, the monitoring Frequency
is increased to twice that of Condition A. Furthemore, the
30 minute Completion Time is considered adequate in view of

. (continued)
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B 3.6.2.1

..) BASES
r -m -

ACTIONS D.1 coninued)

other indications available in the control room, including
alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal suppression
pool average temperature condition.

E.1 and E.2

If suppression pool average temperature cannot be maintained
bl sp[120L*F, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the

LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the reactor
pressuremustbereducedto<4200kpsigwithin12hoursand
the plant must be brought to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner without challengingplant systems.

Continued addition of heat to the suppression pool with poolt

temperature >4120}'F could result in exceeding the design
$) basis maximum allowable y es for Primary _cpAtainment

) temperature or pressure. Furthermore, if a lowdown were to) a occur when te turewas>dl 'F, the max allowable
Qulk and local eratures could b ceeded ve uickly.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

The suppression pool average temperature is regularly
monitored to ensure that the required limits are satisfied.

N Average temperature is determined by taking.an ar.ithmetic
Cnd%haverage of the%aAREsuppression pool water temperatureC3

channels. The 24 hour Frequency has been shown to be
acceptable based on operating experience. When heat is
being added to the suppression pool by testing, however, it -

is necessary to monitor suppression pool temperature more
frequently. The 5' minute Frequency during testing is
justified by the rates at which testing will heat up the
suppression pool, has been shown to be acceptable based on
operating experience, and provides assurance that allowable
pool temperatures are not exceeded. The Frequencies are
further justified in view of other indications available in
the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to
an abnormal suppression pool average temperature condition.

) (continued)
%"'/5 STS- B 3.6-58 Rev. O, 09/EW92-
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} BASES (continued) ~
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B 3.6.2.2

} B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
~

B 3.6.2.2 Suppression Pool Water Level -

~

BASES
'

BACKGROUND
The suppression pool is a concentric open container of water
with a stainless steel liner, which is located at the bottom
of the primary containment. The suppression pool is
designed to absorb the decay heat and sensible heat released
during a reactor blowdown from safety / relief valve (5/RV)<

discharges or from a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The
suppression pool must also condense steam from the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System turbine exhaust and

e

144) fog provides the main emergency water supply source for the
reactor vessel. The suppression pool volume ranges betweeni 8

JM.?M] ft at the low water level limit of"{18 ft426 inches 3Eand [1%, 0"' ft
3

at the high water level limit
*f 'Q f - 50,25p

I If the s ppressi pool water level is too low, an
,

insufficient amount of water would be available to
adequately condense the steam from the S/RV quenchers, main
vents, or RCIC turbine exhaust lines. Low suppression pool
water level could also result in an inadequate emergency
makeup water source to the Emergency Core Cooling System.

"

The lower volume would also absorb less steam energy beforeheating up excessively.
pool water level is specified.Therefore, a minimum suppression

If the suppression pool water level is too high, it could
result in excessive clearing loads from S/RV discharges and
excessive pool swell loads resulting from a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) LOCA.
also overflow the weir wall into the drywell.An inadvertent upper pool dump couldTherefore, a
maximum pool water level is specified. This LCO specifies
an acceptable range to prevent the suppression pool water
level from being either too high or too low.

APPLICABLE
Initial suppression pool water level affects suppressionSAFETY ANALYSES
pool temperature response calculations, calculated drywell
pressure during vent clearing for a DBA, calculated pool
swell loads for a DBA LOCA, and calculated loads due to S/RVdischarges.

Suppression pool water level must be maintained

(continued)
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.

) BASES
_

i
; APPLICABLE within the limits specified so that the safety analysis of

SAFETY ANALYSES Reference I remains valid.j (con.' .nued)
:

Suppression pool water level satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

Aft G ~t LCO I
A li ool water level be EN18 fth mit that suppressionincheshnd 5410 ft MS-inches}Hs required to ensurep that the primary containment conditions assumed for the

i

safety analysis are met. Either the high or low water level'

limits were used in the safety analysis, depending u
! which is conservative for a particular calculation. pon

k

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause significant loads on
the primary containment. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability
and consequences of these events are reduced because of the

va<mcM essure and temperature limitations in these MODES.

k" r SupruSGeeqferr.f saining suppression pool Water level within>A- kt

T .mithis not. reluired[n MODE 4 or,5_fi;6 ire. o JJrused eaC.Q
o

J 9.d_ h\ f.
4 i

- k~211, '' Ecc5-5LWow , "- -
f x

-_

ACTIONS Ad,

With suppression pool water level outside the limits, thei

conditions assumed for the safety anal
m water level is below the mini- leve' ysis are not met. Ifi

,

h n Q M uppression function still exists as 'ong a
. the p re

vents arecovered. RCIC turhine exha covered, an /RV '
x
> quenchers are covered. ression pool water level is

above the maximum level, protection against
,

i

overpressurization still exists due to the margin _in the'

d be k peak containment pressure analysis C in: = W 2,gb y sprays C ; 0";"..C.;. Prompt action to restore the
Ogg suppression pooT water level to within the normal range is

prudent, however, to retain the margin to weir wall overflow

Q^g*%)g increased pool swell and dynamic loading.from an inadvertent upper pool dump and reduce the risks ofTherefore,
continued operation for a limited time is allowed. The
2 hour Completion Time is sufficient to restore suppression
pool water level to within specified limits. Also, it takes

(continued) ,
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ACTIONS M (continued)

into account the low probability of an event impacting the
suppression pool water level occurring during this interval.,

,

B.1 and B.2
^

If suppression pool water level cannot be restored to within
'

limits within the required Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To

i achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at Itast
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner ind without
challenging plant systems.

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.2.1
l

REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the suppression pool water level is to.

) ensure that the required limits are satisfied. The 24 hour
'

-

Frequency of this SR was developed considering operating
"" '

experience related to trending variations in suppression
pool water level and water level instrument drift during the,

applicable MODES and to assessing the pmximity to the,

! specified LC0 level limits. Furthemore, the 24 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications available in the control room, including alarms,
to alert the operator to an abnomal suppression pool water
level condition.

, . .
.

REFERENC 1. AR, Section 6.2 |

,

I

..
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') B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
A-

B 3.6.2.3
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling

BASES |

i

!
BACKGROUND

Following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), the RHR Suppression |

Pool Cooling System removes heat from the suppression pool.
The suppression pool is designed to absorb the sudden input
of heat from the primary system. In the long ters, the 2001
continues to absorb residual heat generated by fuel in tae
reactor core. Some means must be provided to remove heat
from the suppression pool so that the temperature inside the
primary containment remains within design limits. This i

function is provided by two redundant RHR suppression poolcooling subsystems. The purpose of this LCO is to ensure
that both subsystems are OPERABLE in ap icable MODES. j

t

VlachRHRsubsystemcontainsapumpand eat exchange |3\ Lir unegand is manually initiated and
o

P5 ndepe7idently
controlled. The two RHR subsystems perfom phe suppress

:

npool cooling function by circulating water from the
suppression pool through the RHR heat exchangers and M4

-.N
returning it to the suppression pool. 4ttfR*ftrviee wate'r,

)'') circulating through the tube side of the heat exchangers,
-

exchanges heat with the suppression pool water and
discharges this heat to the external heat sink.

1

The heat removal capability of one RHR subsystem is
sufficient to meet the overall DBA pool cooling requirementM to limit peak temperature tod1851;F for loss of coolant
accidents
trigor a s(tuck open safety / relief valve (S/RV).LOCAs) and transient events such as a turbineO,N S/RVT tea fage and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling' System testingO

MpIS } Suppression Pool Cooling System is also used to lower theincrease suppression pool temperature more slowly. The RHR

suppression pool water bulk temperature following such
.events.

APPLICABLE Reference I contains the .results of analyses used to predictSAFETY ANALYSES
primary containment pressure and temperature following large

!and small break LOCAs. The intent--4--Uw.-analyses is-taOC9 demonstrate that the heat removal capacity of the RHR
'

Suppression Pool Cooling System is adequate to maintain the
primary containment conditions within design limits. The

(continued),
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) BASES

APPLICABLE suppression pool temperature is calculated to remain below
SAFETY AMALYSES the design limit.

(continued)
The RHR Suppression Pool' Cooling System satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO During a DBA, a minimum of one RHR suppression pool cooling
subsystem is required to maintain the primary containment,

peak pressure and temperature below the design limits
(Ref.1). To ensure that these requirements are met, two

JyAn9ssionpoolcoolirLg,,subJyitemLaustbeOPERABLEQ)
GC - N -t== cud 5:d;;=?=G=n

':;;h eiefore Tiftlii'evlht of 'an'acEidintTal least
~

ystem is OPERABLE, assuming the worst case singleon
active failure. An RHR su ression pool cool subsystem'g '

associated piping, valves, instrumentation, an
is OPERABLE when the pumpi heat exchange and

controls are
OPERABLE.

) APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to primary containment and cause a*'"

heatup and pressurization of primary containment. In
MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, the RHR Suppression
Pool Cooling System is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4
or 5.

ACTIONS M

With one RHR suppression pool cooling subsystem inoperable, ~

the inoperable subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 7 days. In this Condition, the remaining RHR
suppression pool cooling subsystem is adequate to perfom
the primary containment cooling function. However, the
overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in
the OPERABLE subsystem could result in reduced primary
containment cooling capability. The 7 day Completion Time
is acceptable in light of the redundant RHR suppression pool

(continued)
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ij

ACTIONS A.J. (continued)_
!

. cooling capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem and
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

1

i

B.1 and B.2
'

If the Required Action and required Completion Time of
Condition A cannot be met or if two RHR suppression pool
cooling subsystems are inoperable, the lant must be brought l

;

|
to a MODE in which the LC0 does not app y. To achieve this |status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within|

12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed'

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating |

,

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full !

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. ,

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

-) Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, (' ) ,
'

'

and automatic valves, in the RHR su)pression pool cooling
. mode flow path provides assurance tlat the proper flow path

exists for system operation. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position since these valves were verified to be in the
correct position prior to being locked, sealed, or secured.
A valve is also allowed to be in the nonaccident position,

' provided it can be aligned to the accident position within
the time assumed in the accident analysis. This is ,

'

acceptable, since the RHR suppression pool cooling mode is
manually initiated. This SR does not require any testing or
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

The Frequency of 31 days is justified because the valves are
|operated under procedural control, improper valve position

would affect only a single subsystem, the probability of an .

event requiring initiation of the system is low, and the
subsystem is a manually initiatai system. This Frequency

>

(continued)
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Sec on 3 6 Page 3 8 RHR Suppression Pool N1 n
;

t

-

BASES
-

!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

has been shown to be acceptable, based on operating
|experience.
I

SR 3.6.2.3.2 ogg fj

Verifying each RHR pump develops a flow rate a Mgpm,

h*.---lp4ile-:ne-Hflow th'ough tiie associated heat exi. hanger n L .a m ;ith
'- E --- - - a d r- -- ' =a l : ~ -- '- w

1 rh i '2 d:y;, ensures that pump performance has not degraded
rj

f __

gg during the cycle. Flow is a normal test of centrifugal pump
ggm4 perfomance required by ASME Section XI (Ref. 2). This test|

| pool confims one point on the pump design curve, and the results'

are indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confim component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this SR is%in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program,:r 92 d:y:;].E

AR,Sectioh6.2[REFERENCES 1.
|

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SPMU System
Section 3.6 Page 349 of 476 B 3.6.2.4

') B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
!

B 3.6.2.4 Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU) System
.

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the SPMU System is to transfer water from
the upper containment pool to the suppression pool after a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). For a LOCA, with Emergency
Core Cooling System injection from the suppression pool, a
large volume of water can be held up in the drywell behind
the weir wall. This holdup can significantly lower
suppression pool water level. The water transfer from the
SPMU System ensures a post LOCA suppression pool vent
coverage of a 2 ft above the top of the top row vents so
that long tem steam condensation is maintained. The
additional makeup water is used as part of the long tem
suppression pool heat sink. The post LOCA delayed transfer
of this water to the suppression pool provides an initially
low vent submergence, which results in lower drywell
pressure loading and lower
Design Basis Accident (DBA) pool dynamic loading during aLOCA as compared to higher vent
submergence. The sizing of the residual heat removal heat
exchanger takes credit for the additional SPMU System water.) mass in the calculation of the post LOCA peak containment )

,

-

pressure and suppression pool temperature.
"

The required water dump volume from the upper containment
pool is equal to the difference between the total post LOCA
drawdown volume and the assumed volume loss from the
suppression pool. The total drawdown volume is the volume
of suppression pool water that can be entrapped outside of
the suppression pool following a LOCA. The post LOCA
entrapment volumes causing suppression pool level drawdown
include: .

i
t

The free volume inside and below the top of thea.
drywell weir wall;

b. The added volume required to fill the reactor pressure
vessel from a condition of normal power operation to a
post accident complete fill of the vessel, including
the top dome;

The volume in the steam lines out to the inboard mainc.
steam isolation valve (MSIV) on three lines and out to
the outboard MSIV on one line; and

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SPMU System
Section 3.6 Page 350 of 476 B 3.6.2.4-

J -

) BASES '

BACKGROUND d. Allowances for primary containment spray holdup on
(continued) equipment and structural surfaces.

The SPMU System consists of two redundant subsystems, each
capable of dumping the makeup volume from the upper
containment pool to the suppression pool by gravity flow.
Each dump line includes two nomally closed valves in
series. The upper pool is d ed automatically on a
suppression pool water leve ow signal (with a LOCA
signal pemissive) or on the basis of a timer following a
LOCA signal alone to ensure that the makeup volume is
available as part of the long term energy sink for small!

breaks at might not cause dump on a suppression pool water |

level o ow signal. A 30 minute timer.was chosen, since
the initial suppression pool mass is adequate for any
sequence of vessel blowdown energy and decay heat up to at
least 30 minutes. ,

,

J

Although the minimum freeboard distance above the
suppression pool high water level limit of LCO 3.6.2.2,
" Suppression Pool Water Level," to the top of the weir wall
is adequate to preclude flooding of the drywell, a LOCA
permissive signal is used to prevent an erroneous

] suppression pool level signal from causing pool dump. In '

~
~

addition, the SPMU System mode switch may be keylocked in
the '0FF" position to ensure that inadvertent dump will not i
occur. Inadvertent actuation of the SPMU System during i

MODE 4 or 5 could create a radiation hazard to plant
personnel due to a loss of shield water from the upper pool
if irradiated fuel were in an elevated position.

1

|

!

APPLICABLE Analyses used to predict suplression pool temperaturei
'

SAFETY ANALYSES following large and small break LOCAs, which are the
applicable DBAs for the SPMU System, are contained in
References 1 and 2. During these events, the SPMU System is
rrlied upon to dump upper containment pool water to maintain

.

drywell horizontal vent coverage and an adequate suppression
pool heat sink volume to ensure that the primary containment
internal pressure and temperature stay within design limits. |
T ysis assumes an SPMU System dump volume of j3 *ft at a temperature of F. j

System satisfies Criterion of the NRC Policy
Statement.

|

} (continued)
umuv m B 3.6-68 Rev. O,-09/28/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ^ * " "
Section 3.6 Page 351 of 476 ***

BASES (continued)
.

.

LCO
.-

During a DBA, a minimum of one SPMU subsystem is required to
maintain peak suppression pool water temperature below thedesign limits (Ref.1). To ensure that these requirements
are met, two SPMU subsystems must be OPERABLE *;urOCl <- ' ' ' - - '- - ' = = !x- . 4 ' - - f M .Therefore, in the event of an accident, at least one
subsystem is OPERABLE, assuming the worst case single activefailure.c- ,

The SPMU System is OPERABLE when the upperM)5atr
containmentEol water temperature is s %.level is a . the wateSMS - c >

-=;.3;.....
.

; ~-'"k . the piping is intact, and the system valves are
....~c =

OPERABLE. The above temperature and water level conditions i
'

correspond to an SPMU System available dump volume of
n su ut ft .3

h
-

i

!APPLICABILITY
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause heatup and t

pressurization of the primary containment. In MODES 4 !

and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are I

reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in ;
these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the SPMU System

$

OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or S.

ACTIONS M
g

;

When upper containment pool water level is x Bde
' '94, the volume is inadequate to ensure [that the

WJ'

suppression pool heat sink capability matches the safety j
analysis assumptions. A sufficient quantity of water is

_

necessary to ensure long tem energy sink capabilities of- ;

/ g ju,, 4 uppermost"' 7 a, the suppression pool and maintain water coverage over the'
-

vents. Loss of water volume has aL
relatively large impact on heat sink capability. i

the upper containment pool water level must be restored toTherefore,
within limit within 4 hours. The 4 hour Lompletion Time is
sufficient to provide makeup water to the upper containment
pool to restore level within specified limit.I

Also, it
takes into account the low probability of an event occurringthat would require the SPMU System.

(continued)
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INSERT B69A
.

... el. 827 ft 1 inch, 2 el. 825 ft 10 inches with the reactor
cavity to steam dryer storage pool gate open, or 2 el. 825 ft j
6 inches with both the reactor cavity to steam dryer storage |

pool gate and the steam dryer storage pool to the inclined ;
fuel transfer pool gate open.

|

/ i

! I

i

|
|

I
,

|

.

'

)

;

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SPMU System
Section 3.6 Page 353 of 476 8 3.6.2.4

BASES

,

ACTIONS B.1 |

(continued ;
'

When upper containment pool water temperature is > " F,
the heat absorption capacity is inadequate to ensure that"

the suppression pool heat sink capability matches the safety
analysis assumptions. Increased temperature has a 1,

relatively smaller impact on heat sink capability.
Therefore, the upper containment pool water temperature must
be restored to within limit within 24 hours. The 24 hour
Completion Time is sufficient to restore the upper

a containment pool to within the specified temperature limit.
1 It also takes into account the low probability of an event

occurring that would require the SPMU System.

E.d

With one SPMU subsystem inoperable for reasons other than
Condition A or B, the inoperable subsystem must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time
is acceptable in light of the redundant SPMU System
capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem and the low |
probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

|
.

~>
D.1 and 0.2

|

If any Required Action and required Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be

1

'

brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are ,

i reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
,

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
|orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
;

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

The upper containment pool water level is regularly
monitored to ensure that the required limits are satisfied.;
The 24 hour Frequency of this SR was developedgf'considering

. operating experience related to upper containment pool water
/C level variations T :tr W _' ...m. n;??~c.h during the

applicable MODES and considering the low probability of a

(continued)
..
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SPMU System
B 3.6.2.4

| ~

J' BMES ,,

(,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

DBA occurring between surveillances. Furthermore, the
i

24 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other.

indications available in the control room, including alarms,'

to alert the operator to an abnormal upper containment pool
water level condition..

J

SR 3.6.2.4.2

The upper containment pool water temperature is regularly
monitored to ensure that the required limit is satisfied.
The 24 hour Frequency was developed, based on operating
experience related to upper containment pool temperature

j variations during the applicable MODES.

SR 3.6.2.4.3

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the SpMU System flow path providesj assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for system
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since;

'

i these valves are verified to be in the correct position
-

prior to being locked, sealed, or secured. This SR does not
,

require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it.

1

; involves verification that those valves capable of
potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.

i This SR does not apply to valves that cannot be
; inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

The Frequency of 31 d'ays is justified because the valves are
operated under procedural control and because improper valve

. position would affect only a single subsystem. This -

! Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating -

j experience.

~

| g) 5R 3.6.2Af4 ~

k The per containmen to separatepool into dis ~ y pool has two gates uth4

ct sections to facil ate fuel transf
d maintenanc uring refueling operp ions and two

3 additional es in the separator pp61 weir wall ex sion,
}

~
~

;
-

{contir.ued)
.

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.6 Page 355 of 476

. BASES -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6 4.4.4 ( ntinued) -

REQUIREMENTS /
whipK, when i stalled, limit rsonnel exposur and ensure
a quate wa r submergence o the separator en the
eparator s stored in the ool. The SPMU ystem dump line !

J penetrat' ns are locatedjin the steam se rator storage
! sectio of the pool. Tf provide the r uired SPMU System,

4 dump olume to the suppression pool, e gates must be
ed (or placed in their stored p ition) to allowrem '

c unication betwpen the various p ol sections. The 3 day
requency is appr,opriate because Jhe gates are moved der

proceduralcontrolandonlythe/nfrequentmovement f these
j_ gates is requi/ed in MODES 1. j!, and 3.

_

h SR 3.6.2.4.

This SR requires a verification that each SPMU subsystem
automatic valve actuates to its correct position on receipt !of an actual or simulated automatic initiation signal. This '

1 includes verification of the correct automatic positioning'

of the valves and of the operation of each interlock and
timer. As noted, actual makeup to the suppression pool may
be excluded. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in

* - hSR3.3.6.4VoverlapsthisSRtoprovidecompletetestingof
n the safety function. The y['18fmonth Frequency is based on'

E'/ the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions ,
o,. .

-

that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an !

unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the Suiveillance when

hperformedatthed187monthFrequency. Therefore, the
. |i Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability >

; standpoint.
- , :

REFERENCES @@ 1.hAR,Section[.2[
_

; g 2. @ AR, Chapter / 15 [

% sY is mained bya hk M nclude
^

0 met 4 h -ths synuden pot. s, hee ag
ach*Vc Cw%ontea's}$ mt ju}sW, pg}Q

,

Mwo~- fDef 5 MOV ne; au - O
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Section 3.6 Page 356 of 476j
Primary CCatainment Hydrogen Recombiners:

,i B 3.6.3.1
.

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS1

B 3.6.3.1 Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners

.

BASES

!
j

BACKGROUND
i The primary containment hydrogen recombiner eliminates the

potential breach of primary containment due to a hydrogeni
oxygen reaction and is part of combustible gas control4

} required by 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for Combustible Gas
Control in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors"i

j GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup"(Ref.1), and(Ref.2). The
primary containment hydrogen recombiner is required to ;

i

reduce the hydrogen concentration in the primary containmenti
following a loss of coolant accident! 6

hQf 4"Ed fo containment hydrogen recombiner accomp(LOCA). The primarylishes this by4

ining hydrogen and oxygen to form water vapor.
;

1
ThevaporJ.

t: S the primary containment, thus eliminating i

;<

any discharge to the environment. The primary containment1

hydrogen recombiner is manually initiated, since
'

i

flammability limits would not be reached untti several days
SEc g yy after a Design Basis Accident (oa4). j

1

Two 100% capacity independent primary containemt hydrogen4 ) b8 I'-(MfM1

LJontrolsrecombiner subsystems are provided.JEachus'sts o T! _/
4

ocates in tne wui. i . , a pow 3h upply, and a ~)
j' g' g\ recombiner ted in primary tainmaat. Tnt & combine

4E
ttave no movi parts,r RecombinattoiFi 1

heating a hydrogen air mixturepJt1150 accMislies b9 M'p\9
{

; daeed.
g @''mer vapor \and discharge gases are co;o'ied

F. The result'ng_i,
t

Jrior toM argedfrom the unttY Air flows thro.y.. Ine unit 's ab% Ii
o @ cfs, with n r : n Z -5 n the' unit providing

- I

i
une motive force. A stngle reclininerfs capable ofi

i maintaining the hydrogen concentratioa Thgrinaryawe ,

! containment below the 4.0 volume percent (v/o} Y1annithi) weglimit. Two recombiners are provided to meet the requirement ^4
for redundancy and independence.5

Each recombinerg from a separate Engineered Safet
-11 p = i M it;. - ,eret; pc cr ; =y Feature bus,.... .-C3

# 1 ::f n..".M --"

1. 4 a A m S
! --- r % ma, rocevo.w s cate.d cechaheM.SeM6
]4 concenthition 'Th~ primary containment be monitored followivi.ea Inst tne nyv. 9.n ' va\yeg.'

a DBA and that the primary containment hydrogen recombiner
! be manually activated to prevent the primary containment |

atmosphere from reaching a bulk hydrogen conc ~ ntration of
;'

e4.0 v/o.
i -

) in CoheLkten w[sh -he,(jkNd
D N 4 % dr.3en thimsee , f

'

W. -~
. x ' (~ p.vutinued) -
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.

INSERT B73A
-

Each consists of controls located in the control room, a power ' !

supply, an enclosed blower assembly, a heater section, a
reaction section, and a cooler section located in the control
building, and associated piping, instruments, and valves.

i

.

| INSERT
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Section 3.6 Page 358 of 476

Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.3,1

) BASES (continued)
-

APPLIU BLE The primary contair.2ent hydrogen recombiner provides the
SAFETY ANALYSES capability of controlling the bulk hydrogen concentration in

primary containment to less than the lower flammable
concentration of 4.0 v/o following a DBA. This control
would prevent a primary containment wide hydrogen burn, thus i
ensuring that pressure and temperature conditions assumed in

!

-

the analysis are not exceeded. The limiting DBA relative to
hydrogen generation is a LOCA.

1

iHydrogen may accumulate in primary containment following a
LOCA as a result of: ' !

'
d

A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel roda.
cladding and the reactor coolant; or

b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor
Coolant System.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in
primary containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen
generation as a function of time following the initiation of
the accident is calculated. Assumptions recomunended by
Reference 3 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen

-

) calculated._

fBase n the conse tive assumptRns_ used to cah;114te t2
*"

i_ hydrogen neentratio versus time df er a LOCA, t '

gg hydrogen c entration the primary tainment wouach 3.5 v/o out 6 days fter the L nd 4.0 v/o a tgyb W 2 ys later if' recombine as functioni (Ref. 4).Ini ' ting the hyd en recomb r when the pr ry4 contai nt hydrogen centratio aches 3.5 y willq maintain e hydrogen co ntration the primarygntainmen low flaisnabi ty .

The primary containment hydrogen recombiners satisfy
.

Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
a

; LCO Two primary cor;tainment hydrogen recombiners must be
OPERABLE. This ensures operation of at least one primary
containment hydrogen recombiner in the event of a worst casesingle active failure.

(continued)

::"n/: ::: - B 3.6-74 Rev. O,-M/28/92.
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i
,

j
3 INSERT B74A
i

The calculation confirms that when the mitigating systems are

{' actuated in accordance with plant procedures, the peak
hydrogen concentration in the primary containment remains
< 4.0 v/o (Ref. 4). '

- ,

t
j
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Section 3.6 Page 360 of 476,

| Primary Centainment Hydrogen R: combiners
| B 3.6.3.1
'

-

BASES
~

_

. LCO Operation with at least one primary containment hydrogen
| (continued) recombiner subsystem ensures that the post LOCA hydrogen
'

concentration can be prevented from exceeding the
flammability limit.

.

; .-

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2 the two primary containment hydrogen
recombiners are required to control the hydrogen
concentration within primary containment below its
flammability limit of 4.0 v/o following a LOCA, assuming a
worst case single failure. ,

|
. In MODE 3 both the hydrogen production rate and the total

hydrogen production after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited i
time in this MODE, the probability of an accident requiring
the primary containment hydrogen recombiner is low..

Therefore, the primary containment hydrogen recombiner is 3

not mquired in MODE 3. |

:
1 In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a LOCA |

are low due to the pressure and temperatum limitations in ("^) these MODES. Therefore, the primary containment hydrogen L
recombiner is not required in these MODES.

ACTIONS A.1

With one primary containment hydrogen recombiner inoperable,
the inoperable primary containment hydrogen recoc61ner must

.-|
l

be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE primary containmentM- |

,

recombiner is adequate to perfom the hydmgen control
a function. However, the overall reliability is reduced
i because a single failure in the OPERABLE recombiner could -

result in reduced hydrogen control capability. The 30 day
| Completion Time is based on the low probability of the ,

'occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in amounts
; capable of exceeding the flaianability limit, the amount of 1

i time available after the event for operator action to.
prevent hydrogen accumulation exceeding this limit, and the
low probability of failure of the OPERABLE primary
containment hydrogen recombiner. i

.

3 (continued) ,

i J . .

-BWR/fr5TS- B 3.6-75 Rev. 0, 49/28/9P-
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|

Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners,

B 3.6.3.1
( .

| I BASESj

ACTIONS A d (continued)
.

Required Action A.1 has been modified by a Note stating that
the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a
result, a MODE change is allowed when one recombiner is
inoperable. This allowance is provided because of the low
probability of the occurrence of a LOCA that would generate
hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the flansability
limit, the low probability of the failure of the OPERABLE
recombiner, and the amount of time available after a !
postulated LOCA for operator action to prevent exceeding the

|- flannability limit.
|
'

l
.

\

B.1 and B.2 - :

-] {
-

)|n Reviewer's te f This Conditi only all units I

with ternate hy rol syst epta M l |
- nical staff. _J )--

With two primary containment hydrogen recombiners ;

inoperable, the ability to wrform the hydrogen contml
function via alternate capa)ilities must be verified by,"J administrative means within I hour. The altemate hydrogen
controlcapabilitiesareprovidedby9onedivisionoftheM hydrogen ignitorsh' The 1 hour Completion Time allows a

,

'

reasonable period of time to verify that a loss of hydrogen ),

control function does not exist. The verification may be
{performed as an administrative check by examining logs or

other information to determine the availability of the
alternate hydrogen control system. It does not mean to
perform the Surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the alternate hydrogen control. system. If the. ability to
perform the hydrogen control function is maintained,
continued operation is permitted with two hydrogen
recombiners inoperable for up to 7 days. Seven days is a

-reasonable time to allow two hydrogen recombiners to be
inoperable because the hydrogen control function is

,

imaintained and because of the low probability of the
occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in the
amounts capable of exceeding the flausability limit. j

, 4

|

(continued))
aswxfo sur B 3.6-76 ~
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Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.3.1

.

; BASES ."

(
ACTIONS C.1

(continued)
-

If any Required Action and required Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO .
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowed
Cumpletion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging

<

plant systems.-

..

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

b Performance of a system functional tEt for each primary
containment hydrogen recombiner ensures that the recombiners

-

are OPERABLE and can attain and sustain the temperatureg.gi necessary for hydrogen recombination. In articular, this

uires verification that the liEDis4 ,ater sheathD% t

temperature increases tP SCC *F 'n[:00 ud: 300;f 5 < =dthat it is maintained : f fo i

perly f(unctionf.... mn 4..; . ..... - .. m-hour ioto check the canability of the recombjner to,'
a

hue g
- .m..__ T

\JEnTic2tgon Y
h Q')*)' f a.rJcEI2.7.3 #f

'

C. f% uireg Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the>[18]emonth$\ Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

1

SR 3.6.3.1.2 . - -

'

-

\
This SR ensures that there are no physical problems that

gycN g {Of g C could affect primary containment hydrogen recombiner
operation. Since the recombiners are mechanically passive,

y W MMb5) re=dible failures involve loss of power, blockage of them n:t~=^ficSta> mechanical failure. The only
|he att INpd % 'nternal flow path, missile impact, etc. A visual '

0 0k *. .^ #g - inspection is sufficient to determine abnormal conditions
that could cause such failures.-

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
, pass the Surveillance when performed at the

18(month
.

(continued)
..
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INSERT B77A
i

e 600*F in 60 minutes and that it is maintained e 600*F for 2 i

hours and that the reaction chamber temperature increases to j
e 1150*F in 2 hours and |

|

1

|

|

|
|

|

.

,

I

|

'
.

INSERT I
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Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners.
B 3.6.3.1

) BASES
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
.

acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.1.3 |
^ ~

lThis SR requires performance of a resistance to ground test
~ f each heater phase to ensure that there are no detectable ''o

grounds in any heater phase. This is accomplished by G |
verifging that' the resi e..to ground for anv ha>+=> nhase ih is a we4 w sR. u Ve d .r d ed G i Q ,10,000(o %su.;9,,r.<-~suu.Qt

t

Operating experience has shown tnes uine components usually

3} pass the Surveillance when performed at thee{18}dmonth
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

|. .

|

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44. -

, ,) 2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41.

egulatory Guide'1.gf.:i; 23.

,Sectionk6.2.5%$\ 4.-

!

.
'

,

N

-fMR/6-STS-- B 3.6-78 Rev. 0,-09/28/42
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors@ cmuya,u uz.,a,Sf3632
) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

'

.

B 3.6.3.2 Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
-

,

BASES i
'

!
2

BACKGROUND The primary containment and drywell hydrogen ignitors are a
part of the combustible gas control required by 10 CFR 50.44
Ref. I and GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" ;

Ref. 2 , to reduce the hydrogen concentration in the
primary containment following a degraded core accident. The
hydrogen ignitors ensure the combustion of hydrogen in a
manner such that containment overpressure failure is,

3

prevented as a result of a postulated degraded core
accident.

10 CFR 50.44 (Ref.1) requires boiling water reactor units
with Mark Ill containments to install suitable hydrogen
control systems. The hydrogen ignitors are installed to
accommodate an amount of hydrogen equivalent to that

4

'

generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding with-

This requirement was placed on reactor units withwater.
i

; Mark III containments because they were not designed for
,

"

inerting and because of their low design pressure.'

Calculations indicate that if hydrogen equivalent to that
;

generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding wi.th'
"

water were to collect in primary containment, the resulting'

hydrogen concentration would be far above the lower
flammability limit such that, without the hydrogen ignitors,
if the hydrogen were ignited from a random ignition source,
the resulting hydrogen burn would seriously challenge the

3 primary containment.
1

The hydrogen ignitors are based on the concept. of controlled
.ignition using thermal ignitors designed to se capable of:

'. functioning in a post accident environment, seismically
supported and capable of actuation from the, control room.f$ Ignitors are distributed throughout the W - _ - ; = 93 ~*

4

]
drywell and primary containment in which hydrogen could be

' released or to which it could flow in significant
quantities. The hydrogen ignitors are arranged in two

! I independent divisions such that each containment region has
1

two ignitors, one from each division, controlled and powered |1 f redundantly so that ignition would occur in each region even
if one division failed to energize.

1

t
1

(continued)

*wD M m B 3.6-79 Rev. 0,'6iriis/K -
a
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!

Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
B 3.6.3.2

i

) BASES

BACKGROUND When the hydrogen ignitors are energized they heat up to a

(continued) M ignite the hydrogen gas that is present in the airspace insurface temperature tJ1700RF. At this temperature, they

the vicinity of the ignitor. The hydrogen ignitors depend
on the dispersed location of the ignitors so that local
pockets of hydrogen at increased concentrations would burn
before reaching a hydrogen concentration significantly ;

hicher than the lower flammability limit. }-Mycrgen ignmen=p |O un th vte any e? ine ignitars it a u "'=d +a 'occur .ca the-
locaHrydrogen-concentration-reachesMS.0kvaise pencai. -
4v/o)-and-results-4n-[85)%-of-the-hydrogen-present-bet j

,

_onsumeda tv w
1

|
APPLICABLE The hydrogen ignitors cause hydrogen in containment to burn '

SAFETY ANALYSES in a controlled manner as it accumulates following a
degraded core accident (Ref. 3). Burning occurs at the
lower flammability concentration, where the resulting
temperatures and pressures are relatively benign. Without
the system, hydrogen could build up to higher concentrations
that could result in a violent reaction if ignited by a ,

lrandom ignition source after such a buildup. '

'

The hydrogen ignitors are not included for mitigation of at

7 Design Basis Accident (DBA) because an amount of hydrogen
( W b ^ F 'gL*^ equivalent to thati generated from the reaction of 75% of the

'

. -

i

uel cladding with water is far in excess of the hydrogen
wh b C n%nm,h/ alculated for the limiting DBA loss of coolant accident

LOCA). The hydrogen concentration resulting from a DBA can
@qvse\\ %qen be maintained less than the flamability limit using tht.

hydrogen recombinerss However, the hydrogen ignitors have
b. .% Ond Deen shown by probabilistic risk ~ analysis to be a -

h Of W tg I*g g A significant contributor to limiting the severity of accidentn

sequences that are comonly found to dominate risk for units
\ Natu w leh th with Mark III containment.

,

*

The hydrogen ignitors are considered to be risk significant
in accordance with the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO a. Two divisions of primary containment and drywell
hydr enignitorsmustbeOPERABLE,eachfit

f2 mon b 90 % of t/c ip~dec
0 PE(LA B,L E. ,r

) (continued)
u
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors,

) B 3.6.3.2
i

| ) BASES

. r
, .

- (-
:

..

LCO 1. [less than ' equal.to f've inoperabl ignitors)3
! (continued) and

,

,
'

-

2. [t circuits, ing less th or equal t no
itors inc ale per ci t; /

,

Q /i b. One OPERABLE i itor in each closed a must bej , f PERABLE; an

Q No open a shall ha adjacent itors inoperable. J '

;

.

This ensures operation of at least one ignitor division.
! with adequate coverage of the primary containment and -'

.

drywell, in the event of a worst case single active failure.
i This will ensure that the hydrogen concentration remains jnear 4.0 v/o.
; !

i
'

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the hydrogen ignitor is required to i
t4

control hydrogen concentration to near the flammability !limit of 4.0 v/o following a degraded core event that would
generate hydrogen in amounts equivalent to a metal water - '

reaction of 75% of the core cladding. The control of
hydrogen concentration prevents overpressurization of the

js". i

;
- primary containment. The event that could generate hydrogen 1

in quantities sufficiently high enough to exceed the )flammability limit is limited to MODES 1 and 2.
i

$

In MODE 3, both the hydrogen production rate and the total
-

{ hydrogen produced after a degraded core accident would be'

less than that calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because
of the limited time in this MODE, the probabilit
accident requiring the hydrogen ignitor is low. y of an;

Trerefore,i

the hyd~rogen ignitor is not required in MODE 3.'
.

,

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a '
,

degraded core accident are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations. Therefore, the hydrogen ignitors
are not requ' red to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 to control
hydrogen.

l
.- .- _ -_

i ! Qequined Ac% A I h W beeN ,)
2

ACTIONS it.; ~,..n"-" 27 modified by a Note indicating the provisions
| of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a MODE change

; 3 (continued)J f

\.
15WK/D 5i5- B 3.6-81 Rev. O, G9/ZO/02
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
B 3.6.3.2

) BASES

ACTIONS is allowed when one hydrogen ignitor division is ino
(continued) r t.;.. := : rer==r ith dj;,nnt f;-'*e r ==perabc

e-rd:cThe allowance is provided because of the low
probability of the occurrence of an event that would
generate hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the

i flassability limit, the low robability of the failur
f hydrogen ignitor divisi n@ dj:rcrt f;-f ten,g ofAM and

the amount of time available after the event for operatorhD
-

action to prevent exceeding the flassability limit.
-

,

Ad

With one hydrogen ignitor division inoperable, the
inoperable division must be restond to OPERABLE status
within 30 days. In this Condition, the remaining OPEPABLE
hydrogen ignitor division is adequate to perform the

, '''
hydrogen burn function. However, the overall reliability is

{j reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem
could result in reduced hydmgen control capability. The
30 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of
the occurrence of a degraded core event that would generate
hydrogen in amounts equivalent to a metal water reaction of
75% of the core cladding, the amount of time available after
the event for operator action to prevent hydrogen'

accumulation from exceeding the flammability limit, and the
low probability of failure of the OPERABLE hydrogen ignitordivision.-

B.1 om 3 E1i

ith one or more open areas with adjacent i itors - !inoperable, the inomrable itors must stored to
OPERASLEstatus tsin 30 days. In this con ition, the
remaining adjacent ERABLE ignit are adequa to perforn% the hydrogen control ction throug ut the are in the I - !

primary containment and drywell. ver, the ,erall
reliability its duced beca e a single lure in there
adjacent OPERABCE i
control capability \.gnitors could result in uced hydrogen

The basis for the 30 day Completion
goeisthesameasthatofConditionA. g

.pA tusERT EBIN

, (continued)
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INSERT B82A

With two primary containment and drywell igniter hydrogen
divisions inoperable, the ability to perform the hydrogen
control function via alternate capabilities must be verified
by administrative means within 1 hour. The alternate hydrogen
control capabilities are provided by at least one hydrogen
recombiner in conjunction with one Containment /Drywell
Hydrogen Mixing System and two drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief
subsystems. The 1 hour Completion Time allows a reasonable
period of time to verify that a loss of hydrogen control
function does not exist. The verification may be performed as
an administrative check by examining logs or other information
to determine the availability of the alternate hydrogen
control capabilities. It does not mean to perform the
Surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the
alternate hydrogen control capabilities. If the ability to
perform the hydrogen control function is maintained, continued
operation is permitted with two igniter divisions inoperable
for up to 7 days. Seven days is a reasonable time to allow
two igniter divisions to be inoperable because the hydrogen
control function is maintained and because of the low
probability of the occurrence of a LOCA that would generate
hydrogen in the amounts capable of exceeding the flammability
limit.

.

4

f

4

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-82 10/1/93
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;

Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors;

j B 3.6.3.2
) '

(o) ES
,,

i
? ACTIONS [d

i

(continued)
]

;
; I With one or no enclosed areas with no LE ignitors,

one ignitor * the encio area must restored to,

OPERABLE atus with days. I is Condition,
|

,

local d hydroge oncentrati could exceed th etonation| 11 , since n gnitors a 'ERABLE to prec e the limi@' 6 being e eded. er, since the a ability o
-

LOCA gene ing suffi nt amounts of Sgen is , and
, mixing the atmos re is provide minimize local

i hyd n buildup,4ie 7 day Completion Time is considered'

acceptable.
1

(L1 '

If any Required Action and required Completion Time cannot l
ibe met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 '

does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
1: brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours. The allowed
|Completion Time of 12 hours is nasonable, based on
|operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power,

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging7 ) plant systems. O
1 m

.

SURVEILLANCE . SR 3.6.3.2.1 and'SR 3.6.3.2.2,

REQUIREMENTS

These SRs verify that there are no physical problems that
could affect the ignitor operation. Since the ignitors are,

j mechanically passive, they are not sub. ject to mechanical
'

failure. The only credible failures are. loss of power or
burnout. .The verification that _each required ignitor is
e_nernizedh performed bytet=; ;... m.;.;... = v. Dw^ C'r =:=:T- 4-it _. .. :.g41rcuit current measura=a+-f

_
f '

hoisuvo% ~

*

i The Frequency of 184 days has been shown to be acceptable j

through operating experience because of the low failure
occurrence, and provides assurance that hydrogen buni'

capability exists between the more rigorous 18 month
Surveillances. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a4

184 day Frequency. Additionally, these surveillances must
be performed every 92 days if four or more ignitors in any
division are inoperable. The 92 day Frequency was chosen,4

(continued)

-
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Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors
B 3.6.3.2

.

) BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.2.1 and SR 3.6.3.2.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

recognizing that the-failure occurrence is higher than
noma 1. Thus, decreasing the Frequency from 184 days to
92 days is a prudent measure, since only two more inoperable
ignitors (for a total of six) will result in an inoperable )

i

ignitor division. SR 3.6.3.2.2 is modified by a Hote that
indicates that the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 92 days after four or more ignitors in the
division are discovered to be inoperable.

5.6.5.2.3. fSR3.6.3.2.4. and SR
V3_

-i3R _

3.6.3.2.5

These functional tests are perfomed everh18 dronths to
verify system OPERABILITY.fEerh seremr:: - == nh (vi w= 11 u =d.d i: =M 't E-h;;J Ine current draw
to develop a surface temperature of a 1700'F is ver ed forignitors in " ' "'r''r r inaccessible areas e.Q/ Additionally, the surface temperature of each acce @si le [/ ignitorkin a hiah radiation areWis measured to be
Ef1700'Flato demonstrate that a temperature sufficient forh ignition is achieved. The<{18}' month Frequency is based on
the need to perfom this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an*

unplanned transient if the Survelliance were perfomed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at thep{18}e. month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliabilitystandpoint. -

.- |

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44.
|

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 41. '

3. AR, Section 6.2.5}9--

!

q

-BWR/frSTS- B 3.6-84 Rev. O,49/28/92-
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B 3.6.3.3
$l ~

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS .r(
B 3.6.3.3 C y.;:1' r , r Synem] \,

,

BASES

BACKGROUND Thefarf.::!' ." W=] ensures a uniformly mixed post
accident containment atmosphere, thereby minimizing the
potential for local hydrogen burns due to a

( hydrogen above the flamable concentration. pocket of
._

The{a;_;; Tm e Sym=] is an Engineered Safety Featurer
and is designed to operate following a loss of coolant'

accident ( in post accident environments without loss
'

of funcuon _ system E : :- ===;n t.: rd:=t--
a compressor and associated valves (Q-c;r xx' m o

\ rols, and piping. Each@ystem is sized toco,_

pump scfa. Each
emergency power supply.@since each@ystem can provideystem is powered from a separate
100% of the mixing requirements, the system will provide itsj t

design function with a worst case single active failure.

Following a 1.0CA, the drywell is immediately pressurized due
to the release of steam into the drywell environment. This
pressure is relieved by the lowering of the water level
within the weir wall, clearing the drywell vents and
allowing the mixture of steam and noncondensibles to flow
into the primary containment through the suppression pool,

-

g removing much of the heat from the ste The remainingsteam in the drywell begins to condens steam flow f
the reac_ tor pressure vessel ceases, th rywe1 pres re Arc -3 jaais rapidly;$?cth P. m compressors [sta

y,4ggy&w--iic.;;u.. =- -9 afte@r a 1.0CAqpgna ts receiven %
ha n y,

.

fronstlie~Tae~rgency Core Cooling 5fstem instrumegation, but\ ' . -
(dryc0 anly 'when drywell pressure has decreased to withih I

approximately [0.087{ psi above primar3Ncontainment

%r4 % nmNn oNe -
ry e c 1t

4 ye%G nj%ressors force air from thWimary^contai_nJnet ,ipto the4g%\ Q ) fu D ressum ncmam unu s war. ieveTN
.

betwe the wei 11 and drywe is fo own the)first of supo _5 ion Doo nts fo _ 11
atmosphere back into containment' d mixing with ontainRhtsggfQ atmosphere o dilute hydrogen. hile drywell rge 3continues fo wing th CA, hydroge continues to$N 1
produced. Even ually, t g4.0 v/o limi is again appr chedJ

--

-

(continued) -

..
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INSERT B85A .

_

As a result of the negative pressure created in the drywell
due to the operation of the compressors, primary containment
atmosphere flows back into the drywell through the drywell
post-LOCA vacuum relief valves, mixing the containment

,
'

atmosphere with the drywell atmosphere to dilute the hydrogen.
While containment and drywell atmosphere mixing continues
following the LOCA, hydrogen continues to be produced.

:
,

, ,

|

.

a

-

,

Y

_

.

CLINTON B 3.6-85 10/1/93
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f| (cy[9erJ

rys e~fWC|| YerJfIn Y .N ~B 3'.6.3.3
'

Gia
) BASES

m

[ EQ e,AwWM
BACKGROUND nne nycrogen recombiners are manually placed in|

(continued) peration.
.

The @.,6D; imuc SgR4 provides the capability forN
| APPLICABLE ..'

SAFETY ANALYSES reducing the drywell hydrogen concentration to approximately
|

~

the bulk average primary containment concentration following || aDesignBasisAccident(DBA). The limiting DBA relative to '

hydrogen generation is a LOCA.
,

.

j

| Hydrogen may accumulate.in primary containment following a
'

LOCA as a result of: )

/ a. A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod
cladding and the reactor coolant; and

CM b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor
!I Coolant Systes h
|

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in
iprimary containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen
|generation as a function of time following the initiation of l

i
) the accident is calculated. Conservative assumptions

i recommended by Reference 1 are used to maximize the amount
I of hydrogen calculated.
1 -r

ulatethe[-
'

3) B d on a onserva veassump(ionus to ca
hyd en con ntration ersus t1 afte aL , the -

. hydrog conce. ation i the pri ry con inment uldh s6cE Q reach [3. v/o a t 6 day after eL nd[4. v/o j *
Q about 2 da late f no hy gen mi ng an combi rf,I [werefunction.9(Re 2) .f-

The @ z., li 7 .g i;rter] satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
_

|

i Policy Statement.

+ w m

Q (Qoa-}Awmed /D
Wweil *f *% e ' M'X!"f f9

LCO Two Le f dl y..yc]}gsystems must be OPERABLE to ensure
operation of at leaYt one pf x., s..i.;. ..; 7;::PP3 - @ wcBeJ@wrystem in the event of a worst case single active
failu O eration with at least one OPERABLE D.f.::1?g g~-}re.s ystem provides the capability of controlling the
hydrogen concentration in the drywell without exceeding the
flammability limit.

) (continued)

4WR/S STS B 3.6-86 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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i

4

INSERT B86A
|

The calculation confirms that when the mitigating systems are ;

i actuated in accordance with plant procedures, the peak !
'

hydrogen concentration in the primary containment remains *

< 4.0 v/o. ;

i

|

|

|
|

.

|

|

|

_

INSERT
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1

O AM'YfW UY $
NyXId@ '(S fC" %- '.) BASES (continued)7 ._

,

@ QorkmM / Drgwdl hJre%gAPPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the twiNdrvwe" rr:;3 : Ostemsensure
the capability to prevent localized hydrogen concentrations
above the flammability limit of 4.0 v/o in the drywell,
assuming a worst case single active failure.

In MODE 3, both the hydrogen production rate and the total
hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited
ti in this MODE, the probability of an accident requiring[0 y ;'' T.. ,: Sy:t::] is low. Therefore, the [;,, .;.
> =.= w. +: ' is not required in MODE 3.

In MODES 4 and 5, the p mbability and consequences of a LOCA
iare reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations

in these MODES. Therefore, the y 7_;7sr
not required in these MODES.

7z; 3,
'.7-' is

ACTIONS A,1 f ,,. . /Doy#f[ /N @[
With one [7"h - ' -7fsten inoperable, the
ino>erable mystem must be restored to OPERABLE status I) wittin 30 days. In this. Condition, the_ remaining OPERABLE

ystem is adequate to rform tne C z H ??da function.g b,Aragen However, the overall m lity is reduced because a single
--

,
" M- f3tlure in the OPERABLE ystem could result in reduced

% ;!' i . capability. i
The 30 dabased ~en th*c.e;;;;.;= = ;-; ;;-:y ion Time is

| C : .. stem, the low
' { *" F8b"hgM probability 6f a LOCA th'at would generate hydmfaiten in

amounts capable of exceeding the flammability i , and the,V g.gg g g amount of time available after the event for operator cetion
to prevent hydrogen accumulation from exceeding this limit..(fEghBLE I

bho wmen$rM ' Required Action A.1 has been aodified by a Note indicatingthe provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not appli As a
. N@ b*\ result, a MODE change is allowed when one ystem is ~

.

inoperable. This allowance is provided because of the lowl '

probability of the occurrence of a LOCA that would generate
hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the flassability

t, the low probability of the failure of the OPERABLE
ystem, and the amount of time available after a 1

postulated LOCA for operator action to prevent exceeding theflammability limit.
!

l

(continued) .
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~

,

NilXirJp Tydb ,/s

) bases
,

.

.

| ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
J2 _._ ., ,_.)(continued) - -

i

eviewer This Conditi y al for units-

w an alternat n control sy accep to the
tech 1 staff.

With two {d ;cd(cea%,ee.k/Onyden Wsta mW
= n =

h4 W]to perfom the hydrogen c@ontrol function via alternatesfems inoperable, the abilf t|
;

:
!

capabilities must be verified by administrative means within.,

; I hour. alternate hydrogen control capabiliti are .

) provided by. one division of the hydrogen ignitors . The
I hour Completion Time allows a reasonable period of time to
verify that a loss of hydrogen control function does not
exist. The verification may be performed as an
administrative check by examining logs or other information
to determine the availability of the alternate hydrogen

'
control system. It does not mean to perform the
surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the
alternate hydrogen control system. If the ability to perform

2

the hydrogen control function is maintained, continugd

N operation is permitted with two [J.,. ii puivs'M
inoperable for up to 7 days. Seven d s-is a reasonable

3 i time to allow two [47f m prg: stems to be
inoperable because the hydrogen con function is. ~

maintained and because of the low proba * ity of the
-

occurrence of a LOCA that would generate h rogen in amounts
capable of exceeding the flamability limit.

0If any Required Action and e&asufa
: ::; : s Compietion Time

cannot be met,~the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours. The
allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power -

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging i

plant systems.
l

-

__ ..

/7f *84 dSURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3. C d
REQUIREMENTS

Operating each id: mi; fu.3e]<isb[ystem for a 15 minutes
ensuresthateachhystemisOPERABLEandthatall

(continued)

-EP/6 STS B 3.6-88 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

associated controls are functioning properly. It also
ensures that blockage, compressor failure, or excessive
vibration can be detected for corrective action. The 92 day |

,

Frequency is consistent with Inservice Testing Program |

Frequencies, operating experience, the known reliability of !the compressor and controls, and the two redundant ;
subsystems available.

_
_ _ _

Il Y
'

y-

SR 3.6.3.3.2 CD M ~

\ scfm ensures [that eachpd. ~$ystem is capable of
g that each drf.i 1; ,.. stem flow rate is ''

ta
niintaining drywell hadND_. concentrations below the

!
s

f flammability limit.JTheW month Frequency is bq ed on the' J2 !

j/y /HiiiFro perTops this Surve nee under e conditions that '

applysduring a) ant outage a the potent 1 for an\
unplanne transie if the Surveillance were ji
(he reac(tbr at powe .f 0perating experience has shown thatrfomed with!

these components usually pass the Surveillance when
g perfomed at thed18}? month Frequency. Therefore, the

(]) Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability (. -standpoint.
1 :_ -

-

REFERENCES 1. egulatory Guide 1.7gTihn [$
2. AR,Sectioh6.2.5%

.

:
i

N..
s.

A'D /6 m -
. B 3.6-89 Rev. 0,-f//28/92-
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{
$1 pjsecondary Containment %

B 3.6.4.1 ,

i

| -

j ) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
4

|
f g) B 3.6.4.14-{ Secondary Containment}A
!

/
,

BASES

!

BACKGROUND < h The function of th secondary containment s to contain,
dilute, and hold up fission products that may leak from3

primary containm,ent following a Design Basis Accident (08A).i C7 in conjunction with operation of the Standby Gas Treatment!
(SGT) System and closure of certain valves whose lines

-

1

i
penetrate theQsecondary containment)( the(secondary

,

!(AbM. $\ '

containmentbis designed to reduce the activity level of the*

M fission products prior to release to the environment and to
i egerahans sh o

.

isolate and contain fission products that are released ~
<

during cm
>| Pokedd Fordrah containmen in operations that take place inside primary;

when primary containment is not required to kT. %c, rendg vusd OPERABLE, or that taa alwuutside arimary containment.
1

i

' Q0d >)Xr*$ @Theksecondary containmentr'Tsf\5'' ** * H" '''A"*'p"9"'** *cl eO '
'

e'structurt that coubttr.ht e n g > encloses the primary containeen and those ee Q
0r d f. may be postulated to contain primary system-f1 id.nents tha p g 4 '"'
ch .4.% Mtr*td structure foms.a control volume that serves to hold up and

This,

vralde) kl dilute the fission products. It is possible for the i
,

;i -) M Se m %"t.s L h e pressure in the control volume to rise relative to the
R b arg or environmental pressure (e.g., due to pug / motor heat load :'

-

additions) . To prevent ground level exfiltration while! se.c.on A o allowing the Esecondary containmentl'to be designed as aa

b** "" 4 supportsystemstomaintainthecontrolvolumepre}ssureatconventional structure, the { secondary containment 4equires
, 8
; ,

!. less than the extemal pressure. Requirements for these-

jsystems are specified tely LC0 3.6.4.2, " SecondaryContsineent Isolation (SCI )," and LCO 3.6.4.3, ;
'

I
' Standby Gas Treatment Svs |-o-

.- -#Ogerpt.
, ,

0 44 '

APPLICABLE There a
SAFETY ANALYSES ' taken ford seco

cipal accidents for which credit is
,

j ,

| containment}(0PERABILITY. These tre ai l

LOCA (Ref. 1), a fuel handling accident !a.;A ;. i r;j V (1 } >-
t

evntu+nment ( f. 2gnJ e T ; ind?':; :::'"+ " t: U e ;;;m, voiid;.; ; ' ?,4 The secondary containment
!] performsnoactivefunctioninres(ponsetoeachofthese}51-

.

'

limiting events; however, its leak tightness is required to
ensure that the release of radioactive materials from the
primary containment is restricted to those leakage paths and

i
associated leakage rates assumed in the accident analysis,

;

4

(continued)

4PP,/6 STS B 3.6-90 Rev. O, 09/28/92-a
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$ p Szcendary Containment W
B 3.6.4.1

)
APPLICABLE- and that fission products entrapped within th secondary-
SAFETY ANALYSES containmentkstructure will be treated by the SGT System

(continued) prior to discharge to the environment.

05 ) ).{ Secondary containmenthatisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

!

LCO M AnOPERABLhsecondarycontainment rovides a control-
volume into which fission pmducts t bypass or leak from
primary containment, or are released from the reactor

,

coolant pressurt boundary components . located inA[ secondary i
) containment}f can be diluted and processed prior to release '

to the environment. Forthe.{secondarycontainment)otobe
considered OPERABLE, it must have adequate leak tightness to iensure that the required vacuum can be established and
maintained. j

'

;

i
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a LOCA could lead to a fission product !

release to primary containment that leaks tot (secondary
-} ODI containment}e. Therefore,J(secondarycontainment}.E

. |

!
OPERABILITY is required during the same operating conditions |that require primary containment OPERABILITY.

*
;

!
In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of the
LOCA are reduced due to the pmssure and temperature ;

limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining !
pJsecondary containmenth OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 (

i
l

or 5 to ensure a control volume, except for other situations . f
for which significant releases of radioactive material can -

be postulated, such as during operations with a potential
' ^

for draining the reactor vessel (0PDRVs), during CORE
ALTERATIONS, or during movement of irradiated fuel

$l assemblies in the [ primary or secondary containment %
_ |

a :

.

ACTIONS A.d

03) If secondary containment s inoperable, it must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 4 hours. The 4 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the
problem that is commensurate with the importance of-

,

(continued)
.) '

-5:n/S STS - B 3.6-91 Rev. O, 09/20/02
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h NSecondary Containmenthg

B 3.6.4.1

) BASES

ACTIONS M (continued)

1 maintaining secondary containment ring MODES 1, 2,and 3. This time period also ensures that the probability| p of an accident (requiring 4 secondary containmentk
OPERABILITY occurring during periods where secondarycontainment is inoperable is mininni.

>

B.1 and B.2

~)) If theisecondary containmentNannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience to reach the required plant
conditions from full power con,ditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

. f C.I. C.2. and C.3
'

{ Movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in thhprimary oro-

~ secondary containment}t CORE ALTERATIONS, and OPDRVs can be
ostulated to cause fission product release to the
secondary containment}+ In such cases, theS

containmentbis the only barrier to release o{ secondaryf fission
products to the environment. CORE ALTERATIONS and movement

[ of irradiated fuel assemblies must be immediately suspended
'

if the/ secondary containment is inoperable.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completing
an action that involves moving a component to a safe
position. Also, action must be immediately initiated to

.

|

suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a vessel
draindown and subsequent potential for fission productrelease. Actions must continue until OPDRVs are suspended.

Required Action C.1 has been modified by a Note stating thatLCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel
assemblies while in MODE 4 or 5, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify
any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in

j MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactor
operations. Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend

!

(continued)

--BWR/6 5h,

| B 3.6-92 Rev. O,-09/25/92-
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4-{ Secondary Containmenth
B 3.6.4.1

) BASES
,

-,

-

ACTIONS
~ C.1. C.2. and C.3 (continued) ~

g movement of irradiated fuel assemblies would not be a
_ sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

-

~

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1.1 ~

REQUIREMENTS |% y
This SR ensures that the 1 secondary containmentJ boundary is )
sufficiently leak tight to preclude exfiltration under i

iexpected wind conditions. The 24 hour Frequency of this SR
was developed based on operating experience related to 5

psecondary containment}<tvacuum variations during the
Q( y

applicable MODES and the low probability of a 08A occurringV / between surveillances.
4

furthermore, the 24 hour Frequency is considered adequate in
view of other indications available in the control room, 3

including alams, to alert the operator to an abnomal
-41 secondary containmenti vacuan condition.y-

)l
,

SR 3.6.4.1.2 and SR 3.6.4.1.3
-

Verifying that) secondary containment [ equipment hatches and
access doors are closed ensures that the infiltration of
outside air of such a magnitude as to prevent maintaining
the desired negative pressure does not occur. Verifyingi
that all such openings are closed provides adequate
assurance that exfiltration from the Tsecondary containment}4-

Okb h will not occur. Maintaining 4 ary containment
urumBILITY requires verifyin doorintheacc}s{seopening is closed, except when
,%...;.or entry and exitJ=a P "s opening is being

accesu
tr n - J$:

- The 31 day Frequency for tliiiiie >Ks nas been shown
to be adequate based on operating experience, and is .

considered adequate in view of the
. r :: :: :n. x ::: m me::otherf -'' -=" - : :f i:h

P4 it th ;:-M- . A
W ws.asu.e!qc.n % eaccusop.og g;

SR 3.6.4.1.4and[SR 3.6.4.1.5

@\ The SGT System exhausts thksecondary containmenth
atmosphere to the environment through appropriate treatmentequipment. To ensure that all fission products are treated, !,

;

(continued) ; j
.-

;.

1 =/G 3i5 B 3.6-93 Rev. O, C"/20/^2
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M f -{ Secondary Containment % i
B 3.6.4.1 '

) BASES

NsERT R94 {(
!

SURVEILLANC SR 3.6.4.1.4 and R 3.6.4.1.5 (continued)REQUIREMENTS
4

i

SR 3.6.4.1.4 verifies that the SGT System will rapidly
establish and maintain a pressure in the.(secondary
containment}cthat is less than the lowest postulated
pressure extemal to the Tsecondary containment}* boundary.%,[ This is confimed by demonstrating that one SGT subsystem'

. V will draw down the*{ secondary containmentMo'

ap[0.25]Einches of vacuum water gauge gafr X:1 ? aah
This cannot be accomplished if the>[ secondary conEnmentM
boundary is not intact. SR 3.6.4.1.5 demonstrates that each
SGT subsystem can maintain EMlbre66}'inghes _of vacuum wate

g gauge for 1 hour at a flow rate 59['^Qife. The 1 hour VooQ ,2.7 test period allowsa{ secondary containment}eto be in thema -

equilibrium at steady state conditions. Therefore, these

I boundary integrity.
two tests are used to ensure){ secondary containment}<_

,

'

Since these SRs are4 secondary
containment}Etests, they need not be perfomed with each SGT
subsystem. The SGT subsystems are tested on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, however, to ensure that in addition to the
reouirements of LCO 1.6.4.3, either SGT subsystem will
perform this test. M e 18 mon FrequendF~Ts ased on thes Jneed to p omWs .f elllance der the con tiens that) M apply durin plant out e and the tential for nunplanned tra nt if the urvel11anc re perfo d withlthe reactor at

<

_ r.roperating experience has shown'these
comp {onents usually pass the Surveillance when perfomed at
the> 1B}* month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. KSAR,Section 15.6.5}k . . |b 2. TSAR,SectionN15.7.

M 2. =, :=t< = := . u; . <__ ~

s

i

,

4 %n

+ e/E STS- B 3.6-94 Rev. 0, ^9/28/92
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INSERT B94A

within the required time limits. These time limits,'

controlled by plant procedures, are based on 1500 cfm in-
leakage and account for differences between testing conditions
and anticipated accident conditions. This ensures that e 0.25
inches of vacuum water gauge will be established in s 188
seconds under accident conditions.

!
i;

,

,

,

b

!

h, !

.

A

3

| ,

I
: 4

1

4

,

1

j

|

i
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B 3.6.4;2

@ ~

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

1 ou
B 3.6.4.2 Secondary Containment Isolation GiiPi (SC s) 7:

(N. Ltc; s
;

BASES
-

- ,
>

_

bIM ad@-M '

I BACKGROUND ThefunctionoftheSCI/f,incombinationwithother f r.r .;

accident mitigation systems, is to limit fission product '|
release during and fpl10 wing ostulated Design Basis |

<

'

Accidents (DBAs) (Refv'IMecondary containment isolation)5 J
| within the time limits specified for those isolation valvesZ ,
'

designed to close automatically ensures that fission .
'

i products that leak from primary containment following a DBA,'
i

that are released during certain operations when primary
containment is not required to be OPERABLE, or that take

j olace outside primary containment, are maintained within ,

h C- 'i:dk lici*n W .s ec..rd m c,g ecA b.ederg ' |
J

i

|
The OPERABILITY requirements forkIfs) helMjfCg
edequate secondary containment C m : C t.s p is maintained ,

i

i
during and after an accident by minimizing potentia athsJ.
to the environment. The@isolationdeviceskQs d"P ssive or active (automatic). Manual %alves, de-activated A

;

check valves with flow through the valve secured [i ';..d.dh;}ii autsmaticWalves secured in their closed position i64
i and blind |
! anges are considered passive devices. Check valves ep-<._ Cl ;
! CG O. rad y automatic % alves designed to close without operator |' ,

ction following an accident __are considered active devices. <

.nhtE: L.. k. b) ivIdm r .. d .. G r. n 2 % ;. = = = ,; ~

2

3 Refecenw-lh
7 b- d b h A ca k. u J m f. M

'

or
j

Automatic SC; close on a tecondary containment' isolation ,

| signal to e----M :r t r.> untreated radioactive material !

b teedpsecondary containment following a DBA or other- .:
accidents. gg

,

j Other penetrations are isolated by the use ofAvalves in the -|
,

closed position or blind flanges. |1
;

|

' The SC @$ must be OPERABLE to ensure
$D Ae95**D

ec dary W 11
APPLICABLE

; SAFETY ANAL containment n : hd tight barrier to issi product -

j releases. The arincipal accidents for which econdarw
containmentM-- "- 7 dis required are a loss of coolant

j accident (Ref.1Taf a fuel handling accident inzih ;9 ry-
; :::tti7+ -(Ref. 3), : d = ''=1 h== M ac =e ' t-t tM f _ _3-

(continued) -

i

,

_Shm/5 STS - B 3.6-95 Rev. O,Og/20/02
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SCga.a anu ' ' ' ' - '

y1, [\, BASES 4
,

"i;r., h"dS;; '".d. t[(The secondary containment
|

| APPLICABLE
:

| SAFETY ANALYSES performs no active function #in) response to each of these
-

(continued) limiting events, but G = M;.tness is required to i

ensure that leakage from the primary containment is
processed by the Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System before ;being released t the environment.

|

, Maintaining SCIrs OPERABLE with isolation times within
'

limits ensures that fission products will remain trapped i

inside secondary containment so that they can b2 treated by i
,

! the SGT System prior to discharge to the environment. i

sc atisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
D$ht% JN evder ace raked s ako nnkt Aa em ad a.\ve i

1

4 oJe. Rq,WriiA 4e f
'

'

;; LCO SCI # '

h
,

@ bs form a part of the secondary containment boundary. Thesafety function is related to control of offsite>

!

radiation releases resulting from DBAs.
i,,

se Pers anf/ ;ThewR> power operated isolatio aives are considered i

t OPERABLE when their isolation times are within limit

] [325 covered by this Lco, along with their associ~t d -
!1" W actuate on an automatic isolation signal. -

, s

!
stro me are listed ;'n _ _ _ 5; gyp + --

'

__ The nemesiiy ciosed isolatio67J)sives or blind flanges are !g' . w 9er dered OPERABLE when manual valves are close automatic 'fC y _.. _ arejde-activated ano secured in thei c osed -

position, anMiind flanges are in place. Sx: p;. * w
Amte ! e tf - 4 e av hvic- :n ht;d k Row.

.

C :

:

Qama acarome wo+k ypforriaG-ab wie s %Me c o nhv r:
.

;..

|.

APPLICABILITY In MODES I, 2, and 3, a DBA could lead to a fission product ;
release to the primary containment that leaks to the

|
4

| secondary containment. Therefore, OPERABILITY of S is ,

required.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of t ese1

events are reduced due to pressure and temperature 5

limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining SCa
'

OPERABLE is not requi ed in MODE 4 or 5, except for oth r
,

situations under which significant releases of radioactive, '

material can be postulated, such as during operations with a
j potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs), during

i

,

:

(continued) !

',. ,

WD M ETS B 3.6-96 Rev. O, 99/28/92-
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BASES)

APPLICABILITY CORE ALTERATIONS, or during movement of irradinted. fuel
|(continued) assemblies. Moving irradiated fuel assemblies in the
.

f!" b r-: r j ;r secondary containment may also occur in ;

OQ MODES I, 2, .and 3.4

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by three Notes. The first Note*

- allows penetration flow paths to be unisolated
:

,

intermittently under administrative controls. These~

; do[aMr d controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator, who is. :
in continuous communication with the control room, at the

icontrols of the~ h . In this way, the penetration can be '

gi rapidly isolated when the need for secondary containmentk
V5 isolation-is indicated.

The second Note provides clarification that for the purpose '

of this LCO separate Condition entry is allowed for each
penetration flow path.y -

89 % The third Note ensures appropriate remedial actions are
taken, if necessary, if the aff ted system (s) are rendered
inoperable by an inoperable SCT .

A.1 and A.2 eqd o
gg .- -

!

In the event that there are one or more penetration flow :paths with one SC inoperable, the affected penetration iflow path (s) must e isolated. The method of isolation must
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failu'

Isolation barriers that me this criteria a osed
e-activated automatic SCI i closed manual valve,
lind flange. For penetra onp isolated in accordance with

Required Action A.1, the ..' used to isolate tne
penetration should be the c osest available Io bl
secondary containment. This Required Action aus be '-

completed within the 8 hour Completion Time. The specified
time period is reasonable considering the time required to
isolate the penetrati and the low probability of a DBA,

.which requires the SC close, occurring during this !'

short time. -

For affected penetrations that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A.I, the affected

} (continued) f

w..
gunf6 STs. B 3.5-97 Rev. O, ^9/Zois2

;

|

|
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This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for each
inoperable SCID. Complying with the Required Actions may
allow for continued operation, and subsequent inoperable SCIDs
are governed by subsequent Condition entry and application of
associated Required Actions.

-

:

I
,

i

:

|

I
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

penetration must be verified to be isolated on a periodic
basis. This is necessary to ensure that secondary
containment penetrations required to be isolated following |
an accident, but no longer capable of being automatically '

h isolated, will be Sa *h: 'scistie= pe:!;ier should an event
__ _ occur. This Required Action does not require any testing or

h o/ L J g , Q dID manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that
_ . the'affected penetration remains isolated.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to

@@*Q va:vcs ad Mind :anaca located in high radiation areas and
allows them to be verified by use of administrative

-

. controls. Allowing verification by administrative controls
is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment 'o th::: =:4 once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is low.

M hD -

) WithtwoSCII n one or more penetration flow paths
inoperabl , e affected penetration flow path must be
isolated within 4 hours. The method of isolation must
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that.
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.

OC Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and
h1(d a e.-er de-activated automa._tiefvalue, a closed manual valvF, and a

blind flange./Th'e 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable,
(@ considering the. time required to isolate the penetra *on and

the low probability of a DBA, which requires the SC( .t
close, occurring during this short time. p3

} FTheConditionhas n modified by a Note stating that
) i Conditian B is only ap icable to penetratichsflow paths

@ I 'th two' isolation valve . This_ clarifies that only
CLonditionAisenteredif.oneSCI is inoperable in each o

twopenetrations)
_ -

C.1 and C.2

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO

...h
'

~ (continued)

|
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ACTIONS C.) and C.2 (continued)

does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be f
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4

1
; within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are |

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the |required plant conditions from full power conditions in an; '

orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
,

|'

D.1. D.2. and D.3
i i

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot :! be met, the plant must be placed in a condition in which the
LCO does not apply. If applicable, CORE ALT TIONS and the

4

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary and |
i

:g secondary containmentNm st be immediately suspended.
,4

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion '

of movement of a component to a safe position. Also, if ,

applicable, action must be inmediately initiated to suspend '

OPDRVs in order to minimize the probability of a vessel
draindown and the subsequent potential for fission product
release. Actions must continue until OPDRVs are suspended. '

Required Action D.1 has been modified by a Note stating that ',

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel
i

assemblies while in MODE 4 or 5, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify
,

any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactor
operations. Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies would not be a
sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown..

-
.

b
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS - w e ]rv'

This S[R verifies each secondary containment isolation manual !

valvevand blind flange that is required to be closed during
i accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that i

; pest accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside,

,

2uf the { secondary containmentfboundary is within design- >

qg limits. This SR does not require any testing or volve ordwer
pl mani ulation. Rather, it involves verification that those

|

'nd{ secondary containment]Cthat are capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position.

( Scabs g
(continued)

,

)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SC
Section 3.6 Page 391 of 476 B 3.6.4 2

BASES |,

}

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1 (conti
REQUIREMENTS b

Since these ar ily accessible to personnel
during norma unit operation and verification of their
position is relatively easy, the 31 Frequency was chosen
to provide added assurance that the are in thecorrect positions. $ctoskQ |
Two Notes have been added to this SR. The first Note

'kg), applies to valvespand blind flanges located in high
radiation areas and allows them to be verified by use of
administrative controls. Allowing verification by: administrative controls is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically restricted during
MODES 1, 2, and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these , once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is

los i
A second Note has been included to clarify tha ha ;

are open under administrative controls are not required to
meet the SR during the time the .uet re open. |g7

SC\ D 3 C-6 U
| SR 3.6.4.2.2

Verifying the
isolation time of each power operated and each g

-

automatic SCIDis within limits is required to demonstrate ~

OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures that the
will isolate in a time period less than or equal to that,

assumed in the safety analyses. The g e ntien & & c@
Frequency of this SR r.'{}ir ircr+rre "+' +" I-'r-Het$; n v. 2 days -A.

i

hSR 3.6.4.2.3
;

i ' Verifying that each automatic SC : loses on secondary' 3\ containment}4 isolation signal is required to prevent leakage
of radioactive material froarTsecondary containment}-e--
following a DBA or her accident # This SR ensures that
each automatic SCI illactuatetotheisolationpositionyk
on a9 secondary containmentl' isolation signal. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.2.5 overlaps this SR to
rovide complete testing of the safety function. The
18Kmonth Frequency is based on the need to perform this

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant

(continued)
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Section 3.6 Page 392 of 476 B 3.6.4 2

') r!-
aAsES

s,
.

SURVEILUWCE SR 3.6.4.2.3 (continued) ,

REQUIREMENTS t

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were perfomed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass

3) the Surveillance when performed at thep{18Paonth Frequency.
t'Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from

a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES h h 1. AR,Section)15.6.5W
;

hh 2. (SAR,SectionN6.2.37

3. (SAR,Section315.7. .

L * _ .9
4. FSAM, sect. ion taa.i.y .

.. . m h: [ ]. A

) Q
,

!

i

.
,.

O e
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System
Section 3.6 Page 393 of 476 B 3.6.4.3

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

; '
,

B 3.6.4.3 Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System |

.

BASES

1 t

BACKGROUND The SGT System is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 41,
" Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref.1). The function of
the SGT System is to ensure that radioactive materials that
leak from the primary containment into the secondar-

-

containment following a Design Basis Accident (DBA)y i
'are

filtered and adsorbed prior to exhausting to the
environment.

The SGT System consists of two fully redundant subsystems,
each with its own set of ductwork,' dampers, charcoal filtertrain, and controls. ---

. .

Each charcoal filter train consists of (comorder of the direction of the air flow): ' ponents listed in
4 M b C4drd clgeper)'b d. A -'~""._ c_,_- _"_ - -

.

__
- .

< F. An electric heater; - -

4ps A prefilter;

GM. A high efficiency particulate. air (HEPA) filter; !
,

{ (. A charcoal adsorber; *

g 4. A second HEPA filter; and

i h if. A centrifugal fan (25 M.e+ fMNtrai We;%.
.

'N '] , E el ba\JJ The sizing of the SGT System equipmen

_

h an omponents is
PD "" ' gU based on the results of an infiltration analysis, as well ase

SPc- GCG)y%p r..g'2' din; str-+rm.$ an exfiltration analysis of the auxiliaryC:r__OThe internal pressure of the s5TQnA Weqq System boundary region is maintained at a negative pressure1 fr%+c,4*M r'5 ' ofjEO.25 Finch water gauge when the system is in operation,
i (which represents the internal pressure required to ensure

exfiltration of air from the buildinn wk.n ernosed to a1

sph wind S! =in; :t en ...e'; c' y }" te u.e L Hei t F3
iftIEb$T provided to remove entrained water

in the air, while the electric heater reduces the relative
I

d !E .r riA

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System !
Section 3.6 Page 394 of 476 B 3.6.4.3 ;

;

BASES; j
P

BACKGROUND humidity of the airstream to less than170 (Re@ ). The

.[(continued) prefilter removes large particulate matter, while the HEPA -
filter is provided to remove fine particulate matter and

|
. protect the charcoal from fouling. The charcoal adsorber

i

removes gaseous elemental iodine and organic iodides, and ;

the final HEPA filter is provided to collect any carbon ~

fines exhausted from the charcoal adsorber.
!

The SGT System automatically starts and operates in response i

, to actuation signals indicative of conditions or an accident
i that could require operation of the system. Following _yinitiation (Let; ;n1=. c LHei g :;;u;Gng';;r 4

d both charcoal filter train fans start. SGT System flows are
dj, controlled by modulating interb installed.on the !charcoal filter trainy -- =: i _--- _ ;--- m ,,.. m - - : -# :

{g=l-dampp e ind.Med-in4 ranch-4 vet te %dividual J )entro

._ . . . _. c - 9 %
......s.,..

_ 1

aJr.M
! APPLICABLE The design basis for the SGT System is to mitigate the -|

SAFETY ANALYSES consequences of a loss of coolant accident and fuel handling
accidents (Re g 3). For all events analyzed, the SGT System
is shown to be automatically initiated to reduce, via
filtration and adsorption, the radioactive material released
to the environment.

The SGT System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

,

1
*

LCO Following a DBA, a minimum of one SGT subsystem is. required
i to maintain the secondary containment at a negative pressure '

,

| with respect to the environment and to process gaseous
releases. Meeting the LCO requirements for two operable
subsystems ensures operation of at least one SGT subsystem
in the event of a single active failure.

APPLICABILITY In MODES I, 2, and 3, a DBA could lead to a fission product
release to primary contairant that leaks to secondary
containment. Therefore, SGT System OPERABILITY is required
during these MODES.

(continued) ,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System !
Section 3.6 Page 395 of 476 8 3.6.4.3

)
.

.

! APPLICABILITY In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these
:(continued) events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature

limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the SGT !

s

System OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for !other situations under which significant releases of
:

radioactive material can be postulated, such as during !

cperations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel
(OPDRYs), during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during movement ofh irradiated fuel assemblies in the.S{ primary or secondary r

containment (
,

ACTIONS A.1 i

With one SGT subsystem inoperable, the inoperable subsystem
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE SGT subsystem is adequate
to perfom the required radioactivity release control
function. However, the overall system reliability is
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem
could result in the radioactivity release control function
not being adequately perfomed. The 7 day Completion Time
is based on consideration of such factors as the
availability of the OPERABLE redundant SGT subsystem and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

B.1 and B.2

If the SGT subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCD does not
apply. Te achieve this status, the plant must be brought to

.

at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,

I

based on operating experience, to reach the required plant !conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

;
! C.I. C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3 i

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
Sprimary or secondary containment]Nuring CORE ALTERATIONS,

or during OPDRVs, when Required Action A.1 cannot bev

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System
Section 3.6 Page 395 of 476 B 3.6.4.3

o

) BASES k
ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3 (continued)

completed within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE
SGT subsystem should be imediately placed in operation.
This Required Action ensures that the remaining subsystem is
OPERABLE, that no failures that could prevent automatic
actuation have occurred, and that any other failure would be
readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to imediately
suspend activities that represent a potential for releasing
radioactive material to the secondary containment, thus
placing the unit in a Condition that minimizes risk. If
applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel

f assemblies must be imediately suspended. Suspension of
these activities shall not preclude completion of movement

( h ecL J s 4 Et of a component to a safe position. ' Also, if applicable,
d.cW4k OP04 toog a: tion must be imediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs to

minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and
- * '

E#f"g[.f
10 f subsequent potential for fission product releasep ActionJ

must continue unt11 OPDRVs are suspended.

The Required Actions of Condition C have been modified by a (~}-)
- Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving U

irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 4 or 5, LCO 3.0.3
would not specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel
assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel movement is
independent of reactor operations. Therefore, in either
case, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies would not be a sufficient reason to require a*

| reactor shutdown. --

- - -

CI 'QQ ZMEET Bio 5A],
l 9.1. Df2. and D'.3

_

When two SGT subsystems are inoperable, if applicable, CORE
/g ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in

the 4 primary and secondary containmentF=ust be imediately
suspended. Suspension of these activities shall not
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position. Also, if applicable, actions must be imediately
initiated to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of a
vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission
product release. Action must continue until OPDRVs are
suspended.

-

(continued)
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.6 Page 397 of 476 j

INSERT B105A i

i
D.1 J

If both SGT subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the !

SGT System may not be capable of supporting the required ;

radioactivity release control function. Theref ore, LCO 3.0.3 |
must be entered izomediately. }

i

I

!

!
!

I

i

k

i

!
4

f
i

i
!
.

4

!
-

i

;

:

,

!

|1

| ,

1

I

I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 3.6 Page 398 of 476 SGT System
B 3.6.4.3 I

) BASES

A}.1.(II|2. and. Ell 3__continued).

t

E. E &}{
ACTIONS

v -

i Cl acauired Action 2 has been modified by a Note stating that
iLCO 3.0.3 is no applicable. If moving irradiated fuel- 1

assemblies while in MODE 4 or 5, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify
any action.- If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in
MODE 1. 2, or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactor
operations. Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies would not be

;

sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.3.1"

REQUIREMENTS ~~

J Operating each SGT subsystem for a 10Nontinuoushours
ensures that both subsystems are OPERABLE and that all
associated controls are functioning properly. It also
ensures that blockage, fan or motor failure, or excessive

q| vibration can be detected for corrective action. Operation
$ with the heaters on thi[at&c P.::tirsiUT.--T'G^t'ain

V

Gs ,,m.t;d,$ for ud continuous hours every 31 days ~.

eliminates moisture on t e adsorbers and HEPA filters. The-) 31 day Frequency was developed in consideration of the known,

reliability of fan motors and controls and the redundancy
available in the system.

SR 3.6.4.3.'2

This SR verifies that the required SGT filter testing is
perfomed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP). The .SGT System filter tests are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). The VFTP
includes testing HEPA filter perfomance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and
following specific operations). Specified test frequencies
and additional infomation are discussed in detail in the
VFTP.

SR 3.6.4.3.3

This SR requires verification that each SGT subsystem starts
upon receipt of an actual or simulated initiation signal.

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 SGT System l
Section 3.6 Page 399 of 476 B 3.6.4.3 |

|

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.3.3 (continued)
-

REQUIREMENTS
The LOGIC SYSTDI FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.2.5 overlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety function. i
While this Surveillance can be performed with the reactor at |
power, operating experience has shown these components
usually pass the Surveillance when perfomed at the

f| Q18}4monthFrequency,whichisbasedontherefuelingcycle.
Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.4.3.4

This SR requires verification that the SGT filter cooler
bypass damper can be opened and the fan started. This

p f ensures that the ventilation mode of SGT System operation is #
available. While this Surveillance can be perfomed with
the reactor at power, operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the/{18}' month Frequency, which is based on the refueling
cycle. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be

) -acceptable from a reliability standpoint. -

~ ( _.)
s

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 41.

h h 2. SAR,Sectick6.2.3/

g h 3. SAR,Sectiorf"f15.6.5[

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52,%.. [27)
.

h 5. V S k L. E e.d i.* M .).
'

@ t. vsh L Sec.t6 \5.G.t

i

i

l

|

|
1
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g

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.1 Drywell
.

BASES -

,

BACKGROUND The drywell houses the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the
reactor coolant recirculating loops, and branch connections

% v3( % e, of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), which have isolationvalves at the primary containment boundary. The function of
the drywell is to maintain a pressure boundary that channels

b QN5h a steam from a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to the -
.

suppression pool, where it is condensed. Air forced fromp* m
the crywell is released into the primary containmentt The

L\ pressure suppression capability + assures that peak LOCA
ok he,%X , temperature ana pressure in the primary containment are

t

. within design limits. The drywell also protects accessible
9f ESM *C areas of the containment from radiation originating in the

l go ,\ reactor core and RCS.

To ensure the drywell pressure suppression capability, the
drywell bypass leakage must be minimized to prevent
overpressurization of the primary containment during the
drywell pressurization phase of a LOCA. This requires
periodic testing of the drywell bypass leakage, confimation
that the drywell air lock is leak tight, OPERABILITY of the
drywell isolation valves (DIVs), and confirmation that the
drywell vacuum relief valves are closed.

.

The isolation devices for the drywell penetrations are a
part of the drywell barrier. To maintain this barrier:

a. The drywell air lock is OPERABLE except as provided in
'LCO 3.6.5.2, "Drywell Air Lock"; -

.

b. The drywell penetrations required to be closed during
accident conditions are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
DIV, or

2. closed b manualvalve'hbli flangeh or
"

de-activated automatic valve secured in closed
position /nexcept as provided'in LCO 3.6.5.3,
"Drywell Isolation Valves (DIVs)*; and

.

_ (continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell
Section 3.6 Page 401 of 476 B 3.6.5.1

,

-

+ i

h6 e d-L O C (; BASES

l i

BACKGROUND c. The DrywelloVacuum Relief System is OPERABLE except as i

(continued) provided in LCO 3.6.5.6, "Drywell Vacuum Relief '

System." @ god-LOCH
This Specification is intended to ensure that the
performance of the drywell in the event of a DBA meets the
assumptions used in the safety analyses (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE Analytical methods and assumptions involving the drywell are
SAFETY ANALYSES presented in Reference 1. The safety analyses assume that

. for a high energy line break inside the drywell, the steam
i is directed to the suppression pool through the horizontal

-

vents where it is condensed. Maintaining the pressure
suppression capability assures that safety analyses remain

i valid and that the peak LOCA temperature and pressure in the
primary containment are within design limits.

The drywell satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

-) 0LCO Maintaining the drywell OPERABLE is required to ensure that
the pressure suppression design functions assumed in the
safety analyses are met. The drywell is OPERABLE if the i
bypass leakage is within limits and the drywell structural l
integrity is intact.

|

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
,

'radioactive material to the primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, the drywell is not required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5.

ACTIONS A.d

In the event the drywell is inoperable, it must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour Completion
Time provides a period of time to correct the problem

(continued) .) ( -
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Dryweli
B 3.6.5.1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)
t

comensurate with the importance of maintaining the drywell
OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2, and 3. This time period also
ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring
drywell OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when the
drywell is inoperable is minimal. Also, the Completion Time

-

is the same as that applied to inoperability of the primary
containment in LCO 3.6.1.1, " Primary Containment." ,

l
.

B.1 and B.2

If the drywell cannot be ~ restored to OPERABLE status within
i

the required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least HODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating

i
'

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1.1 .

1 C1
!

REQUIREMENTS

The analyses in Reference / are based on a maximum drywell
,

bypass leakage. This Surveillance ensures that the actual
[% dragilJypass leakage is i 10f%oftheacceptableA/dQdesignvalueof{%,4}ft* sumed in the safety analysis.q/ Theleakagetestisperformedevery,.{18fmonths, consistent

with the difficulty of performing the test,-risk of high
radiation exposure, and the remote possibility that a
component failure that is not identified by some other
drywell or primary containment SR might occur. Operating
experience has shown that these co onents usually pass the .

| Surveillance when performed at the 18}#aonth Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was conci ded to be acceptable froma reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.5.1.2

The exposed accessible drywell interior and exterior
surfaces are inspected to ensure there are no apparent

) (continued) |
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Section 3.6 Page 403 of 476 g y

.) BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1.2~ (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

physical defects that would prevent the drywell from '

performing its intended function. This SR ensures that :
drywell structural integrity is maintained. The1407' month |

Frequency was chosen so that the interior and exterior-
surfaces of the drywell can be inspected at every other
refueling outage. Due to the passive nature of the drywell '

@ structure, the T40}Smonth Frequency is sufficient to
identify component degradation that may affect drywell
structural integrity. j

,

{..

AR,ChapterN6[andChapter 15[REFERENCES 1.

i

i

} .

s|

!

!

-

:

|

|

|

.

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Air Lock"

Section 3.6 Page 404 of 476 B 3.6.5.2
.I

s. B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
}

B 3.6.5.2 Drywell Air Lock
j

i

BM5,

,

i BACKGROUND The drywell air lock forms part of the drywell-boundary and
provides a means for personnel access during MODES 2 and 3
during low power phase of unit startup. For this purpose,;

one double door drywell air lock has been provided, which!

maintains drywell isolation during personnel entry and exit
from the drywell. Under the normal unit operation, the
drywell air lock is kept sealedA,e eir ;;r== & :n.

y(seen :s re ate:ad rg' tris
'g py we x I .ir #h E-end

~

ccy-pn .,

np;tk,.inem, wttic .tein;d et : ;;rn e..
-

- '
,

_

m vM
-

The drywell air lock is designed to the same standards as
the drywell boundary. Thus, the drywell air lock must |

withstand the pressure and temperature transients associated ;

with the rupture of any primary system line inside the '

'

drywell and also the rapid reversal in pressure when the .

steam in the drywell is condensed by the Emergency Core |
Cooling System flow following loss of coolant accident

) flooding of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). It is also I
-

; _./ designed to withstand the high temperature associated with
~

the break of a small steam line in the drywell that does not |
result in rapid depressurization of the RPV. g |

l
j The air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder, t |in diameter, with doors at each end that are interlocke to '

Iprevent simultaneous opening. During periods when the
drywell is not required to be OPERABLE, the air lock
interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of
the air lock to remai~n open for extended periods when4

*

frequent drywell entry is necessary. Each air lock door has
been designed and tested to certify its ability to withstand,

j a pressure in excess of the maximum expected pressure
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).,

i

[The abo'ck is provided with limit swit es on bot oors>

n i that rovide control 'reom indication of do positionV .p s
sj )Additi lly, control roep indication is pro (ded to al '

I * |the oper or whenever an Air lock interlock mechanism is |\ defeated * - - -
1

<

4

(continued)

J'
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Enclosure 2 to U-602195 Drywell Air Lock
Section 3.6 Page 405 of 476 B 3.6.5.2

.) f-

BASES

'

BACKGROUND The drywell air lock forms part of the drywell pressure
(continued) boundary. Not maintaining air lock OPERABILITY may result

in degradation of the pressure suppression capability, which
is assumed to be functional in the unit safety analyses.
The drywell air lock does not need to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref.1), since it is not part of
the primary containment leakage boundary. However, it is
prudent to specify a leakage rate requirement for the, 2' drywell air lock. . A seal leakage rate limit of s_ cfh

o and an air lock overall leakage rate limit of 5 , at
L pressure a P. (?! 5 pig), have been established to assure

the integrity of s

<0P .

-

APPLICABLE Analytical methods and assumptions involving the drywell are
SAFETY ANALYSES presented in Reference 2. The safety analyses assume that

for a high energy line break inside the drywell, the steam
is directed to the suppression pool through the horizontal
vents where it is condensed. Since the drywell air lock is
part of the drywell pressure boundary, its design and
maintenance are essential to support drywell OPERABILITY,
which assures that the safety analyses are met.

The drywell air lock satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
,

Statement.

LCO The drywell air lock foms part of the drywell pressure
boundary. The air lock safety function assures that steam
resulting from a DBA is directed to the suppression pool.
Thus, the air lock's structural integrity is . essential to .

the successful mitigation of such an event.

The air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock
to be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism
must be OPERABLE, air lock leakage must be within limits,,

| and both air lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock
allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at

ione time. This provision ensures that a gross breach of the ;
drywell does not exist when the drywell is required to be
OPERABLE.

Closure of a single door in the air lock is necessary to
|

| support drywell DPERABILITY following postulated events. !

_ (continued)

'

-SC/C STA B 3.6-113 Rev. O, 00/20/02
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t

Section 3.6 Page 406 of 476 B 3.6.5.2 ;
.

} BASES

.

!
LCD Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock !

(continued) is not being used for entry into and exit from the drywell. j

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
>

!

- radioactive material to the primary containment. In MODES 4 '

and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in- j
these MODES. Therefore,: the drywell air lock is not -

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5. j
,

.- . i

ACTIONS ~ The ACTIONS are modified by & Not hat allows entry and !

exit to perform repairs on the af ected air lock component. '

If the outer door is inoperable, then it may be easily ;
accessed to repair. If the inner door is inoperable, !

however, then there is a short time during which the drywell
boundary is not intact (during access through the outer i
door) . The ability to open the OPERABLE door, even if it ~

! means the drywell boundary is temporarily not intact, is
! CI acceptable due to the low probability of an event that could

-

g pressurize the drywell during the short time in which the j

f OPERABLE door.is expected to be open. The OPERABLE door ;p% aust be immediately closed after each entry and exit. jj

f|lb -?
A.I. A.2. and A.3

|

With one drywell air lock door inoperable, the OPERABLE door
must be verified closed (Required Action A.1). This ensures

.]that a leak tight drywell barrier is maintained by the use ..

of an OPERABLE air lock' door. This' action must be completed *

within I hour. .The I hour Completion Time is consistent
with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.5.1, "Drywell," which requires
that the drywell be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 hour.

In addition, the air lock penetration must be isolated by
locking closed the OPERABLE air lock door within the 24 hour

;
Completion Time. The Completion Time is considered i

reasonable for locking the OPERABLE air lock door. '

considering that the OPERABLE door is being maintained,

! closed.

|

(continued),

--BWR/6- STS. B 3.6-114 Rev. O, 09/28/92---
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d

INSERT B114A
,,

'
The ACTIONS are modified by a second Note, which ensures,

ap ropriate remedial actions are taken when necessary.g
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, ACTIONS are not required even if the
drywell is exceeding its bypass leakage limit. Therefore, the, ,

Note is added to require ACTIONS for LCO 3.6.5.1 to be taken '
,

in this event.,

i
.

t.

?

I

I
t i

J g

>

h

n
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p

I

!
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>
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I
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!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywel1 Air Lock
Section 3.6 Page 408 of 476 B 3.6.5.2

i BASES Oq,'
..

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

Required Action A.3 verifies that the air lock has been
isolated by the use of a locked and closed OPERABLE air lock
door. This ensures that an acceptable drywell boundary is
maintained. The Completion Time of once per 31 days is
based on engineering judgment and is considered adequate in
view of the low likelihood of a locked door bein

mispositioned and other administrative controls,-x... ..@:::xths = ::t:r:x: nz::iw ==-- ..n:M= 'a ';,

L hat ensure that the OPERABLE air lock door
remains closed.

9 The Required Actions are modified by two Notes. . Note 1
- ensures only the Required Actions and associated Completion

\ gE 1 Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the air
\

l lack are ima-rable4 -Note 2 allows use of the air lock for
- ~ -

Qg; p entry and exit for 7 days under administrative controls.
Drywell entry hay be required to perfom Technical
Specifications (TS) Surveillances and Required Actions, as
well as other activities on equipment inside the drywell
that are required by TS or activities on equipment that
support TS-required equipment. This Note is not intended to

)- preclude perfoming other activities (i.e., non-TS-required
activities) if the drywell was entered, using the inoperable
air lock, to perform an allowed activity listed above. This
allowance is acceptable due to the low probability of a
event that could pressurize the drywell during the short
time that the OPERABLE door is expected to be open.

B.1. B.2. and B.3

-

With the drywell air lock interlock mechanism inoperable, '
the Required Actions and associated Completion Times
consistent with Condition A are applicable.

The Required Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1
ensures only the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition C are required if both doors in the air
lock are inoperable. Note 2 allows entry and exit into the
drywell under the control of a dedicated individual
stationed at the air lock to ensure that only one door is
opened at _a tirad-d *M n;forfr: n: -- - -- 9 :; .M

gt g;;.. r z M: mm= a = _ ..., x.a =~== === ]:;. : . e. T;. . . T.; x;: r f x e: "C

(continued)

-BWR/67TS- B 3.6-115 '
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INSERT Bil5A

The exception of the Note does not affect tracking the j
Completion Times from the initial entry into Condition As only |
the requirement to comply with the Required Actions. j

\

INSERT Bil5B

The administrative controls required consist of the stationing
of a dedicated individual to assure closure of the OPERABLE |
door except during the entry and exit, and assuring the |
OPERABLE door . is relocked after completion of the drywell j

entry and exit.
|
|

|

!

f
!

!
!

!
!
I
I
i

!

t

b

,

t

|
!
6

!

!

!

i
!

!

I
i

'
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Section 3.6 Page 410 of 476 B 3.6.5.2 ;

] BASES

h.1.B.2.andB.3 (continued)ACTIONS

other than oc repair. En ~ to the drywell is
Qcessarytoperfo(rm%-requiredsurve' lances.

| C.1. C.2. and C.3
|

| With the air lock inoperable for reasons other than those
described in Condition A or B Required Action C.1 requires
action to be imediately initiated to evaluate drywell
bypass leakage using current air lock test results. An
evaluation is acceptable, since it is overly conservative to
imediately declare the drywell inoperable if both doors in

, an air lock have failed a seal test or the overall air lock
| leakage is not within limits. In many instances (e.g., only

one seal per door has failed), drywell remains OPERABLE, yet
only 1 hour (per LCO 3.6.5.1) would be provided to restore
the air lock door to OPERABLE status prior to requiring a
plant shutdown. In addition, even with both doors failing
the seal test, the overall drywell leakage rate can still be
within limits.

(} Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the drywell
air lock must be verified to be closed. This Required
Action must be completed within the 1 hour Completion Time.
This specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LCO 3.6.5.1, which requires that the drywell be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour.

Additionally, the air lock must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours. .The 24 hour Completion Time is
reasonable for restoring an inoperable air. lock to OPERABLE
status, considering that at least one door is maintained
closed in the air lock.

D.1 and D.2

If the inoperable drywell air lock cannot be restored to i.

OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant |

(continued)

d I
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') BASES k-
ACTIONS D.1 and 0.2 (continued)

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.2.1 g e''g
REQUIREMENTS

' This SR requires a test be erformed to verify seal leakage
og of the drywell air lock doors t pressures E T }4sig. A
p seal leakage rate limit of s'{E00}^sefh has been established

to ensure the integrity of the seals. The Surveillance is
l only required to be perfomed once after each closing. e

Frequency of 72 hours is based on operating experience' ated
/ Freer.fM: red :::qu:tc r . ::: ? M: Othe P =" m tons

p iavailibk te cherWr4tions@ww.ci--% -d* sedds
Q.,

c~

SR 3.6.5.2.2

Every 7 days t 11 air lock, sea,1 air flask ressure i) verified to,.bf E [9 psig to sure that the s system
ecked becausept'.ea] remains y Mble. It must be- could blefd

down during or followin cess through Jhe air lock /which
occun regularly. Th day Frequencyphas been sh6wn to be

/adequateinviceptable, based. ' operating expence,anMsconsidered
of the other i ations3c'theplant

operations p onnel that the eal air flask pressure is
low.

,

SR 3.6.5.2

The air lock door interlock is designed to prevent I
,

simultaneous opening of both doors in the air lock. Since !

both the inner and outer doors of the air lock are designed !

to withstand the maximum expected post accident drywell !
pressure, closure of either deor will support drywell
OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature supports

; drywell OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used for
personnel transit in and out of the drywell. Periodic
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock
will function as designed and that simultaneous inner and
outer door opening will not inadvertently occur. Due to the

(continued) .
'

s.

-EWR/fah - B 3.6-117 Rev. O, 09/28/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Page 412 of 476 Drywell Air Lock

B 3.6.5.2

) BASES

. s

f t0 ue d - W \*N do
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.23 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS g eg*g5 -

t

_

gerr c;rgg;d nature of this interloch and!given(that
the i terlock mechanism is only challenge whenkdrywelDis@ gen ed =t:= this test is only required to b erfomed once
every 18}f months. The*{18}%onth Frequenc is based on the

@ need to perform this Surveillance under th onditions that
apply during a plant outace and_the.potentipLfor

&)~' funplann transsn 'f _the,SurveiRance we A peM (the react at power perating ex erience has shown these
o' wit

hcomponents usuaHy pass the Surveil ance when perfomed athed18f month Frequency, which is based on the refueling
cycle. Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability stand i vio\gh g W e,

rw di, The Surveillance is modified y a Not'e requirin y rgo,l ,
|
| Surveillance to be perfomed only upon entry into the

drywell.

P6 Sa 3.6.s.2. I

') This SR requires a test to be perfomed to verify overall k' lock leakage of the drywell air lock at pressures.c a psig. Th 18}# month Frequency is based on the
need to perform thi Surveillance under the conditions that
apply _during a plant outage and the potential fo , n

/ unplanned transient
, Qhe' reactor at poweQr.fl)perating experience has shown thesef the Surveu sance were pecfomed wit y

q

components usuauy pass the Surveillance when perfomed at

@ cycle.)Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to bethe d18 . month Frequency, which is based on the refueling
acceptab rom A_ reliability standonini r - %

y 6. W e.1 he v.,:t MosE i-J'.d ef
OD This SR has een a i ted byC+-Mete .ri ceMHb tihat a

inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
j successful performance of an overall air lock leakage test.

fdSECS] This is considered reasonable, since either air lock door is
capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event

O6k _ g f a DBA.

'[b h .6.5.2.5 --

| 1 %
n %eumatic

..

jThis5 ensures that th rywell air 1 seal
.

| s

!
system p essure does not cay at an unacceptable rate. The'

(continued)

BWR/fr-STS--- B 3.6-118 Rev. 0, 09/28/.22.
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! Section 3.6 Page 413 of 476
4

*

INSERT B118A
|

The Surveillance is modified by a second Note requiring the f>

; air lock to be pressurized to 19.7 paid prior to performance |
'' of the overall air lock leakage test. The 19.7 psid i
"

differential pressure is the assumed peak drywell pressure j
j expected from the accident analysis. Since the drywell !

i pressure rapidly returns to a steady state maximum
differential pressure of 3.0 psid (due to suppression pool

'

vent clearing), the leakage is allowed to be measured at this
1 pressure.
l.

<

i
.

.

.

'

4

s~

!

i

t

f

1.

i

I

,

5

l
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Section 3.6 Page 414 of 476 B 3.6.5.2 '

,

) BASES |
n.

il f

SURVEILLANCE SR~ 1 6.5.2.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS f \

air locksseal will support drywell ILITY down to a g .

pneumatic'yressure of [90] psig. Sin the air lock seal \ ?
air flask pr 5.2.2 to be (* [90] sig.tssure is verified in SR 3.

A decay] rate s [30] psig oy
[10] days is:

,

Tht, [10 day. interval is base on engineering ) |y g accepta>1e.

()b . judgment,consid ng that there is no postu ated DBA where ;

Y the drywell is st 1 pressurized [10] days af r the event. !,

; The{18TmonthFreq cy is based on the need t perforu !
this Surveillance und the conditions that appl during a . |
plantoutageandthe ntial for an unplanned t sient if ,''
the Survei21ance were pe ormed with the reactor at r.
Operating experience has s that these com |pass the Surveillance when performed at the [ponents vsually f18] month 4

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be j !
Lacceptable from a reliability standaaint- !

!
!

j REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. !

, Chapters 6and15[

;

:
, i

'
! .

;

! !
'

:

-|1
-
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>
a

|' i

!

!4

!
.,

t

) 'r*
|) - ,
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g M "DWto"swuo se seeueo ovmp g8 |
{ ' OrwA\ ' low. %\ v e (s) " ~

p

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Drywell Isolation Valves hAB 3.6.5.3
, ,

i
BASES

'

BACKGROUND The DIVs, in combination with other accident mitigation >

systems, function to ensure that steam and water releases to
j the drywell are channeled to the suppression pool to |

,

maintain the pressure suppression function of the d 11

{ J rtr5eQ ;;o
; The OPERABILITY requirements for DIVs help ensure tha ',hdLLoy i
j valves are closed, when required, and isolation occurs y- !

i within the time limits specified for those isolati 'Ives
! designed to close automatically. Therefo e OPERABILITY r

i
requirements support minimizing (drywelli ypass leakageRef.1)/for a DBA.=" Qi

i

i 1 assumed in the safety analysis
i it'r ::::6 The6bisolation devicesdre either passive or |j active (automatic). Manual valves, de-activated automatic

i
! valves secured in their closed positiogf'r:5!P check ;
j valves with flow through the valve secutep.cb ind flange i_

*----- - W . e .n ' are considered pessive devices. Check !g

l Jd = ~ lves G m' automatic valves desisned to close without :va
% operator action followine an accident. are considered activei

j j devices. oTwo barriers in series are provided for eacA---
! _ pene rati,ii so that no credible single failure or hPt'ah Ij Ifunctire of an active component can result in a loss ei -

|-

| INSE12 T 0/20 |tW Q &
#

g
j The Drywell Vent and Purge System is ig city systemM ,mcb :lt p(|

,

withf [20]'ind. % which ' olation valves covered by j1

! @ pq b o^3 this LCO.
e system supplies ritteren outsice air airectl$|

+

j To th rywell through two nes, each containin two
| prima ontainment isolationNalves (PCIVs) and t DIVs

'

-

', called dfywell purge isolation Ives. The drywell is*

h, - rough a line also coMaining two drywell p ge $<exhausted.

3 isolation va es by means of two f s its, which are pa i iun
j N SECJ of the Contai nt Cooling System ch oal filter trains |

"

s
gg # 1ocated inside p ' mary. containment. r the air is :

'

honditi_on_edand_f tered it is.exhauste through two_PCIVs. i,

i The system is used to remove trace ractoactive airborne -

1 products prior to personnel entry. The Drywell Vent and
i Purge System is seldom used in MODE 1, 2, or 3; therefore,
j the drywell purge isolation valves are seldom open during
j power operation.
a b

$
i

i 3 (continued)
i J
! 1mR/6-STS- B 3.6-120 Rev. O, 00/20/02 -
J
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Section 3.6 Page 416 of 476

INSERT B120A

The drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems serve a dual
function, one of which is drywell isolation. However, since .

'the other function of vacuum relief would not be available if
the normal drywell isolation valve ACTIONS were taken, the
drywell isolation valve OPERABILITY requirements are not
applicable to the drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsystems.
Similar surveillance requirements provide assurance that the
isolation capability is available without conflicting with the
vacuum relief function. !

INSERT B120B !

The drywell vent and purge supply penetration contains two 24
inch isolation valves; one inside the drywell and the other
outside the drywell. The drywell vent and purge exhaust

| penetration contains a 24 inch and a 10 inch isolation valve
in parallel inside the drywell and a 36 inch drywell isolationI

valve outside the dryvell in parallel with a 36 inch
containment isolation valve which is connected to the
containment ventilation system.

j

.

h

,

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-120 10/1/93
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Section 3.6 Page 417 of 476 B 3.6.5.3 I

BASES ^^ '

(vwk av) fw' tMn%ast ) |
SkOh '

|
BACKGROUND The dryweIllpurge isolation valves fail closed on loss of i

(continued) instrument air or power. The drywell - ' isolation valves i

are fast closing valves (approximately @}-seconds). These !-

valves are qualified to close against the differentialN
emroindued by a ime-eLcocaagg_ erident f f or @*4 ,

iQ Tr.e JM2d va+vr R$ ta*4- Saff y 450 law valva 5 aa (pired h |
de. maa ens - ecces i ,1. aa +.

we . - - |
--, _

APPLICABLE This LCO is intended to ensure that releases from the core
SAFETY ANALYSES do not bypass the suppression pool so that the pressure

suppression capability of the drywell is maintained.
Therefore, as part of the drywell boundary, DIV OPERABILITY
minimizes drywell bypass leakage. Therefore, the safety
analysis of any event requirirg isolation of the drywell is

licable to this LCO.
l(< nite ~3 a

The DBA resulting in a re ease of steam, water, orID radioactive material fwithin the drywell is a LOCA. In the
analysis for-tlutadccidentf it is assumed that DIVs either

-

are closed or function to close within the required
isolation time following event initiation. -Ar.ei.7scs

h g[Ref. 1) als
.numcd a 4 sc and d. g li s. g beletion

hc cissttre tim: fells ing e 1 acm.J Jele, prier ::
.._ g

<fo The DIVs and drywell(purge isolation valves satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO +.MKform a part o_f the drywell boundary. The DIV safety
~

fu ion is 151ir" 5:::: Mks
.Q opaxo & ~

Mtotso'Mwdbwewuo
d

T IVs are require ;

DIVs within limitsb)d to have isolation times ~of automaticautomatic DIVs+ actuate on an automatic |
_ isolationsignalidfrpellise!:tica *=nnal velves c!csed -

( ItMEra purge-vahes !cr#d. :nd 20 inch pur:e v !ver ble:ked td b,'
|

6f11A h ttrict .simum alv -Oper3ng he valves covered by ttns1

r' ~

FLCO are included (with their associated stroke timetfor
C4 automatic valves) in Reference 2. Q-

g
x F,ppl;ceMa]. s

% The normally closed isolation valves or blind flanges are I.h85#f0'b considered OPERABLE wherN manual valves are close4 automatic
valves are de-activated and secured in the gir c osed positiong- U -- ' #5 check valves with flow through the valve

secured [1 blind flanges arej place. i Wse pu Ney ,

c.c p a61 ah-c.M ssa>%or

Ioffe(s u admir she
m __ _ _'_ cerdrrl$ (centinued)

i

-BWR/0 STS B 3.6-121 Rev. O, 9n/29/02
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INSERT B121A j

Additionally, drywell vent and purge supply valves are j
required to be closed. While drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief

i
valves isolate drywell penetrations, they are excluded from ;

this Specification. Controls on their isolation function are
adequately addressed in LCO 3. 6.5. 6, "Drywell Post-LOCA Vacuum
Relief System."

,

5

,

1

INSERT ,

CLINTON B 3.6-121 1J/1/93
'

|

|
!
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B 3.6.5.3

) BASES gjgg g QQ
ju a

LCO * saht4- veber eM hicia era 3; esc 'ht:LS
|(continued) -S-*'f>- '

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to the primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in
these MODES. Therefore, the DIVs are not required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5.

|
. ,

hU$r
'

* *

ACTION The ACTIONS are modified by erre Notes. The first Note !

' 94 & alle nanetration flow pathsyto be unisolated
ib * d intemittently unoer aaministrative contrnis. These

f f" - ontrols consist of stationing a dedicated operator, who is

[W* P
n continuous communication with the control room, at the

&5> controls of the valve. In this way, the penetration can be
rapidly isolated when a need for drywell isolation is
indicated.

The second Note provides clarification that for the purpose
of this LCD separate Condition entry is allowed for ach
penetration flow path. g g gg y
The third Note requires the OPERABILITY of affected systems
to be evaluated when a DIY is inoperable. This ensures
appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary, if the
affected system (s) are rendered inoperable by an inoperable

m TN SE RT~ B 12'2 c - bI
o

_

A.I and A 2 g g
With one or more penetration flow paths with on IV
inoperable, the affected penetration flow path must be
isolated. The method of isolation must include the use of
at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers
that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated
automatic DIV, a closed manual valve, a blind. flange, and a
beck valve with flow through the valve secured. In this

1

h fondition, the remaining OPERABLE DIV is adequate to perfom
he isolation functi However, the overall reliability is

2see
} 16 inof (continued)

-BWR/frSTS- B 3.6-122 Rev. O, 09/20/92-
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. INSERT B122A

For the purposes of meeting this LCO, only one drywell ,

isolation valve or blind flange is required to be OPERABLE in !,

each drywell penetration flow path (with the exception of
drywell vent and purge valves, and Drywell Post-LOCA Vacuum
Relief System Valves. This single isolation valve is
acceptable on the basis that these lines do not communicate
directly with the drywell or containment atmospheres. Thus,
steam bypass of the suppression pool is not possible without
failure of-the required isolation valve in conjunction with
failures of the piping both inside the drywell and outside the
drywell within the containment. Further, failure of multiple
flow paths would be required to exceed the containment design
limitations.

'

INSERT B122B
'

,

This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for each
inoperable drywell isolation valve. Complying with the
Required Actions may allow for continued operation, and
subsequent inoperable drywell isolation valves are governed by '

subsequent Condition entry and application of associated
Required Actions. !

;

INSERT B122C
1

The fourth Note ensures appropriate remedial actions are taken
when the drywell bypass leakage limits are exceeded. Pursuant
to LCO 3. 0. 6, these ACTIONS are not required even when the
associated LCO is not met. Therefore, Notes 3 and 4 are added
to require the proper actions to be taken.

,

,

INSERT B122D
i

for drywell vent and purge system penetrations. The...

associated system piping is adequate to perform the isolation
function for other drywell penetrations.

|
,

INSERT
; CLINTON B 3.6-122 10/1/93
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m

) BASES
.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

reduced because a single failure iW ''OM could
result in a loss of drywell isolation. The 8 hour

j Completien Time -fer pen:tritten #he p:thr ' [ ] 'nch
(tfiiGiieittiebis acceptable, since4he drywell design Dypass
leakage A/ d of.J1rG p3oulo gineintainea evegwith al

],j 8 ~ singipfaiiure.g for penetration fTew paths N J'ighe /-

'diamet r, the d ell desigg bypass thakage codid beO-
[(exceede if a sin e failure gccurs. th m fere +

Completi n Time is_ duced to 4 hoursi In addition, the
were e.e/d completion Timef1 reasonable, considering the time
%g %4 required to so e the penetration and the relative

importance o supporting drywell OPERABILITY during MODES I,Vd\ us<re. 2, and 3. g -

4yc.qride
t w a '" ( *. For affected penetration flow paths that have been isolated

in accordance with Required Action A.1, the affected.'*^3ME penetrations must be verified to be isolated on a periodic
\e - A ed.j basis. This is necessary to ensure that drywell

'

- penetrations that are required to be isolated following an
accident, ar.d are no longer capable of being automatically;

Q isolated, will be'in er i+*1=t4- :n iM- should an event (',
-g

~) occur. This Required Action does not require any testing or
- valve mani ulation; rather, it involves verification that

f thos
. outside drywell and capable of potentially

being mispositioned are in the correct position. SinceQ g - these,@are inside primary containment, the time period
specified as " prior to entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4, if
not performed within the previous 92 days,''is based on
engineering judgment and i ensidered reasonable in viey of
the inaccessibility of I

controls that will ensure t at...
and other administrative,

'

misalignment is an
unlikely possibility. Also, thi spletion Time is,

consistent with the Completion Time specified for PCIVs in
LCO 3.6.1.3, " Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)."

OSM Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
Q ** * I a"r d b"H 'h-n located in high radiation areas and

allows them to be verified by use of administrative
controls. Allowing verification by administrative controls
is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of

h)misalignmentti O.m n @, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position, is low.

(continued)
m

-BWRf6 515- B 3.5-123 Rev. O, t972&f97
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i

) BASES
'

- -

_
drwdk vM !ACTIONS B_.1

(continued) '
With one or morehenetration flow paths with two DIVs !

$ M I*DC '
inoperable ~ the affected penetration flow path must be

|CA isolated. The method of isolation must include the use of
at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely ;affected by a single active failure. Isolation barrierss,

* Ext Eedel,) that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated :

automatic valve, a closed manual valve a blind flange, and
' hCFM INMEq a check valve with flow through, the. valve secured. Th !_

i 1 4 hour Completion Timets pxf=M = r' -̂ ;_ . . m
.

tM e rWrt.
@2a!-mr=-_didesign bypass leakage A//E of f4 +]t ji int ineo. to

p is acceptable sinceghe drywell '

2
,

e. g e m c w
u^5efvah,ve M e 'tra ion now Ratn> s

,

ne t ; in a uismete the rywell ;

n yRass leakage may not be intained. ere re, the

a r b o y g ,i C tionMine is rs ced to I ho % consistent wifh
,

:

fono tion Time _ for a inoperable drfwell/ The Completion
I h '* * * W 'l q reasonable, considering the time required to'

isolate the penetration, and the probability of a DBA, which ,

;

requires the DIVs to close, occurring during this short time
IS **IY I'"*

Id %eM vcat gn/JwQ
Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
i_s only applicable t netration flow pathsm_ i

- O10 G : =.. y h FoI netration flow pathMut. ::: ""!q '

| Condition A provides the appropriate RequireFActions.
i her ok ;one OW D-

--

| C.1 and C.2 rgv red OPEpat.C
aaJ

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO;

| does not apply. To achieve this status,-the plant must be'

brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times areI

!

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

i ,

~

SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.6.5.3.1 2- veak*^E
~

REQUIREMENTS 4 Wf'

/ Eackhnch drywell purgelisolation valve is required to #
.h

'

be verified sealed closed at 31 day ~f@ drywelintervals. This
Surveillance n 1:Md t: i:=d4

purge-

* P p h~c.a k o f {
-

_

(continued)cm)
.Bh'P,/5 STS~
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j
< ,.-) BASES k
:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3l (continued)
i REQUIREMENTS y -; d *"
| isolation valves Whee'are not qualified to p , nder {1 accident conditions. This SR is designed to chsure that a
j iN gross breach of drywell is not caused by an inadvertent or. 1( d a ri dW C. spurious drywel1+pu e isolation valve opening. Detailed i% __ analysis of these,[z nch_drywell.purgebasves f aileo to ;

conclusively demonstrate tneir anility to close during a ;
; LOCA in time to support drywell 0PERABILITY. Therefore, t

i _ these valves are reoufred to be in sealed closed p_osition,)
! | during nuuts 1, 2, and 3. TheseR{24Nnch drywelWpurge( 4 |4
| . ) ' valves that are sealed closed must have motive power to the

C/ valve operator removed. This can be accomplished by !

,

,

/ e --< e,<-,et' :n. ;. M T=M: m removing the !
4

'

hr supply to the valve okrator. ~Iil iflis hjiIplication, the |
'~

term " sealed" has no connotation of leakage within limits. !4 '

The Frequency is ta-res-" -- - == - -' "- ' "--- 'c] }*
j gq g= = 'R7. 3 -hted te purge valve use during unit !

-

,, operations.
!

,
.

4 . y e-n Aw
!

_

- SR 3.6.5.3.2 - -ke
..

~
~

This SR_ ensures that the inchdryweihpurg a[io f
*

f valves are closed as requires or, if open, open for an
i

; allowable reason. N" ** f- -- : ; = r_ == m wad
$\ drywelNpurge isolation valves that are tuily quaimea to iI close under accident conditions; therefore, these valves are '

'

_ allowed to he o n for limited periods of time. This SR has !

.

: been modified by te indicating the SR is not required to ;,

( 0 M cr-'

met w..m. Ineddrywe purge c::a e exhaust valves are ;
1

M.i ^th o r) open for pressure control, ALARA or air quality :

. considerations for personnel entry, or nrveillanceshhat &D!,

tk e M Q require the valve}f be opefr*[provided%he-g
containmentipurge system supply and exhaust]g 'an

-

['*l h !
-

lines are 8/5 8 's y| :^ isolatedfi- The 31 day Frequency is consistent with the / !hC.itt; valve requirements. m
|

J

_

R e m. \ A eA ,', g d We. q , 5 p %
c> 'F SR 3.6.5.3.3 !

This SR requires verification that each drywell isolation |

manual valve and blind flange that is required to be closed
during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to

4 ensure that drywell bvoass leakast_is_ maintained tp a _. .i
minimum. _L.i 1 , .d .s O. i n i t Z = rj =:t i r:.t. |

| bt b %e W . .I he J cy,g s jger

(continued) -

b. '
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1
1

I4 -.

BASES; ) '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.3 (continued) I-

REQUIREMENTS,

the Frequency specified as " prior to entering MODE 2 or 3,

from 110DE 4, if not oerformed in the previous 92,d s," is {
4

m
w,u 5) appropriate because of the~fhiiiiiesstDility of th and '

because thesTCr ::: - -- T are operated under
: administrative controls and the probability of their

g misalignment is low. .

- fA Not as been incluaen to clarify : valves hat are
19 SEC open unde dainistrative trols are requir to meet
(na the SR durin the time the valves are open.

;
-

~

SR 3.6.5.3.4
1

Verifying that the isolation time of each power operated and
each automatic DIY is within limits is required to
demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures
the valve will isolate in a time period less than or ' equal
to that assumed in the safet analysis. The isolation time,h and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the

'

Inservice Testing Program, r 9? d*y ](i_)
SR 3.6.5.3.5 ,.-

Verifying that each automatic DIY closes on a drywell
isolation signal is required to prevent bypass leakage from
the drywell following a DBA. This SR ensures each automatic
DIV will actuate to its isolation position on a drywell
isolation signal. Th:: LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in
SR 3.3.6.I.6 overlaps this SR to provide complete testing of '.g the safety function. The918}^monthFrequencyisbasedon
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions i

that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an |

unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with |
the reactor at power, since isolation of penetrations would |
eliminate cooling water flow and disrupt the normal |

operation of many critical components. Operating experience
has shown these components usually pass this Surveillance'

g whenperformedatthe'*{1B}'monthFrequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability<

standpoint.

(continued)

se/5 ST: B 3.6-126 Rev. O. G5/26/92---
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INSERT B126A i

Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note allows valves I

and blind flanges located in high radiation areas to be
verified by use of administrative controls. Allowing

| verification by administrative controls is considered f
.

; acceptable since access to these areas is typically restricted
| during MODES 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, the probability of
'

misalignment of these devices, once they have been verified to '

be in their proper position, is low. A second Note is
,

included to clarify that the drywell isolation valves that are
open under administrative controls are not required to meet >

the SR during the time that the devices are open.

|

t

.

P

5

,

I

v

i

'I

l

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-126 10/1/93
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- B 3.6.5.3
h

! .) BMES
!

\ [r*

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.6 1

j . REQUIREMENTS

(continued)! erifyi that e [ -) inc drywell e valva is blocked |

,

;
j

j restri openin o > [50]% ' requi o ensure that )
s

i t valves be clo under D conditio within he
j time limits as d in t safety.a lyses. |

Thk18 nth F uency is repriate ause th blocking
; devices a typical removed ly during refueling ;

| outage.
;

! . t

REFERENCES h 1. [SAR,Section 6.2.4[

@ 2. 'N'",T;i': [S. U]kIM MM
- t

,, & - C;.^.:Tt c ! T t '22 5 ''' ,"

. <

=

: )
- O!

| .

.1

a ,i
.j

-

8

h

* *

: !
1

I

*
.

I

E

I

|

[ .
. . . .

-

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Pressure
Section 3.6 Page 427 of 476 B 3.6.5.4

) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5.4 Drywell Pressure

ASES
,

. .

BACKGROUND Drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure is an
essumed initial conditien in the analyses that determine the
primary containment thermal hydraulic and dynamic loads i
during a postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA). ''

If drywell pressure is less than the primary containment
; airspace pressure, the water level in the weir annulus will.

increase and, consequently, the liquid inertia above the top'

vent will increase. This will cause top vent clearing,

during a postulated LOCA to be delayed, and that would
increase the peak drywell pressure. In addition, an

; y inadvertent upper pool dump occurring with a negative
drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure could

_ _ result in overflow over the weir wall.
t

gj j*'y 3 The limitation on negative drywell-to-primary containment-

differential pressure ensures that changes in calculated
dtpf\ peak LOCA drywell pressures due to differences in water

level of the suppression pool and the drywell weir annulus p
,

9ft- % rt are neg gible. It also ensures that the possibility _of; -

c) 4 weir wa overflow after an inadvertent * pool dump is Y
i_

minimized.
C' " d. M.

The limitation on positive drywell-to-primary
'o containment differential pressure helps ensure that the, \ CJ r % ~ Ac horizontal vents are not cleared with normal weir annulus .'

k,~td d eg% g water level.6
tf(SJure.'<f ,

s

APPLICABLE Primary containmen't performance is evaluated for the entire"
i

SAFETY ANALYSES spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs. Among the
inputs to the design basis analysis is the initial drywell
interial pressure (Ref.1). The initial drywell internal
pressure affects the drywell pressure response to a LOCA
Ref.1) and the suppression 001 swell load definition
Ref.2). 9, j3

Additional analyses (Refs. 3 nd have been performed to
show that if initial drywell pressure does not exceed the
negative pressure limit, the suppression pool swell and vent
clearing loads will not be significantly increased and the

(continued)

SWR /S STS - B 3.6-128 Rev. O, 09/f6/92
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Section 3.6 Page 428 of 476 .6.5.4 j

,

APPLICABLE probability of weir wall overflow is minimized after an
SAFETY ANALYSES inadvertent upper pool dump.-

(continued) .

Drywell pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement. N-

- a A$ Who psd
w 4

LCO A limitation on the'drywell-to-primary containment i

\ differential pressure of-[t:( a ?' aT --' r 2." y,C is ,

required to ensure that suppression pool water is not forced i

over the weir wall, vent clearing does not occur during
normal operation, containment conditions are consistent with
the safety analyses, and LOCA drywell pressures and pool ;

swell loads are within design values.
t

'
. .

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, ~a DBA could cause a release of |

radioactive material to the primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5 the probability and consequences of these events are '

reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the drywell-to-primary
containment differential pressure limitation is not required f. :!

in MODE 4 or 5. ~'

!
.

ACTIONS A,_],

With drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure i
not within the limits of the LCO, it must be, restored within !
I hour. The Required Action is necessary to return !
operation to within the bounds of the safety analyses. The
1 hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of .

LCO 3.6.5.1, "Drywell,* which requires that the drywell be ,

restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. ;

I

B.1 and B.2 j
;

If drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure |
cannot be restored to within limits within the required

,

Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the ,

plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and |

.!
(continued) |

$SHR/S -st!;--- B 3.6-129 Rev. O, 09/2S/92- |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Pressure
, Section 3.6 Page 429 of 476 B 3.6.5.4 ))

; BASES

$
| ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)
i

i to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are L
i reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the ;

i required plant conditions from full power conditions in an'
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems..

>

f

, .

-.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS -

This SR provides assurance that the limitations on
drywell-to-primary containment differential pressure stated

.

in the LCO are met. The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was '

developed, based on operating experience related to trendinge

] of drywell' pressure variations during the applicable MODES !

t, @ and to assessing proximity to the specified LC0(pressure-g
limits. Furthermore, the 12 hour Frequency is considered
adequate-in view of other indications available in the
control room, including alams, to alert the operator to an
abnormal drywell pressure condition.

REFERENCES
'

1. /SAR, Section 6.2.lf f
,

2. /SAR,Section33.8}?

'fSAR,Section)6.2.1.1.6[3.

'fSAR,Sectionk6.2.7[4.
@ s. 05hl S e cki s 7.9 h% bed A3.%.

1

)
B""/0 STS- B 3.6-130 Rev. O,S9/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Drywell Air Temperature
Section 3.6 Page 430 of 476 B 3.6.5.5 j

') B 3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTEMS

q B 3.6.5.5 Drywell Air Temperature

BASES
-

.

| BACKGROUND The drywell contains the reactor vessel and piping, which
j add heat to the airspace. Drywell coolers remove heat and
i maintain a suitable environment. The drywell average air

temperature affects equipment OPERABILITY, personnel access,
and the calculated response to postulated Design Basis

"

Accidents (DBAs). The limitation on drywell average air
temperature ensures that the peak drywell t erature during
a design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA does not

O$ exceed the design temperature o 330 F. The limiting DBA
for drywell atmosphere temperatu is small steam line

. break, assuming no heat transfer to the passive steel and
concrete heat sinks in the drywell.

.

APPLICABLE Primary containment performance for the DBA is evaluated for !
SAFETY ANALYSES the entire spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs '

inside containment (Ref. 1). Among the inputs to the design ~

basis analysis is the initial drywell avera e air ( -

temperature. Increasing the initial drywel average air @.temperature could change the calculated results'of the
design bases analysis. The safety analyses (Ref. 1) ass
an initial average drywell air temperature of 'F. This
limitation ensures that the safety analyses i alid by
maintaining the expected initial conditions and ensures that
the peak LOCA drywell temperature does not exceed the
maximum allowable temperature o 330k'F. The consequence
of exceeding this design tempera ure may result in the. .-
degradation of the drywell structure under accident loads. .

Equipment inside the drywell that is required to mitigate
the effects of a DBA is designed and qualified to operate
under environmental conditions expected for the accident. !

Drywell average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement. t

.
.

LCO If the initial drywell average air temperature is less than
or equal to the LCO temperature limit, the peak accident
temperature can be maintained below the drywell design

,

1

(continued)

JP/5 STS B 3.6-131 Rev. O, 09/26/92-
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} BASES

LCO temperature during a DBA. This ensures the ability of the
(continued) drywell to perform its design function.

)

, APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
'

radioactive material to the primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of

l these MODES. Therefore, maintaining drywell average air
temperature within the limit is not required in MODE 4 or 5.

; .. -

| ACTIONS A.1
1
' When the drywell average air temperature i, not within the

limit of the LCO, it must be restored within 8 hours. The
| Required Action is necessary to return operation to within

the bounds of the safety analyses. The 8 hour Completioni

Time is acceptable, considering the sensitivity of the
analyses to variations in this parameter, and provides
sufficient time to correct minor problems.

B.1 and B.2

If drywell average air temperature cannot be restored to
within limit within the associated Completion Time, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable. -

based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

,

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.5.1
'

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying that the drywell average air temperature is within |the LCO limit ensures that operation remains within the !
limits assumed for the drywell analysis. Drywell air i
temperature is monitored in all quadrants and at various !

elevations. Since the measurements are uniformly

(continued)

.) -
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Section 3.6 Page 432 of 476 B 3.6.5.5
)

) ) BASES (
4 . s. .

!
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.5.1 (continued)
i REQUIREMENTS
j distributed, an arithmetic average is an accurate

representation of actual drywell average temperature.

The 24 hour Frequency of the SR was developed based on !
i operating experience related to variations in drywell - '

; average air temperature variations during the applicable
3 MODES. Furthennore, the 24 hour Frequency is considered
; adequate in view of other indications available in the

control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to an
i abnormal drywell air temperature condition.

.

REFERENCES 1. AR, Section 6. .

.I.

i i
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,

B 3.6.5.6 Drywell[ Vacuum Relief System

BASES
,

|
-

i
,

BACKGROUND The Mark III pressure suppression containment is designed to
'

,

i condense, in the suppression pool, the steam released into'

the drywell in the event of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The steam discharging to the pool carries the
noncondensibles from the drywell. Therefore, the drywell
atmosphere changes from low humidity air to nearly 100%

|

steam (no air) as the event progresses. When the drywell '

subsequently cools and depressurizes, noncondensibles in the i

drywell must be replaced to avoid excessive weir wall,

'

overflow into the drywell. Rapid weir wall overflow must be
controlled in a large break LOCA, so that essential
equipment and systems-located above the weir wall in the ,

i

drywell are not subjected to excessive drag and impact
p loads. The drywell post-LOCAOnd- W tr Q vacuumrelief subsystems are the means by which nonco @ sensibles are

i
-

| n' jtransferred from the primary containment back to the

|
- h't~eb

'

!~) , \\- The vacuum relief systems are a potential source of bypass\

Y- leakage (i.e., some of the steam released into the drywelli

; t3 from a LOCA bypasses the suppression pool and leaks directly
to the primaryTontainment airspace). Since excessive - ~!
ypass leakage could degrade the cressure suppressio $3-L% A |,

\
function,_the prywellg acuum BeTre F Eystem has been designed ~ !
withQt '.O two valves in series in each vacuumheeker ret @ l

line. This minimizes the potential fe ''';5 uck open valve C
#

to threaten drywell OPERABILITY. The4 rywellfptrrXge ,

vacuum relief subsystems use separated 10 inch linesg-Locd
penetrating the drywell, and each subsystem consists of a<

O { series arrangement of@itwpyrywel(post-w -
N c; i:0 ! W ra eh cndl

two check valves. f e vacuum re tej
psystem use i conaton [10; inch lin enetra * g the
d 1, an each subty tem c ists o motor o rate
valv n seri with a c ek va q. At I aqt two D 0] in h /
lines m be av 'lable to rovideN dequate relief to fv(ontrol rapid weir wall overflow.6

,

. - -- -

Y h t e )t .,Y OkW \ r O G w Gft!$4rg,Q m\W

@ w\ea L h6t.m a'..w.hMc4
u

k er e n . m .s n .- m , n s
) ~~

i ontinued)~
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 DrywellhVacuum Relief System -

Section 3.6 Page 434 of 476 B 3.6.5.6

. h b tm2) BASES (continued) fa
,

''oe - LocA)
APPLICABLE The Drywell acuum Reliet System must function in the
SAFETY ANALYSES event of a large break LOCA to control rapid weir wall

overflow that could cause drag and impact loadings on
essential equipment and systems in the drywell above th - --

'

weir wall. Thefrywell cuum elief @ t e: equired' - - "

r to assist in hyorogen i utiont to orotect the st |O91 Qu6-L]o9 integrity of the drywell following a large break LOCA. b~ =' M -* eir passive operation (remaining closed an
not leating ring drywell pressurization) is implicit in ' '

l of the LOCA analyses (Ref. 1).
,

The Drywe acuum Relief System satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

-

Q PJ

f The LCO ensures that in the event of a LOCA,LCO
-

drywellh post-LOCA G L i .i o.zr ! ' re93 vacuum relief subsystems
are available tejiMate the potential saheenuent1rywerf)

h' q g.ri operahp,qepressurizattort./ Each vacuum relief subsystem is OPERABLEq '

* g y *S" when capante of opening at the required setpoint but is
4 maintained in the closed position during normal operation.

Q. h rew .) |

As kQ Q2)n
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, ano 3, a Design Basis Accident could cause

pressurization of primary containment. Therefore, Jirywell !(d g . g g gacuum ['elief OPERABILITY is required during these%
- MODES. In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences ;

of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
:1 temperature limitations ip these MODES erefore,

maintaining the rywell vacuum gelief System PERABLE is not >

required in MOD 4 or 5.'v g Aq m

C
ACTIONS Ad h Q

i

.

o etr ed '
~

' '

With one or no vacuum relief subsystems open, the |

r+& must be closed within 4 hours. This assures that
U ~ d t*k"k] rP'e'Tl leakage would not result if a postulated LOCA were

'

@p to occur. The 4 hour Completion Time is acceptabl ince

h) ,
\ the drywell design bypass leakage (A/d) of,<{I.0 t is

maintained, and is considered a reasonable length of time ;s

C needed to complete the Required Action.'
'

- _.

3 ;

h%YE Cte \eO mg 4 O ^*L W D '

8 Gia ifidt te-ed th\ c d to d a r e 'idtg $[(continued)
f ogtenn t h ArwtA\ is rmwdf

-

i'
s o s Q er c 'o [ B 3.6-135

-BWR/6-STS '
~
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 DrywelllvacuumReliefSystem

Section 3.6 Page 435 of 476 8 3.6.5.6

i

) BASES |
'

|

I
*

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) {

A Note has been added to provide clarification that separate
Condition entry is allowed for vacuum relief subsystenS not

,

closed. 1
i

C3 Ecd3

i fu nascu 8I
l Withonehr' rywell post-LOCA vacuum relief subsyste[

inoperabier ere eft:11 p; ge 1 : r =":' rd:r+-- -

,

E:;rdh, the inoperable subsystem (s) must be restored to 1

OPERABLE status within 30 days. In these Conditions, the I

remaining OPERABLE vacuum relief subsystems are adequate to-
,

perform the depressurization mitigation function since h
Jfl0Kinch lines remain available. The 30 day Completion
Time takes into account the redundant capability afforded by
the remaining subsystems, a reasonable time for repairs, and

;
| the low probability of an event requiring the vacuum relief '

subsystems to function occurring during this period.

:m . .
m

_... m . .& nmt$
-)

%!f With of%rywe_JF eui r --r- - N3 gfg ubsystems-1noper Y t

,

Qe,rnwwobe.g H/ post-LOCAW.d ; .; de, ;l' r~d vacuum -
rettet suosystems inoperable, at least one inoperaDIe. ,

subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within '

72 hours. In t'e = "--''t'-- - 2:13 --- C"' ' :' 'a2
-'-- ===41-M e- The 72 hour Com

becount at '---t -- - ~"- rel'-' pletion Time takes into
-

r ^ r-^-- i: :ti'l

^^""A'L'i}ty of an event requiring the vacuum reliefa reasonable time for repairs, and the low
,

probabi
subsystems to function occurring during this period.

,

'n M k2
b.\ M D % Ps Ct_- L o#

| e inoperable drywell vacuunFrelief subsystem (s) cannot '

I be closed or restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, " ,63.+ ".d ., .11 r. 3- --_._i,- - ' .' r '. me m

'

soir>ync= *y . m, . .,..._.m - 2_ .. .
- - . .g..c-.. ,- _ -

==r'"- :; . .m .. .y uw- v , r- 'ar;- m . a. the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCD does not apply. To !
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The ;

(continued)

E6/6 ans B 3.6-136 Rev. 0,-09/28/92
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|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 DrywelljVacuumReliefSystem |

| Section 3.6 Page 436 of 476 g 33_ toc g B 3.6.5.6

BASES
"

.

l

@ 0.\ ea o.O
. -u .3 (continued)ACTIONS . . ... m

,

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating |
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full i

'power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

i-

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.6.1 !
REQUIREMENTS rene |

Each vacuum br== + ;' m2, - -- - - val ve i s ll -'

~-

g d| p d-LocA verified to be closed (except when being tested in i

accordance with SR 3.6.5.6.2 and SR 3.6.5.6.3 or when the
vacuumA-W are performing their intended design !

h rend vale function) to ensure that this potential large bypass leaka
path is not present. This Surveillance is perfomed b rei

f ~
ocserving the' vacuum be**br er "er# 't M '-H ;t' t v

position indication [^r by ver#fying th:t th:
:::w- br;;ke c

g[be-t c; the drp:11 and peary ;;ntairment ir mainte4(u
r: closed when a d fferential prc=re "# [! n] " rid

fr- 1 M ur e t* cut => b ",. The 7 day Frequency is based on
engineering judgment, is considered adequate in view of
other indications off vacuum b;E= -- -M_ valve

f'~ status available to the plant personnel, and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

/NSE2T hot rgi pi-LocA -:'

SR 3.6.5.6.2 O GM
'' ::::icted ( M [=' valve must

: - rTEach vacuum h Er- - 'h be cycled to ensure that it opens adequately to perform its
- -

design function and returns to the fully closed position.<

'

This provides assurance that the safety analysis assumptions
: are valid. A 31 dav Frequency was chosen to provide

additional assurance that the' vacuum her e - - " t #-*

g{l pd-Lott- ;- - - '; V ' '"% valves are OPERABLE.
Q'D . . ..

SR 3.6.5.6.3 *
.

MVerification of the vacuum =soopening setpoint is
necessary to ensure that he safety analysis assumption that

T vacuum M & =wil open fully at a differential

g pressure of , . psid is valid. The d18P month Frequency
is based on the need to perfom this Surveillance under the

02.

(continued) )
|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.6 Pace 437 of 476 !

!
INSERT B137A f

,

!

:

Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note allows drywell j
posc-LOCA vacuum relief valves opened in conjunction with the '

performance of a Surveillance to not be considered as failing !
this SR. These periods of opening drywell post-LOCA vacuum j
relief valves are controlled by plant procedures and do not j
represent inoperable drywell post-LOCA vacuum relief valves.

!
A second Note is included to clarify that valves open due to j
an actual differential pressure, are not considered as failing !

this SR.

!

!

f
!

{
,

C

|
t

i

i
<

!

!
!

|
|

l

!

!

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.6-137 10/1/93

;

|
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Drywell AVacuum Rali f stemSec ion 3 6 Page 4 8 f 6

-; BASES
-- ,

Wo\ds'e[. hhe d fNwch
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.6.3 (continued g , ^ " Nf
- |

REQUIREMENTS 1
1

contlitions that[ apply during a plant outage and the
_ !

Ogg1
i potential forJan unglannec tranpentgf the SurveiHanc !dikre perfomd with he reactor M nower4 rating ~Q '

experience has shown these components usually pass the
81 Surveillance when performed at the

which is based on the refueling cyc(le.18k nonth Frequency, ,

Therefore, the i
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability :
standpoint. !

. !

h1. ,Sectionk6.2f !REFERENCES

i

!

!

!,

.

!
i

I

!

| !

l
1 ;

| .
-

. I

! I

l,!

|

|

|

|
|

|

^

-.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
#* "^

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.6.1.1 - Primary Containment

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE !

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. ;

4

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to

j as the USAR.

P.2 These references renumbered due to removal of prior non-
applicable references. Specification references revised as i

appropriate.

P.3 This reference deleted along with its use in the bracketeo
Bases information for SR 3.6.1.1.2.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.6 Consistent with the currently licensed requirements related to i

primary containment requirements during shutdown conditions.
P.7 This proposed change adds current plant specific testing

,

|
requirement to the proposed specification. i

|
!

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Added to be consistent with present requirements.
C.2 Editorial clarification / enhancement.

i

!

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 44t of 476

SECTION 3.6.1.2 - Primary Containment Air Locks

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE I

{
B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to I

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. '

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to !

as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station. !,

)
P.3 Proposed revision made to require the air locks to be OPERABLE j

when moving irradiated fuel in the primary containment, during +

CORE ALTERATIONS and during operations with a potential for ;

draining the reactor vessel. This is consistent with existing
requirements. The safety analysis for the plant assumes that :
the containment is OPERABLE if a fuel handling accident occurs
inside containment. Thus the needed requirement to have the (
air locks OPERABLE. Other changes to NOTES and to Bases are

i

made for consistency in implementation of this change.
'

P.4 Dimensions of air lock changed to the correct value for !
Clinton. |

,

P.5 Clinton uses compression type door seals, not inflatable seals. ]
IP.6 Surveillance Requirements not applicable to Clinton were t

eliminated and numbering of remaining surveillances was revised !

accordingly. ;

!
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.8 Plant specific description of air lock provided to add

clarification, and eliminate incorrect information. |

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This revision is proposed to clarify the use of the note and to
match the wording of the Specification.

C.2 This revision is proposed to make the "other activities inside
containment" less specific since these other activities may_ not
require manipulation of equipment, but may be as simple as
getting a reading from an instrument.

C.3 Additional clarification of the required administrative
controls is proposed. This revision would identify minimum
activities for the dedicated individual.

1

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
J
|
|

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

DiaCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 442 of 47<

SECTION 3.6.1.2 - Primary Containment Air Locks

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.4 SR 3.6.1.1.1 is not part of this Specification and need not be
discussed in its Bases.

C.5 In accordance with Writer's Guide guidance, the LCO title is
provided on its first reference.

C.6 Bases discussion completed to address the related Specification
item.

C.7 Many interlocks include electrical counterparts as wall as
mechanical. Similarly, personnel administrative procedures
support the interlock " nature." More generic wording proposed j
to accommodate all designs. |

lC.8 More accurate wording proposed. l

C.9 This comment number not used for this station.
1

C.10 Bases discussions of this Note in other Sections contain an i

enhanced basis. The Insert is consistent with these other
discussions.

C.11 Note editorially revised te be consistent with other
occurrences of the same note.

C.12 The NUREG discussion focuses on only one possible example
(inoperable inner door), potentially leading to
misunderstanding of the intent. Editorial rewrite proposed to
clarify general intent.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.6.1.3 - Primary Containment Isolation Valves

|
'BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to |
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCL !

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 Actions and Surveillances are renumbered as necessary due to
the non-applicability of preceding items.

P.3 This revision includes wording necessary to allow opening the
valves for testing other than normal surveillance, e.g.,
troubleshooting, and post-maintenance and post-modification
testing. The Bases are also modified to reflect the proposed
opening criteria.

P.4 This comment number not used for this station.
P.5 This change proposes to delete information which is only

applicable if bracketed information is used. Since the
bracketed information is not applicable, related information is
also be deleted.

P.6 The primary containment isolation valve stroke times are
maintained in the ISI manual, a plant controlled document.

P.7 This comment number not used for this station.
P.8 This comment number not used for this station.
P.9 SR references, Specification titles, and references were either

revised or added as appropriate.

P.10 This comment number not used for this station.
. P.11 The revision proposed to delete or revise wording as

appropriate to describe plant specific design or values.
;

P.12 The APPLICABILITY was modified as. appropriate for Clinton.

P.13 Completion Times and Surveillance Requirements were added for I

the Clinton Excess Flow Check Valves.
|

P.14 This Surveillance Requirement was modified to clarify that the
12-inch and 36-inch Primary Containment Purge lines are not l

,

opened concurrently.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Emclosum 2 to U402196 !

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.6 Page 444 of 476 |
SECTION 3.6.1.3 - Primary Containment Isolation Valves

f

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
(continued) |

i

P.15 This comment number is not used for this station. [
i

P.16 This comment number is not used for this station. t

:

P.17 This change proposed to maintain present requirements of }
maintaining a maximum leakage per main steam line rather than

,

a combined leakage rate on all four main steam lines. ;
;

P.18 This comment number is not used for this station. i
;

P.19 This comment number is not used for this station. !
t

|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !
|

C.1 This change corrects an obvious oversight. {
l

C.2 The improved TS separate primary containment (LCO 3. 6.1.1) and i

PCIVs (LCO 3.6.1.3). The point of separation revolves around
Appendix J 1eakage limits and testing, which are identified as

,

primary containment OPERABILITY. PCIVs form a portion of this j
boundary (and it is this " boundary that is addressed in LCO '

3.6.1.3), however Appendix J leakage limits not met is not a {direct impact on PCIV OPERABILITY. Bases discussions of " leak |

tight" and/or " leakage" related to PCIVs is modified to reflect {
the more appropriate " boundary" relation. !

t

| C.3 This change proposed to maintain consistency between the f
; Specifications and the Bases. ;

I
| C.4 These changes provide a more detailed and editorially enhanced '

discussion of the PCIVs design and scope.

C.5 This change provides the appropriate MODE references (as they
are also presented in Condition A and SR 3.6.1.3.3)

C.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.7 An exclusion to MODES 1, 2 and 3 is added to Note 4 for

clarity. Since LCO 3.6.1.1 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2
and 3, and the overall leakage criteria is not applied outside
of these MODES, the exclusion is appropriate.

Similarly, other leakage criteria (SR 3.6.1.3.7 and SR
3.6.1.3.8) have this same exclusion added. This is consistent
with the same exclusion already provided in SR 3.6.1.3.9.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196r

S cti n 3.6 Page 445 of 476DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
! SECTION 3.6.1.3 - Primary Containment Isolation Valves

|
|
|

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS |

(continued) |
'l

C.8 The NUREG Rev 0 presentation of Condition C was intended to |
provide a separate Completion Time for certain inoperable i
valves. Both Condition A and C involve penetration flow paths !

with one inoperable valve. As indicated by the Notes to these i

Conditions however, Condition C is for penetration flow paths !
with only one isolation valve (presumably there is also a GDC

'

57 closed system or other acceptable basis). Since the option
,

to justify a longer Completion Time for Required Action C.1 was
'

not undertaken, there is no difference in Condition A and ,

Condition C, and the presentation can be simplified to a single !,

| Condition with no Note. }
|

C.9 Throughout the ITS the procedural detail of how to accomplish
a specific ACTION or Surveillance is excluded from the TS and
provided in the Bases. This proposed change is consistent with |
this approach. The detail in Rev 0 of the NUREG ITS is j
unnecessary and detracts from the pertinent requirement. ;

.

C.10 Isolation valves whose leakage.results in exceeding one of the
leakage limits within this LCO's SRs (MSIV, purge valve,

! secondary bypass and hydrostatic leakage) are addressed by !

| separate Conditions, and are excepted from the - Condition f
| designed for otherwise inoperable valves. The existing ;

exception within Condition A and B to address this issue is not ,

) complete in listing all means of failing leakage criteria, and I
'

is therefore revised. Additionally, proposed Condition C is
also revised to account for all these limits. !

C.11 If mechanisms other than " valves and blind flanges" are :
utilized to isolate a penetration with an inoperable PCIV, it [
is not the intent to preclude the periodic verification of |
isolation status. Therefore, a more generic, encompassing, ;
presentation is proposed. Also Bases revised to more j
generically refer to " devices" rather than " valves" in cases !

where the reference may be to isolation mechanisms other than
valves.

C.12 The device does not have to be within all three areas; within
any area is the intent.

C.13 Surveying the stroke time for all isolation valves, including |
MSIVs, can be adequately addressed by SR 3.6.1.3.4. !

C.14 It is acceptably obvious that the Condition (". . .with two PCIVs
inoperable") can not be applied if the penetration flow path |has only one PCIV. This is more appropriately presented as j
Bases information.

p.

>

CLINTON 6 10/1/93 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 )

** " "I*DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.6.1.3 - Primary Containment Isolation Valves j

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS ;

(continued)
.

C.15 Various details related to MSIVs and purge valves are removed |

from the Bases discussion. This level of detail is not !
provided for all PCIVs and is deemed excessive for the purpose i
of the Bases. Additionally, details regarding DBA analysis j
assumption of complete containment isolation are not
appropriate, and also represent unnecessary detail. :

,

i

C.16 Editorial clarification / enhancement.
c.17 "... system walkdown" typically involves more than is done to !

verify PCIV position. This detail is eliminated without loss !

of pertinent information.
;

C.18 Bases discussions of this Note in other Sections contain an !

enhanced basis. The Insert is consistent with these other !
discussions.

C.19 This sentence does not relate to why the requirement is ,

excluded in MODES 1, 2, and 3. Remaining discussion is !adequate. f

i

C.20 Quotations added to enhance readability.
!

C.21 The identified references (Generic Issues B-20 and B-24) could {not be identified in any of the docketed Generic Issue
resolution documentation. Therefore, these references are i
deleted, and the remaining references are renumbered as ;
necessary. .2

!
!

!

!
!
i

8

i

i

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.6 Page 447 of 476

SECTION 3.6.1.4 - Primary Containment Pressure

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

,

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This revision is proposed to more appropriately describe the
Clinton plant design.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
r

t

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS ;

|

None in this section.

.

.

a

|
CLINTON 8 10/1/93 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
ect n .6 Page M omDISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

SECTION 3.6.1.5 - Primary Containment Air Temperature
i

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

,

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
.

'

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR. '

P.2 Plant specific reference included in Bases discussion.

I

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Clarification of analyses assumptions on temperature limits -

made.
,

i

7

r

I

i

t

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 i
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.6 Page 449 0f 476 |

SECTION 3.6.1.6 - Low-Low Set Valves

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

I

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR. !

P.2 The design of the safety-relief valves at Clinton do not employ
a pilot valve. Wording changes made to make description
consistent with plant design.

P.3 Correct reference supplied for plant specific reference.

P.4 Plant specific equipment or nomenclature provided.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This revision is proposed to include the discussion of
STAGGERED TEST BASIS consistent with the proposed surveillance
requirement and with the discussions provided for
Specifications SR 3.4.4.3 and SR 3.5.1.7.

C.2 Clarification of relief valve operation, since relief operation
is also a power actuated mode of operation.

C.3 Clarification that the safety / relief valves will not stay open !

unless it is being maintained by logic or manual action.

C.4 Clarification of the number of LLS valves that get a modified !

opening pressure.

C.5 This surveillance is performed with the unit operating; not
with it in an outage. Alternate wording, appropriate to the
SR, is proposed.

i C.6 Clarification of the necessary steam pressure and flow
l requirements necessary to perform surveillance.

r

!

.

l

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.6 Page 450 of 476 |
SECTION 3.6.1.7 - RHR Containment Spray System |

I

|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE |

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as '

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 The proposed changes account for plant specific differences in
such things as the number of RHR heat exchangers in each RHR
loop, the number and location of spray nozzles in the
containment spray portion of the RHR system, and the number of
containment spray loops.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

!

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
!

| C.1 This revision is proposed to correctly identify the information
i provided by the surveillance. Since this pump is also an ECCS

pump, its normal flow rate is significantly higher than is
required for the containment spray function. Therefore, the
pump performance could significantly degrade and still meet the
acceptance criteria for this surveillance. It would not,
however, meet the acceptance criteria for the ECCS pump
surveillance.

C.2 Deleted last part of sentence which adds no pertinent material
to discussion.

C.3 Clarified necessary components necessary for system
OPERABILITY.

C.4 Corrected obvious misspelled word.

C.5 The BWR specific terminology utilizes " subsystem" in lieu of
" train."

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 451 of 476 ;

SECTION 3.6.1.7 - RHR Containment Spray System

C.6 This statement is supported only by engineering judgement which
is based on the low probability of an event requiring the RHR
containment spray function and the certain need for shutdown
cooling. Should the spray function be required, the system
could be readily returned to service by repositioning the ,

valves, either remotely or locally. Manual repor.titioning is
adequate since the energy dissipation required in MODE 3, below '

150 psig, is considerably less than at 100% RATED THERMAL POWER !

with normal operating temperature and pressure.

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 +

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 S ction 3.6 Page 452 of 476

SECTION 3.6.1.8 - Penetration Valve Leakage Control System
)

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE *

B.1 This comment number'is not used for this station.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.4 Specification 3.6.1.8 has been deleted. It is not applicable

to Clinton. The subsequent specification numbering has been
,

modified accordingly.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
|

| CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

.

1

| |
'

I

I

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 <

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 453 of 476 |
SECTION 3.6.1.9 - MSIV Leakage Control System I

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
.

reflect appropriate plant. specific requirements.
{

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE f
i

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as !

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to !

as the USAR. |
1

iP.2 The plant specific system design features are described.
|

1

l P.3 As a result of Specification 3.6.1.8 being deleted, |
| Specification 3.6.1.9 was changed to 3.6.1.8. t

i
| P.4 This comment number not used for this station. -

|

| QANGE/ IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS j
e

| C.1 This reference is revised since the Regulatory Guide indicates
| that the system should be designed to be manually initiated

{"within 20 minutes." However, USAR Section 6.7.3.5 indicates ;
! that the system may not be manually initiated in this specific !

| time frame. The remaining reference is also renumbered. (
i
! i

| C.2 Clarification / editorial enhancement made to delete excessive |

L

'

detail in Bases discussion. '

,

!
!
!

!

, !

! ;

!

| !

!
'

-i

!
4

|

-
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Enclosum 2 to U40219(!
Secti n 3.6 Page 454 of 47c ;DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

SECTION 3.6.2.1 - Suppression Pool Average Temperature- i

!

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to |

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. :
;

iPLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ',
,

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to !
as the USAR.

|

P.2 Thermal power in the range of 1% RTP is not readily quantified (
with much accuracy. While range 7 on IRMs approximates '1% RTP, j
this power can also be approximated from SRMs, and even (with !
similar accuracy) by determining "the point of adding heat." !

These acceptable options are desired to be relegated to plant !
procedures, with the TS requirement as it is in the; existing !

# license - 1% RTP. !

i
!

] CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS f^

t,

c.1 This added Required Action is needed to place the plant'in an I

operational condition for which the Specification is not
applicable. This proposed change is consistent with current !
approved licenses.

,

C.2 Excessive detail not needed. Remaining information appropriate I
i level of detail. |

iC.3 Since these are not Technical Specification required " OPERABLE"-
-

instruments, it is practice not to use the term " OPERABLE" in r

conjunction with their function. !

C.4 Sentence revised to clarify which references used suppression
pool water volume and temperature, and to eliminate the
reference to the suppression pool temperature analyses since it
leads to confusion and is not necessary.

!
!
i

4

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Swti n 3.6 Page 455 of 476

SECTION 3.6.2.2 - Suppression Pool Water Level j

I
i

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE '

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Bases discussion enhanced to clarify Applicability requirements !

and Actions discussion.

C.2 Bases revised to provide correct terminology.
;

\

|

|

I

|

|
i

|

|
|
|

l

1
i
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.6 Page 456 of 476

SECTION 3.6.2.3 - RHR Suppression Pool Cooling

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. |

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ,

|

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR. !

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

P.3 The proposed revision incorporates plant specific names and '

designations for the systems discussed generically in NUREG-
1434. !

P.4 Surveillance Requirement wording changed to use preferred
terminology consistent with existing license. The requirement
to determine pump capability is associated with the flow path
and not necessarily with other extraneous issues related to
establishing the " mode" of operation.

P.5 The proposed revision incorporates plant specific design of RHR
system.

t

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
,

C.1 The turbine trip without bypass would be the more specific
event evaluated. J

C.2 Requirements for power supplies are not addressed in the system
Specifications; they are addressed in the Electrical Section
(3.8). This detail and any corrections to it, has been
addressed in that Section.

C.3 Deleted reference in the Bases description of SR 3.6.2.3.2 to
92 day frequency since this bracketed option was not selected
in SR Frequency.

;

C.4 Editorial corrections to more correctly describe analyses.

;

!

.

CLINTON 17 10/1/93 i
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219( |
| S ti n 3.6 Page 457 of 476DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

SECTION 3.6.2.4 - Suppression Pool Makeup System

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

|
P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

I

P.4 Bases revised- to use plant specific terminology.

P.5 SR 3.6.2.4.1 has been revised to provide an allowance to have
the upper containment pool level less than el. 827 ft. 1 inch
under certain circumstances. If the reactor cavity to steam |dryer storage pool gate is open, upper containment pool water jlevel Lay be lowered to el. 825 ft. 10 inches. Further, if the
inclined fuel transfer pool to steam dryer storage pool gate is

-

also open, upper containment pool water level may be lowered to
el. 825 ft. 6 inches. This is acceptable on the basis that
this lower level will still ensure that 14,652 cubic ft. of
water is available for makeup to the suppression pool.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Requirements for power supplies are not addressed in the system
| Specifications; they are addressed in the Electrical Section

(3.8). This detail and any corrections to it, has been
addressed in that Section.

C.2 Bases revised to provide correct terminology. |

C.3 Bases description of SR 3.6.2.4.1 revised to delete instrument
drift discussion. Drift is not considered in establishing
frequency of monitoring this parameter.

C.4 Enhanced discussion in the Bases of SR 3.6.2.4.5 to discuss the
Note that is included in the SR.

CLINTON 18 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 S ction 3.6 Page 458 of 476

SECTION 3.6.3.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This revision deletes information which was provided to help
preparers. This information is not needed for the
Specifications once applicability is determined.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.j

P.4 Plant specific design information included in Bases discussion.

|
} CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
|

| C.1 This revision is made for consistency of presentation of the
; frequency for Completion Times of periodic Required Actions.
1

C.2 This revision provides an editorial correction of the NUREG.

C.3 Portion of sentence deleted. Sentence which remains is
sufficiently clear to describe requirements, and the portion
removed is not clear.

C.4 Revised the discussion of calculations and assumptions of
| hydrogen generation following a LOCA. The actual time for peak

hydrogen generation is cycle dependent and represents detail
not necessary for the Bases.

| C.5 This sentence added to provide clarification on when the
| resistance requirement would be valid.
|

[

!

l

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 459 of 476 j

TS: 3.6.3.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITERS
i

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to .

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as '

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

,

P.2 The proposed specifications are an adaptation of the HCOG
Generic Hydrogen Igniter System Technical Specification, which
was developed based on 1/4 scale testing and other research
conducted during the Hydrogen Control Program. The plant
specific hydrogen combustion testing in the 1/4 scale test
facility was an integral part of the HCOG Generic Hydrogen '

Control Program and was performed in a consistent manner with
other plant specific and HCOG generic testing. The Clinton
hydrogen igniter configuration was accurately and
conservatively modelled in the 1/4 scale testing. Therefore,
these revisions will provide a level of safety equivalent to
that determined to be necessary for the original .

specifications. (See also Current Technical Specification
(CTS) Discussion of Change L1.).

P.3 Plant specific information included on appropriate backup
systems for the igniters.

SHANGE/ IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS !

C.1 As presented in the other NUREG Rev. O hydrogen control system
Specifications, a 7-day allowance for redundant system
inoperability is provided if diverse hydrogen control function ,

l

remains. However, entry into the applicable conditions is not |allowed if both divisions of hydrogen igniters are inoperable,
therefore, the Note regarding LCO 3.0.4 applicability is moved
to Condition A.

C.2 The SR as written implies that the Surveillance only has to be,

'

performed "when the associated igniter division is activated."
No requirement to activate the division is necessarily
inferred. The proposed editorial rewording is for clarity.

,

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219e !

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
TS: 3.6.3.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL HYDROGEN IGNITERS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.3 SR wording could imply a continuous requirement for the
igniters (e.g., igniter is 2 1700 F). Editorial rewording
provides a presentation similar to that presented for other SRs
of this nature. " Required" included in recognition of the fact
that some igniters ' are not required. The description of
inaccessible areas in the Bases includes "high radiation"
areas. This detail is not necessary in the SR itself.

C.4 Obvious spelling error corrected.

C.5 Sentence is being deleted since it provides a level of detail
not necessary for the Bases, and does not provide meaningful
information useful to the operator,

i

,

|
|

I
1

I

i

CLINTON 21 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
n . agN61 oW6DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.3.3 - CONTAINMENT /DRYWELL HYDROGEN MIXING SYSTEM

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 The Bases description of the operation of the
Containment /Drywell Hydrogen Mixing system has been revised to
make it consistent with operation at Clinton.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUPEG STS

C.1 This revision is made for consistency of presentation of the
'

frequency for Completion Times of periodic Required Actions.

C.2 Bases discussion revised to provide accuracy and consistency
with this discussion as compared with other similar
discussions.

C.3 Function description revised to more accurately describe
function being discussed.

C.4 Wording revised to make this discussion consistent with other
Bases descriptions.

C.5 Editorial corrections / enhancements.

CLINTON 22 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
e n 6DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.4.1 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to j
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. J

I.

|PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
i

P.4 The proposed changes incorporate plant specific system
descriptions and designations for the equivalent structures and
systems discussed in the NUREG. Unnecessary references are

| also being deleted or revised.

P.5 The Bases are being modified to account for the choices made on '

bracketed information in the LCOs.
,

P.6 SR 3.6.4.1.3 and the Bases discussion revised to indicate that
there is only one access door required to be shut for the
secondary containment.

P.7 This comment number not used for this station.
P.8 This comment number not used for this station.
P.9 Description enhanced to discuss upper containment personnel air

lock penetration with regard to the secondary containment
enclosing primary containment.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS ;

I
C.1 This item deleted since a visual test can not determine if the |

equipment hatch is sealed. The pressure tests do verify this f
capability.

C.2 Clarification of the types of activities which may be conducted
are added.

C.3 This surveillance is not required to be performed "during a
plant outage" and will not impose "a potential for an unplanned

,

transient." Alternate wording, appropriate to the SR, is |
proposed. I

I

CLINTON 23 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219< :
n e 63 om !DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.4.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE !

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as ,

'the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.3 The proposed changes incorporate plant specific system f
descriptions and designations for the equivalent structures and {systems discussed in the NUREG. Unnecessary references are |
also being deleted or revised. !

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station. "

P.5 References revised to make correct for Clinton.
!

P.6 This comment number not used for this station. ;

f

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
s

C.1 These changes provide a more detailed and editorially enhanced
discussion of the SCIDs design and scope. ,

3,

C.2 Throughout the ITS the procedural detail of how to accomplish
a specific ACTION or Surveillance is excluded from the TS and
provided in the Bases. This proposed change is consistent with I
this approach. The detail in Rev 0 of the NUREG ITS is
unnecessary and detracts from the pertinent requirement.

C.3 If mechanisms other than " valves and blind flanges" are
;

utilized to isolate a penetration with an inoperable SCID, it
is not the intent to preclude the periodic verification of
isolation status. Therefore, a more generic, encompassing,
presentation is proposed. Also Bases revised to more
generically refer to " devices" rather than " valves" in cases

,

-

where the reference may be to isolation mechanisms other than
valves.

I

1
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Enclosure 2 to U40219(
"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.4.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.4 The NUREG Rev 0 presentation of Condition B was intended to
| provide a clarification that Condition B only involved
| penetration flow paths with two inoperable secondary
| containment isolation valves. However, the Condition statement
I clearly states that two SCIDs must be inoperable to be in this

Condition. Therefore, there is no reason to have the Note, and
it is being removed.

|

C.5 The improved TS separate secondary containment (LCO 3. 6. 4.1)
| and secondary containment isolation valves (SCIDs) (LCO'

| 3.6.4.2). The point of separation revolves around the ability
| to maintain a vacuum in the secondary containment, which is

identified as secondary containment OPEPABILITY. SCIDs form
a portion of this boundary (and it is this " boundary that is
addressed in LCO 3.6.4.2), however the ability to maintain a

| vacuum is not a direct impact on SCID OPERABILITY. Bases
l discussions of " leak tight" and/or " leakage" related to SCIDs
| is modified to reflect the more appropriate " boundary"

relation.

C.6 If mechanisms other than " valves and blind flanges" are;

! utilized to isolate a penetration with an inoperable SCID, it
| is not the intent to preclude the periodic verification of
! isolation status. Therefore, a more generic, encompassing,

presentation is proposed. Also Bases revised to more
generically refer to " devices" rather than " valves" in cases
where the reference may be to isolation mechanisms other than
valves. Furthermore, the plant specific preference for the

j name (SCID versus SCIV) is incorporated.

C.7 Editorial clarification / enhancement.
C.8 Bases discussions of this Note in other sections contain an

enhanced basis. The Insert is consistent with these other
discussion.

|

CLINTON 25 10/1/93 i
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 465 of 476

TS: 3.6.4.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

! i

( PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as ;

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to t

as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

!P.3 The proposed changes incorporate plant specific system
descriptions and designations for the equivalent systems

| discussed in the NUREG.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
'

P.5 References revised to make correct for Clinton.

P.6 Plant specific evaluation of these ACTIONS determined a
preference for suspending OPDRV in lieu of placing SGTS in
operation if a loss of offsite power could negatively impact
the OPDRV. Clarification of this intent is added to the Bases.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
|

| C.1 A new Condition is proposed which directs entry into LCO 3.0.3 ,

if both standby gas treatment subsystems are inoperable in
Modes 1, 2 or 3. This avoids confusion as to the proper action
if in Modes 1, 2 or 3 and simultaneously handling irradiated
fuel, conducting CORE ALTERATIONS, or operations with a

|potential for draining the vessel. The following conditions i

are renumbered accordingly.
i
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219f
t n .6 Page 466 cMDISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.5.1 - DRYWELL

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as ;

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |
as the USAR. ;

,

|

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
1

P.3 System titles and designations revised to make plant specific. i
!

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
!
|

| CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS i

| C.1 This revision provides an editorial correction of the NUREG.
i

. ,

I

CLINTON 27 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 467 of 476

TS: 3.6.5.2 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK
|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.I

1

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly ref erred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This value revised to agree with plant specific value used in
other locations within this specification which were bracketed.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.4 A prerequisite to SR 3.6.5.2.3 has been added consistent with
the current licensing basis.

j P.5 Plant specific design or activities reflected in description.

P.6 Surveillance Requirements not applicable to Clinton were
eliminated and numbering of remaining surveillances was
revised accordingly.

,
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

1

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This note and the Bases description added to clarify
relationship between the drywell air lock specification and the
overall OPERABILITY of the drywell.

C.2 " Interlock mechanism status" is not pertinent to this
Condition. Deletion of this detail still leaves appropriate
Bases, consistent with the same Bases of LCO 3.6.1.2.

C.3 Clarification, enhancing use of the NOTE. Same as changes made
to LCO 3.6.1.2.

C.4 Additional clarification of the required administrative
controls is proposed. This revision would identify minimum
activities for the dedicated individual.

! C.5 Many interlocks include electrical counterparts as well as
i mechanical. Similarly, personnel administrative procedures

support the interlock " nature." More generic wording proposed
to accommodate all designs.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 468 of 476 !

TS: 3.6.5.2 - DRYWELL AIR LOCK -

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.6 More accurate wording proposed.
:

C.7 This surveillance will not impose "a potential for an unplanned
transient." Alternate wording, appropriate to the SR, is
proposed.

,

.

1

I

i

1

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219( '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 469 of 470

TS: 3.6.5.3 - DRYWELL ISOLATION' VALVES

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to j
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

|
|

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
;

-!
P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as j

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to |
as the USAR.

,

i
P.2 This comment number is not used for this station. I

!

P.3 This change proposes . to delete information which is only i

applicable if the bracketed information on purge valve
qualification is used. Since the purge valves are qualified,
the bracketed information is not applicable and this related i

information should also be deleted.
P.4 The drywell isolation valve stroke times are maintained in the ,

ISI manual, which is a plant controlled document. ?

'
P.5 Plant specific . design information incorporated and Bases

discussions revised to clarify requirements.
>
.

P.6 The system designations and description for the equivalent
systems at Clinton are made throughout this Specification and
the Bases where applicable. ,

i
P.7 This comment number.is not used for this station. '

,

P.8 Non bracketed information was deleted to maintain consistency
with the Specification. !

,

:
P.9 Plant terminology does not use DIV as an abbreviation for j

drywell isolation valves. !

,

i

| 8

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 n 6 Ne NN
; TS: 3.6.5.3 - DRYWELL ISOLATION VALVES
,

t

P.10 This change will require the OPERABILITY'of only one drywell ]
.

i isolation valve in drywell penetrations except for the drywell j
vent and purge penetrations and the drywell post-LOCA vacuum ;

relief penetrations. For these penetrations, both drywell ;

, isolation valves will be required OPERABLE. This is acceptable i
! on the basis that drywell isolation valves have no impact on j
.! the level of radioactivity in the primary containment or i

released offsite, and are provided to limit the temperature and )
pressure increase of the containment following an accident in |

-

1 the drywell (LOCA). For those penetrations for which L two
isolation valves are required to be OPERABLE, failure of both i
valves would be required before drywell bypass would occur. |

For those penetrations containing normally closed drywell- |s! isolation valves, a passive failur. of the closed drywell '

i isolation valve would be required before drywell bypass could
occur. The remaining drywell penetrations do not communicate-
directly with the drywell or ' containment atmosphere. As a j

i result, failure . of the piping both inside and outside the !

drywell would have to be postulated to occur,'in addition to |
the failure of the drywell isolation valve, before drywell

j bypass could occur. Further, calculations have shown that it
would take the postulated failure of multiple penetrations
before the design limit for drywell bypass leakage would be

i

.

exceeded. This also consistent with meeting the current,

;requirements for DRYWELL INTEGRITY.
t

P.11 This proposed change revises Note 1 to - the ACTIONS and the
Bases description to clarify that the 24 inch and 36 inch
drywell purge supply and exhaust valves are not permitted to bea

; opened intermittently under administrative controls while
i'

isolated to comply with the CTS. i

!
,

i

1

4

#
|

4 |

1 CLINTON 31 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 f

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 f
" *

'TS: 3.6.5.3 - DRYWELL ISOLATION VALVES

i

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS i

!

C.1 An exception is proposed to the Conditions for LCO 3.6.5.3
which excludes the drywell vacuum relief system valves from the
requirements of this specification for drywell isolation !
valves. This exclusion is clearly the intent, and the current '!
practice, since these valves are dual function valves with a j

separate specification for the vacuum relief safety function ,

that overrides the normal isolation function. |
|

C.2 A Note is proposed to ensure appropriate remedial actions are !

taken when the drywell bypass leakage limits are exceeded due j
to inoperable ~ drywell isolation valve (s). Pursuant to i

LCO 3.0.6, these ACTIONS are not required even when the :
associated LCO is not met. Therefore, this Note is added to :
require the proper Actions to be taken. |

.

Furthermore, the Rev 0 NUREG presentation provided shorter i
Completion Times (4 hours) for penetrations which resulted in

!a cross sectional flow area exceeding the drywell bypass limit, I

and 8 hours if the cross section did not exceed this limit.
However, with the addition of the Note described above, the
shorter Completion Time presentation is superfluous.

The combination of these changes provides a presentation and
philosophy of implementation consistent with that found in
PCIVs.

C.3 If mechanisms other than " valves and blind flanges" are
utilized to isolate a penetration with an inoperable drywell
isolation valve, it is not the intent to preclude the periodic
verification of isolation status. Therefore, a more generic,
encompassing, presentation is proposed. Also Bases revised to,

l more generically refer to " devices" rather than " valves" in
cases where the reference may be to isolation mechanisms other
than valves.

C.4 These changes provide a more detailed and editorially enhanced
discussion of the drywell isolation valves design and scope.

C.5 Throughout the ITS the procedural detail of how to accomplish
| a specific ACTION or Surveillance is excluded from the TS and
I provided in the Bases. This proposed change is consistent with

this approach. The detail in Rev 0 of the NUREG ITS is
unnecessary and detracts from the pertinent requirement.

C.6 If mechanisms other than " valves and blind flanges" are
utilized to isolate a penetration with an inoperable drywell
isolation valve, it is not the intent to preclude the periodic
verification of isolation status. Therefore, a more generic,
encompassing, presentation is proposed.
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219 1
# " '## # I4DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

TS: 3.6.5.3 - DRYWELL ISOLATION VALVES

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.7 This comment number not used for this station.
;

C.8 The addition of this Note is consistent with that in SR
3.6.1.3.2 and SR 3. 6.1. 3. 3. Often, drywell isolation valves |
also serve the function of containment isolation valves,

{
therefore this change also avoids a potential conflict. i

.

C.9 The improved TS separate drywell (LCO 3. 6. 5.1) and drywell
isolation valves (LCO 3.6.5.3). The point of separation i

revolves around bypass leakage limits and testing, which are I

identified as drywell OPERABILITY. Drywell isolation valves
i

form a portion of this boundary (and it is this " boundary that i

is addressed in LCO 3.6.5.3) , however bypass leakage limits not i

met is not a direct impact on drywell isolation valve '

OPERABILITY. Bases discussions of " leak tight" and/or ;

" leakage" related to drywell isolation valves is modified to
reflect the more appropriate " boundary" relation. ;

\C.10 Editorial corrections / enhancements made for completeness and i

clarification. I

|
.

C.11 This comment nu aber not used for this station.
f

C.12 Words "or spec 3 al testing of the purge system" added to clarify
when SR is not required to be met.

!

C.13 Bases discussions of this Note in other Sections contain an j
enhanced basis. The Insert is consistent with these other' '

discussions.
;

C.14 The identified references (Generic Issues B-20 and B-24) could
not be identified in any of the docketed Generic Issue i

resolution documentation. therefore, these references are
deleted, and the remaining references are renumbered as
necessary.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 ag 6

TS: 3.6.5.4 - DRYWELL PRESSURE

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

I
P.2 This comment number is not used for this station. I

i

P.3 Bases discussion revised to more accurately describe plant
specific design, and to give plant specific references.

I

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS l,

1
None in this section. |

|

|
'

|

1

l
I

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.6 Page 474 of 476

TS: 3.6.5.5 - DRYWELL AIR TEMPERATURE

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
'
,

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
|the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
|

as the USAR. '

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

None in this section. -

t

,

|

!

i

|

|

|
!

,

!

|

|
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| Enclosure 2 to U-60219 !
!

Sec: ion 3.6 Page 475 of 47 !
| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 '

| TS: 3.6.5.6 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF SYSTEM
i

| BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
,

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

| PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
,

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as i

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

| P.2 The LCO and the corresponding Bases has been revised to account |
for specific Clinton design and terminology. |

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
I P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Since " OPERABLE" vacuum relief subsystems require the ;

penetration to be closed, Condition A also represents an ;

inoperable subsystem. To ensure only the appropriate !

Conditions are entered, the clarifying exception is added as
shown. This will provide for not entering Condition B or C if
one or more subsystems are inoperable solely due to being open.
This format of presentation is consistent with other NUREG-1434
Specifications.

C.2 A Note is proposed to ensure appropriate remedial actions are
taken when the drywell bypass leakage limits are exceeded due
to drywell vacuum relief breaker leakage. Pursuant to

| LCO 3.0.6, these ACTIONS are not required even when the
| associated LCO is not met. Therefore, this Note is added to

require the proper Actions to be taken.

C.3 Editorial clarification / enhancement.
C.4 Description appears applicable for BWR/4 Drywell-to-suppression

pool vacuum breakers. Deleted as not applicable to testing
BWR/6 drywell vacuum breakers.

CLINTON 36 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Sects n 3.6 Page 476 of 476

TS: 3.6.5.6 - DRYWELL POST-LOCA VACUUM RELIEF SYSTEM ;

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued) i

i

C.5 This surveillance will not impose "a potential for an unplanned
transient." Alternate wording, appropriate to the SR, is !
proposed. - '

C.6 Clarifying Notes added consistent with the intent of OPERABLE
drywel1 purge vacuum relief valves. Valves open for required
fune anal testing, or open due to actual differential pressure
should not be considered as failing the SR.

!

l

;

[
i

i
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I
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3 /4. 7 PLANT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.7 Page 4 of I16 1

1 3 /4. 7.1 SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS l^

L co % )' 2- |
SHUTDOWN SERVICE WATER SYSTEM (LOOPS A. B. C)

'

LLO 5%|
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION'

'

3.7.1.1 The shutdown service water (SX) loon (s) shall be OPERABI Fhring
(times when its associated system (s) or components are required t.o be OPERABLE.-
f Each OPERABLE SX loop shall be comprised of: ,

a. One OPERABLE SX pump, and ,

[Al b. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from ultimate heat sink' 1

and transferring water through the associated system (s) and components
'

k +hs+ = = re g d to be OPERABLE. _

OPERATIONALCONDITIONS1,2,3,h5,andAPPLICABILITY:

_
ACTION:

2.00 3' With a shutdown service water loop (s) inoperable and with its associated sys-
f M tem (s) or component (s) required to be OPERABLE, declare the associated
8l
Ng.gl42 system (s) or component (s) inoperable and take the ACTION required by Speci.-Q.2 '# gt, fication(s) 3.4.9.1, 3.4.9.2, 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.8.1.1, 3.8.1.2, 3.9.11.1, andA '3.9.11.2, as applicable. /The provisions of specification 3.0.4 are not -

Cj
| fpplicable for entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5 with one requiredt tLtdown service' water loop inonerable.7h

grotea% 2ca AeTwJB.I~ECal
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.1.1 The above required shutdown service water system loops shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

S R 3.'bl la. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve in the flow path i

6g' y' y that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is in its I-

'correct position. LAq /JA5ERT AerE 6 5/ts J.7.1.2 d 3.~1.Z.l

ggs.7.l"6b. At least once per 18 months uring shutdownlby verifying that each auto-
matic valve servicing safety related and non-safety related equipment

S/2 3,7|1.1 actuates to the correct position and that each shutdown service water
pump starts on (a LOCA test) signal.

'@ !
mz

-

*When handling irradiated fuel in the fuel Handling Building or primary !
_

|containment.
) V

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-1 Amendment No. 72

.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK bCO 3'7'/ Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 5 of 116

(:i , ~7. 19 ) 7
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

'

1 _

SE 3.7.1.2 The ultimate heat sink (UHS) shall be OPERABtf End shall be maintained)
'

07 l.,liwith a contained water voiume of > 593 acre feetf[exc:u::;n;; piQr:nty

OPERATIONALCONDITIONS1,2,3(,5,APPLICABILITY:
;

,

ACTION:

ConPd With the contained water volume < 593 acre feet, restore the UHS to operable
"

status within 90 days or

cous C~ 1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 i

hours. |1
2. InOPERATIONALCONDITINS4,5,*,declaretheSXsysteminoperable

and take the ACTION of Specifications 3.7.1, 3.8.1.1, and 3.8.1.2.
4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1. ) '

,- 4. 7.1. 2 The UHS shall be demonstrated OPERABLE in accordance with the Ultimate
<[50 id / HeatSinkErosion, Sed _imentMonitoringandDredgingProgramgsT.aoiisneainj

[ ~

(Weincauon b.u.4.c. 3
,

'

A3 ;

1 ,

i !

.

1

a

- ~

*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the primary or secondary containment.
- -

_

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-2

*
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PLANT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196
S on 3.7 Page 6 of J J6

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

U3*'LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

| Twojindependent] Control R.oom Ventilation Systems shall be OPERABLE.1
~

pz
| PPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, and *.

|
' ACTION:

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2 or 3 with one Control Room Ventilation )gc)

CoMD., d System inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status ,

within 7 days or be in at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours and /
(,or)h B in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. ,

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION *: f JNSEAT COMbb_j- 4 |

1 With one Control Room Ventilation System inoperable, restore the
CcMh O . inoperable system to OPERABLE status within 7 days. Otherwise,

immediately initiate and maintain operation of the OPERABLE system
coo b _p, in the high radiation mode of opera _ tion or_ suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,

handling of irradiated fuel in the1 secondary containment and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
provisions of Specification J.u.* are uv6 appiicaose f or entry int

'(QPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5.JLI

|2. With both Control Room Ventilation Systems inoperable, immediately y
CoM6 6 suspend' CORE ALTERATIONS, hanoling of irradiated fuel in the 3

|
secondary containment and operations with a potential for draining

i
- the reactor vessel.

coub C4[
3. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |no r[

SURVElllANCE RE0VIREMENTS

4.7.2 Each Control Room Ventilation System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:t

fa. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the control room airl
OO temperature is less than or equal to 86*F.1 g

'

b. At least once per 31 days F STACCERED TEST MS!$Jby initiating, fro
he control room, tiow tnrougn tne HtFA titters and charcoal adsorbers

@ and verifying that the makeup filter system operates continuously for at
5 S B l D "- east 10 hours with the heaters operating; and with flow through the

recirculation charcoal adsorber for at least 15 minutes.

*During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary or secondary
containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during operations with a potential
fcr draining the reactor vessel.

Tuto.atictransfertothechlorinemodeisnotrequiredwhenchlorine
con ainers having a capacity of 150 pounds or less are stored 100 meters or

@~h
r e from the control room or its fresh air inlets. j

|
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-3 AMENDMENT NO. 82

1

|

| . . .

|



PLANT SYSTEMS gcg 3,~h3
Enclosure 2 to U-602196CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM ( g.7 ,1 D section 3 7 Pare 7 of 116

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) (
4 _. 2 (Continued) N

,
.. R

c. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on the
makeup or recirculation HEPA filters or charcoal adsorber housings, or ~
(2) following painting, fire or chemical release in any ventilation zone f ,

communicating with the makeup or recirculation filter system by:. |
.

1. Verifying that the makeup filter system satisfies the in place'
k penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less

than 0.05% and uses the test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions
C.S.a, C.5.c, and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2i March .

1978*, and the system flow rate is 3000 cfm i 10%.

2. Verifying that the recircula*n filter system satisfies bypass
leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 2% total bypass and
uses test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.S.d
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, and the system -

flow rate is 64,000 cfm i 10%.

3. Verifying, within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regula- ,

tory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, i,

' meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide
penetration of less than 0.175% for makeup filter system carbon ad- '

sorber and 6% for recirculation filter system carbon adsorber when
tested; in accordance with ASTM D3803-79 methods, with the following
parameters:

_

[ Make Up Filter System
i

4 inches OU3- a) Bed Depth -

y'7 b) Velocity 40 fpm /UEA) SR ~ j
-

! c) Temperature 30*C-

h d) Relative Humidity 70% 3,7,3. |
--

Recirculation Filter System ;

a) Bed Depth 2 inches-

b) Velocity 80 fpm-

30*Cc) Temperature '-

d) Relative Humidity 70%-

4. Verifying flow rate of 3000 cfm i 10% for the makeup filter systemi

and 64,000 cfm i 10% for the recirculation filter system during opera-
tion when tested in accordance with ANSI H510-1980.'

* ANSI H510-1980 shall be used in place of ANSI H510-1975 as referenced in ,

,

Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2, March 1978. (
| CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-4
|
|
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j
) CORTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

( S C . lb section 3.7 Page 8 or116

SURVElttANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
.

4.7.2 (Continued) _

'
_

d. ' After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying within
._

31 days after removal, that a laboratoff analysis of a representativei .

'

!

carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C;6.'b of
,

. Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2, March.1978*, meets the laboratory test-
i ing criteria of Re ulatory Positifon C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 152 Revi-;

sion 2. March 1978 , for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 0.175%
for the makeup filter system carbon adsorber and 6% for the recirculation

.

filter system carbon adsorber when tested; in accordance with ASTM D3803-79
methods, with the following parameters:|

/O' Make Up Filter System
,-

-

b3,lh a) Bed Depth 4 inches--

6 b) Velocity 40 fpm-

c) Temperature 30*C -, -

d) Relative Humidity - 70% *
j _ Recirculation Filter System
'

a) Bed Depth 2 inches-

4b) Velocity 80 fpm dgf'
-

c) Temperature 30'C] d) Relative Humidity 6. I *11
-

70% [piod-

At least once per 18 months by: - D M ~
e.

[1. 'veriTfing T.nat the pressure drep across the combined HEPA filters
and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches Vater Gauge while
pmthg +' ==kaun filter system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm i 10%.

2. [Verif g tha a hi - lorin tuatto and a ma 1 initia-
. ti test 1, system at * switc to the rinede_mf ation d the c ers c1 withinT econds;**
'3.fRJ.7,5,6' Verif ing that the control rosm leak rate (is limitedeto < 4000Esi$

at > 1/8-inch Water Gauge (V.G.) with respect to adjacent _ areas.
-

_

p ~4. (Verifying that on a smoke mode actuation test signal, thUystem7
~

1nutamatic 11v cwitches to the eeka made of operat@'a Tiow rate 3-

Qu__than or' eoual ta 64.000 efe t 10x "- -

_

g 3,7*3,q 5. Verifying that on a high radiation actuation es signal, the systemautomatically switches to the.high radiatio of operation and
.

t % *d O "ARSI H510-1980
Ts&%IkRegulatory Guide _LSL Reviston 2Aarch 1978.shall be used in place of ANSI N510-197'S as referenced i

~

Auto::.auc trans to the ento ne mode is not uired wnen cniorine .containers h ng a capaci of 150 pounds o ess are stored 100 rsI h' from the trol room o ts fresh air ini s.***This 's fication i et applicable af .r all chlorine conta ers havingac city of 100 unds or greater e removed from the e including thecrine contaja rs located at site sewage treata plant. /

LINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-5 Amendment No.12
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[ b,O 3, *O Section 3.7 Page 9 of I16 !
|

PLANT SYSTEMS' @
'

CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

SURVElltANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
,

!

4.7.2 (Continued)

the control room is maintained at a positive pressure of at least
$R 3.").3./0 1/8-inch W.G. with respect to adjacent areas during system operation |

at a flow rate less than or equal to 3000 cfm.

Verifying that the makeup filters heaters dissipate at least 14.4 kW )6. -

f

. when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.
!

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank in the
'

makeup filter system, by verifying that the HEPA filter bank satisfies .

!

MDM the in-place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria
t* of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI N510-1980 while operating the

i 7S 5.1.1 system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm 10%.

After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber bank in
j g.

the makeup or recirculation filter systems, by verifying that the char-
coal adsorber bank satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass leakage ;

'

testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% for the makeup filter
-

system and 2% total bypass . leakage for the recirculation filter system in
accordance with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant '

test gas while operating the makeup system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm
i 10% and the recirculation filter system at a flow rate of 64,000110%.}

h. At least once per 18 months by verifying that'the air inleakage rate into s

the negat_ive pressure portions of the Main Control Room Ventilation
Sk .Systemfductwork located outside the Main Control Room habitability

3.73'7
boundary between fan OVC04CA(B) and isolation dampers OVC03YA(B) -E

linclusive. and fire damoers OVC042YA(E), OVC042YB(F), OVC042YC(G) and i
!

ifu,umu(rrhtobeS650cfm)whentestedinaccordancewithanNRC-i

al proved test method. In addition, visually verify the integrity of the
1

! i
, Recirculation Filter Housing flexible connection to fan OVC03CA(B). ,

I'

LAI

"C R A d S Yden,, )>C
I/EcA7 /JE A) Lcb 3. 7. 4

gu-k J*

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-6 AMENDMENT NO. 82
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8 PLANT SYSTEMS . - - I. - * -
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'* **

.,

.'T 3/4.7.3 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM *
. .

f;/ . . - *

' * - * -

%q.r. ,.. .- m
,-c ..:F; ,u,7 "':

s,,,

.- L1H1 TING CONDITI'ON F0P.'OPEP.ATTnN * * ##.,
*

* *

,

i
. .

-
. - . .- . . . -

5 3.7.3 The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)~ syytest.shall be OPERA 8LE ~ ' .

'
-

with an OPERABLE flow path' capable of automatica11y'taking suction fros.the| :,

." suppression pool and transferring the water to the reactor pressure vessel. |
. .

,

'

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 'and,3 with re'ctor steam done. |a

:4 -
wressure greater than 150 psig. ' ' . *

4.
.

I~.' . -
.

..
. , , ,. . . :- c ~.

i. . , , , ,
, "''. AC' ION:

-- v sr, w . , , . , .- . e.
!T .''*0- y.,. ;gfgy...;, }',,[ ,M c . ...
\

* *'. ' .,

-
.

" '

Vith, the RCIC system inop'erable, operation .ma[g.coid.in6e'iir6 vide'd;th HP.CS - |
~

s .

system is OPERABLE; restore the'RCIC systes'to 0PERABLE< status,irithin'24 days.

!j or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the*nextst.hournand reduceYeactof.' - !
. steam done pressure to less than or'eitual to-150 psig within the follcnting 24

|; hours. _

*

' . M., grif.. .
. -

. . . .

:. w e, . $* '. *- i *u t -.
.

,]f SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS # A.
~ '**-

''

4.7.3. The RCIC s stem shall he demonstr,ated DPERABLE,: . . :. :
-

, .
. .

- * ''

j

i

At least once per 31 day's. by:
'

-
a. - - -

.. . .

1. Verifying by ven' ting at the high point van't's that the systes piping
'

from the pump discharge valve to-the system isolation valve is filled .

with water. - *-
.

. .

2. - Verifying that each valve (manual, power ppe' rated'or automati,c) in the
~

i J flow path that is not locked | sealed' or otherwise-secured in position,
L

~ is in its correct position.-

'

*
,

- . . .

3. Verifying that the pump flow controller is in' the: correct po.sition.
.

b.
- At least once per 92 days by verifying that the RCIC pump develops a flow

of greater than or equal to 600 ppa in the test flow path with.a systen .

head corresponding to reactor vessel operating pressure when steam is -
being supplied.to the turbine at 1000 + 20,,- 80 psig."

'
.. . -,

,

.

'

.

.
,

-

. . .,
"The provisiens of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the surveil-
lance is performed within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure is adequate
to perform the test. .

.

-s

D. . .

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-7 *
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PLANT SYSTEMS ...s. . .

. REACTOR CORE 1$0'AT10M CbOLIN0's STEN.'
t; s ;/ ''~ " .' . . . ..* . .

*

~~-
L ! ..

3,. <
.

_

.,
'

.

.
. - .: ?~ ..';' :.L . . c , , ..--. . . . .

v SURVE1LLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Coritin'u'ed) %-w ,-T '. ;* -- -- ,., .
,,

2;~
. .:.

. .
t,). y ry 7; ..e,.y. ,,'. - i V . * ' :g?4.M hgi

tg;ar',7.Ts , 4 :fcg 3. . ,g'.',.;.;'; ' -
n -' ~

*

(Continudd)fty g- - *% 7.3
.

- . ;, .' . . . . .g ' * . 9. MI,;e* "' e s . , . u-~
'

e ..
~

"..a .'

-j. D At least once,per.18 month ,jbyjfw li. M.f. .
#*

* -

. . ,, . . ; ,7. . , ' " * -- M y .
..;;; , 7 ,y.. .

- : 1 7Perfornirit.a systein* functional' test'which includes staiula'te'd auto-
*

I. :matic actuation sind " restart *4nd Veri'fying that each automatic
.

*

' ~ " valve: in' the .ft'W patkactuhTetto:3ts'. correct position.. Actual -

' I inject,1,oipof coolant int 6-tfie ;reactois Vesial may be axcluded.
.

,

3..

Y h i. h a Er ha $,61,'.g$naterthnnor< 2;''

eqba 'i e'Yest:flotNpathWthen! steam.is; supplied to the
.turb'hto600.

* -
.

.
. A.% '%t';'a p e'ssTdii~:6f435M15,y 0 ps,1g'.p '' X

"

ine i 7
-

'
.*

; .

~ .. . . A = .4 ' b'-f . *$. *. * .. ~ . .' '* i'; i. ,,, .
i.., c 3. ' Verifying':tlist'the -su&t'ib,riifogdhe''RCIC.iystem'is automatically..

.

.trartsferred from.the RCIC'stora6e. tant to the suppression pool 'on a
.

..

RCIC'.nviagej,tahkivater;.3eyiE10# signal 'and, on a suppression pool .#
^

. s

water-levil: ,'hTgFsighh1M. ~ ;-~. r < 4 9, .. J u . '.a: , . . .: .:-
. , -- ...-a.-

.'. M15% t.e -s..;'. .,q-. . y .
'. . . .* , . : ,*

I .

.

|
s ., , , . . .,

,
- .... y

.
.

.
-

.

, ,

v
. |

* '

. U % . .;c;.:;k .. - -.c os . &.*

)'c -- . . . .. . . ..-
.- ~ . .' - r i n . g. 3 ,z.,,, [:{_

-

3 _ ,

. .
.

up.*{j.Ik.$7' j. . ::: 'y; . y . , , , , ,, _

' ' '"
.

,

_

=...n.c.m,, .,
-

.

. . . . .
% ,) o .:It !; - 1. , ' ,, .;; ..

,' . ~ * * D Ri't: stc* ' r.t n 4.y. , .. .
. ,

: : % ^ * .
~

-e**

| , _

.v;.
.

.~. . u. - s:. . , .

. ..~.s.- y..,
-

. .
~ .-

,

;- ... e

.s- .

: - |
,

,

.

~-
1

.
. .

,
'

-
.. . .

I
: .

,

e. ..

- . -

.i .

j
-

.

I *

t
i

*The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the
surve(11ance is perforse-d within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure is ..

*

acequate to ;ierform the tests. *
:
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3/4.7.4 SNUBBERS
\

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4 All snubbers shall be OPERABLE. The only snubbers excluded from the
requirements are those installed on non-safety related systems and then only-

if their failure or failure of the system on which they are installed would
have no adverse effect on any safety-related system.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4
and 5 for snubbers located on systems required OPERABLE in those OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS.

ACTION:

With one or more snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours replace or restore the
inoperable snubber (s) to OPERABLE status and perform an engineering evaluation
per Specifications 4.7.4.f and 4.7.4.g on the attached component or declare
the attached system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for
that system.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

T 4.7.4 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the
following augmented inservice inspection program in addition to the requirements
of Specification 4.0.5.

a. Inspection Types ,

As used in this specification, " type of snubber" shall mean snubbers of |
the same design and manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.

b. Visual Inspections

Snubbers are categorized as inaccessible or accessible during reactor
operation. Eacn of these categories (inaccessible and accessible) may be
inspectaj independently according to the schedule determined by Table
4.7.4-1. The visual inspection interval for each type of snubber
shall be determined based upon the criteria provided in Table 4.7.4-1,
and the first inspection interval determined using this criteria shall
be based upon the previous inspection interval as established by the
requirements in effect prior to issuance of this amendment.

I

|

| CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-9 Amendment No. 61



PLANT SYSTEMS
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
.

-4.7.4 (Continued)

c. Visual Inspection Acceptance Criteria,

Visual inspections shall verify that (1) the snubber has no visible indica-
_ tions of damage or impaired OPERABILITY, (2) attachments to the foundation

or supporting structure are functional, and (3) fasteners for the attach-
ment of the snubber to the component and to the snubber anchorage are
functional. Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result of visual inspec-
tions shall be classified as unacceptable and may be reclassified acceptable
for the purpose of establishing the next visual inspection interval,
provided that: (1) the cause of the rejection is clearly established an.
remedied for that particular snubber and for other snubbers, irrespective
of type, that may be generically susceptible; and (2) the affected snubber
is functionally tested in the as-found condition and determined OPERABLE
per Specification 4.7.4f. All snubbers found connected to an inoperable

; cocoon hydraulic fluid reservoir shall be counted as unacceptable for |'
| determining the next inspection interval. A review and evaluation shall

be performed and documented to justify continued operation with an j
+

unacceptable snubber. If continued operation cannot be justified, the !
'

; snubber shall be declared inoperable and the ACTION requirements shall
| be met.

,

d. Transient Event Inspection
'

An inspection shall be performed of all snubbers attached to sections i

| of systems that have experienced unexpected, potentially damaging tran-
sients, as determined from a review of operational data or a visuali

! inspection of the systems, within 72 hours for accessible areas and within
6 months for inaccessible areas following this determination. In addition
to satisfying the visual inspection acceptance criteria, freedom-of-motion
of mechanical snubbers shall be verified using at least one of the follow-
ing: (1)aanually induced snubber movement; or (2) evaluation of in place
snubber piston setting; or (3) streking the mechanical snubber through its
full range of travel.

|

!

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-10 Amendment No. 61
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PLANT SYSTEMS
i

SNUBBERS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.7.4 (Continued)
1

c. Functional Tests

During the first refueling shutdown and at least once per 18 months
thereafter during shutdown, a representative sample of snubbers shall be.
tested using one of the following sample plans for each type of snubber.
The sample plan shall be selected prior to the test period and cannot be -

changed during the test period. The NRC Regional Administrator shall be o

notified in writing of the sample plan-selected prior to the test period !

or the sample plan used in the prior test period shall be implemented:

1. At least 10% of the total of each type of snubber shall be func-
tionally tested either in-place or in a bench test. For each snubber
of a type that does not meet the functional test acceptance criteria
of Specification 4.7.4.f. an additional 5% of that type of snubber |
shall be functionally tested until no more failures are found or ;

until all snubbers of that type have been functionally tested; or '

2. A representative sample of each type of snubber shall be functionally
tested in accordance with Figure 4.7.4-1. "C" is the total number of
snubbers of a type found not meeting the acceptance requirements of
Specification 4.7.4.f. The cumulative number of snubbers of a type |
tested is denoted by *N". At the end of each day's testing, the new ,

values of *N" and "C" (previous day's total plus current day's |

increments) shall be plotted on Figure 4.7.4-1. If at any time the
point plotted falls in the " Reject" region all snubbers of that type i

,

shall be functionally tested. If at any time the point plotted falls
in the " Accept" region, testing of snubbers of that type may be ,

terminated. When the point plotted lies in the " Continue Testing" |
region, additional snubbers of that type shall be tested until the 1

point falls in the " Accept" region or the " Reject" region, or all the
snubbers of that type have been tested; or

3. An initial representative sample of 55 snubbers of ea~ch type shall be
functionally tested. For each snubber type which does not meet the
functional test acceptance criteria, another sample of at least ;

one-half the size of the initial sample shall be tested until the
'

total number tested is equal to the initial sample size multiplied by
the factor,1 + C/2, where "C" is the number of snubbers found which
do not meet the functional test acceptance criteria. The results I
from this sample plan shall be plotted using an " Accept" line which
follows the equation N = 55(1 + C/2). Each snubber point should be
plotted as soon as the snubber is tested. If the point plotted falls

- on or below the " Accept" line, testing of that type of snubber may be
terninated. If the point plotted falls abo've the " Accept" line,
testing must continue until the point falls in the " Accept" region or
all the snubbers of that type have been tested.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-11 Amendment No. 43
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SNUBBERS,

i ( '

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)1
5

| 4.7.4 (Continued)
1 Testing equipment failure during~ functional testing may invr411date that !{ day's testing and allow that day's testing to resume anew at a later time, t
{ _ providing all snubbers tested with the failed equipment during the day of ;
t equipment failure are retested. .The representative sample selected for

ii the functional test sample plans shall be randomly selected from the
ij snubbers of each type and reviewed before beginning the testing. The *

i review shall ensure as far as practical that they are representative of
,

;

!

the various configurations, operating-environments, rance of size, and
i capaciti of snubbers of each type. Snubbers placed in tr+ * locations
| as snubbers which failed the previous functional test shala * retested atj

the time of the next functional test but shall not be included in'the !
i

,

j sample plan. If during the functional testing, additional sampling is ||, required due to failure of only.one type ~ of snubber, the . functional jj , testing rescits shall be' reviewed at the time to detemine.If additional i
) samples should be limited to the type of snubber which has failed the

functional testing.. '

j f. Functional Test Acceptance Criteria
.

;

j. .
,

j The snubber functional test shall verify that: .

1 ( j

! 1. Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the specified -

!

*,

{ range in both tension and comepression; Ig.
'

2. Snubber bleed, or release rate where. required, is present in both
tension and compressicn, within the specified range;,

!! 3. For mechanical snubbers, the force required to initiate or maintain !
{ motion of the snubber is within the specified range in both directions !i of travel; and !

|
,'>

j 4. For snubbers specifically required not to displace under continuous
{j load, the ability of the snubber to withstand load without-

,

'
displacement. ;

- t

: i

j Testing methods may be used to measure parameters indirectly or parameters
i'

i other than those specified if those results can be correlated to the
I specified parameters through established methods.
I

g. Functional Test Failure /.nalysis

An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to meet the
'

functional test acceptance criteria to determine the cause of the failure. ,
,

!

The results of this evaluation shall be*used ,1f applicable, in selecting
snubbers to be tested in an ef fort to determine the OPERABILITY of other

] - snubbers irrespective of type which may be subject to the same failure'

', mode. ~

--.
,

i
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) $NUBBERS Section 3.7 Page 16 of 116

4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIliEMENTS (Continued)
\4.7.4 (Continued).-

For the snubbers found inoperable, an engineering evaluation shall be
The purpose of this engineering evaluation shall be to determine if theperformed on the components to which the inoperable snubbers are attached_

.

affected by the inoperability of the snubbers in order tcomponents to which the inoperable snubbers are attached were adverselyt

component remains capable of meeting the designed service. insure that the |
.

j
If any snubber selected f~ functional testing either fails to lock up orfails to move

i.e., fro. ~ ' t place, the cause will be evaluated and if
caused by manu,facturer or de ..f,n deficiency all snubbers of the same type

!

j
subject to the same defect shall be functionally tested. )

tion 4.7.4.e for snubbers not meeting the functional test acceptancerequirement shall be independent of the requirements stated in Specifica-
This testing!

1

criteria.
h.

Functional Testino of Repaired and Replaced Snubbers

criteria shall be repaired or replaced. Snubbers that fall the visual inspection or the functional test acceptan.

ce

tested to meet the functional test criteria before installation in thethat have repairs that might affect the functional test result shall bReplacement snubbers and snubberse ~

unit.

quent to their most recent service, and the freedom-of-motion test mustMechanical snubbers shall have met the acceptance criteria subse-
have been performed within 12 months before being installed in the unit

1.
Snubber Service Life Procram

.

The service life of all snubbers shall be monitored to ensure that theservice life is not exceeded between surveillance inspections.
maximum expected service life for various seals, springs, and otherThe

critical parts shall be determined and established based on engineering
information and shall be extea'ed or shortened based on monitored testresults and failure history.

t.ritical parts shall be replaced so that the
maximum service life will not be exceeded during a period when the snubberis required to be OPERABLE.

and the documentation shall be retained in accordance'with Specifica-The parts replacements shall be documentedtion 6.10.3.
.

i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-13
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TABLE 4.7.4-1 -

SNUBBER VISUAL INSPECTION INTERVAL

,-s ,

NUMBER OF UNACCEPTABLE SNUBBERS i

Population Column A Column B Column C
or Category Extend Interval Repeat Interval Reduce Interval .

(Notes 1 and 2) (Notes 3 and 6) (Notes 4 and 6) (Notes 5 and 6)
'

!'

1 0 0 1 '

i

80 0 0 2 !

100 0 1 4 |
i
,

150 0 3 8

200 2 5 13

300 5 12 25

!

400 8 18 36
,

500 12 24 48

| 750 ?O 40 78

1000 or greater 29 56 109 '

,

|

|

'
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Table 4.7.4-1 (Continued)

'l i
Note 1: The next visual inspection interval for a snubber population or i

category size shall be determined based upon the previous inspection
| interval and the number of unacceptable _ snubbers found during that ,

l interval. Snubbers may be categorized, based upon their accessibility !
during power operation, as accessible or inaccessible. These categories !

may be examined separately or jointly. However, the licensee must-

make and document that decision before any inspection and shall use
that decision as the basis upon which to determine the next inspection
interval for that category.

Note 2: Interpolation between population or category sizes and the number of
unacceptable snubbers is permissible. Use next lower integer for the !
value of the limit for Columns A, B, or C if that integer includes a '

fractional value of unacceptable snubbers as determined by interpolation. t

i

Note 3: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or less than the
number in Column A, the next inspection interval may be twice.the
previous interval but not greater than 48 months.

Note 4: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or less than the
number .in Column B but greater than the number in Column A, the next
inspection interval shall be the same as the previous interval.

Note 5: If the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or greater than

l
the number in Column C, the next inspection interval shall be
two-thirds of the previous interval. However, if the number of
unacceptable snubbers is less than the number in Column C but
greater than the number in Column B, the next interval shall be i

reduced proportionally by interpolation; that is, the previous
interval shall be reduced by a factor that is one-third of the ratio
of the difference between the number of unacceptable snubbers found
during the previous interval and the number in Column B to the
difference in the numbers in Columns B and C.

Note 6: The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable for all
inspection intervals up to and including 48 months.

- s

|
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Figure 4.7.4-1 Sample Plan for Snubber Functional Test
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.

PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 SIALEDSOURCECONTAMINATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION - - -

_ 3.7.5 Each sealed source containing radioactiv'e material either in excess of
100 microcuries of beta and/or gamma emitting siaterial or 10 microcuries of
alpha emitting material shall be free of greater than or equal to 0.005 micro-
c.rries of removable contamination.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. ~

ACTION:

With a sealed source having removable contamination in excess of the abovea.
limit, withdraw the sealed source from use and either: *

1. Decontaminate and repair the sealed source, or
.

'

; 2. Dispose of the sealed source,in accordance with Commission Regulations.1

; b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.
|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5.1 Test Recuirements - Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage
.

and/or contamination by:
1

-

a. The licensee, or
ib. Other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an Agreement

State.

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least 0.005 microcuries.
per test sample.

4.7.5.2 Test Frecuencies - Each category of sealed sources, excluding startup
sources and fission detectors previously subjected to core flux, shall be tested
at the frequency described below.

Sources in use - At least once per six months for all sealed sourcesa.
containing radioactive material:

1. With a half-life greater than 30 days, excluding Hydrogen 3, and
2. In any form other than gas.

b. Stored sources not in use - Each sealed source and fission dStector shall
be tested prior to use or transfer to another licensee unless tested
within the previous six months. Sealed sources and fission detectors

-

transferred without a certificate indicating the last test date shall be
tested prior to being placed into use.

,

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-15
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(
PLANT SYSTEMS

SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION
8

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

.
4.7.5.2 (Continued) .

Startup sources and fission detectors - Eac' sealed startup source andhc.
fission detector shall be tested within 31 days prior to being subjected
to core flux or installed in the core and following ' repair or maintenance .

to the source.
,

,

4.7.5.3 Reports - A report shai. . repared and submitted to the Commission -

on an annual basis if sealed sou..,. fission detector leakage tests reveal ,

the presence of greater than or equa to 0.005 microcuries of removable
,

| contamination.

.
,

f

e

.

I

i

I .

t

.

b

+
I

.

.

! !
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.

:
i
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} PLANT SYSTEMS

j

.3/4.7.6 -MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

1.7.6 - The main turbine bypass system shall be OPERAS---
LE.

APPLICABILITY:
,_

equal to 2 M of RATED THEMAL POWER.OPERATIONALCONDITION1wkthTHERMALPOWERgreate
:.

r than or '-

ACTION:

, @ y 4 With the main t
ine bypass system inoperable, rest-

,

^ status withir,
Cer0 h POWER within the next 4 hours. THERMAL POWER to less th: *he system to OPERABLEhour or reduce

!-

. zS% of RATED THERMAL~
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .;.

_.

4.7.6
The main turbine bypass system shall be demonstrated OPERABf 6b :

'i. 7 ' g, } a.
At least once per 31 days by cycling each turbine b

LE:'

least one complete cycle of full travel, and ypass valve through at
b.

At least once per 18 months by:
*

\

-

'''. 1. Performino a. ; SE LA atic act tem functional t(t i

.
3 .Y ' g ts correct position.on and verifying hich includes simulated auto-"

each automatic valve actuates to-

- 2.

Demonstratind TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMF
_

%'rements wnen measuredTFUm me inital movement of the mainetsthef'o$owing
os ust 5JJ

turt, .ie stop cr control valve:
6 g 3,7,(,.6 { a)

80% of turbine bypass system capacity shall be establi h1 0.3 seconds. s ed inLAI b)
Bypass valve opening shall start in 10.1 seconds\

.w
~

i

INse/LT
'

Ige,J rs 3,m

Fucl bol M G M W
prse.D

e rJ c7 5 3/4- 94 9)
_
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,

REFUELING OPERATIONS ,

i

WATER LEVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND UPPER CONTAINMENT FUEL POOLS
. 3/4.9.9

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over! the top of'trradiated|

fuel assemblies seate in the spent fue1~stora
and uppe'r containment f_el

'

3.9.9 u

pool racks. m 9Q-
irradiated fuel assemblies are in t.he p .t f9% APPLICABILITY: Q ..;7

""' " ~ "" EP" * ""J' I"'I P"I ' *
i

r

$ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all move-core A
u~t of 31_assemblieJiand crane opergifns with load 3.An the spent fuel . storage(,A neent fuel pool areas, as applicable after placina the fue

enen

in a safe condition.f The provisions of SpecificationTor upper co
' assemblies rane soa ^

W kT 3.0.3 are not applicable.
A 1 NeTe.

SutVEILLANCE RE0ti1REMENTS

The water level in the" spent fuel storage and upper containmant fuel:

S f- 4.9.9
- ].f.| pools shall be determined to be at least at its minimus' required depth at least) ,
7 once per 7 days.

.i
s

'
,

-
.

i

.

*
,

4

i

<

'
.

. .

1

.

*
.

ZNserT (
,

' " 9'i P
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PLANT SYSTEMS ,

[[ogg[ k { h f3 ",3/4.7.7 LIOUID STORAGE TANKS * -

|

:

LIMITING COV'ITION FOR OPERATION t

3.7.7 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the following |
'

unprotected outdoor tanks shall be limited to less than or equal to 10 curies,
excluding tritium and dissolved or entrained noble gases. ,

t

a. Cycled Condensats Storage Tank
b. RCIC Storage Tank ,

c. Outside temporary tank |
,

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the quantity of radioactive material in any of the above listed
tanks exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all additions of '

radioactive material to the tank, within 48 hours reduce the tank
contents to within the limit, and describe the events leading to this i

condition in the next Radioactive Effluent Release Report.
|

r
b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable. -

SURVEILLANCE REOUTREMENTS .m ;

r

4.7.7 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the above ,

i listed tanks shall be determined to be within the above limit by analyzing a ,

| representative sample of the tank's contents at least once per 7 days when
'

radioactive materials are being added to the tank.

4

4

e

|

. * Tanks included in this specification are those outdoor tanks that are not
| surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding the tank cortents |

and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area drains connected !
'

to the liquid radwaste treatment system.
|

\ !

| CLINTON - UNIT I 3/4 7-18 AMENDMENT NO. 76 |
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.

-) /, l gow-d To
PLANT SYSTEMS,,

, ,f
_3 /4. 7. 8

MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS MONITORING

OFFCAS-EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE
- .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
- 3 .-

-

3.7.D.1

system shall be Ifmited to less than or equal to 4% by volume.The concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment _
.

--

;
.~

|
APPLICABILITY:

Whenever the main condenser air ejector is in operation
;

ACTION:
.

'
.

..' a.
With the concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatmsystem exceedin
within 48 hours.g the limit, restore the concentration to within the limitent'

'

!b.
The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are hot' applicable

!
. .

3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. > ' |

.. !
.

4.7.8.1\- system shall'be determined to be within the above limits by continuouslyThe concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment __/
_l/-

monitoring the vaste gases in the main condenser offgas treatment system
whenever the main condenser evacuation system is in operation with the hydw
monitors required OPERABLE by Specification 3.3.7.11.

'

rogen'

j )
.

|.-

, *

.

.

! '

.

I
i

i
I
.

.

) 1

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-19
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-s-
tco s.7 50FFGAS-NOBLE GAS RADI0 ACTIVITY RATE

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

0.7.0.2 The radioactivity rate of noble gases measured at the offgas recom-1, s biner effluent shall be limited to less than or equal to 289 millicuries /sec| !
'

I after 30 minutes decay..,.

fd APPLICABILITY: ng operation of the sain condenser air _ej
,. ACTION

.

C6t4D A , With the radioactivity rate of noble gases at the offgas recomoiner effluent
exceeding 289 mOf feuries per second aft =r 30 minutes decay, restore the grossI

.

:.*

h ,

. radioactivity rate to within its Ifnit within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
_ SHUTDOWN within the next 12, hours. g7 gpg g,g g g,- ^

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS N]IMY NO W 0* h,

- tat '

t

4.7.8.241 The radioactivity rate of noble gases at the offgas recombiner,

effluent shall be continuously monitored cy.the Pretreatment Off-Gas process
jt

(.qdiation monitor required to be OPERABLE or as otherwige provided by the ODCH.|,

gg, 4.7.8.2.2>

The radioactivity rate of noble gases from the offgas recombiner
O,$.\ effluent shall be determined to be within the Ifmit of Soecification 3.7.8.2_

-'

, MS
(above) at the following frequencies *py performing an isotopic analysis of a T )

-

|

discharge) of the _offcas recombiner:f-epresentatwe sample of gases LaKerrat the discharge (prior to dilution and/or )
'

At least once per 31 days. MIa.

b. t Within 4 hours following an increase,fa's ineffeated by the Pretreatment,
, Of f-Gas process radiatmn annitdDrequired to be OPEPABLE or as otherwise
'

* provided by the ODCM oftMm" "gn%, af ter factoring out increases
due to changes in THEPy.AL POWER level, in the nominal steady state fission |
gas release from the primary coolant.

'

Y]
.

yoY
er.6.\

| SR

*The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 7-20 Amendment No. 49 |
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'
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219:
Section 3.7 Page 28 of Ila

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

| ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.2 A Note is added to clarify that the isolation of single
components which are supported by the system does not make the
supporting system inoperable. This is considered to be currentr

( interpretation and the note only provides clarity. Therefore,
this addition is considered administrative.

{ A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
i
' A.6 This comment number is nof used for this station.

A.7 New ACTIONS are being added which limit the time an SX
subsystem can be inoperable. Currently no restriction is
actually placed on the time an SX subsystem can be inoperable.
However, of the TSs listed, the most likely impact is

, inoperability of a diesel generator with a 72 hour allowed
| outage time. Therefore, this proposed revision is considered
| an administrative change.

I A.8 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
| include providing " cross references." The existing reference

to the Administrative Controls serves no functional purpose,
and its removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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:

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !

CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE [
!

" Generic
'

i

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
<

i

relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases

| will be controlled by the - provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

|

LA.2 The requirements for OPERABILITY o f '- this system in
non-operating MODES, i.e., MODES 4, 5, and any 'special ;

conditions such as when handling irradiated fuel in the Fuel !

Handling Building or primary containment, have been relocated i

to the procedures. Since this system is a support system for j

other required equipment with their own specifications, the i

definition of OPERABILITY will provide sufficient requirements |
to assure the system can perform its required support function. '

The design features and system operation for the supported |
'

systems are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases |
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications. i

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
I

LA.4 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are l

relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases . Control Process in t

'lChapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

1

L.2 The phrase " actual or simulated" in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the -surveillance
requirement for verifying that each subsystem actuates on an
automatic initiation signal. This allows satisfactory
automatic system initiations for other than surveillance
purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
system can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."

L.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
l
'

|

|

!

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.2 - CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

| ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The existing ACTION to immediately " suspend. operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel" may not be possible ,

for all plant conditions. In such a condition the existing i

ACTION results in "non-compliance with the Technical |
Specifications" and a requirement for an LER. The intent of I

the ACTION is believed to be more appropriately presented in !
the proposed Required Actions. With the proposed ACTIONS, a

i

requirement to initiate actions to suspend OPDRVs is imposed. i

Included in this ACTION is the understanding that best efforts |
'to suspend OPDRVs must continue until they are suspended.

However, with this ACTION, if the suspension of OPDRVs cannot
be accomplished immediately, no LER would be required.

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR -

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced !
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is f

deemed to be administrative.
~

,

A.2 A new Ccndition is proposed which directs entry into LCO 3.0.3 5

if both subsystems are inoperable in MODES 1, 2 or 3. This ;

avoids confusion as to the proper ACTION if in MODES 1, 2 or 3 |

and simultaneously in a special condition such as handling |
irradiated fuel in the Fuel Handling Building. Since this i

ACTION results in the same ACTION as the current specification, ;

this change is considered administrative. j

A.3 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in !

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical !

Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this ;

! requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

A.4 A surveillance requirement is added to clarify that the tests |
of the Ventilation Filter Testing Program must also be ;

completed and passed for determining OPERABILITY of the main !
control room ventilation systems. Since this is a presentation

'

preference that maintains current requirements, this change is |
considered administrative.

'

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

A.7 The chlorine mode of operation was approved for deletion in
Operating License Amendment 12 based on removal of all chlorine
containers of 100 pounds or more from the site. This removal
has been completed and the chlorine mode requirements are no i

longer applicable. Therefore, their deletion has no impact.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
1
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| Section 3.7 Page 31 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
l CTS: 3.7.2 - CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

,

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.9 This change provides consistency between the Applicability and
the Actions. Since this the intent and current interpretation
of the existing Specification, the is considered
administrative.

'

|
|

! RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.i
,

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

j M.1 A new specification is added which delineates specific
{ requirements for OPERABILITY of the Control Room Air
! Conditioning System. This system is necessary to assure the

,

| habitability of the control room in a post design basis
accident environment.

,

A TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
;

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases yd procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the

; USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
1the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in j

Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases !
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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, DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| CTS: 3.7.2 - CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM
i ,

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
(continued) i

'
" Specific"

I
L.1 The Applicability of this specification is revised to exclude

MODE 4 & 5 if no activities are being conducted which may lead
to a need for control room ventilation system operation in the
high radiation mode. The probability and consequences of a
design basis accident are significantly reduced due to pressure
and temperature limitations in these MODES. However, some
activities increase the probability of some accidents and these

,

are retained in the applicability.

L.2 The requirement to perform the system testing on a staggered
test basis is deleted. The current requirement delineates
unnecessary detail for scheduling of the testing. Since the
frequency was not affected, i.e., both current and proposed '

require monthly testing for each subsystem, and scheduling is
not a safety concern as long as both subsystems are not tested

i simultaneously, this requirement can be deleted with no impact
on safety.

L.3 This surveillance requirement is being deleted. In its place
an entire new LCO on the Control Room Air Conditioning (AC)

'

System is being added in this proposal. Although this 12 hour
surveillance requirement is being removed, the new

i specification better demonstrates the adequacy of the control
Room AC System to remove the necessary heat loads.

L.4 The phrase " actual or simulated" in reference to the automatic
initiation signal, has been added to the surveillance
requirement for verifying that each subsystem actuates on an
automatic initiation signal. This allows satisfactory ;

automatic system initiations for other than surveillance
purposes to be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
system can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."

,

i

!

i

|
|

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.3 - RCIC

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location. |

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

i

!

<

,

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.4 - SNUBBERS

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

R.1 The limitations expressed in this specification does not impact
reactor operation, does not identify a parameter which is an
initial condition assumption for a DBA or transient, does not
identify a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and does not provide any mitigation
of a design basis event. Therefore, the requirements specified
in this current TS did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy
Statement technical specification screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
Clinton TS, and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

l

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

. None in this section.
1

|

||

|
1
|

l

|
!

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.5 - SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

I
ADMINISTRATIVE j

!

None in this section.

i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS j

R.1 The limitations expressed in this specification does not impact I
reactor operation, does not identify a parameter which is an |

'initial condition assumption for a DBA or transient, does not
identify a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor }
coolant pressure boundary and does not-provide any mitigation i

of a design basis event. Therefore, the requirements specified

|
in this current TS did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy

| Statement technical specification screening criteria as
! documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the

Clinton TS, and have been relocated to plant documents i

controlled in accordance with 10'CFR 50.59. !

! !
! i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE ;

i

| None in this section.

| |

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE I
; !

None in this section. I

!
!

!

!

l

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.6 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE
I

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

" Specific"

L.1 This proposed revision increases the allowable out of service
time for the Main Turbine Bypass System from 1 hour to 2 hours.
This increase in allowable outage time is based on the time
required to perform even elementary maintenance to this system,
and based on the low probability of an accident occurring
during this increased outage time.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
i
|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.7.7 - FUEL POOL WATER LEVEL

i

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

f

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this ACTION are relocated
to the Bases and procedures. Specifically, " movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies to a safe position" is relocated to

! the Bases. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the
| provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in Chapter 5
| of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 The discussions of " crane operations with loads" have been
! relocated to other plant controlled documents, such as' ,

procedures. The bounding design basis fuel handling accident
over the spent fuel storage pool assumes an irradiated fuel
assembly is dropped onto an array of irradiated fuel assemblies
seated within the pool racks. The movement of other loads over
irradiated fuel assemblies is administratively controlled based
on available analysis for the individual load.

;
;

|
|

I

;

I

!

| CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.7.7 - FUEL POOL WATER LEVEL

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LA.3 The Applicability of this specification is limited to when
irradiated fuel assemblies are being moved in the fuel storage
pool (s). The bounding design basis fuel handling accident over
the spent fuel storage pool assumes an irradiated fuel assembly
is dropped onto an array of irradiated fuel assemblies seated
within the pool racks. Because 60% of the damaged fuel rods
are in the dropped assembly, the consequences for any other
event would be significantly reduced. As indicated in LA. 2
above, administrative controls are applied to the movement of
other loads over irradiated fuel. The additional limitations
expressed in the current specifications for water level do not
impact reactor operation, do not identify a parameter which is
an initial condition assumption for a DBA or transient, do not
identify a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and do not provide any mitigation of
a design basis event. Therefore, the additional requirements
specified in the current TS have been relocated to plant
documents controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

" Specific"

None in this section.

;
,

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 39 of i16

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.7 LIQUID STORAGE TANKS

i

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to !
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in !

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE i

None in this section.
I
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE I,

None in this section.
i

!

: ,

i |

I i
| |
| t
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i

!
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Enclostre 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 40 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.7.8.1 OFFGAS - EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is'being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this

| requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

'
I RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
|

'

| None in this section. !

:

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section,

f

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !

!

None in this section. *

I

I i
i

'

!

i,

|

I,

[

t

| |
| t

i
>

n

!

!
I

l I
.

i

l
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 41 of i16

; DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

CTS: 3.7.8.2 - OFFGAS - NOBLE GAS RADIOACTIVITY RATE
,

| |
*

ADMINISTRATIVE
i

A.1 Two alternatives to the existing ACTION are provided; however, !

these alternatives are essentially actions to exit the ,
,

'
4 Applicable MODE (s), which is always a possible alternative
" ACTION to return to compliance. Therefore, this change is
1 considered administrative. I

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
I

) None in this section.
,

1

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE !

M.1 The amount of increase is changed from greater than 50% to
include an increase equivalent to 50%. This is an ;

inconsequential change that is considered more restrictive i,

since technically it increases the range of releases to be {
'

.

considered. However, no additional performances of the <

surveillance would be expected since the increase is !

insignificant. Additionally, if the source of radioactivity is e

not isolated or the mechanism for the release is not removed |

from service, the plant must be brought to a cold shutdown ~to |

eliminate the source. i
4

M.2 The proposed Required Actions include placing the plant in cold
1

|
. shutdown if the source of the release is not isolated. !
!

Currently, the plant is only required to be placed in hot
shutdown. However, in hot shutdown the plant may still be
producing sufficient steam for operation of the steam jet air
ejectors (SJAE) . Therefore, the plant must be placed in cold
shutdown if the main steam lines remain open with the SJAEs in
operation.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE'

" Generic"
'l

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing this surveillance are
relocated to the Bases and procedures. The design features and
system operation which dictate the methods are described in the
USAR. Additionally, changes to the Bases will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Process in
Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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Section 3.7 Page 42 of 116 j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

fCTS: 3.7.8.2 - OFFGAS - NOBLE GAS RADIOACTIVITY RATE
I

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE |
(continued) i

LA.2 This surveillance requirement has been moved to a plant
controlled document such as the ODCM. The ODCM is currently
contained in Specification 6.14. The ODCM will be required by i

the provisions of the Administrative Controls in Section 5.7.3 ;

and currently contains requirements to provide this monitoring i
of the main condenser air ejector activity release rate.

|

" Specific" f
1

L.1 The Applicability of this proposed Specification is limited to
when at least one main steam line is not isolated. With all of |
the main steam lines isolated, there is no credible significant-
source of radioactive fission gases for the main condenser
offgas system and limits are unnecessary.

l

i
!

!

!
!
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ATTACHMENT 1C

|

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
'

CONSIDERATIONS
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

,"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or simulated" in reference to the automatic '

initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this !signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures |governing plant operations and the acceptability of creating
these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system '

functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability of anaccident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains ;
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase

!in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the
performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself
can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction ;in a margin of safety. '

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

<

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been <

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

!

The Control Room Ventilation System is used to mitigate the
consequences of an accident, but is not considered as the
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such the ;

inoperability of the system will not increase the probability
of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed
Applicability will continue to bound the conditions of the
current design basis accident safety analyses. Under the,

i omitted conditions, the consequences of an event are
significantly reduced due to the operating pressure and
temperature restrictions. Therefore, this change does not
involve any increase to the consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the potential for an accident in the
omitted conditions is significantly lower than during normal
power operation and the initial operating conditions for all
analyzed events continue to be included in the Applicability.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Section 3.7 Page 46 of 116 ;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS |
CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS !

!
!

"L2" CHANGE
!

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |
Specification change and has determined that it involves no i

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards:
|

|1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated? !
;

The Control Room Ventilation System is used to mitigate.the !
consequences of an accident, but is not considered as the ;
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. -As such the ,

inoperability of the system will not increase the probability
|

of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed deletion of ;

the current use of staggered test basis for this system will '

not impact the system response to an accident. Therefore, this !

change does not involve any increase to the consequences of any :
accident previously evaluated. j

i
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different {kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

.

;

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation |
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. -

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or i
different kind of accident from any accident previously !

evaluated.
.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a ;

margin of safety since the change only affects scheduling of !

the surveillance. The conduct of the test and the frequency of ;testing remain the same, but the schedule for conducting the
test is no longer regulated.

>
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.7.1 - SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

| "L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed revision deletes the requirement to verify control
room air temperature on a 12 hour frequency. In place of this
requirement a new LCO is proposed which will verify that the
Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System is OPERABLE. This
new LCO contains a SR which requires that the subsystem
demonstrate the ability to remove the assumed heat load every
18 months. This is a much more definitive SR for determining
whether the Control Room AC System is OPERABLE. Although the
initial control room temperature is used as an initial
assumption in the analyses, it is not an initiator of any
event. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of
an accident previously evaluated. In addition, deletion of the
SR requirement does not change the operation of the Control
Room AC System, but simply deletes an unnecessary check of
temperature. Therefore the consequences of any previously
evaluated accident have not changed.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ,

'

.

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation I
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or '

different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since it makes no physical change in the
plant, nor does it change any operation in the plant. The
deletion of this SR in companion with the new LCO on Control
Room AC System maintains the ability to monitor the ability of
the Control Room AC System to perform, and does not
significantly reduce the margin of safety.
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Section 3.7 Page 48 of 116 |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.7.2 - CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM |

|

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

'

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or simulated" in reference to the automatic |
initiation signal, has been added to the system functional test |
surveillance test description. This does not impose a
requirement to create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate
any restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While
creating an " actual" signal could increase the probability of
an event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this i
signal. The proposed change does not affect the procedures '

governing plant operations and the acceptability of creating i

these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be
utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system
functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not

i involve a significant increase in the probability of an |
| accident previously evaluated.

'

Since the function of the system functional test remains
unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase 1

in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is not created because the
proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and
it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated signal, will not affect the

I performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself

,

can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated." !

Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.-

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS I

CTS: 3.7.6 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

"L1" CHANGE
!

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

! significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
j probability or consequences of an accident previously
j evaluated?

This change would allow an additional hour to restore the main
i turbine bypass system when it is found to be inoperable. The
| main turbine bypass system is not considered an initiator of

any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this change does
not significantly increase the frequency of such accidents.
The proposed change would allow additional temporary operation
with less than the required main turbine bypass capability.

i However, since the only change is in the allowed outage time,
the consequences of an event that may occur during the extended
outage time would not be any different than during the
currently allowed outage time. Therefore, this change does not
significantly increase the consequences of any previously

| analyzed accident.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This change does not result in any changes to the equipment
design or capabilities, but does allow operation of the plant
with equipment not capable of performing its safety function.

;

However, loss of the main turbine bypass function in and of i

itself does not impact the reactor coolant pressure boundary or
its support systems, and therefore, does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The change increases the allowed outage time by one hour. The
margin of safety considered in determining the allowed outage
time is based on engineering judgement and probability of
occurrence of an event requiring the unavailable capabilities.
An extension of one hour which allows appropriate actions to be
taken without undo haste and prevents an unnecessary shutdown
are not considered to impact the relative risk to the public.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant redut tion
in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

|CTS: 3.7.8.2 - OFFGAS - NOBLE GAS RADIOACTIVITY RATE

1

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1
'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated?

|Failure of the main condenser offgas system is a previously
i

analyzed event in the safety analysis and the position of the
main steam line isolation valves considered in the initiation
of the event is not changed. Therefore, the proposed change to :

the Applicability will not increase the probability of any I

accident previously evaluated. The proposed Applicability will
continue to bound the conditions of the current design basis
accident safety analyses. Under the omitted conditions, the !
consequences of an event are significantly reduced since the |
only significant source of radioactive gases is isolated from ,

the system assumed to fail. Therefore, this change does not |
involve any increase to the consequences of any accident '

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the potential for a significant accident
in the omitted conditions is significantly lower with no
credible source of radioactivity and the initial operating
conditions for the analyzed event continues to be included in
the Applicability.
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------------------NOTE--------------------

ual components
gg does not render e =2 Syst @ inoperable.

'

...--

,3[ Verify each subsystei manual, power 31 daysoperated, and automatic wave in the flow :

path servicing safety related systems or i

components, that is not locked, sealed, or
'

otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

\

$) SR 3. 7.1. Verify each
actual or simulated initiation signal. subsystem actuates on an k18 months

c -_-

SR 52.],1 Ven UHS udek volume 15 I" "" " d* ""} ? 6 3 0. crc -$$,, us+1s UHS Enosion,
;

c

sgdweafhydong
'

ud Dhdgwy foy4v
.

-

-

_

ZnsELT e PaqL 3 T~ 3
,

|

.

|

I

-BWR/6-STS-
3.7-4

Rev. O, 0y/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 |
Section 3.7 Page 57 of 116 3 4 Msch T. .

'

4 -

-

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS --

6 Salesyrku(b;v;s;= T.1 +d, D
3.7.2 ["r;;t. arn=-- ;r; g,,, <;;rts" Service Water]S3tt::: 'L"X.

@ vis;e 3 SX _sAsystem)
~

.LCO 3.7.2 The ("PC5 %";) shall be OPERABLE.
;

(MobE.S 1,2, aid 35 ~~
APPLICABILITY: p: tr.: ::rCS 312ic= is . w... J te bc OPCTCC J;

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE .
.

- __
--

_~

(1% Nss=re Corr SeM
A. 79PCS SC inoperable. A.1 Declare M System Immediately,

f - inoperable.
,

@;visiew 3 sy sAsysfe,w] ;

|

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;
'

1 <

| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY j
; .

| |
-

,-

SRL- LL21 Verify water le *1 af tt; [a standby 20 t.e.r; |,

,

P3 L A >=>k t.
' -- cooling tower basin is )| <

~
. ,

7' -------------------NOTE--------------------
- SR 3.7.
f Isolation of flow to individual components

does not render 1 2 = j;S, t:0 __ Q
__

,
1noperab1e __ g ; 3 y ,gj_g_,

__

Opq ..(%js'4* 2 h
-

- verity each tuacs 5"5) manual, power 31 days
operated, and automatic valve in the flow.
pathgservicingsafetyrelatedsystemsor

OD components}{-that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

1 ,

j (continued)

Bs/6% 3.7-5' Rev. O, 49/28/92-
i

|

:
i

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 - --_

Section 3.7 Page 58 of 116 g.,j 3 3g flgyg4 c; y;;O
3.7.2,

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

,'SURVEILLANCE ,' FREQUENCY'n

beve'$sE 3 $($b$4LhtM ~

SR 3.7../ Verify the .':^^^ .;'jactuates on an actual 8[ months
,

E or simulated initiation signal.,

|

i

I

|

!

|

|

|

,

I
1

4N 3.7-6 Rev. O, 19f28/9 6

i

. . -. .. .- -
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! Enclosure 2 to U-602196 k
;s Section 3.7 Page 59 of 116 System !D4

3.7.3 {i _

m
3.7 PLANT SYSTEM g g e) f' orsfa) Ro_srn VerbisA>o '~

3.7.3 Control Ro . rce.. Mr (CP"A)hstem
,

!

co.J7twL /c' o- Vendi
h Two {fM*] subsystems shall be OPERABLE. !

'"
LCO 3.7.3

~

:

1 I
i !

'
j

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
i

k
; i-

I During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the !
i

*

a{ primary or- secondary containmentM i

During CORE ALTERATIONS, ,'
- During operations with a potential for draining the reactor )

vessel (OPDRVs).
*

1-
,

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION ie - REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

LCon._TnoL licon deHTstATw-)
~

%) A. One ffftFA)*' subsystem A.1 Restore {CF"*1 7 days

')
inoperable.,

'

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.'

,

1
i

4 B. Required Action and B.1 :
F

. O Associated Completion Se in MODE 3. 12 hours
Time of Condition A

;
AND

inot met in MODE 1, 2,
1 or 3. 1

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours j
j
>

!

1 (continued)
-

i
:

!

; :
<

-

;

l
1

,

$

: !

:

!

n

B4/6M
3.7-7 Rev. 0,--09/25/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
\ Section 3.7 Page 60 of 116 M System

3.7.3n--

-ACTIONS (continued)
.

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME j
C. Required Action and :

-

associated Completion ------------NOTE------------- .

Time of Condition A LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. .
*

'-----------------------------.not met during
-

sevement of irradiated C.1
fuel assemblies in the [Placei

-

---NOT-
-------- ,

'y %pritnery-cr. secondary
-

oxic gas
pr tion mode if ('8f~ containment}1-during tomatic tr erCORE ALTERATIONS, or /to toxicduring OPDRVs. f prot on ~se is ino le. gTM MgIJAa !------- -------.-- #!._

,~
Place OPERABLE FEMA) Imediately

t

subsystem in

0#
;

r ed -tier.kmode.
'

V
'

.QB QL radiah
C.2.1 Suspend movement of Innediately

iirradiated fuel
iassemblies in the

3} Mrimary-and.
secondary j
containment h

!

.
C.2.2 Suspend CORE t

ALTERATIONS.
Immediately !

'

E
-

C.2.3 Initiate action to Imediatelygp suspend OPDRVs.

W'
3} D. Two subsystems D.1

inoperable in MODE I. Enter LCO 3.0.3. Innediately
2, or 3.

(continued)

|

-BWR/S 5 5
3.7-8

O Rev. 0, '09/2&f92--

. . .



Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.7 Page 61 of 116

g-

C
3.7.3

NoI S'tkr U!. 6 is
ACTIONS (continued) Ju s,w

O '}\
CONDITION/ - W REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME~

Co4hAlk n 06nistATied|
~ E. Two ' ~ subsystems ------------NOTE-------------

~

inoperable during LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.
movement of irradiated

gi fael assemblies in the -----------------------------
vi ppr4 mary $r- secondary E.1 Suspend movement of Imediatelycontainment), during

CORE ALTERATIONS, or irradiated fuel
during OPDRVs. assemb?ies in the

3) pr4 mary-and
secondary
containment @

M
E.2 Suspend CORE Imediately

ALTERATIONS. |

M
E.3 Initiate action to Imediatelysuspend OPDRVs.

,

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_ SURVEILLANCE h;
FREQUENCY

cen&ce\ b. Gap (wNkb 4kre%L 4Le makeup 4illerD
=m

g SR 3.7.3.1
Operate each ICis.,yisubsystemtforge 10
continuous hours with the heaters operating.

31 days
-

! + "w. ej;;iaa i u.e 4 h::t r:)- I,

l

:. Z :iriduht
%

w

bj 3.7.3f,3 Perfom required %T",h filter testing in
SR

In accordanceaccordance with the Ventilation Filter with th VFTP N y
~~

Testing Program (V }},4._

R
512 3,7.3.1 Cr e fad Om4rol b V la44s (continued)

'

g3 .. ,w w u u m u.+ u
1 '

!

p%recircula4im DAer 4*r h 8 C "'''"" b#*
_3pf5 m ,

3.7-9
Rev. O, 09/28/92 --

O
|
,

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

Section 3.7 Page 62 of 116

r , . ,- , - .. , 3.7,31

*k{'?10) Your~'-)3gfdM:o(-S\
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)dd ^ ^ s |N

--

i
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

Co8771oL n ged714 God)}| SR 3.7.3. Verify each -{4r+FA subsystem actuates on an k18 months

~

^

actual or simulated initiation signal.
i

-- - T :

,(oMr l W M45\rde'en.),,,, o
*

SR 3.7.3 Verify each t:r~f U subsystem can maintain k18
, _i

1 /
, a positive pressure ~of ag7inchQater onths

on a p
gauge relative tofad'acent hMde ;;@ ionn STAGGEREDduring thedi;-i ' mode of operat TEST BASIS

.

.

s

at a flow ratefo.f5 .cfm. !
.

' ' ' '

(h;9_h radlaki& 9000 ;'

~

v 7

se 3.u.s 44 Ac air Udce r^h of b se - +ks
.

negaMee pressure portEc>1.s c4 4Le '

;

C n k l % m Ve,4:la % S sse n i.sy
S G CO CAM,

|| M -y ,

|

P3
\O

'

.

.

4

-

)

i

I
.

B6/N
3.7-10O Rev. O, -09/28/9E-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
<

Section 3.7 Page 63 of 11

I , $/ MControlRotmAC
3

stem
3.7.4 <

i

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

$j 3.7. Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) stem

LCO 3.7.4 $1 Tw control room AC bsystems shall be OPERABLE.
i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3 |

During move, ment.of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
~f| p{' primary or secondary containmentM

During CORE ALTERATIONS, '

During operations with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel (OPDRVs).

,. ,

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

$| A. On control room ACf A.1 Resto control room 30 dayssubsystem inoperable. AC}4ubsystem to
OPERABLE status, ,

v

O C f. Required Action and
Associated Completi Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Time of Condition A,ND.D'

|
not met in MODE 1, 2, t>

or 3. 72 Be in MODE 4. 36 hoursl
- ,a

. .

g < ^

(continued);E jmMolre>*n 3.) b g w w i <co m q ,%
\ -nspw. m :. ,c Ee,<,s ><s ,

\ 8''# W okIf pvy,

i g 8p Se py 3, ;,

'
,

'cvac s a d v :
h.1 Ys_

,
_ I.

.b [d 3r\b,

6--

\ a

2nw teare ?C O'''t \$ dc0;-d %r -c
| Q um an.' _

~
c

-BWR/6-MS--
3.7 11 Rev. O, 09/28/92~

, - , , , , , , - - - . . - . , . ~ . , .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
\ Section 3.7 Page 64 ofi16 $( JL.{ Control Room AC
,

ystem
3.7.4

ACTIONS (continued)!

,O REQUIRED ACTION
CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME ;

( '
Required Action and -.

associated Completion ------------NOTE-------------
LCO 3.0.3 is not ap !Time of Condition A -------------------plicable. Inot met during T

---------

movement of irradiated [).
1

g r-imary-or secondary J) M control room AC N
Imediately '!fuel assemblies in the Place OPERABLE

'

containment)$-during subsystem in

CORE ALTERATIONS. or
operation. -

during OPDRVs.
QR

,

i'

E 2.1 Suspe:id movement of
.

irradiated fuel Imediately {
l

assemblies in the i

@n fpr4mery-and !
!secondary

containment %

A.!LD !

i
.2.2 Suspend CORE

ALTERATIONS.
Ilenediately

{ANDO D '

g.2.3 Initiate action to' Immediately j
,

suspend OPDRVs.
'

!

M. T
($'e \ sub hcontrol om AC 0.1 kn' ter LCO 3 Ihediately

!
tems in rable

\inMOD 1,2,orN3. x
\ \

.

s

(continued)

4 WRf6-S M-- ;
3.7-12 1

Rev. O, 09/28/92 -

O
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 65 of116 $) J--{ Control R:om AChystem

1 3,7,4
!

ACTIONS (continued)
1

!

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

E. -T contre; i.eed
--

7 ------------NOTE-------------
f_ tst3yetc.;,a ir,cpiretid LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.during movement of[ frradiated fuel -----------------------------

assemblies in the E.11) Mprimary or secondary Suspend movement of Imediatelyirradiated fuel '

y containment}f-during
CORE ALTERATIONS, or assemblies in the
during OPORVs. 3 \ 9 primary- nd . < .

secondary
' containmentW
3gd(h [k);ononO AND\

$, [ c%$cciolc0 UmplelioD t

# E.2 Suspend CORE
f ,mc oC fjyj;+ ion ALTERATIONS.

Immediately!
i

\ 2 nf md AND

E.3 Initiate action to Isenediatelysuspend OPDRVs.

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_. SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3. 4.1 Verify eac controlroomACNubsystemhas 18hnthsgj the capability to remove the assumed heatload.

,

l

1

-BWR/6173-
3.7-13

Rev. O, 49/28/92

O
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 !
Section 3.7 Page 66 of 116 Main Cend:nser Offgas

;

3.7.5 |

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS |

3.7.5O Main Condenser Offgas

Thetoenm>-ee%p=i;r @LCO 3.7.5 -

ctt.it0 rate of the noblep Vthe offgas recombiner effluent ases measured at '

shall be 5'

,after decay of 30 minutes}r-t. mci /second

2.89
APPLICABIL]TY: MODE 1

N MODES 2 and 3 with any
main steam line not isolated andsteam jet air ejector (SJAE) in operation.

ACTIONS

-

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

. . -

COMPLETION TIME

(%Me o.e+QQ @oic
Restore & = Q

,

j A. [Erass ; .m J,y A.1
rate of the noble m -

e_ 72 hours
gases not within 9tt M ty? rate of the
limit. noble gases to within

limit.
i

B. Required Action and B.1 iO associated Completion Isolate all main 12 hours
Time not met. steam lines.

o
N

B.2 Isolate SJAE. 12 hours
93

B.3.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
hED

B.3.2 Be in MODE 4.
_

36 hours

c.BwR/S ;;5
3.7-14

Rev. 0, 09/28/92~~~

O
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Main Condenser Offgas
Section 3.7 Page 67 of 116 3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
;

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.5.1
-

-------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be perfonned until 31 days
after anydmain steam line not isolated

h - .$. . . S $$$[.. $$'....................
Verify the{strc: a rttudio n+',Q- - - - -

its rate of the 31 daysnoble gases is 5M mci /secondfafterat
PI decay of 30 minutes , 'p

AND

%$ Once within
4 hours after a
e 50% increase
in the nominal
steady state

r6 fission gasg; release +after
i--

factoring out
increases due
to changes in
THERMAL POWER
level

O ,

.

d

0

|

|

|
-BWM5 575=

3.7-15O Rev. 0, 09/28/92 -

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Main Turbine Bypass System
.

Section 3.7 Page 68 of I16 3.7.6 I,

>
,

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS !
,

'

3.7.6 Main Turbine Bypass System
;
'
,

LCO 3.7.6
The Main Turbine Bypass System shall be OPERABLE.

!%-,

j-

!}} LCO 3.2.2, " MINI
an inoperable Main Turbine BypassER RATIO (MCPR)," limits for

'

the [COLR], are made applicable. ecified in i

Ng'|
.

APPLICABILITY:
THERMAL POWER e 25% RTP.

L

'
i

*

ACTIONS i
,

'|
CONDITION IREQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

A. {n t -t: :f 1 A.I - [nt i . ', ...e 2 hours'"^ ^ a- Main
:;. :. .[s.... :f theTurbine Bypass System Ii

E^ : tore Main
'

inoperable. L Turbine Bypass System 4

Ti O toOPERABLEstatus.Q i
.

]
B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours '

i4

associated Completion
Time not met. to < 25% RTP.,

i

|

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

. SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify one complete cycle of each main
turbine bypass valve. 31 days-

j

,

(continued) i4

-BWR/G SIS *

3.7-16O Rev. 0,-09/28/92-
.
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3

; Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Main Turbine Bypass System ;

Section 3.7 Page 69 of 116 3.7.6 j
I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) !

'

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY ,

2

tSR 3.7.6.2 Perform a system functional test.
$) 18 months

,

;

i'

. '

;SR 3.7.6.3
Verify the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE 18honthsTIME is within limits.

<

.

,

|

4

i

,

I

I

f

|

O !

;

-BWR/6 T 3,7 17
Rev. O, 09/28/92 -
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 Fuel Pool Water Level
! Sevion 3.7 Page 70 of 116 3.7.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMSO: 3.7.7 Fuel Pool Water Level

LCD 3.7.7

pool and upper containment fuel storage pool racks. irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel storage 23ktoverthetopof
The fuel pool water level sha be

APPLICABILITY:
,

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
associated fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION _

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel pool water level A.1 -....--. NOTE-.-------not within limit. LCO 3.0.3 is not
applicable.
.....................

.

!
Suspend movement of Imediatelyirradiated fuel)

assemblies in the
associated fuel
storage pool (s).1

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.7.1 Verify the fuel pool water level is ;

Q23hft over the top of irradiated fuel 7 days

assemblies seated in the storage racks. i
'

-BWR/61 TS-
3.7-18 Rev. 0, 4 /28/92
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e -- ^^ yggw] sy,+ and HS[ i'p Q|tISrun i %d 2 & dowrJ g43 s s B 3.7.13

; B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS (d Enclosure 2 to U-60219O/Section 3.7 Page 71 of 11< |(S h gi-

B 3.7.1 B+5 d y Se7vice Water W )
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)}b]

a
. 51sp6 s

-

BASES
A

BACKGROUND M The
System is designed to provide cooling water for

@ the removal of heat from unit auxiliaries, such as Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) System heat exchangers, standby dieselU

. generators (DGs), and room coolers for Emergency Core
! b>* * 6C T0" Cooling System equipment recuired for a safe reactor

.

shutdown following a Design Basis %ident (DBA) or\ M ?M i",# j ^transient. The [6SW} System also provides coalius to unit\ * M'-
[

components, as required, during nomal shutdowd and reactor /
,

,

I

isolation modes. During a DBA, the equipment required fo
i

a

normal operation only is is61ated from the -

S ste , and! cooling is directed anly to safet related e uipmen .
gj( The-f3316(p%;sg2,aI)@ n Os- gg,

System consists
cooling water headers (c=]of g c [m59 ndependent

/ = r: - - : ?), and theirassociated pumps pipin
hpumpsr.,er en:g, valves, and instrumentation.a ..

' -" - -- = n c h p rc : :E.O ?ira w=ter ;"--ar= shed tifprovide
related systems during safe shutdown of the unisufficient cooling capacity to support the required safety!

y - r*-runce-. = :t accident (LOCA). JE ym; . . =t following aloss of coolan,

;; e e N:r"i;e ecue- nt~ in {S0 0 Oi *;ieni 1 -no 21\ ....z..M" ~ ~y' ;

Th k UHS N ons [ists1 f M . :---._._i:', __ ad psd% &J WW LLke wL,'ck prev,'cles)'In g : q -- . g +; *y ~4 n, twa ( -
- - '- m . :a95 , ; "

,' ,d |
n.2 w z ,, .; S

__ n - ..a ....u ,r,,ggy ,
water inventory 4 e e"9% for all -ESSWI System post LOCA
cooling requirements.for a 30 day period with no external
makeup water source available (Regulatory Guide 1.27

~
J Re f. 1) . *: d - % r; 'a * -+ ' + 'r ; m '':d \

i .uWm h..;;, y i,(m ''.. 3 On. . a 'J:t: rr*m P5'e
- gg

- ~ , Cooling wateris pumped from the - = ---
.. .--

h
qugDbpstmm2Nt supply,headert (='yw- 2 Map pumps to the essential components thfough the W

by then,__ .-

--

CS Mikiving heat from the components -- ;). After.

g ys_
to the - -"- --" where the hea he water is discharged_

is re
i

' sh cc ce % wiIn rei+nt E D;Jide*.s.iected,
1,7. e#3)Q

%;s;m IaR ^

---

-- -
,%;;,mm A onuj> supply cooling water to (2dh

equipment required for a safe reactor shutdown.ee!!aDAdditional

(continued)CL/AITorJ ~
_

-BirR/6-STS- gd paf B 3.7-1 Rev. 0,49/28f90-O
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'l+W3 an h 0HS [ i
4 .Aqsb s B 3.7.1 ,

S

BASES Enciosure 2 to U-602196 I

O
'

n age 2 om6

einformation on the desig andoperationofthvBACKGROUND'

(continued) }|| and$lHSFal ng with the specific equipment for which the ystet
i

pSystem supplies c cling water is provided in the
' *

SectionA w and_the SAR,
SAR Tablep[9.2-3F-(Refs. 2 and 3,espectively). The@ SX single active or pa% 3 FSystem is designed to withstand a

ssive failure, coincident with a loss of
offsite power, without losing the capability to supply
adequate cooling water to equipment required for safe
reactor shutdown.

Following a DBA or transient, th
automatically without o System will operate
supported systems (e.g.perator action. Manual initiation of, suppression pool cooling) is, :!however, perfomed for long tem cooling operations.

I

095 S U
SAFETYANALYSES[c::fw:::f2-"
APPLICABLE The c 1C m

_ , r r - .hMSf::M s 6-
available for all that sufficient water inventory is I
requirements for a 30 daSystem post LOCA cooling
water source available (y period with no additional makeu NCN'E Ref. 1) . Theabilityofthe'G34
System to support long tem cooling of the reactor or/
containment is assumed in evaluations of the equipment

'

t/ ,

re uired for saft reactor shutdownO. $ $)( Sec ions t . . W M 6.2.1.1.3.3. resented in the SAR,
.

ndChapterd15t- pI
Theseanalyses} include(Refs. 2, 4, and 5, respective

,

the evaluation of the 1enn term nrimary containment response
.

after a design basis LOCA.
-

cooling water for the RHR suppression pool cooling mode toTheM0" ;providefrr7sarydefb,w,5 ' M
,

limit suppression pool temperature and primary containment 7 !IWE
pressure following a LOCA. This ensures that the primary

py ;

containment can perfom its intended function of limiting
>

the releau nf radioactive materials to the environmentfollowing a LOCA.
other components assumed to function durinTheR5GW3eSFEAUmfalso provideyooling to

~

:

RHR and Low Pressure Core Spray systems). g a LOCA (e.g.,Also, the ability
to provide onsite emergency AC power is dependent on the :
bility of th S&W System to c the s. i

,

The safety ana yses for long te
perfomed, as discussed in the /SAR, Sectionscontainment cooling were

081 M6.2.1.1.3.3@for a LOCA, con) cur (Refs. 4 and 6,andM6.2.2.3f-

respectively),
power, and minimum available DG power. rent with a loss of offsite i

The worst case
single failure affecting the performance of the 49WioSystem

,

(continued)

-BWR/6-ST& B 3.7-2O Rev. O, 4 9/28/42
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i N 5Y' ' 8 3*7 1
BASES

.
-

- _ )(

O is the @railu e-h$oO
~

APPLICABLE Me= les ?) k
T

SAFETY ANALYSE. turn affect one the tgi+standb
DGs, which_would in(continued) the analyses is subsystem. The

SW1 flow assumed inI pm per
. .

SAR, Table 6.2-2R Ref. 7). pump to the heat exchan er
Reference 2 discussesystem rerfo

nce during these conditions.
'

g

Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.TheESSW} System,togetherwithtdONS[ satisfy
1

{
,

LCO x -

givision 2)'-of theThe OPERABILITY of EE y:==dDivision 1[and rrem... sSystem is required to ensure the
effective operation of the RHR System in removing heat from

,

!

the reactor, and the effective operation of other safety__- -

related equipment during a DBA or transient.(phis;,w !

subsystems to be OPERABLE ensures that either g_ quiring bothRe
!

q:D will be available to provide adequate capability to4e bividew I n 2- ..__w
meet cooling requirements of the equipment required for safedbsys4Ah
shutdown in the event of a single failure.

A subsystem is considered OPERABLE when:

The associated pump is OPERABLE;
a.

- -QM T|.e .>> x i$ E "HS P ':M MBjd) and/

-

conbed The associated piping, valves, instrumentation
controls required to perform the safety relatedwder volurne ok , and

function are OPERABLE2N*
exdud % 5 M " * OPERABILITY of thehShsased on a~ e p m ure c: "nN wid va.

u TY of each s stem
|

7r
re ' ing a mini

% sin water levOrcRAglDTY of 4ke
130 f inches] mean vel (equiva or above elb;v;nm 3 5X s.bsystm of a n

|

is o4Leessed by @ D5 3 inches]) a an indicated '

or OPERABLE c oling toweri

!; s.u," b;visW 3 5/
SA qs+ M . The isolation of the ;

ystem to components or systems
not affect the OPERABILITY of the Dr Sne-Lmay render those components or systems inoperable, but does Q

<

y

RssociaAe[St SOEysfR.
-

APPLICABILITY. ) In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the
yi'== M URSQ required to be OPERABLE to support OPERABILITY of the

- are 7
'

_

h6h,ELAGmiM7.dqttewIeM45/Sy5Es
1

(confinued)
-BWR/4-STS-

B 3.7-3
Rev. 0, 09/28/92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ry
i Section 3.7 Page 74 of 116 h| h/p/$/Dy ) % d 2 M W and UHsfmyL' B 3.7.1

BASES

h/

APPLICABILITY1

(continued)
equipment serviced by the

nd
required to be OPERABLE in taese MODES. -

*g g
In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the'

System and :
are determined by the systems they support. (

,

.,

ACTIONS @s
{If one or cooling towers have o an inop'erable i.iup to one fan p cooling tower i erable), action mus(t be].;gg aken to restore t operabG PERABLE status within cooling tower fan (s) tos.^/2

The 7 day Completi ime is re nable, based on the lowse/lTFM"u I
S r b'biiitY f ''c i d"'t 'c"rri"wer fan is inoperable in"ri"S th' 7 d'r5 th't

;
' qne coolin

t-

iowers,
e number of available systems, ae or more cooling !

the time 'p>qu d to complete the Required. Action.

hna

he '' '5 "d f subsystem is inoperabl
for reasons other than

-

ConditionA)TitmustberestoredtoOPERABLEstatuswithin
s ; m 2. 6 /

i j - ."J 72 hours.

OPERABLE'-{45W] subsystem is adequate to perform the heatWith the unit in this condition, the remaining
,

M8 5 '"'

removal function. However, the overall reliability isf n 1 S(f
reduced because a single tailure in the OPERABLE W
subsystem could result in loss ofCfunction.

N
% sy

the redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE 72 hour Completion Time was developed taking into account
The

subsystem and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
,

this period.

The Required Action is modified by two Notes indicatin
the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.B.1, "AC Sourcesg that

Operating," and LCO 3.4.9, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown," be entered and the
Required Actions taken if the inoperable {GEW . subs
results in an inoperable DG or RHR shutdown c{,$ ling

'

respectively. This is in accordance with LCO asysbo

ensures the proper actions are taken for the .0.6 an '

components.

31 s >( I

(continued)
ITiR/6 5ii

B 3.7-4
Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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INSERT B4A j

b n.1
i

If the UHS is inoperable (i.e., the UHS vater volume is not
within the limit), action must be taken to restore the i

inoperable UHS to OPERABLE status within 90 days. The 90 day
completion Time is reasonable considering the time required to
restore the required UHS volume, the margin contained in the
available heat removal capacity, and the low probability of a
DBA occurring during this period.

O

:
.

|
|

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.7-4 10/1/93
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M -[SSW] System an UHSb
{ Enclosure 2 to U-602196 TSection 3.7 Page 76 of 116 - " **

BASES pfff$/6 d [ % d 2 h,

j -

_e _U-
~

ACTIONS Septud k% all ass ocMed _,

{ (continued) C 1 and C.2 Mfr%n Lc o f Cndle A 'P
-

-

f 'br 5
If the i's "m"are ref met -

_;

:::::: ::m es- n. . u ncia,.ci ra=M atia= - ~ -: : =---- - " y'ne
subsystems are inoperable';g -- r-. or both-

i m . . .. . . . . .=77W
ee m : , _.. iM A= " :

~ -
- - c,

1.J ..-_: C: d? -i.. d i the unit must' be placed in
_:.u _:

_m,

a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.!
To achieve this

12 hours and in MODE 4'within 36 hours. status, the unit must-be placed in at least MODE 3 within
i

,

!

The allowed! Completion Times are reasonable, based on operatingi
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full !

power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutj
challenging unit systems.

k
_

- i

,

i

3

4

-

SURVEllt.ANCE k 3.7.1.1 TAMEP T -b 4 E 3 7'' 7 --h \REQUIREHENTS"

This SR en s adequate long tem days) cooling can be '

,

i maintained. Wi e [ UHS] water urce below the minimum

,

M level the affected bs em must be declared |

'

inoper,able. The 24 hour Fre
experience related to tre is based on operating
during the applicable ES. g of the ter variationsin ;

'

i ~

t S 1.2
i

~

This SR verift water 1
.| the intake structure [in each [SSW) pump well of
; % operation of the sufficient for the proper

pump vortexing ar[SSW et positive suction head andu
1 nsidered i

ency is based on opeermining this limit).
i The 24 hour Fr
i related to n in experience

appitcable . DES. g of the parameter variati ns during the:
1 -

~ _

i SR h3 ~

.N
, h Verification oh

removal capabili a mperature ensures that the heat{ SW) System is within theassumptions he DBA analys The 24 hour Frequency is
'

based o erating experience rela_ para er variations during the applicab trending of the
d

S.
_

~

(continued)
-T5WR/6 5 6 -

i B 3.7-5 Rev. 0, W/26/92-
t
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(gg|fgy) /gg 2 $g .

-e x

SURVEILLANCE ~ SR 3.7.1.4
REQUIREMENTS ' ~

(continued) Operating each cooling tower fan for !

,

are OPERABLE and v minutes ensurest

all associated controlsare functioning 1.
'

failure, or excessiv- M
so ensures that fan or motor- !

*

can be detected forcorrective actio he 31 day Fre s based on
;

operating e ience, the known reliability o ;units,
redundancy available, and the low probabi' i

an

icant de radation of the cooling tower fans occKurring
si '

j
etween Survei lances,s-

I3 q Ndslos.
'-

SR 3.7.1.
;mut I sX

Verifying the correct alignment for each manual, power
~

h operated, and automatic valve in each
path provides-assurance that the proper flow paths willsubsystem flow'.

,

N. ,'5' 7 - exist form operation.IM"L S% that are locked, sealed This SR does not apply to valves
t"

since these valves were, verified to be in the corrector otherwise secured in position,g,A,qs h
i

position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. i

also allowed to be in the nonaccident position and yetA valve is" g' gh j

considered in the correct oosition. provided it can be ;

automatically realigned to its accident positT5HF This SR
"S'"g 9

i

does not require any testing or valve manipulation; rather i
it involves verification that those valves capable ofh , i,.

This SR does not apply to valves that cannot bepotentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.
;

iinadv. eftly misaligned, such as check valves. !X sAryste6C--

(This S_ is modified by a. Note indicating that isolation of
R

gthe c-_
:.=.;;pto components or systems may render those

OPERABILITY of theJS3BF:5HRt. components or systems inoperable, but does not affect theEl
a.ssocided s
Sy w ksystew. pumps, valves, and piping are OPERABLE, but a branchAs such, when all fG5W)|

i

connection off the main header is isolated, the t.Cl_ Sn5D -

is still OPERABLE.
'f

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment. is
consistent with the procedural controls governin .

operation, and ensures correct valve positions. g valve

(continued)
.-nio a43

B 3.7-6
Rev. O,-09/26/92- )
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'

Section 3.7 Page 78 of 116 h| lh(Ord f %d k @ ,

BASES

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1 '&sytt bIV Sb" IREQUIREMENTS <

(continued)

1D( @]rtrmeer will automatically switch to the safety orThis SR verifies that the automatic isolation valves of the
'

|

the safety related equipment during an accident event.energency position to provide cooling water exclusively to
|
'

is demonstrated by use of an actual or simulated initiationThis
signal.
capability pithPMSW1 ouan c :This SR also verifies the automatic start-g-

i

::::- x=subs n..: in each m6=ystem. W.c LOCIC-;7;fffMi,NCMOZ. TC ! in !" 2.2.'.,.; C
|

s

hp this SP te prc'/ide cerplete tem"O e' th
\ function.3 ::f:tp j

'

Operating experience has shown that these couponents usuallypI pass the SR when perfomed on theo[18Wnth Frequency.
Therefore, this Frequency is concluded to be acceptable fromi a reliability standpoint.

.

REFERENCES 1.
Regulatory Guide 1.27, Revision 2. January 1976.

|-e2. SAR, Section 6.z ("[ 1

fSAR,Tablk9.2-3}&. 3.

~ fSAR Sectionk 6.2.1.1.3.3 @
4.

/SAR,Chapteh15F5.

f SAR,Sectich6.2.2.3%tJ on 6.

d,o# 63'S 95AR,Tabih6.2-2h7. E

.

- x

SR 5. 7. I. L
06 .

Tb4 52 verifies uM3 cua:|er velume Is

E 59 3 a.cre feef (excko%) r a'imedhe

h SylveJ/wcc Pre 9ee~cy i.s <1J +c conda sce
'

6n Yh U//S* EtzesieiJ, sed,o,e / mmifping
cv0 Dited'7 iaf aa.ma'

-- -

~BWR N B 3.7-7 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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<&C5 5wirSection 3.7 Page 79 of 116 g 3 $K 8 3.7.2

. B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS b065 SM '

~

B 3.7.2 H.J. F c>>u.c Cui e 5 prey (rGGG), Service Water M: h3

D/V ISt ed 3 SMdod Sub5v5bBASES

P4
MS/od 3 5 rubs stem

BACKGROUND The .
_ is designed to prov de cooling water for the p4

( System. removal of heat from components of the Division 3 Q
(W b Presse ces

. iS
-

'
-

'
(sprow (HPc6 P4 iThe

consists of @ Ultimate Heat 5 ink (UH !~__ ., one cooling water header ubsit:testEra the[b,,e,Jh
"

_ _-m. c. u. . u.'-- w"" * Syste and the associated
_

- fr. w sk W PumptP pi ing, and valves. ,

T|.e is ( B ) considered part_ of the
System (LCO 3.7.1, "(URS)h- eStre". D; si

;

.ggQp:p nd 'e
ltimate Heat Sink

'. . . ,

44
!. -- Cooling watei

;pMWa is pumped from a UHS water source by the (!SDsg 3 $[-

M u % ::r;m wp pump to the essential components through the
= i:; supply header. After removing heat from

;_;

the com
+em,ponents, the water is discharged to,Jir;;t re-+tt,i ovul i ng-te th:

h;et :.11,ieucu Un uuy7 2.cl
@ kiSIgjpod 35 su^ ) Msys

The "r:5~S"'3
Division 3 HPCS dieselspecifically supplieJ) cooling water to the
HPCS pump room cooler. genergator jacket water coolers and
it will provide adequate cooling water to the.g_quipmentThe e-eualpump is sized such that<.

required for safe shutdown._ Following a Design Basis %him3Accident or transient, the ='CS Sh'S will operate <

/N -

automatically and without operator action as descrihe inSAR, Sec n (Re f. 1) .
?>

,

4 x
, ~ - ~

o^/ 3SUAPPLICABLE
The ability of the TC~ ~/.;5 to provide adequate cooling toSAFETY ANALYSES
the HPCS System is an implicit assumption for safetyanalyses evaluated in the

| (Re 2 and 3_. res ectiv 1 AR, Chapters _[6(and [15}4
f4 7 V

The g7:. ELS
satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy

Pl55 '

..

Statement.

it

LCO

'HPCS System will operate as required.The TC m is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the
An OPERABLE 4152fp*1

pq . Isicm 16X ysb
(continued)

-9tRffr5T5--
B 3.7-8 Rev. O,-99/26/92- !
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Section 3.7 Page 80 of 116

gQh5y5 |

,

BASES
_. .

3

LCO _

consists of 5- 6aE50L: ""e;' an OPERABLE pump; and an
,

(continued)
,
'

OPERABLE
-

, source and transferring the water to theow path, capable of taking suction from theh
15% 3 sg i n;;d ete. ~

appropriate unit equipment. hsc 55#b;visk I ad 't. id)!The OPERABILITY of the UHS is ep "iRdj'~ Psasphus a d 4ke N
-

He ar, th; OP:"#!L!T" :! the h= cia in LCO 3.7.1.c

dm ..et ..'.'eci. s;.. GFErmon.n v '
raaling +a- r fa ns,_.

1i=i+M het . .;; 4.. ...i, :1. ;;:pMon.th; "*CS SWS. due to the2-

. , < ~ r >

: .U :.- -
APPLICABILITY Tisc mi. s 6 ius

% ,,fy. oi35. Q S."'..O 8NE'sU~',,8""*"'" 8YGiET6BRITYeft.'.cJ-69-BW,bddir}'1b
,m . .-- """ ' ~

. ..
_ _ ,

ACTIONS A1.

d When the "S 'N3 is inoperable, the capability of the HPCSMg\530y 3 S stem to perfort its intended function cannot be ensured
>

Apt T erefore, if thr"PC: C'pM J 4 is inoperable, the HPCS System
.

aust be declared inoperable imediately and ConditiontpJof LQLCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating," entered. ji 00 3%.2, "Eccs;-SLAdewn,' %g--

__

""" _ _ )
SURVEILLANCE h .7.2.1

_

-

REQUIREMENTS

This 5R ens
With the URS wa that adequat ooling can be maintained.

he .-GWS must be declare ow the minimum level, the ttPe3-ourt

rable. The 24 hour Frequency isbased on op g experien lated to trending of theparamet ations during the a
ble MODES.

~

1 P3SR 3.7.2. +

N Verifying the correct alignment for each manual, power
b g gr) 3

.
g operated

path prov, and automatic valve in the NGct " *uira

[% ypa^
- exist for"j_ des assurance that the proper flow paths will
g v.atar flowdl a" -

operation.

apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwiseThis SR does not
secured in position, since these valves are verified to be
in correct position prior to locking, sealing, or securing

.

(continued)
-BWR/&-STS-

B 3.7-9 Rev. 0,49f28/92~
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PN -

_

INSERT B9A b'vIs 2m 3 5% Su)osy
- aw

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the qiPCS SW5 Tis required to be OPERABLE
to support OPERABILITY of the HPCS System since it is required
to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CT"OS ','L"]

and the UHS are determined by the HPCS System.

|

1

l

| |
1 i

| !

|

|
|
1

|

| INSERT
I CLINTON B 3.7-9 10/1/93

|
|
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196 \ r)Igj$f6 8 3.7.2 !
1,

l/ #Section 3.7 Page 82 of 116 MBASES
-

_

$
SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.7. (continued)

-

REQUIREMENTS
.

'

A valve is also allowed to be in the nonaccident posti. ion

be automatically realigned to its accident position withinand yet considered in the correct position, provided 9t canthe required time.
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification thatThis SR does net require any testing orthose valves capable of
in the correct position.potentially being mispositioned are
that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as checkThis SR does not apply to valvesvalves.

7
D/gjh

2
Thi

SR'is modi ied-by a Note indicating hat isolation ofpl g# J:rSS !!!j to components or
those components ords stems inoperable . ystems may renders

but does not affectthe OPERA 31LITY of thC
%[u"SS S'35] pumpf, valves [uorg Sue] Sgt.y. As such, when

, and piping are OPERABLE, but a
branch connection off the main header is isolated, the

g
["""' " 9 is still OPERABLE.SAsiem 3 #
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governin
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. g valve

93 SR 3.7. ./
ssolaMe* D VIStod 3 Ni

esyst,-

will automatically switch to the safety or emergencyThis SR verifies that the automatic valves of the frSS Sid
,

position to provide cooling water exclusively to the safetyrelated equipment during an accident event.
demonstrated b use of an ac This is
signal. Th L. .. n:.::; r=tual or simulated initiationTIO;a TCT .n 3R 3.3.;.1.fr it gurupithu5"t;;revidei

t

~ wouicie atia; ;f L - Te+i CG ti;; 1

r u SR also vet M Ie5 EeNdME thr
~ Operating expen nc:lig of A Divisim 3 se pump. ..QClat

e nas snown that taese compo))
,

pass the SR when perfomed at the'{18}^ month Frequency.ts usually
Therefore, this Frequency is concluded to be acceptable froma reliability standpoint.

i

.

4 WRffMiT P (continued)
B 3.7-10 Rev. O, 09/28/92---
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section 3.7 Page 83 of 116
6ufSt/SIfM *

BASES (continued) ~

REFERENCES 1. AR, Sectio t u C#
,

2. FSAR, Chapterk6%

3. FSAR,ChapteD15[,

i

4

.

:i

;)

.

l

,

|

i
.

.

--BWR/5 575
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS -

.
,lay !B 3.7.3 A-{ Control Room . . pJT

.- garA)} System 3I -
:..

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 [
BASES Section 3.7 Fage 84 of I16.

|

<

BACKGROUND The
_

,

System provides a radiologically controlled'
environment from which the unit can be safely operatedcoda;ns o. ma b p following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

! 'I" " #
The safety related function of t J S System used toreeircula4M al5A9,

1 concol radiation exposure consists of two independent andIke edeup 4ibe ;

reduneet high efficiency air filtration subsystems for
treatment Of recirculated air or outside supply air.N

h. @aol hos Eachi subsystemfcon;4sts of a demister, an electric heater, a ~
prefilter, a high efficiency particulate. air (HEPA) filter,
an activated charcoal adsorber section.f a second HEPAQDDW
filtejr la fan and the associateo auctwork anc campers)
DemisTers remo,ve water droplets f rom the airstream.

i

;

%e rec.W "5S b. Prefilters and HEPA filters remove particulate matter that
adsorber casisf5 ok

may be radioactive.
g for gaseous iodine, allowing time for decay.The charcoal adsorbers provide a holdupct preGWr eA A^|

'

N N #d # "" g < In addition to the safety related
caserber sadd- filtration function, parts of the tandby emergency

System are operated
to maintain the control room environment during normaloperation.

indicative of con _ditienc +hatUpon receipt of the initiation signal (s)2* '

(Edsde cleap a,ir ea"1d result
exposure to control room personnel), tR"."in radiation?? System _M%.,g ogh 4ke
automatically switches to the ( E stt'' mode of operation to

,

b8 I'".g# prevent infiltration of contaminated air into the control
-

; room y A e or d s 7solat he copiros r , anI cdsuber is p ued #l
(ton oom ai is rec ated Antf nro sed o hserdet,cd N Ikb'r 4 ar af +h filte _ systems #wa

U The[M
__ p3 .

tem is designed to maintain the e trol room!

environmentfora30daycontinuousoccupancy:a% I@ ope.c;::::m.;:_._.. er a DBA,

ration in maintaining the control ro@om habitability is
----_0

. Systemy -

V t

discussed in the AR, Sections 6.5.1 and [9.4.1 (Refs.Id 2, respectively j

N
4

APPLICABLE
The ability of the L.RTA] System to maintain theSAFETY ANALYSES

habitability of the control room is an explicit assumption [for the safety analyses presented in the
.

SAR, Chapters 6- per &c repre-*ts of Gbc
()

(continued)
i

-BWR/6-STS
B 3.7-12 Rev. 0,-09/28/92 -
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Section 3.7 Pege E5 of 116 ggg Mm
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' BASES

ct
M-

APPLICABLE | g rdM|M |
\

Refs. 3 and 4 respectively). \
-

SAFETY ANALYSES

of coolant accident, main steam line breof the M] System is assumed to operate'\following a lossJhe us"-tMoode(continued)

accident, and control rod drop accident juel handling
doses to control room personnel as a res. e radiological
DBAs are sumarized in Reference 4.-ult of the various
passive failure will cause the loss of outside orNo single active or
recirculated air from the control room.

System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC PolicyStatement.

I
-

LCO
_ _. -

[ to be OPERABLE to ensure that at leas]t one is available.Two redundant subsystems of the h System are required
T

-

assuming a single failure disables the other subsystem
Total system failure could result in W e- % e en e e.m u d_ ._ _.. o o i

. = nu.- u 9 1n the event of a DBA.
.

The

components necessary to control operator exposure are;UA'rSystem is considered OPERABLE when the individualg(ibb
OPERABLE in both subsystems.
OPERABLE when its associated: A subsystem is considered 1pr g i

A%bre h meet 4keTp9 a. 1

\)69 Fan is OPERABLE; C3 dere repireme.d5 of onC 19
b."

HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow and are capable of performing their !'

-

filtration functions; and
i

c.

OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained. Heater, desister, ductwork, valves, and dampers arei

In addition, the control room boundar
'

including the integrity of the walls,y must be maintained,
ductwork, andg ecess C floors, ceilings,

_ -
- m %y ,g j,,,. A hg

ke.ca rol coe d
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the

the DBA could lead to a fission product release. control operator exposure during and following a DBA, sinceSystem must be OPERABLE to,

i

j

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA\

are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations
4

___.

(continued)
4J2/5 -SM-

B 3.7-13
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APPLICABILITY
in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the(continued)
OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for theSystem
following situations under which significant radioactivereleases can be postulated:

During operations with a potential for draining the
a.

reactor vessel (OPDRVs);

b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
c.

}| gr4 mary or' secondary containmentW

ACTIONS M !

With one f6RF*] subsystem inoperable, the inoperable ATid
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE
[.GEA) subsystem is adequate to perform control room-

radiation protection.
However, the overall reliability is

radecad kasse a sinole failure in the OPERABLE subsystemCuTMLkor
i

couid resuit in toss m system function. ;

V 6t47titlT'Od Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBAThe 7 dayi
occurring during this time period, and that the remaining i

subsystem can provide the required capabilities.

B.1 and B.2

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable - subsystem
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the associatedCompletion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE thatminimizes risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be
placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience to reach the
required unit conditions from full power c,onditions in an ;

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
i

C.1. C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3' ,

The Required Actions of Condition C are modified by a Note
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving

(continued)

-BWR/frSEr-
B 3.7-14 Rev. O,49/f6/42-
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.

ACTIONS
C. I . C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3 (continued)

irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor ;

shutdown. t

g During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
fprimary or secondary containmentf durin1 CORE ALTERATIONS,,'?, or during OPDRVs, if the inoper 'C"" subsystem cannot

.

'

be restored in nornantr statuey( ompletion Time, the OPERABLE n the required;

b subsystem may be placed
in the i r " m mode. This action ensures that the

.

f# y'N
-

remaining subsystem is OPERABLE, that no failures that would
prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that any active :
failure will be readily detected. :

T(uire ion c.1 difled s 'e yaing the
h the p r ga tection Pg {

ope or
"

ggL kow inoperablel.'

!

$i5yff/fil An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
t

suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control

This places the unit in a condition that minimizesroom."'

risk.

If applicable. CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiatedp fuel assemblies in the(primary and secondary containment}A;must be suspended imediately. Suspension of these |
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a ;
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actions
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize
the probability of a vessel.draindown and subsequent
potential for fission product release. Actions mustcontinue until the OPDRVs are suspended.

'

D.r.1

the {.Gh System may not be capable of performing theIf both'bhe subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3,

intended function and the unit is in a condition outside of

-

(continued) |

SWR & STS
B 3.7-15 Rev. O,-99/28/ L
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.

ACTIONS
M (continued)

.,

the accident analyses.
innediately. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered

E.1. E.2. and E.3

The Required Actions of Condition E are modified by a Note
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3If moving
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations., the
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuelassemblies i no
shutdown. ufficient reason to reoufre a ctorp gg 74pg'

During move nt o irradiated fuel
h fprimary or secondary containment ssemblies in the

or during OPDRVs, with two during CORE ALTERATIONS,
j

isubsystems ino erable,
action must be taken immediately to suspend acti ities that !

) present a potential for releasing radioactivit !

(hc5he@ reautre # % i m of the control ro that mightw
This aces the unitin a condition that minimizes risk.

,

>

,

fuel assemblies in theMprimarIf applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated7g
sust be suspended immediately.y and secondary containment}4LSuspension of these- '

activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a. ,

component to a safe position. '

be initiated innediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize theIf applicable, actions must
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential -

for fission product release.
the OPDRVs are suspended. Actions must continue until-

I

\-

3.7.3.b_.d Sc 3,7.3.2SURVEILLANCE SR '

REQUIREMENTS w --
This SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts

_

on demand and continues to operate.
be checked periodically to ensure that they start andStandby systems should
function properly. As the environmental and normal

each subsystem once every month provides an adequate checkoperating conditions of this system are not severe, testingon this system.
Monthly heater operation dries out any4

moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the

(continued)
-BWRffr-STS-

B 3.7-16 Rev. 0, W 8/92-
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i
'

|
INSERT B17A |

While this Surveillance can be performed with the reactor at

power, operating experience has shown these components usually h
Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle.J183" month
pass the Surveillance when performed at the

Therefore,;

the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a
reliability standpoint. >

,

i

INSERT B17B

SR 3.7.3.5 |

This SR verifies the integrity of the negative pressure
portions of the Control Room Ventilation System ductwork

{
located outside the main control room habitability boundary ;

between fan OVC04CA(B) and isolation dampers OVC03YA(B)
inclusive and fire dampers OVC042YA(E), OVC042YB(F),
DVC042YC(G) and OVC042YD(H). In addition, the integrity of
the recirculation filter housing flexible connection to. fan

x

OVCO3A(B) must be verified. This testing ensures the |unfiltered inleakage into the main control room habitability
boundary is within the analysis assumptions. Operating

'

experience has shown that these components usually pass the SR
when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, this.m-

Frequency is concluded to be acceptable from a reliability ,

standpoint. '

4

1

|

|

,

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.7-17 10/1/93-

,

i

|
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g B 3.7.3\) f &fr\lCN \

,_

BASES

' '''h("" *"L%icaw(g) s wiK*-
i HMMs 5"

**-

| ambient air.TP " ^ ^^'" :ts,-Deust be operated forI
-

(without heaters)need only be operated for t 15 minutes toe 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. Sp H H g9
P|

31 day frequency is based on the known } reliability of thedemonstrate the function of the system. 4LFurthermore, the
equipment and the two subsystem redundancy available.

-

SR 3. 7. 3./3 I OA'#l "
~ - - . - -

t This SR verifies tha the required testing is performedin accordance wit
theMVentilationFilterTestingProgramb1 (VFTP)}C. The.y

Regulatory Guide 1.52 filter tests are in accordance with
HEPA filter performance (Ref. 5). TheNVFTPK-includestesting

, charcoal adsorber efficiency
minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties,of the;

activated charcoal (general use and following specificoperations).
i formation are discussed in detail in thSpecific test frequencies and additional1

VFTPb-t

SR 3.7.3 39 g,jT/qd (/gag

This SR verifies that eac Jaid subsystem starts and
rates on an actual or simulated initiation signal.

i o or
p. ; -- =

- 1
;._...-

- ' "
_

- - ,
' .

3.7.3[6 py
CM5 E f T .Bl? A]

. r M S E'F T' SR
L

-_

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure
and the assumed inleakage rates of potentially contaminatedair.

The control room positive pressure, with respect to
potentially contaminated adjacent areas, is
tested to verify proper function ~of the-h.ne* periodically Ab p0( _ During the_Amusnu51 mode of operation, the [pys.

F5ystem J

de ~ neo to slightly pressurize the control room tore d'N tem is

inches water gauge positive presure with respect to\
r8 a

acent areas to prevent unfiltered inleakage.''

System is designed to maintain this positive pressure (at aThef.CRG

O81 --]- mode. TheFrequencyoff1g8 months on a STAGGERED TEST
'

flow rate of WW ;f: to the control room in the d:: = r1

1c
-

g
-

JOO
(continued)
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)
6SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.3 ' (continued) '

REQUIREMENTS
,

iBASIS is consistent with industry practice ard otherfiltration system SRs.

REFERENCES 1. /SAR,Sectionh6.5.1%
2. SAR,Section39.4.1k

,

3.hSAR, Chapter 36f ;

hSAR,Chapterk15[4.

5. Regulator' Guide 1.52, Revision 2 March 1978.y
_

E

-

.

b

.

:

.
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3[ M Centrol Room AC stem
8 3.7.4

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to d-602196 !
Section 3.7 Page 92 of 116 i

B 3.7.4 Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) stem b
!

BASES !
-

!

'!
;

h ThhControl Room AChystem provides temperature controlBACKGROUND

for the control room.penePe ueMtie ef the certe: h!O "e /$ d ' ~ ~ Q '' Qtec)istm.
9Q Th[-{ Control Room AChystem consists of two independent,j

redundant subsystems that provide cooling,@ heatingfof !

recirculated control room air.m Each subsystem consists of jct LddSuficnt
ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation and controls toheating cous,t cooling coils, fans, chillers, compressors,

,

y.\ r)f ;

provide for control room temperature control. j..

TheNControl Room AChystem is designed to provide a {
!controlled environment under both normal and accidentconditions. 9 si !subsys a provi the trec !@~t ratur contr to mai ain a's able c rol !iro t for sustat occuest conditi ns for t . controp y of 17' rsons. he jroasi en rc = =t r. 7?'r

and .4 rela ve humi tv/ TheNControl Room AC}DSysten '
;

|@ |4 operation in maintaining the control room temperature is
~ )' discussed in th:

SAR, Sections
%.4(and[9.4.11(Refs.1

;

and 2 res ect' y). G 7 1 -
!
!Pl d.a.

-
.

i

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYS L1 The design basis of the%ontrol Room ACdystem is to-

maintain the control room temperature for a 30 day ;

! continuous occupancy. i

hThekControlRoomAC
redundant safety related subsystems.ystem components are arranged in
operation, thed%ontrol Room ACMystem maintains aDuring emergency

@ habitable environment and ensures the OPERABILITY of
components in the control room. A single active failure of

h a component of thMControl Room ACWystem, assuming a loss-

of offsite power, does not impair the ability of the systemi

to perform its design function.
Redundant detectors andi

controls are provided for control room temperature control.
'I The fControl Room AC}9 ystem is designed in accordance with

e

d
Seismic Category I requirements. TheM Control Room AC W|

\ System is capable of removing sensible and latent heat loads
'

{ from the control room, including consideration of equipment
\

l

i (continued)

-Bwkio s d
B 3.7-19 Rev. O, Gi/2o/iZ-
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-

,

APPLICABLE
heat loads and personnel occupancy requirements to ensure

!

1

SAFETY ANALYSES equipment OPERABILITY.
(continued

M
ThkControl Room AChstem satisfies Criterion 3 of theNRC Policy Statement.

'

.

LCO 'b!
TwoindependentandredundantsubsystemsoftheiControl
Room AC]eSystem are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
at least one is available, assuming a single failure
disables the other subsystem. Total system failure could
result in the equipment operating temperature exceedinglimits.

ThebControlRoomAChystemisconsideredOPERABLEwhentheM
individual components necessary to maintain the control room
temperature are OPERABLE in both subsystems. These
components include the cooling coils, fans, chillers,
compressors, ductwork, dampers, and assjmiated !

instrumentation and contr_o1s.
-

P .:" ; The he
fu a h 4 egut%e Are tot regaves &q cons adA m + rot bQ AC Q stes.t OPCEA8/UJ'l, f

M In MODE 1, 2, or 3, thWControl Room ACdystem must beAPPLICABILIT

OPERABLE to ensure that the control room temperature will
- Ene::nC| not exceed equipment OPERABILITY limits.LE Mrinc centreO Q

i

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a
Design Basis Accident are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations in these MODES.

3) Therefn;:,
maintaining the3ontrol Room ACTSystem OPERABLE is not
required in MODE 4 or 5, except for the following situations
under which significant radioactive releases can bepostulated:

,

During operations with a potential for draining the
a.

reactor vessel (OPDRVs);

b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and

[>I During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
c.

primary.or. secondary containment $

.

(continued)'1NRffrSTS-
B 3.7-20 Rev. O, 09/28/92 -
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kControlR3omAC steo
B 3.7.4

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
BASES (continued) *

2

!

3 ACTIONS M .

~

With one control room AC bsystem inoperable, theW inoperabl >[ control room AC
i OPERABLE status within 30 days.ubsystem must be restored to

With the unit'in thiscondition, the remaining OPERABLE 4{ control room AC 8-
'
'

,

subsystem is adequate to perform the control room } airl

conditioning function.
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystemHowever, the overall reliability is
could result in loss of the control room air conditioning'

function. The 30 day Completion Time is bas on the lowe~hability of an event occurring requiringd theconsiderationthattheremainingsubs[ystemoom hy [g $y .,a ntrolf-- ::en
e b. *g can ,..cvide the required protection, and the availability of

.
i

alternatecoolingmethods.r$.y5g y,% w
.

Vct. Con +foi f00fn 0 %
k

4cm olu CD nr& bt.
__

an s

--CM M
-rr a in S 6YF or _# w

e

'82.1A
}

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperab
'

ontrol room AC
subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within theh associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a
MODE that minimizes risk. To achieve this status the unitmust be placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in
MODE 4 within 36 hours.
reasonable, based on operating experienceThe allowed Completion Times are

;

to reach therequired unit conditions from full power c,onditions in anm_

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
'

f.1. f.2.1. f.2.2. and f.2.3 )
'

.n+ s -
The Required Actions of Condition
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.re modified by a Note

If moving irradiated fuel assembifes while in MODE 1, 2,
or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactoroperations. Therefore, in '

irradiated fuel assemblies;bility to suspend movement of
is not sufficient reason torequire a reactor shutdown. '

i
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in theT)|

primary-or- secondary containment}T-tluring CORE ALTERATIONS,
within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE *{controlor during OPDRVs, if Required Action A.1 cannot be completed

j

g room AC
subsystem may be placed innediately in operation.

(continued)

''BWR76 Sts--
B 3.7-21 Rev. O, -09/28/92 --
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INSERT B21A '

If both control room AC subsystems are inoperable, the Control Room _

AC System may not be capable of performing its intended function.
Therefore, the control room area temperature is required to be
monitored to ensure that temperature is being maintained low enough
that equipment in the control room is not adversely affected. With
the control room temperature being maintained within the
temperature limit, 7 days is allowed to restore a control room AC
subsystem to OPERABLE status. This Completion Time is reasonable
considering that the control room temperature is being maintained
within limits, the low probability of an event occurring requiring
control room isolation, and the availability of alternate cooling
methods.

!

- i
,

r w.

1

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.7-21 10/1/93
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j

! sten
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BASES

s

,~ ..

--

'

ACTIONS g.1.(.2.1.f'.2.2.andf.2.3 _

(continued) ,

This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is
OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent actuation will.

occur, and that any active failurpzi be readily detected.opera Mew c( b % ;

An alternative to Required Actig* g g g suspend activities that present a s to innediately
r

'

WSM S N#'d radioactivity that might require m;eaun vitential for releasingY
g This places the unit in a condition that minimizes

u,. so,a gg Q gg radidm rist.

fuel asseinblies in thefprimarIf applicebte CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiatedp
must be suspended innediately.y and secondary containment}-RSuspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a ,

component to a safe position.
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPORVs to minimizeAlso, if applicable, actions
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequentpotential for fission product release.'

continue until the OPDRVs are suspended. Actions must
t

,

' s

['
If b ' h cont room AC bsy ens are inope e in1, 2, or ,theMControl com ACt% yste v may not b

'

c able of rforming the i
0.3 ust be entered ended functiop/. Therefor ,

diately. / -

,

) E.1. E.2. and E.3F ,

I 8M #

The Kequired Actions of Condition E.1 are modified by a Noteh.d.4c ri Q D O
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

'

! g<foc;ote8
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3If movinggNggonT7tne, fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. the

'

Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuelOC CorJ,.h,on 8
assemblies is not s' fficient reason to require a reactoris not (DCAy j u
shutdown.

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
).{ primary or. secondary containment}f-during CORE ALTERATIONS,bI

or during OPDRVs with tr hd.vi . v= 167. L; pts.;
lnopeceb+e; action must M taken to immediately suspend
activities that present a potential for releasing

(continued)
--

own/o m
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ACTIONS
E.1. E.2. and E.3 (continued)

--

!-

radioactivity that might require ...........i
This places the unit in a condition that minimizes

. . .. . . U -..

ad

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and handling }of irradiated3f fuel in they(primary secondary containment 4must besuspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall ,

not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe !position.
Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated :

immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of '

;

a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fissionproduct release.
Actions aest continue until the OPDRVs aresuspended. i

,

| !,
! ,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1 !
i

REQUIREMENTS I

This SR veriffes that the heat removal capability of the :|

system is sufficient to remove the assumed heat load in the !|
control room.i !

The SR consists of a combination of testing !'and calculation.I p
Thea 18)*nonth Frequency is appropriatei since significant degr{adation of the s[ Control Room ACRl

System is not expected over this time period. >

.va ;

REFERENCES 1. SAR, SectioIT6.4}it-

@@ 2. ySAR,Section39;4.1%

"2/5 MS--

B 3.7-23 Rev. o, c;/2 /;21
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS .

B 3.7.5 Main Condenser Offgas Enclosure 2 to U-602i96! Mee n m6
BASES .

BACKGROUND
During unit operation, steam from the low pressure turbine
is exhausted directly into the condenser. Air and '

noncondensible gases are collected in the condenser, then
exhausted through the steam jet air ejectors (SJAEs) to the
Main Condenser Offgas System. The offgas from the main
condenser normally includes radioactive gases.

The Main Condenser Offgas Sys % . e been incorporated into
the unit design to reduce the gaseous radwaste emission.
This system uses a catalytic recombiner to recombine
radiolytically dissociated hydrogen and ox

coofer The gaseous
mixture is cooled by the t H U 9 condenser;ygen.the water and, - _ condensibles are strip >ed out by thestfBD condenser.(EP- "--

x;r m De radioactivity of the remainin
monitored downstream of the a-. __---er effluent)ggaseous mixture (i.e., the offgas recombin

,

'
- is !

gg;ca.d d -- prior to3 entering the p - 9 gg g0
.{cloWoM /

__ N

The main condenser offgas[m:"- r wrate is an
roAoJef'vM3APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES
initial condition of the Main Condenser Offgas System""

tailure event as discussed in~the @ , Section Q15.7.1(Ref.1). The analysis assumes a gross failure in the Maiig Mg
Condenser Offgas System that results in the rupture of the
Main Condenser Offgas System pressure boundary. ,

The ;
rad |cocbN &= auMO, rate is controlled to ensure that duri@ng the -

event, the calculated offsite doses will be well within the
.Oil limits (NUREG-0800, Ref. 2) of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3), or the
-

f

NRC staff approved licensing basis.

The main condenser offgas limits satisfy Criterion 2 of theNRC Policy Statement.
~

i

LCO
To ensure compliance with the assumptions of the Main
Condenser Offgas System failure event (Ref.1), the fission
product release rate should be consistent w th a noble gas

.@ decay of 30 minutes.release to the reactor coolant of 100 Ci/ u-second after !The LCO is establishe "hte.; W :
- j _

[Conseivat;vely
' --

-

C|1 (continued)
\

-BWRffrsf5- B 3.7-24 Rev. 0,19N
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LCO

(continued sci /secon[? x 100 pCi/f-second =?

's . '
,.

,

APPLICABILITY
The LCO is app 1tcable when steam is being exhausted to the
main condenser and the resulting noncondensibles are being
processed via the Main Condenser Offgas System. j

during MODE 1, and during MODES 2 and 3 with any mate <teamThis occurs1

line not isolated and the SJAE in operation. i

In MODES 4
and 5, steam is not being exhausted to the main condenser :

and the requirements are not applicable. I
'

;

ACTIONS g |
,

is allowed to restore the gross gamma activity rate toIf the offgas radioactivity rate limit is exceeded, 72 hours
i

within the limit. The 72 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on engineering judgment considering the

margins associated with pemissible dose and exposuretime required to complete the Required Action, the large
System rupture occurring. limits, and the low probability of a Main Condenser Offgas

i

,

i

B.1. B.2. B.3.1 and B.3.2
,

PMioScMVik
'

If the reme rP:t& nrate is not restored to within-the limits wi Min the associated Completion Time,*f'all main
-

steamlines}t.or the SJAE must be ~ isolated, This isolatesthe Main Condenser Offgas System from the source of the-radioactive steam.
The main steam lines are considered

isolated if at least one main steam isolation valve in eachmain steam line is closed, and at least one main steam line
drain valve in each drain line is closed. The 12 hour
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operatingexperience

to perform the actions from full power
conditions,in an orderly manner and without challenging unit -systems.

An alternative to Required Actions B.1 and B.2 is to place
the unit in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.|

achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at leastTo

MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours.The

(continued)
**/5 STS -

__

B 3.7-25 Rev. O, 19728/92--

|



) Main Ccnd:nser Offgas
~

B 3.7.5 ;

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 100 of116 '

,

ACTIONS
B.I. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2 (continued) -

allowed Com
experience,pletion Times are reasonable, based on operating

to reach the required unit conditions from full ';

power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging unit systems.
_.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1
; REQUIREMENTS

TMs SR, on a 31 day Frequency, requires an isotop*c.

analysis of an offgas sample to ensure that the requiredlimits are satisfied.
Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-138, Kr-85, Kr-87, and Kr-88.The noble gases to be sampled are

,

rh If the
measureddrate of radioactivity increases significantly (byre ,ede

e 50% after correcting for expected increases due to changes
in THERMAL POWER), an isotopic analysis is also performed ;

within 4 hours after the increase is noted, to ensure that !

the increase is not indicative of a sustained increase in
'

the radioactivity rate.
view of other instrumentation that continuously monitor theThe 31 day Frequency is adequate in
offgas, and is acceptable based on operating experience.

j
This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR is not
required to be performed until 31 days after anyG[ main steamEl
line is not isolated -tand the SJAE is in operation.
this condition can r}adioactive fission gases be in the MainOnly in
Condenser Offgas System at significant rates. |

REFERENCE 1. SAR,Sectionil5.7.1[
2. NUREG-0800.

3. 10 CFR 100.

._

:
j

EC/E STS _
B 3.7-26 Rev. 0, 4 9/48/42-
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Main Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.6 '

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS .

'

B 3.7.6 :Main Turbine Bypass System
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !

Section 3.7 Pagc.101 of116
BASES

-

BACKGROUND

The Main Turbine Bypass System is designed to control steam
pressure when reactor steam generation exceeds turbine ;

reqJirements during unit startup, sudden load reduction, and icooldown.
It allows excess steam flow from the reactor to

.

!

the condenser without going through the turbine.
4

The bypass

System rated steam flow. 9!iuddtn load reductions within thecapacity of the system is,353 of the Nuclear Steam Supply9[} hi '

capacity of the steam bypass can be accommodated without
.

' tactor scram.ckosh [euk ud two valve @ connected to the main steam lines betweenThe Main Turbine Bypass System consists of Mg4# \ pg
Each of the% valves is sequentially operated by h dthe main steam isolation valves and the turbine stop valves.

cylinders. y raulic
regulation function of thThe bypass valves are controlled by the pressure6 A55

E' System, as discussed in t ine Electro Hydraulic Co
( ?b

.

.* AR, Sectionh
(Ref. 1) . The bypass valve are nomally { closed, and7.7.1.5 Wi

.

directing all steam flow to the turbine. pressure regulator controls the turbine control valves,
;

If the speed
governor or the load limiter restricts steam flow to the
by opening the bypass valves. turbine, the pressure regulator controls the system pressurej

When the bypass valves open
the steam flows from the bypass chesty through connecting.,95' S $$ "$ E "" T.se !*=e --tm t);J condensef.~[NLT-- 5 5

,

/Wh bake th ;

APPLICABLE

the design basis feedwater conThe Main Turbine Bypass System is assumed to function duringSAFETY ANALYSES

11er failure maximumdemand event, described in th
AR,Sectionp[,15.1.2ky (Ref.2). Opening the bypass Ives during the

pressurization event mitigates the increase in reactor _vessel pressure
which affects the MCPR during the event.

.

M b;,gr;J.h ";,.h. T.aine sypeu synca may re>uii. *.. ew?" ? ?* p;..M p
;

NRC Policy Statement.The Main Turbine Bypass System satisfies Criterion 3 of the -

"L""/5 STS-- (continued)
B 3.7-27 Rev. O,T9/28/92-
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Main Turbine Bypass Systen
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

Section 3.7 Page 102 of116 '

BASES (continued) -

!

LCO

The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE to
limit peak pressure in the main steam lines and maintain .

reactor pressure within acceptable limits during events that
'

cause rapid pressurization, such that the Safety Limit MCPRis not exceeded. -Pf *' ;;. . ... T.. .!x Sy;n; !;:*--
i

i-- r d L . f:" - "2: x 7 uo. i ,;;. 'LCO ?.? A3| -{' MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)g" umy se appiira e
m-

,

. g y , , 3 r -..-, --. m m.p ,
;

i

An OPERABLE Main Turbine Bypass System requires the bypass
valves to open in response to increasing main steam line !

applicable analysis (Ref. 2).This response is within the assumptions of the
;pressure.

f jT|.. ;;" ' ;;.; ; .~.. t;..g inonerahla Main Toek' ; !
"

_

,,, p. . . ,y , u ,,,rnt D ,, arru ri en in i .. -
-

i

i
'
.

APPLICABILITY
The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE at

I
:

t 25% RTP to ensure that the fuel cladding integrity Safety !

Limit and the cladding 1% plastic strain limit are not
!

violated during the feedwater controller failure, maximum73
'',

demand event.
,

As discussed in the Bases for LC0 3.2.1, i

" AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR),' and!

_ LC0 3.2.2.Jsufficient margin to these limits exists-
< 25% RTP.
when operating at or above this power level.Therefore, these requirements are only necessary

,
', -
.

,

:.

;
ACTIONS Ad i

i
I.

,

If the Main Turbine By ass S
bypass valves inoperab e), "ystem is inoperable (one or more'' "0"" '!:it:; fx x
fi yu.oie n.;.. T . ..... ;;,en. y::t . = ::=i';.; ::.15:'

|"^LP., r:
transient anal--+ rr"H, the assumptions of the design basis

-

i Y circumstances,ysis may not be met. Under such g
i prompt action should be taken to restore the

Main Turbine Bypass System to OPERABLE status.ar =d!"-+5
,

?CFR ;; ::: r ~ a-di ..w ir. The 2 hour Completion Time is!

reasonable, based on the time to complete the Required}

_ this period requiring the Main Turbine Bypass System. Action and the low probability of an event occurring during
-

I
.

(continued),

.
-Bwf96-SYS-

B 3.7-28 Rev. O,-09/28/9P--

I
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Main Turbine Bypass Systen
8 3.7.6

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
BASES Section 3.7 Page 103 of116 -

.

.-

_

ACTIONS SJ '

(continued) *"P '

i
If the Main Turyne Bypass System cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status e th: "i r' '.' . m '....'-r-*="-3-33 7"-F r ",, ;:n O" r n; ; t ;; ' ' ', THERMAL POWER must be
reduced to < 25% RTP.

. |

As discussed in the Applicability ;
i

section, operation at < 25% RTP results in sufficient margin
to the required limits, and the Main Turbine Bypass System
is not required to protect fuel integrity during thel

feedwater controller failure, maximum demand event.|

The
4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating |

1

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from fulli

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
'

;

challenging unit systems. i

i

!
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1;
REQUIREMENTS

!
!

Cycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete
1

!cycle of full travel demonstrates that the valves are
mechanically OPERABLE and will function when required.

i
,

31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is '

The'
,

consistent with the procedural controls governin,

operation, and ensures correct valve positions. g valve
the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.Therefore,

.

.m ,
;

!SR 3.7.6.2

The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate
automatically to perfom its design function. This SR
demonstrates that, with the required system initiationsignals

Thei18hmonth Frequency is based on the need to perfomthe valves will actuate to their required position.}}
unit outage and because of the potential for an unplannedthis Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
transient if the Surveillance were perfomed with thereactor at power. Operating experience has shown the3j

cf1B)%onth Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle,
is acceptable from a reliability standpoint. {

'

i

(continued)

-BwRts-STS-
B 3.7-29 Rev. O, 99/28/9 F

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 P.tge 104 of 116 ' Main Turbine Bypass Syste.3

B 3.7.6
BASES t eyWeNawce ed FM

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.3
REQUIREMENTS .

(continued)
_

is in compliance with the assumptions of the appropriateThis SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
,

'
-

safety analysis.
4. nit ;pcific 6:=:ntatien}1- They1By%onth Frequency isThe response time limits are specified in
s

based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the i

conditions that apply during a unit outage and because of
!

the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactpr at power. Operatingexperience has shown the918}R,y
based on the refueling cyc[le, is acceptable from aoonth Frequency, which isP

reliability standpoint.
_

_

t

REFERENCES 1. [SAR,Sectiok7.7.1.5%

h2. (SAR,Sectiok!S.I.2k

:

.

.-

!

l

.

TW'K[6 3I5 - B 3,7 30
Rev. O 49/28/92

|

:
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i

Fuel Pool Water Level', -

3

8 3.7.7
B 3.7

i PLANT SYSTEMS
.

+

8 3.7.7
Fuel Pool Water Leve] Enclosure 2 to U402196.

Section 3.7 F.ge 105 of116 '
.

: BASES -

;

BACKGROUND

The minimum water level in the spent fuel storage pool and
,
4

upper containment fuel storage pool meets the assumptions of4

iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handlingaccident..

'
:

A general description of the spent fuel storage pool and; pg d %pper containment fuel storag)e pool design is found in the{
u

I
AR, Sectionr49.1.2]t.(Ref.1.

1} 90. aandling accident are found in th assumptions of the fuel i
1- -- ] y [h i-M.] (Refp 2( r 2. n .; ==!?). 15.7.4} 4 }

. Sectio
!

,
-

APPLICABLE

. explicit assumption of the fuel handling accident. - A fuelThe water level above the irradiated fuel assemblies is an _
5

SAFETY ANALYSES 14

;i i
handling accident is evaluated to ensure that thei iradiological consequences
doses at the exclusion area (calculated whole body and th roid

'

I boundaries) are s 25% and low populati6n zone

~ ] handling accident coul-0800, Section 15.7.4, Re .,yi
of the 10 CFR 100 (Re '!

exposure guidelines. A fue2

'

@ discussed in the Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Reproduct inventory by breaching the fuel rodease a fraction of the fission-
,

dding as
.

4

The fuel handling accident is evaluated fo,

-

an irradiated fuel assembly onto stored fuel bundles.he dropping of
consequences of a fuel handling accident inside the The

.

4

suzbMeau-building and inside containment are documented in
e

Qp2 ''')
spent fuel storage pool and uppe~r containment fuel storage

! ReferenceF2.

The water levels in the
- - -

- _

1

gases and transport delays of soluble and insoluble gasespool provide for absorption of water soluble fission product!

that must pass through the water before being released to'

'

; ,

! One*q et
the* secondary containment atmosphere ,

f transport delay reduces the potentia This absorption and
.

release during a fuel handling acciden . radioactivity of the
,

9pyg
Policy Statement.The fuel pool water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC

<

_

1

m

""" /0 STS (continued),

l B 3.7-31
k Rev. O, 09/25/s2 ~
;

:

.

, - __ - - . . . . , _ . ,,
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Fuel Prol Water Level
B 3.7.7

Enclosure 2 to U-602196BASES (continued) a3 Page 106 of116
-

LCO

The specified water level preserves the agtion of the
fuel handling ac:ident analysis (Reff. 2 s
it is the minimure required for fuel movement within theAs such,

_..

spent fuel storagt pool and upper containment fuel storage
.

pool.
i

.I

!

APPLICABILITY
This LCO applies whenever movement of irradiated fuel

the potential for a release of fission products exists. assemblies occurs in the associated fuel storage racks since
!

;

ACTIONS M |

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating thaty
-

iIf moving irradiated fuel
assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the fuel movement is

'

independent of reactor operations.
suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not aTherefore, inability to
sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown. j

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met
<

steps should be taken to preclude the accident from , t

occurring.
With either fuel pool level less than required, ;

the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the associated!
storage pool is suspended immediately.

'

activity shall not preclude completion of movement of anSuspension of this;

irradiated fuel assembly to a safe >osition. !
This

effectively precludes a spent fuel aandling accident from i

**C#"f9 assoctrke) -%\ s%g p4

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

_

This SR verifies that sufficitat water is available in the.* vent of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the
spent fuel storage pool and upper containment fuel storageg_ pl

must be checked periodically. The 7 day Frequency is
acceptable, based on operating experience, considering that
the water volume in the pool is normally stable and water-
level changes are controlled by unit proceducas.

.

I

5 (continued)- gj,
B 3.7-32 Rev. 0,7 9728/9e-

4
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Fuel Pool W:ter Level
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.7.7

BASES (continued) Section 3.7 Page 107 of116
m .

i
REFERENCES 1. AR, Sectio 9.1.2k

h 2. AR,Sectiok15.7.4h
_

-t,-\s. -- Esna, m ns.7.s) . '& I
'

;3/.
NUREG-0800. Section 15.7.4 Revision 1. July 1981.

f

4f. 10 CFR 200..

I
g Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 1972.

!
-_ - ,

;

I

!
I
1

.

I
!

.

I

10""!; STS
B 3.7-33 i

Rev. O,-c;j;;;;;- i

'

'

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 109 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 -

TS 3.7.1 - SSW SYSTEM AND UHS
!

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
. reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

l P.2 This change is necessary to provide clarity for the interaction
i between the SX and the UHS. The SX and the UHS must be treated
| as separate systems with separate applicable conditions.
i Otherwise, the UHS would be considered a support system which,
| if inoperable, would require all SX subsystems to be declared
i inoperable and result in an immediate shutdown. This is
} unnecessary since the UHS inoperability is only caused by a
l reduction in available volume which is slowly occurring and
i which constitutes only a minor degradation in the capability of

,

| the UHS to provide its analyzed function. A Completion Time of '
'

90 days for this Condition will generally provide sufficient
time to correct the situation and prevent the unnecessary,

'

shutdown. Separate Conditions and Required Actions will allow*

the SX and the UHS to be treated independently. Appropriate
Bases changes are also proposed to separate the SX subsystem
OPERABILITY from that of the UHS.

P.3 These surveillances renumbered due to removal of prior
non-applicable bracketed surveillances.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 The discussion (i.e. , Specification and Bases) has been revised (as appropriate to provide plant specific design information and

nomenclature.

| P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
|

| P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

This change is necessary for consistency with a proposed changeP.8
to the referenced specification.

|

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.7 Page 110 of116

i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 .

i
*

TS 3.7.1 - SSW SYSTEM AND UHS !
> >

. - i

i CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO JIUREG STS

| C.1 This change indicates that proper stroke time is required for !

OPERABILITY of the automatic valves in this system. This isconsistent with similar ITS SRs 3.7.2.1, 3.5.1.2, 3.5.2.4 and
;;
'

j 3.5.3.2.
i

d C.2 This editorial revision is provided to allow additional space
for the Notes in the Required Actions column. Either format is

,

acceptable and no change in intent is involved. ;

C.3 This revision made to avoid confusion for components supported
by SX that are only on one subsystem,.i.e., not redundant.

,

| C.4 This revision provides proper grammar for the sentence. j
J

C.5 A reference to LCO 3.7.2 is provided for clarity in discussion
of the shutdown service water system. ;

P

|

1 .;
'

!
'

,

._ ;

1

!
'

!

s 9

$ |

l
,

1
i

d

|
|
;

I

i

l

4

$
'

i

I |

|

|
|
i

!

; CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.7 Page III of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 -

TS 3.7.2 - HPCS SWS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B,1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

|

|

| PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to

I as the USAR.
|

P.2 This word removed due to duplication of the appropriate
bracketed nomenclature for the system, i.e., this prevents the
sentence from reading " service water system system."

| P.3 The non-applicable SR 3.7.2.1 was deleted and the remaining
! SR's were renumbered.

P.4 Proposed revisions were made to provide for plant specific
nomenclature (e.g., the discussion of UHS has been revised as
appropriate to agree with the plant design.) Appropriate Bases
changes are also proposed to separate the Division 3 SX
subsystem OPERABILITY from that of the UHS. UHS OPERABILITY is
appropriately controlled by LCO 3.7.1 and duplication with less
restrictive Required Actions is unnecessary.

I P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change provides a description revision for consistency
with the sitilar SR in the Division 1 and 2 SX and UHS

| Specification.

| C.2 This change provides the appropriate Specification references
i to match the support system functions provided by the

Division 3 SX subsystem.

C.3 The Applicability of the Division 3 SX subsystem Specification
(LCO 3.7.2) is proposed to be revised to be consistent with the
Applicability of the Division 1 and 2 SX subsystems and UHS
Specification (LCO 3.7.1) . This revision prevents confusion as
to support system function application with regard to LCO 3.0.6
by making the application consistent.

C.4 This revision provides an obvious editorial correction.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.7 Page I12 of 116 i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 -

,

TS 3.7.3 - CONTROL ROOM FRESH AIR SYSTEM '

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
'

'

i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

|

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
I

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
ithe Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to

as the USAR.

P.2 This Bases information revised or deleted due to the choice
made for non-applicable bracketed LCO or SR information.

1P.3 The plant specific design for Clinton includes both types of
{filters (with and without heaters). The appropriate SR is

included for each type and the following SRs are renumbered.
Additionally, a plant specific SR is retained for ductwork
inleakage, and the Bases are revised to describe both kinds of
filter systems.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 This change provides plant specific design information.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change provides an obvious editorial correction.
C.2 This change provides consistent Bases discussion of the

Frequency for similar air filtration systems (CRVS & SGTS).
| C.3 The reference to dose limits is provided in a more generic

fashion to include all potentially limiting dose requirements.
|

|

1

|

!
|

|

| CLINTON 4 10/1/93
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 113 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 ~

TS 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE I
|

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences re%Ised to !

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.
,

t

i

|

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

!

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
| P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

:P.4 This change provides plant specific design information. I

;P.5 This change specifically delineates the relationship of the
l control room air conditioning heating coils and humidification

equipment to system OPERABILITY.
| |

P.6 Temperature limits are included consistent with current
requirements and a more restrictive Completion Time for repair
is proposed than is currently required.,,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Unnecessary details are removed from the Bases Background and
Applicability discussions. The USAR references provide
sufficient plant specific details regarding design andoperation.

I

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.7 Page 114 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 '

TS 3.7.5 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to i

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.
i

|
PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

| P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated safety Analysis Report and is. correctly referred to '

,

|
I as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for.this station.
P.3 This change provides plant specific design information. '

.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This revision is necessary to identify that the release rate is ,

i the parameter which determines the SR Frequency. i

| C.2 This change provides editorial consistency with units used in
! the definition of RATED THERMAL POWER.

,

! ;

| C.3 This LCO is not always " consistent with" the identified ;
|

analysis since some analyses are conducted with assumptions of {initial power level at greater than 100%.

|
<

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
i
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Enclosure 2 to U-60215
Section 3.7 Page 115 or 3 3 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 - |

TS 3.7.6 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM
_ i

l

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as '

( the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
| P.3 This revision for consistency with a prior change to

non-applicable bracketed information.
|
| P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

!

P.5 This change provides plant specific nomenclature and design
information.

j CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
~ "

C.1 This change is provided for consistency with the Required
| Action and with the Bases for other similar Required Action

Bases.

1

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.7 Page 116 of 116

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 - |

TS 3.7.7 - FUEL POOL WATER LEVEL

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

I
PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

P.2 This specification or reference renumbered due to removal of
prior non-applicable specification or reference.

P.3 The Fuel Building is incorporated into plant specific Bases
description to clarify the fuel handling accident discussion.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 This change provides an obvious editorial correction.

1

i
!

CLINTON 8 10/1/93

|
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CLINTON POWER STATION |
!

IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |

CONVERSION PACKAGE
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SECTION 3.8

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

:
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.
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-

1
,

|

ATTACHMENT 1

,

CTS - PSTS
1
1

COMPARISON DOC.UMENT
,

1A: MARKUP OF CTS

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS i

CONSIDERATIONS
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ATTACHMENT 1 A
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I

|
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MARKUP OF CTS ;
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 4 of 257,

3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POVER SYSTEMS .

I 3/4.8.1' AC SOURCES

AC SOURCES - OPERATING 1b! Co d
L CO 3. 8. 3 Ilk AcTms

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (5.~/.14 ) (E . 9. 2.) :
i

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following AC electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE: 4

Two ph{sicall{e onsite Class 1E distribution system, andindependent' circuits between the offsite transmission p LCO 3.8./4.
~

a.
netvo. ,and t

b. Three separate and independent diesel generators, each with: /Flco y, B. /b

A se arate day fuel tank containing a minimum of 385 gallons of fuelf SE 'I' 8'I 41.
. for diesel generators IA and 18 and 240 gallons of fuel for diesel

generator IC.

A separate fuel storag$ system containin a minimum of.48,000 gal-15R 102. '

lons of fuel for diese generator 1A and 45,000 gallons for diesel j lgenerator 1B and 29,500 gallons of fuel for diesel generator IC. i

3. A separate fuel transfer pump. ||- SR 3. 8. 3. G

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 2, and 3.

' ACTION: b
,

a. With one offsite circuit of the above te fred AC electrical power
CoND 4 sources inoperabic demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining ACsources by performlng Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1 m withn one

-

,

!

nd at least ona no" A Mr. +havenfter. II either ese:.g erator
'

~

M lA or JB has not/been sWeessful tes withi the pas 24 hour , demon-
.

strate its OPEFABILITMy perf og S eill ce Requi ements 4 .1.1.2. 4 19 anp4.8.1.1.1a.5 for each su diesel ener nr. sepa ately, within J
M hours. / Restore the offsite circuit to OPERABLE status within " hours A (,y D sp '

;

Opp F || SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
i

7i g'

b. With either diesel generator IA or 1B inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABIL- '

' Cogp B ITY of the above required AC offsite sources by perfoming Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within I hour and at' least once per 8 hourse

thereafter. If the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause
other than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing, demonstrate the

j,$ OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diese'
cenerators, separately,@J

'

i

f I
i

! mert orming sorvomm. aengremente, t 1_ . n. e m i n 3_3 2 em
within 24 hours *. Restore the inoperable diesel generator to OPERABLE

)f*Th' testis __

equire to be com)1;Ied regard 1 ss of when e inoperab (diesel by
i

crator restor d to OPERAB i status, e provisio of Specif ation 3.
're not plicabl

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-1 Amendment No. 13 !
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 5 of 257

:

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS h @ g j

AC SOURCES - OPEPATING
s

. A l. ADD con b b noTQ
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

, j

3. 8,1.1 ACTION (Continued): 6 5 ,

(ogp F status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 *
.

hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.-

With one offsite circuit of the above-required AC s'ources and diesel fc.
generator IA or 1B of the above required AC electrical power sources
inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining AC sources by ;

Cot 4D A performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour and at least
,

! '

once per 8 hours thereafter. . If a diesel generator became inoperable from
COND3 any cause other than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing, demon- bg strate the OPERABIl_ TTY of the ve=4a4an fiproaRLE_ diesel generators, j

_ separately,(5y performino Surveillance Requirements ex i i-/ = = ano 1

[$ _ L C.1.1 ? n withinfQhours". Restore at least one of the inoperable' AC ,

urces to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
Nhd within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.,

D
,

| Restore at least two offsite circuits and diesel generators 1A and IB to
'

| OPERABLE status within 72 hours 4 rom time ef- in' tial losnor be in at
I gF- y least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours andj in COLD SHUTDOWN within r

|
the following 24 hours.

d. With diesel generator IC of the above required AC electrical power sources '
,

yp 3 inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the offsite AC sources by per-
p forming Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour and at least

i once per 8 hours thereafter. If the diesel generator became inoperable as |
a result of any cause other than preplanned preventive maintenance or- |

testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remainino OPERABLE diesel gener- p-[ 3Ih ators, separately,6v neriormino surv.411=nr. Dan em --- = a 1 1. z. aaM knn 4. 8. L L 2. a.m within 24 hours *. Restore diesel generator 1C to ~ D
PERABLE >iacus witninO hours or declare the HPCS system inoperable and

S ake tha AET Iun requi reu uv m*" P' -' ions 4.s.1 ano 4./.l.D a it

6 2 '4hd M
e. With diese encrator(1$ or 1% e above required AC electrical power

sources inope Ja le, in addition to taking ACTION b or c, as applicable,b 6
__

verify within@ hours that all' required systems, subsystems, trains, -

components and devices that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel
generator as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE 1/Dtherwise, be
in at teast HOT SHUTDOWN wicnin tne next 12 nours anc in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 24 hours.

COdD C'f. With both of the above renuired offsite circuits inoperabled nstrat
'the 0 'RABILI of thre diesel nerators, separatel , by per raing

L Sur 111ance equireme ts 4.8.1 .2.a.4 a 4.8.1.1 .a.5 wi in 8 h rs
A(h ss the esel ge rators a already peratingfestore at least one ;h

"This st is require to be complet regard 1 sofwhenjf.heinoperablepiesel
gener tor ~i restor d to O ERABILI The p visions o7 Specifjication 7.0.2.

re at ap licable -

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-2

- . _ _ . _ _ .
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 3.8 Page 6 of 257

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

,

AC SOURCES - OPERATING -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.8.1.1 ACTION (Continued):

CD/JO C of the above-required offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 24 hours
or be in at least' HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. With only one

(Cou0 F) offsite circuit restored to OPERABLE status,7 rom time of initialrestore at least two offsite rcircuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours loss]or
(CWO O be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

(Copo O [WPERAwithin_t_he followino 24 hours. f succes tui test ( ) ot dieses generat
LITY pery Survei ance quireme s 4.8.1. .a.4 and'

I 4.8. .l.2.a.5 perfo ,ed und this A ION stat
ortestr/heOPERAB

ent for l-l
di el gener tors, atisfi the di el cener equiremen of
4 ION sta ment .f -

/
Copp G 4DD M ncT&ly |

9 With diesel generators IA and 18 of the above-required AC electrical
power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining AC

(CoMO B) sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within I hour
1 and at least once per 8 hours thereaftjernd Surveillance Require ~

q
nts 4.u.1.1.z.a.4 and CB.I.l.2.a.5 tor diesel oenerator IC within "

hours.f Restore at least one of the inoperable diesel generators IA
OL5 and IB to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at least HOT. SHUTDOWN

within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
24 hours. Restore both diesel cenerators IA and 18 to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours (from time of initial loDor be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the followinggp
24 hours.

h. With one offsite circuit of the above-required AC electrical power
sources inoperable and diesel generator IC inoperable, apply the
requirements of ACTION statements a and d specified above.

i. With either diesel generator IA or IB inoperable and diesel generator IC
inoperable, apply the requirements of ACTION statements b, d and e
specified above.

L CD 50
%- With the fuel oil contained in the storage tank (s) not meeting

'

gc/1 Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.d.2 or 4.8.1.1.2.d.3, restore the fuel3 oil to within the specified limit (s) within 7 days or declare the
associated diesel generator (s) inoperable. -

L6

EThis 6st is 4 quire to be c pleted gardles 'f whe the i perab dieseL genp tor i estor o OP BILITY. e provi ns o peci atio 0.2 ej
npt'appli le. f

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-3 Amendment No. 80
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Enclosure 2 to 4 02, ,

Section 3.8 Page 7 of 257 -
'

. .*

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
. n.. p -Q _ .

AC SOURCES - OPEP,ATING

M. m ,, . <.LW.c....?i red N> %26 w ':*

. . a .. + -.a - + s . . .-
'

~ 5 ;;"$')h ,[ C.Li Q D Q |h. $. . . .

V SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS - ~'

W 4 ws M * % X W.M k Q
'

r
., , . .. _ . lie 7< 4s

)gp4.8.1.1.1LEachiofc the|above requireddndependenticirctiitsGet#e'n i.h'e#c. ,"ffsit"f'.

MWJtransmission network and the onsite Class <1E'distributio'nYs
(R MWah?Determ% m.E, O 'secM.WiM WMSM@ystem shall!be':ined OPERABLE at sleast- once'per.47/daystby Nerifying'MJ.Y X@'e'ake$

d

~ ^ p TML ' ' , _ . . ,

1
i~ correc r r ?- M alignments MW

i kg.Sh 6..hDem# , ad, indicated power. availability;'!andHWM ~ 4? .
. mp .. ~. ..onstratEd'0PERABLE'athu w .9 g my ..' . . . . ,,

A@vki),.ferringyYeandallyiand auto' matifa11y'7un.18;monthsfdirin,c 4hutd .
east once per tranl itjpowePlupply

p circuit totthe7alte'rnate' circuit 7thAy7g/romithe: normal
'%

j . :Mmp4QG9 .1.f M d7MWdk||. Jh.w-w eiv.1,s.$Qs@?w.Meth tJpp j
,

G,P:f 4.8.1.1;2 Teach of.:the above required diesel.generatorsjshal.1;beidemonstrated7,
s. .y ;.,

ggfLP

t (OPERABLE:*tt!G?yN@Q7Q,_.;gg'...'y.;|pg'gyedd;tj rs.W;., f ' j.,. 2g
'

t y dmuh a.P wE4 n. p w .g
,

.$ ,'a.Q.In acco~rdance Mithithelfrequency,yp,e,ciffell.,$nh,ab e 3.w.1.m. m.sgy Q*

8 1.2-laonra gtgg uuG u.a. UGID by: "- (' ' d y~ ., f,; Aa.j,y;nt M ..
y 3,4 p1 ep. se -

,
- *um .. .w '

. A. ., . . n. .;-
i.r@R 34.LAyl.W-Verifying the fuel l. eve.l in the' day,,f.u..e.l..t. ank.Y~ ne; - agc1M @;@M - f.. - - . . . . . . . . . - . .. . -

. . c .. g _.

pi.B3.1227 Verifying the fuel ' level in .the; fuel' storage'-tank.}
.yo,,

.w . , , ; ** .
ump starts and' transfers .

.. 3 > ^

<<,, s-
. .

-

p, .f S3 9i. Verifying thetfuel trans,fePp.n'. . ..Y. M#f storage system to the' day. fuel tank.'i.m daWwn. M.,.Wh.Nb 4 %.c
a -

fuel: from the 'u E.. y ..
TW?i94.% m;;. .n

Q5 3Ls.t M.
v.,: . . . > r. mm m a.wa4. % c , ify'in,g.g.'h esel starts'from.m sambient condition and accelerates;eS The M .l g%

1 g.y4
2~ mmmVer t

q
-

v to ,1 3,y oo. 18 rpeliniless than:

g ' generator voltage and, frequency.shall,'orcequal:to'12 seconds 3*0 i' % :. | Vbe34160iti420: volts'and 6 W
..

j 1.2 Hz within 12 seconds ** after the start signal.'f The diesel generator |
*

sna11 ce started for tnis test Dy using one of. the following signals:::.
>

..

b&. " ~,' ~a)9 Hanual.. .' . . .- . I- A ' '-I '"
-

b).. Simulated loss of offsite power by itself.
c) Simulated loss of offsite power in. conjunction with an ESF actua-

tion test signal.~
.

- g.. d) . An ECCS actuation test signal by itself. a '%.ciMi4| .3 a

. _'O'
. . j .s |- ,

U
~ * ; All planned diesel . generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting" 4

.

. ;these surveillance' requirements'may be' preceded by an engine prelube period W 2 .

as recommended by the manufacturer.
-

** Surveillance testing to verify the diesel generator startfand 1oad times~

h (less than or equal to 12 seconds and Qs tnan or equal to 90 seconds
<j 'pectively) from ambient conditions shall be performed at least once per?kE3 f 18S days. All other engine starts performed for the purpose of meeting' .

these surveillance requirements may be conducted in accordar.ce with, warmup
'and loading procedures as recommended by the manufacturer. This is in order
to minimize mechanical stress-and wear on the diesel generator caused by ;f.

fast starting and loading of the diesel generator.
HR 3.t.t.'1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-4 Amendment No. 59
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Enclosure 2 to b-0021tfi ':

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS (@D 6R 3,$,3,h **

) -

AC SOURCES - OPERATING (A00 nas 2.). h , |.

;

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued) 4 ACB flo7ES 3 /D.- 4 ly j.-

i
'

|
1 4.8.1.1.2 (Continued) |
;

|j

| q~ 3,g3 5. Verifying the diesel generator is synchronized, loaded to greater i
! than or equal to 3869 kW for diesel generator IA, 3875 kW for diesel

hf'{ generator 18 and 2200 kW for diesel generator IC dn less than orb|

'

! equas to 90") seconds, and operates with this load for at least
| 60 minutes. :
.

I '6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby power '

'

to the associated emergency buses.a

se um_
'j 7. Verifying the pressure in all diesel generator air start receivers

; to be greater than or equal to 200 psig.
,

'

-

L. :
! b. At least once per 31 daysjnd af ter each operation of the diesel I

i (R 3.g,1,g (he period or operation was greater than or equal to I hourA y checking
I for and removing accumulatec water in om ihe any Tuel tanks.

,

M 3 bat least once per 92 days by removing accumulated water from the fuel5

j storage tanks. fs J
By samp ing fuel oil and verifying tha the sample meets the following

, mini requirements and is tested hin the specified time limit - i
'

i

J. By obtaining a sample fr new fuel oil in accordance wi STM- I
1 / D270-1975 and verifyi prior to addition of the eftothestorage
I tanks that the sa e has:

a) A water nd sediment content of 1 than or equal to 0.05
j to volu percent when tested in cordance with the tests

fG % sn. ified in ASTH-D975-89; a clear and bright ap rance
g Q hen tested in accordant ith ASTM-D4176-82.|

d M )b d )-

A kinematic viscos' y at 40*C of greater t or equal tobi

1.9 centistokes ut less than or equal 4.1 centistokes when, M '4 tested in a rdance with the tests pecified in ASTH-D975-89.*

s
CL k 2 c) An AP gravity at 60*F of gr er than or equal to 30 degreeyy q N but ess than or equal to degrees; or an absolute speci c . 1

'd vity at 60/60*F of g ater than or equal to 0.83 but ss i

@ than or equal to 0.89.;

2. y obtaining a sample from new fuel oil in accordance th ASTM- |D270-1975 and verifying within 31 days after obtaini the sample i
'

N
L9

Surveillance testing to verify the diesel generator start and load times**

(less than or equal to 12 seconds and less than or equal to 90 seconds
respectively)Ar m ambient conditions shall be performed at least oncef

; oer 184 daysf All other engine starts performe3 for the purpose of
'

meeting these surveillance requirements may be conducted in accordanceg
with warmup and loading procedures as recommended by the manufacturer.

fl0TES This is in order to minimize mechanical stress and wear on the diesel,

' generator caused by fast starting and loading of the diesel generator.
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ,,,o e uo .s.,,,,, , % on

4
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ELECTRICAL. POWER SYSTEMS

-

AC SOURCES - OPERATING m 2 to MM
Section 3.8 Page 9 of 257

SURVElllANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) -
, . .

4.8.1.1.2 (Continued)
f/

/M that the other pro
met when tested ' perties specified in Table / f ASTM-D975-89 arejyg

- accordance with the tes ecified in ASTM-
.- W E D975-89. ',- /
. g

h By obta ,ining a sample of fuel T'from the storage tanks iTO 3..

accorAance with ASTM-D2276- at least once per 31 days ndT - ver fying within one week ter obtaining the sample iat total)V ) <g ;'2t. pai-ticulate contamination is less than 10 mo/ liter hen tested in
accordance with ASTM-D2276-88.7 ~

g x_

At least once per 18 months,9during shutdow@, by:e.

-

Ll. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with procedures
1)3 prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations for

1 this class of standby service.

gg 5,g l. 2. Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a load of
g greater than or equal to 1120 kW for diesel generators IA and IB,

, and greater than or equal to 1995 kW for diesel generator IC while
maintaining engine speed < nominal plus 75% of the difference
between nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpoint or 15% above

,, nominal whichever is less.
* -Qoo yn

3. Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a load of 3869
kW* for diesel generators IA, 3875 kW* for diesel generator 18 and6R3,24 to
2200 kW* for diesel generator IC without tripping. The generator,

voltage shall not exceed 5000 volts for diesel generator IA and 18
and 5824 volts for diesel generator IC during and following the load
rejection.

MmulatinTa loss of offsite power by itself, and:4.

6E 341. ll a) for Divisions I and II:

1) Verifying deenergization of the emergency buses and load
shedding from the emergency buses.

2) Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-start!

I signal, energizes the emergency buses with permanently
| connected loads within 12 seconds, energizes the auto-
| connected loads required for safe shutdown through the

load sequence (individual timers), and operates for
;

greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is
loaded with the shutdown loads. After energization, the

SPNOTEl steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency buses
shall be maintained at 4160 1 420 volts and 60 1.2 Hzs

during this test.-

O

#for any start of a diesel, the diesel must be operated with a load in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations.

* Momentary transients due to changing bus loads shall not invalidate the test.

ri f tJmtJ _ IltJTT 1 '4 /4 R 6 Ampndmont Nn.80 I

!
I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 {
Section 3.8 Page ID of 257 '

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

AC SOURCES - OPERATING
I
;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) .

L
4.8.1.1.2 (Continued)

i

b) For Divis' ion III:- '
1) Verifying deenergization of the emergency bus.

!2) Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto start
signal, energizes the emergency bus with the permanently i

;
connected loads within 12 seconds, and operates for greater | t

than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with -

the shutdown loads. After energization, the steady state
!
:

voltage and frequency of the emergency bus shall be main- '

tained at 4160 i 420 volts and 6011.2 Hz during this test.
!SR

, 3 ,8.l.12.
5. Verifying that on an ECC3 actuation test signal, without loss of off-

site power, the diesel generator starts on the auto start si
| Min operates on standby for greater than or equal to 5 minutes. gnal and 1

The gener- i
'

s ator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 1 420 volts and 60 i 1.2 Hz
!

Mp
6t* d within 12 seconds after the auto-start signal; the steady state

generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within these |
r

limits during this test. :
!

Gisilating>a loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ECCS6.
CR 3.8.1.;9 actuation test signal, and:m.

{
a) For Divisions I and II:g

!
'

; 1) Verifying deenergization of the emergency buses and
I

;

!

load shedding from the emergency buses.

.

Verifying the diesel generator starts on'the auto-start ;.2)

| signal, energizes the emergency buses with permanently j

connected loads within 12 seconds, energizes the auto-
connected loads required for safe shutdown through the load |
sequence (individual timers), and operates for greater than
or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the
emergency loads. After energization, the steady state volt-
age and frequency of the emergency buses shall be main-
tained at 4160 i 420 volts and 60 i 1.2 Hz during this test.

b) . For Division III:
_

1) Verifying deenergization of the emergency bu,s. ..

2) Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-start
!signal, energizes the emergency bus with its loads and the
!auto-connected emergency loads within 12 seconds and oper- |ates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its )

generator is loaded with the emergency loads. After ener-
gization, the steady state voltage and frequency qf the

ICLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-7 Amendment No.59 |
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196
; Section 3.8 Page 11 of 257 J' .

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
1

| '

1

AC SOURCES - OPERATING
.,
.

-

!
4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
i

.

4.8.1.1.2 (Continued)
a

emergency bus shall be maintained at 41601420 volts and ;1 6011.2 Hz during this test.
j g?,L6}13
-

7. Verifying that all automatic diesel generator trips are automatically
bypassed upon an ECCS actuation signal except for Divisions I, II and

{ III, engine overspeed and generator differential current. (add M<
j 8. Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 hours. During

the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator. shall be loaded
.

SR 3,8.ldg to greater than or equal to 4256 kW** for diesel generator IA, 4263 kV**
.

i for diesel generator 18 and 2420 kW** for diesel generator IC. During! fd3 the remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall be
.

i

Op loaded to 3869 kP* for dic::ea gr.arator IA, 3875 kW** for diesel gen-

erator 1B and 2200 kW** for diesel generator IC.#P iie n ere te r - A Lo w b 1 2.fo # pd freg:=r; +:11 5: 4150 ^ 420 velt, anu ou i Hz withi sej &cff# ands after
-

startsigna[edatthe steady state g erator vol ge an'

all p :=ithin 5 minutes after completi
requency intai.. 41001120 nit: = d 50 _ 1.21 M g th.: t=t. W thLs 24-hou ! gg' Ntest, perform Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2. 4.a)z) and b)237. i 8.s'l.6 . ') '

4 9. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator d,

,"
not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 4078 kW for diesel generator 1A,
4082 kW for diesel generator 18 and 2350 kW for diesel generator IC. /

_

j 10. Verifying the diesel generator's capability to: |

) SR 3,8.l. lG
a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the generator is

. loaded with its emergency loads upon a simulated restoration of |
-

j offsite power,
1 b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Be restored to its standby status,

gg, g ).17 H. Verifying that, with the diesel generator operating in a test mode and
connected to its bus, a simulated ECCS actuation signal overrides the
test mode and returns the diesel generator to standby operation, and
automatically energizes the emergency loads with offsite power.

58s.s.@ ~

Ac)V'erifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from the fuel2.

-

eterage tank to the day tank of each diesel. -
-

a
--

bf SuMlance Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.e.4.a)2) and b)2) are not satisfactorily)
completed, it is not necessary to repeat the preceding 24-hour test. Instead,. *

the diesel generator may be operated at continuous rating for 1 hour or
until operating temperatures have stabilized prior to performing Surveillance ggy,gy5

uir ments 4. 8.1.1. 2. e 4. al2) and_ 4.8.1.LI.e.4.b)2), '

_ -

" Momentary transients due to changing bus loads shall not invalidate the test'. |
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-8

sR 3. 2.1. I4,do7E I '

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- - . - .



| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 12 of 257

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

| AC SOURCES - OPERATING

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

1 4.8.1.1.2 (Continued)

SR 5.Sf 3. Verifying that the sequence times for loads automatically sequenced
by individual timers are within 10% of their design interval for each
load block for diesel generators IA and 18.

| I 14. Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
m prevent diesel generator starting only when required:
I u' "

.

I
Lg a) Maintenance mode.|

b) Diesel generator lockout. ,

'

s R 3.8. n.7
y f. At least once par 10 years /o~r after any modifications which could affacD

LM f etal cenerator interdependence.byfstarting all three diesel' generators
M simultaneous 1vJHurina Tsnowowm and verifying that all three diesel gener-

ators accelerate to-at least 900 1 18 rpm in less than on equal to 12 seconds.
APD doLTA GS Lim s TS ,a-/V d UPPER SPscD Lun t TS yg. At least once per 10 years by:

sR s.8.3.G
1. Draining ~each' fuel oil storage; tank.:removino the accumulated sedi-,

| ment and cleaning the tankfusing a. sodium >tlypochlorite solution o,r),

| /.A8 unalent, and _

,
,._..,,g,

,
.

| 2.
| L/ D)

TPerforming a prsssure' test of'those . portions'of the diesel-fuel oil
system designed 'to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME Code in|

accordance with ASME Code Section 11 Article IWD-5000.

[4.8.1.1.3 Reports - All diesel generator failures, valid or non-valid, shall
1 be reported to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, within 30 days.

_

, Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the information recommended
in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August
1977. If the number of failures in the last 100 valid tests of any diesel
generator is greater than or equal to 7, the report shall be supplemented to
include the additional information recommended in Regulatory Position C.3.b of
Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977.

(ADDflESSE2)! rJ A DMid 5 8. 2 )
_

|
l

i

l

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-9 Amendment No. 49
1

l
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|
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.T" Enclosure 2 to U-602196*il'oh 3.B Page 13 of 251
! g __lM' E A 0. 2.1. 2 1- M/3

I 3.9./-/ DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE ) !,

9- (buT 24 bodfS)NUMBER OF FAILURES IN hMBEROFFAILU3 DIN
g LAST dO7VALIO TESTS * LLAST 100 VALID / TESTS * | TEST FREQ0ENCY

<

/-~5 ~

U2 ~
r At least once per 31 days

'

<

d4 I0 5 At least once per 7 days ** |
2

' 's O
f(ITS Feoih0TES$

Q F * Criteria for determining number of failures and'n' umber of valid tests shall
be in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatory Guide 1.108,

j but determined on a per diesel generator basis, c/ /
e pu oses of detemipng the required Jest frequency, thy previous\ test fai re count may be educed to zero iy, a complete diese / overhaul to '

'

like-n condition is c pleted, provided at the overhaul including appro-
} pri post-maintenan operation and t ting, is speciff ly approved by .

th9 anufacturer a .if acceptable:re ability has been emonstrated. The
{ jdliabilitycri on shall be' the ccessful completi n of 14 consecutive

tests in a sin e series. Ten of ese tests shall e in accordance with e
[ routin'e Sur lance Requiremen 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 an 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 and f r

tests in rdance with the -day testing re rement of Surveilla e 1

I Require s 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 4.8.1.1.2.a.5. f this criterion is at satis
3 fied.d ing the first ser of. tests, any rnate criterion to e used toz

M ransfalue the failure at torzero requi s NRC approval. y
. -

_ ,

**This test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive failure freei

demands have been perfomed and the number of failures in the last 20 valid
- demands ~ has been, reduced to less than or' equal t6 '

LI 2.

!

_

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-10 Amendment No. 49
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% [

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS L,/ ,
,,

Section 3.8 Page 14 of 257 '

bl0 T* 0. 2( AC SOURCES - SHUT 00un
~ '

Lcg'

AW sa*4hLco 3 . 8,3
; LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (5.~7.I h ( 5,8, D

^

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following AC electrical power sources shall be !

OPERABLE:

trog.!a. ircuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite |Class 1E distribution system, and
|,

p g.B. ! b. Diesel generator IA or 18. and (fiesel oenerater IClwhen the HPCS system<

b , C. is required to be OPERABLE, with each diesel generator having:
.

-

5 F 3 g* g,4 1. A separate day fuel tank containing a minimum of 385 gallons of fuel i
_.

for diesel generators"1A and 18 and 240 gallons of fuel for diesel | '
generator IC, bl

g 3,g,3,j 2. A separate fuel storage system enntiinina a minimum ,000 gallons;

fof fuel for ciesel generator 1A, 45,000 gallons for diesel genera- |(tor IB, and 29,500 gallons of fuel for diesel generator IC. ~

,

d 3 ' 0* I' b 3. A fuel transfer pump.
!APPLICABILI1Y: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4, 5, nd *. -, p

ACTION: yj) /EQ AC"I A # I > M'

a. hith less.than the above re!utred AC electrical power sourceOPERABLE.r ConP A,5 suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, h ndling of irradiated fuel in the secondary
containment

operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel * d
5 -

1-

M [Lr "--1[eentr u ane vp _

-- .- - ..m ,,. . . . . . . .a . c .. ; m., ,w -- ""

In addition, when in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5 with the water
level less than 23 feet above the reactor pressure vessel flange immediately ;

l ABLE status as soon as practicall- -j % initiate corrective action to restore the required power sources,to OPER-
j

b. With diesel generator 1C of the above required AC electrical power
C 'o c C sources inoperable, restore the inoperable diesel generator 1C to OPERABLE

-

status within 72 hours or declare the HPCS system inoperablegt. axe tov
,

Al CTION required oy speciitcation 3.3.z and 3.5.3. f ~
,

K,.0.3 The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.tr O c.

'

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

5g$$
D'4.8.1.2 At least the above required AC electrical p w r sources shall be;

demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement . 8.1.1.1, 4. 8.1.1. 2 )
and 4.8.1.1.3, except for the requirement of ..l.1.2.a.5 7

k N dT & h '~ ~~~ l.3*Vhen handling irradiated fuel in ne secondary containment.
1

Tri av
CLINTON - UNIT 1 /4 8- Amendment No. 13
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196
. Section 3.8 Page 15 of 257

1 3/4.8.2 DC SOURCES -

\ l_Co S. 8
- -

!- -'

DC SOURCES - OPERATING .I i;
. . Al L CO 3. 8. G

~

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.1 As a minimum, the following DC electrical power sources shall be
{; OPERABLE:

| a. Division I, cbnsisting of:
3 1. 125-volt ' battery IA. ?

'

3
2. 125-volt full capacity charger.

j b. Division II., consisting of: h/
j 1. 125-volt battery 18.

i2. 125-volt full capacity charger.-

i
f

I .
!c. Division III, consisting of: -
;

) 1. 125-volt battery IC.
.

, -|
i

2. 125-volt full capacity charger.
|

i, d. Division IV, consisting of: 1

!
ii. 123-volt Dattery 1D..

f- !2. 125-volt full capacity charger. I
|(

! APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 3. I
>

i
i

J|-
~

|j ACTION:
!

With either Division I or Division II battery or charger of the above8.
i required DC electrical power sources inoperable, restore the inoperable
| division to'0PERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN; Coa 3 C within the next 12 hours and in COLD sauTDOWN within the foi1owing 24 hours.
. . - - - - -

! b. With Division III or Division IV battery and/or charger of the above i
required DC electrical power sources inoperable, declare the HPCS system |C%g inoperabie A o tate tn nesiun reovireo oy 3pectricatiem , W

|'

46 !
SURVEILt#4CE REQUIREMENTS

!

;
'

; 4.8.2.1 Each of the above required 125-volt batteries and chargers shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE:

~

1 .

At least once per 7 days by verifying that:
.

i a.
i

,

] S'R 3. 8 6, / 1. The parameters in Table 4.8.2.1-1 meet the Category A limits, and f"!

|j * g*ff 2. Total battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal to 129 volts !on float charge. (|
s

|j
! i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-12 !
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~

,

i
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-602196
section 3.8 Page 16 of 257

DC SOURCES - OPERATING .

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)..

4.8.2.1 (Continued) / M hour 5)
_._-

b.

battery teminal voltage below 110 vo ts, or battery overcharge withAt least once per 92 days aod within 7 days after a battery discharge with'

battery terminal voltage above 150 volts, by verifying that:
,

$ R 3,8 /,.2 1.
The parameters in Table 4.8.2.1-1 meet the Category 8 limits,

g g L Bd.12.
or the connection resistance of these items is less thanThere is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,h L8
150 x 10 8 ohms, and i

g#,g,4,3 3.
The average electrolyte temperature of the pilot cells and representa-
tive cells * of connected cells is above 65'F.

At least once per 18 months by verifying that:c.

1., 6f., 3.d4 3 The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual indication ,

of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,
gf

2. y60844 , The cell-to cell and terminal connections arecclean, .tigh free ofcorrosion and coated with anti-corrosion material, ~

-

3. r6R L3M8 The 'esistance of each cell-to cell and terminal connection is less .than or equal to 150 x 10 6 ohms, and_
-

4.SR18 4'4 The battery charger, will supply at least 300 amperes for Divisions I
and II and 100 amperes for Division III and IV at a minimum of
125 volts for at least 4 hours.

3gg 3,8. 4 7 d. At least once per 18 moaths, hshutdown by verifying that either:
1.

The battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status all of the actual emergency loads for the design duty cyclel

when the battery is subjected to a battery service test, or
2.

The battery capacity is adequate to supply a dummy load of the follow-
ing profile while maintaining the battery terminal voltage greaterthan or equal to 105 volts. ,

I,

| a) Division I

> 561 amperes for the first 60 seconds ~

> 239 amperes for the next 59 minutes )
;

_i 159 amperes for the next 180 minutes -

!

i

'IEEE-450 shall be used for the purpose of defining representative cells!
.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 a-13
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EL'CTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ;, ]pE * 2o 02
3 {

'

DC SOURCES - OPERATING -

(- ,#

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) |

I
4.8.2.1 (Continued)

~

i
_- ;

b) Division II
(

> 462. amperes for the first 60 seconds
i 296 amperes for the next 59 minutes

.

,
1

s

I 108 amperes for the next 180 minutes f
'

~

;

c) Division III t
-

,

, > 112 amperes for the first 60 seconds |'
~ 52 amperes for the next 239 minutes

;

d) Division IV
i > 127 amperes for the first 60 seconds'

[ 117 amperes for the next 59 mitiutes ,

|~> 44 amperes for the next 180 minutes
3j SR 5.8A B

4

At least once per 60 months hurirm shutdo erifying that the battery (
e.

) capacity is at least 80%.of the ma ofacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test. J 0nce per 60 month ir.;erval, this performance b

") fI t)DT6 discharoe test may be performed in lieu nf tha hatt ru service toct~

'

f At least once months, hurIng shutdowIn>

p rmance discharge tests.
g)?. 3.6.I+b of battery capacity shall be given to any battery that shows signs of degra-:

dation or has reached 85% of the servi' e life expected for the application.c I

fgracation13 inoicateo when the t,attery capacity orops more snan 10% of
.

rated capacity from its average on previous performance tests, or is below !

{0%ofthemanufacturer'srating.
N

/QD 2b MO S

-

,

i

1
i

('

'
.

i

CLIdTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-14 Amendment No. 8-
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Enclosure 3 to U-602196 |
Section 3.8 Page 18 of 257 e

>

LCO 3. 8, (, |
'

.

gg 33 g g_f _TABLE 4.8.2.1-1

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS' |

I2)CATEGORY A(1) CATEGORY B

LIMITS FOR EACH * ALLOWABLE (3) i

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH ~ VALUE FOR EACH
PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED Cell. . CONNECTED CELL

I

Electrolyte > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of .

,

Level indi~ cation mark, indication mark, APD plates,
;

and < h" above and < %" above and not ,

'

max 1Eum level maximum level NdTE o owing
indication mark indication mark 40*

jg

Float Voltage >2.13vgts > 2.13 volts % > 210 volts

I> 1.19D Not more thanSpecifi a) - -> 1.190 $ .020 below theGravity
L average of all

@ connected cells
,

,

/ . 4 Average of all. Average of all ;

connected cells connected cells ''

,
_

> 1.190(D)
'

- > 1.200
_ .

N IO N S kd[ h TABLE NOTATIONS/g
/d3

@ .. . .(a) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level

(C) --(b) Or battery charging current is less than (2) amperes when on float charge.

(g n n----+ a m wo .no mi o,-+ , nip o + mnor,t urm, ,y

(1) for any Category A parameter (s) outside the limit (s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within @ nours_ an' i.he Category B

I Codg 4 measurements are taken and found to be within their allowab'e values, and!

provided all Category A and parameter (s) are restored t within limits"

within the (ext b days h L

(2) For any Category B parameter (s) outside mit(s) shown, e battery

may be considered OPERABLE provided that the ategory B parameters
| MND k within their allowable values and provided t e Category B parameter (s)
! are restored to within limits within(J day ,' -

CONDO (3) Any Category B parameter not within its allowable value indicates an
,

inoperable battery.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-15
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.. - G!..I ;; Section 3.8 Page 19 of 257 |

. |
-

| |
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS L C O 3. 8. 5
DC SOURCES - SHUTDOWN L C O 3. 8. C

| -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

As a minimum,6fxirfon I or Division ID an'd, when he HPCS system3.8.2.2
is required to be OPERABLE, Diviston A AA anc Div1sion IV of the DC electrical

|
' power sources shall be OPERABLE with: MI

S Division I consisting of: .
|

| 1. 125 volt battery 1A.
2. 125-volt full capacity charger. 1.

b. Division II consisting of:

i

f 1. 125-volt battery 1B.
2. 125-volt full capacity charger. j

fc. Division III consisting of:

i

1. 125 volt battery IC. ,
'

2. 125-volt full capacity charger.

d. Division IV consisting of -
. ( -) '

~
1. 125-volt batteri 1D.*~

2. 125-volt full capacity charger.
J )

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 , and *.
(APD R O A C7 A * 7'

'

A D D EEQ A<T A I I
| ACTION:

I

With the battery or the charger of the Division I or Division II of the
A a.

CM above required DC electrical power sources ir. operable, suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS, brndling of irradiated fuel in the(secondary containment i

A| g gg jpe{ations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
p 4%d

Vith Division III or Division IV battery or charger of the above requiredb.
COr4 D A DC electrical power sources inoperable, declare the HPCS system inoperable ,

m_. . _ = = .3 :- g ue m a- , _ _ _ . _ _ . _

b(O S O' The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.c.

~

,
SURVEILLANCE REOUIREF NTS

1

N 3OOd 4.8.2.2 At least the above required batteries and chargers shall be demon-
1

stratedOPERABLEperSurveillanceRequirement4.8.2.(1. ADD/JoTc h -
"

*When handling irradia'ted fuel in the seconda containment. ,

gnmsv $3 .

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-16
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Enclosure 2 to U.602196 i ;| ,

Section 3.8 Page 20 of 257

,

)

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
'

3/4.8.3 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS LCo 3.8,9
DISTRIBun 0N - OPERATING

<
i

. LCo 3.87
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

1

3.8.3.1 The following power dist'ribution system divisions shall be energized:

a. AC power distribution:

Division I,fonsisting of: ,

-

1.

! [a) 4160-volt AC Bus 1A1 {
.

| b) 480-volt Unit Substations A and 1A .

;
'

f c) 480-volt AC MCCs . |
1

1) Aux. Bldg. MCCs IA1, IA2, IA3, IA4 |
i

2) SSW MCC 1A '

d 3) DG MCC 1A
.

i4) Control Bldg. MCCs El, E2, and G

} 5) Damper MCC A (f
j
'

l d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in 480-volt Auxiliary Building
HCC 1A1 and Control Building MCC E2. !

'
.

;
~
~

e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels enercized from :

1C71-5001A,5which is fed from Control Building MCC E2 and fromlj 'W !

(Auxiliary Buildino 480-volt MCC 1A1 through 125-volt DC MCC j 3,y.] |

(IDC13E. F _

2. Division I nsisting of:

) 4160-volt AC Bus 1B1 |

' b) 480-volt Unit Substations B and 1B
'

i
.

| c) 480-volt AC MCCs
*

| 1) Aux. Bldg. MCCs 1B1,1B2, IB3,1B4
' 2) SSW MCC IB

3) DG MCC IB
4) Control Bldg. MCCs F1, F2, and H
5) Damper MCC B ,

d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 480 volt .

MCC 181 and Control Building MCC F2.

e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized from p
IC71-5001Bf which is fed f rom Control Building MCC F2 and f rom 1

(Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC 1B1 through 125 volt DC MCC |I 357
['

}10C14E.y }
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-17
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' ~

.s]
,

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

DISTRIBUTION - OPERATING
'

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.8.3.1 (Continued) -

3. Division II sistirig of:

fa) 4160-volt AC Bus IC1

b) Aux 1111ary Building, 4BO-volt AC MCC IC and 480-volt AC MCC IC1 ,'

and SSW HCC IC

, c) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 4BO-volt
i MCC 1C and IC1.

f d', 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized froq k Q,
,

IC71-SQQlCJvhich is fed from auxiiisry ouilatng 480-voaT. ru.1C
( /and _125-volt DC distribution panel IE22-5001C.f D1

4 ivision IVJtons1 sting of 120 vo11 AC uninterruptible distribution y j

bg ' (panels energized from IC71-S001Dfwhich 15 feo Trom Aux 1Hary Bull 01DQ . M*l
480-voltMCCIBland125-voltDCMCCIDC15E.f m

LC63S,.[5. [ Reactor Protection System (RPS) 120-volt AC Solenoid Buses A and BR 1 Nf ,

, (fromtheirassociatedinverters. y ,l 38'l ( !

w b. DC power distribution
''

D_ivisionjI, consisting of 125-volt DC Battery 1A,125-volt Batteryl j1.
Charger 1A,125-volt DC HCC 1A and Distribution Panel. 3 i

-

\

2. Division II,Jconsisting of 125-volt DC Battery 3B,125-volt Battery ~ '

]) harger 1B,125-volt DC MCC IB, and Distribution Panel.

3. Di ion III,fconsisting of 125 volt DC Battery 1C,125-volt Battery
harger 1C and Distribution Panel.

onsisting of 125-volt DC Battery ID,125-volt Battery4 Divis -

arger 1D,125-volt DC MCC 10, and Distribution Panel.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIOMAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. pp @J6 M
ACTION:

|

ForACpowerdistributionj
** a.

1. With either 'ivision I or Division II of the abdve required AC
CorJD A distribution ystem not energized, re-energize the division within |

8 hours r e in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
COIN D in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

C o AJD b
2. With Division III or Division IV of the above required AC distribution .

3 system not energized, declare the HPCS system inoper y d take th g (
<rTinN recuired by Specification 3.5 3. !

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-18
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ELFCTRICAL p0WER SYSTEMS
. Enclosure 2 to U-602196

MSTRIBUT101 - OPERATING S n 3.8 Page 22 oW
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)
.

,

3.8.3.1 ACTION trentinued): [
-

/CD 3. a) With one of the above required in/erters associated with3* p* 1C71-S001A or B inoperable./Energ N CO 3 #' 9
RstriFution panel within t hoursV)ze the associatedFefforetheinoperablepDMOO

-

cod A- Inverter to~0PERABLE and energ12ed status within 24 hours, or
! Y Cod E be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and inCOLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

C04 3 b) With one of the above required inverters associated with 1C71-
5001C or D inoperable. declare the HPCS system inoperable and
take the ACTION required hy Specification 3.5.1.

'

4. For RPS Solenoid Buses: I'
'

i

_g() 3,$.[ a) With one RPS Solenoid Bus not energized, operation may
.

i

continue,

Cog >C b) With an RPS Solenoid Bus inverter inoperable transfer the bus
;

!

to the alternata power source pFovideotneotherKF5521A!191(D
-

5 ._ { Bus is not being supp Ylierom its alternate source,/6 de-energize the lius.
--

gpp c) With both RPS Solenoid Bus inverters inoperat10, de-energize i

one RPS Solenoid Bus.
,

~

[With the frequency of the 120V AC supply to the RPS Solenoid
buses A or B f 57 Hzment which could have, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of all equip-

.~

been subjected to the abnormal frequencyLA2 gs

for all Class IE loads connected to the associated buses, by
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST or CHANNEL
CALIBRATION, as required, within 24 hours.

b. For DC power distribution:

h With either tvision 1 or Division 11 of the above required DC.

CodD b distribujton ystem not energized, re-energize the division within
2 hoursAcr e in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and

y

CorJD D in COLD SHUT 00WN within the following 24 hours.

2 With Division III or Division IV of the above required DC
distribtstion system not energized, declare the systemgjD6 nd taKe the M.lius required by Spec cations 3.F.1 a A3

;

!
SURVfittANCE_ REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.b.7 1/ se tz.q.g
4.8.3.1.1 Each of the above required power distribution system divisions
shall be determined energized at least once per 7 days by verifying Correct
breaker alignment and voltage on the buses /MCCs.

(5/l LL71)
CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 6-19 Amendment No. 77
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Section 3.8 Page 23 of 257

.

ELECTRICAL. POWER SYSTEMS

OfSTRIBUTION - OPERATING
.

SURVEIll ANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

(4.8.3.1.2 WheneveranRPSSolenoidBusiseneryIledfromthealternate

Qs ;t 573 -source, verification shall be made once per 8 hours that the supply frequency

L LLO 3 %.7
R66t 4c T c . /.'2

l
.

;

1
i

|

!

!

1

!

!

Ct!NTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-20 Amendment No.17
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Section 3.8 Pcge 24 of 257 !

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

DISTRIBUTION - SHUTOOWN LC O 3.8.10
,

. |

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

i3.8.3.2 As a minimum, the following power distribution system divisions shall |be energized:
!

For AC power distribution, ion I or Divisi and when the HPCS
a.

system is required to be OPERABLE, Division III and Division IV, with:

Division Ijconsisting of:
/-

1.

a) 4160-volt AC Bus IA1. !

k b) 480-volt Unit Substations A and IA.

c) 480-volt AC HCCs !

!1) Aux. Bldg. MCCs IA1, lA2, lA3,1A4.
2) SSW HCC 1A.
3) D.G. MCC 1A.

!

<

4) Control Bldg. MCCs El, E2, and G
5) Damper HCC A

{ d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 480-volt
,HCC 1A1 and Control Building MCC E2.

| {
e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels enercized frorn

!

1C71-S001Ad which is fed from Control Building MCC E2 and from #
Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC 1A1 throuah 125-volt DC HCC , 3,E$ i

_0C13E.j
- { j j

|Division II[ consisting of:
-

2.
1

a) 4160-volt AC Bus 181.

b) 480-volt Unit Substations B and 18.

c) 480-volt AC HCCs

1) Aux. Bldg. MCCs 181, 182, 183, 184
2) SSW HCC IB
3) D.G. MCC IB
4) Control Bldg. MCCs F1, F2, and H
5) Damper HCC B

d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 480-volt
| MCC 181 and Control Building MCC F2.
1

e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized from
IC71-S001B.I which is fed f rom Control Building HCC t Z and f rom

(Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC 181 through 125-volt DC HCC 1DC14E (

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-21 N
l
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]p-ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
-

DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN "

Section 3.8 Page 25 of 257

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) i
$

}3.8.3.2 (Continued)

Division III] consisting of:3.
t

,

a) 4160-volt AC Bus 1C1.
I j

b) Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC IC and Auxiliary Building !480-volt MCC 101, and SSW MCC IC.
,

c') 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 480-volt I

MCC IC and Auxiliary Building MCC 1C1. ,

h d) 120-volt AC mninterruptible distribution panels eneraized from -
;

b D
JC11-s0010.lwhich is fed from Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC ICT 38I -

,(and 125-volt DC Distribution Panel IE22-5001C. J
|

Division IV bnsisting of 120-volt AC uninterruptible distributton4.
i

panel enercized from IC71-S001DJ which is fed from Aux 1114ry Bu1101ng' M
:

(
(480-volt MCC-1B1 and 125-volt DC MCC IDC15E.ff% 1.54

For DC power distribution, hivision I or Divisionb.
and when the HPCS

system is required to be OPERABLE, Division III, and Division IV, with: ,

1.
Division 1\ consisting of 125-volt DC Batteries IA,125-volt Battery '

Charger IA, 125-volt DC MCC-1A, and distribution panel.
1

2.

31 vision Illconsisting of 125-volt DC Batteries 18,125-volt Battery}pI Charger IB,~ 125-volt DC MCC-1B, and distribution panel.
,

t

l
j 3.

- {
fM. Division IIIjconsisting of 125-volt DC Batteries IC,125-volt Battery }

--
t

Charger 10 and distribution panel. !
>

4.
_ Division IVjconsisting of 125-volt DC Battery ID,125-volt Battery
ChargerW,125-volt DC MCC-ID, and distribution panel.

. !
|

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4, 5, and *.

ACTION:
ADD REo AcT A. 2.5} .

--

k A wer distribution: '( #

1.
With both Division'I and Division II of the above required AC dis-
tribution system not energized, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, handlingCOND M of irradiated fuel in the secondary containment and operations with apotential for draining the reactor vessel.

-

M3 $$ kEQACT M7N f l

pnivM cd
*

When handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment.

,

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-22 Amendment No. 73-
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ELECTRfCAL POUER SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-6021% !

Section 3.8 Page 26 of 257
DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) '

3f3.8.3.2 ACTION (Continueo)-
L

__

b g 7 A,| 2. With Division III or Dhision IV of the above required AC distribution
system not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperablegnd take the]

1

!QC110N required by Specifications 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.
-

L$oji&L0 (I.AISE2*[ M AGA*2*I~d'Ih
b. For DC power distribution:

|1. With both Division I and Division II of the above required-DC dis-
C O/JO A i

tribution system not energized, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, handling--

of irradiated fuel in the secondary containment and operations with ;-

a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
3 < A00 (26h Acr A,t,@

gg A,| With Division III or Division IV of the above required DC distribution /
system not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperablefsnd take the]A fC110N reqIiireo oy specifications 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.t

LCO g,0.3
The' provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.c.

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

sR 3 8 80 dses.rmi
4.8.3.2 At least the above required power distribution system divisions shall
be determined energized at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker
alignment and voltage on the buses /MCCs.

p y a s~i

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-23
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Section 3.8 Pcge 37 of 257

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS *

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES I

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.4.1 Primary and backup cantainment penetration conductor overcurrent !
protective devices associated with each primary containment electrical penetration
circuit shall be OPERABLE. The scope of these protective devices excludes those i

,

circuits for which credible fault currents would not exceed the electrical
penetrations' design ratings.

|
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. '

ACTION:
,

With one or more of the required containment penetration conductor overcurrenta.
protective devices inoperable, declare the affected system or component
inoperable and apply the appropriate ACTION statement for the affected system
and:

1. For 6.9-kV circuit breakers, de-energize the 6.9-kV circuit (s) by
tripping the associated redundant circuit breaker (s) within 72 hours and
verify the redundant circuit breaker to be tripped at least once per 7
days thereafter.

2. For lower voltage circuit breakers, remove the inoperable circuit
breaker (s) from service by racking out the breaker within 72 hours and 1

verify the inoperable breaker (s) to be racked out at least once per 7
days thereafter.

Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable to overcurrent i

devices in 6.9-kV circuits which have their redundant circuit breakers tripped
or to lower voltage circuits which have the inoperable circuit breaker racked
out.

SURVFILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.8.4.1 Each of the required containment penetration conductor overcurrent
protective devices shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 18 months:

1. By verifying that the medium voltage 6.9-kV circuit breakers are OPERABLE
by selecting, on a rotating basis, at least 10% of the circuit breakersi

!

and performing:

| a) A CHANNEL CAllBP.ATION of the associated protective relays, and

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-24 Amendment tio. 68
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES -

SURVElllANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued)
_ l

i

4.8.4.1 (Continued) |

b) An integrated system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system and verifying that each relay and
asso,ciated circuit breakers and overcurrent control cir- i
cuits function as designed.

c) For each circuit breaker found inoperable during these functional
'tests, an additional representative sample of at 1 cast 10% of all

the circuit breakers of the inoperable type shall also be func- ;

tionally tested until no more failures are found or all circuit
breakers of that type have been functionally tested. !

2. By selecting and functionally testing a representative sample of at least
10%, of each type of lower voltage circuit breakers. Circuit breakers i

selected for functional testing shall be selected on a rotating basis.
Testing of these circuit breakers shall consist of injecting currents in

,

excess of the breaker's nominal setpoint and measuring the response time
of the long time delay and short time delay trip elements and setpoint of

,

the instantaneous element where applicable. The measured response time '

shall be compared to the manufacturer's data to ensure that it is less
than or equal to a yalue.specified by the manufacturer. Circuit breakers

L

found inoperable during functional testing shall be restored to OPERABLE !

| status prior to resuming operation. For each circuit breaker found
. inoperable during these functional tests, an additional representative

3

| sample of at least 10% of all the circuit breakers of the inoperable type :shall also be functionally tested until no more failures are found'or all i

circuit breakers of that type have been functionally tested.

b. At least once per 60 months by subjecting each circuit breaker to an inspec-
tion and preventive maintenance in accordance with procedures prepared in
conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-25
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS \ ' ( ,, Section 3.8 Page 29 of 25'

MOTOR OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION
'

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION -

!
3.8.4.2 The thermal overload protection of each valve in safety systems with

1
a bypass device (s) integral with the motor starter shall be bypassed continuously |for those directions for which the valve performs an active safety function.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever the motor operated valve is required to be OPERABLE.
|

ACTION :

,

With the thermal overload protection for one or more of the above required
valves not bypassed continuously in the valve's safety direction (s), !

continuously bypass the affected themal overload within 8 hours or declare i
the affected valve (s) inoperable and apply the appropriate. ACTION statement (s) for
the affected system (s).

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
J

, ,

\

4.8.4.2.1 The thermal overload protection for the above required valves shall be
!verified to be bypassed continuously in the valves' safety direction (s): i
ia. At least once per 18 months, and

| i

b. Following maintenance on the motor starter.'
I

,

|

4.8.4.2.2 The thermal overload protection for the above required valves shall
|be verified to be bypassed in the valves' safety direction (s) following
iperiodic or maintenance testing during which the thermal overload protectionwas temporarily placed in force.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 B-26 Amendment No. 68 |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.8 Page 30 of 257

)I -

:| ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
i

ADDRESSED 1A
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING

_ LCO 3. 3. 8. 2
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

! 3.B.4.3 One RPS electric; power monitoring channel for each inservice RPS
! special solenoid power supply or alternate power supply shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the RPS special solenoid electric power monitoring channel for an inser-
i

vice RPS special solenoid: power supply or alternate power supply inoperable.
restore the power monitoring channel to OPERABLE status within 30 minutes or |

remove the associated RPS special solen'oid power supply or alternate powersupply from service.

$URVEftLANCE RE00lREMENTS.

4.8.4.3 The above specified RPS special solenoid electric power monitoring
channels shall be determined OPERABLE:

By performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST each time the plant is in4 a.
A

COLD SHUTDOW for a period of more than 24 hours, unless performed in the
previous six months, and

b. At least once per 18 months by demonstrating the OPERABILITY of over-
voltage, undervoltage' and underfrequency protective instrumentation by
performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION including simulated automatic

i actuation of the protective relays, tripping logic and output circuit
breakers and verifying the following setpoints.

EPA-INVERTER A EPA-INVERTER B
1. Overvoltage s 134.2 + 0 -3 VAC s 133.6 + 0, - 3 VAC
2. Undervoltage 2 114.2-0, + 3 VAC 2 113.2 - 0, + 3 VAC
3. Underfrequency > 57 - 0 + 1.2 Hz > 57 - 0 4 1.2 Hz

|

| \

t
;

1

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 B-27 Amendment No. 77
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
" 8*DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING -

-

J
|

?'

ADMINISTRATIVE I

!
A.1 The proposed Applicability includes a Note which, in the event - [HPCS is inoperable, allows the AC Sources LCO to not require j

the HPCS DG to be OPERABLE. The effect is to continue to allow |
the Conditions and Required Actions to be applied for other i

inoperable AC sources, without complications of also addressing '

a HPCS DG inoperability. The format and implementations rules ;

for the ITS would dictate several additional Conditions, or a
|jseparate LCO for Division 3 sources, to address each HPCS DG

inoperability in combination with each of the other required !,

| sources. The actual implementation of the proposed
Applicability exception is consistent with the existing ,

presentation which separates ACTIONS for Division 1 and 2, from
, ACTIONS for Division 3.

'

| !,
,

| A.2 AC sources are considered a support system to the Distribution !'

System (proposed LCO 3.8.9). In the event AC Sources are
inoperable such that a distribution subsystem were inoperable,
the proposed LCO 3.0.6 would allow taking only the AC Sources '

ACTIONS; taking exception to taking the AC Distribution System j
ACTIONS. Since the AC Sources ACTIONS are not sufficiently

| conservative in this event, specific direction to take |
| appropriate ACTIONS for the Distribution System is added. This !

| format and construction implements the existing treatment of i

| this condition within the framework of ITS methods.
,. ,

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications would allow !multiple Conditions to be simultaneously entered._ Three or y

more sources could be inoperable, ACTIONS being taken in |
| accordance with the Specification, and LCO 3.0.3 ~ entry -

| conditions not net. To preserve the. existing intent for LCO !

3.0.3 entry, this Condition is proposed. ;

A.4 The existing limitation on 18-month Surveillances to perform i,

| them "during shutdown" is more specifically presented in the
'

proposed Surveillances. Each proposed SR contains a specific
Note limiting the performance in certain MODES. While these
limitations vary from SR to SR, each is consistent with the BWR

:

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434 presentation (or
bracketed option allowed based on plant specific justification)
which defines the intent of "during shutdown" for each SR, and
with the guidance of Generic Letter 91-04. Additionally, the
Note clearly presents the allowance of the current practice of
taking credit for unplanned events, provided the necessary data
is obtained. Since this is only a change in presentation of
current practice, this change is considered administrative.

!

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
"

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING '-

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) 1

|A.5 These' two possible values for the overspeed trip point are
fixed by the design of the DG unit. The appropriate value
(i.e., the most limiting) is presented in the proposed
Technical Specifications. This presentation eliminates the
basis for the accepted value from the Technical Specifications, t

moving it to the Bases. Since there is no difference in the e

requirement, this is an editorial presentation preference only.
i

A.6 The intent of this Surveillance ("... prevent diesel generator
starting only when required. . .") is considered superfluous, in
essence requiring the lockout to not be in effect unless the ;

lockout condition or action of the operator is present. This i

is confirmed each time the DG experiences a demand for start -
,

at least once per month. Removal of the specific 18 month !Surveillance is therefore considered administrative. |
A.7 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this ;

requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed ;
chapter location.

! - A.8 This change number is not used for this station.
,

A.9 Testing of the fuel transfer pump is currently conducted
i

monthly (per current SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.3 and every 18 months (per
current SR 4.8.1.1.2.e.12). Since the 18 month SR duplicates

,

a portion of the current and proposed monthly test, the !18 month SR is omitted. I

A.10 This change number is not used for this station.

A.11 The requirement to perform a diesel start test af ter the diesel
has been running and conditions stabilize is still a required .
test. However, the need to have the diesel run for 24 hours

, before running the restart test has been deleted. The new
| requirement to run the diesel for 1 hour is in keeping with the
| present "*" footnote. Therefore, this change is considered
| administrative.

A.12 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
,

include providing " cross references." The currently referenced i

LCOs adequately prescribes the Required Actions for inoperable
systems without such references. Therefore the existing
reference to other Specifications serves no functional purpose,
and its removal is purely an administrative preference in
presentation.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING -

1

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.13 The requirement to obtain a specified speed range (rpm) is
redundant to the requirement to obtain a specified frequency
(Hz) range, and is not separately referenced. Since the
requirement for a specified frequency range is retained, there
is no real change to the requirements and the change is I

considered administrative.

A.14 Two Notes are provided to more clearly present the current
methodology for conducting this surveillance. Since this is
only a change in presentation of current practice, this change
is considered administrative.

RETACATED SPECIFICATIONS
i

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 These new proposed Conditions involve both required offsite
circuits inoperable and a required " feature" (i.e., system,
subsystem, component, etc.). Limiting this situation to 12
hours (Required Action C.1) adds a restriction not imposed in
the existing Technical Specifications.

M.2 Since only two circuits are required, and three divisions are
required to be powered, a single circuit inoperability could
result in multiple divisions without power. In this situation
a more restrictive allowed outage time is proposed.

;

M.3 With a DG inoperable, certain GDC 17 required events may not be lcapable of being mitigated if other required systems are also
inoperable. Therefore the existing ACTION e (and the proposed
Required Action B.2) requires a confirmation of the status of
these other required systems. These events that may not be
able to be mitigated involve accidents coupled with a complete
loss of all offsite AC power. Certain combinations of HPCS
inoperability along with other ECCS systems (ADS and/or LpCS)
may be in this category. Therefore, the proposed Technical
Specifications require this verification even with the HPCS DG
inoperable. This additional requirement added operational
conservatisms not in the existing Technical Specifications.

:

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.8 Page 35 of 257
( CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING -

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

M.4 Existing Technical Specifications allow both DG 1C, and DG 1A
or 1B to be inoperable concurrently for 72 hours. The prcposed.
ACTIONS for this condition would limit the allowed outage time
to 24 hours. After this 24 hours HPCS could be declared
inoperable (this would allow the remainder ot' the 72 hours to
be applied for DG 1A or 1B) . This places a more restrictive
time prior to having to declare the HPCS inoperable than the
currently allowed 72 hours, in the event two DGs are
inoperable.

I M.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.9 Limitations on the operating power factor are added to load

rejection tests and to the 24-hour run Surveillance. These
limitations ensure the DG is conservatively tested at as close
to accident conditions as reasonable.

|- M.10 Additional acceptance criteria are included in the proposed
Technical Specifications. These functions are necessary for
the system to perform its intended function.

M.11 This comment number is not used for this station.

M.12 As with all other DG start requirements, this test is proposed
to have added the acceptance criteria for voltage limits (upper
and lower) and speed / frequency upper limit (lower limitincluded in the existing Surveillance). These acceptance
criteria are consistent with all other DG start acceptance
criteria.

M.13 In order for the consecutive test count to be valid forresetting the test frequency to 31 days, each test is to be
performed with the DG " cold." Regulatory Guides place this
limitation of 24 hours between tests to achieve this.
Additional clarification of acceptable test results if
performed more frequently than 24 hours is provided'in the
Bases.

M.14 The allowance of footnote "*" to Table 4.8.1.1.2-1 to return
the failure count on diesel generators to zero if a complete
overhaul is performed has been deleted. Since this allowance
provided a flexibility which will no longer be available, its
deletion is considered a more restrictive change.

|

| CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.8 Page 36 of 257
_

,

; CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING ' '

l

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
^

.

" Generic"

| LA.1 The Surveillance procedures dictate the starting methods and |'

signals. The available options currently detailed in the
Technical Specifications are being removed. Reliance on
procedural controls and 10 CFR 50.59 revision of these details
provides sufficient operator and licensee guidance.

|

LA.2 This Surveillance is not specifically detailed in the proposed
Technical Specifications. Procedural controls on DG standby '

alignment, and the definition of OPERABILITY are sufficient to
ensure the DG remains aligned to provide standby power.

?Removal of these details from the Technical Specifications will i

have no effect on DG OPERABILITY.

LA.3 This Surveillance is not specifically detailed in the proposed
Technical Specifications. Procedural controls on DG '

inspections recommended by the manufacturer are sufficient to
ensure the DG receives the necessary inspections. Removal ofthese details from the Technical Specifications will have no
effect on DG OPERABILITY.

LA.4 The specific kW of the single largest load, and/or the specific |
component name, need not be detailed within the Technical
Specifications. The value of the load, as well as the '

component itself are specifically detailed in the plant design, :

reflected in the USAR and changes to them are controlled by 10
CFR 50.59. Their reference within the Technical Specification
is not necessary to adequately present the requirement.

| Similarly, the load value for the auto-connected . loads is
>

'

removed from the proposed Technical Specifications. !

LA.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
LA.6 The specific listing of bypassed DG trips, and DG lockouts to

be confirmed as bypassed or not present, when required to be -

{bypassed or not present, are removed from the proposed |Technical Specifications. The requirement for all unnecessary ;trips to be bypassed (or not present) adequately controls the !intent of these requirements. The specific lists are
adequately controlled by plant procedures and the 10 CFR 50.59
revision process.

1CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

LA.7 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been
affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance
Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications. Entry into the applicable modes without
performing this post maintenance testing also continues to be
allowed as discussed in the Bases for SR 3.0.1.

LA.8 These details of the performance of the Surveillance are
,

proposed to be removed from the Technical Specifications. The ;specifics are adequately controlled by plant procedures and the
10 CFR 50.59 revision process. ,

LA.9 The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provides for
sufficient inspection and testing of the diesel generator fuel
oil tanks. These requirements do not need to be repeated in
the Technical Specifications. The specifics are adequately
controlled by plant procedures and programs, and the 10 CFR
50.59 revision process.

LA.10 This comment number is not used for this station.
LA.11 The explicit restriction on the simultaneous start of all three

DGs that it be performed "during shutdown" is relocated to
plant procedures. This detail adequately controlled by plant
procedures and programs, and the 10 CFR 50.59 revision process.

LA.12 Since this test is performed with the DG paralleled to offsite
power, and the power factor which is to be maintained is
specified, a specific limitation on frequency and voltage
during the 24 hour run is unnecessary. These DG operating
parameters are sufficiently verified by other Surveillances,
and are sufficiently controlled by plant procedures, offsite
power (grid) requirements, and the new power factorrequirement. The details of voltage and frequency can be
adequately controlled by plant procedures and the 10 CFR 50.59
revision process.

LA.13 This change number is not used for this station.

!
,

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

(continued) !

" Specific"

L.1 The requested deletion involves the requirement to start the
:

DGs under degraded offsite power conditions. The normal
Technical Specification surveillance testing schedule provides
adequate assurance that the OPERABLE DGs will be capable of
performing their intended safety functions. The inoperability
of an offsite AC source in no way affects the reliability of |the OPERABLE DGs as previously demonstrated by their normal !
Technical Specification surveillance testing. In some '

circumstances, the inoperability of an AC source will
automatically start the associated DG. In these cases, the DG
will already be supplying the safety bus. The reliability and
availability of the DGs is not adversely affected solely as a i

result of the loss of offsite circuit (s) and the DG should not '

be required to be started if this condition exists. t

Additionally, once the DG started to meet the existing ACTION,
the DG manufacturer recommends loading that DG prior to a i

return to standby status. !

!The most probable cause of an offsite AC source becoming jinoperable is severe weather or an off-normal grid condition. ;

severe weather or other off-normal grid conditions - can also
cause the loss of a DG and leave its safety bus without AC,,,m

power if the DG is tied to the offsite source when it becomes
inoperable. NRC Information Notice 84-69 warns against-

!

,

operating DGs tied to offsite power when the unit's AC sources !

are abnormally degraded or threatened. As addressed in
Information Notice 84-69, when a DG 15 operated connected to !offsite sources and non-vital loads, disturbances in these
areas can adversely affect DG reliability. Further, since the
offsite AC sources have been degraded, a demand for DG start is
more likely while connected to the grid and non-vital loads for ithis required surveillance. Therefore, DG availability is

, potentially lessened by a demonstration requiring starting (and .
| the subsequent administrative requirement for connecting the

DGs to offsite sources) when the offsite sources are abnormally
degraded.

1
!

|
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
_

(continued)t

.

L.2 In the event of multiple concurrent AC Source inoperabilities,

|

the existing ACTIONS limit restoration time to "72 hours from
initial loss." When a second inoperability occurs just prior
to restoration of the initial inoperability and close to the
expiration of the initial 72 hours, this limitation can providelittle or no time to effect repair.- The result would be a

,

'

forced shutdown of the unit. While these simultaneousinoperabilities are expected to be rare, it is also expected i

1 that any AC source inoperability would be repaired in a ,

; reasonable time (s 72 hours). Given the minimal risk of an |
!

event during the repair of the subsequent inoperability, thelikelihood of a satisfactory return to OPERABLE, and the risks
-

,

! involved with introducing plant transients associated with a
iforced shutdown, it is proposed to allow a separate 72 hour

period for this subsequent repair. Since this rationale can be
taken to extreme with continuous multiple overlappinginoperabilities, a maximum restoration time limit is imposed.
The proposed Technical Specifications format presents this as ,

'

an additional Completion Time of "6 days from discovery offailure to meet the LCO."
L.3 The proposed Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2 provide an| allowance to avoid unnecessary testing of the OPERABLE DG when

i is declared inoperable. This change is consistent with ;a DG

that approved on the River Bend Station docket (Amendment #64,dated 9/29/92). !The intent of the ACTIONS is to confirm no '

common-mode failure has rendered more than one DG inoperable.
This assurance can be ascertained in many cases by means other ,

than the existing requirement for a DG start. i

If an assessment
can determine no common-mode failure exists on the remainingOPERABLE DGs, the proposal allows for not requiring anunnecessary DG start. Minimizing DG starts is recommended to
avoid unnecessary diesel wear, thereby enhancing overall DG
reliability (refer to Generic Letter 84-15).

L.4 The proposed Required Action B.2 provides an allowance to avoid
.

an immediate forced shutdown when a DG is inoperable concurrent
with a required " feature" (i.e., system, subsystem, component,
etc.) inoperability. This change is consistent with that

|approved on the River Bend Station docket (Amendment #64, dated |9/29/92). With these concurrent -inoperabilities, certain
events that are required by GDC 17 to be capable of beingmitigated, will not be able to be mitigated. These eventsinvolve accidents which are coupled with a complete loss of alloffsite AC power. However, certain combinations of inoperable
components may allow for satisfactory compensatory actions or
have been justified for some allowed restoration time. By

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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(continued) i

j
iallowing " features" associated with the inoperable DG to be

declared inoperable, the appropriate ACTIONS can be taken. ;

This can potentially eliminate unnecessary forced shutdowns, I

and the associated risk of plant transient, while maintaining
ACTION provisions previously provided concerning the specificcircumstances. ,

{
!L.5 The Completion Times for the Required Actions for inoperable. I

diesel generators are extended. Verification that redundant {features are not inoperable (proposed Required Action B.2) is |proposed to be extended to 4 hours. This completion Time will
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered ,

!

inoperabilities which minimizes the risk due to subjecting the iunit to transients associated with shutdown. The proposed |Completion Time also considers the capacity and capability of '
the remaining AC sources and the low probability of a DBA

j occurring during this period. Additionally, verification that :
;

; the failure is not one of common . cause is proposed to be
|extended to 24 hours (proposed Required Action B.3). This '

Completion Time is identified by Generic Letter 84-15 as a
reasonable time to confirm that the OPERABLE DG(s) are not !

,

affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG.
{

L.6 The proposed LCO 3.8.3, " Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and*

Starting Air," reformats some of the existing requirements byproviding a ;separate LCO with requirements for each of the ;
named parameters. In the case of DG lube oil, the requirements !represents a limitation not currently imposed (a "more !restrictive" change; discussed here for completeness) . Fuel '

oil and starting air requirements are currently presented as (attributes of compliance with the DG LCO; via their ipresentation as Surveillances. These parameters, while isupporting DG OPERABILITY, contain substantial margin in I

addition to the limits which would be absolutely necessary for !DG OPERABILITY. Therefore, certain levels of degradation in
these parameters are justified to extend the allowancas for . ;

1,restoration. During the proposed extended periodi ' for )restoration of these parameters, the DG would still be capable
|of performing its intended function.
'

, CLINTON 9
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|
'

(continued)
-

iL.7 The intent of a requirement for staggered testing is to
increase reliability of the component / system being tested. A
number of studies have been performed which have demonstrated
that staggered testing has negligible impact on components
reliability. These analytical and subjective analyses havedetermined that staggered testing 1) is operationally
difficult, 2) has negligible impact on component reliability,
3) is not as significant as initially thought, 4) has no impact
on failure frequency, 5) introduces additional stress on
components such as DGs potentially causing increased component
failure rates and component wearout, 6) results in reduced
redundancy during testing, 7) increases likelihood of human
error by increasing testing intervals. Therefore, the majority
of staggered testing requirements have been deleted.

L8 This comment number is not used for this station.
L.9 The limitation on the time to reach full DG load from a manual

synchronization is proposed for deletion. DG loading should be
done in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations tominimize wear on the engine. Additionally, placing a time
limitation on the operator to accomplish this loading results
in an increased potential for error and subsequent
unavailability of the DG. The starting, loading, subsequent, , ,

full load operation, and automatic start and loading testing
required by other Technical Specification Surveillances is
adequate to confirm the DG's capability without the 90-second
loading requirement.

,

L.10 Checking for and removing accumulated water from the DG day
tanks is required every 31 days (existing 4.8.1.1.2.b andproposed SR 3. 8.1. 5) . However, the additional frequency of
"af ter each operation of the DG . . . of 21 hour" is proposed tobe deleted. Water condensation within the fuel oil tanks is a
time dependent process, not a process dependent on the transfer ,

of fuel oil during DG operation. In the event the DG is not '

operated except for the nominal monthly OPERABILITY tests
(which is the expectation), no increased frequency is applied.
Furthermore, the fuel oil storage tank is similarly maintained
free of accumulated water.

)
L.11 The proposed " hot restart" test (SR 3.8.1.15) does not require

the restart be a simulated loss of offsite power. The " hot
restart" is proposed to simply be any start signal, as would be
required by the monthly test. Furthermore, the specific
requirement for the DG to be automatically loaded withemergency loads is excessive; the DG has demonstrated its
ability to power loads while " hot" (i.e., the 24 hour run) .Additionally, the automatic loading is an unnecessary

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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(continued)

i

repetition of other SRs which confirm the DGs ability to accept
LOSP sequenced loads. DG loading following the hot restart is
proposed to be controlled by plant procedures and appropriate i

manufacturer recommendations for loading following any DG
start. This revision allows greater flexibility in schedulingDG testing, and minimizing unnecessary loading transients,
while not compromising any necessary demonstration of DG

|capability.
j

L.12 Draft revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.9 (RG 1.9) contained i

revised accelerated test schedules which reflected the industry
guidance provided in NUMARC 87-00, Revision 1. While revision

,

3 to RG 1.9 did not include the revised test schedule, it is '

understood that the NRC finds the revised test schedule '

acceptable. This proposed change to the TS results in focusingonly on the more recent tests (last 25) ; and eliminatingacceptance criteria based on the last 100 tests. This shouldyield a more representative reliability of the DG unit at the j

time of the most recent test. Furthermore, the criteria for
i

i

accelerated testing based on the most recent tests, isincreased from 2-in-20 test failures, to 4-in-25 test failures.
This increase is consistent with past efforts to reduce testing
of the emergency DGs and is considered to provide sufficient
criteria for determining that DG reliability has significantlydegraded.

Additionally, certain DG support system Surveillsnces are
proposed to have their Frequency of performance not tied to the
accelerated test schedule of the DG. Verification . of fuellevel and transfer pump operation, and starting air pressure
can be performed on a normal schedule without compromising theaccelerated DG reliability determinations.

L.13 Momentary transients may occur for various reasons duringloading and unloading of the DG. However, these transients are
quickly restored to within the limits and do not reflect an

-

inability of the system to fulfill its function. Therefore,
these transients should not be considered as a failure of thesurveillance. This change has been previously approved onseveral dockets.

L.14 The provision for testing all diesel generators, regardless of
when the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLE, is proposed tobe deleted. Normally TS Required Actions are not required to
be completed once compliance with the LCO is restored. Thusthis provision represents an exception to LCO 3.0.2.

.
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. TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

!

One intent of this requirement is related to the determination
that no common cause failure exists, whether or not the
originally discovered inoperable DG has already been restored.
A second intent is to provide an increased level of assurance
that redundant safety systems are not concurrently inoperable.

>

a

!

|

i
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,

(continued)
(L.14 continued)

I

In regard to the first iiitent, evaluations are required by| |
plant procedures for all significant safety related

>

deficiencies. These procedures require " prompt" completion ofthe evaluation Iand actions to preclude its recurrence, iregardless of whether the initial corrective action iscompleted.
This 10 CFR 50, Appendix B program / procedure shouldadequatelyi assure the necessary evaluations without

i

necessitating abnormal requirements within the TS
being the exception to LCO 3.0.2). (" abnormal"

:
'

)
In regard to the second intent, the desire for near-term added
assurance that redundant power systems are not inoperable is i

i

warranted, and continues to be addressed by the RequiredActions B.3.1 and B.3.2. However, this concern is obviated ,

once the original DG_is restored to OPERABLE status,condition exited (i.e., redundant DGs could no longer be
and the

inoperable).
Once restored to OPERABLE, the immediacy.of the

common cause verification is relaxed, since at worst only oneDG might be inoperable. In fact, if it were inoperable, 72 ihours would be provided to complete restoration of, that
i

,

inoperability. Therefore, continuing a 24-hour requirement tocomplete this '

" common cause" verification is excessivelyrestrictive.
~

Furthermore, the " abnormal" requirement (to continue to requirethe common-cause verification after restoration of the .!inoperable DG) has recently been identified by a lead plant
{review to result in unwarrante.d plant shutdowns or unnecessaryDG starting in certain circumstancen. As discussed in 1

DG is restored to OPERABLE, tho I: addressing the second intent abnve, once the initial inoperable
Swdiacy of the action shouldbe relaxed. As currently required by the exception to LCO3.0.2, if the common-cause verification (B.3.1), or DG start(B.3.2), is not completed within 24 hours, it becomes a" Required Action not met in the associated Completion Time."

In this event an immediate plant shutdown (either by LCO 3.8.1Condition F, or by LCO 3.0.3;
would apply) would be required.its not exceedingly clear which
cxcessive; one DG has recently This would seem to be clearly

jbeen restored to OPERABLE, the iother DG has no specific reason to be suspected to be
inoperable, and it has been only 24 hours since the ori i jbecame inoperable. g nal DG ;

|
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(continued)
| (L.14 continued) _

If the original DG is restored to OPERABLE in less than 24
hours it would seem acceptable to allow a significantly longer
time to complete the accelerated verification of the remainingDG. (If not restored to OPERABLE within 24 hours, then the
accelerated verification would be required and is not suggestedto be affected by this proposed change.) Once agreed that it
is acceptably prudent to allow a longer time to complete thecommon-cause verification, then it should be acceptable to
allow the plant program / procedures for Appendix B evaluationsto complete the evaluation and not require a TS directed
action necessitating an excep, tion to LCO 3.0.2, and potentiallyresulting in an unnecessary plant shutdown.

L.15 The phrase " actual or simulated" in reference to the test
initiation signals, has been used in lieu of the surveillancerequirement for verifying that each subsystem actuates
" simulated" or " test" signal. This clarifies that satisfactoryon a
automatic system initiations for other than surveillancepurposes can be used to fulfill the surveillance requirements.
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
subsystem itself can not discriminate between " actual" or" simulated."

r

|

|

|
1
1

|

|
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i

ADMINI STRA"'IVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCOs 3.5.2 and 3.5.3
adequately prescribe the Required Actions for an inoperable
ECCS without such references. Therefore the existing reference
to Specifications 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 serve no functional purpose,
and their removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.2 The current requirement for establishing the secondary
containment boundary while handling irradiated fuel in the

,

secondary containment has been clarified to include handling
irradiated fuel in the primary containment. Since the
secondary containment boundary completely surrounds the primary
containment, handling irradiated fuel inside primary
containment also constitutas handling irrLdiated fuel inside
the secondary containment. Thus, this change is a
clarification only and therefore considered administrative.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The existing requirement for one offsite circuit to be OPERABLE
during shutdown conditions is not specific as to what that

,

circuit must be powering, or even if it must be supplying power
(note in the LCO for operating MODES, a circuit can be OPERABLE :

if capable of being aligned to supply power) . The proposed
requirement specifies that the circuit must be connected,
supplying power to all equipment required to be OPERABLE in the
current plant condition. This added restriction conservatively
assures the single OPERABLE circuit is performing a vital
function.

Since the circuit OPERABILITY requirements are proposed to
require supplying power to all necessary loads, if one or more
required load centers, MCC, buses, etc. are not powered via an
offsite circuit, that circuit is inoperable. In this event it
may not be necessary to suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS,
irradiated fuel handling, and OPDRVs. Conservative ACTIONS can
be assured if all required equipment without offsite power is
declared inoperable and the associated ACTIONS taken.

Therefore, along with the conservative additional requirements
placed on the OPERABLE circuit, Required Action A.1 is also
proposed. These additions represent restrictions consistent
with implicit assumptions for operation in shutdown conditions

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

(required equipment powered from offsite p>wer as opposed to
being powered by a DG); restrictions which are not currently
imposed via the Technical Specifications.

M.2 Similar to the added restrictions for an OPERABLE offsite
circuit, the single required OPERABLE DG during shutdown
conditions is not specific as to what Division that DG must be
associated with. The proposed LCO requirement will ensure the
OPERABLE DG is associated with one or more systems, subsystems,
or components required to be OPERABLE. This added restriction
enforces a level of Technical Specification control which |j

| currently is enforced only via administrative procedures, j
! !

M.3 Proposed Required Actions A.2.4 and B.4 implement the existing |
requirement to restore the required power sources to OPERABLE |
as soon as practical. However, the existing requirement is not '

applicable if the cavity is flooded. The proposed Technical
Specification eliminates this flexibility.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

| LA.1 Crane operation is not directly affected by the loss of safety
| related power sources. Therefore, the ACTIONS associated with
| crane operation following a loss of power sources have been

relocated to other plant controlled documents. The design
features and system operation are also described in the USAR.
Changes to these procedures or programs will be controlled by
the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program in

| Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

!

" Specific" j

L.1 The proposed LCO 3.8.3, " Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and
Starting Air," reformats some of the existing requirements by
providing a separate LCO with requirements for each of the
named parameters. In the case of DG lube oil, the requirements
represents a limitation not currently imposed (a "more
restrictive" change; discussed here for completeness) . Fuel
oil and starting air requirements are currently presented as
attributes of compliance with the DG LCO; via their
presentation as Surveillances. These parameters, while
supporting DG OPERABILITY, contain substantial margin in i
addition to the limits which would be absolutely necessary for
DG OPERABILITY. Therefore, certain levels of degradation in
these parameters are justified to extend the allowances for

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RFSTRICTIVE ;

(continued)

restoration. During the proposed extended periods for
restoration of these parameters, the DG would still be capable

|
' of performing its intended function. t

i

L.2 When HPCS is required OPERABLE an additional flexibility is
proposed associated with the requirement for its required i

source of power. The existing Technical Specification require !
only the HPCS DG be OPERABLE. The proposed Technical

~

Specification provides an option for either the HPCS DG or a
second offsite circuit (different than the circuit required for
the remainder of the required components). This option for a
second circuit in lieu-of the HPCS DG is judged to provide
similar or greater power reliability for the HPCS. Offsite i

circuit reliability has proven reliability at least as great as
the typical DG unit.

L.3 Many of the currently required Surveillances involve tests that
would require the DG to be paralleled to offsite power. This
condition (the only required DG and the only required offsite ;

circuit connected) presents a risk of a single fault resulting I

in a station blackout. The NRC has previously recognized this !
and provided surveillance exceptions to avoid this condition, i

!but the direction has not been consistently applied. In an
effort to consistently address this concern and to avoid -

potential conflicting Technical Specifications, the !

Surveillances which would require the DG to be connected to the
offsite source are excepted from performance requirements. The
exception does not take exception to the requirement for the DG {
to be capable of performing the particular function - just to
the requirement to demonstrate it while that source of power is ,

being relied on to support meeting the LCO. ,

! -

|
'

;

.

&
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,

ADMINISTRATIVE
3

i

A.1 The proposed Technical Specifications present the battery cell
~

parameters limits in a separate LCO (proposed LCO 3.8.6) . The i

hardware components (battery and charger) remain in a DC
sources LCO (proposed LCO 3.8.4).

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station. ;

!A.3 The existing limitation on 18-month Surveillances to perform
them "during shutdown" is more specifically presented in the
proposed Surveillances. Each proposed SR contains a specific !

Note limiting the performance in certain MODES. While these
limitations vary from SR to SR, each is consistent with the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434 presentation (or
bracketed option allowed based on plant specific justification) ,

presentation which defines the intent of "during shutdown" for
each SR. '

A.4 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for !
proper application of the ACTIONS for Technical Specification |

| compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3
" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is-

allowed for each battery") provides direction consistent with
,

the intent of the existing ACTION for an inoperable battery. !

since this change only provides more explicit direction of the,

I current interpretation of the existing specifications, this
',

j change is considered administrative.
,

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.6 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.5.1 adequately
prescribes the Required Actions for an inoperable ECCS without ,

such references. Therefore the existing reference to ;

Specification 3.5.1 serves no functional purpose, and its '
,

'

removal is purely an administrative dif ference in presentation.

|
A.7 The Frequency of proposed Surveillance Requirement 3.8.6.3 does

not directly include the requirement for performance following;
i

| a battery discharge or overcharge. However, this Frequency is
,

included in proposed SR 3.8.6.2 which includes a check of the '

specific gravity which must be corrected for electrolyte
temperature. Therefore, the temperature must still be obtained
if it is important to verification of OPERABILITY ' of the

| battery and this change in presentation is administrative.

I A.8 This comment number is not-used for this station.

|

|
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RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

! TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
|

M.1 In the event a battery experiences a discharge (not a momentary
transient as in the starting of a large load) which brings the

| battery terminal voltage below 110 volts, confirmation of
| continued battery OPERABILITY should be made sooner than 7
' days. The proposed change to 24 hours allows sufficient time

|
to plan for an unscheduled surveillance and complete the
performance of the surveillance of cell parameters without undo'

haste. Since this confirmation of OPERABILITY is revised to
make that determination sooner, the change is conservative.

M.2 The allowance to correct the Category B limit for temperature
I is being proposed for deletion based on the BWR Standard
j Technical Specification, NUREG-1434, presentation and IEEE-450
l recommendations.

M.3 Limitations are proposed to be imposed on this allowance: the
utilization of charging current limited to 7 days, and a
requirement to measure actual specific gravities at the end of
this period. These restrictions will assure excessive reliance
on charging current is not made.

M.4 Proposed Required Action A.1 requires a more immediate check
that pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are within
limits. Required Action A.2 proposes a periodic re-
verification that all cell parameters are within limits. These |

restrictions provide added assurance of adequate battery |

capabilities for the period allowed to completely restore the |
cell parameters. ;

I

| "3 The frequency for Surveillance 4.8.2.1.f has been changed from-

18 months to 12 months. Since the change will require the test
on a more frequent bases, the change is considered more

;

restrictive. !

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
|

"Goneric"
,

i

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Program in Chapter 5 of the TS.
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Endosure 2 to U402196 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.8 Page 51 of 257 |

CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
*

(continued)
!

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station. :

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.4 " Degradation" is proposed to suffice for the Technical
Specification requirement, while allowing the details of the '

definition of " degradation" to be relocated to the Bases and .

'
plant procedures.

,

" Specific"

L.1 " Removing visible corrosion" is sufficient to ensure the
connections are " clean." Eliminating " clean" would therefore
be considered an editorial preference. Requiring the

'
connections to be " tight" results in a requirement to torque
the connecting bolts. This application of a torque to confirm i

tightness, results in unnecessary stress being applied to the
'

bolted connection. If the connection satisfies the resistance
requirements of proposed SR 3.8.4.5 (performed at the same
Frequency), it can be assumed to be sufficiently torqued.

,

i
L.2 A battery can show degradation well prior to expiration of f

expected life, and still be within the required capacity to j

meet OPERABILITY requirements. In this event, a Frequet y less
restrictive than the 12 month Frequency is justified. The 24
month proposed Frequency for this condition is consistent with
that informally conveyed as acceptable to the NRC and IEEE
Battery Working Group.

L.3 This allowance is acceptable based on guidance from Appendix A
to IEEE-450. The level excursion allowed is temporary due to |
gas generation during the equalizing charge and would be i

expected to return to normal.

L.4 The allowance for utilizing charging current in lieu of
specific gravity is proposed to be applied to all Categories
(existing allowance does not apply to Category B limit). This
allowance is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. In conjunction with the other
limitations imposed (refer to comment M.3) this change remains !

sufficiently conservative. i

L.5 An exception to level correction is being proposed. During
periods when the battery is fully charged (e.g., charging
current is <2 amps), a level correction attempt may not be
reliable (see discussion L.3 above.) This change is consistent
with the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434.

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.8 Page 52 of 257 '

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

,

L.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

L.7 Based on discussions with the IEEE-450 Battery Working Group,
'

the NRC has found a revision to the restoration time, from
7 days to 31 days, acceptable (as documented in the BWR
Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434). In conjunction
with the periodic monitoring required by the proposed Required
Action A.2, this change does not represent a significant

( relaxation in battery capability. ;

'

L.8 Battery terminal corrosion is not significantly affected by a
battery discharge or overcharge. Therefore, the proposed '

Frequency does not include the performance of the SR following
these events.

,

I

!

'

1

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.8.2.2 - D.C. SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 While the proposed option is also available to perform the
Required Actions A.2.1 - A.2.4, that option would be more,

I conservative than selecting the option of performing Required
( Action A.1. Recognizing the logical outcome of a Division III

or IV battery inoperability would be taking proposed Required'

Action A.1, the proposed ACTIONS for a Division III or IV
inoperability are deemed to be the same as in the existing

,

ACTIONS; therefore the change is considered administrative.
1

A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCOs 3.5.2 and 3.5.3
adequately prescribe the Required Actions for an inoperable
ECCS without such references. Therefore the existing reference !

to Specifications 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 serve no functional purpose,
and their removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.3 The current requirement for establishing the secondary
containment boundary while handling irradiated fuel in the
secondary containment has been clarified to include handling
irradiated fuel in the primary containment. Since the
secondary containment boundary completely surrounds the primary
containment, handling irradiated fuel inside primary ,

containment also constitutes handling irradiated fuel inside !
|the secondary containment. Thus, this change is a

clarification only and therefore considered administrative. j
|

l
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS j

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The existing requirement for " Division I or Division II" DC
sources to be OPERABLE during shutdown conditions is not
specific as to what that single source must be powering. The
proposed requirement specifies that the sources necessary to
supply DC power to all equipment required to be OPERABLE in the |

'

current plant condition, must be OPERABLE. This added
restriction conservatively assures the needed sources of power
are OPERABLE, even if this results in both the Division I and
Division II sources being required.

Since the DC source OPERABILITY requirements are proposed to
require supplying power to all necessary loads, if one or more
required DC loads are not being supplied the required DC power,
that DC source is inoperable. In this event it may not be
necessary to suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS, irradiated fuel
handling, and OPDRVs. Conservative ACTIONS can be assured if

CLINTON 22 10/1/93
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I Enclosure 2 to U-602196

- DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.8 Page 54 of 257

) CTS: 3.8.2.2 - D.C. SOURCES - SHUTDOWN
1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE ;

(continued)
|

all required equipment without the necessary DC power is ;

declared inoperable and the associated ACTIONS taken.' '

| Therefore, along with the conservative additional requirements
placed on the DC system, Required Action A.1 is also proposed. i

; These additions represent restrictions consistent with implicit ;

assumptions for operation in shutdown conditions (required |

equipment receiving the necessary required power); restrictions :
; which are not currently imposed via the TSs. !

M.2 In the event the necessary DC sources are not OPERABLE, plant
1 conditions are conservatively restricted by suspending CORE i

'ALTERATIONS, irradiated fuel handling, and OPDRVs. However,
continued operation without the necessary DC sources should not i
be considered acceptable. Therefore an ACTION to commence and '

continue attempts to restore the necessary DC sources is
proposed. (Note that if ACTIONS are taken in accordance with ,

!the proposed Required Action A.1, sufficiently conservative
; measures are assured by the ACTIONS for the individual i

'
. components declared inoperable without requiring the efforts to
i restore the inoperable source. |
*

|
1
'

|
1 TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

i

j " Generic"

; LA.1 The details relating to ?ystem design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system-

! operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Buses
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Program in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

; " Specific"

L.1 Many of the currently required Surveillances involve tests that
'

would cause the only required OPERABLE battery to be rendered
inoperable. This condition presents a significant risk if an
event were to occur during the test. The NRC has previously
provided surveillance exceptions to avoid a similar condition

'

for the AC sources, but the exceptions have not been applied to
DC sources. In an effort to consistently address this concern,
the Surveillances which would require the only OPERABLE battery
to be rendered incapable of performing it functions are;

excepted from performance requirements. The exception does not
take exception to the requirement for the battery to be capable

,,

of performing the particular function - just to the requirement !
to demonstrate that capability while that source of power is
being relied on to support meeting the LCO.

,

; I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
*

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.8.3.1 - ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - OPERATING

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
I

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station. I

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." LCO 3.5.1 adequately
prescribes the Required Actions for an inoperable ECCS without ,

such references. Therefore the existing reference to !
Specification 3.5.1 serves no functional purpose, and its
removal is purely an administrative difference in presentation. |

!

A.4 The proposed Applicability includes a Note which, in the event
,

HPCS is inoperable, allows the Electrical Power Distribution '

LCO to not require the Division 3 buses to be OPERABLE. The
effect is to continue to allow the Conditions and Required
Actions to be applied for other inoperable distribution
systems, without complications of also addressing a Division 3
distribution system inoperability. The format and
implementations rules for the ITS would dictate several
additional Conditions, or a separate IEO for Division 3
Electrical Power Distribution Systems, to address each Division,

3 bus inoperability in combination with each of the other
required distribution systems. The actual implementation of
the proposed Applicability exception is consistent with the
existing presentation in the AC Sources LCO, which separates
ACTIONS for Division 1 and 2, from ACTIONS for Division 3.2

A.5 Since an OPERABLE RPS bus inverter is required to be powering
its associated bus, in a Condition with only one inverter
inoperable it is implicit that the other RPS bus is being
powered from an OPERABLE inverter and not its alternate source. i
Therefore this provision is implicit without being included in i

the proposed ACTIONS.

!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The proposed Completion Times have a limitation in addition to
the existing AOTs. This additional limit establishes a maximum
time allowed for any combination of required distribution
subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If an AC distribution
subsystem is inoperable while, for instance,~ a Dd bus is !
inoperable and subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LCO may i
already have been not met for up to 8 hours. This situation

CLINTON 24 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3.8 Page 56 of 257

CTS: 3.8.3.1 - ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - OPERATING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)i

|

could lead to a total duration of 10 hours, since initial
failure of the LCO, to restore the DC distribution system.
Then, an AC subsystem could again become inoperable, and then ;

the DC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue ;

indefinitely. Therefore to preclude this and place an
appropriate restriction on any such unusual situation, the
additional Completion Time is proposed.

M.2 The ITS require the inverter output frequency to be included in !
the weekly surveillance. This represents an additional check

;

not currently required. j
i

|
TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Program in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.3 The concern for continued OPERABILITY of equipment which has
been subjected to operation outside its design applies to all

| equipment and applies to all parameters (i.e., temperature, |
| radiation, etc) - not just RPS solenoid bus powered equipment |

) experiencing an undervoltage condition. The plant's processes
for determination of OPERABILITY are adequate to address this
issue (as it is with these other OPERABILITY issues) without a
specific TS ACTION. Therefore, this specific requirement is
proposed to be located in, and controlled by the 10 CFR 50.59

i revision process to, applicable plant procedures.

" Specific"

l L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

1
i

i CLINTON 25 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Secti n 3,8 Page 57 of 257

CTS: 3.8.3.2 - ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.2 While the proposed option is also available to perform the j

Required Actions A.2.1 - A.2.5, that option would be more I

conservative than selecting the option of performing Required I

Action A.1. Recognizing the logical outcome of a Division III
or IV distribution system inoperability would be taking ;

proposed Required Action A.1, the prcposed ACTIONS for a
Division III or IV inoperability are deemed to be the same as
in the existing ACTIONS; therefore the change is considered
administrative.

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specificaticns does not
i

include providing " cross references." LCOs 3.5.2 and 3.5.3
,

adequately prescribe the Required Actions for an inoperable '

ECCS without such references. Therefore the existing reference i

to Specifications 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 serve no functional purpose,
and their removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.4 The current requirement for establishing the secondary
containment boundary while handling irradiated fuel in the i

secondary containment has been clarified to include handling
'

;

irradiated fuel in the primary containment. Since the
secondary containment boundary completely surrounds the primary
containment, handling irradiated fuel inside primary

2containment also constitutes handling irradiated fuel inside
the secondary containment. Thus, this change is a i

clarification only and therefore considered administrative. |

|
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ' I

|
.

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The existing requirement for " Division I or Division II"
Distribution systems to be OPERABLE during shutdown conditions
is not specific as to what that single system must be powering.
The proposed requirement specifies that_the distribution
systems necessary to supply AC/DC power to all equipment
required to be OPERABLE in the current plant condition, must be
OPERABLE. This added restriction conservatively assures the
needed sources of power are OPERABLE, even if this results in
both the Division I'and Division II distribution systems:being
required.

|

CLINTON 26 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

"' *
DIS;.'UGSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.8.3.2 - ONSITE FOWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

Since the distribution system OPERABILITY requirements are
proposed to require supplying power to all necessary loads, if
one or more required loads are not being supplied the required
power, that distribution subsystem is inoperable. In this
event it may not be necessary to suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS,
irradiated fuel handling, and OPDRVs. Conservative ACTIONS can
be assured if all required equipment without the necessary
power is declared inoperable and the associated ACTIONS taken. I

Therefore, along with the conservative additional require:uents
|placed on the distribution system, Required Action A.1 is alsoI

l proposed. These additions represent restrictions consistent
with implicit assumptions for operation in shutdown conditions
(required equipment receiving the necessary required power);
restrictions which are not currently imposed via the Technical
Specifications.

M.2 Related to the proposed LCO 3.0.6 allowing the ACTIONS for
i

! inoperable distribution systems to be taken, and thereby not
taking ACTIONS for each inoperable supported component, an
additional ACTION is proposed. This ACTION (Required Action
A.2.5) assures the appropriate consideration is applied for
shutdown cooling systems that are without required power.

M.3 In the event the necessary distribution systems are not
OPERABLE, plant conditions are conservatively restricted by
suspending CORE ALTERATIONS, irradiated fuel handling, and |

Or"Vs , and taking action applicable to inoperable RHR-SDC
systems. However, continued operation without the necessary
distribution systems should not be considered acceptable. ]
Therefore an ACTION to commence and continue attempts to '

restore the necessary distribution systems is proposed. (Note
that if ACTIONS are taken in accordance with the proposed
Required Action A.1, suf ficiently conservative measures are
assured by the ACTIONS for the individual components declared
inoperable without requiring the efforts to restore the
inoperable source.)

M.4 The ITS require the inverter output frequency to be included in
the weekly surveillance. This represents an additional check ;
not currently required.

CLINTON 27 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

Secti n 3.8 Page 59 of 257DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.8.3.2 - ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

TECHNICAL CUANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The details relating to system design and purpose have been
relocated to the Bases. The design features and system
operation are also described in the USAR. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases
Control Program in Chapter 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

" Specific"

None in this section.

4

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.8 Page 60 of 257DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 3.8.4.1 - PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTION

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

|
'

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The primary containment penetration conductor overcurrent
protective devices provide protection for the circuit
conductors against damage or failure due to overcurrent heating
effects, but they are not considered in any design basis
accident or transient. Further, the evaluation summarized in
NEDO-31466 determined the loss of these protective devices to
be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency

'
and offsite release. Therefore, the requirements specified for
this function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement
technical specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.

,

,

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
|

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
,

None in this section.

1

i

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Section 3.8 Page 61 of 257

CTS: 3.8.4.2 - MOV THERMAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

!
IRELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The motor operated valves thermal overload protection devices
protect the equipment from potential damage to maintain the |

capability of the equipment, but they are not considered in the
primary success path to a mitigate a design basis accident or I

transient. Therefore, the requirements specified for this
function did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statenent
technical specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton TS and have
been relocated to plant documents controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. 1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE :

None in this section.

I

1

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sat n 3.8 Page 62 oWDISCUSSION OF CHANGES

CTS: 3.8.4.3 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
chapter location.

,i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

I
;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 1

None in this section.

!

t

i

k

f

i

|
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ATTACHMENT 1C

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
I
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

1 NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 64 of 257
'

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

"L1" CHANGE
i i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !
Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR !

50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three |
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the I

probability or consequences of an accident previously- |

evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used'to support mitigation of ;

the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered j
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As !

such the elimination of an ACTION which requires starting the [
DGs due to the inoperability of another power source will not {
increase the probability of any accident previously i

evaluated. The normal test Frequency continues to provide |
'adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and therefore, the

! proposed change does not involve any increase to the )'

consequences of any accident previously evaluated. ;
,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different 1,)
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? I

I
The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation '

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

9

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues:

' ,

to be determined in the same manner as before the !
inoperability of another power source. Since the power |

: sources are generally independent and common failure cause is
eveluated, the proposed change provides an equivalent

e assurance of the capability of the DGs to perform their
safety function.

|

4
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$ Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

5 NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.E ? age 65 of 257 ;

1 CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING |
|

'
"L2" CHANGE |

1

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ;

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

.

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR |
| 50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three- ;

i categories of the significant hazards consideration standards: :

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
! probability or consequences.of an accident previously

evaluated? '

The required offsite power circuits and diesel generators [
I(DGs) are used to support mitigation of the consequences of,

f! an accident, but they are not considered as the initiator of
'

any previously analyzed accident. As such additional time
for repair of an inoperable circuit or DG will not increase t

3.

the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
'

proposed ACTION continues to provide adequate assurance of ,

OPERABLE AC sources, and therefore, does not involve any
.

increase to the consequences of any accident previously [
evaluated. !

i ;

l |
-

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different .

1 kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
,

. <

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation |
'

! and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. j
Therefore'it does not create the possibility of a new or i

different kind of accident from any accident previously i

evaluated. I

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the AC sources
continues to be required. Overlapping inoperabilities of3

! offsite circuits and DGs is expected to be infrequent and any
reduction due to the extended time frame is offset by not
subjecting the plant to a shutdown transient.

|

|

;
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Enclosum 2 to U402196 |

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 66 of 257

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
'
|

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the elimination of an ACTION which requires starting the
DGs due to the inoperability of another power source will not
increase the probability of any accident previously ,

evaluated. The proposed ACTION continues to provide adequate
'

assurance of OPERABLE DGs and therefore, does not involve any
increase to the consequences of any accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner as before the
inoperability of another power source. Since the power
sources are generally independent and common failure cause is
evaluated, the proposed change provides an equivalent
assurance of the capability of the DGs to perform their
safety function.

|
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| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 67 of 257

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

i "L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
| Specification change and has determined that it involves no
! significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three;

I categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

! 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an act.ident previously;

i evaluated?
|

'

j The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of f
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered -

4 ,
'

as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. '

Further, equipment powered by the DGs which may be considered
as an initiator continues to be evaluated for loss of
function and previously determined appropriate ACTIONS for
such inoperabilities continue to be required. As such the j;

proposed ACTION will not increase the probability of any ,

; accident previously evaluated. The proposed ACTION continues i

to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE required equipment
and therefore, does not involve any increase to the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

5 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation !
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |

'

3 Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or !

different kind of accident from any accident previously.

;

evaluated. i,

; ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
q of safety? -

!
j This change does not involve a significant reduction in a

;

q margin of safety since the determination of loss of function
!

) continues to be determined in the same manner. !

a

'

4

i
j
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 68 of 257

CTS: 3.8.1.1 - A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

"L5" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical j

Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three .

'

categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
,

probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident.
Further, equipment powered by the DGs which may be considered
as an initiator continues to be evaluated for loss of
function and previously determined appropriate ACTIONS for
such inoperabilities continue to be required. As such the
proposed increase in the Completion Time will not increase
the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed ACTION continues to provide adequate assurance of
OPERABLE required equipment and therefore, does not involve
any increase to the consequences of any accident previously
evaluated. I

I

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the equipment and
loss of function continues to be evaluated in the same
manner. The increase in time allowed for such a evaluation
is minimal and provides additional potential for preferred
restoration of the equipment to OPERABLE status rather than
requiring a shutdown transient.
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"L6" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the evaluation of operational parameters and allowance
of time for restoration of these parameters will not increase
the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed ACTIONS continue to provide adequate assurance of
OPERABLE DGs since substantial margin exists for these !

parameters and therefore, does not involve any increase to
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated. i

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different '

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner. The substantial margin
provided for these parameters allows for some degradation

,

without significantly affecting the capability of the DG to |
perform its safety function. Since the degradation is
limited in both capacity and time, the degradation is not
considered significant.

l
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i "L7" CHANGE f
,

'

i Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ,

i Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
! significant hazards consideration. This determination has been i
2 performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR !

50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three |
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards: j

J 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the f
} probability or consequences of an accident previously i

|evaluated?

! The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of f
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered j

,

| as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As

f such the elimination of a requirement to stagger the ;
surveillance testing will not increase the probability of any ;;

accident previously evaluated. The proposed SR continues to i
provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and therefore, !

does not involve any increase to the consequences of any j

] accident previously evaluated. !
! !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. |
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or i
different kind of accident from any accident previously ;
evaluated. |

!

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin !
'

of safety? ,

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner. Staggered testing does
not have a significant effect on reliability, and does not
impact the capability of the DGs to perform their safety
function. Since the DG power sources are independent ande

i common failure cause is evaluated, the proposed change
'

provides an equivalent assurance of the capability of the DGs
: to perform their safety function.
n

s
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"L9" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the elimination of a time requirement to load the DG
during surveillance testing will not increase the probability
of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed SR
continues to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and
therefore, does not involve any increase to the consequences
of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the manual loading of the DGs does not
impact the capability of the DGs to perform their safety
function.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As ;

such the elimination of a requirement to remove accumulated
water within one hour of operation will not increase the
probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed SR continues to provide adequate assurance of
OPERABLE DGs since water accumulation is time dependent and
not related to DG operation. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve any increase to the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated. '

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
| kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

! The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a !
'

margin of safety since the water continues to be removed on a
periodic basis which has been previously determined to be
sufficient. Since operating the DG does not increase water
accumulation and expected operation is on a monthly basis,
the proposed change provides an equivalent assurance of the
capability of the DGs to perform their safety function.

.

.
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
,

| probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

|
|

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the elimination of a specific signal requirement to
perform the " hot restart" surveillance testing will not
increase the probability of any accident previously
evaluated. The proposed SR continues to provide adequate
assurance of OPERABLE DGs since restart capability is not

( affected by the start signal. Therefore, the proposed change
'

does not involve any increase to the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

|

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

| This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the start capability of the DGs is not
affected by the start signal. Therefore, the proposed change
provides an equivalent assurance of the capability of the DGs
to perform their safety function.
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.

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
53.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs), and their support systems, are
used to support mitigation of the consequences of an
accident, but they are not considered as the initiator of any
previously analyzed accident. As such the revised criteria
for determining significantly reduced reliability will not

,

increase the probability of any accident previously
"

evaluated. The proposed accelerated testing criteria
provides adequate assurance of reliable DGs based on data
which is more representative of current DG reliability.
Separating the frequency of surveilling the fuel oil i

subsystem and starting air pressure from the accelerated ,

'

testing frequency for the DGs will not impede DG reliability
determinations. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve any increase to the consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner. Furthermore, DG
reliability status will be determined based on data which is
represcr:tative of a more recent status. Therefore the
proposed change provides an improved assessment of the
reliability of the DGs. Additionally, separating the
frequency of surveilling the fuel oil subsystem and starting
air pressure from the accelerated testing frequency for the
DGs will not impede DG reliability determinations.
Therefore, the proposed changes will not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards: ]

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the j
,
' probability or consequences of an accident previously |
| evaluated?

| The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered

,

as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As I

such the revised criteria for determining failure of the i

required surveillance will not increase the probability of ,

any accident previously evaluated. The proposed criteria- |

provides adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and therefore,
does not involve any ir. rease to the consequences of any I
accident previously evaluated. j

| 2. Does the change create-the possibility of a new or different ;

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? !
f

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation |
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. :
Therefore it does not create the possibility'of a new or '

different kind of accident from any accident previously *

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduct on in a margin
of safety? :

Mange does not involve a significant reduction in a
*

L -: : 1 of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to au determined based on its capability to perform its
safety related function.

i
,

|
!
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the elimination of starting the DGs for inoperability of
another power source even after the inoperable DG has been
restored to OPERABLE, will not increase the probability of
any accident previously evaluated. The proposed ACTION
continues to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and

,

! therefore, does not involve any increase to the consequences
of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? |

|

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modificatinn to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner as before the
inoperability of another power source. Since the power
sources are generally independent and common cause failure-is
evaluated, the proposed change provides an equivalent
assurance of the capability of the DGs to perform their
safety function.

!
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1

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
! probability or consequences of an accident previously

|
evaluated?

The phrase " actual or simulated," in reference to the test
signal, has been used in lieu of the surveillance requirement
for verifying that each subsystem actuates on a " simulated"
or " test" signal. This does not impose a requirement to
create an " actual" signal, nor does it eliminate any
restriction on producing an " actual" signal. While creating
an " actual" signal could increase-the probability of an
event, existing procedures and 10 CFR 50.59 control of
revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating
this signal. The proposed change does not affect the *

procedures governing plant operations and the acceptability
,

of creating these signals; it simply would allow such aI

signal to be utilized in evaluating the acceptance criteria
for the system functional test requirements. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability of an accident previously evaluated.

Since the function of the system functional test remains
,

unaffected the change does not involve a significant increase|
I in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
|
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement
which limits use to a simulated or test signal, will not
affect the performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY
is adequately demonstrated in either case since the system
itself can not discriminate between " actual" or " simulated."
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.
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|

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR ,

50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three i

categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:
,

1. Docs the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The diesel generators (DGs) are used to support mitigation of
the consequences of an accident, but they are not considered
as the initia".cr of any previously analyzed accident. As
such the evaluation of operational parameters and allowance

l of time for restoration of these parameters will not increase
the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed ACTIONS continue to provide adequate assurance of ,

OPERABLE DGs since substantial margin exists for these
parameters and therefore, does not involve any increase to
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
| and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or i

different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a cignificant reduction in a margin j
of safety? i

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the OPERABILITY of the DGs continues
to be determined in the same manner. The substantial margin
provided for these parameters allows for some degradation
without significantly affecting the capability of the DG to
perform its safety function. Since the degradation is |

limited in both capacity and time, the degradation is not |

considered significant.

|

|

|
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

l
Division III safety equipment is used to support mitigation
of the consequences of an accident, but is not considered as
the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such i

the availability of a power source for this equipment will |
not increase the probability of any accident previously
evaluated. The proposed LCO continues to provide adequate
assurance of the availability of a power source for the !

Division III equipment during shutdown conditions since the |
'

required offsite circuit is separate from the offsite
circuit (s) required for Division I or II. Therefore, the I

proposed change does not involve any increase to the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces a new mode of plant operation
which would allow the required Division III equipment to be
powered from a separate offsite circuit, rather than from the
Division III DG. During shutdown conditions, it is not
required to assume a single failure and a concurrent loss of
all offsite power. Therefore, previous accident evaluations i

bound thic proposed mode of operation. The proposed change
does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therafore it does not create the possibility of a new or

,

|
| different kind of accident from any accident previously
'

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the offsite circuit to be used for
Division III must be separate from the circuit used for
Division I or II, and generally, the reliability of an
offsite circuit is comparable to that of a DG.

i
| |

|
1
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"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

A power supply is necessary to support the equipment used to i

mitigate the consequences of an accident, but the power
supply is not considered as the initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. As such the proposed revision to the
Surveillance Requirements will not increase the probability
of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed SRs ,

continue to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE DGs and
| available offsite circuits and therefore, does not involve
| any increase to the consequences of any accident previously

evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

|
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin '

of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
,

margin of safety since the proposed change removes j
requirements for paralleling the required DG to the required i

offsite circuit. Omitting this condition represents a
significant improvement in the margin of safety by removing
the potential for a single fault to affect both required
power sources.
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Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three

,

categories of the significant hazards consideration standards: |
t

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the f
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated?

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support
mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are ;

not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed ;

accident. As such the removal of a specific requirement for
clean and tight connections will not increase the probability j
of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed SRs !

continue to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE DC [
electrical power subsystems since the remaining Surveillances ;

for visible corrosion and resistance measurements provide
sufficient indication of an adequate connection.. Therefore, i

the proposed change does not involve any increase to the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated. ;

t
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? j

i

l
| The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or +

different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

.|
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin I

of safety? |

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the cleanliness and tightness of the
connections will be assured through visual inspections and
the evaluation of connection resistance.

I
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*

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

rerformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR |

50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three !

categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:
i

1. Does the change involve.a significant increase in the |
probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

evaluated?

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support !
mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are {
not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed j
accident. As such the lesser increase of the surveillance ;

Frequency requirement will not increase the probability of
; any accident previously evaluated. The proposed SR continues
' to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE batteries since the !

| batteries have shown ti.e capability to meet the !
'

manufacturer's ratinrj. Therefore,.the proposed change does ;

not involve any increase to the consequences of any accident !

previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different j
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 1

The proposed change introduces no new mode of' plant operation i

i and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. 1
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or I

different kind of accident from any accident previously )
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
, margin of safety since the batteries have shown that they can
| still meet the manufacturer's ratings which is sufficient to

perform their safety function. Additional major degradation
is not expected to occur during the proposed surveillance
Frequency.

!,
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i
; Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
: Specification change and has determined that it involves no
I significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

j,
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three

; categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previouslya

i evaluated? j

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support
i mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are j
| not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed ;
I accident. As such a temporary change in battery electrolyte ,

1 level due to an equalizing charge will not increase the ;

probability of any accident previously evaluated. The ;

proposed LCO and SRs continue to provide adequate assurance
of OPERABLE batteries since the temporary change in level i

does not affect the battery's capability to perform its |
required function. Therefore, the proposed change does not :

Iinvolve any increase to the consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

,

2. .oes the change create the possibility of a new or different
: kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
!

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. i

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

! This change does not involve a significant reduction in a |
| margin of safety since the cause of the change in electrolyte
* level is understood, known to be temporary, and recognized as

not impacting the battery's capability to perform their t
'

'
safety function.

|
;

i

I

!
:

CLINTON 20 10/1/93 j
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 84 of 257

CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant haze.rds consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support i

mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but the; are
not considered as the initiator of any previously anal.rzee
accident. As such the use of charging current in lieu c-
specific gravity measurement following recharging will not
increase the probability of any accident previously
evaluated. The proposed SR continues to provide adequate
assurance of OPERABLE batteries since a stable charging |
current is sufficiently indicative of the battery state of '

charge during periods when specific gravity measurements may ,

not be reliable indication. Therefore, the proposed change ;

does not involve any increase to the consequences of any
accident previously evaluated. ;

;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?- ;

;
'

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or '

different kind of accident from any nccident previously
evaluated.

:

!3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety? j

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed surveillance will provide

.

sufficient indication of the battery state of charge during
'

periods when specific gravity measurements may not be
reliable indication.

y

|

|
|

I

CLINTON 21 10/1/93 ,
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Secti n 3.8 Page 85 of 257 jNO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

|
"L5" CHANGE ;

;

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no |

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:,

|

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
| probability or consequences of an accident previously

|
evaluated? |

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support !

mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are ,

not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed j

accident. As such not utilizing a temporary change in >

battery electrolyte level due to an equalizing charge to
correct the specific gravity measurement will not increase
the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed LCO e.nd SRs continue to provide adequate assurance
of OPERABLE batteries since the temporary change in level
does not affect the battery's capability to perform its
required function. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve any increase to the consequences of any accident
previsusly evaluated. !

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin |
of safety?

|
This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the cause of the change in electrolyte
level is understood, known to be temporary, and recognized as
not impacting the battery's capability to perform their
safety function.

l

CLINTON 22 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.S Page 86 of 257 '

CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING
i

"L7" CHANGE !

t

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical |

Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR ,

50.92. The following evaluation.is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards: |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the ;

probability or consequences of an. accident previously
evaluated?

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support
mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are l

not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. As such the extended Completion Time for restoring i

battery parameters to within the required limits will not >

increase the probability of any accident previously
'

evaluated. The proposed ACTION continues to provide adequate '

assurance of OPERABLE batteries since the batteries are not
significantly degraded and are proposed to be verified to be
in a stable condition weekly during the extended period.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve any increase !

to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

I
The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation ;

and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. j
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or' I

'different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margen
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the cleanliness and tightness of the
connections will be assured through visual inspections and
the evaluation of connection resistance.

|

CLINTON 23 10/1/93
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 87 of 257

CTS: 3.8.2.1 - D.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

"L8" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The DC electrical power subsystems are used to support
mitigation of the consequences of an accident, but they are
not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed
accident. As such the removal of this surveillance following
a battery discharge or overcharge will not increase the
probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
proposed SR Frequency continues to provide adequate assurance
of OPERABLE batteries since the batteries connections are not
significantly affected by a discharge or overcharge.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve any increase
to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the SR Frequency will continue to
assure the batteries are not degraded beyond current accepted
allowances.

CLINTON 24 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U402196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.8 Page 88 of 257 |

CTS: 3.8.2.2 - D.C. SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR
50.92. The following evaluation is provided for the three
categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

A power supply is necessary to support the equipment used to
mitigate the consequences of an accident, but the power
supply is not considered as the initiator of any previously
analyzed accident. As such the proposed revision to the
surveillance Requirements will not increase the probability
of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed SRs
continue to provide adequate assurance of OPERABLE batteries
and therefore, does not involve any increase to the
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously '

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change removes
requirements for rendering the required battery inoperable.
Omitting this condition represents a significant improvement I

in the margin of safety by removing the potential for an
event without the required power source.

!

CLINTON 25 10/1/93
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.1 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E AC Electric Power
Distribution System; _:'

b. Three diesel generators (DGs) he
A

Three odw.ouc sequenctiR-c.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

........ ... __. ______.....N0TE--------------.-------------

O MDivision 3DC electrical power sources are not required to
/ 31 be OPERABLE when Hig]h Pressure Core Spray System {20 St:rd y 'w .!:*:- 5,n a is inoperable.y E:r~ic:......._'______......_....................................___

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Onbqd r;;]Yf fsi teA. A.1 Perfonn SR 3.8.1.1 1 hour
$j circuit inoperable. for OPERABLE

J ,-o 4. A offsite ANDh V $i Nuit h
Once per
8 hours
thereafter

ELLD

(continued)

i
'

CLl tJTorg|
-

'

_ FWG g gg 3.8-1 Rev. O, 09/23/72

-. .. .. . .. 4_________-___
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Enclosure 2'to U-60' 19' i2<

AC Sources-8 VjTt{g[ age 92 of 25 |
3.8.1'

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME )

|

are re J4'h6rs frA. (continued) A.2
feature (s) quiredwith no discovery of no
offsite power offsite power
available-ilioperable to one di ion'
wh n-ffie redundant concur nt with

gg requiredfeature(s) in rability

g are inoperable, redundant
( required

feature (s)

31 A./ Restor ccquaied}M 72 hours
L offsite circuit to

OPERABLE status.

24 hours f m
Idiscov of
two visions

h no offsite#kg
.
6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

,

(continued)

l

i

I

l

|

4#Rt6-515 3.8-2 Rev. O, -09/?" /"
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
.

AC Sources-Spset4Hfege 93 of 257 j
3.8.1 i

ACTIONS (continued)
'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. --------NOTE--------- B.1 . Perform SR 3.8.1.1 1 hour
equ' red cti B.3s 1 for OPERABLE f

~

or .3 sh b p % .. # offsite ANQCl j ..p1 ed tp s @3 circuit (sE
f

,

'

on itip is enter Once per.

y - - /- - - -y- - - - - - - - - 8 hours
thereafter~

requiredhGOnea

inoperable. fNp ,

.!
B.2 Declare required 4 hours from '

feature (s), supported discovery of !

! by the inoperable DG, Condition B >

inoperable when the concurrent with
redundant required inoperability i

! feature (s) are of redundant -

inoperable. required
| feature (s)

i

AND !

.1 Detennine OPERABLE 24 oursp
DG(s) are not 1

inoperable due to
common cause failure. .;

$1 3

B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 24 ours
for OPERABLE DG(s),

h!ND

B.4 Restore required DG 72 hours
to OPERABLE status.

hND

6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

(continued)

i
BA/C STS 3.8-3 Rev. O,6

.

- . . ,y e - -- m _.--.,. , ,w. , , , , , . ., - ,.-..,,.r- , ., --
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclesure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.8 Page M of 257

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Two * N 4 >offsite
'

C.1 Declare required 12 hours fromC.
circuits inoperable. feature (s) inoperable discovery ofp when the redundant Condition C

required feature (s) concurrent with
are inoperable. inoperability

of redundant
required
feature (s)

M2

C.2 Restore o 24 hours
;zj
V [re;;ir 4 offsite

circuit to OPERABLE
status.

3f :;-..cJj offsite ------------NOTE-------------One ty D. r
pl circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Conditions ony,

f and Required Actions of repr'd g3y
1 MLD LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution

A Systems-Operating," wheg
yd.tetungs yd M A

,

|
OnkrequiredJ DG C$nditica D i: uder ed with r u

py g gg- {)inoperable. no it pe'c.er ;c .se Lv e r.e
G' division h _- _s

.._______......____... ______

I
Restor %e treq o & }; 12 hours |

,

t/ D.1

0 offsite circuit to
f OPERABLE status.

Q3

D.2 Restor required G 12 hours i

to OPERABLE status'

(continued)

i WRffM M 3.8-4 Rev. O, 4SL/2EL91__

|
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 95 of 257

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

TwoirequiredhGs E.1 Restore o fe 2 hoursnE.
inoperable. grequiredf OG to

O$)
OPERABLE status. OR

24 hours if
Division 3 DG
is inoperable

--

F. One [requirea) -------REVIEWER'S NOTE------- \
1

= [automaticload This Condition may be deleted
[/sequencer) if the unit design is such ,

inoperable. that any sequencer failure
mode will only affect the- -

ability of the associate o

to power its respec
safety loads f wing a loss

7 of offsit wer independent
of, oincident with, a

|ign Basis Event.
;.............................
;
'

F.1 Restore [ required] [12] hours
[ automatic load
sequencer] to

'

OPERABLE status.
,

gj - . -)I .m

V[ [.) Required Action and a 1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Associated Completion

ANDTime of Condition A,
-

B, C, D,9er]# EM
2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hoursg not met.

i

b '.,Jf. Three or more 1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately

| MrequiredkACsources Ig;\

inoperable %. O

i

- -- E'M/6 STS 3.8-5 Rev. O, 09/23/92 -

|

|

l

-
._ __ __
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j AC Sources--Operating
; 3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 96 of 257-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 5,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i

- ;

I
I SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days -

| indicated power availability for each
j)) gr{"aa"4 ed' offsite circuit. '

i
'

1

; SR 3.8.1.2 -------------------NOTES------------------- i
; 1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies -

this SR.
|

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an I
engine prelube period and followed by i

i a warmup period prior to' loading. .

3. A modified DG start involving- ||

J idling and gradual acceleration '

to synchronous speed may be used !

@7| /
for this SR as recommended by 2 #

_-

(], the manufacturer. When modified
,,/ start procedures are not used, >

the time, voltage, and fre uency .

| tolerances of SR 3.8.1.7 '

s-

must be met.
- _

- - - - . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Verify each DG starts from standby As specified in
*

qI conditions and achieves-steady state. Table 3.8.1-1
U voltage a f4iM4PV and 5*(Mi@ V and

freq 58.8 Hz a d 's 61.2 Hz.

(continued)

,

I

a

i

)
1

!

-5.R/ 6 -511 - 3.8-6' Rev. O, 49/28/92 - !

|

i

I

, - , - - . - - . - - - ,. - -. - -.. ..m- n.
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AC Sources-OpQrating
3.8.1'

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

'

] SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

. SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I.

SR 3.8.1.3 -------------------NOTES------------------- I'

1. DG loadings may include gradual )
i loading as recomended by the !
,

: manufacturer.
3 .i

j 2. Momentary transients outside the load ,

.
range do not invalidate this test. i

a

a 3. This Surveillance shall be conducted
on only one DG at a time. -

,

1 !

: 4. This SR shall be preceded by, and i

immediately follow, without shutdown, ;
a successful performance of SR 3.8.1.2 ;

:

i er SR 3.8.1.7.
; , ,

b 23 876 Verify each DG B g-Pr:ri::d :"d '::d:d 'As specified in
and operates forg 60 minutes at a load . Table 3.8.1-1- ;.3k a f5tttfl kW y d f Mr' kW for;f0ishi:n $i i

,

*

| a% DGhrand 2 -M kW -srd r [ ZOO] kW- p
-firD6 3 A> for [Ci.bi;n 3] D 2200 |

i '
6I

) - 16 IC .% ;

j .y j
-

i SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day ank -,end a.;in; m: nt:d 31 days I

I + emet contains a :~ " gal of fuel oil for t
] 3| %D:.o.on.; - _-g% :nd 2] a'nd 2 -{424}- gal for[G14adbGIE)_

(
-

|
--

, .
!

|

SR 3.8.1.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 1 ays
each day tank nd ;n;in; ::" * +=4].

_

SR 3.8.1.6 Verify uel oil transfer system ays.

operate to automatically}'transferfuel
h};I oil from storage tank {438 to the day tank b

g[oud;n;i: rur:t-1 + :r k] .
4

:

(continued) |
1
i

1

j k'
% o a is- 3.8-7 Rev. 0,-46/29/91 |

f ,

j |

|

|
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AC Sturces-Operating ,

3.8.1 ;

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 3.8 Page 98 of 257

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

! SR :.8.1.7 ..------------ ----NOTE--------------------
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

,

........................................ ..

.
Verify each DG starts from standby 13 184 days

I condition and achieves, in s seconds,
voltage e [ 7441 V and s V and
frequency a f 58.8);Hz and sp61.2fHz.

32v0 USfro
-~

SR 3.8.1.8 .---------------.--NOTEh---------------
@ This Surveillance shall not be

performed in H0DE 1 or 2. # m

$l @ kredit may be taken for unplanned .A
y events that satisfy this SR.

..........................................

Verify htomatic and manualbransfer of a{18monthsP
g; dunit power supply}<frogthednomal

offsite circuit to sc-h 1. .,.i :d]' -4,4

alternate offsite circuit =d t^t'::cea =;
4c6 :rd] alterr.st;] eff d ci rd t: A

(continued)

|

1

|

l

I
\

~ nk/ o s r5 3.8-8 Rev. O, 09/20h h
-

.
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.9 -----------------NOTES--------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

e A pe, formed in MODE 1 or 2. //owevee, g_ _

2* F '"' d [ h dit may be taken for unplanned""

D6 syde Nmzed events that satisfy this SR.
to#n efhnepoacgf-~ -~~~----------~~~~~~~~--~~~-~~

du h zo-A,"berify each DG h:'"; :: : ;ncej *=ct 18 months [a cr gmef. [0.0] rejects a load y [ uuj kW5

'' # O 9. , @g Igd 5
'

ion
and

~

67. M ff2 h M IArnive

; omi DG16 p d M 3 b
e wJole,J} }O M % \ t- aollowing load rejection the.

d e fwf t frequency is s 14-7 H/ .
,

(. 2.t e.1 f jaS Y ,
A-~

p2.3
b. Within [3] seconds followind " ' d* " l84 8 rejection, the voltage ' - 3744] N

-

and 5 [4576] V; a

c. Withi seconds following load
ection, the frequency is

a [58.8] Hz and 5 [61.2] Hz'.

IMENT 9
SR 3.8.1.10

i , , - -------------NOTES--------------------
' ' This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2. hever, .A Ecf 06 M "d
.

C4 Y
_.

-

- os 16 ud
freditmaybetakenforunplanned c ggty V . fey-'events that satisfy this SR. gi L(v i C-D..___..____...............................

_ _a

sf0.97doesnottripandvoltage ;&G9 K
. 8 months [Veri #y each DG operatino t a power fa to

maintained s {50007v during and ollowing
. @

't Mg7 f
a load rejection of a load n [5 .D] V'ana DGl

r% kW for -[Di .isica 4 aP) D s and
e M kW =d : [3500]LWfor$

tid ''

_

(continued)

(
' EWE /0-SJS. 3.8-9 Rev. O,-09/20/02
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.8 Page 100 of 257

INSERT 9A

--------------------NOTES----------------------
1. Momentary transients outside the load and

power factor ranges do not invalidate this
test.

.

.

.

(

INSERT
CLINTON 3.8-9 10/1/93
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

5URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.11 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in HODE 1, 2, or 3. NowMr

redit may be taken for unplanned
* events that satisfy this SR.

...........__......__............___..__...

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 18 months N b
b offsite power signal:

De-energization of emergency buses; -- -a.
f

b. Load shedding from emergency busesT r Divis<.msId 2
and -

--

c. DG aute-starts from standby condition
and: /2

|| 1. energizes perman .tly connected
/ loads in s seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected shutdown
l loads +"rp? [m+ r->+ 4 r ' red . y

w. . _ . ; ,

3. maintains steady state voltage
e W) V and 5-E4576 V,

k C fO;

j 4 maintains steady state requency
e/58.8(Hzand5 61.2(Hz,and!

5. supplies perr.anently connected and
auto-connected shutdown loads for
ey5 minutes.

(continued)

_

f.
4Rf61tS 3.8-10 Rev. O. M/22/o? -

%
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 102 of 257

SURVEILLANCE RELolREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

_

__

SR 3.8.1.12 -------------------NOTES-------------------

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
erformed in MODE 1 or 2. NowNetj7

( d [redit may be taken for unplanned
F vents that satisfy this SR.7 e

___.....__.........__....___.............__

Verify on an actual or simulated Emergency $18monthsf 31"

Core Cooling System (ECCS) initiation
signal each DG auto-starts from stancby 4' -

,

j condition and: ,

In 5-{t97 seconds after auto-start and$ a.
[ during tests, achieves voltage.

a" V and 5 W V:
7 dM~

b. In 5 s after auto-start and

during (tests, achieves frequencytj58.B Hzand5)61.2 Hz;
hOperatesforty5 minutes;c.

j d. Permanently connected loads remain
energized from the offsite power

( systemp

-e. :::r;:ncy ' cad: 2re ener;ized {cr -
aut: c an::t ; .;ov ;h th: .ut::: tic

ply 6 m., m er] :h: :f f:Me per

m.

(continued)

!

-E*R/ 5 115 - 3.8-11 Rev. O,{9/ :/92s

- _ - _____
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 3.8 Page 103 of 257 j

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) !
1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

-

SR 3.8.1.13 .....-............N0T ....-.--..--.......

@ This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3.Nueve

3c4 o
preditmaybetakenforunplanned (events that satisf /.......................y this SR.

f . .................

erify each DG's automatic trips are 18 months b
/y bypassed on {ecLei er ;ir ht ' 'ers c'-

=lt:;: : a..o ; ... G. ; : ;: :; M
=rr;r.t ;O an actual or simulated ECCSj

initiationsignal(except:
a. Engine overspeed

31 b. Generator differential current -
f E Ov&Cht 4hr PG I A N kg,

n .....-.m.._

d H oh c r:r. k a n e.us r:; eed O.

5 tert ieiiure reia,]. L\ c.

(continued)g

(
M /b bib 3.8-12 Rev. O, 49/20/02 -

|
1
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.8

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.14 -------------------NOTES-------------------

1. Momentary transients outside the load
and power factor ranges do not
invalidate this test.

/ 2. This Surveillance shall not be
C4 perfonned in MODE 1 or 2. NonMC $

hreditmaybetakenforunplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

g....................._... ............... .
9

Verif MIBmonthsf
h h s % y each DG operating at a power factor9A f tr Ci vi;icr.1 :nd : 00;, ;nd -

0.0,'. f;r Ci i: 6 3 DG, operates for

'0 rsloaded[tor 5 k or
.

e-d - ;~Q kW for C-; . ;a;;r.1 :ndi
#c e795 m 'fMa$. kW m = [3534 w for

7Di.i; ion " a- an

CggSc) . zA2a se DG IR>>389C -
~ h b. For th remaining hours of the test,

loaded - M kW end - [TO kW for |
-Ci.;;i;r. 1 :nd 2 DC ' and n [3 00, ,k ( ('

!
1 -ec.d : [3503 4W for P 4:4r" :Ng

(continued)
OG IB

i

s

i

k
M/C M3 3.8-13 Rev. 0,-09/20/02 -

|

|

|
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AC Scurces-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.8 Page 105 of 257

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.15 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall be performed

r within 5 minutes of shutting down C
I DG after the DG has operatp" r_fg yk%f

+ 5000] k[W for [Di. ;.ivi.a @ hour loaded a [4500 -I e

pl , 1 and 2] %
ygg% e6s, and a kW sad : [3500] 1" @lOt

fe _

.[ ys 2ho.
g

i Momentary transients outside of
range do not invalidate this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

.... e ..................... .... ........

12 3]40 -

0|' 630 Verify each DG starts and achieves, in 18monthsk
s"'' V and

N M ) seconds, voltage e [37*'] 7 Hzb Vandfrequencyty58.8
and 5 61.2[Hz.i

g. .
SR 3.8.1.16 -------------------NOTEp-------------------

I@ This Surveillance shall not be
perfonned in MODE 1, 2, or 3. h6ererj)9

[ k edit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

...........................................

Verify each DG: 18 months W

a. Synchronizes with offsite power source
while loaded with emergency loads upon
a simulated restoration of offsite
power;

b. Transfers loads to offsite power
source; and

c. Returns to ready-to-load operation.

(continued)

!
-ear /C SIS 3.8-14 Rev. O, ^9/25/;;

_
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 106 of 257

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE - FREQUENCY

R 3.8.1.17 -------------------NOT ----------------

Y This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3.Noace

C4 gn
)4reditmaybetakenforunplanned.

events that satisfy this SR.
......__............ ...........____....__. j
Verify, with a DG operating in test mode M18 months}-<--

'

[ and connected to its bus, an actual or
simulated ECCS initiation signal overrides
the test mode by:

a. Returning DG to ready-to-load
operation ; and M

b. Automatically energizing the A1 emergency loa from offsite power.
' "

7 S -
___

- -

SR 3.8.1.18 ------------------NOTE ----------------

p This Surveillance shall not be,O '

perfomed in MODE 1, 2, or 3. // owedA
f.

C4 J''
,

,J)J([reditmaybetakenforunplanned
c '~

~

r

events that satisfy this SR.
-.____........__.....................__...

Verify interval between each sequenced load 18 months %block is within 10% of desi erval W
_ f/ for each load se uenc timer

_

(continued)

(
LT / !5 3.8-15 Rev. O, 09/ :/02
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1 AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 107 of 257

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
<

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY?
1

, SR 3.8.1.19 -------------------NOTES-------------------
3 1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period. i
4

I4 '- 2. This Surveillance shall not be |Cd performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3. #meevegg {
k. kredit may be taken for unplanned<

' '

' events that satisfy this SR. ;,

........................................... i

! Verify, on an actual or simulated loss of 18 months [
'0 offsite power signal in conjunction with an

!actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal- '
i

|a. De-energization of emergency buses; gigs 3

! b. Load shedding from emergency buse '; /od A
' and

C33 ;c. DG auto-starts from standby condition jand.

i i
1. energizes permanently connected |g

:
, loads in 5 seconds, j!

2. energizes a onnected emercency i

.

CN loads i t .;r D M re ge m i t i
>

t 3. achieves steady state voltage |
1

h g pg
., 4. achieve steady state fTequency. !
'

gg 58.8]pHzandsy61.2]fHz, and
e

5. supplies permanently connected and |
.

auto-connected emergency loads for !j a 5 minutes.
{

,

l
<

(continued) !,.

; ;
'

!4
4

I
I

5 (
- M /I., SIS 3.B-16 Rev. 0,19/26/92- i

;

:|
j

i
i

i

!

a

-- _ . . - . _ . _ . - - . - _ _ _ . _ . . . , . - _ _ _
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

Section 3.8 Page 108 of 257 |
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.8.1.20 -------------------NOTE--------------------
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.
-_...-_..-..--.-............_ s --.....-.-

'l}
Verify, when started simul aneously from 10 years
standby condition, '{each '0 ,.5.e.,1, 2,% .

cd 2} DG achieves, in s /-$9} seconds, dOO

-

j '
voltage a 4} V and s , " ~ an
fre ncy a 58.8 Hz and 5 61.2 Hz.

J 3740

i

1

1
|

|

|

.

-9WRf6-?M 3.8-17 Rev. O, 09/2E/92 ~
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AC Sources-Operating )
3.8.1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Table 3.8.1-1 (page 1 of 1) Section 3.8 Page 109 of 257 f
~

Diesel Generator Test Schedule :

\

NUMBER OF FAILURES
IN LAST 25 VALID TESTS (a) FREQUENCY

s3 31 days

7 days (b) (but t 24 hours) |a4
|

e 1108 ;

(a) Criteria for determining number of failures and valid tests shall be in
hl accordance with Regulatory Position C.2. ' of Regulatory Guide 4-9,

Revision where the number of tests and failures is determined on a
per DG basis.

(b) This test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive failure
free starts from standby conditions and load and run tests have been

gg performed. fin s . 2- uu n i a t n t . . u. R y ui e w s., Feii^..wh [ 3 , ;, f-
%!stry hid: 2. 0, t , a . x 2. If, subsequent to the 7 failure free-

tests,1 or more additional failures occur such that there are again 4
or more failures in the last 25 tests, the testing interval shall again
be reduced as noted above and maintained until 7 consecutive failure
free tests have been perfomed.

'( NdeM Rc a ston-htory tuu.ceh9 is not approved, the above )
~ _ _ _ _- - s

/.

$l table will be modified to . .. isteisiTTTUR. criWmWon of
Regulatory Guide 1.. ",a 84-15, or other approved version. ) |,

~

/ |(-~ __

|
I

.

N
geih % 3.B-1B Rev. 0, u s.f

e"'

__ . _ _ _ _ _
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AC Sources--Shutdoan
3.8.2

,

Enclosure 2 to U-602196

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS section 3.8 Page 110 of 257

~3.8.2 AC Sources--Shutdown
'

.

LCO 3.8.2 The following AC electrical,pohtI_soyrcu shall be OPERABLE:
1 pe c an e utW ;

! a. One qualified circuit petween the offsite transmissiong
($(o network and the onsite Class IE AC electrical power !

distribution subsystem (s) required by LCO 3.8.10 j
" Distribution Systems--Shutdown"; and -

4

b. One diesel generator (DG) capable of supplying one'

division of the Division 1 or 2 onsite Class 1E AC |

electrical power distribution subsystem (s) required by '

LCO 3.8.10; and <

!! < t

I
c. ' One qualified circuitrbetween the offsite transmission ;

and the Division 3 onsite Clas_s IE electrical power !A
(Q(](3 )

d stribution subsystem /other _than the circuit in3 !
;

LCO .E.2.a.ecT~the vivision 3 DG when the Division 31 ,

onsite Class 1E AC electrical power distribution i
subsyste is required by LCO 3.8.10. !,

0 > ahen es so a 3 ms are W W |
class I scettwcxu pos er- |

Tu esitorJ su ssys-te m :

APPLICABILITY: M0 and D - |
Durin ' movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the !

] g)[ primary or secondary containment. {
i V

i

!
!
>

!
,

!
- t
"

!

i

; I
.

J
'

;
,

e

6

-BWRf 6--'5M-- 3.8-19 Rev. O, 09ff819 P

__ _ _ . _ . . - - - - - _ _ .
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AC Sources-Shutdown i

3.8.2 |
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

Section 3.8 Page 111 of 257
ACTIONS

| |

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

q LLOib Andnv1
-

;
i

t

Onc Or m rc rc pir:d - --..--------NOTE-------------.

n# Mie circuit' Enter applicable Condition ,

pg min:;e r81 a - and Required Actions o /
LCO 3.8.10, e _-_ equired

_.

division 4 e-energized as a
_

d -
-

result of Condition A. '

.............................

|
| A.1 Declare affected

required feature (s) Imediately
with no offsite power
availablef noperable.i

d 1reg ed CEcuifg

A.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS. Imediately

A!!D

A.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel Imediately
assemblies in the
primary and

3i secondary Q
contalnment.

b.!LD

A.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations Irrnediately i

with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel (OPDRVs).

S.ND

A.2.4 Initiate action to
restore required Imediately
offsite power circuit
to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

('
EWR/6-STS 3.8-20 Rev. O, 09T2&f92- - I
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AC Sources-Shutdoan
3.8.2

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

Section 3.8 Page 112 of 257 {
ACTIONS (continued) 1

i

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

CG N4 b e+ * -
B. Diti' ion cr 2 B.1 Suspend CORE Imediately

se:;; ired M ALTERATIONS.
hc pe ceti n

ELD \
!

B.2 Suspend movement of Imediately '

irradiated fuel
assemblies in

3I pprimary and ;
secondaryk '

containment.
j

MiD

B.3 Initiate action to Imediately
suspend OPDRVs.

5

B.4 Initiate action to Imediately
restore required DG
to OPERABLE status.

Clo ll.Diha116110f tut /, & Puen %<%&
C. 4 qui r=J :: ..,;Lu : 0; C.1 Declare 4 & Dad 9 k72hoursN 8/u - .- . n . c.. ,~ c_;, v ,, . . .'"~ " ~~'-'

7 j {teli inoperable.y

|

.

-

!

--BWRffr$TS- 3.8-21 Rev. O, -09/28M2-



AC Sources--Shutdown
3.8.2

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Sextion 3.8 Page 113 of 257

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.2.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
The following SRs are not required to be

I performed: SR 3.8.1.3, SR 3.8.1 - through(g SR 3.8.1.11,' SR 3.8.1.13 through 4
/i|ISR3.8.1.16,}5R3.8.1.1877andSR 3.8.1.19.

........ ....___________......__...........

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
SRs of Specification 3.8.1, except with applicable

SRsgg 3,3,j,g |s+5R 3.8.1.17 and SR 3.8.1.20, are
applicable.

i
.

(
,

- EWR/ 6-ST S-- 3.8-22 Rev. O, 49f29/92- -
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,

Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
3.B.3 i4

.

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 114 of 257 i1

! 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS !

3.B.3' Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air :

- i

The stored diesel f uel oil, lube oil, and starting air - ;1

;LCO 3.8.3 subsystem shall be within limits for each required diesel
:

generator (DG).'

!

i

! When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.APPLICABILITY:

!

ACTIONS |
,i

...__. __............._____.......... NOTE------------------------.----------.- |
,

;

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG.
, _____________..... ___........__..__ .........................................

;

!.

REQUIRED ACTION - COMPLETION TIME - ;

CONDITION i

A. One or more DGs with A.1 Restore fuel oil 48 hours

fuel oil level: level to within I
limits.@ i

h 1 r y cr 12?,j and 2. & OG16 c Mooogot
7 '(I$g |a

;3_g ,].g330
8 5 a*4 |4

-dwi 't B8f7
,

iu e
j

.

J. For[DG i,

3 < '"1.:::7galand ;

e 11 W gal.
f3

29,500 i

B. One or more DGs with B.1 Restore lube oil 48 hours ;

i'

lube oil inventory inventory to within
limits., p #t''' ' :it; = 1:

f
1. For G: :: :r 4 cy//hdM 44^9

|
<' cal and W'

zos

<2. o Q'

gal and a .

(continued)1

) (
3.8-23 Rev. O, G9/20/92l *

4R/G Sir

i
n

.,

d
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3 !

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 115 of 257

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more DGs with C.1 Restore fuel oil 7 days
stored fuel oil total total particulates to
particulates not within limit.
within limit.

D. One or more DGs with D.1 Restore stored fuel 30 days
new fuel oil oil properties to
properties not within within limits.
limits.

In
i-

E. One or more Dus with E.1 Restore starting air 48 hours !
starting air receiver receiver pressure to' ,pressure < ::.,' psig a psig,a

'

0/ and a psig. m Zed ).,

I

F. Required Actions and F.1 Declare associated DG Imedi ate.; ,
associated Completion inoperable.

.

Time not met.

03

One or more DGs with
diesel fuel oil, lube
oil, or starting air
subsystem not within
limits for reasons
other than
Condition A, B, C, D, )
or E. 1

i

-9 Rf5 ST: 3.8-24 Rev. O, 09728f92 -

i

|
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air |

3.8.3
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.8 Page 116 of 257 1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLAitCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify e 1 oil storage tank contains: 31 days
M *0 gal _of fuel for%, 5 @ *a. a a,u

h 12;]- m Mk96fM N<
Cy a H+d-c.o] gal of fut for{M,M3

dkN O

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify lube oil inventory is: 31 days

a. a gal for4t = __ a": .. ; and
-

t

g al f o r+ TM-+3 .b. a

(oth 12 cv //" #59" -
%~

SR 3.8.3.3 verify fuel oil properties of new and In accordance
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance with the Diesel
with, and maintained witnin the limits of, fuel Oil
the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing Prograa

O m

kquir& f29
kSR 3.8.3.4 verify each DG air start rece , r pressure 31 days

i s a $25,- psi g .
100

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from ys' /
each fuel oil storage tank.

92

SR 3.8.3.6 For each fuel oil storage tank: 10 years

a. Drain the fuel oil;

b. Remove the sediment; and

c. Clean the tank.

l
|

k
-EWR/G SIS 3.8-25 Rev. O, 07728f92-

|
|

|



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.8 Page 117 of 257

DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating 3
4*

DivisionIdkDivision2[,and\ Division NCLCO 3.8.4 The
electrical power subsystems shafl be OPERABLE.\

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.kDivision 1 or 2hc A.1 Restore [ Division 1 2 hours
gj electrical power and 2}'DC electrical

subsystem inoperable. power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

_~

no cf maf& &
B. Division 3h DC B.1 Declare High Pressure imediately

lectrical pcwer
subsyster inoperable.

_

Core Spray System
[i.d2^Zend,-

q (s) 7... ne a6tes ay > u..;1
inoperable.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Tire not met. E

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

I.

-BWR/6-SM- 3.8-26 Rev. O 09/28/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 " |
- Section 3.8 P:ge 118 of 257

{
DC Sources-Operating - !

3.8.4
i
$

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !
l

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,!.

t
:

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is 7 days"

eJ129],V on float charge. ;
y F ?

;<

w

l SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at1 terminals 92 days -|
| and connectors. !

OR 60 E-6 ,!

.T .

. . . |Vergi fponnection resistance [is'
-

L%%ohmf for inter-cell connections,'so

gj W i.wa M for inter-rack connections,
gr/ I.5A 4 #mD for inter-tier connections,

,

and (FXI.5 Ff4 o*imV for terminal !'

connections 3A i,

s
-

;

SR 3.8.4.3 ify* cells, cell plates, and(batte Off months
racks show no visual indication of pnysical !

_

.mdamage or abnormal deterioration.
'

q

i.
SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible corrosion, and verify cell [M[ months {to cell and terminal connections are d :c.a n 1

; C'O W-- e coated with anti-corrosion 'o- 3p |C9
materi al .

,

!

!
so c 4

SR 3.8.4.5 Verg onnection resistance is Sffr.ionths5M ohmfor inter-cell connections, g
c g for inter-tier connectionsfor inter-rack connections,

%,1. : y.

,3| ".: : E-i

and ':.: : ^r
u ,

3 for terminal
connections). T.

1

(continued)

; -BWR/ N 3.8-27 Rev. O, 4 9/28/92 -

1
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'. Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 3.8 hge 119 of 257 !:

1
.

,

l
DC Sources-Operating i

3.8.4 !
l.

1

SURVEILLANCE REOL'IREMENTS (continued)
,

i SURVLILLANCE FRIQUENCY {
L

i I

! SR 3.8.4.6 --- --------------N 5--------------- -

~

j This Surveil ce shall not b '
i ggp performe n MODE 1, 2, o '

.c
; - j

t4 2. C it may be take or unplanned !
events that sati v this SR.X.- . . . -] :

. .... ._____ _ .

~

Verify eachM:;5=dMattery charcer 18 months [ !
1

supplies a f#ey] amps at t ["ED] V for
' ' " "

i3/ hours ( M -

__

clai-yen r 'rf 'd !

!

i h;y gangGDeersia.,3 4 4 6etky-
~* 7 !

/

e soo a es ec+- 11-u #w * Aow s ,
|. *

2
4

,

: SR 3.8.4.7 -------------------NOTES------------------- t

! 1. SR 3.8.4.8 may be perfomed in lieu of i'

SR 3.8.4.7 once per 60 months.

2. This Surveillance shall not be i
Cd performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3.6escen

i
;

~ it may be taken for unplanned
|events that satisfy this SR. !

g........._....-.................. .........

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 18 months P
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery

|4 service test.
1,
1

;
,

,

(continued)
,

a

u

i

j

-eWRffr-5W 3.8-28 Rev. 0,-99f28/92-
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Section 3.8 Page 120 of 257

DC Sources-Operating
i

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY - ;

I
SR 3.8.4.8 -.-----------------NOTE ------------------- !

[ performed in MODE 1, 2, or 3. #cWeeg
This Surveillance shall not be I

i

C4 @ fredit may he taken for unnianned
~

;

events that satisfy this SR.
........................................-_. j
Verify battery capacity is a)B0d of the 60 months$l manufacturer's rating when subjected to a ;
perfomance discharge test.

[AND i

I

--- -NOTE------ '

/ Onl applicable - !/
/8564 h when attery '

!ZQ shows '~
;

J degra tion or
,

C// ~ has re hed |
[85]% o !

expected life '

......... .....
i ,

i
t

12 months ;i
_ _ - -

|
?

i
I I
\ i

|
:

$

!
;

|

|
1

:

|
i

i
'

-%vm 3.8-29 Rev. O,-C^/20/02-

|

|
|

, _ . .- . - , _ . . - .
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12 months when I

battery shows j
degradation, or ;

has reached 85% of I

the expected life
with capacity I

< 100% of
| j

manufacturer's <

rating,

AND |

24 months when I
battery has !

reached 85% of the
expected life with

,

capacity 2 100% of,
'

manufacturer's
.

rating |
t

1
*

I

,

t

E

< ;
i

i

1

a

1

1

4

4

$

i

INSERT
CLINTON 3.8-29 10/1/93

,

._ , __ _ ._ 3- .. _ ,
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown
.

LCO 3.8.5 DC electrical power subsystem (s) shall be OPERABLE to
support the electrical power distribution subsystem (s)
required by LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
rimary or secondary ontainment.

ACTIONS l

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Imediately
DC electrical power required feature (s)
subsystems inoperable. inoperable.

|

01

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND
~

\

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Imediately |irradiated fuel
iassemblies in the

O3/ Mprimary @ |

s i

secondary
containment.

A.1D

A.2.3 Initiate action to Irrnediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor i

vessel.
i

A!LD

(continued)

!

h /o 343 3.8-30 Rev. O, 09fEERG .
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DC Sources--Shutdoen
,

3.8.5 '

ACTIONS

!CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
;restore required DC
|electrical power
;subsystems to,

OPERABLE status.

i

1

I

S!'RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
:

SR 3.8.5.1 --------------------NOTE-------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
perfo rmed: SR 3.8.4.5, SR 3.8.4.7, and
SR 3.8.4.8. j
.--............___.........__..........___.

|

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE the In accordancefollowing SRs are applicable: with applicable3
i

SRs
SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7 i

!SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6

)

|

|
4

.

I
,

:
l

k
,

-BWR/5 iTS- 3.8-31 Rev. O, 09/fe/92-- !
;

i
I
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

LCO 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters for the vision 1, 2, nd }-R @batteries shall be within the 4etegary ' rd & limits of
Table 3.B.6-1.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

|
ACTIONS

; -------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
' Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

............-..-.... ______...................-.-................-. _ ......-.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

1M
f A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cell I hour

with one or more electrolyte level and
| battery cell float voltage meet

parameters not within Table 3.8.6-1
Category C vekss $limits m

| Ccde9ceY B &"
aua(fL -

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours
| parameters meet 'A N D

Table 3.8.6-1
|Category C *e4 *s. cetcc fee

'7 dab,.,,

.d_e ,~y se a Ne~Aso

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to

| Category A and B
limits of
Table 3.8.6-1.

(continued)

|

|

| N'1

i .EWRAC STS-- 3.8-32 Rev. O, 49/-28/92 -

|

1

|

|

|
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i Battery Cell Parameters

3.8.6 '

:

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION . COMPLETION TIME

9

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.,

Time of Condition A-

not met.

03

One or more batteries
with average
electrolyte
temperature of the,

representative cells
,

i og
-

One or more batteries
with one or more
battery cell
parameters not within
Category C m d = .

[Ahi /S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
'

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 7 days
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits.

(continued)

k' '
.-BWRf6-$T9 3.8-33 Rev. O, 09/2BF92

.
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S tion 3

ter
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILI.ANCE FREQUENCY l

SR 3.8.6.2 h rify battery cell parameters :eet 92 days ;

Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits,
blLQ

Once within
24 hours after
battery ;

discharge |

< 110 V |3l
AND

Once within
24 hours after

$) battery
,

I overcharge
> 150 V

! SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average electrolyte temperature of 92 days
i

representative cells is a "F. |
'

| b\ \
' L. |

|
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

t
3R/ 6-sis-~ 3.8-34 Rev. 0,-49M8/92 s

i

!
,
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Battery Cell Parameters ,

3.8.6 i
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Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1. of 1)
Battery Cell Parameter Requirements

Cl2
.

CATEGORY C:CATEGORY A:
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: -ALLLA:L: " " 'J / /# /75

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indica ion mark, plates, and not

h tL5f t c /- ands @ inch and si inch overflowing
above maximum < 6 ...aximum

mark {a|ndication
leve :g level indica

mark'.a?q

*

Float Voltage a 2.13 V t 2.13 V >

o

Specifig )(c) t11.195[ t11.190f Not more than'

Gravitytb 0.020 below
ELD average of all

$! Average of all
connected cells AND

q ).200Q
-

Average of all
connected cells

1.190Qa

_ . . .
!

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum level during equalizing charges provided it is not
overficwing.

I

(b) Corrected for electrolyte tem; e tV! and level. Level Correction is
not required, however, when ba rr, harging is <4{2 amps when on float 0

1

charge. /
r batt [ charging current < [2] amps when on float c ge. This is- .

(c) accepja'gble only during a r ximum of [7] days following battery;

|

CfL re,cKa rg e .
'

t-p5a r 55A |
'

E=/5 ITS 3.8-35 Rev. O, 09/?ela7 jl
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iINSERT 35A

(c) A battery charging current of < 2 amps when on float
charge is acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits ,

following a battery recharge, for a maximum of 7 days.
When charging current is used to satisfy specific gravity

.

!

requirements, specific gravity of each connected cell
{shall be measured prior to expiration of the 7 day

allowance.

i

| f

!

t

|

I
1

|

I
1

|

|

I

l.

INSERT j

IcLInron 3.8-35 tof1f93
1

|

|

|
2

'
-
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|
Inverters-Operaging

3.8.7
I

:
,

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters-Operating /dc Dids h l,2. 3, and 4.
.

.

} , //IW%gGj S RRS solesole\ %s
~

.. _ - --

3.8.7 h 4 W [? W !], {ri i:': ': ,j-f iri i;i:n-+]finvertersI LCO
shall be OPERABLE.

[........................... ....___......_........ ....

<[One/ ] inverter [s] may disconnected from [its . i r]
ass iated DC bus for s 4] hours to perfom an ualizing

rge on.[its/their] sociated [ common] batt , provided:c

a. The associate AC vit~al bus {es] ['is/a energized from
. [its/their -Class-1E]-constant vol ge transfomer[s]; fbI ' -

2 and

b. All er AC vital buses fo oth] [ divisions] are
en gized from their asso ated operable inverters.

; ; ..... .........___ ......... ___ ......_____..........__....
s

a

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
<

) A

hCTIONSl

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

1

- A. % Division 1 or 214 A.1 Powe asso iated,AC --: h.,uts
--

._

-

-

t
inverter inoperable. froyfts

Cl IE],c-onstant
tagg sfur,ce''

transformer.

$T' q ;

_

~ ~ , , -
Mf Restore [ Division 1 24 hours i

,

and 2h. inverters to'

, C19 OPERABLE status.a
j / <

f /

(continued) |
j v v N _._ .--- ~..__.._.

| _ _ - gg fg -* - -- - - -
_

ticable C0Nddions wdhym+eMeksE Mee a.!

o f L.CO 9 8, 9, " Dis rn du Nori S Shea, s - Ofenbgp ''Y

| N'W anf utninkrittuf|0NL- /)& httS d'e-eN er 712 e W. j
_ _ w,-~- -- - --

- - - ~ __ _- ~

_.BV1/5 STS 3.8-36 Rev. O, 99fE4/-92-
!
;

,

:
1

_. -_ , - . , -.
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Inverters-Operating
3.8.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED. ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B.4{ Division 3}GD
-r,

inverte' B.1 Declare High Pressure Imediately
j inoperabley Core Spray System

~f ad { M-tg , , _, ., , , , , , , ,.
,

., c . v i u om. _; . m

incperable.

- -

%
[.

/. Required Action and f.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours,

[ 6, associated Completion
; Time not met. AN_D

\ Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

'\
\

\
\
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

/ SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY,

j|
9

SR 3.S.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
yfrequency,Pand alionment to required _b AC M buses %fv3 :stencio( bAstT)

$; Uninlovumlabk

( (72 / l l Traush R P5 hs +s I hour
a\L<nuG pownin %vra.

| d
C.h1 Venify Af5 b*s supptf Cna pan

$$FkerC. One WPs sate s=ict *% h C h '

bk5 //7v&7M C 2.

iM9 Webb- C1 De- eurecy,, e RPS bu 5, ) }; cup
i

\ !

9* S o 71) Ilf b :o l.m o r d D-| 02-0Noflf12c.oNC j hot.fr
,

has, 18 & iers 27.5 solepoid bus,'

ia oper-e b/c

^ " #
k

E,.R/G M S- 3.8-37 Rev. O,-39/ :/C?-
'

. _ . - _
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Inverters-Shutdown
3.8.8

'

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

! 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

i LCO 3.8.A Qnverter(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite '. lass IE
j P2 ACW bus electrical power distribution subsystemn)

required b LCO 3.8.10, " Distribution Systems-Shutdown."'

tm6shifwfN
APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,

Durin movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
' primary or secondaryKcontainment.

.

ACTIONS |;

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

f A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Imediately
inverters inoperable, required feature (s)

,

inoperable.4

divised
b; gy

k?3' A.2.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND j
!

'

A.2.2 Suspend handling of Imediately
irradiated fuel
asse:rblies in the

3| Nprimary-ecQ
secondary k
containment.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to Imediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

i
|

A!LD

(continued) |

'

.

-S=/5 STS 3.8-38 Rev. O, 99/2E/E

.
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; Inverters-Shutdoen :
3.8.8 ;

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

|

-i A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to imediat21y
restore required-

inverters to OPERABLE
statu4

IVj$cYnd

4

.:

SU:VEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

: I

| SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
yfrequency,'f and alignments to JrequiredF

31 AC -.4*e4 buses , f

.,

MV)lh N

i
!

|a

,

Id

|
|

'

|

,

|

:

s

-CC/C STS- 3.8-39 Rev. 0, 49/2S422

.

4
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'

Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9 ;

Divi 6[M /> b 01PdY3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
|

~ T
3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating |

1 L am 3 |
'

LCD 3.8.9 ' c.{ Division L , ,Di i;i cr. :'] ~, c.r.d (Di i;i cc. 3] AC,'f DC and % !
f,

{zg]AC W bus] electrical power distribution subsystems shall i

b beOPERABLE.p g.g,. q
i

in4 m ik k r# 9]a %

2/2 7~ YO d
' C#4APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and -

.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TlHE ;

- i

Division 1 on 2}-C A.1 Restor Division 1 8 hoursn

(b AC electrical power and2PACelectrical
distribution subsystem power distribution AND ;

'

inoperable. subsystems to
OPERABLE status. 16 hours from !

$ discovery of !

failure to meet t

LCO
;

I
.

.. :-

IUMDivision1or2Ph
B.1 Restore ivision I hours

M bus inoperable. and29ACv4444 busp)
i cistribution - J |

AND ;

subsystems to
OPERABLE status. ho s from jy tin

failure to meet ,

LCO

(continued)

(
G./5 515- 3.8-40 Rev. 0,19fES/-92-

.

,-,a--- a w - a- , , r n ---e - - - - . - ~ ~
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INSERT 40A

I
---------------------------NOTE------------------------------

| Division 3 and 4 electrical power distribution subsystems are i

not required to be OPERABLE when High Pressure Core Spray-;

System is inoperable.
_____________________________________________________________

'

i
i
>

b

!
,

,

h

i

J

)

| 6

|
|

| ..

'
.

!

|

t

t

!

f
.

I

i
f

|

|

I
I

I

INSERT
CLINTON 3.8-40 10/1/93

i
.-.
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3.8.9

| ACTIONS (continued)

1 CDNDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
I

n

,f C.dDivision1or27DC C.1 Restore Division 1 2 hours
electrical power and 2h.DC electrical

3) distribution subsystem power distribut'on AND
inoperable. subsystems to

OPERABLE statas. 16 hours from
discovery of

!

| l failure to meet
i LCO

1
'

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in HDDE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion'

, fl Time of Condition A, AND
| B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
~ r2 3

tIr1b |41auf> W A-_
'

_-

O'I E. One or more E.1 Declare High Pressure Imediately

f fDivisicn2hAC,DC, Core Spray System
or AC W bus - 4cr.d 2C St udbyj

'

e ectrical power 31 -Sc rvi c t Lici sy n c.a]| k) distribution inoperable. )j
subsystems inoperable. '

l >
-,

1 NSE TG 4 | A ]L ct;

SURVEILLANCE. REQUIREMENTS

2SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage toy {requiredPAC, DC,f-{and AC tit e

3} bushelectrical power distributioni

| subsystems.

k
casto 3id- 3.8-41 Rev. 0,79MB/-92--

|
!
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INSERT 41A !
I

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION i
; TIME :

:
e

(F. Two or more F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately .

divisions with '

inoperable
distribution j
subsystems that
result in a loss ;'

;2 of function.
i

,

t

!
:

!

l
1

.

W

4

4

:

i

!,

.

I
<

i

INSERT
CLINTON 3.8-41 10/1/93,

)

_ _ _
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Distribution SystemsMNufd6g age u7om7
3.8.10 |

_

|

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Qig",,,;_ / , t , 3, W
!

3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
__

LCO 3.8.10 The necessary portions of the Division ., .:.=r. ., ..~

-Bi' icier 3 AC, DC,7fand AC vt+e4-busPelectrical power ,

i

3I distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support
equipment required to be OPERABLE. ;

Div'i$ Ion |3 % 3, Ad 9
\AM5%cn&b

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5
- _

:

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
3I 9 { primary or secondary] containment.

h i

t

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME ;

~ -- _ !

b d __ ) required .

ImediatelyOne or more A.1 Declare associatedA.

}{ AC, DC,0{or4C ,4t-e4- supported required
buskelectricalpower feature (s) ,

distribution inoperable. j
subsystems inoperable. ;

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Ictnediately :

ALTERATIONS. |

AND
- .a ;

A.2.2 Suspend .a*= w of Ir. mediately |

assemblies in the
'iirradiated fuel

p [ primary Q
31 secondary k

containment.

A.!LD

(continued)

k
T,:n/G STS - 3.8-42 Rev. O, 49/2R

!
l

. . . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . - - - _ - _ _ . _ _. _ . . _ _ _ . - _
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Distribution Systems-Shutdoun

3.8.10

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to Imediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor |
vessel. |

A![D

A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restoreF required W
AC, DC A and fsC v+* A

ig;
bush electricQower --= venbr^fkk

y
distYibution ,

subsystems to i

OPERABLE status. ]
;

_AND
i

A.2.5 Declare associated Imediately .

required shutdown |

cooling subsystem (s) |

inoperable and not in
,

| operation.

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS [
SURVEILLANCE [ FREQUENCY j

|

1 |

SR 3.B.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments nd 7 days
voltage to9requiredf AC,s0C, Mand AC W

8) bus}< electrical power distribution i

subsystems.

I

|

|
|

|

f
t

W /5 T; 3.8-43 Rev. O, 09/28492_.
|

i

)
i
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AC S:urccs-Operating
B 3.B.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

B 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The unit Class IE AC Electrical Power Distribution System AC
sources consist of the offsite power sources and the onsite
standby power sources (diesel generators (DGs) 2A, 20, :nd-

I$ g%"clIC M7. As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 (Ref.1),g
7 the design of the AC electrical power system provides

independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of
power to the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems.

The Class 1E AC distribution system supplies electrical
power to three divisional load groups, with each division
powered by an independent Class IE 4.16 kV ESF bus (refer to
LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution Systems-Operating") . Each ESF bus
has 44r.ee separate and independent offsite sources of power.
Each ESF bus has a dedicated onsite DG. The ESF systems of
any two of the three divisions provide for the minimum
safety functions necessary to shut down the unit and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition.

m 3TW
An ch4rical Offsite power is supplied to the switchyard from the

M Sd( transmission network. From the switchya Oc cicctrical4y-
g W ~-aSphysic:lly :cparcted-circuitTprovid power to each

4.16 kV E5F bus 3-A 1154V-power source provides a-thirduMI

Pts completely independent circuity The offsite AC electrical
power sources are designed and located so as to minimize to

**g the extent practical the likelihood of their simultaneous
failure under operating and postulated accident and

4l(.kV environmental conditions. A detailed description of the
ESP hs offsite power network and circuits to the onsite Class IE

31 /ESFbuses is found in Ch ter 8) (Ref. 2).
An offsite circuit consists of a breakers, transformers,
switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and controls

3g required to transmit power from the offsite transmission
network to the onsite Class IE ESF bus (es}}-&.

far4ein re 'ircd plant leads are rettmed te ser" ice % o
predet ined sequence in order prevent overloadin the
tra ormer supplying offsite wer to the onsite ass IE

gg D' tribution System. With' p[1 minute}(after e initiating
sign:1 is .neived, ellMumetic and pa maneuiij connect.

(continued)
-

-BWRft W B 3.8-1 Rev. O, 49/fB/-92-

-
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

,

BASES

BACKGROUND 4 cads accded te recerer the snit or maint:in it in sM4-
(continued) b r.dition w raturnad +a saevice uim +h- la=d eequan~ e

The onsite standby power source for each 4.16 kV ESF bus is4

a dedicated DG. A DG starts automatically on loss of
-

coolant accident (LOCA) signal (i.e., low reactor water
level signal or high drywell pressure signal) or on an ESF
bus degraded voltage or undervoltage signal (refer to
LCO 3.3.8.1, " Loss of Power LOP Instrumentation").

i
e, itt @In the event of a loss of r _.M power, the ESF

electrical loads are automatically connected to the DGs in
!

,

sufficient time to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to i
mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) Isuch as a LOCA.

!
I

rag"i~d phat h-d: cre returned t: str"icc in gredetemi sequence order to preven verloading the
*

transform supplying ffsite power to onsite Class 1E
Jistribn on Systemp yr Oi hhn: 1 ...d 2, the e tametica
p e::!'st:rt 2n ;;ti p r from no 1 to emergency p I

,
,

i/sup ies is contp611ed by the Lo Shedding and Seq cing
'

2M ( S) System. The LSS circuit actuate on loss o offsite
ower or LO signal. The s tem arts the D and, if ag '

andervol ge exists on a 'visio or 2 bus it sheds !

lonvit loads from thpfecid but nd t)_r :::;utrti:1 !

g th: ] t:1 le: p he Oisi3ien : W he nu Jmj :
>

75 ..w.-...,. ,
y

394 kW fuf0G /4 Ratings for DGs satisfy the requirements of Regulatory i1
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The continuous service rating is3y75 ky) k 6G.Idj g;ng tu 9 , gg,4,g., 7 ,mg 7 . g 5 22"' '" h- ai Ehn 2, jQ ngp E@ with 10% overload pemissible for up to 2 hours in any

g g 24 hour period. i

!

!APPLICABLE The initial conditions of DBA and tran ent analyses in the
,|SAFETY ANALYSES --MAR, ChapterM6}^(Ref. 4) and Chapter 15]P(Ref. 5), assume

Ug ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power sources '

pD are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of-

7

necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor
iCoolant System (RCS), and containment design limits are not

exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the ~ )

Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;
,
'

(continued)
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BASES

{

f
;

APPLICABLE Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, |SAFETY ANALYSES Containment Systems. i

(continued)
The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is

O//f consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the ,

i
as discuss uni te. This includes maintaining the onsite or offsite AC i

p 2 sources OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
,

; power; and '

b. A worst case single failure. t

AC sources satisfy the requirements of Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

l

LCO Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission
,

network and the onsite Class IE Distribution Systemjnd e >
70 :::rMy nperen e,,d / !prd Di"ition 3 circuit, r. t p::d three separate and

IA,13*g rndawigd T. mu u.c il d two, an ;,

| ; independent DGs (?l,12, and 13), ensure availability of the !
i required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a '

safe shutdown condition after an anticipated operational {occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA.
!

| Qual' i d offsite circuits are those that are described in
] the{Spandarepartofthelicensingbasisfortheunit. !,

_

In
Nus]additionMone required a tic load sequeqcet per. E

.shall be CP BLE. In gener Division 3 do not
pg g { ha'v a load sequenc since it has on one large lo Q|(i .e. , he high pressur ore spray (HPC ump). In e

cases the C0 should refer t the Division d2 1

sequencers c'nlyg%- s

-f,

Each offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated
-

frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during
| an accident, while connected to the ESF buses. Each offsite

circuit consists of incoming breaker and disconnect to the
respective ce:dte tre-r 4--: 11 =ad ?!, the 11 ead M
: r" ice trer: fem:rt, the E5r t ~ as h m m 1! e-d 21, and
the respective circuit path including feeder breakers to the

f !

Pis' 4.16 kV ESF buses. i
,

| Reswe AvyiliwiT&we(RAr)
6Gnwsseg eserveJ}vrI/IM (continued)R

Trams-[n WI ( Mb
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BASES

l
4

j LCO Each DG must be c pable of starting, accelerating to rated i

, (continued) speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus j

i on detection of bus undervoltage. This sequence must be '

accomplished within 0 seconds. Each DG must also be ;

capable of accepting required loads within the assumed !
loading sequence intervals, and must continue to operate '

until offsite power can be restored to the ESF buses. These I
capabilities are required to be met from a variety of f

i

initial conditions such as DG in standby with en ine hotffDG I

in standby with engine at ambient conditions, and BSc j j,

C99 f-eper:t av in paraiici ics i .oed;,
fl

4 Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of
nonessential loads, is a required function for DG iA a DG IS
OPERABILITY. i

\

p* The AC sources in one division must be separate and
independent (to the extent possible) of the AC sources in4

'' the other division (s). For the DGs, the separation and i
i id5cW independence are complete. For the offsite AC sources, the

gy g separation and independence are to the extent practicalj4

M c --5'

APPLICABILITY The AC sources and asum.s are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that:

,

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

,

A Note has been added taking exception to the Applicability
requirements for Division 3 sources, provided the HPCS |System is declared inoperable. This exception is intendedfll to allow declarina of thex0+ vide *-B inoperable either in
lieu of declaring the Division 3 source inoperable, or at

kCS any time subsequent to entering ACTIONS for an inoperable
,gg]gn Division'3 source. This exception is acceptable since, with

the C .. m o 3 inoperable and the associated ACTIONS !

entered, the Division 3 AC sources provide no additional
assurance of meeting the above criteria.

| [ (continued)
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A circuit may be connected to more than one ESF bus, with |
fast transfer capability to the other circuit OPERABLE, i

and not violate separation criteria. A circuit that is
not connected to an ESF bus is required to have fast
transfer capability for the circuit to be considered
OPERABLE.

,

1
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'
.
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i
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BASES '

APPLICABILITY AC power requirements for MODES 4 and 5 are covered in
i(continued) LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown." ;

i

n

I

ACTIONS A_d

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains, it is
necessary to verify the availability of the remaining

y reqdret offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since
!the Required Action only specifies " perform," a failure of

SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in the ;

Required Action not met. However, if a secondeequirei hcircuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the second offsite circuit is
inoperable, and Condition C, for two offsite circuits
inoperable, is entered. *

|_

t

Required Action Ae2, which only applies if the d vision !
fcannot be powered from an offsite source, is intended to

fprovide assuran'ce that an event with a coipctdent single '

failure of th'e associated DG does not resdlt in a complete
loss of safety function of critical syp(ems. These features

:
'

are designed with redundant safety ated divisions (i.e.,
single division systems are not i uded, although, for thisf
RequiredAction, Division @iscnsideredredundanttoy Di sion 1 and 2 Emergency :or Cooling Systems (ECCS)). !Re undant required features ilures consist of inoperable |

/divisionthathasnooffeatures associated with a ivision redundant to the I

te power.

The Completion Time r Required Action A.2 is intended t
allow time for the
discovered inopera$ operator to evaluate and repair any

i

ilities. This Completion Time also iallows for an exception to the normal " time zero" fo/ i <

beginning the/silowed outage time " clock." In th ( Required | {
Action, th {ompletion Time only begins on disc ery that '

both:

ThI division has no offsite power su lying its loads; !a.
and '

j
_

b.| A required feature on the othe/r division is.

inoperable. j

(continued)
\
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BASES
'

.

[ M (continued)
~

ACTIONS

If, at any time dur g the existence of this C dition (one
offsite circuit i perable), a required feat e subsequently
becomes inoper e, this Completion Time b ins to be
tracked.

y Discover' g no offsite power to one ision of the onsite
Class Power Distribution Systemfoincident with one or
morefnoperablerequiredsupport r supported features, or
botY, that are associated with e other division that has
offsite power, results in st ing the Completion Times for
the Required Action. Twen -four hours is acceptable
because it minimizes ris hile allowing time for j

restoration before the it is subjected to transient f
associated with shutd 'n .

The remaining OP BLE offsite circuit and DGs a e adequate
1to supply elect cal power to the onsite Class / E -

Distribution /fstem. Thus, on a component bpsis, single
failure protection may have been lost for Jhe required
feature's, function; however, function is et lost. The
24 hour,-Completion Time takes into acc nt the component
OPERABitITY of the redundant counterp rt to the inoperable'

required feature. Additionally, th 24 hour Completion Time
takes into account the capacity a capability of the
remaining AC sources, a reasonab e time for repairs, and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

/2r g |

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may
continue in Condition A for a period that should not exceed
72 hours. g

hihis Cea.gletier. Time arrema! ru'#'ci="t e#hi+= "~ ~
remains o power the minimum 1 ds needed to respon to
analyz d events. In the even a single circuit i supplyin '
Divis on 3 and either Divisi - 1 or 2, this assu.. tion is-

7 not .e t . Therefore, the op onal Completion Tirr is
j sp ified. Should two' divi ions be affected, e 24 hour

C pletion Time is conserv tive with respect the ) ,

gulatory Guide assumpti ns supporting a 2 eur C=pla+4nd |
i== fne both ef'r4+a ei cuits innnar2hla With one offsite

circuit inoperable, the reliability of the offsite system is

( (continued)
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;

BASES
~

!

ACTIONS (continued)
:degraded, and the potential for a loss of offsite power is ,

increased, with attendant potential for a challenge to the !

plant safety systems. In this Condition, however, the !
remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to
supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE distribution

,

system. f

!

The Completion Time takes into account the capacity and {capability of the remaining AC sources, reasonable time for |
repairs, and the low probability of-a DBA occurring during :
this period. I

P36 ,,d The t Completion Time for Required Action
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowe ,Yor any '

combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet
the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance, a
DG is inoperable and that DG is subsequently returned !
OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for up to !

72 hours. This situation could lead to a total of !
'144 hours, since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore

the offsite circuit. At this time, a DG could again become
inoperable, the circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional
72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to complete
restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides
a limit on the time allowed in a specified condition after '

,

discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is !

considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A i
and B are entered concurrently. The "B@" connector between ithe 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means that both

!Completion Times apply simultaneously, and'the more -

restrictive must be met. *;

g =A; in % h ed A d isa A. e Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the
allowed outage time " clock." This exception results in
establishing the " time zero' at the time the LCO was
initially not met, instead of at the time that Condition A
was entered.

(continued)
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BASES |

!

ACTIONS B.1,

(continued)
To ensure a highly reliable power source remains, it is
necessary to verify the availability of the remaining
required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis. Since
the Required Action only specifies " perform," a failure of
SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required

__ Action _being not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass
,

SR 3.8.17, it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit |inoperability, additional Conditions must then be entered. '

!

6
Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a !

loss of offsite power, during the period that a DG is
gg h) kr. g inoperable, does,not result in a complete loss of safety

,

|
function of critical systems. These features are designedllepred AcM) with redundant safety related divisions (i.e., single

w mors 3 6 d' 'on systems are not include <D. Redundant required
[ cous,dere d e: lad features failures consist of inop'erable features associated

3

p jyg with a division redundant to the division that has an :

inoperable DG.
Cor

G e n g e,a5 de._cq4i The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time )to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This&GO Completion Time also allows for an exception to the nomal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins on
discovery that both:

a. An inoperable DG exists; and
CLo v

b.
Clf

A required feature on ther division (Divi;ier 1-
er & is inoperable.

1

If, at any time during the existence of this Condition (one
DG inoperable), a required feature subsequently becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one
' or more required support or supported features, or both,
M that are associated with the OPERABLE @ , results in gg

starting the Completion Time for the Required Action. Four
hours from the discovery of these events existing
concurrently is acceptable because it minimizes risk while

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS M (continued)

allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to |

transients associated with shutdown.

The remaining OPERABLE DGs and offsite circuits are adequate i
to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. Thus, on a component basis, single
failure protection for the required feature's function may
have been lost; however, function has not been lost. The
4 hour Completion Time takes into account the component
OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable
required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time
takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and low
probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

B.3.1 and B.3.2

The Note in condition B requires that Re ed-Artion B.3.1 i

*

g; r B.3.2 muitWcompleted if ~ is entered. The
intent is that al ~ er ~ t be investigate /
for ailures regardless of ow long the D
WW e 's FC, -

-G ;%-

E& .

/fj Yrueved N Required Action B.3.1 ovi e5 an allowance to avoid
. .

fraoper ahle M 6 unnecessary testing OPERABLE DGs. If it can be
UCIg gygff determined that the cau f the inoperable DG does not

.

!

Ihexist on the OPERA LE R 3.8.1.2 does not have to be .
CMA P8F h p. ormed. If th cause of inoperability exists on other

e #44. ) re declared inoperable upon discovery, |
,3, g g, ' DGiQ, the other Dc,.f e-hu/

a. Condition E CO 3.8.1 is entered. Once the failureg,3, j er
is repaired, and the corxaon cause failure no longer exists,

CMM//7+- Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If the cause of the
initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed not to exist onge[g pgi ,

the remaining DG(s), perfonnance of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to--

pill cod ~ue fo provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of those DG(s).,

D'# According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 7), 24hursis
CCuS e_ pw hid ' # 6'3 reasonable time to confirm that the OPERABLE DG(s) are notf
coat,yge] eat,d,,)2 affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG.

~m~
kcucr s eso lcyer- ur40tt- k. 24 hotte
cu s%,.d u n ge d Ale ,a coaMoa 5..

b (continued)-
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BASES

ACTIONS B.4
(continued)

l According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may jcontinue in Condition B for a period that should not exceed
72 hours. In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DGs and |
offsite circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to |
the onsite Class IE distribution system. The 72 hour '

Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, reasonable time for

I repairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during this
| period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4
established a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet
the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, for instance, an
offsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit is
subsequently restored OPERABLE, the LCO may alrecdy have'
been not met for up to 72 hours. This situation could lead
to a total of 144 hours, since initial failure to meet the
LCO, to restore the DG. At this time, an offsite circuit -

could again become inoperable, the DG restored OPERABLE, and
an additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed prior
to complete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion
Time provides a limit on the time allowed in a specified
condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This
limit is considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "AND"
connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times
means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and
the more restrictive Completion Time must be met.

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the nomal ' time zero" for beginning the
allowed outage time " clock." This exception results in
establishing the " time zero" at the time the LCO was
initially not met, instead of the time Condition B was
entered.

C.) and C.2

Required Action C.1 addresses actions to be taken in the
event of concurrent failure of redundant required features.
Required Action C.1 reduces the vulnerability to a loss of

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

function. 'h: %1aHe N- fer t hinii tht;; ;;ti n; !; -
Jedu;;d i: 12 h;;r; fr:: th:t :! b ad " th c..iy one divisim,pg
with;ut Off;ite p ;.- [h q.fr:d A:ti:n ".2). The rationale
for the :d.; tic. t:- 12 hours is that Regulatory Guide 1.93
(Ref. 6) allows a Completion Time of 24 hours for two
required offsite circuits inoperable, based upon the

g assumption that two complete safety divisions are OPERABLE.
When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists,
this assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completionalb h, for- Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These features areg'

b.5 *(d b designed with redundant safety related divisions (i.e.,.

single division systems are not included in the list).
AvHim 3 [5 Redundant required features tailures consist of any of these
ccvisidad uhnde. features that are inoperable, because any inoperability is

on a division redundant to a division with inoperable
g g,h/m I cm/ 2.- offsite circuits.

E CLb
The Completion Time for Required Action C.1 is intended to
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the nomal " time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time " clock." In this Required.

Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both:

All require [offsite circuits are inoperable; anda.

b. A required feature is inoperable.

If, at any time during the existence of this Condition (two
offsite circuits inoperable), a required feature
subsequently.becomes inoperable, this Completion Time begins
to be tracked. C
According to Regulator Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may

C19 continue in Condition for a period that should not exceed
24 hours. This level of degradation means that the offsite
electrical power system does not have the capability to
effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an
accident; however, the onsite AC sources have not been
degraded. This level of degradation generally corresponds
to a total loss of the immediately accessible offsite power
sources.

(continued)
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BASES |

,

'

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)
!Because of the nomally high availability of the offsite

sources, this level of degradation may appear to be more
severe than other combinations of two AC sources inoperable
that involve one or more DGs inoperable. However, two
factors tend to decrease the severity of this degradation
level:

I

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power '

system that remains available is not susceptible to a
single bus or switching failure; and

b. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable
offsite power source is generally much less than that ,

required to detect and restore an unavailable ensite {
AC source. ;

i

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable,
sufficient onsite AC sources are available to maintain the |

unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or
transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC
sources, a LOCA, and a worst case single failure were
postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety
analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a
period of time to effect restoration of one of the offsite
circuits cc:xnensurate with the inportance of maintaining an
AC electrical power system capable of meeting its design
criteria.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), with the
available offsite AC sources two less than required by the

~LCO, operation may continue for 24 hours. If two offsite
sources are restored within 24 hours, unrestricted operation
may continue. If only one offsite source is restored within
24 hours, power operation continues in accordance with
Condition A.

D.1 and D.2

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would
not be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable,
resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required
Actions of Condition D are modified by a Note to indicate .

that when Condition D is entered with no AC source to C 2S I

(continued)[
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ACTIONS D.1 and 0.2 (continued)

division, Actions for LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution
Systems-Operating," must be immediately entered. This
allows Condition D to provide requirements for the loss of
the offsite circuit and one DG without regard to whether a j

idivision is de-energized. LCO 3.8.9 provides the !

appropriate restrictions for a de-energized division.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may t

continue in Condition 0 for a period that should not exceed !

12 hours. In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in
both the offsite electrical power system and the onsite AC

|
electrical power system. Since power system redundancy is
provided by two diverse sources of power, however, the
reliability of the power systems in this Condition may
appear higher than that in Condition C (loss of both
required offsite circuits). This difference in reliability ,

is offset by the susceptibility of this power system
configuration to a single bus or switching failure. The
12 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, reasonable time for

! repairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during this |! period. t

f.d
;

With two DGs inoperable, there is one remaining standby AC
source. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical
power, insufficient standby AC sources are available to

i
power the minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsit.e ;
electrical power system is the only source of AC power for
the majority of ESF equipment at this level of degradation, i

the risk associated with continued operation for a very |
short time could be less than that associated with an !
imediate controlled shutdown (the immediate shutdown could 1
cause grid instability, which could result -in a total loss
of AC power). Since any inadvertent- generator trip could
also result in a total loss of offsite AC power, however,
the time allowed for continued operation is severely
restricted. The intent here is to avoid the risk associated
with an immediate controlled shutdown and to minimize the
risk associated with this level of degradation.

(continued) |
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ACTIONS M (continued)

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), with both DGs
inoperable, operation may continue for a period that should
not exceed 2 hours. This Completion Time assumes complete'

loss of onsite (DG) AC capability to power the minimum loads
,

needed to respond to analyzed events. In the event
Division 3 DG in conjunction with Division 1 or 2 DG is
inoperable, with Division 1 or 2 remaining, a significant
spectrum of breaks would be capable of being responded to
with onsite power. Even the worst case event would be
mitigated to some extent-an extent greater than a typical
two division design in which this condition represents
complete loss of onsite power function. Given the remaining
function, a 24 hour Completion Time is appropriate. At the
end of this 24 hour period, Division ~3 systems could be
declared inoperable (see Applicability Note) and this
Condition could be exited with only one required DG
remaining inoperable. However, with a Division 1 or 2 DG
remaining inoperable and the HPCS declared inoperable, a
redundant required feature failure exists, according to
Required Action B.2.

~

M h |

e sequencer (s) is an essential support system to [both the
ite circuit and the DG associated with a given ESF bus.]o

| [ Fur armore, the sequencer (s) is on the primary success
fpath fkost major AC electrically powered safety systems

powered f ror(the associated ESF bus.] Therefore, loss of an,

{ division].ESF bus's seh encer;affects every major ESF system in the i

The 12. hour Completion Time provides a period
of time to correct e problem commensurate with the
importance of maintain ~ sequencer OPERABILITY. This time
period also ensures that e probability of an accident
requiring sequencer OPERABIL occurring during periods
when the sequencer is inoperab 's minimal.

f This Condition is preceded by a Note t allows the
Condition to be deleted if the plant dest is such that any
sequencer failure mode only affects the abil of the
associated DG to power its respective safety loa' under any
conditions. Implicit in this Note is the concept t the
Condition must be retained if any sequencer failure mo j
results in the inability to start all or part of the safety /- +-

(continued)
!
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BASES
2 =

ACTIONS ' f_. [ (continued) ' A,

loads when required, regardless of pow ailability, cr

results in overloading the offsi wer circuit to a safety |

71 bus during an event there using its failure. Also
,i implicit in the No the concept that the Condition is'

not applica o any Division that does not have a
se u Division 3 does not nomally have a sequencer in j

( _ the circuitry] .
-

j
_

,

.I and 2

If the inoperable AC electrical power sources M {
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the ipl 7 4..u. r

associated Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within 12 hours
and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating e' perience, to reach thex
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. |

'

fl 1
' g

Condition 4 corresponds to a level of degradation in which
all redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been
lost. At this severely degraded level, any further losses ;

'in the AC electrical power system will cause a loss of
function. Therefore, no additional time is justified for
continued operation. The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to ;

commence a controlled shutdown.
'

i

I ,

| SURVEILLANCE The AC sources are designed to pemit inspection and
j REQUIREMENTS testing of all important areas and features, especially

those that have a standby function, in accordance with !"

10 CFR 50, GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component tests are
supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling
outages under simulated accident conditions. The SRs for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance
with the recomendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3),
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), and Regulatory Guide 1.137
(Ref. 10).

(continued)
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MimhBASES

i

Where the SRs discussed hereinfpecify voltage and frequencySURVEILLANCE

tolerances, the k'? r ir, m ary '- y3740PV i:
REQUIREMENTS ' '-d! r . 'hc j

(continued) minimumksteady state output volta On* '._
the nominal 4160 V output voltage

(p2f. %y . u veNe, whM is
'

1$eci"ed i [a'"ls of 4
,a ows f r vol ge d o ;5I C04.'

< o th term' 0 V me ors w se mi imum pera ng !
-

M Q[50 Ouf4Se > 'olt ge is spec fied s 90%, or 36 V. t als all s for
-

,

g g go/, 'o1 age d ops o mo rs and other equip nt d 'n th ough e j
JV1 el w ere nimum perat ng vo age als usua y .

M j -rpecif * d as 90% name late ating The
]peci ied| / inaxim ste dy s te out ut vo tage f [97 V 's eq' I to

the aximu ope ting v tage speci ied f 400 Vm ors. *

[t sure tha for a ighti loa d dis ibut on s tem, ,
,

uh volt ge a the te inal of 4 00 V it t ere
j kan the m' ..a rat.d cpe eting 'feltep.ot y_he specifiedT

minimum and maximum frequencies of the DG *es.$8.8 Hz and
61.2 Hz, respectiv - Th a , A : are. equal to 2% of
the 60 Hz nominal requenc tedpre derived from the
recomendations civen in R@eculgtory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).'

3

TLt spuIfied sIcass {a[c. boNagh aed fr:e ;

SR 3.8.1.1 *P # ' ~

*
;

j i This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network,

and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker
alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct
position to ensure that distribution buses and loads are ;

connected to their preferred power source and that '

appropriate independence of offsite circuits is maintained.
The 7 day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is I

not likely to change without the operator being aware of it
' and because it:, status is displayed in the control room.

1 SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and
maintain the unit in a safe utdown condition.

M !
To minimize the wear on oving parts that do not get i.,

lubricated when the engi e is ppt running, these SRs have
been modified by Notes ( ote fp for SR 3.8.1.7 and Note 2 for i

SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that all DG starts for these ;

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Surveillances may be preceded by an engine prelube period
'

;

and followed by a warmup period prior to loading.
(Fw P46 3.g-2s'\/ For the purposes of this testing, the DGs are started from !

kUSEET 625A]
standby conditions. Standby " Mi+i - f:r : DC :::: that-
e a ngine M:nt and cP : e bei' g ee ti -xalp '

Oc37 Dvi"c" lated 2-d te ; rdurc is being =intained c=;istent ;

with =nefacturcr rc c.caduti;nn

. . 4ta- -

In order to reduce str and wear on diesel engines,-seme '

manufacturery-reconsne at the starting speed of DGs be
limited, that warmup imited to this lower speed, and -g '

,

4:V that DGs be gradually accelerated to synchronous speed prior
*$ / to loading. These start procedures are the intent of

Note 3, which is only applicable when such procedures a h)
.
'

rec: =:nd:d by th = = f 2 t " *= " '

g Fl3 i
- -

daykFr uency, the DGSR 3.8.1.7 requires that at a 1
starts from standby cond tions d achieves required voltage ,

and frequency within seconds The @rsecond start
requirement supports the assum ions in the design basis

,

LOCA analysis (Ref.g). The second stt.rt requirement
OCR

.,

O _ may not ce applicable to SR 3.8.1.2 (see Note 3 of
;

SR 3.8.1.2), when a modified start procedure as described -

above is used. If a modified start is not used, the
' second start requirement of SR 3.8.1.7 applies. Since '

PT5 12 SR 3.8.1.7 does raquire a dD second start, it is more
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be perfomed in lieu
of SR 3.8.1.2. This (procemtre3 s the intent of Note 1 ofi -

SR 3.8.1.2. T'

The nomal 31. day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see
Table 3.8.1-1, " Diesel Generator Test Schedule") is
consistent with-RcgJ dev Osid: 1.9 N f. W. The 184 day 3
Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 is a reduction in cold testing l

consistent with Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 7). These
Frequencies provide adequate assurance of DG OPERABILITY,

%
|saQ,/4 quode her N''0 NCU**" Y "f

' - '

while minimizing degradation resuljing from testing.
'# W * P b l***'ce. @ ef.12Q

- - -- i 3.8.1.3 ^

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DGs are capable of
synchronizing and accepting greater than or equal to the

(continued)
{
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i

BASES

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 (continued)
'

REQUIREMENTS

equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads. A
minimum run time of 60 minutes is required to stabilize
engine temperatures, while minimizing the time that the DG ,

,

Ii is connected to the offsite source.
{
i

Although no power factor requirements are established by |this SR, e DG is nomally operated at a ower factor '

between .8 laggingP andJ1.0R The.6 8 value is the
@ design rating of the machine, whileJ1.0his an operational

'

limitation
Ih;I;;dhp)dI;Pio'Idd10o ensure circulating currents are minimized}#r- M0id ""I#"" 0" "IO; dins ~'r '

I the DG. outine overloading ma esult in more f en :
.

h(tear n inspections in ac ance with ven
"

_.....= s i; =e=~ e r n sm u
.

,

i
t

| The nomal 31 day frequency for this Surveillance (see !f|4 - Table 3.8.1-1) is consistent with ":;it=y N% L?< !

(Ref. We m fr.4 guin.bm 3 pr oses.

of c/,ete te'~er-o.he /enko~~w.reen ;t ec
Note modifies 'h~is Surveillance to indicate that diesel
engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual

;loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that:

imechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine are;
!

minimized.

Note 2 modifies this Surveillance by stating that momentary
i transients because of changing bus loads do not invalidate

this test.a ,

Note 3 indicates that this Surveillance -c ..- be conducted
i

,

on only one DG at a time in order to avoid 'cocrnon cause '

failures that might result from offsite circuit or grid
i i

perturbations. I Mmt urly, momen"ry nn=r f actor trantiantO
CO Maben-th: ! "it d: n:t in:lidate the te:t r ~

;

Note 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement for perfomance '

of this SR. A successful DG start must precede this test to '

credit satisfactory performance.

I

SR 3.8.1.4 i

j
s

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in
Bt I

the ear tant ene casiac -.:=tce :: r is at or above the
k

J

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.4 (continued
REQUI W NTS h p g h+

g3 lew level M ,....d_. . .. . i s entemetkelli eMe4, The level
is expressed as an equivalent volume in gallons, and is
selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum of I hour

p3 of DG operation at ' l i= M126#''
nunrnwn e pwkd pos+ UxA |oadQm

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are |
provided and facility operators would be aware of any large
uses of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in ;

fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the

03 ) fuel oil day [ad agi- mtgtanks once everyM31fdays
eliminates the necessary envir . t for bacterial survival.
This is wrt effective means * trolling microbiological

bi f oo nng. In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,

g 9 W =*: . 5: :.n m, contaminated fuel oil, and ,

breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking
for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and
provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fue gg

Oc,n- oil system. The Surveillance Frequenc W established b "

Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10). This SR is for preventive
maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily
represent a failure of this SR provided that accumulated
water is removed during performance of this Surveillance. I

1

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil
transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its
associated storage tank to its associated day tank. It is
required to support the continuous operation of standby
power sources. This Surveillance provides assurance that
the fuel oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping

( (continued)
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BASES

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

;

i

system is intact, the fuel delivery piping is not
obstructed, and the controls and control systems for
automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE.

:

~' F.ivacj f r this SR i: '/ rieb!e dep:ndim; :n -

indivi i system design, th up to a 92 da interval. Th '

92 d Frequency corre nds to the testi requirements f {; hl pu s as contained i the ASME Boiley onu F cnu.c Vene. Ai- ' Code, Sectice v! (,, f. 12), ii m m , the design of fuel,

y ;-transfer systems is such that pumps operate automatically ec-- !
est be e+="+ed raua!!y-in order to maintain an adequate

volume of fuel oil in the day -Drd : ;in; n ..L
during or following DG testingJ sucn a case,J tanksa .u ca

-y arequency is oppi riate. since pr r operation of uel
^ gg7 transfer sys is an inheren t of DG OPE TY, the3 -.

Frequen this SR sho e modified t ect! 3 2,0 A r -! un - eumi + e -t.
J

-
-

_

j

SR 3.8.1.7,

See SR 3.8.1.2. t4

1

-

SR 3.8.1.B _

V Transfer of each 4.16 kV ESF bus power supply from the
normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit 4

.

,

demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit
,

4 + ,.o. . , + : - - n _ g m --.+u t -5_ ,; . - Thb A{l8 month}4requency of the Surveillance is based on f
i engineering judgment taking into consideration the plant'

conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths. +

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when performed on th 18 month}# Frequency. |

,

Therefore, the frequency was con luded to be acceptable from ;a reliability standpoint.
t

Q U *' \
This SR is modified by4WJ Noteh The reason for Note [is

!

'

that, during operation with the reactor critical, '

performance of this SR could cause perturbations to the4

electrical distribution systems that could challenge
continued steady state operation and, as a result, plant

-
_

.

(continued)
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INSERT B20A
!

Therefore, a 31 day Frequency is specified to correspond ,

to the maximum interval for DG testing. '

i

i

)

!
r

h

i

;

i

4

|

'
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BASES
,

i

I
~

1 SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.8 (continued) -

i REQUIREMENTS g y'
g safety systems. Mete 2 .cL..; 1 4 , thet tredit may be "

Q y _ taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
_

! !

SR 3.8.1.9 j

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by :the loss of a large load could cause diesel engine ;
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of |the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load
response characteristics and capability to reject the

,

s largest single load without exceeding predetemined voltag |

.
OC76 and frecuency and while maintainino a specified margin to [e i

'

# E'
e (lnad.feferenced) for DG Wis the~ d :

the overspeed trip.yE nt spray' 1200 LR-low pressure c e 1 p0 ;

P25
-550 kW residual heat removal (RHR) pump; for DG,pump; and for DG he a' !
2130 kW HPCS pump.

' gQQ " values are not used as he largest load since the LThe 3+ =%y Service Water f5Wgp
s ;

,

>

supplies cooling to the associated DG. If this load were to Sy( rtrip, it would result in the loss of the DG. As required by ,

IEEE-308 (Ref.13), the load rejection test is acceptable if >

the increase in diesel speed does not exceed 75% of the
difference between synchronous speed and the overspeed trip {

,

setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed, whichever is
d 4 % b lower. For W frand h!f S cica; Station thers valuer : ret '[

p23 ^ he . . g4 4
& [-|rst -

CriW IA
[W+SRare

# '"e . W l t e - , an d f r W;;r. 07 + nl *"""a * *"ac Hiad in
this rived from Regulatory Guide (Ref. 3) .

recommen ions for response during lo sequence intervals !The 3 econds specified is equal 0% of the 5 second load i
-

se ence interval associated sequencing of this larges
*

,

oad. The voltage and fr ency specified are consist
with the design rano the equipment powered by DG.
SR 3.8.1.9.a cor- onds to the maximum frequen excursion, ;

7 while SR 3.8 . .b and SR 3.8.1.9.c are ste state volt ;
and frequ .cy values to w the aisti; ..c t receva _,hing lo&r+ jar +4an ph

; '

Thejf18 monthh Frequency is'

consistent with the recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 ;
(Ref. 9). ir |

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load D I
C3 conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as I

|N
(continued)I
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.9
(XTfre 2 re)fwec5 M'/7 jpWngy3 cgm &

(continued;

REQUIREMENTS y ,:'

possible,/ testing w ce pefformed using a power factor (
(p)5y[0.9h This power factor is chosen to be representative !

,

v of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG |

Quld experience. g3 |

This SR has been modified by two Notes. The reason for >*. j
.

;

Note 1 is that during operation with the reactor critical, i
perfomance of this SR could cause perturbations to the
electrical distribution systems that could challenge !

) continued steady state operation and, as a esult, plant !

C4 i safety systems. = 2 = e n . "2 t redit may be:

taken for unplanned events that satisfy t is SR.m
W -

-

Reviewer's Note: The above MODE restricti~ons~ may oe eted
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant ecific |basis, that performing the SR with the reactor * any of the

3restricte4, MODES can satisfy the following c eria, ash applicabM:
./ i'

a/ system or component inopPerformance of the SR will n render any safety i

f . le;;

>

b. Performance of t R will not cause perturbation to
; any of the epc rical distribution systems tha could

result pa' challenge to steady state opera 'on or to '

plan n afety systems; and
;

Perfomance of the SR, or failure of the SR, will notc '

cause, or result in, an A00 with attendant challenge,

to plant safety systems.

SR 3.8.1.10
;

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a
T' A ., p w inw m full load /without overspeed tripping or exceeding the

W MdxgMf' predetermined voltage limits. The DG full load rejection
,

,

IDAd
may occur because of a system fault or inadvertent breaker
tripping. This Surveillance ensures proper engine generator
load response under the simulated test conditions. This :
test simulates the loss of the total connected load that the i

DG experiences following a full load rejection and verifies
that the DG does.not trip upon ion of the load. These

:

acceptance criteria provide DG dama!;e protection. While the |

J !

(continued)
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BASES

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS !

DG is not expected to experience this transient during an ;

W eventfandcontinueftobeavailable,thisresponseensuresd

that the DG is not degraded for future application, !
including reconnection to the bus if the trip initiator can j
be corrected or isolated. ;

i
; In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load I

conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor

@ 0.$. This power factor is chosen to be representative ;

;

.

, o the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG - |
1 would experience.

|

y[ThekIBmonthhrequencyisconsistentwiththe f;
bg recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) and is i

g intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

mawug% hr**sN hi (R has been modified by two Notes.d The reason for !
1M ils9 00 Not 21 is that during operation with the reactor critical, |

g5g ,gij per o .ance of this SR could cause perturbation to the |

electrical distribution systems that could challenge !

: MM continued steady state operation and, as a result, plant
C4 safety systems. Met: 2 : 'r.:+';cs tut tredit may be ;

"

taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

Reviewer's Note: The above MODE restrictions may be d ted
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant cific i

basis, that perfo . ing the SR with the reactor i any of the |

restricted H0 DES n satisfy the following cr' eria, as
applicable: |

1
,

a. Per mance of the SR will no ender any safety '

,

g| stem or component inoper ie;

Performance of the will not cause perturbations t.

any of the elec cal distribution systems that c d
result in a 411enge to steady state operatio r to
plant sa y systems; and

c. formance of the SR, or failure of th SR, will not

'

cause, or result in, an A00 with att ant challenge,

_
to plant safety systems.

_

.

,

(continued)
.
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: BASES I

j je-

i
!

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 !

! REQUIREMENTS |
(continued) As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), j!

paragraph 2.a.(1), this Surveillance demonstrates the as ;
designed operation of the standby power sources during loss '

of the offsite source. This test verifies all actions !___''.
i M.5* I encountered from the loss of offsite power, including |
.

sheddino of thernonessential loads Ond energization of the !

[ M1 emergency buses and respective loads from the DG. It |i further demonstrates the capability of the DG to
{1 automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency ji

,i fl3 within the specified time.O' !

i
The DG auto-start time of .lfseconds is derived from ii requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design !basis large break LOCA. Th: 4e;"anry " eu M k . a t u d w i.

i C, yo aith*- ?? af a^ 'nd fd 'ad ng = in=d raquer:: ;tg. The ;
! Surveillance should be continued for a minimum of 5 minutes ;
j in order to demonstrate that all starting transients have- '

,

decayed and stability has been achieved.a

!
The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of '

i permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to
; satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the,

DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these j
-

loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
|

;

1 hardship or potential for undesired operation. For !

instance, ECCS injection valves are not desired to be i
stroked open, high pressure injection systems are not !
capable of being operated at full flow, or RHR systems !

perfoming a decay heat removal function are not desired to
i

be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of
,

actual demonstration of the connection and loading of these !

loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the j
DG system to perfom these functions is acceptable. This >

testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping, i
or total steps so that the entire connection and loading !

j sequence is verified.
|

$l The frequency o 18 months s consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(1), takes into consideration unit conditions
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be

: consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths,

i

i

(continued)
<
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$

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued h4
I

REQUIREMENTS ao
This SR is modified b neee Notes. The reason for Note 1
is to minimize wear an ear on the DGs during testing. For :
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from ;

standby conditions -th;t is, with th: :ngine :: !:nt and Oil [fteing can+4rucurly circu ated :nd t per:tur: ::intain dl
;

c+asi steni wi Ui manuioscr rca...xadiera Jer D'dItiTns~ ~- I:nd 2] 00.. ' ' 74 D~' # : . 3 ."%|Jtandby can -i.icice L
i

_- _

I :
' inean7haTtEe$" bli~oIT is iieatelj]and continuously circulated/ ~

[ b b b}". \3 4

| \Mt M through a portion of the system as recomended by the '

/vendor. Engine jacket water is heated by e 'M 2 L: a t
| ' '

W and circulates through th_t ty_steJII b_y natural ___-| aMmmens,,
gp cir_cu]ation.FThe reason 70r Note 2 is that peTforming the

_ ,

g

__ __ _ _
TSurveillanc~e would remove a required offsite circuit from |

l service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and i

C

P4[REfEWT
challenge plant safety s ;

?::kn:wl:dg;that[reditmaybetakenforunplanned |4590MRXB15f*)
"

CM tb yents that satisfy this SR.
'~

+o Bases eSS ;

i% 2%3L 33 - -

SR 3.8.1.12 < /2
.\

This Surveillance demonstrates th the DG automatically
1

starts and achieves the require oltage and frequency a ;"within the specified time ([M}- seconds) from the design ;.-

[ basis actuation signal (LOCA signal) and operates for !
I

ayS(minutes. TheySLminute period provides sufficient
time to demonstrate stability. SR 3.8.1.12.d -and=-

- " ; ensur$ hat permanently connected loads -af+8-2 "7*'

F) 9;=rgency le:ds areTnergized from the offsite electrical
-

' power system on an ECCS signal without loss of offsite
power.]

r:q ; . s.aent te .c.-; fj th: conn::tinn ad pcwer supply o |
_;;;;r,::: d J nade is intended 40 i-- "

h uti;fectarily : hew the TElatfanchin of these 1mue + n -*+
,40:dingJ egi 'w-ivod.ng ente eff:ite pc-e"./In certain

circumstances, many of these loads cannot actually be
connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential for
undesired operation. For instance, ECCS injection valves
are not desired to be stroked open, high pressure injection
systems are not capable of being operated at full flow, or
RHR systems performing a decay heat removal function are not
desired to be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In

(continued)
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Section 3.8 Page 166 of 257

BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.12 (continued) --

REQUIREMENTS

lieu of actual demonstration of the connection and loadingg[g;G, o_f these loads, testing that adequately shows the capability
W $4s b ) or thDC syster to perfonn these functions is acceptable.

This testing may include any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection
and loading sequence is verified.

The Frequency o 18monthshakesintoconsiderationplant
q) conditions required to perfonn the Surveillance and is '

intended to be consistent with the expected fuel cycle<v
lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when perfomed at the A"

,o{18monthkFrequency. Therefore, the Frequency was ,

concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This SR is modified by Notes. The reason for Note 1
is to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from

pre PtGe\ standby conditionsy2that-i:, with tha engine cec 1:nt cnd ci'
|

t

6 3.g tr / being centinuceslj c;rculcted end teaper-atere meintained ~

*
,

-

/censi5 tent ith -'n"N+"--- ---~---d'''--- ' The reason,* INSW for Note 2 is that during operation with the reactor64Ac1 critical, perfonnance of this SR could cause perturbations
to the electrical distribution systems that could challenge '

continued steady state operation and, as a result, plant
C4 Safety 575tems h J 1 =!:f;;: *t redit may be

_ taken for unplanned events that satisfy t is SR.
_

SR 3.8.1.13

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG non-critical

Ob
protective functions
are bypassed on M.(e.g., high jacket water temperature)

- --- 7- y. --- m an-

ECCS initiation test signal and critical protective
functions 4 engine cver:pecd, generater eifferential c"erenk

OC45
i

; cad . i m. ioh wil pre 55..c) trip the DG to avert substantial
damage to the DG unit. The non-critical trips are bypassed
during DBA.5 and provi arr alarGn #abnonnal engine

Ocd conditio W ThpjCpla rovidez,.the operator with nfficient
0g ti;; to react rpfropria ely. The DG availability to
IN mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the engine-

against minor problems that are not immediately detrimental
to emergency operation of the DG.

(continued)
(
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Section 3.8 Page 167 of 257,

i i

BASES

!

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.13 (continued)
i REQUIREMENTS

Thh18 monthdrequency is based on engineering judgment,4

taking into consideration plant conditions required to
2y) perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent"

with expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the SR when

3tperfomed at the f18 monthWrequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint, ,

,
i

The SR is modified by Note [ The reason for otefthat perfoming the Surveillance removes a required DG from.

i service. Wte ? "%1e@ that fredit may be taken for
. unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
1 m -

_
_

Reviewer's Note: The above MODE restrjetions may be deleted *

'

if it canA demonstrated to the s T, on a plant specific '

'

basis)tedMODEScansatisfyf
ffat perfoming the SR w' the reactor in any of the ;

restric t e following criteria, as :
4

, applicable-
t

,

5 a. Perfomance oJA e SR will not render any safet
'

!

y) I system or ponent inoperable;

b. Perf ...ance of the SR will not cause p urbations to #
'

a of the electrical distribution stems that could
.

<

result in a challenge to steady te operation or to i

plant safety systems; and

c. Perfomance of the SR, or ailure of the SR, will not "

cause, or result in, an A00 with attendant challenge ;

to plant safety systems.
_

;_

,.

i

1 SR 3.8.1.14
:

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires
demonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can start and,

run continuously at full load capability for an interval of i

not less than 24 hours-22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the DG, and 2 hours

,

of which is at a load equivalent to 1105; of the continuous :
duty rating of the DG. The DG starts for this Surveillance .

can be perfomed either from standby or hot conditions. The
.i

provisions for prelube and wamup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2,
i

'

i

(continued)
,
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AC Sources-Operating ;

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.1 !
Section 3.8 Page 168, of 257 !

;

BASES
'

;

i
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued) !
REQUIREMENTS

'

and for gradual loading, discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are
applicable to this SR.

,

i

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
'

conditions that are as close to design conditions as i
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor

h5 0.9f: This power factor is chosen to be representative ;
;

o the actual desi
could experience. gn basis inductive loading that the DG |

| !
J y

$l Thel 18 monthf frequency is consistent with the
.

!

;
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), i
paragraph 2.a.(3); takes into consideration plant conditions

| required to perform the Surveillance; and is intended to be
iconsistent with expected fuel cyc1 ths. !C4 "o iThis Surveillance is modified by Notes. Note 1 states !

that momentary transients due to c anging bus loads do not !invalidate this test. TM !::d hnd ir provid:d :: :::id !

frestine e,eiluadius vi d,c U.. "estin: everl:: ding m y _
Opg bic5 Lit ir u.w.e ficquent 1: erd =n # spertiaar 4- ::: rd:n - |

ith vindwi i ccumenda u vos vi dci iv mo ntein 00 r.u

YPERA61tiin Similarly, momentary power factor transients
|above the limit do not invalidate the test. The reason for :

Note 2 is that during operation with the reactor critical, l

performance of this SR could cause perturbations to the !

electrical distribution systems that would challenge
continued steady state op"eration and, as a Jesult, plant

{4 safety systems, ht: 3 " M a t-" thoi. Tredit may be' taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR. j

bSR 3.8.1.15 /2
This Surveillance demonstrat that the diesel engine can
restart from a hot conditi , s ch as subsequent to shutdown
from normal Surveillance and a hiev the required voltage
and frequency within econds. .e e second time is
derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to
respond to a design basis large break LOCA.

18monthhrequencyisconsistentwiththe3) Th

recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(5).

(continued),

(
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Section 3.8 Page 169 of 257

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.15 (continued) '

REQUIREMENTS
This SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that
the test is perfomed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The >

requirement that the diesel has operated for at least
f)3 'I SurveilIance is based on manufacturer recomendations for

, ,

/ Phourpat full load conditions prior to perfomance of this '
!

'
'

achieving hot conditions. ne ined $3nd i ; 7,ided t _

avoid eeutine everhoding :f thm 00. 'butir.c c,.;ted; ::y
pg result in s. ore ficqumni icaidu*n inspe uivus in acce. dcrac-
8 with verder rece- nd tion: " cidsi tc, 5:intai . 00 ,

JEERASILITY. Momentary transients due to changing bus loads
do not invalidate this test. Note 2 allows all DG starts to
be preceded by an engine prelube period to minimize wear and

'
,

tear on the diesel during testing.

SR 3.8.1.16 1 73

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),

gg ] * synchronization and .::t[:lic load transfer from the DG to
paragraph 2.a.(6), this urveillance ensures that the manual

-

,r offsite/ m e can be made and that the DG can be
( returned to ready-to-load status when offsite power is gg ~

restored. It also ensures that the % t = G gic is
'reset to allow the DG to reload if a subsequent loss of fil

offsite power occurs. The DG is considered to be in
ready-to-load status when the DG is at rated speed and
voltage, the output breaker is open and can receive an
auto-close signal on bus undervoltage, and the load sequence
timers are reset. i

$1 The Frequency of 18 monthsN consistent with the |
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),<

eq paragraph 2f.(6), and takes into consideration plant
Md35 V) conciuons required to perfom the Surveillance. .tfu

This SR is modified by Ace-Notebbe reason for iote
that perfoming the Surveillance would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Mete 2
:&: hdge; thet predit may be taken for unplanned events-

that satisfy this SR.

(continued)

k
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Section 3.8 Page 170 of 257
!

BASES

,

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.17 i
'

REQUIREMENTS l

4

(continued) Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the DG |
i

availability under accident conditions is not compromised as
the result of testing. Interlocks to the LOCA sensing

4 circuits cause the DG to automatically reset to
ready-to-load operation if an ECCS initiation signal is
received during operation in the test mode. Ready-to-load
operation is defined as the DG running at rated speed and
voltage with the DG output breaker open. These provisions
for automatic switchover are required by IEEE-308 (Ref.13),
paragraph 6.2.6(2).

The requirement to automatically energize the emergency
loads with offsite power is essentially identical to that of
SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with
SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that the emergency loading is not .

affected by the DG operation in test mode. In lieu of
actual demonstration of connection and loading of loads, 3

i-

testing that adequately shows the capability of the '

emergency loads to perfonn these functions is acceptable. !
i This testing may include any series of sequential, *

; overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection
and loading sequence is verified. |

Thek18monthdrequencyisconsistentwiththe
f recomendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),*

paragraph 2.a.(8); takes into consideration plant conditions
required to perform the Surveillance; and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel le lengths.

] This SR has been modified by4=e Note . The reason for -

C4
1 Note T is that performing the Survei lance would remove a

required offsite circuit from service, perturb the
electrical distribution system, and Shallenge safety

.

i
. systems. Nete 2 ac'a.xkJm that fredit may be taken for Li unplanned events that satisfy this SR.|

.|

SR 3.8.1.18
,

fKsrequir by Ryui a ipy Gu We 1. ' ^0 (Re f. Sh
| [ paragr 2.a.(2), fath DG is r ired to demo rate prope

|
-

g oper
age a d # ptton for BA loadin equence to e ure that-

-- = - -- ' " " ed wi t ' the requiry

imi nder accident condition er
*

r to connect '. g t..

Pdg k.h3) continued)
L gem-BWRM C B 3.8-30 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Sechon 3.8 Page 17] of 257

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.18 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

9 te their nspestiva but, :!1 1M ds are she Dexcep
enterfe,eddsand e motor trol cent that r

DO D Class loads ( erred to a permanent connectjd*
g . Upon ching 90fs ted voltag and fbu7.quency,theare then ,0nnected te thei- re:pecfi / - , Loads are
@efesequentially connected to the bus by the load

,- sequencing W . The sequencing logic controls the
pemissive and starting signals to motor breakers to prevent
overloading of the DGs due to high motor starting currents.

h The410]f4 load sequence time interval tolerance ensures thatsufficient time exists for the DG to restore frequency andc32
voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety

R^* analvsis assumptions regarding ESF eguipment time delays are
Rci. 3) provides anot violated, nm . m . , _. ., t

sumary of the automatic loading of ESF buses.

The Frequency o 18 months [isconsistentwiththe-
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9),
paragraph 2.a.(2); takes into consideration plant conditions
required to perfom the Surveillance; and is intended to be-
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

I This SR is modified by Note The reason for ote
that performing the Surveillance during these MODES wou

. gemove a required emita e4""it # rem ;creich perturb t
e-lettrical distribution system, and challenge plant safety\ usystems. M:t: 2 ::*>n:uled:e? +u /redit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. -

_

"~
~

Reviewer's Note: The above MODE rictions may be deleted
if it can be demonstrated to '. staff, on a plant specific ~
basis, that performing R with the reactor i ny of the

Q( restricted MODES atisfy the following cr* ria, as
u applicable:

a. formance of the SR will not r der any safety
system or component inoperabl , -

/
I b. Performance of the SR not cause perturbation o

any of the electric distribution systems tha could
result in a chal ge to steady state opera n or to

plant safety s tems; and
_

(continued)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 g 3,g,1

Section 3.8 Page 172 of 257

BASES
l

1
\

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.18 (continued) |
--'

REQUIREMENTS jc. P fomance of the SR, r failure of the SR, ill not
$| ause, or result in, n A00 with attendant hallenge

ito plant safety sy ems.
C -

,

.

SR 3.8.1.19 $
!

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite !

power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation, as
discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11, during a loss of
offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction with an -

ECCS initiation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of
connection and loading of loads, testing that adequately
shows the capability of the DG system to perfom these
functions is acceptable. This testing may include any i

series of sequential, overlapping,.or total steps so that
the entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

The Frequency oh18 monthsNakes into consideration plant
conditions required to perfom the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length

4

ofyl8 months}%
C4 This SR is modified by h Notes. The reason for Note 1

is to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For ;

the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from '

Feom pace N standbyconditionssthet<.mith the engine tee!-+ e-d ei' i
g.F-16 / g3 being centintiou;ly circul:ted end t::perature maiatair4d*

.

censi;ttat ith : nufectur r rec =:nd:tien3.f The reason-
,

'hSETIT 675A} Tor Note Z 15 that perfoming the durvelliance would removeI

a required offsite circuit from service, perturb the
electrical distribution system, and S ellenge plant safetyh

4 systems. "^' ' " - " - tae h " fredit may be teken for+

unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

1

SR 3.8.1.20

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting
independence has not been compromised. Also, this |

l
1

(continued),

t
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**
Section 3.8 Page 173 of 257

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.20 (continued) i

REQUIREMENTS .

Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve !
proper speed within the specified time when the DGs are j
started simultaneously. j

,

The 10 year Frequency is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide _ l.108 (Ref. 9). JaEagfoph 2.b, an |

C, /G (gegliFithouio 1 13/ o<eT. ivi. paragraph C.2.f. i

(ThisSRismodifiedbyaNote. The reason for the Note is i

przoyn f%E to minimize wear on the DG during testing. For the purpose r

0 N 75- of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby |.

37 conditionsfhat ic, with thc cngine ceslent ond oil |',
.

IM5atT B25'A]I
J ; 'IIL " N C 3 E 'i61"" iLui^t0i""d*

'

|
t __ _

'cen:4 sten + mit' unuf acturer rec t- :nd a t : :nt,
_ , -

_ ,

id6.cfr ude/weS to r |
. a cren, , / c4eJeL :

Diesel Generator Test Schedule 9 e g, g ef.hw ;
_ _ _

The DG test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1) implements the ~) |

l
---- -.n.< _ ,# o..,: ;n 3 ;; ;; g ;;;g 3;g; ,a # |
(Ref.-3). The purpose of this test schedule is to provide *

'

timely test data to establish a confidence level associated
N with the goal,Mtmaintain DG reliability > 0.95 per test.

According to&";;w':sthy
1** de MD p |

e
;l :ty id: 1." (Ref. , t i;i:n .,, eachpg .

DG unit should be tested at least once every 31 days.'

Whenever a DG has experienced 4 or more valid failures in
.

!

the last 25 valid tests, the maximum time between tests is i

reduced to 7 days. Four failures in 25 valid tests is a i
'failure rate of 0.16, or the threshold of acceptable DG

perfonnance, and hence may be an early indication of the
degradation of DG reliability. When considered in the light
of a long history of tests, however, 4 failures in the last
25 valid tests may only be a statistically probable
distribution of random events. Increasing the test
Frequency allows a more timely accumulation of additional
test data upon which to base judgment of the reliability of
the DG. The increased test Frequency must be maintained
until seven consecutive failure free tests have been
performed.

1

'

The Frequency for accelerated testing is 7 days, but no less
than 24 hours. TLciciwie, th: '-t-~=1 b+' :n ti t; :F::!dC yD 9 en 1.ce me n w., M -a mnre than 7 tc . a

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1 i

/ASERT |
BASES 334A i

!
SURVEILLANCE Diesel Generator Test Schedule (continued) |
REQUIREMENTS !

I successful test at an interval of less than 24 hours should j
be considered an invalid test and not c unt towards the iCN seven consecutive failure free starts A test interval in |
excess f 7 daysjconstitutes a failure o eet SRs I

; aS 1ppJojoN1Yef i
- _ _ _1

__

_

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17. h/ SEAT

h 2. SAR, Chapter)Bk 3 3W !

3. Regulatory Guide 1.9. j

fSAR, Chapter)6Whh 4.

hh 5. SAR, Chapter 15f $

6. Regulatory Guide 1.93.

7. Generic Letter 84-15, July 2,1984.
I

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18. |
!

9. Regulatory Guide 1.108. j

10. Regulatory Guide 1.137.
| .'

11. ANSI C84.1, 1982.
j

@ _y42. f,SME, Milcr end ;'rc;;ure Yessel Cde, Sectic" Yi *

13. IEEE Standard 308.
14 [11. NuMARC 97-@, AEWON ./ , duGdST /99/*

|
|

|
;

|

(
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

; Section 3.8 Pa;c 175 of 257 ;

; INSERT B34A
;

| Tests conducted at intervals of less than 24 hours may be |
credited for compliance with Required Actions. However, !

a for the purpose of re-establishing the normal 31-day ,

Frequency, a i

! !
4 ,

hINSERT B34B !

!
'

paragraph]) '{,andtheconsecutivetestcountisnotreset.([startnew'

.

1 INSERT B34C
k

,'
and results in the associated DG being declared '

inoperable. It does not, however, constitute a valid test i
, or failure of the DG, and any consecutive test count is !

;l not reset. '

4
.

I

I,

1 :
1 1

d I

i

t

!

!,

l

: i.

-

) i

|

<

i

j

!
;

i
a

, INSERT
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AC Sources-Shutdoon
Eaclosum 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.2

Section 3.8 Page 176 of 257

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown

i
BASES

j
!
'

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
|
:

LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating." i

|
;

I
j APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 4 ;

SAFETY ANALYS and 5 _t t
'

fy ,,g gfy3 gfs ;

The unit can be maintained Tn the shutdown or 'h f |

-

a.
refueling condition for extended periods; c, A,% y.- !

)
b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is !

available for monitoring and maintaining the unit istatus; and
j

Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigatec.
events postulated during shutdown, such as an
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling '

accident. |
!

In general, when the unit is shut down the Technical |Specifications (TS) requirements ensure that the unit has
the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and

!

concurrent loss of a11'offsite or loss of all onsite power :

is not required. The rationale for this is based on the
|fact that many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), which are

analyzed in MODES 1, 2, and 3, have no specific analyses in
iMODES 4 and 5. Worst case bounding events are deemed not j

credible in MODES 4 and S because the energy contained I

within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses
result in the probabilities of occurrence significantly
reduced or eliminated, and minimal consequences. These
deviations from DBA analysis assumptions and design
requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the
LCgorrequiredsystems.
During MODES 1, 2, and 3, various deviations from the
analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed

|within the ACTIONS. This allowance is in recognition that

(continued) !(
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Section 3.8 Page 177 of 257 )

BASES

'
i,

APPLICABLE certain testing and maintenance activities must be conducted |
SAFETY ANALYSES provided an acceptable level of risk is not exceeded. !

(continued) During MODES 4 and 5, performance of a significant number of
required testing and maintenance activities is also
required. In MODES 4 and 5, the activities are generally 1

planned and administratively controlled. Relaxations from
|typical MODE 1, 2, and 3 LCO requirements are acceptable
}during shutdown MODES based on:
;

i

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a !

risk prudent goal as well as utility economic !
consideration. i

!,
b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for

|certain conditions. These may include administrative
|controls, reliance on systems that do not necessarily. i

meet typical design requirements applied to systems !credited in operating MODE analyses, or both. !

i,

. c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated'

with multiple activities that could affect multiple
systems.

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to
perfonn required functions (even if not meeting t

MODE 1, 2, and 3 OPERABILITY requirements) with !4 systems assumed to function during an event. !

i
e In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO !l ensures the capability of supporting systems i.ecessary to i;

i
avoid imediate difficulty, assuming either a loss of all '

offsite power or a loss of all onsite (diesel generator
j (DG)) power.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy j
.

; Statement. ;

/ ,

i

J |
* ,

| LCO
.. /( One offsite circuit r;:th ;f supplying onsite Class IE '

i g power distribution subsystem (s) of LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution
} Systems-Shutdown," ensures that all required ''!M -- ->
j M loads, E .C x ' ': , er i f are powered from offsite !

:

i power. AnOPERABLEDG,associat7dwithaDivision1or
i

,

j Division 2 Distribution System Engineered Safety Feature (
(ESF) bus required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse !,

,

1

4
. (continued) {

i ( I
1
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AC Sources-Shutdown i
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Section 3.8 Page 178 of 257 !
'

4

/ BASES
1 ,

'
!

LCO power source is available to provide electrical power |
(continued) support, assuming a loss of the offsite circuit. Similarly, '

when the high pressure core spray (HPCS) is required to be
OPERABLE, a separate offsite circuit to the Division 3
Class IE onsite electrical power distribution subsystem, or

|
an OPERABLE Division 3 DG, ensure an additional source of !

,

power for the HPCji;r Together, OPERABILITY of the required f
1 INSBW ottsite circuivand Dpensure the availability of sufficient

'
;

) 6 3W JAC sources to operate the plant in a safe manner and to
g / mitigate the consequences of postulated events duringi

;

Q shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents, reactor vessel ,

draindown). |

The qualified offsite circuit (s) must be capable of'

|maintaining rated frequency)and voltage while connected to
J

their respective ESF bus (es , and accepting required loads .i,

iduring an accident. Qualpied offsite circuits are those'

flO that are described in thegAR and are part of the licensing !
i basis for the plant. *{The offsite circuit consists of !

Si incoming breaker and disconnect to the respective-terrree |
1 .tr-av4v . .;.c . . 11 a. d 21, the !! and ?! ter" ice transfe ere, e

--the w. and the respective circuit |^
kN b.M path including feeder breakers to all 4.16 kV ESF buses

. . . . . . . . . . . . , ......m ''
.

I To%dnrun (AAT) cf required by LCO 3.8.10.}._q
Rrst>MA6T The required DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to

AVril% b^M rated speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective |
!

I (Egm) ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage, and accepting |
; required loads. This sequence must be accomplished within (A

) seconds. Each DG must also be capable of accepting !

% |2 required loads within the assumed loading scquence |4

intervals, and must continue to operate until offsite power '

can be restored to the ESF buses. These capabilities are
required to be met from a variety of initial conditions such
as: DG in standby with the engine hot DG in standby,with |

n .0 : grating; in Ithe engine at ambient conditions,j _4q m m13 1 + . ~ s. 3.

)I Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of
nonessential loads, is a required function for DG4

7

] OPERABILITY.#{In dditi0n, prope" saa"-ar_ nperati:n i; En
3 i.nt e 73 73-t a nuci+. ciren4+ OeEemo!LITv m1

*ieeptrehiliLy in any 0y #"'p!:t; On thi ability iw alks i had -
- ea m ain erergi u d any 1: d "ea" ired 0"E"*SLE by -

LC" 2.0.1" .'T.

| (continued) .
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INSERT B37A

This additional source for Division 3 is not necessarily
required to be connected to be OPERABLE. Either the
circuit required by LCO Item a, or a circuit required to
meet LCO Item c may be connected, with the second source
available for connection.

i

l

I

:

i

!

I

i

t

i f
'

|

!

I
.

I

I'

.

:

f
,

f

,

i

i
i

l i

|
'

!
t

!
i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.G Page 180 of 257 AC Sources-Shutdown.

B 3.8.2

|}t h4rICA MfBASES N3 g;g ggQ .

!LCO It is acceptable for division to be cross tied during I
(continued) shutdown conditions, pemittin a single offsite power

-

circuit to supply all required oi.bbc.2{No fast transfer !3) capability is required for offsite circuits to be considered |
OPERABLE. h *

:

As described in Applicable Safety Analyses, in the event of
an accident during shutdown, the TS are designed to maintain i
the plant in a condition such that, even with a single ifailure, the plant will not be in immediate difficulty.

i

!APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 and
!

|.
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the

!3| primary or secondary containment provide assurance that:

Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeupa.
:are available for the irradiated fuel in the core.in !

case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor- '

vessel;

| b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident !| are available-
, *

'

Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of eventsc.
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are

i available; and ,

! j
| d. Instrumentation and control capability is available i

!
!

for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
i

shutdown condition or refueling condition. i

;

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered !

in LCO 3.8.1.
,

- -

tio Qualihed || ACTIONS M .d 6 cJecu/f Iay

A[ ffsite circuit is considered inoperable if
- -

,

b is sot-,

ICTV)"") ; M '-b'c to one required ESF division. If two or more
i
! [p ESF 4.16 kV buses are required per LCO 3.8.10, division (s)

with offsite power available may be capable of . supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential

(continued)
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 AC Sources-Shutdown

| Section 3.8 Page 181 of 257 B 3.8.2 ;

I
BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

Ch for draining the reactor vessel. By the allowance of the
Am option to declare required features inoperable W e
*4 g- ; vffsite power weil:tle; appropriate restrictions can be

1
implemented in accordance 3d'Ltitthe W m: rmn red '

hom e(s) LCOs' ACTIONS. f R19wred hba.o rtudairi ou>btfl I

@krm ortsIGfewu % fmp%% csrcui+ rug k aufn kf
%% -loWpwa oknkakid an.e.nof dalwdinopeul4 lyfMs 2 wrd- 9| 1. T. M r.a. a.f.4. i.i. u.z. B.3. and B 4 - 0 Ac.ZU; .

|

With the offsite circuit not available to all required
divisions, the option still exists to declare all required
features inoperable. Since this option may involve
undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the
required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC
power sources is not available. It is, therefore, required
to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel

Bl assemblies in the*[ primary condary containment}f and
activities that could potentially result in inadvertent
draining of the reactor vessel. g
Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to initiate
action imediately to restore the required AC sources and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in
order to provide the necessary AC power to the plant safety
systems.

[Iio~twithstandin yerformance of the above conservative
Required Ac ns, the plant is still without sufficient AC

gg power sou es to operate in a safe manner. Therefore,
action ast be initiated to restore the minimum required AC
po sources and continue unt_il the LCO requirements

stored. -

The Completion Time of imediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The

,

restoration of the required AC electrical power sources !

should be completed as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the time during which the plant safety systems may
be without sufficient power.

!

l
.

( (continued) |
-
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AC Sources-Shutdown '

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.2
Section 3.8 Page 182 of 257

BASES :

1

ACTIONS A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.I. B.2. B.3. and B.4
(continued) i

'

i

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS are !

| not entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, j
resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required i!
Actions of Condition A have been modified by a Note to% !

indicF.te that when Condition A is entered with no AC power.

teomed to see- ESF bus, ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately ,

I d
'

?entered. This Note allows Condition A to provide '
; requirements for the loss of the offsite circuit whether or
| not a division is de-energized. LCO 3.8.10 provides the ;
'

appropriate restrictions for the situation involving a
ide-energized division.
f

i
i

y adE\ W (q uibf)
WhentheHPCSisrequiredtobeOPERABLE,andthe! Division 3

P

At sevrco J4 is inoperable, the required diversity of AC power sources
!

to the HPCS is not available. Since these sources only
affect the HPCS, the HPCS is declared inoperable and the *b Required Actions of the affected Emergency Core Cooling

_

;Systems LCO entered,

dt%d rQ red sourch |i

In the event all sources of power to Division 3 re lost, !
3

Condition A will also be entered and direct that the ACTIONS
@ c/cai+- of LCO 3.8.10 be taken. If only the Division 3 -b> is .

inoperable. and nower_is still supplied to HPCSf 72 hours is^$g un
@b a- 9"

!
_

allowed to restore the DG to OPERABLE. This is reasonable |# considering HPCS will still perform its function, absent an| t
'

additional single failure.
,~- x- ~ _

-

C S2 3.8./. 8 is no f re aired' h deme /SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 Twe an c u, cw eREQUIREMENTS efwedyto5eepF#
SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs fr65~tCO .$.S.1 that are

_
.

s

necessary for ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in
other than MODES 1, 2, and 3. SR 3.8.1.17 is not required
to be met because the required OPERABLE DG(s) is not
required to undergo periods of being synchronized to the
offsite circuit. SR 3.8.1.20 is excepted because starting
independence is not required with the DG(s) that is not
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the corresponding Bases
for LCO 3.8.1 for^a discussion of each SR.

,

(continued)i
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| AC Sources--Shutdown
| Enclosure 2 to U402196 B 3.8.2

Section 3.S Pege 183 of 257

BASES ,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) from being
paralleled with the offsite power network or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. With
limited AC sources available, a single event could
compromise both the required circuit and the DG. It is the
intent that these SRs must still be capable of being met,
but actual performance is not required during periods when
the DG is required to be OPERABLE. '

>

REFERENCES None.

|

!

!

l

i
|

|
!

l

|

|

| |

I

k
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-

Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting AirAnhent=
B 3.8.3

1

C/1 slot
B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS F4

! B 3.B.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air M
| ,

1 BASES

|

BACKGROUND Each diesel generator (DG) is provided with a storage tank
having a fuel oil capacity sufficient to operate that DG for
a period of 7 days while the DG is supplying maximum post

.|loss of coolant accident load demand (Ref.1). -The .i.ed.T,a.-
/g h:d d= r d 'e ceicu!sted using t'e ett'?; tic- that at least !4 ( -twe DC: ;re maiiaule. This onsite fuel oil capacity w!

j sufficient to operate the DGs for longer than the time to
' replenish the onsite supply from outside sources.

.

.I
-

Fuel oil is transferred from each storage tank to its
respective day tank by a transfer pump associated with each ,

storage tank. Redundancy of pumps and piping precludes the '

failure of one pump, or the rupture of any pipe, valve, or .

tank to result in the loss of more than one DG. All ut: 5Opzs
oil level in the storage tank is ' tanks, pumps,andpipingarelocatedund-7inthecontrol- - s c. d . The fuel *

icated
room. vHte h oc7 b yg

{
For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to
ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory

,

'

! Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recomended fuel oil
,

!practices as supplemented by ANSI N195 (Ref. 3). The fuel !4 oil properties governed by these SRs are the water and
i

sediment content, the kinematic viscosity, specific gravity
i (or API gravity), and impurity level. '

:
I

.

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient ',
; i

1

: lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated DG !

under all loading conditions. The system is required toj circulate the lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces
and to remove excess heat generated by friction during
operation. Each engine oil sump contains an inventory
capable of supporting a minimum ofM7}ddays of operation. je

:rgin: :.;' ---
|g 4The cadt: :t ~ ge ' 2dditie- t: th:;

w can.m 7 dq;' enti re"e ve+4e-} e h ji wiik cni. Thisi supply is sufficient to allow the operator to replenish lube
} oil from outside sources.
a
.

Each DG has an air start system with adequate capacity for*

! five successive start attempts on the DG without recharging
the air start receiver (s).'

a

E

iH

3

: (continued)
SWRM-Sft- B 3.8-42 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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Diesel Fuel 011 Lube Oil, and Starting Air Sijm;;;0

B 3.B.3 !

OCl)
BASES (continued)

_

&l
APPLICABLE i

The initial con i ion'sNf Design Basis Accident (DBA) and |SAFETY AN LY F transient analyses in /SAR, Chapterd6P(Ref. 4) and
3; p;O ChapterM15P(Ref. 5), assume Engineered Safety Feature

(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to provide
sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy and reliability

,

!

to ensure the availability of necessary powe,r to ESF systems
so that fuel, reactor coolant system, and containment design
limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more :

i

detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution
Limits; Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and

. Section 3.6, Containment Systems.a

|
Since diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting ai; subsysteh;

support the operation of the standby AC power sources, they
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

,

>

, r, !~ -- -

(C59) 6lomay k m'vPekd(n+LO
LCO

Mtored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply :for 7 days of full load peration. It is also required to
.

j

meet specific standards for quality. Additionally, ,

'

; sufficient lube oil supply must be available to ensure the
j capabi:ity to operate at full load for 7 days. This

requirement, in conjunction with an ability to obtain t

i
i

I replacement supplies within 7 days, supports the
' availability of DGs required to shut down the reactor and to ,

'

maintain it in a safe condition for an anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA with loss

-

'

i of offsite power. DG day tank fuel requirements, as well as
.

{ transfer capability from the storage tank to the day tank,
i

' are addressed in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and
8 CO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown."

! s
j s Mcm.dThe starting air system is required to have a sakmmr: PI3
{

capacity for fi;; u_.a DG start attempts withoutrecharging the ai s receivers.
i @$PW1

APPLICABILITY The AC sources, LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, are required to
; ensure the availability of the required power to shut down
,

i the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition
l after an ADO or a postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel
{ oil, lube oil, and starting air subsystem support LCO 3.8.1

and LCO 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and.

4

i

$ k (continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air : .,,,,w.c
B 3.8.3 :

)
BASES !

,

APPLICABILITY starting air are required to be within limits when the i
(continued) associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. ;

!

!

ACTIONS Ad !
;

In this Condition, the 7 day fuel oil supply for a DG is not
available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel ' oil '

*level reductions that maintain at least a 6 day supply.
These circumstances may be caused by events such as:

a. Full load operation required after an inadvertent s

start while at minimum required level; or ;

b. Feed and bleed operations that may be necessitated by I
increasing particulate levels or any number of other ;

oil quality degradations.
IThis restriction allows sufficient time for obtaining the |

requisite replacement volume and perfoming the analyses i
required prior to addition of the fuel oil to the tank. A j

period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete :

restoration of the required level prior to declaring the DG
;

inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the t

remaining capacity (> 6 days), the fact that procedures will '

be initiated to obtain replenishment, and the low
probability of an event during this brief period.

|

A M J M'F hzg
With lube oil inventory'; iiOO ;d, sLfficient lube oil to j
support 7 days of continuous DG operation at full load ,

conditions may not be available. However, the Condition is ~

restricted to lube oil volume reductions that maintain at :

least a 6 day supply. This restriction allows sufficient i

time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume. A |
period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete
restoration of the required volume prior to declaring the DG
inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the
remaining capacity (> 6 days), the low rate of usage, the
fact that procedures will be initiated to obtain
replenishment, and the low probability of an event during
this brief period.

(continued)

TWR/5-STS- B 3.8-44 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
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}

Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 9* system-
<

j
g B 3.8.3

!
BASES

.

.

ACTIONS C.1l

1 (continued)
!

This Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meeta

the acceptance criterion for particulates. Nomally,i trending of particulate levels allows sufficient time to
i
; correct high particulate levels prior to reaching the limit

of acceptability. Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling),
contaminated sampling equipment, and errors in laboratory

: analysis can produce failures that do not follow a trend.
Since the presence of particulate does not mean failure of ;

the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engine, since,

;

!
particulate concentration is unlikely to change '

3

i significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and
since proper engine performance has been recently

,

. demonstrated (within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a
| brief period prior to declaring the associated DG

inoperable. The 7 day Completion Time allows for furtheri evaluation, resampling, and re-analysis of the DG fuel oil.
j,

.D_d
E

I i

With the new fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for
!SR 3.8.3.3 not within the required limits, a period ofi i

l
30 days is allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil

iproperties. This period provides sufficient time to test
!i

j the stored fuel oil to detemine that the new fuel oil, when
imixed with previously stored fuel oil, remains acceptable, ji to restore the stored fuel oil properties. This restoration ;

] may involve feed and bleed procedures, filtering, or a ',;

combination of these procedures. Even if a DG start and
ii load was required during this time interval and the fuel oil
!.

properties were outside limits, there is high likelihood'

that the DG would still be capable of perfoming its
j intended function. i

)
s, m

innun4

h23 I
,2 & D Mi

With starting air receiver pressure < 1225} psig, su icient
capacity fordin r::^ssive DG start attempts not! \ exist. However, as long as the receiver pressure is4

I 1 IN tdtSST psig, there is adequate capacity for at least one
~

start attempt, and the DG can be considered OPERABLE while
the air receiver pressure is restored to the required limit.:

:

A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient-to complete
i

j (continued)
.
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Diese) Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air %bsystes
B 3.8.3

BASES

ACTIONS E.1 (continued)

restoration to the required pressure prior to declaring the
DG inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the
remaining air start capacity, the fact that most DG starts
are accomplished on the first attempt, and the low
probability of an event during this brief period.

S|arby Q/P7,3 OP
Go b sy s fen

C 17 With a Required Action and associated Completi Time not
met, or the stored diesel fuel oil et*1ube oi not withiny
limits for reasons other than addressed by con itions A
through E, the associated DG may be incapable of perfoming
its intended function and must be imediately declared
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1 g g] goc,4 My8gg
REQUIREMENTS

This SR provides verification /that there is an adequate
inventory of fuel oil in the 4torage tanks to support each
DG's operation for 7 days at *" ' " The 7 day period is
sufficient time to place the unit in a safe shutdown
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite
location.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are
provided and unit operators would.be aware of any large uses

,of fuel oil during this period.

O# (ncyphyrnOppocUjnsfLO? . 39
|

% .

SR 3.8.3.2 Sd-

v -

This Surveillance (ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory
is available to support t least 7 days of L'' ' - - - "

operation for each DG. y3 '" g9 requirement is based on
-

the DG manufacturer's consumption values for the run time of
the DG. Implicit in this SR is the requirement to verify
the capability to transfer the lube oil from its storage
location to the DG when the DG lube oil sump does not hold

,

adequate inventory for 7 days of fn'M ation without

,

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting ir L. ,2y;t='

Ci7 8 3.8.3 i

BASES

4

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ;

the level reaching the manufacturer's recommended minimum ;
level.

,
,

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
lube oil supply is onsite, since DG starts and run times are
closely monitored by the plant staff.

SR 3.8.3.
I

- JJ The test - _are a means of determining whether. _ _ _

/ new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been '

;

4

gq3 contaminated with substances that would have an immediate
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion and
operation. If results from these tests are within

i

acceptable limits, the fuel oil may be added to' the storage |tanks without concern for contaminating the entire volume of
|4 g (f(pj fuel oil in the storage tanks. These tests are to be

con _ ducted prior to adding the new fuel to the storageCefraipWd*.3
,

'

tank (s), but in no case is the time betweent--H of newi pg M __ fuel and,cd "'y _t ist-r to exceed 31 days. 'The W,

j limits, a eJSTM Standards 4are as follows: __ ---
i

i c>6&\%~ d * k+fu 4esfS |iS4eb i~nMudsil fuj o,'tfesfl N,o #[ .-

$ h & fftnar oa. Sample uei oil in acco *

p y y|
,

4.

! gu g g ( -3.(ner. 6); ojyj
.

,
*

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM1 iD975-J82 h(Ref.6)thatthe ample has an absolute
specific) gravity at 60/60*F o a 0.83Fand 5 0. #(or i

O6-
-

___Jl an API gravity at 60*F of a * and 5 19*), C "* ;" kinematic viscosity at 40*C of a 1.9 centistoxes arra{c,
-

|5 4.1 centistokesp =-' ; '12:t LM nt = 14 W; and ;

Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear and brightc.
appearance with pr er color wherl_ tested is w="M.

i
4th ASTM D41761f F_ (Ref. 6)fer (de a*ived4rwNMJ

,

60 wkM kikAVWdama. wQAsrm-o VM* ~B2- V -Failure to meet any of tne aoove simits is catise7or
rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure,

to meet the LCO since the fuel oil is not added to thestorage tanks.

C43 m i n i- 31 s ys lowing the initial new fuel oil sample.-

the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that the other

t

; (continued) i
.

i

-SWR /E STS B 3.8-47 Rev. 0,-09/28/92 |
,

i
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air @Meye+==
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.3 (continued) '

REQUIREMENTS
gi properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975 [(Ref.6)

are me or new fuel oil when tested in accordance with ASTM
D975 69 P(Ref. 6),-::: pt thet th: :nalyrit for zelfur

Og may te perfersed i :: rd:nt: ith Z TM D1;;Z-[ ]-{Ref. ;j vs A5inD2522-[ ] (Rei. o). The 31 day periods

:is acceptable because the fuel oil roperties of interest, ieven if not within stated limits, would not have an :
c.y3 imediate effect on DG operation. This Surveillance ensures

*

the availability of high quality fuel oil for the DGs.
f/J9A >

*

$6er Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, mostly due to oxidation. The {presence of particulate does not mean that the fuel oil will

) not burn properly in a diesel engine. However, the
r

; particulate can cause fouling of filters and fuel oil
,

injection equipment, which can cause engine failure.
;

y Particulate concentrations sh Id be determined in
iT) accordance with ASTM D2276- 8 }t Method A (Ref. 6). This

method involves a gravimetri etermination of total
; particulate concentration in the fuel oil and has a limit of

10 mg/1. It is acceptable to obtain a field sample for
subsequent laboratory testing in lieu of field testing.

,

'

iFvi Um;; d 3 3na :n hich the ivio; .vivme vi 2;;r:d 'rel
bI o4--i-s-contained-in t-v inici cunneded Lor.k:,, eedvi tam e

+2nk ""st be con:idered c..d isaicd perat:14

The frequency of this Surveillance takes into consideration.
fuel oil degradation trends indicating that particulate

| concentration is unlikely to change between Frequency
intervals.

ubupaam&d
SR 3.8.3.4 Obov.tMf4 Itnapr.t5sW2C

'
, akin.wt ukpoinf.
' This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid o te

refill compressor, sufficient air start capacity for h DG
is available. The system design m :: ==t: provi e f r

| / ci #m= cf '#ve engine : tart cy:! dwithout recharginghn a

3fodalkupb st+r+ cycle is defiaed by th: 00 endu. , but usveilj i:;
*

4 L measerd in te m: Of tim (::cend: of cr:nking} cr engiae
: ce=nuaa_s2 d. b T e pressure pecified in this SR +r

int:nd:d t: refle ts-he ' ... w alue at which t' [.fi ." -
starts can be acccmplishedf swifi lt

i ) pd]i nd so lod's h wuf} 6 khy
|

V/4- /dn's/ d<a /c nnM Cy C///td continued)
'

C.btnfAM0O'l. /
| EW/E STS B 3.8-48 Rev. O,99/28/92-
:
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INSERT B48A

These additional analyses are required by Specification
5.7.14, Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program, to be performed
within 31 days following sampling and addition. This 31
days is intended to assure: 1) that the sample taken is

|
not more than 31 days old at the time of adding the fuel
oil to the storage tank, and 2) that the results of a new

|tuel oil sample (sample obtained prior to addition but not j
more than 31 days prior to) are obtained within 31 days
after addition.

i

!

l
|

'
|

b

i

|

|

,

|
|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-48 10/1/93

!

!

1
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Startin Ai r ibsy sics-
CI7 8 3.8.3

BASES

I
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.4 (continued)

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity,
capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and
other indications available in the control room, including
alams, to alert the operator to below nomal air start
pressure. ;

SR 3.8.3.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from theg 1 storage tanks once every 17 days eliminates the necessary
environment for bacterial survival. This is the most
effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. In
addition, it eliminates the potential for water entrainment
in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may come from

P any of several sources, including condensation gretm4-
u ter, Fa+n-wder, contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown
of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and
removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides
date regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil
system. The Surveillance Frequencies are established by
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive
maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily ;represent a failure of this SR provided that accumulated !

water is removed during perfomance of the Surveillance.
!

SR 3.8.3.6

Draining of the fuel oil stored in the supply tanks, removal
of accumulated sediment, and tank cleaning are required at
10 year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2),paragraph 2.f. This SR is typically perfomed in
conjunction with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section XI (Ref. 7), examinations of the tanks. To preclude
the introduction of surfactants in the fuel oil system, the
cleaning should be accomplished using sodium hypochlorite ;
solutions, or their equivalent, rather than soap or

)detergents. This SR is for preventive maintenance. The
'

presence of sediment does not necessarily represent a

1

|

( (Continued)

S R/5 5i3 8 3.8-49 Rev. O, -09R4/42-
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Subsystem
*

C17 B '8*3

*

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

failure of this SR provided that accumulated sediment is
removed during performance of the Surveillance.

em g
REFERENCES 1. SAR,Sectionh9.5.4W

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.;

3. NSI N195, Appendix B, 1976.

4. SAR, Chapter 6f h
/SAR, Chapte h 15 [ 385.

6. ASTM Standards: , D975 @d04176kS2d(,Ih :0975-[ ],01:22-[ ]; C2522 [ ] D2276p68}+
,

7
7. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

.

l

i
s

-EWR/6- W B 3.8-50 Rev. O, 03/20/92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 DC Sources-Operating
Section 3.8 Page 194 of'257 B 3.8.4

!

i B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS :

B 3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

BASES :

!

BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides the AC
emergency power system with control power. It also provides
both motive and control power to selected safety related
equipment. As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17
(Ref.1), the DC electrical power system is designed to.have
sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure.
The DC electrical power system also conforms to the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.5 (Ref. 2) and IEEE-308
(Ref. 3).
The 125 VDC electrical power system consists of-th@J@

.

!
!

.

; independent Class.1E DC electrical power subsystems, !3,a d Divisions 1, 2,vad9 Each subsystem consists of a !

battery, associated battery charger 4eMC and all the '

associated control equipment and interconnecting cabling. '

During nomal operation, the DC loads are powered from the !
battery chargers with the batteries floating on the system.'

,

In case of loss of normal power to the battery charger, the |
DC loads are automatically powered from the Engineered I

Safety Feature (ESF) batteries.

Each of the Division 1 and 2 electrical power subsystems
,

o lvis th- provides the control power for its associated Class 1E A
,

|M2 power load group, 4.16 kV switchgear, and 480 V load - spec.bo i.

centers. Also, these DC subsystems provide DC lectrica in
Tpower to the inverters, which in turn power the AC~ ixts4

buses. The Division 3 DC electrical power subsystem
provides DC motive and control

. High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) power as required for theSystem diesel generator (DG)
set control and protection. gm%T -

1 |95G
65tPr The DC power distribution system is described in more detail

[ in Bases for LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution Systems-Operating,"
and LCO 3.8.10, "Distrih''+ien4 stems-Shutdown."

(TS,av4 4)
-

Each Division 2rbattery has adequate storage capacity,

to carry the r uired load continuously for at least 4 hours
ed te perf t:- t"!? Co plet: :jcha ef inter-itt:rt h i -

hl flO as discussed in th SAR, Section 8.3.2 (Ref. 4).

{ (continued)

-fMR/6 STS B 3.8-51 Rev. O,09/2849_2,_2
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INSERT B51A

1

The DC subsystem also provides power to the Division 3
inverter, which in turn powers the Division 3
uninterruptable AC bus. The Division 4 DC electrical
power subsystem provides DC electrical power to the
Division 4 inverter, which in turn powers the Division 4
uninterruptable AC bus. '

f

I

|

i

l I

,

|

4

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-51 10/1/93
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BASES,

:. i

BACKGROUND e Divie' battery hat uate storage to e th
(continued) req ontim, t least 2

Each DC battery subsystem is separately housed in a
ventilated room apart from its charger and distribution
centers. Each subsystem is located in an area separated
physically and electrically from the other subsystems to
ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not cause
a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing
between redundant Class IE subsystems such as batteries,
battery chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for a DC electrical power subsystem are sized
to produce required capacity at 80% of nameplate ratin

I co respor ng to warrantef caoacity ar mi of life cv .es
nd th 00% desian dem4df The voltage design limit is

- V ; - = '' (Ref. 4) .

b Each battery charger of Division 1,W 21DC electrical power
Octyubsyste ps ample power output capacity fcr the steady

stateop@er1tionofconnectedloadsrequiredduringnormal
23 operation, while at the same time maintaining its battery

gWgan bank fully charged. Eachpatterychargerhassufficient
,A a 4 capacity to restore the battery bank from the design minimumi

charge to its fully charged state within hours while
supplying normal steady state loads (Ref. 4). ,

The battery charger of Division 3 DC electrical power i

subsystem has sufficient capacity to restore the battery !
bank from the design minimum charge to its fully charged '

state in hours while supplying nomal steady state loads
P23 (Ref. 4). g

~

APPLICABLE The initial ccnditions o esign Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYS transient analyses in the /SAR, Chapterd6]L(Ref. 5) and !

,

2 ChapteroE15}2-(Ref. 6), assume that ESF systems are OPERABLE.
# The DC electrical power system provides nomal and emergency

DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and
control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based
upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes

(continued)
(
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Section 3.3 Page 197 of 257
l

4

I ' '

1 ;

BASESi i
\

I,

: APPLICABLE maintaining DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions |
| SAFETY ANALYSES in the event of.

(continued) ,

| a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or of all '

onsite AC power; and |
1

b. A worst case single failure. !I i

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy |Statement..
'

i

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems, each subsystem,J consisting of one battery, one battery charger, and the |corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling :
SOffj* ,j 3 ktb da,fb within the divisions, are required to be OPERABLE to ensure ''

e the availability of the required power to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated
DBA. Loss of any DC electrical power subsystem does not |

prevent the minimum safety function from being performed |

(Ref. 4).
'

,
,

l APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE |
; in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure safe unit operation and to ji ensure that: - ''

:
Ia. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant j

j pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
jof A00s or abnormal transients; and

b.
;4

Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in

i the event of a postulated DBA.
4

The DC electrical. power requirements for MODES 4 and 5 are
addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources-

j Shutdown."
,

a

e

I ( (continued)t
, ,

i EJR/4-56 B 3.8-53 Rev. 0,-00/2S/92 I

>

i

|
|
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DC Sources-Operating
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 8 3.e.4Section 3,8 Page 193 of 257

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 '

Condition A represents one division with a loss of ability
to completely respond to an event, and a potential loss of
ability to remain energized during normal operation. It is,
therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete
loss of DC power to the affected division. The 2 hour limit

-

is consistent with the allowed time for ar, inoperable DC
distribution system division.

If one of the requirekDivision 1 or 2$1
subsystems is inoperable (e.g., inopera[ble battery,DC electrical power

inoperable battery charger, or ino
and associated inoperable battery)perable battery charger, the remaining DC
electrical power subsystems have the capacity to support a
safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since
a subsequent worst case single failure could, however,
result in the loss of minimum necessary DC electrical
subsystems, continued power operation should not exceed
2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess
unit status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical
power subsystem and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is
not restored to OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an
orderly and safe unit shutdown.

Q B_a W r4 jp,
Wit) Division 3 DC electrical power subsysteh
inoperable, the HPCS e"d 20 Str 4 Scr" ice 'ct:r System mayt

be incapable of performing eeWintended functions and must
| '[l3 be imediately declared inoperable. This declaration also

requires entry into applicable Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operatin r4 LCC 3.7.4 C

_=e w w u -4,.. un . (eeug e;,,+-, g,. "fy,,,,,,_ ; = ,p.c
".". '.! } " .D -1

.

C.1 and C.2

If the DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to

,

(continued)
k

MM STS B 3.8-54 Rev. O, 09/?9/"
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i BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operatino experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time
to bring the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time
required in Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge
helps to ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and

| the ability of the batteries to perform their intended
~,

i function. Float charge is the condition in which the
| charger is supplying the continuous charge required to
|

overcome the internal losses of a battery)(or battery cell)! and maintain the battery (or battery cell in a fully
I charged state. The voltage requirements are based on the

,- nominal design voltage of the battery and are consistent
' with the initial voltages assumed in the battery sizing-

calculations. The 7 day frequency is consistent with
manufacturer's recommendations and IEEE-450_ (Ref. 8).

SR 3.8.4.2

Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cells
and connections, or measurement of the resistance of each
inter-cell, inter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connection,
provides an indication of physical damage or abnormal
deterioration that could potentially degrade battery
perfonnance.

Ihe imit 'es lishhd for thiq S mus no mqr than\20D
a e the r stance a measure durin install ion, notg(., p ,

os the ei ing va e qstab s d tqem ufatitur r. y
The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which can
detect conditions that can cause power losses due to
resistance heating, is 92 days. This Frequency is
considered acceptable based on operating experience related

| to detecting corrosion trends.

( (continued)

W /5 STS- B 3.8-55 Rev. O , -09/2&/42--
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Section 3.8 Page 200 0f 257

BASES '

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and
battery racks provides an indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degradebatteryC~ perfomance.

' ,

g The 12 month Frequency qf_ these SRs is ramiMth |
-

IEEE-450 (Ref. 8), whi
e G ue % ' led visualinspection of ondition and inspection of cell to cell

K_ and
~

connection resistance on a yearly basis.e

-
_j ,

;

i
SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.5

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of inter-cell,
inter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connections provides an
indication of physical damage or abnomal deterioration that
could indicate degraded battery condition. The
anti-corrosion material is used to ensure good electrical

i;
connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. The {| visual inspection for corrosion is not intended to require_

~

Z el5 E g T removal of and inspection under each teminal connection.

3 gg Aj The removal of visible corrosion is,a preventive maintenance
s

1 -- SR. The presence of visible corrosion does not necessarily| '

represent a failure of this SR, provided visible corrosion
j is removed during performance of this Surveillance.

OC%
o~
lThe onne t n re ist nce limits fo t 's SR ust be n . oreCN tha 0% a ve the sistan as meas red dur' ,g'n ta at on or n bove uh ceili g alu establis d y

1 or...

SR 3.8.4.6

Battery charger capability requirements are based on the -

design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9), the battery charger supply
is required to be based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The minimum required

(continued)
k
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INSERT B56A (2 plica.5) -

The 18 month Frequency of the Surveillance is based on
_

engineering judgement, taking into consideration the
desired unit conditions to perform the Surveillance.
Operating experience has shown that these components -

usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

!

,

i
-

!

i

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-56 10/1/93
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!

BASES
~

! (
_

'

'
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a

amperes and duration ensure that these requirements can be
~

satisfied.
.

; The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unit
c;nditions required to perfom the test and the other

; administrative controls existing to ensure adequate charger |
perfomance during these 18 month intervals. In addition, |
this Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected
fuel cycle lengths..

'
.

; s SR is dified by-4wo No JL . The reason for/No Sh i

that per rming the Surveil nce would remove a re ired DC
electr' al power subsyste from service, perturb e

MD elec ical distributio ystem, and challenge fety 4

sy ems. Wete 2 h * "d
t; tM e SR iu ac y .cd;:

'

tht
edit may b3 tden[r un;&nned cvcats b. t "Wy t.

e H 1 =c4.
,

,

SR 3.8.4.7
i

{ A battery service test is a special test of the battery's
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The,

~

discharge rate and test length correspond to the design duty
cycle requirements as specified in Reference 4. ~

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9) and
Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 10), which state that the
battery service test should be performed during refueling
operations or at some other outage, with intervals between
tests not to exceed 18 ths.

C4 This SR is modified by+heee Notes. Note 1 allows the once
per 60 months performance of SR 3.8.4.8 in lieu of -'

SR 3.8.4.7. This substitution is acceptable because
SR 3.8.4.8 represents a more severe test of battery capacity
than SR 3.8.4.7. The reason for Note 2 is that performing
the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical power
subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety ystems. L ;.coui: S

C4 a 3a a e-W ht dit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisf the Surveillance.

(continued)
I,
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s

BASES,

.

t i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.8
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A battery perfomance test is a test of constant current
4

capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found
condition, after having been in service, to detect any
change in the capacity determined by the acceptance test.

,

The test is intended to detemine overall battery t

gl degradation due to age and usage.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent
15 U* *

I with IEEE-450 (Ref. 8) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 11). Thesep d cuf*" ge/d / references recomend that the battery be replaced if its
p ar M#',fwec ' capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's rating. Ash ff eWg capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration

"d,992 5r is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the|

ge#G q load requirements.8

fr fe =
e S' ~

d# The Surveillance#r#&M g6 ; n e., 12 munUmd requency for this test is 60 months. [ [the battery shows degrad tio ha 'ff JA 5 reached 85% of its expected lift,. Degradation i ated,N, def'' gd 3 '<>"kact rding to IEEE-450 (Ref. 8), when the battery capacity
s

f # l'r# d ? drops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on the
hot
O[d5efft

previous perfomance test or hen it is a 10% below the

pridparc manufacturer's rating. dit ese Fre uencies are Icmih+ basali,

'

wittr the recomendations n IEEE-450 Ref. 8). en
~

@ rd k,d .ffd ' that performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC .
This SR is modified by Note [ The reason fon8,

atei

ge
FC ri electrical power subsystem from service, perturb the4

r 6
*

#y M[pt' electrical distribution system, and challenge safety-

' . r f , , ,1
s stems. ecti 2 . ;dd:d 6 J.i; 2 6 adnowieuse dd i

of 1,q. edit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the! urveillance.

/,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.
l,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, March 10,1971.

3. IEEE Standard 308, 1978.

u/SAR,Sectioni8.3.2%) l

4.

/SAR,Chapterk6W5. !

:

4

|

(continued) ;
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BASES
'

n - |
q

REFERENCES 6. SAR, Chapte 15 [
(continued) I

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450, 1987.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.
J

'

10. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

11. IEEE Standard 485.
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|

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
-

'

|

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown !
|

BASES
~

|

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operatin' ."

x

g- !

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of! Design Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the3SAR, Chapter /6}*-(Ref. I) and

,

!

@ Chapterp[15}"-{Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system ,1

provides nomal and emergency DC electrical power for the !
diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and control and i
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the l
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the !

requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY. j

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources Ih during MODES 4 and Sjensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or Ibd rij Movewf refueling condition for extended periods;
## '

i b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
| fe[ g gga f /,cf 'h available for monitoring and maintaining the unit

status; and-

in M pri e or

6Mb 5 Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigatec.
events postulated during shutdown, such as an

@ hatsyjf- inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling
accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy -

Statement.

& ~

fSuf3fs!C&
LCO The DC electrical power subsystems, eachfconsisting of

o,jc'-.[4*e} battery) ding control equipment and interconnecting. {one e t=7 battery charger { elf and
"

CEO the correspon
cabling within the division, are required to be OPERABLE toj

fuff Y"' nu N bf

4:yLs, cia _ M4 s (continued)s

I
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BASES

-

.

LCO support equired divisions of Distribution System divisions |
(continued) require PERABLE by_LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution .

Systems .pr Jks." This ensures the availability of (
.

sufficient DC electrical power sources to operate the unit !

in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of
!

postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling _
accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel draindown)

:

;

!APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
|HODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel
}31 assemblies in thefprimary-or-secondary containment provide !assurance that- '

!

Required features to provide adequate coolant i
a.

inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel ;
assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertent !draindown of the reactor vessel; i

:b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling !accident are available;
!

( c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of j
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown
are available; and ;

'~ ,

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2,~ and 3
are covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required
according to LCO 3.8.10, the DC subsystems remaining
OPERABLE with one or more DC power sources inoperable may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
By allowing the option to declare required features
inoperable with associated DC power source (s) inoperable,

(continued)

1%V6 SIS B 3.8-61 Rev. O, 09/28/92
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:| BASES
^

; i -

i
i ACTIONS A.I . A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) ;i

appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance with;

i
the affetted system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances thisJ
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.

j Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative
4

actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement
,

of irradiated fuel assemblies, and any activities that could3

j result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel). j!

! Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
,

i

of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.j These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of i

1 postulated events. It is further required to immediately*

initiate action to restore the required DC electrical power
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical ,

'

power to the plant safety systems,
j Notwithstand g perfomance f the above conserv (ive

Required ions, the unit s still without su icient DC(/O power urces to operate n a safe manner. erefore,4 a n must be initiat to restore the mi mumrequiredDC/4

-
', u ower sources and co inue until the LCO equirementsaref/ (restored.

!
1

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the'

required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
j; restoratior, of the required DC electrical power subsystems

should be completed as quickly as possible in order to;

! minimize the time during which the plant safety systems may.
be without sufficient power.

1

1
i - SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
;

REQUIREMENTS
j

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances( 7.b , l/Mg required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see
the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of
ach SR.

8 ~

REFERENCES 1. SAR, Chapter 6d

/SAR, Chapter'115h h2.

(:

SWR /G STS B 3.8-62 Rev. O, 99/08/82---_
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This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is.
,

to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being4

'

discharged below their capability to provide the required
i power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the

performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must,
,

| still be capable of being met, but actual performance is i

not required during periods when the DC source is required {
4 to be OPERABLE. |
'

1

|

|

|

|

'
n

|
'

,

:
4

| |

2

J

W

:|

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.B-62 10/1/93
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'
.

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS.

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters
1

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature,
level, float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power
source batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their
OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC
Sources-Shutdown."

v
APPLICABLE The initial conditions cT Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 1
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in AR, Chapter (6P(Ref.1) and '

ChapterfEIS}*(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature
T2) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power subsystemsi

;

provide nonnal and emergency DC electrical power for the i

diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and control and
1

switching during all H0 DES of operation.
,

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the !
,

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based || upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes i

maintaining at least one division of DC sources OPERABLE
during accident conditions, in the event of:

!a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite
AC power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Since battery cell parameters support the operation of the
DC power sources, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

I
LCO Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits

to ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated DBA.
Electrolyte limits are conservatively established, allowing
continued DC electrical system function even with limits not
met.

(continued)
SWR /S STS- B 3.8-63 Rev. O,49/23/92
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Battery Cell Parameters
Enclosure 2 to U-602196

3 3.8.6Section 3.8 Page 210 of 257

s

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY iThe battery cell parameters are required solely for the
support of the associated DC electrical power subsystem.
Therefore, battery electrolyte is only required when the DC
power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the
Applicability discussion in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and
LCO 3.8.5.

.

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3

df9'*g With parameters of one or more cells in one or more
'
4 g p / 85 batteries not within limits (i.e., Category A limits notI

f(Q M 815gjugt/C'JcappY[
met, Category B limits not met, or Category A and B limits

I
t

not met [ but within the A1L .;L !;La"' Category C limits.

g ac :.ctr soecified in Table 3.8.6-1,
ppkrn g nor a limited period.si-- ""'~ ", operation is pemitted ClZ

-----'+" - h " tn-pu& the it'-Wi !=t*~,

s'
/ tItd h . The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are

.

bt Tec,6 required to be verified to meet Category C-Alie .L'c "9" t
i

fj ,g gf etpvee[ within I hour (Required Action A.1).This check provides af,a 4g, quick indicatiest of the status of the remainder of the,

iD E C ggsid 7 battery cells. One hour provides time to inspn.t the
ep @ ple If electrolyte level and to confim the float voltage of the !

pilot cell. One hour is considered a reasonable amount of' abf time to perform the required verification.
-

g gef ,rci,
. Verification that the Category C Alb ctic '!;La are met

.

,

! I jf (Required Action A.2) provides assurance that, during the '

I

i (m. eJfl#y time needed to restore the parameters to the Category A>g and B limits, the battery is still capable of performing its
intended function. A period of 24' hours is allowed to j

- isr$* complete theg::;.! red verification because specific gravity
measurements must be obtained for each connected cell.'

Taking into consideration both the time required to perfomC86 -

the required verification and the assurance that the battery
4 9er' b p 15 cell parameters are not severely degraded, this time is

b 7j consideredreasonable6) Nf ed jf;L
Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before

J
saferel5 8g resh battery cell parameters must be restored to withinf"#ge/ed Mg Category A and B limits. Taking into consideration that

while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity-fo N#f
-

enod8C
g,ded exists to perform the intended function and to allow time to

g
9, fully restore the battery cell parameters to nomal limits,

.

5 h potW ,jc;f (pI
|

"' g ce4 8 o g e id, cz:S. (continued)

-BWR/6 5is B 3.8-64 Rev. O, 09/25/92|
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,

i

BASES

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3 (continued) |
_

this time is acceptable for operation prior to declaring the !DC batteries inoperable,
,

!

B.1

02
--

When any battery parameter is outside the Category C
A, [ Alle.dk nla for any connected cell, sufficient capacity

to supply the maximum expected load requirement is not
assured and the corresponding DC electrical power subsystem |

,

must be declared inoperable. Additionally, other '

potentially extreme conditions, such as not completing the !

,

Required Actions of Condition A within the required
Completion Time or average electrolyte temperature of '

representative cells falling below , also are cause for o

immediately declaring the associated DC electrical power !

subsystem inoperable. o

|

:

f SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
\ REQUIREMENTS

;
r

The SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are '

consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular
battery inspections (at least one per month) including
voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of
pilot cells.

,

i

:

SR 3.8.6.2

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is ;
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). In addition, within ;

$j 24 hours of a battery discharge <d110PV or a battery <

overcharge >y[150k V, the battery must be demonstrated to -

meet Category B limits,This inspection is also consistent
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends special inspections

y following a severe discharge or overcharge, to ensure that
| no significant degradation of the battery occurs as a

consequence of such discharge or overcharge. , _ _ -

9r~ ass,e)5, suc A a S m7'o~ 5hN'"f|''''"'"A )"b'N *"|co~"s'hhdc* '~|'''fgatjery vollaje a drop fo - 11 0 f d. a dcame
CL laf/ cry Winharfc. fnovs/ col % daffery ferm wo L U*U*fC * A

( ) fo k turrcJf PCNfW 2b fitr- /rdN Pes /~ t/Q UCle t{nged} -
*

\. ,
-

i

-EWRio 5W B 3.8-65 Rev. O,-09/?A/47
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.3 (,f# :
'

'

f
REQUIREMENTS -

(continued) This Surveillance verification h
of representative cells is n@at the average temperatureis consistent with a
recomendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which states that the
temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should
be detemined on a quarterly basis.

Lower than nomal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce
battery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating
temperatures remain within an acceptable operating range. |
This limit is based on manufacturer's recomendations.

Table 3.8.6-1

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float
voltage, and specific gravity for three different
categories. The meaning of each category is discussed
below.

Category A defines the nomal )arameter limit for each
designated pilot cell in each )attery. The cells selected

! as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage, and
! electrolyte specific gravity approximate the state of charge

of the entire battery. >

| The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are
based on manufacturer's recomendations and are consistent
with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), with the extra

OO ng inch allowance above the high water level indication for,P perating margin to account for temperaturef and charge A

gaf effects. In addition to this allowance, footnote a to
Table 3.8.6-1 pemits the electrolyte level to be above the
specified maximum level during equalizing charge, provided
it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the plates
suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient

. !
conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) recomends that electrolyte j
level readings should be made only after the battery has !

been at float charge for at least 72 hours.

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is a 2.13 V
per cell. This value is based on the recomendation of
IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which states that prolonged operation of
cells below 2.13.V can reduce the life expectancy of cells. ;

1 i

l'

(continued)

CW/5 515 - B 3.8-66 Rev. O, 09/20/02 -
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_

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued) baud em hpM4h
REQUIREMENTS -

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity fo each. pilot cell is e 1.195 (^- n15 b-b the manufacturer's
<harged nominal speMc gravity-er 2 bettery ch rgiref !

i

aurrent that had stab!'ized :t : h. v:he) . This value is '

characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity.
According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), the specific gravity
readings are based on a temperature of 77'F (25'C).

The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3'F (1.67'C)
above 77'F (25'C). 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading;
1 point is subtracted for each 3*F below 77'F. The specificggRE gravity of the electrolyte in a cell increases with a lossp6 of water due to electrolysis or evaporation. Level

bqC 0 % g correction will be in accordance with manufacturer's
( recommendations.800tnote b in Table 3.8.6-1 requires the-\ I above mentioned correction for electrolyte level and
\ temperature, with the exception that level correction is not

required when battery charging current is < 2 amps on float '

charge. This cutrent provides, in general, an indication of
overall battery condition.,

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced
} during the recharging process, delays of several days may'

I occur while waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize.
A stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to

!specific gravity measurement for determining the state of
|charge,cf the hwat ' g. M u i' s This phenomenon isCl2

discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). Footnote c to Table 3.8.6-1
allows the float charge current to be used as an alternate

;ggf to specific gravity for up to 7 days following a battery
WA recharge. %

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each
connected cell. The tem " connected cell" excludes any
battery cell that may be jumpered out.

C22
The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and
float voltage are the same as those specified for Category A
and have been discussed above. The Category B limit
specified for specific gravity for each connected cell is

t e 1.190 r = =- --.h m A- = 's ' 11= Ed=

O[23
+ cr % ' speci'?: j e ty) with the average of all connected
cells 1.200 (n nin k'c- Se-w.v44e-:r'; tP teed.,

(continued)

BWE/6 515 - B 3.8-67 Rev. 0,-09/06/92
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INSERT B67A , |

Within 7 days each connected cell's specific gravity must
be measured to confirm the state of charge. Following a
minor battery recharge (such as equalizing charge that
does not follow a deep discharge) specific gravity -

gradients are not significant, and confirming measurements
may be made in less than 7 days.

|

|

:

|

|

1
!

$
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,

BASES
\

.

i SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

nomine g ccific 9.e+i4y}, These values are based on
manufacturer's recommendations. The minimum specific
gravity value required for each cell ensures that the
effects of a highly charged or newly installed cell do not
mask overall degradation of the battery.,,feetn;te L 6

,

riaose 3.s.b-1 requi r s cur i ca.m. avecific gra y for j

,

igg electrolyte tem ure and This lev orrection isc/ not requir en batter c arging curren is < 2 amps o
!

.
j

/ float ch rge. - --
- t / ~ <D i

-

;

C l'2. Category C defines the fli; ; tic ..i cs for each connected
cell. These values, although reduced, provide assurance
that sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended

ifunction and maintain a margin of safety. When any battery
iCit parameter is outside the Category C ^'c'dh " Iu6, the d'"
|

assurance of sufficient capacity described above no longerexists, and the batte be declared inoperable.
; The Category C Alie-oLim ' ines specified for electrolyte..

\g ensurQhat the plates suffer no physical damage andlevel (above the top of the plates and not overflowing)
(
' maintain adequate electron transfer capability. The

| Category C A"-MM "-l= for float voltage is based on
,

-IECC-00 (Ref 4 which stater that a te! "a1+=a= af
,

-2.07 '.' e.- 5:1 tz ur de- +1 cat tendithn: and net ::e::d by P23
,

s t

elewad tamna :t;;kuir* Of th: ::!'. %d!:;te/ internal ce
problems ay re replacement. anan hec /5y .; ,,f rmnwdaktmsCl2 .

1 The CategoJy C Alie-ebl; .:.-; of average specific gravity TfN
'

(n,{1.190D, is based on manufacturer's recommendations.
(0.05 L.1 :n; ;;n;;::tur:n . cwmer.aea s ua i f J.er3ac,~w;na w:,:- ;r: :!;} c In addition to that limit, it is'

required that the specific gravity for each connected cell
must be no less than 0.020 below the average of all
connected cells. This limit ensures that the effect of a !Cg highly charged or new cell does not mad overall deoradation |t of the batterv. Ahe footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 that apply T !
to specific gravity are applicable to Category A, B, and C \ |\ (t#W specific gravity.

'

ItsSEXT
h1em"

PM E - D
J

( (continued)
m u&-- B 3.8-68 Rev. O, 09/2S/-92___
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i BASES (continued)
~

/ 4

i

REFERENCES 1. I hSAR, Chapter 6

2. AR, Chapterh15

3. IEEE Standard 450, 1987. i

I

|

I,

1
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS +* b b #6-
B 3.8.7 Inverters-Operating mvel>5 Me powud |

Giovvstoam AC M CC
ud & Rtack Proh P23 sounu.s Oc W jc

- ;

BASES D (U MSIen*id luS85 PI Ad''
% '

-

!BACKGROUND The inverters are the preferr source of power for the AC. IM buse because of th stability and reliability they. k. . g,, W< achieve. h be k FM . the 120 YOC h tteri :: rce.1 C2XThere is one inv;;erter pe |AC-w44st bus, making a total of" 3^ I

RP5 solmeid h fourVinvertersf The function of the inverter is to Pav;
,

'

rnatt% M -c; ::c;;7 ;31 pu:r te AC electrical power P c JpmvMf93 ;an uninterruptible power source for the instrumentation andgPSGoh 'Id N I^ !
controls for the Reecter Pr:teethr. Sy;te:JRPSP,ead the _ 23

ncy Cor Jeoolina Svs
,,_,,, RP5 owui nwsFm ooWG,tgms (EN O < nitiatinn7cW ths

vald(rnsW Solinot4$ . |tMD ecific details on inverters, such as type, capacity,
y operating limits, and number and status of spares, can be p ~j'

_ found in th SAR, ChapterJ8((Ref.1).
_

_ ~

M hivisNM ,

4

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Des gn Basis Accident (DBA)SAFETY ANALYSES and transient analyses in the SAR,Chaptery{6F(Ref.2)and !
r

fl0 ChapterJ15}e (Ref. 3), ass ame Engineered Safety feature
, ,

- jsystems are OPERABLE. Thevinverters are designed to provide
the required capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power t'o

& RPS solted bus the RPS and ECCS instrumentation and controls so that theggp fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limitsW
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail- i42 pnnriM #j

d in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;capacibj, tef i M I

j Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6,gwdge .Aed t
j Containment Systems g ~

( Ntiabili O M" ' ,

r & RP5 ed #25Ig The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the
I

!initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based ongolemMJ fwtM !

meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
Qj $ g).du maintaining electrical power sources OPERABLE during

accident conditions in the event of:
|

An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC
a.

felectrical power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

(continued)
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!
_

BASES
-

|.
1 APPLICABLE Inverters are a part of the distribution system, and as

SAFETY ANALYSES such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
(continued) !

i !
s

j ;
'

LCO
i The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power

for the instrumentation for the systems required to shut'

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after ,

4 an antici ted operational occurrence (A00) or a nnetolated

OZ DBA g g g j h fwo MS solemId Ipus inmhns
; -- ' ,

! Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ~ ensures that the
i

Iuwiule4twp redundancy inco porated into the design of the RPS and ECCS
'

:

i instrumentation and cont is is maintained. The four
battery powered 11nverters ensure an uninterruptible supply '

of AC electrical power to the4C v4:tsti buser evan U + M
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energize MM*

-

.

,

. f frwn4LL rqt.ared OPERABLE inverters require that thWWat bus is powered by
,

! g3 g k%f , the inverter via inverted DC voltagej #Ms ess:=+s 5
;

4 > g gw y m ,et Oc . age ( = 9 h :+1 -M = screc. a.C -A 1 p
-

uru.v wec M et the outputf =d thre "-!ta
> ggg voltage and frequency tolerances.g : =re within the design

dNMO #5 his LCO s modified by Note allowing
ected from an [ ass (one or two]i,

-hadeup id invert s to be disco ociated comon)bat y for s 24 he s. This allowance is provided to a ow
4 ' tb perfomance o an equalizing charge on one battery If

e inverters w e not disconnected, the resulting y age !

,

condition mio damage the inverters. Disconnecti the |

,

inverters i allowed provided the associated AC al buses |fl7 are ener ~ ed from their Class IE constant vol e source
transfo .er and the AC vital buses for the et r batteriesi are e rgized from the associated inverter These
pro sions minimize the loss of equipmen at would occur -i the event of a loss of offsite powe The 24 hour time;,

riod for the allowance minimizes t time during which a !

i) oss of offsite power could result n the loss of equipment
energized from the affected AC v* al bus while it takes into
consideration the time requir to perfom an equalizing"

Aqrge on the battery bank. , i
iw ,

I
,

The nient of 5 is Note to limit the number of 'nverteDht t t may be disconnect Only those inverters sociated I
.

atte undergoing an equalizi charge

(continued)4
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'

1

BASES
~ '

i

LCO be dis w.r.ected. All ethei inves ica s mun " c oli acd ts-
'

(continued) thaie
u

asseri=+ad hatt eier, e 7"- s ef the ~;-1: ;f
w tere ne nient a. d nn .

,

k
i

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3 to ensure that: :

P

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnomal transients; and

|

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated D8A.

;

Inverter requirements for MODES 4 and 5 are covered in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.8, " Inverters-Shutdown."

i

_ - _b
- :

!

ACTIONS \ A.1 and A.21 h fmv
'

C30 With a required inverter
operable =d"perable, its associated / C -uske3- -

no AC3 bus b:::::; it i: == ' ?y . aenergized
from.its Class 1E constant voltage source transfomer.
LCO 3.8.9 addresses this action; however, pursuant to

.LCO 3.0.6, these actions would not be entered.even if the C !

M bus were de-energized. Therefore, the ":wir;Q4C7'/og '

A:th .; +i ^ =: d _.. A are modified by a Note stating that '

h ' "'I ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.9 must be entered immediately. This
ensures thepedet bus is ~+"~-d +a ^^"n'^L; n . M within @

hours. uninW%Ip* M'
Require Action A. allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable i

inverter and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is
based upon engineering judgment, taking into consideration

-

I

the time required to repair an inverter and the additional j
!risk to which the plant is exposed because of the inverter
!inoperability.

_- .
This risk has to be balanced against the

.

risk of an immediate shutdown, along with the potential
tMl"bNg challenges to safety systems that such a shutdown might

entail. When theVAC vited bus is powered from its constant
voltage source, it is relying upon interruptible AC
electrical power sources (offsite and onsite). The

(continued)
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|
' '

j BASES
. ,

j

(continued) hACTIONS A.1 n (*.

! uninterruptibl bei m ; inverter source to the C |)j t lft.J buses is he preferred source for powering
instrumentation trip setpoint devices.

.

:
, -+

!
-

3 i

$ kh DC H s '

l; W With es Division 3 inverter perable, the associated
| Division 3 ECCS subsystem may be incapable of performing; i

intended function and must be immediately declared
!1 inoperable. This also requires entry into applicable

i Conditions and Required Actions for LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS- ,

j gJtI Operating. " '

g1*b h >, g
>

f/.1andf'.2
i

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored
, to OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time, !
4 the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does ;

not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
i

,

| brought to at least H0DE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 41

d, within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the

irequired plant conditions from full power conditions in an;
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

1
.

.

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1 i
REQUIREMENTS

-

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
UlologYgD functioning properly with all required circuit breakers.

J closed andVAC tin * buses energized from the inverter.g
The

\ verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures
~723 (that the required power is readily available for the

instrumentation connected to theFAC-wstat buses. The 7 day
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the
inverters and other indications available in the control

i room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

!

( (continued)
A WR/C ;;; B 3.8-73 Rev. O, 99/28/92 -
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INSERT B73A '

. j*

~

|C.1.1, C.1.2. C.2

With_one RPS solenoid bus inverter' inoperable it may be
incapable of providing voltage and frequency regulated
power sufficient to protect the loads connected to the ;

bus. In this condition, the source of power must be
transferred or removed from service. If the RPS bus power |

,

is transferred to its alternate source, an additional
:ACTION is required to periodically monitor the frequency ion the bus. This frequency is designed to be limited by ;the in-line RPS electric power monitoring assembly
}(required by LCO 3.3.8.2, "RPS Electric Power [Monitoring"), however, in the event of a single failure, (frequency protection would not be available. Should '

frequency be discovered < 57 Hz, additional ACTIONS are
required in LCO 3.3.8.2 due to the inoperable RPS electric
power monitoring assembly.

t

?

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient for plant
|personnel to take corrective actions and is acceptable :because it minimizes risk while allowing time for

restoration, transfer or removal of the RPS bus power
supply from service. ,

i
,

!

Esl !

|'
With both RPS solenoid bus inverters inoperable both RPS

{
i

buses may be incapable of providing voltage and frequency '

regulated power sufficient to protect the loads connected
Ito the buses. In this condition, the source of power must !

be transferred or removed from service, however, only one.
RPS bus is allowed to be powered from an alternate source
at any one time. Therefore, at least one RPS solenoid bus
must be deenergized. The remaining affected bus will be
deenergized or powered from its alternate source in
accordance with condition C. ,

t

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient for plant
.

jpersonnel to take corrective actions and is acceptable
because it minimizes risk while allowing time for
restoration or removal of the RPS bus power supply from
service.

-

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-73 10/1/93
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83.8.7,

BASES (continued)

I.hAR, Chapter f
REFERENCES I

2.hAR, Chapter [6f.
gg

3.hAR, Chapter [5f.i

=
!
1

I

.
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i

!
^

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown
-

t

BASES
_

!

1

!BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for
!LCO 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating." g!

_
' -

;

The initial conditions of Design asis Acc(ident (OBA) andaAPPLICABLE ;

SAFETY ANALYSES
'

transient accident analyses in the /SAR, hapter f6}-e_g f8, (Ref.1) and Chapter >T15NRef. 2), assume Engineered Safety
Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are ,

designed to provide the required capacity, capability, ;

ct/redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of ;

;
necessary power to the Reactor Protection System,6~nd M
Emergency Core Cooling Systems instrumentation and controls !

!so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded, !

t

'

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the !initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the( requirements for the supported te IR R
:

.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to eachP
*

AC wit 34bus during MODES 4 and 5 ensurac that-

Lgaauntaeaum+ JodsahdM
- - r - ~

I

Thefacilitycanbemaintainedinrneshutdownorqss.embliph
.a.

refueling condition for extended periods;
c;inag er

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability ar
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit cmdainM

!

'

status; and

Adequate power is available to mitigate eventsc.
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent -

draindown of the vessel e,r a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the
Distribution System and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of theNRC Policy Statement.

1

( _

(continued)
--BWRfMS' B 3.8-75 Rev. O,09/26/92--
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Section 3.8 Page 224 of 257

BASES (continued) '

unin4e
LCO e inverters ensure the availability of electrical powerQ for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down

the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
j anticipated operational occurrence or postulated DBA. The
W ttery powered inverters provide uninterruptible supply of

AC electrical power to thPAC xstst buses even if the
% g .16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABLE inverters

require the"" W bus be powered by the inverter through !inverted DC voltaqec This ensures the availability of4c t red '

sufficient inverter power sources to operate the plant in a
C Ws(E ba ,or safe manner and to miti ate the consequences of postulated9g ,w g events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handlir,g accidents and

<

a rd' fig inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).e

M W M . balk y a wtda _ ;

h W!V W dl Hiwa0
i

-

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 4 and 5 and
also any time during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies t

!$\ in the @rimary or secondary containment provide assurance
; that: $

Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeupa.

are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactorvessel;

!

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
.

are available; ,

Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of eventsc.
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
ifor monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold

shutdown condition or refueling condition.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in
|LCO 3.8.7.

i

!ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

If two divisions are required by LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution
Systems-Shutdown," the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be,

;'
+

P23 kiviSonk 3j .

, continued)
k
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Section 3.8 Page 225 of 257 8 3.8.8 >

BASES . t

!
-

ACTIONS
A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) !

icapable of supporting sufficient required feature (s
_

allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movemen)t, and!to
OP13 operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

'

By the allowance of the option to declare required i

g-Q feature (s) inoperable with the associatedrinverter(s) i
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in j,

accordance with the affected required feature (s) of the
1

LCOs' ACTIONS. iIn many instances, this option may involve *

undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance
for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to

t

suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel}| assemblies in thedprimary secondary}e containment, and
any activities tirat could re it in inadvertent draining of
the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
,

!

of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of !

L ini+.iate action to restore the required inverters and toIt is further required to immediately
}postulated events.
;

f '

continue tnis action until restoration is accomplished in
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the plantsafety systems.

I Notwithstandin erformance of e above conservati -

_.

Required Ac ' ns, the unit i till without suffi ent ACClh j vital r sources to ope te in a safe manner Therefore,
;

f act must be initiated o restore the mini required AC
,

al power sources an continue until the
CO requirementsjare restored.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required inverters should be completed asf
quickly as possioie in order to minimize the time the plant
safety systems may be without power or powered from a .

constant voltage source transformer.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers

(continued) |
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Sxtion 3.8 Page 226 of 257

j BASES
.

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 (continued)d
REQUIREMENTS

I closed andrAC wet 4 buses energized from the inverter. The
uphdutrugdh). verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures >

,

i
! that the required power is readily available for the
:

'

gg) instrumentation connected to the+AC-444a4 buses. The 7 day
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the
inverters and other indications available in the control !

room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.,

. REFERENCES 1. SAR, Chapter {6}f' I

i

?)O2. /'SAR, Chapter {15}t,
,

1

i

I

jwo

]
t

r

* ,

i

w

i

.

1

J
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS '

(

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating -

SOAL g

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1E AC and DC electrical power distribution
syste divided by division into three independent AC,eDC,

_foya diviSM and AC Mbus electrical power distribution subsystems.

Ng g The primary AC distribution system consists of each 4.16 kV<

Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) bus that has at least one
separate and independent offsite source of power, as well as
a dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source. Each
4.16 kV ESF bus is normally connected to a preferred source.

% DCdishgA if aii offsite sources are unavaiiabie. the onsite emergency
qsb pnnt.du DGs supply power to the 4.16 kV ESF buses M ontrol power

for the 4.16 kV breakeriff s supplied from the Class 1E
batteries. Additional description of this system may be
found in the Bases for LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating,"
and the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-OperatJng."

The secondary plant AC distribution system includes 480 V
ESF load centers and associated loads, motor control
centers, and transformers. g g p
The 12bC-n+*4 buses ='""1-

Iv. . ,i arranged in four 9" n;-r
2"''' '""' M """' arepa,

eston and are normally sowered from ,
~ DC. The alternate power supply for the vstaMuses is a

Class IE constant voltage source transformer powered fromaninve si the same division as the associated inverter; its use is
q ph'ed W O governed by LCO 3.8.7, " inverters-Operating." Each

constant vo source transfonner is powered from AC.

There are ndependent 125 VOC electrical. power
distribution subsystems. The list of dis ribution buses

g| is located in Tab . m

CuThe initial conditio@ns oftresign Basis Accident (DB ) andAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the

g Chaptery[15}<-(Ref. 2), ass /SAR, Chapterp{6}#(Ref.1and
ume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The

AC, DC, andjAC tatatbus, electrical power distribution
(Win 4ciAqMy - systems are designed to p'rovide sufficient capacity,

capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the

(continued)
k'~
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Section 3.8 Page 228 of 257

BASES
.

,

APPLICABLE fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits
SAFETY ANALYSES are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail

(continued) in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits;
I

Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6,
,

Containment Systems.
|

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, aDAC wt# bus electrical
power distribution systems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the design basis of the plan This includes
maintaining the AC and DC electric power sources and

iassociated distribution systems | __PERABLE during accidentg

conditions in the event of:
W)lf f b a. An assumed loss of all offsite or onsite AC electrical

power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

TheAC,DC,an2ACv4444= bus.electricalpowerdistribution
systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

w

The required AC,.DC, anhAC xstacl- bus power distributionLCO

_. subsystems listed in Table B 3.8.9-1 ensure the availability
of AC, oc, and3C vv+e4 bus electrical power for the systems
required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (A00)
or a postulated DBA. The ni-isir ". =d 2 AC, DC, and*

AC dirl bus electrical power primary distribution
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE. g gg PG

Maintaining the Si- W 1, 4 4 =AC, DC, An_djACm+t+ F
u bus electrical power distribution subsystems /0PERABLE

ensures tnat the redundancy incorporated into the design of
-

ESF is not defeated. Any two of the three divisions of the
OP23 4 C, istribution system are capable of providing the necessary -

electrical power to the associated ESF components.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the
electrical power distribution subsystems does not prevent
safe shutdown of the reactor.

OPERABLE AC( DC- anri-ar-WMelectrical power
p$6727 j distribution subsystems require the associated buses to be
$ energized to their proper voltages.

8vtr, "

(continued)
.
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INSERT B80A -

,

|
|

OPERABLE DC electrical power distribution subsystems '

require the associated buses to be energized to their i

proper voltage from either the associated battery or '

charger. OPERABLE uninterruptable AC bus distribution
subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to
their proper voltage from the associated inverter (either

1via inverted DC) or Class 1E constant voltage transformer.

|
!

|

l

| INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-80 10/1/93
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BASES .

i

LC0 finiecaii.iun, u creakers etween redundant safetM(continued) AC, DC, and A vital bus wer distributio systems, ifthey exist .ust be open. This prev any electrical '

3

malfunct' n in any power distrib on subsystem frompropa ing to the redundant
($1 the ailure of a redundan ubsystem and a loss of es ti i

system, which could caus

s ety function (s). I ny tie breakers are closed the
ffected redundant ctrical power distribution bsystem' are considered in erable. This applies to t onsite,

>

f safety related edundant electrical power 'stribution
|subsystems, t does not, however, preci redundantClass 1E ". 6 kV buses 'mm being pmi d fr - t" e ;

ffsi . circuit. i
a

|
1

I
$

APPLICABILITY
The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to
be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that:

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolanta.

pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; anda4

I b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and cortainment
INW6 OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained,
88)4 in the event of a postulated DBA.

-

Electrical power. distribution subsystem requirements for
MODES 4 and 5 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10,
" Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

.

ACTIONS AJ

With one or more Division 1 or 2 required AC buses, load
/g centers, motor control centers, or distribution panels

-

UN
(exceptYAC ntat buses), in one division inoperable, the
remaining AC electrical power distribution subsystems are

~

Opg capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary
to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdowncondition, assumi'ng no single failure. The overall
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in ,

the remaining power distribution subsystems could result in !
!the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.

Therefore, the required AC buses, load centers, motor l
'

(continued)(
B"/5 !5~ B 3.8-81 Rev. 0,P/28/-92
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INSERT B81A .

A Note has been added taking exception to the
Applicability requirements for the Division 3 and 4
electric power distribution subsystems, provided the HPCS
System is declared inoperable. This exception is intended

i

to allow declaring of HPCS inoperable either in lieu of i

declaring the Division 3 or 4 electric power distribution
j

subsystem inoperable, or at any time subsequent to i

entering ACTIONS for an inoperable Division 3 or 4
electric power distribution subsystem. This exception is
acceptable since, with HPCS inoperable and the associated

,

ACTIONS entered, the Division 3 and 4 AC electric power ;

distribution subsystems provide no additional assurance of
meeting the above criteria.

|

r

I

'l

l

l
|

_

i

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-81 10/1/93
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BASES -

| .
I

ACTIONS !L.1 (continued)
_ control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to

OPERABLE status within 8 hours.
|

|

The Condition A worst scenario is one division without
AC power (i.e., no offsite power to the division and the
associated DG inoperable). In this Condition, the unit is i

s|

| more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power. It is.
! therefore, imperative that the unit operators' attention be

focused on minimizing the potential for loss of power to the|

| remaining division by stabilizing the unit, and on restoringi

power to the affected division. The 8 hour time limit
' before requiring a unit shutdown in this Condition is,

|acceptable because:
|
iThere is potential for decreased safety if the unita.

operators' attention is diverted from the evaluations
and actions necessary to restore power to the affected,

j
division to the actions associated with taking the ;

unit to shutdown within this time limit. !

!b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a
}single failure of a redundant component in the,

( division with AC power. (The redundant component is !

!

verified OPERABLE in accordance with !

Specification 5.(), " afet
. , _

function Determination !h Program (SFDP)." .

!
The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1

!establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any !combination of required distribution subsystems to be
{inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of '

failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while,
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have beer, not met for
up to 2 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of the LCO, to -

restore the AC distribution system. At this time, a DC
circuit could again become inoperable, and AC distribution
could be restored OPERABLE. This could continueindefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the nonnal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This results in establishing the " time zero" at the time the

(continued)
k
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BASES .

ACTIONS A_.] (continued)
i

LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an j

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
'
'

LC0 indefinitely.
I

r @~ '

[y umhhnauplabb-

With one Division 1 or 2dC ***rl- bus inoperable, the
remaining OPERABLEjAC n*s3 buses are capable of supporting ,

'

"the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down and
maintain the unit in the safe shutdown condition. Overall
reliability is reduced, however, because an additional t

f,f single failure could result in the minimum required ESF
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required C i

) sital bus muttlep+ered +n npFMut
'

wi + M a
ipg 9 pewomy & Ws from th, osrecto4ed claw M V

ur
cus%4 gol4ay :sewnce 4rauskm.

Con _ tion represents one/AC utat busWhout power;
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source

'

J2__.nonfunctioning. In this situation, the plant is
h23 significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all

.

,

i

. i
gnm!Ultwfd

noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that
,the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the plant,
!minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining

_,

Q.id and restoring power to the affectedq bus. h'se

( This Aou imit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the majority of components that are without

ddeouateni:t:al AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for
components without adequate /AC ** WI power, t would have' Required Action completion Times shorter than t

rsdeclared inoperable, is acceptable because of:
/13

The potential for decreased safeta.
change in plant conditions (i.e.,y when requiring arequiring a
shutdown) while not allowing stable operations to
continue;

_

k
(continued)

-ERR /0 : : B 3.8-83 Rev. O,-09f28192-
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BASES

,

ACTIONS .B_d (continued) -

hI b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring
.

entry into numerous applicable Conditions and Required
-

!

g ens for components without adequate % teF AC
power, while not providing sufficient time for the i

ioperators to perfortn the necessary evaluations andg[g g actions to restore power to the affected division; j

|

The potential for an event in conjunction with ac.
/t3 ingle failure of a redundant component. |pl3

he R hour Completion Time takes into account the importance
_to safety of restoring theyAC M bus to OPERABLE status,

;the recunaant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE
.*++e4 buses, and the low probability of a DBA occurringduring this period. i

d;%

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any :

icombination of required distribution subsystems to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of ;

failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered while.
|for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently(' , the LCO may already have been not met for |returned OPERA

up to 8 hour
his situation could lead to a total

*

duration of ours, since initial failure of the LCO, for gp fl3^

'restorino@ld again become inoperable
<

bus distribution system. At this time, i
| ,2F -

an AC division cou3 , and busm
distribution could be restored to OPERABLE. This couldcontinue indefinitely,

in4arupf#ut A-c_

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the nomal 43 I

" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This allowance results in establishing the " time zero" at

I the time the LCO was initially not met, instead of at the
time that Condition B was entered. The 16 hour Completion
Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential of

_ failing to meet the LCO indefinitely.
_

Ed

b] With Division 1 or 2 DC buses in o divisiondnoperable,
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems
are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions

(continued)

C/0 515- B 3.8-84 Rev. O, 69RB/92-
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Section 3.8 Page 235 of 257
|

BASES -

ACTIONS C_d (continued)
*

~ necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The overall '

reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being c,~ j

.

supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be
!

restored to OPERABLE st tu within 2 hours 7 69 7pe w <h h bui
!9a socta kJ_ ba % dclutup .

i ision without acequate ut. ' _ |Condition?Crepresentso
,

_

'

power, potentially with both the battery significantly
degraded and the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this :situation, the plant is significantly more vulnerable to a

|complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the ,

plant, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the
|remaining divisions, and restoring power to the affected '

division.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the majority of components that could be without

,

power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without
iadequate DC power, that would have Required Action

Completion Times shorter than 2 hours,_is acceptable because iof:
,

The potential for decreased safety when requiring aa.
change in plant conditions (i.e., requiring a
shutdown) while not allowing stable operations to

;continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring
entry into numerous applicable Conditions and Required
Actions for components without DC power while not
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring
power to the affected division; and

The potential for an event in conjunction with ac.
single failure of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
(' M/S E5 B 3.8-85 Rev. O, 09f28/92-

|
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BASES
'

'
,

; ACTIONS L1 (continued) '

'
!

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any ;

combination of required distribution subsystems to be i
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of

; failing to meet the LCO. If Condition 1

for instance, an AC bus is inoperable a,C is entered while, |
nd subsequently i

returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for
1

up to 8 hours. This situation could lead to a total
i duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of the LCO, to
1

restore the DC distribution system. At this time, an AC ,

;division could again become inoperable, and DC distribution
could be restored OPERABLE. This could continue

,

,

'

indefinitely.
!

. This Completion Time allows for an exception to the nonnal
!

" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock." i
This allowance results in establishing the " time zero" at

ithe time the.LCO was initially not met, instead of the time
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an

-

acceptable limitation on this potential of failing to meetj -

the LCO indefinitely.

0.1 and 0.2
a

,

*
' If the inoperable electrical power distribution system
;

'

'

cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated
Completion Times, the plant must be bought to a MODE in"

which the LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and4

to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Com
reasonable, based on operating experience, pletion Times are

"

to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.,

417

g[cfa .1 gy
With ee-Division 3 electricalpowerdistributionsystemhV

inoperable, the Division 31 powered systems are not capable
C,b of perfonning their intended functions. Immediately

declaring the high pressure core spray inoperable allows the
ACTIONS of LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating," to applyI MC.f[6 1 appropriate limitations on continued reactor operation.

Y

(continued)
-BWR/fr-5W B 3.8-86 Rev. O,'09/20/02-
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i INSERT B86A -

f.z_1

iCondition F corresponds to a level of degradation in the
electrical distribution system that causes a required
safety function to be lost. When more than one Condition
is entered, and this results in the loss of a required
function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for
continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered
immediately to commence a controlled shutdown,

i

|

|

i

|

|

!

| |

| !
|

|

|

1

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.8-86 10/1/93
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"

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1
REQUIREMENTS 4 ##My

_ ci7
Meeting this Surveillance verifies that the6 DC, and A *".#gPO g[gqQk vrt& bus electrical power distribution ystems are

gfunctioning properly, with all th; re;r -ed circuit breakergcleicJ end the butas ene ;i::d ' x. .;.i...! ; cr. The
vzrification of proper voltage availability on the buses

| (M, ensures that the required inmeL s readily availahle for goS di fmotive as well as control functions for critical system
| loads connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes N
|
' Ainto account the redundant capability of the AC, DC, andmW-

vbl bus electrical power distributf an subsystems, and
other indications available in the cont. >l room that alert
the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

n

SAR, Chapter \ 6 7 hREFERENCES 1.

2. /SAR, Chapteril5[
| t

! 3. _Reculatory Guide 1.93, D._ 1974.
S_USW|1 6e g 7,5, C25

N N # v
..

l.L Cor-eeh bnwXer- aLyn e)ffrJme J
.

'& ogiwpnde s eyeocaso,a aa de m a ces'

in de p eu deace e f % = /e efvcwl clais boas
maiah an ed, a.a d M e ag e-sysk/eis

R V k t |Q-||C k 2 Q.Gk PCfk/\]0 00.] C
L11

bk $ * - --c

- /

(

M'M B 3.8-87 Rev. O, C9/20/92-
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Distribution Systems-Operating
bdLinia% % rk

Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1) '

AC, DC, and AC tidL Bus Electrical Power Distribution Syst m9
,

,

- ._-~ ---

_- -

TYPE VOLTAGE [ DIVISION 1]* DIVISION 2]* [ DIVISION 3]*
PrimhyAC [4160V] [ESFBus) [ Bus) [E5FBus)safety ses

9D [NB01] [N 2] [NB03] .

;

[480 V] '

,| toad Centers Load Cent s'
[NG01,NG03] [NG02,NGO|}jg{[LT [480V]

,

-

l :
'

Motor Control Motor Control otor Control !- Q 6h '

Centers Centers CentersVy [NG01A,NG011, [NG02A,NG021, [NG ,NG05C)W NG018, NG03C, NG02B, NG04C, i :NG03I,NG03D] NG04I,NG04D]
|

'

[120
| Distribut n !

1

Distribution Distribution Panels [NPO , I ;! Panels [NP01, Panels [NP02, NP06] !
'

NP03] NPO4] t

DC ses [125 V] Bu [NK01] Bus [NK02] Bus [NK05] \([ from ttery from battery from battery '

[NN11 and [NK12] and [NK15] andcharger '21] charger [NK22] charger [NK25] ,

Bus [NK03] Bus [NK04]from battery from battery ,

'<

[NN13 and
charger][NK23] [NN14] and

i

arger [NK24] '

f'Distribution Di tribution Distribution/ Panels [NK41, Pane s [NK42, Panel [NK45]f NK43,NK51] NK44,NK52]\ \

C vital [120V] us[NN01] Bus [N 2] Bus [NN05]uses fr inverter from inve er from inverter'

N11] [NN12] [NN15]conn ted to connected t connected to -

bus 01] bus [NK02] bus [NK05]

Bus [NNO Bus [NN04]from inverte from inverter
[NN13]

\ conn [NN14]connected to ected to
bus [NK03] \ bus [NK04]

Eachdivision1 of the AC and DC electrical power distribution system is a
*

subsystem. N g
C'.'n/5 STS B 3.8-88 Rev. O, C9/20/43-
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown i

Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.10
3

Section 3.8 Page 242 of 257
,

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
,

'

t

iB 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
!
!

!BASES
_

!

BACKGROUND dA description of the AC, DC, and AC W bus electrical
power distribution systems is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution Systems-Operating."

wh
f)

|APPLICABLE The initial conditions of esign Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the /SAR, Chapter 9{6}e(Ref.1) and

5 - 6: Chapterd15HRef. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature
;

i(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC. andrAC M bus

(Anth h Y electrical power distribution systems are designed to |

provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and
i

i reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, andi

containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, aMC whel bus electricalh power distribution systensis consistent with the initial
Msumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements

as
| r the supported systems' OPERABILITY.,

b[. The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vstat busY'~

4 de'1 pogt#y\ electrical power sources and associated power distribution'
-

f subsystems during MOCES 4 and 5* ensures that-
-

1gM
[ lt't"4g-)c

i

.

The facility can be maintainet in the shutdown ora.

QC3 p .fst- refueling coadition for extended periods;
I.

Q 55%
fppjg Cf g Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is I

b. i

available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
p M,J g Y status; and

Adequate power is provided to mitigate events -

c.
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent
draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

( (continued)
EWRi5 5iS- B 3.8-89 Rev. O, 00/2C/02
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.10

| Section 3.8 Page 243 of 257
;

BASES (continued) '

i

LCO
Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending onthe specific plant condition. Implicit in those

,

!

requirements is the required OPERABILITY of necessarysupport required features. This LCO explicitly requires;

i energization of the portions of the electrical distribution
| system necessary to support OPERABILITY of Technical

Specifications' required systems, equipment, and
components-both specifically addressed by their own LCOs,

;

and implicitly required by the definition of OPERABILITY. )
i

] Maintaining these portions of the distribution system
,

energized ensures the availability of sufficient power to!

i operate the plant in a safe manner to mitigate the ,

'

consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g.,1

fuel handling accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel
draindown).

,

-- , < ~ x
\h>waiW.W., AC be)

APPLICABILITY
4

The Ahand DC* electrical power distribution subsystems'

requirYd to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 and during movement i
3) of irradiated fuel assemblies in the

'

provide assurance that: econdaryfcontainment>
'

cp PC'.

Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
a.j~ ,

;

are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactorvessel; ,

t
i

,

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accidentare available; i

1

Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of eventsc.a

that can lead to core damage during shutdown areavailable; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available -.

for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold% shutdown or refueling condition.
i
j The AC, DC, and AC nd*a9 bus electrical power distribution

=

subsystem requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in
LCO 3.8.9.

,

i l

1

(continued)
n_, ,, n c,-

B 3.8-90,m s . .,

Rev. O, 09/20/92-i
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 B 3.8.10

Section 3.8 Page 244 of 257

BASES (continued) .

.

-

_

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5J

Although redundant required features may require redundant
divisions of electrical power distribution subsystems to be
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem division may
be capable of supporting sufficient required features to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
By allowing the option to declare required features
associated with an inoperable distribution subsystem
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected distribution subsystem LCO's

-
Required Actions. In many instances, this option may

! involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made;

(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, Wmovement of 22,
'

$l
'

irradiated fuel assemblies in the4 primary g secondary.

containment and any activities that could result in ;

inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.

,! These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately
initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical-

: power distribution subsystems and to continue this action
until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the'

.

necessary power to the plant safety systems.
4

j Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative
Required Actions, a required residual heat removal-shutdown

^ coolino (RHR-SDC) subsystem may be inoperable. In thiscase, these Requireo Actions M '
]

' '

i do not4,2.1 em$ adequately address the concerns relating to coolant
i A* circulation and heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the

RHR-SDC ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore,-thE_{ c~ts Required Action / of C;nditi n ? direct declaring RHR-SDCga
g7,g inoperaole, wurcn results in taking the appropriate RHR-SDC

g ps;Euf-tv ACTIONS.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time the plant safety systems may be without power.

(continued)
.-BE/ 5 575- B 3.8-91 Rev. 0, -09MB/42-
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
Section 3.8 Page 245 of 257 B 3.8.10

BASES (continued) '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8 (fn/tth Ob-

(4 malREQUIREMENTS V
m '

This Surveillance verifies t at theJ C, DC, and AC-teitst busA
ielectrical power distribution subsystems functioning17

-

(f9W/#$- 3 properly, with the buses energized. The verification of
3m ;

iproper voltage availabihty on the7 buses ensures that the j/> required power is. readily available for motive as well as
control functions for critical system loads connected to ;

these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the j

redundant capability of the electrical power distribution [

subsystems, as well as other indications available in the j

control room that alert the operator to subsystem i
!malfunctions.
t

',

REFERENCES 1. SAR, Chapte 6[ gg
/SAR, Chapter 115[

I
2.

.

a :

t

I

f

|

|

!
I

l

!

!

>

,

1
i

Cniu 365 B 3.8-92 Rev. O, 09/20/''2-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
,

I
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.8 Page 247 of 257

! SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

[
.

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
:

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

!P.1 The automatic load sequencing logic for Divisions 1 and 2
{operate to provide the appropriate integrated response for DGs -

and individual component starting. Various failure mechanisms ican be postulated for " automatic sequencers." Each failurerequires the operator to ascertain the effect of the failure on '
,

each of the functions, and determine the effect on each
:function's OPERABILITY. !

>

- Failures may result in declaring just the DG inoperable if
:the failure affects only the capability of the DG to
!

accept the post accident loading. i

- Failures may result in declaring affected components
inoperable if the failure results in that component

i failing to start.
1

1
- Failures may result in any combination of one or more of

[the above.

* i

In each instance, appropriate actions are provided. In the jevent the DG is affected,-it would be declared inoperable and
ithe appropriate Conditions entered. In the event individual j

components are affected, each one of them would necessitate an !individual declaration of inoperability and entry into the
{appropriate ACTIONS. This is accomplished in accordance with
iplant specific implementation of Generic Letter 91-18 guidance.

Additionally, renumbering of ACTIONS and SRs is provided where
necessary.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 Since the performance requirements are different' for the

Division 3 and 4 battery chargers, a revised presentation is
needed to accommodate the appropriate acceptance criteria.

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.8 Page 248 of 257

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

i

} PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ~

(continued)

P.8 The plant specific single largest load component / load-value is
proposed to be supplied with the criteria itself: " equivalent
to the single largest post accident load." This presentation
supplies the necessary Technical Specification requirement
while avoiding the confusion associated with a specific values

:and/or a specific component. When utilizing a value,
constructing the test to trip the component operating at full
load may not quite result in meeting the value; but should

" satisfy the test requirement since the largest load was
rejected satisfactorily. When specifying a component, there is
no option to parallel the DG to the grid with the required
load, and trip open the DG output breaker; but this test will

iadequately demonstrate the necessary DG response. '

P.9 This comment number is not used for this station.
4

P.10 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as I

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as the USAR.

,

P.11 This change is proposed as a presentation preference for '

consistency with plant specific terminology.
P.12 This comment number is not used for this station,ww

:P.13 The Bases are appropriately modified to match the choice of
bracketed information in the associated specifications.,

P.14 A specific reference is provided as Bases for the proposed D.G
{test schedule. This reference represents the latest known NRC-

Staff position on this topic.

P.15 Plant specific design information is provided for the power
distribution systems.

'

P.16 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.17 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.18 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.19 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.20 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.21 This comment number is not used for this station.
1

i
)

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
a
e
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.8 Page 249 of 257

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE ~

(continued)
~

P.22 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.23 Plant specific design information or plant specific

nomenclature is provided.

P.24 The offsite power circuits utilized at Clin' on Power Station do
not require loads to be sequenced on in any event. There is no
sequencing logic in the start logic for ESF systems when ;

;

offsite power remains connected.
!
iP.25 In the event an inoperable offsite circuit results in a

division without offsite power (power being supplied by the
associated DG), the existing Technical Specifications of this
facility require the same ACTIONS as for an offsite circuit
inoperability which does not result in a division without
offsite power. Current License requirements retained.

P.26 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.27 These limits imposed on return to steady state frequency and -

voltage following a single load rejection, are controlled by
,plant procedures, and are not presented as specific TS
|requirements. The specific criteria referenced would not be

appropriate for certain methods of performing this test, e.g. ,
if performed paralleled with offsite power and the DG output
breaker opened while the DG was loaded to the value equivalent
to the single largest load. Furthermore, the criteria are not
applicable to the HPCS DG since its largest load is practically
the full load rating of the DG.

P.28 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

|

P.29 The DGs have redundant air supply systems, either of which is
capable of starting the DG. This type of designed redundancydictates a Writer's Guide presentation format utilizing -" required."

P.30 The existing licensed TS do not include this limitation on
performing the charger load test "during shutdown." Obviously,
if the charger is rendered inoperable to perform the test, ;

it ;
would result in entering a TS required shutdown, or declaring
HPCS inoperable prior to test completion. Control over testingin an inappropriate fashion such as this, is adequately

.maintained by plant personnel.
I

P.31 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.32 There are no tie breakers in the design of the electrical powerdistribution system at this facility.
CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
^*

(continued)

P.33 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.34 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.35 Plant specific limits / procedures / methods for sampling and |testing diesel fuel oil are included; consistent with CTS.
Editorial changes also made for enhancing the appropriate plantspecific changes.

P.36 The design of the Clinton Power Station offsite circuits
includes a fast transfer to the alternate circuit on loss of
the primary circuit. If this fast transfer is not OPERABLE thecircuit is considered inoperable. With this design, nodivision can ever be without offsite power and only one offsite
circuit be considered inoperable. Therefore, the second
Completion Time is removed, and appropriate Bases modifications
made.

P.37 This comment number is not used for this station.

...

I

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.8 Page 251 of 257

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS '.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 In all vendor's NUREG STS ACTIONS for one inoperable DG
(Condition B of LCO 3.8.1), there is a provision for Required
Action B.3.1 or B.3.2 to be completed, even if the completion
is af ter the DG is restored to OPERABLE. Normally, TS Required,

Actions are not required to be completed once compliance with
the LCO is restored. Thus, this provision represents an
exception to LCO 3.0.2.

One intent of these Required Actions (B.3.1 and B.3.2) is
related to the determination that no common cause failure
exists, whether or not the oric" ally discovered inoperable DG

i has already been restored. A second intent is to provide an '

i increased level of assurance that redundant safety systems are
not concurrently inoperable.

For the first intent, evaluations are required by plant '

procedures for all significant safety related deficiencies.
These procedures require " prompt" completion of the evaluation ;

<

and actions to preclude its recurrence, regardless of whether
the initial corrective action is completed. This 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B program / procedure should adequately assure the ij necessary evaluations without necessitating " abnormal" (anexception to LCO 3.0.2) requirements within the TS. ,

IFor the second intent, the desire for near-term added assurance,

2
' '

that redundant power systems are not inoperable is warranted, {- and addressed by the Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2.
'

j However, this concern is obviated once the original DG is'

restored to OPERABLE status, and the Condition exited (i.e.,2

redundant DGs could no longer be inoperable) . Once restored to*

OPERABLE, the immediacy of the common cause verification is
relaxed, since at worst only one DG might be inoperable. Infact, if it were inoperable, 72 hours would be provided to
complete restoration of that inoperability. Therefore,

,

continuing a 24-hour requirement to complete this " common
cause" verification is excessively restrictive.

1

Furthermore, the " abnormal" requirement (to continue to require
the common-cause verification after restoration of the! inoperable DG) has recently been identified by a lead plant

: review to result in unwarranted plant shutdowns or unnecessary
i DG starting in certain circumstances. As discussed in

i

j addressing the second intent above, once the initial inoperable
DG is restored to OPERABLE, the immediacy of the action should
be relaxed. As currently required by the exception to LCO
3.0.2, if the common-cause verification (B.3.1), or DG start3

;(B.3.2), is not completed within 24 hours, it becomes a !

" Required Action not met in the associated completion Time."
In this event, an immediate plant shutdown (either by LCO 3.8.1~

|
, Condition F, or by LCO 3.0.3; its not exceedingly clear which,

CLINTON 5
. 10/1/93-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.8 Page 252 cf 257

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

, CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS I

| (continued) |
'

|

would apply) would be required. This would seem to be clearly,

) excessive; one DG has recently been restored to OPERABLE, theI
other DG has no specific reason to be suspected to be
inoperable, and it has been only 24 hours since the original DG ',

became inoperable.
j

g If the original DG is restored to OPERABLE in less than 24 !

hours it would seem acceptable to allow a significantly longer
time to complete the accelerated verification of the remaining'
DG. (If not rJstored to OPERABLE within 24 hours, then the
accelerated verification would be required and is not suggested,

g to be affected by this proposed change.) Once agreed that it
is acceptably prudent to allow a longer time to complete thee

g common-cause verification, then it should be acceptable to'
t allow the plant program / procedures for Appendix B evaltations'

to complete the evaluation, and not require a TS directed
action necessitating an exception to LCO 3.0.2, and potentially
resulting in an unnecessary plant shutdown.

C.2 The verbiage ...is synchronized and loaded and..." is
"

considered superfluous. To operate the DG at these loads for
60 minutes would require the DG to first be " synchronized and

r loaded." Eliminating this verbiage does not affect the
,3 required test.

- The requirement for the DG to be operated at a specified powerC.3,
factor is intended to be applied when the power factor can be

p controlled; such as when paralleled with of fsite power. If the
test is performed with offsite power disconnected from the bus,,

the power factor will be governed by the actual loads connected
to the DG. The reformatting of the requirement for power
factor more accurately presents this intent.

[ C.4 These two Notes are combined as one Note to avoid potential
i misinterpretation. These two Notes deal with a single issue.
; In every instance of the Note restricting MODE performance, it
; is followed by the Note regarding unplanned events. In every-

instance of the Note regarding unplanned events, it is preceded
by the MODE restriction Note. An editorial preference
combining these two Notes is presented. This presentation*

provides a single Note which deals with the single issue of the
performance MODE restriction.

, C.5 This statement is consistent with the content of BasesI information. Since it contains no requirements, it proposed to
; be relocated to the Bases.
I.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.8 Page'253 of 25'l
SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS - {

1
-

,

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS ,

'

(continued)
_

!C.6 Editorial revisions are proposed to clarify the intent of therequirements.
The OPERABILITY of an offsite circuit in the 3

shutdown conditions is intended to require that the circuit be
actually connected and supplying the necessary power torequired equipment. Note that in the LCO for operating MODES ,

(ITS LCO 3.8.1), a circuit can be OPERABLE if capable of being j

aligned to supply power. These revisions ensure a clearer i

)

presentation of this conservative requirement. Additionally ;these changes include clarification of the additional requiredDivision 3 AC source. It may or may not have to be connected ;
to be OPERABLE.

'

With these enhancements in understanding, some
corrections to the wording of Conditions as well as the wordingj
of Required Action A.1 were also made to assure proper

!.
|*

implementation.

IC.7 SR 3.8.1.8 requires testing that assures each required circuit i

can be connected to the distribution system. |In the shutdown iconditions of LCO 3.8.2, only one circuit is required, and that
circuit is required to be connected to the distribution system. i

Therefore SR 3.8.1.8 has no meaning to the shutdown LCO and1
,

should be excepted from being applicable. |
i

C.8 Consistent presentation of the Conditions result from this
j

i

1

proposed change.
-

j
C.9

Consistency of presentation results from this editorial change.
SR 3.8.4.1, 6, 7, and 8 already specify the application of the] SR to either the battery or the battery charger.

C.10 " Removing visible corrosion" is sufficient to ensure theconnections are " clean." Eliminating " clean" would thereforeq be considered an editorial preference. Requiring theconnections to be " tight" results in a requirement to torquethe connecting bolts. This application of a torque to confirm*

tightness, results in unnecessary stress being applied to the*

bolted connection.
requirements of SR 3.8.4.5If the~ connection satisfies the resistance

-

j

it can be assumed to be sufficiently torqued.(performed at the same Frequency),
C.11 A battery can show degradation well ' prior to expiration of -

expected life, and still be well within the required capacity .

to meet OPERABILITY requirements. I

In this event,
less restrictive than the 12 month Frequency is justified.a Frequency i

i 24 Themonth proposed Frequency for this condition is consistent
with that informally conveyed as acceptable to the NRC and IEEEBattery Working Group.

<

CLINTON
7
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SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.12 This discussion identifies various changes which have been
generically submitted by the NUMARC working group on TSIP; as
"CEOG-01". These changes include:

Some editorial rewording (originally proposed by the NRC) .-

- A proposed additional Completion Time for Required Action
A.2 which appropriately applies the compensatory measures
necessary to justify continued operation for up to
31 days.

A proposed revision to Table 3.8.6-1 Footnote (c) which-

involves specifics related to when the use of charging
current may be applied. These specifics allow use of
charging current following any (implied) recharge.
Additionally, the limit on the duration of the use of
charging current is proposed to include a requirement for
specific gravity measurement prior to the end of this
period. This conservative requirement will ensure that!

| reliance on charging current alone is not allowed for an
i excessive period of time, and provides clear direction on
l the requirements applying at the end of this allowance.

- Proposed modifications to the Bases consistent with these
proposed Specification changes.

C.13 The proposed new Condition conservatively assures that multiple
inoperable distribution subsystems resulting in a loss of
ability to adequately respond to an accident (e.g., a " loss of
function") will be addressed by the ACTIONS of LCO 3.0.3.
Without this added condition, a loss of redundant divisions can
be addressed by multiple entries into more than one Condition
of this LCO; avoiding the immediate shutdown requirement of LCO

| 3.0.3.

C.14 The proposed Note is consistent with the Note existing in NUREG
; 1434 LCO 3.8.1 regarding the BWR/6 Division 3. With the

maximum time allowances in the completion Times of Condition A,
B, and C, a sequence of events where the Divir. ion 3
distribution subsystem is inoperable, followed (greater than 16
hours later) by a Division 1 or 2 subsystem inoperability,
could inappropriately result in an immediate required shutdown.
This proposed change was submitted to and approved by the NRC
as a generic BWROG change.

.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.8 Page 255 of 257

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.15 Division 3 should be considered in a consistent manner with
-

regard to redundant ECCS for onsite power sources. ,

Therefore,the wording for the Bases of Required Actions B.2 and C.1 is !
modified.
the Bases discussion for Required Action E.1.This change is also required for consistency with

C.16 Inappropriate references for the discussion are' corrected and
any duplication is deleted.

C.17 The Bases discussion is revised to match the Specification.

C.18 This information is redundant to other information and is,therefore, are unnecessary repetition.

C.19 An obvious typographical error is corrected.

C.20 The LCO Bases system description is revised to match the system !

description in the corresponding " Operating" LCO Bases. !
'

C.21 This change is provided as clarification to prevent confusionwith regard to the term " discharge."
j

C.22 Editorial corrections are made to reformat the discussion|
consistent with the format of other sections, i.e., thefootnote discussions are moved to the end.

C.23 Charger current is also an acceptable alternative for eachconnected cell. Therefore, the phrase which limits theapplicability to the pilot cell is removed.

C.24 Editorial rewording of the Bases is proposed to prevent!

confusion in cases where correct circuit breaker alignment
! would require the breakers to be open.

C.25 Editorial rewording of this Bases is proposed to reduce -

confusion with regard to the validity of DG tests conducted at
intervals of less than 24 hours.

C.26 Bases discussion of the proposed Surveillance Frequency or an
associated NOTE is included where none was provided.

C.27 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.28 These changes are editorial and/or clarifying in nature.

included in this category are some changes which have beenAlso

reviewed and approved by the Industry and the NRC as genericchanges to the NUREG.

CLINTON
9

10/1/93
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SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
i

, 3

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

_ !C.29 This change
(which results in consistency with the Bases)

desired to provide a consistency in presentation with similaris ;

issues in Condition D of 3.8.1. That is, ACTIONS for de-
!

{

energized buses are addressed in LCO 3.8.9,
B.1, and it is desired not to repeat the ACTION in the InverterRequired ActionSpecification. This change is basically an editorial

,

!preference,
;

C.30 The location of the BWR/6 NOTE requires this presentation
!

i

format in the Bases.
,

C.31 This Bases statement does not reflect the requirements of the h

LCO, and is therefore deleted.
r

C.32 The Note to Condition D of LCO 3.8.1 and the Note to ConditionA of LCO 3.8.2 are editorially revised for consistency in
!presentation of identical requirements.
'

C.33 Load shedding is not a feature of the Division 3 distribution i
system design.

C.34 The
auto-connecting of loads is a requirement which is

!

;

sufficient to prescribe the necessary testing. The TSrequirement need not detail the design which accomplishes this. jThis allows.

(current wording is inappropriate for Division 3 loading)for a consistent presentation for all division's| for all facilities. ,and

C.35 The "Certain plant loads..." discussion is
discussion on the next page, 4th paragraph. a repeat of the
deleted. This repetition is

C.36 "...and potentially Condition G..." is added to eliminate
!

potential confusion, since multiple DGs could be involved
irequiring Condition G as well as Condition E.
;

,

'

I

C.37 The details of the plant specific description of " standby" fthe DGs is presented more completely and accurately on Basesor
page B 3.8-25.

Bases where the description is not as complete or accurateThis discussion is copied and repeated in otheri
i

! .

C.38 Incorrect references are corrected.
C.39 " Full load" is either clarified / defined,more complete description. or replaced with a

C.40 This detail is adequately referenced in the precedingparagraph.
Additionally as written, the detail regardingfrequency is out of place without a

{
corresponding detail

CLINTON
10

10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434

SECTION 3.8 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS(continued) _

_ regarding voltage.

C.41 SR 3.8.1.18 confirms the timing between lo d
sequencing logic is appropriate. a s connected via thethe actual It is not the Surveillance ofconnecting of the loads,voltage and frequency.

Inappropriate Bases discussion is
;or monitoring of bus
[therefore removed.

C.42 This allowance, which is already applied tload limits, is . currently o the other SRs with
Momentary transients may occur for various reasons duringapproved on 3 of the 4 BWR/6s. !

loading and unloading of the DG, 3

quickly restored
to within the limits and do not reflect anHowever, these transients areinability of the system to fulfill its function

these transients should not be considered as a f ilTherefore, i
.

surveillance. a ure of the
;

C.43 The {
Fuel Oil Testing Program is revised. Bases discussion regarding implementation of the Dieseleditorial These revisions include,enhancement for clarity,
intent of some of the required time limits of thsupplying the basis and

L. (
g ,

include plant specific corrections for
e Program; and

|approved testing methods and procedures, consistency with p ;'
C.44 This paragraph discusses DG response to bu j;

this context, s undervoltage. In
parallel test mode" which is referring to a required rit is inappropriate to discuss "DG operating in
to an ECCS start signal, not bus undervoltage

iesponse
signal.

C.45 The details of the requirements of the TS
,

|

be repeated in the Bases. ?

| are not necessary to
for preferred editorial presentation.This excessive detail is eliminatedi ,.

C.46 These Bases (paragraphs appear to have been draftedreviewer's notes. As such \

they are proposed for deletion.Additionally, the detail
'as

licensing basis, is not consistent with the current |'
.

C.47 The level of detail presented in the Bases for DG output
i

minimum and maximum voltage is considered
,

Exceptions and deviations of some loads' volta excessive. tis misleading in context of these details. Preferred
ge requirements

summation, appropriate for general TS utilization is provided.
C.48 There are numerous plant distribution sub

'

not listed in the Table. systems (non-Class IE) !

CLINTON
11

10/1/93
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Section 3.9 Page 4 of 127

'3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS I. (O h. h, f
3/4.9.1 REACTOR 'H3DE SWITCH

LAI Lco 3 9 2
LIMITING CONDITION FOR dPERATION F

3.9.1 The' reactor mode switch shall be PFRAR1 F mnet lockedlin W <hutdown or
' h'I Refuel positiongn the reactor mode switch is locked in the* Refuel position:;

l.l ,

[f O ]a.
A control rod shall not be withdrawn unless the Refuel position one-rod-

-

-

e m e.J f [ ~ ~e

(C[Js_t .JW shall not be performed using (equipment associated with a
;

__

Refuel position interlock unless at least the o11owing] associated RefuelJD
'

b.
| '

),c), | I position interlocks are OPE.RABLE for such equipment.
|

s & ~5 4 . M [1.
All rods in.

2. Refuel platform position. .

3 Refuel platform hoists fuel-loaded. .
4

N.-
h ERATIONAL CONDITION 5* [ h

"

,

APPLICABILITY:
|

ACTION:
_ f

With the reactor mode switch not locked in the Shutdown or Refuel position
as specified, suspend COPIt-ALTERATIONS and lock the reactor mode switch in

a.-

; the Shutdown or Refuel position. f

b. With_the one-rod-out interlock inoper le, h 1 a. .~m Lach irp

g)C3,t.7. ;,gD* " esitionMsttT JA ]_

|
With any of_ the =have rectrived Refuel position equipme'nt interlocks inoper-hO suspengr ALTERATIONT with equipment associated with the inoper-

c.q
_

able, Qsition equipment interlock.
~~

MO able R

con |A
3g WM M"

- - s*
_

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

hutdown
The reactor mode switch shall be verified to be locked _in thQ {,C),2,| f.0.1.1or Refuel position as specified: jg g'

\ ~b. Ithin2 'urs prior /to:
d|

1. B inning CO ALTE ONS an /
| 2. suming C E ALTE IONS w nthere/ctormode witchhasfeen
,

/ /'
4nlocked.

-

k 'M ',m .I M i. 4i-19.3,10.1 :^d 3. 2" h ,

is
s _

'e r actor shall maintained IUPERATIO L CONDITION 7 whenever fue#

closurebolt[lessthanfuly
in e reactor v sel with the essel hea

g/ estsioned or wi i the head re oved. .

'.

&e -

3/4 9-1CLINTON ---=:Y

All t
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b
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secti n 3.9 Page 5 of 127INSERT 1A

O ION
REQUIRED ACTION y

A.1 Suspend control rod Immediately
withdrawal.

hull

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately f
fully insert all
insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel
assemblies.

:

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 9-1 10/1/93

1
-

|
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Section 3.9 Page 6 of 127

. . -( '!
REFUELING OPERATICNS

'- I
.

5/23' */ *

REACTOR MODE SWITCH
- 52 s. 2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) !.

4.9.1.1 (Continued)
- - ,

b. At least once per 12 hours. ~ /,[
'

j

,

eactormodeswitchRefuelpositioninter- .

$f3.9.I. '4.9.1.2 Each of the above required by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTq r

,g g igcks" shall be demonstrated OPERABLGand at least once per 7 days during con- [

trol rod withdrawal or CORE ALTERATIONS, as applicable.
.

!rc m :. , _ A > s 9 m. . -
_m

_

Each of the above required reactor mode switch Refuel position inteA
;

I
>

4.9.1.3
locks * that is affected shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a |

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to resuming control rod withdrawal or CORE
ALTERATIONS. as applicable, following repair, maintenance or replacement of
any component that could affect the Refuel position interlock.

!

{
!

.
!

(, !.- '
,

~

.

|

!
~

i

|

.

A5
|

LCO 3 10 . 2.
-

- -

.

"The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby
.

position to test the switch interlock functions provided that all control .

|rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a second licensed operator or k |
other technically qualified member of the unit technical staff.

I*

3/4 9-2CLINT0h
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T

.o V e dREFUELING OPERATIONS /
g

j

. 3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION
\|

3. 3. J .'

.

=

2 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
:

At least 2 source rang (e monitor" (SRM) channels shall be OPERABLE and3.9.2'

inserted to the normal oper ng level with: .

a. Continuous vi indication in the contr om,
- ;

b. One e required SRM detecto ocated in the quadrant where CORE

A IONS are being perfo and the other required SRM detector
-Tocated in an adjacent rant, and

;

c. Unless adequate s own margin has been demon d per Specifica-

tion 3.1.1 an e "one-rod-out" Refuel po * on interlock has been demon-
strated OP LE per Specification 3. , the shorting links shall bed

removed om the RPS circuitry pr to and during the time any control

rod withdrawn. 1

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONA D.ITION 5"i
'

'

ACTION:
,

ately
With the requi ents of the above specification not s p ll insertable
suspend all erations involving CORE ALTERATION insert a'

i .

control _ s.'

/
:

*

d' , -

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
1 p-

Each of the above,.retivired SRM channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:4.9.2
/

At least on y er 12 hours:.;' a.
"

1. Ferformance of a CHANNEL CHECK,
-

Verifying the detectors are inserted to the normal operating level,
,

2.
and

During CORE ALTERATIONS, verifying that the detector of an OPERABLE3.
SRM channel 'slocated in the core quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS|

; are bei erformed and another is located in an adjacent quadrant.
i

\ Perform /ance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST:b.
1

! 1. Within 24 hours prior to the start RE ALTERATIONS, and

2. At least once per 7 days. .

~

*The use of special movable - ectors during CORE ALTERATIONS in place of the
/wors is permissible as long as these special detectorsi

normal SRM nuclear d
| " are connected to the normal SRM circuits.

.

/ **See_Soecial Test Exception 3. ~

CLINTO'N O di 1 % 3/4 9-3
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i Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

, j ,h
~ INSTRUMENTATION

~ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
.

-
'

.2 (Continued)
-

~

f-

Verifying that the nnel count rate is at leas cps:

|c.

1. Prior to control ro hdrawal,
er 12 hours during CORE AL TIONS, and J

|2. Prior to and at least on
At least once per 24 hours. .

.

d. Verifying, ithin 8 hours prior to and at
t once per 12 hours during,.

n removed during:
that the RPS cuitry " shorting links" have b ,

,

!

1. The time any c rol rod is withdrawn, or - ;

2. Shutdown margin strations.
.

l ;

/.l
| - .

>* { ;

_
.

. . , . . .

e

**

|

.

$>

g

a

I
C u ,n 0N M 3/4 9-4
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 I

l
Section 3.9 Page 9 of 127 |

)
- !

-

|
REFUELING OPERATIONS- ."

,

3/4.9.3 C0!iTROL' ROD POSITION LCO 3 9.3 |' .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.3 All control rods shall be inserted
IONAL CONDITION 5, during CORE ALTERATIONS

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

all other CORE ALTERATIONS] j

(QJb A With all control rods not inserted,
-

,
|'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !'
'

1
i

;

'R 3.%I All control rods shall be verified to be inserted, except as above'

i
;i f .A S.4 .

specified-

a.[Within hours pri to: ;

!;

1. he start CORE ALTERA DNS. iI .

i 2. The vi aval of one ntrol rod u r the control f the&g) !
' ,

( reactor de switch R uelipositio one-rod-out i riock.
I

I b. At least once per 12 hours. .
i

;

{
*

|

- .

:
I

I
,

*

,

!

.!

!
L

!

,

|.

. -

;I .

'ds remo ed per Sp cification .9.10.1o[3.9.10.2 r one

co rol rod w bdrawn der cont 1 of the . actor mode / switch Re el
."Exce control

o sition one rod-out nterl_o F
**See ', i;; !; n Lx;i g.e.~. 2.20

f

cum 10N GTg'- 3/4 9-5
-

i-

|

I
<
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,

REFUELING OPERATIONS
,

3/4.9.4 DECAY TIME
.

LIMITING ITION FOR OPERAT
- -

. .'
"

' '

ours.
The reactor sh be suberitical for at least

APPLICABILITY: ERATIONAL CONDITION 5, duri movement of irradiated fuel in
-

the reactor essure vessel.
[

ACTION-

With the reactor suberitica
or less than 24 hours, end all operations

involving movement of irr sated fuel in the reac
pressure vessel.

!/
SURVEILLANCE RE EMENTS -

-
-

ned to have been suberi al for at least
4.9.4 The reactor shall be dete ate and time of suberi ality prior to -

'

24 hours by verification of th
movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor pressure v ssel.

-
-

-
(

N - f '. (j
'i

r ;
+

,ma.RT. _FRoM T5 3 h 3:5
- .~ .. >

'~

_

W
~

4

e

e

.
k

.

I

,

(
.-

/b
3/4 9-6^
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-
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f0|/oal[ 0$ **

'

, ' EftAEll/lG MOL/htoM.S
2EACIn"~ cc"Tp_ e_ 5v5Trut

( h 3,,h
CONTROL ROD OSITION INDICATION ;

'
_

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
'

/,@fg,[G ( "Eu!.i - I+1'' ) !

- - x
!

Pne.-J.1.2.5- he control rod 1posmon7ndication syness shall_ be OPERABLE.-
'

^ ChANHC % ion CAA'A G)(,,| l -= ,

j APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, and 5*. __ -

ACTION: -

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2 with one or more conte
' --<ition t

!a.
indicators inoperable, within 1 hour: /

1. Determine the position of the control ror" \[
control rod position indicator or

'

2. Hove the control rod to a positic' _ position

h'\indicator or !;

3. When THERMAL POWER is: \ ,

p
f.a) Within the low .,( 1 O r.he h>CS:
;p a inoperab'.e and1) Decir-,-

2) Q .on and bypassing of control rods with ,

.,1 in" and or " Full out" position indicators |/ji ticensed operator or other technically
,.'

~

. . members of the unit technical staff.
,

. nan the low power setpoint of the RPCS, declare the
. rod Inoperable, insert the control rod, and disarm the --

(') D sciated directional control valves" eitherf >

'

1) Electrically or

2) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water
f

; isolation valves.

0therwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

@""E i r d?ERABLggy 7o;&pition ibMN-df a f;--
R

_

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5* with no[
7u p =7 C*j MI

_

-

.

;NN N~3 MnT13A ;

A2. h'
= g";=a== =a

!
1

"W
4tt-fru n t o J. . . U G c - a w.d. , v i e d. et--eppheetali te cor.tr;' 'g rpm-Ggt ; i_ Giti M 20 1 " 3.4 in ?_ -

i

'"May be rearmed intermittently, under administrative control, to permit testinggg associated with restoring the control rod to OPERABLE status.
3. (>. 6 ,- nJscTa-1

CLINTON T) ' 3/4 L M -
'l-lom

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 12 of 127

.

O MREQUIRED ACTION
E l

i

|
1

A.1.1 Suspend in- Immediately
vessel fuel i

movement.

AHQ

A.1.2 Suspend Immediately
control rod
withdrawal. *

AHD

A.1.3 Initiate Immediately
action to>

fully insert
| all insertable

control rods
!

in core cells
containing one
or more fuel ;

assemblies. '

9B

A.2.1 Initiate Immediately
action to
fully insert
the control
rod associated
with the
inoperable
position
indicator.

AHD

A.2.2 Initiate Immediately
action to
disarm the
associated
fully inserted
control rod
drive.

,

i

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 9-6b 10/1/93

|
__ . _ . _ - - - _ __ _ _ _.
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Section 3.9 Page 13 of 127
- .

'
>

~

,

. %

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS . L

CONTROL ROD POSITION' INDICATION SR 3 9.4./
4

.

SURVEltlANCE REOUIREMENTS -~

.

$k3.9.4.I
- d position indication systems shall be determined ,,~ |

-i l.5.5 he control
LE by verifyin _jggy q4j

-

t -7 9 ~ -t-a' -ad,isa'

ah .c ;; p;r "" h;;rI th:t the r~ Waa~

Q~e,ne -

es during 'movemept of the- _

-

b. That indicat control position

rol rod ve vhe rforming Surv . nee Recui ment 4. W .1.2.
_ ,

LA\
.

')

!

.
- (

c,

=
t

r--
,

|

.

.

.

.

!

k
,

INSULT -

3/4 W ,

CLINTON q UiGI T hC'

-



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
" #E ' 'INSERT 14A

,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify the required channel has Each time
no " full-in" indication for each the control
control rod that is not " full- rod is
in." withdrawn

from the
" full-in"
position

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 9-6b 10/1/93
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Section 3.9 Pege 15 of127

'

REFUELINGOPERATM ! f$DYf
'

3/4.9.5 ICATIONS j
,,

.
!

TING CONDITION F0 ERATION /
# !- -

~

3.9.5 Direct unication shall be maintained bet ti the control room and
refueling p form personnel. -

APPLI ILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5 ring CORE ALTERATIONS".

.A N: , ,

'

|When direct communication b een the control room and refueling platfonn' -

personnel cannot be main- ned, immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. ,

-

!
SURVEILLANCE RE - REMENTS i

;, 1

4.9.5 ' ect communication between the cont room and refueling platform
pers el shall be demonstrated within on ur prior to the start of and ht
I t once per 12 hours during CORE A TIONS.*

- ;

| .

!
~

) .
_..

!

!

/ 1

./,
.

-

/
'

'

/
,,- /~

'"
> .-

e

. .

"Exce ent of contro1Jod with their norma 1Jr' system. |

INTON(ET:Tf[ 3/4 9-7 Amendment No. 32

L -

[.lustET FROM T5 3.l.3 3

i
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1 ibows PpzasurT3/+/-fb
i SEfMCtInG GP67timcrJS

RU.CTI"I"' C0""0L CVSTEMS s
;

] OPE 7%A 8/MTY'
*

j .) ONTROL ROD 'CL"" f.CCL'."'"."M r

! & O 3. 9,5 |
'

| LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION _ |

t

Ll0 3.jd! ;

. 2.2.2 (All control rod scram accurgujatnre chall be OPERABLE. g( -~

- !

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, and 5*. :3

i-

! ACTION: I

1 i
f

'
a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 or 2: j

i 1. With one control rod scram accumu' W ., within 8 hours:

a) Restore the inoperable r .ERABLE status or !

!b) Declare the control with the inoperable accumu-
'

lator inoperablei

4O 4DOWN within the next 12 hours. |
Otherwise, be in g

| 2. With more th- .od scram accumulator inoperable, declare

]
the associ- as inoperable and:

I

J a) .od associated with any inoperable scram accumu- !'

.Jrawn, immediately verify that at least one control -

'

Ifump is operating by inserting at least one withdrawn'

.od at least one notch or place the reactor mode switch |
g' . Shutdown position.

~'

p .: sert the inoperable control rods and disarm the associated*

3 directional control valves either:j

! / ,

1) Electrically or !

)
2) Hydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water

isolation valves.
!

Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.
-

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5*:
Colm A b.'

1. With one withdrawn control rod with its associated scram accumulator _
inoperable, insert the affected control rod andfdisarm t ' associated

ves withi ' 1 hour, e'ther: -

Al fd'ectionalcontrolv -

a) El trically
- b) draulical by clos' g the dri water and haust wa r

isolation alves.

O
*At least the accumulator associated with each withdrawn control rodm Not
apppcaole ,o Rtpoi r uu> yemuvea pey $pecificy.ET9/D.1 or 3.%0.2

.

CLINTON /fJ5c7ZT3/4-Wp g

- _ -
_
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% 1*

Section 3.9 Page 17 of 127 |

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL R00 SCRAM ACCUMULATORS - / |.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) * *

|
~

3.1.3.3 ACTION (Continued):
!

Llc *5.toat}
kh more than one withdrawn control rod with the associated scram |2.

d1 accumlator inoperable or with no control rod drive pump operating,
| [

QanediatelyplacethereactormodeswitchintheShutdownposition.J '

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicablQ

EQU REMENTs@ $R 3 9 5-
"

C
1 A

sRs952
0.1.0.0 Each control rod scram accumulator shall be determined OPERABLE: ~

| a. At least once per 7 days by verifyinadhat it. :..u:c.ated ;rc::qc.- SN
| Tgreater than or ecua1 to 1520 psin TWr 15: :: tr:1 ::d 4: 4

_ 5erted f
| n" : x . .- -y

|
-

,

b. FNt least once per 18 month
.

I,
| 1. Performance of : (
| /~
! a) NEL FUNCTIONAL T of the leak detector d

LC\
CHANNEL CALI ION of the pressur etectors and verification I

of an ala setpoint of greater an or eaual to 1520 psig on |
| decreasing pressure. f

.

+

.

*._ |

fMP
CLINTON @ f M 3/4 N AMENDMENT NO. 24

9-7 b
|

|

+
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* Section 3.9 Page 18 of 127 |
e

..

fI pdocKTED
~ M !

REFUELING OPERATIONS
i-

3/4.9.6 FUEL HA QUIPMENT \

REFUELIN RM

/ j,

LIMITING CONDITION OPERATION
- i

|
j f

3.9.6.1 refueling platform shall be OPERAB nd used for handling fuel ;

,

assem es or control rods within the react pressure vessel. .

!

A LICABILITY: During handling of f assemblies or control rods within the ' j

reactor pressure vessel. ;
-

f
'

ACTION: --

I

With the requiremen or refueling platfom OPERABILITY not satisfied suspend |

use of any inoper e refueling platform equipment from operati volvi'ng
the handling o control rods and fuel assemblies within t actor pressure

vessel after lacing the load in a safe condition. |
' !

1

SURVE LLANCE REQUIREMENTS i
t<

/4.9.6.1 Each refueling platfom ane or hoist used for handling of c'ontrol rods
or fuel assemblies within the actor pressure vessel shall be demonstrated

((OPERABLE within 7 days pri to the start of such operations with crane |

or hoist by:
-

i

.

a. Demonstrati operation of the overload cutoff otyt e main hoist when the i

load exc s 1600 2 50 pounds. | |
,

b. Demonstrating operation of the overload utoff on the frame mounted and |
monorail hoists when the load eds 500 50 pounds. |

c. Demonstrating operation of,the uptravel interlock when uptravel b ~
the top of the irradiated' fuel or control rods to 8 feet 6 i s below

the water level. /
'

I
Demonstrating pp/eration of the downtravel mechani cutoff on the main

} d.
hoist whenJrapple hook down travel reaches '2- nches below fuel assembly

handle f. !

e. Demonstrating operation of the slac ble cutoff on the main hoist when f
the load is less than 50 10 po s.

f. Demonstrating operation o e loaded interlock on the ma ast when
the load exceeds 700 + pounds. . |

g. Demonstrating op ation of the main hoist raie power cutoff when the
refueling platfom area radiation monitor ,e rate exceeds 10 mR/hr.

h. Demonstrating operation of the redundant loaded interlock (rod block) on f ,

h !the main hoist when the load exceeds 700 50 nottnde - fy '

CLINTON 3/4 9-8 Amendment No. a3

1
,
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page.19 of 127

Ob .'
REFUELING OPERATIONS A

/ .

AUXILIARY /fLATFORM
'

- -

ITING CONDITION R OPE TION
_ |

-
.-<

3.9.6.2 Th uxiliary platform '11 be OPERABLE.
-

|.-
l

APPLI LITY: During.han ng of control rods with auxiliary platform.

A i /ts for auxiliary platfpra OPERABILITY r.ot satisfie , ;

With the require
suspend use of e auxiliary platform er placing the load in a fe

condition. , .
..

,,
,

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

,
-

/ rated OPERABLE withinJonst4.9.6.2 The auxiliary atform hoist shall be
days prior to the h ing of control rods by-

.

a. Demon ating operation of the verload cutoff when the d*

*

ex,c ds 500 pounds.

Demonstrating opeYatio .ofithe auxiliary platforms oist uptravel
[ b.

stops when the grapple is lower than or equal to 8 feet 6 inches
( below the water level.

~~

s
- __

,,

-

H*

9

.

.

O

e

) _>

CLINTONhdi 3/4 9-9'

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602,19_6 i

Section 3.9 Page 20 of 127 <

fdOCW0 <g__i ~

-% m .

1 REFUEllNG OPERATIONS
:

EL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL, UPPER CONTAINMENT FUEL POOL,3/4.9.7 CRAN

f
,

;
. AND HEW FUp'5TORAGE VAULT f - .

,

f
,

1

-L TING CONDITION FOR OPI ON ,

-

3.9.7 Loads in ess of 1000 pounds sha e prohibited f rom travel o'ver1

fuel assemblie n the spent fuel stor racks, upper contai uel pool

racks or ne uel storage vault rac., .
,

|
APPLI LITY: With fuel asse les in the spent fue orage pool racks upper ,

!
.

cent heent fuel pool racks r the new fuel stora vault racks. |
2

I

|
.

;
A TION:

With the requirements of the above speci cation not satisfi , place the crane
load in a safe ndition. The provis s of Specificatio .0.3 are not,

i
applicable.

|
I

' SURVEI CE REQUIREMENTS -
|

---
;

4. .1 Crane physica tops which preve fuel building over ad crane travel

with loads in excess 1000 pounds over uel assemblies in spent fuel
{

i storage pool racks all be demonstrat OPERABLE within ays prior to nd'

!
at least once per days during fuel utiding overhead ane operatic

[.

4.9.7.2 Loads other than fuel assemblies or contro rods shall
verified to (~|1 .

' O
weigh $ 1000 pounds before travel over fuel assemblies in the upper containment

-

|

fuel storage pool or the new fuel storage vault racks.! ., ,

_

-

.

.

i

i

:

}
'
t

*

:

!
.

4

4

3/4 9-10CLINTON u
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 21 of 127

-

)
*

REFUELING OPERATIONS
'

WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL L.co 3.9 73/4.9.8
_

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.8 'At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of t
g eactor pressure vessel' flange. p ,

During handling of fuel assemblies or control rods within thelies

reactor pressure vessel while in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5 when the fuel assembbeing handled are irradiated or the fuel assemblics seated within the reactor
APPLICABILITY:

vessel are irradiated.

ACTION:
.

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all
operations involving handling of fuel assemblietne enn+vn1 rods within the
reactor pressure vesse M ter placing all fuel assemblies and control rods

~

~

[Al M condition.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

& 5 R 5.9. 7. ( its

4+e The reactor vessel water _1evel .shall be determined to be at least
)

gR 3.9.G,.1 0; E:Dat least once
minimum required depth fAMn 2 Nui a*+c- to-t r - * tr control rods within the
per 24 hours during handling of fuel assemblies
reactor pressure vessel.

L2
..

e

.

)
3/4 9-11CLINTON N IT T |
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Enclosure 2 to UdO2196
.

' Section 3.9 Page 22 of 127

-

' ,

REFUELINb OPERAT N S
GE AND UPPER CONTAINMENT FUEL POOLS |s.

3/4.9.9 WA EVEL - SPENT FUE

| 1

i

LIN NG CONDITION FOR RATION / !

/ . \1

i -
.

/ /eetofwatershallb intained over the top of irradiated
'

3.9.9 At least f !

fuel assemblie seated in the spent fu to' rage and upper containment f e1 '

*

pool racks.
,

|
~

Whenever irradi ted fuel assemblies are in t
spent fuel ;

APPLIC LITY:
st ge or upper containment el pools.

,
I

ACTION:

With the requireme of the above specificat not satisfied, suspend al ove-

ment of fuel ass If es and crane operatio with loads in the spent fu . storage
uelent fuel pool areas, as pplicable after placing th

assemblies a crane load in a safe e
ition. The provisions of ecificationor upper con

!

3.0.3 are t applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,
I

, ,

j
!

The water level n the" spent fuel storage d upper containee fuel
inimum required d th at least r<4.9.9

pools shall be deterpined to be at least at its (.8once per 7 days. /-

./
.

.
~
-|

f {
.

\ - .

,

@7 _.

-

Al Lco 3.77''

.
-

,

.

e

('
a-- ,

3/4 9-12
CLINTON

.. .

i
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 23 of 127

REFUELING OPERATIONS , ,

~

i

3/4.9.10 CONTROL ROD Rf VAL

)SiHGLE CONTROL RO VAL - -

i
|

LIMITING NDITION FOR OPERATION |-
1

3. 0.1 One control rod and/o e associated control rod driv'e anism - j

y be removed from the core d/or reactor pressure vessel pro ed that at ]

1 east the following requi ents are satisfied until a contr rod and associ- !

ated control rod drive echanism are reinstalled and the
ntrol rod is fully |

inserted in the cor 1

a. . The react mode switch is OPERABLE and 1
ed in the Shutdown position !

or in Refuel position per Table 1. r.d Specification 3.9.1.
i

b. T source range monitors (SRM) e OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.2. j
|

!

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requi nts of Specification 3.1.1 are satis d,
)c

except that the control d selected to be removed;
I

1. May be assumed o be the highest worth control rod utred to be |

assumed to b fully withdrawn by the SHUTDOWN N test, and i

i

|

2. Need not e assumed to be immovable or u ppable.g
)

d. All oth ntrol rods in a five-by-fiv rray centered on the control |
-

rod b ng removed are inserted and e trically or hydraulically disarmer i
! '

or e four fuel assemblies sur ding the control rod or control rod|
-

dr* e mechanism to be removed om the core and/or reactor vessel are
moved from the core cell

~'

e. All other control are inserted.
'

APPLICABILITY: OP IONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5.
-

ACTION: y

With the requirements of the above specif tion not satisfied uspend remova

of the control rod and/or associated trol rod drive mec ism from the core

f
and/or reactor pressure vessel and iitiate action to s sfy the above

requirements.

, ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREF S |x-7

4.9.10.1 4 hours prio o t.he start of remo of a control rod an f
'

the ase ated control rod ive mechanism fro e core and/or reactp ~ res-

sur vessel and at leas nce per 24 hour iereafter until a co rod and

I sociated control r drive mechanis re reinstalled andp ntrol rod is * '
,

inserted in the cc e, verify that:

~ b4ovebT~
/_ C O $./O b3:C1 3/4 9-13 /

CLINTONt

LC o 3. lo. 5~f|

,

|
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REFUEllHG OPERATIONI

SINGLE CONTRS D REMOVAL
,

SURV E REQUIREME (Continued]. ',.''

{f - - -

4.9.10.1 (Conti ed). ,

a. The rea r mode swi is OPERABLE pe rveillance R irement 4.3.1.

or 4. 1.2, as appl ble, and locke,d n the Shutd osition or in e

Ref 1 position w the "one rod " Refuel pos on interlock OP LE

}
,

p specificati 3.9.1. /
b. The SRM cha els are OPERAB per Specific n 3.9.2.

c. The SH MARGIN re, rements of Spa ication 3.1.1 re satisfied per /

/Specif ation 3.9.10 /. c. '

d. All other cont ds in a five- five array e ered on the control ,

rod being rem ed are inserted electricall or hydraulically disarmed |

.

or the four el assemblies s unding the ntrol rod or control rod !

|

drive mec ism to be remov from the co and/or reactor vessel are
|

removed from the core ce
.

.

All other control rods are inserted.e.
- (-

-
.

Q To~

f gg 3./O.d
|Al > ico s io.5 . J

~

.

m

.

4

3/4 9'i4
CLINTON

|

|
. - -
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w . - _

,
- j

REFUELING OPERATIONS _

MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD F OVAL

LIMITING CON JON FOR OPERATION
- _

3.9.1 Any number of con ol rods and/or contr rod drive mechanisms ma f

be moved from the core d/or reactor pressur vessel provided that a east '
<

e following require ts are satisfied un all control rods-and trol

r'od drive mechaniser are reinstalled and control rods are in d in the .}
1

~

{ |core.

a. The r ctor mode switch is 0 LE and locked in hutdown position k

or the Refuel position r Specification 3.9. xcept that the Refuel j
I

sition "one-rod-out" terlock may be bypass , as required, for thos
control rods and/or trol rod drive mecha as to be removed, after e

fuel assemblies ha been removed as spec ted below.

b. The source ra monitors (SRM) are RABLE per Specificati , .9.2.
. /

c. The SHUTD MARGIN requirement f Specification 3.1. / re satisfied.
\

d. All o er control rods are ther inserted or hav e surrounding four

fue assemblies removed f the core cell.

( e. e four fuel assemb es surrounding each c rol rod or control drive i,,
'

) mechanism to be re ved from the core an r reactor vessel ar moved j

from the core.ce .

f. All fuel lo ng operations shall suspended unless al control rods,

f I

are inser d in the core,

APPLICABIL : OPERATIONAL CONDI ON 5.

ACTION /- -
'

/
.

With the requirements of .e above specificat i not satisfied, susp removal.

of control rods and/or ontrol rod drive me nisms from the core d/or reactor i
pressure vessel and itiate action to sa fy the above require nts.

I

l

SURVEILLANCE P,QUIREMENTS '

" -1i

4.9.10.2 Within 4 hours pri to the start of rem al of control rods d/or

contro rod drive mechanisms rom the core and/or actor pressure vess and- ) |

'

nthecore,[1 rodat le'ast once per 24 hour hereafter until all ntrol rods and con
drive mechanisms are rei talled and all contr rods are inserte
verify that:

-

a. The reactor de switch is OPERABLE r Surveillance R uirement 4.3.1.1
or 4.9.1.2, as applicable, and loc ad in the Shutdow position or in the

( Refuel position per Specificatio . 9.1.

.

8 O
CLINTON 3/4 9-15

L CO 3. /06iv

.
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_

Section 3.9 Page 26 of I ~1.=
.

g.

REFUELING OPERATIONS k.-j

~ {
SURV

-
|HULTIPLE CONT D REMOVAL

'

LANCE REQUIREMENTS ( tinued) -/
-

,

f.9.10.2.1 (Contin ) , 7
4

~

The SRM nnels are OPERABLE per Sp fication 3.9.2.
f b.

c. Th UTDOWN MARGIN requiremen of Specification 3.1. re satisfied. |
'

d. All other control rods a either inserted or h the surrounding four

fuel assemblies remov
from the core cell,

ontrol rod and/or control r d '
The four fuel a lies surrounding eac
drive mechan to be. removed from the ore and/or reactor vessel ae. ~

removed f the core cell.
*

f. All 1 loading operations are uspended unless all cont rods are
-

1 rted in the core.

Following replac t of all control rods a or control rod drive
ln, perform a functional4.9.10.2.2

mechanisms removed in accordance with this specifica)t r

test of the "one-rod .out" Refuel posit, ion. interlock, if this function had been f
t.

bypassed. , , _ - L.
( |

.-
-

.
. ~ -- !

-

/ Mov eb fa,,

.

A /CO 3. /O. G
.

|i

V

-

,

e

e

,

CLINTON

_ _ . . ._ _
- -
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Section 3.9 Page 27 of 127

REFUELING OPERATIONS,

RESIOUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION3/4.9.11

HIGH WATER LEVEL L C o 3. 9, 8
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

*

5%+doo.coJ Co0G~4 Subs YS
'~;-DT

" one :.15Mn; ::ce 're; M T.e. r;:it"' "?t =: oval
0,$.0'"",',. Lee shall be 0 ERABLE and in operation *- n!. . Lxt:-

"^

(7""C

t a

OPERATIDHAL CONDITION 5, when irradiated fuel is in the reactor
vessel and the water level is greater than or equal to 23 feet above the top ofAPPLICABILITY:

the reactor pressure vessel flange.
'
i

ACTION:

Vith no RHR shutdown cooling mode OPERABLE, within one hour and at least
once per 24 hours thereafter, demonstrate the operability ,of at least one

g.
Othe wise J uspena a

alternate method capable of decay heat removal. octav neat load a k,

(cDerat' o w 4nvolvina ar increase in t m-ranctor

dk. 'Cestab1's1 SECONDARY CQFTAINMtNLINIMLD.Githin 4 hourf/
4

!

With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop in operation, within one hour i

establish reactor coolant circulation by an alternate method and monitor
|

* b.

{
(,O MO C- reactor coolant temperature at least once per hour.

V |
< ,.

($. Th: previ.ica; cf Spe:!'tettien 3.n a 37: n:t appuca

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
__ |

| S R 3 ,9 f..d..1 At least ene shutdown coolino mode loop of the residual heat removal
system for al'amt rothod shall ce verifiedf.o be in operationGnd circulatinA)..

[ (feactor coolant)t least once per 12 hours.

REQ ACT C l

|
i I|
*

| |
| I

40 , *The shutdown cooling loop may be removed from operation for up to 2 hours.L
tgg i per 8-hour period.

Amendment No. 563/4 9-17
CLINTON

|

- -.
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Enclosure 2.to U-602196
. . . Section 3.9 Pege 28 of127

g REFUELING OPERATIONS

g{ ghoge/ CsoC
'

LOW WATER LEVEL &.

,

'

2.C O 3,9 9 '
LIMITING CONDITI FOR OPERATION,

1

# 4Co 39.9 i
[ 2.0.11.2 Two sMitm r:1':; rt inp: ;.7 2e ...'f_:1 1::t n s.:.'. G ;J j

speten shall e OPERABLE and at least one loop shall be in operation $ wi1A !/,A f M +- 9 ---d :t'..; vi . h..L
i

.i
-

c anger.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5, when irradiated fuel is in the reactor '

vessel and the water level is less than 23 feet above the top of the reactor
;pressure vessel flange. j

ACTION: f1IdN bOM
Conv A .

-

With less than the above required shutdown cooling mode loops of the RHRa_

system OPERABLE, within one hour and at least once per 24 hours thereafter,
,

!

demonstrate the operability of at least one alternate method capable of
ray haat removal for each inoperable RHR shutdown cooling mode train. i,

; itJ5E4r_ cotJD 6) ;

cog ( b. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop in operation, within one hour,

. establish reactor coolant circulation by an alternate method and monitor
'

,

:' reactor coolant temperature at least once per hour, i

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable)
! SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS !.

""" sg 5.9 9 l R Ac.r c./ !At leasth shukdown cooling mode loop of the residual heat ramavm1- 4. . 11. 0 !

system F aiternate _ m + had chall ha ==-' rf ee
(reactor coolar1Dat least once per 12 hours. Jo be in operation fnd circulatin)

i

!
{ l

*: :
:

,

! '

: i.

,

!
.

*
<

! i

.

;

1

. i . (
.

br.o ,

-
~

P

"The shutdown cooling pump may be removed from operation for up to 2 hours per
don B-hour period.

_

CLINTON M 3/4 9-18 Amendment No. 56
.

'
_ ._ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _
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REFUELING OPERATIONS i

tion 3.9 Page 29 of 127

3/4.9.12 INCLINED FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM j

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 The inclined fuel transfer system (IFTS) may be in peration provided ,

that:

The access doors * of all rooms through which the t ansfer systema.
penetrates are closed and locked.

b. All access door * interlocks are OPERABLE.

c. The blocking valve located in the fuel buil ing IFTS hydraulic power unit
is OPERABLE. |

d. At least one IFTS carriage position ind cator is OPERABLE at each
carriage position and at least one li id level sensor is OPERABLE. |

e. Any keylock switch that provides I S access control-transfer system
lockout is OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: When the IFTS conta' ment blank flange is removed.

ACTION: k

With the requirements of the ove specification not satisfied, suspend IFTS
operation with the IFTS at -ther terminal point. The provisions of Specifi-
cation 3.0.3 are not appli able. j

SURVEILLANCE RE0UTREMENTS i

4.9.12.1 Within 1 ur prior to the startup and at least once per 12 hours
during operation o the IFTS, verify that no personnel are in areas
immediately adjay nt to the IFTS and that all access doors * to rooms through ,

which the IFTS enetrates are closed and locked.
|

4.9.12.2 WiA in 4 hours prior to the operation of IFTS and at least once per
12 hours thereafter, verify that at least one IFTS carriage position indicator
is OPERABt'E at each carriage position and at least one liquid level indicator
is OPERABLE. |

/
,

i

*

Includes removable shields.

CLINTON 3/4 9-19 Amendment No. 73

_
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i Enclosurei to U-602196
'

Section 3.9 Page 30 of 127

REFUELING OPERATIONS

INCLINED FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM f.

SURVElllANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.9.12.3 Within 4 hours prior to the operation of the IFTS and at east once .

Iper 7 days thereafter, verify that:

a. All access door * interlocks are OPERABLE.

b. The blocking valve in the Fuel Building IFTS hydraulic po er unit is i
OPERABLE. I

c. The keylock switches which provide IFTS access or con ol-transfer system
lockout are OPERABLE.

1 -

,

.

t

|
.

!

l

|
|
|
|

*

Incl des removable shields.
I

CLIf{ON 3/4 9-20 Amendment No. 73

|
!
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ATTACHMENT 1B
a

_
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<

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
:

I
i

l

|

|
.

..



|DESCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH Enclor:re 2 to U-602196

Section 3.9 Page 32 of 127

ADMINISTRATIVE
~

i A.1 Details of the system design are adequately described in th'e
'

surveillances and in the Bases and are redundant to the
definition of OPERABILITY. Therefore, these details are not
necessary in the LCO.

A.2 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7

i

i adequately prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs
'

I without such references. Therefore the existing reference to
the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and
its removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.3 The footnote is an explicit part of the definition of MODE 5
and is adequately addressed in the MODE definition table.
Therefore, the footnote has been deleted from this section.

A.4 The current Specification 3.9.1 (and Surveillance 4.9.1.2) is
proposed to be divided into two separate requirements. First,
the existing LCO places requirements on control rod withdrawal
(LCO Item a), which is rewritten in proposed LCO 3.9.2 (and SR
3.9.2.1), where the Applicability addresses the' control rod
withdrawal. Second, the existing LCO places restrictions on
CORE ALTERATIONS (LCO Item b), which is rewritten in proposed
LCO 3.9.1 (and SR 3.9.1.1), where the Applicability addresses

'

the only CORE ALTERATIONS remaining, e.g., fuel movement (the
only other possible CORE ALTERATIONS involve control rod
withdrawal, and they are addressed in proposed LCO 3.9.2 as

| discussed above).
1

A.5 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
| another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any
I technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
| the content of the proposed chapter location.

|RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
|

None in this section.

|
'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
1

None in this section.

I

1

1

CLINTON 1 10/1/93

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH Enclosure 2 to U-6021% i

Section 3.9 Page 33 of 127 {ADMINISTRATIVE
- !

(continued) '

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE '

" Generic"

LA.1 Reactor mode switch OPERABILITY is included as part of the
OPERABILITY of the associated interlocks required by proposed
LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2. Movement of the reactor mode switch
from the shutdown position is adequately controlled by the
MODES definition table (proposed Table 1.1-1), and the
requirement to " lock" the mode switch is adequately controlled
by plant procedures.

i

LA.2 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been
affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance
Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications.

!

" Specific"

|
L1 With the one-rod-out interlock inoperable, ACTIONS have been |

revised to immediately suspend control rod withdrawal and
initiate action to insert all insertable control rods in core
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies. These ACTIONS

, compensate for an inoperable one-rod-out interlock and provide
)adequate protection against potential reactivity excursions.

Further, moving the mode switch to the shutdown position votild
cause an unnecessary pressure transient on the control rod
drive system.

L.2 The normal periodic surveillance frequency for the component
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST provides adequate assurance of
OPERABILITY. As such, the requirement to perform the
Surveillance Requirement "within X hours prior to" use of the
component has been deleted. If the Surveillance has not been
performed within the specified interval, use of the component
is not allowed since proposed SR 3.0.4 (current Specification
4.0.4) requires a surveillance be performed prior to entering
the applicable MODE or coindition and be current. Additionally,
plant operational experience has shown the normal periodic
Surveillance Frequency to be adequate for maintaining
OPERABILITY.

|

|

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

| CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
,

S tion 3.9 Page 34 of 127 |
IECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i

(continued) i.
.

. L.3 To properly perform a test of the one-rod-out interlock, a i,

; control rod must be withdrawn. However, current Specification ("

4.0.4 (proposed SR 3.0.4) prohibits entry into the |
| Applicability of an LCO unless its required Surveillances are |

-

: performed. Therefore, an allowance is provided to enter the i
! LCOs Applicability for a short time (1 hour) to provide
j adequate time to perform the required Surveillance. The 1 hour ;

1 Frequency is considered adequate because of the procedural !

|' controls on control rod withdrawals and indications available |
in the control room to alert the operator of control rods nott

fully inserted. j
|| t

. ,

|
;

i
'

!
'

- :
1 :
.

-

4

! ^t
:

f
-.

4

|
,

a

i

.
-

:
't

|

}
j

i

l
]

1

l
;

!

; CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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l

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

|
'

CTS: 3.9.3 - INSTRUMENTATION Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 35 of 127 |

ADMINISTRATIVE
'

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
1 another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any

technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
-

the content of the proposed chapter location.
,

I
!

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS |

|

None in this nection.
|
I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE I

None in this section. |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|

|

4

I

i
1

I

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION Ol' CHANGES fCTS: 3.9.3 - CONTROL ROD POSITION Enclosure 2 to U-6021% !
Section 3.9 Page 36 of 127 j

!
+

ADMINISTRATIVE '

|

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not !
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7 >

adequately prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs
without such references. Therefore the existing reference to

_
;

the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and
its removal is purely an administrative difference in |
presentation. |

!,

i
RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

:
None in this section. !

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE :

!
None in this section.

|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

None in this section.
,

I

] " Specific"

L.1 The applicability of the requirement for all control rods to be
inserted (clarified to require " full" insertion) is revised to
"when loading fuel assemblies into the core" consistent with
the accident analysis. The control rod withdrawal error during
refueling analysis assumes all control rods are inserted only
during fuel loading, not unloading. A fuel unloading error
(incorrect bundle withdrawn) cannot increase the reactivity of
the core and cause an inadvertent criticality. In additicn,
the one-rod-out interlock is specifically designed to allow a
single control rod to be withdrawn during refueling, and since>

; normal control rod movement is a CORE ALTERATION, the ~'

Applicability of the LCO should not include all CORE
ALTERATIONS. Therefore, the proposed Applicability has been,

specifically tied' to loading fuel assemblies into the core
consistent with accident analysis assumptions and the Required,

Actions have been revised to reflect placing the plant in a
condition in which the LCO does not apply.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93,
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| DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.3 - CONTROL ROD POSITION Enclosure 2 to U-602195

Section 3.9 Page 37 of 127 i

ADMINISTRATIVE :

| (continued)
~ '

( L.2 The normal periodic surveillance frequency for verifying
control rods are inserted provides adequate assurance that they

'

| are in the proper position. As such, the requirement to
perform the Surveillance Requirement "within 2 hodrs prior
to..." has been deleted. If the Surveillance has not been
performed within the specified interval, use of the component
is not allowed since proposed SR 3.0.4 (current Specification
4.0.4) requires a Surveillance be performed prior to entering
the applicable MODE or condition and be current. Additionally,
plant operational experience has shown the normal periodic
Surveillance Frequency to be adequate to maintain compliance.

I

!

|

.

'

i

!

i

|

|

|

|

|

.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

CTS: 3.9.4 - DECAY TIME Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.9 Page 38 of 127 i

'

ADMINISTRATIVE
.

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 Although current TS 3/4.9.4, Decay Time, satisfied Criterion 2
of the NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements, the 24 hour decay time following suberiticality
will always be met for a refueling outage because of the
operations required prior to moving irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel (e.g., containment entry, removal of drywell
head, removal of vessel head, removal of vessel internals).
Therefore, the requirement is unnecessary and has been
relocated from the Specifications consistent with the improved
Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-1434).

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
,

4

CLINTON 7 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-6021% |

"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.9.4 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION |

i

ADMINISTRATIVE ~
:

!
'

$
A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not !

.

include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7 |
adequately prescribes the use of the special Operations LCOs !

- without such references. Therefore the axisting reference to !

the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and
,

its removal is purely an administrr.tive difference in
'

presentation. :
6

A.2 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4
,

is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the !

new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since ,

the proposed Required Actions permit continuous operation of i
the plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes. Therefore, the need for the exception to !
the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is not required. !

;

!
,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
;

I
None in this section,

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
!

M.1 The existing ACTIONS for inoperable control rod position [indication in Mode 5 only requires insertion of the control
"' rod. The proposed ACTIONS require, in addition to inserting

the control rod, that fuel movement and control rod withdrawal
ibe suspended (proposed LCO 3.9.4 Required Action A.1.1 and i

A.1.2), or that the inserted control rod be disarmed (Required
Action A.2.1 and A.2.2). This prevents additional core

|reactivity changes while actions are being taken to insert the
control rod with the inoperable position channel. The
alternative ACTIONS require immediate initiation of insertion
of the control rod associated with the inoperable position
channel and disarming of the associated fully inserted control
rod drive. These ACTIONS ensure the control rod associated
with the inoperable position channel cannot be withdrawn, thus
precluding two control rods from being inadvertently withdrawn
due to control rod position channel failure. Finally, the
proposed completion time has been added to specify that the
Required Action be completed "immediately". The current ACTION
does not clearly specify a time period to start or complete the
ACTION.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.9.4 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION |

!
ADMINISTRATIVE !

(continued) ~

!

t

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE -

" Generic" {

LA.1 To perform control rod movement tests (control rod " notching" i
and coupling checks) , position indication must be available. !
If position indication is not available, these tests can not be -

satisfied and appropriate ACTIONS will be taken for inoperable !
control rods, due to the failed Surveillance. Surveillance
Requirement 4.1.3.5.b therefore, represents details found
within existing procedures for the performance of the !

Surveillance referenced therein. At any time this Surveillance
is required to be performed, and the position of a control rod
is unknown, the SR would fail with the result being that the ;

control rod would be considered inoperable. Therefore, ,

relocating the details of current surveillance 4.1.3.5.b does
'

not significantly affect safety.

" Specific"

L.1 The existing requirement for Mode 5 control rod position [indication only requires the position indication system to '

indicate the current position of the control rod. This ,

position indication requirement is effectively omitted in that i

no position indication is proposed to be required other than ;
the " full-in" position indication. The OPERABILITY of the i

control rod " full-in" position indication for each control rod
(whether the control rod is inserted or withdrawn) is proposed ito be required to support OPERABILITY of the refueling iinterlocks (proposed LCO 3.9.1) and the OPERABILITY of the one- !
rod-out interlock (proposed LCO 3.9.2). No specific !requirement is currently detailed in the existing Technical i
Specifications for specific OPfRABILITY of this " full-in"

iindication and it is not clear that the current " system" !

requirement applies to each control rod. !

Proposed LCO 3.9.4 omits the general system requirement and
adds a specific requirement for one " full-in" position
indication channel to be OPERABLE for each control rod '

-

regardless of the actual position of the control rod. This
added restriction details requirements consistent with the
intent of requiring the refueling interlocks and the one-rod-
out interlock to be OPERABLE. Proposed LCO 3.9.4 and LCO 3.9.5
for Mode 5 do not require the specific position of a withdrawn

j control rod to be indicated, and therefore, ACTIONS are also
| not required if control rod position is unknown (except as
i discussed in comment LA.1 of this LCO). The proposed

requirement only requires that a withdrawn control rod not
indicate " full-in". Since only one control rod can be
withdrawn while in Mode 5 (exceptions to this are addressed
elsewhere, in Special Operations LCOs - Section 3.10), and the
position of the control rod is not a consideration in any
accident or transient in this condition, the precise position

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
" ## 'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

NEW TS: 3.9.4 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued) '

of the control rod is only an operational consideration; not a ~

safety concern. The critical safety issue, whether the control '

rod is fully inserted or not, is addressed by the proposed LCO
3.9.4 requirement. -

Consistent with this discussion, the Surveillance is also
modified to require only the full-in indication channel to be
OPERABLE (SR 3.9.4.1).

,

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
!

t

n

!

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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g DISCUSSIOM OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.5 - COMMUNICATIONS Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

Section 3.9 Page 42 of 127
$
a. ADMINISTRATIVE "

I None in this section.

I

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS I

|

R.1 Communication between the control room and refueling floor
)personnel is maintained to ensure that refueling personnel can j

,

be promptly informed of significant changes in the plant status
1or core r., activity condition during refueling. The

communications allow for coordination of activities that
require interaction between the control room and refueling
floor personnel (such as the insertion of a control rod prior |i
to loading fuel). However, the refueling system design

'

accident or transient response does not take credit for
communications and is designed to ensure safe refueling !

3 operations. Therefore, the requirements specified in current jTS 3/4.9.5 did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement t

4

technical specification screening criteria as documented in the |
,

'

Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton Power Station i

TS and have been relocated to plant documents controlled in ',

q accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
!

'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

: None in this section.
!

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!None in this section.
/
!

!
: '

i

!

1

L

, ,

a

i

i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.9.5 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY - REFUELING

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 During MODE 5 with an accumulator associated with a withdrawn
control rod inoperable, the control rod is required to be
inserted (current TS ACTION b.1 and proposed Required Action :

,

A.1). Once the control rod is fully inserted, the accumulator |is no longer required to be OPERABLE (current TS Footnote * and
i

proposed LCO 3.9.5) and the entry conditions for the required -

actions are no longer applicable, thus no additional actions !
are required (this is consistent with both the current and
proposed LCO 3.0.2). Therefore, the ACTION to disarm the
associated directional control valves has been deleted.

1
A.2 Multiple control rods withdrawn while fuel remains in its cell j

is only accomplished in accordance with proposed LCO 3.10.8,
"SDM Test Refueling." In the event multiple withdrawn |

-

control rods have inoperable accumulators and no CRD pump '

operating (rewritten as " charging water header pressure < 1520 |
psig"), the ACTIONS of LCO 3.10.8 will direct the immediate
scram. ACTIONS for multiple withdrawn control rods with
inoperable accumulators and CRD pump operating, will be |

addressed by the proposed LCO 3.9.5. The result is operation i
and ACTIONS consistent with existing requirements. :

A.3 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7
adequately prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs
without such references. Therefore the existing reference to
the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and
its removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.4 Rather than the description "that the indicated pressure is
greater than the alarm setpoint," the proposed surveillance
more specifically states the pressure required to be verified,

| (" pressure is 2: 1520 psig"). No change in the intent or the
| actual requirement occurs with this proposed change.
| A.5 Stating the conditions for an exception to performance of the
! accumulator surveillance which are equivalent to the ACTIONS

required if the accumulator is inoperable, is unnecessary. If -
the accumulator is inoperable, existing Specification 4.0.3
(proposed SR 3.0.1) state the surveillance is not required to
be performed.

|

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
"DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

NEW TS: 3.9.5 - CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY - REFUELING

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

_

A.6 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.'4
'

is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the
new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Condition A permits continuous operation of the plant while in i

these ACTIONS, the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would permit MODE
changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the need for the
exception to the applicability of Specification 3.0.4 is not
required.

FELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The proposed LCO (rewritten to require control rod OPERABILITY
instead of only CRD accumulator OPERABILITY) adds an additional
requirement. Each withdrawn control rod must be capable of
insertion (proposed SR 3.9.5.1). This added requirement, in
conjunction with the existing accumulator requirement, provides
the appropriate assurance that the withdrawn control rod can be
manually inserted as well as insert on a scram signal if
required.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

LC.1 The scram accumulator leak detectors, pressure detectors, and
associated alarm do not necessarily relate directly to

,

accumulator OPERABILITY. In general the BWR Standard Technical |

Specification, NUREG-1434, does not specify indication-only or
test equipment to be OPERABLE to support OPERABILITY of a
system or component. Control of the availability of, and -

necessary compensatory activities if not available, for
indications, monitoring instruments, alarms, and test equipment
are addressed by plant operational procedures and policies.
Therefore, the control rod accumulator leak detectors, pressure
detectors, and alarm surveillances and ACTIONS are removed from
the Technical Specification.

" Specific"

None in this section.

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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! DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| CTS: 3.9.6 - FUEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.9 Page 45 of 127 )

i ADMINISTRATIVE '

:

None in this section. -

!RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS -

R.1 Refueling equipment OPERABILITY ensures that appropriate
controls are in place for handling of radioactive components
and core internals. Although interlocks are designed to

!
provent damage to these components, the interlocks are not i

assumed to function to mitigate the consequences of a design {
basis accident. Therefore, the requirements specified in

'

current TS 3/4.9.6 did not satisfy the NRC Interim Policy
Statement technical specification screening criteria as ,

documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
!Clinton Power Station TS and have' been relocated to plant
idocuments controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. !
f

!
TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE i

None in this section. |

/:
i

| TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE i

INone in this section.
.

L
i

|

!

!

)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.7 - CRANE TRAVEL Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.9 Page 46 of 127
4

; ADMINISTRATIVE ^

| None in this section.
?

I
i RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
4

'

R.1 The crane travel limits are provided by physical design and
i administrative controls. Although this Specification supports
i the maximum refueling accident assumptions, the fuel handling

crane travel limits are not process variables which are
|

monitored and controlled by the operator. Therefore, the ',

l requirements specified in current TS 3/4.9.7 did not satisfy
I the NRC Interim Policy Statement technical specification i

screening criteria as documented in the Application of
"

Selection Criteria and have been relocated to plant documents
controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.,

,

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
i

None in this section.

I TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
i

None in this section.
e

,

n $

?

i :

i !

!

i

i
4 i

3

I i

I

k |
1 i

.

0
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
iCTS: 3.9.8 - WATER LEVEL Enclosure 2 to U402196 I

Section 3.9 Page 47 of 127 )
|ADMINISTRATIVE
|t

None in this section. '

i

!RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
.

None in this section. I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE '

,

" Generic"

LA.1 The ACTION to place loads in a safe condition prior to
,

suspending load movement in the event of low water level has '

been relocated to the Bases. Changes to the Bases will be
controlled using the provisions of the Bases Control Program in |Section 5 of the Technical Specifications.

j

l
" Specific"

I

iL.1 The current TS LCO 3.9.8 has been reformatted into two proposed '

Specifications (LCO 3.9.6 and 3.9.7). The proposed LCO 3.9.6e -
'

provides the requirements for movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies with.in the RPV with water level determined from the i

top of the RPV flange. This is consistent with current TS LCO
3.9.8. The proposed LCO 3.9.7 provides the requirements for
movement of new fuel assemblies or handling of control rods
within the RPV when irradiated fuel assemblies are seated
within the RPV. The water level is determined from the top of

! irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the RPV rather than
from the top of the RPV flange as in the current TS. The
change to water level measurement is based on there being
sufficient water necessary to retain iodine fission product
activity in the water in the event of a fuel handling accident.
The fuel handling accident would occur at the top of the
irradiated fuel seated within the RPV since a new fuel assembly i
or control rod would not contain fission products and, I

therefore, would not create a release of fission products~

assumed in the safety analysis at the flange.
,

J

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.8 - WATER LEVEL Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.9 Page 48 of 127
ADMINISTRATIVE

(continued)

L.2 The normal periodic surveillance frequency for determining
water level provides adequate assurance that the water level is
within limits. As such, the requirement to perform the
Surveillance Requirement "within 2 hours prior to. . ." has been
deleted. If the Surveillance has not been performed within the ;

'specified interval, handling of fuel assemblies or control rods
within the RPV is not allowed since proposed SR 3.0.4 (current
Specification 4.0.4) requires a surveillance be performed and
be current prior to entering the applicable MODE or condition.
Additionally, plant operational experience has shown the normal
periodic Surveillance Frequency to be adequate for maintaining
water level. |

|

|

|

CLINTON 17 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.9 - WATER LEVEL Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Smtion 3.9 Page 49 of 127

ADMINISTRATIVE
4

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any
technical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

I

I
i

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHAMGES
CTS: 3.9.10 - CONTROL ROD REMOVAL Enclosure 2 to U-602196

Section 3.9 Page 50 of 127

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

A.1 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to !
another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications. Any '

Itechnical changes to this requirement will be addressed with
the content of the proposed chapter location.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. !

:
!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

!
,

l

4
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196
i Section 3,9 Page 51 of 127
i DISCUSSION OF CHAWGES

CTS: 3.9.11 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION j

1 i

|,

j ADMINISTRATIVE |
;

;]
A.1 This change replaces the'use of the defined term SECONDARY '

'CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the essential elements of that
] definition. The change is editorial in that all the individual |

"

) requirements are specifically addressed by the proposed
1 Required Actions. Therefore the change is purely. a j

presentation preference adopted by the BWR Standard Technical2
;

i Specification, NUREG-1434. Refer also to the comment in the '

4 Definitions Section which addresses deletion of the various '

I containm'ent integrity definitions. |
2

. ,

A.2 The existing. ACTION. to " establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
a

INTEGRITY within 4 hours" would appear to provide a period of
'

,

time (4 hours) during which integrity could be violated even if
capable of being maintained. Additionally, if the plant status ,

is such that integrity is not capable of being established
,

; within 4 hours, the existing ACTION results in "non-compliance
j with the Technical Specifications" and a requirement for an.

LER. The intent of the ACTION is believed to be more i
*

| appropriately presented in the proposed Required Actions. With {
the proposed ACTIONS, a significantly more conservative :

Irequirement to establish and maintain the secondary containment
boundary is imposed. No longer would the provision to violate
the boundary for up to 4 hours appear to exist. With this
conservatism however, comes the understanding that if best*

efforts to establish the boundary took longer than 4 hours, no
LER would be required.

i

j

This interpretation of the intent is supported by the BWR ;,

Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. As an enhanced
presentation of the existing intent, the proposed change is |<

deemed to be administrative.
|

$ A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station,
s

A.5 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4
is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the,

new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
'

proposed Conditions A, B and C permit continuous operation of
the plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the
need for the exception to the applicability of Specification
3.0.4 is not required.

A.6 ACTION a in current Specifications 3.9.11.1 and 3.9.11.2
i requires that if an alternate method of decay heat removal

cannot be demonstrated for the inoperable RHR shutdown cooling
subsystem, all operations involving an increase in the reactor
decay heat load be suspended. The proposed Specification 3.9.8
requires only that loading of irradiated fuel assemblies into
the reactor pressure vessel be suspended since this is the only
practical method of increasing the reactor decay heat load.

CLINTON 20 10/21/93 |,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602i90|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.11 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

| Additionally, proposed Specification 3.9.9 does not include
this ACTION since loading of irradiated fuel assemblies is not

| allowed in the Applicable conditions by proposed Specification
3.9.6. The proposed requirements result in the same response
as the current requirements, therefore, the change is merely an
administrative preference of presentation.

,

t

A.7 This proposed Note (" Separate Condition entry is allowed for i
'

each. . .") provides explicit instructions for proper application
of the Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In

, conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3 " Completion
l Times," this Note provides direction consistent with the intent
| of the existing Actions.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

fTECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Compensatory actions (proposed Condition B) have been added to g

| current TS LCO 3.9.11.2 to initiate action to restore secondary ;

containment (including bypass paths) to OPERABLE status. This
additional Action is required to minimize any potential fission

I product release to the environment. This action is consistent ;

| with the action required in existing LCO 3.9.11.1 for high :
! water level conditions. !

M.2 This commant number is not used for this station. !

M.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ;

" Generic" !

LA.1 The details relating to system OPERABILITY have been relocated :
to the Bases. The Bases will indicate that either RHR shutdown I

cooling subsystem is acceptable to satisfy the 140. All other |
'decay heat removal methods are " alternate methods" that may be

used to satisfy the Required Actions, but not the LCO. The
details removed are design features that are also described in
the USAR. Placing this detail in the Bases provides adequate
assurance that they will be maintained. Changes to the Bases
will be controlled by the provisions of the Bases Control
Program in Section 5 of the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 The details of the methods of verifying the operation of the
decay heat removal system are relocated to plant procedures.

LA.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

,
'

CLINTON 21 10/21/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

DISCUSSZON OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.9.11 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

ADMINISTRATIVE :

(continued) |

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
t

?

" Specific"
*

!

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

,

1

CLINTON 22 10/21/93
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DISCUSSXON OF CHANGES
, CTS: 3.9.12 - INCLINED FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM Enclosure 2 to U-602196 e

! Section 3.9 Page 54 of 127 |

l
-

| ADMINISTRATIVE '

None in this section. >

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ,

R.1 The inclined fuel transfer system provides a method of moving ,

fuel between the fuel building and the - primary containment
without high radiation exposure levels for personnel. The
system is not assumed in the mitigation of any design basis ,

accident, but is provided to maintain personnel exposure below [
the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 for normal operation. Therefore,
the requirements specified in current TS 3/4.9.12 did not
satisfy the NRC Interim Policy Statement technical '

specification screening criteria as documented in the ,

, Application of Selection Criteria to the Clinton Power Station !

| TS, and have been relocated to plant documents controlled in |
| accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. j

i

;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

None in this section. ;

I

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|
r

,

}

:

,

K

f

>
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 55 of 127

ATTACHMENT 1C

.

CTS - PSTS

COMPARISON DOCUMENT

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS



Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.9 Page 56 of 127

CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH ,

i

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously

evaluated?

The refuel position one-rod-out interlock is not assumed to be
an initiator of any analyzed event. The role of this interlock

'

is to ensure no more than one control rod may be withdrawn to
prevent criticality, thereby limiting consequences. The

proposed change provides ACTIONS to ensure that compensatory
measures are immediately taken to protect against inadvertent
criticality. These compensatory measures ensure that core
reactivity is not increased by continued control rod withdrawal
and that immediate action is initiated to reinsert the
withdrawn control rod. As such, inadvertent criticality will |
be prevented. Therefore, this proposed change will not involve '

a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed requirements provide adequate protection against
inadvertent criticality considering the margin provided in the
reactivity calculations. A minor reduction through removal of
one administrative control is of fset by immediately suspending
action which might lead to inadvertent criticality. Therefore,
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in

j a margin of safety.

|

|
.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U-602196 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Seedon 3.9 Page 57 of 127'

CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH;

1
i

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no.

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. j

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
'
,

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

evaluated?

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within;

I its normally required frequency. Not performing the
surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency,
there is no impact on the capability of the system to perform
its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or,

! consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

i The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously'

evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on
i

operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment ;

is available and capable of performing its intended function. !
Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current

'

Specification 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is |

OPERABLE prior to beginning the functions for which it is
required. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|

1
|
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, Enclosure 2 to U-602196
a

Secti n 3.9 Page 58 of 127NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
i CTS: 3.9.1 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH
!

[ "L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the j

significant hazards consideration standards: j
,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? i

The proposed change would allow entry into the applicable
operating conditions prior to completion of the required |
surveillance. The refuel position one-rod out interlock is not |

'assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The role of
this interlock is to ensure that no more than one control rod '

'

; be withdrawn, which prevents criticality, thereby limiting
consequences. The change does not delete the Surveillance but4

postpones it until conditions necessary to perform the test
! (withdrawal of a control rod) are achieved. The time period is i

acceptably short taking into consideration the small*

probability of an event when the OPERABILITY of the interlock
,

!

has not been demonstrated. It also acknowledges that the most ;
i; probable result of the Surveillance performance is the

verification of OPERABILITY. The consequences of any analyzed ;

events are unaffected since the change does not alter any '

,

system or component design assumption or operation. Therefore,
the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in ;

the probability or consequences of an accident previously ,
, '

evaluated.
1
'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?i

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant. )

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
; safety? j

The proposed change allows sufficient time to achieve the |

condition necessary to perform the test (withdrawal of a
control rod). Sufficient prr>cedural controls are provided for
control rod withdrawal to prevent inadvertent criticality.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

; CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 33 hge 59 of 127

CTS: 3.9.3 - CONTROL ROD POSITION

"L1" CHANGE
|

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no ;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. .

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the |
significant hazards consideration standards: !

|

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

I evaluated?
|

The proposed change will reduce the applicability of the
requirements for all control rods to be inserted. However, the
removed applicabilities, i.e., fuel assembly withdrawal and
control rod movement, are adequately covered by other
requirements for control rod position. A fuel unloading error
is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event and the
USAR accident analysis for a control rod removal error during
refueling assumes all rods are inserted as an initial
condition. A fuel assembly unload error (the incorrect bundle
withdrawn from the core) cannot increase the reactivity of the
core and cause an inadvertent criticality. In addition, the
refuel position one-rod-interlock will continue to be required
and will allow only one rod to be withdrawn, consistent with
the control rod removal error accide.nt analysis. Therefore,
this proposed change does not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change continues to provide equivalent controls
for core reactivity. Inadvertent criticality prevention for
the removed applicabilities are provided by the one-rod-cut
interlock requirements of LCO 3.9.2 and SHUTDOWN MAFtGIN
requirements of LCO 3.1.1. Therefore, the proposed change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.9 Page 60 of 127 |

CTS: 3.9.3 - CONTROL ROD POSITION
,

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards considerv. ion. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the ;

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within
its normally required frequency. Not performing the
surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency,
there is sufficient assurance that the control rods are in the
required position. Therefore, the proposed chenge does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. ,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different ;

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously |
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of <

plant operation nor does it require physical modification to |
the plant. '

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on
operating experience, to be adequate for assuring that the
control rods are in the required position. Additionally, the
requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4) provide ]
assurance that the control rods are fully inserted prior to,

entry into the applicable MODE or condition for this
Specification. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

|
1

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.9 Page 61 of 127

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.9.4 - CONTROL ROD POSITION INDICATION

,

"L1" CHANGE
*

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no I

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. |
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously i

evaluated?
.

!

The proposed change deletes the general position indication !
requirement and replaces it with a specific requirement for the |

control rod full-in position indication in MODE 5. The general '
'

position indication is not assumed to be an initiator of any
analyzed event. The role of the indication is as an input to
the refueling interlocks which mitigates the fuel handling
accident, thereby limiting consequences. Since only the i

full-in indication provides this input, the remaining position !
indication is superfluous. Therefore, the proposed change '

does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. |

!
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different !

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
,

different kind of accident from any accident previously !

evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of i
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to !

! the plant. !
1 ;

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

|

From a safety perspective, there is no significance to the
actual withdrawn position of a control rod during refueling.
No margins of safety are associated with its position beyond .

,

determining whether it is full-in or not. The margin of safety ;

is actually enhanced with the substitution of a more specific
requirement for the full-in position channel to be OPERABLE.

,

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant :

reduction in a margin of safety. ]
,

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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| Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS een n 3.9 Page 62 of 127 |

| CTS: 3.9.8 - WATER LEVEL !

!

"L1" CHANGE j

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no !

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards: !

i

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
probability or consequences of an accident previously |
evaluated? !

The water level of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is not
assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The role of !

the RPV water level is in the mitigation of a fuel handling e

!accident, thereby limiting consequences. .The proposed change
still provides assurance that the RPV water level is maintained
consistent with analysis assumptions. Therefore, the proposed ;
change does not involve a significant increase in the

i

! probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

.

-i
The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or i

idifferent kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant. |

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of i
safety?

'

The proposed change allows a lower water level during some
operations but maintains the water level consistent with all
the safety analysis assumptions for those operations.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

!

CLINTON 7 10/1/93 |
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Secti n 3.9 Page 63 of 127

CTS: 3.9.8 - WATER LEVEL

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the i

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated? ,

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional
performance of a surveillance which has been performed within ;

its normally required frequency. Not performing the '

surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the '

surveillance continues to be performed on its normal frequency,
there is sufficient assurance that the water level is within j

its limit. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a i

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated.

'

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

,

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously ;

evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode of
I plant operation nor does it require physical modification to i

the plant.
'

|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a laargin of
safety?

I
| The normal surveillance frequency has been shown, based on '

i operating experience, to be adequate fer assuring that the
water level is within its limit. Additlonally, the require-
ments of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4) provide

"

; assurance the water level is v3 thin its limit prior to
| beginning the activities for which it is required. Therefore,
'

the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in '

a margin of safety.
,

>

e

,

| 1

. !
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' Enclosure 2 to U-602196,

| Section 3.9 Page 64 of 127
|

|

ATTACHMENT 2'
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j Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 65 of 127

t

I ATTACHMENT 2A
i

7
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.
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Section 3.9 Page 66 of 127 ;

Refueling Equipment Interlocks
3.9.1

:

i
'

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
'

3.9.1 Refueling Equipment Interlocks
,

,

LCO 3.9.1 The refueling equipment interlocks shall be OPERABLE.

i

APPLICABILITY: During in-vessel fuel movement with equipment associated 4

with the interlocks. |
t

i
;

ACTIONS
I

|CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

i

A. One or more reqJired A.1 Suspend in-vessel Immediately !
refueling equipment fuel movement with
interlocks inoperable. equipment associated i

with the inoperable 1

interlock (s) . j

i
.

P

j SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ?

f

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ;
.

! - !

SR 3.9.1.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each of 7 days -{
-

the following required refueling equipment !
interlock inputs: !

a. All-rods-in,
|
!b. Refuel platform position, and'

Refuel platform imainl hoist, fuel#' c.
khI loaded.

:

a

e

[['tjf.$
CLWT N

1 CL'R/C - STS-- 3.9-1 Rev.--0,03/20/.^2

,

-- ,.



Sextion 3.9 Page 67 of l27

Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Intorlock
3.9.2

-

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.2 Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock

LCO 3.9.2 The refuel position one-rod-out interlock shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in the refuel position
and any control rod withdrawn.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

A. Refuel position one- A.I Suspend control rod Immediately
rod-out interlock withdrawal.
inoperable.

AND

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
fully insert all

insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVETLLANCE FREQUENCY |
|

SR 3.9.2.1 Verify reactor mode switch locked in refuel 12 hours
position.

(continued)
I

i

|

l

-BWR/61r 3.9-2 Rev. 0,--09/28/92-

.
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Section 3.9 Page 68 of 127
|

Refuel Position Ona-Rod-Out Interlock
| 3.9.2

SURVEILLANCF REQUIREMENTS (continued),

] SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

1
4

i SR 3.9.2.2 -------------------NOTE--------------------

) Not required to be performed until I hour
j after any control rod is withdrawn.

................................___ .. ....

i

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days |'

! i
:

.

1 i
!

!
4 i

. I
i ,!

i
,

,

i
'

i

1

1

i
i !

. 1

! !

l1

i
.

i
1

.

,

:t i

4 !
; !
. i
'

!
J i

l
1 -

,

1 !

l
l.' I

}
i

i
1

1

1

J

J -BWR/6-STS 3.9-3 Rev. O,09/28/92
i

.

|

i
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Section 3.9 Pcge 69 of 127

Control Rod Position
3.9.3

< ,-

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS s

3.9.3 Control Rod Position'

LCO 3.9.3 All control rods shall be fully inserted.

APPLICABILITY: When loading fuel assemblies into the core.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more control A.I Suspend loading fuel Imediately'

rods not fully assemblies into the
inserted. core.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.I Verify all control rods are fully inserted. 12 hours
4

- BWR/6-STS 3.9-4 Rev. O, 09/28/92-

\



Section 3.9 Pcce 70 0f 127

Control Rod Position Indication
3.9.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.4 Control Rod Position Indication

LCO 3.9.4 One control rod " full-in" position indication channel for
each control rod shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTIONS

-..-.--.---------- ------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each required channel.
...............______ .........__..__ ..............____..........__..........

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.I.1 Suspend in-vessel Immediately
control rod position fuel movement.
indication channels
inoperable. M

A.I.2 Suspend control rod Immediately
withdrawal .

E
A.1.3 Initiate action to Immediately

fully insert all

insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

OB

(continued)

-BWR/6-STS 3.9-5 Rev. O, 09/28/92-

\ |
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Section 3.9 Page 71 of 127 |

Control Rod Position Indication
3.9.4 i

i

7 |
JACTIONS q

CONDITION- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME j

'

A. (continued) A.2.1 Initiate action to Immediately
fully insert the

'control rod
associated with the 4

inoperable position !'indicator.

AND
| !

?. 2.2 Initiate action to Immediately ?

disarm the associated i

fully inserted |

control rod drive. j
|

i
I;

i
.

| |
:

i
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

!
|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify the required channel has no " full- Each time the
in" indication each control rod that is control rod is !
not " full-in." withdrawn from ;O the " full-in" :

p%ition |

|
|
|

|

|
|

|

!
1

e

:

|
1 1

!

| Wo dir 3.9-6 Rev. O, 09/28/9L
i

'
.

,

.

,
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Section 3.9 Page 72 of 127

Control Rod OPERABILITY-defueling
3.9.5

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS{
3.9.5 Control Rod OPEPABILITY-Refueling

LCO 3.9.5 Each withdrawn control rod shall be OPERABLE. ;

,

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more withdrawn A.1 Initiate action to Inrnediately
control rods fully insert
inoperable. inoperable withdrawn

control rods.

7 W
_ __ .,_ - tJo TE - - - ' ~ - "

aRen %quiral b he fmW wrlil 7 daystJob r
ccMovirod is w&kdnwn

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT ~g ~j ~~~ ' ~~
A-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

/nserteachSR 3.9.5.1 I withdrawn control rod at least ? days
one notch.

. ;

SR 3.9.5.2 Verify each withdrawn control ro scram 7 days
.

accumulator pressure is a 152 psig.

:-

-4WR/6-STS- . 3.9-7 Rev. D. 09/28/92-
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Section 3.9 Page 73 of 127, p
C-{RPVT Water Levell-Irradiated Fuelf3.9.6

{
,_ ,

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.bReactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) ter Level -Irradiated Fuel

LCO 3.9.6 2-{RPV ater level shall be 2 ft S '-9-r]Iabove the top
of the RPV flanger

M ;
APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the

- RPV}6_ _

_

During mu auent of newfueMEssemblies or andling ,

rol rodsyittfin the [RPV), ad fuel !

l assembliesra're seated withi [RPV -) t

(- '

|~

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

\cccAh& *

A.NRPVhater level not A.I Siispend movement of Immediately |
~

within limit. y fuel assemblies-and- i

km.diius vi ce..trei - ;

@"l -cods within the
'

pRPV}A

i

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCYi

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify RPVNater level ib ft 24 hours
S ...ehes) above the top of the RPV
flangel

(

SWR /6-STS- 3.9-8 Rev. O, 09/28/92-

,
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Igncilosure N,

Section 3.9 Page 74 of 127

M RPV ter Level-New Fuel or Control Rods '

/ 3.9.7 '

!
i

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS !

A f '

3.9.7 MReactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)T Water Level-New Fuel or Control Rods j

LCO 3.9.7 PV ater level shall be 2 [Ettf e ...;.ha) above the top
of irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the RP ;.

,

.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of new fuel assemblies or handling of
control rods within thet{RPVfwhen irradiated fuel
assemblies are seated within the RPV}g |

A !
/ ,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME II
/ I

pf AkRPVhater level not A.I Suspend movement of Immediately

@ handling of controlwithin limit. uel assemblies and j ;pg
6

,

| rods within the
RPV}m

,

i

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCYm
[3 '

SR 3.9.7.I VerifykRPVdater level is 2 ft 24 hours
S hen] above the top of irradiated fuel

assembliesseatedwithinthe[RPV}rt

-
_

|

EiiR/6 5it 3.9-9 Rev. 0,6

%

!
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Section 3.9 Pege 75 of 127 !

RHR-High Water Level
3.9.8

.r )
3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS ,

)
-

3.9.8 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-High Water Level !

LC0 3.9.8 One RHR shutdown cooling subsystem shall be OPERABLE and in
operation.

...___........____.....___.-N0TE----------------------------
The required RHR shutdown cooling subsystem may be removed
from operation for up to 2 hours per 8 hour period.

? GA
c jeQ, It r

MODE 5 with the water level 2 [yJ.s ] above the top

-

,
APPLICABILITY: . . . . . .

of the reacter prc::;r ;;;;;1pRPVpflangeK

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.

*

A. Required RHR shutdown A.1 Verify an alternate I hour
cooling subsystem method of decay heat
inoperable. removal is available. AND

I Once per
24 hours
thereafter

B. Required Action and B.1 Suspend loading Immediately
associated Completion irradiated fuel
Time of Condition A assemblies into the
not met. RPV.

AND

B.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore [p 'r r;i :-

${ secondary]--e_'

containment to
OPERABLE status.

i g

(continued)

SWR /frSM 3.9-10 Rev. O,09/23/02-

.
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|

|
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Enclosure 81013%
-

Section 3.9 Page 76 of 127
i

RHR-High Water Level '

3.9.8 '

ACTIONS :

fCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
i

!
B. (continued) B.3 Initiate action to Immediately |restore one standby '

gas treatment i

subsystem to OPERABLE |
status. t

E
B.4 Initiate action to 3 Immediately

restorefone seco i

rc'-~ontri15 men ation _ -.

~
I

valve associated bispe.'

I~N
,

ki ritmentatinn to g;[
f (OPERAStT]st;tustin

_

H each "~ 4 " "

]| penetrationlioYpath M$
- -

I not isolated. - C"8 4*I^ M
1 M $ cath u m t bygass

i

tJo Vod f-f
C. R w . J RHR shutdown C.1 d| lat.Liis reactor I hour from

g cooling subsystem M coolant circulation discovery of no
.

'

in operation. by an alternate reactor coolant
method. circulation ;

y' MI '
-~

| |
C.2 Monitor reactor Once per hour i

coolant temperature.

A
( .MLO

~

f ene.L per
it hours

bSURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (
,.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.9.8.I Verify one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem 12 hours
i is operating.

_

|

!

; L'R/C STS- 3.9-11 Rev. O, 09/?8/92-
'

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 :
7pg Section 3.9 Page 77 of 127 |

|

!
?

|
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

{

|
i

AN.Q
!

B,5 Initiate action to Immediately |
close one door in !
the upper primary

|
| containment air '

'lock, except during
entry and exit under
administrative
control.

I

E

!

!

|
i

i.
1

.

i

l

|

|
1

!

!

!

INSERT
CLINTON 3.9-11 10/1/93
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Section 3.9 Pcgs 78 of 127

RHR-Low Water Leval
3.9.9

r
3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS (
3.9.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-Low Water Level

LCO 3.9.9 Two RHR shutdown cooling subsystems shall be OPERABLE, and
one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem shall be in operation.

----------------------------NOTE----------------------------
The required operating shutdown cooling subsystem may be
removed from operation for up to 2 hours per 8 hour period.
______.......___..___.........__.......__________ _____.....

h h e d Ecb w N t-Paciert (ne.55VetUchdL $' %v= __ = ,

'

i APPLICABILITY: H0DE 5 wit the water level <3238t above the top of the"

[. ;;.;br F:::^ . ; ;;;;:' flange}-t_

'R P

QCTIONS _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two RHR A.1 Verify an alternate I hour , - -
shutdown cooling method of decay heat ?

s-subsystems inoperable. removal is available AND
for each inoperable
RHR shutdown cooling Once per
subsystem. 24 hours

thereafter !

VuiifV
( [. No RHR shutdown (/1

'

[Est;b'hhreactor 1 hour from..
,

cooling subsystem in g coolant circulation discovery of no '

C3
operation. by an alternat reactor coolant

method. Ano circulation
Q ova ev 4

AND n. boer 5

@ afb
(

2 Monitor reactor Once per hour
coolant temperature.

hontinued)
i

~-__- .-. -nog -~
A 0 %*'3 G-

i

_

%mescos e- CocD Wo-nc coc.h 9'? G. & S Q ~ k S Y
s ex

C 2L 2

- S'Ji/5 STS 3.9-12 Rev. O, M/25/^2 -
~
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Enclosum 2 to U-602196
Section 3.9 Page 79 of 127 -

RHR-Low Water Level
3.9.9

ACTIONS

'
(Ra(tCdL) CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

l

B. _(cer.tir.umd f ( B.[/ Initiate action to Immediately

EE fulde g // g,g d restore Dr! .., r,r t
secondary R

k od containment tonggc,y/cd 6 / jg OPERABLEstatus.3( [
|

g g, f

-

k nof met AND '

O I B. Initiate action to Immediately
' Q restore one standby'

gas treatment>
.

subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

AND

C}/InitiateactiontoB.p g Immediately
'

restorp one m u
icontainme at.,

I 40i en- <nn +a

iNSETLT , ft{ (OPERABIE/g,in [g ugg
-each _...- ---- ruhiwf13 A penetration flow path ,

;ed $ccerdarynot isolated.
'

| % cen4 air mt bypa5S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
!

| SR 3.9.9.I Verify one RHR shutdown cooling subsystem 12 hours
is operating.

-BWR/fr-STF 3.9-13 Rev. O, 09/28/92-

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ,

INSERT 13A Section 3.9 Page 80 of 127

REQUIRED ACTION , COMPLETION TIME ,

AND

B.4 Initiate action to Immediately
close one door in
the upper primary
containment air
lock, except during
entry and exit under
administrative
control.

|

1
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1 I

i

i
B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS |

B 3.9.1 Refueling Equipment Interlocks

BASES
,

BACKGROUND Refueling equipment interlocks restrict the operation of the
refueling equipment or the withdrawal of control rods to

| reinforce unit procedures in preventing the reactor from
achieving criticality during refueling. The refueling
interlock circuitry senses the conditions of the refueling
equipment and the control rods. Depending on the sensed |

,

conditions, interlocks are actuated to prevent the operation !

( of the refueling equipment or the withdrawal of control
! Tods. ,

| t

GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that one of the
two required independent reactivity control systems be

capable of holding)the reactor core subcritical under coldconditions (Ref. 1 . The control rods, when fully inserted,
serve as the system capable of maintaining the reactor
suberitical in cold conditions during all fuel movement _
activities and accidents, m Guo e a providzrnpa+-

,

) one erban channels :Two channels of instrumentation are providediti cr re the
position of the refueling platfom, the loading of the
refueling platfom main hoist, and the full insertion of all
control rods. With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown :

or refueling position, the indicated conditions are combined !

in logic circuits to detemine if all restrictions on
refueling equipment operations and control rod insertion are
satisfied.

A control rod not at its full-in position interrupts power
to the refueling equipment and prevents operating the
equipment over the reactor core when loaded with a fuel
assembly. Conversely, the refueling equipment located over
the core and loaded with fuel inserts a control rod
withdrawal block fir the C--tml "-' 0 '= Spte=4to preventwithdrawing a control rod.69 |

The refueling platfom has two mechanical switches that open
before the platfom and the fuel grapple are physically |

located over the reactor vessel. The main hoist has two
switches that open when the hoist is loaded with fuel. The
refueling interlocks use these indications to prevent
operation of the refueling equipment with fuel loaded over

(continued)

S'.m/s ST B 3.9-1 Rev. O, 09/28/02
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Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

|

.r |
BASES ( '

BACKGROUND the core whenever any control rod is withdrawn, or to
(continued) prevent control rod withdrawal whenever fuel loaded

refueling equipment is over the core (Ref. 2).

The hoist switches open at a load lighter than the weight of
a single fuel assembly in water.

r

APPLICABLE The refueling interlocks are explicitly assumed in th SAR
| SAFETY ANALYSES analysis of the control rod removal error during refue ing

i(Ref.3). This analysis evaluates the consequences of !

control rod withdrawal during refueling. A prompt I

reactivity excursion during refueling could potentially
result in fuel failure with subsequent release of ,

;

radioactive material to the environment. 1

,

Criticality and, therefore, subsequent prompt reactivity i

excursions are prevented during the insertion of fuel, I

provided all control rods are fully inserted during the fuel
insertion. The refueling interlocks accomplish this by
preventing loading fuel into the core with any control rod

<

g withdrawn, or by preventing withdrawal of a rod from the (,,) core during fuel loading. t
,

'

The refueling platform location switches activate at a point
outside of the reactor core, such that, considering switch
hysteresis and maximum platform momentum toward the core at
the time of power loss with a fuel assembly loaded and a
control rod withdrawn, the fuel is not over the core. l

| Refueling equipment interlocks satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO To prevent criticality during refueling, the refueling
interlocks ensure that fuel assemblies are not loaded with
any control rod withdrawn.

To prevent these conditions from developing, the
all-rods-in, the refueling platform position, and the
refueling platform main hoist fuel loaded inputs are
required to be OPERABLE. These inputs are combined in logic
circuits that provide refueling equipment or control rod

(continued)
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Section 3.9 Page 83 of 127

Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

BASES
.

LCO blocks to prevent operations that could result in
(continued) criticality during refueling operations.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, a prompt reactivity excursion could cause fuel
1

damage and subsequent release of radioactive material to the
environment. The refueling equipment interlocks protect
against prompt reactivity excursions during MODE 5. The
interlocks are only required to be OPERABLE during in-vessel
fuel movement with refueling equipment associated with the
interlocks. )

i

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the reactor pressure vessel head is
on, and no fuel loading activities are possible. Therefore.

|the refueling interlocks are not required to be OPERABLE in
these MODES.

i
ACTIONS A.1

With one or more of the required refueling equipment
j interlocks inoperable, the unit must be placed in a

.> condition in which the LCO does not apply. In-vessel fuel |
movement with the affected refueling equipment must be I

issnediately suspended. This action ensures that operations
are not perfomed with equipment that would potentially not
be blocked from unacceptable operations (e.g., loading fuel

; into a cell with a control rod withdrawn). Suspension of
in-vessel fuel movement shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe position. '

.
. .

- SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
) REQUIREMENTS
'

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates each
required refueling equipment interlock will function
properly when a simulated or actual signal indicative of a
required condition is injected into'the logic. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST may be perfomed by any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps so that the
entire channel is tested.

(continued)
)
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Section 3.9 Page 84 of 127 |-

; Refueling Equipment Interlocks I
B 3.9.1 ,

1

BASES

! i
t

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1 (continued) {REQUIREMENTS,

j
The 7 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of other indications of
refueling interlocks and their associated input status that

tare available to unit operations personnel.
|

# '

; REFERENCES 1. O CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 26.

2. SAR,Sectiok7.6.1.1% |
75AR, Sectioh15.4.1.1h3.j

.

|'
i

-
,

.

}

t

i $
,

t

- 1
i

h

I
:

4
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Refuel Positien One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

; B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
.

BASES

BACKGROUND The refuel position one-rod-out interlock restricts the
movement of control rods to reinforce unit procedures that
prevent the reactor from becoming critical during refueling
operations. During refueling operations, no more than one
control rod is permitted to be withdrawn.

GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that one of the
two required independent reactivity control systems be
capable of holding the reactor core subtritical under cold
conditions (Ref. 1). The control rods serve as the system
capable of maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold
conditions.

The refuel position one-rod-out interlock prevents the
selection of a second control rod for movement when any
other control rod is not fully inserted (Ref. 2). It is a
logic circuit that has redundant channels. It uses the
all-rods-in signal (from the control rod full-in positions

~) indicators discussed in LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position
Indication") and a rod selection signal (from the Rod
Co Infomation System).

v This pecification ensures that the perfomance of the
refuel position one-rod-out interlock in the event of a
Design Basis Accident meets the assumptions used in the
safety analysis of Reference 3.

@ The refuel posi ioLi (d%$nausk
APPLICABLE one-rod-out interlock is exp icit y ' gSAFETY ANALYSES assumed in the sAR analysis of the control rod W

error during refueling (Ref. 3). This analysis evaluates
the consequences of control rod withdrawal during refueling.
A prompt reactivity excursion during refueling could
potentially result in fuel failure with subsequent release
of radioactive material to the environment.

The refuel position one-rod-out interlock and adequate SDM
JTb/d MA%N (LCO 3.1.J4 prevent criticality by preventing withdrawal of
p p. ~ more than one control rod. With one control rod withdrawn,

(continued)
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| Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

) ri
BASES *

('

APPLICABLE the core will remain subcritical, thereby preventing any
SAFETY ANALYSES prompt critical excursion.

(continued)
The refuel position one-rod-out interlock satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

i

LCO To prevent criticality during MODE 5, the refuel position
one-rod-out interlock ensures no more than one control rod

hD may be withdrawn. . itn+h channelfof the refueljosition one-rod.Itut interlock are required to be OPERABLE. pggg
f)fleasM _ & [b)

t

'

_ _ _
_

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, with the reactor mode switch in the refuel
position, the OPERABLE refuel position one-rod-out interlock

f Reachof fro 4Mh.mS~f5% provides protection against prompt reactivity excursions.
(gp3) Ins h m a t- In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the refuel position one-rod-out

-

vinterlock is not required to be OPERABLE and is bypassed.
[(ev&ohod DEEf161L1W)In MODES hand 2, the Reactor Protection System) [ W --

3
(LCO 3.3.1.t) and the control rods (LCO 3.1 provi e (-s

- ' mitigation oT potential reactivity excursions. In MODES 3 (
m - m and 4, with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
Ebm4rbl Rod Olock position, a control rod block (LCO 3.3.2.)) ensures all h ,|pbo contros rocs are inserteo, tnereDy preventing criticality

during shutdown conditions.-

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

g With e- - '-t'
'

+===C = wf the refuel position one-rod-out
,

Pm ii interiock inoperable, the refueling interlocks anty-not 4te=-
'

capable of preventing more than one control rod from being
withdrawn. This condition may lead to criticality.i

i

| Control rod withdrawal must be imediately suspended, and
action must be imediately initiated to fully insert all

{

,

insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
!

fuel assemblies. Action must continue until all such 4

control rods are fully inserted. Control rods in core cells |

containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity |of the core and, therefore, do not have to be inserted.

) (continued)
-BWR/6-STS- B 3.9-6 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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!

and the reactor mode switch must be locked in the refuel
position to support the OPERABILITY of these channels.

I

!

!

|

|

|

!
I
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued),

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

H Proper functioning of the refuel' position one-rod-out
i' interlock requires the reactor mo e switch to be infefuel.

'

c ro.
During control rod withdrawai in MODE 5, improper
positioning of the reactor mode switch could, in some
instances, allow improper bypassing of required interlocks.
Therefore, this Surveillance imposes an additional level of

Massurance that the refuelgposition one-rod-out interlock
! Cil. will be OPERABLE when required. By " locking" the reactor
| --Q mode switch in the proper positionf an additional
| N NL euminisuscive control is in place to preclude operator

[ 8'lh errors from resulting in unanalyzed operation.

,
The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other

| administrative controls utilized during refueling operations
' to ensure safe operation.

.

i SR 3.9.2.2

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel
demonstrates the associated refuel position one-rod-out) interlock will function properly when a simulated or actual

' signal indicative of a required condition is injected into
the logic. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel
steps so that the entire channel is tested. The 7 day
Frequency is considered adequate because ci demonstrated
circuit reliability, procedural controls on centrol rod

13 withdrawals, and sh ;; m4 =Sbhindications available in
the control room to alert the operator of control rods not
fully inserted. To perform the required testing, the

.

applicable condition must be entered (i.e., a control rod
must be withdrawn from its full-in position). Therefore,

(, 4his R 3.2.2.1-has been modified by a Note that states the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not required to be performed
until I hour after any control rod is withdrawn.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

I2 /SAR,Sectioh7.6.1.1[
3. SAR, Section 15.4.1.18

J
-BWR/S STS B 3.9-7 Rev. O,99/28/92-
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(i.e., removing the reactor mode switch key from the console !

while the reactor mode switch is positioned in refuel)

,

I

>

|

1
|

(
l
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| Control Rod Position
B 3.9.3

.

) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Control Rod Position

BASES
3

i

|

BACKGROUND
-

Control rods provide the capability to maintain the reactor
subcritical under all conditions and to limit the potentialp"f4M,inqE'7sud amount and rate of reactivity increase caused by a3

'

U =W=Q='d malfunction in the Control Rod Drive System. During |
- ueling, movement of control rods is limited by the '

"gg y Ssige,. One. refueling interlocks (LCO 3.9.17and LCO 3.9.?) or thef !

'

PA ogj |nblocky control rod block with the reactor mode switch in the
_ shutdownposition(LCO3.3.2.y.

,

>

[Cdl PM Block GDC 26 of 10 CFR S0, Appendix A, requires that one of the |
, Ingh%gt:gy, ' two required independent reactivity control systems be
I capable of holding the reactor core suberitical under cold ;

iconditions (Ref. 1). The control rods serve as the system '

I capable of maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold
conditions.

! The refueling interlocks allow a single control rod to be '

.T withdrawn at any time unless fuel is being loaded into the (
,

. .) core. To preclude loading fuel assemblies into the core
,

with a control rod withdrawn, all control rods must be fully
inserted. This prevents the reactor from achieving ;
criticality during refugeo erations. !

n

q%W5%Sf6m(RV5)\nsk 5W
|f

.5WrooJa w arpCio 4'
!

APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation o promp reactivity excursions
.SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling are provided by the refuelin interlocks 1

(LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2), the SDM (LCO-3.1. the t'
intermediate range monitor neutron flux scra (LCO3.3.1.1), Clo -

A W aw r:;:$+3.3.1.Ib,er r=;: :=it+r-waterm '1 "v scre -**

and the control rod block instrumentation
,

<

(LCO3.3.2.1). g
i

h . The safety analysrefueling in the @ AR (Ref. 2) assumes the functioning ofI

of the centrol rod .. = error during |
e

|
'

the refueling interlocks and adequate SDM. Additionally, ;

prior to fuel reload, all control rods must be fully
inserted to enis e 3:Q an inadvertent criticality 4--- n:t
M. / rninirnsyt$4

(p ,pcu

(continued) t
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Control Rod Positten
B 3.9.3

) BASES

APPLICABLE Control rod position satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
SAFETY ANALYSES Statement. ;

(continued)

i
LCO All control rods must be fully inserted during applicable

refueling conditions top;r _..; an inadvertent criticality
OCtf during refueling. g g g- !

APPLICABILITY During MOD. loading fuel into [ core cel itht[
control ro thdrawn may r sult in inadvertent criticality.g
Therefore, he control rob st be inserted before loading
fuel into a core cell. A control rods must be inserted
before loading fuel to ensure that a fuel loading error does i

not result in loading fuel into a core cell with the control
rod withdrawn.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the reactor pressure vessel head is
on, and no fuel loading activities are possible. Therefore,
this Specification is not applicable in these MODES.

;

% '

ACTIONS A.1 ff
With all control rods not fully 'nserted during the
applicable conditions,'an inadve ent criticality could j

f7 occur that is not analyzed in the /SAR. All fuel loading r
~

operations must be imediately suspended. Suspension of
these activities shall. not preclude completion of movement
of a component to a safe position. '

SWVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

During refueling, to ensure that the reactor remains '

subcritical, all control rods must be fully inserted prior
| to and during fuel loading. Periodic checks of the control

rod position ensure this condition is maintained.

The 12 hour Frequency takes into consideration the
procedural controls on control rod movement during refueling

(continued)
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Section 3.0 Page 92 of 127

Control Rod Position
B 3.9.3

-- ,

) BASES
.

,
t

, SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

as well as the redundant functions of the refueling '

interlocks.

. REFERENCES 1. CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

2. 'fSARSection 15.4.1.1[g 3|

!

l

.) -

.

i

t

I

,

(

) '
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. Control Red Pcsition Indication
! B 3.9.4
t

) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Control Rod Position Indication
.

)

BASES
i

BACKGROUND The full-in position indication channel for each control rod
provides information necessary to the refueling interlocks

*pg N"yOmy to prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling"

operations. During refueling, the refueling interlocks
( t and LCO 3.9.2) use the full-in position

C10 indicationtchannel to limit the operation of the refueling
, ,

'

' Q ;t^d n,,- equipment and the movement of the control rods. The absence
aw remon DC of the full-in position indication channel signal for any

bg4_M lablock " control rod removes the all-rods-in permissive for the
_

- refueling equipment interlocks and prevents fuel loading.
Also, this condition causes the refuel position one-rod-out
interlock to not allow the witM " of any other control
rod. Sekt%
GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that one of the
two required independent reactivity control systems be

capable of holding)the reactor core subcritical under coldconditions (Ref.1. The control rods serve as the system
') capable of maintaininge reactor suberitical in cold

conditions. g g }ggg 4
(i" sefuroown /wc.id6o}f5

APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions
SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling are provided by the refueling interlocks

(LCO 3.9.1 and LCO 3.9.2), the SDM (LCO 3.1.50 the ,t
intermediate range monitor neutron flux scram (LCO 3.3.1.1 , I O
-th :vimise pm rang .es. iter--,,wui..vn-Mw=secem--

;J'LC^ 3.3.1[.1, and the control rod block instrumentation
,

.

C l,

lLCO3.3.2

The safety analysis for the co: trol rod c[gged 6- )
= -

-
.2 error during*%M Pd M refueling (Ref. 2) assumes the functioning of the refueling,. ,

Jr.hamu.@, interlocks and adequate SDM. The full-in positionS~

indication channel is required to be OPERABLE so that the-

refueling interlocks can ensure that fuel cannot be loaded
with any control rod withdrawn and that no more than one
control rod can be withdrawn at a time.

Control rod position indication satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

.

-

) (continued)

_BWRM-GTS- B 3.9-11 Rev. O, 4 9/28/92-
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Control Rod Pcsition Indicatien
B 3.9.4

-)
r

BASES (continued) (
(con +rc[md j

| LCO -Esctr control rod full-in position indication channellmust be'

OPERABLE to provide the required inputs to the refueling
interlocks. A channel is OPERABLE if it provides correct(g h position indication to the refueling @ t:rk d hg. g

1 .611 A I

APPLICABILITY During MODE 5, the control .ods must have OPERABLE full-in
|position indication channels to ensure the applicable
irefueling Aterlocks will be OPERABLE. |

In MODES I and 2, quirements for control rod position are
specified in LCO 3. . , " Control Rod OPERABILITY." In
MODES 3 and 4, with the reactor mode ss: itch in the shutdown

.

position, a control rod block (LCO 3.3.2.1) ensures all
|control rods are inserted, thereby preventing criticality

during shutdown conditions.

|
ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to !

On control rod position indication channels. Section 1.3,
' !cMvisie Completion Times, specifies that once a Condition has been /

T

') entered, subsequent teshFr. subsystems, components, or \
~

variables expressed in the Condition, discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that

|Required Actions of the Condition continue.to apply for each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
inoperable control rod position indication channels provide |

,

appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable '

channels. As such, this Note.has been provided, which -

allows separate Condition entry for each inoperable required
control rod position indication channel.

A.1.1. A.I.2. A.l.3. A.2.1. and A.2.2

With one or more required full-in position indication
channels inoperable, compensating actions must be taken to
protect against poteritial reactivity excursions from fuel
assembly insertions or control rod withdrawals. This may be
accomplished by imediately suspending in-vessel fuel
movement and control rod withdrawal, and imediately
initiating action to fully insert all insertable control

(continued)
.
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<
|

|
I |equipment interlock all-rods-in logic (LCO 3.9.1), and...

correct position indication to at least one channel of the
,

!refuel position one-rod-out interlock logic (LCO 3.9.2). For >'

the refueling equipment interlock all-rods-in logic the
required full-in position indication channel for each control

|
:

rod is Channel 1. At all other times (when the refueling '

equipment interlocks are not required to be OPERABLE) either i
Channel 1 or Channel 2 OPERABILITY for each control rod |; satisfies the LCO. '

I i
e

-

'

4

,

i

,

i

4

e
i

J

!

!

,

|

,
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Control Rod Position Indication
B 3.9.4

) BASES '

ACTIONS A .1.1. A. l . 2. A . l .3. A .2.1. and A.2. 2 (continued)

rods in core cells containing one or more fuel assemblies.
Actions must continue until all insertable control rods in

| core cells containing one or more fuel assemblies are fully
| inserted. Suspension of in-vessel fuel movements and
'

control rod withdrawal shall not preclude moving a component
to a safe position.

Alternatively, actions may be immediately initiated to fullyI

| insert the control rod (s) associated with the inoperable
full-in position indicators (s) and to disam the drive (s) to
ensure that the control rod is not withdrawn. Actions must

, continue until all associated control rods are fully'

g inserted and drives are disamed.7

hhyg bunder these conditionsJ an inoperable full-in channel may bei

loWW "d j pypassed to allow refueling operations to proceed. Anl

alternate method must be used to ensure the control rod isdisarv,rd) fully inserted e.g., use the "00" notch position
indication). r als mei isremovedfromacorecell,the]

I u l-in pos on indicati may be ssed, si he
| h,- control may be w' rawn and positio ndication isj.,
'

_) ot quired to PERABLE. _

!

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
| REQUIREMENTS

The full-in position indication channels provide input to
the one-rod-out interlock and other refueling interlocks
that require an all-rods-in pemissive. The interlocks are
activated when the . full-in position indication for any
control rod is not present, since this indicates that all
rods are not fully inserted. Therefore, testing of theh full-in position indication channels is perfomed to ensure

|
' UN that when a control rod is withdrawn, the full-in position

indication is not presents Perfoming the SR each time a
| 61% control rod is withdrawn is considered adequate because of
l the procedural controls on control rod withdrawals and the

OCl3 "E2L E-d=reftM indications available in the control rooml to alert the operator to control rods not fully inserted.

|
!

.) (continued)
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)

|The full-in pos.'. tion indication channel is considered '

inoperable even with the control rod fully inserted, if it
would continue to indicate full-in with the control rod '

withdrawn.
l

i

t

,

'

+

,

.

1

Insggy
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| Control R:d Position Indication
| B 3.9.4

'T -
/ BASES (continued) (

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

2. . SAR. Sectio 15.4.1.1[gg

|

|

|
1

l

-
t ,
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Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling
,

B 3.9.5
i

I
) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling
,

) |I
BASES I

:

i

BACKGROUND Control rods are components of the Control Rod Drive (CRD),

;

System, the primary reactivity control system for the '

reactor. In conjunction with the Reactor Protection System, ;

the CRD System provides the means for the reliable control
!of reactivity changes during refueling operation. In

,' addition, the control rods provide the capability to
1

- maintain the reactor subtritical under all conditions and to !j limit the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase |
. caused by a malfunction in the CRD System. !
t

'l
o Rekch. Eaatpr"* GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A requires that one of thei,

.

3 two required independent reactivity control systems be
in Ms , " capable of holding the reactor core subtritical under cold i

,
4

_ conditions (Ref. 1). The CRD System is the system capable (o g p,g g. of maintaining the reac A critical in en1rf condit !b,

) Rad-DufId ulocK [M "b'd'* k,
,

) NMs453{ din)p |
*

') APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of rompt reactivity excursions !

SAFETY ANALYSES durina refueling are provided by refueling interlocks |
,

{ | LCO 3.9.P and LCO 3.9.3r), the SDM (LCO 3.1.14, the
,

intennediate range monitor neutron flux scram (LCO 3.3.1.1, i i,

c ic> g A t.%e everege p u r 7:rg: ::: iter e rt a a M r strar !Ch 2.2.1.1, and the control rod block instrumentation
[[ (LCO3.3.2. -

II i

'
.

'
i+MEau

! The safety analysis for the control rod or ing
[(crMI R3d 6toch refueling (Ref. 2) evaluates the consequences of control rod ;

IndrpbW withdrawal during refueling. A prompt reactivity excursion ',

-- during refueling could potentially result in fuel failure
with subsequent release of radioactive material to the

! environment. Control rod scram provides (battutDprotection
; should a prompt reactivity excursion occur. T

Control rod OPERABILITY during refueling satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

,

e

LCO Each withdrawn control rod must be OPERABLE. The withdrawn
; control rod is considered OPERABLE if the scram accumulator
ii

(continued)

'
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Control R:d OPERABILITY-R2 fueling
B 3.9.5

., r
BASES (

LCO pressure i 0 sig and the control rod is capable of
(continued) being automatically inserted upon receipt of a scram signal.

Inserted control rods have already_capleted their* .-

reactivity control functio %2 -Huyn a nei a ifr/f

40 bt OPCTthtSW.

APPLICABILITY During MODE 5, withdrawn control rods must be OPERABLE to
ensure that in a scram the control rods will insert and
provide the required negative reactivity to maintain the
reactor subcritical.

For MODES 1 and 2, control rod requirements are found in
LCO 3.1.2, " Reactivity Anomalies," LCO 3.1.3, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY," LCO 3.1.4, " Control Rod Scram Times," and
LCO 3.1.5, " Control Rod Scram Accumulators." During MODES 3
and 4, control rods areply :JhW5 he -Mhd - -unders

sic 0 3.10.3, "Singic C ntM Dod uitsgr3mai_u t o ,tqcmn;=c

bad LCO 3.10.4, "Singic Control "ad Withdiawei-Cog
g g-rt thetdcun," in thc Sgciel 0;'eratient sectica. TL6c gravitc-
M adequate requirements for control rod OPERABILITY during

these conditions.
,

t
.. \. ,

ACTIONS M
With one or more withdrawn control rods inoperable, action
must be imediately initiated to fully insert the inoperable
control rod (s). Inserting the control rod (s) ensures that i

the shutdown and scram capabilities are not adversely
affected. Actions must continue until the inoperable
control rod (s) is fully inserted..

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1 and SR 3.9.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

During MODE 5, the OPERABILITY of control rods is primarily
required to ensure that a withdrawn control rod will,

automatically insert if a signal requiring a reactor
shutdown occurs. Because no explicit analysis exists for !
automatic shutdown during refueling, the shutdown function !is satisfied if the withdrawn control rod is capable of '

automatic insertion and the associated CRD scram accumulatorg pressure is 20 :ig.
;

P
~

(continued)
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not able to be withdrawn since the reactor mode switch is...

in shutdown and a control rod block is applied. Thisprovides ...

e

.

INSERT
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Section 3.9 Page 102 of 127
;j

Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling;

8 3.9.5 :,

!
. BASES
(

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1 and SR 3.9.5.2 (continued) |REQUIREMENTS
; I

The 7 day Frequency takes. into consideration ' equipment )i

reliability, procedural controls over the scram
accumulators, and control room alarms and indicating lights

!

-

i

that indicate low accumulator charge pressures.
!W '

' .

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
,

; 2. L4 AR, Section .4.1.1 [ h
(P

\'e '' s._''

g g 5, 7, 5 1 /3 inaGCdd y a A/ofe +Ad at/ws
? day.s a[% Mddiaa df ffa ca,Mroc/; r

Q
> %+& w hel ~d+o puifnm fLi SkrSlim,f ukrubdp

iruu + j w + & W n
| purfomwg s's surveingns s,p as ,w c-a-s;

Mth a 2. o. 3 ed se e. o y .
:

#m_ -

4

,

J

;f

'
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RPV Water Level rradiated Fuel
B 3.9.6

-
) B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS k-
h B 3.9.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level -Irradiated Fuel [

l

BASES

NTod d
BACKGROUND 8 The movement of f 51 ies :r h=:'ing of e r.;r:' e

, j within the RPV requires a minimum water level of 1 39E #=hn} above the top of the RPV flange. During |
$) refueling, this maintains a sufficient water level in the,

upper containment pool. Sufficient water is necessary to
retain iodine fission product activity in the water in the
event of a fuel handling accident (Refs. I and 2).
Sufficient iodine activity would be retained to limit ,

!offsite doses from the accident to < 25% of
110 CFR 100 limits, as provided by the guidance of

Reference 3. |

- -
_

;

| r- trioAt aM)
APPLICABLE ' f During movement ofhue assemblies er h M P ; ef _ . i

^

SAFETY ANALYSES -reth, the water level in the RPV and-th= rpeat #ce! p: ' is
an initial condition design parameter in the analysis of a

g fuel handling accident in containment postulated by CJ4
'

-

/ Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum water level of )
,

%r
gg f22 f; ? 4-H:} allows a decontamination factor of 100

i e)-to be used in the accident analysis for iodine.v
I p :is relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodineTh

released from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped
p, fuel assembly rods is retained by the refueling cavityv water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumed to

contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref.1).

Analysis of the fuel handling. accident inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of

,

%> h- . {?? ++ A iaH:} and a minimum decay time of 24 hours prior
,

-

to fuel handling, the analysis ~and test programs demonstrate
that the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling
accident is adequately captured by the water, and that
offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits
(Ref .

g

RPV er level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

(

|0h
6IQ j

(continued)
4WR/6-STS- B 3.9-18 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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While the worst case assumptions include the dropping of the
irradiated fuel assembly being handled onto the reactor core,
the possibility 6xists of the dropped assembly striking the RPV
flange and releasing fission products. Therefore, the minimum
depth for water coverage to ensure acceptable radiological
consequences is specified from the RPV flange.

I

1
1

1
i

|

|

|
!

1

|
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Q' RPV Water Level rradiated Fuel d
B 3.9.6

: !

| ) BASES (continued)
-

LCO A minimum water level of [_ ,. c.;h=] above the top ofi g
the RPV flange is required to ent are that the radiological
consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident are

.'
within acceptable limits, as provided by the guidance of
Reference 3.

i ir(11&
APPLICABILITY i LCO 3.9.6 is applicable when moving uel assemblies e

h -d':; ;;;tr:1 re,d; (i _
.

=a==an+ -ith ;,th;r the M
. - - i mn + rm i ma a.4"-) within the RPV. The LCO minimizes-
the possibility of a fuel handling accident in containment
that is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. -W
i ee= d 4 t ed #xl i; 7.et ;; ; .; t with'- th: . thr r :-- be

"'

ei- '' ice..i .auiu d; .iy r;ics.;; ;; e 7; it ;f ;i na- ,
1

pd56rtT) @ / pas.tulated. fe:I he..d!'r;-ecoident. Requirements for fuel |
Bl%j handling accidents in the spent fuel storage pool are |.

covered by LCO 3.7.7,." Fuel Pool Water Level." '

^
-

;

[e-,,.Aefiewer's No e: LCO 3.9.6 * written to r new fuel and
'

\ - control as well ae radiated fue If a plant ado*
-

{[ LC . 7, however e bracketed icability may ;
'

i eted. Additi al modificati would also b de to the
/ \

\ u title and Re red Action A.I. _
'

_ w *

,

ACTIONS A,.1 3 [.f- IrradIabd.

h If the water level is < {.Ek#t ? ';;..o] above the to of
the RPV flange, all operati.sns__ involving movement of, fuel
assemblies r=mnm-- -. - ' -- m within the RPV shall

be suspended Tamediately to ensure that a fuel handling /@accioent cannot occur. The suspension offfuel movementi

Ga+ral '- 7shall not preclude completion ofead

i i movement of a component to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of i 2 f t : '-?rF
[3; above the top of the RPV flange ensures that the design

; basis for the postulated fuel handling accident analysis
during refueling operations is met. Water at the requirede

level limits the consequences of damaged fuel rods, which

(continued)
. .
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Secti n 3.9 Page 106 of 127 )INSERT B19A
1 |
< i

I

i

Requirements for handling of new fuel assemblies or control
. rods (where water depth to the RPV flange is not of concern)

are covered by LCO 3.9.7, "RPV Water Level - New Fuel or:
;

i Control Rods."
l,
-

b

i

<

t

a

! !

: ,

.

I
i

|

| t

1 ,

,

'i

s
,

>

I l

!
.

4

4

d
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{ RPV Water Leve1I-Irradiated Fue1[,

B 3.9.6

} BASES s-
,

SURVEILL8.NCE SR 3.9.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

are postulated to result from a fuel handling accident in:

j containment (Ref. 2).
.)

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of
water and the norsaal procedural controls on valve positions,
which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.
-

"

REFERENCES 1. egulatory Guide 1.25, March 1972. Q
fl 2. AR, Sectio 15.7.

NUREG-0800,Sectiok15.7.4| hl 3.

L 4. .'"*iC 0331, ': ;,p16-s..i. 6,Scd;r.-{15.a.2].
g. 10 CFR 100.11. J

.

* %

:
-j

i
!

s

i

!

..

.I

a

J

$
4

e
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,

RPV Water Leval-New Fual or Control Rods
B 3.9.7 |

1

'l B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
!

; B 3.9.7 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level--New Fuel or Control Rods

BASES

BACKGROUND The movement of new fuel assemblies or handling of control
rods within the RPV when fuel assemblies seated within the

! reactor vessel are irradiated requires a minimum water level
of C(23 ft}%bove the top of irradiated fuel assembliesI

| seated within the RPV. During refueling, this maintains a
sufficient water level above the irradiated fuel.
Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine fission
product activity in the water in the event of a fuel
handling accident (Refs. I and 2). Sufficient iodine
activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the
accident to < 25% of 10 CFR 100 limits, as provided by the
guidance of Reference 3.

CC,19
APPLICABLE During movement of newTuel assemblies or handling of
SAFETY ANALYSES control rods over irradiated fuel assemblies, the water

level in the RPV ni +" g-m T=i g ! is an initials

') condition design parameter in the analysis of a fuel ;

handling accident in containment postulated by Regulatory !R I;y l Guide 1.25 (Ref. 1). A minimum water level ofM23 ft}-4
L/1M allows a decontamination factor of 100 (:-i. S to be usedtin the accident analysis for iodine. This relates to the b.

assumption that 99% of the total iodine released from the
,

!

pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods
is retained by the refueling cavity water. The fuel pellet
to cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of the total fuel
rod iodine inventory (Ref.1).4

Analysis of the fuel handling accident inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level ofp %23 ft}<and a minimum decay time of 24 hours prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling ,

i

accident is adequately captured by the water, and that I
offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits !

h
(ildscET hRPV water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy6 tl A

Statement.

) (continued)
49/5 STL B 3.9-21 Rev. O, 09/28/92'
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!

i

! The related assumptions include the worst case dropping of r
irradiated fuel assembly onto the reactor core loaded with
irradiated fuel assemblies.

,

6

|
|

-|

.

|
|

|

|
|
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RPV Water Leval-New Fual or Ccntrol Rods !
B 3.9.7 |

-

) BASES (continued) !

'

.

3
LCO A minimum water level ofM 23 ft above the top of irradiatedb '

fuel assemblies seated within the RPV is required to ensure-
I that the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel

handling accident are within acceptable limits, as provided
by the guidance of Reference 3.

1

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.7 is applicable when moving new fuel assemblies or
handling control rods (i.e., movement with other than the
normal control rod drive) over irradiated fuel assemblies
seated within the RPV. The LCO minimizes the possibility of
a fuel handling accident in containment that is beyond the
assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is
not present within the RPV, there can be no significant
radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel
handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents
in the spent fuel storage pool are covered by LCO 3.7.7,
" Fuel Pool Water Level." Requirements for handling
irradiated fuel over the RPV are covered by LCO 3.9.6,

g~ A{ Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)) Water Lev-irradiated |
..

g
'

\
ACTIONS A.1 |- s

If the water level is h23 ft above the top of irradiatedbl fuel assemblies seated within the RPV, all operations
involving movement of, fuel assemblies and handling ofi

g/ control rods within the RPV shall be suspended imediatelyto ensure that a fuel handling accident cannot occur. The
suspension of fuel movement and control rod handling shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

r Verification of a minimum water level o 23 ft above the 1$g , top of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the RPV I

ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel
handling accident analysis during refueling operations is
met. Water at the required level limits the consequences of

(continued)

-BWR/6 sis- B 3.9-22 Rev. O, 09fE8f W
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Section 3.9 Pige til of 127 |

RPV Water Level-New Fuel or Control Rods !
B 3.9.7 I

i

i

) BASES j

i
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1 (continued) j*

REQUIREMENTS
t

damaged fuel rods, which are postulated to result from a i

fuel handling accident in containment (Ref. 2).
|

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of i

water and the nomal procedural controls on valve positions, '

which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely. j

.

egulatory Guide 1.25 March h972, hREFERENCES I

k 2. /SAR,Sectiok15.7.f

NUREG-0800,Sectiok15.7.4[g 3.

4. """EE- O!31, S;ppica..; 5, 5;;;i= TIS ' 2]c !

'

10 CFR 100.11.

.
.

| |
'

|
1
,

n

.

4

4 e

BE/6 STS- B 3.9-23 Rev. O, 69/25/92
|
|

\
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RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.8

|

| r
i B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS (

i B 3.9.8 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-High Water Level

BASES '

l
'

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay
'

i BACKGROUND '

| heat and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required'

by GDC 34. Each of. the two shutdown cooling loops of the !RHR System can provide the required decay heat removal. |

Each loop consists of one motor driven pump, a heat
exchanger, and associated piping and valves. Both loops

ihave a comon suction from the same recirculation loop. <

Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after it has beeng cooled by circulation through the respective heati

exchangerf, to the reactor via separate feedwater lines or
to the upper containment pool via a comon single flow

Oce
1

coolantinjectionp@ath.r to the reactor via the low pressure !
distribution sparg

The RHR heat exchangers transfer '

heat to the Stendby Service Water System -(tG 2 7 "A The
RHR shutdown mode is manually controlled.

In addition to thej subsystems, the volume of water above |T 16 ahV6 he reactor preTrure vessel (RPV) flange provides a heat '

) sink for decay heat removal. i_
;

APPLICABLE With the unit in MODE 5, the RHR System is not required to
SAFETY ANALYSES mitigate any events or accidents evaluated in the safety

analyses. The RHR System is required for removing decay
heat to maintain the temperature of the reactor coolant.1

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterion .
of the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRC
Policy Statement as an important contributor to risk
reduction. Therefore, the RHR System is retained as a
Specification.

x

( w orb ser<uha h d duc.L m u e 42 VV G~12)
LCO Only one RTiii shutdo)/n cooling subsystem is required to be

C1 $) OPERABLE in MODE Sfwith the water level a Wt C inhes3-
above the RPY flange. Only one subsystem is required
because the volume of water above the RPV flange provides
backup decay heat removal capability.

|

|
l (continued)
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RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.8

BASESj

LCO An OPERABLE RHR shutdown cooling subsystem consists of an
(continued) RHR pump, a heat exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and

controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

Additionally, each RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is
considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned (remote or
local) in the shutdown cooling mode for removal of decay
heat. Operation (either continuous or intermittent) of one
subsystem can maintain and reduce the reactor coolant
temperature as required. However, to ensure adequate core
flow to allow for accurate average reactor coolant
temperature monitoring, nearly continuous operation is
required. A Note is provided to allow a 2 hour exception to
shut down the operating subsystem every 8

f(iMa.ddde d & e (. m +Le %'o a haut utnOne RHR shutcown cooli'n~g subsysTEiriiFust be OPERABLE in D}'APPLICABILITY
i A aboveHODE 5, with the water level m {22 Ti C .r.d:

{1 g top of the RhV flange, to provide decay heat remova . RHR
System requirements in other MODES are covered by LCOs in h;Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); Section 3.5,

iEmergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and Reactor Core '

-} Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System; and Section 3.6, Q ",, Containment Systems. RHR4 System requirements in H0DE 5
with the water level <-{22 ft ? ' ch::] above the RPV Caun3

l
|h| flange, are given in LCO 3.9.9, Residual Heat Removal pq !

' (RHR)-Low Water Level.' ''

{-bh_
ACTIONS Ad I

With no RHR shutdown cooling subsystem OPERABLE, an
alternate method of decay heat removal must be established

)within 1 hour. In this condition, the volume of water above i

the RPV flange provides adequate capability to remove decay !

heat from the reactor core. However, the overall
reliability is reduced because loss of water level could
result in reduced decay heat removal capability. The I hour
Completion Time is based on the decay heat removal function
and the probability of a loss of the available decay heat
removal capabilities. Furthemore, verification of the
functional availability of these alternate method (s) must be
reconfimed every 24 hours thereafter. This will ensure
continued heat removal capability.

)
l

(continued))
-BWRffrS-TS- B 3.9-25 Rev. 0,-09728f92-
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l

RHR-High Water Level I
B 3.9.8

e
) BASES |

I
,

ACTIONS A.] (continued)

Alternate decay heat removal methods are available to the
operators for review and preplanning in the unit's Operating
Procedures. For example, this may include the use of the ;

Reactor Water Cleanup System, operating with the
regenerative heat exchanger bypassed. The method used to

|
remove the decay heat should be the most prudent choice
based on unit conditions.

O
PA B B.4 66 hb 3. e

.1. B.2. B.3.a -

:
If no RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is OPERABLE and an

i
! alternate method of decay heat removal is not available in

f -
accordance with Required Action A.1, actions shall be taken
innediately to suspend operations involving an increase in

I reactor decay heat load by suspending the loading of ~

s

/ Saendef &nh. *E l irradiated fuei assemu' lies irto the RPV.'n

| I5olaW Cr>f e:d UH \
IAdditional actions are required to minimize an otentialI - = _fissionJroduct releast to the environment.j"T in'cliAfes]N initTating innediate action to restore 7he following to Iu

,)I . OPERABLE status: secondary containment one standby gas % '

treatment subsystem, and4one-== '- y ,-M;* - 2 isolation-

j erchndLdqtak valve ano associateo instrumentationkin each associated I

aJs'Mrahs cedrds penetration not isolate - This may be performed as an I i
.

| h MW" ISDI#""' administrative check, y examining logs or other infomation
to determine whether he components are out of service for |i

.-
'

| C eM maintenance or other reasons. It does not mean to perfom 1:'

} gJ Qj h g ,Q w the surveillances eeded to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of !
g,wum f- the components. If, however, any required component is ]#d '

Nf * pp p.4 inoperable, -4 w-h-s t---' t: 0"E"/ ELE n d r M
this=cas surveillance may need to be performed to ; ;i

M t':-- =:t- I
u u u s u k ,/ restore the component to OPERABLE status.n. .e m w a n ..= m = = . ,as ,\\

\ pc isolated h mW3'-gonhd6 (Z b' t.1 and C.2
-

,
- -- -- etw~.

'
f ~

-

!
*

-
' -

~

IfnoRHRJhutoownSooling$ystemisinoperation,an--

alternate method of coolant circulation is required to be
established within I hour. The Completion Time is modified
such that I hour is applicable separately for each'

!

occurrence involving a loss of coolant circulation.

(continued)

B""/5 STS- B 3.9-26 Rev. O,-09/28/92-
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In addition, at least one door in the upper primary containment
air lock must be closed. The closed air lock door completes
the boundary for control of potential radioactive releases.
With the appropriate administrative controls however, the
closed door can be opened intermittently for entry and exit.
This allowance is acceptable due to the need for containment
access and due to the slow progression of events which may
result from inadequate decay heat removal. Loss of decay heat
removal would not be expected to result in the immediate
release of appreciable fission products to the containment
atmosphere. Actions must continue until all requirements of
this Condition are satisfied.

!
|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.9-26 10/1/93
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,
'

RHR-High Water Level
B 3.9.8

i

BASESj,

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

During the period when the reactor coolant is being |
, circulated by an alternate method (other than by the '

! cic required RHR Jhutdown fooling $ystem), the reactor coolant
!

temperature must be periodically monitored to ensure proper :
functioning of the altemate method.. The once per hour !
Completion Time is deemed appropriate.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.8.1 '

, REQUIREMENTS
4

This Surveillance demonstrates that the RHR subsystem is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The required
flow rate is determined by the flow rate necessary to
provide sufficient decay heat removal capability. The ,

Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other visual '

and audible indications available to the operator for
monitoring the RHR subsystem in the control room. .

'

j REFERENCES None.i

!
J

. i

:
s

i

|

|

1

] .

i 0=/G STS - B 3.9-27 Rev. O, 05/28/92
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| RHR-Loa Wager Level
' 3 3.9.9

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS ii

B 3.9.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-Low Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in H0DE 5 is to remove decay
heat and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required
by GDC 34. Each of the two shutdown cooling loops of the
RHR System can provide the required decay heat removal.
Each loop consists of one motor driven pump, a heat
exchanger, and associated piping and valves. Both loops
have a comon suction from the same recirculation loop.

! Each pump ~ discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
j y cooled by circulation through the respective heat

exchanger 6 to the reactor via separate feedwater lines, to
the upper containment pool via a comon single flow
distribution sparger, or to the reactor via the low pressure
coolant injection path. The RHR heat exchangers transfer
heat to the Ji;acLj Service Water System (1 9

is manually controlled. ()'.
-J Thet

)RHR shutdown ~ q mod

| 9 Aurd-
,

- ~

*) APPLICABLE With the unit in HODE 5, the RHR System is not required to i
s

SAFETY ANALYSES mitigate any events or accidents evaluated in the safety
analyses. The RHR System is required for removing decay
heat to maintain the temperature of the reactor coolant.

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterion
of the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRC
Policy Statement as an important contributor to risk
reduction. Therefore, the RHR System is retained as a

"Specification. ded rs L ia McParm""'g~= --y ,

(w,# m b - .~_
, __ x3

- - - %d ;

in H0DE 5 with the water level < . . . ? **r':: above the
E7 recet^* peerer*e mse19RPYf?-flange both RHR shutdown

LCO

cooling subsystems must be OPERABLE.

An OPERABLE RHR shutdown cooling subsystem consists of an
RHR pump, a heat exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and
controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

Additionally, each RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is
considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned (remote or

,

(continued)|
,

-4WR/S STS B 3.9-2B Rev. O, 07/23/92
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RHR-Low Water Level
B 3.9.9

) BASES

LCO local) in the shutdown cooling mode for removal of decay -

(continued) heat. Operation (either continuous or intemittent) of one
subsystem can maintain and reduce the reactor coolant
temperature as required. However, to ensure adequate core ,

flow to allow for accurate average reactor coolant
temperature monitoring, nearly continuous operation is
required. A Note is provided to allow a 2 hour exception to
shut down the operating subsystem every 8 hours.

/ -% ~ ~

' It't- G d & C d St/ c l 'A U b-.
APPLICABILITY Two RHR shutdown cooling u sy nco are required to be

OPERABLE in MODE 5, with he water level < [22 n C '.;h;"
above the top of the RP flange, to provide decay heat U 3b h removal. RHR System requirements in other MODES are cove
by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS);
Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and shadewni

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System; and CeoD
Section 3.6, Containment Systems. RHR' System requirements
in MODE 5, with the water level e C R o u w c d above the

| RPV flange, are given in LCO 3.9.8, " Residual Heat Removal
(RHR)-High Water Level."

25ft)
>

ACTIONS A.]

7 j With one of the two required RHR shutdown cooling subsystems
17tJfEK' inoperable, the remaining subsystem is capable of providing

Dl"d p' the required decay heat removal. However, the overall-

~| reliability is reduced. Therefore an alternate method of'

decay heat removal must be provided. With both RHR shutdown,
~

cooling subsystems inoperable, an alternate method of decay
heat removal must be provided in addition to that provided
for the initial RHR shutdown cooling subsystem ,

inoperability. This re-establishes backup decay heat |

removal capabilities, similar to the requirements of the |

LCO. The 1 hour Completion Time is based on the decay heat
removal function and the probability of a loss of the
available decay heat removal capabilities. Furthemore,
verification of the functional availability of these
alternate method (s) must be reconfimed every 24 hours
thereafter. This will ensure continued heat removal
capability.

|

(continued) ;

-BWR/6-STS B 3.9-29 Rev. 0,19728f92--

,

|
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'

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to RHR,

shutdown cooling subsystems. Section 1.3, Completion Times,
specifies once a condition has been entered, subsequent

, divisions, subsystems, components or variables expressed in the |
| Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, i

will not result in separate entry into the Condition. Section !

1.3 also specifies Required Actions of the Condition continue i

to apply for each additional failure, with Completion Times.
based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the |

| Required Actions for inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems !

I provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
l inoperable shutdown cooling subsystems. As such, a Note has

been provided that allows separate Condition entry for each
inoperable RHR shutdown cooling subsystem.

i

|

1

|

|
.

:

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.9-29 10/1/93
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4

RHR--Low Water Level
B 3.9.9

.Ca

l BASES k
'

I
1 |

ij ACTIONS A.1 (continued) i

1 1

; Alternate decay heat removal methods are available to the
: operators for review and preplanning in the unit's Operating -
1 Procedures. For example, this may include the use of the
| Reactor Water Cleanup System, operating with the
'

regenerative heat exchanger bypassed. The method used to i
remove decay heat should be the most prudent choice based on !

l unit conditions '

! c3 -ET;T2D
0.1. d 0.2. ;c.J ;;.4 q |

. I

:
j If no RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is in operation, an ]alternate method of coolant circulation is required to be ;
9

established within I hour. The Completion Time is modified ;
such that the I hour is applicable separately for each I i

-

occurrence involving a loss of coolant circulation. ( i,

1

: During the period when the reactor coolant is being j
circulated by an alternate method (other than by the !

j required RHR Shutdown Cooling System), the reactor coolant
j T temperature must be periodically monitored to ensure proper (1, ,

i / _ function of the alternate method. The once per hour '

|
4

nrT' lC "P 'ti a Ti" i5 d''''d *PPropriate. {
@3 s M y = ,.'... -.' ou. =1 3 \-

..;. 6 i n;di t:lh additional actions are required to ;

c m - <. - + .. ,--s u = = ;

j
'

minimize any potential fission product _ release to the j
: environment./This niludes initiating unneatate action to _1b :'

restore the foil ing to OPERABLE status: secondary{ containment, !

/ {i
i standby as trea nt subsystem, and o !$EPLM \ secondary c ainment iso ation alve and associated!

} MTH (MPIED \ (' {3instrumen tion in each associ ed penetration not i lated.'

This na e perfonsed as an inistrative check, b/t4SETLT MW exami ng logs or other inf tion to detemine ether the i

g .3,c)- 26 c nents are out of serv *ce for maintenance o other -

sons. It is not nece ary to perform the rveillances
i eeded to demonstrate t e OPERABILITY of the omponents. /

If, however, any requ' d component is ino rable,thenit/
must be restored to PERABLE status. In his case, the -

I surveillance may ed to be perfomed t restore the ;

{componenttoOP
LE status. Action must continue u il

all required camponents are OPERABL

t

|

$

(continued)

BWR/4-STS- B 3.9-30 Rev. 0,-49/28/A
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B.I. B.2. B.3 and B.4

With the required RHR shutdown cooling subsystem (s) inoperable
and the required alternate method (s) of decay heat removal not
available in accordance with Required Action A.1,

I

|

|

|

|

!

| '

,

I

| |
*

'
!

| |

|
|

i

f
INSERT

CLINTON B 3.9-30 19j1793
!

c

!

1
'

.
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I
j RHR-Low Water Level

B 3.9.9 '

i
<.

) BASES (continued) ;

i
'

I

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that one RHR subsystem is in
,

. operation and circulating reactor coolant. The required ij flow rate is determined by the flow rate necessary to '

i provide sufficient decay heat removal capability. The j
j Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other visual

!
7 and audible indications available to the operator for i

i monitoring the RHR subsystem in the control room. |

:

!

! REFERERCES None. !
l !

,

a

'

i

!

i
,

8

|
'

<

1

1

i

:

i

i

i :
1

1

i

..)
I'.,'R/0 STS- B 3.9-31 Rev. O, 0^/25/02
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Section 3.9 Page 124 of 127 |

SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS
I

|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
reflect appropriate plant specific requirements. !

!

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.2 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as

the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to
as t.he USAR.

P.3 This comment number is not used for this station. i

P.4 The Required Actions are revised based upon the CPS specific
containment design and required boundary for this condition.
The upper containment personnel air lock at Clinton must also
be considered as part of the secondary containment boundary, ,

since the secondary containment structure does not enclose the !

entire primary containment.
|

Additional editorial enhancements are also made. Just as !
.

during power operations, some unisolated penetrations may be
administratively open with capability for closure. These
isolation valves would not have instrumentation required to be
OPERABLE. Other penetrations may utilize isolation devices

i

other than " valves." To accommodate these variations more
generic wording is editorially chosen. Included in the
editorial rewording, not all penetrations are assumed to be
isolated or isolatable. Only those that are " required" (i.e.,
assumed to perform an isolation function) are necessary.

P.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.6 This change reflects the fact that the current design has one

heat exchanger in each OPERABLE loop of RHR shutdown cooling.
P.7 The NUREG-1434, Reference 4 (NUREG-0831, Supplement 6, Section,

[16.4.2]) has been deleted and all subsequent references
renumbered. The reference is specific to GGNS assumptions for
fuel handling accidents. CPS uses the assumptions of
Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Reference 1) as denoted in USAR Section
1.8 and 15.7.4.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

P.8 The Required Action and Bases are revised to be consistent with
the choice of Applicability of the LCO. Since the
Applicability of LCO 3.9.6 does not include the handling of
control rods, an action to suspend handling is unnecessary.
Further, since the Applicability of LCO 3.9.6 includes handling i

of irradiated fuel, this clarification is also made to
appropriate ACTIONS and Bases discussions. Since the
Applicability of LCO 3.9.7 includes handling new fuel,
appropriate clarification is also made to associated ACTIONS
and Bases.

P.9 This change provides plant specific equipment terminology for
cooling water to RHR, and a more specific reference to the
particular mode of RHR (shutdown cooling) which is being

.
,

discussed. '

~

P.10 More precise descriptions of the logic associated with RC&IS, !

refueling interlocks, and one-rod-out interlock is provided.

!

I

I

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Secti n 3.9 Page 126 of 127 j
SECTION 3.9 - REFUELING OPERATIONS

|
CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS I

C.1 The Bases are revised to consistently reflect requirements in
the LCO. Additional system details are added as appropriate
for clarity. I

C.2 The Applicability is revised to indicate that only irradiated <

fuel is of concern in this requirement since new fuel does not |
produce residual heat.

C.3 The Action Conditions are revised in LCO 3.9.9 to account for :

situations where the Required Action and Completion Time of i'
Condition A is not met. This situation is discussed in the
Bases but no separate Condition was included. Since LCO 3.0.3
is not applicable in Mode 5, this Condition is necessary to
provide the appropriate Required Actions and Completion Times
for this situation.

C.4 The statement that provides for bypassing the required channels
!is removed from the Bases. This bypassing is not allowed by

this LCO. Special Operations which are allowed while in
noncompliance with LCO 3.9.4 are controlled by LCOs 3.10.5 and '

3.10.6. j
1

C.5 The references to the required control rod scram accumulator !

pressure in the Bases are made consistent with the LCO. !Various references to 1520 psig or to > 1520 psig may result in
unnecessary confusion.

C.6 This Surveillance is intended to be consistent with the same
requirement for MODE 1 and '2 operation; refer to SR 3.1.3.2.
In SR 3.1.3.2 it is recognized that the Surveillance can not be
kept current on a control rod if it is fully inserted.
Therefore, an allowance is made to not require the periodic
check until some time after the control rod is withdrawn -
taking credit for the ability to withdraw the control rod as
indication of its ability to move freely.

:

C.7 This Condition is found in LCOs 3. 4. 9, 3. 4.10, 3. 9. 8 and 3. 9. 9.
Only in this one location are the words different. Editorial
consistency proposed.

C.8 The NUREG STS was to be consistent with existing Specifications
for RHR-SDC. This periodic verification of alternate
circulation methods was inadvertently left out from the ,

, refueling MODE RHR-SDC Specifications (it is included in the !

| Section 3.4 RHR-SDC Specifications).
|

| C.9 The location of the control rod block origin is an unnecessary
I detail. As presented it is not completely accurate. :

!

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Sdon 33 Page 127 of 127

SECTION 3.9 - REFUEL""G OPERATIONS '

C.10 Editorial corrections: BWR/6 specific ter. ~ nology; LCO titles |
for referenced LCOs; correcting LCO and SR numbers. i

!
C.11 The event referenced is more accurately referred to as the |

control rod withdrawal (not " removal") event. |
!

C.12 Details provided to enhance intent and understanding of " lock
,

the mode switch." '

C.13 Not all indications are audible when only one control rod is ;

withdrawn. More generic discussion is appropriate. !
,!

c.14 Other proposed changes (generically approved by the Industry |
and NRC) removed the APRM scram requirement in MODE 5, except ?

for SDM demonstrations (refer to LCO 3.10.8). Therefore this
,

reference is no longer appropriate.

C.15 " Inadvertent criticalities" by definition, are unplanned
excursion due to a series of errors. Controls rod insertion '

alone can not " ensure" they do not occur. More appropriate '

wording provided. |

| C.16 Editorial corrections / enhancements. I

i

C.17 Since no " primary" protection is discussed, " backup" is out of I
context, and therefore deleted. !

t
!

C.18 This discussion of Applicability revised for consistency'with !

the general format of NUREG-1434, which discusses Special !Operations exceptions only in Section 3.10. ;

!
C.19 Spent fuel pool water - level is not addressed in this LCO. '

Discussion out of context.

C.20 A reference to the LCO for the service water is removed since
this referenced service water LCO is not applicable in the
shutdown MODE associated with this Specification.

C.21 A Note is added to allow separate condition entry. Without
such a Note, Required Action A.1 would immediately be "not met"
if a second subsystem becomes inoperable more than one hour
after the first subsystem becomes inoperable. This would
require an LCO 3.0.3 entry and not allow the intended Required
Actions of Condition B. Also, Bases discussion is added
for the proposed Note.

|

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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SECTION 3.10
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1
i

!
I

.

ATTACHMENT 1 i
*

;

|.j

; I

iCTS - PSTS '

.

|

|

COMPARISON DOC.UMENT |
.

:
.

i

d

;

i

|

-

.

I

: 1A: MARKUP OF CTS l

:1
,

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES4

1

1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS

|

il
i

)
9

(t

;
;

'

I

J

4

4

4
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.

.

3/4.10 ECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

MARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY /DRYWELL INTEGRITY-3/4.10.1

LIMITING CONDIT N FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1, 3.6.1.3, 3.6:2.1, 3.6.2.3,"

s of Specifications3.10.1 The provisi may be suspended to permit the reactor pressure vessel
eli head to be removed and the containment and drywelland 3.9.1 and Table 1.

- closure head and the d when the reactor mode switch is in tae Startupair lock doors to be ope
YSICS TESTS with THERMAL POWER less than 1% ofposition during low power r coolant temperature less than 200*F:

RATED THERMAL POWER and rea

ITION 2, during low power PHYSICS TESTS;
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CO

,

,

ACTION:

With' THERMAL POWER greater than 'or eq 1 to 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER or withan or equal to 200*F, immediatelythe reactor coolant temperature greater
place the reactor mode switch in the Shut n position.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The THERMAL POWER and reactor coolant te'pera re shall be verified toa
[ wer Ph'YSICS TESTS. . ,4.10.1

be within the limits at least once per hour during low
.

/

.

l1 ItJ fE/zT NE u) T5 3 10.I,'

s
f2d|7fet to Nt/M6 - Id3 4- ma.t-Mug

bfL d d K I A AJ d [o p r d ,

.

9

T-
ltJSEUX 1D, s 16

-

- (cumo tJW 75 3.to.0)

3/4 10-1
CLINTON

All f'h
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'
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

-

'
3/4.4.9 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL

nasear
hcl SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
"

g . ammmmmum
3.4.9.1 Two shutdown cooling mode loops of the residual heat removal (RHR) !

system shall be OPERABLE and, unless at least one recirculation pump is in
operation, at least one shutdown cooling mode loop shall be in operation **##
with each loop consisting of at least:

a. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and )
b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger.

~

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, with reactor vesse re less than
the RHR cut-in permissive setpoint.

ACTION:

WithlessthantheaboverequiredRHRshutdownl g mode loops OPERABLE, Ia.
immediately initiate corrective action to required loops to
OPERABLE status as soon as possible. Wit r and at least oncet

per 24 hours thereafter, demonstrate th ope ility of at least one
~alternate method capable of decay hea oval for each inoperable RHR

shutdown cooling mode loop. Be i t COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours.**

b. With no RHR shutdown coolin p or recirculation pump in operation,
immediately initiate corr 'on to return at least one RHR shut-
down cooling mode loop r ation pump to operation as soon as
possible. Within o blish reactor coolant circulation by an,

alternate method an or reactor coolant temperature and pressure -- --

at least once o

c. The provi pecification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

Mshutdowncoolingmodeloopmaybeinoperableforupto2hoursfor
111ance testing provided the other loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

e shutdown cooling pump may be removed from operation for up to 2 hours
wr 8 heur period provided the other loop is OPERABLE.

,
N
$.l9'||

##The RHR shutdown cooling mode loop may be removed from operation during
| hydrostatic testing. .

_

henever two or more RHR s bs tems are inoperable fu ble to a"tain COLD

as at u al e o a th

/NSSLP
CLINTON @ N ~3/ 'O

Sk I610)
-

-

'
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(

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

|MS6lWCOLD SHUT 00WN

g 16
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

4.9.2 Two# shutdown cooling mode loops of the residual heat removal (RHR)
emumm

i

system shall be OPERABLE and, unless one recirculation pump is in operation,
then at least one shutdown cooling mode loop shall be in operation *'N with
each loop consisting of at least:

4 a. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and
| b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger.

,I

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4.
|

) ACTION:
i

! a. With less than the above required RHR shutdown coo n ode loops OPERABLE,
.I within one hour and at least once per 24 hours er, demonstrate
| the operability of at least one alternate met ble of decay heat
| removal for each inoperable RHR shutdown co ode loop. jl

b. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop o culation pump in operation, .'ec
within one hour establish reactor coola rculation by an alternate d

.,

method and monitor reactor coolant t a re and pressure at least once
}per hour.

,

-

Dc. The provisions of Specification are not applicable. y
j l

P

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS J % $
~

1

.-n y

4.4.9.2 At least one shu oling mode loop of the residual heat removal
system, recirculation , od alternate method shall be determined to be in F loperation and circul eactor coolant at least once per 12 hours. i>

& I

R shutdown cooling mode loop may be inopercble for up to 2' hours for '

llance testing provided the other loop is OPERABLE and in operation.
j e shutdown cooling pump may be removed from operation for,up to 2 hours
. moneder 8 hour period provided the other loop is OPERABLE.

|
| L(4 iVThe shutdown cooling mode loop may be removed from operation during

310d hycrostatic testing.
b

|N56W!
z

CLINTON - 4 /4 2-31 ._

3/9toa (%)
-

-
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.

%

:rs-; JCIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS (_cp
.

j '. 2 ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM 3. /o. f
tIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

j.(Q 3 10* f120.S The sequence constraints imposed on control rod groups by the -rod . |

pattern control system (RPCS) per Specification 3.1.4.2 may be~ suspended by |means of the individual rod position bypass switches for the following tests:
|

Shutdown margin demonstrations, Specification 4.1.1. Oa.
b. Control rod scram, Specification 4.1.3.2.

Control rod friction measuramanteT ::"".^.L PC"EP, he; L. 2^" cf PATC Ti;Cre;ALc.
<trtr; T;-t Pm. y.u. U s
Nj ...

-

--

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2 G/s[A 2(C 3. /e 6 dof sw e fAPPLICABILITY:

kACTION:

(Gild d With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, verify that ;

~ the RPCS is OPERABLE per Specification 3.1.4.2.
~

T
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- -)
I -f

$ R 3.10. V.1 When the sequence constraints imposed on control rod groups by the RPCS 1

" 2" t .

are bypassed, verify: .

hWith 8 hours prior to bvoassino any sequence constraint and at least onc '

par U hourtwro te any_seguence constraint._is bypassed, that movement of
a.

{ '' '^' m er 5= W isthe control rods frot/q rub TEMSIT" t; sc,

limited to the establishea control rod sequence for the spectTied test,
M{and

Conformance with this specification and test procedures by a second licensed
operator or other technically qualified member of the unit technical staff.

b.

|

~

1
^

| |

| J

~

.

t :

3A 10-2
CLINTON

,

l

..

g
.
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' Enclosure 2 to U-602196g7 fg
Section 3.10 Page 8 of 149

TS 3d0 2 -
TABLE 1.2 (s M<w aud ;

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS i.

IGWI (A4f
'

. MODE SWITCH AVERAGE REAC' TOR
CONDITION POSITION COOLANT TEMPE % TURI

1. POWER OPERATION Run
,

2. STARTUP Startup b iy temperature

3. HOT SHUTDOWN > 200'F'

#4. Shutdown #' N'*** < 200*FI

REFUELING * Shutdown or Refuel **'# < 140'F
~

4-

TABLE NOTATIONS

The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby /
LCD position to test the switch interlock functions, provided that the control)L
y,to,2- rodsf3re verified to? remain fully inserted byfa secono ncenseo overnor or)q(other technically qualified member of the unit technical stafff j

gg (# The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single
ggg,y) Specification 3.9.10.1. control rod drive is being removed from, the reactor, pressure vessel per

ffDEGEDN Fuel in the reactor vessel with the vessel head closure bolts less than
11J h t.o

fully tensioned or with the head removed.

;N ** See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.1 and 3.10.3.
I

_.
-

**

"EE The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single! e
t ontrol rod is being moved, provided that the one-rod-out interlock is
j M 100 PERABLE.

Lto3,to.4
i ^

l
'

<

l

| 5

l

| I,
; .

x

.

n ItJ56 W
CLINTON 7 UNIi 1) 1 13 -

3/y /o -2_0)
. _r = . : :
.

* 6 g g3
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JNSERT 2A for croposed NEW TS 3.10 1

...in core cells containing one or more fuel assemblies;
i and

b. No CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress.

O '

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3 and 4 with the reactor mode switch in the
run, startup/ hot standby, or refuel position,

MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in the run or ;

startup/ hot standby position.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION ;

| TIME

A. One or more of the A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
above requirements ALTERATIONS !

not met. except for
control rod i

insertion. :
,

_ hl
! AND

1 hour
A.2 Fully insert all

insertable
'control rods in

core cells
containing one or
more fuel
assemblies.

AND

l

I

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-2 (1) 10/1/93

- - - , - - .- , --
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 10 of 149 |

1

M| |
INSERT 2A for orocosed NEW TS 3.10.2

(continued)
,.

;

A. (continued) A.3.1 Place the reactor 1 hour
mode switch in
the shutdown
position.

OR i

A.3.2 --------NOTE----- >

Only applicable !
in MODE 5. '

_________________
;

Place the reactor
| mode switch in i

| the refuel |

) position.

!

r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEITIS i

!
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY '

,

SR 3.10.2.1 Verify all control rods are 12 hours !
fully inserted in core cells !
containing one or more fuel
assemblies.

.

!

SR 3.10.2.2 Verify no CORE ALTERATIONS are 24 hours
in progress.

|

!

w
i

INSERT
CLINTON

3/4 10-2G) 10/1/93
|

:

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

l Section 3.10 Page 1J or 149

|
.

SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4.10.3' SNUTOOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIONS {CC

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION k
. 3. 10 8 '

|

' '

LCO '3 10 8 I6 The provisions of kecifications 3.9.1 and 3.9.3 anf Table 1.2 may be
|suspended to permit the reactor sooe switch to be in the Startup posit ~ ion

.
'

and to allow more than one control rod to be withdrawn for shut'down margin .
I

| demonstration, provided that at least the following requirements are satisfied.V |

e y
' )g

monito are OPERABL per Specific 314n 3.9.2 with
The4ource ran["shortiLCO

3. 3.1 1 [ a.RPs circuitry links" remo d. / > .

x

S* to.6.1 J""n"e ro^a^M*)p~atternTontrol system is OPERABLE per Specification 3.1.4 or ;
Io.
conforsance with the shutdown margin demonstration procedure is verifiedg,fo,g,g by a second ifcensed operator or other technically qualified member of the
unit technical staff.

3.lo.8.d c. The " rod-out-notch-override" control shall not be used during out-of- |

sequence movement of the control rods.
i

3.10.6,6 d. No other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL C0HDITION W . g :Ltic __ ' d- + : |
-

, . g _

W NN 4*IC b SM ffQ
-

\. 'i ACTION:

- v . _ -).
-

Copp k With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately ,

place the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown or Refuel position.-

' ''
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

\

\ S R 5.lo. B .x - / / -

i. d t least once per 12 hours)during the
| 4.10. 0- (With m, :G dnuin .x 1

!m

performance of a shutdown margin demonstiation, verify that:

The source range monitors are OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.2, with theNO ' ,

RPS circuitry " shorting links" removed.

The rod pattern control system is OPERABLE, or a second licensed operatorb.N 3d'O'O'g or other technically qualified member of the unit technical staff is
fR 3. lDs 3.3 present and verifies compliance with the shutdown demonstration procedures,

and

$R.f.lo.B.4 c. No other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress.
-

INSERT SB /GR 3.1o. 8 1
_

5a 5.co.tk 4 -

A2
|(

|

CLINTON(wai1 3/4 10-3
:

.

O

| ,

'
i
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|
'INSERT 3A for oronosed LCO 3.10.8

a. LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation, " MODE 2 requirements for Function j
2.a and 2.d of Table 3.3.1.1-1;

. ,

*

i

i-

.

f. CRD charging water header pressure 2 1520 psig.

!

INSERT 3B for oronosed SR 3.10.P.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILIANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.8.1 Perform the MODE 2 applicable According to
SRs for LCO 3.3.1.1, the
Functions 2.a and 2.d'of Table applicable
3.3.1.1-1. SRs

|
.

.

.

.

'

SR 3.10.8.6 Verify CRD charging water header 7 days
pressure 2 1520 psig.

|

r

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-3 (1) 10/1/93

|
__ .. __
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.m
! REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

'

CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING {{g 3, /p, 8, { ' j

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

L Co 3.lo.8.C1.2.? " All control rods shall be coupled to their drive mechanisms.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL ONDITIONS , 2, and * p #773 d Nu/8b WO
.

hcladej*|AofSbo*|$ffN
*

Add nKfC 'O
1-

ACTION: g gggp

J7. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS.1 and 2 with one control rh te N U '
'W

associated drive mechanism, within 2 hours:

1. If permitted by the RPCS, insert the e h .onism to
i

accomplish recoupling and verify r- j .ng the control
rod, and: he

& )O
..uclear instrumentationa) Observing any indir-

and
b) Demonstratine h .i will not go to the overtravel

position.
..shed on the first attempt or if not2. If reco- n ..en until permitted by the RPCS, declare the~,-

perr' h.V insert the control rod and disarm the associ-f 3 e,' "
g

.ontrol valves ** either:i p,

-| .raulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water
.cally or

t

/ isolation valves.'
_.

I

scrwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.
~ "

L.C D In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5^ with a withdrawn control rod not coupled to3,30, 3 b.
its associated drive mechanism,Cwithin 2 hourspither:

Insert the control rod to accomplish recoupling and verify recoupling,1.
h by withdrawing the control rod and demonstrating that the controlpq rod will not no to the overtravel position or _ fL

If recoupling is not accomplished. insert the control rod and disarm2.
the associated directional control valves" ei

.s.
,

.

/*'

*At_ least each withdrawn control rod. jot 7plicable-to<ontroLrods_Iemoved)
fy 7e c4peci f i ca t i on-3 +10 d-o r--3.-9A Dr 2.g

**May be rearmed intermittently, under administrstive control, to permit
QQ 3.03]J testing associated with restoring the control rod to OPERABLE status.I

Id 5Ef2T
7_ g 4/; * 27

CLINTON g
s/4 t o-3g)

-

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
.

Section 3.10 Page 14 of 14

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
s

f

CONTROL ROD DRIVE COUPLING . SR =i. lo. 8. 5
~

.
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

~
,

3.1.3.4 ACTION (Continued): . .;
s

f, a) EleUtrically or -

b) riydraulically by closing the drive water and exhaust water j

,

isolation valves.
yF fme-Me.

h c --The-provisieas e7 Spe:1f f cetten 2.0.', are ~ t e
!

^

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

cTL 3.10.B.5 Each affected control rod shall be demonstrated to be coupled to 'its^ 1.3.4 en- |

drive mechanissfy observing any indicated response or tne nucicar instr
.

/ tation waid+hd mMna the control rod to the fully withdrawn position an
,

a

h then verifying that the control rod drive does not go to the overtraves
P!position: *

.

-+; sting C^"E ''T5"'TIO"! t.._t ovuid ] - ( I
'

a. 4eier to . m iur criticality . Rer j

M -have-aMe_ctM LS c :t :1 red 4.-he cer,, ling f at;;ritym _ _ I

Anytime the control rod is withdrawn to the " Full out" position in sub- f..

1 b. '

i ;
~ sequent operation, and '

* S 9 L|0.8. 5 Following maintenance on or modification to the control rod or control rodc.
drive system which could have affected the control rod drive coupling !

integrity.
-

,,

?

.

.

EtJSEfLT ( ;

CLINTON ( ,J:GT 1)A _ '" ' I?
-

,

3/4 lo-3 m
/
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~

T6 BJ0< 3
$ g be/pu/ a d TABLE 1.2 (
hfl6E/,rij /Lp OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS ;

"
MODE SWITCH AVERAGE REAC' TOR

CONDITION POSITION COOLANTTEMPRAf8

1. POWER OPERATION Run

2. STARTUP Star g Any temperature

3. HOT SHUTDOWN Sh > 200*F

4. CO - Shutdown #'##'*** $ 200 F
'

t G* Shutdown or Refuel **'# $ 140*F,

'
TABLE NOTATIONS,

SEy # The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby
position to test the switch interlock functions, provided that the controlM '' rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a second licensed operator or
other technically qualified member of the unit technical staff.

" The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single
LLD3,10 control rod drive is being removed from the reactor pressure vessel per

Specification 3.9.10.1.

MdR5YM * Fuel in the reactor vessel with the vessel head closure bolts less than
{p g g,D fully tensioned or with the head removed.

;A W E Q Special Test Exceptions 3.10.1 and 3.10.3. _
- - -

1 *** The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single1 .

g2l04' control rod is being \ moved) provided that the one-rod-out 'nterlock is
; OPERABLE Q

| 7 msERT LM *II0Wi"] is n<th :
~

3C q. ...

.

!

I

l
!

-

.

,

k
IMsE7tr.

&|

-JMITlj -1-11~-~
'

CLINTON

3/+ to -3 gi)
~

-- ~- ,~~ . ..
_

|
|
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INSERT 3C for Droposed NEW TS 3.10.3

b. LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication";
i

c. All other control rods are fully inserted; and
r

d. 1. LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS) !
Instrumentation," MODE 5 requirements for i

Functions 1.a, 1.b, 8.a, 8.b, 11, and 12 of
'

Table 3.3.1.1-1, and
'

LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling, "

E [

2. All other control rods in a five by five array
centered on the control rod being withdrawn are j
disarmed at which time LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM)," MODE 3 requirements may be changed to
allow the single control rod to be withdrawn to be, >

assumed to be the highest worth control rod.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3 with the reactor mode switch in the refuel
position. '

i

!

I

I

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-3 (6) 10/1/93

- . - -
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i

|

INSERT 3C (continued)

ACTIONS

l -------------------------------------NOTE---------------------------
'

| Separate Condition entry is allowed for each requirement of the LCO. I

_______________________.____________________________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

-

,

A. One or more of the A.1 --------NOTES-------
above requirements 1. Required Actions f
not met. to fully insert j

all insertable
i control rods
j include placing

|
the reactor mode '

switch in the
shutdown position. |

t

'

2. Only applicable if
the requirement
not met is a i

! required LCO.
,

_____________________

l

Enter the Immediately
applicable i

Condition of the !

affected LCO. i,

QE
i
L

A.2.1 Initiate action to Immediately j
fully insert all
insertable control
rods.

AfD

A.2.2 Place the reactor 1 hour
mode switch in the
shutdown position.

i

)
,

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-3(k) 10/1/93

. _-
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INSERT 3C (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY i

I

|

SR 3.10.3.1 Perform the applicable SRs for According to
the required LCOs. the

applicable !

SRs ,

!

SR 3.10.3.2 --------------NOTE--------------
Not required to be met if
SR 3.10.3.1 is satisfied for
LCO 3.10.3.d.1 requirements.

;________________________________

!

Verify all control rods, other 24 hours i
than the control rod being

}
withdrawn, in a five by five ;

array centered on the control |
rod being withdrawn, are !

disanned .
.

SR 3.10.3.3 Verify all control rods, other 24 hours
than the control rod being
withdrawn, are fully inserted. ;

i

|

.

1

I

i

|

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-3(7) 10/1/93
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'

T

SPECIAL .5T EXCEPTIONS Q|
k h| 3/4.10.4 RCULATION LOOPS

!

I !

! LIMITING CONDITIO FOR OPERATION !

?x
t

!
! 3.10.4 The requireme s of Specifications 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.3.that recir-

tulation loops. be in op ation with mate. bed flow may be suspended for up to
,

|
l 24 hours for the performa ce of: B

a. PHYSICS TESTS, provide that THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5% of RATED f
|THERMAL POWER, or
t

|
b. The Startup Test Program. i

.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDIT
S 1 and 2,1during PHYSICS TESTS and the ;.

.

?
;

Startup Test Program. i
| '
'

ACTION: [

I

With the above specified time limit ceeded, insert all control rods.|

j With the above specified THERMAL POWE ' limit exceeded during PHYSICS TESTS,
a.
b.

' immediately place the reactor mode swi it! the Shutdown position. ;|

!
s'
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS t' 3 || t '

d |4.10.4.1 The time during which the above specifie requirement has been
suspended shall be verified to be less than 24 hour at least once per hour

!

!
during PHYSICS TESTS and the Startup Test Program. !

i
'

4.10.4.2 THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less han 5% of RATED
|

THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during PHYSICS TES
-

!
.

\
r

;

INserLT rJev) |
:

Ts wo. 4 .

|\ See follor.wj pujeS
.

+

- \
|

:

o

: 3/4 10-4
' /

CLINTON(UN

. . , . .

i
_ . - . - - -. . .. . - - . . .- . . . - .
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76 MOS TABLE 1.2 (

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS

P H0DE SWITCH AVERAGE MACfl8 i

CONDITION POSITION COOL &NDEEuFATU$ |
r ~ |

1. POWER OPERATION Run emperature i

2. STARTUP Star .db Any temperature

3. HOT SHUTD0 down '*** > 200*F

i 4. C Shutdown #'"'*** < 200*F

UELING* Shutdown or Refuel ***# 140*F

'

TABLE NOTATIONS

!

. set # The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Run or Startup/ Hot Standby
g gg position to test the switch interlock functions, provided that the control

rods are verified to remain fully inserted by a second licensed operator or
other technically qualified member of the unit technical staff. *

@ ## The reactor mode switch may be placed in the Refuel position while a single

3'ID*d
control rod drive is being removed from. the reactor pressure vessel per

T Specification 3.9.10.1.

Addfe M T Fuel in the reactor vessel with the vessel head closure bolts less than- gg fully tensioned or with the head removed.

:lfWtKvf * See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.1 and 3.10.3. l43 _
~

l
*** The reactor mode switch ma be placed fa. the Refuel position while a singlei N' control rod is being movec provided that the one-rod-out interlock is

; 3,t0 N OPERABLE.

(a, LC.o 3.10 3) AL5o p< madup6{ T5 Fly 9.so.1 enfotbh pafh -j

; -

; .

I

i
~

1

i
.

jtd3E7LT,

| CLINTON - -1-1T--

s/f io4 0; -

-

-
. c ._ _ n- - ,,
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|
1

REFUELING OPERATIONS
.

!

3/4.9.10 CONTROL ROD REMOVAL

A
$ 3.|0.At-SINGLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL

-

|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ff o 3,lo+
One control rod and/or the associated control rod drive mechanism -

.

M .10.-i
may be removed from the core and/or reactor pressure vessel provided that at
least the following requirements are satisfied until a control rod and associ-
ated control rod drive mecha are reinstalled and the control rod is fully
inserted in the core. ggg

*

M The reactor mode switch is PERABLE and locked in the Shutdown position '

,@in the Refuel position er Table 1.2 and Specification 3.9.1.
The source rance monitors ($RM) are OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.2^

hp3,3 (b.
3

, 4 u u rr 4 6c. 1he bHU400WN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfied,0g except that the control rod selected to be removed; .

310.4d 7. Hay be assumed to be the highest worth control rod required to be1.
assumed to be fully withdrawn by the SHUTOOWN MARGIN test, n

_

, _.

Need not be assumed to be immovable or untrippable.I 2.
, u *

*3,lo.4.C.2. d. All other control rods in a five-b five array centered e rol. *

rod being removed areJGiserteo an i~ectrically or nvdrauliemlivi disarmed ,

a vus T e assemos e3 au . wausiig 6 e contros :oo or c cros rod3.lD.NFrcr m
oved/fom the e and/or actor sel p e

](dri
mech to be

r oved f m the cor cellf
'

3 jg, Q [. All other control rods are inserted. 3,gg,g

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 nd 5. ,i

- /p/ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend removal
of the control rod and/or associated control rod drive mechanism from the core

'

g,ftQ ,i and/or reactor pressure vessel and initiate action to satisfy the above.%_

g requiremen p
(DA L'J,

* [O 8
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

I

$k 3. ICh 4.XM ::r1 k thh 'ba"- . . - m _tm i Cremoval of a control rod and/or
the associated control rod drive mechanism from the core and/or reactor pres-

-

~

sure vessel and at least once per 24 hours thereaf ter until a control rod and *

associated control rod drive mechanism are reinstalled and the control rod is
inserted in the core, verify that:

ltdSE(LT ,

CLItHON .

|

| |
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 22 of 149 1

INSERT 4A for prooored NEW TS 3.10.4 |

b. 1. LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel Position One-Rod-Out
Interlock," and

,

LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication," f
QB

2. A control rod withdrawal block is inserted; and

c. 1. LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS) !
Instrumentation," MODE 5 requirements for i
Functions 1.a, 1.b, 8.a, 8.b, 11, and 12 of
Table 3.3.1.1-1, and

LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling, "

QR !
+,

:

I

|

L
i

!,
k

h,

,

|
1

1 INSERT
| CLINTON 3/4 10-4(3) 10/1/93
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.
. i

\ n'
REFUELING OPERATIONS -g /

SINGLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL

'/ *

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

7@ . . |52 3. m,4,3.::.1 -

(continued) .

he reacter mo* witrh is OPERABLEfper Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1b b IO'4'g a.
or 4.9.1.2. as applicable,Jand locked in the snutoown position or in the)

SRI./D4.'I Gefuel nntition withfdse one roo out" Refuel position interlock OFtKAtiLE ~

6 8 3*l0 '4' Y gper Specification 3.9.1. 4 [lNSEET 46 h @ . ,

'

j gg 3,3 j.'1[b. The SRM channels are OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.[

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfied per)
ggy,poJ,) __ Specification 3.9.10.1.c. (

,

P! All ther control rods in a five- five array centered on th _ trol
5k3.M.4 2 / rod being removed arelinserteo an ectrica t iv er hvrie aui< cailui disarmed f

.ourTuesasscluiic= aun vunums me uvuurui rvo or uvu6nniW-6431043 pr me

g sdrive mechanism to be removed from the core and/or reactor vessel are;removed from the core cely .

All other control rods are inserted.*' e.

IdSEXT $C
~

(^ .'
^

)
~

SR 5.10. 4. l -

L.I .e u

%

i
.

.

-

' 1

DJ5ER T
;'

CLINT0t

3/41D.-4(tj)
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JNSERT 4B for Dronosed NEW TS 3.10.4

--------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.4.1 is
satisfied for LCO 3.10.4.b.1 requirements.
.__________________________________________

t

INSERT 4C for Dronosed NEW TS 3.10.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.4.1 Perform the applicable SRs for According to
the required LCOs. applicable

SRs

|

i
l

|

1
'

|
l

<

t

|
t

!

!

INSERT
CLINTON 3/4 10-4 (6) 10/1/93
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. ' Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| Section 3.10 Page 25 of 149 |
i ~

!
| SPECIAL TEST. EXCEPTIONS i

|
- wo :

i 3/4.10.5 TRAINING STARTUPS !

3.10 9\
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
4

.

g, N The provisions of Specification 3.5.1 may be suspended to permit one {
RHR subsystem to be aligned _in the shutdown coolino mode during training ,

3,go,q startups provided that(TEE re ter erre! is cet := w.--:dD THEPJ4AL POWER >

is less than or equal to 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER and reacto coolan ,

temperature is less than 200*F. g| -

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 ing tr:2 ; s q . t . .- . .
'W ""#-- LEM 505454## A1

ACTION *- Such (*\<c closed -

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
O place the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown position. I

h !
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

/g _. ;

3 10 4 1 4.10.5 M e ye c+n- vessel @ '' A- "- m -d *- '- ' chm 0)the .

THERMAL POWER and reactor coolant temperature shall be verified to be within
3 l' i'Ethe limits at least once per hour during training startups, !

i

.

.

:
,

i
| MS EILT NEu)

- -

T5 3. to,5

.

l

-

a.

4

.
-

|

!

CLINTON q 3/4 10-5
.

.
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'

REFUELING GPERAT10NS

3/4.9.10 CONTROL ROD REMOVAL

hSINGLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL

T5 3.10 6 |
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

Lco .u. po %2- One control rod and/or the associated control rod driv'e mechanism -s -'

may be removed from the core and/or reactor pressure vessel provided that at
least the following requirements are satisfied until a control rod and associ-
ated control rod drive mechanism are reinstalled and the control rod is fully
inserted in the core.

Tabl I.H E . The reactor mode switch is OPERABLE and locked in the Shutdown position
or in the Refuel position per Table 1.2 and Specification 3.9.1.IAI L

NO 3 3.I.2 ThesourceraHgemonitors(SRM)areOPERABLEperSpecification3.9.2h
.

b The SHUTDOVN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfied,'

except that the control rod selected to be removed;
3, lD.5.c.

1. May be assumed to be the highest worth control rod required to be
assumed to be fully withdrawn by the SHUTDOWN MARGIN test

Need not be assumed to be immovable or untrippable.[ g >

2.

All other control rods in a five-by-five array centered on thehntro -

'O 'E' d.
* 3, JD8,1 #~od b_eing removed are finserted and) Electrically or hvdraulica110 disarmed

8 or t e Tour i et assep nes cruuacing we conyua roa or controp rod}-
sm to 1e remo from the core and/or reactor vessel are f@ dr' e mecha 3 ' Mmoved fr m the e fre cell

3,jg g, g h . All other control rods are inserted d (3,fg), h
~

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS M g g y,9,6 gef m hAPPLICABILITY:g ,9,(
5 30 6 d ' Mo

i ACTION:
i

W}ththerequirementsoftheabovespecificationnotsatisfied,suspendremoval
of the control rod and/or associated control rod drive mechanism from the core j

gg) and/or reactor pressure vessel and initiate action to satisfy the above.

- |

I requirements.,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS [
* *

SR 3.10. 5. x \
,7.3.10.1 httM b-r ork-to-4he-Mert trf) removal of a control rod and/or
the associated control rod drive mechanism f rom the core and/or reactor pres-
sure vessel and at least once per 24 hours thereaf ter until a control rod and
associated control rod drive mechanism are reinstalled and the control rod is
inserted in the core, verify that:

EtJSERT
h)"

CLINTON . .-
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i
- t ..

O '

__EFUEEING OPERATIONS
\ /Ri

,

i SINGLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL ,

d

I
s g 3. to. 5 ,.. -

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) ><

Sk ?./O.b X /.Al - . |
(Continued).' ^ ' ^ ''

dramant4.3.1.1_
.

LCO3S2 _The reactor mode se tch is OPERABLElper Surveillance Ree
<

'

er 4.9.1.2. as apoi"c=hid and lockarf in tha_ ibqt4cMrtposition nr in the)| L(o 3.Jo.5.C Qefuel wsition vitwthe ne roo cut Keruel position interlock OPERABLE)
SR5.lo.5.3 g3 per SpecificiaTion 3.9.lf

.'

j

MO 3 '*23 b. The SRM channels are__0PERABLE per Specification 3.9.

The SHUTDOWN MARGlH requirements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfied per]
'

i F'

SR 310.S.4 (c. specifscation 3.9.10.1.c.j LA$
S R F.Jo. 5.2 e. xii other controi roes 5_n , five-by-five array centered on the controi

3R 3,/0.$,f " rod being removed are Onsertec and}61ectrica11v or hydraulically / disarmed
- ruu or concrus %rotne Tour Tuel assemanes surrouncing tne concrun !

; drive mechanism to be removed from the core and/or reactor vessel arefAS removed from the core cell.f .',
j

-

N5./O 6 / e. All other control rods are inserted.
-

( :
-- ' '

,.

ItJ5 ER T 5 p .

,
' ~

S R 3.to. 5 5 ;

/-
-

i

Mi ..
.

i

i

!

!
.

,

'
je

i

.

. .

e

i

k

IM5ER T
~

(
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 3.10 Page 28 of 149

INSERT SA for Droposed NEW TS 3.10.5
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

I SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
;

SR 3.10.5.5 Verify no CORE ALTERATIONS are 24 hours,

in progress.

,

l

i

9

.

i

|
.

.

|

!

1

!

l

!

4

T
CLINTON 3/4 10-5 (3) 10/1/93
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3

* . Section 3.10 Page 29 of 149 :

i -

SPECIAL (ST EXCEPTIONS s-

CI AL INSTRUMENTATION - INITI AL CORE LOADING3/4.10.6

i LIMITING CONDIT N FOR OPERATION

During init al core loading within the Startup Test Program the pro-4 3.10.6
visions of Specifica ion 3/4:9.2 may be suspended provided that at least two

SRM) channels with detectors inserted to the normal- source range monitor
operating level are OP RABLE with:

,
.

One of the req ired SRM channels continuously indicating * in the
,

a.
control room,

b. One of the requi d SRM detectors located in the. quadrant where
CORE ALTERATIONS

being performed and the other required SRM
detector located i an adjacent quadrant,**

The RPS " shorting li ks" shall be removed prior to and during fuel
;
,c.

loading,

d. The reactor mode switc is OPERABLE and locked in the Refuel Shutdown
position.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDIT NS V1

',

ACTION: }|
With the requirements of the above sp cification not satisfied, immediately

~

; =

|
" ~

suspended all operations involving ini ial core loading. i

4 i

SURVEILLAkCE REQUIREMENTS ;-

}
s

[
Within one hour prior ta and at least ance per 12 hours during the '

4.10.6.1
| initial core loading verify that- ]t '

The above required SRM channels a e OPERABLE Sy:A

a.
2

**
1. Performance of a CHANNEL CHEC

Confir1ning that the above requi ed SRM detectors are at the nor- -
.

2.
mal operating level and located 'n the quadrants required byi

| Specification 3.10.6.
'

)
ual indicatiori of count rate.*Up to 16 fuel bundles may be loaded without a v

**The use of specjal movable detectors during CORE LTERATIONS in place of the
-

normal SRM nuclear detectors is permissible as lo as these special detectors

,' are connected to the normal SRM circuits.
*"May be performed by use of movable neutron source. k''

: (
3/4 10-6CLINTON

,
_ . . . _ .
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lb\ .

,

SPECIAL ST EXCEPTIONS

SPECIAL INS UMENTATION - INITIAL CORE LOADING
1

SURVEILLANCE REQ IREMENTS (Continued)
1

4.10.6.1 (Continued .

b. The RPS "sho ing links"'are removed. .

c. The teatter mod switch is locked in the REFUEL position.

4.10.6.2 Perform a CHANNEL NCTIONAL TEST for the above requ; red SRM channels~

within 24 hours prior to the art and at least once per 7 days during initial
core loading.

4.10.6.3 For at least one SRM cha el, verify that the count rate is at least
0.7 cps *:

Imediately following the lo ing of the first 16 fuel bundles.a.

b. At least once per 12 hours ther fter during initial core loading.

'

'

.

.

INS M T tdEW
i

f f , ((), &

IMg h[M t

gl69g
.

'Provided agnal-to-noise is > 20. Otherwise, 3 cps.
.

CLINTON < 3/4 10-7

-
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Section 3.10 Page 31 of 149
'

!
'

.i

REFUELING OPERATIONS
_

'

.

MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL T 5 3.lo G
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

-

LCO 3;to.lo Any number of control rods and/or control rod drive mechanisms may._Z?
be removed from the core and/or reactor pressure vessel provided that at least'
the following requirements are satisfied until all control rods and control
r' d driv _e mechanisms are reinstalled and. all control rods are inserted in the

-

o
core.

the reactor mode switch is OPERABLE and locked in the Shutdown positio3N or in the Refuel position ner snecification 3.9.1/except that tne xeruel
[ don position "one-rod-out" interlock may be bypassed, as required, for those

control rods and/or control rod drive mechanisms to be removed, after theby '

di fuel assemblies have been removed as specified below.

kO3AL7. [b. The source range monitors fsRM) are OPERARLE Der Specification 3.9.2.

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN reautrements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfied f,
c.

[(o B.I t -

All other control rods are either inserted or have the surrounding four
|

3,/0, y /c
fuel assemblies removed from the core cell.

The four fuel assemblies surrounding each control rod or control rod driveg'

g 3./0,6,cL mechanism to be removed from th6 core and/or reactor vessel'are removed -

,

;
from the core, cell.

J2-
-

JAll fuel loading operations shall be S:n+'t.L ;; c..a. ; :f:.

f.
g g g,3,,cg pyrg cw ,q gec)

,p g'g.g ,,p m - _. m . a**

duLt Reto d ;

l/ APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5

_ cmurycc
-

c

_
,

ACTION: |||) |CO 3rfs /.66 0 ak OA $ C O 3*S'S m $ m C Y, 3
_

- .

(''gg p i With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend removalof control rods and/or control rod drive mechanisms from the core and/or reactor
pressure vessel and initiate action to satisfy the above requirements.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS /

emoval of control rods and/or.0,20.0.1 6 ?thi ' he r' c , 10 the ;ta.

control rod drive mechanisms from the core and/or reactor pressure vessel and-
| at least once per 24 hours thereafter until all control rods and control rod
| drive mechanisms are reinstalled and all control rods are inserted in the core.

|

verify that: g|
- .

'

The reactor mode switch is OPERAB'LE per Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1')f9/df bI' a.
or 4.9.1.2, as applicable, 6nd loded Jin the Shutdown position or in the |

Refuel position per Specification 3.9.1. |

IJ5E 2 T'

CLINTON h F h 1 .

.
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( Section 3.10 Page 32 of 149
I

<

REFUELING OPERATIONS h. ,

MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD REMOVAL i

SR 3.lo,G I
|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SR 9./o.6.x '

* 0.20.2.2 (Continued).

(CO '3.31. )b. The SRM channels are OPERABLE per Specification 3.9.2
~

.

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.1 are satisfie/ CO 3.; c.

S R 3.to.6,2 # All other centrol rods are either inserted or have the surrounding four !

fuel assemblies removed from the core cell.!

|
The four fuel assemblies surrounding each control rod and/or control rod$ R 3.10.(a,J #
drive mechanism to be. removed from the core and/or reactor vessel are !| removed from the core cell.i g

~ '

3'l#* b'3 f. 11 fuel loading operations are suspended unless all control rods are

%[ftJ5ERT%
-

| inserted in the core.
| |,

4.9.10.2.2 Following replacement of all control rods and/or control rod drive
~

/_d2 mechanisms removed in accordance with this specification, perform a functional ||

l

test of the "one-red-out" Refuel position. interlock, if this function had been
'

^
'

(
_

t, I

:
|

|

|
. j

\

( !

.

O

.

S

*

TAl5E/2T (
i

'

CLINTON _

}
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

| Section 3.10 Page 33 of 149

!

INSERT 7A for orocosed NEW TS 3.10.6
'

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

;

SR 3.10.6.3 ----------------NOTE------------
Only required to be met during
fuel loading.
________________________________

Verify fuel assemblies being 24 hours
loaded are in compliance with an
approved spiral reload sequence. ;

,

t

t

.

i

i

!
.

F

|
!

|

| ;

i

1

,

i

1

I

| INSERT ,

CLINTON 3/4 10-7 (3) 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
Enclosure 2 to U-602196CTS: 3.10.1 - PC/DRYWELL INTEGRITY Section 3.10 Page 35 of 149

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The current Specification (TS 3/4.10.1) has been deleted. This
exception is no longer needed at Clinton Power Station since
all low power PHYSICS TESTS have been completed. This change
represents an additional restriction on plant operations
through the deletion of an allowed exception to the limiting
conditions for operation.,

4

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

|

|

|

|

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
"* #8"

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.1 - INSERVICE LEAK and HYDROSTATIC TESTING OPERATION

i

ADMINISTRATIVE

None in this section,
i

I
'

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
,

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

None in this section. I

i

" Specific"
|

L.1 A proposed Special Operations Specification (TS 3.10.1) has
been added to allow performance of an inservice leak or,

hydrostatic test during MODE 4 with average reactor coolant
temperature > 200'F . With increasing reactor vessel fluence
over time, hydrostatic and inservice leak testing will
eventually be required to be performed with minimum reactor
coolant temperatures > 200*F. This would result in requiring
the tests to be performed during MODE 3 operation. During MODE
3, the safety / relief valves (S/RVs) are required to be
OPERABLE; however, performance of the hydrostatic tests
requires the S/RVs to be gagged. Ih addition, numerous other
MODE 3 LCOs would be applicable. Because of the low decay heat
levels during the hydrostatic test and the nearly water solid
condition of the reactor pressure vessel, the stored energy in
the reactor core is very low. Therefore, most of the MODE 3
requirements are not needed.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Section 3.10 Page 37 of' 149

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.1 - INSERVICE LEAK and HYDROSTATIC TESTING OPERATION

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(continued)

i

;

i Provisions are made in the Special Operations LCO to require
.

i certain MODE 3 LCOs applicable to ensure adequate protection is !

available to minimize radioactive releases if a leak develops
i during the test. These additional MODE 3 requirements provide i

compensation for the allowed temperature increase in MODE 4.
,

<

ACTIONS have been provided if the requirements of the LCO are i

not met. These ACTIONS will require compliance with the !

affected required MODE 3 LCOs or alternatively, to suspend the ,

test and reduce avarage reactor coolant temperature to s 200*F |
i (MODE 4 temperature requirement). In addition, any Required.

Action of the required MODE 3 LCOs that specifies to be in '

MODE 4 will include reducing the average reactor coolant '

temperature to 5 200*F. These ACTIONS either provide adequate
,

compensatory actions (currently allowed in MODE 3) or result in
stopping the test and returning the plant to within Table 1.1-1
MODE 4 requirements. Surveillances are provided to ensure the
required MODE 3 LCOs systems are OPERABLE. !

l
. >

'I

|

J i

! !
f E

i

| !

,

i

!

<

r

$,

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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| . Enclosure 2 to U-602196

) DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
# "* #

CTS: 3 10.2 - ROD PATTERN CONTROL SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATIVE

I A.1 The current RPCS Specification (TS 3/4.10.2) has been moved to
; proposed Specification 3.10.7 and the Applicability revised to
| clarify actual applicable conditions for the proposed LCO.
. These changes are strictly administrative in nature with no
I intent to modify the requirements.
1
1

J A.2 The current surveillance requirement (SR 4.10.2) has been
simplified to enforce compliance with the " approved control rod :

sequence for the specified test". This generically covers any I

sequences approved to perform the special test, As does current |
'

SR 4.10.2.b. The frequency for compliance with the :
'

Specification and test procedures is continuous during movement
i of control rods. Therefore, the "8 hours prior to" and "once
4 per 12 hours" frequencies are moot and not included in the

proposed Specification.
i<

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS ;

None in this section. ,

i

} TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The proposal deletes the flexibility to move control rods
between 100% Rod Density and 75% Rod Density without verifying .

the movement is within the constraints of the established i

control rod pattern sequence when the RPCS is bypassed. It is i

appropriate to verify control rod movement at all times below :

fthe low power setpoint of the RPCS when control rods are
bypassed in the RPCS. This is consistent with NUREG-1434.

.1
I; M.2 The current item d has been deleted. The exception for this

reason is no longer needed at Clinton since the Startup Test<

Program has been completed. This change represents an
additional restriction on plant operations through the deletion
of an allowed exception to the limiting conditions for
operation.

!

e

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

a

,

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 e

Section 3.10 Page 39 of 149
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

NEW TS: 3.10.2 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH INTERLOCK TESTING
|
f

ADMINISTRATIVE |
.

None in this section. !

,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS |
!

None in this section.
;

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE |

M.1 An appropriate ACTION is included to identify the Required ;

Actions and Completion Times for noncompliance with this :

Special Operation. Since no appropriate ACTION was previously
identified, this portion of the change is considered more
restrictive. Also, Surveillances are added to provide
increased assurance of continued compliance with this Special
Operations LCO.

!

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !

!" Generic" '

LA.1 The proposed Specification 3.10.2 verification that control '

rods remain fully inserted does not include the specific method ;

of that verification in accordance with the BWR Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. Generally, the procedural |

details of how a specific surveillance is performed are not '

located in the Improved Technical Specifications. This change !
allows procedural revisions in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.in i

lieu of a formal amendment request for any changes to this
method of verification. ,

,

" Specific" 1

L.1 The proposed LCO 3.10.2 allows mode switch interlock. testing to
be conducted. This testing could proceed even if control :

rod (s) are not fully inserted, provided these non-fully
inserted control rods are in cells containing no fuel |
assemblies. With one or more cells in this configuration, the '

overall SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) is greater than when all control
rods and all fuel assemblies are inserted. The allowance of
existing LCO 3.9.10.2 provides for additional reactivity
insertions (control rod remcval) if all fuel assemblies in'the
control cell are removed. The relaxation proposed by this
change acknowledges this allowance (made for reasons other than

,

mode switch interlock testing) , by allowing the same rationale
to be applied for switch interlock testing. In this instance,
no additional positive reactivity insertion.(e.g., control rod
withdrawal) is allowed due to the addition of the restriction
"no CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress."

CLINTON 5 10/1/93.
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. Enclosure 2 to U-602196
I

Section 3.10 Page 40 of 149 ,

j DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.2 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH INTERLOCK TESTING

1

1 TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
1 (continued)

An additional change is proposed to include Refuel as an
allowable reactor mode switch position for these interlock
tests in Hot Shutdown and Cold Shutdown conditions. The same
protection provided for testing with the reactor mode switch in

;

Run or Startup/ Hot Standby (e.g., "all control rods remain i
s

fully inserted") would apply to the Refuel position. Any i

possible errors resulting in inadvertent control rod
; withdrawals would lead to fewer control rods having the ,

i potential to be withdrawn with the switch in Refuel (due to the
'

one-rod-out interlock) than with the switch in one of the other
] allowed positions.

1

,

| .

i !

!

t

: t

7

>

;

i

J

t

)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES I
CTS: 3.10.3 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The proposed MODE 5 requirements for SRM OPERABILITY and
surveillance testing are adequate without explicit reference to
them. Proposed Special Operation 3.10.8 does not modify the
normal requirements and therefore, the proposed TS 3.3.1.2 must
also be met during this Special Operation. Any changes to the
requirements of TS 3.3.1.2 will be discussed with the content i

of proposed Specifications for Section 3.3.

A.2 The current requirements from the RPS instrumentation
specification for APRMs in MODE 5 (current TS 3.3.1) are
proposed to be delineated as specific restrictions for SHUTDOWN
MARGIN demonstrations in MODE 5 since they are deleted as
normal MODE 5 requirements for the proposed TS 3.3.1.1. The
proposed Special Operation TS 3.10.8 change also includes the
appropriate surveillance requirements. Since the APRMs are a
current requirement, their inclusion in this Special Operation
is an administrative change.

Additionally, the current ACTION requirements for CRD
accumulators inoperable (TS 3.1.3.3) in MODE 5 requires an
immediate scram with multiple control rods withdrawn and no CRD
pump operating. This requirement is incorporated in the
proposed L ' 3.10. 8, along with the associated surveillance.
Note, individual inoperable accumulators are addressed in the
proposed LCO 3.9.5.

A.3 The Applicability of proposed TS 3.10.8 has been revised to
clarify actual applicable conditions for the proposed LCO.
These changes are strictly administrative in nature with no
intent to modify the requirements.

A.4 The current requirements for control rod coupling in MODE 5 |
(current TS 3.1.3.4) are proposed to be delineated as specific |
restrictions for SHUTDOWN MARGIN demonstrations in MODE 5 since
they are deleted as normal MODE 5 requirements. This change
also includes the appropriate ACTIONS and surveillances.

The time allowed for this particular portion of the ACTION
(" insert the control rod, and disarm") is not clearly presented
in the existing Specification. It has been interpreted to give
direction as to the proper option for inoperable control rod
ACTIONS (refer to existing LCO 3.1.3.1, ACTION b.1 for two
options). Those ACTIONS for inoperable control rods in LCO
3.1.3.1 allow one hour from the time the control rod is
declared inoperable, until it is required to be inserted and
disarmed. Therefore, the intent of the existing requirement is
deemed to allow a total of three hours (two hours in LCO
3.1.3.4 ACTION a., plus the one hour discussed here). This
three hours is consistent with the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434, and the proposed ACTIONS for
inoperable control rods (and therefore uncoupled control rods) .

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.10.3 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIONS

As an enhanced presentation of the existing intent, the
proposed change is deemed to be administrative.

A.5 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not
include providing " cross references." Proposed LCO 3.0.7
adequately prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs
without such references. Therefore the existing reference to
the Special Test Exception (s) serves no functional purpose, and
its removal is purely an administrative difference in
presentation.

A.6 Existing surveillance 4.1.3.4.c addresses the requirement to
perform coupling checks af ter performing activities which could
have affected coupling integrity. This surveillance must be
completed prior to allowing the control rod to be considered
OPERABLE (the consideration of OPERABILITY is more clearly
presented in the proposed editorial rewrite of 4.1.3.4.c into
the Frequency for proposed SR 3.10.8.5). Therefore, the
existing surveillance 4.1.3.4.a is redundant. " CORE
ALTERATIONS that could have affected the control rod drive'

coupling integrity" is a subset of the 4.1.3.4.c requirement
" maintenance. . .which could have affected the control rod drive
coupling integrity." Performance of the integrity verification .

prior to control rod OPERABILITY (which is the understanding of
4.1.3.4 as presented in the proposed SR 3.10.8.5) bounds " prior
to reactor criticality." Elimination of 4.1.3.4.a is therefore
administrative, and represents no actual change in4

requirements.
,

A.7 ACTION c discussing the applicability of Specification 3.0.4
is being deleted. The new wording of LCO 3.0.4 along with the
new ACTIONS have negated the need for this statement. Since
Required Actions A.1 and A.2 permit continuous operation of the
plant while in these ACTIONS the wording of LCO 3.0.4 would
permit MODE changes while in these CONDITIONS. Therefore, the
exception to Specification 3.0.4 is not required. |

|

A.8 The provisions of CTS LCOs 3.9.1 and 3.9.3 are modified (refer
.

j
to markup and discussions for Section 3.9) to eliminate their
incompatibility with SDM demonstrations with the vessel head
off.

A.9 These proposed changes provide more explicit instructions for
proper application of the Actions for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the proposed Specification 1.3

" Completion Times," the Note (" Separate Condition entry is-

allowed for each control rod") provides direction consistent
with the intent of the existing Action for an uncoupled CRD.
Since this change only provides more explicit direction of the
current interpretation of the existing specifications, this
change is considered administrative.

I

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 3.10.3 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIONS

.

| RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are-
relocated to the Bases and procedures.

LA.2 Details of the methods of verifying control rod coupling are
relocated to plant procedures.

" Specific"

L.1 The 12 hour interval in current SR 4.10.3 (or interval
specified in the proposed applicable SRs) is deemed adequate
once the test has begun to assure the necessary equipment
OPERABILITY and other controls are met. The additional burden
of a more frequent interval prior to commencing the test is not
warranted. If the Surveillance has not been satisfactorily
performed within the 12 hour interval (or interval specified in
the applicable SRs) the test can not begin.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

! i

|
|

|

|

!

1

|

CLINTON 9 10/1/93
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NEW TS: 3.10.3 - SINGLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - HSD j
i

- !

ADMINISTRATIVE '

None in this section.

_

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. |

|
|

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Proposed TS 3.10.3 is based on the allowance to withdraw a
single control rod while in a shutdown MODE from existing
Table 1.2 footnote ***. However, the proposed Special
Operation - TS 3.10.3, has an additional restriction applied.
The existing Technical Specifications would have no specific
requirement for this control rod to be capable of scram
insertion (control rod OPERABILITY and CRD Accumulator LCOs are
not applicable) to protect the core from the consequences of an
inadvertent reactivity excursion. Furthermore, the Reactor
Protection System (RPS) requirements do not currently require
the trip on Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) during this condition.
The proposed change incorporates additional restrictions to |

address these issues. The option is provided in the proposed i

change to have OPERABLE RPS SDV trip and an OPERABLE control
,

rod (proposed LCO 3.10.3 item d.1), or to appropriately
preclude the possibility of a local reactivity excursion 1

(proposed LCO 3.10.3 item d.2). The administrative controls
required in this latter option are those currently licensed in
LCO 3.9.10.1.c and d for similar operations in the Refuel MODE.

Furthermore, ACTIONS and Surveillances are also provided in the
proposed presentation for these allowances. The added ACTIONS
will ensure appropriate operator response in the event one or
more requirements become not met during the evolution.
Specific surveillances will ensure appropriate periodic
confirmation of the required controls.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the ability to move control rods during these

| Special Operations are relocated to the BASES.

" Specific"

I None in this section.

CLINTON 10 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES Enclosure 2 to U-602196
CTS: 3.10.4 - RECIRCULATION LOOPS Section 3.10 Page 45 of 149

.

ADMINISTRATIVE
1

None in this section.
|

| -

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. !

, i

| |

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The current Specification 3/4.10.4 has been deleted. This
exception is no longer needed at Clinton Power Station since
the Startup Test Program and PHYSICS TESTS have been completed.

| This change represents an additional restriction on plant
| operations through the deletion of an allowed exception to the

limiting conditions for operation. ;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

f None in this section.
|

| \

I

|
!

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.4 - SINGLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - CSD

.

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The proposed MODE 4 requirements for SRM OPERABILITY and
surveillance testing are adequate without explicit reference to
them. Proposed Special Operation 3.10.4 does not modify the
normal requirements and therefore, the proposed TS 3.3.1.2 must ,

also be met during this Special Operation.

1
A.2 The existing LCO items c.1 and c.2 work together, referring to j

an exception to the current normal SDM requirements, which ,

requires additional margin for immoveable control rods. The '

proposed exception does not include the existing c.2 wording,
but identifies that the withdrawn rod is considered to be the
" highest worth control rod" which is assumed in the definition |

of SHUTDOWN MARGIN to be fully withdrawn. Since the rod is
only considered once in the SDM calculations, this rod is not
required to also be considered as a stuck rod in accordance |

with the definition, and the current additional wording is ;
'unnecessary.

A.3 During MODE 4, this optional requirement cannot be physically
met, and therefore it is not included in proposed LCO 3.10.4.

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. |

A.5 The ITS separates this ACTION into two Conditions, dependent on j

whether the affected control rod is insertable or not. !
Condition A is a more detailed presentation of the existing

"

requirement to " initiate action to satisfy the above
requirements." By virtue of knowing the control rod - is J

insertable, more explicit instruction can be given. i

I

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 In the event requirements are not met while in MODE 4 and the
withdrawn control rod is insertable (proposed LCO 3.10.4,
Condition A), an additional ACTION is proposed. This ACTION is
to return the reactor-mode switch to " Shutdown," which will
preclude withdrawal of any control rod. This ACTION will
result in exiting the Applicability of the Special Operation
LCO and return the reactor mode switch to its required position
for normal MODE 4 operation.

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.4 - SINGLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - CSD

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
!

" Generic"

LA.1 Reactor mode switch OPERABILITY is included as part of the
OPERABILITY of various interlocks, trip functions, and control
rod blocks. Furthermore, the position of the reactor mode j

switch is adequately controlled by the MODES definition Table ;

(proposed Table 1.1-1) . Movement of the reactor mode switch ,

from the shutdown or refuel position (and therefore any ,

requirement to " lock") is adequately controlled by plant ,

procedures which are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. [
:

LA.2 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are !

relocated to the Bases and procedures. |
LA.3 Details of the ability to move control rods during these

Special Operations are relocated to the BASES. I

!
,

'

" Specific"

L.1 In MODE 4, alternative requirements have been provided in place
of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN and control rod five-by-five array ;

disarming requirements. The alternatives require all MODE 5 |
RPS Functions to be OPERABLE and LCO 3.9.5, Control Rod

Refueling, to be made applicable. These IOPERABILITY -

requirements ensure that if an inadvertent criticality occurs, |
"' the RPS will initiate a scram and the withdrawn control rods !

will insert. A new Surveillance has also been added to verify ;

every 24 hours that a control rod withdrawal block is inserted !

(proposed SR 3.10.4.4) if the block is the chosen requirement. j

!

L.2 The 24 hour Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance i

that the LCO requirements are satisfied. If any surveillance !
'

has not been performed within this interval, control rod
removal may not be performed. This ensures the requirements
are adequately checked prior to and during control rod removal
operations.

!

I

!

l

'
.

I

?
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ,

CTS: 3.10.5 - TRAINING STARTUPS
Enclosure 2 to U-6021%

'

1 Section 3.10 Page 48 of 149

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Since the BWR operates in a saturated condition, and not
external source of pressure will be connected while the reactor
is in MODE 2, the reactor vessel will be essentially "not ,

*

pressurized" by design. Excluding this detail from the ITS is
'administrative in nature.

A.2 A more explicit reference to plant conditions is provided to
,

clarify the intent of " training startups."

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE j

|

None in this section. |

|

!
,

|

|

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 -
Se ti n 3.10 Pzge 49 of 149DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

NEW TS: 3.10.5 - SINGLE CRD REMOVAL - REFUELING

.

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The proposed MODE P, requirements for SRM OPERABILITY and
surveillance testing are adequate without explicit reference to
them. Proposed Special Operation-3.10.5 does not modify the
normal requirements and therefore, the proposed TS 3.3.1.2 must
also be met during this Special Operation.

A.2 The existing LCO items c.1 and c.2 work together, referring to
an exception to the current normal SDM requirements, which
requires additional margin for immoveable control rods. The

i

| proposed exception does not include the existing c.2 wording,
| but identifies that the withdrawn rod is considered to be the

" highest worth control rod" which is assumed in the definition
of SHUTDOWN MARGIN to be fully withdrawn. Since the rod is
only considered once in the SDM calculations, this rod is not
required to also be considered as a stuck rod in accordance

,
with the definition, and the current additional wording is

| unnecessary.

| A.3 During MODE 5 if the four fuel assemblies in a core cell are
! removed, the associated single control rod can be removed under

the provisions of CTS TS 3.9.10.2 (and ITS proposed LCO
3.10.6). The limitations of the existing TS 3.9.10.1 are
consistent with the limitation in existing TS 3.9.10.2 for this
situation. Since the " multiple" withdrawal Specification is
adequate to control this condition, this option is not included
(essentially not repeated) in the Special Operations LCO
3.10.5.

A.4 Tht. proposed MODE 5 Applicability ("with LCO 3.9.5 (Control Rod
OPERABILITY - Refueling] not met") is derived from the intent
of the existing LCO 3.9.10.1 which says "the associated control
rod drive mechanism may be removed from. . .the reactor- pressure
vessel..."

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.5 - SINGLE CRD REMOVAL - REFUELING

.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE -

M.1 Additional requirements have been provided. These requirements i

Iare 1) a control rod withdrawal block is inserted (proposed LCO
item c), and 2) no other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress
(proposed LCO item d). These requirements ensure no
inadvertent criticality can occur. This change represents an
additional restriction on plant operations. New Surveillances
have been added to verify a control rod withdrawal block is

i

inserted every 24 hours (proposed SR 3.10.5.3) and to verify no'

other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress every 24 hours (proposed |
SR 3.10.5.5). These' Surveillance Requirements ensure the
requirements of the LCO are met. This change represents I

additional restrictions on plant operations.

!

l TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
|

| LA.1 Recctor mode switch OPERABILITY is included as part of the
'

! OPERABILITY of various interlocks, trip functions, and control
rod blocks. Furthermore, the position of the reactor mode !

switch is adequately controlled by the MODES definition Table ,

(proposed Table 1.1-1). Movement of the reactor mode switch '

from the shutdown or refuel position (and therefore any
requirement tc- " lock") is adequately controlled by plant j
procedures which are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. |,-

IA.2 Details of the methods of disarming control rod (s) are i

relocated to the Bases and procedures.

" Specific" )
L.1 The 24 hour Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance

that the LCO requirements are satisfied. If any Surveillance
has not been performed within this interval, control rod
removal may not be performed. This ensures the requirements
are adequately checked prior to and during control rod removal -
operations.

i

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
| Section 3.10 Page 51 of 149

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES3

j CTS: 3.10.6 - SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION - INITIAL CORE LOADING
!

! -

9

| ADMINISTRATIVE
4

! None in this section.
1 l

l |
| EELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS i

!

| None in this section.

'

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE t
;

i M.1 The current Specification 3/4.10.6 has been deleted. This *

1 exception is no longer needed at Clinton Power Station since I

i the initial core loading will not be performed again. -This
-

,

1 change represents an additional restriction on plant operations _ |j through the deletion of an allowed exception to the limiting ,'
| conditions for operation.
! ,

; !-
'

<

i TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE !
!

None in this section. |

i

-

,

B

i

-

4
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*

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
NEW TS: 3.10.6 - MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL in REFUELING

_

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The proposed MODE 5 requirements for SRM OPERABILITY an[1
surveillance testing are adequate without explicit reference to

- them. Proposed Special Operation TS 3.10.6 does not modify the
normal requirements and therefore, the proposed TS 3.3.1.2 must
also be m9t during this Special Operation.

A.2 The proposed MODE 5 requirements for SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) are
adequate without explicit reference to them. Proposed Special
Operation TS 3.10.6 does not modify the normal requirements and
therefore, the proposed TS 3.1.1 must also be met during this
Special Operation.

A.3 The Applicability has been revised to clarify actual applicable
conditions for the proposed LCO. These changes are strictly
administrative in nature with no intent to modify the
requirements.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.2 If non-compliance with the LCO occurs all positive reactivity

changes should be suspended. The ACTIONS provided in the CTS '

vould not prohibit continued fuel loading. This additional
restriction results in the appropriately conservative ACTIONS.

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Reactor mode switch OPERABILITY is included as part of the - |
OPERABILITY of various interlocks, trip functions, and control

{rod blocks. Furthermore, the position of the reactor mode
iswitch is adequately controlled by the MODES definition Table :

(proposed Table 1.1-1) . Movement of the reactor mode switch
from the shutdown or refuel position (and therefore any
requirement to " lock") is adequately controlled by plant
procedures which are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.

|
'

1

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
iEW TS: 3.10.6 - MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL in REFUELING

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE ^

(continued)

LA.2 Any time the OPERABILITY of a system or component has been
affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
of the system or component. Explicit post maintenance
Surveillance Requirements have therefore been deleted from the
specifications.

" Specific a

L.1 The restrictions on fuel loading with control rods withdrawn
has been relaxed to allow loading in a spiral reload sequence.
Normal refueling procedures involve the replacement of some
fuel assemblies with new fuel, and rearrangement of the
remaining fuel. Often this activity is performed in a
" shuffle" sequence involving a scattering of only a few
assemblies removed from the core at any one time. In this
procedure all control rods remain fully inserted during all
fuel loading operations. In the event any one control cell i(e.g., the four fuel assemblies immediately surrounding any
single control rod) will not have two diagonally opposing fuel
assemblies remaining in the cell at all times, a control rod
" blade guide" must be inserted to maintain the control rod
upright (the only lateral support for the control rod is from
the fuel assembly " channels").

On occasion it is desirable to completely off load the entire
core and then reload it with the new configuration. In this
event a significant number of blade guides would be required
(two for each control cell) . Alternate procedures have been
developed which allow a control rods to remain withdrawn during
the core reloading process provided a specific " spiral" reload
procedure is followed. This " spiral" reload ensures:

a. the control cell being reloaded has its control rod
inserted;

b. all other control cells, with one or more fuel assemblies
-

inserted, have the associated control rod inserted;
c. the region of the core containing fuel (and associated

inserted control rods) is contiguous, and contains at
least one OPERABLE SRM; and

d. in the region of the core containing no fuel assemblies,
only control cells located immediately adjacent to the
fueled region are loaded (after its control rod isinserted, see item a above).

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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*

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES *E

NEW TS: 3.10.6 - MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL in REFUELING
! TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE -

(continued)

By allowing this alternate procedure, a significant savings of
iequipment (blade guides) and manhours required to manipulate

the equipment, can be realized. This also has the associated
affect of minimizing the outage time and related expenses.

1

L.2 The 24 hour Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance
that the LCO requirements are satisfied. If any Surveillance ,

has not been performed within this interval, control rod
ramoval may not be performed. This ensures the requirements
are adequately checked prior to and during control rod removal
operations.

,

1

e

j
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS S cti n 3.10 Page 56 of 149

NEW TS: 3.10.1 - INSES.VICE LEAK and HYDROSTATIC TESTING OPERATION
i

"L1" CHANGE I

i

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical -

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.

.

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !
significant hazards consideration standards.

:
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !

probability or consequences of an accident previously ;

evaluated?
i

Inservice leak or hydrostatic testing is not assumed to be an
initiator of any analyzed event. This proposed change provides '

allowance to perform this testing in MODE 4 at temperatures ;

> 200*F. However, this allowance is only provided if MODE 3 i
secondary containment requirements are met. These additional
MODE 3 requirements provide compensation for the allowed
temperature increase and assure the consequences of a

.ipotential leak will be conservatively bounded by consequences
of existing USAR analysis. Therefore, this change will not :
involve a significant increase in the probability or '

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different |kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
i

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or |
different kind of accident from any accident previously !evaluated because the proposed change introduces no credible
mechanisms for unacceptable radiation releases nor does it
require physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed Special Operations LCO requirements provide
compensation for the allowed temperature increase and ensure
that capabilities exist to mitigate the consequences . of a

ipotential steam leak during inservice leak and hydrostatic j
testing. Additionally, existing ECCS subsystem requirements I
for MODE 4 will ensure that core flooding is maintained in the
event of a leak. Any reduction in a margin of safety will be
offset by the benefit provided through the ability to perform
hydrostatic and inservice leak testing when required minimum
reactor coolant temperatures are > 200*F. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a 1
margin of safety.

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.10.2 - REACTOR MODE SWITCH INTERLOCK TESTING -

"L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

| evaluated?
|

\

The position of the reactor mode switch is not assumed to be an
s

initiator of any analyzed event. The position of the reactor j
mode switch (and resulting interlock function) is provided to

|
preclude an inadvertent criticality which could potentially j
result in fuel damage. As a result, the role of the reactor
mode switch interlocks is in precluding an inadvertent
criticality and thereby limiting consequences. To allow
testing of instrumentation associated with the reactor mode
switch interlock functions, compensatory measures are provided

I for assuring all control rods remain fully inserted in core
I cells that contain one or more fuel assemblies and no other
| CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress. These compensatory measures

ensure there are no credible mechanisms for an inadvertent
criticality. Therefore, this change will not involve a |significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

|accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no credible
mechanisms for an inadvertent criticality nor does it require
physical modification to the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

| The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
| a margin of safety since compensatory measures have been added

to ensure no credible mechanisms for an inadvertent criticalityi

| exist with the reactor mode switch in other than the shutdown
position. Additionally, the proposed change provides added
assurance that the refueling mode switch interlocks can be
demonstrated to be OPERABLE.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Sectbn LIO Page 58 of 149 ;

CTS: 3.10.3 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIO.*3
|

r

l |

| "L1" CHANGE

! Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
| Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

| significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

l The change does not result in any hardware or operating
procedure changes. The requirements for the Special Operations
LCO (SHUTDOWN MARGIN Test - Refueling) are not assumed to be
initiators of any analyzed event. The role of these
requirements is in mitigating a control rod drop accident,
thereby limiting consequences. The proposed change still
provides assurance the necessary equipment is OPERABLE and

j other controls of t'ae Special Operations LCO are met prior to
| performing SDM dr.monstrations. Therefore, no significant
'

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated is involved.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode
of plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety? l

i

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in |
a margin of safety since the 12 hour Frequency and the |
Frequencies specified in the applicable Surveillance
Requirements have been shown to be adequate for assuring the
necessary equipment OPERABILITY and other controls of the
Special Operations LCO are met. Additionally, the requirements
of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4) provide assurance the
requirements are met prior to the start of testing.

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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Eaclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 59 of 149

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.10.4 - SINGLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - CSD -

"L1" CHANGE<

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves: nc
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The change does not result in any hardware or operating
'

,

procedure changes. The Special Operations LCO requirements
when removing controls rods and/or control rod drive mechanism
are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The
role of these requirements is in the prevention and mitigation
of an inadvertent criticality, thereby limiting consequences.
The proposed alternate requirements provide the ability to
scram the withdrawn control rod in the event of an inadvertent
criticali;y, thereby mitigating the inadvertent criticality.
Additionally, consequences of an inadvertent criticality will
not be increased since in this condition the required SHUTDOWN
MARGIN and the one-rod-out interlock ensures an inadvertent
criticality is precluded. Therefore, this proposed change will

+ . - not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode i

lof plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Any reduction in a margin of safety will be insignificant since
the proposed alternative requirements ensure that capabilities
exist to mitigate the consequences of inadvertent criticality.
Additionally, during removal of a control rod and/or control |
rod drive mechanism, protection against inadvertent criticality l

is provided by the one-rod-out interlock requirements of LCO
3.9.2 and SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of LCO 3.1.1. The
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

CLINTON 4 10/1/93



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
S cti n 3.10 Page 60 of 149

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.10.4 - SINGLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - CSD -

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
: Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

,

The change does not result in any hardware or of? rating
procedure changes. The Special Operations LCO requiret 5ts
when removing a control rod and/or control rod drive sect . ism
are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The
role of these requirements is in the prevention and mitigation-

of inadvertent criticality, thereby limiting consequences. The
proposed change still provides assurance the LCO requirements
are maintained when renoving a control rod and/or control rod
drive mechanism. Therefore, no significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
is involved. (

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?e >

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode
of plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
i

safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety since the 24 hour Frequencies have been
shown, based on operating experience, to be adequate for
assuring the LCO requirements are maintained. Additionally,
the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4)
provide assurance the LCO requirements are met prior to the
start of the control rod and/or control rod drive mechanism
removal.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Seed a 10 Page 61 d 16NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NEW TS: 3.10.5 - SINGLE CRD REMOVAL - REFUELING 1

"L1" CHANGE

_ Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical i

Specification change and has determined that it involves no |
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been j
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the <

significant hazards consideration standards:
'

, .

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability <)r consequences of an accident previously j

evaluated? !

The change does not result in any hardware or operating
,

procedure changes. The Special Operations LCO requirements ;

when removing a control rod and/or control rod drive mechanism !

are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The
role of these requirements is in the prevention and mitigation

,

4 of inadvertent criticality, thereby limiting consequences. The
! proposed change still provides assurance the LCO requirements
d

are maintained when removing a control rod and/or control rod 4

drive mechanism. Therefore, no significant increase in the j
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
is involved.

t

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
] -. kind of accident from any accideit previously evaluated?
1 :

i The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or '

different kind of accident from any accident previcusly
evaluated because the proposed change intrcduces no new mode,

of plant operation nor does it require physical modification .to
j the plant.
1

! 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
! safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety since the 24 hour Frequencies have been
shown, based on operating experience, to be adequate for
assuring the LCO requirements are maintained. Additionally,
the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4)
provide assurance the LCO requirements are met prior to the
start of the control rod and/or control rod drive mechanism
removal.

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
NEW TS: 3.10.6 - MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - REFUELING''

"L1" CHANGE
;

Illinois Power Company _has evaluated this proposed Technical )Specification change and has determined that it involves no
;

significant hazards consideration. This determination has been '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92. i

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the i

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change does not result in any hardware changes,
but would revise the allowed refueling procedures. However,
these refueling sequences would require the same relationship
of control rods and fuel assemblies as is normally required for
shutdown conditions. In addition, the sequence is required to
be " spiral" which ensures reactivity controls consistent with

|
current requirements for normal fuel loading and with the
current safety analysis. As such, these controls have been idemonstrated to be adequate for ensuring initial conditions of
refueling event analysis are not violated. Therefore, this
change will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode ,

;of plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety since the proposed methods utilized to

i

assure prescribed control rod withdrawal and fuel assembly l

loading sequences are followed are equivalent to those normally
applied to shutdown and refueling operations. As such, these
controls have been demonstrated to be adequate for ensuring
initial conditions of refueJing event analysis are not
violated.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
!
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS Section 3.10 Page 63 of 149

NEW TS: 3.10.6 - MULTIPLE CONTROL ROD WITHDRAWAL - REFUELING -

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed -Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The change does not result in any hardware or operating
procedure changes. The Special Operations LCO requirements
when removing control rods and/or control rod drive mechanisms
are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The
role of these requirements is in the prevention and mitigation ;

of an inadvertent criticality, thereby limiting consequences.
The proposed change still provides assurance the LCO
requirements are maintained when removing control rods and/or
control rod drive mechanisms. Therefore, no significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated is involved.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?,

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated because the proposed change introduces no new mode
of plant operation nor does it require physical modification to
the plant.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety since the 24 hour Frequencies have been
shown, based on operating experience, to be adequate forassuring the LCO requirements are maintained. Additionally,
the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (current Specification 4.0.4)
provide assurance the LCO requirements are met prior to the
start of the control rod and/or control rod drive mechanism
removal.

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

Section 3.10 Page 64 of 149

"
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4 Section 3.10 Page 65'of 149
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 66 of 149

j
Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation'

3.10.1
j

-

: 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS '

i

3.10.1 Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation,

i
. LCO 3.10.1 The average reactor coolant temperature specified inj

Table 1.1-1 for MODE 4 may be changed to "NA," and operation
considered not to be in MODE 3; and the requirements of
LCO 3.4.10. " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling

,

h-

System-Cold Shutdown," may be suspended, to allowj performance of an inservice leak or hydrostatic tes~t i

provided the following MODE 3 LCOs are met:4

. ~ 4

D LCO 3.3.6.2, " Secondary Containment Isolation
Instrumentation,"
Table 3.3.6.2-1; yFunctions 1, , 4, @ fof -

,

,

z. '

h LCO 3.6.4.1, Secondary Containment '

3. " Secondary Containment Isolation h.

LCO 6.4.3, " Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System."
{

APPLICAB : MODE 4 with average reactor coolant temperature 200

.;

4

:

.

.

.

i

.

|

i.L D U |

(
i CLillTord

C "'/ C ^J 3 3.10-1 Rev. O,^^'^^/^^~-

\
]

i

_ _ ~, . --
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Enclosure 2 to U-607196
Section 3.10 Page 67 of 149

INSERT 1A
, I

|

) a. LCO 3.6.1.2, " Primary Containment Air Locks," for a

the upper containment personnel air lock;
b. LCO 3 . 6.1. 3, " Primary Containment Isolation Valves !(PCIVs)," and LCO 3.3.6.1, " Primary Containment J

Isolation Instrumentation," for those valves and
Functions which isolate secondary containment
bypass leakage paths;

.

*

|

.

;

|

.~
_

|

|
|

| *

|
|

i
|
J

INSERT
CLINTON 3.10-1 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 68 of 149

Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operatiori
3.10.-I.- .

!

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each requirement of the LCO.
--__________________ ...._____.... ___..____________...____..._______________.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more of the A.1 --------NOTE---------above requirements not Required Actions to
met.

be in MODE 4 include
reducing average
reactor coolant

g temperature to

...._______

Enter the applicable Immediately
Condition of the
affected LCO.

DE

A.2.1 Suspend activities Immediately
that could increase-

the average reactor
coolant temperature
or pressure.

A!LD

A.2.2 Reduce average 24 hours
reactor coolant

gI temperature to
s 200 F.

|

l

l

. -BWR/ N 3.10-2 Rev. O, W/fB/4A

i
'

!
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.10 Pcge 69 of 149

Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation'
3.10.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.1.1 Perform the applicable SRs for the required According toMODE 3 LCOs. the applicable
SRs

'

't'

k. )

.

i !

-Sk'R/G SIS 3.10-3
.

Rev. O, Os/25/92
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Enclosure 3 to U-6021% !

Section 3.10 PDge 70 of 149 [-
s

Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing- !
. 3.10.2 |

*
I

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS $

3.10.2 Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing -

t

LCO 3.10.2 The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1
(Section 1.1, Definitions) for MODES 3, 4, and 5 may be i

changed to include the run, startup/ hot standby, and refuel
position, and operation considered not to be in MODE 1 or 2,

,

to allow testing of instrumentation associated with the !

;

reactor mode switch interlock functions, provided: j
a. All control rods remain fully inserted in core cells ;

containing one or more fuel assemblies; and
:b. No CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress. _!

!.

5APPLICABILITY: MODES 3 and 4 with the reactor mode switch in the run,
startup/ hot standby, or refuel position,

,

MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in the run ~or
,

;

startup/ hot standby position.

!
'

ACTIONS

!CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
-

A. One or more of the A.1 Suspend CORE Innediately ,above requirements not ALTERATIONS except '

met. for control rod
insertion.

6!LD

A.2 Fully insert all I hour
insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

A!LD

(continued)
'

i

!

-Ewki6 5 W 3.10-4 Rev. O,1)9728f90-

i

I

-, _ _ . _ . _ _ . _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196'
Section 3.10 Page 71 of 149

Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
3.10.2

<3
ACTIONS !

_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!
A. (continued) A.3.1 Place the reactor I hour

mode switch in the ishutdown position.
!

M
A.3.2 --------NOTE---------

Only applicable in
!

MODE 5.
.....................

Place the reactor 1 hour
mode switch in the
refuel position.

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY6. g .

SR 3.10.2.1 Verify all control rods are fully inserted 12 hours
in core cells containing one or more fuel
assemblies.

.

SR 3.10.2.2 Verify no CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress. 24 hours

.

(

--BWR/6-SE 3.10-5 Rev. O, uwco/92
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! Enclosure 2 to U402196 !

Section 3.10 Page 72 of 14'O
|
:

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown .
'

|
,

! 3.10.3 '

!
'

f
3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONSi

.

3.10.3 Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown

LCO 3.10.3 The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1
for MODE 3 may be changed to include the refuel position,
and operation considered not to be in MODE 2, to allow
withdrawal of a single control rod, provided the followingrequirements are met:

!

LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock";a.
,

b. LC0 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication";

All other control rods are fully inserted; and
,I

c.

d. 1. LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
instrumentation," RODE 5 requirements for Functions i

1.a. 1.b,(o g ?M38.a.8.b.11,and12kof$) 1 Table 3.3.1.1-1, and
Q

LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling,"
j

! Og

i2. All other control rods in a five by five array jcentered on th co re! d $r withdrawn are- '

disarmed a Wh%b be-
'

$
C7 C

LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (3DM)," MODE
5

requirementsen, singi, controi roa 4agi;;p .
withdrawn ge# assumed to be the hiahnet rth,

, l control rod. g, 6g[[pu

@
APPLICABILITY: MODE 3 with the reactor mode switch in the refuel position.

.

=

9'a/E STS 3.10-6 Rev. O, 99/28/92~

. . _
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% -
Section 3.10 Pige 73 of149

,

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown.
3.10.3,

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------Separate Condition entry is allowed for each requirement of the LCO.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ,

b

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

'

.

A. One or more of the A.1 --------NOTES-------- I

t

above requirements not 1. Required Actionsmet. '

to fully insert
all insertable
control rods
include placing
the reactor mode

e

switch in the-
'

shutdown position.

2. Only applicable if
.the requirement
not met is a
required LCO.

---------------------

Enter the applicable Immediately
~ it

>

Condition of the*"

affected LCO.

0.8

A.2.1 Initiate action to Immediately-
fully insert all

insertable control-

rods.

AND

.

A.2.2 Place the reactor 1 hour
mode switch in the
shutdown position.

--
|

|
|

.

'
i

n, ,n re e,e
., e s.s 3.10-7 Rev. O, 69/20/02 -

.

p
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 74 of 149

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
3.10.3

-

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.3.1 Perfom the applicable SRs for the required According to
LCOs. the applicable

SRs

SR 3.10.3.2 -----------------.--NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.3.1 is
satisfied for LCO 3.10.3.d.1 requirements.
___________________________________________

Verify all control rods, other than the 24 hours
control rod being withdrawn, in a five by
five array centered on the control rod
beir.g withdrawn, are disarmed.

SR 3.10.3.3 Verify all control rods, other than the 24 hours
control rod being withdrawn, are fully
inserted.

.

,
-BWR/6-SW 3.10-8 Rev. O, 09/20/"2-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Secdon 3.10 Pige 75 of 149

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdowr..
3.10 4

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS . l')
-

(
3.10.4 Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown

_

LCO 3.10.4
The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1
for MODE 4 may be changed to include the refuel position,
and operation considered not to be in MODE 2, to allow
withdrawal of a single control rod, and subsequent removal
of the associated control rod drive (CRD) if desired,
provided the following requirements are met:

All other control rods are fully inserted;a.

b. 1.
LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock,"and

LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication,"
DE

2. A control rod withdrawal block is inserted; and
c. 1.

LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation," MODE 5 requirements for Functions

i g,41.a.1.b.dm ..a 8.a. 8.b,11 and 12 of Table3.3.1.1-1, y
-

LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling,"
03

2.
All other control rods in a five by five array
centeredonthecon ing withdrawn are
disarmedyntr- w Jcb Eu 3

C7 CLCO 3.1.1, "SHLITDOWN MARGIN (SDM) " MODE
requirements i+h he single control rod Mwithdrawn bef assumed to be the hia rth -control roA g A p h gl %

+v

APPLICABILITY:
MODE 4 with the reactor mode switch in the refuel position.

.

---BWR/6-MG-.
3.10-9 Rev. 0,-09/28/,92 -

- _ _ - .
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 76 of 149

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
3.10.4

.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each requirement of the LCO. -

'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

._

-

A. One or more of the A.1 --------NOTES--------above requirements not 1. Required Actions
met with the affected to fully insert
control rod all insertableinsertable. control rods

include placing
the reactor mode
switch in the
shutdown position.

2. Only applicable if
the requirement
not met is a
required LCO.

_...._.. ..........._

Enter the applicable Immediately
Condition of the
affected LCO.

[LR

A.2.1 Initiate action to Imediately
fully insert all

insertable control
rods.

bND

A.2.2 Place the reactor 1 hour
mode switch in the
shutdown position.

(continued)

--BWR/5 a s a 3.10-10 Rev. O,Ty/to/s2'

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 77 of 149

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown .
3.10.4

,

ACTIONS (continued)
-- s

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more of the B.1 Suspend withdrawal of Imediatelyabove requirements not the control rod andmet with the affected removal of associatedcontrol rod not CRD.
insertable.

blLD

B.2.1 Initiate action to Imediately
fully insert all

control rods.

0_R.

B.2.2 Initiate action to Imediatelysatisfy the
requirements of this
LCO.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.4.1 Perform the applicable SRs for the required According toLCOs. applicable SRs

1

SR 3.10.4.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------- 1

Not required to be met if SR 3.10.4.1 is
satisfied for LCO 3.10.4.c.1 requirements.
__....__.._____ .........____...... .......
Verify all control rods, other than the 24 hours |

'

control rod being withdrawn, in a five by
five array centered on the control rod
being withdrawn, are disarmed.

(continued)

4WR/6-stS-- 3.10-11 Rev. O, 99728/92--

- --------.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 78 of 149

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
3.10.4

f
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.4.3 Verify all control rods, other than the 24 hours
control rod being withdrawn, are fully
inserted.

SR 3.10.4.4 .------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.4.1 is
satisfied for LCO 3.10.4.b.1 requirements.
...........__ .....__........_........____.

Verify a control rod withdrawal block is 24 hoursinserted.

.

k

twatc Tb 3.10-12 Rev. O, 09/28/92-
.
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
3.10.5

rh
3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.5 Single Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal-Refueling

LC0 3.10.5
The requirements of LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation"; LCO 3.3.8.2, " Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring"; LCO 3.9.1,
" Refueling Equipment Interlocks"; LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel
Position One-Rod-Out Interlock"; LC0 3.9.4, " Control dPosition Indication"; and LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling," may be suspended in MODE 5 to allow
the removal of a single CRD associated with a control rod
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
assemblies, provided the following requirements are met:

All other control rods are fully inserted;a.

b. All other control rods in a five by five array centered-

M o th control rod enthowe nare disarmed;oI&dewn VH r

control rod withdrawal block is inserted [ jc.

[ LLC 0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)," MODE 5 requirements [7 . the single control rod to trwithdrawn be[ d ._.anigmad ta ha hest worth control rod; and -

h[ t RL'Al ERATIONS are in progress.i

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with LCO 3.9.5 not met.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more of the A.1 Suspend removal of Imediatelyabove requirements not the sentre! ed "d4met. CCl k icciated-CRD
mechanism.

A_!LD

(continued)

(

--BWR/5 STS 3.10-13 Rev. O, 09728f92-
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 80 of 149

Single CRD Removal-Refueling.
3.10.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
-

A. (continued) A.2.1 Initiate action to Imediatelyfully 1 all

control rods.

ORt
-

A.2.2 Initiate action to Imediatelysatisfy the
requirements of this
LCO.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.5.1 Verify all controls rods, other than the 24 hours
control rod withdrawn for the removal of
the associated CRD, are fully inserted.

SR 3.10.5.2 Verify all control rods, other than the 24 hours
control rod withdrawn for the removal of
the associated CRD, in a five by fiye array
centered on the control' rod withdrawn for ~
the removal of the associated CRD, are
disamed.

SR 3.10.5.3 Verify a control rod withdrawal block is 24 hoursinserted.

(continued)

- 3* 'C STS 3.10-14 Rev. O, 09/28/92--
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Single CRD Remottal-Refueling
3.10.5

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) k. %I
r

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.5.4 Perfonn SR 3.1.1.1. According to
SR 3.1.1.1

SR 3.10.5.5
, 63Egle_co#troi roa ceing rpfnoved,/are fnVerify no CORE ALTERATIONM Athe/r than the?- 24 hours
F progress.

.f")
V

1 - . ,

I
m

-BWR/61TS-
3.10-15 Rev. O,-02/2Py%k
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Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refuelln' g
3.10.6

--SURVGRANCdtEOUIRD:CiTS (wid;nved) 4
3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.6
Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling

.

LCO 3.10.0
The requirements of LCO 3.9.3, " Control Rod Position";
LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication"; and LCO 3.9.5,
" Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling," may be suspended, and
the " full in" position indicators may be bypassed for any
number of control rods in MODE 5, to allow withdrawal of
these control rods, removal of associated control rod drives
(CRDs), or both, provided the following requirements aremet:

The four fuel assemblies are removed from the core cells
a.

associated with each control rod or CRD to be removed;
b.

All other control rods in core cells containing one or
more fuel assemblies are fully inserted; and

g| Fuel assemblies shall only be loaded in compliance with
c.

an approved spiral reload sequence.

APPLICABILITY:
MODE 5 with LCO 3.9.3, LCO 3.9.4, or LCO 3.9.5 not met.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more of the A.1 Suspend withdrawal of Immediately~above requirements not
met. control rods and

removal of associated
CRDs.

AND 7

~f fp iSuspuel loadm.3
I

_ continued)i

fed assedies (C,\D r A

s

P" "' "S
3.10-16 Rev. O, 49f26/92-
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Enclosure 2 o U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 83 of 149

Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
3.10.6

.)ACTIONS
_

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION _ COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A. 1 Initiate action to Isanediatelyfully insert all
control rods in core
cells containing one

@ or more fuel
assemblies.

3
5

A./.2 Initiate action to Immediatelysatisfy the
requirements of this
LCO.

=

. _ _

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

(d
r

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

....

SR 3.10.6.1 Verify the four fuel assemblies are removed
from core cells associated with each 24 hours
control rod or CRD removed.

SR 3.10.6.2 Verify all other control rods in core cells
24 hourscontaining one or more fuel assemblies arefully inserted.

_.

SR 3.10.6.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be met during fuel
loading.

.._....._____...--____--..____ - .....-..__

Verify fuel assemblies being loaded are in~ h 24 hourscompliance with an approved spirall reloadsequence.
4 (

,'

.-

s

"*/5 STS --
3.10-17 Rev. O, 09/20/02 ~
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Control Rod Testing-Operati.ng
3.10.7

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Control Rod Testing-Operating 83.10.7

9
LC0 3.10.7

The requirements of LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control," may be
suspended and control rods bypassed in the Rod Action
Control System as allowed by SR 3.3.2.1 to allow
performance of SDM demonstrations, control rod scram time

pgrm,(provided conformance to the8 approved control rod
testing

control rod friction testing B th m;-tupW
sequence for the specified test is verified by a second
licensed operator or other qualified member of the technicalstaff.

APPLICABILITY:
MODES 1 and 2 with LCO 3.1.6 not met.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

__

COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the A.1 Suspend performance Imediately
:

LCO not met. ;

of the test and i

exception to

LCO 3.1.6.
=

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
= - -

SURVEILLANCE _

FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.7.1 Verify movement of control rods is in
compliance with the approved control rod During control
sequence for the specified test by a second rod movement
licensed operator or other qualified member
of the technical staff.

.

bwx/U Sit
3.10-18

Rev. O, -69ff8f90--
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 3.10 Page 85 of149

SDM Test-Refueling
3.10.8'

s

3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS _
l

3.10.8
SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test-Refueling

,

LCO 3.10.8
,

The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1
position, and operation considered not to be in H0DE 2, tofor MODE 5 may be changed to include the startup/ hot standby
allow SDM testing, provided the following requirements are

[ ItJSE?.T,

: AA y. 1.

MODE 2 requirements for function 1.b ofLCO 3.3.2.1,Control Rod Block Instrumentation,-
'

/"

I 6*
Table 3.3.2.1-1,

()-

i E
2.

Confonnance to the approved control rod sequence for
the SDH test is verified by a second licensed
operator or other qualified member of the technicalstaff;

4

C, [.
Each withdrawn control rod shall be coupled to theassociated CRD;

(,
h g , f. All control rod withdrawal during out of sequence ~

control rod moves hall.be
3 notch mode;_>-

C, jf.
No other CORE ALTERATIONS are in progress :.

ckargi
htta0U fMS3un h.15~20 si

v)a
f .

APPLICABILITY:
MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in startup/ hot standbyposition.

~

ACTIONS

CONDITION4

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME

[ ltJ5E.UT TE> ] :
i

4Ct One or more of the Q.1 Place the reactor
>

above r g rements not
-

mey Voe. tenon owt. mode switch in the
Immediately;

j
en coadifg= 4, shutdown or refuel

'

position.

|

( ,
t

-tWRffr$15-
.

3.10-19 Rev. O,40/25/^Z-
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; Enclosure 2 to U.602196 [
Section 3.10 Page 86_of 149

.

4

-

i; INSERT 19A for orocosed TS 3.10.8 -

-

ia. LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
.

r

Instrumentation, " MODE 2 requirements for Function !
_ 2.a and 2.d of Table 3.3.1.1-1;

!

INSERT 19B for orocosed TS 3.10.8

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION I

TIME
|

--------NOTE---------
Separate Condition A.1 ------NOTE-------entry is allowed for Inoperable control
each control rod. rods may be

bypassed in RACS in |---------------------
'

accordance withA. One control rod SR 3.3.2.1.9, if '

not coupled to required, to allowits associated insertion of i

CRD. inoperable control )

rod and continued
<operation.
!

_________________
i

Fully insert 3 hours
inoperable control
rod. j

i
#

AND

A.2 Disarm the 4 hours
associated CRD.

.

,

1

1

0

4

INSERT4

CLINTON
3.10-19 10/1/93

_. -
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SDM Test-Refuell' gn
3.10.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

,
_ SURVEILLANCE ' =

r - FREQUENCY l
-

i{g SR 3.10.8-;
---------------- -NOTE------------ O ---- \

2 Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8l/3 jsatisfied.
i

M00F 'LOg Perfona the appl
Function 1.b e SRs for LCO 3.3.2.1a

According to !

-3,3<1 Ib the applicable
SRs

SR 3.10.8
-------------------NOTE------------ --

3 Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8
--

,

satisfied. ?_
;

__ ..._ .______ ...........__.... .._ ... _
Verify movement of control rods is in
compliance with the approved control rod During control
sequence for the SOM test by a second rod movement
licensed operator or other qualified member
of the technical staff.

, -

C\ SR 3.10.8
Verify no other CORE ALTERATIONS are inprogress. 12 hours

(continued)Ci j

!/
-

5 R 3. lo. & / Pub (b RODE 1 antid SR3 Ame o'~t 4
|

t t

b rL L C o 3 , 3 , I. 1 , F u r n itc a s the a?f cAlle
,

b
2 L u d 2. d cS Mit 5725,

3.3.I.I-l,
: m j~ J

i

- M M-GTS-
3.10-20 Rev. O,'C9728/9 P
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Enclosure 2 to U402196
Section 3.10 Page 83 of 149

SDM Test-Refueling-
3.10.8

t ,,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) i

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

(/ SR 3.10.8.[ Verify each withdrawn control rod does not Each time theb go to the withdrawn overtravel position. control rod is
withdrawn to
" full out"
position

AND

Prior to
satisfyin /

C/ LCO 3.10 ./C
requirement
after work on
control rod or
CRD System that
could affect

? coupling

(
'

x ~ -N %
SR 3.to.i 4 !

tcn;fy cao clwyJg wafmJzeaba I 7/sys
passum

_ -

1 tczo psig.

|

-LW6-STS--
3.10-21 Rev. O, -09/28/S2 -
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) Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| Section 3.10 Page 89 of 149
1
.

f
Recircula on Loops-T n i

,

!

i

j
3.10 SPECIAL 0 RATIONS,

'

3.10.9 Recirculati Loops-Testing
.

'

i

| LCO 3.10.9 The req 'rements of LCO 3.4. " Recirculation LoopsOperatin " may be suspend for 5 24 hours to allow:

/
j

PHYSICS ~ESTS, prov' ed THERMAL POWER is s [5]% RTP; and
a.

b. Performanc of t 6 Startup Test Program.

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2 wi les than two recirculation loops in |
t
;

operation.
)

. ,

; ACTIONS

;

CONDITION REQUIRED A ION COMPLETION TIME f

4 !A. Requirements of A.1 Insert all ins able [1] hour
, -

> 24 hours. control rods. '!LCO 3.4.1 not m for

<'
.

i

N i
B. Requiremen s of the B.1 Place the reactor qmmediately

t

LCO not t for mode switch in the:
*

reasons ther than
Conditi n A. shutdown position.4

,

\ Q
*

.

! -

.

I
!
;

i
-

:
,

-
,

d

(
e

*

-BWR/6-STS-~ 3.10-22 R- v. O, 09728f9P-

1
4

i ;

|
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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Recirculation Loops-Testin]g
v

e ~~'~
i

,/_ 3.10.9 'p) .i

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUI .ENTS / -

!

VEILLANCE
FREQUENC

'7) \ ~
,

SR 3.10.9.1 Verify LCO 3.4. uirements suspended for I hour5 24 hours.
:

k i

SR 3.10.9.2 Ve fy THERMAL POWER is 5 [5]% RT uring I hour
YSICS TESTS.

!

I

-
-

,

-

,

!
.

gm
L)

,

|

!

|
|

.

-

1 Wit /fr+TS-
. 3.10-23 Rev. O, 09/20/''2 -
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Training Startups
3.10.)88 '93.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.1[/ Training Startups
'

LCO 3.10. 7 The low pressure. coolant injection (LPCI) OPERABILITY i

requirements specified in LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating," mayo l
|/

be changed to allow one residual heat removal subsystem toi

i be aligned in the shutdown cooling mode for trainingstartups, ro 'd the followina req" ira __ ants are met:m

T gRM,% PoJ;ce is 4. Iolo RTP/
A [E5' UJ d iE k f f0!i EES -

e
are

ib. Average reactor coolant temperature is < 200*F. '

;

APPLICABILITY: H0DE 2 with one LPCI subsystem suction valve closed.

ACTIONS !,

:
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEi ,

A. One or more of the A.1 Place the reactor Immediatelyabove requirements not mode switch in themet. shutdown position.

!
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

,
I

I

SURVEILLANCE& FREQUENCY~-

gwe.RrAAL Pov>ETE h & Plo RrPJ
.

SR 3.10. .1 Verify ml 0;
Pil -s i s / =: e.'ERAELE IKH d u.a.e;; a~.e- I hour

im=- f run =m m
-Ra .gc 7.

i h
SR 3.10. .2 Verify average reactor coolant temperature I hourj *

is < 200*F.

!;
..

~.BWR/6 STS--7
1 3.10-24 Rev. O, -09/28792 -
"

J
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Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation
B 3.10.1

O
B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.1 Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation .

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this Special Operations Lc0 is to allow
certain reactor coolant pressure tests to be performed in
H0DE 4 when the metallurgical characteristics of the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) require the pressure testing at
temperatures > 200*F (normally corresponding to MODE 3).

Inservice hydrostatic testing and system leakage pressure
tests required by Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
(Ref.1) are performed prior to the reactor going critical
after a refueling outage. Recirculation pump operation and
a water solid RPV (except for an air bubble for pressure
control) are used to achieve the necessary temperatures and
pressures required for these tests. The minimum
temperatures (at the required pressures) allowed for these
tests are determined from the RPV pressure and temperature

) (P/T) limits required by LCO 3.4.11, " Reactor Coolant System (-)
(RCS) Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits." These limits -

are conservatively based on the fracture toughness of the
reactor vessel, taking into account anticipated vessel

" neutron fluence.

With increased reactor vesse fluence over time, the minimum

C allowable vessel temperatur increases at a given pressure.
Periodic updates to the P P/T limit curves are performed
as necessary, based on e results of analyses of irradiated !
surveillance specimens removed from the vessel. Hydrostatic
and leak testing will' eventually be reqdited with minimum
reactor coolant temperatures > 200*F.

rTh 'ydros atic test r uires increasin pressure t [ ]D
of ign p ssure (1250 i ) or [ ] p ' , and bec se of Ih-- the e pected rease in rea vessel flu e, the m imum
allowa vessel perature acco ng to LCO .11 is
increase [ ]*F. is increase [ ]% of de ign
pressure do s not exceed the Safety Limit of 1375 psig.

|

|

)
_

L
C[/pl7pM /4 lb C3 (continued)

J'.!''/ :!; B 3.10-1 Rev. 0,-09/2&/92---



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
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Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operathn
B 3.10.1

i

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Allowing the reactor to be considered in MODE 4 during
SAFETY ANALYSES hydrostatic or leak testing, when the reactor coolant i

temperature is > 200*F, effectively provides an exception to i

MODE 3 requirements, including OPERABILITY of primary I

containment and the full complement of redundant Emergency Ic2 Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). Since the hydrostatic or leak
i

y tests are perfomeditwater solid, at low decay heat values, I

p // and near MODE 4 conditions, the stored energy in the reactor
icore will be very low. Under these conditions, the !

Ipotential for failed fuel and a subsequent increase in
coolant activity above the limits of LCO 3.4.8, " Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) Specific Activity," are minimized. In
addition, the secondary containment will be OPERABLE, in i

accordance with this Special Operations LCO, and will be
capable of handling any airborne radioactivity or steam
leaks that could occur during the performance of hydrostatic

mrguve
Dressure testing @conditionypi+h wand ="" mtai r::t
or leak testing. e consecuences of a steam 1eak;und.v2-

P |= - - _

[N* QA TCPCreLh will be conservatively bounded by the consequences**" - of the accidedpostulated main steam line break outside of
primary containment ===NMdescribed in Reference 2.M Therefore,Fre "ie%g thi::;;;2 j :;atei.. .;nt t: Sc i1

rep &en*h OPaanr-will; conservatively esu- e that anv LA4; i-../ -

v .aidarna radiation f- !!:;;. leeb .;il? be filtered thr;;.;hb .

th: St dby M Weatz::t Syst: ,-th;iel,, limitp radiation !

releases to the environment. '

i

In the event of a large primary system leak, the reactor
vessel would rapidly depressurize, allowing the low pressure !
core cooling systems to operate. The capability of the low '

pressure coolant injection and low pressure core spray
subsystems, as required in MODE 4 by L.00 3.5.2, . .

"ECCS-Shutdown," would be more'than adequate to keep'the '

core flooded under this low decay heat load condition.
Small system leaks would be detected by leakage inspections ,

before significant inventory loss occurred.
_

For the purposes of this test, the protection provided by
inormally required MODE 4 applicable LCOs, in addition to the :

secondary containment requirements required to be met by ;

this Special Operations LCO, will ensure acceptable

@r
- consequences during normal hydrostatic test conditions and !

gggt:p during postulated accident conditionsy |
!

Y
_ As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special |

.

Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of
.

(continued)

BWR/5-5YS- B 3.10-2 Rev. O, 09/-28/S2- |
|
;

:
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|
f

i.
Enclosure 2 to U-602196 *

Section 3.10 Page 94 of 149 |;
,

1

_ INSERT B2Ai

As part of ersuring the Standby Gas Treatment System filters fission i

products released from leakages during the test, the secondary
'
,

containment bypass paths (the upper containment air lock and valves
which isolate other secondary containment bypass paths) are also j

.; requ2. red to meet their associated LCOs. |

a

4

:

,

!

:

,

1

|

i
4

4

!

)

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.10-2 10/1/93

:

,
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-

Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation
B 3.10.1

BASES

.

.

APPLICABLE the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
SAFETY ANALYSES provide flexibility to perform certain operations by

(continued) appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
provided in their respective Bases.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Operation at reactor coolant
temperatures > 200*F, can be in accordance with Table 1.1-1
for MODE 3 operation without meeting this Special Operations
LCO or its ACTIONS. This option may be required due to P/T
limits, however, which require testing at temperatures
> 200*F, while the ASME inservice test itself requires the
safety / relief valves to be gagged, preventing their
OPERABILITY.

If it is desired to perform these tests while complying with
this Special Operations LCO, then the MODE 4 applicable LCOs,

and specified MODE 3 LCOs must be met. This Special
,,-) Operations LCO allows changing Table 1.1-1 temperature 1-'

limits for MODE 4 to "NA" and suspending the requirements of
LCO 3.4.10, " Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling

ctM SE "? D System-Cold Shutdown." The additional requirements for
Mg'Ad secondary containmentfLCOs to be met will provide sufficient

protection for operations at reactor coolant temperaturesb fan 8'"g > 200*F for the purposes of perfoming either an inserviceY leak or hydrostatic test.
~

This LCO allows primary containment to be open for frequent
unobstmeted access to. perform inspections, and for outage

,activities on various systems to continue consistent with
the MODE 4 applicable requirements that are in effect
imediately prior to and imediately after this operation.

,

1

APPLICABILITY The MODE 4 requirements may only be modified for the
performance of inservice leak or hydrostatic tests so that
these operations can be considered as in MODE 4, even though
the reactor coolant temperature is > 200*F. The additional
requirement for secondary containment OPERABILITY according
to the imposed MODE 3 requirements provides conservatism in
the response of the unit to any event that may occur.
Operations in all other MODES are unaffected by this LCO.

(continued)
-BWR/C L B 3.10-3 Rev. O, .09/E8/92--
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Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation
B 3.10.1) 4

|

BASES (continued)

-

h
ACTIONS A Note has been provided to mo fify the ACTIONS related to

linservice leak and hydrostatic testing operation.
i

Section 1.3, Completion Times cifies once a Condition
has been entered, subsequent subsystems, components, Cfor variables expressed in the ion discovered to be ;

inoperable or not within limits, will not result in sep
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies flui- iRequired Actions of the Condition continue to apply for !

additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
each requirement of the LCO not met provide appropriate

1

compensatory measures for separate requirements that are not !
met. As such, a Note has been provided that allows separate |
Condition entry for each requirement of the LCO. '

Ad

If an LCO specified in LCO 3.10.1 is not met, the ACTIONS 1

applicable to the stated requirements shall be entered 1
imediately and complied with. Required Action A.1 has been

_) modified by a Note that clarifies the intent of another
LCO's Required Action to be in MODE 4 includes reducing the
average reactor coolant temperature t 5 200*F.

, 7}vi /2./ t M t / M N
A.2.1 and A.2.2 -

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are alternate Required
Actions that can be taken instead of Required Action A.1 to
restore ccmpliance with the normal H0DE 4 requirements, and
thereby exit this Special Operations LCO's' Applicability.-
Activitie; that could further increase reactor coolant

i

temperature or pressure are suspended imediately, in
]accorduce with Required Action A.2.1, and the reactor
t

cociant temperature is reduced to establish nomal MODE 4
requirements. The allowed Completion Time of 24 hours for
Required Action A.2.2 is based on engineering judgment and
provides sufficient time to reduce the average reactor
coolant temperature from the highest expected value to
5 200*F with normal cooldown procedures. The Completion Time
is also consistent with the time provided in LCO 3.0.3 for
reaching MODE 4 from HODE 3.

J
(continued)
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I

Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing' Operation j
B 3.10.1.

) p ,

, 1 } '

~

BASES (continued),

d

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.1.1
REQUIREMENTS '

The LCOs made applicable are required to have their !

Surveillances met to establish that this LCO is being met.,

1 A discussion of the applicable SRs is provided in their
irespective Bases.,
'

! !

j

,
- ;

t'; REFERENCES 1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
- Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI. "
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2 ;,.

,

B 3.10 "ECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.2 Jaactor Mo.,e Switch Interlock Testing
i
1

BASES !

!
BACKGROUND The purpose of this Special Operations LCO is to permit

operation of the reactor mode switch from one position to
another to confim certain aspects of associated interlocks
during periodic tests and calibrations in MODES 3, 4, and'5. |

i

The reactor mode switch is a conveniently located,
multiposition, keylock switch provided to select the
necessary scram functions for various plant conditions

T (Ref. 1). The reactor mode switch selects the appropriate |
| tip re!:ye; for scram functions and provides appropriate

bypasses. The mode switch positions and related scram
interlock functions are summarized as follows:

i
a. Shutdown-Initiates a reactor scram; bypasses main |

steam line isolation and reactor high water level
|scrams;

~

b. Refuel-Selects Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) scram Ifunction for low neutron flux level operation (but
does not disable the average power range monitor
scram); bypasses main steam line isolation and reactor

;high water level scrams;
|

c. Startup/ Hot Standby-Selects NMS scram function for low
neutron flux level operation (intemediate range

GLM NW[ _ monitors); bypasses main steam line isolation and
ppm yg reactor high water level scrams; andc

rnennihv5
d. Run-Selects NMS scram function for power range

operation.

The reactor mode switch also provides interlocks for such
functions as control rod blocks, scram discharge volume trip
bypass, refueling interlocks, -suppreuse anni "kaum and
main steam isolation valve isolations.

APPLICABLE The acceptance criterion for reactor mode switch interlock
SAFETY ANALYSES testing is to prevent fuel failure by precluding reactivity

excursions or core criticality.

(continued)
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
B 3.10.2

BASES

APPLICABLE The interlock functions of the shutdown and refuel positions
SAFETY ANALYSES of the reactor mode switch in MODES 3, 4, and 5 are provided(continued) to preclude reactivity excursions that could potentially

result in fuel failure. Interlock testing that requires
moving the reactor mode switch to other positions (run, or
startup/ hot standby) while in MODE 3, 4, or 5, requires
administratively maintaining all control rods inserted and
no other CORE ALTERATIONS in progress. With all control,

rods inserted in cure cells containing one or more fuel
assemblies and no CORE ALTERATIONS in progress, there are no
credible mechanisms for unacceptable reactivity excursions
during the planned interlock testing.

For postulated accidents, such as control rod removal error
during refueling or loading of fuel with a control rod
withdrawn, the accident analysis demonstrates that fuel
failure will not occur (Ref. 2). The withdrawal of a single
control rod will not result in criticality when adequate SDM
is maintained. Also, loading fuel assemblies into the core
with a single control rod withdrawn will not result in
criticality, thereby preventing fuel failure.

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special -

Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs isprovided in th 'r respective Bases.

Cf5 / Lc.0 j.10,l "In5N Leak w/ hiu s
3

( TcA g opciaR mi" f ^

LCO As described in LCD 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. MODES 3, 4, and 5 operationset .not specified in Table 1.1-1 can be performed in accordance
with other Special Operations LCOs (i.e..fLCO 3.10. .

-

{ Q "SinolexRod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown," LCO 3.10.4, " Single
% Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," and LCO i.mc 'cunn vi Run

Tathg-Opent4mf) without meeting this LCO or itsCF ACTIONS. If any testing is performed that involves the
5.to.g('' 5Dm Tistreactor mode switch interlocks and requires repositioning

-g g9 beyond that specified in Table 1.1-1 for the current MODE ofu

operation, the testing can be perfomed, provided all
interlock functions potentially defeated are

- administratively controlled. In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the
reactor mode switch in shutdown as specified in Table 1.1-I,

(continued)
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Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing
.

i

) B 3.10.2' .

'
;

BASES

LCO all control rods are fully inserted and a control rod block
(continued) is initiated. Therefcre, all control rods in core cells

!
that contain one or more fuel assemblies must be verified
fully inserted while in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the reactor
mode switch in other than the shutdown position. The
additional LCO requirement to preclude CORE ALTERATIONS is
appropriate for MODE 5 operations, as discussed below, and
is inherently met in MODES 3 and 4 by the definition of CORE- ,

ALTERATIONS, which cannot be performed with the vessel head
,

'

in place.
,

In MODE 5, with the reactor mode switch in the refuel
position, only one control rod can be withdrawn under the
refuel position one rod out interlock (LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel

j
Position One-Rod-Out Interlock"). The refueling equipment t

interlocks (LCO 3.9.1, " Refueling Equipment Interlocks") '

appropriately control other CORE ALTERATIONS. Due to the
: increased potential for error in controlling these multipled

interlocks and the limited duration of tests ir.volving the ,

reactor mode switch position, conservative controls are
required, consistent with MODES 3 and 4. The additional) controls of administrative 1y not pemitting other CORE

i ALTERATIONS will adequately ensure that the reactor does not
j become critical during these tests.

APPLICABILITY Any required periodic interlock testing involving the
reactor mode switch, while in MODES 1 and 2, can be
performed without the need for Special Operations
exceptions. Mode switch manipulations in these MODES would

OCG likely result in unit trips. . In MODES 3, 4, and 5; this
; Special Operations LCO is only permitted to be used to allow

-

;

|
Wgg5 reactor mode switch interlock testing that cannot
d*' conveniently be performedgfle 4= ""- -" Such

interlock testing may consist of required Surveillances, or
may be the result of maintenance, repair, or troubleshooting3

activities. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the interlock functions3 ,

j
'

provided by the reactor mode switch in shutdown (i.e., all
control rods inserted and incapable of withdrawal) and
refueling (i.e., refueling interlocks to prevent inadvertent
criticality during CORE ALTERATIONS) positions can be
administratively controlled adequately during the

{ perfomance of certain tests.

|

:
(continued)
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Resctor Mode Switch Interlock Testing

B 3.10.2 p) i,)
y

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. A.3.1. and A.3.2

These Required Actions are provided to restore compliance
with the Technical Specifications overridden by this Special
Operations LCO. Restoring compliance will also result in
exiting the Applicability of this Special Operations LCO.

All CORE ALTERATIONS, if in progress, are immediately
suspended in accordance with Required Action A.1, and all
insertable control rods in core cells that contain one or
more fuel assemblies are fully inserted within I hour, in
accordance with Required Action A.2. This will preclude

. _ . potential mechanisms that could lead to criticality.
Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude the
completion of movement of a component to a safe condition.
Placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position
will ensure that all inserted control rods remain inserted
and result in operation in accordance with Table 1.1-1.
Alternatively, if in H0DE 5, the reactor mode switch must be
placed in the refuel position, which will also esult in
operating in accordance with Table 1.1-1. A Note is added (') to Required Action A.3.2 ta indicate that this Required (
Action is not applicable in H0 DES 3 and 4, since only the
shutdown position is allowed in these MODES. The allowed
Completion Time of I hour for Required Actions A.2, A.3.1,
and A.3.2 provides sufficient time to nomally insert the I
control rods and place the reactor mode switch in the

|
required position, based on operating experience, and is I

acceptable given that all operations that could increase
core reactivity have been suspended.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.2.1 and SR 3.10.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

Heeting the requirements of this Special Operations LCO
maintains operation consistent with or conservative to
operating with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
position (or the refuel position for H0DE 5). The functions
of the reactor mode switch interlocks that are not in
effect, due to the testing in progress, are adequately
compensated for by the Special Operations LCO requirements. |The administrative controls are to be periodically verified !

to ensure that the operational requirements continue to be
met. The Surveillances performed at the 12 hour and 24 hour

!frequencies are intended to provide appropriate assurance

-

(continued)
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i

Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing !

B 3.10.2
|

BASES |
|

ISURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.2.1 and SR 3.10.2.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS |

that each operating shift is aware of and verify compliance '

with these Special Operations LCO requirements.

)

REFERENC 1. ecti 7.6.1.1 [
2. ecti 15.4.1.1 [

t

f,

|
|
i

) -

i
l

I

|
|

|

5

-

.

, i
!

-

| !

|
|

l

.
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'

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
! B 3.10.3

)
: -

J B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.3 Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown,

t-

BASES

'

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 3 Special Operations LCO is to
.permit the withdrawal of a single control rod for testin f

while in hot shutdown, by imposing certain restrictions.g In
MODE 3, the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown position,
and all control rods are inserted and blocked from ;

withdrawal. Many systems and functions are not required in
; these conditions, due to other installed interlocks that are

actuated when the reactor mode switch is in the shutdown,

position. However, circumstances agttFarise while in MODE 3
Cl y,

that present the need to withdraw a single control rod .for-

i

various tests (e.g., friction tests, scram timing, and ,

coupling integrity checks). These single control rod
withdrawals are normally accomplished by selecting the

; refuel position for the reactor mode switch. This Special
Operations LCO provides the appropriate additional controls'

'

S to allow a single control rod withdrawal in MODE 3.
7.) L.

, ,

APPLICABLE With the reactor mode switch in the refuel position, the ;
i SAFETY ANALYSES analyses far centrol rod withdrawal during refueling are !i applicable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses !

are satisfied in MODE 3, these analyses will bound the '

(J Q k ' consequences of an accident.tN (Ref. ]) demonstrate that the functioning of the.
Explicit safety analyses in

; P3 '

refueling interlocks and adegate StM will preclude
unacceptable reactivity excursionc.

Refueling interlocks restrict the m)vetaent of control rods.

.

to reinforce operational procedure = , 4t prevent the reactor
from becoming critical. These 8.nariv . prevent the
withdrawal of more than one con al toi, Under these ',

) conditions, since only one conti ror can be withdrawn, the
; core will always be shut down ev. ..th the highest worth
a control rod withdrawn if adequate SDM exists.
U

OC2C Uw The control rod scram function provides backup protection 4e-
normal refueling procedures and the refueling interlocksfgec -

i wMd-prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling.,,
, . .a .1 M

*

!,

. (continued)
' "

,
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.

i .

BASES

APPLICABLE Alternate backup protection can be obtained by ensuring that
SAFETY ANALYSES a five by five array of control rods, centered on the

(continued) withdrawn control rod, are inserted and incapable of
withdrawal .

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special
Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is,

provided in their respective Bases.

!
LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special

Operations LCO is optional. Operation in MODE 3 with the
reactor mode switch in the refuel position can be performed
in accordance with other Special Operations LCOs (i.e.,
LCO 3.10.2, " Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testingy

/10 3.10.4, "it;k C r.tM oad Wthdr=1-Ocid Sootd;.c;J)

~) without meeting this Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS.
-

However, if a single control rod withdrawal is desired in
MODE 3, controls consistent with those required during

ItJ5 G T 7 refueling must be implemented and this Special Operations,

3 8@ Lco applied.+ The refueling interlocks of LCO 3.9.2, " Refueli
,

r Position On Rod Out Interlock," required by this Special"
<

L.h Operations CO, ill ensure that only one control rod can be
withdrawn.

Q ~
,

*

.

To back up the refueling interlocks (LCO 3.9.2), the ability 1

to rcram the w'ithdrawn control rod in the event of an
inadvertent criticality is provided by this Special

hjewd,1) Operations LCO's requirements in Item d.1. Alternately,
| provided a sufficient number of control rods in the vicinity'

lC2
Nof the withdrawn control rod are known to be inserted andncapable of withdraway, the possibility of criticality on

_ withdrawal of this control rod is sufficiently precluded, so
MN as not to require the scram capability of the withdrawn

control ro3d
J a6
,

!

b APPLICABILITY Control rod withdrawals are adequately controlled in
- MODES 1, 2, and 5 by existing LCOs. In MODES 3 and 4,

control rod withdrawal is only allowed if performed in i.

. (continued)
|>
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INSERT B12A

" Withdrawal" in this application includes the actual
withdrawal of the control rod as well as maintaining the
control rod in a position other than the full-in position, and
reinserting the control rod.

INSERT B12B

Also, once this alternate (Item d.2) is completed, the SDM
requirement to account for both the withdrawn-untrippable
control rod and the highest worth control rod may be changed
to allow the withdrawn-untrippable control rod to be the
single highest worth control rod.

i

I
'

i

| I

!

|

INSERT
CLINTON B 3.10-12 10/1/93

1
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3

BASES !

|
- f

fAPPLICABILITY accordance with this Special Operations LCO or Special
(continued) Operations LCO 3.10.4, and if limited to one control rod.

This allowance is only provided with the reactor mode switch !
2

in the refuel position. For these conditions, the ;

one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2), control rod position
.lindication (LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication") < q,

full insertion requirements for all other control rods and
scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reaction Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling"), or the added administrative
control in Item d.2 of this Special Operations LCO,
minimizes potential reactivity excursions.

#- , im

W QMS5n S,

"

ACT!ONS A Note has been provided t so ify the ACTIONS related to a
2

single control rod withdrawa while in MODE 3. Section 1.3,
Completion Times, specifies nce a Condition has been
entered, subsequent trMas, subsystems, components, or 7; variables expressed in the condition discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in s; ,

) entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies O.Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for
each requirement of the LCO not met provide appropriate

;
compensatory measures for separate requirements that are not
met. As such, a Note has been provided that allows separate !

Condition entry for each requirement of the LCO.
,

!
- A.1

, .

If one or more of the requirements specified in this Special
Operations LCO are not met, the ACTIONS applicable to the

'

Ocq stated requirements of the affected LCOs are immediately; entered as directed by Required Action A.I. This Required
Action has been modified by a Note that clarifies the intent.

ghf -ether :pp!!:dk LC0h to insert all control rods r' te
d of any other LCO's Required Actiont; #a r - deare with the3

; At%dn. gdad>A > :1:e "e;"N exiting this Special Operations Applicability
LCO by returning the reactor mode switch to the shutdown
position. A second Note has been added, which clarifies
that this Required Action is only applicable if the

4
- requirements not met are for an affected LCO. !

.i

(continued)
'

,

1

4
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,

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown
B 3.10.3

) -
,

BASES

i

ACTIONS A.2.1 and A.2.2
(continued) {Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are alternative !

Required Actions that can be taken instead of Required !Action A.1 to restore compliance with the normal MODE 3 i

requirements, thereby exiting this Special Operations LCO's i

Applicability. Actions must be initiated imediately to t

insert all insertable control rods. Actions must continue !
until all such control rods are fully inserted. Placing the
reactor mode switch in the shutdown position will ensure
that all inserted rods remain inserted and restore operation
in accordance with Table 1.1-1. The allowed Completion Time
of I hour to place the reactor mode switch in the shutdown2

position provides sufficient time to nomally insert the
control rods.

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.3.1. SR 3.10.3.2. and SR 3.10.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

)
The other LCOs made applicable in this Special Operations

4 LCO are required to have their Surveillances met to
|'

establish that this Special Operations LCO is being met. If |
the local array of control rods is inserted and disamed

|
,

"

while the scram function for the withdrawn rod is not
available, periodic verification in accordance with
SR 3.10.3.2 is required to preclude the pussibility of '

criticality. SR 3.10.3.2 has been modified by a Note, which
clarifies that this SR is not required to be met if

; SR 3.10.3.1 is satisfied for LCO 3.10.3.d.1 requirements,
since SR 3.10.3.2 demonstrates that the alternative
LCO 3.10.3.d.2 requirements are satisfied. -Also, -

SR 3.10.3.3 verifies that all control rods other than the
-

control rod being withdrawn are fully inserted. The 24 hour
Frequency is acceptable because of the administrative
controls on control rod withdrawals, the protection afforded
by the. LCOs involved, and hardware interlocks that preclude
additional control rod withdrawals.

REFERENCES 1. tion 15.4.1.1[
.

.

4
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-

Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS '

B 3.10.4 Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown . .

BASES
,

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 4 Special Operations LCO is to
pemit the withdrawal of a single control rod for testing or
maintenance, while in cold shutdown, by imposing certain
restrictions. In MODE 4, the reactor mode switch is in the ;
shutdown position, and all control rods are inserted and
blocked from withdrawal. Many systems and functions are not
required in these conditions, due to the installed
interlocks associated with the reactor mode switch in the
shutdown position. Circumstances asiil-arise while in

OCN MOD ~E 4, however, that present the need to withdraw a single
m

control rod for various tests (e.g., friction tests, scram
time testing, and coupling integrity checks). Certain-
situations may also require the removal of the associated
control rod drive (CRD). These single control rod
withdrawals and possible subsequent removals are nonnally
accomplished by selecting the refuel position for the

} reactor mode switch. i

APPLICABLE With the reactor mode switch in the refuel position, the
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses for control rod withdrawal during refueling are |'

applicable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses
are satisfied in MODE 4, these analyses will bound the

f3 v58 -
coniequences of an accident. Explicit safety analyses in i
the MAR (Ref.1) demonstrate that the functioning of the !'

refueling interlocks and adequate SDM will preclude . I

unacceptable reactivity' excursions; ~ '

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods
to reinforce operational procedures that prevent the reactor
from becoming critical. These interlocks prevent the
withdrawal of more than one control rod. Under these
conditions, since only one control rod can be withdrawn, the
core will always be shut down even with the highest worth
control rod withdrawn if adequate SDM exists.

J ,

d- The control rod scram function provides backup protection
_ nomal refueling procedures and the refueling interlockser

.g wh,* prevent inadvertent criticalities during refueling.
L Alternate backup protection can be obtained by ensuring that !

,

(continued) k

i
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

BASES
.

'

'

APPLICABLE a five by five array of control rods, centered on the
SAFETY ANALYSES withdrawn control rod, are inserted and incapable of

(continued) withdrawal . This alternate backup protection is required
; when removing the CRD because this removal renders the

withdrawn control rod incapable of being scrammed.!

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special 1
Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of

|
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by |appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A |
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is |

provided in their respective Bases.
'inscNic Led awh
TisH9 opcant% " af

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Operation in MODE 4 with the
reactor mode switch in the refuel position can be performed
in accordance with other LCOs (i.e., Special Operations !

q || CO 3.10.2, " Reactor Mode Switch Interlock TestinggandA-s
~) 11 ylce m _3. singie .w + a :ad -ithd d -iist &:;.;;;;;:)

without meeting this Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS.
If a single control rod withdrawal is desired in MODE 4, I

controls consistent with those required during refueling

C(p must be implemented and this Special Operations LCO applied.4y
.ix-er eic s.

The refueling interlocks of LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel Position,

"

One-Rod-Out Interlock," required by this Special Operations

O Nthdrawn. At the time CRD removal begins, theLCOGPRf"cwill ensure that only one control rod can be
discennection of the position indication probe will cause-
LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position Indication," and therefore,Theseke , ew. tco 3.9.2 to tati to ne met. m _..... .. a control rod

h3 ceuncy . withdrawal block gigjB be inserted to ensure that no l
i additional control rods can be withdrawn and that complianceC40 /ttmmH ' with this Special +4 - 'm' maintained. I

(|} = * > ts utN) &
To back up the refue in in er oc s (LCO 3.9.2) or the '

control rod withdrawal block, the ability to scram the
withdrawn control rod in the vent of an inadvertentb MC_ criticality is provided by Special Operations LCO
requirements in Item c.1. ernatively, when the scram
function is not OPERABLE, or the CRD is to be removed, a

- sufficient number of rods in the vicinity of the withdrawn ,

control rod are required to be inserted and made incapable

(continued)
U
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!

" Withdrawal'' in this application includes the actual withdrawal of.i

i the control rod as well as maintaining the control rod in a position j
other than the full-in position, and reinserting the control rod.
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4 Iv

i i

/USELT hh h]en C.2) q 6 o A. |BASES

of withdrawal /.wThis precludes the possibility of |LCO

(continued) criticality upon withdrawal of this control rod.,

APPLICABILITY Control rod withdrawals are adequately controlled in
MODES 1, 2, and 5 by existing LCOs. In MODES 3 and 4,
control rod withdrawal is only allowed if performed in'

accordance with Special Operations LCO 3.10.3, or this .

Special Operations LCO, and if limited to one control rod. '

This allowance is only provided with the reactor mode switch'

in the refuel position.

During these conditions, the full insertion requirements for !all other control rods, the one-rod-oct interlock ,

l(LCO 3.9.2), control rod position indication (LCO 3.9.4),
and scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling"), or the added administrative
controls in Item b.2 and Item c.2 of this Special Operations

- LCO, provide mitigation of potential reactivity excursions. f
i

Oc4 ivisEmd ,

ACTIONS A Note has been proviTed to ify the ACTIONS related to a !

single control rod withdrawal while in MODE 3. Section 1.3, ;

; Completion Times, specifies nce a Condition has been '

entered, subsequent t-h, subsystems, components, or Cr'
{variables expressed in the Condition discovered to be

inoperable or not within limits, will not result in se ,

entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies 4daf- |
Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for ea '

additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for ,

each requirement of the LCO not met provide appropriate I
compensatory measures for separate requirements that are not
met. As such, a Note has been provided that allows separate
Condition entry for each requirement of the LCO.

A.I. A.2.1 and A.2.2

If one or more of the requirements of this Special
Operations LCO are not met with the affected control rod

- insertable, these Required Actions restore operation
consistent with normal MODE 4 conditions (i.e., all rods

(continued)
i
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j INSERT B17A
f
i

'

Also, once this alternate (Item c.2) is completed, the SDM |
., requirement to account for both the withdrawn-untrippable ;
i control rod and the highest worth control rod may be changed jJ

to allow the withdrawn-untrippable control rod to be the ;
single highest worth control rod. ;
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

)
BASES

'ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1.'and A.2.2 (continued)

inserted) or with the exceptions allowed in this Special
Operations LCO. Required Action A.1 has been modified b
Note that clarifies +he+ the intent of any other LC,,
Required Actiong i 2:0:-d: .: _ith the ethcr cpplicab!: ;

e M- M ECOs, to insert all control rodsAincludes exiting thisT
y,"Special Operations Applicability)LCO by returning-the

reactor mode snitch to the shutdown position. A second Note
has been added to Required Action A.1 to clarify that this
Required Action is only applicable if the requirements not
met are for an affected LCO.

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are specified, based on the
assumption that the control rod is being withdrawn. If the
control rod is still insertable, actions must be immediately
initiated to fully insert all insertable control rods and
within I hour place the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
position. Action must continue unti.1 all such control rods ;

are fully inserted. The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour
for placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position

-) provides sufficient time to nomally insert the control
rods.

B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2

If one or more of the requirements of this Special i

Operations LCO are not met with the affected control rod not I

insertable, withdrawal of the control rod and removal of the
associated CRD must immediately be suspended. If the CRD
has been removed, such that the control rod is not
insertable, the Required Actions require the most
expeditious action be taken to either initiate action to
restore the CRD and insert its control rod, or restore
compliance with this Special Operations LCO. !

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.4.1. SR 3.10.4.2. SR 3.10.4.3. and SR 3.10.4.4 !

REQUIREMENTS
The other LCOs made applicable by this Special Operations
LCO are required to have their associated Surveillances met
to establish that this Special Operations LCO is being met.

- If the local array of control rods is inserted and disamed
while the scram function for the withdrawn rod is not

,)
(continued)
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Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown
B 3.10.4

'

BASES
j

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.4.1. SR 3.10.4.2. SR 3.10.4.3. and SR 3.10.4.4
REQUIREMENTS (continued)

available, periodic verification is required to ensure that I

the possibility of criticality remains precluded. -A1: . al'
,th: 00ntr:1 nd; := ::M ffed te b: ir.;;rted, e2 -ell es 16W =centml ed ithdice! bled. Verification that all the f

other control rods are fully inserted is required to meet
the SDM requirements. Verification that a control rod
withdrawal block has been inserted ensures that no other
control rods can be inadvertently withdrawn under conditions
when position indication instrumentation is inoperable for
the affected control rod. The 24 hour Frequency is
acceptable because of the administrative controls on control
rod withdrawals, the protection afforded by the LCOs
involved, and hardware interlocks to preclude an additional
control rod withdrawal.

SR 3.10.4.2 and SR 3.10.4.4 have been modified by Notes,
.which clarify that these SRs are not required to be met if
the alternative requirements demonstrated by SR 3.10.4.1 are

.} satisfied.
( ,,

REFERENC 1. ctio 15.4.1.1[

. . .
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
B 3.10.5

/

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.5 Single Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal-Refueling
,

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 5 Special Operations LCO is to
permit the removal of a single CRD during refueling
operations by imposing certain administrative controls.
Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods
and the operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce
operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical during refueling operations. During
refueling operations, no more than one control rod is
pemitted to be withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
more fuel assemblies. The refueling interlocks use the |
' full in' position indicators to determine the position of
all control rods. If the " full in" position signal is not
present for every control rod, then the all rods in
pemissive for the refueling equipment interlocks is not
present and fuel loading is prevented. Also, the refuel
position one-rod-out interlock will not allow the withdrawal) of a second control rod.

,

The control rod scram function provides backup protectionM :,

Oczo
nomal refueling procedures a the refueling interlocks l
described aboven.J.?dr prevent inadvertent criticalitiesggg during refueling. The requirement for this function to be
OPERABLE p'recludes the possibility of removing the CRD once
a control rod is withdrawn from a core cell containing one
or more fuel assemblies. This Special Operations LCO
provides controls . sufficient to ensure the possibility of an
inadvertent criticality is precluded, while allowing a
single CRD to be removed from a core cell containing one or

.

more fuel assemblies. The removal of the CRD involves
disconnecting the position indication probe, which causes
noncompliance with LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod Position
Indication," and, therefore, LCO 3.9.1, " Refueling Equipment

Ora Interlocks," and LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel % Position One-Rod-Out
Interlock." The CRD removal also requires isolation of the
CRD from the CRD Hydraulic System, thereby causing
inoperability of the control rod (LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling") . 1

)

(continued)
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|
5

Single CRD Removal-Refueling'

B 3.10.5 -

|
! ) ?

-

c

.- ,

BASES (continued) |

.

| APPLICABLE With the reactor mode switch in the refuel position, the |SAFETY ANALYSES analyses for control rod withdrawal during refueling are i
applicable and, provided the assumptions of these analyses
are satisfied, these analyses will bound the consequences of '.h accidents. Explicit safety analyses in the fSRR (Ref.1) g/jf

'

demonstrate that the proper operation of the refuelinP '

interlocks and adequate SDN will preclude unacceptable ;

reactivity excursions.

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods .

and the operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce;
"

operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical. These interlocks prevent the withdrawal
of more than one control rod. Under these conditions, since
only one control rod can be withdrawn, the core will always
be shut down even with the highest worth control rod !

withdrawn if adequate SDM exists. By requiring all other
control rods to be inserted and a control rod withdrawal <

block initiated, the function of the inoperable one-rod-out |interlock (LCO 3.9.2) is adequately maintained. This
Special Operations LCO requirement to suspend all CORE -

1. ) ALTERATIONS adequately compensates for the inoperable all (e-) ;i'

rods in permissive for the refueling equipment interlocks . . -

(LCO3.9.1).
J

The control rod scram function provides backup protection to
normal refueling procedures and the refueling interlocks,
which prevent inadvertant cri+4-=14the 6: ring refueling.
Since the scram function and refueling interlocks may be

*

suspended, alternate backup protection required by. this i

,

Special Operations LCO it obtained by ensuring that a five '

by five array of control rods, centered on the withdrawn
.

a

control rod, are inserted and are incapable of being'

withdrawn (by insertion of a control rod block).

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special
| Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of

the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs,

provide flexibility to perform certain operations by;

appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. Aa

I
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is

i provided in their respective Bases.
1

|

.

. (continued)
W G-STS B 3.10-21 Rev. O, 99/28/92-
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
. B 3.10.5
)

BASES (continued)
4

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Operation in MODE 5 with any of |
the following LCOs-LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation," LCO 3.3.8.2, " Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring," LCO 3.9.1,
LCO 3.9.2, LCO 3.9.4, or LCO 3.9.5-not met can be perfomed
in accordance with the Required Actions of these LCOs
without meeting this Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS.
However, if a single CRD removal from a core cell containing
one or more fuel assemblies is desired in MODE 5, controls'

consistent with those required by LCO 3.3.1.1, LCO 3.3.8.2, '

LCO 3.9.1, LCO 3.9.2, LCO 3.9.4, and LCO 3.9.5 must be
implemented and this Special Operations LCO applied.

By requiring all other control rods to be inserted and a
control rod withdrawal block initiated, the function of the

i inoperable one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) is adequately
maintained. This Special Operations LCO requirement to
suspand all CORE ALTERATIONS adequately compensates for the
inoperable all rods in pemissive for the refueling
equipment interlocks (LCO 3.9.1). Ensuring that the five by

} five array of control rods, centered on the withdrawn ,

control rod, are inserted and incapable of withdrawal
adequately satisfies the backup protection that LCO 3.3.1.1c -

|

| NSETLT and LCO 3.9.2 would have othem,se provided. I

i 6 22h (The exceptjen 9tanted in pis Speciai Operations LCO to
assume tYat the withdrawrf control rod is Me highest worth'

7contr rod to satisf CO 3.1.1, 'SHUgl WN MARGIN (SDM) " '
an the inability t withdraw another ontrol rod during[,

is operation wi out additional 5 demonstrations,jt
ontrolrodmayno}/bethej)conservative ( , the withdrawn

JL ghest worth ntrol rod)fi.

-

1

APPLICABILITY Operation in MODE 5 is controlled by existing LCOs. The
allowance to comply with this Special Operations LCO in lieu
of the ACTIONS of LCO 3.3.1.1, LCO 3.3.8.2, LCO 3.9.1,
LCO 3.9.2. LCO 3.9.4, and LCO 3.9.5 is appropriately
controlled with the additio:ini administrative controls1
required by this Special Operations LCO, which reduces the
potential for reactivity excursions.

) O

..

, (continued)a
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INSERT B22A j
r
.

!Also, once these requirements (Items a, b, and c) are
completed, the SDM requirement to account for both the !

withdrawn-untrippable control rod and the highest worth.
;

control rod may be changed to allow the withdrawn-untrippable
control rod to be the single highest worth control rod.

,
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|

Single CRD Removal-Refueling

) B 3.10.5 '

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. and A.2.2

If one or more of the requirements of this Special i
Operations LCO are not met, the imediate implementation of '

these Required Actions restores operation consistent with -

the normal requirements for failure to meet LCO 3.4.1.1,
LCO 3.9.1, LCO 3.9.2, LCO 3.9.4, and LCO 3.9.5 (i.e., all '

control rods inserted) or with the allowances of this
Special Operations LCO. The Completion Times for Required
Action A.1, Required Action A.2.1, and Required Action A.2.2 |

,

are intended to require these Required Actions be
implemented in a very short time and carried through in an
expeditious manner to either initiate action to restore the
CRD and insert its control rod, or initiate action to
restore compliance with this Special-Operations LCO.
Actions must continue until either Required Action A.2.1 or,

sRequired Action A.2.2 is satisfied. !

|

',

m SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.5.1. SR 3.10.5.2. SR 3.10.5.3. SR 3.10.5.4. and -

i

( ) REQUIREMENTS SR 3.10.5.5 .|

Verification that all the control rods, other than the
control rod withdrawn for the removal of the associated CRD,
are fully inserted is required to ensure the SDM is within
limits. Verification that the local five by five array of
control rods other than the control rod withdrawn for the
removal of the associated CRD, is inserted and disanned,
while the scram function for the withdrawn rod is not
available, is required to ensure that the possibility of

- criticality remains precluded. Verification that a control
rod withdrawal block has been inserted ensures that no other
control rods can be inadvertently withdrawn under conditions
when position indication instrumentation is inoperable for

u gavrow the withdrawn control rod. The Surveillance for LCO 3.1.1,
#q'g gp hich is made applicable by this Special Operations LCO, is

required in order to establish that this Special Operations
LCO is being met. Verification that no other CORE
ALTERATIONS are being made is required to ensure the
assumptions of the safety analysis are satisfied.

-

Periodic verification of the administrative controls
established by this Special Operations LCO is prudent to

- preclude the possibility of an inadvertent criticality. The
24 hour Frequency is acceptable, given the administrative

(continued)
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Single CRD Removal-Refueling
B 3.10.5

)

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.5.1. SR 3.10.5.2. SR 3.10.5.3. SR 3.10.5.4. and
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.10.5.5 (continued)

controls on control rod removal and hardware interlocks to
block an additional control rod withdrawal.

m

M
REFERENCEShh1.FSA Section 15.4.1.1

.

.

I
;

i

|
1

.

'V
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Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

l (!
B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.6 Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling

4

BASES I

l

1

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 5 Special Operations LCO is to
pemit multiple control rod withdrawal during refueling by
imposing certain administrative controls.

Refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods'
and the operation of the refueling equipment to reinforce
operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical during refueling operations. During
refueling operations, no more than one control rod is
permitted to be withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
mor2 fuel assemblies. When all four fuel assemblies are Q <

. removed from a cell, the control rodgJmay be withdrawn with
no restrictions. Any number of control rods may be
withdrawn and removed from the reactor vessel if their cells
contain no fuel.

' ]' The refueling interlocks use the " full in" position /'

indicators to detemine the position of all control rods. \,.
If the " full in" position signal is not present for every
control rod, then the all rods in permissive for the,

refueling equipment interlocks is not present and fuel
loading is prevented. Also, the refuel position one-rod-out
interlock will not allow the withdrawal of a second control
rod.

To allow more than one control rod to be withdrawn during .

refueling, these interlocks must.
Operations LCO establishes the ne,be defeated. This Special

|

cessary administrative
controls to allow bypass of the " full in" position
indicators.

APPLICABLE Explicit safety analyses in th f. 1) demonstrate
SAFETY ANALYSES that the functioning of the refuelino interlocks and

adequate SDM will prevent unacceptable reactivity excursions
- during refueling. To allow multiple control rod

withdrawals,. control rod removals, associated control rod
drive (CRD) removal, or any combination of these, the
" full in" position indication is allowed to be bypassed for-

each withdrawn control rod if all fuel has been removed from,

! (continued)
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Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

BASES

APPLICABLE the cell. With no fuel assemblies in the core cell, the
SAFETY ANALYSES associated control rod has no reactivity control function

(continued) and is n6t required to remain inserted. Prior to reloading
fuel into the cell, however, the associated control rod must
be inserted to ensure that an inadvertent criticality does
not occur, as evaluated in the Reference 1 analysis.

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special
Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perfom certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
provided in their respective Bases. ;

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Operation in MODE 5 with
LCO 3.9.3, " Control Rod Position," LCO 3.9.4, " Control Rod
Position Indication," or LCO 3.9.5, " Control Rod
OPERABILITY-Refueling," not met, can be perfomed in
accordance with the Required Actions of these LCOs without
meeting this Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS. If .

multiple control rod withdrawal or removal, or CRD removal
is desired, all four fuel assemblies are required to be C9

removed from the associated cells. Prior to entering this gLCO, any fuel remaining in a cell whose cetre! -+was; ,

previously removed under the provisions of_ another LCO must ,

! C(, be removed. e $3ca7 3 zg A
,

When loading fuel into the core with mul le control rods ;
' 'withdrawn, special spiral reload sequences are used to

ensure that reactivity additions are minimized. Otherwise,
- all control rods must be fully inserted before oading fuel.

Cts /tJ5ETLT 8246.

-

APPLICABILITY Operation in MODE 5 is controlled by existing LCOs. The
4 exceptions from other LCO requirements (e.g., the ACTIONS of j

LCO 3.9.3, LCO 3.9.4 or LCO 3.9.5) allowed by this Special
Operations LCO are appropriately controlled by requiring all
fuel to be removed from cells whose " full b" indicators are
allowed to be bypassed.

.

N

(continued)
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INSERT B26A i
<

:
,

" Withdrawal" in this application includes the actual withdrawal of I

the control rod as well as maintaining the control rod in a position ;
other than the full-in position, and reinserting the control rod. i

i
,

!i

!
i

! |
1 INSERT B26B l
1 '

: Spiral reloading encompasses reloading a cell (four fuel locations !
immediately adjacent to a control rod) on the edge of a continuous !

'

fueled region (the cell can be loaded in any sequence). !
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Hultiple Control Rod Withdrawal-Refueling
B 3.10.6

) '
)

BASES (continued) h
OCtO

IA E WWW
ACTIONS A.1/ A.7.1. and A,r.2 phids w, [

If one or more of the requirements of this Special
Operations LCO are not met, the immediate implementation of

.

!

these Required Actions resto operation consistent with
the nomal requirements for refueling (i.e., all control ,!;

rods inserted in core cells containing one or more fuel ,

assemblies) or with the exceptions granted by this Special ;

Operations LCO. The Completion Times R- : 7 L -d
_

-

y Art-= 2.1, ii;3.:. . htM "11. rf ": ;:ind ?rtf aa A9h
i are intended to require that these Required Actions be

-

cm implemented in a very short time and carried through in an,

expeditious mannerete cither iaitiate actien t: re:t:r: the
w + > raa- --a

i res +hei,. rentm! red , :- i,iti:::
|

;

%::ti:n to reste.; -: rp!!ance "ith thi: Sp;;ial ^p;reti;ra|
'

--
,

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.6.1. SR 3.10.6.2. and SR 3.10.6.3
REQUIREMENTS

) Periodic verification of the administrative controls /
<

1

established by this Special Operations LCO is prudent to (/
preclude the possibility of an inadvertent criticality. The
24 hour Frequency is acceptable, given the administrative
controls on fuel assembly and control rod removal, and takes
into account other indications of control rod status
available in the control room.

m

hl. ~ ctio 15.4.1.1REFERENC

,

1

5

i

i
i

I

i
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

.

B 3.10 Special Operations

B 3.10.7 Control Rod Testing-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this Special Operations LCO is to pemit
control rod testing, while in MODES 1 and 2, by imposing
certain administrative controls. Control rod patterns
during startup conditions are controlled by the operator and
the rod pattern controller (RPC) (LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control Rod
Block Instrumentation"), such that only the specified
control rod sequences and relative positions required by
LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control," are allowed over the
operating range from all control rods inserted to the low
power setpoint (LPSP) of the RPC. The sequences effectively
limit the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase
that could occur during a control rod drop accident' (CRDA).
During these conditions, control rod testing is sometimes
required that may result in control rod patterns not in
compliance with the prescribed sequences of LCO 3.1.6.
These tests may include SDM demonstrations, control rod

J g scram time testing,/ control rod friction testinggQnd)
-te tir; P M r :' ir'ra t h S* M r ' + W = .This
Special Operations LC0 provides the necessary exceptions to
the requirements of LCO 3.1.6 and provides additional
administrative controls to allow the deviations in such
tests from the prescribed sequences in LCO 3.1.6.

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the CRDA are su::rr.arized in References 1 and 2. CRDA analyses ,

assume the reactor operator follows prescribed withdrawal I

sequences. These sequences define the potential initial
conditions for the CRDA analyses. The RPC provides backup
to operator control of the withdrawal sequences to ensure
that the initial conditions of the CRDA analyses are not
violated. For special sequences developed for control rod
testing, the initial control rod atterns assumed in the

(3 safetyanalysesofReferences1{RDA]anaysesarerequiredto
2 n $*may not be

preserved. Therefore, special t,

demonstrate that these special sequences will not result in
unacceptable consequences, should a CRDA occur during the
testing. These analyses, performed in accordance with an

. NRC approved methodology, are dependent on the specific test
being perfomed.

(continued)
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. Control Rod Testing-Operating
i

B 3.10.7
; ') O
|

'

BASES

1

APPLICABLE As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special i
,

SAFETY ANALYSES Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of i

(continued) the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perfom certain operations by,

d appropriately modifying requiremants of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is,

provided in their respective Bases.

f

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Control rod testing may be
perfomed in compliance with the prescribed sequences of
LCO 3.1.6, and during these tests, no exceptions to the

,

requirements of LCO 3.1.6 are necessary. For testing |
perfomed with a sequence not in compliance with LCO 3.1.6, I
the requirements of LCO 3.1.6 may be suspended, provided '

j additional administrative controls are placed on the test to
'

ensure that the assumptions of the special safety analysis
3 for the test sequence remain valid. When deviating from the
; prescribed sequences of LCO 3.1.6, individual control rods
; must be bypassed in the Rod Action Control System (RACS).

.\' Assurance that the test sequence is followed can be provided
by a second licensed operator or other qualified member of

1 the technical staff verifying conformance to the approved
'

test sequence. These controls are consistent with those
nomally applied to operation in the startup range as
defined in SR 3.3.2.1 when it is necessary to deviate ;

from the prescribed sequence (e.g., an inoperable control
I rod that must be ful ins rted). [

-

d

*
,'

APPLICABILITY Control rod testing, while in MODES 1 and 2 with THERMAL
POWER greater than the LPSP of the RPC, is adequately

j controlled by the existing LCOs on power distribution limits
1 and control rod block instrumentation. Control rod movement
; during these conditions is not restricted to prescribed
: sequences and can be perfomed within the constraints of
! LCO 3.2.1, " AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE

(APLHGR)," LCO 3.2.2, " MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR),";

LCO 3.2.3, " LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)," and'

LCO 3.3.2.1. With THERMAL POWER less than or equal to the
LPSP of the RPC, the provisions of this Special Operations

: - LCO are necessary to perform special tests that are not in
confomance with the prescribed control rod sequences of

'

. (continued) |
i
,

O'R/C STL B 3.10-29 Rev. O,.09/28/92-,
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Control Rod Testing-Operating
B 3.10.7

)

i BASES

i
'

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.1.6. While in NODES 3 and 4, control rod withdrawal
(continued)~ is only allowed if performed in accordance with Special

. Operations LCO 3.10.3, " Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot
] Shutdown" or Special Operations LCO 3.10.4, " Single Control
j Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate

controls to ensure that the assumptions of the safety<

,

analyses of Reference 1 and 2 are satisfied. During these j
4

1 Special Operations and while in MODE 5, the one rod out ;

interlock (LCO 3.9.2, " Refuel Position One-Rod-Out :
Interlock) and scram functions (LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor

i Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.9.5, ;

i " Control Rod OPERABILITY-Refueling"), or the added
# administrative controls prescribed in the applicable Special

Operations LCOs, minimize potential reactivity excursions. *

;

d
.

ACTIONS A.1
'

:I With the requirements of the LCO not met (e.g., the control
i rod pattern not in compliance with the special test

-] sequence), the testing is required to be insnediatelyj

suspended. Upon suspension of the special test, the
i provisions of LCO 3.1.6 are no longer excepted, and
' appropriate actions are to be taken either to restore the
: control rod sequence to the prescribed sequence of
i LCO 3.1.6, or to shut down the reactor, if required by ;

j LCO 3.1.6. i

i,

i SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.7.1
.

REQUIREMENTS
'

During performance of the special test, a second licensed
.] operator or other qualified member of the technical staff is i

,

required to verify conformance with the approved sequence |;

for the test. - M.. ? ~~ ef t'e ter-f r9 e+?j ## f: c' |
cr:id:r:d t: 50 -":lified if h; pe;eieseMEf N =_' e ' t e M iCg -li ;;;;d ;;p;retei- D.. G.m fulle !;g :rn:]-]t This i,

verification must be perfonned during control rod movement |
to prevent deviations from the specified sequence. This.

Surveillance provides adequate assurance that the specified
test sequence is being followed and is also supplemented by
SR 3.3.2.1 , which requires verification of the bypassing
of contro rods in RACS and subsequent movement of these-

a control ods.

| 9

| (continued)
<
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Control Rod Testing-Operating ,

B'3.10.7
,) (-)'i

r
-

BASES (continued) .

,

,

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-24011-P- neral Electric Standard !
Application for Reactor Fuel, t;;!- :'t #:r L'ait;d _ __ _
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|

SDM Test-Refueling
B 3.10.8

!

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

B 3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test-Refueling,

|

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 5 Special Operations LCO is to
pemit SDM testing to be performed for those plant
configurations in which the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
head is either not in place or the head bolts are not fully
tensioned.

,

LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)," requires that adequate
SDM be demonstrated following fuel movements or control rod
replacement within the RPV. The demonstration must be |

perfomed prior to or within 4 hours after criticality is ;

reached. This SDM test may be perfomed prior to or during i
the first startup following refueling. Perfoming the SDM i
test prior to startup requires the test to be performed
while in MODE 5 with the vessel head bolts less than fully
tensioned (and possibly with the vessel head removed).
While in MODE 5, the reactor mode switch is required to be

i in the shutdown or refuel position, where the applicable
) control rod blocks ensure that the reactor will not become

critical. The SDM _ test requires the reactor mode switch to *

_ be in the startupQpjhot standby position, since more than '|

one control rod wiH be withdrawn for the purpose of i

demonstrating adequate SDM. This Special Operations LCO |

provides the appropriate additional controls to allow
withdrawini more than one control rod from a core cell ,

containing one or more fuel assemblies when the reactor i

vessel head bolts are less than fully tensioned.
- - *

$ 1
APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of unacceptable reactivity
SAFETY ANALYSES excursiens during control (rod withdrawal, with the reactor

mode switch in the startupMot standby position while in
MODE 5, is provided by the Intemediate Range Monitor (IRM)
neutron flux scram (LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System
(RPS) Instrumentation" g n-*?g p ~ae *=nna mnni+ae /"i

OCl Mie =r= (!L 3.3 L k and control rod block
'

r.e J. J:
instrumentation (LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control Rod Block
Instrumentation"). The limiting reactivity excursion during
startup conditions while in MODE 5 is the control rod drop

. accident (CRDA).
I

t

(continued)
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SDM Test-Refueling
S 3.10.8

BASES

'

.

APPLICABLE CRDA analyses assume that the reactor operator follows
SAFETY ANALYSES prescribed withdrawal sequences. For SDM tests perfomed

(continued) within these defined sequences, the analyses of References 1
and 2 are applicable. However, for some sequences developed
for the SDM testing, the control rod patterns assumed in the
safety analyses of References 1 and 2 may not be met.

,Therefore, special CRDA analyses, performed in accordance ;

with an NRC approved methodology, are required to ;

demonstrate that the SDN test sequence will not result in
unacceptable consequences should a CRDA occur during the
testing. For the purpose of this test, protection provided j
by the normally required MODE 5 applicable LCOs, in addition
to the requirements of this LCO, will maintain normal test
operations as well as postulated accidents within the bound

Rod Pabu of the appropriate safety analyses (Refs. I and 2 . In ClJ
@QQ @PC) aooition to the added requirements for the @, i,

and control rod coupling, the =" =t mode is specified
- for out of sequence witnarawals. Requiring the .=.'. =t

mode limits withdrawal steps to a single notch, which limits '

Oc5
6tnyle 'l M inserted reactivity, and allows adequate monitoring ofggj changes in neutron flux, which may occur during the test.

'

-

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special \. '

Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of
the NRC Policy !tatement apply. Special Operations LCOs

,provide flexibility to perform certain operations by |
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
provided in their respective Bases.

.

| t

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with' this' Special
~

Operations LCO is optional. SDM tests may be performed
while in MODE 2, in accordance with Table 1.1-1, without

i

meeting this Special Operations LCO or its ACTIONS. For SDM|

'

tests performed while in MODE 5, additional requirements i

g% _ _

must be met to ensure that adequate protection againsti |
I b ootential reactivity excursions is availabled Because '

multiple control rods will be withdrawn and the reactor will
[ potentially become critical, the approved control rod |

| withdrawal sequence must be enforced by the RPC |

! (LCO 3.3.2.1, Function Ib, MODE 2), or must be verified by a |'

second licensed operator or other qualified member of the '

technical staff. To provide additional protection against-

an inadvertent criticality, control rod withdrawals that do

(continued)
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INSERT B33A '

i

!To provide additional scram protection, beyond the normally required |
IRMs, the APRMs are also required to be OPERABLE (LCO 3.3.1.1, !
Functions 2a and 2d) as though the reactor were in MODE 2. |

i

i
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' SDM Test-Refueling
B 3.10.8

)

.

BASES

,

'LCO not conform to the banked position withdrawal sequence
(continued) specified in LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control" (i.e., out of i

sequene ontrol rod withdrawals) must be made in the.
'

c Sitgle, note thdrawal mode to minimize the potential reactivity
inse ion associated with each movement. Coupling integrity
of withdrawn control rods is required to minimize the
probability of a CRDA and ensure proper functioning of the
withdrawn control rods, if they are required to scram.
Because the reactor vessel head may be removed during these
tests, no other CORE ALTERATIONS may be in progress.A This--r

IM5eftr Special Operations LCO then allows changing the Table 1.1-1
63% reactor mode switch position requirements to include the

.

startup/ hot standby position, such that the SDM tests may be
perfo med while in MODE 5.

APPLICABILITY These SDM test Special Operations requirements are only
applicable if the SDN tests are to be. performed while in
MODE 5 with the reactor vessel head removed or the head
bolts not fully tensioned. Additional requirements during-j these tests to enforce control rod withdrawal sequences and
restrict other CORE ALTERATIONS provide protection against
potential reactivity excursions. Operations in all other
MODES are__ unaffected by this LCO.

@ A. 2_]
l foR nea.sord o16eIL

ACTIONS M INSE27 634 8 +% w urn ouple d
co a t n o_k n o dk With one or more of the requirements of this LCO not metN

the testing should be immediately stopped by placing the . ;

reactor mode switch in the shutdown or refuel position. ;

This results in a condition that is consistent with the I

requirements for MODE 5 where the provisions of this Special |

Operations LCO are no longer required.
'

C -%
*

(.f R 3.)D),2.
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.8.1/and SR 3.10. 3
REQUIRDiENTS

h Jhe control rod withdrawal sequences during the SDM tests4

7may be enforced by the RPC (LCO 3.3.2.1, Function Ib, MODE 2
N7g y34C requirements) or by a second licensed operator or otherqualified member of the technical staff. As noted, either

the applicable SRs for the RPC (LCO 3.3.2.1) must be

(continued)
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INSERT B34A

Furthermore, since the control rod scram function with the RCS
j at atmospheric pressure relies solely on the CRD accumulator,
; it is essential that the CRD charging water header remain

,

pressurized. |
t

I'

INSERT B34B for BASES 3.10.8
I

If a control rod is discovered to be uncoupled during this !

Special Operation, a controlled insertion of the uncoupled
,

1 control rod is required; either to attempt recoupling, or to
,

1 preclude a control rod drop. This controlled insertion is !
preferred since if the control rod fails to follow the drive {
as it is withdrawn (i.e. , is " stuck" in an inserted position) , '

placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position per
Required Action B.1 could cause substantial secondary damage. I

If recoupling is not accomplished, operation may continue, |

provided the control rods are fully inserted within 3 hours i
and disarmed (electrically or hydraulically) within 4 hours.
Inserting a control rod ensures the shutdown and scram ;+

4 capabilities are not adversely affected. The control rod is i

i disarmed to prevent inadvertent withdrawal during subsequent
operations. The control rods can be hydraulically disarmed by -

closing the drive water and exhaust water isolation valves.
Electrically, the control rods can be disarmed by1

,

disconnecting power from all four directional control valve j
solenoids. Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that

i
,

allows control rods to be bypassed in the Rod Action Control
i

System (RACS) if required to allow insertion of the inoperable !

control rods and continued operation. SR 3.3.2.1.9 provides
additional requirements when the control rods are bypassed to ,

'

ensure compliance with the CRDA analysis.

The allowed. Completion Times are reasonable, considering the '

small number of allowed inoperable control rods, and provide !

i time to insert ,and disarm the control rods in an orderly {manner and without challenging plant systems. ;

I
Condition A is modified by a Note allowing separate Condition !

'entry for each uncoupled control rod. This is acceptable
since the Required Actions for this Condition provide i,

appropriate compensatory actions for each uncoupled control
rod. Complying with the Required Actions may allow for
continued operation. Subsequent uncoupled control rods are
governed by subsequent entry into the Condition and

,

!
,

; application of the Required Actions. j

1

M

. . .
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INSERT B34C

The other LCOs made applicable in this Special Operations LCO j,

are required to have applicable Surveillances met to establishs

that this Special Operations LCO is being met. However, the

:

J

!

|

'
,

I

1
:
-i

!
L

;

i
i

3

i

j i

f
1

I
.j c

4

*
i

!

;

i

4
1
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'
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SDM Test-Refueling.
B 3.10.8

BASES
, _ R}_ - m

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.8.1 and SR 3.10.8
ontinued) (SR 3'l

i
REQUIREMENTS 'E 3

satisfied according to the applicabl Frequencies
(SM--M a * =-4 SR 3.10.8.2) the proper movement of
control rods must verifie This latter verification )(i.e., SR 3.10.8 st be performed during control rod, *

t movement to prevent deviations from the specified sequence.
These surveillances provide adequate assurance that the

. specified test sequence is being followed. !t

#Ci sR 3.10.8A:

Periodic verification of the administrative controls I

established by this LCO will ensure that the reactor is.

operated within the' bounds of the safety analysis. The !

12 hour Frequency is intended to provide appropriate
assurance that each operating shift is aware of and verifies
compliance with these Special Operations LCO requirements. |

|6Cr sR 3.10.8/
'

) (
'

Coupling verification is performed to ensure the control rod
is connected to the control rod drive mechanism and will
perform its intended function when necessary. The
verificatic- is required to be performed any time a control1

3

rod is witbawn to the " full out" notch position or prior
to declaring the control rod OPERABLE after work on the
control rod or CRD System that could affect coupling. This

S Frequency is acceptable,. considering the low probability.
'

that a control ~ rod will become uncoupled when it is not
j E g {< being moved as well as operating experience related to
. uncoupling events.

61 3sht

REFERENC 1. NEDE-24011-P-A neral Electric Standard,

f| Application for Reactor Fuel fL.,,hni Tu "nitd
e.. .. r.. ... .e.,n , - -

--

ESrd-II. '' (la44 approvu(revision _
-'---- "- - '*

'

2* a' : - - . -
++- T * Ma '- " -4 -- '"a

-cuu e ;_ .,";; ,. '".m". . r_ . - . .L.:." ": , ; _ ' : r;:: r. .,n.". .' . .
-

f; . : J'
. . -m.......,

; -

^; - . ^. ZLi,.-i=n . ; C a _ 4 15, 196G.
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i
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INSERT B35A

SR 3.10.8.6
:

CRD charging water header pressure verification is performed
to ensure the motive force is available to scram the control i
rods in the event of a scram signal. A minimum accumulator
pressure is specified, below which the capability of the !

accumulator to perform its intended function becomes degraded
and the accumulator is considered inoperable. The minimum
accumulator pressure of 1520 psig is well below the expected
pressure of 1750 psig. The 7 day Frequency has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience and takes into
account indications available in the control room.

,

i

a

1

|

|

J

a

INSERT |
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Recirculation Loops-T ~,

|i
/

B 3.10 SPECIAL ERATIONS

B 3.10.9 Recirculat' n Loops-Testing

f
BASES

i

BACKGROUND The purpos of this Specia Operations LCO in MODES I and 2
is to allow either the P SICS TESTS or the Startup Test
Program to b perfomed ith less than two recirculation
loops in oper ion. T ting

ef. 1) performed as part of the, or PHYSICS TESTS authorizedStartup Test P gram

1 under the provi ons f 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2) or otherwise;

/ approved by the C may be required to be perfomed under
''j natural circulatio conditions with the reactor critical.i

LCO 3.4.1, 'Reci ation Loops Operating," requires that
one or both reci ul tion loops be in operation during
MODES 1 and 2. his Special Operations LCO provides the
appropriate ad tional strictions to allow testing at i

'natural circul tion con itions or in single loop operation
with the reac or critica

. APPLICABLE The opera on of the Reactor Coolant Recirculation System is
; SAFETY ANALYSES an initia condition assumed n the design basis loss of

coolant ccident (Ref. 3). Du ing a LOCA caused by a
recircu tion loop pipe break, he intact loop is assumed to iprovid coolant flow during the irst few seconds of the
postui ted accident. During PHY CS TESTS 5 5% RTP, or '

limit d testing during the Startu Test Program for the
iinit al cycle, the decay heat in t reactor coolant is '

suf iciently low, such that the con quences of an accident
a reduced and the coastdown charac ristics of the .

irculation loops are not important In' addition, the
bability of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or other

ccidents occurring during the limited ime allowed at
natural circulation or in single loop o ration is low.

| As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance wit Special i
) Operations LCOs is optional, and therefor no criteria of :'

the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special 0 erations LCOs
{ ;

1 provide flexibility to perform certain oper tions by '

appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A.

discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is>

provided in their respective Bases.
.

4

*

'(continued)
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~

Recirculation Loops-Testing
B 3.10.9 p.

') L,. '

BASES (continued) f' ;

;
'

LCO described in LCO 3.0.7, ccmpliance wi this Special
Ope (ations LCO is optional. However, perform testing at
natural circulation conditions or wit a single operating
loop,\ operations must be limited to ose tests defined in
the 5thrtup Test Program or approv PHYSICS TESTS performed
at 5 [SQ RTP. To minimize the obability of an accident,

1 while ope ating at natural cire ation conditions or with
! one operat'ng loop, the durati of these tests is limited

to 5 24 hou This Special perations LCO then allows.

suspension o the requireme s of LCO 3.4.1 during such
testing. In dition to t e requirements of this LCO, the
nomally requir d MODE 1 r MODE 2 applicable LCOs must be
met.

APPLICABILITY This Special Opera ons LCO may only be used while
perfoming testin a natural circulation conditions or
while operating th single loop, as may be required as
part of the Sta up Te t Program or during low power PHYSICS
TESTS. Additio al req 'rements during these tests to limit e

-) the operatingj[ime at na ural circulation conditions reduce ,

the probabil' y that a D may occur with both recirculation '

loops not i operation. erations in all other MODES are
unaffected y this LCO.

ACTIONS M
With he testing performed at nat ral circulation conditions i

or th a single operating loop,.a d the duration of the I
tes exceeding the 24 hour time li 't, actions should be
ta en to promptly shut down. Insert'ng all insertable
control rods will result in a conditi n that does not

a}quirebothrecirculationloopstob1 owed Completion Time of [1] hour pr vides sufficient time
re in operation. The

to insert the withdrawn control rods.

M i

With the requirements of this LCO not met for reasons other
than those specified in Condition A (e.g., low powei PHYSICS

|TESTS exceeding [5]% RTP, or unapproved testing at natural
circulation), the reactor mode switch should immediately be

w) -

(

N eontinu g '-
_
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ulation Loops--T

|
BASES

'

/
ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

placed in the shutdown positi.on. This results in a
condition that does not re tre both recirculation loops to

I
beyn operation. The ac 'on to immediately place the
reactor mode switch in e shutdown position prevents
unacc table consegue es from an accident initiated from
outside the analysi ounds. Also, operation beyond
authoriz bounds ould be terminated upon discovery.

- SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.9.1 an SR 3.10.9.2
REQUIREMENTS /

Periodic yerificati n of the administrative controls
establishbd by this 0 will ensure that the reactor is
operated within the be nds of this LCO. Because the I hour
Freque cy provides freq nt checks of the LCO requirements
durin the allowed 24 hou testing interval, the probability
of o eration outside the 1 its concurrent with a postulated
acpi'dentisreducedevenfu her.

N /

/
{REFERENCES '1. FSAR, Chapter [14] .

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

3. FSAR, Section [6.3.3.4] . '

4. FEAR, Section [ ].
.

-

-
.

_

-

d

d

J
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Training Startup f
B 3.10. -

B 3.10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS
iB 3.10. Training Startups -

P( r
BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this Special Operations LCO is to permit
training startups to be performed while in MODE 2 to provide
plant startup experience for reactor operators. This
training involves withdrawal of control rods to achieve
criticality and then further withdrawal of control rods, as
would be experienced during an actual plant startup. During
these training startups, if the reactor coolant is allowed
to heat up, maintenance of a constant reactor vessel water
level requires the passage of reactor coolant through the
Reactor Water Cleanup System, as the reactor coolant
specific volume increases. Since this results in reactor
water discharge to the radioactive waste disposal system,
the amount of this discharge should be minimized. This
Special Operations LCO provides the appropriate additional
controls to allow one residual heat removal (RHR) subsystem
to be aligned in the shutdown cooling mode, so that the -

.} reactor coolant temperature can be controlled during the ('').training startups, thereby minimizing the discharge of
~

reactor water to the radioactive waste disposal system.

APPLICABLE The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is designed to
SAFETY ANALYSES provide core cooling following a loss of coolant accident

(LOCA). The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode of
the RHR System is one of the ECCS subsystems assumed to
function during a LOCA. With reactor power s 1% RTP

; Hequivalent-to-aH-OPERABLE-4stemediate range moniter (IPu.)-
> channels : 25/40 divisieni ef fell scale cn P.ange 7) and

-

average reactor coolant temperature < 200*F, the stored
energy in the reactor core and coolant system is very low,
and a reduced complement of ECCS can provide the required
core cooling, thereby allowing operation with one RHR
subsystem in the shutdown cooling mode (Ref. 1).

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special
Operations LCOs is optional, and therefore, no criteria of
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibility to perfom certain operations by

- appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A

.

(continued)
-

a'R/G STP B 3.10-39 Rev. O, C9/2C/02
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Training Startups
B 3.10.

BASES

APPLICABLE c'iscussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
SAFETY ANALYSES provided in their respective Bases.

(continued)

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Training startups may be
performed while in MODE 2 with no RHR subsystems aligned in
the shutdown cooling mode and, therefore, without meeting
this Special Operatioris LCO or its ACTIONS. However, to
minimize the discharge of reactor coolant to the radioactive
waste disposal system, performance of the training startups

,

'

may be performed with one RHR subsystem aligned in the
shutdown cooling mode to maintain reactor coolant

,

temperature < 200*F. Under these conditions, the THERMAL !
POWER must be maintained 51% RTP -(e';uivalaat te all : '

fl '-CPERABLE D'Ji channel: r 25/10 dicisient of fe!' c21e en 3
Mange +)- and the reactor coolant temperature must be
- 200'F. This Special Operations LCO then allows changing

e LPCI OPERABILITY requirements. In addition to the
g requirements of this LCO, the normally required MODE 2

./ applicable LCOs must also be met.

APPLICABILITY Training startups while in MODE 2 may be performed with one
RHR subsystem aligned in the shutdown cooling mode to
control the reactor coolant temperature. Additional
requirements during these tests to restrict the reactor
power and reactor coolant temperature provide protection
against potential conditions tha.t could require operation of
both RHR subsystems in the LPCI mode of operation.

-

Operations in all other MODES are unaffected by this LCO.

-parynmM
ACTIONS M >l% RTP j PI! '

With one or more of he requirements of this LCO not met,
(i .e. .'ec:le d'ny OPEPfaL !W cManel ' 25/10 di.i:ica of fsliRangWor average reactor coolant temperature
a 200*F) the reactor may be in a condition that requires the
full complement of ECCS subsystems, and the reactor mode
switch must be immediately placed in the shutdown position.
This results in a condition that does not require all RHR

.) (continued)

C /C SIS B 3.10-40 Rev. O, 09/28/9P
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3

Training Startups !

B 3.10. E C, -) 71 gf
BASES

|

ACTIONS - (continued) F IA.1
%d will% -

subsystems to be OPERABLE in the LPCI mode of operation.
This action may restore compliance with the requirements of
this Special Operations LCO kg result in placing the
plant in either MODE 3 or MODE 4.

#l 9
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.IlandSR 3.10.N.2 OI
REQUIREHENTS ,

Periodic verification that the THERMAL POWER and reactor
coolant temperat.tre limits of this Special Operations LCO ;are satisfied will ensure that the stored energy in the

!reactor core and reactor coolant are sufficiently low to ;
i preclude the need for all RHR subsystems to be aligned in i

the LPCI mode of operation. The I hour Frequency provides !

frequent checks of these LCO requirements during the itraining startup. '

'
|

) R<EERt, Ws > '1. SAR.Secti%e.3. C.
,

"
.

,

,
-

G\

.

|.

t i

|

|

!
i

i

.

a
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 Enclosure 2 to U-602196SECTION 3.10 - SPECIAL OPERATIONS Section 3.10 Page 144 of149

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOI_QE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording revised to reflect
appropriate plant specific requirements.

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE

P.1 This Specification has been deleted. This exception is ao i

longer needed at Clinton Power Station since the Startup Test
Program and all PHYSICS TESTS have been completed. Subsequent
Specifications have been renumbered as a result of this
deletion.

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.3 The safety analysis report for Clinton Power Station is

identified as the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is
correctly referred to as the USAR.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.5 The NUREG presentation is intended to require a boundary for
the control of fission products. Due to the plant specific
design additional features must be addressed.

P.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.7 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.8 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.9 Since the initial Startup Test Progran is complete, it is

unnecessary to retain allowances for these tests.

P.10 This Specification number and/or title is revised, therefore
reference to it is made consistent. <

!

P.11 The intent of the ITS requirement is to provide the specific
indication of THERMAL POWER that indicates 1% RTP (the existing
requirement is stated as 1% RTP) . The Clinton preference is to

<

retain this absolute requirement in the TS, and allow plant
{procedures to determine the appropriate indication to meet this
,

requirement.

P.12 The reactor mode switch is not in the design for the logic of
)the suppression pool makeup system at this facility.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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P.13 The reference to NEDE-24011 is revised to allow use of the most
recently approved revisions without also requiring additional
changes to the Technical Specification Bases. The change to
this reference is also made for consistency with other
references to this document.

P.14 The appropriate reference, applicable to Clinton, is provided.

P.15 The Clinton plant design and nomenclature utilizes " sensors," ;

not " trip relays." |
"

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
,

C.1 Amendments 41 and 7 to Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and
2 (NPF-39 and NPF-85), respectively, issued July 30, 1990,
eliminated APRM RPS trip OPERABILITY requirements during
MODE 5, other than during SDM demonstrations. This remaining
requirement is therefore moved into this SHUTDOWN MARGIN
demonstration Special Operation TS. The SER for these
amendments outlined various levels of control to prevent
inadvertent reactor criticality and fuel damage during refuel-
ing operations. These are equally applicable to BWRs in
general, and include:

1. Licensed plant operators are trained to operate equipment
and follow approved procedures.

2. Plant approved refueling and maintenance procedures
specify core alteration steps.

3. SRMs indicate the potential for reactor criticality and
generate a control rod block signal on high neutron flux
levels.

4. Refueling interlocks prevent the removal of more than one
control rod and prevent the insertion of fuel bundles into
the core unless all control rods are fully inserted.

5. The IRMs provide an indication of local power. IRMs will
provide control rod blocks and scram signals on high
neutron flux levels.

The NRC Staff agreed in the SER with the conclusion presented'

in the amendment request for Limerick, which is equally :

applicable to BWRs in general, that the APRMs are not necessary
for safe operation of the plant while operating in MODE 5 with
the mode switch in " refuel" for the following reasons:

,

1

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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C.1 (continued)
* The IRMs are a safety related subsystem of the NMS and are

required by TS to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 (with a control
rod withdrawn). The IRMs will generate an RPS scram or
control rod block if neutron flux increased to the
applicable setpoint.

The IRMs and SRMs are designed and calibrated to be more*

sensitive to neutron flux than the APRMs.
1

The IRMs are designed to monitor local core events while*

the APRMs provide a measure of core average power ;

conditions. The IRMs can monitor and react to the most
probable reactivity events expected during refueling,
i.e., control rod withdrawal or fuel insertion.

The IRMs would detect and respond (control rod block or*

reactor scram) to an inadvertent criticality event before
the APRMS would provide a trip function.

The withdrawal of only one control rod in MODE 5 is*

permitted by the "one-rod-out" interlock while in
" refuel." The core is designed to be subcritical with one
rod out.

The withdrawal of a second control rod or inadvertent*

addition of a fuel bundle in MODE 5 is precluded by
refueling interlocks, refueling procedures, and
administrative controls.

The APRMs will still be required to be OPERABLE during a*

SHUTDOWN MARGIN demonstration performed in MODE 5
(presented in the proposed Special Operation LCO 3.10.8) .

* The SRMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5.

The transient analysis discussed in the USAR does not*

require the APRMs to be operational in MODE 5 to mitigate
an undesirable operational or transient condition.

It is concluded that, should assumed operator errors occur,
followed by postulated equipment malfunctions, there will be
adequate systems and interlocks without the APRMs to preclude
inadvertent criticality or violation of a safety limit. |

|
!

l

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
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,

C.2 Should a control rod be discovered uncoupled, a controlled
insertion of that control rod is warranted. In the unusual
event that a control rod is uncoupled from its drive, and the
control rod f ails to follow the drive as it is withdrawn (i.e. ,
is " stuck" in an inserted position), placing the reactor mode
switch in the shutdown position per Required Action A.1 could
cause substantial secondary damage. The more prudent response
would be an attempt to re-couple the rod using the normal
control rod drive. This is the same Required Action and
Completion Time as proposed for an inoperable control rod in
MODES 1 and 2.

C.3 These changes are corrected reference, typographical or
| language use errors. RPV is replaced with RCS to reflect the6

referenced limits, "the" is used in place of "this" to correct
the grammar, and the use of references 3 and 4 is deleted from
the text in Bases 3.10.7 since they do not exist.

C.4 This paragraph is considered to be an unnecessary level of
detail for the Bases which is adequately presented in proposed
TS 3.4.11, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits."

C.5 These changes are proposed to revise specific terminology to
that which is generically preferred for application to the
BWR/6 plants.

C.6 These inserts have been added to clarify what is meant by the
term " withdrawal" of a control rod in the proposed Technical
Specifications. The clarification is needed to maintain
current requirements based on the wording of the footnotes on
Table 1.2 in some BWR/6s, and to avoid future interpretations
for maintaining the control rod in a withdrawn position and
reinserting the control rod to return it to the full-in
position.

|
, C.7 The item regarding SDM consists of an allowance not normally
I present. The LCO listing is intended to consist of additional

requirements to be imposed. Therefore, the existing NUREG
presentation of the SDM allowance is confusing. The proposed
revision clarifies the SDM allowance.

C.8 Editorial corrections made for correctness and consistency.

I

!

i

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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r

C.9 Special Operations LCO 3.10.5 provides allowances for removal
i of one control rod drive (CRD). This can only be accomplished ;

j after the control rod is withdrawn. However, this Special |

j Operations LCO does not contain provisions for this control rod i

withdrawal. Control rod withdrawal is performed under an i

OPERABLE one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) . Special Operations |
LCO 3.10.5 therefore does not address- the withdrawal of the ;

!control rod. Furthermore, since Special Operations LCO 3.10.5
assumes one or more fuel assemblies.in the cell, the control'

,

rod can not be removed from the core (not physically possible ;

until all fuel in the cell is removed). All references to,

f control rod " removal" (whether the intent is normal retraction !
:i with the CRD, or physical- removal from the core) are

eliminated. ;4

. >

C.10 If non-compliance with the LCO occurs all positive reactivity i
changes should be suspended. 'The ACTIONS provided in the ITS '

would not prohibit continued fuel loading. The Bases are r,

editorially revised to avoid inconsistencies with this change |
to the ACTIONS. Excessive detail / repetition of the |
Specification is eliminated. t

C.11 These Bases did not completely present the requirements of the
LCO. Revised wording clarifies with more generic wording. |
Specifically, since no formal analysis is performed for '

hydrostatic test leakage events, consequences should not be
stated as an absolute. Therefore, the judgement that it *-

"provides adequate assurance" is more appropriate. ;

C.12 More accurate presentation of the BWR design is proposed. ;
,

C.13 This Special Operations LCO is intended to also address testing {
which must be performed prior to entering a new MODE, but j
requires the mode switch to be in other than the currently

,

defined MODE. The proposed wording corrects a potential }
J misconception. '

!
I

C.14 The specific order of events is not clear in the existing ITS !

Bases. The proposed revision more specifically delineates the I
operation. *

;

C.15 " Spiral reload" is described consistent with that in the
| existing ITS Bases for LCO 3.3.1.2.

C.16 The details of these staff qualifications are more,

appropriately addressed by plant procedures and management
oversight. Other occurrences of TS requirements for a
" qualified member" do not have Bases details of these
qualifications, therefore this proposed change is also made for
consistency.

C.17 Requirements for IRMs are not added by this Special Operations
LCO. The Bases statement that they are, is corrected.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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.

,

C.18 The Bases discussion relating certain conditions to conditions
in other 3.10 LCOs is corrected.

C.19 There is no certainty of circumstances as described. "May" is
more appropriate. .

C.20 Scram function does not prevent criticalities. It does provide
backup "in the event" of criticalities.

I

C.21 The deleted sentence is confusing. Also, sufficient detail is |

provided in following sentences.
,

C.22 The current ACTION requirements for CRD accumulators inoperable
(TS 3.1.3.3) in MODE 5 requires an immediate scram with
multiple control rods withdrawn and no CRD pump operating.

,

|
This requirement is incorporated in the proposed LCO 3.10.8, |

along with the associated Surveillance. Note, individual
inoperable accumulators are addressed in the proposed LCO !
3.9.5. j

|

|

P

,

1
!

|

i
i

*
.

I
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DESIGN FEATURES -

;

(

. 5.1 SITE _ _ __
Y/2. / /A f

'aEXCLU510 xEA g' |'

,

l /.1 The exclu ' area,shall b s shown in Fi 5:-1[ k-1. .g
.

.

..

LOW POPULATION ZONE .: * - -
,

e 3CW. pula .on.', tone:5 hall e as shown irl,hgure 5.lb : \(.h.1.
'"''c'"9h1TEBOUNDAk-mar' A2m . . . .m m,%s,n _

[[[ / = -
.u ( -_ _ _ _ _

-5.i.5 Inform d.ec. ..;n din; -d'urt'.. ;: r-~: = !; *d ;f'': -**, '+* h
c'' ;1 ;- .a...,|.ca!m. .f .1--+" m a d imi a 'cint: :: :!' -- ^ *4*4-

-

'A 'ici. o f L'NEECTE::! ; e,aw . . . , O.eflTE BOUNDAn th:t = =re- :iti: i:s,
'

I "E"c N '':: T"JC L:2, all be as shown in Figure 5.2 '-1-

LA2 &"r:: L
_

CONF UR TION I 4

5. 2.1 , e containment is a teel lined, r,einforce concrete structur composed -

of a vert * cal right cylinder d a hemispherical dom . Inside and at bottom - -
#of the con ainment is a reinfo ed concrete drywell c posed of a vertica right*

cylinder an a steel head which ntains an approximat y 20 feet deep wat
filled suppr sion pool connected o the drywell throug a series of horizon 1
vents. The c tainment has a minim net free air volume of 1,550,800 cubic
feet. The d 11 has a minimum net ree air volume of 24 500 cubic feet.

l DESIGN TEMPERATURS AND PRESSURE _ . .

[ 5.2.2 The containm t and drywell are des ned and shall be.ma tained for:

a. Maximum ~ internal ressure:
i

1. Drywell 30 psi
2. Containment 15 ig.

b. Maximum internal temper *ure:,

1. Drywell 330*F.
2. Suppression pool 185'F.

c. Maxim , external to internal 'fferential pressure:
-

-

1. Dry 11 17 psid.
2. Conta nment 3.0 psid.

f

CLINTON - UNIT I 5-3
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-

INSERT 1A
.

| 4.1 Site
I.

4.1.1 Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries

The site boundary shall include the area shown1

! in Figure 4.1-1 and the exclusion area boundary
shall have a radius of 975 meters . from the
centerline of the Standby Gas Treatment System i

vent.
,

|
i

4.1.2 Low Population Zone (LPZ)

The LPZ shall have a radius of 4018 meters from
the centerline of the Standby Gas Treatment
System vent.

:

. . .

i
|

1

1

|

|

|

|

!

INSERT
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DESIGN FEATURES . Enclosure 2 to U-602195
m,2a * nge 9 of 29

SECONDARY CONTAIRMENTc
- |

5.2.3 Th econdary coptfinment .onsists i the fu ' Buildin theECCSpup
rooms the containoent gas ntrol bo idary, i ludino ext sion, and hat a
Lmipimum free volumedif 1,7100 cubic eet.f
$3 RE O C0 lid p4a * - -

( q ZIPJ.O @M

| $mT The reactor core shall ontain l624 f d assemblies. ac assembly N
1

i shall consist of a matrix of ircaloy' clad fuel rods with an initial !
| composition of natural or si ghtly enriched uranium dioxide as fuel material, :

| and water rod (s). Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless steel |

filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with[!E-1ifiproved applications of'

fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited to
those fuel designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC staffjapproved

; codes and methodsg'and shown by tests or analyses o comply with all W
! safety design bases. A limited number cf lea assemblies that have not
| completed representative testing may be placed in nonfl5miting core regions.
l

| CONTROL R0D ASSEMBLIES +cd

I 5.3.2 The reactor core shall contain 145 cruciform shaped control rod 3
| assemblies.2L2pprayed by it "O The co to material shall be boron "

carbipaer >Er =d/Ar hafnium metal, or bo
'

|

b.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

DESIGNMRESSURE AND IMPERATURE g'
5.y.1 The react coolant system is d[ signed and shall be .aintained:

a. In acco sar.:e with the code equirements specifie in Se. tion 5.2 of the
FSAR, ith allowance for p rmal degradation pur ant to the applicable
Surv 11ance Requiremen . .

b. F r a pressure of:

1. 1250 psig n the suction side of e recirculation pump.

2. 1650 p g from the recirculat n pump discharge to the atlet side
of t discharge shutoff val e.

3. O psig from the disch ge shutoff valve to the * t pumps.
|

c. For temperature of 575*F. |

VOLUM_E
,

5. The total water and s eam volume of the reacto vessel and
rKirculation system is ap 'oximately 16,000 cubic feet at a nominal stej jQ me saturation temperatu e of 549'F. f -

CLINTON - UNIT 1 5-5 AMENDMENT NO. 75

|
,
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Enclosure 2 to.U.602196
- Section 4 Page 10 of 25

!
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,

DESIGN FEATURES
_

I

I X METEDRQ1pGICAL TOWE M ATION -

c 5.5.1 ete "1 tower shown 5.1.
~F/(llSM/g( '

,
A,g

ett tittu .

4.6't CA111CAlll11 ~
*<

rett u trit <3II
@ e spent fuel storage racks are de ed and intained with:

, a. k,ff pah 9 W - o,o 0.95 % floo ed with unborated
water, %:! d?. ; :!' ::!::?:t': /? uncertainties inO!:; mas _ described 1L

" ""^"^"
(ucLA$5e BIAS - ^W f R #oG~

h _A nom na . ncif5 ente [to nter 9+ r :- htc;n f :1 -- ""- -
fac.srJ

0

:..; ;f '.0.0.5 ::i; :r d "h" nominaplased h storage racks in the f;;I h ildir storage pool4 ycente ente pacin k-+ ---

I [ Mg of 7.0 1 - "" : p' ired n h storage rac in the per .c 9Faig
---

'

' 4''' g ontainmen 3 othG
h& & pe,"

5.6.1.1 e k,f or new f M for drstco ^u rl,oaaing swea cry in a b Odj
eracks[allno 'en aqu(ous foadoderatj/n i

,

s uel sto exceed 0. 9

- .3 f H INSE RT
W ?'e"ed ws* * u d 7z.2G acArf

!

T{{fggg( LL-

g \_
. 11 ut s i
] $ &cGr3 The spent fur.:1 storage pool is designed and shall be naintained to prevent
! inadvertent draining of the paol below elevation 754'0". r" ~

,3, 3. I
- ), ,,

$), 6-6,3- The spent fuel storage pool is designed s.nd shall be maintained with a
storage capacity limited to no more than 2522 fuel assembifes.

(* . 4. S . *S. 2 no mon e A N Mo fuel Assemb/res nvg de slene d on the
COMPONENT f.WLIC OR TMSIENT LIMIF ## #" "' # P08 C .#

'/'p p15 T dentifie[transientlimbie 5.7. eston ecomponent

Q nta ned within .e cyclic o of Table 5 1-1.

9
.

|

- -

.

A

CLINTON - UNIT 1 5-6

|

..-.- __
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 ,

Section 4 Page 11 of 29 '

-

;
,

1INSERT 6A "

4.3.1.2 The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with: ;

,

a. k,gr s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated
water, which includes an allowance for ia

1 uncertainties as described in Section 9.1.2 of
the USAR; and

b. A nominal fuel assembly center to center i

storage spacing of 7 inches within rows and '

12.25 inches between rows in the new fuel
| storage racks,

i

i

i

,

I

| i

; '

i F
'

|

I

:

!

l
|
4

1

i
;

|

1 |
4

1 INSERT
CLINTON 5-6t 10/1/93!

)

i i
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| . - Section 4 Page.12 of 29 <

, -

1

i

i #
'!

I
'

~

- TABLE 5.7.f-1

I
-

;
; COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMITS .

,

|
'

YCLIC OR . DES: CYCLE .

O V RANSIENT
-

NSIENT LIMIT .

/'70*F to 560*F to 70*F
s

- COMPONENT e '

.

Reactor 120 he p and cooldown cycle /
'

'

Ni f
! j 80 step cha q cles Loss of feedwater heaters . !

t

i
180 reactor trip ' s 100% to 0% of RATED

THERMAL POWER |
i. -

) 40 hydr tatic' pressure or Pressurized to ,

leak ests 930 psig and |
0 psig ;,

'
<

!
e

|
.|

W.
!' '

|

.
|<s.7.0 .

3,
-

%m/ }. i

"
:

; . /.($,.:, '

\-
. - . ;

.

-y

] _.

'

|

!I

|
a r

:

t

|'
.

| - 1
d

l~

: - |

:
i

~

:
;

a

CLINTON - UNIT 1 5-7
1
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ATTACHMENT 1B |
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1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
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] Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

Section 4 Page 14 of 29 !
!

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES !
'

CTS: 5 - DESIGN FEATURES
1,

. |

ADMINISTRATIVE
1

A.1 Reformatting and renumbering requirements is in accordance with
| the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434. 'As a ;

result, the Technical Specifications should be- readily
^

readable, and therefore more understandable, by plant operators
; as well as other users. During this reformatting and

,"

renumbering process, no technical changes (either - actual or
interpretational) to the Technical Specifications were made

i unless they were identified and justified. ,

.I

A.2 The figures showing the exclusion area boundary and the low |
i population zone are replaced with specific descriptions of
j these boundaries. Since these descriptions and revised figures

,
'

! continue to provide the information pertinent to 10 CFR 100
requirements, these revisions are presentation preferences only :

and are considered to be administrative changes.
I

A.3 Editorial rewording is made consistent with the BWR Standard I
Technical Specification, NUREG-1434. During its development i

j certain wording preferences or English language conventions
'

were adopted which resulted in no technical changes (either
,

actual or interpretational) to the Technical Specifications. |

A.4 A limitation on the first core loading for Clinton Power
- - Station is now obsolete. Its deletion has no impact. '

.

] A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
4

| A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.
J

A.7 The technical content of this requirement is being moved to
j another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in

accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical-

i Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
j requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed
j chapter location.
I

q RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
i

] None in this section.
4
1

;

5
;

i

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
f
;
b

1 1

______ __ . . . _ _ , _ _ - _ - _ . _ . ,_ _ - . _ . _ . ,



Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 4 Page 15 of 29

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ^

CTS: 5 - DESIGN FEATURES
i

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The existing Technical Specifications do not contain these
:limitations on fuel storage in the new fuel storage racks or |the low density storage racks in the upper containment pool. !

The addition of this Specification imposes restrictions which
will require a formal license amendment request and approval to

,

modify,

I

TECHNICAL CJIANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 The specific boundary for the Unrestricted Area remains
detailed in USAR Section 2.1.1. 3. The requirements for and
restrictions on locating the Unrestricted Area must conform to
regulations found in 10 CFR 20. If this feature of the
facility were altered in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and
10 CFR 20, there would not be a significant impact on safety
(which is the criteria of 10 CFR S0.36(c) (4) for including as
a Design Feature). Therefore, allowing the removal of the
figure, showing the location of this boundary from the

;Technical Specifications will not impact safe operation of the<

;
"

facility.
!

:

LA.2 Configurations, design temperatures and pressures, and volumes
of Primary Containment and Drywell, Secondary Containment, and
the Reactor Coolant System remain detailed in USAR Sections

. 6.2.1, 6.2.3, and 5.1 and 5.4, respectively. Any changes to !
| these design parameters must conform to the requirements of 10 '

CFR 50.59. Furthermore, sufficient detail relating.to these
features exists in LCOs to ensure any changes which may impact

isafety would require prior NRC review and approval. Since the
,

features with a potential to impact safety are sufficiently |addressed by LCOs, and other features, if altered in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.59, would not result in a significant impact on
safety, the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(c) (4) for including as a -

Design Feature are not met. Therefore, allowing the removal of
these details from Technical Specifications, with their
discussion in the USAR, will not impact safe operation of the
facility.

LA.3 This figure is revised to eliminate details which are not
required by the Specification, and are not necessary to show
features that, if altered, would have a significant impact on*

safety (which is the criteria of 10 CFR 50. 3 6 (c) (4 ) for
'

;

including as a Design Feature).

LA.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |

Section 4 Page 16 of 29
'

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 5 - DESIGN FEATURES
_

|TECHNICAL CHANGE - LISS RESTRICTIVI
(continued)

LA.6 This comment number is not used for this station. -

|

LA.7 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.8 This comment number is not used for this station.

LA.9 This comment number is not used for this station. !
!

" Specific"

i

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station. |
|,

| |

| |

|

|
|

|

i

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
|

|

i_
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-

4

d

ATTACHMENT 1C.

f

t

CTS - PSTS
|

COMPARISON DOCUMENT.

4

-

; -

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS.

CONSIDERATIONS4

.

a

.

d

:
d

i

;

a

1

)
!

!
;

4

a

|
.

k

-
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% !
'

Section 4 Page.18 of 29
|

j NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ~

l CTS: 5 - DESIGN FEATURES
!
*

,

\
! !
'f
,

THERE WERE NO PLANT SPECIFIC LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

CHANGES FOR THIS STATION IN THIS SECTION. i
,

!
j !

; i

i
*

! i
n

-

f
I
'.;

5
,

e

1

- !

<

|

I

i |

i I

i

|
,

t

i

e

l

l
'

i

sf

1

3

.

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
i
a

-- _ ,m. ,
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1

4 .

i

! ATTACHMENT 2
:
;

I
,

e

'

ITS - PSTS I
,

!4

I

l

COMPARISON DOCUMENT !;

;

.

l.
.

Od.h

4

:

2A: MARKUP OF ITS

i 28: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
i

i

l

i

!
a

|
|

4
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|; ATTACHMENT 2A '

:

i
1

-

:
| |
1 <

; ITS - PSTS
.

COMPARISON DOCUMENT
!

|

|

MARKUP OF ITS i
:

|
|

I;
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l
a

.
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J
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. Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 4 Page 21 of 29 '[ Design Features\,

'
' & fe egclusrota att% hww Ch A // 1

4.-0

! 4.0 DESIGN FEATURES bove a racNu of S7s'nieters 4renh
Ae cen +nWe of oc Sbb Gu TembutSystem',ven-L

.

w -

i
- _ _ - - -

4.1 Site '

4.1.1 Site and Exclusion Area Roundaries
%wdhny VYelade 4bc.i.sreD ;

The site W erh:f r :rn 5:=dric:){shall M:xrib:d z.J@ shown in Figure 4.1-12

" 'q -
j_

' 7- :
4.1.2 Low Population Zone (LPZ) 's

'
-

,# '

J~

The LPZ shall h r & n rit:d x- " ^ ~a ir ris n ' .1- L .
$Ye it rhius o% 5019 me+er s%

4.2 Reactor Core I yre.m ikt. cSter he 64 ' A Sbdta g 66-

Tred m e n t S ys tu ve wE. f'
4.2.1 Fuel Assemblies

The reactor shall contain 624[ fuel (Eredolor MLO ckD
BI

shall consist of a matrix of (:' rc==jassemblies. Each assembly
a :cafuel rods with an

h dioxide (U0,) as fuel materiaTT, and water rod . initial composition of natural or slightly en' richeuranium
,

'

Limited4

substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless steel filler rods
for fuel rods, in accordance with approved applications of fuel i

rod configurations, may be used. i
Fuel assemblies shall be limited

<

to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC )

staff approved codes and methods and shown by tests or analyses to j

comply with all safety design bases.
'

A limited number of lead
be placed in nonlimiting core re ions. test assemblies that have not completed representative testing may

-

6
>

814.2.2 Control Rod Assemblies 1

The reactor core shall contain ciform shaped control rodIh;

assemblies. 'The control material shall be 1 boron carbide /
' A hafniummetal Q: approved by the Jo Q c g

ot-
6Y Oh

: @'
*

-
a

).o

;

,

(continued)
C[/N70N4 d 4.0-1 5. O, 00/:'0/02-

6fi Q(V) C
4

-- ,.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 4 Page 22 of 29

Design Features
{4.0

.

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall b~e '
maintained with:

a. el asse s havi aximu -inf..t ' of [1. ithe n react are conf * - ration cold co itioY [ average U- nrichment J4.5] ight per t];

0)o'.
k

ifEludes an allowance for uncertainties as described ins 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, whichgI
f{Section9. fthegKSAR

A nominal fuel assembly center to center storage spacing
i

.

of/7 Pinches within rows and 4E12.25 Pinches between rows |
i b
l i

in theylow density storage rackgin the upper |
containmentpool;andh ;

C j

A nominal fuel assembly center to center storage spacing I
'

of y=- ~ inches,fitri7. . uc w - = -'

h 6. g2e
-

e=aa -- ::nn they{high-density storage
_

rackskin the spent fuel storage pool,
,

'

"" ' ? .;.,,,,..',,g'

4.3.1.2 The new fuel storage racks'are designed and shall be
maintained with: ,

i-
,y a. F (1 assemb * s fiavin ximum [k ' inity o . 1.31)ing-he no react confi ton at c conditiavfr ge U-2 ichment 4.5] we percen -

,

l h Jr'. k

i,,c,ludes an allowance for uncertainties as described ins 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, whicha n

MSection9 theffSAR

if moWr~ed byAueous)6am, whkfiinfdsfe[
c. ,,, s 0g an al wance for neertphties As'descriMd in e-I tion 9d the JFiKR];fand i

i

A nomina gl.257'nch-44at.er +a ::terdht= : bata;ngg b ei a x.4 M c ph::d ' :ter::: *e & .
_

\~{uc{atre,f/f ejen -}o cN|ex. bro /249 C
Sf e c.n o f- Jinc},e5 c o dh'a mws osd no 25

/uc Ac r 4c fwees newI <r/ * "N (continued) iAe I c nage hr s.
~

Taffr5M- 4.0-2 Rev. O, Mf24/S2.
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i
Design Features

4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES
~

I
t . !

|

| 4.3 Fuel Storage (continued)
i 4.3.2 Drainaae

|.

i The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
i

:

prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation -{Zei it
|Tl 4 o ;eles. g
|

,

'

4.3.3 Capacity

4.3.3.1 The spent fuel storage pool is dest ned and shall be,

j
maintained with a stora e capacity faited to no more

-

,

'

than -[222'] ("al'csemb ies. !2

2 6 2 2. --- '

{ @ 4.3.3.2
' No more than fuel assemblies may be stored in the

upper containment 1. |
+

i ;

.i

: ,

I |

! !..

i

j
.

.

3

4

.

1

En/C SIS 4.0-3 Rev. O, ^9/20/02 -,

. -- . _ - -- _ . .. _ . . - . - .
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Design Features
4.0

]
.-

.
'

:

I
'

;

!,

1

!

;

.i

,

TNSER.T 4A

|<

1This figure shall onsist of [a map o the site area and )provide, as a mi mun, the information escribed in Section !

[2.1.2] of the SAR relating to [the map
i

|<

>

, , . . - '

!
*

.

.

:

) /
/

N
:

|

Figure 4.1-1 (4

Site 3M Ex&m;;page 1 of 1)A, c. Bounda
-

- v

.

.{ -S'a/5 STS 4.0-4 Rev. O, 00/28/92-

.. . - . ~ . . - . . - - .
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Design Features
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This figure shall consist of [a map of] the site area
showing the LPZ boundary.

Features such as towns ads,
and recreational areas shall be indicated in s

,
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Figure 4.1-2 (page 1 of I)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 4 - DESIGN FEATURES

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE
i

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording revised to reflect
appropriate plant specific requirements.

1

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
I

P.1 USAR Section 9.1.1 indicates that administrative controls will |
be used to prevent optimum moderation conditions from
occurring. This approach was accepted 'in Section 9.1.1 of the
Clinton Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-0853, Supplements 6 and ;
7, dated July and September 1986, respectively. '

P.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

P.3 This change describes the storage spacing within and between
rows in the new fuel storage racks.

P.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
P.5 Specifying a kg and a nominal spacing provides sufficient

restriction. If poison material would be required, it would be
as a result of having to meet these other limitations. Also,the statement proposed for deletion lacks sufficient detail to
be useful as a requirement.

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 Since 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix K require the use of
"Zircaloy or ZIRLO," the TS are changed to be consistent.

C.2 This appears to be reviewer's note material (probably should
have been inside the brackets) . If the control material is
specified in the Technical Specifications, it is by default "as
approved by the NRC." Any change likewise would have to be "as
approved by the NRC." Since all other TS requirements are also"as approved by the NRC" this phrase is removed for
consistency.

This additional limitation is unnecessary to provide adequateC.3

margin of safety for criticality. In order to demonstrate
compliance with the requirements for km, calculations must be
performed, as descried in the safety analysis report, to
determine the maximum km of the rack. This calculation is jdependent on the actual k. (or the enrichment) of the fuel to |
be stored in the rack. For case of demonstrating compliance,

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 -

CHAPTER 4 - DESIGN FEATURES
_

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG_ETS
(continued)

with the k,n limit for a particular rack design, a bounding
compliance criterion on the k. (or the enrichment) of the fuel
to be stored in the rack may be established such that the'
rack's k,, limit is met. Because the plant is required to'

maintain the k, of the storage rack within the specified limit,
each new fuel assembly to be loaded into the reactor must be'

compared to the storage rack's bounding compliance criterion
(either k. or enrichment, as applicable). This check is
required to ensure that the k,, limit for the storage rack is
not exceeded as required by the current (and proposed)
Technical Specification. In addition, the proposed k.limitation represents a fuel design feature, rather than a
limit on the storage rack design, and the fuel design
requirements and limits are already provided in proposed
Specification 4.2.1. Design reviews for reloads also verify
continued compliance with the bounding k. (or enrichment)compliance criterion prior to utilizing the new fuel. These,

current controls provide sufficient requirements for prevention
of criticality and make the proposed additional k. orenrichment limitation unnecessary.

; Furthermore, k. is not currently presented in any approved,

'

BWR/6 license. Consistent with all domestic BWR/6's currentlicensed basis, this limit is not presented within the
Technical Specifications. )

j

4

a

i

4

| )

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
;
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ATTACHMENT 1-
1

;

!
'

:

i
-

I

d

: CTS - PSTS ;

:
3

COMPARISON DOCUMENT t

. ,

e,
:

?

L

|
1

I

!

*

1A: MARKUP OF CIS i
, t
!

5
3

1B: DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
::

1 1C: NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS l

l CONSIDERATIONS
;

i

!
i
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1 5. / $ 52 ; 1

l 6. 0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
a

j 5l 6.1 neSe0NSIBILITv Ai
$ h. I I 6.1.1 The knacer - rijntnn <tati D shall be rasponsible for overallp ~a "

unit operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to this responsi--

i bility during his absence.

6,l d 6.1.2 The Shift Supervisor or during his absence from the control room, a
designated individuai shall be responsible for the control room command <-

'

| , function. A management directive to this effect, signed by the dice President I
/Nuclena shall be reissued to all station personnel on an annual basis.

I i

6. 2 6.2 ORGANIZATION

J |

5 6.2. | 6.2.1 0FFSITE AND ONSITE ORGANIZATIONS i

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit operation and |
corporate management, respectively. The onsite and offsite organizations |

shall include the positions for activities affecting the safety of the nuclear t

power plant. !
;

) 6,7,I+1 a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be
; established and defined for the highest management levels through i
j intermediate levels to and including all operating organization i

j - positions. These relationships shall be documented and updated, as ;

i
" appropriate, in the form of organization charts, functional

descriptions of departmental responsibilities and relationships, and;

; job descriptions for key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms ;

; of documentation. These requirements shall be documented in the CPS
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR).

| 6 2,j.h b. Th En' y - m n+^a pawer Station)shall be responsible for overall [
*

; t safe operation and shall have control over those onsite ;,

j activities necessary for safe operation and maintenance of the plant. :
!

! s _ _

- Wnelea7shall have corporate responsibility for .j 6,2,/.C c. The % Drae uant
overall plant nuclear safety and shall take any measures needed to |

3
j ensure acceptable performance of the staff in operating, [

|
g maintaining, and vidina technical snooort to the n1=at tn |1

% Q c_ cmc a For peM cxe cd'Uc CA'll lXL |nue r safety
~%.USAfl. y id o cu ~ <~ts o~

| b A+ * d. The individuals who train the operating staff and those who carry
'

s

| out radiation protection and quality assurance functions may report
i to the appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have !
I sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their independence from i

.! operating pressures. ;

,

i
-

,

.

I

e

.

~

CLINTON 6-1 Amendment No. 34

:
i
}

|
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| 6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
'

. i

| _ !

i

h, M 6.2.2 UNIT STAFF i

6.2.7J a. Each cn duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum shift crew i

composition shown in Table 6.2.2-1; !

g,2,'1,b b. At least one licensed Operator shall be in the control room when fuel is'

in the reactor. In addition, while the unit is in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, .

) 2 or 3, at least one licensed Senior Operator shall be in the control room;

c. A Radiation Protection Technician * shall be on site when fuel is in the6.L
reactor;

g,1,7.d d. All CORE ALTERATIONS shall be observed and directly supervised by either
a licensed Senior Operator or licensed Senior Operator Limited to Fuel .

,

| Handling who has no other concurrent responsibilities during this
j operation;

;

[te firBFFgade of at 1 east five membe&shali be maintained on site a< ,

at all times". The fire brigade shall not include the Shift Supervisor, ;

; the Shift Technical Advisor, nor the two other members of the minimum |
shift crew necessary for safe shutdown of the unit and any personnel j; a

l re uired for other essential functions during a fire emergency; and . !

/! N.

!- .( Ar
:

o
i !

*

1

l
-

,

a
-

,
'

.

i !
!

! I
i !
|

| I
! :

! |
,

| AG |(3, .

6,2.7.C *The Radiation Protection Technician and fire bricadhcomposition may be less ji

i than the minimum requirements for a perio of time not to exceed 2 hours, in i.

) order to accommodate unexpected absence, provided immediate action is taken !
to fill the required positions. -|

r

CLINTON 6-la Amendment No. 34

i |
|

!
'

_. _ - - _ - . .- - --
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!

ADMlHISTRATIVE CONTROLS --

4

1
-UNIT STAFF (Continued)

j h.'Z,[4 8 f. Administrative procedures shall be developed and inplemented to limit
the working hours of unit staff who perform safety-related functions ~ !

ie.g. , licensed Senior Operators, licensed Operators, health physicists,
auxiliary operators, and key maintenance personnel. 4 |

'O
The amount o ertime worked by unit sta members performing safety-4 ,

I ^ related ctions shall be limited ' cordance with the NRC Policy

g8 (State ent on working hours (Gene c Letter No. 82-12). , >

3 '

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy use
of overt _ime. The objective shall be to have operating personnel work a

Op $ normaf8-pour day, 40-hour week while the unit is operating. However,
in the event that unforeseen problems require substantial , amounts, of .

overtime to be used, or during extended periods of shutdown for refueling,'

major maintenance, or major unit modifications, on a temporary basis the
following guidelines :; hall be followed: t

| 1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours-
,

,
straight, excluding shift turnover time. '

2 1

! 2. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours in
: any 24-hour sieriod, nor more than 24 hours in any 48-hour period, :

"

1 nor more than 72 hours in any seven day period, all excluding shift j
turnover time. ;

3. A break of at least eight hours should be allowed between work
. periods, including shift turnover time.
1

I 4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtime should
.

| be considered on an individual basis and not for the entire staff on }
: a shift. |
|

M Any deviation from the above guidelines shall be authorized by the f.
'

anace r-r i s n+ nn Pnwar statW9er nis deputy, or higher levels of | |,
'

! management, in accordance with established procedures and with documenta- :

| tion of the basis for granting the deviation. Controls shall be included [
in the procedures such that individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly '

by the tFaner-o inton Power statiorD or his designee to assure that | t

i excessive hours have not been assigned. Routine deviation from the above |

] guidelines is not authorized. '

.

A

i

n * .
, ..

s

| .,

. .;

i :

1

J

j Cl.INTON Saw-e 6-2 Amendment No. 26

|
! 1

--
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5, g, r) - ]

.
e..,._,.,-_w

-

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITION SINGLE UNIT FACILITY

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS REOUIRED TO FILL POSITION

POSITIO CONDITION 1, 2, or 3 CONDITION 4 or 5

SS 1 1
SRO 1 None
R0 2 1
A0 2 1
ST 1 None

TABLE NOTATIONS

})([e(b) 55 - Shift Supervisor with a Senior Operator license on Unit 1.SRO.- Individual with a Senior Operator license on Unit 1.
R0 Individual with a Operator licens n Unit 1.
AO - Auxiliary Operator ,, g A[STA - Shift Technical Advisor

'

The shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum requirements of
Table 6.2.2-1 for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accom-

N0Ydhmodateunexpectedabsenceofon-dutyshiftcrewmembersprovidedimmediateaction is taken to restore the shift crew composition to within the minimum
requirements of Table 6.2.2-1. This provision does not permit any shif t
crew position to be unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming shift
crewman being late or absent.

6.l S During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the control room while the unit
is in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3, an individual with a valid Senior Opera-
tor license shall be designated to assume the control room command function.
During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the control room while the unit
is in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5, an individual with a valid Senior Operator
license or Operator license shall_be designated to assume the control room
command function.

lI
~

-

I_

f)C fd Y e Ub [Jc,S >T,o,J rreq 6e Q d j q a fj ggy ggf

l

c+ C 5 gn# ded 4e ,,ad a dw L rre a s %'

|
'< " '^t55!O d O (.1 C y $~i a M e rr eE O ri Ergew<9

'

,

|

' 'N F / p m ,, s e. c~ ; QF .

~

N f
m

I
As i

CLINTONyUNITY 6-5
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. - _

6.2.3 INDEPENDENT SAFETY ENGINEERING GROUP (ISEG) ,

'

FUNCTION
_

i

g,6.N[6T2.3.1 The ISEG shall function to examinlunit operating characteristics, t

tRC issuances, industry advisories, Licensee Event Reports, and other sources
.

of unit design and operating experience information, including units of :h>gj similar design, which may indicate areas for improving unit safety. The ISEG
3

r ,

3, *). C shall make detailed recommendations for revised procedures, equipment '

6'g modifications, maintenance activities, operations activities, or other meansof improving unit safety to the Manager-Lf::m 'n; :nd L.^eu, Lu cuui mbr

9 _S:';ty (and to members of the Nuclear Review and Audit Group (NRAG).,

e t. f rar nss es, ri Aq ;

COMPOSITION /'

| 6 b3 i

6.2.3.2 The ISEG shall be composed of a least five, dedicated, full-time ;

; members located on site. Each ISEG member shall have either:

l (1) A bachelor's degree in engineering nr related science and at least
three years of professional-level experience in his field which
shall include at least one year of nuclear power experience, or

i
(2) At least five years of nuclear experience and hold or have held a !,

!' Clinton Power Station Senior Reactor Operator license.
i

l As a minimum, four of the ISEG members shall have the qualifications specified t

! in (1) above. !
! !

,

] RESPONSIBILITIES

6*53.6 i
6.2.3.3 The ISEG shall be responsible for maintaining surveillance of unit
activities to provide independent verification' that these activities are !4

j performed correctly and that human errors are reduced as much as practical. |
.

3

[7g g RECORDS
'

o,b 6.2.3.4 Records of activities performed by the ISEG shall be prepared,
maintained, and forwarded Cench cn ienaar antB to the4i, ;;tr R.m. . . cg

Q+ -t+e donager-wm M :n; L'aj and to members of the NRAM i4

,

tJ u cleoA MIC5 red M
d

;

i !
.

t

-

!

.

4 ,

| ' Not responsible for signoff function. !
i !

| CLINTON h L !! 6-6 Amendment No.67 i

) !,
.

) ;

!
!

!
I

_ __ ___ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

?

'
6.2.4 SHIFT TECHN! CAL ADVISOR

;

6.2.4.1 The Shift Technical Advisor shall provide advisory technical support
D,1,1.4 to the Shif t Supervisor in the areas of thermal hydraulics, reactorr

'

J engineering, and plant analysis with reoard to safe coeration of the unit
(THe'3hif t^1ecnnical Advisor shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent in a 7

. scientific or engineering discipline and shall have received specific training ;

'J Q in the response and analysis of the unit for transients and accidents, and in
unit design and layout, including the capabilities of instrumentation and

ls in the control room. - !+
_

g,3 6.3 UNIT STAFF 00ALIFICATIONS {/ !

g,3.\ 6.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed minimum i
1_1-1978 f h: Oi, ,;te, I'. ;;;; Op ; . .t i v... J . . ',1 j

b'1,7.f [oua_lifications of ANST /ANKh- 5:M ..3RGiheme iv. G...m. T_, fi: ._; the Assistant Dir etor - j-

Qant Operations shall hold an SRO licenw fnr Clinton Power Station. ;

-

TRAINING QI h6 , h 6.4

7 'f ,$ 6.4.1 A retraining and replacement training program for the unit staff shall fc
be maintained under the direction of the Director .';:lewA raining and shall |T

meet or exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55. ;

.
i

h.6 6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

g,(,) 6.5.1 FACILITY REVIEW GROUP (FRG)~ ~ .

The FRG shall function to advise the hager - Clinton Power Stat
b g,),\.A 6.5.1.1- ,

en all matters related to nuclear safety.
.

COMPOSITION
.

6,$./6.5.1.2 The FRG shall be composed of a chairman and supervisory (supervisor
or higher) members collectively having the experience and competence in areas ,

of plant operations, maintenance (control and instrumentation, electrical !
imaintenance, mechanical maintenance), radiation protection, chemistry and

nuclear engineering, necessary to perform the required review function.

i

'

.

!

i

CLINTON @ ri @ 6-7 Amendment No. 67

,

,

i
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ACMINISTRATIVE CONTROLSj .

ALTERNATES
'

.

6.5.1.3 .All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the, FRG3.h.I ;

Chairman to serve,on a temporary basis; however, no more than two alternates |
f

shall participate as voting members in FRG activities at any one time.] ,

' t

.- .
-

,

MEETING FREOUENCY I'
,

-
The FRG sh'all meet at least once per calendar month and as convened!

| _
6,f,{ 6.5.1.4by the FRG Chairman er his designated alternate.

-

'
. ,-

OUDRUM !,

The quorum of the FRG necessary for the performance of the FRG i
|. 6, 6, / -6.5.1.5

responsibility and authcrity provisions of these Technical Specifications
'

!

shall consist of the Chairsan cr his designated alternate and four members
including alternates. MI,

1 RE5p0NSIBILITIES
! '

5 5. /. 2 6.5.1.6 The FRG shall be responsible for: yf/fy. [qfc5 a. SC

[Review of att administrative procedures and changes t er(tY,f. {5.5.l.2 2 a.j

f. 6 f.2.d b. Review of all propcsed tests $nd experiments that affect nuclui safityi
-

,

'

Keview of all proposed chanses to Appendix ^ Technical specificatica . .

5 5.1.2 e c.
,

Review of all proposed changes or modifications to unit systems er equip-a

| {,g,1.7, 6 ment that affect nuclear safety;
d.

!

Review of all prepcsed programs required by Technical Specification 6.8.4
g,3, j, q , b e.

and changes thereto;

Review of the safety evaluation for procedures, and changes thereto, re-D,g*/,7,ff. quired by Technical Specification 6.5.3.1.c; --

'
;

~ _ ,

|
Investigation of all violations of the Technical Specifications, including1

the preparation and forwarding of reports covering evaluatien and recem-:
g. -

i mendations to prevent recurrence, to the Vice President Nuclear and to |*

q the Nuclear Review and Audit Group;
g3!

h. Review of all REPORTABLE EVENT 5;
j

Review of unit cperations to detect potential hazards to nuclear safety;;

| 1.
.

.

l '

'
|

I4

1 |

.

Ct1NTCH b ua u 6-8 |
:

!

i,

- ,

1

,
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS - J.h .-(
4

RESPONSIBILITIES (Continued) *]d: c 2 .m _ ,

, . . . . . .- . , .,

M j. Performance of special reviews, investigationsi or analyses and ' reports :thereen as requested by the Hanager-Clinton Power Station or the Nuclear'
. . .

,
,

,
''

'

|
.,

( Review and Audit Creco-

Review cf the Security Plan and implementing procedures and submittal of
receraended changes to the Huclear Review and Audit Group; and

'

i LI Lg . .

Review *of the Emergency Plan and implementing procedures and submittal of
.

d!

*"d4 + cmen' 1.
recommended chances to the Nuclear Rav4.

Review of any accidentdunplanned, or uncontrolled radioactive releaseincluding the preparation of reports covering evaluation, recommendations.

,
r

Ij 13 m.

and disposition of the corrective action to prevent recurrence, and the '
V

forwarding of the reports to the Vice President Nuclear and to the g, g f, y
Nuclear Review and Audit Group.

~

~ ;

ReviewofthechangestotheFROCESSCONTROLPROGRAMandtheOFFSITEDOSErQ,7g7
~ 5,,

P ),W r .

Lt.
( ~

CALCULATION MANUAL.

.

g' g'.f ,7 ' [-Review cf the' Fire Protection Program and implementing procedures andsubmittal of recommended changes to the Nuclear Review and Audit Group
;

,

(6 7./S)e.
,

m

, *

i DUTIES b AC)
5 5. l. | 6.5.1.7 The FRG shall:

Dwa* c+ =+ 4 6 l approval r dis-
Reccmmend in writing to the bma-rida+~ prict

bO"- |* J' b a. approval of items consideredTrnder Specification 6.5.1.6a throughc xcep!C *~ d V* g
_.

--- -

to their implecentation.

Render determinatiens in writing with regard to whetiEe'rlii'tist each itemcensidered under Specification 6.5.1.6a through p' enstitutes an unreviewed
~

(,6. }. I. C b.

safety question.
cident Nucles,

'Previde written netification within 24 hours to theuus.w and Audit Urcumof disagreement between the FRG3ndh.D, [ . ). d c. 1."A[or :
GE_ u . u , - u . . . r ~ ; however, the GEnger-CHnten Power I

, yshall have responsibility for resciution of such disagreements'@ he W F _ . .

pursuant to Specification 6.1.1.

RECORDS

The FRG shall maintain written minytes of each FRG meetin.g that, at-

M 8 *re*s*on*sig' d
""t th' '''"It5 *f '" '"S ''ti'iti'5 '''f ****d ''"8'" th'6.6.5 6.5.1.8

d tovisions of gese Technical Speci_ications. f5FM-* f
.

p ....... .,..__.. _-
n.;u eur an 7 .m . . .

- -
ru . , u m. .

{-- -
_

~

L3 .

- 6-9
CLINTON &'

|
,
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

g,6.0 6.5.2' NUCLEAR REVIEW AND AUDIT GROUP (NRAG)
FUNCTION

The NRAG shall function to provide independent review and audit of
^

g*g,1. 6.5.2.1 designated activities in the areas of:

Nuclear power plant operations,a.
b. Nuclear engineering,

,

Chemistry and radiochemistry,c.
d. Metallurgy,

Instrumentation and control,e.
y

f. Radiological safety,*

Mechanical and electrical engineering,g.
h. Quality assurance practices,
i. Non-destructive testing,

Administrative controls, andj
Other appropriate fields associated with the unique characteristics ofk.
Clinton Unit 1.

; M
COMPOSITION/

The NRAG, as a minimum, shall be composed of a Director and four mem-g,{,2 6.5.2.2 -;gc;catctr;;; c;; :..:::r it:::: h . . . _ _ . . . , , 4, f, ; a vmbers. Gnr- m ii L member
-- -T i,_ ., ' :' t 7

*

iten3 2 nr_c. -i E I.u" .",j
17dividuals filling positions as required by ANSI /ANS 3.1- g,

-
' ' ' ' -/

1978, Section 4.7.2, t hall meet the education and experience requirements ofwe presieent3
the same section. The NRAG Director shall be appointed by the
The members shall be appointed by the Director. Current membership rosters, ~ ~ '

signed by the Director, shall be maintained.
i

ALTERNATES

All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the NRAG{*$,7 6.5.2.3
Director to serve on a temporary basis; however, no rnore than two alternates
shall participate as voting members in NRAG activities at any one time.

CONSULTANTS

$ j.7 6.5.2.4 Consultants shall be utilized as determined by the NRAG Director to
provide expert advice to the NRAG.

A7
t'EETING FREQUENCY

-

/ - y
least d :: ::~ ::1: P n: *-- N ' ' S J

-
The NRAG shall meat at,

g * 1 6. ' ?. 5 - r

C- L' _. .
-JAoll wing luel loacing and at least once pe. "'* '"

6 months thereafter. I

W

4

!

j
a

|

CLINION :T 1 6-10
1

____- . _ _ _ _
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
!.

| !
,

QUORUM
, '

The quorum of the NP.AG necessary for the performance of the NRAG
;

.
i

|

| * Q 6.5.2.6 review and audit functions of these Technical Specifications shall consist
of the Director or his designated alternate and at least four NRAG membersNo more than a minority of the quorum shall have line

,

; t

including alternates.
responsibility for operation of the unit. ,

1
i

1

! REVIEW

[,6.7.I 6.5.2.7 The NRAG shail be responsible for the review of:
- j;

h

j
|

The safety evaluations for (1) changes to procedures, equipment or system,
and (2) tests or experiments compieted under the provision of 10 crR 50.59

:

3. 6 7 7 g a. |

to verify that such actions did not constitute an unreviewed safety question;
f)

Proposed changes to procedures,' equipment, or systems which involve an *

j g,4,2.O b. unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

Proposed tests or experiments which involve an unreviewed safety question.
!i

7'g,2,7,C c. as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;
-

3

Proposed changes to Technical Specifications or this Operating License;3,5.1* d. I

Violations of codes, regulations, orders, Technical Specifications, f
j { ,6 I'g, e e. license requirements, or of internal procedures or instructions having
, + . ,

- '

nuclear safety significance- I

Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from normal and expected
a

|

h 7 *q*q.h f. performance of unit equipment that affect nuclear safety;
_e

>

Y

j ;

J All REPORTABLE EVENT 5;
6 6,7,1.f g.-

All recognized indications of an unanticipated deficiency in some aspect !:

Jf.57I*h
of design or operation of structures, systems, or components that could j

h.

affect nuclear safety; and

p y. ,-,. _,. 4 3 u m p m r r y , v e ri}_

1

Q ,,

J

- |

AUDITS i
t

Audits of unit activities shall be performed under the cognizance ofi 6.5.2.8'7 7'7,)rr the NRAG. These audits shall encompass:*

|
The conformance of unit operation to provisions contained within the Tech-4

g,g,2,3,if a. nical Soecifications and applicable license conditions 6t least once pert 5 i
r

g) ' 12 montn7,
:

DP 6-11CLINTON g .ua p

a

i

] !
.

!
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{.

AUDITS (Continued)

The nerfemance. training and qualifications of the entire unit s{,6,d- b.
6 t once per 12 mon M - --

The results of actions taken to correct deficiencies occurring in unit'

structures, systems, or method of operation that af fect nuclear. c.
6 NI d equipmen

% safety, tmut once oer 6 montn e

The performance of activities required by the Operational Qualit Assur __
d.

ance Procram to meet the criteria of Appendix B,10 CFR Part 50, lea 11/
'

( @ oct 24 monthP -f
~

[e.
The Emergency Plan and implementing procedures dileast once per 12 month ,

g
fb The Security Plan and implementing procedures (at least once per 12 months

M.7 3 g f.
Any other area of unit operation considered appropriate by the(RAG or t

g,g,g,2,,f g. fCica Presideno-

The fire protection procrammatic controls including the implementing procchh.
j dures Ct lea ~st once per 24 month) b ualified licensee QA personnel;

t.A l

g . i. The fire protection eceipme and ram implementation shall be performed
utilir.ing either qualified offsite licensee6t least once oer u ment _ _

fire protection engineer (s) or an outside independent fire protection con-
g,313. C. sultant.

An inspection and audit of the fire protection and loss prevention programj.
shall be performed by an outside' alified fire consultantfat intervais#,.

-g ater than 36 mont 4A;

k. The radiological environmental monitoring to ram and the results thereof
6 Cieast once per 12 montn p gj

f' i
'

, The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL and imp ementing procedures at least,
,

1.
|

>
;

g once per 24 mont n a-- gj
The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM and implementing proced res for solidification

-.m.
of radioactive wastes bt least once per 24 montas;

The performance of activities required by the Quality Assurance Programfn. 77,Qtleast, to meet the criteria of Regulatory Guide 4.15, December 19
,once per a montnsa

.

Wr

\ LM
-

(

CLj/J WTJ tr t2
..
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AUTHORITY
_ /$

5 5. '2.1 g 6. 5. 2. 9 The NRAG shall report to and advise the ice Presiden on those areasof responsibility specified in Sections 6.5.2.7 and 6.5.2.8.

RECORDSg
6.5.2.10 Records of NRAG activities shall be prepared, approved, and distrib-

g uted as indicated below:

ggg a. a LHinutes of each NRAG meetin shall be prepared, approved, and forwarded to

55.5 D J the dice ~ President) n days followin meeting.

b. Reports of reviews en ompassed by Specifica ton 6.5.2. shall be prepared,657', ,

b approved, and forwarded to the & fee PresideRb within days following
6 6+6'b completion of the review. g

h*g,2.1 '
'c. Audi ports encompassed by Specification 6.5.2.8 shall be forw ed to

resQand to the management positions responsible for thethe ce$ 'gj6 areas audited within 30 days after completion of the audit by the auditing
g,66,4.) organization.

g 3 4 6.5.3 TECHNICAL REVIEW CONTROL

ACTIVITIES g
Procedures required by Technical Specification 6.8 and other procedures which
affect plant nuclear safe as determined by the(Manager - rnatan Power station]

Sr tne responTibie nag and changes thereto, other than editorial or typo- |
graphical changes, shall be reviewed as follows:

6.5.3.1 TECHNICAL REVIEW -

'

g g,g a. Each such procedure or procedure change shall be independently reviewed
by an individual knowledgeable in the area affected other than the individ ,

,ual who prepared the procedure, or procedure change. Cfhe Manaoer - w nton?
or the responsible manager" shall prior to implementation N |

,m mar stat m

dapprove all plant procedures and changes there e ,

y y y) 13 & " e exte'~gU AC,

g'3). b b. Individuals responsible for reviews ormed in_arenedanen with !

Item 6.5.3.la. above shall te designated by the Ganagar - C" a+ nn Pnwa ee
'

G + N or the responsible manager". Each such review shall include a
Determination 'of whether-6Fnot additional, cross-disciplinary, review

is necessary. If deemed necessary, such review shall be performed by the
review personnel of the appropriate discipline. i

'g' Individuals performing these reviews shall meet or exceed the qualifi- ,

'

L cations stated in ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978 for the appropriate discipline.

b*The responsible manager must be the equivalent of the Manager - Clinton Power.) ,m

,

'Station'-with respect to his/her level of responsibility within the corporate .

structure. j
CLINTON 6-13 Amendment rio. 34 :

1

-_ - _ - _ ---
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; e ;

TECHNICAL REVIEW (Continued)

'

[c. When required by 30 CFR 50.59, a safety evaluation to determine whether
or not an unreviewed safety question is involved shall be included in the

6.6.d.C procedure or the procedure change review. If it is determined that an !
' "" unreviewed safety question is not involved, a written safety evaluation :

to support that decision will be prepared and submitted to the FRG for ;

i M review. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, NRC approval of items involvino unr?-
! viewed safety questions shall be obtained prior to the<fiIhacer-Clinton

g%r statiorb approval for implementation g.

46.6 d . Written records of reviews performed in accordance with Item 6.5.3.1.a.d
above, including recommendations for approval or disapproval, shall be ;

3

q prepared and maintained. '

4

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENT ACTION p

: 6.6.1 The following actions shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS:

i a. The Commission shall be notified and a report submitted pursuant to the j
requirements of Section 50.73 to 10 CFR Part 50, and j !

5 6.N . ~Each REPORTABLE EVENT shall be reviewed by thefRG, and submitted to ,V LM
?t '

b
;

j % NRAG and the gice President. I

f6.7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATION( ,

6.7.1 The following actions shall be taken in the event a Safety Limit is
violated:

a. In accordance with 10 CFR 50.72, the NRC Operations Center shall be noti-4

| fied by telephone as soon as possible and_in all cases within 1 hour aftery} the violation has been determined. The Vice Preddent and the NRAG shall
be notified within 24 hours. !

W-

Q b. A License Event Report shall be prepared in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

| ,j A Safety Limit Violation Report shall be prepared. The report shall be re-c.
viewed by the FRG. This report shall describe (1) applicable circumstances

[il preceding the violation, (2) effects of the violation upon unit components, ;

systems, or structures, and (3) corrective action taken to prevent recurrence. '

i

d. The Safety Limit Violation Report shall be submitted to the Commission
within 30 days and to the NRAG, and the Vice President within 30 days of
the violation.

Critical operation of the unit shall not be resumed until authorized, by
. . |e.

,

the Commission. j i

-

|
,

CLINTON(IdNIT-1 6-14 Amendment No. 26
;

. - .
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g f 6.8 PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

PROCEDURES

g,/,.| 6.8.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the activities referenced below:

The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory6,(, .l.S a.
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978.

9,6- b. The 6hlic55. required to implement the requirements of NUREG-0737
and supplement thereto.

. m et* Cr) C'{ | 1-Refuelingoperations( 9e xfpc.

d. Surveillance and test activities of saf etv-related eouioment)
E5ecurity Plan implementation. lA'M TI

. . @ d, Au. progr-a m 5 y e e c h ed I'5)
L Emergency Plan implementation. gg.g g g
(g. Fire Protection Program implementation. h

,
-

_

h. PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM implementation. g,f, /, c/
i. OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL implementation.

j. Quality Assurance Program for effluent and environmental monitoring. 5,6,/.C

( REVIEW AND APPROVAL

5,(,.2. 6. 8. 2 Each procedure of 5)ecification 6.8.1, and changes thereto, shall be
reviewed in accordance witi 6.5.1.6 and 6.5.3 as appropriate and shall be approved

,
by the Manager - Clinton Power Station or the responsible manager * prior to |

| implementation and reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative
procedures.

g,4,3 TEMPORARY CHANGES

6.8.3 Temporary changes to procedures of Specification 6.8.1 may be made
~

provided:
,

'g,4.3 * a. The intent of the original procedure is not altered;

6'g,d b. The change is approved by two members of the unit management staff, at-

least one of whom holds a Senior Operator license on the unit affected; and

h4,d c. The change is documented, reviewed in accordance with 6.5.1.6 and 6.5.3
as appropriate, and app * roved by the Manager - Clinton Power Station or dthe responsible manager within 14 days of implementation.

d'

!
_ _ _

,

Ilie responsible manager must be the equivalent of the Manager - Clinton Power
. Station with respect to their level of responsibility within the corporate

.

ucture. _ _ _f-
-

\__

ri T uTnu '- 6-15 Amendment No.19
i

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - -
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PROGRAMS

6.f6.8.4 The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained:

PAa.
Primarv Coolant Sources Outside Containment
A program to reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside containment
that could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious transient or acci-
dent to as low as practical levels. The systems include the LPCS, HPCS, RHR,
RCIC, Suppression Pool Hakeup, Combustible Gas Control, Containment Honitoring
and Post-Accident Sampling. .The program shall include the following:
1. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements, and
2. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling cycle

intervals or less.
g,h b. In-Plant Radiation Honitoring

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately determine the
| airborne iodine concentration in vital areas under accident conditions.

This program shall include the following:
1. Training of personnel.
2. Procedures for monitoring, and
3. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

(,I. d' c. Postaccident Samoling

A program which will ensure the capability to obtain and analyze reactor
coolant, radioactive iodines and particulates in plant gaseous effluents,
and containment atmosphere samples. under accident conditions. The program
shall include the following:
1. Training of personnel,
2. Procedures for sample and analysis, and
3. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

6.1 S d- "iti"*t* " eat sink Erosion, Sediment Monitoring and Orednino Procram
A program to provide maintenance on the ultimate heat sink (UHS.) in the
event inspections of the UHS dam, its abutments or the UHS shoreline
indicates erosion or local instability. This program shall ensure that

I the UHS is maintained in such a way to achieve the following objectives:
1

(1) During normal operation, there will be a volume of water in the UHS
below elevation 675 sufficient to receive the sediment load from a
once in 25 year flood event, and

(2) Still be adequate to maintain the plant in a safe-shutdown condition
for 30 days under meteorological conditions of the severity suggested
by Regulatory Guide 1.27. ~

,[e. Fire Protection Program

|
A program to implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the
approved fire protection program as described in the final Safety Analysis
Report as amended. and as approved in the safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0853)

h dated Fabruary 1982 as supplemented.joncom 11ance with~"e above f ir
rote ion Systems described plant proc dure CPS No. .893.01 shall I

repo ted as a RE' RTABLE EV in accord ce with Sec on 6.6.1 of ese
Te anical Spec' ications. _

CLINTO.E Y 6-16w
.Zi/5EtzTg

1GA
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INSERT 16A

[ Add new programs per NUREG-1434 markup.]

5.7.16 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)

5.7.17 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON 6-16 10/1/93

|
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PROGRAMS

|

,7,}f. Radioactive Effluent Controls Proaram ;

A program shall be provided conforming with 10 CFR 50.36a for the control
of radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to MEMBERS OF THE
PUBLIC from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably achievable. The
program (1) shall be contained in the ODCM, (2) shall be implemented by
operating procedures, and (3) shall include remedial actions to be taken
whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program shall include the
following elements:

1. Limitations on the operability of radioactive liquid and gaseous
monitoring instrumentation including surveillance tests and setpoint
determination in accordance with the methodology in the ODCM;

2. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material released in
liquid effluents to UNRESTRICTED AREAS conforming to ten times the
concentration values in 10 CFR Part 20.1001 - 20.2401, Appendix B,
Table 2, Column 2;

3. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous
effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the methodology [
and parameters in the ODCM;

4. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose commitment to a
MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from radioactive materials in liquid effluents
released from the unit to UNRESTRICTED AREAS conforming to Appendix I
to 10 CFR Part 50;

5. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions from
radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter and current
calendar year in accordance with the methodology and parameters in
the ODCM at least every 31 days; -

,

I

6. Limitations on the operability and use of the liquid and gaseous j
effluent treatment systems to ensure that the appropriate portions of ,

'

these systems are used to reduce releases of radioactivity when the
projected doses in a 31-day period would exceed 2 percent of the i

guidelines for the annual dose or dose commitment conforming to
IAppendix I to 10 CFR Part 50;

7. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive material
released in gaseous effluents from the site to areas at or beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY shall be limited to the following;

a. For noble gases: Less than or equal to 500 mrem /yr to the total
body and less than or equal to 3000 mrem /yr to the skin, and

b. For Iodine-131, for Iodine-133, for tritium, and for all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 |

days: Less than or equal to 1500 mrem /yr to any organ; |

-ACLINTON ($6iiii j / 6-16a Amendment No. 69

_ _ - _ - _ _ _
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PROGRAMS

} g ~ Radioactive Effluent Controls Procram (Continued)
(u,JId 8. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from

noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit to areas
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY conforming to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50;

, 9. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a MEMBER OF THE!

PUBLIC from 16 dine-131. Iodine-133, tritium, and all radionuclides
in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous

i

4

effluents released from the unit to areas beyond the SITE BOUNDARY'

!conforming to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50; and

10. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any MEMBER OF '

THE PUBLIC due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from
uranium fuel cycle sources conforming to 40 CFR Part 190.

g,% $ g. Radiolooical Environmental Monitoring Procram

A program shall be provided to monitor the radiation and radionuclides in
the environs of the plant. The program shall provide (1) representative

_

i

measurements of radioactivity in the highest potential exposure pathways,
and (2) verification of the accuracy of the effluent monitoring program
and modeling of environmental exposure pathways. The program shall (1)

ibe contained in the ODCM, (2) conform to the guidance of Appendix I to
s

10 CFR Part 50, and (3) include the following:
-

,

1. Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiation and
radionuclides in the environment in accordance with the methodology ,

and parameters in the ODCM;;

i

2. A Land Use Census to ensure that. changes in the use of areas at and
,

;
beycnd the SITE BOUNDARY are identified and that modifications to
the monitoring program are made if required by the results of this
census; and

,

i 3. Participation in an Interlaboratory Comparison Program to ensure that;

independent checks on the precision and accuracy of the measurements
of radioactive materials in environmental sample matrices are

j performed as part of the quality assurance program for environmental
monitoring.

NC y) f/lD0/W 5/ -

j- c. cc0 Thw G-6 b (IO]

CLINTO(k 6-16b Amendment No.40;

,

1

4
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DESIGN FEATURES

5.5 METEOROLOGICAL TOWER LOCATION - h

5.5.1 The meteorological tower shall be E .own on Figure 5.1.1-1.

5.6 FUEL STORAGE |g

CRITICALITY
~

ned and shall be maintained with: j5.6.1 The spent fuel storage r s

A k,ff equivalent to le 1 sai to 0.95 when flooded with unborateda.
)

j water, including all uncertainties and biases as described in
Section 9.1.2 of tb

]
b. A nominal 6.4375 ,o-center distance between fuel assemblies |

placed in the ' in the fuel Building storage pool. A nominal I

center-to-cer etween rows of 12.25 inches and within the rows j

of 7.00 inc* .ssemblies placed in the storage rack in the Upper
Containmer j1

;

5. 6.1.1 Thr }
fuel for the first core loading stored dry in the '

) spent fue' s shall not exceed 0.98 when aqueous foam moderation is . |
assumed.

DRAIF e

5. \l' . fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to prevent
aining of the pool below elevation 754'0".'

,

1

,

5. t. ne spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained with a
. store s capacity limited to no more than 2522 fuel assemblies.
) 3.9 I. !

MIpg Ce o'

6 7.) 5.7 COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRAN5IENT LIMIT

*7*
5.7.1 The components identified in C h - i_ nd CMM bbare
maintained ithin the cyclic or transient limits 4TTabM b

4

Y d| Rcf3J

! <
"

!,

I
.

,

i

ZMSE 2 |
- wh;

CLINTON b- "-C*/1 '

G -I Gb O-)
:
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- TABLE 5.7.I'-1

COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMITS
_

-

DESIGN CYCLE
,

'

CYCLIC OR
COMPONENT TRANSIENT LIMIT OR TRANSIENT

,

Reactor 120 heatup and cooldown cycles 70*F to 560*F to,70*F'

80 step change cycles Loss of feedwater heaters j

180 reactor trip cycles 100% to 0% of RATED
THERMAL POWER

.

40 hydrostatic' pressure or Pressurized to
leak tests 930 psig and

1250 psig

|
--

|

i~

e

9 , ,>
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APPLICABILITY ~ f.h 4 ,

6.'/.Hj SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
:
i

4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be met during +' CONDITIONS
or other conditions specified for individual Limi* ~ h %eration
unless otherwise stated in an individual Sur - ke

,

%4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement . n the specified
surveillance. interval with a nav' / .. not to exceed 25 per-
cent of the specified survei" \\
4.0.3 Failure to pe . quirement within the specified time
interval shall e 1 h meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a ,

Limiting Co- g cxceptions to these requirements are stated '

in the # .. is . Surveillance requirements do not hc/e to be
p? s.1paent.

4n OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified applicable
c1 ..a not be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated
vi .imiting Condition for Operation have been performed within the
app ..able surveillance interval or as otherwise specified. .

/J,1.l04.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME
g, p Code Class 1, 2, and 3 componen 1 be ap 1 fol ws 3

i

Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, z, ana .s components and inservice gda.
testing of ASME . Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valveushall be nerformed

/ ff.f 0a, in accordance with Section XI of. the. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel -"g
,

6 I'M *and applicable Addenda' as required by 1_0 CFR'50, Section 50.55a(g) c t
spec wri nga relur s peen

O CFD y Kecti/n 50.55a $
ne nted by p e commisp on purs atto if61(O <

b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and /

$*7*H.b Pressure Vessel ~ Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice
testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure essel1

ode and applicable. Addenda shall be applicable as follows in these
Technical Specifications:

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel- Required frequencies
Code and applicable Addenda for perfoming inservice
terminology for inservice inspection and testing
inspection and testino activities activities

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days

Quarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days

Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

*f f *1 AT lect ,,ne per- 1si dR_,
.

'
INSERT '

CLINTON P13 -if ;-g Amendment No. 53

cyc6 G)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 27 of 156 !

| APPLICABILITY h.f./b . j
~

6 < 1. II - ^^

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) -

1

4.0.5 (Continued) I

|

5 .1 .16 1 c. The provisions of Specification 4.1.2 are applicable to the above required
9 711 C

I.-
frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing activities. j

,~
.

d erforman of the abg/e inservice spection and t ting activities > hall
be in ad tionto'otp6rspecified rve111ance Re irements. /-

,

i

Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed to
h.9, o,4 e. |7. il e supersede the requirements of any Technical Specification.

',

6 710 G f. The Inservice Inspection Program for piping identified in NRC Generic
Letter 88-01 shall be performed in accordance with the NRC Staff positions
on schedule, methods and personnel, and sample expansion included in the,

generic letter.

i
_ _ _

6,|,ll.b h f0VISton5oh 5? S*O'3 LRt C4f(bllAN0 k
m 5e ur c( +esh} ctc+v uhes ) u d

!A7
~

'

-

i
1

-
1

l

,

INSERT
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-60219
Section 5 Page 28 of 15

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM,

fg -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
i

i3.6.6.3 Two independent standby gas treatment suF $ be OPERABLE. J

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3 |
| ACTION:

a. With one standby gas treatment suF hi able, restore the :
i inoperable subsystem to OPERABLr

. .: 7 days, or: !

1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIP' oe in at least HOT SHUTOOWN within
the next 12 hours and O ,0WN within the following 24 hours.

; 2. In OPERATIONAL C0'' C pend handling of irradiated fuel in
the secondary c' xE ALTERATIONS and operations with a |

| potential for .eactor vessel. The provisions of ;
-

] Specificatic f st applicable.
!

b. With both str . ment subsystems inoperable in OPERATIONAL CONDITION IJ , suspend * . radiated fuel in the secondary containment, CORE j
*

0; ALTERATI0'
q ' .cification 3.0.3 are not applicable..ons with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.:The pro'4

SURVEILLF ATS
,

j 4.6.r .dby gas treatment subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: i
,

. a. once per 31 days by initiating, from the control room, flow th' rough.

] ti.. a filters and charcoal adsorbtrs and verifying that the subsystem'

;oper.6es for at least 10 hours with the heaters OPERABLE. '

g'7'p b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on
the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following painting, fire ! I

.

or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating with the subsystemjby: |

[
([,,,h \

.

!

l
1

IN b t (- *Og5So) '

/

*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment and during CORE
LTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

-

2NsOT
CLINTON - Amendment No. 68. , , , , ,

6-/Q(5)
:
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Section 5 Page 29 of 15t |

|

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM
~ '

i 5,7./2
4

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)'

|

3
4.6.6.3 (Continued) |

i

1. Verifying that the subsystem satisfies the in-place penetration and; 6 l' g * g. bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% and uses
5712.6 the test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions C.S.a, C.S.c and

C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, and the system |

flow rate is 4000 cfm 10%. )|

I inc. within 31 dayl after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a j
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory

67 /2* C Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2, March 1978*, meets ;1

I the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of :

Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide |
penetration of less than 0.175%; when tested in accordance with ASTM
D3803-79 methods, with the following parameters: )

a) Bed Depth - 4 inches LU
j W h c4t; do fnm

i

c) Temperature - 80* C !^
'

c .7,;7 ,cL d) Relative Humidity - 70%
Y, j.17. D

andj ,1 12.d
73 . Verifying a subsystem flow rate of 4000 cfm 10% during system operation I

j LAl when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980. _,

,
e

: g,7 g c. fter every 720 hnort of charcoal adsorber coeratirft, by verifying, within 31
1 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a representative carbon |

| 6 7./7, C sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, meets the laboratory testing criteria of
Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*,
for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 0.175%; in accordance with ASTM
D3803-79 methods, with the following parameters:

,

'

a) Bed Depth - 4 inches
/ A$.h) vni nH + y

4 c) Temperature _
- an ry
- 80* C

d) Relative Humidity - 70%d

,!

4

4

) p. n S ,

f 'f.k.Iks.1g%:k.e
S

j;*ANSIN510-1980 shall be used in place of ANSI N510-1975 as referenced inRegulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 March 1978.
,

~

ItJsELT,

CLINTON JHQ' 2, .M Amendment No. M , 68<

G - IGb(G j
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
'

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

.> . 7. / Z
-

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (Continued)

4.6.6.3 (Continued)
ph\-

7' f* h. At least once per 18 months by:Y

1. Performing a system functional test which includes simulated auto-
_

.'
goggefC g matic actuation of the system throughout its emergency operating sequence,

4 for the:

'b a) LOCA, and
6t* ( b) Fuel handling accident.pf

5. 7. n d 2. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters
and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6.0 inches Water Gauge
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 10%.

h3. Verifying that the filter train starts and isolation dampers open on
yf receipt of the following test signals:

drMb _,k a) Manual initiation from the control room, and
N b) Simulated automatic initiation signal.

bec' d'i 4. Verifying that the filter cooling bypass dampers can be manually opened
and the fan can be manually started.

a

5.e 7 j7 Verifying that the heaters dissipate at least 18.0 kW when tested in
D' accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

6 l'I7 e. (Eter each complete er cartial renlacemant of a HFDA filter banh by verifying_.

that the HEPA filter bank satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass
4 ,7, j / ,1 leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI

N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 10%.

[er each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adscrber banCby6 7.11 f.

verifying tnat tne cnarcoal adsorber bank satisties the in-place penetration
5. 7.17. b and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in

accordance with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test
gas while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm 10%.

Aj
/1/Jsee I _-

( k piz w s<ous s n! 7 m 2 & 3 ' )' 5 '^^

(gg k & (/FTP tes I h e 7 d iv m ]
J

rrJSERT
CLINTON(-et1T ~:Wran=9 Amendment No. 55, 68

G-/f6Q)
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PMNT SYSTEMS Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 5 Page 31 of 155

: CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) 67./2 I
i

4.7.2 (Continued) 6.7.127
c. fat least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance on tt e

. makeup or recirculation HEPA filters or charcoal adsorber housings, or
J i (2) following painting, fire or chemical release in any ventilation zone .

s communicating with the makeup or recirculation filter system by:
i

5. 7. r2 . a.1. Verifying that the makeup filter system satisfies the in place i
penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less i6. 7. 4. 6 than 0.05% and uses the test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions; |

C.S.a. C.S.c, and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March
1978*, and the system flow rate is 3000 cfm i 101

2. Verifying that the recirculation filter system satisfies bypass
p* g ,b leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 2% total bypass and:

; uses test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions C.S.a and C.S.d .;
4 of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, and the system

flow rate is 64,000 cfm i 10%. j
3

h ,7*jg*c hifying, within 31 davs after ramavmD, that a laboratory analysisj 3.
,

of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regula- !tory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, I

meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide I,

'

penetration of less than 0.175% for makeup filter system carbon ad-
i sorber and 6% for recirculation filter system carbon adsorber when

tested; in accordance with ASTM D3803-79 methods, with the following |parameters:

Make Up Filter System

'
a) Bed Depth - 4 inches1

)
c)_ velocity - zn fpm '

Temperature 30*C-
,

d) Relative Humidity 70%-

Recirculation Filter System

a) Bed Depth 2 inches-

j
~ b) _ Velocity AD fpm-

c) Temperature 30 C-
'

d) Relative Humidity 70%-

4. Verifying flow rate of 3000 cfm i 10% for the makeup filter system '

1 and 64,000 cfm i 10% for the recirculation filter system during opera-
d tion when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

g,q.1V'%;

[['k Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2. March 1978.
4

" ANSI N510-1980 shall be used in place of ANSI N510-1975 as referenced in
[

-

CLINTON :CT [ * 7"-,

:
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 32 of 156

. .

PLANT SYSTEMS |
'

CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM {7g
a -

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)J

,~

4.7.2 (Continued) 4/1/
d. 6 h averv 720 hw r< nf charenal adsorber operati y verifying within |

'

6 7J" 31 days af ter removal, that a laboratory analysis of a representativecarbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.'b of
~

9

~

Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 March.1978*, meets the laboratory test-j

rjJ2 c ing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.fi2, Revi-
sion 2, March 1978*, for a methyl iodide penetration of less than 0.175%
for the cakeup filter system carbon adsorber and 6% for the recirculation ,

filter system carbon adsorber when tested; in accordance with ASTM D3803-79 |
methods, with the following parameters: |,

i Make Up Filter System -

~ '
4 4 inches.i a)_ Bed Depth -

40 fm - fM vele-4+y -

3 30*C - 7c) Temperature -

70% -d) Relative Humidity -

Recirculation Filter System

Cb)
2 inchesa) Bed Deptn -

Velecity 90 %-

30*Cc) Temperature' -

.T d) Relative Hu=idity 70% J
'

-

I ( At least once per 18 conths by:V
^~

Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filtersI

3 5 E'3 1.and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches Vater Gauge while1

j operating the cakeup filter system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm t 10%.
2. Verifying that on a high chlorine actuation ** and a canual initia-

tion test signal, the system automatica1N"* switches to the chlorine!

mode of operation and the dampers clos- 'hin 2 seconds.*** |-

limited +a < 4000 cfm
Verifying that the control room le i specttoahacentareas.

3.
,

i 10% at > 1/8-inch Vater Gauge ';
k*4. Verifying that on a smoke me 9 a signal, the system

automatically switches to sf operation at a flew rate
dless than or equal to F go .

C actuation test signal, the system5. Verifying that on r ge ' .n radiation r. ode of operation and] automatically sv'

}i
1

!

place of ANSI H510-1975 as referenced in i* ANSI H510-1950
|h[ .cn 2, March 1978.Regulatory C-

nlorine mode is not required when chlorine*" Automatic

f acity of 150 pounds or less are stored 100 eeters,

contain4

from , or its fresh air inlets.

***This sp . is not applicable af ter all chlorine containers havingj
-)

; a capaci s0 pounds or greater are removed from the site including the
chlorine .ainers located at the site sewage treatment plant.6

'1~ NS EE ~I
OLINTONhNIT-1:

. m
7 -gP4E4E4 Amend:ent No.12
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 33 of 156 |

|

q|PLANT SYSTEMS
;1

CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM ^!
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) i

4.7.2 (Continued) |

I

A dde esse d the control room is maintained at a positive pressure of at least
~' l gjp 1/8-inch W.G. with respect to adjacent areas during system operation | <'
,.

at a flow rate less than or equal to 3000 cfm.
'

f,7. /?.e 6. Verifying that the makeup filters heaters dissipate at least 14.4 kW
when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

f. (After each comolete or partial replacement nf a HFPA filter bartklin the
'

makeup filter system, by verifying that the HEPA filter bank satisfies AMI
,

|6.7.)2 A the in-place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria
of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI N510-1980 while operating the <

system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm .210%.

(After each comoleta ne nartial reolacement of a charcoal adecrber baMin ig.
the makeup or recirculation filter systems, by verifying that the char- ,

coal adsorber bank satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass leakage l

Itesting acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% for the makeup filterc- 79,6 |system and 2% total bypass leakage for the recirculation filter system in *
"'

Iaccordance with ANSI N510-1980 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant
test gas while operating the makeup system at a flow rate of 3000 cfm

10% and the recirculation filter system at a flow rate of 64,000 10%.

h. At least once per 18 months by verifying that'the air inleakage rate into
the negative pressure portions of the Main Control Room Ventilation

| ER 5 73.4 System ductwork located outside the Main Control Room habitability
boundary between fan OVC04CA(B) and isolation dampers OVC03YA(B)

|

|
inclusive, and fire dampers OVC042YA(E), 0VC042YB(F), OVC042YC(G) and

i OVC042YD(H) to be 5 650 cfm when tested in accordance with an NRC-
approved test method. In addition, visually verify the integrity of the

,

Recirculation Filter Housing flexible connection to fan OVC03CA(B).
|
|

A7~

|1VSE27~
_= __

_

Y f mismNS o f SR 5.0, 2 n g 5, c, y
* 'NC

-
_

WP test frepueu;g) |
- -
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196:
Section 5 Page 34 of 15e !

,

;

i
FLANT SYSTEM 5_

>

MAIN CONDEN5ER OFFGA5 MONITORING |3/4 7.8

0FFGAS-EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE _
s. 7. /3 |

|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
|the main condenser offgas treatment j

The concentrati
of hydrocen it

7'j.d* 3.7.8.1 system shall be limited [ !
ess than or equal le 4% by volumy< '

h. PLICABILITY[ Whenever the main condenser air ejector is in opera
'

)
With the concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatmentlimit

system exceeding the limit, restore the concentration to within thea.
A within 48 hours,hl'

.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are hot' applicable.b. t

,.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS ,l, |
The concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment

'

l
system shall'be determined to be within the above limits by continuous y4.7.8.1 tm

monitoring the waste gases in the main condenser offgas treatment sys eigith the nycrogen)),
whenever the main condenser evacuation system is in operat e |-

(monitors required GFERASLE by Specification 3.3.7.11. |
.-

LAj |

[mmT ' A7
'

m

.h .Y $ o do Z g | g pf Y|S|)N Q ,~

appLica.}k 4 7%c 27p45'e Chs c/akc

$75 mog li m k A x c|| h c.>1. rj fp , f,,,/,
t i e

UC fr' d %
/N [ V IfG| d 4 jct 8 $ ,

._
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196

PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.7 LIOUID STORAGE TANKS *
~ 5. 7. 6

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the following
(gy3.7.7 unprotected outdoor tanks shall be limited to less than or equal to 10 curies,

excluding tritium and dissolved or entrained noble gases.

a. Cycled Condensate Storage Tank
b. RCIC Storage Tank
c. Outside temporary tank |

|
APPLICABILITY: At all times.

hTION:
~

|

a. With the quantity of radioactive material in any of the above listedfp <
k tanks exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all additions of

radioactive material to the tank, within 48 hours reduce the tank |
contents to within the limit, and describe the events leading to this ;

condition in the next Radioactive Effluent Release Report. j
b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable. |

|

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS '

4.7.7 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the above
listed tanks shall be determined to be within the above limit by analyzing a i

6dicactivematerialsareceingaddedtothetank.rapro-centativejampleof_thetank'scontentefatleastonceper7dayswhe]n, -

E.7. r3. b :

LAl '

& '

(Disear .- _f_1
-

- . -

L pr sa isiws o F s a u, z a ~ d 3 0, 3 are,

yo ?bC E K f & Sive 6 M W d0.ff Gca h|C
.c s,, m rcw d n u M d o; 9 n e 'w ~9

\ hr % /t n ?? 57 TYGf/CNC./
T * Tanks included in this specification are those outdoor tanks that are noty

surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding the tank contents
and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area drains connected
to the liquid radwaste treatment system.

= . ~7~AlSE/ I
CLINTON [ 2::~ : ) * ~:? - AMENDMENT NO. 75.,

c-m ca)

|
|
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
%C SOURCES - OPERATING Section 5 Page 36 of 156

& 7. HSURVEittANCE REOUTREMENiS (Continued)

4.8.1.1.2 (Continued) .

h
5. Verifying the diesel generator .onized, loaded to greater*

than or equal to 3869 kW for
y ge.nerator IA, 3875 kW for diesel'nerator IC in less than orgenerator 1B and 2200 kW fr

equal to 90** seconds, anr' /gG with this load for at least
60 minutes. 'Q

h c. is aligned to provide standby power6. Verifying the diesel
to the associated uses.

7. Verifying the r Q a all diesel generator air start receivers <

to be greater equal to 200 psig.

b. At least once * ,s and after each operation of the diesel where i

a was greater than or equal to I hour by checking jthe period o r

for and rer .anulated water from the day fuel tanks. |

c. At least . 92 days by removing accumulated water from the fuel
storage t .Ks.

6. 7. N d. by sampling fuel oil and verifying tnat the sample meets the following
minimum requirements and is tested within the specified time limits:

,
,

g 7/4 4,1. By obtaining a sample from new fuel oil in accordance with ASTH- i

D270-1975 and verifying prior to addition of the fuel to the storage i
tanks that the sample has:

6* h /M*3 a) A__ water and__ sediment content less than or equal to 0.05
. (volumepercentwhentestedinaccordancewiththetests ;

| specified in ASTH-D975-89;(or a clear and bright appearance ;

g, f 4. c. 2 kwhen tested in accordmee with ASTM-D4176 R21| i

_

hg{ b) A kinematic viscositdt 40*C of greater than or equal to l ;

I.9 centistokes but less than or ecual to 4.1 centistokes wheni ;

tested in accordance with the tests' sDecified in ASTM-D97& 2 ) . i

37g' 'f c) An API gravityft 60*F of greater than or equal to 30 degrees
g(but less Inan or equal to 40 degrees; or an absolute specific

gravity at 60/60*F of greater than or equal to 0.83 but lessh

(han or equal _to 0.89.| f

2. By obt; Lining a sample from new fuel oi1[accordance with ASTM-
S.7,F/.b , 0'1975 and veritying within di cays after obtaining the sample

,

Surveillance testing to verify the erator start and load times**

(less than or equal to 12 sere | .orn or equal to 90 seconds

All otg g' M' h . ell be performed at least oncerespectively) from ambien *<p A

.s performed for the purpose ofper 184 days.
meeting these sur- f .ements may be conducted in accordance

aures as recommended by the manufacturer.with warmup >- @ [{.j.aze mechanical stress and wear on the dieselThis is in D
generator ca , .ast starting and loading of the diesel generator.

[jgmwTna 8 -o - - W -5- te ndment Nn. 80

- - . . ..
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

! AC SOURCES - OPERATINF,
Enclosure 2 to U

J g, -

SURVElllANCE REOUTREMENTS (continued) Section 5 Page 37 of'
)

4.8.1.1.2 (Continued)

5.7.lt!b that the other properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM-0975-89 are
met when tested in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM-<

1 D975-89. - - ,

.

[ 3. By obtain'ino a sample of fuel oil from the storage tanks in
dCCordance With A5IM-D2276-88 at least once per 31 days and ,

j

f verifying within one week after obtaining the sample that total ;
;

3,7, jk , C, particulate contamination is less than 10 mg/ liter when tested in
,

!

(accordance with ASTM-D2276-88. f ~

)At least once per 18 months," during shut $, v:e.

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspe< ccordance with procedures !

: prepared in conjunction with its .rer's recommendations for :

! this class of standby service.
t

2. Verifying the diesel generatr sty to reject a load of
.

greater than or equal to 11T & Jiesel generators IA and IB, :-

and greater than or equal * U . for diesel generator IC while.
maintaining engine speed ,p plus 75% of the difference j
between nominal speed an cspeed trip setpoint or 15% above'

i nominal whichever is le 9
-s

)|I1 3. Verifying the diesel capability to reject a load of 3869

2200 kW, diesel gener h.rICwithouttripping.* for diesel generator 18 and
'

kW' for 3875 kWI

O The generator ;for diese'g

i voltage shall not / J00 volts for diesel generator IA and IB

()\g/ generator 1C during and following the load ;1 and 5824 volts f
|

rejection.

4. Simulating a ;ffsite power by itself, and:

a) for D' I and II: (
' '

1) .ng deenergization of the emergency buses and load
| eng from the emergency buses.
4

| ifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-start
| .gnal, energizes the emergency buses with permanently ,

1 _onnected loads within 12 seconds, energizes the auto-
! h connected loads re,uired for safe shutdown through the

h load sequence (individual timers), and operates for;
- L greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is

i T loaded with the shutdown loads. After energization, the
| steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency buses

- shall be maintained at 4160 420 volts and 60 i 1.2 Hz
duri.ng this test.;

| -

! / start of a diesel, the diesel must be operated with a load in a cordance
ne manufacturer's recommendations.

.omentary transients due to changing bus loads shall not invalidate the test.
I asuTon d ib'* .TWSERT Amendment no.Boa5
i C- /Gb(/4)

'

;

1

1

l
_ -- . . _. . .- -- _ - . .. .. ---
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. ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

g,3 6.9 rep 0RTING RE0VIREMENTS

ROUTINE REPORTS

6.9.1 In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title _10, Code
gg,) of Federal _Reculations, the following_ reports shall be submitted /Wthe

egional Acministrator of Uie negionas uffTce of the unt. uniess otherwise<

ated-

l C" * U ^' *
STARTUP REPORT b,O

yJ,l.I6.9.1.1 A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing shall
be submitted following (1) receipt of an Operating License, (2) amendment to
the license involving a planned increase in power level, (3) installation of
fuel that has a different design or has been manufactured by a different fuel
supplier, and (4) modifications that may have significantly altered the
nuclear, thermal o aulic rformance of the unit.

r in d ra
73,l.1 6.9.1.2 The -tartup report sh address each of the tests identified in ther

Final Safety Analysis Report and shall include a description of the measured
values of the operating conditions or characteristics obtained during the test
program and a comparison of these values with design predictions and speci-
fications. Any corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory
operation shall also be described. Any additional specific details required in
license conditions based on other commitments shall be included in this report.

PN5&fLT 17A '

7,g,1,1 6.9.1.3 Startup Reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 days f ollowing com-r
pletion of the startup test program, (2) 90 days 4ilowing resumption or com-
mencement of commercial power operation, or (3) S months following initial cri AI
ticality, whichever is earliest. If the startup report does not cover all
three events (i.e., initial criticality, completion of startup test program,
and resumption or commencement of commercial operation) supplementary reports
shall be submitted at least every 3 months until all three events have been
completed.

&

ANNUAL REPORTS Qgg gf
f,S.I.1 6.9.1.4 Annualreportscoveringtheactivitiesoftheunitas[describedbelow

for the evious calendar year shallhbmitted yior in@vd--I Af each
vear. Initia repo sha be subm ted pript to liafch 1 of year

( fpilowi _ initia crit' ality
|

g,3,l.T 6.9.1.5 Reports required on an annual basis shall include:

a. A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of plant, utility, and other
personnel (including contractors), for whom monitoring was required, |
receiving exposures greater than 100 mrem /yr and their associated man-rem
exposure according to work and job functions * (e.g., reactor operations
and surveillance, inservice inspection, routine maintenance, special main-
tenance, waste processing, and refuelings). The dose assignments to
various duty functions may be

:

5.b. *This tabulation supplements the requirements of $20.2206 of 10 CFR Part 20. !

CLINTON h !T ) 6-17 Amendment No. 69
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INSERT 17A ,

,
Subsequent Startup Reports shall address startup tests that are

i necessary to demonstrate the acceptability of changes and
modifications.'

;

|

.
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|
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ACHINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

g,|,b ANNUAL REPCRTS (Continued)

estimated based on pocket dosimeter, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD),
or film badge measurements. Small exposures totalling less than 20% of
the individual total dose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate,
at least 80% of the total whole-body dose received from external sources
should be assigned to specific major work functions:

#g,8 b.
LandDocumentation of all challenges to safety valves or safety / relief valves,

Ic. Any other unit unique reports required on an annual basis. All.
The results of specific activity analysis in which the primary t.colant
exceeded the limits of Specification 3.4.5 should include the following
information: (1) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior to the

P{ first sample in which the limit was exceeded; (2) Results of the last iso-A
topic analysis for radiciodine performed prior to exceeding the limit,
results of analysis while limit was exceeded and results of one analysis
after the radiciodine activity was reduced to less than limit. Each j
result should include date and time of sampling and the radiciodine concen- '
trations.; (3) Clean-up system flow history starting 48 hours prior to the
first sample in which the limit was exceeded; (4) Graph of the I-131 con-

,

centration and one other radiciodine isotope concentration in microcuries I

per gram as a function of time for the duration of the specific activity
'

,

above the steady-state level; and (5) The time duration when the specific
activity of the primary coolant exceeded the radiciodine limit.

o
ANNUAL RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATING REPORT,

6.9.1,36.9.1.6 The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the
operation of the unit during the previous calendar year st'all be submitted
be'ere Mav C of each year. The report shall include sumraries,

.

interpretations, and analysis of trends of the results of the Radiological
$ Environmental Monitoring Program for the reporting per'od. The material

provided shall be consistent with the objectives out2'.ned in (1) the ODCM and-1
'

(2) Sections IV.B.2, IV.S.3, and IV.C of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

, v ML 1

f SEM- I8 A,

t.

i

CLINTONb" ' -. 6-18 Amendment No. 40
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INSERT 18A;

l The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include !
'

the results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples
i

and of all environmental radiation measurements taken during the
period pursuant to the locations specified in the table and figures :

in the ODCM, as well as summarized and tabulated results of these
analyses and measurements in the format of the table in the

,

Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1, |
November 1979. The report shall identify the TLD results that

,

represent collocated dosimeters in relation to the NRC TLD program
3

and the exposure period associated with each result. In the event |
that some individual results are not available for inclusion with

'

the report, the report shall be submitted noting and explaining the >

| reasons for the missing results. The missing data shall be
submitted in a supplementary report as soon as possible.

1
1

|

|

|

J

!

)

,

|
'

|
|

1

1

J

l

i
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,

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

/^' d b"Obo e'f CRADIDACTIVE-EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT /O(FA?SO.3GL
3,3,,,4 6.9.1.7 The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of the

puring the previous 12 months of operation shall be submittea prior to}av 1 of each year.fThe report shall include a summary of the quantities of
A radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste released from the

unit. The material provided shall be (1) consistent with the objectives
outlined in the ODCM and PCP and (2) in conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and
Section IV.B.1 of Appendix I to 10 CFR Oart 50.

J

1

e

.
CLINTON h l; ; 6-19 AMENDMENT NO. 76
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; ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
-

,
-_

4 ,Q,|,h MONTHLY CPERATING REPORTS

6.9.1.8 Routine reports of operating statistics and shutcown experience,
including cocumentation of all challenges to the main steam system safety /
relief valves, shall be submittad on a monthly basisf.o tne umc.ent wnU57

'

i

j fest, U.5. nuc4 ear Regulatory commission, asnington, D.C. 20555, with a copy[gg :o the Regional Acministrator of the Regional Office of the NRC, no later th ai

} -Q15th of each month followino the miaa 'ar " a*h r~ra-ar' iv *'a ra m e t
i

pfggy y / - NfCORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

g*g,j,6 6.9.1.9 Core oper imits shall be established and documented in the CORE |
e

OPERATING LIMITS REPORT before each reload cycle or any remaining part of a
reloa'd cyc.le. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating

{limits shall be those previous 1y reviewed and approved by the NRC in General
Electric Standard Application for Reactor Frel (GESTAR). NEDE-20011-P-A-8, as

!arenced (latest approved versjienanc paximum Ext,ehoeo uper
eec-a;er rieater Ouy!ccarof-Service Anale for CI Mten Pewer [a - o.3 A mnAnatvira. ' -
r-Cca5p. 6y ine core operating limits shall be cetemined so g. ,

'

that all application limits (e.g., fuel thermal-mechanical limits, core
thermal-hydraulic limits, ECCS limits, nuclear limits such as SHUTDOWN MARGIN,
and transient and accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.

.
4

THE CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, including any mid-cycle revision or supplements |} thereto, for each reload cycle, shall be submitted upon issuance to the NRC
Occument Control Desk with copies to the Regional Administrator and Resident" Inspector.

*--S Sen T 5 9.I.i (TUL pett M g, ||f, ploSPECIAL REPORTS y y yp gg
LC.2 Scecial recorts shall be submitted /o the Regional Administrator of the.

; go,,,,. GegiciGil'~0f fice of the NRC witnin the tire ceriod specified for each report.
;

6.10 RECORD RETENTION

g C) 6.10.1 In adcition to the applicable record retention re;cirements of Title 10:
'

Coce of Federal Regulations, the following records shall be retainec for at
j least the minimum period indicated.
)

{C),1 6.10.2 The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

Records and logs of unit operation covering time interval at eacn powera.
6.9 7.b level.

!

N.7. b b- Pecores and loss of Principal raintenance activities, inspectiens, repair,
and replacement of principal items of equipment related to nuclear safety.,

|

g ,C). | + All REPCPTABLE EVENTS. A|
>j,f.Cc- d. Records of surveillance activities, inspections, and calibrations required

by these Technical Specifications and the Fire Protection Program.
,.

p. C. C) |htuh mond5.5h0.0 bc M N"t$C " M- w s. -
CLINT0% -UNILQ-. 2 6-21 Amencment No. 40
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INSERT 21A;

i
1

J and shall be documented in the COLR for the following:,

.

1) LCO 3.2.1, Average Planar Linear Heat Generation t

Rate (APLHGR); t

2) LCO 3.2.2, Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR);

3) LCO 3.2.3, Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR) ;and .

4) LCO 3.3.1.1, RPS Instrumentation (SR 3.3.1.1.14).
|
t

j
i

I
'

t

(

'

.

i

i

i
I

INSERT
CLINTON 6-21 10/1/93
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3 Enclosure 2 to U-602196,, ,
) ECCS -OPERATING Section 5 Page 46 bf 156'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) .

3.5.1 ACTION (Continued): - '

e. For ECCS Divisions I and II, provided that Er .II is OPERABLE
- and Divisions I and II are otherwise OPERAP

1. With one of the above required ADS .able, restore the
inoperable ADS valve to OPERABLE

i -a .14 days or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the p 1 and reduce reactor steam
dome pressure to { 100 psig v' .c 24 hours.

,

2. With two or more of the ab' ADS valves inoperable, be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN wi+ and reduce reactor steam dome
pressure to { 100 psig - 10 at 24 hours. . .

O alarm system instrumentationf.

With an ADS accumulator ' Ychannel (s) inoperable:

1. Determine the r a accumulator system pressure from
alternate int' g ,erify that ADS accumulator pressure is

T greater tha- 6 140 psig. at least once per 12 hours,
- -~y y

~

Y[
2. Restore .e ADS accumulator low pressure alarm system

instrv .nnel(s) to OPERABLE status within 30 days or
subm' - .<eport to the Commission pursuant to Specification
6.9 h next 10 days outlining the cause of the malfunction2

ano I\ for restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status,

3. The pro. .ons of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
{

g. In the event an ECCS system is actuated and injects water into the Reactor i

6 g'7* g Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the j

Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 90 days describing the |circumstances of the actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles !~ ; to date. The current value of the usage factor for each af fected safety :

injection nozzle shall be provided in this Special Report whenever its i

value exceeds 0.70. |
!

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENr-
h

+ c, kh4.5.1 ECCS Divi 4I shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. At 1- b .fs for the LPCS, LPCI, and HPCS systems:
b /

hg )tO1. C .y venting at the high point vents that the system piping.

j. . pump discharge valve to the system isolation valve is filled
sater.

ZAISEE T
CLINTON6- 2/; ; 7 Amendment No. 36
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ELECTRfCAL POWER SYSTEMS

Enclosure 2 to U-602196AC SOURCES - OPERATING
Section 5 Page 47 of 156

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

; 4.8.1.1.2 (Continued) -

1 13. Verifying that the sequence times for A. . .scally sequenced
i . by individual timers are within 10% ,M gn interval for each
) load block for diesel generators J' g

14. Verifying that the following d' .er lockout features
prevent diesel generator sta- sn required:

go
,

a) Maintenance mode.

] b) Diesel generator ' C/
'

f. At least once per 10 yet ay modifications which could affect
; diesel generator inter p starting all three diesel generators
| simultaneously, duri 1 .and verifying that all three diesel gener-

18 rpm in less than or equal to 12 seconds.ators accelerate t .,

At lea' t once - y ,y: ig. s

b
q 1. Drain' oil storage,. tank, removing the accumulated sedi-

- - '

men * p , the tank using a. sodium hypochlorite solution or
er ,

,.
1 .

2. 'A .s prsssure test of those~. portions 'of. the diesel -fuel oil
sys .,igned 'to Section III, subsection ND of' the ASME Code in
acco . ice with .E Code Section 11 Article IWD-5000.

4 8.1.1.3 Reports - [ l _g_enerator failures, r non-valid, shall

be reported y rna 'r - <ciongiursuant to avecification 6 o g within 30 days.
Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the information recommended

,
'

; in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August
1977. If the number of failures in the last 100 valid tests of any diesel |

3 -
generator is greater than or equal to 7, the report shall be supplemented to- i

*

include the additional information recommended in Regulatory Position C.3.b ofg
Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977.

.; _

l

,

.DJsEAT
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'

TABLE 3.3.7.5-1 (Centinued) section 5 Page 48 of 156

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUP' '!{

ACTIO N3
. monitoring instrumenta- IACTION 80 - a.

With the number e'h g c 'tionchannels'j .ced Number of Channels shown
in Table 3 ..e inoperable channel (s) to

OPERABl"g$[p.. Ihe provistens of Specifica-
. s or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN

Cpwit 6' |
.pplicable.*

>

? AG . of OPERABLE accident monitoring instrumen-
T' .els less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE

.ents of Table 3.3.7.5-1, restors the inoperable
i..el(s) to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at

aast HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

ACTION 81 - With the number of OPERABLE Channels less than required by the
Cg6 Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirementaither restore sne

(trRFperable Channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or:

Addr d' a. Initiata the preplanned alternate method of monitoring the
3o

se 3 g prepriata parameter (s), and f--

Sf b. , Prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission ur-
smmeauen e 9.2]within 14 days following t. e.suant m

A g,3,2, c event eutlining the action taken, the cause of the inopera-r

bility and the plans and schedule for restoring the system
fTenEllI_, b '' toOPERABLEstatus..Jg

[* c. The provisions of Speci' 'm 3.0.4 are not applicable.
CTiON 2- a. With the number of 0" .it monitoring instrumentation

channels less thar .iumber of Channels shown in
Table 3.3.7.5-1 .ve(s) position by use of alter-
nate indicatic- . ore the inoperable channel (s) to

jk' aays" or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN ICPERABLE str
within the 1 and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the fol-
icwing ?~ V I

b. With SERABLE accident monitoring instruman% tion
che \0 .a the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirements

C 4-1, verify the valve (s) position by use of#

h, . cation oathods; restore the inoperable channel (s)
/ . status within 7 days or be in at least HOT SHUT-

.in the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
!

.f .ng 24 hours.s.

provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable. jh[
T 3[b .0220, coaration may continue until the first reactor shutdown

!
*Fr

W 1991, prc'vided that a planned alternate method for determining
_ident isolation status of the associated containment penetration'

snted.

TMSER.T
53CLINTON ex c I; _ f - --:/4 2-53- Amendment No.

G - 21 (4)
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, ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRots

i RECORD RETENTION (Continued)
g.e.2.f-

z. Records of changes made to the procedures required by Specification 6.8.1.e

f. Records of sealed source and fission detector leak tests and results. I

g,Q.7 d
g. Records of annual physical inventory of all sealed source material of |

69d record. -

6.10.3 The following records shall be retained for the duration of the unit

6 9 0 Operating License:

a. Records and drawing changes reflecting unit design modifications made to
systems and equipment described in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

,

b. Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel transfers, and assembly
burnup histories.

c. Records of doses received by all individuals for whom monitoring was |
~

required.

; d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released to the
environs.;

e. Records of transient or operational cycles for those unit components
identified in Table 5.7.1-1.,

j f. Records of reactor tests and experiments.
1

g. Records of training and qualification for current rtembers of the unit
.

staff.
i

] h. Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to these Technical
1 Specifications.
a

i. Records of quality assurance activities required by the Operational
| Quality Assurance Manual not listed in Section 6.10.2, which are
1 classified as permanent reccrds by applicable regulations, codes, and

standards.

j. Records of reviews performed for changes made to procedures or equipment
or reviews of tests and experiments pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

,

d ~d & TSE6.p k. Records ofhth;d the FRG and the NRAG C
-.f

.

i

!

i

CLINTON h NIT L 6-22 Amendment No. 69
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ADMINISTRATIVE COMTROLS '-

RECORD RETENTION (Continued)

''
l. Records of the service lives of all snubbers including the date at which

the service life commences and associated installation and maintenance
records.

m. Records of analyses required by the radiological environmental monitoring
program that would permit evaluation of the accuracy of the analysis-at a
later date. This should include procedures effective at specified times
and QA records showing that these procedures were followed.

.

n. Records of reviews performed for changes made to the OFFSITE DOSE
CALCULATION MANUAL and the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM.'

o. Records of radioactive shipments.

h.9* * 6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM |
1

6,7 | 6.11.1 Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared consis- I

tent with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and shall be approved, maintained, i

and adhered to for all operations involving personnel radiation exposure. +

6.ID 6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA
',r '^ *r= 5i "*1' r'4"i r'd 67 P*r*-5 m i 6 22 2 I" i" f the 'c "tr i device' 9

j graph 20.1601 of 10 CFR Part 20, each high radiation area in which the !
4

,

intensity of radiation is greater than 100 mrem /hr but less than 1000 mrem /hr |
'

! shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and ;

, entrance thereto shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work ;

! Permit (RWP).* Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such
,

areas shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:
|q

; ;

a. A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the radiation
,

dose rate in the area. |
3 i

j b. A radiation monitoring device which continuously integrates the radiation i

dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose isi
,
'received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device may be made :

after the dose rate levels-in the area have been established and personnel
'

have been made knowledgeable of them.
! c. A health physics qualified individual (i.e., qualified in radiation

protection procedures) with a radiation dose rate monitoring device who is
; responsible for providing positive control over the activities within the
i area and shall perform periodic radiation surveillance at the frequency

specified by the Radiation Protection Supervisor in the RWP.

1

1

h. |O'
j i

* Radiation protection personnel or personnel escorted by radiation protection ,

1 personnel shall be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement for fields of less |
Ithan 3000 mrem per hour during the performance of their assigned radiation

7rotection duties, provided they are otherwise following plant radiation
,

j protection procedures for entry into high radiation areas.

CLINTON 6 UM T [
~

6-23 Amendment No. 69 )1
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ADMIMTSTRATilfE CONTROLS

f , l] . .p/
y |6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA (Continued)-

i

In addition to the requirements of Specification 6.12.1 a os acces- |y 6.12.2
sible to individuals with radiation levels such thitt an individuYl) could
receive in I hour a dose greater than 1000 mrem * Eut w - m <cm d one Ll ;

meter from sources of radioactivity, shall be provided with locked 4 doors to |

# |prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be maintained under theadministrative control of the Shift Supervisor on duty and/or the Radiation 9ggI

Protection Supervisor. Doors shall remain locked except during periods of I
For areas accessible to

7 ),3 ~' access by cersonnel under an approved R jWP.**'f Tiidividuals with radiation levels sucn that an individualAould receive in__1 .

hour a dose in excess of 1000 mrem * Am := = mCat one meter f rom A l
sources of radioactivity, that are located within large areas, such as the
containment, where no enclosure exists for purposes of locking, and no
enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual areas, then that
area shall be roped off, conspicuously posted, and a flashing light shall be
activated as a warning device.

6.12.3 In addition to the requirements of Specifications 6.12.1 and 6.12.2,
for areas accessible to individuals such that an individualjould receive in 1
hour a dose in excess of 3000 mrem * G bu 16n W radh at one meter from
sources of radioactivity, entry shall require an approveJdWP which will
specify dose rate levels in the immediate work area and(require that stay times

6,10b shall be established.

h.IO'g In lieu of the stay time specification of the RWP, continuous surveillance,direct or remote (such as use of closed circuit TV cameras), may be made by
personnel qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive
exposure control over the activities within the area.

-[ n gt T6.13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (Kp) CTS l32
, 1.7, Changes to the PCP:
di

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be
retained (as cewi,eu ej 4 ecific; tim, 0. Q This documentation
shall contain: s

1. Sufficient infomation to support the change together with the
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change (s),
and

i

2. A determination that the change will maintain the overall con- |
!formance of the solidified waste product to existing

requirements of Federal, State, or other applicable regulations.
,

2

b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance by the FRG and the
approval of the dianacer - Clinton Power 5tationk

.

LAl

I*Measurementsmadeat30cm(12 inches) fromsourcesofradioactivit) !
5.I01 .

** Radiation protection personnel or personnel escorted by radiation protection
personnel shall be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement for fields of less
than 3000 mrem per hour during the performance of their assigned radiation pro-
tection duties, provided they are otherwise following plant radiation protection
procedures for entry into high radiation areas. ,

'

CLINTON - 6-24 Amendment No. 69
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t i
, f Section 5 Page 52 of 15(!e

:DEFINITIONS
4

\
,

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ;
s

i
i '

'

l.31 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall ex4

a. All primary containment penetratio- se closed during accident I
!conditions are either:

1. Capable of being close .i containment automatic isolation
system or |

5
t

2. Closed by at le- ( valve, blind flange, or deactivated 1

.ts closed position, except as provided in
|{p%

automatic val <

Specificati

4 b. All primary - .spment hatches are closed and sealed. |!

c. Each pri d .cairlockisincompiiance'withtherequirementsof |*

Speci! V s.

ainment leakage rates are within the limits of Specification |

T'$
d.

assion pool is in compliance with the requirements ofe

eation 3.6.3.1.

f. . sealing mechanism associated with each primary containment penetration,
i

s.g., welds, bellows or 0-rings, is OPERABLE.,

PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP)

1.32 The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall contain the current formula, sampling,
analyses, tests, and determinations to be made to ensure that the processing and I
packagine of solid radioactive wastetAiasea on cemonstrated crocessina or actua a !

tr s 1_mul n e wat *niid wastes Aill be accomplished in such a way as to assure
j compliance with 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR Part 61, 10 CFR Part 71 and Federal and

State regulations, burial ground requirements and other requirements governing the
disposal of the radioactive waste.

PURGE - PURGING
|

1.33 PURGE or the controlled process of discharging air or gas from a
'

confinement mperature, pressure, humidity, concentration or other .d

'

operatir" .i a manner that replacement air or gas is required to
puri0

[1|
c- _d

[ [ coo! DiERMAL POWER shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to thelant of 2894 MWt.

1asar
CLINT0f('2'I'[ -: Amendment No. M , 68

c- 2y CD

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 53 of 156

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL 5

6.14 0FFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (00CM)

568I CTS /2dChanges to the ODCH:

y* K 3 a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be
retainedGFs_ceautred b" Sr,ccu :c:t'en .26 + @ This documentation
shall contain:

-

1. Sufficient information to support the change together with the
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change (s),
and

2. A determination that the change will maintain the level of
radioactive effluent control required by 10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR
Part 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 and
not adversely impact the accuracy or reliability of effluent,
dose, or setpoint calculations.

b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance _ by the FRG and
the approval of the dianacer - Clinton Power 5tauonh

c. Shall be submitted to the Commission in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent with the
Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period of the report in.

which any change to the ODCM was made. Each change shall be
identified by markings in the margin of the affected pages, clearly
indicating the area of the page that was changed, and shall indicate
the date (e.g., month / year) the change was implemented.

_

#
CLINT0ft 6-25 AMENDMENT NO. 76
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DEFINITIONS i

h
dI iMINIMUM CRITi

W[hb i

(MCPR) shall be the smallest CPR which1.25 The MIN .....o

exists in the . <

OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (00CM)

6 1.26 The OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (0DCM) shall contain the methodology
and parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and
liquid effluent monitoring Alarm / Trip Setpoints, and in the conduct of the
Environmental Radiological Monitoring Program. The ODCM shall also contain ;

!(1) the Radioactive Effluent Controls and Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Programs required by Section 6.8.4 and (2) descriptions of the
information that should be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating and Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required by Specifications )
6.9.1.6 and 6.9.1.~7.

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

1.27 A system, subsystem, train, compo- shall be OPERABLE ora

have OPERABILITY when it is capable o' .ts specified function (s) i

and when all necessary attendant in' . controls, electrical power,
cooling or seal water, lubricatior .iliary equipment that are
required for the system, subsyst .nponent or device to perform its ;

function (s) are also capable r their related support function (s). !

OPERATIONAL CONDITION - C'

l.28 An OPERATIONAL e CONDITION, shall be any one inclusive... ;

combination of made .on and average reactor coolant temperature as l
specified in Table h

hPHYSICS TESTS

\
1.29 PHYSI' . be those tests performed to measure the fundamental
nuclear - .s of the reactor core and related instrumentation as 1)
descri6 14 of the FSAR, 2) as authorized under the provisions of
10 Cr fj .) as otherwise approved by the Commission.

P' aRY LEAKAGE

sRE BOUNDARY LEAXAGE shall be leakage through a nonisolable fault in
coolant system component body, pipe wall or vessel wall .

|

,

ZAISER T
CLINTON [~ -+-9- AMENDMENT NO. 76
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.1 - RESPONSIBILITY

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in I

the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic j

titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as
detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are
identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) .
The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic
positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
and updated in a plant controlled document with specific
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or
Illinois Power Nuclear Program Quality Assurance Manual (QAM).
This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic Letter
88-06 which recommended, as a line item improvement, relocation
of the corporate and unit organization charts to licensee
controlled documents. The intent of the Generic Letter, and of
this proposed change, is to reduce the unnecessary burden on
NRC and licensee resources being used to process changes due
solely to personnel titles changes during reorganizations.
Since this change does not eliminate any of the qualifications,
responsibilities or requirements for these personnel or the
positions, the change is considered to be a change in
presentation only and is therefore administrative.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

,

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
l
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i

|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - '

CTS: 6.2 - ORGANIZATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
,

|

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station. |

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.4 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in
the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic
titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as i

detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are ;

identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) . '

The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant ,

nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The !

plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic
positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
and updated in a plant controlled document with specific !

regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or
QAM. This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic
Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item improvement, ,

relocation of the corporate and unit organization charts to i

licensee controlled documents. The intent of the Generic '

Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the
unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these
personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.

A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.6 These specific fire protection issues are covered by a more
generic program (i.e., Fire Protection Program) which provides
for the definition and implementation of these details.
Therefore, it is not necessary to specifically identify each of
these fire protection issues in the TSs. Consequently,
removing these issues from the TSs is considered an
administrative change.

A.7 This change provides for a more qualified individual to fill a
position requiring less qualifications.

|

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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] Section 5 Page 58 of 15f

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

,

CTS: 6.2 - ORGANIZATION

; ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

A.8 Redundant details regarding the description of overtime
constraints have been eliminated. This change also clarifies
the definition of a normal work day to be 8 or 12-hours. These
changes are considered to be changes in presentation only and
are therefore administrative.

|
*

A.9 Plant specific titles provided as per CPS letter (i.e,
Technical Specification Change Request) U-602139, dated Junei

18, 1993.
j

t

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
i
I .

None in this section. '
*

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE j

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

M.2 This comment number is not ce^d for this station.,.

4 b M.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

1

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE
.

,

5

" Generic"

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station,

j LA.2 Details of the educational requirements of the Shif t Technical
Advisor have been relocated to the USAR and procedures.i

Additionally, changes to the procedures and the USAR are
! controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
+

I

" Specific"-

L.1 Note (c) is proposed to Table 5.2.2-1 which would permit the
STA role to be filled by an on-shift Shift Supervisor or SRO

{ provided that the individual meets the Commission Policy
Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift. Although this has,

! not been a stated requirement in the present Technical
Specifications, it has always been the stated NRC policy, .that8

i the STA function could be fulfilled by an SRO as long as the
: SRO had the necessary Engineering background to perform the

"

', tasks. The fundamental requirement remains that someone on
i

CLINTON 3 10/1/93
,
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Section 5 Page 59 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

' CTS: 6.2 - ORGANIZATION .

!
,

shift be qualified technically to evaluate events from an
engineering perspective, and make necessary engineering
recommendations during the initial event occurrences.

L.2 The timeframe for preparing, maintaining and forwarding of
these ISEG records of activities can be extended since these
are after-the-fact reviews, and the recommendations generally;

require long term action. Therefore removing the time
constraint and allowing for preparing, maintainina and
forwarding these records in a reasonable timeframe will

l continue to provide sufficiently timely documentation.
f

i
-

|

,

W

!

|

4

CLINTON 4 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 5 Page 60 of 1$ |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - I

CTS: 6.3 - UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS j

ADMINISTPATIVE

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

| None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
,

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"
i

None in this section.

" Specific"

L.1 This change removes the requirement for the Director-Plant
Operations (DPO) to have held an SRO License. However, the
Assistant Director-Plant Operations, who reports to the DPO, 1

,

shall hold an SRO License. Consequently, adequate !
'

qualifications are maintained. j

i

|

i
'

I
'

.

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.4 - TRAINING ,

i

}

ADMINISTRATIVE |

!

A.1 This comment number is not used for this station. {

A.2 Plant specific titles provided as per CPS letter (i.e,
,

Technical Specification Change Request) U-602139, dated June
18, 1993. !

|

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. !

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.
|
|
|

l

|

|

l
1

1

CLINTON 6 10/1/93,
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021% :

Section 5 Page 62 of 156 j

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT -

3 s
s t

ADMINISTRATIVE j
:

; A.1 This item removes an inconsistency between the functions and
the reporting responsibilities of the plant review groups. The !

; onsite and offsite groups can continue to request reviews by i

] the other group, but it must be done through the plant ;

management chain of command. Since these capabilities continue ,

to exist, this change affects only the flow of information and j*

| is considered administrative. j
';

l A.2 These specific programs are covered by a more generic item
which requires this activity for all Programs and Manuals.

,

1 Therefore, it is not necessary to specifically identify each
'

program. Since the requirements remain, this is considered to4

be a change in the method of presentation only, and therefore,
; is considered an administrative change.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

A.4 The performance of the corrective action system is now
identified as an offsite review group review responsibility, !
rather than as an audit responsibility. This is considered a,

j change only in method of performance of the oversight of the !
corrective action system. Since the function continues to be j3

- performed, this change is considered an administrative change. |
! -

, A.5 The requirement for these audits is covered by the generic item i
j in proposed Specification 5.5.2.3.a which requires audits of i

conformance of operation to provisions contained in applicable |
; license conditions. Since conformance with 10 CFR Chapter I is '

a license condition and the Emergency Plan and Security Plan'
,

are required to be implemented by 10 CFR Chapter I, these plans ,

are already included in the audit requirements, and specific !
j identification is unnecessary duplication. This is a change in j
j the presentation of the requirements only, and therefore, is an i

] administrative change.
1 |

'
: A.6 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in
l the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic !
"

titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as

! detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are
identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) .
The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive !

use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generici

3

positions will continue to be defined, established, documented i;

i and updated in a plant controlled document with specific

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Section 5 Page 63 of 156<

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
-

: CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT -

I
-

i

j ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

I regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or
; QAM. This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic

Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item improvement,
relocation of the corporate and unit organization charts to
licensee controlled documents. The intent of the Generic

j Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the
q unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
i process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during ;

j reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of i

i the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these
j personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a |

; change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.
*

A.7 This deletes a requirement that the NRAG meet once per calendar
quarter during the initial year of operation. Since this time
period is long expired the requirement is no longer necessary,
and its deletion is an administrative change.

;.|

A.8 This comment number is not used for this station."

J :

A.9 This item removes the need for the Onsite review group to,

render their determinations regarding Unreviewed Safety#

1

Questions when dealing with proposed changes to the Technical
j Specifications, their Bases and the Operating License, except
i Appendix B or C, since they are by definition unreviewed safety

questions.,

A.10 Plant specific titles provided as per CPS letter (i.e,
j Technical Specification Change Request) U-602139, dated June
' 18,1993.

A.11 This comment number is not used for this station.
"

l

A.12 This comment number is not used for this station.
!
: RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

'

None in this section.

,

l

.

l

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT .

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This change adds specific requirements for FRG review of TS l
BASES and Operating License changes. This review requirement
has previously been ambiguous, but generally TS Bases changes
were interpreted as allowed under 10 CFR 50.59 similar-to a |
USAR revision. Additionally, Operating License changes were
interpreted as requiring the same consideration, review and
approval as any TS change. This change, in conjunction with i

'

proposed changes in Section - 5, " Administrative Controls,"
clarifies the specific reviews and other controls necessary for

,

changes to the TS Bases and Operating License.
!

M.2 This comment number is not used for this station. {

M.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
I

M.4 A more specific delineation of the record requirements is
included for the review and audit functions. This change ,

expands on the requirement to maintain minutes of the offsite
review group by identifying the specific items to be included i

j in those minutes. These items specifically relate to the
; responsibilities of the group and assure appropriate records of

.!| the groups reviews are maintained.
|

M.5 A requirement is added for the Plant Manager, to approve any
proposed test and experiments prior to their implementation.
This additional requirement assures that appropriate peer

| reviews, cross discipline reviews, and overall plant impact
| considerations have been performed prior to conducting new

tests or experiments which have not previously been considered.
This change also assures appropriate plant management awareness
of the conduct of such activities and an opportunity to provide
any additional constraints or compensatory measures that he may
deem appropriate.

i

!

|

| CLINTON 9 10/1/93
!
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,

Section 5 Page 65 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT
|

l

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"i

LA.1 The frequency requirement for these audits are relocated to
plant controlled documents such as the Quality Assurance Manual

|
(QAM) and procedures. The applicable standards that provide

I guidance on these frequencies are also detailed in the QAM or
I in the USAR. Additionally, changes to the QAM and the USAR are

controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54 and 10 CFR 50.59.
This change will allow appropriate revisions to the frequency

| based upon results of previous audits which will allow more
time to be spent in areas demonstrated to require more'

attention.

LA.2 Details regarding personnel with equivalent levels of
responsibility to the Plant Manager (e.g., " ...shall be
approved by the responsible manager...") have been...

appropriately relocated to procedures as identified in section
5.1.1 of the proposed TSs (i.e., The Plant Manager, or his
designee, shall approve,...").

LA.3 Details regarding these reviews have been relocated to plant
procedures. Additionally, these reviews are related to nuclear i

, safety, consequently FRG is required to advise the Plant
| Manager on all of these matters. The ITS retains this generic

requirement.

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

| L.2 Changes to these plans are controlled by 10 CFR 50.54
! requirements similar to the QA Program and 10 CFR 50.59 and

50.71 for the USAR. These documents are implemented through
procedures which are also controlled and reviewed in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.54 and 50.59 requirements. Additional review by

| the committee is necessary only if they meet the criteria of
proposed TS 5.5.1.

L.3 Plant reviews are proposed to not be specifically required to
be reviewed as an offsite review function since the plant
review function is included in the more generic audit
responsibilities of conformance to the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, copies of the FRG minutes are not
required to be provided directly to the NRAG. These will be
obtained by the NRAG as necessary to perform their audit
function.

| CLINTON 10 10/1/93
!

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTT, CTIVE

(continued)

L.4 The recording of these reviews can be extended since these are
after-the-fact reviews, and the recommendations are generally
require long term action. Therefore a 30 day requirement
provides sufficiently timely documentation.

.

!

,

b 9

|

i

|

|
i

|

|

CLINTON 11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
Section 5 Page 67 of 15t

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

|
CTS: 6.6 - REPORTABLE EVENT ACTION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 This requirement is contained in Title 10 of the Code of |
Federal Regulations. Repeating the requirements of the
regulations is redundant and unnecessary, ana creates an !

unnecessary burden to revise the Technical Specifications when
the regulations change. Therefore, this requirement is not
repeated in the proposed Technical Specifications. Since the
requirements remain the same, this change only affects the
presentation method and is considered administrative.

A.2 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in
the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic
titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as
detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are r
identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) . :

The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic
positions will continue to be defined, established, documented i

- and updated in a plant controlled document with specific
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or

,

QAM. This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic '

Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item improvement,
relocation of the corporate and unit organization charts to
licensee controlled documents. The intent of the Generic
Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the
unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for thesea

personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.

HELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section. i

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON 12 10/1/93
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'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 6.6 - REPORTABLE EVENT ACTION

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details regarding these reviews have been relocated to plant
procedures. Additionally, these reviews are related to nuclear
safety, consequently FRG is required to advise the Plant
Manager on all of these matters. The ITS retains this generic
requirement.

" Specific"

L.1 This comment number not used for this station.
'

,

1

A

CLINTON 13 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 '

Section 5 Page 69 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES - '

CTS: 6.7 - SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.I The technical content of this requirement is being moved to >

another chapter of the proposed Technical Specifications in
accordance with the format of the BWR Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1434. Any technical changes to this
requirement will be addressed with the content of the proposed

'

chapter location.
|

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

-

I

a

i

CLINTON 14 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These types of procedures are required by the item immediately
preceding which references Regulatory Guide 1.33. Therefore,
it is not necessary to specifically identify each type of
procedure. Since the requirements remain, this is considered
to be a change in the method of presentation only, and
therefore, is considered an administrative change.

A.2 Procedures to implement the Emergency Plan and the Security
Plan are required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix E and 10 CFR 50.54 (p) .
Since conformance with 10 CFR Chapter I is a license condition
and the Emergency Plan and Security Plan are required to be
implemented by 10 CFR Chapter I, specific identification of
these plans is unnecessary duplication. This is a change in
the presentation of the requirements only, and therefore, is
considered an administrative change.

A.3 These specific programs are covered by a more generic item
which requires this activity for all Programs and Manuals.
Therefore, it is not necessary to specifically identify each
program. Since the requirements remain, this is considered to
be a change in the method of presentation only, and therefore,
is considered an administrative change.

A.4 The technical content of several requirements are being moved
from another chapter of the current Technical Specifications
and are proposed to be identified as Programs in accordance
with the format of the BWR Standard Technical Specification,
NUPEG-1434. Other Programs currently identified in the
Administrative Controls section are consolidated into this
section. Any technical changes to the requirements are

;

identified in their respective markups and addressed as
|indicated. These Programs include: ;

PSTS CTS
5.7.1 6.11 Radiation Protection Program
5.7.2 6.13 & 1.32 Process Control Program
5.7.3 6.14 & 1.26 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual |

,

5.7.4 6.8.4.a Primary Coolant Sources Outside Cont.
5.7.5 6.8.4.b In Plant Radiation Monitoring
5.7.6 6.8.4.c Post Accident Sampling
5.7.7 6.8.4.f Radioactive Effluent Controls Program
5.7.8 6.8.4.g Radiological Environmental Monitoring
5.7.9 5.7.1 Component Cyclic or Transient Limit
5.7.10 4.0.5 Inservice Inspection Program
5.7.11 4.0.5 Inservice Testing Program
5.7.12 4.6.6.3

& 4.7.2 Ventilation Filter Testing Program
5.7.13 3/4.7.8 Explosive Gas and Storage Tank

& 3/4.7.7 Radioactive Monitoring Program
5.7.14 4.8.1.1.2.d Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program

CLINTON 15 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U402196 i

Section 5 Page 71 of 156 |

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS -

'
,

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued)

5.7.15 6.8.4.e Fire Protection Program
5.7.16 Safety Function Determination Program

:
5.7.17 Technical Specification Bases Control
5.7.18 6.8.4.d Ultimate Heat Sink Monitoring Program

A.5 The details provided in this discussion are already a part of
the referenced requirements and repeating them is redundant and
unnecessary. Therefore, these details can be omitted without !
any technical change in the requirements. |

A.6 An additional definition of frequency is identified for the
,

Inservice Testing Program. This change includes no new !

requirements, but provides only clarification of the meaning of
a term. This change, therefore, is considered an '

administrative change only.

A.7 An statement of applicability of SR 3.0.2 or SR 3.0.3 is needed I

to maintain the current allowances for surveillance frequency
extensions since these SRs are not normally applied to
frequencies identified in the Administrative Controls section

,

of the Technical Specifications. Since this change maintains !

current requirements, it is considered a change of presentation
method only.

{
A.8 This requirement merely restates that all applicable

requirements must be met. Repeating this overall requirement
as a specific detail is redundant and unnecessary. Therefore,

; this detail can be omitted without any technical change in the
requirements.

A.9 This comment number is not used for this station.
i

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
{

None in this section. |

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.

CLINTON 16 10/1/93
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: Eaclosure 2 to U-602196 i

Section 5 Page 72 of 156 |

'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
| CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS 2

-
_ ;

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE
(continued) |

t

M.2 Two new programs are included in the proposed Technical
Specifications. These programs include: j4

|
5.7.16 Safety Function Determination Program '

,

5.7.17 Technical Specification Bases Control ,'
i
.

The Safety Function Determination Program is included to
support implementation of the support system operability
characteristics of the Technical Specifications. The Bases !

Control program is provide to specifically delineate the !
appropriate methods and reviews necessary for a change to the

,

Technical Specification Bases.
J

'"

M.3 An addition of " applicable supports" and " snubbers" is
; identified for the Inservice Inspection and Testing Program.

This change assures that these supports and snubbers, receive. |
the necessary inservice inspection and testing. ;

:
!

4 TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE !

: " Generic"
m. .

LA.1 Details of the methods for implementing this Specification are
relocated to the USAR and procedures. The guidance documents
which dictate the methods are also identified in the USAR. ;

Additionally, changes to the procedures and the USAR are
4 controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
a

I LA.2 Details of the methods for implementing this Specification are
relocated to the USAR, procedures and the proposed

4

Administrative Controls section of the Technical Specifications
| as a Program. The guidance documents which dictate the methods
, are also identified in the USAR. Additionally, changes to the -
1 procedures and the USAR are controlled in accordance with

10 CFR 50.59, and the Program requirements are controlled as a
proposed Technical Specification.,

LA.3 Details regarding personnel with equivalent levels of
j responsibility to the Plant Manager (e.g., ...shall be"

'

approved by the responsible manager...") have been...

appropriately relocated to procedures as identified in section
5.1.1 of the proposed TSs (i.e., The Plant Manager, or his
designee, shall approve,...").

4
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 5 Page.73 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES "

CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS .

.|

|
;

I

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE |

" Specific"

L.1 This change removes the requirement- for reporting- <

noncompliances with Fire Protection Systems as a REPORTABLE *

EVENT from this section of the TSs. It is superfluous to i

specify these prescriptive measures in this section of the TSs <

since the necessary and adequate requirements for reportable
events are presently provided in 10CFR50.73. Additionally, the
Clinton Power Station Shift Supervisor and the Support Staff !

provide adequate assurance that the requirements of 10CFR50.73 i
are satisfied. '

L.2 The intent of NUREG-0737 was to address " emergency operating
procedures", consequently the existing TS wording was revised !

appropriately to limit the scope of procedures requiring [
consideration of NUREG-0737. I

!
L.3 This comment number is not used for this station. i

!
.

5

i

t

I

| :
, ,

;

I

i i

|

|

|
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Endosure 2 to U-6021%
Section 5 Page 74 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ^

CTS: 6.9 - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 Specific wording is provided to clarify the content of Startup
,

Reports beyond the initial plant startup. !

A.2 This reporting requirement is unnecessary since it generally
included in the LER requirements to report fuel cladding

.

failures that exceed expected values or that are caused by j
unexpected factors, i.e., being seriously degraded. Since the i

criteria identified in 10 CFR 50.73 have been identified as the |

criteria in the area of degraded boundaries that necessitates I

reporting, any minor differences are negligible with regard to !

safety. Therefore, the current reporting requirement is a j

duplication of the 10 CFR 50.73 reporting requirement and can
be deleted. <

'
!
"

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.4 This change provides additional time to obtain calendar year
based analyses results which are needed for submittal of this
report. Since the report frequency is unchanged from annually,
this change is considered administrative.

A.5 This information duplicates the requirements of 10.CFR 50.36a
: and is therefore unnecessary. Only a reference to the
; requirement is provided.

A.6 The requirements for Special Reports are moved from the
individual Specifications and grouped under this proposed
Administrative Control. The reports for ECCS injection, DG ;
failure, and the primary containment radiation .PAM are I

essentially unchanged. An additional Special Report is |
included for the PAMs if one required monitor is out of service
for more than 30 days which is discussed with proposed changes
to the PAM Instrumentation specification, LCO 3.3.3.1. Since
this change represents a presentation preference only, it is
considered administrative.

| A.7 A listing of Specifications which identify core operating
limits has been added. Since this change represents a
presentation preference only, it is considered administrative.

A.8 This change provides additional clarification of which of the
analytical methods for determining the core operating limits4

that have been removed from the Technical Specifications.

A.9 The initial report requirements for the Annual Report and the
annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report are being-

deleted. These initial reports have been submitted, and
deleting the discussion surrounding these initial reports are
no longer necessary. Therefore, the deletion is purely
administrative in nature.

4

CLINTON 19 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 75 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '

; CTS: 6.9 - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
1

ADMINISTRATIVE
(continued) !

, ,

i
A.10 Recipients for documents sent to the NRC staff are governed by i

10 CFR 5 0. 4 . Therefore all references in the Specifications to
NRC recipients of reports are being deleted. Since 10 CFR 50.4 ;
is the governing requirement, this deletion is considered |

administrative. !

i

A.11 This comment number is not used for this station.

A.12 The reporting of challenges to safety and relief valves is
'

revised from an Annual report to a monthly report. Since no
,

change in the details of the reporting are required, this is a
;

change in the timing only and is considered an administrative i

change.
,

't

A.13 This comment number is not used for this station.
,

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.
|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
!

M.1 This change details the information to be included in the
report. These details are necessary to assure the reports are
provided with similar content and format for comparison with
other plants and with prior reports.

M.2 A new report is required in conjunction with the changes
i described in Section 3.4 for the reactor coolant system

pressure and temperature limits. In addition, requirements are
included for methods used to determine such limits and for'

; submitting the report to the NRC.
a

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
J

| " Generic"

LA.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
" Specific"

L.1 The reporting requirement is proposed to be initiated only if
the number of emergency diesel generator valid failures is
excessive (i.e. , 4 or more in the last 25 demands) , rather than
for each failure. This change reduces the regulatory reporting
burden for the licensee and the manpower required for review of

i

such reports within the NRC. This is consistent with the !

CLINTON 20 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219
Section 5 Page 76 of 15d

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~

CTS: 6.9 - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Specific" (continued)

overall focus on significant safety concerns within both
organizations.

L.2 This comment number is not used for this station.

i
!

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 77 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

|

CTS: 6.10 - RECORD RETENTION !
!

_

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 These record retention requirement are reduced to 3 years in '

accordance with 10 CFR 50.3 6 (c) (1) and 10 CFR 71.91. The '

retention requirements in these regulation were recently
changed as documented ir. 53 FR 19240, May 27, 1988. Since the
statement of considerations for this change authorized pen and ;

ink changes to the Technical Specifications, this change is
considered administrative.

A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.-
A.3 Records of ISEG activities are required by 10 CFR 50,

Appendix B. This addition only clarifies the required record
retention period, and is therefore, administrative.

:

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station. '

|
A.5 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.6 This comment number is not used for this station.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

| None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 This comment number is not used for this station.
M.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE ,

I

None in this section.
1
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Enclosure 2 to U-6021%
j Section 5 Page 78 of 156 '

,

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

|CTS: 6.11 - RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

L

ADMINISTRATIVE '

None in this section.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS [

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section. ,

,

1

|

|

|
|

|

|

|\

,

;

!
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219f
Section 5 Page 79 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.12 - HIGH RADIATION AREA

ADMINISTRATIVE !

A.1 The limits (i.e. , 500 rads) on the alternatives to 10CFR 20 are
deleted. It is not necessary state these since there is no
relief from the exclusion area requirements.

|
| A.2 This comment number is not used for this station.
1

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Generic"

LA.1 Details of the methods for performing dose rate measurements
are relocated to procedures. The design features and
operation which dictate dose rate methods are described in
plant procedures and 10 CFR Part 20.

" Specific"

L.1 An allowance has been added for continuously guarded doors
rather than requiring them to be locked. Continuously guarded
doors provide an acceptable and practical alternative to
locking only.

.

,

!

)
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
( Section 5 Page 80 of 156 '

i

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -<

; CTS: 6.13 - PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM
i

-

r

f ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not !
j include providing " cross references." Proposed TS 5.10

'

i adequately prescribes the record retention requirements
I without such references. Therefore the existing reference to

,

i the Specification serves no functional purpose, and its removal
is purely an administrative difference in presentation. !

'

7 i

j A.2 Details of the bases for the methods for performing this |'

surveillance were provided in the Topical Report or other :

i submittal upon which the method's approval was based. Any
! change to the design features or system operation are required 2

. to meet the applicable regulations and be submitted to the NRC.
Indication in the Specification of.the basis for approval is1 !

unnecessary and has been removed.
:

A.3 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in f
1 the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic
| titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill'

these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as ,

!

detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific manageme' t position titles are

, identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) .
| The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
]; - Manager" for the manager. level individual responsible for the

overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
; use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant i

<

j nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The |plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic j

j positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
,and updated in a plant controlled document with specific j

| regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or
i QAM. This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic
: Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item improvement,

relocation of the corporate and unit organization charts to
licensee controlled documents. The intent of the Generic
Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the,

I unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
; process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
; reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of

the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these
personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.

a

A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.
.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.<

;
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 81 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS: 6.13 - PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM .

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

!

4

4

!
|
|

|

|

|
i

i
.
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219:
Section 5 Page 82 of 12

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ~'

CTS: 6.14 - OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL

!ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 The format of the proposed Technical Specifications does not !
include providing " cross references." Proposed TS 5.10 i
adequately prescribes the record retention requirements '

without such references. Therefore the existing reference to' the Specification serves no functional purpose, and its removal '

is purely an administrative difference in presentation.
|

A.2 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in !
the current Technical Specifications are replaced with generic

. titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
' these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as

detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details
relating to the plant specific management position titles are I

identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) . 4

The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic |

,

*

positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
and updated in a plant controlled document with specific ;
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or ;

QAM. This approach is consistent with the intent of Generic '

Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a-line item improvement,
relocation of the corporate and unit organization charts to
licensee controlled documents. The intent of the Generic
Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the
unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these
personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.

A.3 This comment number is not used for this station.
A.4 This comment number is not used for this station.

; A.5 This comment number is not used for this station,
j RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None in this section.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

CLINTON 27 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 ;

Section 5 Page 83 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES -

CTS: 6.14 - OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None in this section.

i
>

!

|

I
.
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Section S Page B4 of 156
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ATTACHMENT 1 C
;

:-

CTS - PSTS '

,

s

COMPARISON DOCUMENT '
I

.

-

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS

1

'
,

4

1

1

4

1
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219t
Section 5 Page 85 of 15(

1
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ~

CTS: 6.2 - ORGANIZATION
i "L1" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
! Specification change and has determined that it involves no

significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the '

significant hazards consideration standards:,

1

'

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the |
.

probability or consequences of an accident previously I! evaluated? '

The addition of the note would permit an SRO to perform the
{functions of an STA as long as he had the knowledge and ;training to fulfill this position. This is in keeping with thei original intent of the requirement for an STA. The original
,

intent was to have a temporary engineering person on shift
until the licensed shift personnel could acquire the needed ,

!training in event evaluation. The STA is not an initiating
.

condition for any previously evaluated accident, nor is this
(, person required to reduce the consequences of any accident,
|

*

since the required knowledge will still be required to be
;possessed by someone present on shift. Therefore, there is no

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident. :

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different,~ ,

!kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
|
IThe proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation jnor does it require physical modification to the plant.
!Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new
!or different kind of accident from any accident previously ievaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety?

This proposed change does not effect the margin of safety.
_

Thepurpose of the STA will still be fulfilled by a qualified
individual. Therefore, the change does not involve a ]

i

significant reduction in a margin of safety.
t

I
1

!

!

CLINTON 1 10/1/93
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Enclosura 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 86 of 156

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 6.2 - ORGANIZATION
1

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has beenperformed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of thesignificant hazards consideration standards:
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would allow additional time to prepare,
maintain and forward the record of activities performed by the
ISEG. However, these records of activity will continue to be
processed in a reasonable timeframe. The documentation of
ISEG's activities is not considered as an initiator for any
previo'isly evaluated accident and is not required for the
mitigation of any evaluated accident. Therefore, the proposed
change will not increase the probability or consequences of anyaccident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
provide for adequate and timely documentation of the ISEG
activities.

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 !
Section 5 Page 87 of 156 !4

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION ~

;

CTS: 6.3 - UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS - "
:

"L1" CHANGE
. !

'

!I Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technicali Specification change and has determined that it involves no] significant hazards consideration. This determination has beent '

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR ~50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the !

significant hazards consideration standards: !;

t'

.

, 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the iprobability or consequences of an accident previously ;evaluated?
!

; The proposed change would remove the requirement for the
!Director-Plant Operations (DPO) to have held an SRO License.,

However, since the Assistant Director-Plant Operations must .

still hold an SRO License, and he is a direct report to the
:

*

DPO, there are adequate qualifications being maintained on !staff. These SRO License requirements are not considered as,

; initiators for any previously evaluated accident and are noti required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident.
'

'
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the |probability or consequences of any accident previously jevaluated.

,

i

; 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
{kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

i ,_

i '

1

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.j Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or !

;
different kind of accident from any accident previouslyevaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofI safety?)
i
!

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to,

i provide for adequate staff with the required qualifications.1

4'

k

i

j

I

j
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219(
,

Section 5 Page 88 of ISC
;

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS -

CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT

"L2" CHANGE

I; Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical !i Specification change and has determined that it involves no
!significant hazards consideration. This determination has been |

4

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.a

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the,

significant hazards consideration standards:
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously |

s

evaluated?
.i

The proposed change would remove reviews of Emergency and
' Security Plan changes from the onsite committee's t

responsibilities. This will allow additional time for review
of more operations oriented programs and procedures. These
proposed reviews are not considered as initiators for any
previously evaluated accident and are not required for the
mitigation of any evaluated accident. Therefore, the proposed jchange will not increase the probability or consequences of any

Iaccident previously evaluated.
|
|! 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different"

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
~'

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

q different kind of accident from any accident previously
; evaluated.
|

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of,

safety?
I

] This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
j margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
j Provide for adequate and timely review of the affected
j programs.
,

4

6

4

|

.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 |
Section 5 Page 89 of 156 '

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS !

CTS: 6.5 - REVTEW AND AUDIT ;

"L3" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical ,

!Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been !

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would move the offsite committee's
responsibility for review of the onsite review committee
activities to an audit function. This will allow additional
time for review of more plant operations oriented programs and
procedures. These proposed reviews are not considered as
initiators for any previously evaluated accident and are not
required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the,

' probability or consequences of any accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different '

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

- 1

Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or j
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
provide for adequate and timely review of the onsite committee
activities.

|

|

CLINTON 5 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 90 of 156

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 6.5 - REVIEW AND AUDIT

"L4" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously

'

evaluated?

The proposed change would allow additional time to document the
offsite review committee's activities. The documentation of
offsite review committee activities is not considered as an
initiator for any previously evaluated accident and is not
required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability or consequences of any accident previously
evaluated.

4

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
provide for adequate and timely documentation of the committee
activities.

1

CLINTON 6 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602190 '
Section 5 Page 91 of 156 I

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

"L1" CHANG _E ,

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been ;
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would remove a reporting requirement for
the Fire Protection Systems. It is superfluous to specify
these prescriptive measures in this section of the TS since the
necessary and adequate requirements for reportable events are
presently provided in 10CFR50.73. Additionally, the Clinton
Power Station Shift Supervisors and Support Staff provide
adequate assurance that the requirements of 10CFR50.73 are
satisfied. These reporting requirements are not considered as

,

initiators for any previously evaluated accident and are not '

required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident.
Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
probability or consequences of any accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.,

,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
provide for adequate and timely notification of REPORTABLE
EVENTS due to noncompliances with the Fire Protection Systems.

.

CLINTON 7 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 o U-602196
Section 5 Page 92 of 156

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
CTS: 6.8 - PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

"L2" CHANGE

Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the
significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change would limit the scope of procedures
requiring consideration of NUREG-0737 to emergency operating
procedures. Even though NUREG-0737 also covers shift turnover,
use of overtime, control room access, etc., this is considered
reasonable since the intent of NUREG-0737 was to address
" emergency operating procedt.2es". These procedures are not
considered as initiators for any previously evaluated accident
and although they may be required for the mitigation of an
evaluated accident, this change is not proposing revisions to
these procedures. Therefore, the proposed change will'not
increase the probability or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.
Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or

| different kind of accident from any accident previously'

evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
provide for adequate emergency operating procedures.

I
,

CLINTON 8 10/1/93
i
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i Enclosure 2 to U-602196
| Section 5 Page 93 of 156

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
1 CTS: 6.9 - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
!

i
i

I "L1" CHANGE '

:
i

| Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
1 Specification change and has determined that it involves no
j significant hazards consideration. This determination has been

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the

j significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
l probability or consequences of. an accident previously

evaluated?
,

I The proposed change would replace a reporting requirement for |
each emergency diesel generator valid failure with a report for j,

4 four or more valid failures. This will focus the review |

| efforts of both the licensee and the NRC on the significant {
j events. These report requirements are not considered as j

initiators for any previously evaluated accident and are not I

required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident. |
4 Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the |
, probability or consequences of any accident previously !
l evaluated. |4

I i

4 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different {
j kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

[

'The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.

|
,

1 Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or i

j different kind of accident from any accident previously i
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a;

j margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
i provide for adequate and timely notification of abnormal

numbers of failures of the emergency diesel generators.
i

h

.

$

I
.

1
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) Enclosure 2 to U-602196 I

Section 5 Page 94 of 156 ||

?
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS '

CTS: 6.12 - HIGH RADIATION AREA
|

1 '

; "L1" CHANGE
;

j Illinois Power Company has evaluated this proposed Technical
Specification change and has determined that it involves no,

| significant hazards consideration. This determination has been
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92.
The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the n

significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the !
j probability or consequences of an accident previously {

evaluated? |

|

The proposed change would allow for the utilization of j.

continuously guarded doors in High Radiation Areas as an '

alternative to locked doors. Continuously guarded doors :
provide an acceptable and practical alternative to locked [

-

doors. Door security requirements are not considered as !
initiators for any previously evaluated accident and are not !
required for the mitigation of any evaluated accident. |

Therefore, the proposed change will not increase the |
probability or consequences of any accident previously '

evaluated.
r

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? ;

d

]. The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation
and it does not involve physical modification to the plant. ;.,

j Therefore it does not create the possibility of a new or
,

different kind of accident from any accident previously |
J evnluated.
|
j 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of '

j safety?
I

) This change does not involve a significant reduction in a
,! margin of safety since the proposed change will continue to
i provide for adequate measures to secure all doors in High

Radiation Areas..

4

3

;
.

d

1

1

i
!

i
a
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
'

Section 5 Page 97 of 156 Responsibility
5.1

,

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility ;

(j)Luq e t-
ThhPlant putatmai-tdhall be responsible for overall unit

031
5.1.1 3

operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to this '

responsibility during his absence.

SMw3er-v, Plant z?c 'unintfor h.s designee, in accordance with '
D The

approved administrative procedures, shall approve, prior to
implementation, each proposed test or experiment and proposed
changes and modifications to unit systems or equipment that affect
nuclear safety.

Shift Supervisor (SS)khall be responsible for the control| 5.1.2 Th
'

i room command function. A management directive to this effect,

( signed by theRfhighest level of corporate or site managen,ent3-6_|

'shall be issued annually to all station personnel. During any
absence of theafSS}Mrom the control room while the unit is in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, an individual with a valid Senior Reactor
Operator (SRO) license shall be designated to assume the control

$\ room command function. During any absence of the=fSSPfrom the ||

control room while the unit is in MODE 4 or 5, an individual with' i

a valid SRO license or Reactor Operator license shall be
designated to assume the control room command function. ,

1

i

| |
)

I

|

|
|

!

C LItsToad ,

N UC STS , f}[[pages 5.0-1 Pev 0, 00/29/?' _
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i Organization
i Enclosure 2 to U-602196 5.2

Section 5 Page 98 of 156

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization
;

i

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Orcanizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit
'

operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and '

offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting safety of the nuclear power plant.

|

| a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and comunication shall i
be defined and established throughout highest management
levels, intemediate levels, and all operating organization
positions. These relationships shall be documented and
updated, as appropriate, in organization charts, functional
descriptions of departmental responsibilities and
relationships, and job descriptions for key personnel

OM
positions, or in equivalent foms of documentation. These -

requirement 11_be d_ocumented in the fRAR
a m ecq -

O31 b. TheiPlant B;Wte-e-t[shall be responsible for overall *

safe operation of the plant and shall have control over :
those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and i

maintenance of the plant;

91 0 c. pecified corporate executive pnitka hall have
corporate responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety
and shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable
perfomance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and i
providing technical. succort to the plant to ensure nucle
safety; and

* Th e 5)beh*c'hed cortocragu #S4/2.e w e&<,
Ch at cie c am n'e/w '

d. The individuals who train tne operating staff, carry out
health physics, or perfom quality assurance functions may
report to the appropriate onsite manager; however, these
individuals shall have sufficient organizational freedom to
ensure their independence from operating pressures.

5.2.2 Unit Staff

The unit staff organization shall be as follows:

a. Each on-duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum
shift crew composition shown in Table 5.2.2-1.

(continued)

%R/S STS 5.0-2 Rev. O, 09/2S/92
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Organization
| Enclosure 2 to b402196 5.2 -

1- Section 5 Page 99 of 156 |

5.2 Organization
{
!

5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)
i b. At least one licensed Reactor Operator (RO) shall be present

in the control room when fuel is in the reactor. In i

addition, while the unit is in MODE 1, 2, or 3, at least one |

licensed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) shall be present in ib the control room.f p
A % 1h TL, ic:f c. Technician hall be on site when fuel isM ec in the reactor. The position may be vacant for not more i

than 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence,
provided immediate action is taken to fill the required
position,

d. Either a licensed SRO or licensed SRO limited to fuel ;

handling who has no concurrent responsibilities during this
I operation shall be present trn: u = --M 9 'and shall :

directly supervise all CORE ALTERATIONS. o

Administrative procedures shall be developed and implementede.
to limit the worging hours of unit staff who perform
safety related functions (e.g., licensed SR0s, licensed R0s,
hcd th ph,;icists,4 auxiliary operators, and key maintenance i

P'T5*Mi) &&r,o~ p non c r>w TecfwcNR
$| Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine |

1 heavy use of overtime. The objective shall be to have i
; j operating personnel work anC{8 or 12)$ hour day, nominal

'

y 40 hour week, while the unit is operating. However, in the A,
7 event that unforeseen problems reapire substantial amounts ',of overtime to be used, or durinr, extended periods of

shutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or major plant
modification, on a temporary basis the following guidelines
shall be folicwed:

1. An individual should not be pemitted to work more than
16 hours straight, excluding shift turnover time;,

1 2. An individual should not be pemitted to work more than
'

16 hours in any 24 hour period, nor more than 24 hours
in any 48 hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any
7 day period, all excluding shift turnover time;

_ _

(continued)
,

i 4WR/0 STS 5.0-3 Rev. O, 09/20/r
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Organi8ation
Section 5 Page 100 of 156 5.2

5.2 Organization

5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued),

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between
work periods, including shift turnover time;

4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of
overtime should be considered on an individual basis<

and not for the entire sta o a_ shift.
mea 9e6

Any deviation from the above guideIines shall be authorized M--

h 'i- " == by theMPlant S;f -tr ^-t3'-or his designee, in4
7-

accordance with approved administrative procedures, or byy -higher levels of management, in accordance with established
procedures and with documentation of the basis for granting i

the deviation, g y

i Controls shall be included in the^ procedures such that
individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly by theiPlant !

Sg:ri .tcr.& .17 or his designee to ensure that excessive
hours have not been assigned. Routine deviation from the

_
above guidelines is not authorized.

_

M __ [
-

4 Tk- ==n"n+ nf overtime worked b m ers i

M performing safety iF ~ & alL he. lim.ited and4

2 #-control 1*H ordance with the NRC Policy statemeni s !.

! wortT51i hours (Generic Letter 82-171

[4[p f. 0 @ c ; ^. . . ; ". . . , c -- C.vu. oon%ci v. m m a.. .

cfo ' y shall hold an SRO licensei pcg j7,y jg g ,.f,cg7gf
1PUN g. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory

; technical support to the Shift Supervisor (SS) in the areas
' of thennal hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant

analysis with regard to the safe operation of the unit.
;

!

. I

i

,

1

,

-BW"/5 STT- 5.0-4 Rev. O,-00/25/42.
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 101 of 156 Organi2ation

5.2

Table 5.2.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Minimum Shift Crew Composition (a)

g,5 ? .,l m U.. . . I.. -: 1 : ;jl4

POSITION (b) MINIMUM CREW NUMBER
~

UNIT IN MODE 1, 2, OR 3 UNIT IN MODE 4 OR 5

SS 1 1

SRO 1 None
R0 2 1

A0 2 1

STA(C) 1 None |
"

i

b
(a) The shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum requirements

of Table 5.2.2-1 for not more than 2 hours to accomodate unexpected -#
,

f absences of on-duty shift crew members provided imediate action is
taken to restore the shift crew composition to within the minimum

i requirements of Table 5.2.2-1. This provision does not permit any shift
crew position to be unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming shift
crewman being late or absent.

,

(b) Table Notation: ;;

-kShift Supervisordith a Senior Reactor Operator license;SS

SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operator license; |
Individual with a Reactor Operatorglicense;RO -

; N" #A- t eh a d isor.

(c) The STA position may be f.illed by an on-shift SS or SRO provided the
individual meets the Comission Policy Statement on Engineering
Expertise on Shift.

;

.

I
; i

! |
1

4

1 i
.

a

]

44/5 STS 5.0-5 Rev. O,-09/20/::
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Organi3adonSection 5 Page 102 of 156
5.2'

f- -

% -~ q~

! Table 5.2.21 (page 1 of 1) N
Minimum Shif t Crew Composition (s)

[Two Units With a Comon Control Room] a

(Totals for Both Units)
i/ '

POSITION (b) MINIMUM CREW NUMBER |

ONE UNIT IN MODE
1 1, 2, OR 3. AND ONE j'

EACH ' NIT IN M00E UNIT IN MODE 4 OR 5 / EACH UNIT IN M00E '

1, OR 3 OR DEFUELED / 4 OR 5 OR DEFUELED
, i

/ '

SS 1 1 1 I '

SRO 1 1 None
RO 3 3 2 [AD 3 3 3
STAIC) 1 1 None

k'I N/

f
(a) The shift crew composition may be one less than t e minimum requirements of '

Table 5.2.2-1 for not more than 2 hours to Accomo te unexpected absence of on-cuty
shif t crew members, provided imediate acyion is ta n to restore the shift crew,

] composition to within the minimum requirements of Ta e 5.2.2-1. This provision does
1 not pennit any shift crew position to be unmanned upon shif t change due to an oncoming 1

shift crewman being late or absent.

(b) Table Notation:

h SS - [ Shift Supervisor) withA Senior Reactor Operator lice. e for each unit whose
reactor contains fuel,

SRO - Individual with a Sedor Reactor Operator license for es unit whose reactor
: contains fuel. Otprwise, provide an individual for each nit who holds a

Senior Reactor Opfrator license for the imit assigned. Du ng CORE ALTERATIONS
on either unit M least one licensed SR0 or licensed SRO li(ted to fuel

/handling, who J as no other concurrent responsibilities, must te present.
] RO - Incividual with a Reactor Operator license or a Senier Reactor \0perator licerse

for unit assigneo. At least one R0 snall be assigned to eacn uoit wnese reactor
contains 1/, or 3.el eno one RO shall be assigned as relief operator fo'y unit (s) in
MODE 1,/ units.7 Indivi' duals acting as relief operators shall heyd a licensej

fer botJ Otherwise, for eacn unit, provide a relief operator who nolds a
'

licens/ for the unit assigned. \j AO - At Ipdst one auxiliary operator shall be assigned to each unit whose reactor
con ains fuel. '

STA - 5 ft Technical Advisor.
I (c) The ST/l position may be filled by an on-shif t SS or SRO provided the inoividual meets

\ the Comission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shif t.

. Y
q _

j

4

i

! -BWR/S STS - 5.0-6 Rev. O, 09/20/02--
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Endosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 103 of 156 Organization

. k _ _

1 Table 5.2.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
__.

)
]

Minimum Shift Crew Composition (a)
[Two Units With Two Control Rooms]

s

(Numbers for Each Unit)
j f -

,

MINIMUMCREWNUMBER[
POSITIO

\ UNIT I MODE
UNIT IN MODE 1, 2/[ OR 3; UNIT IN MODE

2, OR 3; UNIT IN MODE O ER UNIT 4 OR 5; OTHER
OT UNIT IN 4 OR 5; OTHER IN MODE UNIT IN MODE

DE UNIT IN MODE 4 OR 5 OR 4 OR 5 OR
, 1, 2, R3 1, 2, OR 3 DEFUELED DEFUELED
- /

% SS 1(d) 1(d) 1(d) 1(d)
SR0 1 None 1 None
R0 2 1 2

1 (*)
A0 (C) 2(d)

2 2
STA 1 one 1 None

: (a) The shift crew composition may be one 1 s than the mir.imum requirements
of Table 5.2.2-1 for not ore than 2 hou in order to acconnodate,

| unexpected absence of o -duty shift crew mbers provided imediate
j action is taken to res ore the shift crew c mposition to within the

minimum requirements f Table 5.2.2-1. This )rovision does not permit
J any shift crew posi on to be unmanned upon s ift change due to an

,

'

oncoming shift crewman being late or absent. '

(b) Table Notation:
i

i SS - [ Shift Supervisor] with a Senior Reactor Ope ator license; !

SR0 - Individ0al with a Senior Reactor Operator lic nse; I

RO - Individual with a Reactor Operator license;
AO - Auxiliary Operator; |
STA - Shift Technical Advisor.

I
\(c) The STMposition may be filled by an on-shift SS or SRO rovided the
i

i individual meets the Comission Policy Statement on Engin ering iExpertise on Shi.ft. '

,/ ,

(d) In,dividual may fill the same position on the other unit if l' censed for '

both.
,

j (e) One of the two required individuals may fill the same position og the
? other unit.

! 'n _ - ^-

30/5 STS-
'

5.0-7 Rev. O, 00/25/92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Unit 5%aff Qualifications i

Section 5 Page 104 of 156 5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS i
!

5.3 Unit Staff Qualifications j
~

f_- ._,

f Reviewer's Note: Minimum quali tions for members of the unit staff shall
be specifief by use of an o all qualificatio statement refe 'ing an ANSI

$1 Standard 4cceptable to t NRC staff or by ecifying indi ual position |

qualiffcations. Gene ly, the first me) od is prefera ; however, the

secc.nd method is table to those unft staffs requi ng special
( qualification statements because of unique organizational structures.

-

Orts.s JANS .:> /-1978). _ -
-n --s

5.3.1 1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed M minimum
qualifications of p;3 1;t: , ;id :. , n;.i;-:;.- 2, :::7, r cr
n;C n as. ~ ":: 0 ;... o . . . .W : _ . - . J. "*::t:ff).

:teff x ;;,.cred t W p b+ y t M r '. .O CawTh:
7 - i .] '; r ^ % ;4 ;mo d . p ' 7- j = :-. y y l{gC

{ [2; T f; Tm .. . .,
j .

_ _____ .. ......-.a. .. .. ..

.... _ _: na!' -- n . m woi.T;s .
___

-

k r; M i " : d
b., . . . . : ..... . .,,r ~ 2 7" '''T 'I M 2;';~'2 *" [03;'22'' 7

E ;; t-::: :- E''ft. i

;

i

EW/5 STS 5.0-8 Rev. O,-02/25!92
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Training
5.4Se: tion 5 Page 105 of 156

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTh0LS _ _

5.4 Training O/gec[og -- Cgere 474yfu/7

5.4.1 f A retraining and replacement training program for the unit staff
shall be maintained under the direction of the [p::iti:n t'th] > -

hI and shall meet or exceed the requirements nd nere- nd ti:n: :fp Section [ ] cf [:n '95! :;onwas u ;;;;;tdi; to 1,b iGC nef G :nd
Of 10 CFR 55, :nd, far epprep ..L dc;ig .:ted ;0:4 tic"!, I"'11-

;

|include familiariz;ti:r 4+h ralavant 4aistu ?!"?*'-"1
n;;.tence.

1

i

1

.

|

|
|

t

|

|

|
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Reviews and Audits
_

~ - ~
- s

Reviewer's Note: The licensee a 1 describe the method (s) established to d
conduct independent review nd audits. The methods may take a range of forms

\ acceptable to the NRC ese methods may includ eating an organizational {

} unit or a standin ad hoc comittee, or gning individuals capable of I

I
conducting th reviews and audits. W an individual perfoms a review
function, cross disciplinary revie etemination is necessary. If deemed k I

i i

necess y, such reviews shall be .rfomed by the review personnel of the
, ap priate discipline. Indi ual reviewers shall not review their own work. )
L gardless of the method u , the licensee shall specify the functions, i

organizational arrange. , responsibilities, appropriate ANS ~3.1-1981 |.

qualifications, and . porting requirements of each functi element or unit |
'

that contributes these processes.

Reviews anjAudits of activities affecting pl safety have two distinct ;

i elemen V. The first element is the review erfomed by plant staff personnelr

to ensure that day to day activities a conducted in a safe manner. These |'

reviews are described in Section 5 The second element, described in..

Section 5.5.2, is the [offsit eviews and audits of unit activities and -
programs affecting nuclea ety that are perfomed independent . e plant
staff. The [offsite] rp ews and audits should provide int ion of the
reviews and audits into a cohesive program that provid enior level utility |

management with an assessment of facility operatio d recorrnends actions toi

3~ improve nuclear safety and plant reliability. should include an assessment.

_of the effectiveness of reviews conducted according to Section 5.5.1. _

m

c,c %. Fa &dr +f $5w Gt20s)(FM) JA SEi2 i /0 A)~': ~ ~,:s5.5.1
- -,

yReviewer' Note: The ensee shall describe provisions fgplant g/p reviews (or 'zation, repo records) an repriate - -
.

ANSI /ANS Standare personnel qu . _ica >
y

5.5.1.1 Functions

The {p!rt m:# e' et%d :;ed % in igeci(k.m ou 5.;.L shall,
C,5 as a minimum, 1 corpora eno m w

Advisethe)Plantg ;d M 4 Y on all matters related toOp a.
nucle'ar safety;

(continued)
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i

INSERT 10A :

'
A FRG shall function to provide review of operational activities.
The FRG shall be composed of a chairman and supervisory (supervisor - i

or higher) members collectively having the experience and competence
in areas of plant operations, maintenance (control and ;

instrumentation, electrical maintenance, mechanical maintenance), i4

radiation protection, chemistry and nuclear engineering, necessary i
,

to perform the required review function. All alternate members ;

shall be appointed in writing by the FRG Chairman to serve on a !

temporary basis; however, no more than two alternates shall^

participate as voting members in FRG activities at any one time. j

The FRG shall meet at least once per calendar month and as convened
'

,

by the FRG Chairman or his designated alternate. The quorum of the
FRG necessary for the performance of the FRG responsibility and
authority provisions of these Technical Specifications shall consisti 1

of the Chairman or his designated alternate and four members !

including alternates. :

)
b

!

!
,

;

!,

d

N

,
.

!

I

i
.

*

s

|
d

I

|
|

INSERT
_

j
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Reviews and Audits
5.5

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 103 of 156s

: 5.5 Reviews and Audits
|

'

5.5.1.1 Functions (continued) .

b. Recommend to the Plant,tSup:r%tendent pproval or '

disapproval of items considered under Specifications
5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.e prior to their implementation,

Cl
except as provided in specification 5g.3;

~. C. Determine whether each ites considered under Specifications
g fj d 5 0 *I'g f 5.5.I.2.a through 5.5.1.2.diconstitutes an unreviewed safety'''

question as def_ined in 10 CFR 50.59; and
cyponre c~x ecu tore resp *" doe f;;V' OMG il f cv

,

d. Notify the [Vice o"ac uant N"cla=- T e"aH a"rl of any
aucLe.f /b . safety significant disagreement between the [r:;iew FMSp;.;i.sc-; a :.:.0 andw/<

3 Ja/r
g} crgar.i: tier a" 4adiu4d"=1 ep-ci'ied #a

and theo[ Plant S.p;rirt;.d;rt' within 24 hours. However, gag
ithedplant -Swpe+4-:: d:nt} sh 11 have responsibility for

resolution of such disagreert ts pursuant to
' Specification 5.1.1.

5.5.1.2 Responsibiliti n
J (fFE6 The -[gho. m;th;d :p. ;iieu in 2pcu;i;s d .vu ;.;.d shallim.,m

( {,g be used to conduct, m_a minimum. reviews of the following:
pd~.m,sf446@A

All proposed procedures requ'"ad by '"eci#ic:ti:- 5.' lM, a. x
and changes thereto;

h b. All proposed programs required by Specification 5.7 d

changes thereto;

c. All proposed changes modifications to unit systems or
equipment that affect nuclear safety;

d. All proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclear
safety; and

e. All proposed changes to these Technical Specifications (TS),
{ their Bases, and the Operating License. A

f
_C , @ sen.T il A 1 (Cyc e? A oen do.ccSi

fg' - o

S u d 'c j u d
_

L

CI(o

(continued)'
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INSERT 11A

f. The safety evaluations for procedures, and changes thereto
'

required by Specification 5.5.4.c.

.

5

I

,

1

|

|

|
|

|
|

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-11 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Reviews and Audits
Section 5 Page 110 of 156 5.5

5.5 Reviews and Audits (continued)

rU)W. M . TtYLA OVt
O 5.5.2 m H Review and Audit Gr**P

iu.

,

Reviewer' Note: The license shall describe t provisions for ~
reviews nd audits independ t of the plant's taff (organizatio , ;

repor ng, and records) an the appropriate SI/ANS Standards or
pers nel qualifications These individu may be located o ite
or ffsite provided or nizational inde dence from plant aff

,

'

i maintained. The echnical] review esponsibilities, j
pecification 5.5.2 , shall include veral individuals ocated

_onsite.
_

5. . . N8 unctions P 90# **'** fC4cos.b e. '

wr CNes%\1 plard %,
h The-[effrite rc.nu r,d cudit pre.i;bn; ;pocifiid .u Sc#e-h@ c Hic "ina c c 2]-shall as a minimum, incorporate the )

following functions ea4: C 2. ;

Advise the {"in "rc;ide.: "uc! ear 0 er tien
|

matters related to nuclear safety;h :Q ] on all
a.

I

| b. Advise the management of the audited organization, and _ !.,

bl forporetc : cnegc .:nt cad '!!cc . arc;i dent-Lci ccr -Opei eti ca;] , j
-

of the audit results as they relate to nuclear safety)T
r i

1 c. comend tVthe manage. nt of the dited organ' ation, and T :
~

ts manag ent, any co ective act'on to impro nuclear fsafety a plant ope tion; and
PI' P

d. Notif the [Vice esident-N lear Opera ons] of any s ety
sig. ficant dis reement be een the [r iew organizat' n or
in ividual spe fied in Sp ification .5.2] and the[rganizatio or functio being revi ed] within 2 ours.

h 5.5.2.2 $] Review Responsibilities -

,

OB) The [rr & - = _' d p c i f i ed i n Speci ficativu 5.5.2] shall be
| responsible for the review of:
i
'

The safety evaluations for changes to procedures, equipment,a.
or systems, and tests or experiments completed under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, to verify that such actions do
not constitute an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59,

!

I

|
i

(continued) |

1
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INSERT 12A

The NRAG shall function to provide independent review and audit of
designated activities in the areas of:

a. Nuclear power plant operations;

b. Nuclear engineering;

Chemistry and radiochemistry;c.

d. Metallurgy;

e. Instrumentation and control;

f. Radiological safety;

g. Mechanical and electrical engineering;
h. Quality assurance practices;
i. Non-destructive testing;
j. Administrative controls; and
k. Other appropriate fields associated with the unique

characteristics of Clinton Power Station.
The NRAG, as a minimum, shall be composed of a Director and fourmembers. Individuals filling positions as required by ANSI /ANS 3.1-| 1978, Section 4.7.2, shall meet the education and experience! requirements of the same section. The NRAG Director shall beappointed by the corporate executive responsible for overall plantnuclear safety. The members shall be appointed by the Director.Current membership rosters, signed by the Director, shall bemaintained.

, ,

All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the NRAG
alternates shall participate as voting members in NRAG activitiesDirector to serve on a temporary basis; however, no more than twoat any one time..

1

provide expert advice to the NRAG. Consultant shall be utilized as determined by the NRAG Director to

The NRAG shall mest at least once per six months.
NRAG necessary for the performance The quorum of the

of the NRAG review and audit
Director or his designated alternate and at least four NRAGfunctions of 'these Technical Specifications shall consistof theincluding alternates. members
have line responsibility for operation of the unitNo more than a minority of the quorum shall

.

CLINTON INSERT
5.0-12

10/1/93

|
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Ravicts and AuditsEnclosure 2 to U-602196
5.5 |Section 5 Page 112 of 156

!
5.5 Reviews and Audits

j

fWlh
5.5.2.2 /(-[nf'"M Review Responsibilities (continued) i

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems that
involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in !

10 CFR 50.59
r

c. Proposed tests or experiments that involve an unreviewed r
safety question as fined in 10 CFR 50.59;

e
d. Proposed changes o TS and the Operating License;

e. Violations of codes, regulations, orders, license -
requirements, and internal procedures or instructions having
nuclear safety significance; !

f. All Licensee Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73; i

i g. '" Mt s t e +# p e+e :r. a i > -
1tcc 9mt ecs

[[8 design or operation of structures, s stems
g

fh fndications of uranticipated deficiencies in any aspect of
.

or components t
,

that could affect nuclear safety; a c 2.
''

Ii.s# Si nificant accidental,/ unplanned,,, or uncontrolled 7
r dioactive 'eleases,/ ncluding corrective / action to pri ent.

/ / Jecurrenc
j,

h gh. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from
nomal and expected perfor,iance of equipment that affect

'

nuclear safetyf %

flh 41ive actico y;te d._NT W ; G.a.i;s . ir . -1( .

i Reports or records 'of these reviews shall be forwarded to the
OI [Vic: Fr;;.hui-Nudear un.J.; . } within 30 days following

completion of the review. %- .

Corjo na|C elects |Ne respphf}eCN(LhG o
5.5.2.3 AAudit Responsibilities g ,q e p g - Q 3,y g,

-p/2.46'5 A
/Thegudit responsibilities shall encompass:

/
C'lD

,

a. The conformance of unit operation to provisions contained
within the TS and applicable license conditions;

b. The training and qualifications of the unit staff;

OM pe(4r roar.ce.]
(continued)

4

,g ~
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: Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 5 Page 113 of 156 iReviews and Audits .

Ti? 5.5 !

N -
_ _

5.5 Reviews and Audits Cr' khMC b INL for'rCCY'vCQCbO'f'09 ~,
r8 e ta d rue

_

w i_ - -

5.5.2.3 udi Res sibilities (continued) _

I?DH ELh6 pg

(,g c. The i ementation of all programs required by

['AScaT 14C.[ |

,

Specification 5.7

d. ctions taken to correct deficiencies occurring in
equipment, structures, systems, components, or method of j ,

operation that affect nuclear safety: @b *- > |

G V

$| Other activities and documents as requested by the [Vid ;
.

prnidnt '!. ;1 ; : 'T-~" r@.
Reports or records of these audits shall be forwarded to the i

A ". afd;r " ;l;er On.ai.x.Q within 30 da s following completion |.,

of_the review.
SfZMd epe_~ dest QfeNd'+>er*~9 6"*T " ygg Q &^

:: .5.C# /n " " 2 Ra 1ew Respon: 1bilitics i

A EG |h ' h The p mica y review responsibilities shall encompass:

a. lant operating characteristics. !GC issances, industry |

advisories, Licensee Event Rer, orts, and other sources that
g of may indicate areas for improving plant safety;

b b. /lant operations, modificatio:1s, maintenance, and
surveillance to verify indeper dently that these activities

g are performed safely and corre-tly and that human errors ared

reduced as much as practical;
k

c. nternal and external operational experience information7}f( w # hat may indicate areas for improv'no plant safety; and
_

'
e Haking detailed recomendations [; . ;; 14

31 [" %n .um ._inr 0;;. n.-] for revising procedures,
equipment modifications. or other means of improving nuclear

- tid safetyEd ;;Et r; i;2ili:A_

?\ It35E_2T (4 8 p %qor.<./e ctecafue nesp'artb/c
-

Co~

5.5. 6 Records ne a g q m , g g ,jy
Written records of reviews and audits shall be maintained. As a ,

minimum these records shall include: ),

a. Results of the activities conducted under the provisions of'

Section 5.5;

|

(continued)
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' Section 5 Page 114 of 156

INSERT 14A (
An ISEG shall be established as a dedicated, onsite group composed

,

of at least five full-time members. Each ISEG member shall have ,

either: '

(1) A bachelor's degree in engineering or related science and ,

at least three years of professional-level experience in ,

his field which shall include at least one year of .

!nuclear power experience, or

(2) At least five years of nuclear experience and hold or have [
held a Clinton Power Station Senior Reactor Operator '

license. j
\

-

As a minimum, four of the ISEG members shall have the qualifications ;

specified in (1) above.

INSERT 14B

5.5.4 Technical Review and Control

Procedures required by Specification 5.6.1 and other
procedures which affect plant nuclear safety as !

determined by the Plant Manager or the responsible |
manager, and changes thereto, other than editorial or

~

typographical changes, shall be reviewed as follows:
3

a. Each such procedure or procedure change shall be |

independently reviewed by an individual !

knowledgeable in the area affected other than the
j individual who prepared the procedure, or procedure
| change. The Plant Manager or the responsible i

manager shall prior to implementation approve all i

plant procedures and changes thereto,

b. Individuals responsible for reviews performed in
accordance with (a) above shall be designated by the
Plant Manager or the responsible manager. Each such
review shall include a determination of whether or
not additional, cross-disciplinary review is

I necessary. If deemed necessary, such review shall
be performed by the review personnel of thei

appropriate discipline.

Individuals performing these reviews shall meet or
exceed the qualifications stated in ANSI /ANS 3.1-
1978 for the appropriate discipline.'

c. When required by 10CFR 50.59, a safety evaluation to
determine whether or not an unreviewed safety
question is involved shall be included in the
procedure or the procedure change review. If it is
determined that an unreviewed safety question is not
involved, a written safety evaluation to support

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-14 10/1/93

,

J
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INSERT 14B
(continued)'

that decision will be prepared and submitted to the *

FRG for review. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, NRC
approval of items involving unreviewed safety
questions shall be obtained prior to the Plant
Manager approval for implementation.

.

<' INSERT 14C

e. Performance of activities required by the Quality
Assurance Program to meet Appendix B to 10 CFR 50;
and

i

I

J

1

INSERT
CLINTON 5*0-14 10/1/93
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5.5 Reviews and Audits
,

% 5.5./ 6 Records (continued) _

da ions to th,e anagemen f the orgar zation beig e

,

h p.g An assessment of the safety significance of the review or
.

audit findings;

C g. Recomended approval or disapproval of items or idered
under Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1Q and

c?.p. Detemination whether each item considered under
Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.d constitutes an
unreviewed safety question as defined in 1 CFR 50.59.

,

3

._
_

an d 55.
/

F/

.

.
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y,._~___._.....

MOVC k S. f. ) 7
Msf rA - I S *' I b F4 /5

p
-

i 5.0 ADtilE51RATIVE CONTROLSg-
-

~

_

,e-s,7./ m
4dr Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control Prony

. . h Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls and reviewed according to
Specification 5.5.1.

;

Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval4. 5. ? provided the changes do not involve either of the following: ,

I 3 y'. A change in the TS incor rat the license; or*

m a
.

7, t/. A change to the vedete AR or ases that involves an |

unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59./

,

The Bases Control Program shall contain provi, ions to ensure that
~

is4,4,4- '

the Bases are maintained consistent with the /SAR.
;

-

Sh*:i CsYood 5 ~f l[ b. $ *r O''C'ked*d E* I I}* b.2 ,

I

Proposed changes that meet the criteria of (e) .i (5)dabove shaN'

+ 5-4- '

be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation.'

Changes to the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall
be provided to the NRC on a frequency consistent with i

I

10 CFR 50.71. ,

i
;

i i

,

2
~

1 i
'

,

i

|
*

.

,

!

i

n

1

'

.

i

;

,

|

;
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Section 5 Page 113 of 156 ProceduresQrograms and Man 3g

C1 s.c ;

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
,[5.0

5.[7'\~ Procedures h : :, r d "....
N __-

- ,

.1 7,m edu c3

|

5.f.1. f Scope
f

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and
maintained covering the following activities ,

.

The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory [

,

I

a. Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978;
|The emergency operating procedures required to implement the

pfp b. 737, Supplement l"
| requirements of NUREG-0737 and y

1ID : - it at a d h {4 7.o a uc 6 C2-:;f;
!

c. ecurity pla implementa on;
C4 -

)d. Emergency plan implem tation;
d

Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring;
/

4
3 -o _ u m m M hu,; :- , 2 g c-- 2.,o

All programs specified in Specification 5.7.[e C2
\ d. g. :

-

9 g $ faad@g> - .
m
Q/ 5. .).2 Review and Approval

-
'

c Each procedure of Specification 5 i .$.1, and changes the etc,, afrpr;.c d |
shallbereviewMinaccordancewi h Specificatior,

.

kir d:-ign; .. ;; = -d:--- #*h |a

f/ y f/'g fby th; PL; Sper -ter&*] -eapproved acministrative procedures prior to implementationmand
4

iof
/ |

reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative procecures.
'}A C X C.e f f-t as .rpecife) on [fec,W}

,

p

O5 'd .3 Temporary Changes O*w) y
-

vi be made
Temporary changes to procedures of Specification 5 41 mayQ
provided:

The intent of the existing procedure is not altered;a.
-|

The, change is approved by two members of the planti b.
management staff, at least one of whom holds a Senior,

Reactor Operator license En tne unit attectep, andV

.P7 \>

(continuec).

5.0-17 Rev. O, M/2C/;2-
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i

5. Procedures, Programs, and Manualsq
|-

1

.h Temporary Changes (continued)5
\

eed revie--6 :n accordance M}
ith |

The change is documented;;dyrovegjF- D'm--c.
fj Specificatiun 5.5 Fe-and^

Sg;. ..w.6t] :- M ; d:: ,,,.. . " read c: aith approved !g

_ _ administrative procedures within 14 days of implementation,

f 5, y- Pr car's - 5 nd % aa if
__, _

if
. _ c..,.- w ...-. .~ .m ..

Thefollowingprogramsphallbeestabished, implemented,and |
maintained.

h 5.7 1 Radiation Protection Prooram

Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and shall be
approved, maintained, and adhered to for all operations involving
personnel radiation exposure.

@ 5.7. 2/.' Process Control Program (PCP)

The PCP shall contain the current formulas, sampling, analyses,
tests, and deteminations to be made to ensure that processing and
packaging of solid radioactive wastes will be accomplished to
ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 61, and 10 CFR 71; state -

regulations; burial ground requirements; and other requirements
governing the disposal of solid radioactive waste.

Licensee initiated changes to the PCP:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall
be retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. sufficient information to support the change (s) and
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the

'

change (s),and

2. a determiination that the change (s) maintain the overall
conformance of the solidified waste product to the '

existing requirements of Federal, State, or other
applicable regulations.

;

(continued)
!
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6-ere "~s PrograGs ,and Manualsd

()
- 5.7

5.7 h -c i r: p Program d Manuals

5.7.2 [ Process Control Program (PCP) (continued)

Cp bI SNulef$tive after review and acceptance by the @ .

'

/ SU u . c = .-ed.ed e r bJ fierti n 5_5 43 and the approval of
( b| the/ Plant Si e tp f;:t g j

5.7 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

@
'

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used :

in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation
of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip
setpoints, and in the conduct of the Radiological

CO Environmental Monitoring Program; and

g7,7 b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent
Controls and Radiolecical Environmental Monitoring programs*

4Cg,3 required by Specification g and descriptions of the
,y,, gi infomation that should be included in the Annualo

> =7* U Radiological Environmental Operating, and Radioactive
Effluent Release,S eports required by Specificationt

$| g_,.[5.1.1.3) and Specification /5. 1.4M.
k D

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews perfomed shall |

be retained. This documentation shall contain: 1

1. sufficient infomation to support the change (s)h
Fr ei ,-- .. - appro

C7 justayingtnechange(s$riateanalysesorevaluations, ane

2. a detemination that the change (s) maintain the levels
___of radioactive effluent control required by i

i10 CFR 20. 9R7-40 CFR 190,10 CFR 50.36a, and1
1307j- [ 10CFR50fAppendix1,andnotadverselyimpactthe

%

g accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint
calculations;

b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance by the
- ' ! ,. . . : f : m . . . . 5.;] and the approval of%

IPlant 5 ;; rim :nd:
i:. --*' d

F';
% andg the

of- 7

wp-
.

!

|

(continued)
|
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g r::: L. y Programs and Manuals |r

5.7 )g)
b

5.7 Qe-i:Trd) Programs [andManuals

5.7 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (continued) ~ _

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the fom of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of, or concurrent
with, the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period
of the report in which any change in the ODCM was made.
Each change shall be identified by markings in the margin of
the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the page .

Ithat was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month
and year) the change was implemented.

h 5.7 .4 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

This program provides controls to minimize leakage from those'

portions of systems outside containment that could contain highly i

radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to
levels as low as practicable. The systems include 9 the' h
Deer n'-e C::: ,. . y , ru 3 n T.cm.. L: 0,, . .y . Ti_if;:' 9:::
Damn 1 e-::t:r Cer: % :!:ti:: L.,'..ug, oyu v3cu ,c m ...Li .: ,-

,

g} ( f pr : = : r' 4 1 "d
it: .f t %. T. c unen6]44-.y' The program shall

|

- - -INSE 8 %
include the following. ,

J |

3A a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection i
| '

requirements; and
1

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at I
*

refueling cycle intervals or less. |

|

g 5.7 .5 In Plant Radiation Monitoring

This program provides controls to ensure the capability to
accurately detemine the airborne iodine concentration in vital
areas under accident conditions. This program shall include the
fo'. l owi ng: -

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for monitoring; and
I

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis I
; equipment.
~

l

(continuec)
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i

'

a. LPCS System;

b. HPCS System;

c. RHR System;

d. RCIC System;
i

~

e. Suppression Pool Makeup System;

f. Combustible Gas Control System;

g. Containment Monitoring System; and

h. Post-accident Sampling System.

.

i

i

|
|

INSERT
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5.7 .6 Post Accident Sampling

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to
obtain and analyze reactor coolant, radioactive gases, and
particulates in plant gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere
samples under accident conditions. The program shall include the
following:

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and

Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysisc.
equipment.

h 5.7j.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program confoms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of
the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably
achievable. The program shall be contained in ue ODCM, shall be
implemented by procedures, and shall include remedial actions to
be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program

fN shall include the following elements:
:Limitations on the functional capability of radioactivea. '

E$ Mquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including
-Tt)hM 9I

c & p f,80
surveillance tests and setpoint detemination in accordance ;-

with the methodology in the ODCM;g
b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive materialp@

released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas,
confoming to4 'O CFR 20, Appendix B, Table Q, Column 2; h

.

'

1

b
Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid andc.
gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.n6-and with

!

|
the methodology and parameters in the ODCM; [g

Q9
d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose,

'

comitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to-
unrestricted areas, confoming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

(continued)

1
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5.7 .7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (continued) _

!

e. Detemination of cumulative and projected dose contributions
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter
and current calendar year in accordance with the methodology |

and parameters in the ODCM at least every 31 days; ;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the
liquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that i

appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce ;

releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a ;

|
period of 31 days would exceed 2% of the guidelines for the i

1' annual dose or dose comitment, confaming to 10 CFR 50,
'

Appendix.I;

' N l g. ' Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive
material released in gaseous effluents to areas beyond the j

site boundary;c '- -- 3; :: t': d: n n:::' ::d ith
i N- :;- |10 CP' 20, Aem : , T 9' 54

bbN Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulti
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from Q h k f

,,n

unit to areas beyond the site boundary confoming to
10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual and qua erly doses to a member of
the public from iodine-131, iodine 133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate fom w'th half lives > 8 days i

'

in gaseous effluents released from Qunit to areas beyond
the site boundary, confoming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; and

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose comitment to any
memoer of the public due to releases of radioactivity and to |

Iradiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, confoming to
40 CFR 190. .

5.7 8 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

This program is for monitoring the radiation and radionuclides in
the environs of the plant. The program shall provide
representative measurements of radioactivity in the highest
potential exposure pathways and verification of the accuracy of
the effluent monitoring program and modeling of environmental
exposure pathways. The program shall be contained in the ODCM,

1

(continued)
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1. For noble gases: Less than or equal to 500 mrem /yr to the total
body and less than or equal to 3000 mrem /yr to the skin, and

2. For Iodine-131, Iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than
eight days: less than or equal to 1500 mrem /yr to any organ;

J

d
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5.7 .8 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (continued)_'

shall conform to the guidance of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and shallV
include the following:

Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiationa.
and radionuclides in the environment in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

b. A Land Use Census to ensure that changes in the use of areas
at and beyond the site bounda.v are identified and that
modifications to the monitoring program are made if required
by the results of this census; ano

Participation in an interlaboratory ComD&ison Program toc.
ensure that independent checks on the precision and accuracy
of the measurements of radioactive materials in
environmental sample matrices are perfomed as part of t'1e
quality assurance program for environmental monitoring. _

b 5.7.J 9 Component Cyclic or Transient Limit h 3,9 I'
:.:J

p- This program provides controls to track the @ AR, Section M
1 7 cyclic,and transient occurrences to ensurgthatycomponents a

maintained within the design limits. eac;for-mA a

_
.

/~e u ne b
5.7.2.10 Pre-Stressed Con . e Containment Tendon Surveillance Program

h This proa m provides controls for monitor' , any tendon
degr tion in pre-stressed concrete ainments, including

ectiveness of its corrosion pr ction medium, to ensure

containment structural integr' The program shall include.

baseline measurements pri . to initial operations. The Tendon
,

( Surveillance Program, ~ pection frequencies, and a eptance
) criteria shall be accordance with [ Regulator uide 1.35,

{
Revision 3, 10^ ., .

k The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
\ Tendon Surveillance Program inspection frequencies.

|5.7. Inservice Inspection Program

@ This program provides controls for inservice inspection of ASME cA
/

[ Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, including applicable supports. i

The program shall include the following:
-

_

(continued)
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5.7. Inservice Inspection Program (continued) _

a. Provisions that inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,
2, and 3 components shall be perfomed in accordance withe-gg

of 34 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code andgdenda,
(Section XI) as required by 10 CFR 50.55a, opple a 6LC

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the frequencies
for performing inservice inspection activities;

b An inservice inspection program for piping identified in NRCc.
Generic Letter 88-01 in accordance with the NRC staff
positions on schedule, methods, personnel, and sample
expansion included in Generic Letter 88-01, or in accordance
with alternate measures approved by the NRC staff; and

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS. _

_

(,) 5.7 Inservice Testing Program

This program provides controls for inservice testing of ASME Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 componentsfincluding applicable supports. Theg program shall include the following:

a. Provisions that inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2,
and 3 pumps, valves, and snubbers shall be perfomed in
accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and applicable Addendhps required by

10 10 CFR 50.55a; g
b. Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASME

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenca as
follows:

.

|
1

(continued)
i
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5.7. @ Inservice Testing Program (continued)
|;

ASME Boiler and Pressure |.

Vessel Code and C2 )
applicable Addenda |
terminology for Required requencies ;

inservice testing for perfonning inservice j
activities testino activities

]

Weekly At least once per 7 days ;

Monthly At least once per 31 days ,

Quarterly or every |

3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or

every 6 months At least once per 184 days
Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days
Biennially or every

2 years At least once per 731 days

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above
OC2 activitie[s;required requencies for performing inservice testing

d. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice
testing activities; and

:

e. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be I

construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

{) 5. 7.@ Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)
;

A program shall be established to implement the following required
testing of Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) filter ventilation i

s stems at the frecu'encies soecified in,{ Regulatory Guide igryf agg,g,y g, j
~

a a gulatory ,wt oe i.myumny j

L -
E

1

(continuec)
,
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5.7. @ Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) (continued) _

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
| of the high efficiency particulatt air (HEPA) filters shows
| g /fJ51 N510-accordance withp[ Regulatory Guide /0.053 when tested in1.52 Revision 2, and Y

a penetration and system bypass <

at the system flowrate specified below 2 10%,

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

h
.S"v

~ SG TS 40co eru

,

y a
f Con Titel llM .santsi- Y'

3000 crm
m arap si n - - -

; -.

b. ' Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
M the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and systemh , bypas M:'[0. ]% when tested in ccordance with>{ Regulatory
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and N510-1969 at the system
flowrate specified belowy* 10%$ @g

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate j '

b\
~

,

'~ %SG T5 lococ~ *

y 's 4 O < O(?o |y

S"ID|a)u $YA *N |
#~

ne ,etd w isHer G 4,sooc k 29,
\

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory
test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when obtained as

21 described in(Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2lt shows tt
V methyl iodide penetration less than the value specified 79 9

pecdg' below when tested in accordance withe { ASTM D3803-19 . . at a34 l

temperatureW 4:G tand greater than or equal to the
Sgfe,) relativehumiditispecifiedbelow:

ESF Ventilation System Penetration RH "-/fr5Y 'r

h .
SG 75 0,I75 % Wo hY,

! 4
V .e v 4Y ConTaol et. JeaTa taTrod O. /')f ?o 10 7e 30 %

%a r e s [t d,o*J 6'70
4/ te r-

t-ec,r w Y#No S0E
A Lter-

.

(continued) |

..
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9

5.7.b Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) (continued) _

' y - .

Reviewer's Note. Allowable penetratic = [100% - methyl iodide j
effihency for cha 1 credited in staf fety evaluation]/ '

(safety actor).p; ,

Safety factor ;5; for systems with heaters.
7 for systems without heaters. j=

_

; d. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that the pressure .

drop across the combined HEPA filtersM.c p,if 'Jersq%nd g
the charcoal adsorbers is less than the value specified,

g) belowwhentestedinaccordancewithiRegulatoryGuide1.52,
Revision 2 and N510-1 P at the system flowrate |

speci *
e ow/ 10%(:ANSI.

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate

09 56 75 G o"ws #* '%x . - -

V,ca.nnoL % ye,a,c&ws P r
( . o''N G Looo cim~ ,
~ ~

nate"f h Lte r ~ ;

-
_

e. Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ESF systems

h} , dissipate the value specified below ' '.0Twhen tested in 4

(F
4

f accordance withy 510-1i _
_

ESF Ventilation System Wattage

~ 3G 75 18 xU
~ ~

a
$; Y

_. Y
I4.4kw- '~..anc a u.:r.a+.a

,

r
- -

ve re ., p A J ter-
!The provisions of SR,3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the VFTP
i

13 test frequencies.

5.7. Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
p mixtures contained in the Gesti Cn 5'i; g.,;n-U [t'- -"2-t t" A#

ef-codiood..'ty : at2 aad 4a y e+ne= = t ..h Or ':d ' ,t; t%4

offgas treatment system, and the quantity of radioactivity
g rJ ' contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks}^- h

g gt g - .,.,4-, 4 1,4+),.on +4+4.c chall he H +- : ;j T . '. . . . . . . , m

C21

(continued)
,
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5.7
1
;

5.7. @ Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
(continued),,

methodology in [ Branch T ical Position (BTP) 11-5,
as System Leak or" Postulated Radioact elease due to Was shall be detemined in)j

Failure"] . The uid radwaste quan

h accordance ' [StandardRevi an, Section 15.7.3. "Pnstu1= M
r FMlur

-

Radioacts e Peleata due to

[g3- SpThe program shall include: $ M 'd

The limits for concentrations of hydrogen hi n.,;;. inthe[
\ [>)

a.
nc Goa Gli.p 4 m::.] and a surveillance program o

ensure the limits are maintained. Such limits shall be
appropriate to the system's design criteria (i.e., whether g
or not the system is designed to withstand a hydrogen
explosion);

b. A surveillanc program to ensur hat the quanti y of
ch and fed

ystem] gas storageradioactiv' contained in
is less n the amount$ into t offgas treatme

th would result in whole body exp e of e 0.5 rem to
[' 1rny individual in unrestricted area, in the event of [an

uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents]; and

A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity ofb, f. radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable
of holdin the tanks' contents and that do not have tank N ##nd surrounding area drains connected _to theow

fr Qiquid ,aowas@Tygt}ystem]'-is less g}ng,r:{
P< ' ;c;am" > =>"" c u ,7 s ,. o . , ., - - , , . . r - c

.

Z, ,,, ; b f_ D . T_ _'", M. , " .'. . . .N. . J : __ a_..._.._e... ",'"g.,~ :n
-

___. ,. ... .-_.___ _ .___-m_. .

.' u n u n,. u u ; ; s ,r ....mau nueo aise, . ..-m m.m..
!---1.mac 01 tne ca.m. _ . . . . . .

4
*

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
surveillance frequencies.

.

(continued)
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5.7. @ Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program
'

A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of
both new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established. The
program shall include sampling and testing requirements, and
acceptance criteria, all in accordance with applicable ASTM
Standards. The purpose of the program is to establish the
following:

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to
storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has:

1. an API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within
limits,

2
! 2. a b -"-t 3 kinematic viscosity within limits for

_

pQ - ASTM 2D fuel oil,ld ~

/ usa tee c,.a d .s e do mc4$ C017edT wL l
,

f
{ feye I3. 3 , clear ano-brtgnt- appearance:with-proper-celer;a

b b. Other properties)'G ASTM 20 fuel oiWe within limits. Pla)f

within- days . v n3 c -* * W addition to storage
tanks; and % 6 We ;7eq2Ad 03)

_

Totalparticulateconcentrationofthefueloilkiss10mg/lc. |

Of3 - when tested every 31 days in aqcordance with ASTM D-2276,*y
y- - . ; -n

5.7. :5 Fire Protection Program
(5 This program provides controls to ensure that appropriate fire

protection measures ere maintained to protect the plant from fire
and to ensure the capability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
in the event of a fire is maintained.

~

- ?''' / 5 S Ti- 5.0-29 Rev. 0, -09/23/92
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,

6 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)

Q~. a fr n ,a +v L C6 ~1 O. CT, f}
~

This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and A
appropriate actions taken. Upon 6E ! re * * ---' -r e r r : _ c_a

01 = W "-- "- , an evaluation shall be made to detemine if loss
of safety function exists. Additionally, other appropriate
limitations and remedial or compensatory actions may be identified
to be taken as a result of the support system inoperability and
corresponding exception to entering supported system Condition and
Required Actions. This program implements the requirements of
LCO 3.0.6.

The SFDP shall contain the following:

a. Provisions for cross division checks to ensure a loss of the
capability to perform the safety function assumed in the
accident analysis does not go undetected;

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe
condition if a loss of function condition exists;

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's
Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result
of multiple support system inoperabilities; and

d. Other aopropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory
actions.

.g A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent
single failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis

, ,

cannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of
safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,
and:

a. A required system redundant to system (s) supported by the
inoperable support system is also inoperable (Case A); or

b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn supported
by the inoperable supported system is also inoperable
(Case B); or

(continued)
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entinued)

.

c. A required system redundant to support system (s) for the |
2 supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable

(Case C). ;

Generic Example:

Division A Division B
;

System i System i --Ca s e C
4 4

System ii -(SupportSystem System ii !

4 Inoperable) 4 :
System iii System iii +-Case A |

4 4 |

System iv System iv -Case B I

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a !
loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program,
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in j
which the less of safety function exists are required to be |

4 .. entered.

# I

b iNsear 5 717 \ C\
( F% pqt g,o _j

'
~ TNSEfLT 3 l A , fu,

TM (Me IanT?.c-gI
-

_,i

t

1

-:

i

|

l
!

I
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5.7.18 Ultimate Heat Sink (URS) Erosion, Sediment Monitoring and
; Dredging Program

A program to provide maintenance on the UHS in the event
,

inspections of the UHS dam, its abutments or the UHS !,

shoreline indicate erosion or local instability. This ~'

program shall ensure that the UHS is maintained in such
a way as to achieve the following as objectives: !

a. During normal operation, there will be a volume of
water in the UHS below elevation 675 sufficient to *

receive the sediment load from a once-in-25-year
|| flood event; and

i b. Still be adequate to maintain the plant in a safe-
a shutdown condition for 30 days under meterological ,

''

conditions of the severity suggested by Regulatory
Guide 1.27.

1

$
!

'
.

*

a

;

;
,

,

F

b

d

i

j -

;

i
.

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-31 10/1/93
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5 eporting Requirements
V - ;

SI 1 Routine Reports
)

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with |
'10 CFR 50.4.

,8 :

5}.1.1 Startup Report

A sumary report of plant startup and power escalation testing |
shall be submitted following.

1
|a. Receipt of an Operating License-
|b. Amendment to the license involving a planned increase in '

power level;

c. Installation of fuel that has a different design or has been
manufactured by a different fuel supplier; and

i d. Modifications that may have significantly altered the
nuclear, thermal, or hydraulic performance of the unit.

h The initial up Report shall address each of the startup tests
identified (SAR, Chapter 714}t and shall include a description
of the measured values of the operating conditions or
characteristics obtained during the test program and a comparison
of these values with design predictions and specifications. Any
corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory
operation shall also be described. Any additional specific;

; details required in license conditions based on other comitments
shall be included in this report. Subsequent Startup Reports
shall address startup tests that are necessary to demonstrate the
acceptability of changes and modifications.

Startup Reports shall be submitted within 90 days following
completion of the Startup Test Program; 90 days following,

resumption or comencement of comercial power operation; or
9 months following initial criticality, whichever is earliest. If
the Startup Report does not cover all three events (i.e., initial

i
criticality, completion of Startup Test Program, and resumption or

: comencement of comercial operation), supplementary reports shall
be submit'ted at least every 3 months until all three events have
been completed.

1

(continued)

_ -EWR/6-STS 5.0-32 Rev. O, 09/20/?2
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5.$ Reporting Requirements

5.$.1 Cb Routine Reoorts (continued)

5.f.1.2 Annual Reports )t
a -

'

------NOTE------------------------------- |--- -------------------

A si le submittal may be or a multiple unihtation. The I

M submitt should combine sections on to all units a b be
station. )

------------------- _ /- .-______nr..______

Annual Reports covering the activities of the unit as described
below for the previous calendar year shall be submitted by
March 31 of each year. % e 4-iti;? r:p:rt th:!' bc : brittid by t

i

3| L. 9 'l c' t': ; :- ''1'; '-i ti:1 ;;-i ti;;.l i ti. -( ]
Reports required on an annual basis include: gy moniYon] j l

CE 6) occupational Radiation Exposure Report cea I Nf_#
_

_

;

A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station,
. utility, and other personnel (including contractors)O - )

receiving exposures >'100 inrem/yr and their associated man ;
"

rem exposure according to work and job functions (e.g., p !
reactor operations and surveillance, inservice ins tin

I routine maintenance, special maintenanceJ{descr1
.

e N0maintenance}}' waste processing, and refueling). This
'

- tabulation supplements the requirements of 10 CFR 20. .

)' The dose assignments to various duty functions may be 99estimated based on pocket dosimeter, thennoluminescent .

dosimeter (TLD), or film badge measurements. Small I

exposures totalling < 202: of the individual total dose need
t

not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80?: of the '

total whole body dese received from external sources she ld
be assigned to specific major work functions @a C t-

e> e. .

un... .Jn qu r:; rt; r:7.:.. a,
.. ,

pl w. any otnes
. i

un on armue 4 m . a .; x
,

i
1

,
-

4

>

4
.

(continuec)3
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Section 5 Page 138 of IM
@

5.( Reporting Requirements

5.).1 Routine Reports (continued)

5.1.1.3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report
W\."-.

.......... ................. TE------------- --------------

q ingle su tal may be made for ltiple unit sta n. Theu submi shoul '

sections comon -all units at t
i station.

............................... __................................
_

! The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering
; the operation of the unit during the previous calendar year shall

be submitted by May 15 of each year. The report shall include
sumaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results|

| of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for the
reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent with
the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual ;

(ODCM), and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3,
;and IV.C.
,

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall ;
include the results of analyses of all radiological environmental
samples and of all environmental radiation measurements taken
during the period pursuant to the locations specified in the tablet

and figures in the ODCM, as well as sumarized and tabulated
results of these analyses and measurements"{in the format of the

|table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position,
Q Revision 1, November 1979}^ QThe report shall identify the TLDV results that represent collocated dosimeters in relation to the

NRC TLD program and the exposure period associated with each
result.}&In the event that some individual results are not
available for inclusion with the report, the report shall be,

submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing
results. The missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary
report as soon as possible.

|

(continued)
|

-M/C 373 5.0-34 Rev. O, 00/20/02
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>
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3 Section 5 Page 139 of 156

5. Reporting Requirements

Kf 5.(.1 8 Routine Recorts (continued)

5.(.1.4 Radioactive Effluent Release Report
._ A

............................... NOTE-------------------------------
A single submitt may be made for a m iple unit'., tion. The4

: mittal should c ' e sections common all units the
hl

" '
sta ; however, for u with separate ra te system .the

i submitt all specify the r ses of radioacti smaterial from,

* each unit. '

.........................................................

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of
the unit shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The
report shall include a sumary of the quantities of radioactive
liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste released from the ,

unit. The material provided shall be consistent with the
objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control Program and in
conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I,
Section IV.B.I.

_

5 1 1.5 Monthly Operating Reports g ,g qdd M,

I Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience
$\ including documentation of all challenges to th sa ety/ relief

valves h.shall be submitted on a monthly basis no later than the
j15thofeachmonthfollowingthecalendarmonthcoveredbythe,

'

g report.
.

5.1.1.6 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)

- a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each
TruezT 35A rebad cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload

u cle, and shall be documented in the COLR for the
_ following:.s '

mus_t ce refer y (-' '- :. Ndrek-ividualsp}c{flttio oper gT
'

_11

ratinh| b. The anal 1 methods use determin the c
L limits shall'bedhose previous reviewed d approved by

dohw.NRC, specifically those described in the foll'cwing
titej

nents: \j

,

'

(continued)
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1

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 140 of 156-

INSERT 35A
,

1

; 1) LCO 3.2.1, Average Planar Linear Heat Generation
| Rate (APLHGR),
,

2) LCO 3.2.2, Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR),

3) LCO 3.2.3, Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR),and

|

4) LCO 3.3.1.1, RPS Instrumentation (SR 3.3.1.1.14) ,
I

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating
,

limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the
NRC in General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel
(GESTAR), NEDE-24011-P-A, (latest approved version). |

J i

,

-

t

[

l
,

F

i

| |
: - t

>

.

. ,

i

.

'

e

I

<

4

.

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-35 10/1/93,
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4 Reporting Requirements

bf Enclosure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 141 of 156

5.) Reporting Requirements

7
5 1.6 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued)

-
_

Identify Topical Repo ) by number, , date,

os NRC s approval nt, or ident' e staff ety
V Ev untion Rep or a plant c method by NRC )"

_ etter and e.
_ a

The core operating (e.mits shall be detemined such that all
lic.

applicable limits g., fuel thermal mechanical limits,
core themal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient
analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety
analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any midcycle revisions or supplements,
shall be provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the
NRC.

.

( 5.f.1.7 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS
REPORT (PTLR)

The RCS pressure and temperature limits, including heatup and
cooldown rates, criticality, and hydrostatic and leak test limits,
shall be established and documented in the PTLRf [The individ"''-E._
-Sp::ific;ti::: +h=+ addra" +6a * erter ::;;l pr;;;. ; s.r.d sp[!! ( g -te"70rit""? I#"4t: 2".d th; hiet.; 2nd C001d*"" "*+*C **1' N A

re fe. cm.co.] The analytical methods used to determine the
y 36A Ipressure and temperature limits including the heatup and cooldown

rates shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC
i ngT;; . ; acem d ' , r.....L;- , t i ti , d;t: , _n d ""I . .. f T ove w . .i
dm-"---+ , : : t :" ;. f; ., m . i .m . n . f;. . vi.m. :;- "# -

.my.

== + h e d e ' ; b """ . .m . . .d d t;}? The reactor vessel pressure
and temperature limits, including those for heatup and cooldown
rates, shall be detemined so that all applicable limits (e.g.,
heatup limits, cooldown limits, and inservice leak and hydrostatic
testing limits) of the analysis are met. The PTLR, including
revisions or supplements thereto, shall be provided upon issuance
for each reactor vessel fluency period.

-

-
._

NOO -f|778-f "7%vsieaf fmsare EA\O

t*C bing N a c hdN* %Vf NESS SPf ulmmedf.S for- )d

Eosbu} dude t- k a e brS ," D PwM be" / 9 70*-

(continued)
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INSERT 36A ,

for LCO 3.4.11, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits."

i

'
e

|

i

;

1

1
!

i

!
l

|

.

.

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-36 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Reporting Requirements
Section 5 Page 143 of 156 5.f-

O
S.)0 Reporting Requirements (continued) '

l
5.s.2 Special Reports Jr-

f Special Reports m e required covering
pection, test,ied onand

maintenance a +' ities. These specia eports are det fi
an indivi basis for each unit nd their prep n and
submi are designated in th echnical Specifica ions.

e- r ,

Special Reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 |within the time period specified for each report.

The following Special Reports shall be submitted:

a. In the event an ECCS is actuated and injects water into the {RCS in MODE 1, 2, or 3, a Special Report shall be prepared
and submitted within 90 days describing the circumstances of
the actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles to
date. The current value of the usage factor for each !

affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided in this
Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70. ;

,

b. If an individual m.g..my diesel generator ffeG7
/' experitc.1ces four or more valid failures in the last(h y 25 demands, these failures and_any nonvalid fai

experienced by that RKITn that time perio ~ shall be %
.Ares

reported within 30 days. Reports on ailures shall
include the infomation recommended iykegulafteruide 1.9,

recuirement-gexistrno Reoulator -revision - Ryui m r
'

tion C.5
: ggg[lf Guid .108 report'_

N When a Special Report is required by C=dT r r: Mc.

LCO3.3*f3.1%",PostAccidentMonitoring(PAM) $7,
Instrumentation " a report shall be submitted within the
following 14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned
alternate method of monitoring, the cause of the
inoperability; and the plans and schedule for restoring the
instrumentation channels of the Function to OPERABLE status.

{ continued)

--ihtR-/C ST5 5.0-37 Rev. O, -09RBM3- )
1
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INSERT 37A
,

Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, |
Revision 1, August 1977. If the number of failures in the |
last 100 valid tests, on a per diesel generator basis, is 2 7, I

the report shall be supplemented to include the additional |
information recommended in Regulatory Position C.3.b of |

Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977.

I

I

i
)

d

I

!

!

)
i

>

|

|

|

|

|.

|

%

|

|

|

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-37 10/1/93
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Enclosure 2 to U-602196 Reporting Requirements

. h.1
5

'

| Section 5 Page 145 of 156

| Cl S. Reporting Requirements
|
'

.f 5. 2 Special Reports (continued)
!

d. Any abnormal degradation of the containment structure |
detected ing the tests re ' red by the Pre-S ressed

'

Concret ontainment Tendo urveillance Pro m shall be
$I repor d to the NRC wi 30 days. The ort shall

in de a descripti of the tendon co tion, the condition
the concrete pecially at tend anchorages),the

jinspectionpro dures, the tolera es on cracking, and the )corrective action taken.(_ j

(

I

,

-Ea/6 5i5 5.0-38 Rev. O,-09/28492-
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RGeord Retention :
I; 5.)6*

Enclosure 2 to U-602196
i | Section 5 Page 146 of 156

,

I 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS,
'

i M ij SE Record Retention
i _

'

1f
|' 5.: .1 The following recer all be retained for at least 3 years:

|

j a. All Licens Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73

} CB 34,Recordsofchangesmadetotheproceduresrequiredby i
Specification 5.''.1.1; =d : g,6, f, ;,

; _ - -

|

[ b, Records of radioactive shipments.; .

t

5. M.2 - The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

a. Records and logs of unit operation covering time intervalsg
at each power level; '

i

b. Records and logs of principal maintenance activities-
inspections, repair, and replacement of principal items of ,

equipment related to nuclear safety;

f c. Records of surveillance activities, inspections, and
calibrations required by the Technical Specifications
(TS) and the Fire Protection ProgramM

d. Records of sealed source and fission detector leak tests and
results; and-t.,;

e. Records of annual pA si al inventory of all sealed source
material of recordq oxd

I

5.)d.3 The following records shall be retained for the duration of the
unit Operating License:

a. Records and drawing changes reflecting unit design
modifications made to systems and equipment described in the

75 /sAR;

b. Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel
transfers, and assembly burnup histories;

Records of radiation exposure for all individuals g t W yc.
;.S d : cc-+ M :=; C-

jfy h uv. w a s 'W*1
C19 '6 # 7 "'N

(continued)

h /o 343 5.0-39 Rev. O,-09/2:/ 2
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R: cord Retention
Q 5. I

{} Enclosure 2 to U-602196
,

Section 5 Page 147 of 156 g I

5.);K Record Retention |

| 5.1/.3 (continued)I
;

1 !
I d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released ;

9 to the environs; } gg g,-

e. Records of transient or operational cycles for those unit jg components identified ing{ rue oc+om k ;

f. Records of reactor tests and experiments; i

g. Records of training and qualification for members of the
unit staff; '

h |

h .
Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to the
TS;

9
i. Records of qualit assurance activities required by the ;

$| Opmi,d Quali y Assurance (QA) Manual [not listed in '

CB 3pecification 5. .1 and which are classified as permanent i

records by applicabl regulations, codes, and standards];

Records of reviews periodica Tor cnanges mad @e to procedures,
A.~ steceheotsi,J 5 9 !

Ij.

equipment, or reviews of tests and experiments pursuant to i

10 CFR 50.59; !

<

k. Records of the reviews and audits required by Specification
5.5.1 and Specification 5.5.2;

'l . Records of the service lives of all hydraulic and mechanical
- ,bberssnu mu u eu , W.a o .

Cn( -oa e snuuver requa cmen n
= : a :c , incioeing tne eate at which the service iife 1

comences, and associated installation and maintenance j
records; !

m. Records of analyses required by the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program that would permit
evaluation of the accuracy of the analysis at a later date
(these records should include procedures effective at
specified times and QA records showing that these procedures
were followed);

Records of reviews performed for changes made to the Offg.iten.
Dose Calculation Manual and the Process Control ProgrargM_ L

-stresse,d. ecTcSte containmentAemF~o.

. -?wRf 5-5 T"r-- 5.0-40 Rev. O, -09f?8f92-
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f /High Radiation Areab4- !q
C| | Enclosure 2 to U-6021!ro [5.Mg ;

i Section 5 Page 148 of 156
1 j lO
, 5. ( ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

[5. HighRadiationAreah
-

] ICdifd d55ED ~ [-

5.M .1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragr 0.f "':,' M T, in lieu of the
'

requirements of 10 CFR 20. , each high radiation area, as
defined in 10 CFR 20, in which the intensity of radiation is
> 100 mrem /hr but < 1000 mrem /hr, shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto

,

shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work
r Pemit (RWP). Individuals qualified in radiation protection
}} procecures (e.g.r*@ie;r "F9?echnicians%or personnel

continuously escorted by s'uch individuals may be exempt from the
RWP issuance requirement during the perfomance of their assigned !

(loggT10)
,

duties in high radiation areas with exposure rates s 4MG mrem /hr,e
provided they are otherwise following plant radiation protection

cN procedures for entry into such high radiation areas. '

Any individual or group of individuals pemitted to enter such
areas shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the *,V following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates I

the radiation dose rate in the area.

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates
the radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset .

integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas with
this monitoring device may be made after the dose rate
levels in the area have been established and personnel are

,

| aware of them.

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures ;

with a radiation dose rate monitoring device, who is '

responsible for providing positive control over the
activities within the area and shall perfom periodic
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified by the

M y{ Radiation Protection t gar}ein th=t RWP.0
W iib Q /0

5. %.2 In addition to the requirements of Specification 5.M.1, areas
' pl with radiation levels e 1000 mrem /hr shall be provided with locked

or continuously garded doors to prevent unauthorized entry and
the keys.shall be maintained under the administrative control of
the Shift E n ~u on duty or hd" A supervision. Doors

_ shall remainflocked except during periodsfof access by personnel ,_

f a dia ||va kte/eef
(continued)

.

-
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Section 5 Page 149 of 156 High Radiation Area l

d #5.[-4_
'

| [5.)4 High Radiation Area K

. 0 ihe- O'otb P W C 15 > 30 @ '^ N of|
~

5.'NI.2 (continued) 4 gg 5 4, g ,jg 4
I 10 under an approved RWP that shdll specify the dose rate levels in

the insnediate work areas.9%Qthe maximum allowable stay times for
individuals in those areas. In lieu of the stay time

h specification of the RWP, direct or remote (such as closed circuit
TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel

- qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive
gg ure control over the activities being perfomed within the -A

5. W.3 Sr:dii&9'i;hr:distikareaswithradiationlevelsof
b 1000 mrem /hr, accessible to personnel, that are located within

large areas such as reactor containment, where no enclosure existsJD ',
-

for purposes of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded,
and where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the
individual area, that individual area shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted, and a flashing light shall be activated as a
warning device.

-
- ,_ _ .

$ /\] k (b ON 0 N0fMMC $

0f 3peeis;co},cn 5. lo.1, 'a divo du a L

'w

|
' .

|

|

|
|

|
- -BWR/5 273 5.0-42 Rev. O. Gi2Ei: - ,j
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|
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INSERT 42A

Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g.,
Radiation Protection technicians) or personnel continuously escorted
by such individuals may be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement
during the performance of their assigned duties in high radiation
areas with exposure rates s 3000 mrem /hr, provided they are
otherwise following plant radiation protection procedures for entry
into such high radiation areas.

I,

INSERT
CLINTON 5.0-42 10/1/93
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Enc'.osure 2 to U-602196
Section 5 Page 152 of ISS

,

1
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434 I

CHAPTER 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS |
J

|

BRACKETED ADMINISTRATIVE CHOICE

B.1 Brackets removed and optional wording preferences revised to
,

reflect appropriate plant specific requirements.

i

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE |
i

P.1 The original operating license included plant specific methods |
for Technical Review and Control, including approval authority, i
for procedures and for changes and modifications to the unit. |

These methods were approved in NUREG-0853, the plant specific !

Safety Evaluation Report, as supplemented. Therefore, this :
issue is adequately addressed in proposed Specification 5.5.3. !

!
P.2 Plant specific staff qualifications have been previously j

reviewed and approved as identified in NUREG-0853, as ;

supplemented.
|
t

P.3 Plant specific training program requirements have been [
previously reviewed and approved as identified in NUREG-0853, |
as supplemented.

P.4 A section for Technical Review Responsibilities is separated |
from the Review and Audits section since a separate group jperforms these functions. Additionally, two short introductory 5

paragraphs are provided to identify the separate group and |
renumbering of subsequent sections was performed accordingly.

P.5 The safety analysis report for this station is identified as
|the Updated Safety Analysis Report and is correctly referred to ;

as the USAR. '

P.6 Plant specific organization titles are used where appropriate.
P.7 The references to "each" unit and "on the. unit affected" has

been revised to reflect that only one unit is located at this
|site.

P.8 This requirement is only applicable to PWRs.
|
1P.9 The current plant specific requirement details for diesel

generator fuel oil testing are retained in the proposed I

program.

P.10 Where possible, plant specific management position titles in
the proposed Technical Specifications are replaced with generic
titles as provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1. Personnel who fulfill
these positions are required to meet specific qualifications as
detailed in proposed Specification 5.3, and compliance details

CLINTON 1 10/1/93 J
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Section 5 Page 153 of 15s

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
(continued)

relating to the plant specific management position titles are
identified in licensee controlled documents (such as the USAR) .
The two major specific replacements are the generic " Plant
Manager" for the manager level individual responsible for the
overall safe operation of the plant and the generic descriptive
use of "the corporate executive responsible for overall plant
nuclear safety" in place of the Vice President position. The
plant specific titles fulfilling the duties of these generic
positions will continue to be defined, established, documented
and updated in a plant controlled document with specific
regulatory review requirements for changes, such as the USAR or
QA Manual. This approach is consistent with the intent of
Generic Letter 88-06 which recommended, as a line item
improvement, relocation of the corporate and unit organization
charts to licensee controlled documents. The intent of the
Generic Letter, and of this proposed change, is to reduce the
unnecessary burden on NRC and licensee resources being used to
process changes due solely to personnel titles changes during
reorganizations. Since this change does not eliminate any of
the qualifications, responsibilities or requirements for these
personnel or the positions, the change is considered to be a
change in presentation only and is therefore administrative.

,

P.11 This plant has an additional program that was added to the
proposed TSs. The name of this additional program is the,
" Ultimate Heat Sink Erosion, Sediment Monitoring and Dredging
Program".

P.12 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.13 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.14 Plant specific offsite review group responsibilities are
modified as necessary.

P.15 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.16 The performance of activities as required by the Quality
Assurance Program is being added to this auditing section of
the proposed Technical Specifications to reflect the current
Technical Specification.

P.17 The action of " ... performance of the corrective action
program..." is being relocated more appropriately from the
"Offsite Review Responsibilities" section to the " Audit
Responsibilities" section of the proposed Technical'

Specifications.

t

CLINTON 2 10/1/93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS I

PLANT SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE
(continued)

P.18 The reference to Generic Letter (GL) 82-33 has been deleted
since this GL does not cover all requirements of NUREG - 0737
as presently reflected in the current Technical Specifications.

P.19 Appropriate clarification has been provided for sampling of
diesel fuel oil.

P.20 This comment number is not used for this station.

P.21 The discussion has been modified to more accurately describe
the safety / relief valves being discussed.

P.22 The references to " Conditions B or G" have been eliminated
since they are not appropriate to the requirements for a
Special Report.

P.23 This change has been made to the proposed section 5.5.1.1 as
result of modifications to proposed section 5.5.1.2.

|
:

P.24 This change has been made to clarify that the limitations on '

the concentrations of radioactive material released in
effluents to unrestricted areas, conform to ten times the,

concentration values in 10CFR 20, Appendix B.
>

P.25 Plant specific criteria has been provided for limitations on
the dose rate resulting from radioactive material released in
gaseous effluents to areas beyond the site boundary. ;

P.26 Plant specific criteria has been provided for the Ventilation
Filter Testing Program.

P.27 This change has been made to provide plant specific limits of
10 Curies for this surveillance program.

,

P.28 A clarification has been made for the Clinton Power Station to
more accurately describe the Quality Assurance Manual.

., P.29 This comment number is not used for this station.
l

P.30 This comment number is not used for this station.

1
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| Enclosure 2 to U-002196
Section 5 Page 155 of 156

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
4 CHAPTER 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS

C.1 The sections related to Technical Specification Bases Control,
Procedures, Programs and Manuals, and the Safety Function
Determination Program have been reformatted to include all
programs in the Programs and Manuals section. Additionally,
the Procedures requirements have been separated into an

; individual section apart from the Programs and Manuals.
*

Appropriate renumbering of these sections and the ones that
follow them are also incorporated, along with revisions to
references to these sections.

! C.2 This change reflects an editorial correction to the wording of
; NUREG-1434.

C.3 This item is duplicated in the next item listed and is,

therefore unnecessary.

; C.4 Procedures to implement the Emergency Plan and the Security
j Plan are required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix E and 10 CFR 50.54 (p) . |
i Therefore, there is no need to repeat the requirements. |
a |

C.5 This exception is necessary to allow the temporary changes I
intended to be allowed by Specification 5.6.3. !

I

C.6 This change is to provide consistency of requirements for the '

items specified as Manuals. This change prevents potential (
confusion and misinterpretation. I

,

<
,
,

C.7 This change provides consistency of the wording in the j
requirements for the PCP and the ODCM. The change avoids ;
unnecessary confusion that may develop in attempting to !

j determine the intent of different wording.

C8 The references to other Specifications are corrected.

1 C.9 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, has been revised such that the correct
I reference is Table 2 rather than Table II.
j C.10 This change provides consistency of the wording in the' requirements for the ISI and IST Programs. The change avoids'

unnecessary confusion that may develop in attempting to
; determine the intent of different wording.

'

C.11 This change is made to provide consistency with the generic,

surveillance frequencies.

C.12 The description of the entry conditions into the SFDP are;]
clarified and generalized to assure that they include all
possible required entry conditions.

,
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Enclosure 2 to U-60219
Section 5 Page 156 of 15

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES TO NUREG-1434
CHAPTER 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

CHANGE / IMPROVEMENT TO NUREG STS
(continued)

C.13 The record retention requirements for changes to procedures are
moved to the 5 year requirements for consistency with
10 CFR 50.59.

C.14 This change removes the potentially misleading words ". . .during
fuel handling..." since there are other types of CORE
ItL A r.xATIONS than fuel handling that require an SRO to be |
present and directly supervise.

C.15 Plant specific titles for the onsite and offsite groups are
provided for clarification.

C.16 The onsite and offsite review groups responsibilities and
functions are clarified where necessary.

C.17 The ISEG review responsibilities have been more appropriately
changed to " Examination of..." the various plant activities,
documents, reports and information.

C.18 This comment number is not used for this station.
C.19 These changes provide for consistency with the new 10 CFR 20.

j

C.20 This change identifies the appropriate components (i.e.,
reactor coolant pressure boundary components) that must be
maintained within the design limits being discussed.

!

C.21 This change removes a requirement that is only applicable to
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). |

C.22 This change removes the statement for providing the document
where snubber requirements are located. There is no
requirement to provide this information in the Technical

s
Specifications.

1
1

I
: |
| |
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